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ANNUAL GENERAL 
MEETING 2001 

The Royal Signals Association' AGM 
combined with the Branch Repre entati es ' 
meeting will take place in Chel ea Barrack 
on 7 April and not the 2 April a printed in 

the December issue of The W!Rli 

Authors alone are re pon ible for the content of their art icle . The opinion expressed in the article of thi publ ication are tho e of the indi idual 
au thors and do not necessarily refl ect the policy and view . . offic ial or other~ ise, of the Royal S ignal or the Mini try of Defence. Thi · publication 
hould be treated with di cretion by the recipient 

© Crown Copyright 

Disclaimer: No respon ibility for the qual ity of goods or erv ice advertised in thi magazine can be accepted by the Publi hen. or thei r gent. 
Adverti sements are included 'in good faith '. 
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BRITISH KOREAN VETERANS 
PARADE AND SERVICE 

ST PATRICK'S BARRACKS 
BALLYMENA 

SUNDAY 29 APRIL 2001 
Did you . crve in Korea with any unit s~•.b-unit or a a part 

of'.:!9 Independent Infantry Bri:;;ade Group 
during the Korean war? 

Parade Location: Depot The Royal Iri h Regiment 
t Patrick ' Barrack . Ballymena 

Timing 29 Apr 200 l: ll40hrs Fall In . 
1200hr March On -(Paradeand Ser ice), 

1245h1 March Past 
l 300hrs Lunch and Entertainment, 

A charge of £5.50 will be made for each person attending 
lunch. for which a preordered ticket will be required . 

Each year during pril, a remembrance parade and service i held 
at St Patrick·s Barrack. Ballymena in 1orthem Ireland, by The 
Royal Ul ter Rifle Association and Briti h Korean Veteran • A so
ciation (Ireland Branch). Thi year marks the 50th Anniversary of 
the Baul of the lmjin fought by 29th Independent Infantry Brigade 
Group during the period 22-25 April L 95 l. It i the wish of Regi
mental Headquarters The Royal Irish Regiment 10 include as many 
,·eteran of 29 Brigade or their antecedent Regimental Associa
tions. as would like to auend the parade on Sunday 29 April 2001. 
Any individual or A sociation wi hing to take part hould contact 

laj R. J . Walker for furtl1er details at: The Regimental Office, 5 
Waring Street, BELFAST. BT I2EW. 

MARKET GARDEN 2000 

Parachuting requires medical certifi ation that you are mentally fit to 
jump. This. for normal people . would under tandabl y cau e ome 
confusion. It remains a direct contradiction, no rea onably sane person 
would want 10 jump from great heights only to rely on a bit of cloth and 
cord 10 top them falling to their death ! 

Ex Market Garden 2000 (8- 18 September) was an exercise with many 
objective , the first wa route planning, in this case, go to the furthest 
port you can po sibly get from your objective and spend 12 hour driving 
there. Alternatively you could go to the nearest port and spend two hours 
driving. o gue sing which route we took! Eventuall y our pilgrim s 
landed on the fair hores of the island of Texel and set about the fir t 
objective. to undertake the Dutch Military Parachute cour e. The second 
objective wa to show gratitude to British and Polish WW2 airborne 
ve teran for their wartime acrifice . The aim wa~ to do authentic 
airdrops in WW2 airborne uniform from WW2 aircraf t. iQ fron t of 
veteran on onginal drop zone . The drop zone earmarked for u was at 
the Poli h drop zone at Driel, near Arnhem. This was to be followed by a 
71 2mile march, in full WW2 kit from the British airborne drop zone at 
Ginkle Heath to Arnhem Bridge. 

The participants of Market Garden 2000 were mainly members of the 
nO\\ disbanded I 0 ( ) Parachute Battalion, other ex-airborne soldiers 
belonging to a group called Pathfinder and servi ng so ldiers. Also 
participating were four Canadian Grenadier Guards, a U. Marine and a 
U , 1avy SEEBEE. a truly mixed bag. Representing the Corps from 
Blandford were gt ' igel 'Sticker:.• Brewin and Cpl ' Mac the Brew' 
'\lacDonald. both of Radio ystems Group, Royal School of Signals and 
• ig ten 'Spielberg' Davies, 11 ignal Regiment. Sgt Brewin, already 
qualified. did three jumps from an Antonov 2 and then, awaiting the 
arrival of the DC3. instructed the participants in and oversaw parachute 
packmg, thu. enabling the non-qualified per onnel to get up in the air 
quicker and get all thw qualifying jumps in. When grounded due to bad 
weather gt Brewin, a si ·1ed by the other Signallers, started spreading 
paranoia amongst the ranks. The blue Royal Signals recruitment stickers 
m1raculou ly found auachments to anything on which the three-second 
rule had expired or had been left una ttended. For the mult inational 
contingent. the ight of a Signaller in the vicinity with a smile on his face 
caused them 10 carry out the Immediate Action drill. A dash (to the 
nearest mirror), strip down (to their underwear), crawl (around their 
equipment), observe (everyone else panicking), sights (it was a righ t 
1ght), fire (bum the stickers. should they find any). 

Sig I>a\-ies. on hb econd jump, landed roughly on the DZ, it was a 
combined decision that he should not carry on jumping. 

Sig Oa\-ie hopes to return next year to complete the course. He then 
cnt on to demonstrate a rare talent as the event cameraman operating 

the '1deo camera and at various time could be seen weighed down by an 
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array of camera . The Dakota. still in allied wartime marking , the same 
one Sgt Bre.win j umped fr m into ormandy in June, arrived on the 
Wednc day. much to the de light of everyone . Up to that po int a ll the 
j ump had been conducted from a fom1er Soviet Antonov 2, used to drop 
Spctznnz forces due to its abili ty to fly at . pccds that would stall other 
aircraft and achieve a smaller spread of parachutes. With the Dakota in 
Holland, a fir ·t Arnhem Anniversary j ump was undert aken at Texe l 
I · land. The event was covered on Dutc h ationa l TV. It saw a rare 
dramat i event as one of the pa rachu tist in the same sti ck as Cpl 
MacDonald suffered 'Tailstr ikc' where his canopy became entangled on 
the ta il wheel of the Dakota, ripping out three pane ls and shredding the 
remainder of the ca nopy. T he parachuti t \\as forced lo deploy hi s 
re erve, he landed ·afc ly, half an hour later he ' as back in the air again, 
nerves of teel! Then Friday came, we redeployed to the Dutch mainland 
to a campsi te at Oo tcrbeek. We were to jump from the Dakota on the 

uturda at Drie l, the wart ime Drop Zone fo r the Po li h Parachute 
Brigade. Unfo rtuna te ly the aircraft ran into unfore een problem , we 
missed our slot we were all gutted at thi · development but it was out of 
our hands. One~ the aircraft wa able to fly aga in on the aturday evening 
we had to be content to watch it drop the Red Devils onto the memorial 
outside the Harten. tein Airborne Museum in Oostcrbeck. . 

The team part ic ipated in the 'Race to the Bridge '. All the parachutist , 
in full \ W2 uni fo rm, equipment carrying Lee-Enfield rifles, Sten and 
Bren guns marched from Ginkle Heath to Arnhem Bridge, re-creating the 
ma rch that Lt Col Jo hn Frost and the 2 Battalion of the Parachute 
Regiment took. The loca l population waved and cheered us as we pas ed, 
we managed to unload our boiled sweet and com po bi cuit at the 
chi ldren. In return we were given a ll manner of bottled refreshment, 
including a rare rocket fue l that Cpl MacDonald and gt Brewin were 
given by one grateful native. they each had one sip, their throat lining 
took two week to recover! 

Cpl MacDonald receives his Dutch Wings 
from an Arnhem veteran at the steps to the Hartenstein Hotel 

On the Sunday the wings presentation for the newly qualified took 
place. Cpl MacDona ld wa afforded the privilege of being presented his 
wings by an Arnhem veteran. of which thirty o f them attended our 
parade, a moment Cpl MacDonald will trea ure for the rest of his li fe. 
After the parade, the team le ft for the nearby cemetery to lay a Corps 
wreath at one of the memorial to the Briti h and Poli h Airborne dead. 
Affairs concluded sati factorily, the team returned to the UK. The next 
memorial j ump from the Dakota will be in June 2001 on DZ ( ) the 
original drop zone for the S Parachute Brigade, 6 Airborne Divi. ion 
followed by a march to Pegasus Bridge. 

THE MEMOIRS OF 
MAJORF. T. C. WILLIAMS 

ROYAL SIGNALS 
by Col (Retd) Cliff U'alters, Museum Director 

The Museum has recently been presented with an unusually well-di -
played collection of bound scrap-books and other personal memorabilia 
by Maj Frank Williams who now li ves in North York hire. The eleven 
volumes beautifully record highlights of Frank's service in the Corps in 
words, photographs, verse, cartoon, press cuuings, drawings and maps and 
span the years 1933 to 1946. As a young man of twenty and already in pos
session of a PMG's licence to work as a commercial radio operator, he 
enlisted into Royal Signals in the hope of experiencing something of the 
exci tement and glamour of soldiering on the North We t Frontier of India. 
He was not to be disappointed. The first four scrapbooks capture exactl y 
his adventurous life of active service with the Signals section of the 2nd 
Indian Infantry Brigade on operations during the Waziristan Campaign of 
1936-37. The Museum has many photograph and per onal accounts from 
those who also aw active ervice in India during the inter-war years. 
However, thi s particular collection i. a gem being particularly well-assem
bled and painting a vivid and exciting account of a young Signalman's 
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early experiences of imperia l policing in a dangerous place. Frank took 
his own photugraphs and developed them ' in ~he fi eld '. The other seve11 
scrapbooks deal wi th Frank's cxpen cnccs during the. Second World War. 
In May 1940 he was in France (by now a Sergeant) with the I st Armoured 
Division. Evacuated from Brest after the German conquest of France: he 
was commiss ioned and in 1942 aga in went on acti ve service •. this time 
wi th 2 rd Armoured Brigade of the Eighth A1my. He took p~rt m desper
ate batt ks in the Western Desert, and the breakout and pursuit of the Axis 
ann ics up to their final surrender in North . Africa. There f~llowed three 
years o f the Italian Campaign, during which he. se1ved with 15 Army 
Group Signals in the advance through Italy. All of these scrnpbooks make 
fascinating reading part icularly fo r anyone with a personal interest 111 these 
historic campaigns. The Museum stall arc always pl.eased to help a~yone 
with research and access to th is (or any other) collccuon which 1s ava ilable 
to anyone who would wish to 'iew it. 

Exciting Times . . . . 
Sgt Frank Williams, 1st Armoured D1v1s1onal Signals, 

BEF, France 1940 
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SPECIAL FORCES 
COMMUNICATORS 

LEAVJNG THE ARMY? 

w.:a 
TERRITORIAL ARMY 

lBE THE BEST 

Interested in a challenging and useful part time 
career for which you get paid? Want to put your 
existing military and communications skill to fur
ther u e? 

Our requirement:- between 18 and 32 year o~d, 
physically fit , well motivated, keen to learn, d1 -
creet, honest, good interper onal kjlls. 

TA commitment:- 27 day including 15 days annu
al camp. In addition we req~ire a futther ~ 0 ~ay 
in order to develop multiple commu01cat1on 
skills and become proficient in a wide range of 
military skill , to work in a highly detnanding 
environment. 

The opportuni,ties:- per onal development, travel, 
adventurous pursuits, annual financial.bonus. 

For further information apply to the addre below 
quoting th Wire Magazine as the advertisement 
source: 

PSI 
R(SY)Troop 
Stirling Lines 
Hereford 
HR47DD ) 

The Territorial Army is an equal opporrunities employer 

BRITISH COMPUTER SOCIETY 
ANNUAL BCS/RSI LECTURE 

Thur day 15th March 2001 

"For whom the gate tolls" 

by Profes or Stevan Hamad 

at 

IBM Re earch Laboratorie , Hur ley 

6.30pm for 7pm, upper 8.30pm 

Further inforrnationfrom Suz.anne Peart 

ofBCS on 01793 417417 or 

Col (Retd) Bill Kennedy on 01258 482647 
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OC Lt ol J ack Arnberton 
Team Capt Cap t k Anulty 

hi ·f Instr Sgt Paul Boughey 
O"\ F \\HIT E HEL 1 T LWAY A WHITE HE L 1ET 
T H 0 11 IG ' L R EGIMENT VI IT T HE TEAM 

A~ an ex \\ hitc Helmet and a fellow UI terman l wa happ, to 
\\Ckom t Col R. G. 1 icholso·n back to the Team for u day of OIT
Road trnming on Bo' ington Training Area. ~I Paul Bo~ghey the Team 

taff ·eruean and Chief Instructor wa- chomping at the bit at the thought 
of a da,-·playing' on the 'Moors'. c p cially when he heard that RS _1 
Kemp and the CO' driver would be riding as well. omeho" the AdJ!, 

apt Fion u P r ie tnall had convinced the CO that ' he would hold the 
fort back at RHQ. 

t Col R. G. ' icholson got traight back on the saddle, and nfier a bit 
of instruction from the Team taff ergeant the RSM (who had pa sed hi 
road licence fiye years ago) was inches behind him. We are still not too 
ure if C pl Dilcha ndr a took the CO' motioning to another bike a an 

order for him to ride. but he bad soon donned my glove and helmet and 
bot after them. 

pl Dilcb andra had one airborne exp_erience coming out of t~e ·oust 
BO\\ I', not frightened by that he then decided to be a gymnast ach1evmg a 
triple omersault and head plant on · andy Bottom_·. Thankfully we 
didn't manage to injure him too badly. He can defimtely have a place 
with the Team on next year' induction course! The RSM soon got the 
hang of it and wa· tearing around Bovington and ha\'ing fun, l~e even 
decided to try out a few jump en uring that the CO followed 111t. I bet 
the CO in retro pect '' i hed that he had left him back at camp. A great 
day wa had by all! Orce a White Helmet alway a White Helmet. All 
that wa left when the vi itors had !!One was for the Team Cadre to enJOY 
the last few hours with the Off Road bike before they had to go back to 
the Honda Imps. 

The Famous Five 
(l-R): RSM Kemp, Lt Col R. G. Nicholson, Cpl Dikhandra, SSgt 

Baughey and the mechanic - LCpl Fullerton 

I 'D CTIO . COUR E 2000 - by LCpl Duncan Marsh 
My ·elf, LCpl · cottic' Ecott and LC pl 'Fish' Fisher were selected 

from a ca~t of thousands (well 30) to instruct the inductees. Both 'Scottie' 
and ·Fish' had in tructed on previous cour es but this was my first and I 
was looking forward to tl. Monday morn ing started off ' nice and easy' 
\\1th a ideo trom a prcviou election course -·This is going to HURT', 
and the introducuon of the in tructors and support ing cadre to the now 
ten c and nervous looking students. The cour e photo followed with a 
late entry by LCpl · cottie 'Drowned Rat' E ccott, after an eventful nine
hour motorcycle nde from Che ter through the heart of the November 
noods. Before the ·Fun and Games' could begin on Bovington Training 
Arca, a basic riding te t had 10 be passed by all the students, including the 
four totall} novice riders. It was then on to Bovington Tank Training area 
and to the basic off road riding phase. 

In the days to follow there were many hilarious and very scary 
incidents, many of which Sig Kev Wright was in the middle or on the 
periphery of. Kev managed to find a 40fl long, I fi m deep tank dip and 
drown himself and one of the Honda XR 250' that were kindly lent to us 
by the Honda Imp . ot happy with killing one of the bikes, Kev had a 
good go at killing _him elf on t~e sam: day by creaming in_ on one. of the 
jump and ·uffcnng concu ion. Iler a 24-hour sta_y 111 Bovmgton 
Medical entre. Kev gave the D a ma s1ve scare, dunng (once again) 
jump training on the 'Knife Edge' the chief 'crash test dummy' suffered 
damaged leg . First on the scene wa the Team Medic and Instructor, 
LCpl · cotty' Eccott, who' diagnosis wa. a broken femur at fir t. It 
turned out to be a pencil in hi pocket, (the only time Kev's pencil has 
cau ·ed so much concern). but he was carted ofT in an ambulance just in 
case. ot to be out done. recently promoted to Lance Corporal (well clone 
mate!), Johnn Kama carried on with hi rugby training. The 15 tone 
lump of Fijian mu cle decided to tackle a tree at 30mph and we are not 
too ure who\ on. Apparently he has had wor e injuries on a rugby pitch. 
Race Day produced plenty of thrill and spills. The weather clo ed in ju t 
to make things that little bit more difficult. ot surprisingly ig Ricky 
·Feed Me ow' G a ton who is already a member of the Team, won the 
race (by a whi ker) . Ju t a whisker away from returning to 3 Div, Eh 
Rick? The Wei h Wizard ( o 29) abandoned conventional methods of 
topping and dislocated hi shoulder as a re ult. We never did di cover 

how he ga ined such an extensive knowledge of sheep. o 27 (Pte Pile}, 
wa disqualified for traying into the trees. The phra e 'out of control but 
looking good' springs to mind. Re1enge was sweet when LCpl G az 
Fisher got his just de ert for being an ·LB' (in house) at the end of 
Week One. Pos ibly the White Helmet na tie t (but obviously fair) 
in truetor received a splattering of egg from the Course who thought he 
would make a good omelette. ot to be out done he returned a few 
beautie himself. 

The excitement was not re erved fnr the bike only, back at Blandford 
Camp our ocial evening \ as cut short due to a bomb scare. This re ulted 
in a very intere ting evening in the gymna ium. After the peak of Race 
Day thing · naturally quietened down for Week 2 - Trick Week, the 
Team's bread and butter. We made the mo t of the able bodied tudents, 
teaching many tricks that make the White Helmets the Worlds Premier 
Motorcycle Di play Team. Included in Week 2 was the Fire Jump 
train ing with great progress made by all. Day 2 of the Fire Jump Training 
saw the recently appointed Team Captain - Capt 'Mac' lead by example 
and go fir t through the fire. We won't tell anyone you drew the sho11est 
traw. of course it wasn't rigged (hone t!). ice eye lashes! A hort how 

marked the end of Week 2. The show wa performed in front of the 
Regimental Colonel and OC White Helmets who seemed impressed by 
the gut! and determination hown by all after a mentally and physica lly 
demanding two-week course. Well done and welcome to the ix new 
comers, we look forward to seeing you all soon for further training. 
Cpl 'Stevie (Airborne warrior)' G irling LCpl John 'The Chef' Dodd 
Sig 'Gymnast' Brown Sig Jo hnny Kama 
Sig Marcus Kershaw ig Kev Wright 

Should you make a purchase as the result of seeing an advert in 
The WIRE, please let them know that you saw their advert in your 

Corps Magazine 
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THE MASTER OF SIGNALS' VISIT TO MELBOURNE 
ON THE OCCASION OF 

THE ROYAL AUSTRALIAN CORPS OF SIGNALS 75TH ANNIVERSARY 
The year 2000 is the 75th Anniversary of the Royal Australian Corps 

or Signals. Royal Signals traditionally sends a signal of greetings and 
best wishe. to our sister Signals Corps, each year. For significant 
anniversaries, a sui table gift is made. The tradition is reciprocated, and on 
the Royal ignals' 75th anniversary, the Australians presented our 'orps 
with the splendid front Doors to our new Museum in Blandford. This 
year was to be no exception. For such an important anniversary, it was 
only right and proper that The Master of Signals should fly out to 
Australia to make the presentation in person, to the Royal Australian 
Corps of Signals' Representative Colonel Commandant Brigadier 
Evans. The occasion was to he the Corps Dinner, in the home of Royal 
Australian Signals The Army Communication Training Centre 
(AC'ommsTC), which is the Australian equivalent of The Royal School of 
Si~nals. ACommsTC is in impson Barracks, Macleod - a pleasant, green 
and open barracks in a suburb of Melbourne. 20 minute Northeast of the 
Central Business District. 

The Master pres e nts the dial to Brig Eva ns , Representative 
Colo ne l Com mandant of The Roya l Australian Corps of Signals 

The presentation is to prove a constant symbol of our enduring 
relationship, wit h a is tc r Corp , w hose fo rt unes, du ri ng o many 
conflict , had been so clo. ely entwined with our own. So what better th~ n 
a timepiece, and for a sunny country like Austra lia, a large bra undml 
seemed appropriate . For those of you w ho know o meth ing about 
sundia ls, this one i> de cribed as an Equatorial dial with an ana lemmatic 
gnomon. 

The regi tered Dom ain ame for the Beverley Boy Archive 

bcverleyboysarchivc.co.uk 
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A close-up o f the dial 

At times, the complexity of this project seemed to resemble the 
con truction of the International Space Station. The List of Credits i a 
follows: The style of dial was invented by Maj Gen Oliver (late Royal 
Artillery) and patented in 1892. It revolutionised undial accuracy, a· due 
to it cunning de ign, it reads true time throughout the year - other dials 
can be up to 20 minutes out, a the seasons change. The presentation dial 
was de igned by 1r David Brown of Bath, and crafted by 1r ilas 
Higgon in England. The dial wa mounted on a plmth of Donybrook 
Marble from Western Au tralia designed by Mr Arthu r nd ronas. one 
of Melbourne' acclaimed architects, and crafted by stonemason Mr Paul 
Smith , also of Macleod. The pre entation and a hort peech wer~ made 
by T he la ter, Brigadier Evans responded, then the officers retired for 
the Corps' 75th Anniversary Dinner. With so many ustralian and ew 
Zealander a a capti e audience, Th e :\-1aste r could not re ist a few 
sporting jibe in hi peech. 

Some of the Australian officers pose with the 'new addition' 
(l-R): Lt Peter Carey, Maj Dave Cave (21C), Lt Danny Glatz 

The rest of the dinner went a all good dinners do. and no talcs need 
te lli ng in th is piece! T he Mu tcrs pre cnce and the quali t} of the 
pre e; tation helped cement our close relat ionship s till closer. . 

For a ll o f you , ho wi ll be lucky enough to come to Melbourne 111 the 
futu re, either on Exerci e Long Look or perhup a the K Exchange 
In tructor, you now know why there is a sund ia l cngr.ived ''1th the words 
' Presented by the Royal Corps of Signals' in front of the Centre. 
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ROYAL SIGNALS MUSEUM - VOLUNTEER GUIDES 
Dunn!!. ~000. m addition to the nonnal weekday opcnmg. the mu:eum 

op ·n •d at weekend. from mid-Febmary to the nd of October. On the.c 
"c ·kcnd and public ho Iida) day it was operated by volunteer~ ~\ho 
manned th, rec-ption desk. soiC: shop good a_nd generally ~1ade ~· 1 1tors 
\\Ck me b\ as.isting them in tl'.:1r understanding of the vanou displays. 
On Frida): 17 ·ove~1bcr. 17 of the, e volunteers met at the Cr0\\11 Hotel. 
Blandford, where the mus um st.i!Twelcomed then1 to an 'end-of- ca on' 
dinner tt thank them for their effort . 

In \\elcoming them. the \·oluntecr coordinator. Lr Col Pat oward, 
introduced \Ii fella '\kin!) re, the n w curator. and welcomed Maj 
Roger Pickard, the rec ntly retired curator (now r:e · tored to good health) 
and Ir Danny Pickard who have offered their ser ice as mu eum 
, olunteer: next 'year. He noted that the weekend takings of £21.3 0 in 
:!000 was 40% n1ore than in 1999 - in pite of the mu ·eu~11 being clo ed 
for t\\ o day: in ~ept mber due to the petrol hortage. Thi d~monstrates 
that \Ir Adam Fort)'. the Businc s Manager. ha a marketmg trategy 
that is anra ting in rea ing numbers of paying vi itors to the mu.cum and 
that the volunt - rs are making a ub tantial contribution to the museum' 
mcome a. well as having an enjoyable and rewarding day out. Lt Col Pat 
_o"ard made a point of welcoming 1rs Laurette .Burton who .ha 
recently joined the growing number of volunteers work mg 111. the arch1v~s 
on re. earch project-. We were delighted al o to welcome Bng Burton m 
the unaccustomed role of ·Husband of1 and a a mu cum trustee. 

Col Jiff Walter , the Mu eum Director. noted with sati faction that 
the mu eum wa at la t up to full trength and told volunteers of some of 

the detail changes being made to the display in order to make better use 
of avai lable space. I le spoke of the introduction. over the winter months, 
of 'tJlking boxes' that will give \ isitor ·an audio commentaiy on some of 
the more important displays and of a touch-screen infonm1tion terminal 
which is t be installed m the medal gallery. Thi will cany infom1ation 
on the medals on display and on those to whom the medals were 
awarded . i\lr Adam Forty then spoke of his ati:faction in ecing our 
visitor numbers rising in spite of the general trend of falling museum 
visitor numbers. I le spoke with enthusiasm about the growing ucccss of 
the · outh We ·t Motor Cycle Expo'. a fund raising event sponsored by 
the museum, "hich 1s attracting T overage and burgeoning support. 
The Band Concert, featuring the orps Bands and the Dorset Youth 
Orche tra wa also popular and well supported. The Air Day at ompton 
Abbas unfortunately failed due to lack of spon orship and will probably 
not be attempted again. 

To conclude, lis Kar-in Mountford, the hop Manager, presented 
each volunteer with a blue coffee mug. sui tably embclli hed with a gold 
' Jimmy'. a a memento to remind them. as she said. of the aggravation 
cau ed by the erratic operation of the canteen during 2000! There is 
always a need for volunteers to work in the mu cum. both as researchers 
on weekday and to operate the mu cum at weekends. It is a very 
rewarding way to make u.c of experience gained during service in the 
Corps and anyone who lives within a rea onablc distance of Blandford 
who would like more information is invited to telephone the Volunteer 
Coordinator on 01258- 60647 

INFORMATION SYSTEMS OPERATORS 

HQ OinC(A) are only too aware of the current .back lo~ of .P?tential 
Information System Operators who have yet to receive their tram1ng. To 
o\·ercome thi : the Royal School of Signals has been allocated additional 
resources to provide three extra Information Sy tems Foundation courses. 
Thi will bring the total number of courses during tl1e training year 
1001 ·2002 to ix . training a potential 72 Information Sy terns Operators. 
If YOU ha\'e been elected to anend an lnfonnation Systems Foundation 
cour e, and your name i on the roster held by R. SIG ALS. MCM 
Di\ ision in Glasgow, please be patient. You will be loaded omo a course 
as oon as it is po sible. If you would like the opportunity to become an 
Information y terns Operator you mu t follow the procedures detailed in 

OinC(A)' Policy Directive Number 31. ff you already have ome IT 
qualifications. these can be cross-referenced and assist you on the 
selection board. Plea e contact your unit Yeoman of Signal Training 
Officer for further details. 

Offl ERS 
DECE \IBER 
\'ame and Rank 

ol P. B. . eale ... 
Lt ol P. J Davies .. . 
Lt Col A. E. Kendall 
Lt Col I. W. \ilacKem:ic 
l.t Col G J. T. Rafferty 
Capt S. L. G. Barnard . 
Capt B. \ii Bingham .. . 
Capt L. D. Burrell ..... . 
Capt \ii. J Cnnnion 
Capt R. J. Fammond .. . 
Capt L. Golley . .. . ... .. 

apt A. C1rccnficld ..... . 
<apt G. Hodgson ..... . 
C upt \ Scott 
(apt S. G. cull ..... 
Capt A I. \\ Steele 
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Unit ro which posred 
HQAG MIS 
3 (UK) Div I IQ & Signal Regiment 
Directorate of Joint Warfare 
OCELAND 
DB(LlSPT 
2 Signal Regiment 
264 (SAS) Signal Squadron 
3 (UK) Div HQ & Signal Regiment 
Anny Apprentices' College 
RMA Sandhurst 
3 (UK) Div flQ & Signal Regiment 
9 Signal Regiment (Radio) 
2 Signal Regiment 
7 Signal Regiment 
34 ( ) Signal Regiment (Volunteers) 
7 ignal Regiment 

OFFICERS 
J RY 
Name and Rank 
Brig J. R. B. Cook 
Col C. L. Le Galla is OBE ... 
Lt Col '.A. W. Pope 
Lt ol R. A. Sharp ... . . . 
Lt ol A. K. Trimble ... 
Lt Col D. J. Whitby 
Maj E. C. Dale . . . . .. 

apt B. M. Bingham 
Capt J. B. Duckworth 
Capt J. R. Fradley ... 
Capt M. Keech BEM 

WOs&SNCOs 
DECE 1BER 
N(lme and Rank 
WOI FofS N. R. Henly 

Unir to which posted 
Dept of AG 
J IQ 11 Signal Brigade 
30 ignal Regiment 
JS U (AN) 
Chief of Staff BOS 
Information Infra tructure 
7 Signal Regiment ( orps Main HQ) 
JI IQ South 
7 Armd Bdc HQ & Sig Sqn (207) 
7 ignal Regiment 
G6 HQ LAND 

Unir 10 which pos1ed 
I (UK) Div Signal Regiment 
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A/WO I RD A. D. Young .. . 
A/WOI YofS J. R. Knight .. . 
W02 RD . Fisher... ... .. . 
W02 YofS R. J. Darlington 

Sgt P. D. Eldridge ... 
SS gt E. J. llead ... . .. 
SSgt P. R. I lowson .. . 
SSgt D. P. Wilson .. . 
A/SSgt D. W. Burdus 
A/S gt P. . Parkes ... 
A/SSgt S. M. Schofield 

gt P. A. Cooper 
gt J. A. Harris .. . .. 

Sgt A. R. Kennedy ... 
gt G W. Lloyd 

Sgt C. R. Pagett .. . 
gt S . .J. Pringle ..... . 

Sgt S. R. Sale ... . .. 
Sgt J. " Tanm:r ... . .. 

31 Signal Regiment (Volunteer~) 
PJHQ (UK) 
30 Signal Regiment 
30 Signal Regiment 
16 Air Assault Brigade HQ 
14 Signal Regiment (EW) 
Joint Support Group ( I) 
225 Signal Squadron 
The Royal School of Signals 
The Royal School of ignals 
30 Signal Regiment 
16 Signal Regiment 
15 Signal Regiment 
15 Signal Regiment 
3 (UK) Div Signal Regiment 
20 Armd Bde HQ & Sig Sqn (200) 
I (UK) Div HQ & Signal Regiment 
8CTI 
600 Signal Troop 
JSS (Fl) A/Sgt P. . Grunuy ... 

Al gt J. B. Love 
A/Sgt D. J. McCall ... 

.. 32 Regiment A 

WOs& '< t'Os 
JA1 ARY 
Name and Rank Unit to which posted 

30 Signal Regiment 

WOJ D. L. Walk ·r ... ... The Royal School of Signals 
A;WOI RD G. A Coffin The Royal chool of ignal 
W02 RD I.E. Ev;,ns ... Umversity of Wales OTC 
W02 RD J. R. Stillie ... 2 Signal Regiment 
W02 YofS P. J. Carey .. . 15 Signal Regiment 
A/W02 RD A. C... Slack 249 Signal Squadron (AMF(L)) 
SSgt L. C. R. Chapman 259 Signal Squadron 
SSgt G. A. Greaves JSSU (Ayio ikolaos) 
SSgt J.P. Lawrence 16 Signal Regiment 

Sgt . L. L. Perham HQ Royal Signals 
Sgt K. 1. Ripley IS Signal Regiment 
Sgt P. Rou e ... 12 Mech Bde HQ & Sig Sqn (228) 

SSgt G. Steel 34 (Northern) Signal Regiment (Y) 
gt R. Turner ... 3 (UK) Div HQ & Signal Regiment 

SSgt M. J. Yate Comms Proj Div 
A/SSgt B. D. rosby 16 Signal Regiment 
A/SSgt P. J. Graham 30 Signal Regiment 
NSSgt L. P. Hopkin 3 lnfBde HQ & Sig Sqn (203) 
Al Sgt D. J. Keenan I (UK) Div HQ & Signal Regiment 
A/SSgt N. J. Smith... ICOM 
A/SSgt R. P. Williams... The Royal School of ignal 
Sgt K. Allen HQ Royal Signals 
Sgt T. P. Blakeley 7 Parachute RHA 
Sgt A. I. Bremner The Royal School of Signals 
Sgt D. M. Butler 36 Signal Regimem (Volunteers) 
Sgt I. J. Chappell The Royal School of Signal 
Sgt B. A. Clark.. . 16 Signal Regiment 
Sgt J. P. ordcry 7 Signal Regiment 

Sgt A. Cr&btrce ... . .. 
Sgt K. L. Crawford ... 
Sgt T. J. Croxon 
Sgt G. R. Dearden 
Sgt C. D. Doick .. . 
Sgt K. Ellams .. . 
Sgt L. S. Ford ... 

gt S. Hamilton .. . 
Sgt D. Hansen ... 
Sgt A. W. Ha lam 

gt C. L. King .. . 
Sgt P. S. Kinsey .. . 
Sgt A. J. P. Lynch 

gt S. A. Marriott 
Sgt R. B. Moore 
Sgt B. B. ewton 
Sgt S. R. Phill ips 
Sgt M. P. Pryce ... 
Sgt S. J. Robinson 

gt . Ruff ..... . 
Sgt G. inclair .. . 

gt D. A. Skingley ... 
Sgt J. L. Sowden 
Sgt M. Stoneman 
Sgt M. J. Swanson 
Sgt A. Tye .. . .. . 
Sgt S. R. White .. . 
Sgt D. J. Wilson 
A/Sgt S. H. Ayers 

Sgt J. C. W. Baxter 
Sgt P. S. Belcher ... 

A/Sgt K. J. Betts 
Sgt J. Chambers .. . 

A/Sgt S. A. Clarke .. . 
A/Sgt S. M. Fo ter .. . 

Sgt G. T. Gibson .. . 
gt A. J.M. Giffen 

Sgt M. K. Hopkin 
Sgt P. A. Jenkinson 

A/Sgt K. Langan 
A/Sgt S. D. Link 

Sgt D. J. McCall ... 
Sgt M. R. McMullan 
Sgt S. L. McNeil... 

NSe.t A. J. Mitchell 
Sgt R. A. O' eill... 
Sgt G. G. Overend 

gt A. I. Piper 
gt S. J. Reeves ... 

Sgt A. Richardson 
Sgt D. A. Royle .. . 
Sgt W. carrott .. . 

A/Sgt . R. Smith .. . 
A/Sgt A. C. Torrington ... 

36 Signal Regiment (Volunteers) 
249 Signal Squadron (AMF(L)) 
RTMC 
16 Signal Regiment 
I (UK) Div HQ & ignal Regiment 
36 ignal Regiment (Volunteers) 
2 Signal Regiment 
16 ignal Regimem 
30 Signal Regiment 
20 Armd Bde HQ & Sig Sqn (200) 
SHAPE Regional Signal Group 
14 Signal Regiment (EW) 
?CTI 
7 ignal Regiment 
21 ignal Regiment (AS) 
14 ignal Regiment (EW) 
Air Warfare Centre (AE) 
12 Mech Bde HQ & ig Sqn (228) 
4 Armd Bdc HQ & Sig qn (204) 
259 Signal quadron 
The Royal School of ignal 
16 Signal Regiment 
The Royal School of Signals 
JCUFI (AE) 
S Battalion REME 
JSSU (Ayios ikolaos) 
The Royal School of ignals 
14 Signal Regiment (EW) 
225 Signal Squadron 
30 Signal Regiment 
The Royal School of ignals 
3 (UK) Div HQ & Signal Regiment 
225 ignal Squadron 
7 Signal Regiment 
259 Signal Squadron 
39 lnfBde HQ & Sig Sqn (213) 
20 Armd Bde HQ & Sig Sqn (200) 
225 Signal Squadron 
7 Signal Regiment 
30 Signal Regiment 
7 Armd Bde HQ & Sig Sqn (207) 
30 Signal Regiment 
AAC Arborfield 
280 (UK) Signal quadron 
.30 Signal Regiment 
The Royal chool of Signal 
7 Signal Regiment 
ATR Bassingboum 
3 (UK) Div HQ & Signal Regiment 
30 Signal Regiment 
7 Signal Regiment 
Ri\IIA andhurst 
16 Air A sault Brigade HQ 
642 ignal Troop 

HEADQUARTERS SIGNAL OFFICER IN CHIEF (ARMY) 

ROYAL SIG AL MOB ILE PRESE TATIO Tt:AM 
Team QC Capt Mike lorton 
Team 0 Sgt Martin Hunt 

As the Royal ignals Mobile Pre.cntation Team (MPT) is due to 
expand we thought it would be a good idea to inform the Corp of what 
we actually get upto, as it has not been very well adverti ed in the pa t. 
The team is ba eel at the chool of Signals, and from there deploy on a 
regular basi lo various parts of the UK delivering variou pre cntations 
and running exercises for different age group at many different chools 
and colleges. ormally we hit a town or city for one or two week , trying 
to squeeze as many presentations a possible into the time allocated to us. 
What we do depends on the venue; space allocated, time given, age 
group, and a the team has such a rapid tum over of per onncl (One-year 
tour) new ideas and presentations are being developed day by day. With 
the lack of kit available to u • it is very much beg and borrow, and 
making do with what we can get ho ld of. I-laving said that mo t 

departments within Blandford are very helpful to us. and all members of 
the team need to remain flexible and adaptable. 

We have just returned from a two-week tour of the Liverpool area. 
where we had a great response from the scouse kids. Having taycd at 
Dale Barracks in hcster, each school wa a fair trip away mid most day 
we managed to put in a good 12-16 hour day. The pre entations went 
well, a simple yes or no answer wa quite often dragged out into a 0 
minute briefing by Capt 1orton, but he did manage to get a fan club of 
girls at 1110 t schools. Cpl hane Hodg on enjoyed the trip, although 
most of the time he was getting a lot of agro from the team about hi 
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ginger hair, which i now renm ned through out Liverpool. and the 
chool kid are no\ well aware that with equal opportunitie the Corp i 

\ illing to accept 'Gingers·, and to be a pee Op a bulb haped head is 
not required but can be an advantage. Keep Smiling Cpl Hodgson , anta 
might bring you some hair dye! The weekend in the middle was much 
needed R + R. Friday night ·aw a few beer in Che ter, where Cpl Chris 

mney thought it would be a good idea to try recmiting a few girl , and 
giving them his career profile in a bu y pub! Cpl mne. al o likes to tell 
the kids about hi qualification , e pecially hi driving skill . one of 
which i that he holds his HAZMAT licen e. and that he know · all about 
fuels and gassc . He demon, trated thi · to the Team by filling a die el 
chicle with unleaded! Then it wa good team bonding, ucking petrol 

through a traw for three hours. gt Martin Hunt bad quite a good trip. 
as we a had a liai on member attached to the team who wa from 
Liverpool. and he escorted us to and from the ·chool , o fortunately the 
team didn't have to rely on gt Hunt's map reading. The e ond week 
was quite tiring. and Sgt Hunt managed to frighten a few kids into 
joining up when he got confused and thought he \\as back at 
Bassingboum. treating ome of the kid more like recruits, but it was all 
taken in good spirit. 

Q,·erall Liverpool wa a ucces-, The team' spirit arc very high and 
we ·ell the Royal ignal ery well to both teachers and ·tudcnt:. We're 
looking forward to pril, the second MPT will be fom1ed and ready for 
act ion, and throughout next year acancie will be opening to replace 
current team members. It i a high profile job and all of the team enjoy it, 
o if you reckon you've got what it toke · to give presentation' and run 
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cn:i>c and handk 0 -o scrcnming . chool kids for a day. then keep 
an c\e out tor the ·ignal asking for \Oluntcer , and get yoi.;r elf over 
here.for an mtervic'' -

Back Rpw (L-R): Cpl Hodgson, Cpl Umney 
Front Row (L-R): Capt Morton, Sgt Hunt 

CO rM 'D PPORT DEVELOPMENT 
EQUIPMENT JSS E . . 

The big development was the announcement rn Parliament on 27 
ovember 2000 that the competition for the preferred contractor for 

Project Cormorant had been won by ortel etworks Global _Profes ional 
ervice (Defence) (also known as Cogent). Cormorant will provide a 

ne\\ communications capability to the JRRF. It will equip the JTFHQ and 
a sociated headquarters with an up to date system mounted on the Bucher 
Duro platform. It will inter-operate with Ptarmigan and other in-service 
equipment currently in u e by UK and Allies. A production contract 
hould be let in January 2001 and delivery of the equipment is anticipated 

from May 2001 onwards. An Initial Operating Capability will be in place 
by ovember 200 I. sufficient to upport a small-scale operation, and a 
Full Operating Capability will be delivered by end 2003. Cormorant will 
be is ued to 2 Sig Regt and 30 Sig Regt. The Cormorant Introduction 

nit will be based with 2 Sig Regt. 
F LCO ' - Falcon will replace Ptarmigan, Euromux and the RAF 

RTT system. Invitations to tender have already been issued and a down 
elect of contractor is expected in summer 200 I. Trials are planned to 

take place in 2003, with an initial tranche to be issued to HQ ARRC in 
2004 with ub equent increments to include divi io11al and brigade slices 
in200. 

MAPP. & GPTAP - Mobile Access to Primary Packet Switching 
(MAPP ) and General Purpose Trunk Access Port (GP TAP) will provide 
PP and limited trunk connectivity at modified SCRA Centrals thus 
avoiding the need 10 deploy ignificant elements of Ptarmigan to support 
exerci es or small cale operations. Trial are underway now and an 
in-service reliability demonstration is planned for 200 I. A total of 30 

CRA Centrals will be converted of which 15 will be in the air-portable 
role mounted on Pinzgauer vehicles. 21 Sig Regt (AS) will be the first to 
receive this equipment ( 4) and distribution across the rest of the Corps 
will be a follows; l UK Div (6), 2 Sig Regt (4), 3 Div (6), 16 Sig Regt 
(6), R S (3), L RC (I). 

TCOM - A down select of two consortia, Paradigm and Rosetta, 
have been invited to tender proposals for a Private Finance Initiative for 

KYNET V. Although full details are not yet available both consortia 
would procure and own the satellites and would provide a pre-determined 
range and level of services to Defence. They have ex pre sedan intere t in 
taking on the ownership, operation and support of UK atellitc ground 
terminals and. dependent upon negotiations would supply some of the 
deployable terminals. The consortia will submit their proposals in 
January 2001. The new satellites would be placed in orbit late 2005/mid 
2(1< 6. 

UK/T. 503 - The KJTSC 503 has had a number of technical 
problem to overcome. It 1s now anticipated that the system will enter 
sen1ce Ill l\\O modes. One will be an F-role Rapid Deployable Terminal 
"ith a 2m dbh and the other an HQ role Full Capability Terminal with 
4m dish. It is due to enter service in 200 I. 

BOWM . ' - After the withdrawal of ' Preferred Bidder' status from 
th· rcher consortium the Bowman Project was re-competed to industry. 
Tb· ln\'1tation to tender was let on 4 ovembcr 2000 to three prime 
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contractors; omputing Devices Canada; Tho1~1son-Racal and '.RW. Bids 
will be received by February 200 I and Main ate 1s ant1e1patcd for 

ummcr 200 I. The current plan assume a trials brigade to be equipped, 
trained and ready to conduct trial over the period 2003-04 subject to 
selected proposal. . 

The Personal Role Radio wa separated from the mam Bowman 
contract and is expected to achieve an In Service Date of March 2002. 
Thi will provide a low-level tactical radio that is insecure and with 
limited range. Mar oni ha been clc_cted as _the pre~e.rrcd su ppli er, 
subject to satisfactory contract negotiation and tt 1 a11ttc1pated that the 
first radio will be delivered in 200 I. 

INFORMATION OPERATTO 
Or Oh f,ortl! - 1 ot a11other set of abbreviatio11s! (A piece i11 lighter vein 
from Co111111a11d Support Development) 

ow that we ha e all o ercomc the post hri tma cw Year lethargy, 
and the kid have finally accepted that there really is a world shortage of 
the batteries that run the Furby, the time has come to apply our minds lo 
omc developments which arc havi ng an increa ingly significant effect 

on the way that we work. The aim of this hort article is to try to chart a 
way through. yet another set of gobblcdc~ook an~ initials which h~ s 
recently arrived on the scene and wuh which we m R SIG ALS will 
have to become familiar. In other words, what follow could be regarded 
a. a 'Pitch-writer 's Guide to the Lexicon '! (With apologies to Douglas 
Adams.) . . 

Fi r tty some hi tory: at the end of Operauon De ert Storm It wa 
reali ed that tl1e concerted attack on tl1e Iraqi Command and Control 
System • which had proved o succe sful in paralysing, and eventually 
leading to the defeat of the enemy force on the battlefield, merited bemg 
taken into doctrine. The result, devi ed in the US, was the concept of 
Co mmand and Control Warfare (C2W). C2W recognised that the 
Command and Control process is vital to the uccessful pro ecution of an 
operational plan . You will remem_be r that it !s represe~t~d 
diagrammatically by a building of live pillars rej)resentmg the act1v11tes 
of Physical De truction, OPS EC, P yOps, Decepuon and EW; the whole 
standing on a foundation of All Source lntelltgencc and CIS. There 1s a 
frequently held mi conception that those even asp-els were _the only 
component of C2W. Thi , of course, was not the ca e, the mtentton 
being to merely repre eat tl1e broade t spectrum of the opcraltonal art. lt 
is pos ibly better to understand C2W in the fonn of 'C2 Provide', 'C2 
Protect ' and 'C2 Attack ', which term are self-explanatory. From the 
Corp ' point of view, friendly C2 must be provided (the provi ion of C2 
bearers i our core busines after all). Our C2 must be protected (ask any 
Yeoman about Crypto and the like), and the enemy C2 is ripe for 
exploitation and attack. ask 14 ig Regt (EW). Don't forget also that 
there are many others in tl1c C2W business in the form of recce troops 
and Gunners, to name but two. 

C2W was fairly slow to catch on. The fac t that one of its major tenets 
is to achieve the aim by whatever means is most suitable, preferably 
using the minimum force, wa n' t alway given a much weight as one 
mioht have hoped. The other two services tended to continue bu iness as 
u ~al , perhaps applying a little more thought to the conundrum ' in which 
order do we destroy th ings?' In the Anny, no one could really see what 
was so pecial about it. The Gunners had been knocking command post 
around for as long as any one could remember, and eavesdropping on 
others ' commu11ications and doing our best to disrupt them wasn ' t 
exactly new. Besides which, the Royal Regiment wa understandably 
blowed if it was going to let some damned Signaller, who couldn't see 
the target anyway, tell them how and where to shoot their guns. This 
aside, as a concept, it al o lacked the ubtlety that wa essential if tl1e 
principles were to be applied above the _operati_onal (two sta~ for the sake 
of this argument) level of command. With the mcreasmg naltonal mtcrest 
in computer security. in which the MOD was playing a significant part, it 
was time to tackle the problem in a different way. 

It became apparent that it was the information being passed by, and 
stored within, the 2 system that would make a more worthwhile target. 
Indeed it could be construed that information wa. a dimension in its own 
right and within which operations could be conducted. Thus wa born 
Information Operations. As with C2W, Information Operations (not 
Information Warfare - that was tried for a while but, remembering that we 
need to develop a concept which is equally applicable for the military, the 
government and UK pie, it was thought to be too far too agg~essiye) can 
be divided into several sub-disciplines. The overall doctnne 1s sttl l very 
much in its infancy so we won't attempt to quote definitions here, 
however, it does split neatly into 'OfTensivc' and 'Defensive Tnformat ion 
Operations'. Relating back to the components ofC2W, the aspects of ' 2 
Attack', namely ECM Jamming, Physical Destruction, PsyOps and a 
possible new activity called Computer Network Attack (authori ed 
hacking to you and 1 - should they ever approve it!) all fit nicely into 
Offensive 10 (010). To complete that side of the process, Information 
gained from all forms of !STAR (lntelligcnce, urveillance, Target 
Acquisition and Reconnaissance) provides the information generation 
aspect that hadn't really been included under C2W. 

On the other hand, Defensive IO (OTO) includes all the old 'C2 
Protect' and 'C2 Provide' functions and adds the newer capabilities of 
'Computer Emergency Response Teams ' (CERT) and Red Teams, who 
test our C!S security by trying to penetrate (hacking again!) our systems 
from the outside. The most important part of 010 is ' Information 
Assurance' (IA), which is often used as an alternative title to 0 10. Like a 
well known brand of vamish, it ·means just what it says on the label'. IA 
is essentially the process of ensuring that the information arrives in the 
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right place, Ill the right time, in the nght, avai lable. format, having come 
over robu>t, secure bcarc::r~. Something of a mouthful but. if you stop to 
think. there 1s \'C1y littk wl11ch we would not class as 'good system 
engineering practtcc' and much which those of us who arc mvolvcd in the 
provision of CIS circuits should be doing anyway. <;o there is one part of 
10 that we already know all about and whether we actually practice it as 
well as we should, we will leave to mdividual consciences' In the field, 
whilst we dre all used to ensuring that a nc\\ location is free of the enemy 
we must now ensure that its electronically ccure as well. Looking for 
spuriou wiring and the ltke will be withm the gift of most of us but any 
more than that and other aspects of IA arc specialist. CERT, Red Teammg 
and the more sophi ·ticated search techniques will require the highest 
level of expertise and will be at the cutting edge of computer technology. 
It wtll probably be the province of the TA where we can harness 
commercia l. state of the art. experts. 

The more dbcerning amongst you will have nollced that we have said 
very little on OTO You will not be surprised to read that that was quite 
intentional: not because we wish to be coy but on the grounds that the 

doctnm: has yet to be set out. What is certam, is that the components of 
C2W arc altve and well and being practiced under the ne\\ name of 10 at 
the operational level and below. When the doctrine becomes clearer you 
will be told. 

(On a complete~\' seriOILS note for a moment 10 i.~ going to have a major 
effect upon all aspects ofji1t11re operations. Everything that relies on the 
ve".r existence ofi1!formation, let alone its 1rammissio11. will han! 10 exist 
within an all encompassing regime of 10. /11 particular. 11·e in R S!GNA /,S 
wttl no longer be just the providers of data highways, or the eng111een of 
speech circuits. Howeve1: we 1d// have 10 become the experts in .-1/,L 
aspects of data and information management from its generation through 
ii .fi~sion, trammission, manipulation and storage 10 its securit} The resr 
of the Army (and probably the other .1en'ices too) ll'ill be relying on 11 ~ 10 
take the lead). 

In the meantime DON'T PA IC! 

.-~ ROYAL SIGNALS INSPECTION TEAM 
HEADQUARTERS LAND COMMAND 

PERSONALlTlE 
OC Maj (TOT) Gig Plumb 
FofS W02 (FofS) ~arston-Weston 
A EW BEGI'I ' ING 

With the arriva l ofa new OC and along with it a new regime it has been 
decided that it is about time the Wire included a few note from R TT. The 
team bid farewell to the outgoing OC RSIT, Capt Marcus Sulivan whose 
last inspection took the team to Ko ovo for a even day full board package 
including sun, duty free and photo opportunitie aplenty. Good luck and 
all the best to Capt Marcus Sulivan on his MSc at Blandford and a warm 
welcome to the new OC RSIT, Maj Gig Plumb and his family. who took 
over the fixtures and fittings (including Sgt John 'Victor Meldrew' 
Payne) before setting out on the September 2000 tour. 

0 TO R SEPTEMBER 2000 
A busy programme for September aw RSIT vi it 34 ig Regt (V) in the 

sunny ortheast, 30 Sig Regt, Royal School of Signal and I (UK) ADSR. 
The trip to 34 Sigs was made worthwhile by Sgt John Payne haring hi 
wisdom stating, 'You don't realise how flat the North of England is until 
you get to the top of one of these hills.' Both 30 Sig Regt and RSS trip 
were spiced up with the culinary delights of Gurhka cui ine thank to the 
excellent choices of Sgt Suren Rai and Sgt Lal Ga ha. Whether or not Sgt 
Paul Hughes and W02 (FofS) Andy Marston-Weston will ever enjoy 
the sen e of ta te again hangs in the balance having fought a clo e battle in 
the 'Let's ee who can eat the most raw chillis ' comest. By the time the 
team hit llerford a real partner hip was beginning to form between the 
new OC and FofS, on the golf course that i , with the.QC amazed by W02 
FofS Andy 'Ronseal' Marston-Weston 's abil ity to do exactly what it 
says on the course. Herford also saw the beginning of TOTy' hour for 
RS!T. Horse riding was the teams (OC" ) choice for the first of many 

TOTy's hours. The noise of trotting horses was drowned out by the 
cream of, ' l 'll get you back for this!' from Sgt Tim Mayner who plotted 

his revenge whi l t clingi~g on for dear life. As September drew to a clo e, 
the RSIT team rode off mto the sun et and landlords aero the orth of 
England and Herford counted their takings from Maj Gig 'Ju tone more" 
Plumb and his posse. 

Top: Capt Sulivan , W02 (FofS) Marston-Weston, Sgt Hughes, 
Sgt Mayner 

On the ground: Sgt Payne 

HEADQUARTERS 
11 SIGNAL BRIGADE 

Comd 
cos 

Brig ,I. R. B. Cook 
Maj R. P. Wilson 

HAIL & FAREWELL 
The only change from cptember to the end of the year are in the Ops 

Room. We bade farewell to Maj Jim Foulkes and laire who have 
departed on resettlement prior to joining civi-street. Best wishe for your 
MSc and many thanks for all your work on the Balkan 
commercialisation project. Maj Duncan Parkinson has assumed the 
appointment of S02 Ops, and happily will not be deployed to Theatre, 
but remain in the lleadquaitcrs and actually do some Operations work. 
We wcl~ome back mto the fold Capts John Iliorns and Al Garrett from 
their time in Bosnia/Ko ovo. The Op Room also welcomes V 01 (YofS) 
Mark Whiting (on promotion) and hi wife Maria and S gt 'Ray' 
King, who ha arrived without his wife, but whom we are expecting to be 
posted to Donnington in December. Maj (Tfc) 'Dick' Gamble wa 
promoted from aptain , which will hopefully give him ufftcicnt money 
to buy the champagne. WOI (YofS) ' Pierre· Pardew left u on 
promotion to aptain to the sunny clime of orsham and D S . Be t of 
luck Graham and many tlwnks for all that you have done for the 
Brigade. 

PROJECT CORMORA T 
W02 (FofS) 'Band 7' towe ll , ha~ recently remained 

uncharacteristically discrete as the bidding proce ·s for the TWAC 
project was nearing completion . The pr ferrcd bidder for Project 
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Cormorant (TWAC ) ha been announced as ORTEL etworks. Thi 
now permits detailed discu ion in order to finalise the award of contract. 
which i due to be igncd in January 200 I. The first batch of equipment 
will be delivered to 2 ig Rcgt in mid January to allow trial and training. 
The aim is to have the first declared operational a et with 30 ig Regt 
in January 2002. The first tranche is planned to be ufticient to upport a 
mall-scale deploymeni. The rollout programme is due for completion in 
ovember 2003, by which ·tage, hopl!fully. 2 and 30 Sig Regt \\ill hold 

sufficient equipment to upport ho medium scale operation ·. The current 
focu for Project Cormorant is to put into place the training required for 
the conversion of the nominated units . This will include A 
conversion for up to 400 soldiers in 2 and 30 ig Regis plu · underpinning 
knowledge to allow them to operate thi · Late of the art• technology. 
Ori er conversion training will also ha,·e to be undertaken in order to 
conven to tbe new BUCHER DURO vehicle. Thi is a major task. that 2 

ig Rcgt (a the introductory unit) i fully focus ·ed upon. It is a \'Cry 
exciting time for the Brigade. with new equipment and the challenge of 
expeditionary operation . The future is bright the future i 11 ignal 
Brigade. 

BALKA CO 1 IERCIALI TIO 
ince the last update. the commerciali -ation efforts in both Bosnia and 

Kosovo have peaked with the acceptance into ·en ice of the prOJCCts, "ith 
the exception of the mobile capability (Project Dagger); this has been 
delayed due to a fundamental design revie\ . Just to quid.ly refrt•sh your 
mcmorie,, an outline of the projects follow ·: 
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B 1: and other bneadc locati ns '' ith three network : 
• BL E ,,hich will provide KFOR E R T voice.'data 
commumcatwns bctw~-cn HQ M B (C). BG and other brigade location : 
Thi. is the bearer for 1he Op GRICOL Theatre Information ystem 
(OAT! ) 
• Bl .\ K '"hi h will proYide CL IFI ED voice communications 
bel\\e'n all major BRITFOR location . It will proYide acce to D!'TS. 
PIT an I !\..FOR P '. 
• RED '' hich ''ill pro,ide K E R T voice/data communications to 
HQ BRITFOR and the POD. 

POLY o, - This project wa. delivered in three tranche.: 
• Tranch 1 Provide the UK Pri ' tina BG and military emergency 
~er ices. mobil radio communication ystem. to overcon1e limitat ion 
and poor co,·erage of Clan man within Pri" tina City. 
• Tranche 2 - Extend. the POLYGO solution Mi B (C) AOR wide, to 
remo\e the requirement for R I AL on hill top ite and manning 
unit rear lmks. 
• Tranche 3 - The updating of the handsets delivered with Tranche I. 

Bosnia - MYR - To pro\ ide trunk connectivity between HQ M D 
( \\}. BG and other di' i ional a -et . It is to replace the EURO l 
nemork and will reduce the requirement to man hill top site . There will 
be three network : 
• BLUE which will pro' ide FOR ECRET voice/data 
communication between HQ MND ( W) and it BG location . There i 
the capability to lea'e thi sy tem in place should another nation assume 
fr~mework nation responsibilities. 
• BLACK - which will provide U CLA TFIED voice communications 
between all major BRITFOR location . It \ ill provide acce s to DFT , 
PTT and FOR P '. 
• RED which will provide UK SECRET voic data communications to 
BRJTFOR location . 

DAGGER - FOR ECRET communications 10 upport the 
requirement of the deployed Div and BG Tac HQ - now to connect into 
'.v1YRA BLUE. Div HQ require 16 oice channel and 64 kbit/s data 
acce s into OLTI , whilst BG HQ require a ingle oice and file-tran fer 
capability. 
C RCH - A implex VHF voice communication sy tem to upport 
a,·iation safety throughout the AOR. 
LATTICE - Resilient. in ccure communication at Divisional level, in 
addition to the fixed infra tructure, to enable the rapid reporting of 
incidents. 
LOGA:\ - Resilient ATO Confidential communication at Divisional 
IC\·el. in addition to the fixed infrastructure. ro support the point ro point 
requirement ofM D (SW} Liai on Officers. 

Key points at this time are: 
• In MND (SW) the BRJTFOR ig qn handed over to the BRITFOR 

ig Tp on 28 eptember 2000 thu reducing R SIG ALS commitment in 
Bosnia from approx 300 to 50. Work is ongoing with the new proposed 
MNB (C) ig qn e tabl i hment: however, manpower saving should be 
approximately 40. 
• In MNB (C) PTARMlGAN Light, closed on 21 ovember 2000 and 
the equipment was shipped back to units by se.a on 8 December 2000. 
• The requirement for deployable mobile comms for HQs (DAGGER} 
has been delayed due to a design review that will see the provi ion of 
lea ·ed Land Rovers with Civ SATCOM to Bosnia. Kosovo will receive 
the vehicle le s the ATCOM element. The multiplexing equipment wi ll 
also be hou;ed in the leased vehicle (similar to new media equipment). 
BAE Y TEM are aiming for January 2001 as an I D fo r thi element 
of the commercialisation programme. 
• After a period of in tability that led to a lack of user .:onfidencc in 
POLYGO , the system ha regained ground in the eyes of the user in 
theatre and is acknowledged as providing a major improvement on 
CLA 1A, coverage. The system remains accredited for KFOR 
RE TRJCTED but ' ill not gain CO FIDE TIAL accreditation in it 

current form. 
• ACPO completed installation of infrastructure cabling in Dec 00 in 
Kosovo and will do ·o by March 200 I in Bo nia. I IQ LA D G6 have 
ndorsed configuration control procedure~ with CPD Blandford to ensure 

the maintenance of the high tandards of in tallation achieved o er the 
last year. 

The 11 ignal Brigade ommcrc1alisation Implementati on Team 
formally cca ed 10 exist on I October 2000. This ha come as a great 
re lief to the 02 Ops who can nO\\ task his long ab. ent S03, Capt Al 
Garrett with day to day brigade business. However. theatre G6 staff have 
not een the la 1 of Capt John Hiorns, who will continue to be involved 
with the delivery of Project DAGGER equipment to both theatre until 
the end of January 200 I. The whole process of implementation has been 
a great ucce s. Both Ko ovo and Bo nia are now served with high grade, 
re liable, modern, commercial solution delivering CIS that are a va t 
improwment on the ystcm previously deployed. This ucce would not 
have been po sible without the tircles support provided to the project 
over the la t 12 month ·. Paiiicular thank are extended to three people 
and organisation : Maj ' oddy ' Baugh of A PO with his band of 
Telemechs, 600 Sig Tp who on more than one occasion deployed to both 
theatres with le than 24 hours notice, and finally W02 (FofS) 'Mick' 
Dighton of CPD. who having seen his original concept develop over the 
last two year . i busy catching up on resettlement for his future life as a 
civilian. 

BRIGADE ST DY PERIOD 
The annual 11 ig Bde tudy Period was held on 18-19 ovember 

2000 at Donnington. The tl1eme this year wa 'Ends, Means and Ways'. 
The weekend tarted with a look at the 'End '.or in other word Military 
Capability. Capt Alex Fennell and Lt 'Mogs' outhern gave excellent 
pre entations from 30 ig Regt on their experiences in East Timor and 
Sierra Leone . An informative briefing followed this, on the 
commerciali ation of the Balkans by Capt (TOT) John Hiorns. The 
e sion was completed by a pictorial walkthrough of Op Waterfowl, by 

W02 (YofS) · at ' Jennings from 2 ig Regt. Op Waterfowl was the 
flood relief operation conducted in York and the surrounding area. After 
thi whetting of the appetite (no pun intended} and some keen debate 
during question , the programme moved onto the 'Mean ' ection. The 
COS, Maj ' \ acko' Wilson updated the audience on the peculiarity of 
the OPCOM tatu of 11 Signal Brigade TA unit , the difference in 
Readiness tates between the Brigade TA units and the ARRC 
requirement and a number of training issues. The DCOS, Maj Steve 
Hunt, continued with a briefing on the recent TA Establi hment Review 
and this was followed by an introduction 10 Cormorant by Capt 'Rus ' 
Lifton from 2 ig Regt. This section, not surprisingly, led to ome heated 
debate prior to the lunch break. The remainder of the weekend wa given 
over 10 the 'Ways", focusing in on the TA clement of the Brigade. The 
audience wa split into syndicates on aturday afternoon to discuss a 
number of topics. These covered areas such as Mobilisation, Readiness 
States, Improving the TA and Regular Army interface and ways to 
motivate TA Class 2 trade men/women to attend Class I course . 

After an opportunity to change into Mess Kit, the Key ote Address 
on Creating a Mobilisation Culture was delivered by the Brigadier TA, 
Brig John Thompson. Following question and an early impromptu 
performance by the pipes, the as embled mas es of some I 07 Regular 
and TA Officers and Warrant Officers followed tl1e piper over to the Mess 
for dinner, which was magnificently organi ed by Maj 'Rab' Young. 

For some, the next morning was a bit of a blur, particularly those that 
had only finished in the bar at 5:00am! Most resumed their seats, 
although some syndicate appeared a little thin on the ground. Brig TA 
was obviou ly impressed by the level of debate and was observed to ask 
for additional paper when he reached the end of his notebook. 

The weekend was concluded by a joint presentation on the orps After 
ext (CA ), by Col Force Development, Col Dennis 1ills and Col TA, 

Col Dougla MtClay, both of whom came up from HQ oinC (A) to 
update us on the orp's vision for the future. Overall, the weekend 
provided rich debate, sore heads and an increasing depth of understanding 
between the Regular and TA troops of the Brigade. 

11 SIGNAL REGIMENT 

11 JG . AL REGIME. 'T 
un: s A PllA!,t:: TWO TRAI'll EE AT RS 'BLA DFORD 
\ TR:\.I Ef,S' \ IEW 

The slce~y county ?f Dorset i ho. l to the Phase 2 Training Centre for 
the Royal Corps of Signals, where the fresh new recruits arc subject to 
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the months of trade training that awai t them. Upon arrival at I I Sig Regt 
recruits are shown the delights of Blandford Camp such as the Denbury 
Bowl, The Forum Cinema, and the fantastic cookhouse (which is 
somewhat better than back in basic training). They are then introduced to 
the Kohima Tp staff who wi ll be their mother and father figures for the 
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following weeks. 1 lcrc they learn the basic signalling skills and how tn 
keep t!1c1r head~ down and their boots highly polished. They arc then sent 
to their rcspcrt.1ve Troops where they will learn their trade and the pride 
to have. !n their Troop. This pride makes the llarrogatc Cup spor1111g 
cornpet1t1on ~ery co111pctit1ve. The chosen !Cw (the Operators) soon find 
thcm'c!n:s. at the Anny Schon! of Driving at Lceonsfield before finally 
qual1f~ 1!1g 1n trade to be able to wear the 'coveted Jimmy· stable belt. The 
T.:ch1rn.:mns wl.10 wi ll ha~c spent a ycai or more learning their trade will 
lcan.1 to dnve 1n the drivmg school on camp and on completion of their 
~n~· 111g they ~r: promoted lo Lance Corporals. From Blandford everyone 
g.op, onl.o .then chosen L1n1ts. where they become an asset to the Royal 
( orps ol Signals. 

GORDO S CUP 2000 - hr Sig Ground' & SigWor1hi11gton 3 Sqn 
Remc.mbrancc weekend had arrived and with it the rain and the wind 

as promised fhc.12 moti\ated 'volunteers' all Phase 2 Trainees met 
up with the other Troop teams for the briefing on the next 24 hours of 
act1v1t1cs. Each team was made up of 12 Signallers, incl uding two 
~eserves .. UI ter Tp._ 3. S4n 's !cam compnsed of ig 'Benny' Bikal, Sig 
Rodl1l:~ Rudra, Sig Paddy Padam, Sig Feldman, Sig Adam\on ig 

Page,, Sig Simpkin), ig Finni Sig 'Do we ha~c 10 run?' Worthington 
a1~d Sig ~round~ (our .1llL 'tnou· leader) stand~ys included Sig 'Davey' 
D1pcndra and . 1g Wh1tc~ousc to complete the hnc up. ever before had 
3 (Harrogate) S9n won this h1gl ly fou~ht for Military kills competition 
and ~his w~s gomg to be a real test .. Atter a few refresher se sions led by 

gt Buck ~o~~r~ and Cpl_· Wtdgy Wedge, confidence levels were high 
and the 1x1s 1b1hty of sncakmg t! e title from the Combat Trade Squadron 
was lookmg hke it could become a reality. 

Af!cr a non-tactical night in .the wood· t.o the rear of the Military 
Tra111111g Wmg, (certamly the earliest Fnday 111gh1111 bed since arriving at 
Bla.ndf?rd for all tak111g part) the event got underway. As the teams laid 
their kit out for inspection thl; heavens opened and the tone was et for 
the remamder or the day. The torrential downpour ensured the teams 
knew they were m for a physically and mentally demanding competition 
over the next six hour ·. 

The kit in pection ignallcd the ·tart of the event and bv 0900hrs the 
teams had gone their separate ways and were now facing the first of the 
six stands. The teams moved around the cour e, pending 50 minutes at 
each ~land before 1rn.:iving on to face the next test of military kills and to 
examme the team spml that existed amongst the now very wet volunteers. 
The ra.m contmu.~d to faH all day a the teams progrcs cd undertaking 
a~t1v111e 111 M1htary/C1vil Knowledge, Endurance. hooting (5.56mm 
nfle and. l2 Bore hot Gun). Map reading (practical & theory}, 
Leadership (command task} and the SAT Range (variou scenarios). 
:he e lands h~d been )JUrposely si:iaced a~ound Blandford Camp and 
each team was armed with a map h1ghhght111g the route that was to be 
followed. Extra points could be picked up for the time taken to move 
between stands. 

The competition was drawing to a close and all the teams made their 
way .to the dec1d111g event, the assault course. Cold, tired, wet and both 
ph>'.s1cally and mentally dramed, the captain tried their best to motivate 
t.he1~ troops for one la l push .. Aller a quick check on the points Ulster Tp 
1 eahsed their chance of ptckmg up the trophy for winning ection was 
now a. rea l po s1bthty. A good team effort was required a they took on 
Bcauf1gh1er Tp (2 qn~ watched. by sev~ral hundred cheering upporters. 
Ulst~r .TP succeeded 11~ f1111 hmg their heat first but along with the 
remammg team were given a lesson on how to negotiate the cour·e by 
Ltgbtmng Tp (3 qn) who put together an almo l flawles performance 
demonstrat11!g the sheer effect1Ycness of true team spirit. 

Lt Col 1cholson, c~. ! I I!\ Regt was there to make the presentation 
and preceded the prize gl\'lng with a few words of conoratulations at the 
effor.t ,rut in by organisers and volunteers in ucl~ dreadful torm 
conditions . The announccme111 wa made and the cheers rann out a 
Ul. ter Tp were announced the 'Winn ing Section' of the 'Gord~n Cup 
Mil1ta~y kills Competition 2000.' The consistent performance by 
L1ghtmng Tp also ensured that 3 Sqn had a hicvcd their aim and could 
now celebrate a· overa ll winn?rs of the Gordon up. The comp tition 
was outstandmg and proved highly ucccssful. The victory was a great 
reward for all the team 's efforts. 

HI LOREN 11 EEO 17 OVEMBER 2000 - h1· SSg1 D. ,/. mi th 
I Q ADRO , 11 SIG AL REGIME T -C R WA H 

Unu ually! i.t was a quiet week in Blandford after the previou few 
w~cks of acuv!ues uch as the drill competition, Gordon's Cup military 
kills compe1111on and Remembrance Parade. uddenly it dawned on me 

!hat .somethmg was wrong. Arrrgh!!!!!!! hildren in ced! 'That' an 
idea , I . thought. A deviou ly simple ~Ian came to mind. Ask everyone 
wl10 paiks on Anson quare Car Park tor one pound and we'll wa h their 
car, :1mple. Appeal to.people· better nature and they'll donate money to 
charity. Who was I trymg to kid'1 By the time most people reached the car 
park they claimed to have donated so much money to charities recently 
that a second mo1ig~gc was required. A hangc of tactic was in order so 
with sccm:s rem1111sccnt of the cold war, I qn set up 'Checkpoint 
Pudsey'. Mission : 

I) top the car as it goes in, try to receive a donation. 
2) Enqutre ext1emely politely if the owner would be 

prepared to abandon his car clo e 10 12 cold soldier who 
were trying to do their charitable duty. 

3) Give the impre ion that the vehicle might my tcriou. ly 
suffer a few flat tyres or get cov red in dirty wn hing 
water if driver uncooperative. 
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Check-Point Pudsey manned by 
Cpl Sheridan, Sig Foster, Sig Gibson, Sig Burchell 

Needle s to say the day went .extremely well. That i until a pristine 
m~tall1c b!uc BMW appeared. ice car. I thought, obviously someone's 
pnde and J,oy. ec~s ,a little ~ore work, ~owever, to get it ju t right. Enter 
the R. M. Hello Sir, I said. Staff. why 1 my car dirtier now than when J 
fave it to the lad's?' 'Your car ir?' I said looking for a hole to dive in, 
Ye~ Staff, MY car. Fortunately the RSM took 11 very well despite nearly 

havmg a heart attack. The n7xt thing that brightened up the day wa the 
sight. of the OC I S.qn. 1aJ J. Howe of the Royal Canadian Signal , 
w~shmg my <;ar aymg, ' Staff. are you ure thi is a Briti h tradition?' 
Without mi smg a beat I aid 'Ye Sir.' Smartly getting out of the way 
before someone told t~e. OC the truth. The day went exceptionally well 
with the Squadron ra1s1ng £231.93 for the Children in 1 eed appea l. 
Thanks mu t ~o to everyone who donated and to all those people without 
whose help th1 would not have been po ible. 

'Sir you've missed a spot! ' 
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BL\ DFORD :\lP BIDS \ FINAL F RE'WELL 
TO' fT \ OTHER OF IT LA. D 1 RK 
Ii · i.:r Oldm>/I (Garrhm Q.11 J. 
<111 rir. fmr ·oidia e1-.. r to eurer rhMe dark ll'alfs 

We know you 're in there! 

A the earch for the final occupant of An on Towers continued it was 
reported that no brick would be left unturned until the final soldier was 
found. It eem that every soldier within the Corps who had ever had the 
mi fortune to live within it dark and damp walls. would rejoice in the 
knowledge that it wa . at la t. on its way down. Although the last ever 
occupant may never be known, whoever ot was must be happy in the 
knowledge that he ''~II never have the misfortune of returning and will 
complete his training in the luxury of one of the new buildings. Known as 
·castle Grey Skull'. i1 was the la 1 of the old tyle accommoda6on blocks 
left within the Garrison. Its demolition started on 13 overnber 2000 ru1d 
the final wall fell ten day later. A i the way within Blandford Crunp the 
Yalued re;il tate left by it demolition will soon be replaced by the final 
part of 1hc new build, the completion date i to be sometime in May 
2001. 

IRON TROOP, 2 Q DRO. - I1 ITlATIVE A: D RVI AL 
Founeen member of Iron Tp had their initiative and survivability 

te ted on a recent 72 hour exercise. They were equipped with painte 
overalls and lace-les boots and dropped off in tean1s of two at arious 
tO\\nS throughout the South of England. 
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Task that they had to complete included: 
.\1eet Mayor.MP, or Famous Person 
Get on local radio 
. it in a Porsche 
Sing Kareoke in public 
Overnight in a posh hotel 
Be.. pictured with a local ports team 
Milk a cow/goat 
Att nd a wedding 
Get your fingerprinl~ taken 

!landcufL1 pohccmtlll 
Hit a ball on the 18th 
All teams had to meet a t E DEX on the Isle of Wight 
The exercise '' u aimed at raLing money for the R LI 

Holby City? You told us Bristol! 

Throughout the Exerci e the team met with surpri ingly helpful and 
upponive people. Highl igh t included the policeman who was an ex 

Guard man-total co-operation, appearing on Millennium FM Radio and 
being offered flight s to Southampton . and jo ining the ca t of TVs 
Ca ualty on location. total of approximately £2000 was raised for the 
RNU. 

Gary and Gareth tie the knot! 

PIPE & DR MS TRAI r G/ BLA DFORD CAMP 
by (Pipe Major) lCpl Paul Tweedley 

The Royal orps of Signals Pipe and Drums are admini tered and 
managed by 32 Sig Regl (V) from RHQ in Glasgow. During recent years 
the popularity of the Band and request for pipers to play at dinner nights 
has grown dramatically. The only drawback the band has, is that unlike 
other army bands, it is not centralised, and its playing members are 
located at different units throughout the world. 

Piping and drumming a a hobby at Blandford Camp is still ve1y much 
on going. Since la t summer however, the number of attending trainees 
has depleted slightly, with a lot of the piper posted. The aim of myself 
and Cpl 'Scotty' Thomas (lead drummer) at Blandford , is to produce 
competent pipers and drummers, so by the time they reach their field 
regiments they have a basic understandi ng of playing bagpipes and 
drums. The students also have the opportunity to a ttend Royal Signals 
Piping and Drumming training weekends, held approximately once every 
eight weeks in various locations. Sigs Slowey (Lightning Tp) and 
Wardrop ( Iron Tp) have made such good progrc s in the last year, that 
they are both now playing very competently on the bagpipe. Sig lowey 
has recently moved on to 39 Inf Bde, .I. ig Wardrop wi ll be assisti ng 
piping the boxers to the ring on the evening of the finals 6 December in 
front of the whole Regiment and the OinC(A). Sig ' John ' Mackenzie 
(Ulster Tp) has improved so much on the side drum, that he is now 
becoming in volved with performing at Mess Dinner ight , havi ng 
played recently as part of a (mini band) at the dining out of the 0, 33 
Sig Rcgt (V). 
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Practic evenings at Blandford arc held every Wednesday from 
19001ir- to 21 OOhrs in the Whemside llobhics Centre. We arc always on 
the look out for new talent to come and join us no matter what standard. 
So next time you arc in Blandford come and give it a try! 

5 DIVISIO WOME, 'S 11 'TER-U. IT COMPETITIO. 
!! OVEM BER 2000 

It Sig Regt entered a team in the competition afler SS~t Gra ham did 
some wheeling and dealing with various course instructors so that the 
Phase 2 Trainees could be released from trade. Everyone turned up on a 
cold but sunny day at the Blandford Astro Pitch, where the order of play 
was decided. 

I I Sig Regt drew the short straw by having to play the current Army 
Cup Champions, 3 lJiv, first. As expected, we were beaten rather easily. 
This was panly due to the team being unable to get together to practice, 
and al o because 3 Div were able to field a side full of Corps and Army 
level player .. Despite this, our team got trongcr as the match progressed 
and players started to get together. Our second match was against HQ 
LAND. The performance of our team was much better with Stirling 
performances from players such as ig I ngicd ew, Pawson, and 
Townsend. The winni ng goal was scored eventually and this set us up for 
the second places play-off against 14 ig Rcgt (EW). 

This final match wa. hard fought but we kept our shape and produced 
most of the attacking play ig Whitehouse, in goal, foiled the few 
attacks from the opposition and Sig Walker put in a huge efTort in mid
field de. pile carrying an in'ury. We managed to score three goa ls to 
clinch the econd spot to .) Di v and qualify for the Army Inter Unit 
Final~, which will be held in \ 1dershot on 3-4 April 2001. 

The Team 

HARROGATE CUP-DRILL COMPETITrO 
With 3 Sqn winning the drill competition last year, the pres ure was on 

to repeat la t year' succes . We started practising early with the help of 
SSM (W02 Tasker) ru1d LCpl Murphy (REME re-trader). We had the 
routine well rehear ed and before long we could complete all rifle drill 
movements on just the one word of command . The squad agreed that ig 
Siddall would be our quad commander due to hi previou experience 
and rather booming voice. On the last practice ession, the squad reduced 
from the original 30 to the 24 who would be going onto the quare on the 
day. 

When the big day came, we had to be up early and we could ee that 
the weather was not going to be to our advan tage . lt wa . storm 
conditions. The rain was gusting aero s the square horizontally and the 
wind was so strong, people were frequently losing their hats. With most 
of the team having taken part in the RSA dnll parade, we considered 
ourselves expert at preparing our o.2 dre . The inspection wa. 
thorough and went welL A ftcr an excellent performance on the qua re 

and a lot of hard work in extremely difficult conditions. we sadly only 
managed second place, beaten by 2 Sqn fielding predominantly a team of 
Ghurka's wi th more drill experience. 

Later that day, the Squadron Gordons Cup team succe ·s made up for 
our disappointment with an excellent win overall. In traditional Army 
form, the team celebrated with a few beers at the end of what was a very 
challenging day. 

11 TER-SQ'l-BOXJ. G-COMPETITIO"I - by Sig S. J. Whi1elu111.ve 
It was way back in September when it all began for the member of 3 

Sqn Boxing Squad. December and 'Finals . ight' seemed a long way off 
and the fitness regime bestowed upon us by our SSM, \\ 02 Tasker. was 
enough to put anyone off eve r contemplating a career in boxing. 
However, those soldiers with the 'right stuff stayed the distance and 
endured the gruelling outdoor circuits, sprint. up 'cardiac hill' and so 
cal.led 'gentle jogs' of between two and five mile:;. The training took place 
twice a day, every day come rain, wind or shine - it was mostly rain! The 
sessions were run by LCpls 'Barney' Barnet and Nei l 'Catch p' 
Trimble. cedless to say as time pas cd and training increased numbers 
dwindled and dropped from approximately 85 down to a determined team 
of30 men and 4 women. In the fe\v weeks remaining before the Pre-lims 
the emphasis of training switched from fitness to technique. to enable us 
to go the distance armed with the correct boxing essentials to win our 
bouts. Under the watchful eye of W02 Tasker, and the Training Team 
for the quad: Sgt Dearden, Sigs Surgoine, Tee e and Hanlon. we were 
well prepared and ready for action. 

The weigh-in at 06:00hrs on the morning of the competition provided 
light entertainment as people were either st ripping off and running around 
the gym or being force fed at breakfast to make the weight categories. 
Later that day after laughing al each others protective equipment and 
trying out the 'one-size-fits-all' kit the atmosphere became ten e a the 
reali ation hit home that we would soon be entering the ring. All the 
squadrons would be in attendance and the only way to get out wa to box. 
As it turned out there was little to be afraid of. as the month of training 
had paid off with 1 Pre-Lim Win and 8 Semi-Finali ts going through. In 
the Ladie Individual Exhibition bouts 3 Sqn had mixed succes with I 
win, I loss, and I to go on Finals Night. WSig 'Shazza' Whitehouse. on 
her las! poning competition at 11 ig Regt before leaving to join the 
AGC(RMP). won her bout again t WSig Long of I qn. Unfortunately, 
despite a tremendous effort WSig Cave lo t to W ig Bird of 2 Sqn. 
However, the best of the ladie bouts wa still to come. 

The following day preparation and rehearsals were carried out and the 
QMSI, W02 Whittaker and hi team briefed u all on what wa 
expected and the 'finer points' of sporting etiquette for 'Traditional Army 
Boxing'. There was to be no Prince azeem or Rocky style antics on 
Finals ight. The scene was set and we were ready to take boxing by 
storm and put on what can only be described a fantastic entertainment. 
Each boxer was piped into the ring to much applau e by the hundreds of 
spectators. Silence fell as the RSM , WOI Kemp announced the 
contenders and the referee checked that all protective equipment was in 
place. A the bell rang the crowd roared and upported their relevant 
boxers. Each bout wa fought with tremendous spirit and courage and 
this was reflected in the final results. Three fight deserve special 
mention: 

ig 'Jimmy' Cowan bad a cracking bout beating ig Burn of2 qn 
and collecting the prize for Best Boxer. 
Sig Gill unfortunately lost 10 ig Howarth of I qn but wa 
commended by the referee on what was a brilliantly fought bout and 
collected the prize for Be t Runner Up. 
WSig Sarah O'Reilly had a fanta tic battle beating W ig ' cou e' 
Robert of 2 qn in ju t two round . 

The overall results meant that 3 qn won the bo ing competition and 
collected ·the trophy from the Garri on Commander, ol Eubank. This 
combined with the other events run throughout the year ensured that 3 
Sqn collected the Harrogate Cup that was pre cnted by the Commanding 
Officer, Lt ol ichol on . After all the formalitie the boxer were 
invited to a well-earned and well-de er ed evening out at the gts' Mc · . 
I only hope I get to do it all again ometime as it was the b t porting 
event I have had tJ1e pleasure to take part in. Well done and thunk to all 
those concerned. 

263 (HARROGATE) SIGNAL SQUADRON 
ARMY APPRENTICES COLLEGE 

Sqn Comd Maj Mel Rayner 
SSM S gt Les North 

There arc several 'goodbyes' since the last is. uc of The IV/RF. Maj 
Steve France is now riding horses somewhere in London as S02 Comms 
London District and W02 ( M) Adam Yafai is re ettling ha ing 
decided to leave the army. A warm welcome to Maj Mel Rayner who 
hasn' t stopped ince . he arrived and thanks to gt Les orth for 
j umping into the shoes of the SM at short notice. 
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SCOTT TROOP 
Tp Comd Lt clam hakespearc 
Tp gt , gt Amanda Korchcl 
EXER I E MILK TEETH - by AT Kemp 

Many people were looking forward to their firs! cxcrci. c. E\ l\.lllk 
Teeth. That was until the aw the packing list: there \\ 3. no \\ll) that it 
wa all going to fit into the bergen, but with ome gentle pcr-;uasion 11 all 
went in, just! \ e !ell at 0730hr · "ith the weather wet and nrc). this made 
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the co, \CT) happy. but it had th opposite affect on the apprentices 
(\Ts). \\'hen we arri,cd at the training area. the weather was gelling 
bcllcr: e'en the un was makinr, the occa ional appearance in-between the 
rain <hO\\ ers. 

l'h' first fe,~ hour invol\ed ieaming the fundamental aspect of Ii ing 
in the field. camouflage. cooking, hygiene and making n shelter. The T 
\\Cre gi,en their first introduction to the goum1ct del ights of 24-hour 
ration pack:. ta,ty! In the afternoon we \\'ere taken on a little walk up and 
down some hill in the pouring rain to take part in a map reading exerci ·e. 
After a mght , ·is1on demonstration we all went back to the harbour and 
:tarted thc~most enjoyable part of any cxerci e. stag. fter the ba · ic admin 
of a morning, in the field. we moved to another location for our ·econd and 
final night. After :etting up th harbour area and trying our hand at shell 
scrape·. we had a le ·on on sentry dutie ·, which we put into practice in the 
night hours . B) now it was the end of the day. and it wa back to our 
f:\\ ourite night-time activity. · tag. 

After an interrupted night'~ sleep we had a kit in pection. ~ hich did not 
go too well! There wa no time for a rest a we tarted learning and 
practice patrolling. After a short break, which involved a le on with the 
Padre. \\e tabbed to another location to team fire and movement. During 
fire and movement there is no time to won)' about what you are lying in or 
crawling into. but we cenainly noticed what it wa later on. That wa, the 
final part of the exerci e and we headed back to camp and back to huge 
amoun~ of washing and cleaning which needed to be done before our next 
inspa:tion. Only a few week to go before the junior terms first leave, and 
following that, the Te · t-Exerci e Dragon's Teeth. 

RAW O"iTROOP 
Tp Comd Capt Kate Yardley GC (ETS) 
Tp gt Sgt Colin Caul 
DRAC0'.'11 TEETH - hv AT Robert 011 

\\'e awoke on Thursday morning with anticipation but dread boiled up 
after eeing the bergen packed and strapped roll mat worn out from 
previou · physical labours. Raw on Tp. 263 Sig Sqn \'entured into the 
wildemes . As we tepped off the bus on Hankley Common the chilling 
wind froze our morale and chilled our bones. Applying cam cream and 
donning our bergen we tabbed to our harbour area and brewed up. 
Fro tbite began to et in a we awoke to tand-to and the daily routine 
began. A sudden crack shook the wood a a , D echoed around u , hortly 
followed by the roar of an angry Troop Sergeant. Our ears were s till 
ringing as we departed for the first of many test . Cam and concealment 
howed that ome just can't help but be noticed. 1 ext was judging 

di lance. no rulers allowed. Observation came and it tarted to rain. 

Queuing up to be hosed down after a mud sliding session in PT 

As the rain poured down It was going to be another night in the wet but 
shooting the QMSI rai ed our spirit . RTR (Return fire, take cover, return 
appropriate fire) in the rain again. the field was like a bog but we still 
managed a smile then the aggression came as we shouted and screamed 
and destroyed the Fig 12' . Then home we thought. until we got back to 
the bashers to di CO\'er rations for another night in the freezing fore t of 
death and despair. ight Patrol came. We were tabbing in the dark tripping 
over log, and nearly drowning in streams then a crawl in the dark to sneak 
up on Ma'am who was drinking a warm brew and wrapped in warm 
clothe, then back to our stag under a windswept poncho before a bad 
night's sleep. 

'Bug out!' The cry screamed by Ma'am as thunder flashes exploded 
and we doubled to the ERV where the admin test awaited us. Cpl Barker 
c.heckcd our equipment and had a good laugh at the state of some of our 
nlles. Then back to the coaches leaving the dragon toothless. 

PF: E\: TROOP 
Tp Comd apt 'Pierre' Farrimond 
Tp Sgt Sgt 'Digger' Gardiner RGBW 

life is improving for Penney Tp as they begin to mell the fresh Dorset 
air of Blandford. _For the staIT, C.pl Wheeler of the Light Infantry has ju t 
returned from bcmg a Second Lieutenant instructing in Saudi Arabia and 
(pl mith of the Green Howard has decided to become a Technician and 
n ha d.:partcd to Blandford. lie take~ our best wishes as docs AT Duke 

\\ho recently ~came engaged. 
Th~ JR strong Troop is current ly away in Wales on a field firing 

excrc1~c. It 1' a good escape from the classroom and barracks. There arc 
now four AT Lance Corpora ls who are daily practising their leader hip 
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skills in camp. The rest of the froop are giving the AT Lance Corpora ls a 
hard time as well as sharpening their skills. Everyone ha just finished 
their final military exercise which the \\hole Troop attended. To have a 
zero LOB list is r.ire . E\crvone took their turn to be Section/ Patrol 
Commanders \\ilh <>'er half the ATs giving sets of orders. The standard 
wa wide but e\eryone developed and learnt the lesson . The major c ITect 
of the permanent stntT standing buck is the AT have to navigate on 
exerci c rather than just folio\\ and wish it were not raining. Hence nearly 
c eryone ~a" more of alisbury Plain than they needed to. l lowever, 
Penney Tp perfonrn:d better in e\el)' facet than the RLC, RE and REME 
Troops. We were switl but not always sure. yet! 

11 O\Cmbcr sa\\ the Troop' isiting London on an initiative cxcrci ·e. It 
coincided with rmisticc Day so after a visit to the ational Army 
Museum the Troop conducted an Act of Remembrance at the Royal 
Ho pital Chelsea. T Dawe read a poem and T LCpl Maxwell said a 
prayer while AT LCpl Binner laid aw reath. 

AT LCpl Binner lays a wreath at the Royal Hospital Chelsea 

The Troop then ct oIT to complete as many of the 50 ta ks within six 
hours as pos iblc. Beefeaters shoes were cleaned, hotel beds were 
changed, Fireman's pole \\ere lid down, Police cells were cleaned, Air 
Ho te es bag were carried and one group e\en sat in a helicopter but 
could not fl y because of the weather (good preparation for their future 
careers). 

At LCpl Maxwell and Ats Hudd, Duke and McCandless avoiding 
the floods 

The tales could go on but the photo will dot the walls of Blandford 
soon. The day fini shed with a meal in a restaurant and plenty of singing on 
the coach home after only consuming soft drinks. Who says you need 
alcohol although they maybe tempted at Blandford . hristmas decoration 
are now up and Pa s OIT Parade rehear als are now the bulk of the 
programme. So by the time you read this the PS will have moved and the 
Troop will have been posted on to Blandford with AT Eastwood off to 
sunny Catterick to join 2 R Anglian. 

AT Prest about to go caving - it is voluntary! 
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Some of the Penney Professionals on their final exercise - Exercise Janners Joy 

BAJL 

MULTINATIONAL DIVISION (SOUTH WEST) 
AND 

BRITISH FORCES SIGNAL SQUADRON (204) 
OPERATION PALATINE 

Sqn Comd 
RM 

Maj C. R. orton 
WOl (RSM) D. W. C raig 

THE RATS ARE 0 THEIR WAY B CK 
As the unit approached its hand-over to the Dutch ignal Battalion the 

Squadron said a final farewell to Maj Adrian Campbell-Black. He took 
his final trip in a AFY 432 out of the Banja Luka Metal Factory's gate on 
hi s way to a well deserved break prior to hi new posting at I ig Bde. 

Maj Campbell-Black taking his final salute from the unit 

ow that the Dutch have taken over the bulk of the unit' re pon ibili
ties the tear down of the equipment began in earne t. The first task wa to 
consolidate and back-load all our equipment with the help of our volun
teer from 11 ig Bde. The old ignal Regiment lines had to be moved 
nround and then cleaned up to enable the BRITFOR ignal Troop to have a 
new and fresh start. 
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11 Signal Brigade volunteers muck-in on a final clean up 
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Once th , ba k-loading und cleanup wa complete both up on the Hill 
fop it's(HT,) and do,\n in the le!al F-::-:t?ry, !here wa· ju .t the long 
"att for the Dutch to clear HT at J CllOkl.'!C. Fmally they did and our 
lads ould got " ork on the la. t _i te to be ckared. ot a ca y task but with 
onh three llays before the mnin body \\'(ll> due lO Oy back thl' troop did 
thcinsch c. proud and !cared it in only two days with a day to! pare. 

The last two power units leave Sjenokosic, assisted by the RAF 

The lads look on as the C hinook lifts the last load 
down the mou ntain 

(L-R): Sig Cooke , S ig Evans, Cpl Allan , S ig Cole , Cpl Ta ylo r, 
Sig P hillips (7 Sig Regt) 

OPERATl01 PALATI 'E 
K'\OCKO T FOOTBALL CO:\-IPETITIO 

On the 10- 11 August 2000 BRJTFOR Sig Sqn entered a team in the 
group tages of the Op Palatine BLMF S-a-side Footba ll Competition . The 
competition consisted of two group of four teams. the Signal Squadron' 
group consisted of B Squadron Light Dragoons, LT and Myra Techs. 

The Sig qn played 'LT in the first game winning 4-3, the next game 
wa an easy7-l against the Myra Techs and the !inal game in the group 
was a hard fought 'ictory o er B Squadron taking us forward into the 
semi-final. In the emi-final we took on and beat the runners up from 
Group Two. HQ BRITFOR 2- 1 earning us a place in the final and a chance 
to move onto the theatre wide competition. The final started with the Sig
nal quadron taking an earl y lead but after six mins the BLMF had a 
power cut and the game was abandoned. It was played again tJ1e following 
night when L Squadron ran out comfortable winners 7-4, although both 
team progre scd to the Op Palatine fina l held on Sunday 20 August 2000. 

The ignal Squadron was drawn to play in Group B along ide the CSS 
Bn and the UK Arty Bty. The Signal Squadron lost the first game to the 
C Bn 3-0 and won their second game again t the Arty Bty 7- 1 and pro
grcs.,ed onto the semi-finals beating the UK Battlegroup LAD 4-2 earning 
a chance to move to the final. The final was a rerun of one o f the earlier 
games and one that the Signal quadron had lost, so they where detcr
mmcd to seek revenge. A hard fought game with the Signal Squadron 
beating the CSS Bn 5-2 to become the Op Palat ine foo tball champions for 
2000. 
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O peration P alatine 4 Knockout Football Champions 
Back Row (L-R): LCpl John marlborough , Cpl Guy Keywo rth , Sgt 

Steve Tressider, Sgt 'Mo' Pay, LCpl Yates 
Front Row (L-R): LCpl Glen Moffat, S S gt Gavin Wood (RLC), SSgt 

'Ollie' Oliver, Sgt 'Scholly' Martwich (Manager), W0 2 (RQ MS) 
'Daz' Day (MIA) 

Sgt 'Scholly' Martwich recieving the trophy from D Co md BRIT-
FOR, Col Hall (late RLC) 

0 CAR T ROOP 
Tp Comd Lt Pa ul McTurk 
Tp SSgt Sgt 'Olly ' Oliver . 

Aftt:r many years, the hill top ites are finally unmanned in Bosma. The 
last of the crews packed up and returned to the Metal Factory on 12 Sep
tember 2000. Quite amazingly, everything went to plan, in fact almost too 
well. The Vitorog crew mi understood a message to pack up quickly so 
that we could all go home and the packing, which we estimated would take 
a week, cook them only eight hours! Unfortunatel y, they coul.d .not leave 
the mountain for another week so they had to resort to enterta1111ng them
selves wi th a chess ct and a box o f compo. Also in good 4 Bde fashion 
they nearly burnt down the rebro when a brush fire went. out of control. 
That's three year in a row that the Squadron ha had a serious fire to deal 
with ! Gola P mi sed the close down instruction altogether and very reluc-
tantly packed up at the last minute. . 

LC p l ' Old man ' C ha rli e Forsyth was a lmost m tears a we drove 
away from his hilltop and back to the rea l world . Radaljica simply handed 
over to the infantry ballle-group but Li ina West, who were the last Lo 
close, had to strip and remove all their Co-ri-mees and ISO contamer 
which took several days . Loads of dramas were had due to a few minor 
accidents (thank Lo Sig '(Dri ving skill of a jelly fi sh) Dinger' Bell) and 
load of drama as some over inquisitive locals pre-reccc 'd the si te fo r wh at 
remains could be cavengcd. All of the rear link detachments closed with· 
out any serious problems and it is with great relief that we have now hand
ed over 10 the more-than-capable Dutch 108 ignal upport Batta lion and 
the HQ BRITFOR Signal Troop. The Troop is now back in barracks tidy
ing up . ome loo c ends before a well-earned post-tour leave. Luckily, and 
surpris ingly to some, the rear party had not just been ' hanging around' but 
under the guidance of Capt ' Just have it' Buck much of the armour seems 
to have been quite well looked after. 

Unfortunately we must ay good bye to LCpl G len Hislop who is post
ed to 7 Sig Regt and ig h ris Burke who goc to 3 Div. Best of luck to 
both of you. A lso welcome to the troop to Sgt tcve Tressider and fa mi ly, 
now you wi ll see what we have to contend with from puzzle palace. Wel
come also to ig McCutcheon straight from the fac tory good luck. Finally 
many thanks to the augmcntccs from 7 ig Regt, we couldn ' t have done 11 
without you. 
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PAPA TROOP 
f'p Comd Lt M. P. Parke 
Tp SSgt SSgt P. V. Davis 
PAPA TROO P- TH E STORY SO F R ...... 
b1• Sig 'lun· ·Coriell 

September was a busy month for Papa Tp and included an Exercise, the 
draw down and the hand-over to the Dutch. Exercise Strong Guardian Ill 
included most of the Troop deploying to Glamoc Ranges to provide the 
divisional tactical headquarters with the Dutch providing the admin sup
port and the Dutch Union making sure each Dutch soldier had six hours 
rest before doing anything. On ly one problem occurred on the Exercise 
which was one \zcch watch keeper being asked to leave the radio, after 
spending 15 minutes trying and failing to answer or understand a radio 
check. The Exercise went extremely well with everyone impressed yet 
again by the Brits 

The draw down ofthl! Troop actually went to plan with LCpl 'Tommo' 
T homas actually managing to back-load all the stores from Tommy Tuck
ers. Sig Dan 'Donald Tooke managed to escape the Troop for a 'learning 
experience· Oil the Vitorog where he got evacuated due to a grass fire 
spreading up the mountain . ' ig Scan ' I'm never organising anything 
again ' Bricr ely sorted out an excellent Troop function where everybody 
enjoyed thcmseh ... s immensely. All went smoothly apart from a small 
food figh t that bro~e OL. right in front of the brand new Sqn omd, Maj 

orton (welcome to 204). Well it was an interesting tour and it 's a shame 
that the Tr op has broken up with 7 Sig Regt returning to K.refeld - cheers 
for putting up with us <1 •1d thank for all your hard work. So, now we are 
back m Germany and it'' all go here. C pl 'Chuck' Henson is sorting out 
the stores and getting the Troop turned around ready for next year. Every
one is working hard to get the armour put back into use and wi th lots of 
maintenance to be done it is no small task. With a ne\\ training year rapid
ly approaching though it is a necessary one. 

rongratulations to LCpl 'Scott' Rose and wife Kelly on the arrival of 
their new baby girl. SSgt ' Drill Pig' Davis showed off his fancy footwork 
on the RSM's parade: guess who is buying the beer Staff? Get well soon to 
C pl ' Robbo· Robertson who slipped a disk on the toilet, who know what 
he was doing in there. A big 'hello' also to L pl 'Neil' McElhinney who 
the Troop has left back out in Bo nia, missing you lot ! Welcomes go to 
Sig ' Chip Pan John ' Ritchie and 'Nikki' Earl who have joined us from 
Oscar Tp. Sig Masters has just arrived from 3 Div, hope that you all enjoy 
your time in Papa Tp! We have a fair amount of people to say goodbye to 
as well. Firstly LC p l 'I am the Messiah ' Yates. who has gone to Oscar Tp. 
what a swap! Sig ' J immy' Findlay is off to Ireland to 8 In fa ntry Brigade 
and LCpl ' Tim ' tanton is ofT to my old Troop in 2 12, I AD R, enjoy! 
Sid 'Fru it Bat' Wright i sho1tly going on the White Helmets selection; 
we all th ink that he wi ll be right at home there so good luck! 

Finally, we would li ke to say farewell and good luck to Sgt 'Ma urice' 
Pay on hi posting back to 249. and also a special thank you goes to the 
Gurkhas of the 30 Sig Regt det that did such an excellent job for u in 
Zgoll. 

SSAfA Bl(, BREW l.JP - 21 SEPTEMBf, R 2000 
The families and Fnends Club of 4 Armd 13de HQ & Sig Sqn(204) took 

part m the SSAFJ\ Big Brew Up on 21 Sep 00. Husbands, wives. friend<. 
and not forgetting the livmg in lads, got together for a cuppa or two and a 
~lice of ~ake. Although the majority of the Sig Sqn was soaking up the sun 
m Bosnia, 39 lad<. and lasses turned out to support the event. A big thanks 
for all that supported this worthy cause and to :\1.r Amanda 'orton who, 
with a lictle pressure from her mum, organised the event. 

The Big Brew-Up 
(L-R): LCpl 'Smudge' Smith , LCpl Dinsda le , S igs Ashmore, Brierle y 

and Amanda No rton (The Organiser) 

S P PORT T ROOP 
QM Capt Pete McE lwee 
Tp SSgt S gt Pa ul Buckley 

With the tour of Bo nia and the comforts of the Banja Luka Meta l Fac
tory behind us, it is now iime for Support Tp to find their feel again . Dur
ing the past four months we have said farewell and hello to new members 
of the Troop. S gt Gaz Allcock who seems to enjoy the night life of 
0 nabruck moved from the Duke of Wellingtons to the quadron to take 
control of the LAD. The remaining members of Support Tp from gt 
Chris K imber who yet again moved fa r, Chris we hope that you enjoy 
your time at 4 Regt RA and congratulation on the promotion, P can I 
have my bike back sometime before March. gt Gaz llcock and gt 
M ick Pryce have been busy en uring that the out of u e programme for 
the vehicle was well under way before the advance party arrived back in 
Osnabruck . The main party left the Banja Luka Metal Factory looking 
forward to their long weekend with their families before the hussle and 
bu sle of normal day to day work that we in the Squadron left some fou r 
months. The rear-party returned to the Squadron ome ten day after the 
main party had arrived back. Rumour ha it that the reason for the delay in 
the flight has some thing to do with the QM and his s taff wanting to ee the 
Scotland game in Zagreb and not that their wa a problem \ ith the aircraft. 

A happy smiling Papa Troop having handed their Mobile Troop responsibilities over to the Dutch 
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Sig Smith recieving the driver of the month award 
from Maj Gen Brims 

\\ELCO JE A~D F R.EWELL 
During the pa t four months there have been a lot of changes within the 

quadron, and I apologise if there i any one that I may have left out. Wel
come to gt · holly · Martwicb, Cpl Chris Heap, LCpl Godfre , LCpl 
O'Donovan, ig ·1 ha,·e been in the Army before' Daniell and Sig 
· mudge ' mitb. Welcome to you and your familie and we hope that you 
haYe a great time here with the quadron. Welcome to LCpl Lee Peacock 
who ha no reali ed that there i more to life than working in the Comm 
garage . 

Maj Gen R. Brims visits the BRITFOR Signal Squadron just before 
the handover to the BRITFOR Signal Troop 

Maj Norton's first visit (No pressure) 

The Troop would like to say fa rewell to the fo llowing people and their 
familie : gt ' pike' Hughes, Cpl Stu 'I am REME and you will never 
get my name in The WIRE' M ulholland, L pl Col Forster, LCpl 
'Trucker' Taylo~ Cpl ' Bry" Brown, ig Jody Davis, Cpl Col Teale, ig 
Billy Conley and ig Ian Custy. 

OTFORGOTTE 
The fo llowing die-hards have ALL agreed to stay in Bosnia until 

December and they are S gt Gavin Wood, ig Armstrong and ig Mur
phy. We hope that every thing is going well and give u a ring if you need 
any thing. Woody the Memo are on the way. 

xv 
HEADQUARTERS NORTHERN IRELAND 

AND 
15 SIGNAL REGIMENT 

co 
RS\11 

Lt Col M. P. Llewelly n 
WOI (R M) A. Balsdon 

EXERCI E LDERMORE Fl ' ' J - by Sig Moore 
The Regimental PORT package took place at Magilligan Training 

Centre on the 1- 5 , ovember 2000. We deployed with very little 
knowledge on what was to lie ahead for us; all we knew was that the 
RS"v1 (WOJ Balsdon) wa running the show. So some with dread and 
ome with high expectations we deployed. The whole exercise took place 

out of a imulated patrol base. We were split into three Sections, and 
from the very start we were on a constant 4-hour rotation con isting of 
Patrolling, Guard or QRF. We even had a couple of Snatch vehicles to 
add to the realism. After a night of very little sleep (especially for 2 

ection, who got lost out on patrol!) we proceeded to the ranges to 
practice live firing, pair's fire and maneuver on the IBSR range. After 
many more patrols and interesting le sons given by R IRlSH instructors 
on VCP's, Rummages, and many more Province operations, we had an 
attempt at the pistol CQB range. The scenario involved delivering 
Crypto and Comm equipment whilst driving through a hostile area. Our 
driver, gt Gratrick, with some rather fine acting, decided that our car 
had broken down and we had to deliver the Crypto and Equipment by 
hand, very suspect! After coming under attack we had to fire and 
maneuver to a . afe area. Using the drills previously taught which was 
pair's fire and maneu\'er. we managed to put 40 rounds and 2 smoke 
grenades down to achieve our 'tactical' withdrawal. We then proceeded 
back to the patrol base for more fe tivities courtesy of the training team. 
E. DEX was celebrated with some live grenade training that certainly 
made a few eyes hght up, mme included! Sig evens and I have come to 
the conclusion that grenades are definitely the way forward, especially as 
you've got nothing to clean after you've thrown them! 

CRO. 0 "TRY 
The cross-country got ofT to a Oying start with both the male and 

female teams putting in a good how. The first race of the season was the 
'orthern Ireland relay cross-country championships, which was held in 

Ballykell7. Apart from the wind this proved to be an easy course with the 
male team coming second and the female team coming third. The second 
race of the . eason wa held at Hillsborough and organized by Lisburn 
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Station, which re ulted in the male team coming first, and the female 
team can1e joint third. The third race came back with the team position 
being exactly the same. There has been one more race which brings us 
up to date so far and that was hosted by 8 Royal Irish at Go ford Castle 
on Wed 15 ovember 2000. The cour e was run over an undulating 
forest track , 5.8 miles for the men and 3.4 mile for the females and 
consisted of a total of 149 runner , 34 of whic h were female. Thi s 
resulted in a change in the overall position for the female team, which 
are now sixth , but the male team is s t ill s torming ahead in firs t 
place . .. more uccess to follow. 

ROYAL SIG ALS BADMl NTO CHAMPIO SHIP 
1.1-13 OCTOBER 

On 10 October 1aj Duggan assembled his merry band of ' Badders ' 
players to take them to the R SIG ALS Corps Championships at 21 ig 
Regt at Colerne. As the team had been succes ful in several major 
badminton events during the year, Maj Duggan felt confident enough to 
book his return ticket after the prize giving! 

Men's Inter-Unit Event: In the Men's Inter-Unit Event the Rcgt 
qualified for the finals after beating 14 Sig Rcgt (EW) in a well fought 
semi-final. All of the first, second and third strings were able to hold 
their own and the first two strings en ured qualification by winn"ng their 
matches. In the final, the Regiment faced a combined onslaught from 8 
and I I Sig Regts (better known as 'The School'), who certainly gave the 
team a good lesson in how to play badminton. The fact that 'The chool' 
team had several player of Corps and Army standard may have tipped 
the scales just a little! That said, all the player gained from the 
experience and look forward to a rematch next year. The men's Jnter
Unit Team was Maj Duggan , W02 (IS upvr) Bennett, Sgt (Supvr 
R) Jacklin , SSgt Slade, gt Anderson and ig Moore. 

Ladies Inter-Unit Event: Although not as well attended a the Men's 
event, the Ladies event was nonetheless a very good standard with the 
Regt playing 14 Sig Regt (EW) in the Ladies Unit Final. The event was 
extremely close with both sides having severa l novices playing in their 
first event. Every game had to be made to count to ensure the Ladies 
Team eventua lly took the title of Royal orps o f ignals Ladies lntcr
Unit Champions. The members of the victoriou Ladies team were Sgt 

amuel, Cpl Howard, Cpl Richardson, LCpl Stewart and ig 
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lfa) nor. 
Unit lixc<l Doubles/Open DoublcsNeternn 's Doublcs/La<l ics and 

lens Signals E \•cnts : The Regimenlal team had mixed blessings 111 the 
remaining events of the 'hampionships but still managed to bring back 
several trophies lo a<ld to Maj Dugga n's ever-increasing trophy cabinet. 
In the Mixed Doubles, Maj Dugga n and 'ig Raynor, after battling their 
way through the opposition, qualiried for the final only to be beaten by a 
pair who had recently returned from representing the Ann on its recent 
Brunei tour! In th<.: Ladies Singles Sig Hayno r battled through to the 
finals bul unfortunately was beaten by C pl McTurk (7 Armd Bde Sig 

qn), the Corps· lead ing lady. Agam the ladies did the Regiment proud 
with C pl Richardson and ig Raynor taking the runners-up medals in 
the Open Women's Doubles and C pl Howard and C pl McTurk taking 
the winners trophy. W0 2 Benn ett and Sgt Slade took the Veteran 
n111110.:1s-up place and Maj Duggan and SSgt 'Play it again, Sam' Slade 
took yet ·mother runners-up medal in the Unit Team Open Doubles. On a 
fina l note, thosi.: people who feel badmint n is not a physical game might 
like to t ·y their hand at competing Ill excess of 12 matches a day at 
Rt>g1mc1 tal level! 

ll E.\ DQUART ERS SQUADRO 
qn Comd M aj J. E. Mullender 

SSM W02 (SS 1) '\1. R. eighbour 
CO lMCE ' TROOP - hy Sig Pennock 

It has ,,~en a bus) period for COMMCEN Tp, with a lot of departures 
and arriva l;, the big move into a brand spanking new bui lding and the 
added l:>onus 0f the new system now in use, Compucat. which ha been a 
great di.:a l of fun getting to grips with. We have to say sad farewells to 
LCpl · ath' Hadley, who has left province to be closer to home at 30 
Si gs, and is now experiencing the joys of Sierra Leone. LCpl Fox, who is 
off to the world of panzers and tanks at 19 Mech Bde. Last but not lea t 
LC pl 'Taff' Evans who is off to civvy-street and not j u t any part of 
civvy- treet as he has found him elf a job in Amsterdam. I am sure a ll the 
lads will be sorely mis ·ed by the whole troop. On a lighter note, we can 
enjoy the new company of Sig Cunningham, Sig Brennan, Sig Moore, 
Sig evens and lastly ig Ward , who have all joined us straight from the 
factory. 

S UPPORT T ROOP - by Sig Stott 
This has been a good period for Support Tp, as the fi nal movement 

into our new offices wen t with great ease. A warm welcome goes out to 
LCpl ' tu' McC rone, hi \\ife Clare and their young son Lennon. The 
Troop will be sorry to ay goodbye to Sig ' Chrissy' Davies, soon to be 
Lance Corporal, who is going to Gennany to drink copious amount of 
cheap booze and to join her hu band. She takes with her our best wishe 
fo r the futu re. Congratulations go out to other members o f the Troop who 
have been elected for promot ion to Lance Corporal and hopefully to be 
wearing their fresh tapes very soon. These are ig Tom Dunham. Sig 
' Rick' Fawcett, Sig ' Rev ' Reveley and my elf, Sig' Stotty · Stott. So if 
you want to know where it's at, and the promotions arc slick and fast, 
come and join us at the MT. 

MILITARY KILLS COMPETITIO 

Forget the Military Skills Competition, SSgt Smith 
weighs his 'oh so heavy kit' for the March and Shoot. 
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I he Milit1ry skills compctilton took place at Ballykinler on th~ 16 O\ 

00. I IQ Sqn was lead by Sgt Di \on from RI IQ. Our team cons1;ted of 
Cpl Douglas, L pl Walker, "ig 1 evens. Sig RcHrlv Sig ,rccn 742 
Sig Cunningham and Sig Moore. We made a good impression from ;h~ 
word 'go'. When the start whistle was blown, all the other teams "dancd' 
off at a great rate of knots, and we just stood there trying to find out 
where we were! Thc stretcher race was a classic ca. c of D humor as 
30metres turned out to be 3001 The casualty wasn't exactly the lighte t 
enhcr! The assault course was looked upon with horror, a5 we had to do it 
with full kit, this was welcomed by the Squadron morale officer Sig 
'Where have all the brews gone?' C unningham . I.Cpl Walker rccel\ .:d 
some very impressive war wound~ on h..:r arms. One cm:u1t \\as bad 
enough, but we had to do two! We achieved top marks on the rum mage 
S!and as we had learnt the ·kills on t~e Regimental PORT package. We 
finally fi nished the event fifth, which at least wasn"t last. We stil l 
celebrated at the 'bop' back at Lisburn . as our only reward for attend ing 
the Mi l Ski ll was a case of high mora le! ... and a look forward to more 
military competillons. 

225 JG AL SQUADRO 
Squad Comd Maj M. J. Smith 
SSM W02 (S M) R. S. Thorne 

Thi · per iod has seen the Squadron represented on va riou. sport · 
pitches, and indeed at the Regimenta l Sportsman ' Dinner. In addition to 
thi s a number of people have managed to participate in Ex Wipers Finn, a 
battlefield tour de France, and other days out de igned to relieve some of 
the pressure o f work. The Squadron has had a very busy couple of 
months from an operational per pective and is feeling the pre sure from 
increas ing under-manning. 

Farewell to Maj Jeremy Tod, and many thanks for all that has been 
done for the Squadron during your time. The end of the summer brought 
a complete turnover of Squadron hierarchy. and the new team is now 
ready to move the Squadron on to greener fields. 

Welcome to Maj Mark mith who has moved aero to 225 ig Sqn 
to take the helm. having pent a year as Adjutant. 

S PPORT TROOP 
Tp Comd Capt P. R. Griffiths 

It has been a busy couple of months within the glorious Sp Tp, with a 
number of people arriving and leaving. LCpl Kev James i now with 35 
Sig Regt (V) and LCpl Graeme 'I'm a story-teller· Laffert} has nO\\ 
jo ined 3 1 Sig Regt (V) - both their fag and repertoire will be missed. 
The RQMS Dept welcome · two new drivers; LCpl Danny ' It's your tum 
to make the brew ' Richardson, and LCpl Steve Worthington who 
have both moved aero from Regimental MT. 

Congratulations to Danny who has just become married to Amanda, 
and to Steve and Li a who have recently had a baby boy called Kieran 
(affectionately known to us as ' Ernie ' ). Sgt Vicky '!collect novelty 
rubbers' Dumbell and LCpl Vicki 'bud-wize-errrrrr ' Bishop have now 
taken up the roles of Sqn Clerk after Sgt Ian 'giz a gitar!' Frame has 
left the office to re-badge to R JG ALS. The RQMS's Department has 
been bu y preparing for the Board of Officer in which W02 RQM 
Audy Hartley has had his whip cracking to get thing moving along 
smoothly. Meanwhile Sgt Andy Boltoa and LCpl Jo Tve got , A
levcls ' Quinn have been moving their store frantically from shelf to 
shelf. The Department celebrated LCpl Quinn and LCpl Pullen being 
sele ted for promotion with a Troop night out. Capt Griffiths· pizza 
ended up on the floor - you can ' t take him anywhere! II in all. a lot of 
bard work, and a little bit of fun for all. 

ECHO TROOP 
Tp Comd Capt F. A. W. Stewart 
OP WO \ 02 (S PVR R) P. F. Gardner 

Another busy period for Echo Tp. and with tight manning, tho ·e 
remaining 'take the strain". ugu t and eptember saw the Troop 
participating in various Regimental ports competitions, and the 
occasional BBQ's and evenings in the quadron bar - the essential morale 
lifeline of the Troop! Thank you to gt Lomax and Cpl Roche who came 
from J U Digby to alleviate our manpower for two month . Their hard 
work and good humour wa appreciated by all. From the watcht.: : 

Watch - Farewell to Cpls Ashley and Hodgson who are both ct for 
pa lures new at R S in Blandford. and I C'pl Honard to 14 ig Regt 
(EW) in Bra' dy. 

B Watch - Fare\ ell to Cpls Burton and :\1ar hall who are both 
mo ing to J U Oakley. 

Warm congratulation go to Cpl Heather Carter on her recent 
marriage to gt Carter from the Regimental Training Wing - quite a 
se\'ere mea urc to en ure pa es in your ITD's! 

C Watch - Welcome to the new \: atch upervi. or. gt ( up' r R) 
Rowlands. 

Congran1lation · and farewell 10 W02 ( upvr R) Fielder who has 
moved on promotion to J Digby, al ·o farewell io Cpl Hallida). 
moving to J U Oakley. 

D Watch - Farewell to LCpls Wooton-Jones and Smith and good 
luck in civvy- trcet. Congratulations to LCpl Fo" in playmg a pivotal 
role in the Army Rugby League team's succe .. in rhc recent Inter ' en·icc 
competition. 

Reporter - And at last. .. we say goodb, c to W02 Bond to has l:>c-n 
trying to break out of province for many momhs nO\\ . \\ c w bh lum the 
best of luck in J , U Digby. Also farewell to gt 11\ age who h;i, mo' cd 
to the Falkland I land for six momhs prior to post mg. 
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OLFTROOP 
Tc ·h Adjt Capt I. R. Hargreaves 
Fol. W02 (FofS) . r.. Jenkins 
Tp . . gt gt B. Wilkins . . . . 

Once auain it ha: been an e :'t~cmcly bus period w1th111 Golt Tp. 
Operational tasking continue: Jnd the larg nm11bcr ?f departu~e 
re enth ha~ meant a hectic time for tho e that r'.!mam. That said. 
ho\\e\ ~r. we have had . om ne\\ a rrival to the Troop and a warm 
\\clcorm: is extend-cl 10 W02 ( upvr l ) Gary Bennett, who arri cd 
from • Inf Bdc HQ and ig qn and gt Ian Frame who ha changed 
both Corps and trade from AGC 1.il Clk 10 gt I Operator. Cpl_Rouchy 
continue th re-trade theme. movmg from Data Op to Installation Tech 
and JOtmng us from :!~3 ig qn. Finally and mo t recently Cpl Welch 
po. ted in from 243 1g qn. On the departures front we have recently 
t•id farewell to gt \lichelle Watkins, posted to CPD Blandford. we 

'' 1sh her all the be. t for th future. Congratulation go to gts Phil 
\ lcleish and Ryan Lang on their recent promotion to Sergeant. 

EXER 1 E REYN RD FI 
E. Reynard Finn for eptember took the form o f a quadron Go

Karting Grand Prix followed by a quadron BBQ. 16 me~~bers of the 
quadron participated in what turned out to be a very excllmg and fun 

afternoon. The competition con i ted of 16 heats. two e1m-finals and a 
final. LCpl Danny Richardson won the competition with ome very 
·formula 1-lik.e' dri\ ing. othing deterrc;d LCpl Richardson fro!n 
\\inning the Grand Prix, even at the cxpen e of endmg gt Loz Hrll 
througl\ the baniers. ome very notable dri\ ing from Lt Fi _'Tyre Wall' 

tewart. Cpl Billy Kirk\~Ood, and LCpl Jo Quinn. An enjoyable day 
was had by all . 

(L-R): LCpl Drummond, Cpl Aldred and LCpl Fox 
at the Squadron Oktoberfest 

The marquee is erected. tables laden with bratwurst and the ' umpa 
lumpa' band are raring to go! The scene is et for yet another 225 Sig Sqn 
Oktoberfe t. Festivities got underway around I 930hrs - fancy dress was 
optional. Apart from the members of the Squadron who always dress like 
German teen fashion ,·ictims, (tight bleached jeans, white trainer , tie-dye 
Hh1rts and bum bags - you know the type!), the usual 3 'Squadron 
Su pects' went all out. Cpl Jay Aldred a 'Hitler' (wearing an Ea t 
Gennan border guards uniform), LCpl Gez Drummond in full leather 
lciderhosen an<l LCpl 'Foxy' Fox as a German soldier of the female 
variety, blonde pig tails and all! All who attended drank and made merry, 
appreciation of the entertainment in the form of an lri h umpa lumpa 
band wa somewhat varied. with all those who had 'exchanged ' 
numerou beer tokens Joining in. Whilst nursing hangovers the following 
day every•nc would agree that a good time was had by all. with special 
thanks given to gt Al Bolton, W0 2 Andy Hartley and the rest of the 
RQMS Dept for the administration and organisation of yet another very 
successful 225 Sig Sqn event 

E. ERCISE \\ !PERS WA LKA BOUT FI '. ' 
17-22 EPTE'.\IBER 2000 
b1 SSgt fFojSJ Crowther 

On the 17 September 2000, nine member of 225 Sig Sqn set off on a 
trekking exercise around the battlefields of Belgium and No1thern France. 
The party left Thiepval Barracks on the Sunday morning crossing the 
lri h • ca on the Larnc-Cairnryan ferry to start the long journey down the 
length of the country. Dri,ing was alternated between Sgt tu 'I never fly 
off the handle' M urray and Sgt (Supvr IS) Paul "I've got my Camp
Bcd' Da\Cy who did their best to fend ofT questions from gt ( upv r 
R) ·<\re we there yet Dad?' J ack lin. After several hour of 'I Spy' we 
anivcd in our tran\it accommodation in Shorncliffe and the next morning 
cm.ght a ferry to alais. From here it was a short drive to the campsite 
which prm idcd the base for the next four day . Sgt (FofS) i •Have you 
done your homework?' rowther came up with the idea for the Exercise 
and the aim wa to ,.·alk along the sector of the Western Front held by the 
Bnush I xpcditionary Force~ <BEF), whilst learning about the battles and 
ond111ons that were endured by troops 
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Dav One - Thi: first day's walking fo und the party in the Belgian 
medieval town of Ypres, known to the troop at the time a · ' Wipers'. 
During the war the nnmc of tlus town became a byword for the terrible 
slaughter and loss of life that ensued over fo ur )'.Cars a s il was the scene 
of fierce fighting bcmecn the Germans and pnmanly ommonwealth 
troop . The-Ypres alicnt jutted into the German lines fo r the duration of 
the war. and cost the Commonwealth 200,000 casualties over the 4 years 
that it was defended. stark reminder o f the bittcrncs of this trugglc 
are the name of the 55.000 ommonwca lth troops commemorated on 
the Menin Gate. Their names are recorded here as their bodies were never 
found and have no known grave. The monument i a fitting memorial to 
the men who died there and all the members of the party were extremely 
moved when we w itnessed the nightly playing of The Last Po t by 
Bugler from the Ypres Fi re Brigade. -------------

Happy trekkers on Day 1 
(L-R) : Sgt Brankin, Sgt Ballard, SSgt (IS S~pvr) Davey, 

SSgt Wilkins, Sgt Lang, SSgt (Supvr R) Jacklin , Sgt Murray 

After leaving the Menin Gate the party visited Sanctuary Wood and 
Hill 62 which lie on the Menin Road to the ea t of Ypres. Sgt Ryan 'Rip 
Yan Winkel' Lang was able 10 impart some of the alient points he had 
re earched prior to the Exercise and relate thi to the ground. Here a 
tretch of the trenches remain and the party wa given an insight into the 
qualor and terrible conditions endured by the troops. The day was 

rounded off with a vi it to the Cloth Hall Museum 111 the centre of Ypre . 
During the war the building was reduced to rubble but wa rebuilt by 
money from Gemlan War Reparation . This is a must for vi itors to the 
areas and gives a good de cription of the battles in the Ypre area. 

Day Two - On our second day in Belgium the party moved to the south 
of the Salient and vi ited St. Elo ise where the Briti h bl asted several 
mines under the German strongpoints in March 19 16 . The biggest of 
these contained 95.6001bs of ammonal and apart from destroying several 
key fort ificati on and dazing the defending Germans; it allowed the 
position to be captured by the 41 st Division . To view ome of the mine 
craters the group had to negotiate several fences - ome members faired 
better than others! SSgt ( upvr R) ' I' m not fat it ju t a weak fence ' 
Fogg d id an interes ting doubl e back somersault before ~n admiring 
audience. The group then moved further outh through W1Jtschatc and 
Ploegstreet, known as ' White Sheet ' and ' Plug Street ' to the Briti h. The 
wood at Ploegstreet saw ome particularly fierce fighting and stark 
reminders of the fortification can till be clearly seen. Moving 011 from 
Pbloegstreet the group made their way up a tcep ridge to the Mesen, 
better known a Mei.sines, the scene of fierce fighting in 19 I 7 when 19 of 
the 21 mines were detonated in a very mall area. The remaining rwo 
mines were not and records of the their locations were lost. In 1995 one 
of them exploded during a thunderstorm by the Le Pclegrin cro roads 
when a tree was s truck by lightening. Fortunately there were no 
casualties. The location of the remaining mine is till unknown. In Me en 
the church (the only one with a crypt in the surrounding area) was rebuilt 
after the war with money from Gennany's War Reparations. The church 
was the subject of a number of watercolours by a Gennan Infantryman, 
Adolf Hitler. 

Day T hree - The group moved from Ypres in Belgium to Arra in 
France. To the outh of Arras lies the Somme Valley and over the next 
two days the group walked around famous battle sites in the area. The 
Battle of the Somme is infamous in the Briti h Army as the greatest 
disaster in it history. The battle started on I July 19 I 6 and by the end of 
the first day the Commonwealth troops had sustained 60,000 casualties. 
The battle continued for five months, but re ulted in little terri toria l gain 
for the British. The small gains that were made were lost following the 
German Army's la t ditch Spring O!Ten ive of 19 18. The group started 
the day by heading south of Arras and passing through the vi llages of 
Ayette, Bucquoy and Hanncscamp. The fir t major battle area that was 
passed was Gommecart where the 46th orth Mid land Division altacked 
the wood on I July. Further on South the group arrived in Bea~mont 
Hamel and were able to visit the Newfoundland Memoria l Park ded icated 
to the Royal Newfoundland Regiment. ewfound land was the oldest 
colony in the Brit ish Empire and is now part of anada. The Island and 
part of the orth We t Canadian Mainland has a population of aro~nd 
250,000 and has traditiona lly been a fishing community. In the First 
World War the people of this indc-:pendent country raised a batta lion of 
troops who fought at Beaumont Hamel on the first day of the Battle of 
the omme. Within 30 m111utes of the troops going over the top three
quarters of the battalion had become ca ua lt ics. The park is kept in an 
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immaculate condition and has preserved both the German Y Ravine 
trenc hes and allied trenches allowing the visi tor to gain a good 
appreciation of the lay of the land at the time. A the group walked over 
the park from the Allied trenches and through ' no-mans land', it was 
clear to see how the murderous machine-gun fire would have cut down 
the advanc ing troops "ho were offered very litt le cover. In close 
proxim ity to the park is the I lawthom Ridgc crater that measures 65fl 
deep and has a diameter of I 30ft. 

Day Four - On Day 4 the group again returned to the Somme area and 
headed further south to the Thiepval ridge. On the monument LO the 
missing at Thiepval is recorded the names of 73,4 12 men who died in 
1916-17 a nd have no known grave. The monument itse lf is a huge 
construction, bui lt of bnck with stone facing and was de igned by Sir 
Edward Lu tycns. It tands on the site of an impregnable German Fortress, 
which took two month: to capture. All the exercise participants are based 
in Thicpval Barracks and a visit to this ridge arid memorial were of 
particular in terest to the group. Within Thicpval Barrack , next to the 
Church, is a mo nument commemorating the batt le at Th iepva l and 
naming the Barracks after the vi llage. The monument is dedicated to the 
men of the 36th UI ·,er Division who fought at Thiepval and records the 
number of los,es from the Division a• 5766. From the Thicpval memoria l 
the group moved cnto the 36th Di vis ion Memoria l. The large tower 
incorpora tes a small museum that detail the actions of the Division when 
trying to tak.c the Schwaben Redoubt The 36th Div ision can trace its 
roots to the Ulster ·olunteer Force (UVF) and indeed we found wreaths 
from that organisatinn lying by the monument. The 36th Di vision wa 
arguably the most suc .cssful Division on the first day of the Somme. and 
succeeded in reaching th(! German' fi fth line of trenches by the end of 
the day. However, the Glster men were almost too uccessful , and the 
Divisions to the Uls ter men's flan ks were unable to make as much 
ground. This allowed the Gennans to fire on the 36th from three ides 
and by the end of the day they were fo rced to fall back to the German 
second line. 

After leaving the Somme the group drove to Ca lais and caught the 
I 9 15hrs crossing to Dover, arrivi ng back in Hythe fo r 2 1 OOhr and 
ano ther night in tra nsi1 accommodation. Afte r a ti ri ng fou r days o f 
walking the group made their way back up the length of the country and 
took the ferry from Cai rnryan io Lame and onto Thiepva l Barracks for 
2300hrs. We were tired but all felt a sen e of achievement having gained 
a great deal more knowledge of the battlefie ld of Belgium and ortbern 
France. 

233 IG AL SQUADRON 
qn Comd Maj A. . Walker 

S M W02 ( M) R. J. Dunseith 
FAREWELL TO OFFICER COMM DING 
233 SIG AL SQUADRON 
br SSM Dunseith 
· On the 15 Augu t 2000 the Officers, Warrant Officers, CO ' and 

Wives of 233 got dres ed up in their finest to Dine Out the OC, Maj 
Richard Giles and his long uffering wife Tracey. A sad day for the OC, 
he had just fini hed hi la t day in Command during ~hich ti~e blo<?d 
sweat and on occasions even tears have been shed. Thi combmcd with 
the birth of young Thomas whil l in onhern Ireland has made for a 
very memorable time in the li ves of the Gile family. The evening was an 
outstanding ucccss due to Sgt Caz Watkin ' tireless efforts and a 
uperb di spl ay from our own Royal Signals Pipes and Drums with a 

special men tion Lo the Sqn 's Piper LCpl Andy Burrows who e face 
didn ' t change when drinking the Whi key Toast, unlike my own! The 
PMC for the evening W02 (YofS) Russ Darlington excelled him elf in 
collating the Port tines, however after announcing Gadies and Lentlemen 
(twice) everyone knew where all the port had gone. I kno1 both Maj 
Gile and Tracey were touched by the whole evening and the present 
will hold a special place in their home, we wish Richard, Tracey and the 
children all the best for the future. 

HELLOS A D GOODBYES 
A warm welcome to the new Officer Commanding 233 Sig Sqn. Maj 

ick Wa lker from that hot bed of places Blandford, hopefully you'll 
enjoy the GI challenge as much a your predecessor! We also welcome 
Capt Helen Bosley from 3 Rde here for a short while to discover that 
ad min can be as interesting a com ms ... or maybe not! Talk mg of GI 
challenges, a sad farewell to the 21 , Capt nnabel Taylor who. after 
spending six month learning the job, has now been head hunted to be the 
new Adjt, good luck in your new job but don't get lost in the ivory tower, 
keep in touch. 

l DfA TROOP - by l pl Smilh 
Tp Comd Lt T. E. G rey 
Tp SSgl S gt C. 1arlowe 

The Troop ha said goodbye to omc familiar face and welcomed 
some new not so familiar ones over the la t few months. Among t those 
leaving where gt · elly' Selk.irk. who is now enjoying the good lifo in 
his rather lucrative new job in civvy street. This said he still hasn' t 
become a stranger as he phone his old colleagues to regale them with 
talcs of long ·ideburns, all cxpen es paid course and his ridicu lo~s over 
time rates. ig Kenny Warin g also mana~cd to escape and _ is now 
hopefully jet etting around the world trying to find sun h111c and 
desperately trying to forget RA! (the only weather pattern known to 

onhern Ireland). Among i the new arrivals who have been entenced to 
two years hard labour in India Tp arc C pl Bill Beaum o nt who c 
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boundless enthusiasm is slowly bemg sapped - lucki ly she is due to go on 
her ('Jaso I upon success fu l comple ti on o f her ent rance exa m in 
November. Cpl 'Stevy' Simp~on has jo111cd the illustrious ranks of the 
brew drinking, biscuit stealing System Administrators. he has obviou ly 
undergone some arduous traini ng to prepare him for his new job 
needless to say he has nearly overdosed on caffeine on more than one 
occasion. LC pl Adi Falinski arrived in Provmcc and almost straight 
away 'volunteered' to take part m the march and shoot due to be held 
some time this year (if the date don' t change again )! ig Phil Broken 
who lived up to his name by promptly going to hospital as soon as he 
arrived. ' Hello ' also go to Sig Jackie Bridger recently arrived from 30 
Sig Regt, and Lo ig Steve 'Vloran from 16 ig Regt. Welcome to you 
both! ' Hello and goodbye' to gt (FofS) Caz 'Turncoat' Williams who 
leaves us for the joys of TM Tp, after managing to stay in the chair for 
only six months. Tell us all how you managed it! 

by l Cpl 'Chicken ·Mcluckie 
A· the deadline for Ex Indian Summer, an India Tp charity event, 

grows ever nearer, the System Administrators still manage to find time 
fo r a brew or two (or three . . . or four ... ). Praise ha to go to Sgt ige 

mith and Sgt Jeff 'I'm OT Ginger ' Thomas for managing to pull 
themsel ves away from their hourly caffeine fix and taking part in the 
Mercury Cup March and Shoot Competition. Thanks Lo their sterling 
efforts, the team managed Lo come fifth . If it had not been for them, the 
team might only have been runners up! Sgt Craig Marlowe headed up 
both the Mercury Cup March and hoot Competition and the Military 
Skill s Competition . Fin ishing in second place in the Military Skills 
Competition ensured that 233 Sig Sqn achieved third place overall in the 
Mercury Cup Competition, o well deserved congratulations go to all 
those who took part in the events. 

The Troop is now enjoying it fitness. as we have finally reali ·cd that 
we do actually have to attend PT essions, but a pecial mention has to go 
to Sig Moran, who decided to ' throw his teddy' and run off the football 
pitch after being hit with the ball! As this article goe to pre s, the Troop 
will be off gallivanting around a golf cour e somewhere in orthern 
Ireland. Results of that competition will be publi hed in the next edition. 
One thing is certain. LCpl 'Doughnut' Foulkes will retain the record for 
eating the free bacon roll ... 

Congratulations are due to Cpl Graeme Keith and hi wife LCpl Jo 
(nee Elli on) Keith on their recent marriage. He must be the luckie t 
member of the Troop to date - be has found himself a 'Toygirl · - about 
20 year his junior! Keep an eye on your heart monitor Graeme ... 
Congratulation also to LCpl 'Toff' Luca and hi wife Apple on their 
recent marriage. 

NETWORK CO 'T ROL CE "TRE 
Tp Comd Capt A. M. Haresiga 
Tp Sgt gt . D. Johnson 

We say a fond farewell to the 'Three Amigos', WO I (YofS) 'Porthos' 
Rose, WOJ (FofS) ·Aramis· G ill and WO l (Sup r JS) 'Dartagnon' 
Brooks. This washbuckling trio having masterminded the Problem 
management within the Province for the pa t year. have been whisked off 
to work in a cramped office in the Penthou e uite of the newly formed 
G6 Branch. W02 (YofS) ·unlimited budget' Da rlington departs for 
pastures new and a quieter life supporting hi local team. c~11horpe 
United. gt 'Dolly' Par ton and LCpl Pa ul V alton wap their three
screen technology for a pair of nip and a screwdriver on their move to 
TM Tp and LCpl Bria n 1ilne departs to join the Globe Trotters. Good 
luck to all of you on your recent moves. We welcome the new 
management team W02 (YofS) 'Wilr Ca r ley and W02 (FofS) Rick 
Gorma n. Hello too to an Annada of new anivals in the forn1 of gt ·oel" 
Ri cha rds, gt 'Mac' lcG ibbon , ('pl · nave· Ca rter , LCpl ·Dino' 
Deans. LCpl 'Rob' Lath am and LCpl 'Tri tian· Fox. We al o welcome 
LCpl 'Shaza' Pillans on a work experience scheme from T I Tp. We 
would al o like to congratulate C pl Danny Pea rson and C pl _Keith 
Lamb on their promotion. a double celebration for Cpl Lamb with the 
birth of a new baby boy and on the recent marriage of LCpl 'Mother 
Hubbard ' Ellison to Cpl Keith . 

RO 'TEO TROOP 
Tp Comd Capt R. . Ha milton 
Tp (YofS) W02 (YofS) N. J. Ba rtlett 

Hellos and good-bye : After a thoroughly hectic period in the Troo_P 
we arc plea ed to see the arrival of many new face . First, fresh from his 

las I at Blandford, we have pl l\lark Collins; ccondly all the way 
from I Div we have Cpl Steve Blood. The Ops ·Ide has een two ne'' 
face arrive to bol ter the defences again I the constant barrage of 
technical wit, C pl Dave Weather tone. from 19 Jech Bde. and Cpl 
Dave Haskell . from 20 Armd Bde. All eem to have citied in quite 
ea ily. and adapted to the role with few problems. LCpl Ian Bostock. has 
moved over to us from Surveillance ection and we have a repla cment 

torcman pl 'Dougie' Douglas. Due to heavy commitments \IC have 
had to start recruiting from the ranks of T 1 Tp. re ·ulting in an intlu. of 
four new ys Eng Techs: C pl Si "Old Qb, ious' Jason : C pl Louise 
'Penelope' Pa rker : LC pl Harry Fr l'nch : and LCpl Andy \\iddup 
With a big welcome from the Ops to Sgt Tony King and gt · 1~e· 
Cathrcw. On more of a sad note. we ay goodbye lo \\ 0 2 (FofS) Jim 
O ' Donnell , who lea\eS on a medical di charge: and goodby.: IO Capt 
Colin • hoot Everything' Kell , lea' ing us for 2 ig Regt in Yori-.. Good 
luck to both in the future. We also ay a fond farewell to Cpl , te\l' ''.he 
Jinx' Armstrong, and Cpl 1 ick •Arthur Daley· C lift. \\ho arc oil lll 
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bra' c the wrath of Blandford on their . lass 1 course. Anoth ~loss is 'gt 
• IC\ c , 18 , ell. mo' mg acros' the Pron nee t~ take up an appo~ntn~~nt a~ a 
Trt)o taff erneant with Bdc HQ & 1g qn. iood luck t_iom t e 
cnt1rf T~p olrnratulations to gt Paul 'Loggy' Wright _on his recent 
•
1 

)intmcnt .. 1, \\;;,rk ·hop crgeant. \ e arc aH just wondering ho\ long 
~~~beautiful ·hair will last before you pull it all out. Congratulat101~ al~o 
· c 1 ' ' Bi·g ,,·wcnstead Matt shurst.AndyB111rO\\. go out to p 1 , • ~ . • 
and ic Jenkins on their promotions to Corporal. 

TECH:\! AL MA11'\TE.' NCE TROOP 
Tp omd Lt E. L. l\lcLellan 
Tp gt , gt D. G. Ware . 

H -1To· and good-bye·: If it ecms a httle empty around TM (Tu_can) 
workshop; recently. that ' bccau e it i . After an influx of new amva~s 
earlier in the year, it ha· been time to ay a num?er of goodbyes. ., .,t 
Brian Gillie has finally ·et off for the wanner clnne of YJ?rllS. A ~ c,;ry 
dedicated and well respected Troop ~t aIT . erg_cant he '_ tll be ,.1d~y 
mi . ed and the Troop wishe both him , his w1_fe a~oh ne and t\\ O 
dau hters Hannah and atasha all t~e very bes! !or the _lutu~c. gt_ Paul 

1r: r . our very loyal RLC member ot the Troop 1s deparung tor G.e1 many 
with his wife Adele and dog Ziggy. We offer you many thanks tor your 
hard work and commitment to the Tro~p_and the ~l of luc~ Ill your new 
po ·t in Gennany. gt ·oe oe· Watts JOlll the Gllhcs family m ypru , 
al 0 with family and dog in tow a ' ·e ll a a large number ,of 
qualification · and course under his belt. It 1 hoped that Sgt Watts.\\ 1fc 
Liz. Chri topher and 1 abi the dog all ~a e an excellent tour. . 

TM Tp has al o experienced some mtcmal lo the_ ~rst bemg W02 
(Fo ) Gorman who moves to _CC a_ Au tralian L1a1 on officer, we 
hope he enjoy hi tay in the M1llennmm Dome. Many thanks for all 
your hard work both a Troop Commander and !P FofS dun_ng the la t 
eighteen months, the Troop ommander for one IS mo t .dcfimtcly happy 
that you're still only a few hundred metre away ... about the Tech 
CR' ... '. Sgt 'Spike' Milligan 1 also saymg goodb~e to the Troop, 
journeying all the way over to 225 Sig Sqn. I'm ure we II st il l sec: plenty 
of you. By the end of the month Cpls Bruce 'oble, Stuar_t Perkin an~ 
Daz flav will be moving on to 39 Bde and JCU respecu_vely. Cpls St 
'\la on and Lou Parker stay within 233 qn but are now m Romeo Tp, 
~nd will hortly be followed by LCpl Boyd ' hilst LCpl Fo~ ha al o 
been wallowed up by the underground bubble of the CC: . 

T 1 TP' new FofS. gt William , comes from India Tp_ and will 
need re-educating in the way of the Tuean. Hello to LCpl D1sley who 
ha arrived traight from R trade training and LCpl Thomas from the 
dark depths of R Tp. Last but not least, hello to our ne' URS geezer, ~t 
Terry 'Scouse' Coakley (RLC), who takes o _er from ~gt Al_fer th1 
month. We trust that you and your family will enJOY yo1:1r nme with THE 
Roval Corps! Finally a big congratulations to all th?se m the Troop who 
ha~e recently been promoted. On the Tele Mech side LCpls Lowe and 
Partridge and ig Rayner have come off their, board~ with s~cces~. 
whit t there have been a number of new Cpl T2 : Cpl Berr) , Fla) , 
'oble. Parker , Perkins , Renshaw and Tutto,n. Tl!e TM Tp shootmg 

team came econd on Ex Harp Finn 2000. Sgt Fred Farnlield ha had 
ucces in Blandford on the Royal ignals Leadership <;ourse and 

returned ready to lead from the rear. (He's had plenty of practice on tho e 
tong endurance run ). Al o mention ~oes to \ Pl ~hris Ren~h ~w, LCp! 

teve Bovd. LCpl Dave 'The Blair Witch Rice a ~ d 1g M_uggy 
'\1ugford ·whom recently completed a c9P Team Medi~ course., To all 
tho e who have done well. ..... well done. LCpl teve Cabbage Boyd 
went patrolling with I WFR again. thi time around Strabane on the West 
border of , I for two weeks at the end of ovember. Thanks to everyo1!e 
who upported gt ·Gaz' \: atkin ~' d,au&ht~r, ~c~ecca, for luldren m 

'eed. A special mention goe to Sgt Spike Mdhgan who ponsored a 
HUGE£10. 

AID OF IMPERIAL A CER 
1 CC OU' 1PIC STEPATHO 
RE EARCH Flit D 
br LC ii Jo Keith and Cpl Graeme Keith . . . . 
· Th~ gymnasium wa. where we found our in. p1ral1on ~o raise funds tor 
Im, rial Cancer Research Fund 111 the fonn of. a 24 hou1 stcp-a-thon. The 
ai~ of the cYcnt was. through a ystem of hourly stags, to keep t\~O st~~ 
machines working continuously for a 24-hour period . Thts was 
maintained primarily through CC per ·onncl and a couple of gu_cst 
ste er from within 233 ig qn. To make the day more ch~llcngmg 
th!r~ was a program of step aerobics for those_ who had ovcrmdulged 

0 ,·er the ummer holiday . The day started ' 1th light humour and a 
ca ual cli~b up the Dutch elevation but eventually b~camc compet1t1vc 
with print up Ben cvis. ven \ 01 ( upvr I ) Mick Brooks put h1 
pipe away until we finally realized how far we had travel~d. We reached 
the height of Everest three times over. in total 165,332 feel. The event 
wa well supported from the Lisburn Imperial Cancer Research Fund 
who work~d extremely hard on U1c raffie, which Cpl Ed~ i c Edwa rds 
a rcciatcd when he won the flu~fy Oulux dog. Rcachm~ the pain 
tt;feshold had to be made worthwhile by gammg spon ors~1p thro~gl~ 
requc · t and persuasion; Cp l Max Wa ll _do ing a Grant Mitchell , P 
Linda MacCulloch with an impromptu nde a nag t<? name a few. The 
easiest donation was the £I 0 note that was found 111 the gymnasium 
d orway In total bucket of weal were shed for a worthy sum m excess 

0~ £ 1,.ioo. A big thanks to all those involved. What's next? Sponsored 24 
hour ACFT'1 

MCKELVIE C P HOOTI G COMPETITI01 
br LCpl · 'ige ' Foulkes . . 22 · The McKelvie Cup Inter-Troop hooting Compet1t1onwa held on 
October at Ballykinler Training Centre. The day started m true orthern 
Irish tradition - early, dark and very wet! Even though the wcat_her wa 
horrendou - gale force winds, bitterly cold and horizontal ra111 - the 
event wa extremely well supported. wi th all Troop entering teams. The 
competition con istcd of three events: Clay P1g_eon hoot? 1 OOm Rifle 
5 56mm Practice and a 25m Browning 9mm Pistol Pr~cllce. CC Tp 
iarted a they meant to go on - by coming bottom m ever)'. shoo_t. 

Thank for coming tad ! India Tp were obviously ro~bed and finished m 
third place, behind TM Tp and Romeo Tp _respecuvely. Well d?ne to 
Romeo Tp - someone uggested you d1 pla_y th e tr~p1hy 111 the 
Guardroom but your lad would never get to see 1t there ... . .. A sJJecial 
mention m~st go to SSgt M ick 'Oeadeye' Knowles, Cpl ~oss ' kill A~ 
Anns' Menzies, LCpl ige ·Hair-Trigger' Foulkes and 1g _'Barn-door 
1anifield for repre enting India Tp. When you get five mmutes R_os~.; 

can you run the Troop through Browning 9mm Pistol toppage Dnlls. 
Oh go on ... please'? Cpl Jenkins of Romeo Tp took the top honou_rs m 
rill~ and shotgun, and LCpl Boyd of TM Tp top _honour m the pistol. 
Finally, a big 'Thank You!' to Romeo Tp for organ1smg the day. Hang on 
a sec, didn't they win it? 

MAXTREK 2000 - br LCpl Burrows 
It's 4 o'clock on a· aturday morning and whoeve_r _volu nteei:ed us for 

the challenge of the day is refu ing to take rcspo1~s 1b1ilty. U ~cmg W0 2 
(YofS) 'Tac' Bartlett, LCpl ick 'Jenks' J enkms, LCpl S1 Wellstead 
and my elf LCpl ndy Burrows. The challenge of the day .. ... to scale 
the height of Mount Everest in 30 hours. The _event took on the shape of 
consecutive ascents and descents of the m famou Sh~ve Dona~d 
Mountain which makes up part of the Mourne M?unta1n Range m 

orthem Ireland, each complete ascent _and de cent bemg IOkm long. So 
to succeed in our task of eating the height of Everest we would have to 
cover Oonard a taggcring 10.4 Limes ( 104kr:n) wllh a total a ccnded 
height of8,500m. Its fair to say we all underestnnated the amount ofpam 

TM Troop Dress in style for their Fancy Dress Party 
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we "ere about to endure! The day started well, with all parties enjoying 
the fir'l climb, but it was as early as the second climb when we realised 
thut this challenge would best be tackled a a team. So we broke the legs 
down with LCpl Si Wellstead and LCpl ick .Jenkins completing three 
full rounus, an equivalent of 30km. Tac 'Mountain Goal' Bartlett, not to 
be beaten by Donaru gathered up enough spirit to go one better with four 
(40km) and LCpl Andy Burrows after a lunchtime nap went one better 
still with 5 full ascents and descent a respectable 50km. 13 hours after 
crossmg the start line, the Romeo Tp learn had completed one and a half 
times the height of t.vcrcst a truly ouL'itanding achievement of which all 
can be proud. The event was nm in conjunction with Cystic Fibrosis for 
which we rai1.ed £250. 

EXERCJSF VIA FERRATA Fl 2000 - hy /,Cpl Chri-' Re11slww 
\\'hoe\·cr said adventure training is great fun has obviously never tried 

to organise it. Exercise Via Fcrrata Finn was TM Troop's level three 
annual 2dventurc training exercise to the Dolomite mountain range in the 
Via Ferr· ta region of orthern Ita ly. When the bid went in for the 
equ1pmc1 t, Bicestcr came back anu said sorry, we haven't got half of 
wh'll 1t 1s you ·re after (more hair fell to the floor). Luckily LCpJ Hayden 
'the Dude· Lawer has a brother who works at Kinnegar stores depot, and 
managed, 'acquire' everything we were short of. 

More •un was had trying to book the ferry: not being allowed to take a 
transit , 111 w ithout paying freight cost for it. After some gentle 
persua~icn and quite a few promises of gifts from abroad (tall dark 
handsome.; men. chocolates, etc) by LCpl Chri Ren haw, the girl at the 
hooking ofTce waived the freight charges for us. Thank you. Everything 
we'd done up to now could have been for nothing, transport availability 
being the traditional hindrance right up until the day we departed. 

So, we were finally all set to go, and after a few gentle words of 
wi dom by the Sqn OC, Maj Giles, (don't drink too much, don't do 
anything I wouldn't do etc) we departed (nearly) on time. After a nice 
calm ferry crossing to Heysham we set off on the drive south which wa 
supposed to take us 8- 12hrs, which we completed in a little under five 
hours (don'! ask!) the fact that it was the middle of the ni ght had 
something to do with this. Con equcntly, upon arri val lo Dover, it wa 
lime for sweet talk and promises from LCpl Renshaw to try and get the 
two vehicles and pax on a much earlier hovercraft. Having ucce sfully 
negotiated this, the journey continued onwards, and onwards, until, at 
around 0 I OOhrs, as we were about to eras the German-Austrian border. 
we encountered our own fuel shortage problem with every 24hr garage 
being clo ed. The local petrol stations only took a locally issued charge 
card prompting Sgt 'M icky' Man n to have a quick whip round prior to 
persuading two local women that were passing to buy the petrol for him 
and for him to give them the money. Of course he didn't tell us this. he 
just chatted to the two women then got into their car and drove away, 
returning with a jerry can of petrol. 

The morning we arrived in Italy, it was raining and so mi ty that there 
wasn't a mountain to be seen (maybe we were still in Holland after all). 
A ra in oaked walk around town provided u with an opportunity to 
purchase local maps and gain professional knowledge of the area. The 
next day it was till raining so we opted for a little early R+R in Venice, 
where the OIC exerci c Lt Elisabeth McLella n came out with the 
comment of the trip. While travelling down the Grand Canal in Venice, a 
funeral boat wa just loading a coffin into it. when this was mentioned to 
her he responded with the comment 'Oh look, a wedding, don't they 
look nice' enough said I think. (In defence, the boat was blue and he aw 
lots of people and flowers as opposed to a coffin, but that' not going to 
change anything is it)? The next day brought glorious un hine, so we 
preceded onto the first mountain after a neccs ary safety brief. We were 
all expecting omething quite easy to break u in but, oh no, with LCpl 
Andy Widdop in the lead we set off up a mountain of s..:ree that took u 
an hour to a cend. Then we reached the bottom of Punta Fiam , 2240111 
of wet rock going up and up and up. After ~ few choice word from the 
team we cracked the mountain wi th no problems, but if we thought that 
was bad it was nothing compared to the next day. This was U1e longe t 
climb Ivana Dibona reaching a height of 3225111. People who visit the 
region and attempt Dibona get the cable car to the top and walk down 

getting picked up at the car park at the midway pomt, but not u . \\c 
decided to do the whole climb starting at the YCry bottom. In L1>tal that 
day we trekked 27km uphill. and when asked by people climbing down 
why we were climbing up, the day leader LCpl Hayden 'The Dude' 
Lawer merely replied 'it's because of who we arc and what wc arc' a11d 
calmly continued upwards. Tht: next day was just a baby climb reallv. \\C 

took the cable car up to top of lvano Dibona and from there continued 
onto Fcrrata Marino Bianchi (Cristc lio), where we witnessed some of the 
stupidest people in all of Italy. They were climbing at over JOOUm \\ ith 
sheer drops on either side with 0 safety equipment al all, and when one 
pair got into difficulty Sgt Mann had to run to the re$cue (what a guy). 
LCpl Bruce 'Give me more karabincrs to clip on· 'loble led the team up 
Tofana de Rozcs 3225m. Thi was a \Cry challenging climb as the wind. 
rain and mist descended on to the mountain and then we got stuck behind 
a group of French novice climbers who didn't have a clue. When we 
finally had the summit in sight a hock awaited us; it wa:; covered w11h 
three feet of snow, which made it even harder to reach the top. The next 
day was a very justified day off. 

The final climb was up the hardest and tallest mountain in the region, 
the Tofana Dimczzo 3243m. The day leader wa LCpl Stu 'I'm going to 
use the hardest route I can find' Perkins who bravely led us up some of 
the toughest climbs any of us has ever experienced. We always t..nC\\ 
when a hard bit was coming because LCpl Perkins would use words or 
phrases you would not want your mother to hear. The coole,,1 member of 
the team when climbing was our PTI Cpl 1ike ·ts this it?' Lake. who 
happened to celebrate his first wedding anniversary with wife Cpl unny 
Lake who went with us a admin commandante. Finally the R · R stage 
arrived starting with Lake Eibsce, a beautiful glacial lake in south 
Germany which we walked round and then went swimming in. Quote of 
the day had to be credited to LCpl Hayden Lawer when (having hired a 
pedalo) he enquired, ' How do you make it go backwards?' We then 
travelled to Fussen where you can see the castle that appeared in the film 
'Chitty Chitty Bang Bang' . To do thi we had to climb the Telegcilburg 
Mountain. However, when faced with the choice of walking up the 
Telegcilburg (two hours uphill) or taking the cable car the top, £3 and 
5min , everybody obviously choose the cable car except for Lt 
McLellan, Sgt 1ann, Cpls Lake and Lake (weird or what). After we 
descended we continued the journey back north towards Calais, stopping 
off over night in Brussels. This afforded the opportunity for experiencmg 
a bit of culture, taking in museums, art galleries - even a little bit of opera 
... (I said opportunity). The rest of the journey went as planned except for 
nearly missing the ferry becau e we were all in McDonald . luckily we 
made it back ju t in time and returned to Lisburn as planned . !any 
thank to all those individual and departments, both in HQ I and 39 
Bde and Signal Squadron. who have supported the exercise. your help 
has been very much appreciated. 

The Team descending Punta Fiames 

40th (ULSTER) SIGNAL REGIMENT 
(VOLUNTEERS) 

0 
RSM 

Lt Col A. P.R. Robert MBE 
WOl (R M) C. G. McGinlcy 

ARRIVALS & DEPARTURES 
Welcome to Capt ick Morris on his recent arriva l as Adjt. replacing 

Capt And y Lucas, albe it Capt Lucas was actually gone for three 
month. hefore Capt Morris arriwd. o ooncr had he arriv d than he 
departed on fi r t his IRTT course and then JCS . Meanwhile apt 
C:ir l Kinghan MBE continues lo hold the fo rt whi lst al o erving a: 
P AO HQ and 66 qn . 

85 (UL TER & A TRIM ARTILLERY) SIG1 L Q ADRO ' 
Sqn Comd Maj M R Fraser-Brenchley 
S M W02 (S M) Hedley 
ARRIVALS A D DEPARTURE 

A belated welcome to Capt Eddie pence who arrived in June 2000 
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a P 0. Capt Spence comes from the ROG. but a · his la. !Job was '\O 
at 39 Bde HQ & ig qn it houldn 't be to much of a culture hock. He 
al o managed to replace as P AO Capt Carl Kinghan MBE the man 
who recruited him as a oldicr in the firs t place. 

Goodbye to Capt ,Jeni Ballagh who leave. u after only a short time 
to become 21C Ba ic Company of Queen's niversity OTC. Good luck 
with the new post and tha nks for preventing the Ops Offi cer from 
decorating hi - office! 

EXERCI E 0 THER1 R 
For ome it' a walk in the park. for other · no more than a troll but for 

the rest of us " ho grimaced 111 the PT !~ in an effort to pa. · our TT at F 
outhcrn Run in eptembcr - well done. The uim of thi annual excr.:i'' 

i to complete mo t of the ITO required of all TA ollic:crs and sokhcrs 
Apnrt from the FT, the quadron was put th rough its paces at \\capon 
handling. the PWT and BC training. Thank to Cpl Burge•\ of ti6 
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qn for the graphic description or the e!Tect, of a nuclear trike. and 
thank. to the Padre \\ho pro' ided an illuminating lecmre on morality. 

· we were recovering from the CFT Sgt Gary haw' a given a bit 
of a surprLe when he wa called forward to receive the \ ill ' Trophy. 
Indeed he wa so urpnsed that he . tarted a new tradition of saluting in 
PT kit and which we believe he i now trying to have inclc•ded in the drill 
manual (ye· he ha~ done the Drill In tructor Course). The W ills' 
l rop h~ i · awarded for the be t CO, Regular or TA. in 11 ignal 
Brigade o thi i a tremendou accolade for him and is well deserved. 
Thi5 wn pre ented by Col Roger Da enport T D Deputy ommander 11 

ignal Brigade. gt haw ha worked tirelessly throughout the year 
"ith recruiting, recruit training and as Drum Major of the Regiment's 
pipe and dnun·. Congratulations and well done from the quadron. 

O , GRAT LATIO ' 
Congratulation to W O I(R 1) C h r i 1cGinlcy on hi recent 

selection for commi sioning. ongratulation al o to 1 iss Ann a 
Donnan . a former Ci' il ian clerk . on her recent award of the Imperia l 

ervice Medal . The medal was pre ented by the Commanding Officer in 
the pre ence of the permanent taffand many of her friend and family. 

Presenta tio n of the Impe ria l Service Medal 
(L-R): Capt Carl Kingham MBE, Miss Anna Donna n, 

Lt Col Tony Roberts MBE 

Congratulations also go to our SPSI SSgt Dave G allagher on the 
award of his LS&GC and also to Cpl Colleen M cCandless, C pl . eil 
Telford and LCpl Joanne Sanlon on their promotions. 

0 I L 
The S M" gender recognition ability has been te ted (and found 

wanting) lately. This ha been due to omc of the lads dressing in grass 
skirt, and bikinis or basqucs and stockings. The occa ions for this cro s
dressing were a foam party and the Rocky Horror Halloween Party. The 
two events were a big success. Go-go dancers, a foam machine 
(ob iously) and a cannibal's boiling pot were organised for the foam 
party. ot many escaped being boiled - and most of the quadron were 
pickled by the end of the night. A bit of time warping took place at the 

quadron • Rocky I lorror Halloween Party with the male member of the 
quadron raiding their partner's underwear drawer some with worrying 

enthu iasm. A great night wa had by all - many thanks Lo the QM , 
gt Tomm Johnston. and all tho e who helped out. 

REGIME TAL GOLF OC IETY EW 
The Clonavcr Park Golf ociety's end of season Annual Pre entation 

Dinner was held on Friday ~rd ovember. it was attended by 55 members 
and their guest . Thi was the 8th Dinner ight in the ociety's 9-year 
history. Trophic were presented for the monthly outing league and for 
the Annual Matchplay singles and Doubles competitions. All are looking 
forward to the Turkey Shoot in December. 

The Winners 
(L-R): Lee Whitley, S ig Pete Blane, Mr Richard McKeown, 

C a pt (QM) Dave Crystal, Mr George Cook 

321 EOD SQN RLC 
THE ROYAL SIGNALS ELEMENT 

EOD Branch ECM Advisor 
Squadron ECM Advisor 

W02 Dave Watson 
SSgt 'Robbo' Robson 

Royal Signals Per onal ities: 
Antrim C pl ' ige' Cathrew 
Armagh pl 'Mac' MacDonald 
Belfast Cpl 'Richie' Fox & LCpl ·oeano' Messer 
Bes brook Cpl 'Jamie' Leishman 
Holywood Cpl 'Eddie' Edwards 
Li bum LCpl ·Rachel' Howarth 
Londonderry LCpl ' Dave' Boyle 
Omagh Sig 'Shoey' Traynor 
Province Reserve LCpl 'Jase' Manton 
R & R Cpl 'fishy' M yers 

Written by LCpl Dave Doyle 
321 EOD Sqn is the Ex plosive Ordnance Disposal unit in Northern 

Ireland. responsib le fo r the safe d isposa l of Improvised Explosive 
Device and stray ammunition across the province. The unit comprises a 
HQ clement at Lisburn and ten detachments (4-man teams) upporting 
the vanou~ Brigades. On each team there i an Ammunition Technical 
Ofiicer (ATO), a Captain or senior rank, responsible for the team and the 
running of a ta~k. This is the guy in the big green suit who walks down to 
the bomb! Also on a team there is the o . 2, he is the team 21C and is 
responsible for all the EOD equipment used by the team. 

I le i~ also the Wheelbarrow driver; this is a remote controlled vehicle 
u cd to disrupt possible device ! The th ird member of the team is the 
ECM Operator, a member of the Royal Corps of Signals. li e will either 
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The Wheelbarrow 
appears less than keen to go to work this morning! 

be a TG, a Radio Op or a Spec Op and is attached to 32 1 EOD qn for a 
six month tour from either the UK or Germany, as part of 11 EOD Regt. 
The fi na l member of the team is the in fantry Escort, attached to the EOD 
team from the resident Battalion. This sold ier is responsible for the close 
protect ion of the team whilst on the ground . He also assists th~ other 
team members wi th their jobs whilst on task and back at base locallon! 
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.The res~lts ~f, an EOD traini~~ da) carried out by the Londonderrv 
Det. LCpl Da\e Boyle. Royal Signals 1 ituated front left. • 

THE ROUTE TO 321 EOD SQU ORO - LCpl 'Deano ·Messer 
Just how do you get to become an ECM Operator with 321 EOD Sqn 

111 N~nhern Ireland? 11' not as easy as you may think. there are several 
challenges you mu t overcome before you qualify for employment with 
321. Whether you volunteer or arc simply sent to EOD Id I lot \ L' Ii · 1 h , you cou co a 
bl vo.rse. 1 e wit 1 t e RLC is mellow. However, the first stumbling 
o~k is you mu t. be a Spec Op, Radio Op or Tele Op (TG) oth · 

you re not gettmg 111 ! erw1se 

Don't get too comfy upon arrival at your UK or Germany based 
squadron, you won·t be there l~ng. From. t~e word go, you'll be jetting 
back and f?rth to the. town ot Hull (1h1~ 1:, not unlike Monaco) and 
Kmeton (this is not unlike ~uter Mongolia). In Hull. or just outside it at a 

ipl= """' 8'"~loy, Y'" II'"""" .mral ''""~· fo<, '°" wm nny 

o~.t Cat C driver. training along with an exciting flaimat (carna •e f 
h~zardous ~atenals) course; in total this lash two and a half w~ .t 

ext, you will do the advanced !:'OD van drivers cou~·c Th" · c ~k. 
oftcarin •a d th ·d - · ., · is is a wee . h ~ roun e countrys1 e, keeping the needle in the red of cour'e 
~v 1 :r 

1
an m~t{uct~r by your side. It ends on the Friday with a one and ~ 

~ iour, ue. 1ght run, where you follow a police traffic car. for ct 
e\eryth1~¥ you ve been taught and terrorise the streets of I lull legal! g 
. ~~wfiit s off to the Anny S~hool of Ammunition. K111cton. '11erc /c;u II 
s.pcn 1_ve weeks on the Jo111t erv1ce Explosive Ordnance Dis osal 
Electr~mc C~unter Measur~s Operator Course. Once you've succe. !'fu.11 
~o.n~plbtc~ this course you 11 be accepted for employment \\ith 11 E06 
~gt, as1cally you c~n operate anywhere in the world exec t orthem 

Ireland. Once ~ack _ with your base squadron you will spend~ cou le or 
~onths ~o~~ohdatmg your newly acquired skills and adjusting fo the 
a mos~ . e 1terranean, feet _up feeling you get from the Ammunition 
Tcchmcians of th_e_ RLC. Dunng .this lime you will conduct V\'IP covers 
at dmanydrtioyal, military and sportmg events. living it up in many a bought 
an pai or hotel at luxurious locations. 
ECOnce your boss thinks you're ready, he will send you on the EOD 

M Adv?nccd ( I) course. This is another four weeks at Kineton 
where /ou II_ ~et t? take on a lot more responsibility. Finally JUSt on~ 
more ast dnvmg JOl!y in Hull, where you'll spend a few days tearin 
around the streets._ with the needle in the red again, but this time in a~ 
unbelievably heavily. an:noured, 11 tonne, TACTlCA. The locals love itl 
~t la t you fit the cntena for 321 EOD Sqn. You will soon embark on~ 
ix-month operational tour of I where the responsibilities and rewards 

are second to none. Welcome to the wonderful world of EOD. 

ARM GH DETATCHMENT 
ECM Op Cpl 'Mac' MacDonald 

Although things have been quiet. we have managed to keep ourselves 
out of trouble, or at least Capt 'Hyacinth' Howard has had u scrubb 
the detac~ment for all ~e vi itor that we have been getting. It has 10

1~~ 
said that 1f the millennium dome received as many visitors as we did it 
wouldn't need .lottery fu nding! 1:"h.e begin ning of J une aw t'he 
detachment ve~1cles go m_ for servicing which meant tha t the team 
actually got a m~ht off m Lisburn a well as a deserved break from our 
pagers. A good tl_me was h~d and a few well-deserved beer were unk by 
all._ The teams drivers cont11111e to do a terlingjob, they are out and about 
trying to break th~ land speed record and are expected to make a gue t 
appearance on Police, Camera. Action hort 

lST (UNITED KINGDOM) ARMOURED DIVISION 
HEADQUARTERS AND SIGNAL REGIMENT 

THE REGI ME 'TAL TUG OF WAR TEAM 
AT T HE BRAE 1AR GAMES 

A late entry, but no less impo11ant was the Regimental Tug of War 11 · · · · fi 
Scotland in September. After a full s~ason of competitions and training ~i~ ev~~~1::!10~ ~~ltobwel~ blyl_thhcir pfalrtic~pat ion in the Highland Game at Braemar. 

The CO and RSM manage to make the Games 
to support the ten man s trong Regime ntal Tug of War Team 
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. e 11g 1 1g to tie 1cam'syear. 

The full fury of the Team's combined power on fu ll view, as they 
compete in se-:eral matches throughout the period . This well 

trained and disciplined team are cheered on by the RSM 
Chris Hymas ' 
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\ll LIT \RY A Tl' !TIE . . . , 1 r . from five nations, as part of the.: ARRC t..:vd exercise. Ex Arcade Fusion. This study 
October a\\ the Regiment deploy to B"':'na, to .10111 o ~ 1cr.s. 

focu ·c,;. main I). on the suppon of the Royal '>1gnab tasks on~ 

Driver Linemen, Sig Col Simm, mends a damaged 7 quad cable 
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Forever mending cable heads, . . 
Driver Lineman Sig Mandy MacKenzie, gets to grips with a 7 quad, 

under the expert tuition of colleague Cpl Allen 

ND US DIGITAL 

An unusual occurence! Two REME Techs working their AFV 439, 
known as 'Maurice', a definite problem child on this exercise! 

Also unusual is working in a green field site ... 
(for Divisional Main Headquarters that is!) 

'Oh No! Another Pack Lift! ' 
This time it is one of the Regiment's own AFV 436s that needs 

attention, just at the end of the exercise - the REME Voden is most 
useful for taking packs straight out of the vehicle, as seen here 
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Systems Operator, Sig 'Phsyco' Smith, on watch in the SAS/MC of 
Diamond 6, Papa Headquarters 

Preparing lo power the beast up, Driver Electrician, Sig Tom 
Saunders, carries the power cables to provide the lighting to 

Divisional Headquarters 
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0 OPERATIO ' . 
'old1er.; from th· Regiment arc frequently 11\\ay ?n Operational Tours 

and Dctachm nt . from RAT - Canada, Eosma. th: Fa lkland~ to 
1(0 , 0 \ o. Operational Tours gh e the hance 101 our old1c1 to put mto 
prdctice all the skill~ that th~y learn in ~ramai& and on cxcr 1se. The 
follo" ing photographs arc all from Operation gncola 3. --- --.---.-- -- ----

Driver Lineman, Sig Gail Evans, 
gets to grips with a drum of HQ Quad .at. 

Headquarters Multi National Brigade (Central), Pnstina. Kosovo 

In the guise of a Desert Rat (convenience only!) Sig Gail Evans 
joins the multitude of R SIGNALS soldiers who have experienced 

the pleasures of the Operational Tour work horse, the 'ISO 
container'. this time it houses the Line store for HQ MNB(C) 

2 

ADVE, T RE TRAlNl 'G 
De pile being an extremely bu pc~iod for the. Regiment, the past two 

month have, never the le· . resulted m ten ~old1ers from .the Regiment 
participating in their Basic Freefall Parachutmg course, with one of the 
soldier • ig Stables, compkting a 15.000 foot Tandem Jump, as the 
highlight of her course. 

EXERCISE GENO DIAMO D . . . . . 
Ex Genoa Dinmond was a two-week sailing exped1t1on IT01:n. A TC 

Kiel. in Germany and ·ome three hour from Her~ord. T~e expedition was 
designed to allow those participating to learn ail mg skills, and to ~et to 
grips \ ith basic navigation under t.he watchful eye of R~yal. Signals 
Bo un. LCpl Del Whyman. who_ 1 pc1manently based at_ Kiel. The 
oldiers sai led round everal Dam h port , but as the maJonty were 

novice , the ea conditions took a few by surpri ·e! 
-----------, 

'Ready for action!' . . 
Sigs McKinley, Potter and Booth, along with Sig i:owell 

are prepared to set sail for Denmark, on the Corps yacht 
'Quicksilver' 

Showing signs of deteriorating rapidly, the group display casual 
nonchalance after two days on board! 

Dress standards begin to slip! 

Finally, taking advantage of still water and warr:n weather, the 
group strip down to the bare essentials 
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2 SIGNAL REGIMENT 

HF: DQUARTER SQUADRO 
Sqn Comd Maj Bailes 
SSM W02 Hancock 
OPERATIO WATERFOWL 

On Tuesday 30 October, \\hen the cities authorities 'stood to' as the 
water reached 4.6mts high there wa · perhaps ome indication that help 
would be needed to avert a pcnd111g disaster! Planning, only in its initial 
stages, took place in the civilian police HQ where Maj Jamie Compston 
(0 214) managed to 'scare air by turning up in full SOP's as the 
military LO. Fo1tunately the nvcrs did not rise any further (that night) 
and all were 'stood donn'. lhe unit, like all good military planners, 
started to look at its mannmg nd equipment because we had the sense to 
look at the weather report, wt· ich clearly predicted more rain strangely 
enough! Lo and behold on Th rsday 2 November just as the troops had 
fini hcd for the day (gone I 700hrs) and ju t as the Prime Minister was 
flying-in the civil authoriti·cs rr.obiliscd as the river rose again! The 21C 
Squadron got the call from Operations (later to be known as OOP ) 
requesting '50 men down town ir. 20 mms' Fortunately the singlics were 
still eating, the blocks were still full and the panic started! The rest you 
could say is history, however. it is important that all facts are recorded 
correctly and it is through these pages of our Corps publication that the 
important details are remembered. Hence for those hardworking member 
of 214 and 219 Sqn ·s who had been away on exercise in Germany and 
had stood down for the long weekend it was left to Support Sqn to save 
York, or Atlanti as it soon became known. As the call-in procedures 
kicked in and soldiers quickly responded to the council's requests, to fill 
sandbags, there was a sneaky suspicion this was going to be a long night! 
50 hour later on aturday afternoon some of our teams finally stood
down for a consolidated period of re t and well earned it was! As hi tory 
is being written it is only fair to mention those who did not deploy on 
Exercise, from 214 and 219, as they became honoury members of HQ 
Sqn for this first SO hours and they played their part exceptionally well. 
Then: are too many people to mention from the Regiment as a whole, 
who played their part above and beyond the call of duty. However. in a 
real time situation sucb as this Aid to Civil Community a lot of le sons 
were learnt. a lot of friendships forged and a lot of sweat was shed in 
averting a larger disaster than actually occurred. It i unfortunate however 
that considerable damage was unavoidable and wide pread, but the troops 
from the Regiment carried out all that was asked of them. and more, in 
coming together for the good, benefit and upport of the local population. 
Flooding has affected a few members of the Regiment and their homes 
and we have a grea t deal of sympathy for them and their families , 
particularly at this time of year, as they work towards rebuilding their 
homes and lives. 

MIKE TROOP 
Tp Comd WOI FofS Dodd 
Tp SSgt SSgt withenbank 

Life in TM Tp has been hectic lately with preparation for PRE. t the 
same time the Troop has also been split as people leave u to join JCUFI 
Squadron. On 2 ovember the Troop and most of the squadron was put 
on tandby to help defend York from the torrents of flood water the like 
of which York has not seen for nigh on 400 year . Op Jorvik GirafTe 
( later re-named Op Waierfo\\l) saw members of the Troop filling 
thousand. of sand bags, building flood defences, evacuating civilian 
personnel and helping prepare peoples hou es for the impending flood . 
For the glory seeking members of the Troop this was the perfect 
opportunity, with people like Cpl Ed 'Two rates' Waring who was only 
too pica cd to find him elf on page 5 of the Sun new paper. 
Congratulations arc in order to Cpl Lee Rumfor d whose wife L isa gave 
birth to a little girl, Kaitlin , weighing in at 41b 4oz. Congratulations also 
go to Cpl 'Shotgun' Salter on tying the knot with ne1\ wife Vicky under 
the most arduous condition , after having their home tlooded and then 
told it was going to be demoli hed. Welcome to gt Lee Turbitt who 
having had to rough it 0ut with the weather in Cyprus ha now found 
himself in sunny York, and 1 allegedly already plotting hi e cape. 
Farewell to gt Co lin Pagettc who has left us for pa lures new in 
Germany. Unfortunately the Troop was unable to go to hi arranged 
leaving party in Lancaster due too the flood cri is. but we all got together 
for one final session in York before he escaped to Germany leaving 
behind charges of indecent exposure to a Police Officer. Al. o to taff 
Daz ' Monty Burns ' Evans who leaves us for some cushy job a l ISM 
troop leaving Staff Steve Swithenbank to bravely tep forward and 'take 
the reins ', and to Sgt J im Davidson who was last seen 'swaning· it at 
242 qn (oops new updat ! Falklands qundron) and finally a fond 
farewell to andbag and water, don ' t come back, you won't be missed. 

REGIME TAL MOTOR T RA PORT 
MTO Capt Raj a ndra 
MT N 0 gt Mills 

The la t couple of months have been a bu y period for the regimental 
MT, with cxcrci. cs, battle camp and adventure training. Aside from Ops 
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the MT have also enjoyed a few social functions, unfortunately the latest 
was cancelled due to the regiment being on flood alert and sandbag 
filling. This was really a ble sing in disguise, not for those that got wet 
but lo tho e in the MT who under the guidance of Cpl Findla} who had 
sugge led the MT go out for Halloween as super heroines (any thing to 
get into women's clothing). Al o- a few member of the MT deployed on 
Ex Arrcade Fusion with 214/219 1g Sqns. After the initial move mto 
Wildflcken southern Germany the MT wa attached to 7 ig Regt 
workmg under the watchful eye of S gt Phil ' Bag of Rags' Ila). Who 
kept us busy once Sig 'Last one out of bed' hcd d c n and ig 
'Playstation' Blundell made an appearance. they were kept busy issuing 
POL and lnps to the PX. There are a few farewells, to ig Coburn, going 
to Civ Div, LCpl dams also going lo Civ Div. C pl Am rit posted to 30 
Sig Regt, Cpl Ganesh, posted to 30 Sig Regt on promotion to Sergeant 
(congratula tions). Not forgetting ig ' Muddy' fudd posted to the 
School of Signals good luck to you all. Welcome to Capt Raj endra and 
family and LCpl Brown and family hope you have a good tour with u ! 

REGIME TAL GEi E B Y 
IC Bay Sgt Wyatt 

First I would like to welcome back ig Clegho rn , T inker and 
Sworowski from their six month jolly to sunny Bo nia now it is time to 
start working for a living again boys o coveralls on and knuckle do\vn. 
Congratulations to Sgt J obson for being promoted but commi ·eration' 
on being posted from a uperb unit. We wish you well at 21 Sig Regt and 
hope it is all you want it to be. Congratulations also to Steve Mitchell on 
promotion to Lance Corporal a definite change for the better. We would 
also like to welcome Sgt Stanley-J ones into the clo e family of the Light 
Aid Detachment. 

TOR DOTROOP 
TpComd 
SSgt SSgt . eil Cnoper 

Tornado Tp. not unlike the re t of the Squadron has had an extremely 
busy past few months ranging from normal mandatory Technical 
in pections both first and second line, to Battlecamp and Regimental 
deployment on Ex Arrcade Fu ion. 

EXERCISE ARRCADE F SIO 
Exerci e Arrcade Fu ion for Tornado Tp was to ay the least lightly 

different from the normal run off the mill Regimental deployment. \i ith 
the requirement for only three Trunk odes, Tornado Tp wa sacrificed 
and the Radio Relay Operators were split into the other Troops within the 

quadron. Thi left the poor old y tern Op' and ·Old Faithfull' SW022 
in upport of 7 ig Regt at ARRC Star. After the long drive from 
Ayreshire Barrack to Wildflccken and traight into an IBCP. the \\itch 
crew manned by C pl 's 'Snoz' Da is, 'Cozy' Cox. 'Dangerou ' hilton. 
LCpl 'The Mouth' Sibley and igs 'Tug' Bentley, 'Fozzy' Forster. and 
·freakishly strong' Holmes, left for the ARRC TAR. They were closely 
followed by its PY and LCpl ' lait' Bramcld expecting lo et up and 
then relax for the three week with shorts and tlip-tlop . On arrival at 
ARRC STAR it became apparent that SW 022 would in fact play a more 
crucial role than fir t expected. mainly due to the numerou problems 
being experienced by SW 098. With W 022 now playing such an 
important role and holding most of if not all the communication· link at 
ARRC STAR the crew ·oon earned itself an excellent reputation with 7 

ig Regi. Wi th the escalating friendly banter between ''Itch crews 
growing daily, morale was of the highe t standard een for a long time on 
a Regimenta l Exerci e, which made for a most enjoyable excrci ·e. All 
personnel safely returned to York just in time to ave the city from 
flooding! 

CELTIC TROOP 
Tp Comd Lt Ohan 
Tp S gt SSgt Dharma 
EXERC ISE ARRCADE F IO - by Sig Grem·es 

Ex Arrcnde Fu ion wa a major llied Rapid Reaction Corps exercise 
for the year 2000. 214 ig qn wa deployed on this exercise to pro\ idc a 
reliable Ptarmigan communicat ions network in support of HQ ARRC. As 
the Unit fu rt he t away from outh Germany, it wa ob\ ious that we 
would be the first in by a\ eek and the la t out by a day, so come the end 
of the exercise we didn' t want to go home MUCH! When wc arri\·ed 111 

Wildflicken, the Radio Relay detachments deployed to build the network 
infrastructure ' hilst the ' itchc, were invoh·ed in IBCP. Within a day of 
the witch arriving in locat ion, all the Celtic Tp link where holding 
tcady. As a mixed race Troop the Chet~ LC pl Bed had to cook d1fT.:rcnt 

types of food to accommodate for people's tastes. Being a Gurkha 
him elf, he made an excellent curry, 1\ hich I had the pleasure of cat111g 
whenever I could! I thi nk word got around and before long we had eve!) 
man and hi dog\ i iting. They all aid that they were here to take a lat'k 
at the omms · ite but coincidentally they all managed to come around 
dinnertime! \ c were introduced t the nice, sunny weather that Gcrn1an} 
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had lx~n waitinu all year to give us. all one day of it. Thr. rest of the time 
. u were lucky to be di') or be able to sec past the end l f your nose due 
to th' fogg) condition:. D spite the conditions the ;: ·ercise was a 
. uc "s. the goab .·ct by HQ RRC were nchie\ ed. m:cl as a Troop we 
learnt .-omc valuable lc:son:. which helped us to gel together. Personally, 
l r-all) enjoyed the •xerci c and I hope that anything in which I partake 

11 the future. goc: ju · t as well, (not to mention the ta. ty Gurkha curry). 

RO:\l :\l\ TROOP 
Tp Comd 2Lt Hodgk in on 
Tp gt gt ) monds 

Once again Roman Tp ha had a busy period, with yet another 
. ueccs ful RRC cxen:i ·c under their belt. It wru a bapti m of fire for the 
new Troop Command r. 2Lt · Hogdy' Hodgkin on, recent! anived from 
his troop commanders course. and !!t· Paul ·Airborne' Coxon from 12 

1ech Bde. who both lead the Troop \\ hi l t Sgt C hris ymonds pu hed 
out !us EFP2. During Ex :\read ( on) Fu ion the Troop moved four 
time . even though thi wa ·uppo ed to be a static exercise. In true 
Roman tradition the Troop o ldiercd on, and put into practise all it' 
mo,ement drills setting up in record time. Congratulation go out to ig 
'Zono' Adkins for his promotion to acting Admin CO. in the ab.ence 
of C pl 'Taffy' Langle .. Recognition needs to go to gt Sanu for hi 
sterling effort to' i ·it the P ' a many time a physically po iblc. whil t 
on exen.:i e. He holds the record for the total amount of money spent in a 
single -hoppmg trip and hou ld be under inve tigation by the customs 
and exci e for exporting good. into 1epal with PX price tag on them! 

ot all the fun and games were to be had in the ode Home, the Relay 
ite wa named Mi ty Mountain. due to all the brilliant . un hine OT! 

Tht location oon became known as the ·injurie Hill'. With af!liction 
such as Cpl Andy Preen having a coat hanger in erted up hi nose, ig 
·Dangerous Brian· Jones poking a cam pole in hi eye. ig 'Brad · 
Bradley narrowly escaping electrocution doing something he shouldn't 
ha\e. Al o ig ·A.h ' shcro ft . uffering from ome very su piciou 
friction bum from an unknown source! To keep spirits up Troop members 
were encouraged to allow the hair on their top lip to grow, ome more 
ucce ful than others, ig 'Deno' Dean only managed a wisp. while true 

gnngo ported some fine whi kcrs uch as Cp l J ohn G alletley. C pl 
Rick Rickard and C pl Andy Preen. 

On return to York the Troop found themselves inunersed in more way 
than one in Op Water Fowl. supporting the local community during the 
floocb along the RiYer Ouse. Many of the Troop featuring on Sky T and 
in the local papers. A job well done culminating in the Regiment being 
granted "the Freedom of York'. After all the hard work the Troop i no' 
beginning the back loading of the Ptarn1igan equipment to Ashchurch, in 
preparation of Project Cormorant in the ew Year. Roman Tp wish LO ay 
congratulation to ·Du 1y · l'\'lillar . on selection for promotion to 
Corporal. and well done also Lo LC pl Si Hopkins on his promotion on 
po ting to 21 Sig Regt as a Corporal. A welcome goes to LCpl 'Mac· 
:\1cLeish.. finally away from the Corsham Hub, and LC pl Lester from 
training. 

VIKI 'G TROOP 
Tp Comd Lt J . D. ' oble 
Tp gt gt K. C urlett 
. The_ last two mo~ths haYe been an extremely busy period for the Troop 
mcludmg econd Im • Battle Camp. plug ups. and some back to ba ics 
mil Lrg. a well as our deployment on Ex Arrcade Fusion. 

EXERCI E. RC DE F roN: 
On 4 October we Lra\'ellcd from York to Hull to catch our live-star 

Cruise Lmer to Rotterdam. an all expense overnight journey ~ 1th two 
free all you can eat meals, which went down well with the Pads. On 
amval we then Lra\·ellcd to Ayr hire Barracks in Monchengladbach where 
\\C, at ~300hrs received anothe r _breakfast before commencing our 
onward JOurney to Rhone Kaserne m southern Germany. Herc we spent 
t\\O ~ay on a plug up before dep loying into the field to join the 
rcmamdcr of the Troop who had already set up their Rad io Relay links. 

ig • Ayrton Senna· Re decided to spin a rover in all di rection and then 
park it in a ditch, obviously playing far too much 'Grand Touri mo' on 
>hit~. He is okay, unli~e his wallet, which may feel slightly lighter by 
Chnsunas. The cxe~c1se got o_ff to a flying start (not) with plenty of 
problem. \\llh SHF frequencies. However. with our excellent Tech 
support, all was in hand. C pl ·Taff' Livesey is now a qualilied SHF 
'setter upper· and 'player wither', his expertise held the exerci e together, 
:o. he say . The Relay 9P" ~ot bor:d_and decided to lay down the gauntlet 
\\1th a cyclmg compet111on The V1k1ng Challenge· which was a 2km ride 
Lo the IO(J of their location. ig ·w Harper holds the record of 9mins 
21s_ccs \\llh prote"t from ~pl 'Andy'_ Plumb who got a cracking time of 
9man~ 19,ecs on his_ crack11_1g unofficial bike. Sorry 'Andy' bu t we don't 
do suspension, thats offic ial. On 12 October we were g iven a week's 
nouce to movc _20mtrs as l (U~J ADS R wanted our space. We ofTcred LO 
fi_ght them for II ~ut they dec li ned as they didn 't wan t to get them elve 
dirt) They remained a mere 24 hours before dec id ing it wa~ not good 
en ugh and went, apparently due to the lack of Rio Boxes. We turned our 
a tc 1t1ons Lo the locals and fo?tball - '66 wa re\'isi tcd! Thi. time they 
took a healing, ~1tcrall)'. on their O\\n turf. They lost by loads of goal to 

1x. The foll1l\\ 1ng day \\C wen' treated Lo a Christma hopping trip to 
the PX at. \ur/burg. ;-"here all the Gurkhas went mad in the electrical 
g~d~ . ccuon. I 1ttlc did they kn~>w a~out the voltage d1fTercnec, but they 
will tmd out soon enough! Our al lustnous leader Lt :'\oblc and gt 'Jim' 
Ma 1111 d ·cadcd to get matching , 1 Joe haircuts, which is nice and they 
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won't hear the end of it until it grows out. A well done goes out to the 
witch rew profc.sionally led by LCpl ·Light-llousc' Culver as it did 

not crash throughout the entire e. crcise and still holds the title as the best 
witch in the -Corps. Another well done goes out to LCpl ' Andy ' 

Williams and L pl 'Silver Fox' Culver who came off the Lance 
Corporal - orpo111l promotion board. 

EXERCISE IR01 FOR Y 
o soom:r had \\C got ourselves estnblished on Ex Arrcadc Fusion then 

it was time to tear down and re-deploy ba k to the UK to join 3 UK DIV 
on Ex Iron Foray. Thi involved yet another long and tedious road back 
through Germany, in\\ hich ig 'Jimmy' Rees demonstrated his complete 
inability to follow either the route card or the chicle in front , and took 
the remainder of his packet on a scenic though short detour of southern 
Gem1any. nice one! Once back in York the Troop were then treated to 
approx 24hr.. off before starting yet another long and tedious convoy to 
Bulford. to RV with Div. On arri\'al we were taken to our location (all 
cushy in barrack one ), with the exception of igs 'Andy· Fee and 'l·I' 
Young who had the considerable honour of deploying to the mud heap 
that was Beacon Hill. and remaining their for the rest of the week! The 
Ex wa de igncd to tc t the Brigade stafT more then anything else and 
ub equently we remained static for the duration. which meant Sandies 

coffee shop did a roaring trade in . au age bullies! All went smooth ly 
though and the Troop would like to thank 3 (UK) Div and particularly 
0 C 143 for looking after us. 

HELLO' . 'D GOODBYE 
The Troop "ould like to ay hello to gt 'Lamb Chop' C ur lett who 

has ju·t joined us from AFCO cwcastle and ig O'Toole who has 
joined u from Torpedo (sony, TOR ADO) Tp. Goodbye to C pl ndy 
'But I Won That Race' Plumb. our Admin Tent Commander Cp l 
'Bow er Boy' Par kh ill . Sigs Ben Campbell and Andy Fee. This being 
their final exercise they will be leaving the forces in the near future. 
Thanks for all your hard work and best wi hes for the future, you will all 
be orely mis ed. 

TUESDAY 8 MAY 2001 
Corps London Dinner 

The Savoy 
Black Tie 

SUNDAY 24 JUNE 2001 
Corps Luncheon 

Blandford 

SUNDAY 2 SEPTEMBER 2001 
Corps Luncheon North 

Catterick 

FRIDAY 26 OCTOBER 2001 
Scottish Dinner 

Glasgow 

For further information contact: 
Miss Jo Hewitt 

Rl!Q Royal Signals 
Blandford Camp 

Dorset DTl I 8RH 
Tel: 01 258 482083 

E-Mail: rhq-rsignals@anny. mod.uk 
Fax: 01 258 482084 
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3(UNITED KINGDOM) DIVISONAL 
SIGNAL REGIMENT 

co Lt Col Phil Ua\iCS 
:!IC "laj '.'lick Batc~on 
Adja Capt 'Taff' Watts 
Ops Offr Capt Llo\d Colh 

sy~ot the ouu ~nc out from the ab1>v~."Docs odd shaped balls give you a 
chit.:. Yes you_ vc gues eel 1t. the Ruggcr B ...... rs have hit Picton 
Barracks. I re<~l1scu that our days as a running Regiment were doomed as 
t~c RHQ gossip turned to Inter Squadron I o·s rather than PB's. Both the 
C oloncl and the greased wcase1 Adjt 'ulled on their boots to great effect 
~nd with the ne" Operntions man. ( apt Lloyd Goll) (just on the mend 
I 1:um long term 111.1nry) shoutinl? cncotmagcmcnt HQ Sqn stormed to 
~ 1ctor~'. Th~ .new me~ are now I arm y cstablbhing themselves in RHQ 
and I can s1.:c the 21C s reign of Knowledge 1s Power rapidly coming to 
an end .................... .. What kno lcdgc!ssed. 

a. I thought I hadn't seen the Adjt's dog for a while 
b. QC HQ - Maj Ken Bailie 

Give him enough rope and he'll hang himself 
c. The QM (A) Maj 'Blackie' Widdows holds back the tears 

r-----~-~--a_s the Colonel departs 

REGIME. 'TAL SPORTJ'\G HEROES 

Cpl Thomas and other members of 206 Sqn helped with 1 Div's 'Silver Child 3' fund raiser for 
Hope House and Great Ormond Street Hospital 
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202 IG AL Q ORO.' 
·qn Comd 'laj A. Long 

S I W02 ( 1) J. le ' a•1ght 
Time watts for no mun in today's anny anC: thi · la t couple of months 

has proven to be \Cl) busy. bu , excrci;· period with Reg11nental. 
Dh·i ·1onal and Anny commitment ha e kept the Squadron out of trouble 
these pa · t couple of month: . Keeping antique arn!our on th_e road 
continu, lly provides a challe1~ge. Whether our 43~ 's will start aga111 after 
the hri:tmns break. though. 1. another matter entirely! ext year looks a 
busy one for the quadron. with commitments to Kosov~>.. ~osm~ and the 
Falkland .. Current plan is t enjoy the December fes11v1ttes w11h ome 
quality family time and then hit 2001 refre hed and keen - see you there! 

0\ ERLOO, ' TROOP 
Tp omd Lt ·Gaz· Irnin 
Tp gt gt 'Big Bad Joe· Rowe . 

tarting with the Troop day out at ndover Go - Kai1111g centre ~\'here 
we had a- wacky race day. followed by drinking afterwards, ob 10usly 
not at the ·ame time! The quadron then went on to ummer Camp from 
4 , eptember to the Isle of Wight. Acti\ itie_· included the normal 
:.election of climbing and canoeing followed with copious amounts. of 
alcohol being drunk. for . ome strange reason the resident eemcd to ltke 
u. . . 

We ·,e had a busy last fe\\ month. involving exerc1 e 111 202 qn. 
which we all naturally enjoy. Thi tarted with Ex taffRide from 11 - 15 

eptember, then .S taff College .Demo_ from 16- 20 October. then the 
Regimental exerc1 e E.'\ Red Tncorn Jrom 23- 27 October, and finally 
with Ex Iron Foray '30 0 tober- 3 November! Al o during this period 
e\eral people from the Troop deployed to Canada on fa Iron ~awk . . 

The Troop would like 10 congratulate Sig Dave Anson on ht marnage 
to Rachel back in eplember and al o to ig teph Bryant and Cpl Tre' 
E' ans on their marriage in October. If not unu ual that we ha,·e 10 ay 
goodbye to members of the Troop who are off to 'pa lure new '. Or 
hould we say 'c ivvy- tree!' among them are Cpl ean Bysouth who lefi. 

in 'ovember, LCpl Nick Taylor leaving December and due to leave tn 

the next couple of week are LCpl OJ Olejnik and LCpl Sid. Ma~sh . 
The Troop would al o like to welcome ig Davies who greeted ht am val 
by going on exerci e to Canada straight away. We have al o had .several 
members elected for promorion to Lance Corporal so congratulauons go 
to Sig ·Randy' Hussey. ig Steph Evans, ig Rob Hocking, S.ig Emily 
Knowles. and ig Bob Rankin. Cpl ' Kev· Tharby has also JU t been 
promoted to ergeam and we would like to thank ~im as well. The Troop 
i now bu y looking forward to Christmas parties and a well earned 
break' 

B SACOTROOP 
Tp Comd Lt ·colonial' Lumley 
Tp SSgl S gt 'Big Mac· McGuiness .. 

A big Bussaco welcome to gt ' Kev' Dawes who has recently JOmed 
the technical workshops from HQ Sqn, and a warm welcome to Sgt 
Frank 1cGuiness who ha just arrived from 16 Air A sit to take the 
po t of Troop taff ergeanl. Goodbye to Sgt ' Armour' Mc 'amara who 
has left us to go to HQ Sqn. and a fond farewell lo SSgt ' Howling Mad' 
HO\uen who ha left us 10 move onto bigger and betler thing . The 
Troop has been busy. a usual, supplying support for Ex Iron Hawk in 
Canada. and al o Ex Iron Foray supplying the usual communications and 
life suppon for the Divi ional HQ. More news in January 200 1, following 
the Christmas mayhem! 

Also it" goodbye to the two ' para-maniacs· LCpl Mark 'Fruity' 
Fielding if off to 249 Sig Sqn (doesn't he just love Bulford!) and LCpl 
Andy ' [ never get naked' tnnding. Although we are all very ad by 
their departure. hie mu t go on and it has. 

The Troop performed to their u ual high standard on the GOC' major 
exercise - Ex Iron Foray. The GOC' Tac HQ crew, under the command 
of. gt Jim 'The hairiest man in NATO' Gray. has made quite a name for 
itself at its regular SOR LS demon tration days and will continue into the 
new year 10 help 1n the recru itment of potential officers to the Corps. 

Sgt Gary in a rare display of compassion 
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. ide from that. the seniors and soldiers of Bussaco Tp would like to 
wi ·h everyone a M.:rry . ·ma~ and a Happy Year - ~ eep that drinking arm 
in u. c owr the fcs ti\ e season and m:'ll sec you all tn 2001 

206 SIG1 AL Q ADRO ' 
qn omd laj Adsctt 
SM W02 (SSM) mith 

MON TROOP 
Tp Comd Capt Gardner 
Tp gt Sgt Fairfield 
EXERCI E RH1 0 WARRIOR by Sig Lynn Garrod 

Battl e Camp, ''hat an experience! Many th ank to Sgt ' Rambo ' 
Richardson , for his amazin g portrayal of Mother Terc a, wht!St 
re cuino two oldiers from the grips of Dartmoor. Ht strong man antic 
with th~e Bergens was very imprc sive .. capt ' Kamikaze' Kemp, gets .a 
mention for his elective hearing, especially when route planmng. This 
re ultmg in nine soldic1. tabbing an extra 14kms re embling .t!1c cast ?f 
'Dad Army ', looking for an RV that Capt Kemp. had dtlficulty 1n 
finding. (Is Capt Kemp g~ographically ch.allcnged?). The Techs prnved 
true to form. with the tncucal sense of Chimps and the co-ord111at1on of 
Lemmings, it wa a good job the imaginary minefield was not r.ea l, or 
we'd have a few less Techs now. Get well soon LCp l Andy Water 
Wings' Ackers. the only CO to pack a rubber rin~ in hi · webbing, 
( ext time take a fi shing rod) . For the final attack the 1ck, lame and pure 
lazy were deployed as an ambush party. They had a long. wait as the 
Troop wa, waiting in the wro~~ place a couple of km away 111 the wr~ng 
location. The ection compeuuon went well wtth L pl Abbott leadmg 
his ection to a very good win. The Battle Camp was rounded off with a 
good evening of presentations . SSgt ·Anchovy · ~~gove gave an 
excellent rendition of imply the best (although the m1111 dre s and wig 
was OTT). Well done to all cctions for pulling together and making the 
be t of a bad job. Welcomes 10 the new member of the troop, Sig Ross 
Wa lsh, Sig 1att enior. ig teve Cowan , Sig Gavin Rakocevic. 
Farewells to LCpl Steve Wood. LCpl Kelly Buddle, LCpl A h Vingoe 
a sad loss to the Troop ystem Operators. Congratulations to Cpl Andy 
Acker , Cpl Paul When man , LCpl Kelly Buddle o.n the ir recent 
promotion and to Sig utton and Sig Townsley on their selec!Jon for 
promotion. 

I KERMA T ROOP 
Tp Comd Capt Kemp 
Tp SSgt SSgt Angove . . . . 

The 'Fighting Elite' have been kept b~sy recently. Wtth the D1v1s10nal 
a ets coming together for the fir t lime 111 five year • Ex Iron Foray was 
a huge ucce s, thanks to the lad and la sies of lnkem1an Tp. deploying 
with their rebro ! Aflcr the exercise, the Troop started preparing for the 
wind-down for Chri tma , but the squadron had other ideas. Off we all 
deployed to Okehampton. Congratulation to Paul 'C hubby Chaser' 
Routledge for 'Top Tom'. Also, well done 'Fighting Elite ' for their 
outstanding karaoke talent , led by the illustriou , most sought after, 
'everyone wants a piece of me' SSgt 'Anchovy' Angove. The comedy 
factor within the Troop has once again been provided by ig ' I'm going 
on SAS selec tion ' Scott and ig 'I ' m a lso going on SAS selection' 
Thom pson . Well done for their re-run of 'Carry on Camping' in the 
Black Mountain ! 

Quite a few people within the Troop have been promoted ~ecently. 
Firstly, congratulations to Lt Kemp on his prom?uon to Capta~n . Al _o, 
selected for promotion to Corporal were LCpl Duty Fat Kid Lewis, 
LCpl 'Very Good' Conlon and LCpl 'Jim' Kemp . Selected for 
promotion to Lance Corporal were Sig 'Old Man' Brown, Sig Dorey, ig 
'Ewok' Anderson and Sig 'Westermouth' Westerman. . 

The Troop would like to say goodbye and good luck to the followmg 
people: Capt Kemp who is leaving the troop t.o beco!11c 21C of the 
Squadron and ig ' Dangerous' Durwood who 1 look111g forward to 
civi lian life up in cotland. Also goodbyes go to Sig Dorey, who h~s et 
up home in Kent and ig 'Westermo uth ' Westerman who wil l be 
arriving at 39 Inf Bde after hristmas. We would ltke to welcome mto the 
troop Sig ' Porridge' Rodda, and Sgt 'Smudge' Smith. The Troop would 
like to wish everyone a Merry Christmas and a Happy ew Year. 

ADVE1 'TURE TRAI I G - EXERCISE DRAGO BERG 
0 TH AFRICA 10-25 0 EMBER 2000 

After much planning and scheming to get a 3 fi week program into two 
weeks our intrepid explorers met at the Picton Barracks Guard Room on 
a cold and blustery Friday afternoon. They were all dressed up to face the 
weather between Bulford and Heathrow airport - all except Cpl Paul 
' 140 Rand ' Coates who, cager to hit the warmth of the. So uthern 
Hemisphere, arrived in a vest, beach shoes and a pair of jeans! A flcr a 
pleasant night listening to surround sound snor ing, we arrived . to a 
blistering 25 degrees at Johannesburg International Airport. We quickly 
moved to Avis car hire to pick up our red love bus before driving off to 
our hotel. Some then went shopping while the others enjoyed a spot of 
golf at the local count ry club. 

The next was the drive down to Dundee and our battlefield tour of 
lsandlwana and Rorke's Drift which w'.ls probably the most impres ive 
battlefield tour any of us have been on. Wa ting no time. we 1hen drove 
down 10 the Drakcnsburg mountain range where we began our eight days 
of trekking. The eight days seemed to fly by and after swimming in the 
mountain rock pools, sleeping in caves, showering under waterfalls and 
having a close encounter with a rather sleepy two metre Python, we were 
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on the 1~1ove .a~a i n 800km later, we found oursclvc~ in the sunny seaside 
city of! ort f.ltnb.:th wh.:re we were hosted by Col (Retd) Brandt of the 

/<:. DJ-. He t.rcatcd us to a 111 ght o f South African dclicac1cs and 
Afnknan s music that no one could undcr~ tand except Lt Sean 'Mr Lubba 
~~bba M~11m111' Lumley who is native of South Africa (in other words a 
C o l o~ial ). The next day Lt Riaan Brandt took us to Group 6 Regional 

Reaction Force (SANDI') . Herc we were hostcd by Col Yam SAND F. 

Lt Sean Lumley receiving a plaque from Col Yam of the South 
African National Defence Force 

We we~e taken around to sc~ the cannons that defended the city during 
WW2, a ltttlc of the South A frtcan arsenal and the lookout tower that has 
been conveniently converted into a bar! The visit ended with an exchange 
of mementoes (a track link from a AFV 432 for a brass elephant's head -
good trad.e). It wa then back on the road toward Cape Town, but not 
before a little tannmg on the beach (Cpl Rob ' Buddy Dude' Hickley and 
Cpl Paul ' 140 Rand ' Coates no sun bed fees out here - bonus!). On 
the way down to Cape Town. two important stops had to be made. The 
fir t lop was on the Bloukran Bridge to do the highe t bungee jump in 
the world. (Cpl Jim 'Angry ' Annis, you can 't have a shirt if you haven't 
done the Jump!). The econd was a spot of Ostrich riding in Oudtshoorn -
well done Cpl Leroy ' Gym Queen' Wilson Cochrane and LCpl Andy 
' Get aked, Who Me?' Standing! 

FinallY, we arri ved in our last port of call Cape Town! Cpl 'Tuff 
(~Vh~t! Its not a Rugby Tour'?)_' :vi orris went off to visit some long lost 
rclaltvcs (upon returning he 111s1stcd that we call him by his binh nam 
Huw). Mean.while the rest of us sampled the local shops and beache,. 
Before wmd111g up the tour, we had to go on a wmc tastmg trip around 
the world famous Stellenbosch wineries where much wine was bought 
(and consumed). A few more shops and night clubs later (unfortunately 
w1tho.ut Sgt Paul ' Grandad' Ashford who was enjoying a few rclaxmg 
days m the sun) we headed for Cape Town Airport and our flight back to 
the UK. All in all , a top trip. 

A little bit of heritage at Rorke's Drift 

7 SIGNAL REGIMENT 

CO Lt Col Richardson IBE 
R M WOI Smoothy 

The mo t important news from the Regiment has to be that the 
A.dJutant, Capt Andy Aitken and his wife Phoebe arc celebrating the 
birth of theJJ" daughter, A bigail usa n. Ma ny congratula tions on 
becoming a family! 

EXERC I E ARRCADE FU 101 00 
Ex Arrcade Fusion .is an annual deployment involving the Allied 

Command Europe Rapid Reaction Corps Headquarters and some of its 
supporting Divisions. It i the major cxerci e of the year and enable 7 
Sig l.l egt to exercise in its role in upport of the ARRC HQ and 
Multmattonal Command Pos ts . This year these included Division in 
Turkey and pain, a well a the TAR llQ co ncentrated around 
\Vild~ecken in Germany, all supported by clement. of 7 ig Regt. The 
maJOr~ty of 232 Sig qn, part of 7 ig Regt, deployed to Wildflccken to 
establish STAR HQ for ommander ARR . The journey was long and 
once the troops had slept they set about the battle to claim the little real 
estate available for their v.:hiclcs. The ite quickly turned into a German 
m~d bath under all the movement and daily rainfall. The Squadron et up 
with the !rue profe sionalism that is always shown even in the most 
difficult and harsh condi tions. Within the TAR HQ build, the squadron 
provi ded the communications that would enable the Commander 10 
communicate with and control all the formations at his disposal. 

The Turkish ~cploy.mcnl started a~cr eight days on an uncomfortable 
tram before arnv 111g 111 Ankara. With a pol ice e corl through the city 
centre lhe convoy e' ~ntua lly reached its de ·tinalion for 1he next month. 
Mamak B.a rracks, which is home to the Turkish 4th Army orps and 
more spcc1fica lly the I t (Turki h) Mechani ed Divi ion. For the duration 
of the excrci e, Secondary Access ode ( A ) 874. under command of 
2Lt Graeme Endean, provided close Cl support to this headquarters. 
15 oldiers from 7 ig Regt, Krefcld, and five from 30 ig Regt ba ·ed in 
Nuneaton, UK, provided Ptarmigan. ideo onforencing and TA R IS 
to the Turki h laff enabling them to e-mail and speak securely directly 
back to ARRC Main !IQ based in Fulda. outh~rn Germany. 
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Sig Preston working with the American Tropo Detachment 

A ltcr a short delay C!lu cd by a French 1rain trike 870 Joadcd up 
and finally left yrshtre Barrach. bound for ladrid to pro\'ide CIS 
support to the Spanish Rapid Reaction Din ion. 11 \\as located rn 
Zaragossa, home of the pani , h l ilitary cademy. where ·panish 
Ol"!icer ' pend five. years in. trainin~ . and more importantly the hugest 
1rouung area m pa111. Once 111 Madrid. the ignals .oldiers begun settini.: 
up and wait.:d for the panish 10 fol IO\\. They arri\'ed a few 'da\,, late~ 
than the British. Once the s1aff had arri\'cd and the exercise ''a; in full 
flo '' · the Headquarters was \ery busy indeed, with LCpl Bartll'lt 
working hard to install and maintain the lnrrcb tenninal. The "panish 
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1on·ll ('ompanv had a similar sci up and outlook to our O\\ nfr!'h~ir 
3,.,~s;a~ -c to u. in mnn) areas wa ·uperb. and we made many .1cn_ ~ 
The facilities were · imilnr in al l the H_c,a,dqt!arters the quad10F 

u U1L'<i. The • quadron al -o deployed fac:•11tes m support of the RA • 
i~rih Jn Flight Reporting (lfrep) Dctachmc.1t bemg cnt to ~ am H<t at 

~ulda Aside from the Di\isional dcploymcn~. there \\ere a ~uTe n~~1~ c_r 
of diffc~nt nationalitie \\Ork mg al ' FXCO ·, mcludmg Bnt1s 1. o 1ers. 
\mericans. Fren.:h. ltahan. Dutch and !i1any m?re. The .P~otographs 
I .. ld'ers from 7 ig Rcot work111g wtth m ·ncan .old1e1 from ,26 
JO\\ so 1 · "' - · ·T · - t~m offic1ally · 1, Co ·. part of the 77 'ig Btn. The American . ropo sys." , .. 

ca~cd the , , TRC _ 170 \13. \\a interfaced w_1th tl~e Bnll h Ptarmigan 
;-.iem. 'ZODIAC. the Dutch -y tcm. wa al o mte~aced . 

Sig Preston . . 
is shown the American Tropospheric Scatter communicat1ons 

Ex Arrcade Fusion was an extremely demanding and challenging 
exercise for all the Signals personnel that took _part. not least due 10 the 
actual deplovmenl 10 three separate countne~. Also there was t~e 
requirement' for the communications to be 'transparent'. that is , 
pernianently established, in order for Comman~er AR.RC _to propedy test 
and exercise his H<'1dquarter Staff and ubordmate D1v1s1ons. 7 Sig Regt 
deployed troops trom 229, 231 and 232 Sig Sqns, as ~ell as large 
elements of its HQ Sqn. and the gen~~! success was certamly thank to 
the enormous effort from everyone w1th111 the Regnnent who took part. 

\\IVES BATTLE A lP \\ EEKE. D - by Sgt 'Drew: Drewill . . 
Once upon a time ..... Long, long ago, OC 232 Sig Sqn, MaJ Phil 

Baker. came up with an idea for a wives weekend. Wha.t a fine 1de~ 
agreed everyone, and who shall be lucky enough_ 10 run with 1h1s plan . 
After much soul searching and shoulder slopmg 11 was decided that the 
individual {who can be named as Sgt 'D~ew' Drewitt for slabbmg 
rea~ons) was chosen from a list of .... ...... bemg the only Sergeant on the 
ronfcrcnce! The wi\'CS met on a sunny afternoon m late September, 
"rstl) introduced to the weekend by OC 232 ~ig Sqn and W~2 ( SM) 
Jan arter. The first activity they took part m was t~e pas11!11e of the 
•<><ls ... DRILL! - with the ever-young gt ' teff' ' C\\t~n Ill charge. 

- lier a fun time wandering around the Main Squa~e .of 7 Sig Regt, they 
wen: transported in relative luxury 10 Arsbeck Trammg Area, where the 
good .,tu ff started The li:,1 of instructors read like a who's who of 
training SSgt ( Q\1S) ·Adi' Chapman (bashas), LC pl 'Bob' Lovell 
(mt pachJ. Sgt ·on:\\' Drc,,itt (Ran&cs) to name but a few. The most 
impressive results though were saved for the ranges, where Mrs Tracc.Y 
Ritchie scored an almo-.1 perfect 58 out of 60 from I 00 m. 11 was al th1 
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time that the decis ion was made 10 sub titutc the wives for their husbands 
on the next APWT. After u short joumcy round the comer 10 ~he Trn1n111g 
A ea the wives were introduced to personal cam. I low we g1 g.~lcd when 
thr ·believed that cam crealll on the teeth wa st~ndard P".1cuce _10 h1d,c 
ih/ hine of a :.lllilc! Next on the agenda \~·1~s trymg 10 guide Bedfor.d s 
and Landro ct into and out of various pos1t1?ns. 'lrs Rach.cl Lav~nc~ 
and Mrs ' ikki Orr deserve a mention, as bemg ab le 10 scaie Cpl .Jeff 

· ton is .1 feat rarely achie\ ed by anyone. All t~o soon dusk. arnved, 

81~~s with i; the move 10 the basha ·itc. After t.ry1ng to explam ab~ut 
defence and the positioning of the bashas the wives decided 10 go with 

I · 1 I ·11 ti'nct ar1d Jeep where they fell. Dawn came all too oon 
t 1e1r ma erna 1 • r I " I b · h 
. d 1 0530hrs the ladies were awoken gentl y 1rom 11e11 um ,er, wn 
an. a f .1 ·ouldn't feed my dog 1hi·." and. 'My hu band d~esn t get up 
~~:~ e~;ly!·" umce to ay. the instructor's emergency rations greatly 

increased. 

'Are you sure 
we rub our turns and pat our heads when we do this?' 

(L-R): Kerry Cousins, Niki Orr, Petra Bowman 
and the evergreen SSgt Adt Chapman 

During the navigation pha e mo 1 of the pouses found out what fun it 
could be 'bimbling· acros hill and vale. The J?C: football wa~, as 
alway . a great uccess. However, ~t~s Karen W1lhamson wa n t s.o 
sure and just sat down. The final ac11v1ty was X-Country Dn.vm~ - let 
·u 1 ay that ' You look nervous.' and, 'Don't worry we can pie~ 1t up on 
{he way ba~k can't we?' were phrases heard all too often. Fma~ly the 
weary but joyful w ive were taken back lo camp and ,mto 232 . S1~ Sqn 
bar whereupon they regaled their husbands with their war st.ones . The 
CO, Lt Col Richardson MBE was on han~ 10 present the cert_1ficates and 
listen to ome interesting anecdotes (whmges) from the wives. To be 
truthful when 1 was fir t handed this task, all I thought was, 'What a 
nightm~re! ' That sa id, the enthusiasm and interest shown by the wives 
who attended made it all worthwhile. One_ final note, to all those people 
not named, (lucky!) but without whom tin whole weekend would have 
never got off the ground, thank you. 

ARMISTICE DAY ER ICE . 
Thi yea r' Armi ·1ice Day ervice took place at Rhemberg Cem~tery. 

Members of 7 Sig Regt and 280 (UK) Sig qn took part 1~ the service of 
remembrance. Cp l Bennett was the Bugler, and the Pipe~ was LCpl 
MacDonald both from J 6 Sig Regt. Guests at the erv1cc mcluded the 
Deputy Co~sul General from the Briti h Embassy in D~s eldorf, Mr 
Richard Fro iland , and Mr Robert Francis, rcp_re entmg the Royal 
British Legion. Chief Technician Allan and his family were also 
attending as Mrs Allan's father was buried in the cemetery. Wreaths 
were laid' by Sig Thorn ley (the youngest oldier in the Regunent) , ~he 
Commanding Officer, Maj Harris (Officer Commandmg 280 (U~) ig 
Sqn), 1r Robert Francis and the Deputy Consul General. Fo!lowmg the 
ervice the Piper played a number of very movmg pieces, whilst poppies 

were l;id on each grave. Many individua.1 commented on h~w releva:t 
and moving the service was, bemg held Ill the cemetery, sunounded Y 
the graves of servicemen often the amc age as themselves. 
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KREFELD TO PRSTI A SP01 SORED MARATHON 
7 Sig Re gt, ba cd 111 Krefcld - Leicester's twin town - ha\ c just 

completed a combined rowing and cycl111g race to raise money for a 
Kosovo ;chool. The Regiment deployed to Kosovo last year, where one 
of its Squadrons, 229 (Berlin) Sig Sqn, helped to rebuild Vlle:aitc 
Frashcri School in Vragolija which was badly damaged during the 
conflict. This August, the Squadron re-deployed to Kosovo 10 provide 
communication · suppon to 3 Cmdo Bngade. They visited the school to 
sec if' they could offer more help. The teachers pointed out that the school 
wa extremely overcrowded, and what they really needed was a 
classroom extension. Sgt Dave Bain, scrv111g with the Regiment in 
Kosovo. came up with the money-raising idea of holdmg a sponsored 
race between soldiers in Kosovo and those soldiers back in Gennany. The 
race would be on cycling and rowing machines, covering the 
geographical distance between Krefcld and Pristina. which 101als some 
I 870km. Teams ra~ed at both t:nds 10 see who could complete the 
distancc in the fa test time. Sgt Bain's brother Steve. based in JllQ 
Rhe11"\dahlen with the RMP. Joined the Krefeld team for the race, and the 
brothedy rivahy added to t~1e comp.:1itive spirit between the two teams. 
I3etwecn thc111, the old1crs from 7 Sig Regt, and their fa111ilics and 
friends have 111ana <?c d to raise some .£4000 for the extension. 
Contributions have been prnring in from the most unexpected source , 
such as £160 from some local Krefeld German residents, and even £1430 
from RAF Bruggen, who 1ave donated funds from the ir Balkans Aid 
Appeal. The people of Le1~ester, twinned with Krefeld, have also been 
helping: The Anny Carc~rs Office Leice ter and the Lord Mayor 's Office 
have both collected for this ·orthy cause. The effort to raise funds has 
been considerably encouraged by the pnzes on offer, for most money 
collected. A huge vote of thanks goes to all those that ha\c donated prizes 
- these include the following: 

Cotswold Outdoor Company 
P & 0 Ferries 

£40 worth of Cotswold vouchers 
Free return ticket (Calais-Dover) for 
a Car & two people 

NAAFI Krcfeld Free case of wi ne 
Station Welfare Fund Camera worth DM250 
PR! Fund 7th ignal Regiment Plaque 
The team from Pristina were margmally ahead of the Krefeld team in a 

ti 111e of 13 hours. The people from the village of Vragolija, now re-named 
'Lirraganc', have em a per onal note of thanks to all who have helped. 
and it is perhaps best left in the way ii was lirst written: 

Capt Nicky James (pictured on the cycling machine) 
is helped by her team mates 

DEAR FRIE DS 
Your entrance in Kosova cheered us very much and we don't have words 
how to thank you. 
Wear~ one village between two rivers. 
We arc little bit 'traumati ed from the war, and we need time 10 tabili e 
our life ' . 
To you BRITFOR and to your soldier we are ve1y grateful, because with 
soft words you have respected us. 
All the inhabitants of the village arc wishing you a long life and 
successes, and from our hart thank you in the name of village Lirragane. 

EXERCI E WET FEET U 
Ex Wei Feel 11 was an Adventurou Training exercise ba ed down at 

the British Mohncsec Sailing Club, near Soest, from 24-29 September 
2000. Ten brave volunteer- set out late on a unday night, linle knowing 
the horrors that were in store for them the following morning - yes, it 
was the dreaded Swim Test! This was no gentle dip in a well-warmed 
wimming pool, nor was it with the help of wetsuits. o. !t was simpl 

'Get your swimsuits on, walk into the re crvoir, and w1m 0~1t 10 t.hc 
re cue boat and back' Once bodies had returned from blue to pink, with 
the help of some thermo-nuclear bowers, we were ready 10 do some 
sailing. Three of us had a bit ofexperien e, having been on Ex Wet Feel I 
in April, owe rigged the Toppers as best we could, and et off acros the 
water. Our memoric must have been rather shaky, as SSgt ·01ymp1c 
Gold Snorer' FofS utton was seen drifting up a little backwater, re
tying his mast and muttering hard about amateurs .. ... ! 
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The rest of the gang $OOn joined us on the water, and pro\ idcd much 
cnlertainmem for onlookers with the unpredictable i.teerage and effic1e111 
jibes and that was before the lesson on jibing. 100. as 2Lt Ste\\ art 
Russell found out. Ah yes, the two 'attachments '. We were fonunalc 10 
have 2Lt 'Windy' Russell and OCdt Steve Rouse with us, on loan from 
Bri:,tol and Shrivenham n.:specllvcly. Piracy was definitely the order of 
the day, as they took it in 1u111s to capsi7c each other. The girls, • ig ick~ 
Lowe and ' ig ian Lane, gave us some terrifying turns to watch each 
time with the boat dipping closer and closer to the water an 1mpress1ve 
capsice. loo. They were none too impre sed when the Bosun race \\as 
joined by the Fos, OCdt Rouse and Lt Evans in the Stratus who 
proceeded to overtake everyone. stealing all their wmd. ig · ab · 
Nabokow did particularly well m the Laser, considering the boom \\as 
inches from the deck , and he had to lie flat along the boat each time he 
went about. 

Capsize Drill (1) 

The piracy continued, with Sig 'Shacks· Shackleton and ig 'Steve' 
Barber linking up with another pair, 2Lt ' ot beans for breakfa t again' 
Russell and ig ·Alex' Kennett. Their \ictim wa OCdt Rouse in the 
La er, but alas they chose the wrong sailor to ambush, as his wift 
dodging and fa ter ailing clearly howed. However he didn't count on 
the perseverance of 2Lt Russell, who d erted hi crewman. jumped hip 
and proceeded to swim over. capsize the Laser and hijack ii leaving 
OCdt Rou e to swim a bore from the middle of the Re ef\'oir! Thanks to 
the expert leaching of gt ndy Quinn William . everyone returned 
with at least ovice I, and ome o ice I and II qualification ·. rhe 
evening entertainment included table tenni , basketball and a wide 
select ion of DVDs from Rob the Wind urfing In tructor. The BBQ wa a 
popular end to a highly ucce sful week - roll on next Spring, for your 
next swim te t. FofS! 

(L-R): SSgt (FofS) Sutton, Sig Lowe, Sig Lane, Sig Nabokow, 
Sig Barber, Sig Kennett, OCdt Rowse, Capt Evans, 

Sig Shackleton, 2Lt Russell 
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229 (BERLI ") I 'AL Q ORO. . . 
'qn Comd 1\laj D. \\cb t_.1 Royal Au trnhan ignals 
· . I W02 ( . l ) A. Burdge 
\ \ KEE TROOP 
Tp Comd 2Lt Liz Williams 
Tp gt gt Kenn\ MacPhcrson . 

Th,-month of ovcmbcr has pro\'cd 10 be yet an?ther busy tune for the 
· quadron. "itb most of the quadron still on Op Ill Ko O\'O: • a re u~t 
of the recent ignallcr 10 Lance Corporal promo.lion _bo.ar -~ 
congnuulation go to the following on bemg selected fory1 orn_ot_ion.68~., 

aboko" ig Phillips 996. ig Giann, in Preston, 1g Ph1lhps , 
io Robe;ts, ig Johns. ig Murray, ig Wythes, i~ Lo,~c. A.h~~y 

";!come to the two luckiest men in TO. on their am val m -.-9 
(Berlin) ig qn: gt \\ood, LCpl ;\1cPher:son. We all hupc you cn;10. 
vour tour. As always. ,, hen new peo~le amve we i".1u · t sa): good~y~ to 
~ome. These poor unfortunates ar<! a tollows: LCpl _Hoppy H~p~m~o~ 
on romotion to 16 AAB. ig ·Marie· Butler to 2 Sig Rcgt. 1g Sa ie . 
Ke~ned~ 10 30 ig Rcgt, ig 'Steph' vans on promo11on 10 the Isl 1v 

Div. 

X-RAY TROOP 
Tp Comd Capt Caroline Evans 

Who arc X-ray Troop'? We are all member of 231 Sig qn ''ho have 
been !ell behind to tly the flag,, hi Lt the rem~md r of the. quadron are 
unning it in the Falklands. Whil 1 they are e1~J~ymg their ·1x mon:h R & 

R periOd we. the remainder, have been mamtamm~ a fleet of I 09 'chicles 
(three per man!) and pro' iding any hortfall m manpower that the 
Regiment (and Brigade) had on Ex Arrcade Fu ion. Welcomes and 
fare\\ ell· are too numerou to memion! The Troop strength tarted at 3 
in June 2000 and e,·en though we have had many departure the :rroop 
strength now tand. at nearly 0. When does a Troop change 1111? a 

quadron? We would like to congratulate the followmg on th~1~ selection 
for promotion: Cpl And) 'Have you heard about my downlull Dawson 
and Cpl Mandy May to ergeanl. Lance .col'J>,°ral to Corporal - _L~P! 
Roger ·what tram?' 1anns. LCpl 'Ricky Curran. LCpl Tim 
;\l ullett, LCpl ·Muriel' V iggins. 

232 SIGN L Q ORO . 
qn Comd laj Baker 

M W02 ( 1) Carter 
T.l\IARTL~ DAY . 

On Wedne day 8 ovember 2000, 232 Sig Sqn volunteered to host this 
year· St l\fanin's Day Parade ?n beha_lf of 7 Si~ Regt. .The tory goes 
that ome centurie ago St 1anm. a knight. wa ndmg lus horse along a 
country road on a frosty ovember ~Yening. l:le ~ame aero s an ol_d 
beggar who wa freezing cold. and without hesttatton stopped, cut hts 
cloak in two and gave half to the beggar. He became fam~us for h1 . good 
deed, and this i now celebrated annually by a procession. of chi ldren 
carrying lamern behind St Martin. played by a man on a whtte horse. He 
parade around the local streets and finally ends up wtthm Bradbury 
Barrnck . where a bonfire is lit and the story of St Ma.rtm ts re(llayed, 
followed by bags of weets being handed out to toe.al children. This year 
nearly 2000 Gennan civilians attended the celebration • and 850 bags. of 
weets were handed out to the children with the help of the Commandmg 

Officer. Lt Col Richardson. Thi year the short straw [or organi mg the 
event fell to gt George McGuire. The JOb of collecung larg~ numbers 
of pallet and other burnable material from around the Reg1i:ient ~nd 
building the bonfire fell to Cpl Rose and a few willing helpers, mcludmg 
Cpl ·Damian ' Gau'c~ i, . ig ·.Jack' Hawkins and Sig. '.Scous~' G irvan. 
On the night m queslton 11 ramed as expect~d for a m1lttary event. There 
wa no problem lighting the fire as Cpl S1gston made sure tt ~vent up, 
thanks to a plash of kerosene. In fact the fire '~ent up so quickly we 
thought it might not last long enough. A~er the re-ma~tment, the c!11ldren 
collected their sweets and wem on their way. The ntght wouldn t have 
gone nearly as moothly if it wasn't for other memb~1-s of the Squadron 
like Cpl ·1 get 10 wear a ve 1' Johnston, w~o ";as m charge of traffic 
control. Thank you also to all lhe squadron ·girls . who handed 

1
out most 

of the sweets, and everybody else who got cold and wet - cheers. 

Lt Col and Mrs Richardson (L) and Maj Lawrence (SSO) (back 
nght) with members of 232 Sig Sqn, St Martin amd the Beggar. 

The local people of Krefeld helped to organise the sweets 
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DELTA TROOP 
Tp C'omd 2Lt llison 
Tp S gt S gt Taylor . 

The-re have been several changes to the -r:roop 111 !ec~nt m.onth . 
Welcome 10 ig ' Godders' Godwin. Sig 'Qualtty Lcf1 Foot Creighton 
and Sio 'Baldrick ' Reynolds, all from Blandford and who arc now well 
and tr~lv indoctrinated into the Troop. Congratulattons to all. those 
recently promoted from LCpl to Cpl on exerci. e Cpl ·1:~ ofT sk11ng fo~ 
a month' Buckle. pl ' I hate MT' Porter and Cpl Fibre. w:ecke~ 
Thompson From ignaller to Lance Corporal - ongratulat1ons to S1_g 
· bico' A~kcrs. ig ' Wide Boy· Entwistle, S ig ' Ilow·s Your' Harns 
and ia ·Biker hick" Turner. The Troop al o says goodbye to . gt 
: teff'"' ewton and say hello 10 Sgt Taylor. The Troop has JUSI 
returned from Ex Arrcade Fu ion where we deployc.d SA group . to 
Madrid and Ankara (ye ·. we do get to. travel bexond W1ldflecke1.1). Whilst 
the Turkish SA enjoyed the hospitaltty la 1shed on. them mcludmg 
being pummelled by large Turkish masseur:; at .the Turkish ?aths, certain 
members of the panish A became nav1ga11onally challenged! Looks 
like we could be buying GP (and electr? nic tagging!) f~o.m Troop ~unds 
soon. Unfortunately the Turki h . arnved back a ltttlc Jaded afte1 also 
spending their return journey wnhout any power on the tram \after 
negotiating through custom in several former Eastern bloc counu1es)
only seven days or o! The Spanish SA managed to ee a ltttle of 
Madrid after the exerci e, includmg .a tnp 10 a theme park, where we all 
\ ent 011 the Play- talion tower winch dropped free-fall about 75m, all 
except Cpl ·Para' Porter who aid dropping from large height was 

'unnatural!' 

HOTEL TROOP - by Cpl D11n11i11g1011 
Tp Comd gt Ironside 
Tp S gt S gt McGuire . 

Down the track and Hotel Tp i still immersed m hard work and wc~t. 
Goodbye' have to be made to LCpl 'Taz' V i~liam posted to 3 Div 111 

Bulford _ his entertaining evenmgs will be mt sed,. Bye also to myself 
c 1 Rob 'Muddy' Dunnington, I'm finally escap111g the clutches of 7 
Si~ Regt for the height of Blandford on my TI. W,,e welcon;e ,with. open 
arm a few arrivals to the Troop, LCpl Mark Fat Bloke Shirley, 
traight into the Tech Work hops from hi C:lass 3 at Blandford. He.Ho 

al 0 to LCpl 'John Paul II" Pope - after a bnef spel,l i~ \M Tp he JOtn 
our Tech workshop . Finally welcome to ig Chns 1ge Orr, a Brand 
new Installation technician from Blandford. Quite a fe.w members ,of the 
Troop have had new arrivals of their own. Congratula.uons to Cpl_ Just a 
few words ' Johnston and wife on th~ birth of t~etr so.n, to tg Kay 
forphy and hubby on the birth o.f. their son~ to Sig Claire Porter, and 

hu band Dougie on their ne\\ add1tton. A quick mentton for S _gt Red 
Viper' Ironside - congrat~lations on his impending promotion and 
postin"' 10 16 Sig Regt as Trammg Warrant Officer, early next Year. 

The" majority of the Troop's effort over the la t couple of months has 
been cent ed round the main ARRC exercise for the year. For a bnefspell 
we had the pleasure of 2Lt Vanessa Galloway's command and company. 
Hopefully her sunny outlook will not be lost when she return from her 
Troop Commanders course early next year. It was a ~elhn~ dnve ~own 
1o the exerci e area in Bavaria but the Troop's vehicles amved without 
problem and we managed a few wink before the hard work began: A 
sterling effort wa made by all throughout the exercise ensunng 
communication at STAR HQ were econd to none. Thanks go to the .lads 
from TM Tp for their help and a sistance a.t 'the. sharp ead', e.spec1ally 
Cpl 'Bobby' Hill . The exercise culminated 111 a vt ti by the Chief of the 
General Staff, and luckily ma~y .member~ ~f the Troop got the 
opportunity to meet and talk with hun 111 a .sem1-mformal atmo phere. 

Our time in Bavaria was not without mc1dent. On one cold and wet 
night someone kidnapped my toy chicken. It was a low and despicable 
act carried out by cowards. They even cut off a couple of toes, sendmg 
them in an envelope and also a picture of the poor bird tru sed and 
blindfolded behind bars. Now as Christm~s fast approaches, the 1,"roop 
prepares for the winter, vehicle and equipment maintenance berng. a 
priority at the moment. I think i.f Cp.1 'Richy' Wi.lson has to check senal 
numbers one more time he'll flip . Fmally a specia l menuon has to go to 
Cpl Jeff 'JuicyLuce' igston , who complained he's never m The WIRE! 
Keep up the good work! 

TAC TROOP 
Tp Comd Lt Lawson 
Tp SSgt S gt Griffit hs . . • . , 

TAC Tp welcomes the following new member to its ranks, Sig. Mil_ky 
Bar Kid' Bowler and ig Mears from training at Blandford, an~ Sig Lisa 
'Private Benjamin' Matthews from 21 Sig Regt . ongratulat1ons go to 
Cpl Gibbs who has recently come off the promotion board and is now 
filling the post of Troop ergeant, and LCpl Ryall who has been selected 
for promotion to Corporal. Thankfully the future of TAC Tr?op_has been 
secured with the birth of Gabriel 10 C pl teve and V1kk1 Gray -
congratulations to both of them. A big farewell to. ig A ndy J oyns;.1'. 
who having passed P Coy has been posted to 16 Air As. 1.t Bde and. ~~ 
Sqn. After returning fr~m a well-d~ ervcd summer leave 11 w~s straig_x 
into exerci e season with ·x Wamor Ill , the build-up exercise for E 
Arrcade Fusion. The Troop was spHt into two roles, prov1d111g b~\~ 
watch-keepers for CP 232, and our pnmary role of SA 860, the M 
Bravo element of ARR Main Headquarters. The latter oon became 
know as the 'Gypsy' SA wit~ no home. We quickl)'. became experts~~ 
testing out all the accommodauon at EXCO and tra ined athletes h~n 
and ready for the next Play Station Olympic . C pl 'Zebedee' Mmto 
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spent l11s days springing throughout the exercise between the chilly TAR 
HQ and the luxurious carpeted accommodation of the ' Gypsy' SAN. The 
SAN managed to stay occupied and focused. by watching 'ig 'The Body' 
Fox strutting his stuff for the girls on exercise. SSgt 'Turtle ' Griffiths 
provided the entertainment when he did a very realistic impression of a 
turtle by taking accidental cover up. ide down in some bushes outside of 
the G2 ce ll at the Main Headquarters. Lt 'Chubby' Lawson would have 
been worncd about Staff's health , however it was only five minutes till 
thc fo urth meal of the day and he was in a hurry! Troop PT was taken by 
Sig ·swee t-cheeks' Shillinglaw who, after running people into the 
Medical Centre. played the American Signals contingent at basketball -
they said she was 'Mighty Fine ' (and not bad at basketball either) . 

HE DQU .\RTERS SQUADRON - by Sgt 'John ' Brady 
Sqn C'omd taj 'Wally ' Drain 
SSM W02 (SSM) ·oean' Ewing 
7 SIGN · l REGIMENT BO FIRE , IGHT 

The annual 7 Sig Regt bonlire night tool< place in Bradbury barrncks 
on 3 Nuve 11ber 2000. This year the task wm given to !IQ Sqn, overse1:n 
by the OC Maj 'Wally' Drain, and under the control of W02 (SSM) 
' De,.a ' E\•ing. An awful lot of preparation had to be undertaken to 
ensure tha· everyone enjoyed the display (Most importantly the children) 
and that tilt· safety a peels were approached in a profcs ional manner. The 
setting up o f the event was achieved in quick time due to the Regiment 
being sto-.d down for a couple of days prior to the event. During the 
evening th: children were very much involved raising the Guy to the top 
of the fire. and whilst the firework display reached its climax the strains 
of the J 8 12 overture dominated the scene orchestrated beautifully by the 
cunning SSM The Anglo-German ociety ·et up a tent selling Gluwien 
to keep out thc cold. which proved extremely popular. There were also 
stand selling alcohol and soft drinks, run by LCpl ' Old one' Scotty ' 

cotl and a bratty stand ran by S gt 'Tam· Buskie. The PA sy tern al o 
had to be ct up. This task was given to TM Tp, and was tackled in the 
usual professional manner. The SSM had a few worrying moment when 
the display team arrived late. however, the whole event went off with a 
bang (literally!). The CO's wife frs Paula Richardson presented prizes 
to the children for the best guy and a painting competition making the 
whole evening a huge success. A special memion should go to both TM 
Tp and MT Tp for the aturday morning clear-up under the watchful eyes 
of W02 (SSM) Ewing. S gt (SQMS) ' Steve' Behan and Sgr 'Bri' 
Sheard. The lad worked tirelessly to get the place cleared up and were 
rewarded with a few beers from the OC and SSM. 

Q ARTERMASTER (ADMI ISTRATIO DEPARTME1 'T 
QM (A) Maj 'Pete' Doherty MBE 
RQMS(A) W02 'Neil' James 

ll 's been a busy and successful time for the department, both on the 
working and sporting front. The long hour of work in preparation for the 
LSI paid off with an excellent result, with the water-wa tage cbeck 
register gaining a LAURA grade E. On the sporting side of life, the 
QM(A) recently won the veteran race in the Poppy Appeal Fun Run. 
Congratulation go out to Sgt 'Dave' Howe on his recent promotion. A 
quick hello to LCpl 'Jonathan' Lovell, who is attached to the department 
from TM Tp. and a very warm welcome to Cpl 'De ' Lang, who ha 
moved aero s from the QM (T) via Bosnia. 

Q ARTERMA TER (TECH lCAL) DEPARTMENT 
QM(T) Maj Ray Cory 
RQMS(T) W02 Trev Henry 

Calling all Technical Supply peciali ts. for promotion opportunities 
report to QM (T) Dept, 7 Sig Regt. Bumper promotion boards resulting in 
congratulations to LCpls Clare Boswell, Adam Du nne and Bob Lovell 
on ·election for promotion to Corporal. Not forgetting Sigs 'Chalky' 
White and hirlcy Valentine who have been selected for promotion 10 
Lance Corpora l, well done all. 

Sport is buoyant within the Department. The QM (T) i busy 
organising orienteering with willing volunteer LCpl Clare Boswell and 
LCpl Kerry John ton . Meanwhile for the gladiator within the 
department SSi;:t Kev Scott ha finally got the Regimental 2nd football 
team regular fixtures, which account for the regular absence of ig 
·woody' Wood and Sig ·pc• Carter. The RQM (T) can still be heard 
talking about rugby whilst getting him to play is another matter. ig 
Thelma Marshall ha shown the gent the way forward by allending 
boxing training whilst Sig Shirley Valentine and Sig ·Geordie' Ellis are 
well and truely sick of being battered around the ring. Ex Arrcade 
Fu ion, just prior to the LSI, put the department under added pres ure, 
and thankfully the Sergeants came to the fore. well almo t. Within a day 
of the exercise manning going 10 print, Sgt Marlin Didcotte had been 
admitted to hospital quickly followed by Sgt Dom Cooke who wa 
bedded down. Not a problem, the QM (T) could still call on gt· collie' 
Scott - alas thi was not tl1e case, more sick chits followed. Thankfully 
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the RLC saved the day with gt • kip' Skipper answering the call -
URS(T) does it again. 

With a young inexperienced workforce, on-the-job training is the order 
of the day. The QM (T) is hopeful ig Marshall will eventually drive a 
Leyland OAF through a 16ft entrance without hitting the gatepost. Sig 
·slug' Owen is slowly coming to terms with his favourite ITD. moral 
understanding, whilst Sig 'Taff" Pawsey is slowly learning the value of 
understanding. As ever there arc goodbyes, and as the year draws to a 
close it is time to bid farewell to the majority of our civilian staff: 
Collette Devlin, Mick and family are ofT to York to recover their house 
from the floods. Closely followed by Emma Kinse~ and husband Paul 
who are off to the delighls of Brawdy - a fond far..:well to you all! 

MOTOR TRA SPORT TROOP 
MTO Capt , eil Coatsworth 
Tp SSgt SSgt Phil Hay 

There's been a lot happening within the MT since the lru;t wire note> 
were submitted. We say goodbye to Cpl 'Taff' Kinsey who ts posted to 
14 Sig Regt on promotion to Sergeant. We wi h him good luck for thc 
future, and he will be missed by all in the MT. We welcome some ne\\ 
additions to the MT - ig 'Rubber' Carter. Sig '2-Can Van Damme' 
MacDonald. Cpl 'Taff' Lee and Karen Williamson our new clerk. 
Congratulations to Si Lees, whose wife Sgt Terry Lees gave birth lo a 
healthy baby girl named Tia. We've been very lucky with promotions 
this year: Cpl 'Taff' Kinsey and Cpl 'Daz' Maw on, both promoted to 
Sergeant. LCpl 'Bycyclc Face· Alder on has been selected for 
promotion to Corporal. Also to Sig 'I Love My elf" Watson and Sig 
'Big' Jack Rus ell have both come ofTthe Signallers to Lance Corporals 
football ea on has started again and Sig 'Lisa· Gavin has been ·elected 
lo represent the BAG female football learn - well-done and good luck. 

EXERCISE GOLDE. SA 'OS - by Sig Russell 
(or EXERCISE E Y LIFE A:\'D A GOLDE ' TA~) 

Sig 'Big' Jack Russell deployed for Ex Golden Sands on 15 August 
2000. His first stop was Cyprus for an acclimatisation (just hO\\ long 
does it take to get u ed to drinking chilled lager! ). Big Jack fitted in a 
mini tour of Cyprus and also vi ited the much-talked about Ayia apa. 
The following week, Sig Russell deployed on the Army's favourite 
transport, the Mighty Hercules. landing at Alquatrana in Jordan. Big Jack 
was ent out on the advance party a the only UBRE operator. He was 
responsible for the comforts we all enjoy - i.e. power. lighting. attitude 
and humour. He worked clo ely with 62 P Engineers and I Che hires 
during the working day. The heat was inten e, some day getting up to 
47 C where the slightest movement had every one sweating to death. ig 
'Big' Jack Russell pent part of the exercise playing enemy for I 
Che hire' 22nd Bn. fending off a company on his lonesome in hi 
Russian trench (pretending to be a proper soldier). He also found tim<! 10 
be a spectator as both I Cheshire· and Jordan's Armed Force (JAF) put 
on a fire power demon !ration using various weapon·. It was an 
enjoyable experience, which he will not forget for a long time to come. 

TECH ICAL 1AI TE 'A. CE TROOP - by Cpl Campbell 
Tp Comd WOJ (FofS) 'Tommy· Steele 
Tp SSgt SSgt (FofS) 'John' Hoyle 

First of all we'd better get started welcoming back LCpl Au tin and 
LCpl ·1 love my elf Dennant from a very tiring and bard working 4-
month all-inclusive holiday in Split. Their trip was made all the more 
difficult with the early departure of ig 'AA' Taylor. There was also a 
urpri e return by ig 'Jim' Brampton from the Falkland , which was 

welcomed by all in the Troop. There have al o been a couple of ne\\ bab; 
technician fresh from the factory. TOT Capt 'Al' Scott and LCpl ·earl' 
Robinson. 01 forgetting 22 SA look-alike LCpl ·Toothle-- Wonder' 
Griffin who accidentally bumped into the R M and OC quadron while 
po1ting a full goatee. In the Troop, moralt: i very importa111 and goes 

quite high on the priority Ii t, so if you have any and would like to send 
some to u it, would be greatly appreciated. On a lighter note the Troop 
enjoyed a pleasant day playing pool at the local pool hall with some of 
the local produce being sampled. Unfortunately S gt •John· Ho) le must 
have had a late night and decided to get his head down for a couple of 
hours. The funny thing i though that no one bothered to'' akc him\\ h<!n 
they lefi. o the local u cd him as a beer mat. La t but by no means least 
we have a few farewell to mention. I gue-- you hould start by the most 
important Cp l ·Gog:y· Ca mpb ell. Young, fit, chansmatic and 
courageous kind of guy that laugh · dange - 111 che face. o ta. k is too hard 
to conquer; no situation i to tough to ta-:kle. Ovcrnll a really great guy 
and one of the lads . l ote from Ed. - see author of thi report for 
verification!) Also the Regimental Foreman of football ·1 mean signals" 
V 0 1 ·Tommy' Steele, whom we should also congratulatc on hi· 
Commi ioning to Captain and la t but not least the Technical Officer 
.Telecommunications Capt 'I"m airborne and proud of it' O'Brien who is 
on his way home bad. to I lereford. 
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JOINT SERVICES SIGNALS UNIT 
(DIGBY) 

AD'.\11 ;"1\ FLIGHT - by 110.? ( up,.,. RI Dalton . . . . 
The Royal ignals pre ·ence in the J U Ad.~11111 trallon Fhght has 

been bobtered by ome high profile "hand ome chap . amel~ 111 the 
form of\\'02 (SupH R) Frank' dmin Boy' Dalton on promouon ~nd 
the eft"r"esccnt ot Dean ·rot upn R' Butler, handling everythmg 
fr m flight to wea"pons and all things stati tical - don·t ~II us we ' ll c~ll 
vou! TOP PRE . It appears that all tho e years o'. plymg OC Adnu_n 
flight with free beer. m the mess has led to 1 (Super R) Chris 
Culllngton finally getting a day job! 

TRAL ' L G FLIGHT - by Sgt Wardmpe . . 
Life 111 Training Flight continue at its usual hectic pace wllh ~II t~e 

in tructors flat out nmning all ort of courses and managing to fit ume, 111 
for the odd ·fast ball' from WO! ( upvr R) Skelth. He claims they re 
not 'fa-t bait-· but ·career development tasks'. Goodbye and 
congratulations on a well-de erved promotion. to \\'02 ( up r R) 
F r a nk Dalton who is moving next door to become the 3 q~1 Co
ordinator. Hello to gt ( upvr R) Tim Stevens recent! ) returned t~om a 
six month holiday in the Balkan and Sgt Billy Wardrope wh? JOlllS u~ 
from Sunnv Blandford. big hello al o goes to Cpl Kerry ·airwoma~ 

mith who comes to us from I Squadron and is overawed at once a~am 
bein11; mentioned in an Army publication, Kerry ha recently enquired 
about ubscribin!!. to Tire WIRE as she get a mention in every issue. or o 
he claims! On the porting front the Training Flight ha e managed to. fit 

in the odd appearance \\ ith gt Billy V a rd rope and Cpl Kerry m1th 
recently repre enting J SU Digby in the ~t of ~ngland Am~y Lea_gue 
Orienteering and the Royal Signals Onenteenng Champion hips. 

ociall). we have also been very active and recently hosted (fast ba!led 
claims gt Billy Ward rope) the 3 Sqn sports afternoon _where V. 02 
( upvr R ) Frank Dalton impre sed everyone with his yolleyball 
prowess and matching Ron Hill track uit (prototype vers10n - very 
nluable!) very porty! 

SPON ORED SHAYE - by WO.? (Supvr R) Phil Sand.ford 
June aw five of J U Digby's more hirsute personnel shave for 

charit). W02 (SSM) teve Booth , W02 (Supvr R) Phil ~ndford , S gt 
~eil McQuoid, Cpl Mick Taylor RAFP _and Cpl Stu W1_lson RAF, all 
agreed, with \'arying degree of persuasion. t0 have their moustaches 
ha\'ed off for charit}. The Station hairdres er earned out the first pan of 

the deed. but even he balked at the final shave. leaving the individuals ~o 
hurriedly purcha e di po able razors an_d foam from the AAFI_. to np 
the remaining hairs from top lips. Over 1x hundred pounds was raised '.or 
Downs yndrome. As an aside, it should be pointed out that all top hps 
ha\·c since been restored to their former glory. 

--~~~..._..,. .......... 

Before and After 
(L-R): Cpl Stu Wilson, SSgt Neil McQuoid, 

W02 (Supvr R) Phil Sar.dford, Cpl Mick Taylor, Danielle Booth and 
W02 (SSM) Steve Booth 
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EXERCI E l AR EAFARER . . . 
Ex leant eafarer was a fi e day a1hng expect 111 the Solent area, 

from 6-10 o , aptly whilst most of the UK was _sub1;iergcd 111 water. 
fter initial briefings and some ·Bumps and qnnds 111 Ports~outh 

harbour, the 7 intrepid members of the crew_ ct sa1l t~ explore the hidden 
treasure · of the olent and the !~le of Wight .. we 1mmed1at~ly set an 
aggrcssi\•e ·ailing stani.;c as we ferry dodged Uu t) _our way 11110 open 
water. ervc ·ufliciently frayed, we practiced tackmg and g1b111g. for 
mo.t of the day before hcadmg for West Cowes, where a well ~eservc~ 
pint soothed some raw nerve . (ably sniffed out by W02 Roy Bu_t 11 
opening time already' Poulton). The next ~ay, we headed We t, a_rnvmg 
after a thankfully une\entful day s::uhng, at Yarmouth. Tymg up 
along ide the harbour wall was deemed not to be adventurous enough, so 
we tied up to the piles in the harbo~r (at the_fourth attempt). Half an hour 
later however, ha\ing paid £1.50 tor tl1e pnv1l~ge of havm~ the harbour 
taxi ferry us the 20m to shore, we were regrcttmg the dec1s1on. The final 
straw was di covering that the last harbour _1ax1 ran at_ 220~hrs. To avoid a 
crew mutiny and save the la ·t hours' prec1ou dnnk111g lime, the dmghy 
wa deployed for th_e hort ro\~ to ho_re . Thursda~ P,roved to be t_he 
windiest day promptmg JT Janme . tkms to enqu1!c, Can we capsize 
this thing?' Arriving without incident back o_ut 1de _t he entra~ce _to 
Port mouth harbour, we readopted our 'aggre s1ve sailing stance with 
LCpl Oli e 'Ramming speed' Freemen at the helm . Dcc1dmg that 
power give way to sail (although not when the~'re trawling!)._ he went 
after a fi herman kebab as , he narrowly missed skewering three 
fishermen who eemed obliviou to the fact that a yacht had pa sed 
within three metres of their bow. A true testament to the argument ~at 
kippers houldn't go below decks to make brews. It wa therefore with 

some relief that both boat and crew arrived safely 111 harbour, ready to 
scrub down the deck and head out for curry and Karaoke down town. 

Out on the rail are from front: 
W02 Roy 'I can see the pub' Pou_lton, . 

LCpl Olive 'Kamikaze' Freeman, JT Janine Atkins, 
LCpl Stu 'I feel sick' Collins, First Mate LCpl Debs Jordan 

with JT Jo Johnston on the helm 

OFFlCER 'TRAI I G DAY 
Being a joint unit, there arc obviously different standards for annual 

military training across the three serv_ice .. In orde~ to amalgam~tc :0111e 
of these, QM, Capt BaJTy Spiers decided to organise an 9mcer rra1n111,g 
Day, in order that oflicers could as a whole complete their ann~1a l DTD s 
(Digby Training Directives). The day began with break fas~ rn the 
officer ' me s, obviously to prepare for an arduous day ahead. F~rst 1tein 
on the agenda was a bit of weapon training, or rather shot gun tra111111g, ns 
we departed for the clay pigeon range. ext up was some personal fitnc s 
training in the gym (potted sports). At last, the highligh t of the day 
approached, 'driver (go-cart) training'. After three hours of 0111e 
particularly vicious driving, Flt Lt Gcz 'Shumachcr' Wood emerge? in 
first place, with Lt Gary Davies RN in second a~d Ca~t Barry piers 
coming in with third. The day was rounded ofT with a bi t of NB ( ice 
Bar-be-que and arlsberg) training, back at the mess. 
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14th SIGNAL REGIMENT 
(ELECTRONIC WARFARE) 

237 SIG AL SQUADRON (EW) 
EXERCISE IRO HAWK - by Lt Laura Halpin Int C01ps (V) 

For seven weeks between August and October 2000. 237 Sig Sqn 
(FW) deployed to British Army Training Unit. Suffield (BATU ) on Ex 
Iron Jlawk with 3 (UK) Div. At a squadron level the mission was to 
conduct progressive training on ODETTE, the very recently issued ESM 
equipment. By doing this we were able to support the wider missions of 
Lead Reece Task Force and Lead Aviation Task Force and ultimately that 
of 3 (UK) Di\ , whom we supported for the lina l Tactical Engagement 
Simulation L.-ercisc (TE EX). 

The sheer scope of the cxcrci e ensured valid training for every level 
of the Squadr.>n, many of whom had not previously experienced a 
protracted war· fighting exercise. A live OpFor gave the soldiers some 
excelh.:nt training opportunities in both EW and military skills; with over 
4000 troops L· · the prairie, all speaking Engli h within the ame 
frequency band Jnd using similar call-signs. the boys had their work cut 
out. Added to which they were contending with defending their dets 
against Op For, \hose unpredictable nature added a significant realism to 
the whole scern.,·!o. How much more realistic can you get than coming 
face to face with tile enemy just when you thought the mis ion was over, 
and it was time to hang up the DFWES (Direct Fire Weapon Effect 
System) kit and rcli h ome immi11ent tea and medal ? We can relive the 
thrilling skirmish through the following extracts from Sgt 'Taff 
( assoon)' Willumsen's -

OC 237 Sig Sqn, Maj David Drinkall 
standing infront of a TUM outside the Divisional Electronic Warfare 

Command Cell (DEWCC) in the snow! 

Memoir From The Frontline: 
On a crisp September morning, as tl1e sun rose slowly in the east, the 

lads at E M 2 of the fighting 237th were unaware (as was the Divisional 
EW Command Cell) that every other frontline unit had retreated back 
pa t their location under direct orders of the Brigade Commander. ow 
being the spearhead of the Battle Group, they were to pro e their combat 
effectiveness and earn the respect of both the Commander and ome 
bloke in a Red Top Gazelle. 

Having just consumed a brimming washbo' I of Cp l Tommy ' India 
Lima Uniform' Tucker's curry, the lads were in good pirit and morale 
was high. Out of the blue a cry of· tand To!· was choru ed around the 
dct by Cpl Mick 'Dead Eye' Ballam (~s no one took a blind bit of notice 
of the original call from LCpl Nick ·Back Pay' Harvie, who wa on 
guard at the tim.:). Under the watchful eye of gt 'Taff (Quick Draw) ' 
Willumsen, the detachm..:nt was di patched into it fire trenches. All that 
is. bar Sgt Stan 'Full Mags ' Buxton. who remained in the det under 
guise of de troying the crypto, card tables and hi blue F bobble hat. ig 
Bob 'Tracy' Fra er was the only per on throughout the whole exercise 
who got to say ·contact" without being crated (eh YofS?). By this time, 
S gt Jaffa ·ts this my Rifle?' 1a rtin realised that the enemy threat was 
larger than fir t thought and in fact came in the form of Armoured Reece 
Troops . Four CVRT to be precise. This was not a problem for the 
well -drilled Forward EW Platform. C pl 'Bu -Stop' Ga rner and ig 
Eddie 'The Hammer' G reen engaged their target and the kill was 
inevitable. On the south flank, C1>I Mick ' I'm 30 now' Haltam and det 
.;hef Cpl Tommy 'The Ladle' Tucker engaged a second cimitar and 
confirmed a second kill to the EW boys. Re ·i t11ncc proved more 
stubborn on 1he northern flank and aggression was the order of the day i r 
the enemy were to be routed. gt 'TafT (Rambo)' Willumsen and Sgt 
'Jaffa (Jumbo)' Martin sprang from their fox hole oblivious of their 
own afety and carried out pairs fire and maneuver on ihe two remaining 
armoured vehicle . Goel only knows what the 1.:nemy vehicle commanders 
were thinking as the gruc ome two omc notched up a third kill, forcing 
the fourth vehicle to rapidly retreat! 
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As gt Tm till 29 Mick" Willu msen checked ammo and ca ·ualty 
tate . S gt Stan ·What' All The Racket'?' Bu xton emerged from the 

tent in order to inform u that it was all to no avail. as the surviving 
vehicle had only retreated in order to avoid the arty bombardment that he 
had called in on our position!' You will be plea ·ed to know that the lads 
all survived to dig even deeper fire trenche and grow e\'en longer stubble 
and ·tache - but not a long a tho,e of the three ·mmuakeers· of Ech. 
Sig Pete 'Freddie' Russell: Cpl eth 'El Gringo· Campbell and pl 
Kevin 'Ainsley· T homas. 

The Rebros may not have een quite thi level of action. but what the) 
lacked in live action, they made up for with home-grown entertainment. 
Ri king life, limb and clutch to visit the outposts in 1he black of the 
prairie night, I, Lt Laura ·How many batteries doc a Cylumc take?" 
Halpin and my er twhile driver, Cpl Rob 'Combat Clerk' Lio) d. got 
more than we bargained for at RRB 2, a we entered the det, clutching the 
mail and the fresh which we had struggled to procure from EXCO . It 
wa no mean feat to tear our el\'e' away from us tin Power·. drag 
ourselve, through the weltering building, bat a fre hly- 'howcred eyelid 
at the QM - me. not C pl Rob - and help oursel\'e · to the fridge 
overnowing with fresh). We were greeted b) a natty three omc in 
tee hirts adorned with what appeared to be white mine tapl! cut-out 
communicators and pip . Led by Capt Jean-Luc P'card aka C pl To m 
Wisc. we were invited to · it down by Ir pock. aka ig Ryan Parker, 
porting a pair of pointy mine tape car exten ion . The :urreal 

entertainment didn't end there: 'Lt Uhura' in the . hapcly form of LCpl 
Eddi e Banks then emerged from the back of the T · I bearing 
exquisitely prepared refreshment . Chee ·e spread and pate took on a 
whole new, futuristic appeal, di ·played with geometrically- arranged 
biscuits fruit and bro' n on an empty egg 1ra, (so fresh \\as gelling 
through?). Chuckling indulgemly and glancing round ncn·ou."I} for the 
incriminating underpant and pencils. \\ hilc furiously plann111g our 
escape back to the sanit of th DE\ C , pl ·wish I'd . ta)ed 111 BG 
HQ' Lloyd and my elf then found name tag. being planted O\ er our ll\\ n 
In the fom1 of ·Capt Kirk' and · couy' ' c \\ere dmwn haplcs,ly into thl' 
charade - I know we 're uppo eel to get in there "ith the troop'. hut 
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\H hmg th 'm good luck for tomorrow ·s theme of the · Team· ( L pl 
Bani.. - wn~ to get his O\\ n back m the form of' fr T') . Unlike Sig 
•\\here".; the oc~ Rover"?' Bastable. WC managed to locate our n:h1clc 
• rnd b1J a hastv and relieved retreat. Fortunately I remembered the mine 
1<1p1.: pips and name tag ju. t a · I wa entering 3 Div HQ. 

karly the rigour.; of Odette training. defending and entertaining the 
dcts were taking their t II n _37 ig qn and so there was some vcr ' 
\\Ckome R ·Rand Ad\Cnturc Traini1:g to be had both mid exercise and 
after F DE.'. The adventure training ···J based out of Trail End Camp 
at the foot of The R0ck1c · and soldier.; got away to enjoy the stunning 
scem!ry whil cano..:ing. riding. cltmbing and paragl idi;ig. LI Fraser 
·Ba.·ha· Reid cnJO)ed the :cenery of Briti h Columbia at parllcularly 

close quarter a he got intimate with a large tree during his inaugural 
paragliding flight. R& R saw us tak mg the Rockie ll1ghway lo va rious 
destinations such a: Banff, Edmonton and Calgary. where the 0 . Maj 
Dave· tetson· Drinkall won his spurs m the line-dancing arena . 

Ex Iron Hawk was a tremendous success fo r the quadron in terms of 
deploying , ith brand new equipment within a war fi ght~n~ ccnario and 
performing individual . team collccuve and command tn11n1ng w1lh1n that 
co ntex t. The opportum ty to c'l pcriencc The Rocki e throu gh the 
ad\·enture training packages offe red by Trai ls End, and R&R greatly 
enriched and gave a good ba lance to the whole ufficld experience. 
BATU comes highly recommcnded1 

30 SIGNAL REGIMENT 

CO Lt Col Mike Lithoow 1BE 
R M WOI (R ~1) Al Higgins 
\ ' I IT OF TH E COLONEL L HIEF 
T HE ROY L CORP O F JG ' .\.L 
HER RO\' L HIGH "ES THE PRI1 CE RO AL 
T O 30 SIG="AL REG I IE. T 17 OCTOBER 2000 

On 17 October 2000 Her RoyaJ Highness T he Prin cess Royal vi ited 
30 ig Regt. The aim of the \i it wa to give Her Royal Highnes a feel 
for the role. importance and commitments of the Regiment in the usual 
relaxed and professional style expected of 30 ig Regt. The programme 
wa. based around three quadron demonstrations. the Families Centre, 
L GC and Warrants presentations. a buffet lunch for all rank in the 
Officers' Mess and concl uding with an Operational Training 
demon tration. Below is an account of the various stands and the 
perfom1ance. of various oldiers! 

250 G RKHA IG AL Q UADRO ' 
A part of the \ i it. H er Royal Highness was introduced to 250 

Gurkha ig qn commanded by M aj Cole. Here. Her Royal Highness 
was given the opportunity to meet e\·eral member of the quadron and 
to recei\·e a brief O\'erview of some of the many ta ks that 250 Gurkha 

ig qn fulfil . The e we split down into three eparate phases. Firstly, 
Her Royal Highness had the opportunity to receive an outline from gt 
;\1ahendra and Cpl Om as to the part played by personnel from the 

quadron on operation in Kosorn. This de tailed the equipment , 
capabilitie and manpower that had been deployed in theatre, as well as 
attempting to set the scene a to exactly what life in an operational 
environment i like for soldiers from the Squadron. ln order to as isl 
visually with this stand, one of the Regiment's satell ite assets, a 50 I Del, 
had been deployed complete with camouflage and sentries o as to et the 
picture. On completion of this demonstration. Her Royal Highness was 
introduced to members of the Squadron who man the ta king for 
Operation Scarab Apollyon. Here t '.\1o rri s, C pl Mo ha n, S ig 
Cbarnock and ig McClean were aided by other members of Victor Tp 
in detailing this specific t.aSkmg. Her Royal Highness's final insight into 
the quadron came from her visit to the Trailwalker stand. manned by Sgt 
'.'\anda. Trailwalker is a commitment run by 250 Gurkha Sig Sqn and 
comprises of organising a IOOkm race over the South Downs every year 
in order to raise money for charity. The specific charity that this event 
rai,es monies for i the Gurkha Welfare Trust, which is concerned wi th 
helping ex-servicemen, their families and communities as a whole. This 
is done by spon oring projects such as building well and schools in the 
communitie that Gurkhas come from and retire to on leaving the Brit ish 
Arm;. This year a total of 263 teams entered and raised a total of £50.000 
for the Tru t. Since fir t starting Trailwalker has grown and is now an 
international event being run in count1 ies as far afield as Australia. Her 
Royal Highness ha the opportunity to meet several members of the 

quadron \\hu had taken part in the Sydney Trailwalker, and incidentally 
won. as well as other members of 250 dressed in typical "-lepali attire. 
Those personnel introduced to Her Royal Hi ghness included LCpl 
Buddi, LCpl Tham, ig Basanta, ig Bharat Mani and ig Ratna. 
258 . IGNAL SQ ADRO 

On the day. he Pnncess arrived m Hanger 2 at approximately 11 ~Ohrs 
to be greeted by a host of SHQ personnel including the OC Sqn. Maj ·at 
Lt\'\D they called me \ilr. heen' Deans, who escorted Her Royal 
High ness around the two stands displayed by 258 Sig Sqn. The first 
display was 1l1e Delta Tp stand, where she had explained to her the 
Regiments role on Op Basilica and Op Langar. While receiving her brief 
Sig Ian 'Furry Cup' Marsden wishi ng to show off his globe trotting 
talent tried to impress Her Ro}al Highnes by say ing, 'I was in 
,\w,tralia . look; here I ~m,' pointing to his picture on one of the display 
~oards wnh a. giant smile. We are all sure lier Royal Highness was 
tmpres.ecl bcmg Royal she has probably never been there. REALLY! 
A ftcr the Delta Tp stand Iler Royal Highness moved ro und to the 
Spearhead display where she was greeted by , gt ' Big Gay Al' Barker 
\\ho explained that he had deployed to Egypt on Ex Bright Star with a 
~1m1lar -ct-up where he worked his magic with eleven other nauons. The 
Spearhead equipment wa~ displayed, the systems where described, then 
onto the three role' of the umt. trategic, Operational and Tactica l which 
\\h re expertly described by L pl Aaron ' Dot Com' Donnelly, LCpl 
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l\latt • keletor' Green and ig Ian ' Minirod' Andrews respectively who 
fini hcd off the 25 display. select few headed to the Officers' Mess 
for lunch with Her Royal Highness. Practi ing to say ' Mam ' as in 'ham' 
a in ' spam', LCpl Ton) 'Taff' Gallagher greeted Her Royal Highness 
with ·Good afternoon MUM' 1 Following a swift kick from his wife, J ulie 
( that i a crate fro m your wife Tony). ' Prince Taff ' we nt red and 
proceeded to fumble his word and ended up only being able to say one 
word, 'YES'. ' o how long have you been here LCpl Gallagher?' ·Yes: 
(Unlucky Tony that"s got to be a crate). 

256 lG AL Q ADRO 
As part of Her Royal Highness's visit program, 256 ig Sqn was 

given the ta k of taking Her Royal Highness through the medium cale 
headquarters that deployed to Sierra Leone in support of the Joint Task 
Force Headquarters. With the BFT (Big Tent) set up all wa going to plan 
with troops to ta k, and an impres ive comms infra tructure being 
installed. Ju t a e' erything had a Imo t been put into place, another hort 
notice JTFHQ task to ierra Leone took the lion 's share of per onnel , 
equipment. and tentage, leaving the rest of the Squadron to re-as ess and 
rebuild the format. The etup \Vas now about a quarter of the ize, with all 
the tentage and communications provided, coming courtesy of Alpha 
Troop· Exercise Battering Ram plug up. Lt 'The Director' Dagless wa 
now responsible for audition , rehear als. and choreography as Her 
RoyaJ Highne s was to be taken through the variou tages of the Sierra 
Leone deployment without the singing and dancing that normally comes 
with ' the big top'. Having practiced a few times o C pl 'W Wi Wil Willy' 
W ilcock could get all his words out we oon found the big day was upon 

us all. 
Her Royal High11 ess was introduced to the 256 Signal Squadron tand 

by Capt Owen '21C, tand in OC, Ops, Movements Offr, and general 
juggler' Finn ie. LCpl Tm about the only one from Tp not deployed' 
Rose wa the first to peak on his deployment to Sierra Leone, having 
been the ORLT team commander and one of the first soldiers into 
Freetown upponing the JTFHQ commander. Having spoken for a few 
minute Her Royal Highness was 'winged' aero to gt 'We benefited a 
lot ' Shu ck and Lt 'Scoff' Dagle s to talk about the pearhead Land 
element 's deployment with I Para and 42 Cdo. Her Roya l Highness, 
having been taken through the build up, was then taken through the meat 
of a medium scale deployment. Flt Lt ·Rear Details' Pearce, and Cpl 
· ol a problem' Scott spoke about the Information Control Sy tem, and 
why a Crab should be attached to our Royal Corps. Having been shown 
the exits here, here and here, Her Royal Highness then went on to see 
Sgt ' miler' Ebdon . He gave an overview of the technical ide of the 
deployment, she then went on to an impressive power demon tration by 
C pl ·p Pow Power' Wilcock who managed to ta lk witJ1out hesitation or 
repetition for 'just a minute ' . 23 Pioneer Regt were to finis h off the 
display with an impressive talk of dare, empha ising not only their vital 
life and arti an support, but also the guard and security demands of 
deploying to the front line. Sgt Blenman, Cpl McG regor, and Pte Dacey 
showed once again the close bonds that have been built up between our 
units. 

Everyone who took part here, and subsequently, were thoroughly proud 
of what they and the quadron have achieved so fa r this year. With Her 
Royal Highness at the helm of her entourage that snaked its way tl1rough, 
all were pleasantly surprised al how warm and genuinely interested she 
was. This made al l the effort worthwhile at the end of a great day. Special 
mention shou ld go to ig 'Wisp' Wood fo r p inchi ng a ll the hors 
d'oeuvres, and to S gt 'Mad' Mc air for pinching all the wine at the 
Officers' Mess Luncheon, that sti ll had the smel l of fresh paint. 

OPERATIO AL T RAl I G DEMO STRATIO 
On the fina l stand of the day, HRH The Princess Royal vis ited the 

SO I Club to witne s a Military Traini ng demonstra tion. The Tra ining 
Officer, Capt (Tfc(R)) C hris Moye, briefed her on the range of Trade 
and Mi litary ourses provided by the Training Wing. The demon tration 
lasted IS minutes and was ba ed upon the Regiment ' involvement on Op 
Palliser in ierra Leone earlier th is year, where a detachment of oldicrs 
from the Regiment were tasked with supporting I Para wi th securing 
Lungi irport and provided communications using a UK VSC 50 l(E). 
Her Royal Highness watched the detachment come under attack from a 
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sn.ia ll_ insurgc~t fo rce that had broken through the airfield perimeter. After 
w.111ning the t1rd1ght the detachment used fire and manoeuvre tactics to 
~1 s p a tc h _ the e nemy be fore wi thd rawing tactica ll y from thei1 
c.;omprom1sed l?ca t1on. After the display Her Ro)•al Highness met Lt 
Blaydon Morn s and W02 (SSM) Young who had both provided the 
commentary. She then met the participants who were ably led by Cpl 
'Freddie' Starr. 

CO CLUSlON 
. The visit was a complete success and the Commanding Officer would 
Ilk~ t? thank all pe rsonnel for the time and effort that was put into the 
v1s1t l he feedback that.Regiment received was that Her Royal Highne s 
was very impressed with the profc~s 1 onalism and dedication from the 
personnel in the Regiment, especially with the level of commitments and 
Opcralwns with which 30 Sig Regt arc tasked. 

SUPPORT SQUADRO. 
'qn Comd Maj R. H. Glad11in 

SSM W02 (SSM) Young 
. The Squadron says farewell to W02 (SSM) 'Andy" Young thi month 

af ter two years hard work as the Sergeant Major of Support Squadron. 
The Sergeant Major is leaving lo lake up his new appointment as the 
RS\11 of 3 1 Sig Rcgt IV) and a well de. crvcd 'rest', at least that is what it 
seems like! 

REGJME. ·1A L . IOTOR TR.\ SPORT 
MTO Capt C. Johnson 
MT Sgt S gt anda 

A_ we enter the c 'Id season. a few change~ have been evident 
nolhmg new there then including a move from SQMS role to Gene Bay 
SS~t of SSgt T m not c;;;QMS any more' Cra\\ ford . Welcome onto the 
ration roll Pete an_d con~ratu lations on your recent wedding. Gene Bay 
has started to tlounsh quite well now, although till no sign of Cpl Hari. 

Maj 'Rod' Gladwin presenting W02 (SSM) 'Andy' Young with his 
farewell gift of a silver swan 

The lads have started to work well as a team and have produced ome 
quality work , sufficient in fact to cam a sports afternoon from the MTO. 
O_f cours.e, the MT remain busy, what with our involvement in Ex Purple 
Thad_ takmg us as far a Lyneham, but taking the rest of the Regiment to 
Florida . . ot all 1s doom and gloom however, and we did manage to send 
LCpls Bishop and Hill to Kenya on Ex Grand Prix (via Lyneham). Don't 
eve~ try to tell us it was a nightmare out there, you could have stayed 
behmd and end up m, well Lyneham. Thankfully the nations fuel crisi 
didn't quite hit as protesters had planned. Just as well rea lly, as we would 
have struggled to get all the details to Lyneham orted out. 

It 's not often we get to announce promotions in the MT, but much 
de crvcd congratulations go to igs eil Grainger and Andy Middle 
who recently came off the ignaller-Lance Corporal promotion board. All 
those details to Lyneham eil. we told you it would see you promoted. 
Also congratulations to LCpl ·w Aitchison who came off the Lance 
Corporal- orporal promotion board (thanks again to Lyneham). MT Tp 
could be forgiven for thinking that there was a representative from 
Lyneham on the promotion boards! Happy days in MT Tp. as we took to 
the football field to play the Pay Packets from TM Tp. adly TM Tp were 
short of a couple or players (too busy down the bank we think), and the 
MTO Capt J ohnso n howed his loyally and said he'd play for the Pay 
Packets. Goals from Cpl 'Feddie' Starr (4), LCpl 'Ronald' Pierrpoint 
(2) and Sig cil G rainger helped u to run out worthy winner by seven 
goals to two. ig Prabin was gutted he didn't play - he was in Lyncham. 

Lots. to look_ forward to in the next few months. The Regimental afe 
and ki lled Driving omp being run by Sgt 'Ash' Ingha m is tarring to 
ta~c shape, and we have our Xm~s Function being run by Sig ndy 
Middle. Just check w11h Lyneham first though. Andy. that 6 December is 
OK with them before you start to book things. 

EX_ER _TSE RU EL '!°O E 2000 (27 - 29 OCTOB ER 2000) 
Exercise Runnel tone 1 a Dam h Home Defence Exerci c. This year 

the Regiment was tasked to deploy a 10-man team to act a ·enemy". Our 
mission was to plant an explosive device on two cparate taroets. On 
arriva l in Denmark we were split into 2 x S man ec tion a~d each 
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allocated a Danish reservist. After a short journey. by Bedford 4 tonncr, 
we were dropped off to rccce our objectives Patrol Calls1gn l B was led 
~y Sgt 'Awsome· Burd us and Callsign I A was led by C pl 'Fredd ' 
Sta_rr. After both carrying o_ut successful mght recces of our objectives, 
wh1.ch mcluded a b_o nus prisoner for Cpl . t~rr, both patrols laid up 
dunng the next day. fh1 s time was spent finahsmg our plans so that when 
mg~1t fa ll came. we were ready to move out (surprisingly no chopper was 
ava ilable). Patrol I B successfully completed their mission gain mg much 
praise fr~m the _Home Guard. Patrol I A on the other hand had a much 
rougher lime of 11. When ma~ing our way up to our objective, we found ii 
guard7d by every ?'an and his dog. As a consequence the patrol was split 
and Cpl Freddy Star~, was le ft to be ' the one that got away' . The 
M1ss1on was_fmally achieved (while sustaining heavy GPMG fire). but 
we got there m the end. The most sati sfying moment came at the de-brief 
whc~ we heard that some o f the Special Forces had been caught and that 
30_ Sig Regt were. the only unit to. take a prisoner. The boy· thoroughly 
g~J,~yed the exercise, and all that 1s left to say 1s role on 'Runnel tone 

256 SIG AL SQUADRON 
Sqn Comd Maj J. W. Cooper 
SSM W02 (SSM) Keen 
SQU DRO MOTOR TRA SPORT 

LCpl Comery organi ed a 24hr sponsored row in October to raise 
mon~y for _a !alking aid for Marc Raven. a young man suffering from a 
one .m a million cond111on that has een his health deteriorate. The event 
participators were Capt Finnie, W02 Blade, LCpl Mason, L pl lade 
and LCpl Comery. The money rai ed was sufficient for the talk aide and 
we thank the Regiment for their generosity in spon orship. 

The Sponsored Row Team 

ALPHA T ROOP 
Tp Comd Flt Lt Paul Pearce 
Tp Sgt Sgt Paul torev 

Ex Purple lliad was a PJHQ led war-fighting exercise invol\ing the 
JTFHQ staff, supported ably once again by per onnel from around the 
Regiment. The main headquarters wa located at MacDill AFB Tampa 
Bay. Florida with outstations ituated at 1ew Orlean . Atlanta a~d outh 
Carolina. The Exercise wa conducted during the period 28 October 2000 
- 22 ovember 200? and,~ you will read here, war really i hell. The big 
day had frnally a'.nved with the advance party setting off in the early 
hour of the mommg of2 October 2000 to catch their 36-hour fligh t to 
MacD1ll AFB, Tampa, with a brief top o er in Gander, ewfoundland. 
On the _night of 7 ovcmber with everybody nO\\ in Tampa, it wa the 
done thing to get the cenic tour of the I IQ from the Ex S M. gt Paul 

torcy and then head for the Enh ted Club for a fe\\ 5 Pitchers of Bud. 
gt Dave _Oliver ccmed to enjoy hi golden midnight shower from an 

unknown mght-stalker, although Sig Daz Tm A ex God' Le\\i was 
quickly sent to ew Orleans the ne. t day with ig Dean ·Tc tosterone' 
Robe~ts, fo r the remainder of t~e Exerci e. Al o on the first night of the 
Exercise. a few of the lad decided to take it upon themselve co choo ·c 
where they lept. Thi involved a few lad . leeping with ta ff Officer· or 
waking then~ up all night a king them if they were called Chris. This 
a pp hes pa~t1cularl~ to _ig ·Lets Lo.ok t !he iew' Jone , ig \I 
ccs~m , S1~ Tom Amen~an P·ycho Beerling and ig Chris ·Howa) 

Lads Beathe. On the ocml side of tht. very hard and tinng exercise. 
the.re _were plenry of acti itie on offer for the long days spent on camp. 
This 111cluded a beach, a golf coui c, a shopping centre and Rcstauranb . 
One of the most popular attrac tion · \ ere kiffs (a \·cry low powered 
speed boat) th~t cou ld be hired for a_small fee. ig Dave ·Lucky' 
Rodwell and Sig · Let · Look t The 1ews All ight" Jone enjoyed 
these boat the most. They broke down and were drifiina for se\'cn hour. 
in hipping lanes unti l they were finally r' cued b\' the c~ast uuard (mcc 
one lad ). • ~ 

. To briefly touch on the working of the F'lcrci e. I \\Ou Id like 10 >a) a 
big thank you to everybody who worked on the F detachment. l his 
was by far tJ1e hardest working det on the Exercise (Oh rea lly!? OC Tp) 
led by Cpl Brett Tvc Been To E\'er. Ladies Bar· Grist, myself and Si~ 
Dave 'Lucky' Rod1~ell. Bccau.c \ \ C worked so hard throughout thee \\C 
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decided to treat oursehes to some R«R at the end. \ c all. packed ou.r 
b 1gs and \\ent off to outh Beach Miami. where we found tt hard to sit 
do\m and chill out ''1th all the lovel_ ladie: walking pa scd. pl B1·ctt 
·1\c Been To E'en Ladie, Bar' Grist found it harder than most so he 
took a fc,, r 1eture: of the lo\'ely ladie ; forty-two piclllre. in one bar 
actual\~. _ig OaH ·Lucky' . Rod'"~ll was grateful o_r only bemg .:!O year: 
old and not being able to dnnk. sa' ,pg his money with an early mg.ht back 
at the hotel. Better luck next. car ·:•.oddcrs"! . 

Back to the main exercise. Fo1 those off-duty. Srt Gaz 'Money~ags 
huck :ct up a quadron Bar in one of the hangar 0•1-site, ably a sisted 

by pl ·Willie· \\ill-Cock, LCpl Phil ·\~hen .wa. The La, t Time I \~a 
ob r· Dransfiel(I nnd ig Prakash . Tiu, quickly became the. mee~mg. 

place bc.:fon.: going on t.o th~ Enlisted tub.and a great place to np-off ~he 
,taff officers. The Qutz 1ght wa defmttely one. to remem?er. Wh\:r; 

pl lim •\tilitar~ abbage' , cott got the quest!on from 1 • anyones 
gue. s. \\'c . till can't belie\'e that· ll!ck · on Heat won fir. t pnze. \\h)'. 
Si~ tu Hemming \\'8 . on their team and why Cpl \' . o· Bud.dy 
. Iclmo h decided to tra h her own room. Generally though. the 111ght 
11nr activities imohcd going down town to Ybor city or. as the Tech · 

JFHQ Sig Sqn and US support at the end of Ex Beach party 
found out. there were plenty of 'other places' to go. The Tech bullies JTFHQI task over then we were straight onto the ~egimcntal . hooting 
included gt \lark Ebdon, Cpl Barney Grey, Cpl Craig Ander on, and Camp run by the Training Wing. This was a fantastic opportumty to let 
Cpl Gina Atkinson. the snipers amongst the Troop get onto the ground and make the mo t of 

A big ·Thank You' is extended to the 501 Crew commanded by Cpl the facilitie and opportunities that this full range package offered. 
Dave Mardonald, Sig 'Taff' Colwell and Sig Chris 'Have You Met My Unfortunately the entire Troop was not available to do thi , as we had 
fate. The General' Beattie, for getting the footy scores on Saturday. already deployed a number of teams onto other ta ks. 

This helped decide a much debated bet over the Middlesborough and Sgt ' Scouse' Parry. and his crew were on their way to Kc.nya as part 
. ·ewcastle match; a big waaaaaah goe out to SSgt Paul Storey, and well Ex Grand Prix in support of l Battalion Scott Guards. havmg already 
done to Sig Chris "Howay Lads· Beattie for getting your day off and proved themsel e , holding the Regimental lef? on Exercise Y!?fCt Globe 
sa' mg your shirt from being bumt. at Bramcote. Cpl Bri Wilson in the meantrme was m Cors ica on Ex 

A job ''ell done to all the tclcmechs under the supervision of LCpl Arrcade Fusion in support of 16 Sig Regt. In the mean time the rest of the 
'Fergic' Ferguson, with LCpl mith, ig Whalle. and Sig Richard on. Troop on their return from battle camp would be getting rea.dy to deploy 
rhe main comms asset on the exerci e was JOCS worked by Cpl to America. Ex Purple llliad, (or Internal Look depending on what 
'Mantac' '.\1cintosh, Sig Colin 'Action Man' Robertson and Si~ Kate country you come from) was a JTFHQ Exercise designed to estabh h a~d 
'This ls Good' '.\1arsh. The ICC was run by Cpl 'Slim · Scott. and test our working relationships with our American Allies. This resulted rn 
mcluded pl Harrison (258 ig qn), Cpl Barker (258 Sig Sqn), LCpl <lets being spread throughout the Deep South or America. B Tp wa 
·. "obby' Clarke, Sig tu Hemming, Leanne Penton, Kelly MacLean tasked to support the Maritime, Logistic, and Land Component 
(258 Sig qn) and .lohn 'Lurch' Roberts. All in all it was the best Commander Headquarters for the exercise. ffcetivcly this meant one 
E:>.crcise I have per onally been on in my career, I really recommend team supporting a mall two star headquarters in Atlanta, another 
South Beach Miami to anyone going, the ladies are unreal ! supporting l 02 Log Bdc in New Orleans, and a third team supporting a 

bunch of sailors in Tampa. The Americans 1,rovcd themselves to be very 
enthusiastic, and helpful. The out Dcts worked particularly hard, havmg 
deployed later. and having to rely for the main part on American bearer 
systems that the Dcts found themselves mastering into order to trouble 
shoot for the Americans. Help was always at hand over the phone from 
Tampa. Just as they all worked hard they played hard also in the last few 

BRA\OTROOP 
Tp Comd Lt John Dagless 
Tp. Sgt SSgt \1c~air 

Ha' ing finall; stood down from the RI and R-1 commitment the 
lruop nO\\ finds itself in a ,upportmg role. ! laving been at R l for over 
h;n months. deployed on two Operations, and stood too for a dozen others 
it come> as a bit of a culture shock to step out of the unknown and into 
the chaotic Regimental exercise program. ·o sooner had we handed the 
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days in America. . . 
A warm welcome is sent out to ig Allen and ig Lado who JOll1 us 

from 7 Sig Rcgt and 19 Mech Bdc respectively, and goodbyes to LCpl 
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Cooper who is posted to JCUNl. and Dickie DaYi~ and Theresa 
Jln111pto11 as thi.:y join Civ Orv. 
CHARLIE TROOP 
Tp OC Lt Lucy Pim 
Tp SSgt SSgt Phil Jovce 

Having b..:cn out of role for a couple of months, Charlie f'p took on the 
role ot' S_Pearhcad .Tp. We all )ooked fo rward to a trip somewhere new 
and exotic and wmlcd wrth baited breath for the pagcrs to go off. Well. 
that lash:d all of five minutes, then reality set in. The message came down 
from on high that we wcrcn 't going to add a new stamp to the passport, 
but rn tead would haw the pleasure of rcturn111g to ierra Leone, to set 
up the Joint Task Force HQ Mk 2! Cpl ·1t's not my tent' ~olan was 
parucul:!rly pkascd at the thought of seeing the dreaded JTFHQ tcntage 
again! When we landed in Lungi it was as though we'd never been away 

thi.: ktd who'd .hung around the gate at the old HQ, came and hung 
around a· we walled to deploy to the new HQ nothing like a familiar 
lace to make yo~i fed nght at home! This was the first time we had made 
it ~ast the gates of the airport. so seeing the surrounding area was 
cnlighten111~ to say the least. After a nrght on the RFA, we were up early 
to head on an<.1 start the build of the HQ. The <cnt erection went like 
clockwork, dc:.p 1c the heat; and wrthin 48 hours the HQ was all singing 
all dancin!? Out>tanding! ' 

Lifi.: in ->Jerra t.cone had definitely improved 'incc last time. from our 
purnt ot vrew. ieforc, we were living in I 2x 12 'on the edge of the 
Jlmglc' nnd 0011 we were neighbours with the President: air con. TV . 
gym kit and a swimming pool (empty) included! Things were certainly a 
bit m?rc bcarabtt:' When we arrived at DHQ in Freetown a Troop from 
250 Gurkha Srg SL1n were already there. proYtdrng comm for the JMATI 
and Combined Op. ell. So once the routines se1tled in. we started the 
job of integrating the Gurkha Tp into the HQ the cunning plan being to 
hand-~lvcr to them, Jnd escape! Thankfully all went to plan. and the 
maJOrtty of th<: Troop is now back in glorious Bramcote! 

Congratulations and welcome go to LCpl Nath Hadlev on hi arrival 
to the Troop and on coming ofT the board (and on squeeLing an Op in 
already!). Al o, a warm welcome to LCpl Aaron Gars ide and Sio Claire 
E!kins on thei r arrival to the Troop. And a big round of applau ; to igs 
Sr P~wcll , Gaz Shaw and .lo Wood on well deserved promotions! 
Charlre Tp now face preparations for whistle-stop tour in Kosorn at the 
beginning of next year; and we are all looking forward to the chance to 
relax next year as part of the out of role Squadron. Bags of adventure 
traming and the like on the card ! 

258 SIG AL SQUADRO 
Sqn Comd '\llaj P. Deans 
. M W02 (SSM) Forrester 

Our preparation period for taking on JTFHQ was curtailed by the 
Regiment's commitment to Sierra Leone and as 256 Sig Sqn deployed we 
took on the Spearhead Lead Element and Joint Task Force Headquarters 
2/Shadow. Amid t thr busy period, W02 (YofS) Knight and family 
finally deserted 30 ig Regt to lend a hand at PJHQ - so the ·ta ked· 
becomes the 'tasker'. His replacement is W02 {YofS) Goodlife who has 
esca ped from 250 GSS. In addition, the Squadron have received 
trcme11dous results from the Signaller to Lance Corporal and Lance 
Corporal to Corporal Boards - a ·Well Done' to everyone concerned. 

DELTA TROOP 
Tp Comd Lt Chris Smith 
Tp SSgt SSgt Jim Lyons 

Alter a great two weeks in Gibraltar on Ex Cygnet Rock. a Troop level 
exercise to practice medium range llF communications, we returned to 
start preparing for the RI Role a JTFHQ ignal Squadron in December. 
Due to 256 ig Sqn re-deplo) ing to Sierra Leone we immediately took on 
the Spearhead role at the beginning or October. After the Troop prepared 
itself for the pearhead Lead Element ( LE) rok we were al o ta kcd 
with providing a JTFHQ 2 Headquarters a well. This involved the Troop 
putting together a HQ complc and preparing the remainder of the Troop 
to be at RI. We were then called out to Aldershot to demonstrate our 
readiness and capabilities to Comd 12 Mech Bde who wa obviou ly very 
impre. sed. Following our call out. the Troop deployed on Ex Sarum Bear 
as JTFllQ 2 for a wee!- in the field on alisbury Plain. which wa a ery 
successful cxerci e where much experience wa gained. Following the 
last two extremely succe ·ful promotion boards, the Troop would like to 
congratulate the following people on promotion to orporal. LCpl 'M J" 
Holt, L pl 'Andy· Wright. Also congratulations goc out to Sig 'Ian· 
Andrews. ig ' Ian' Jar den, ig ' cil' Climpson and Sig "Richie' 
Maybank. on promotion to Lance Corporal. Finally this month we would 
like to ay, 'Farewell," to Sgt "Billy' Kidd who has left the Troop to 
spend a short time in the crypto cell, before lem ing Brnmcotc for Brunei. 
We wish him and his familv all the best for the future and thank him for 
all the support he has given to D Tp in the past. 

ECHO TROOP - hy I.Cpl Stu 'Bubbles' Engleby 
Tp 0 Cnpt Karl Jeeves 
Tp S gt SSgt Alan Combe 

It's been a busy period for Echo Tp with a ho t of ne" faces arri\ ing 
and some of the older one leaving for pastures ne\\. o it' ·Hello" to 
Capt Karl 'Cu11ains' Jccvc fre h from recruit training and 10 S gt Al 
·screaming Skull' Combe who joins us from 216 ig qn. \: e have 
bidden farewell to Sgt ·ooc· Halliday who has left to teach all the nice 
Navy boy · down at HMS Colli11g1rood. lso it"s been goodbye to Cpl 
'Paddy' llcvan who ha left for NI aller completing his re-trade, to Cpl 
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Dave 'Crater' Carter who has also left to go over the \\atcr. There are 
also goodbyes to Cpl Lynsay 'Xena \!.arrior' Hon son who has made the 
step to civvy street, LCpl Lee 'Pickle" 1'icol who is ofT to Blandford to 
impart his knowledge in Radcx Tp. fmally, goodbye to LCpl. tu "Bellv' 
Engleb; who departs for 21 Sig Rcgt. • 

We have also had a the good news of promotions in the Troop "ith 
LCpls Jeff 'Jeffers' Ford . Tony ·Big Arms· Gallagher, 'Big' Fred 
Hatard and Lee 'pickle' , ·icol all coming ofT the Corporal Board. Also 
Sigs Mick 'Blinking' Allan , '\llichelle 'Cilia' Black. Dion 'Celine' 
Fotheringham, John 'Kebab' Lawrence and Lee 'Simmo' Simmon~ all 
getting the first foot on the ladder wrth promotion to Lance Corporal In 
summary .- Echo Tp rsn 't that bad a place to come! Further 
congratulatrons arc extended to ig 'Cilia' Black and husband John on 
the birth of their baby daughter Shannon. 

To celebrate the passing of the members of the Troop "'ho are leaving 
us Cpl Pete 'Wmkt:r' Watson organised a trip to the local bowling alley. 

gt Al "The Gay One' Barker excelled himself with the amount of din 
he could find on those who were leaving and then it was time to start 
bowling. Cpl Lynsay 'Xena· Howson took great pleasure in chastismg 
several members of the staff when her lane developed a temporary 
malfunction. A good time was had by all. 

EXERCISE ABLE ALLY 
Ex Abk Ally is an annual SHAPE Exercise that is usually to be 

accompanred by a number of 'hiccups' and this year did not disappoint. It 
started wtth the ferry crossmg from Ramsgatc to Ostcnde being delayed 
by 16 hours due to the horrific weather at the end of October. o the 
Ramsgate Branch of McDonald's was duly eaten out of Big Macs and 
'Lard' Fries. evertheless, the crossing was extremely choppy to say the 
least (everyone had to go and lie down!). but we eventually arrived in the 
exercise location m one piece. After the haky start. the exerci c went 
well ~it's the fir t time that it's worked in ten years), although the auto 
track mg on the VSC 50 I dido ·t work properly o the crew was reduced to 
manually re-pointing the dish (hard luck). Recovery to Bramcote was 
another very tiring journey but we made it back at 0530hrs on the 11 

ovember to be met by gt Barker at the Guard Room who said, 'It's 
always nice to see a friendly face, lads!' 

FOXTROT TROOP 
Tp Comd Lt Mogs outhern 
Tp SSgt SSgt tu Fiddler 
HALES A. D F REWELL 

This month we say hello to the following new arri al : Cpl · eil' 
Harrison from 15 Sig Regt, Cpl ' Ronnie ' Barker from TACP, LCpl 
·Joe' Krikorian from the Comsec Monitoring Team, ig Clare Louden 
from R S Blandford. La tly, al o from IS ig Regi_ to ig ·Beef Kirton. 
welcome to you all. I hope you have a uccessful tour with us. We are 
aying a lot of goodbyes. Be t wishes for the future go to LCpl Kate 

Deal who is posted to JCUNI, LCpl Ian Richardson and family. LCpl 
i Dennison and LCpl Gav Sayers who all leave for civvi treet - good 

luck to you all. 

CONGRAT LATIO 'S 
The following personnel arc congratulated for being selected for 

promotion: LCpl Jim Stewart on promotion to Corporal, LCpl ndy 
Ar mitage on promotion to Substan ive Lance Corporal, also Sig 
'Smudge· Smith, Sig Danny Thwaites and io Kelly i\laClcan for 
promotion to Lance Corporal - well done all of you. 

'EW I BRIEF 
It has been a hectic time for the Troop of late. A couple of months ago 

the Troop were decimated by the deployment to Op Ba ilica in ierra 
Leone: Approximately half the Troop deployed whil t the other half 
remained in camp. The tour turned out to be a real eye-opener for ·ome 
(tho e not operationally qualified), with the hostage ituation and 
Operation BARA being thrown in at least we were not bored! At last 
the Troop are all back together for what seem to be another very bus) 
period ahead of us. We are now in preparation to receive the JTFHQ en 
ma ·se from 256 Sig qn at the end of ovcmber. this will onl) gi\'e us a 
few weeks to prepare our clve for the forthcoming excrci ·e ; at home 
and away. -

Slst BIRTHDAY IN BALKANS - hy LCpl Sim Cho~11,111gi. A.oso1·0 
The Queen• Gurkha Signals celebrated iL 51 t Birthday in Balkans on 

23 eptembcr '.WOO. Originally the Regiment wa · e tablishcd on I \fay 
1949 in Malaya. which mark, the formation of the Regiment and ha, 
served with the Indian rmy a the Indian Anny ign)I Corps in twenties 
and thirtie . However. the Gurkha ig.nals wen~ granted permission to 
wear a Corp Badge. on 23 cptembcr 1953 in Lumjung Camp. 
Kaulalumpur. In 1977 I !er Maje ty the Queen granted her Royal title of 
Queen' · Gurkha Signals. In 19 3 the unit was recon·tructcd up to a 
Regiment Level. con isting of RHQ and four quaclron in ! long Kong. 
Further detachment wa · ·et up in Brunei, epal and the UK. Alter the 
hand-o er or Hong Kong to the hincse authority. the QG ' ig.nals has 
been reduced to a inglc quaclron level. currently based at Bramcotc "' 
part of 30 ig Rcgi. 30 ig Regt i · an operational unit. \\ hi<:h prm ides 
secure trategic satellite communications back to UK for Britrsh Force' 
nnd ATO Forces from any conflict areas. ince the b~ginnmg of the 
Kosovo crisi~. 250 Gurkha ig qn deployed 111 Op Agricola \\ ith an 
intention to pro' ide secure communication for I IQ BRITFOR and I IQ 
M B ( lulti- ational Arrgaclc Centre). ,\ · our 51 st Regimental 
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13irthJa\ "a~ approaching clos r and_ clo ·er. " : QG ign~l p0rs~n~: J~cidcd.to eelebmte 1t in th'atre. Therefore. on 23 ep_ternbcr -00 \\e.a_. 
la cd football and ba kctball which w~ orgamscd by . pl ~a 11 

~·uruno ,\t ~lHOhr:, the birthdav ctii't' cuttmg ceremony took place 111 
,~ hich '"'0 ;,r Tr~op' OC. Lt B.~iokP•. and Troop ta ff _se~g~a1~1. 
.• j!t arayanbahadur Bhandari wen' mvoh·e~. ome g~1csts \\;r~ ~l's? 
111, itcd. \\'hen the) all gathered aro~nd. . gt arayan Bn~~1da~ 1 ga\c ,a 
hort bnefabout th Regimental History. 11pan Tapan sta1ted_nght aft1.:~ 

;ht: bri fing with two pints rule. followed b. buffet. Finally the 
cd ·brat ion c-nd 'd up at around 2330hrs. 
Jai Queen': Gurkha _ignal! 

Why not pay your 
subscription by Direct Debit? 

Ring 01258 482079 
and we will send you a form 

SSgt Narayan Bhandari and Lt Booker 
Birthday Cake Cutting Ceremony 

32nd (SCOTTISH) SIGNAL REGIMENT 
(VOLUNTEERS) 

co 
RM 

Lt Col J K McKee '.\'IBE 
WOI (R :\I) Hilborn 

Q ADRO ' (V) 
Iaj lorna trachan 

M W02 ( M) Davey Crocket 
CO 'GR4.T LATI01 S . 

There have been a number of reasons to celebrate in the Highland 
quadron over the past thr_ee months. Congratulations go to ·~~b?y' 

Henderson on hi promouon to Corporal a nd to our chef Chi 1stme 
'Delia' Simp on on her prom?tion to Lance Co~poral. Also promoted 
recently were ~1ichelle Rettie and Dave David on , b~nh to Lance 
Corporal, well done: Celebration and nappie abound m the :raylor 
household with the birth of Ben to gt Claire Taylor and Cpl Ricb~rd 
Ta) lor. Finally, congratulations also go to <?Cdt Colin Bruce ~n pa smg 
the Territorial Commis ion Board. We will of course be 1ak111g every 
opportunity from now on to ·1e t' hi officer potential. 

LCpl Simpson and Cpl Henderson 
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LCpl Davidson and the CO 
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l{EGIME TAL A UAL CA IP 
The Squadron enjoyed considerable success at annual camp , 

performing well in both Ex Saltire and Ex Hor eshoe. Ex Horseshoe saw 
our N RS dets scattered around the north west of England and south 
west of Scotland. The Squadron CP was located al Longtown, with our 
OC, Maj Morna Strachan. Capt Linda Duncan. SSM 'Davie' 
Crockett and PSI. SSgt 'The Scottish Scouser' Leach providmg tratlic 
and various incidents, assisted by Regimental Recruit Training Team staff 
and rccniits. 

Things were going well all round until Lt Milne Weir and OCdt 
Davidson of 52 Sqn volunteered to act as refugees. Setting ofT on their 
own having not waited to be fully briefed on the rules of engagement, 

they procecd.:d to visit B2 detachment, located at Carlisle Airfield. Their 
first mistake was trying to steal rations and equipment from the D.:t, 
commanded by Sgt Mike Webb. LCpl Michelle Rettie immediately sent 
a sit-rep to the CP while ig Ricky Melia and gt Mike Will~ gave 
chase. While trying to evade gt Will - quite a feat in itself, Lt Weir 
had not noticed Sig Melia. and took rcfUgc in the <lets conveniently sited 
portaloo, upon which ig Melia promptly locked it from the outside -
leaving the said Lt Weir in the - well an awkward position. Lt Weir was 
eventually freed from his hideout at which point he decided to call 
E DE_X on the scenario for some unknown reason, although the thought 
of endmg up 'blue' wa:; evident in hi face. We wish Lt Weir all the be t 
and hope he will soon be 'regular' again. 

i 35 (SOUTH MIDLAND) SIGNAL REGIMENT 
(VOLUNTEERS) 

xxxv 
SLIP SIDI 'G AW\Y 

Looking out o my office window at Rugby TAC during the early 
evening of Friday 24 November watching the preparations for our 
deployment on Ex Silver Buuard I took comfort in the fact that the 
weather was rca onably calm and the prospect of a dry exercise was 
looking good! 

Thi was doubly reas ·uring a· our 3econd lin • in pection wa to begin 
immediately after the exercise and the thought of our technical equipment 
caked with mud filled me with horror. I allowed myself the lux ury of 
relaxing for a while until 1 over-heard the weather forecast on the radio 
and as I li<;tened intently the colour drained visibly from my face. 

The calm before the storm 
Sgt Martin Walton (R) with the Regimental FofS 

Storms had once again been forecast for the We t Midlands and 
Worcestershire - our deployment area. and were likely to persist for the 
whole weekend, o the exercise area was bound to be awa h with mud and 
other hazards . I tried 10 remain calm and keep the news from our detach
ments that were now waiting patientl y at the Main Gate for the order to 
move. I then decided that in the interests of maintaining good morale IO 
keep the news to myse lf but drew back from promising them a comfort
able exercise and relied on the old chestnut that the weekend wa going to 
prove ideal to improve all of their comms and personal kill . I bit my 
tongue in a desperate effort to stop myself from saying that some urvival 
sk ills would also come in u ful during the weekend. but thi thought fiz
,ded out as the vehicle engine ignited and I was engulfed by a cloud of 
cxhnu t fumes. As I waved them a cheery farewell I returned to the com
fort of my office feeling a little guilty. Ex Silver Buzzard wa our first 
Commcx for many month it wa therefore essential for it to take place to 
shake out the cobwebs that had gathered on both manpower and equip
ment and practise unit level comms procedures, which had not be..:n tested 
since Annual Camp back in June. Despite the appalling weather the exer
cise was deemed a huge uccess by the Regimental Ops stafT and the 0, 
Lt Col tephen Potter, and his Ops OITr. Maj Chris Edwards, were visi
bly re lieved and commented that many important le sons had been learnt. 
Eve1yone had perfonned well de pite the limitations impo ed by the 
weather and morale was boosted when the CO declared an early cndcx o 
that the recovery back to TAC could run as smoothly and afcly as po si
ble. Fo11Unately everyone returned ate and sound if not a little ' eath r 
beaten to be greeted by your truly and n h t meal. Well thi was the least I 
could do before they tackled the enormou task of removing half of 
Worcestershire from our vehicle fl eet, cable and equipment Viewing all 
of this with a detached air that could almost be de cribtd as excruciating 
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and despairing was our solo Tech gt Martin Walton who commented 
that the biggest mistake he made was not lock ing the gate before deploy
ment and throwing away the key. To say that he wa mortified \\hen the 
hot jet wash failed after only three vehicles had been steam cleaned is per
haps an under tatement - not even hi immen e technical skills could 
resolve that problem. although in desperation he did try and almo t ent 
the steam cleaner into orbit! He need not have feared the econd line 
inspection, although highlighting many problems - not of his making I 
might add - went as well as could be expected in the circumstances and he 
is now back to bis old self. Well at least he was until the Landrover he wa 
given to carry out a Regimental task the following week broke down in the 
middle lane of the M6. Cursing and swearing and with a major sense of 
humour fa ilure, he managed, more by luck than mechanical expertise, to 
get the vehicle going again and continued on his journey. To add in ult to 
injury a few miles fUrther on he was pulled up by the police for having a 
faulty brake light! Happy 1 ew Year Martin, thing can only get better! 

FU 'DRAI ING F N 0 I THE GRE T 'ORTH R 
The Regiment is renowned for it fund raising activi ties especially for 

those charities local to the West Mid lands and in particular the Prince 
Diana Children · Hospital. Thi year we had a slight change in direction in 
raising money for our traditional charities and rurned our allention and 
main effort towards raising enough money for a Guide Dog for the Blind. 
All we had to do now wa find a suitable high profile activity that would 
guarantee maximum support and the Great orth Run fined the bill exact
ly. Twelve members of the Regiment initially sponsored by 89 Sqn, who 
provided the entry fee for each runner, entered the event. which took place 
in the ewc.astle area on Sunday 22 October. The team enuy wa deftly 
managed and controlled by SSgt ndy Egan who received tremendou 
support from all team members in ecuring adequate ponsorship and 
pledges. An unprecedented 36,822 finishers , including the regimental 
team. cro sed the fini h line and whether or not you were first or la t the 
en e of achieveme111 and fulfilment was exactly the ame. While it would 

have been nice to have got a team member in the first twelve place (which 
were reserved exclusively for the World's greare t marathon tars), Cpl 
Adrian Proffitt in particular was more than happy with his 13,641 po i
tion finishing with a triumphant print. We now share something in com
mon with the Great North Run as both of us have now come of age. The 
Great orth Run has no' grown into Britain 's most popular road race and 
the World 's bigge t half marathon while the Regiment ha now extended 
its charitable efforts over a much wider area embracing many national as 
well a local chari ties. Pledge are now being collected so if you owe the 
team money please make good your commitment. Early indication show 
that we should raise in exce s of £2000 and early in the ew Year we 
expect to make a special pre entation to the Guide Dog Charity and hope 
to receive some va luable publicity for the Regiment at the . amc time. Con
tinuing with the fundraising efforts the Regiment i al ·o plea ed to report 
that members of 48 ig qn. who are maintaining their upport for Ward 9. 
raised the magnificent sum of £500 forthc Princes Diana hildren 's llo ·
pital and a cheque was pre, ented to the ho pital on arurday 9 December 
by ig 1 cil Colledge and \ 02 Carol Eden. 

SI ·JPLY HAVI 'GA WO DERF L CH Rf TM TIME 
While compo ing these note , I couldn't help thinking how qu1ckl) the 

year has gone by and we are already into the fe tive ea ' On and the franti 
efforts have begun in earne t to prepare for and frequent many functions. 
Once again I also find my elf wi th a tight deadline IO meet a thee note · 
mu t meet the Wire hristma deadline or no turkey for me this fosuve 
season. As u ual with th TA all function are very much a family amur 
and old, new and honorary members -hare fond memories" hi le enjoying 
good food, drink and ho pitality. I do find my ·elf reflecting from time to 
time that like others throughout the Rcgimelll , here I am organi mg Ill) 
own major function with a ·mall but dedicated team and I a. k myself 1s it 
all really appreciated. l c cryone fully aware of the painsiakmg effort. 
required to en urea succe ful timction and are my own pen,onal endeav
ours worthwhile? The only analogy I can 11 c i that it is . imilar to bu ing 
a Chri tma· pre cnt for your children. You don't reall) kno\\ if the) arc 
going to like it until the moment they open the pre ent, you \\atch "ith 
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ncnous anticipation,, hi le waiting for that rea ''!ring, hnck of joy a?d tl~c 
mile on th' fa e that .a 'Sit alL Th n your con!1dcnc and sclf_e tc~n~ 1 

dcstrn) ·ti as you watch them discard the expcn ·ne and_thoughtful pie ~nt 
and phi\' with the bo:-.. mstcadl Function are a little like.that and 1. fmd 
my~clf \,aiting ncn· u ·I) for .~:.·miles an~ laughter to emerge ~) .tore l 
allo" my~clf the lu:-..ury of rcla:,mg will 1t b 11stletoe and \\ hme or 
Eat. Drink and be \1crry! . " , . 

Fortunate!\ this Chrisuna., so far. has been fuli ;:,f succ<: sful fu1~ct1ons 
and as u~ual started with the Council Hou c Dinner ( uperb~ organt-e? by 
\la' Richard Hemmings) \\htch took place on aturday ~ Dec.ember m 
tho~e illu~mou; :urround~ of the City. of Birmingham Couiml . House. 
. p'cial gue·t· included th' Right Worshipful Lord ~ayorofl31.rmmgham, 

Ur Te;:-esa te\\art and her es Ort, the Ma.ter of 1gnals laJ Gen I. 0. 
J. · prackling. OBE, Comd 143 Bde, Brig Andre\\ ~leek,_ Comd 11 Bd~, 
Brig Jonathan Cook and the Chai~an of the \\est_ Midland Rescne 
Force. ssociation. Brig John Patnck. The Honoiary oloncl, ol 
B · Fo on and the CO. Lt ol tcplten Potter. welcomed all of our 
,;~i~I guests. \.1uch to the urprise of the recipient-, the c;o also to?k. th~ 
opportunity during the e,·ening to announce three promotion. to th~ 1a!1~ 
of Captain. and we extend our wam1es1 con~ratula~ons to C~~t kq> 
\\alle\, Capt Carolyn Daly and Capt Chns Lewi on reccl\ mg their 
earl\ Chri trna pre ent. On Friday 8 Dcccm?er both HQ and 9 qn h Id 
their hristma functions in their re pecnve T. . Centre and by. ?ll 
accounts had a Imo ly enjoyable time. In 9 Sqn their master of theatrical 
de ign gt Charlie Waiker e. celled him elf this year when he presented 
a circus theme for their annual ba h. 

With hi deti theatrical kill he managed to tran_ form the quadron 
Training Hall into a Big Top complete with menagene and many ob cure 
a~ction including a ·Man Eati~g Fish'_ and even managed to encoura~c 

ig Kez Rea to don a Gorilla mt - no Jokes plea.e that the quadron 1s 
full of animal & clmrns anywa_ ! This e\"_en!ng was so su~cessful '!'at the 
traditional Santa's helpers failed to matenah e the followm& mornmg for 
Operation Clean Lp - but a I said before as I wa moppmg the floor. 
cleaning the table and building n mountam out of the sacks of waste, I 
drew comfort from the knowledge that they opened the pre ent . hnekt'd 
with joy. laughed and smiled all night, danced mllll the early hours and p~t 
lots of money behind the bar and that was good enough for me - no\\ I 
mu t hurry because I have that deadline to meet! 

-.--n 

) 

The Hon Col with Sgt Dave Butlin 

RECR IT PA S OFF PARADE . . 
Recruiting is occupy.mg our minds almost .on a. daily bas~s these .days .?s 

regular re rniung prm ides the !Jteblood n:, ,1n~ .rA unn . E_arly ~ext ye~r 
.-II cc a major recru1tmg 1111tiauvc and c.11np,11gn and we !~ope to gam 

~1~ny nC\\ recruit a~ a rl.'sult In antinpati('n ?f this the Regimental. web 
·t , · now up and runnmg and 1s currently bcmg updated by our resident 51 cbt a tc S •t \lai·t·111 \\·auon \).;c also ha,·c a new and rather elaborate we m, s r b • : · I h' · b · d ction brochure (compktc with nc\\ trade structure) t 1at ~1 s JUSt een 
~~lc~ised for its final pnnt. This ''i~l also be released to the Regimental .and 

uadron Recruiting !cams ' arly 111 the ne\\ year much to the relief of the Cb who is 110 doubt thankful that the West Midland RFA h.avc _agreed to 
ick up the additional cost of printing. T_he bro~hure followm~ ~ts rele~se 

~ill be i sued to all of our rccn11ts dunng their Phase I tra111111g which 
I ·id. me mcely to ~i\c a report on the final pass off parade 111 2000. The 
fi;ial pass off parade took place at C'anlcy on Sat 11 ov and ';'a '.·at~er 
unique in that only four potcnual recru its had survived out of ,m earlier 
induction of ahno t t\\cnty. In the absence of the CO, 0 
HQ qn, Muj Rick) Logan. conducted the pa s off parade. 

--~--

He pre ented the award vf Best Recruit to a delighted and justifiably 
proud ig Brian Gale of95 Sqn. 

rm.---~--

The Course Photo 

37 SIGNAL REGIMENT (VOLUNTEERS) 

Cf) 
RSM 

Lt Col P. J. Grogan 
\\01 '.\1. C. Fisher 

EXERCI E HOR E HOE I 
The Regiment has been through some 1!1ajor chang~s in thi last 

reporting period, with the most important bemg the prac:1ce of our new 
role, this culminated in a Brigade FTX know a Ex Horseshoe I. Thts 
Exercise was to train and evaluate the Brigade's ability to deploy CRS m 
support of a national 1..i, deployment, following_ a .series of work up 
Cnmm and military training exercises. With bnef1ng and language 
training completed the day came to deploy 37 Sig Regt to the Pe.oples 
Republic of Duart (Scotland & orthern England): The Regiment 
e,tablished a forward mounting base at Barry Buddon m the Ca1rngorm 
foothill . after a successful road·move. all detachments arriving safely and 
amided Duarty· import tax at the border. The Regunent was blessed by the 
padre and then ble sed again by the RSM' in-theatre training package. 

Ht \DQL\RTERS Q ADRO 
qn Comd !\1aj J. Rile} 

SS\1 W02 G FraLCr 
Da~ I . !'he arduous Journey to the far reaches of the East Coast of 

'cotland took place on Saturday 9 September 2000. A journey that took 
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over 24 hours with a 4-hour stop on that well known M6 car park and an 
over night stay in the five star campsite of Warcop, a much sou,ght after 
venue. oted for its beautiful scenery. flora and fauna. If you re really 
lucky you can hear the delig_htful songs fr?m the le seMpotted 5.56, 
accompanied by the sweet must~ of busy t~afflc of the babbling A66. A~er 
settling in and building our tacucal over mght shelters (with the excepuon 
of W02 (SSM) Frazer). The night passed peacefully or should I say as 
peacefully as it could. . 

Day 2 - Alier a hearty breakfast we set ofT suJtably refreshed (1109 from 
our over night stay for the second leg of the JOurney. Armed with our 
sumptuous (bursting at the scams) haverbag we endured another grucllmg 
six and a half-hours at the wheel. At last by l I 30hrs we reached Barry 
Buddon Camp to a well-organised reception. Af:1er ettling in un!oachn~ of 
stores/weapons etc we attended one of many briefings. The 0 s op~n1ng 
address was followed by a Drum I lead ·ervice, with HQ Sqn prov1chng 
excellent choral support. With the briefing over, everyone rcured for the 
night in readiness for the Military Training Phase of camp . , 

Day 3 - Monday 11 September 2000, saw the start of R f\'.1 ~o Ftsher.s 
Military Training Pha c of which the Squadron wa prov1d111g M1ht~1y 
Training Instructors for B , First Aid, Ranges, Fieldcraft and Tacucs 
during the next three days. The inclement weather did _not dampen our 
spirits, oakcd our skins yes, but morale rema111ed high, 1n the true 
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professionalism of the Squadron. The Regiment was split into 12 Sections 
and then divided into two groups. The REME LAD n:pres,·ntcd the 
Squadron ably ass isted by Sig 'Dorph-Photogenic' Lewis. The REME 
team, Lead by Sgt 'Jaffa' Rutter, Cpl StcYe 'it 1s' Gladnin, LCpl 
'Moose' Ferguson, 'Temple' Walshe and Cfn 'Radiator Cap' Coombes. 

dviscd by SSgt Phil ' It's my Fndcn' Oliver, SSgt Paul ' lloncst I'm not 
an Australian' Freeman. Military Skills was the order of the day, 
cnmprbing of NBC. Command tasks, Section Battle drills. FCO and 
1 lygicn..: in the fidd. The sections then moved to Sqn RVs to move into 
I !arbour areas ready for the night time activities. Due to the extreme 
weather conditions, the Squadrons wcre brought back into camp. The 
evening tasks still went ahead with a cut off time of midnight. 

Day 4 · This was the range packagl' with CQB. Section in Defence 
sh·iot. and MMTI. The weather had greatly improved and morale was 
high. 1 he skills learnt and refreshed m the previous days activities were 
put imo practice during the various activities at the range stands. 

Day S - A Military Skills competition was the highlight of the previous 
clays training. The LAD were honing their sk ills in preparation for Western 
Approaches. The RSM issued a batt le groups worth of AMMO and pyro 
and then lots nion:, (when.: did he get all that pyro) he gave a brief and then 
the comp..:tition startc:d with an assault onto an enemy position. The SSM 
ahly ,1. s1s1ed by Cpl 'What's this wire for?' Ha tings were acting as 
enemy for this first stand. · fasty' Hastings is now the Sqn Trip Flare 
cxn~•t. IUOO. of rounds were converted imo empty cases. with each 
si:ction atl >pting difTerent approaches to the assault The LAD assaulted 
the pos1ti1>n with gusto and all guns blazing. 

Maj Gen Grant Peterkin GOC 5 Div shares a joke with Cpl Clarke 
-- ------

Maj Hall is introduced to the Mayor of Dudley 
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March and Shoot, after catching their breath from their ,ucces:.ful 
assault they moved off to Stand I. A bnsk march around the traimng area 
followed by a falhng plate competition. Stand 2 Vehicle Comd Task. due 
to the late start and the unfair ad\antagc our team missed this stand out, or 
was tt because they couldn't face the embarrassment 1f they got beat by 
anothe1 Squadron. Stand 3 Battlefield First Aid Ex. OC HQ and SSgt 
'GI Jane haircut' Hughes put them through their paces, they did well 
considering by this timc they were 'chin strapped'. St.and 4 - BC 
Exercise, SSgt 'Paul' Freeman greeted the team by lobbmg an orange 
smoke grenade and shouting, 'GAS! GASI GA '' The smoke landed 
under the bonnet of the Land Rover the OC qn was dri\ ing. Every one 
emerged from the rover as if they had been tangoed. The OC was not 
amused. S gt Freeman 1s now enjoying his cookhou e fatigues! All in all 
a hard but valuable three days training. 

Day 6 - Exercise Preparation. much of the day was spent setting up !:ch 
Ops and preparing B Ech for deployment. 

Day 7 - 13 - The Exercise Phase, Ech Ops was manned by OC HQ, 
W02 (SSM) 'Get the Tea on' Frazer, WOI ( lTWO) Jim mile~. ·gt 
(SQ\1S) Dennis 'Can I park this Astra here' Wood, gt ' uc arc we on 
Zulu or tea-timings for shift change' Machin. Radio Oct • manned by 
SSgt 'Sigorni· Hughes, Cpl 'Honest, I only buy these magazines for the 
interesting articles' Fit.i:patrick, Cpl 'Tasty - Tea Boy' Hastings. Resup 
W02 'John' Downie, Sgt 'Nige' Haldron, Cpl 'Clare Kit·Kat. Where's 
that noise coming from· Brain, Sig 'Dolph toothache' Le\\is. Line 
Support - SSgt' Paul' Skelton, gt ' Twanny Isn't this a nice cafet1er' 
Borg. QM' Department - Capt John 'DPM· I don't care I'll be in 
Cyprus' Byrne. W02 (RQ 1 ) 'Graham - GP ' Bond. gt 'Pete' a\'age. 
Chefs - SSgt 'Al' Permain, gt 'Ian' Ross and Cpl Powell. Medic The 
very able Sgt 'Tea and sympathy- zero' We t\\OOd. REME.- S "gt (P I) 
'Phil' Oliver, SSgt "Paul' Freeman, LCpl Walsh, Cfn Coombes. Me 
Manager - W02 'Eddie P ' O'Cconnor. 

W02 Sharp Shooter' Joe Krikorian discusses dress sense with 
W02 Eddie O'Connor and W02 John Downie 

The Exerci e started fairly lowly with not much tasking due to poor 
communication . The mobile phone network was oon humming. 
Taskings oon came in and re- ups got under way. The mo·t intere ting 
recovery request was from Cl Hotel 4 commanded by LCpl ·Burn that 
clutch out' Dunn, 'I seem tO be geographicaly mi placed. Get me off this 
hill please." In ummery the quadron \\Orked very hard in what was a new 
Regimental role and it was enjoyed and valued by all. 

HEADQ ARTERSSQ ADRON 
EXERCI E GOLDE ' LIO 2000 - by Maj Jolin Riley 

The Squadron deployed to orth Wales for this annual exerci e to 
conduct arduous training over the weekend of 4 to 6 Augu t 2000. Once 
again the venue used was the aval Air Command Mountain Centre 
Lodge. which i ituated near Bethe da. This Centre is ideal for mall 
groups offering basic accommodation with kitchen facilitic:. at a 
rea onable cost. The aim of the exerci e was to practice map navigation 
and route selection over difficult terrain on the aturday and waterman ·hip 
on the unday. For new member· to the quadron thi was the first time 
that they had undertaken any outdoor pur ·uit · and they were in for an 
experience. Capt (PSAO) Dave ooper an , gt (P I LAD) Phil Other 
had organised the weekend. which wa to comprise of climbing over 

nowdon and surrounding mountain for one group whilst another group 
tried th ir hand at mountain biking. 

I decided to take the group for mountain biking, thinkmg it wa: the 
ca ier option: whilst Capt Cooper took the mountain walkers. I oon 
reali ·ed that mountain biking wasn't easy and now knO\\ why cycles are 
referred to as 'push bike ' a both W02 Eddie O'Connor and my~elf 
seemed to :pend mo ·t of the time pu hing the bikes uphill and then 
freewheding downhill. ext time I agree to do mountain biking it \\ill be 
in llolland and with an extra padded ,eat! The mountam walkers enJO)<'d 
the day with superb weather condition , which 'nabled omc cffe tiYe map 
reading to take place. L pl tcvc Marlin being e'aremel fit. alter 
recently attending hi PT l's cour c, \\, s kc n to how off hi · mu:cles and 
physique. Ste\'e gained an 'A' grade on hi course o now he can ha\ c the 
'T' J1irt to go with the pose, why arc all PT!' :o vain? \\di done on 
gaining the high grade. 
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The quadron travelled to Llangollen on the llnda>' to take part in 
,, hite ,,3 ter rafting on the River Dec. Thi was a fantast_1c ~xp~n~ncc and 
imoh·cd teamwork to remain afloat. at tunes the team d1dn t \\Ork and. we 
got w t. Th• instmctors at the Centre were c:-c. llcnt and ~cw the m·er 
and ho\\ to deal with difll.:rent a rccts ofnegotrntm.g each rapid. They were 
cnthu$iastic in 1 a ing on thi. :.nowledge _and 11nportant les.0~1 were 
learnt. f,cryonc fini"11ed the ,,a v~ry ured_ and wet b_ut with ne\ 
knowledge and more importa11!ly with . a hc1g~tencd resp_eet. for .the 
potential danger. on fa ·t moving water. It 1s e · enh3l th.rt Temtonal A1 my 
personnel haYe the same opportunity as th~ir Regular eo~n!erpart t_o take 
part in arduou · ptirsuit~. a, it i an effe~t1ve '."'~Y of buildmg eonf1dcnce 
and teamwork and makes the le attracti,·e trammg more bearable. 

LCpl Steve Martin doing his Hercules impression on Snowdon 

53 lG~AL SQ ORO 1 
- EXERCISE Vl XE I 0 Tl G 

Thi was the final Exercise before camp at a very unusually sunny 
Sennyhridge! The O flew m by_G~zelle to talk to everyone re&arding the 
Exercise and future changes w1th111 the Regiment. The Regiment was 
deployed at various locations operating CRS and MIVs. There was a 
delayed start from 53 due to vehicle problems on the way to Brecon. Once 
ct-up good communications from all - another successful comm. exercise 

for 53! 

ADVE. T RE TRAL I 'G l'.'1 W LES 
et in the beautiful t David's Bay in Pembrokeshire, coasteering, 

kayaking and water- ·bing were on the agenda. The coasteering proved to 
be the most popular event - wadmg around the coast and jumping off rocks 
left everyone exhau ted but with huge grins on their faces. The grou~ was 
split into two for the kayaking- half took the sea kayak and the remainder 
took the regular kayaks. All met up on the beach for a BBQ and beers 
around the fire - an excellent night! Day Two saw even of the group 
allowed to try water-skiing, without a great deal of success - a brave effort 
by gt Adrian harman, the only one who managed to stand up! The 
other group took to the waves to try body surfing but ended up in the local! 
\nother successful and enjoyable Exercise organised by SSgt Graeme 
. mith - thank to the PSI for getting us there - 'OT! 

\ '. AL '\1 P A'.'ID T HE 53 Q ADRO EXPERI E CE 
Dunng the second week of camp, the new OC, Maj David Mun on, 

took over command of the Squadron allowing the 21C a moment of relief, 
having completed masses of work m preparation for camp and enduring a 
\cry positive fir~t week. 
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93 Squadron after the Platoon Attack - 'Can we do it again?' 

The weather tried its utmost to dampen the atmosphe_re, but spirits 
remained high and everyone pulled together and got on with their ta ks. 
The following inset is an account of life on board E2 CR through the 
eyes of Sgt Dave Jones. . 

'The summer camp exercise was a mixed bag of delights for E2_. We 
traveled to five different location , worked with another Regiment, ha ed 
with the RAF, (albei t the Police) and stayed in two mental hospitals (sadly 
now in disu e). . . 

It all started innocently enough. E2 compnsmg of gt Dave Jo~es, <;pl 
Pete Thomas LCpl Mike Colley, Sig Chri Pollard and Sig 1ck 
Carter were tisked to RAF Leuchars. Our task was to establish CR 
comm at a site adjacent to the main runway. Alarm bells hould have rung 
with the igns, 'This way to the Air Tattoo' p_laccd on every roundabout en 
route. On arrival our site had been turned mto a c1vvy car _park for the 
Tattoo the following day. Enquiries with the RAF MP e tabhshed that no 
one knew we were suppo ed to be ther~ . Cpl Pete Tbom~s established 
comms to inform what had happened, his only problem bemg the _Italian 
Air Display Team in formation 50 feet above our heads. While waitmg for 
our move we were treated to the whole programme, which was quite 
spectacular even though we had to wear our ear defenders for the whole 
afternoon. 

The next move was with 39 Sig Regt, to Kirk cwton Airfield, then to 
East Fortune Ho pital. This site had a varied histo.ry._ lt start~d off as an 
airship airfield. A hospital ~a built alongsid~ the airfield, which was then 
changed into a mental hospital. We had an enJoyable few clays here bef?rc 
being moved back to Kirk ewton. Again we had to set up a full workmg 

CRS site next to an air trip. Wide-open . pace , fre h air - wrong, 
massive rubbish dump about two miles up wind. We ha_d ~o sooner set 
everything up than we were told to move agam (phew), this tune off to. the 
Bridge of Earn 10 another disu ed hospital. We actually spent our rest tune 
in one of the wards. Our cooking area and beds were laid out amongst the 
debris left by the vandals who had had the last ten years to smash 
everything they could. It looked like something out of a war zone. Still,_ 53 
Sqn kept the nag flying high. We kept comms_ throughout the _exerc,1 ~
Mike's cooking kept our moral up (after a fashion) . Cpl Pct~ 1 homas ~ 
map reading got u there (in the end), Sig ick Carte r 's stones of Saudi 
Arabia kept us amuse<l and Sig Pollard 's sense of humour kept all our 
spirits up. Roll on next exercise! A long but enjoyable two weeks - only a 
few teddies managed to find their way out of the cot! Endmg on a high 
note - 53 Sqn won the March and Shoot, collected by Sgt Steve Parry -
an excellent achievement by all.' 

93 IG AL SQ ADRO - T HREE PEAK CHALLE GE 2000 
by Sig Paul Clayton, 93 Sig Sqn 

During June 2000, Capt Marcus Cosgrove, gt Geoff mall, ~Sgt 
Robin Fitzpatrick and myself Sig Paul Clayton, undertook the nat 1 o~al 
Three Peaks hallenge for the eurofibromatosis Association, wh1cffh 
included the highest peaks in England, Scotland and Wales. We started o 
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with a night ascent of Snowdon and we completed the climb in 1es5 th~n 
fo~r hours. We then went onto Scafell Pike, which ha the reputation of 
bemg the wellesl. place in Englan<l. and it certainly lived up to its name. 
IN_c all cndun:<l six hours of none stop gusts of wind and rain along with 
wmd cl11ll and exhaustion from the first peak, in fact as I was walking off 
the summ it the mountain rescue ha<l arrive<l an<l were turning people back 

(we all complete Scafell -ju~t!) We then moved onto Ben e\is. fhis ''a' 
without doubt the best climb. We started off in brilliant sunshine then 
moved up into the clouds and finally onto the plateau and the snow. Once 
the Ben had been climhcd we set off for our beds and party. This was most 
welcome after pending two nights and two days on a coach. The final 
total for our collective sponsorship was over £2,000 and a few bli tcrs. 

38 (CITY OF SHEFFIELD) SIGNALS REGIMENT 
(VOLUNTEERS) 

Cpl Leanne Snow, who serves with Nottingham's TA Unit, 
87 Sig Sqn and her husband, Sgt Darren Snow 

ottingham Territorial Leanne Snow was thrilled to be celebrating her 
paper-wedding anniversary with a ilver honour from The Queen. It was 
two year to the day since the 30-year-old part-time oldier had walked up 
the ai le with the love of her military life. She was delighted that her hus
band Sgt Darren no1 (32) wa there to watch as she received the medal 
for ten year outstanding service. The award wa again pre ented on 
behalf of lier Majesty the Queen by ir Andrew Buchanan. Lord Lieu
tenant of otlinghamshire. Leanne said, 'Joining Triumph Road-ba ed 87 
Signal Squadron totally tran formed my life. The best part of all was meet
ing Darren. I le was my instmctor when I enlisted, in l 989. I wa · o proud 
to have him there to sec me get my mednl.' Cpl Snow, a graphic designer. 
aid that part-time soldiering had opened up a whole new world for them 

both. he said that soldiers in her Squadron were able to travel all over the 
globe. The opportunities included everything from skiing e ·peditions in 
Scandinavia, io short tours on operations with regular army unit - in the 

South American jungles. She added that the Territorial Army had also 
given her husband a whole range of technical and management skill . 
They had proved as useful in civilian life as on maneuvers. 

Sgt Snow serves with 87 Signal Squadron's Derby-based ister unit. 
Both arc part of 38 Signal Regiment (V). Their role is to provide emer
gency communications for the military and civil authorities in the event of 
a regional or national crisis. 

0 RHERO 

Family Pride - medal winning TA Signaller, SSgt John Dye, 
from Ripley, with his wife Vanessa and his four daughters 

Four young Derbyshire ladies were thrilled to bits when their soldier 
hero won hi~ ' medal from The Queen·. Everyone in Territorial John Dye's 
Royal ignals unit was delighted when the award for outslanding ervice 
wa pinned to bi chest. However, no-one' smiles could compare with 
those on the face of his daughter , he aid having the girl there to ee the 
ceremony made it a day he would never forget. The 39-year-old, from Rip
ley, wa given hi award by Sir ndrew Buchanan, Lorn Lieutenant of 

ottinghamshire, on behalf of Her Jajesty the Queen. S gt Dye said, 
·There were no fewer than 11 of u being presented with medal for long 
and valued ·ervice. It wa a great night for 38 Signal Regiment. But the 
best thing of all wa having my girls there clapping along with my wife, 

ane sa (35).' 
Capt Ken cott aid, 'We couldn't helieve our luck when John tran ·

ferred to our unit, in 1999. He brought his whole ignals Platoon along 
with him after thei r old Territorial Army infantry unit wa di banded -
they're all terrific soldiers.' Capt cott said people like S gt Dye were 
playing an increa ingly important ro le in the community. They were 
always on standby to provide emergency communication for the civil and 
military authorities in the event ofa regional or national crisis. They could 
create a network for voice and data tran mis ion that could cover an area 
the ize of Wales. Capt Scott's regiment has detachment at three TA Cen
tre· in Kingsway, Derby, Triumph Road. ottingham. and l.Jh·crscroft 
Road, Leice ter. 

71 (YEOMANRY) SIGNAL REGIMENT 
BEXLEYHEATH 

CO Lt Col . H. Turner 
SM WOl (R M) C. D. Tait 

The Commanding Officers study period 2000. The:' topic thi year wa 
recruiting Jnd retention. After the initial brief from the CO the variou 
syndicates broke up to discuss and then come up with the ·olutions 10 the 
various question po ed. Already 55 minutes behii\d, a quick rethink of 
the timings soon had u back on chedule for the COs crap Yard 
Challenge. Each syndicate was given a box of bit and a brief to construct 
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a weapon to accurately project a \ ooden bolt 25m. I have seen many 
a\ c omc wcapens in my time but I can hone tly ·ay ·ome of these 
de igns ·hould have been included in the Jane. Defence 1unual. After 
lunch. the discus ion groups continued an<l then it was ume for the 
' hoot out'. yndicate were given a target and four shot to hit the bull. 
the winning team managed to hit the target three times but abo cut the 
outer bull line, well done. fter 45 minuc e of nihock and a hght tea it 
was time for the combined Officers· and ergcams' !\·less Duma. Thi-
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\\a. an opportunit) for the Rcgimcnl , and in particular the Offi ers to a, 
-.i fo.,nd farewell to the CO. Lt ol Charle 'Bus Driver' Turner, apt 
(Q'\l) Bobb~ ~ndrt'\\S, W02 DaH , orris and Sgt And) Ra)nsford. 
\\e \\•re entenruned b} ·Double lap' a \Cry interesting ultra violet drum 
band. The culmination of the ni~'u was the R M'· game mght which 
mcluded a Golf game. Bowling. identifying 50 pictures anti of course 
'ome folhng down water. The competition \\a. \Von by 265 ig qn, well 
donc unday morning cam very fast and it was do,~n to the Padre, faj 
John, cott to get all the soul: back together for the Drum Head (or wa it 
bad head) s•m ice. Finally a briefing from Major Derick Harwood MBE 
TD from the Greater London RFC . on the RF A' · n.-cruiting strategy 
.md RPIT. A very uccessful tudy period with a great deal of information 
and ideas to digest and implement. 

The Regiment sadl. · ays farewell to W02 (RQM ) Terry Parle, who 
ha. b en po ted back to Ltverpool, 33 ig Rcgt to regain hi couse 
<1cccnt we think? \\'e wi h you and the family all the very best m your 
ne'' po ·ting. One RQ out and in pops another, we . ay a huge welcome to 
\\02 (RQ:\l ) te\e lanney all the way from hick ands and hope you 
ha,·c a ·uccessful tour ' ith the Yeomanry ignal Regiment (will he still 
be here after the l 1 ?). 

HE DQ RTERS 
(KE. T D CO NTY OF LO:\DO YEOMA, R 

Q \DRO - BEXLEYHEATH 
QC Maj Pam Suddens 

M W02 ( . M) Andy Church 
The period just after camp is u uolly a quiet time for the TA. Members 

of Headquarters quadron. however. are alway active. WOI (R M) 
Dougie Tait led a joint team !Tom HQ qn and 107 Cdt ig qn to give a 
presentation to a local Cub cout pack. We started with a ba ic le on in 
First Aid. First Aid Trainer gt Julia Davenporr showed the cub- how 
man} bandage you need to rurn one small boy into a mumm_. Ma ter 
Chef. gt Dougie Arlerton amazed the boy with a demon tration of 
field cooking ''here he introduced the cubs to delicacies uch a biscuits 
AB and corned beef ha h from a :!4 hour ration pack. Two expert cadei 
instructors led tl1e final element of our presentation. W02 (C SM) ina 
Martin and CSgt Robert Jenner turned the cout Hut into an 
imprompm drill square. and the cub into a fine body of oldiers. The 
cubs clearly enjoyed being soldier for the evening and made us feel 
extremely welcome. \\'e look forward to further collaborative venture 
with our local Cadet Force. 

gt Dougie rterton left the cub to go into the field and 
demon trate ht culinary skill in a urvival cenario. The Squadron 
deployed in the woods and practised life without the field equipment that 
\\C normally take for granted. Sgt Dougie Arterton demonstrated that 
he is a expert a chef when using an open fire as he is with a umber 4 
cook set. Equipped with fresh rations - fre -hly killed chickens - and the 
mark one bonfire. our gourmet chef en ured that no one vent cold or 
hungry. HQ continued to maintain our high public profile on 
Remembrance Weekend. On the Saturday, a team deployed to 
Bexleyheath Town Centre where, as part of our meet the public brief. 
LCpl Christina ·The medic' Bienek gave a guided tour of the 
Ambulance and ig Paul waffield made a val iant attempt at convincing 
the local youth that hi radio equipment was more fun than their 
Pla~stations! The following day, Remembrance Sunday. with highly 
po~1 hed boots and shiny new OC. the Squadron joined the other 
umformed service for the traditional parade in Bexleyheath to 
remember our fallen comrade from year gone by. Thi was the first 
opportunity for Maj Pam uddens to lead HQ Squadron since she 
as urned command of the Squadron. 

THE El\ D OF A:\ ERA 
It is with some sadness that the Regiment now says goodbye to W02 

(Q!\1 I) Da\ i~ Norris. Dave has st>rved with the TA for over forty year . 
(He has to renre, a there is no room left on his TA Efficiency Medal for 
any more bar~) . H_e is the fin.al remaining member of the regiment who 
ha been sen mg smce the regiment Vias first formed . 
\ '02 '\orri : Joined the ~PC in 1971 he was posted to 94 (BY) Sig 

911. As he fm1she his sen1ce, W02 'orris is a member of 68 (ICCY) 
Sig 4n where he has e\.pertly prepared the officers mess accounts. Dave 
will not be lea\ing the Royal ignals family, as he is a staunch member of 
the Reading !3ranch of the Royal Signals Association. We all wish you 
and your family all the very be t for the future. 

"The highUg/11 of /he ;raining year for !he Territorial Army is Annual 
Camp. Tim year we et off for Camp for 9-23 Septembe1: These dates 
mu_i r!ng a bell as !he period of the 'Petrol Ri01s' We normally expec/ tire 
exercise ,cenano to develop evenwally resulting in the TA being deployed 
and dealing w1tlr nor~ and variou other inciden/s. This yeaI; we had a 
real 'cenano 111clud111g food and petrol shortages being reported on TV 
and 111 the newspapers· 

Pll E 0 E 
. Consisted of a ~obihsation Exercise _and an UNTAI training package. 
fh1s mclu~ed an ms1ght mto the services offered by the Mobilisation 
centr~ at C:h1lwl'.ll· a mmes awareness package and a series of advanced 
practical F1N Aid scenarios. 

PH \SE T\\O 
The exercise phase, we deployed to the English version of the omme, 

(aka Rabbit Wood) and prepared for any incidents, real or exercise. We 
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did not ha\ c lo wait long for the first mc1dent an emergency childbi11h -
Congratulations to Sgt ·Midwife' C hopper 1\vose on the delivery of his 
fi rst c. crcise baby. ably a,sisted by his partner in crime. S gt (SQMS) 
Ian Lapidgc. Other incidents include tech Sgt Mick Weeks who was 
im olvrd in a spectacular blu..: on blue incident . The e ·teemed tech paid a 
visit to the porta loo wluch .:xploded as he sat down . Incident took many 
fo rms, another sta rted as Ychic le with a puncture and was escalated to 
rev.:al a fu lly fledged mine field. 

THEE OBIT 
During the last yea r. HQ qn succes fully hosted the Courage Trophy. 

T he QC, taj Corfield, has capta ined the Regimental hooting team 
which won nine trophies at the 1999 TA AAM . Whil t it is obviously a 
matte r of great pride that w..: have achieved such ucecs , it cost us a 
fortune to engrave so man cups. I IQ qn team members included pis 
'Charlie' Woo, tick Charter and Jackie mokcr who achieved the 

be t female ·hot. 

LIGHT AlD DETACH tE T REME 
QC LAD apt Julie Kiggell 
SP 1 gt Ian ' Teflon' Tomlinson 

The P 1, Sgt Ian Tomlinson and Sgt Pill Green have spent much 
of the la ' l few weeks concocting ideas for the Os Scrap yard hallenge 
a part of the COs tudy period in Longmoor. There deviou plans were 
put to the test and ome very interesting ideas came from the items they 
prodded . Othe r new from the LAD was Cp l Mike C harter who 
received the trophy for the most con i tent shot within 71 ig Regl. This 
i no mean teat when you consider that the Regimental shooting team, of 
which like i a member, won nine trophies at the 1999 TA SAAM. Cpl 
Hursey receiYed the 'Q Cup· for the year 2000. Thi is an annual award 
which i · pre ented to an LAD member for commitment and achievement 

within the unit. 

70 (ES EX YEOAMA RY) JG AL SQUADRO 
CHELMSFORD A D H ARLOW 
QC Maj Craig Tallents 

SM W02 ( SM) Paul Humphreys 
P I Sgt Jason Barslcy 

The quadron ha been through a busy period over the la t few months 
with quadron Training. Trade Training, Remembrance Weekend and a 
vi it by the Brigade Commander. 

BRIGADE COMMA DER VI IT 
The Brigade Commander. Brig . C. Jackson MBE, vi ited the 

quadron on its Training Evening on the 17 October 2000. During hi 
visit to the Chelm ford and Harlow TA Centres he kindly presented three 
Kosovo Medals to LCpl Kelly Cloughton and LCpl Brown for their six
month tours with the Regular Army. 

QUADRON TRAI I 'G 
Ex Autumn Wind was a quadron Comms Exercise conducted in the 

East of England rea . The PSI , SSgt Jason Barsley confirmed tl1at all the 
Exerci e Objectives were achieved. 

RE 1EMBRANCE PARADE 
The Squa~ron paraded it elf in Chelmsford for the Remembrance Day 

Parade. Havmg marched through the town centre they paid their respect 
at the Memorial. A curry lunch was laid on for all after the Parade at the 
TAC. The Hon Colonel , Col D. . Casstles TD DL presented variou 
decoration and certificates to members of the Squadron during the course 

of the day. 

70 (EY) Signal Squadron ma1ching through Chelmsford 
on Remembrance Day led by Maj Craig Tallents 

TRADE TRAI I G 
M_embers of the Squadron attended a well organised nine day trade 

tramm~ course at Bexleyheath during the latter end of October and the 
begmmng of ovember 2000. Maj David wann who is the Squadron 
Traffic Officer led the team of In truetors on the course. 

CO GRATULATIO S 
The following have recently been promoted within the quadron: Cpl 
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l;askey, Cpl Liddle.Cpl mith, LCpl Brown , LC pl , u •cu t L I 
~~~:~~:; ~~~~:a~l~:.l>ron and L 'pl Gatward . The followin: ha~e b~~n 

Sgt Perry 
L pl Brown 
LCpl C loughton 
LCpl Gatward 
LCpl Nugent 
SSgt Fcnsom 
SSgt 1\1 alyon 
Sgt Middleton 

The Lord Li..:utenant\ Certificate 
Kosovo ATO Medal 
Kosovo NATO Medal 
Bosnia NATO Medal 
Kosovo NATO Medal 
VRSM 
VRSM 
EM(T) 

Members of the Squadron who received Decorations on 
Remembrance Day 

Front Row (l-R): LCpl Gatward, LCpl Nugent and SS t Mal on 
Back Row (L-R) : Sgt Middleton, Sgt Perry and SSgt gFens6'm 

The OC._ Maj Craig Tallents at long la t tied the knot with Kate and 
all ranks wish them a ll the best for the future. We also wish W02 Mark 
Bell and Tracey McKenzie who are late 26S(KCL Y) S · s I 
happy marriage. 1g qn a ong and 

NIJMEGA, MARCHES 
Mem_bers of t~e quadron who rai s ed money for Charil b 

~omp11e~t~[,\ ~e IJmegan Marches presented a Cheque for £ 1100 t~ th~ 
J

oya Bnti Legion on 7 ovember 2000. The team wa lead bv s ut 
ason arsley our PSI. ' ' "' 

Presentation of the cheque for £1100 to the RBL 
Front (L-R): _Mr Paul Tucker (RBL), Cpl Joe Smith and 

. Mr Enc Seymour (RBL County Secretary) 
Back (L-R). SSgt Jason Barsley, Sgt Natalie Gilby W02 Richard 

Pieper, SSgt Jim Swain, LCpl Kelly Clough'ton and 
LCpl Ross Nugent 

ADVE TURE TRA! I 'G 
~tarting with Adventure Train_ing, the Squadron had a tremendous 

wer"kcnd at Lydd where the acltvrues consi ted of arduous cycling and 
r~ t_1'.1g. with a Bar- B Q on the Saturday night. The rafting wa 
partbicu

1 
larly ~ood fun as the quadron were split into teams and they had 

to ut cl their own rafts and then cross a lake. There are talcs heard in 
ome quarter that SQMS John · quirrcl' Fen om · lept through the 

entire weekend. 

. . Preparing their raft 
(L-R): Sig Gill, LCpl Rouke, Sig Brown and LCpl Pilcher 
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Camp 2000 
Back Row (L-R): Sig Nugent, LCpl Marshand Sig Godfre 

Front Row (L-R): Cpl Farn, LCpl Cambron and lCpl Cloughlon 

FINALLY 
Vef'j .m~ny thanks to 1argaret_. utbeem and Ted .\Icallistcr our AO 

a~d Cl\ 1~tan _Storeperson for their endeavour in the Office while we 
\I ere ha mg tun on the York hire Moor . 

265 (KE T A1 D COUNTY OF LONDON YEOMA RY) 
IG1 AL SQ ADRO - BEXLEYH Tll 

OC 1aj Kieth Duffv-Pcnn, 
M WOZ tuart McHener\· 

P I Sgt John L~ nch · 

A 'N AL CA:\-1P 2000 

1 
Well. it had finally arrived ·Tue lillennium Camp' for the Yeoman 

;~c were fortunate enough t? have a our gue ts for the duration of ca% 
:-000 two L!mted State· National Guard COs. namclv 1st ot Richar~ 
T?P Dick tocklcy and 'gt William 'Billy Joe· kopsa "'\\ho both 

hailed from 10\VA. Things tarted to run smoothly for our ne\~ quadron 
member once we had secured the use of a U tran lator (not fa · b 
for them). r us ut 

LCC~nsp go~ off to a plea ' ant start particularly for the 11e,, ly prnmoted 

1 
I> . ean Just started to, have' Walsh. The drive from Bexle heath to 

'.'._ml~g 11l wa long ar!d arduou '' ith the CR trailers peaking~ a . pc.:d 
~t. 3_~11ph, arnvmg m Cattcnck at 2300hrs with the rain lashmn down 

nnillllf,\ cred_c~cc t~ t_he t.hen OCs fa,ouritc phrase that. '..if i~ wasn·i 
ru111m~ 11 wasn t tra111mg! The first day at Wathgill th.: quadron \\a 
~~b1lt ed snaking through the normal stands of Health and Hygiene afc 
1~1vmg, Theatre Brie( Intro to Foreign Weapons. Pay and Cl'}pto. To cap 

the day o!T the elusive Combat '95 was issued to all and sundrv Th •n it 
wa1~ off.to.\ hinny Hill 013U for an U 'TAT Training. Dai ·~o\e~ring 

a c Dnv111g, BFAT, lleli-llandling and m111cs awarcne,;s. ·The mmc~ 
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, , ~ne pcnod. certain I. focussed the ~iind, e pccially as it \\ a · the 
fir 1 c po:urc for most pers . The Helt-llandl111g was made more 
ink~'tml!. b the lad. f 1 lclicoptcr. although there were a few woopmg 
ra' e1b thnt ,i c tried to bring m to land. 

E ER l £ 'HARP IG1' LLER IT . 
fhc next couple of day · "" the ' qui.Jron depart to the Cattenck 

Tr:iinmg rea to parti ·1pa1e in the infantr ohase of Camp. Thc P l S~t 
John ·Bet' L\11ch took centre stage to revise the qaud1-..m m basic 
, ·cuon attack· skill . ably a ·sisted by the ~ I Tech gt D~r~en ' Daz: 
Lane. The duty Pl Commmwer for the Exercise was Lt lex P1. to! Pete 
Oo\\nino and the Platoon crgeant \\ ,1 ot DaH' ' \Vavey' P11ke. The 
cob,,.:b '."were oon blo•'n away with a seric ofmini-skirmis_h.:s. '~· ith all 
con cnl'd raising a tidy sweat. '1uch enjoyment was had with tlu back 
w nature approach to training and the P rs teddy bear _wa only seen 
!lying through the air one or twice. during t~e whol7 mom mg . . 

B> lunchtin e all skills were unably rctreshed m preparation for the 
full blown Pl A· aults that were planned for the afternoon. On cue for 
these fe · ti,·ities the rain came down! The a. sault. oon tarted to run 1.'ke 
a well-oiled machine with our ationa l Guard guest s performrng 
outstandingly a the enemy, even using everal new phrases that they 
eemed to have picked up from the quadron, mo t of which we are not 

allowed to print. Some ·pri,·a1e Ryan' perfo_rmances were evidenced 
throughout the afternoon a soon as the red m1 t had de. cended, notably 
from ig Joe ' fad Dog· Parente and ig John 'Why me? Do I ha'~ to 
do this"' Ha rve). Then it was back to the Pl harbour area to ettle mto 
routine and await further orders. urpri e, urpri e, to everyone's hock 
and amazement. a night recce wa called for. Cpl Paul ·York~e ' York was 
the succes ful candidate to lead thi much ought after affair. (Once the 
patrol had departed a gentle noring could be detected from the harbour 
area, although it wa alleged that this was due to a rogue badge: ). The 
patrol returned having been undetected and ucce sfully reccemg the 
required loc, in preparation for a Pl ~ssault the next day. . 

pirit were high the next mommg a the troop reah ed that come 
nightfall it would be time for Squadron moker. All concerned were 
pumped up and ready for the forthcoming Pl assault. Orders were 
di eminated from the Pl commander to the section commanders and then 
the ' Omewhat inexperienced section commanders pas ed the info down to 
their ection . It was at this tagc that the Squadron Quote Book had to 
make an appearance when one of 1~e ection ~ommanders, who ha_ll 
remain anonymous. reached the headmg of ernce and Support and said 
·we have no ser ice. and we ha'e no support.' It's under tood that Lt 
Richie 'Chrome Dome' \! oodhams is till chuckling. (Perhaps HQ had 
unwittingly been sus ed). The final Pl a sault came a somewhat of a 
hock a· it wa all uphill (what cunning OS). much to the amusement of 

C pl Pete 'Bigfoot' Alsop. The enemy was given a good hiding even 
though they had meticulou ly set up depth po itions. The day was a 
runaway ucce if only to see gt Emmett ' But I'm quadron Yeoman ' 
\'incent charging menacingly uphill. 

SQ UADRO MOKER 
II was expected to be a low-key affair after 1wo days in the field with 

minimal sleep. How wrong could a prediction be? The beer flowed freely 
even if the barman was a little unconventional with his service. We knew 
it was becoming a succe s once the Olde English cider, which no sane 
ober per on would touch, started to be sold. The evening was rapidly 

becoming more and more raucous. Then 1st Sgt Richard 'Top Dick' 
tockley started to challenge all and sundry to an arm wrestling conte t. 

Thi was seen to be easy meat to the young thrusring Squadron members, 
especially as our guest was at least 55! But how wrong could they be as 
the Yank cleaned up without loss, at which point he decided lo buy the 
whole Squadron a drink, apparently just to keep us happy. The predicted 
fini h time of2230hrs from our recently arrived PSAO, Capt M ike · ed' 
Kelly, came and went swiftly fo ll owed by a potato salad eating 
competition between LCpl ean Tm an CO now' Wal~b and LCpl 
Liz 'Buffy ' Blaber . Buffy romped home by two mouthfuls winning a 

quadron weatshlrl m the process. The evening was topped off at around 
0230hrs by an impromptu game of table tenni , with dustpans for bats 
and bred rolls as Ping-Pong balls. 

R 'R 
The R ·R da, was spent sampling the hostelries of York and brass 

rubbing m York Minster. It was heavily rumoured that the Officer spent 
the day on a kt lope in Catterick?? 

E ERCI E HOR E HOE l 
ow it was time dust down the 1CRS trai lers and earn our money. We 

would be dcploymg a MC and three out stations for the duration of the 
Exercise . The first port of call for the MC was Cordilleras Farm 
complex on Catterick Trainmg Area. An almost purpose bui lt location for 
a \1C consi ling of farm buildmgs around a gravel quadrangle. Once 
agam, on cue, the heavens opened just as we started to set up and even 
though all pers had the now issued Gucci Goretex everyone ended up 
doing a passable impression of the man from At lantis throughout. As per 
u~ual Cpl Mandy 'Jonny' hannon and C pl Pete 'Fanny' Sturman had 
done wonders in settmg up their 24 hour Transport Cafe, like a veritable 
home from home. 

o sooner had we got settled when we got the order to move to 
Ouerburn Airstrip. A short 4-hour drive with the sprightly CR trailers. 
On arrhal it was noticeable ju ·t how open the area was to the elements, 
although th1~ was not too much of a concern a we were all 'veil aware of 
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ho\\ homelv Joh n°' and t·ann) would make the place. pirit were high 
especially among the ~L?s , '\ho _alway~ seemed to. ~e plotting omething 
especially LCpl Ian Zippy L1scoe,_ who had amved at camp shortly 
after having explorawr surgery on his wnst; Fo~tunatcly fo r 1_wo of our 
more junior 1111:111bcrs,_ S ig Q';'e~t.in ' J_oc k . M itch ell and Sig Da nny 
' Have you een my Greek $ir ltn cnd Ba ird ,_ a ni g ht 111. a G~zclle 
beckoned. The picture on their faces nv~lled child_ren at a fun fair and 
later it would take a pound of lemons 10 wipe the sm ile off their faces. 

Open All Hours 
Cpl Mandy 'Johnny' Shannon and Cpl Pete 'Fanny' Sturman 

On their return we got the nod to move to haiba Bivi area at Cattcrick. 
So it was all hand to the pumps to take down ' Billy mart's Cricu ' and 
move with all speed back down the A I. The new loc wa a god send with 
building galore and rea l sinks and toilets !! The comms assets wcr~ set up 
in double quick time by a merry band of nomads from three different 
Troops. Then di aster truck when it was discovered that a 110 Land 
RoYer pulling an CRS tra iler had left the road near Skeeby Brtdge. 
Transport wa dispatched to the cene , where a rather sheepish LCpl 
Colin ·McCrae' Mar hall wa alleging to have been forced off the road 
by alien . Fortunately all involved in the acc ident were uninjured, apart 
from pride. lt' un ure whether the skid pan kill s of LCpl McCrae 
endeared him lo the local inhabitant a the main road from keeby to the 
A I wa shut for two hours. during their peak period!! All then returned 
safely to Wathgill amp. 

FAREWELL 
On return to Bexleyhealh it was time to ay farewell to the OC, Maj 

H ugh Tm all choked up' Robertson, with hardly a dry eye in the house 
a he delivered his farewell speech. Then it was time to hand over lo Maj 
Kieth ·op• Duffy-Pe nny then up to the bar to celebrate. Once again the 
Squadron urpa sed it elf on the partying front. The piece-de-resistance 
commg from Cpl Tris ' George ' wain and Cpl Ian ' Zippy' Liscoe, with 
their rendition of the old children 's favourite Rainbow. A night to be 
remembered forever. 

Please do not ask for photographs sent for 
publication in The WIRE to be returned, 

unless they are really irreplaceable. 

Contributors should be aware of the fact 
that although every care is taken with 

contributions, they should not risk losing 
photographs which cannot be replaced. 

Contributors should also be aware that 
unless digital photos are saved to disk at a 

minimum of 300 dpi mono and 400dpi 
coloured, they will not be used. 
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20 ARMOURED BRIGADE HEADQUARTERS 
AND 

SIGNAL SQUADRON (200) 

oc 
RSM 
WELCOME 

Maj I G. , tandcn 
WO l (R M) S. L awes 

20 Armd Bdc HQ ' Sig Sqn (200) would like to we lcome Sgt 
C roughton our n.;w Master \ hef and say goodbye and good luck to Sgt 
Punshon 111 his new ver.. 1re. 

ALPHA T ROOP - by \"ig Heller 
Tp Comd Lt . Hughes 
Tp Sgt SSgt R. D. Burrows 

. Alpha Tp w?uld ltkc to welcome LCpl Cowley from I fUK) Armd 
Div who ha · JO.med us. F~rew B ~o out to Cpl Robins who is posted to I 
(UK) Armd Div to be with his wife and Sig Smith who is po ted to 16 
Air A sit, good luck to you both in your new units. The last couple of 
mo~ths have been busy_ with exercise taking up the maj ority of time. 
Dunng our recent exercise 111 Poland we spent a lot of time towards the 
end of the exercise digging. 

(L-R): Lt Robinson RA Sig Smith and Spr Jones Why didn't the 
Engineers dig these holes for us? 

The Brigade HQ was dug in and the largest cam net I have ever seen 
was spread over the entire complex with trenche linking one complex to 
the next. The exercise had tired the oldiers out! 

Some of the officers obviously had too much time on their hands! 

Lt Hughes in pole - and! 

LCpl Evans an alert guard force! 

A did the technician. who proved that equipment care 1s definitely 
the ir business! 

MOVING OR POSTED 
DON'T FORGET TO LET US KNOW 
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(L-R): SSgt Yates, Lt Acton, Capt Gough, Cpl Daley and 
FofS Dawson 

The technicians proving that equipment care is their business! 

\\e then deployed on Ex rrcade Fu ion (or wa it onfu ion!). Tl~e 
excrci ·e seemed 10 ta. t for month but after three week \\e were back m 
camp to find that everything had been packed away and ready for our 
moYe 10 our ne·., barracks. 

EXERCI E ARRC DE FUSIO ' - by LCpl Collins . 
Ex Arrcade Fusion wa the final exerci ·e on the c~lendar for u. tht 

vear. The fin hitch wa when we turned up to the ~1lheads to loa? our 
\ehicles to be told that we were not expected unul the next da). We 
eventually arriYed in Fulda after a four-hour move when the temperature 
wa about three degree . Packet Two had an unscheduled top at Mc 
D~nalds due 10 the ~REME recovery 434. breaki~g down! - Well-done 
lad . We arrived in our new location. a pohce ~rnmg barrack ; at around 
0400hr . The next fe,, days were pent prepann~ for the arnval of the 
o G taff. With the arri,·al of the taff the pace mcrea ed (shghtly) and 
everything ran smoothly. Capt .Goug~ •. the Reece Office.r. had recced 
well due to the fact that the police trammg barrack had ns own mall 
cafe on the camp. (The local geemed to like him a well!) Our next 
location wa in the field \\here it rained constantly and this ~ad~ ~e 
D G taff unhappy. (especially those that had forgotten their ~1vv1e 
bag ). After a few days in the fiel_d we moved back to Fulda a1rf1eld 
where we experienced gale force wmds and used the REME wrecker to 
hold dovm the cookhouse tent. Lt Acton used to have a kull cap beret 
that resembled a wimming cap until Cpl Dunba1: and C pl .Reardon got 
their hands on to it and mo,·ed quickly to ceremomally burn ti. 

Lt Acton with his 'flaming' Beret 

Lt Acton and his ·flammg· beret caused much amu~ement. Good luck 
to l(LiK) Armd Div when they run the D G next year! 

TO R OF BATU . - by Sig Jay Martin 
On the Thur,day I was told from a ca 1 of thousands I had the chance 

10 travel on the Sunday to Canada. Two days later I was on the 9-hour 
flight with LCpl Glenn he.ppard. to <;:algary. We arrived around 
midnight and after a 2-hour dnve arnved m Ralston. I had forgotten 10 
take my skis and 11 was snowing heavily. The next day I was told that l 
would be working in 6 iroup: known a the worst group to be m first 
m ast out. Working with all different cap badge we all managed to get 
along very well. Our job was targetry and bat sims, whi.ch was .an 
exc1t:ng job to get as we got to follow Challengers and Warnors on hve 
firing cxNc1scs and being in the Corps this opportunity does not arise 
C\Cl)da). 
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Sig Martin 'Can this be my personal weapon?' 

We thought we had bad weather in Germany. however. it was n?thing 
compared to the radical weather changes 111 anada, one mmute 1~ was 
winter and then the next ii was summer. We dropped our skis and picked 
up our untan cream. We worked hard and played har.d. J 've got plenty of 
storie to tell but they'd never get through the vctttng. }f you ever g~t 
given the opportunity to go out to Batus then go - but don t get marned. 

EXERCI E LO ' G LOOK - hy Cpl Reardon . 
One of the oldiers had dropped out and the Squadron had to fmd 

someone to go to ew Zealand on Ex Long Look for fo.ur months. Seemg 
thi as a chance in million I jumped at the opportumty. Thanks to the 
RSM and the Admin office I was whisked away to the land down under 
(or ju t next door to ~tat least!)._ Being Welsh i.t was a dream come true, 
from Germany to rolling green hill and 20 million sheep to look at. . 

My adopted unit was 3 Sig Sqn. When l arrived I was shocked to fmd 
that the quadron was only 30 trong. Supplying comms for 3 Land 
Rover Gp and anti-terrori t comms for the south of the 1 land. ~ork wa 
different as they are jack-of-all-trade and they . do not. specialise m one 
area. Their equipment is a bit older han ours usm~ Sene 3 Land Rovers 
and radio from the Vietnam War .. Their webbmJ? wa ~lso from th~ 
Viemam era. wearing steel helmets ltke tho e u ed m the Pnvate Ryan 
beach landing cene. I took part m the Anzac ~ay Remembrance Day 
parade. Starting at dawn. with a parade. then makmg our way t~ the RSI 
(Returned Services lnsutute) and talkm~ to the old bo)'.s,. lettmg them 
swing the lantern and tell their war stones. Like the Sp1tfffe pilot who 
was hot down seven times. without hootrng down a smgle enemy 
aircraft. He was then moved to bombers where it was a lot safer. We al o 
pulled up a andbag to li sten to the Vietnam vets. . 

During my time in ew Zealand I s_pent one mont.h on exercise 
learning about jungle tactics and a multitude of hand signals which I 
managed to confuse the MT Section with. I was given a week 's leave and 
managed to cover the whole of the .o~th of the islan?. I al. o managed to 
get some bungee jumping and sky biking .m. '.he. k1w1 old1ers are a good 
bunch of lad and like a laugh. If anyone 1s thmkmg of gomg on Ex Long 
Look I would recommend it. However, don 't forget your webbmg, helmet 

and 0.2 dress! 

R GBY SEA 0 0 F R - by Sig Pete Armour . . . 
The Union Season began today (14 ovcmber) with our first tram111g 

se sion. Mo ·t of the old masters, Sgt Burrows, SSgt Yates and S gt 
L-0w dusted off their boots and made an appearance alongside the new 
talent! - o not you ig Brown. With our ights fixed firmly . on the 
semi-final match in under four weeks, SSgt Bunows began the mtro to 
the rugby ball for the less seasoned members of the team (Cpl Doyle and 
Cpl T hubron). Meanwhile the rest of the squad ~anaged to do a very 
convincino impression of a team with little orga111 auon and no talent. 

After a~ hour of continuous passing drills we decided to cut our losses 
and head for the tackle bags. After we brushed the cobv:rebs off, we 
managed to separate the fairies (no names) from the rampagmg monsters 
S gt Yates and C pl Reardon. As the light faded, along with .our talen~ 
we headed for the showers to reflect on what is sure to be an mtercstmo 
season with the inspirational speeches from the RSM . To quote, 'Clearly 
we need to train or we are going to get embarrassed in the cup .. However, 
if we win then we can go back to the UK - that's your inccnuve 1f you 
need one.' . 

The rugby league season has ended (for those that it began in the umtl· 
The high light of the season was the invC?lvement of Sgt Bean, LCpl Levt, 
LCpl Collins and Sig Armour m the fmal of the BAG up Final as they 
represented the ennelager Stags. Unfortunately we were beaten by the 
RRW in a closely fought match. We did however get on to the TV as the 
match was televised! Congratulations to Sig Armour who managed to 
score a hat-trick of tries (and got a crate for it), whi le gt. Bean a Hie 
Captain put up a valiant fight in the after match report which was aired 
on BFP (I haven't ccn any evidenC'e ofa crate yet). 

. URFI G WITII THE ARMY - LCpl Gaz Roscoe 
Having just recently been po ted into the quadron. I was given the 
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chance to attend a sport, which I enjoy a relatively new sport in the 
Army surfing. l took part in the Army Winter seeding mc:ct, which wa~ 
held on the south coast of Wales in the middle of nowhere - a little place 
called Brawdy - aka 14 Sig Regt. The meeting took place from 1-6 

ovember 2000. The first few days were spent doing some friendly 
surfing gi vmg some of the guys and girls a chance to catch up on some 
practice. which I ddinitely needed. The competition took place over the 
weekend. The heats were held on the Saturday with some good waves in 
the morning but dropping off in the afternoon. On Sunday the finals were 
held Overall the week was a great success. and the members of the ever 
increasing club, improving their social skills not forgetting the surfing 
of course! 

SKII G WEEKE;";D - by Sig Ferris 
As Austria is only eight hours away in a minibus we decided to go 

away for the weekend and we hit the lopes. I had never skied before and 
l was looking forward to the challenge. We arrived in our lodge on the 
Friday evening waxed up our k1es and hit the bar! Early o clock we 
eventually headed off (after waking Capt Gough up!). We arrived at 
Pitztal Glacier and as I received private lessons the rest of the group 
disappeared up the Glacier. I soon mastered the snowplough and was 
heading down the b;uc nms with ease' By the end of the first day I had 
mastered tshr•i.;ily) he red runs aml by the end of the first day I was 
skiing down wtth the rest of the group. The nickname ·Bambi' was due to 
my left leg doing its own thing! Just as I thought I was doing fine the rest 
of the group decidcJ to do some jump~ not for me, well not just yet 
anyway. Capt Gou~h (on his snowboard), Lt Acton and Sig Bogart 
decided that jumps , ere the way ahead. Lt Hughes, Cpl Harris, Sig 
Armour and Sig Armour decided that egging down the slope was more 
fun, (when they were not on their backsides). II m all it was a fantastic 
\Wekend good luck to our team 111 the forthcoming championships 

THE GREAT ORTH R 22 OCTOBER 2000 
by Cpl Dave Robins 

Returning from Ex Arrcade Fusion on a damp October. Thur day, 
morning WOI (RSM) Lawes and Cpl Daley, Cpl Thubron and Cpl 
Robins met up with WO I Berry, W02 Beech and Admin Man, Sgt 
Cappleman. After the initial travel problem the group began the long 
journey to South Shields via Calais. The Ml on a Friday night proved to 
live up to it's reputation and the deci ion was made to top overnight in 
York. Thanks go out to 2 Sig Regts Duty personnel that night, S gt Paul 
Gardner and Sgt Pete Preece for finding u some accommodation at 
such short notice. Saturday aw the group finally arriving at Whitburn 
Ranges. which was to be our home for the next two nights. Before we 
knew it Sunday morning was upon u and there we were in the centre of 

cwcasile, 200 metres from the start, black keep warm bin liner on and 
49,000 other runners di appearing off into the distance behind us . 
Jonathon Edwards started the race and we were off, J immy Saville 
waving at us a we eventually ran past the start point. 13 gruelling mile , 
several OGGY OGGY OGGY's and frantic waving at BBC TV camera 
later it wa all over. Grab a T-shirt and medal. wrap yourself in baco-foil 
and it's off to the local pub for some post run sustenance. The 
conversation only broken by laughter at those member of the team 
suddenly hit by cramp. The return journey to Paderborn proved to be les 
eventful than the outward trip and all that remains is to collect the 

sponsorship money off those good enough to sponsor U> 111 the fir t place. 
Roll on next year. 

BRAVO TROOP 
Tp omd Lt J. Acton 
Tp SSgt SSgt T. Gibbins 

Bravo Tp would like to welcome SSgt Gibbin\ (and all his mannc 
talk) and say goodbye to SSgt Crabb. The Troop had a good shake out 
exercise in Poland. It was good to get away from Scnm:lagcr Training 
Arca. A ftcr Poland we had a \\eek to turn our vehicles around and 
prepare for Ex Arrcade Fusion. The exercise period 1s nov. over and \\ c 
arc preparing to move barracks. 

LO DON OTC VISIT - by Sig A11derton 
The vi ·it of the OTC gave Bravo Tp the opportunity to \icv. the 

potential officers. For two days we instrnctcd them in antenna' and gave 
them an insight in to the Royal ignals. \\'c also gave them the 
opportunity to drive armoured vehicles, motorbikes, OAFS and Land 
Rovers cross-country. They thought they could rival Colin 1cKa) but 
we thought they could challenge driving Miss Daisy! After a long nerve 
wrecking day the in tructors rdaxed with the OTC in the Squadron bar. 
The Troop enjoyed instrucung the OTC and we all enjoyed the visit. 

UPPORT TROOP 
Tp Comd Maj 1. G. P. Bohanon 
Tp S gt Sgt H. Cappelman 

Over the last few months the QM's Dept ha been very busy preparing 
for yet another Squadron move to Talbot Barracks whilst providing 
support on Ex Prairie Eagle and Ex Arcade Fu ion. The department 
would like to say congratulations to LCpl . 'e il Craw ha'' and his new 
wife Sheryl on the birth of their son Ieaun and good riddance as he's 
posted 10 7 Sig Regt. We also would like to say good bye to LCpl 
Mooney and his wife Mirrelle on their po ting to 280 Sig qn. Also 
welcome to Sig Carr and ig 'I want to be a rally driver' Mulligan. The 
whole Department deployed 'for a change' to Poland on Ex Prairie Eagle. 
All the vehicles eventually arrived after a long 2fi day dnve even ig 
Jones made it in the gas truck. During the Exercise the Department saw a 
few highlights. 

Somehow if there wa a toilet to dig, Cpl Tyrrell was always on the 
scene. ig tuUigan managed to stag on for an extra two hours one night 
but made up for it the next day and lept most of it. Congratulation to 
Sgt , ortheast and LCpl Mooney on their reversing technique· (in 
daylight) for getting tuck in the same trench twice. ig Jones and the 
QC Sqn both fell in the ·FULL' swill pit. One night the DCOS and master 
driver tried to bump the Ech (without much ucce s) as they were last 
een with tail between their leg. making a hasty retreat, closely followed 

by the QM, Maj Bohanan . The only problem wa he only managed to 
catch Cpl Antell who was one of our guy . 

The Department returned from Poland to deploy on Ex Arcade Fu ion 
a week later. The Department Deployed on Ex Arrcade Confusion with a 
small amount of the manpower well done to Cpl Tyrrell on his efforts on 
the D G Admin area. With hi idekick SSgt Low. A final mention to 
S ia Carr for all the extra stags he did. 

4th ARMOURED BRIGADE HEADQUARTERS 
AND 

SIGNAL SQUADRON (204) 

SQ ADRON HEADQ RTER 
qn Comd Maj G. R. orton 

R M WOI (RS I) Craig 
FAMILIE DAY A D WELCOME B C K PARTY 
bv Sgt Leadbeater 

After many phone calls between Osnabrnck and Banja Luka the date 
was finally set. The day tarted al 1400hr with mu ic and karaoke for the 
kids and the legendary Squadron bouncy ca tic and kiddie ' carousel. 
Looking afler both the bouncy castle and carou el was Sig Lucy Corlett 
and ig icky Earl. The weather wa upcrb and the food done to a treat. 
The day wound down at I 730hrs with both kids and a few adu lt ready for 
their bed. The evening started at I 930hrs with Cpl ige Stiff and LC'pl 
'Stan' Standish keeping the refre ·bment · flowing at the bar. The di co 
played ome good, old tunes that soon got the crowd going. Later. it \ a 
on to karaoke with Cpl Pete Dugmore and ig 'Little Voice ' Earl the 
stars f the quadron. Good food, good company and a grea1 atmosphere, 
a great time wa had by one and all. A huge vote ofthai~ks !?oes to all that 
attended, especially to those who helped build. mamtam and scr\'e. 
Without their help and hard work. the day would not have bc.:n the ucces. 
that it was. 
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Wives and soldiers of the Squadron relaxing and enjoying the 
company and entertainment. 

REMEMBR.\NCE ' DAY - by ,\faj (Retd) Pat Ma/o~1ey . 
There was no Garrison Drumhead crvice this year with o many units 

away. however. the erYice in the Gani on Church wa attended by 
repre entative of the se1:ving an.d former Corps. The local Old Comrade 
retired to the Royal Bnnsh Legion, where member of the l?~al German 
Armed Forces Reser\e A ociation also attended the trad111011al curry 
lunch. Jn the afternoon a crvice of Rem mbran e was he.Id at Sage V!ar 
Cemetary (90km North of 0. nabrucck). Wreatl1. were laid on behaU ?f 
R ; Armv. RAF. Royal Briti h Legion and the Bundeswehr. After the mam 
ceremom~ wreatl1 were laid. and the Corp Collect aid. at tl1e two Royal 

ignal graves. 1aj Graham Norton and Capt Ben \ _hite represented 
the serving Corps: Maj (Retd) Pat Maloney. Ex- pl Sid We t and Ex
L pl Robert McGilvary attended as Old Comrade : and 0 t~w a.D. 
Dieter Bockelmann represented Lw Fm Re~t 11 (the German Air Force 

ignal Regiment who man many of the tauc 1.ocations ~o wh~ch we end 
ignals). ig David Fairgrie,·e (from Bonnyngg.111 M1dlo~luan) of 5lst 

Di' igs and Sgt Walter Hay of Guard Amid Div are buned at . age. If 
anyone ha any memorie or detail of them please end them direct to 

my elf. 

After the laying of the wreaths at Sage War Cemetary 

0 CAR TROOP - by Sig Scott Walker 
Tp Comd Lt Paul McTurk 
Tp S gt . gt 'Olly· O lher 

The froop returned from Bo nia safely and we now find ourselves 
·ecure from tours for at least a year. We wouldn't have got back from the 
Balkans so quick I) if it hadn't been for the tudious labours of the 7 Sig 
Rc!,'1 augmentee who bolstered our numbers so big thank~ need to go to 
them 0 ·car Tp ''ould also like to say hello and thank the •ortunatc 
augmentees ''ho are ~till out there. 

Congratulations are in order for Sgt Stu Mcneil on his promotion from 
corporal as well as LCpl 'Smudge' S mith and LCpl 'chip butty head· 
Good\\ in for coming off the board. Sig 'thicket' 1ockctt and Sig 'stick it' 
Ashmore for coming off the coveted Signaller - Lance Corporal board 
white we were on post tour leave. All members of the Troop marked the 
return to Quebec Barracks with a cry of de pair once they realised the 
extent of the workload that was to be carried out. The weeks immediately 
preceding post tour leave were a culture shock to many who had been 
. ki\ ing away on the hill top sites and allowing their sense of graft to 
detcnorate but now. further down the line, Oscar Tp is making good 
:irogrc ·sand who knows? We might even be ready for such haairds of the 
training year such as RSIT and 2nd Lines. 

Sad farewells go to LCpl '\llac' "1cKenna who is off to help blow 
things up at 11 EOD Sig 'Ash' Ashmore and ig' coll' Walker who are 
off to make their fortune in Civ Div. Grateful hellos go to ig 'Whiner' 
\ \ hitham and ig ' \llartine' Mcutcheon straight from l I Sig Rcgt. 
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PAP. TROOP - 1~1· Sig1 Tc>t>ke 1111d Hhrd 
Tp Comd Lt like Parke 
Tp gt S gt Paul Davi~ 

The last half of 0 tobcr and the first half of ovcmber were spent 
having a well-earned break ?n post -operational tour leave after. Bos!1ia. 
The Troop returned from this well rested and rc?dy ~o go straight mto 
another hectic period. \ ell mo t us did anyway, 1g icky Earl returned 

11 
ith a broken ankle. Sig Lee Ward returned slightly later than the rest, 

hence the followmg telephone conversation (heavily edited) on our first 
day back from \\Ork between him (at hi home) and the Tp 0 . ig ~Vard, 
'Hello ir l hear you've been trymg to get hold of me, what the 
problem'!' Tp OC. 'Hello ig \~·a~d why ar; you at !1on_ic in En~land and 
not here in Germany at work? 1g Ward Oh you re JOkmg Sir I could 
have sworn it wa next Monday.' 'V ell done Lee for yet another ucces-ful 

return from leave! 
After only a few days back in Osnabriick the Troop deployed to Hahne 

to support a Duke of Wellington's Regiment exercise under the watchful 
eyes ofS gt ' Old Man' Davis. This e~ereisc was to help them prepare for 
a forthcoming Op Tour. At the c!1d of 1.t some lucky members of the -:roop 
got to sec a firepower dcm~ 11wolv111g RAF To~nadocs and Artillery. 
Whilst the Troop were excrc1s111g the Tp 0 , Lt Mike Parke, deployed to 
the local German I losp1tal to recover from his Sig Ward experience. Only 
joking. it was in fact for an intense and force? intr~duction to G.erman 
food and TV, whilst the finest of German phys1c1an .tncd lo make his nose 
into an object that can be bre~thed ~hr~ugh, and ~ot JU t .an cycs~re to look 
at. Thi. turned into sometlung ot a Carry on expcnencc with lot of 
Matronly type German ur c scolding him for. not speaking G~rn1an. 
whilst he desperately fumbled through an English-German D1ct1onary 
trying to find word for ·bed bath please' etc. , 

As for the remainder of the Troop who d1dn t deploy (all four of them), 
there wa igs Dan Too~e and Lee Ward who are on the driving cou~se 
trying to get their 'H' Licence ~der the exp~1i ,111stru~t1on of Cpl 1gc 
'Windswept' Stiff. Also there 1s Cpl Charhe Chaz Henson m~kmg 
helmet covers in the rores. After a year and a half of dodgmg the dnvmg 
course we have finally been introduced to the pleasures of track bashing. 
We have only broken a wagon a week so far, the first one being .a brand 
spanking new 432 which Lee ' Legohead ' Ward npped the teenng unit 
out of. The econd died due ro contaminated fuel that is uspectcd to be a 
legacy of our Ko ovo days of 1999. Finally we are now back on the ro.ad 
causing ma sive amounts of unnecessary stress on German dnvcrs with 
Sig Steve 'Has lehofT head Potts trying to drive u off a bridge. 

CO GRAT LATIO , HELLOS AND GOODBYE 
The Troop has had lot of successes recently with promotion boards. 

firstly on the Lance Corporal-Corporal promotion board congratulations 
go to LCpls · cotty' Rose? 'Charlie' For.syth and eil McElhinney on 
being selected for promotion. On the Signaller-Lance Corporal board 
conoratulation to Sig Jamie Masters, Steve ' Woggle ' Moran, 'Gus' 
Cra~ord and Lucy Corlett. Our other big uccess i with Sgt John 
Swanston who ha been selected for promotion to Staff Sergeant. Well 
done and congratulation to all of you! We have had a couple of addition 
to the Troop recently so a big maS'.'ive welcome to LCpl _'R?b.bo'. 
Robertson who has joined us from 3 Div, and the ame goes to 1g Tish 
Stevenson who has joined us from that lovely place Blandford. 
Unfortunately we ha e :.ii o had to say farew~ll to LCpl 'Drunken' Excell 
who is off to 16 Air A sit Bdc, to LCpl Craig Eden who 1s gomg to 2 1g 
Regt, and to ig Jimmy Findlay who i off to I. Good luck to you all, 

you will be orely mi ed! 

SUPPORT TROOP 
Tp Comd Capt Pete McElwee 
Tp SSgt SSgt Paul Buckley 
MOTOR TRA PORT DEP RTME T - by Cpl Paul Maguire 

With the work in Bosnia coming to an end it was time fo r the Ops team 
to plan the return journey back to Osnabruck. The QM Capt Pete 
McElwee informed the squadron that a Board of Officers would have to 
be completed before the Squadron started to leave ihe wonderful Banja 

Luka Metal Factory. Cpl Paul Maguire whom at this tim.e wa~ dc~ched 
to the Metal Factory Multinational MT was seen to be pull mg his hair out. 
as our friends from the other nations had not heard of a Board of Offtcen .. 
It mu t be said that all was well and it must be mentioned that Paul had a 
great time. August was the month that Sig Jamie mith wa awarded the 
driver of the month from the GOC, Sgt Paul Buckley is now wondering 
if that was a good idea due to the fact that Jamie drove for SSgt Buckley 
whist he was on hi ODE retest. It must be said that Sgt Buckley has 
never marked anyone for 26 minor faults, and two seriou fault . On 
arrival in Osnabruck, it was work as normal for the first two weeks, before 
we started our well earned break for up to four weeks. The Troop have 
since returned from post tour leave and at this point we have four people 
who arc supplying . upport Lo the Duke of Wellington's Tessex Exercise. 
We would like to say farewell to gt Mick Pryce who leaves us for sunny 
Aldershot, and a sad farewell to LCpl 'Chalky' W hite leaving the Army 
in January. Congratulation to LCpl Kurt Molden who has been select~d 
for promotion to Corporal and is going to yprus in February. 1g 
'Marlon' Brandon was selected for promotion to Lance Corporal, well 
done to you both. 

Q MATTER - by LCpl Lee Peacock 
The deployment to Bosnia was a typical Army move ' Hurry up a~d 

wait', all in all a smooth and well rehearsed move. Once we had settled in 
we realised the task that was ahead of us. The task ahead was to back load 
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arou~d 75% o~ the eq~ipment that was in the Banja Luka Metal Factory 
and from the lull top ~ 1tcs. This was not go111g to be a problem due to the 
fa~t that I w;~s a Radio Operator by t;adc and my best mate SSgt 'Olly' 
Oliver ~iad t1ansfcrred .me to the QM s Department for the tour. Working 
\~!th the Dutch was a bit o_fa,~ eye opener for me, especially when I am 5· 
4 and one of them was 6 9 . The Department would like to say farewell 

to 'gt 'Spike' Hughes. and his family. ' Spike' left us for 14 1g Rcgt and a 
~ell des:rved pr~mouon t~ S,tafT Sergeant. A big welcome goes to gt 
.scholly M_artw1cb an~ 1g Bob the Builder' tecl. we hope that you 

CnJOY your tn~e here .. Fma.lly, The. tour went well and due to the time olT 
that l had dunng my lime tn Bosma, that I have now decided to re . trade 
as a stores accountant. 

12 MECHANIZED BRIGADE HEADQUARTERS AND 
SIGNAL SQUADRON (228) 

This period ~as b:en one of a dogged determination to uccced. The 
Squadron ~cmamed focused throughout and training was conducted at all 
levels. beg111nmg 11>1th troop level training and ending with the successful 
D1 v1s1onal exercises 111 Octobc1, Ex Iron Foray and CAST(S) which saw 
a ll of the hard work come to fruition. We al;o managed to ' Stand To' 
nlmo:t 50% of the quadron at RI for the JTFHQ tasking from LAND. 
Sm.c~ the successful completion of the.exercis~ we arc now concentrating 
our. cfTOI"!• on the d,ployment on Ex Lion Sun m Cyprus and the requi ite 
tra111mg 1s well und~rway with all ~ank.~ being ri11orously prepared by the 
PTls and S COs: Concurrent activity for th1 penod i the preparation for 
th7 RSI1 mspecuon shortly after our return from Cypms, which is being 
dnven by M Tp and the FofS. We arc also m the process of handing over 
our old Ba~acks and handmg back the equipment from the JTF HQ call 
up .. Al~o high on the agenda is the L I preparation by the QM's Dept, 
which is. upo1.1 us shortly after the leave period. As you can cc, if it is a 
challengmg life you are after then a posting to 12 Mech Bde HQ & Sig 
Sqn (228) is the job for you. 

SQUADRO HEADQUARTERS TROOP 
We are currently recovering from ~ur busiest time of the year, the 

~nnual Stal'.f Personnel Support lnspecuon and are now getting prepared 
for the Chn ·tmas break period. Pte Cheryl Roberts and the Chief Clerk, 
S gt Steve Owen, are sorting out leave pa es for anybody that wants to 
be at home for Christmas and the ew Year. L pl Jitendra 'G IO' 

hakya .has recent~y completed the Inter Troop Orienteering competition 
alo~g w11h the Chief but he sadly ran out of time and was disqualified 
unlike the evergreen Chief who achieved third place (from last) well done 
you! We are now revving up for Chri tmas and for the imminent 
depl?y.ment to Cypru on Ex Lion Sun. The clerk will leave their dens 
and JOm the .re t of us m the field for a change where they will be fully 
tested 111 military ski lls, leadership and adventurous training ability - and 
not a paper clip in sight. 

ALPHA TROOP - EXERCJSE IRON FORAY 
Ex Iron Foray was the Brigade final exercise in SPTA over the period of 

30 October to 3 ovember. It wa the culmination of a series of Troop 
Squadron and Brigade training exercises that had been conducted over th~ 
previous weeks. The exercise tarted well with hurricane wind and a 
to;rential. downpour as is nonnal for all major exercises. This was greeted 
w~th ~ mixture of emotions, ranging from tJ1e complex. Cpl ·oog' Barker 
thmkmg that he was havmg a nervou breakdown (as hi career rested on 
the.briefi.ng tent not bl~wing away). We then had Cpl ·JC' WhihVorth 
crymg with laughter whilst re-enacting the rain scenes from Forest Gump 
as he was tagging on in a Stage 3 wimming pool. The Squadron 
performed exceptionally well. despite having to overcome freak weather 
phenomena, a vertical learning curve and numerous teething problem . 

We moyed ab<?ut Salisbury Jllain with surprising skill (for a first hot) 
and e.ver mcreasmg speed (111s1de the speed hm1t of course) during the 
exercise, and we were learning all the way. Bets were eventually taken as 
to how long It would take to set up Main but we still don't know who won 
th~ ~ct. The OC t~mks ~e can move .. set up, communicate and cam up 
w1th111 25 mmutes mcludtng a I Okm dnve, we will succeed in the end l am 
sure .. We m.ay even throw in a quick meal ju t to show ofT our newly 
a~qmred skills. !his ubject has been hotly debated ever since. We also 
discovered that 1f we .speak nicely to .the Royal Engineers, they dig far 
larger trenches far qmcker than any lineman can but using a tractor of 
course. 

Wet432 
We told you it rained on the plain didn't we 

There are far too many humorous. tales to .tell here about what happened 
during the exercise. A co~ple do pnng to mmd uch a the 432 driver (Sig 
Dan Fa llo,~s) who m l11s msh to leave a location during the Squadron 
demo exercise for the wive vi it, left hi back door open much to the 
amu emeot oft~1e a semblcd spou e . And finally pecial thanks go to the 

quadron Public Relauon rep. LCpl · ot so Dangerous' Arm trono 
who adopted a no-mess policy informing the COS that he would have t~ 
sleep on the particularly h?ggy floor. He pointed out that there wa only 
one camp cot and sadly 1t had Dangerous written all over it and he 
wond~rs why he is called ' Dangerou '. Also of note is that ~fter the 
exercise Cpl Barker was given a public dre sing down in front of the 
Squadron before being promoted to ergeant. o I gue s all we have to do 
1 make sure our tents do not blow away and promotion i in the bag. 

Wives and families open day on the local training a rea 
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L 11 , tll' ~·1 \\~'k e ·erci •period which for the many 'Armour 
, l' O•\ m " ·' • w · • • • T · . ·t ' ling 

\ 'irum:· among US\ as a tecp learning CUf\~e. the roop I 1101\ rngg , 
to &1 elop :ume fonn of routine. There 1s . till pl7r.t) o~ "o~k t? Jo b~ll the 
a c of life is no\\ here near as frantic. Everyone. is no11 look mg ff{~:i~d to 

3 Chri tma~ at horn · and not in the Balkans. ~ h1ch 1~ where we a a ~ur 
Chri<•~a; Dinner la ·t , ear. tr:iight after hri tmas leave, 1~e spen . a 
short month in Cyprns on E Lio~ un I - 2001 to start t " c?mm~ 
tnmmg year on a high note. ome factors remam con tm~t, however._ at~ 
the Troop taff crgeant' spending habit are no exception. gt D1~ky 
'Town Crier' Over ·till parts with ab~olutely .no mane, at all: he. a 
genumc Comi hrnan who loves Tesco· i3~ue tnpe lager. Conga~ulat1~1n lo ot Roy Davie and hi wife on th >trth of h1 !'e11 on \\en, '' 10 
no\\ "replaces hi. adopted son ig imou 'The a1 lor G~undry. . 

The uadron boxer.; are training hard under the RS 1 s v. a~ch ful ~ye Ill 
order to qattemp1 to ho pitalizc 9 Parachute quadron RE, m the 111~r

quadron boxing tournamen~. ig Dan. ' Halfll,1e man he was. Fallows. a 
topped his daily sub ·cripllon to G111&· tt;rs and !o t Ii ~ e ·tone r: 

fortmght. The other boxers: L pl Chns \Vhtppct Kell)·~u.th r or , 
i 1 ·Matchstick· Webb, I ·Mega I-l ead Sweet and Chns Monkey-

H!nger' i\lcGeorge are all looking much fitter now than ~l!ey wert; bcfort; 
the RSM got hi · hand; on them. The Troop wre tier.. S1i, Matt WW F 
Grochowina, decided not to box when the RSM tol.d him that. leota~ds are 
definitely not allowed on the night. Our Troop Chnstmas ouung th1 . year 
wa paint-balling. A re ounding succes , the day was thoroughly enjoyed 
by all. It wa urpnsing to ee how many of the Troop exaggerated thetr 
paint-balling prowes when swinging a lamp afterwards 111 the pub._ The 
Blue Team won the fight easi ly due to ~he poor tacuc of t h~ opp? 1t1on. 
For tho e who couldn •t make it, you mis ed an excellent da) out and we 
will be back. 

BR VO TROOP - by Cpl Biddle 
EDUCATI01 AL BREWERY TRIP . 

A part of a morale boosting tour Bravo Tp departed on a Brewery Tnp 
to Alton (Bass) Brewery under the watchful eye ofS gt P~te 1ulle~ . The 
day got off to a wonderful tart as soon as the two ladies c cort111g. u 
around realised we were more interested in 'Beer Tast111g' than wa lk1_ng 
around the Brewery. Although a quick tour. was conducted and Cpl Keith 
Langan and ig Phil \Villi ams inw~rdly d1ge t.ed all t.he facts _and figures 
for the quiz in the bar later on. Once m the bar Sig Chr.1s Dl!~ km got of'. to 
a flying start but wa soon flagging towards the end a her v1 1t111g the toi let 
a few times! Once the finger buffet had been served and the Troop had 
totally demolished the food, the Troop pre ented a plaque to the. brewery 
and !rt Pete Mullen held a quiz all about the. Tour prom1 mg the 
winners" a late tart to a morning in the not too distant future. Funmly 
enough the biggest group won consisting of Sgt ·Dog' Barker, Cpl Sarah 
Guthrie, Cpl Keith Langan (recently prom?t<:<i to Sergca~t), LCp!s 
·Geordie ' Wharton, Paul Ford, Ross \Vilhams and 1gs Katie 
Shrubsole and 'Ta ha' Fus ell . The beer tasting was over much too oon 
but the Troop had the opportunity to vi it the h1stoncal town of Alton 
afterwards, tasting and testing other local beverages. !"1any thanks mu t go 
to the two mini bu drivers who had the patience of sarnts for the w~1o le day 

ig Paul Denham and LCpl Phil Green . Of C?urse they done tl all for 
free out of love and respect for their fellow soldiers. It mu t al o. be noted 
that B Tp were al o in1olved in Ex Tron Foray but A Tp have wnnen long 
and eloquently about the subject so I will leave that alone. 

S 'PPORT TROOP-hvS1g Fwrhrother •. n .. 
When 1 first amvcd 111 12 1cch B~c HQ & 1g 9n (--8)._t!•c maJonty 

of the unit was still s«rnng m Bosnia on Op \alnune and hie was very 
pleasant. Then they all arrived home and. 'bang things st'.1~tcd to happen. 
Su port Tp was a nightmare: we moved from Amhc~11 ~a11acks to TS and 
·uit got settled. then moved again to T3 (another bmld11~g) . I had bru ·hed 
J lcnty of boot~ but had not dom: any real Store Accounting a. yet. What .a 
~hallcnging time that was! l·.vcryonc from the QM down .t? me looked as 1f 
their heads were go111g to burst and I thought to my~cl f. what a huge 
mi take l ha\ e made in jo111111g the rm): surely every JOb cannot be ~1kc 
I · · oon the moves wen: tinisht:d and hfc tarted to sett le 111to a routine, 

t us . d h . , I t · 'l . d r . ' but not for long. I did not undcr~~an t e ~ne es gc 1ea Y 1or ~xcrc1~c, 
sewing cam neb. putting on skirts. putting up endlc s conli.gur,1t1on of 
tents and learning ho\\ to launch the chimney of a puffing Billy over T3. 
Rumour m110ngst the Toms was that we 1•erc 111 for a shock u~d as 1t would 
be the first exercise for the new quadron and the 0 hud be~n told by the 
Brigade Commander that he was go111g to measure us against I and 19 
Mech Bdcs no pressure then. 

That' ui;fair I thought the) have been together for many a year and 1 
h d been saddled with a group of moan111g old Paras; th~y were very lit. 
bat did not know one end ofa 432 from the oth~ 1-. Many mghts of no sl7ep. 
w~t everything (and 1 mean everything~, stand111g on gu~rd, pan bashing, 
b ·no told to do thi and do that, and do 1t m tl11s order, this way, yesterday, 
c~~ ~his, dig here, patrol this, deliver this, count these. 1 l?w many of these 
do we have, 'l will rip your face olT 1f you do that ag~ 1 n , well done, try 
I der good work ' and the exercise ended. The Brigade Commander 
~:~ad~d us all in so~e old hanger at Luggersha~l and said .• 'Well done! I 
am content, but not satisfied'. Well I ca.n tell him I was 1mpress~d with 
my elf. and so were Ming. Mong and 1:?111g, the rest of the Troop tom· 
We were all still ali\e although some mghts we doubted even that. I had 
done bits of my tr.idc and now felt I belonged to a f~m1ed u~ and 

rofessional Squadron. gt lutlen started to call me Dons 2 and 
peemed to trust me with limited ta ks! .we now look forward to ~x L1~n 

un, a month in Cyprns military traimng and before that watchmg Sig 
Mike Hunt. box against 9 Para qn RE. 

CHEFS - by The Chefs . . 
We in the kitchens ha1e had one hell of a u~e dunnl'l the past fc" 

months, what with Exercise , CAST (S) and workmg ma kitchen that fall> 
below the standards required in Bosnia to feed the refugees. Sgt Trotter 
has left and gt Wilson has arrived; us worke~ bee . thought. we \\ere 
ridding ourselves of an Airborne Marine who believes ma I 0 mile rnn for 
the chefs after breakfast. We hoped we were getting one of the. nonnal 
variety, but, no, we get a slim Jim Army Ba ketball player who beh~ves 10 
mile is good after lunch. ometimes watch111g the Welsh Guard c~efs 
existence looks good. until they do 10 miles on the dn ll square e~ery 
afternoon ·Ladles get on parade! ' To add to our woe the QM has decided 
to borro'~ chef1 from the rest of the garrison and sc~d u all on .Ex Lton 
Sun as foo t soldiers! Whaf that all about? ext he will be expectmg us to 
join in with the Adventure Training~ or even be one of the crew for the 
Squadron ailing expedit ion to sunnier cl 11nes. Wi th all th is go111g on 11e 
wi ll probably forget how to bum the supper. or worse still , forget about 
portion control on exerci e. 

242 SIGNAL SQ UADRON 

It i some time since we saw the move of HQ 2 Div from York to 
Edinburgh as a direct result of SOR - and t~e. demise of 1-JQ Scotland. 
This greatly expanded the populauon of Cra1g1ehall and we. have ha~ a 
very busy, but productive, time both prior to the move and .smce lookmg 
after all the move>, changes, installations and IT that a .maJOr movement 
of staff generates. As ACISG becomes more involved with IT systems we 
ha ve been busily expa nd ing to support the ~tworks , s.ys tem 
administra.11m, asset tracking and service desk areas. Smee June this year. 
when Maj '.lleil teven handed over to Maj Peter Stephenson, we have 
~een many personnel come and go. We wish all those who h.ave left.every 
success in their futu re and welcome those who have arrived, wishing 
them a happy and successfu l stay wi th the unit. June and July saw the 
normal upsurge of PA tasks and of cour e the bui ld for the Edi.nburgh 
Military Tattoo. Mid July to mid September were taken up with tl11 show 
- a spectacular this year for the Millennium. 

THE E!'.D OF 240 IG 'AL Q ADRO 
On a dreary day, Thursday 31 August, a short and simple ceremony 

was held at Carter Bar (The Scotland/England border on the A68) to 
mark the amalgamation of 240 and 242 Signal Squadrons. Our picture 
~hows the 2 x O s Major Peter Stephenson and Major (Tfc) Fred alvert, 
"1th the respective squadron pennants. 
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Smee 1920, 2 0 Signal Squadron (in its various guises) has been ba ·cd 
1n York. The amalgamation with 242 , ignal quadron is a di rect follow 
un from the move of HQ 2nd Division from York to Ldinburgh. 242 
Signa l quadron now supports the full 2nd !Jivisional an:a from the 
I lumber and Mersey to the Shetland Isles. This means that we are well 
dispersed with personnel based in Craigiehall, Glasgow, Kirkcudbright 
and Harry Buddon in Scotland and personnel al York, Cattcrick, 
Otterburn, Warcop, Lcconlield and Preston in the orth of England. This 
is a huge 'patch· and it is to our relief that travel sickness is not a main 
feature. We now fmd ourselves involved in a maJOr cable and IT 
111stallat1on in Fulwood Barracks. Preston that ha' necessitated deploying 

military and civilian manpower from sel'cral location~. Looking back the 
Squadron has undergone a great deal of change and our area. 
responsibilities and manpower have increased. Looking forward there i 
change round the corner but where that will lead is ill defined. 

IlETIREME T 
One certain change is that our Chief !erk Mr~ .Jean Livingstone\ 

last day at work, after over 21 years with the Squadron, i. to be Thursday 
24 May. Any person wishing to join us, here in Craigiehall, on that day 
should contact Maj (Retd) G. A. Carmichael on 0131 310 2267. 

249 SIGNAL SQUADRON 
(AIR MOBILE FORCES (LAND)) 

Sqn Comd MaJ David Hudson 
S .M W02 (SS!\<1) Ken Marsh 

It has bct:n yet anotht:r busy period for the boys ot 249 Sqn. The touring 
of Europe and ti·· word has continued with member of the Squadron 
ga lli ,·anting off to Can; da and the whole quadron deploying to Greece 
for a thre<:-weck Exerc1~e. There has been the usual amount of departures 
and arrivals. particularlv gt Pete Lawn who left on promotion to 3 Div 
we know where you'd nthcr be! A hearty farewell goes to the footie mad 
2!C, Capt 'Gwaa' Stokoe, who loved to remove his clothes in public from 
time to time! Congratulations must also go to Cpl Matt Tones on his pre
sclcction to crgeant. To 'pl latt Tones on his selection as a potential 
YolS and, you've guessed it, Cpl \ t att Tones and Sgt Frank Baker on 
selection for the I Op roster Hello to the new QM, Capt Steve Morga n, 
and goodbye to Capt Ray 'Arkwright ' Patrickson who left to take up the 
post of OC p Sqn at Blandford "hat's happened to Carli le? 
Congratulation to all those who were selected for promotion to Lance 
Corporal. they included: Sig Berry, Sig Clark, Sig Clayton, ig Cote, ig 
Gnmgee, Sig Harr ison, ig Henson, Sig Jefferson, Sig McLeish. ig 
Perkins, Sig Rodgers, Sig Smith, Sig Swift, Sig Taylor, ig Waring and 

ig Young. Finally, a well earned election for promotion to Lance 
Corporal for Pte Hodgson the quadron combat clerk and a warm 
welcome to the new 2IC, Capt DO\\ nes 

EXE RCISE ADVENT URE EXCHA. 'GE 2000 - GREECE 
br Lt Mark Stater 
· Ex Adventure Exchange 2000 saw a marked shift away from the 

Squadron ' u ual CN R role and a move towards Cl management and 
increased use of ATCOM as the AMF(L) continue its trial of the 
lRTF(L) concept - a command and control system based on a theatre-wide 
tactical WAN. 

Sig Whitelaw on an archeological dig 

The deployment went smoothly and we arrived in the dustbowl of . 
Greece in the middle of the night. ig 'Crypto Kid' De-Gernier confirmed 
cvc1yonc 's fea rs of snakes when he leapt out of his leeping bag at 3am 
screaming about being bitten. His intrepid Tp Comd investigated. hunting 
the beast with a stick and torch, only to di cover that the ·snake' was in 
fac t a trouser twist. The RRBs deployed to two large featu re and ccmed 
to be re- upplied by the Padre mart! often than the re- up team. Cpl 
'Firestarter' Clifton, easing back into life a a Oct omd, caused a scare 
with a O PLAY message that a lire was ad ancing toward hi location. 
A team of would-be lire lighters, led by~ M Marsh. rnshed to the cene 
only to find the in fe rno at least 2km away on the other side of the valley. 
Then there wa the nake ... 

Other dangers were found closer to home. Requi ring relief <?ne 
morning, Lt ' Big Boy' Faycrs ventured to the po11-a-loo and let! looking 
rather pale. As Mr Fayers commenced business. a hungry spider noticed 
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something dangle into his territory and took a bite - a big bite. A special 
mention must also go to Cpl 'Peeping Tom' \\-a lsh for ensuring the safety 
of RRB South every night, vigi lantly patrolling the area and investigating 
the bouncing cars that turned up every night. Why he needed binos 
remains a mystery. gt 'Wacko' .Jackson found him elf as IC R&R and 
put together a superb three-day package at the beach for all tho c who 
wanted to go. Local relation were cemented and the quadron 
particularly thanks Sig 'Willie' Whitelaw for improving Anglo-Russian 
affairs. 

MY FTR T EXERCISE WITH 249 IG SQ (AM F(L)) - by Sig Tay lor 
I deployed on Exerci e Adventure Exchange to Greece during 

eptember, flying from the UK to Thessaloniki . We were then transported 
to the port where we entertained oursclve unloading the boat in the 
blistering heat. Just a our MT ergeant had pulled out the remainder of 
his hair we began our 8-hour. SO-vehicle convoy trip to our exerci e 
location Kozani, setting up the Ech CP complex in the dark was fun! I 
spent the durat ion of the excrci e on wheels re- upplying all of the 
Squadron detachments in the surrounding country ide. enjoying the 
scenery as I drove. A well-earned R & R package at the end of the exerci e 
was spent in a three star hotel I OOm from the beach where we all sipped 
cocktai ls and bathed in the sun, great fun . 

EXE RCI E Ml IO~ Ll\!IPOSSIBLE 2000 - by Lt ,\t/ike Fayers 
Louise Redknapp, Deni e Van Outen and nights in live-star hotel : 

another arduous exercise for 249 ig qn (AMF(L)). Given a week of 
Squadron time before the vehicle arrived back from Greece, a cun ning 
plot wa hatched, including an even more cunning subterfuge involving 22 
SA and a plane at Stan tcd. By Tue.day morning. confusion abounded 
and the Squadron found themselve at in a cold garage being trip
searched by a group of hairy Corporals before being dropped around W 
England with ta k to complete in 4 hours. The init iative . tarted early. 
Having een through the smoke screen, many had chosen to hide money 
and ca h cards in various places about their person. aked tar jump 
produced money from the mo t urpri ing places and io Thomp on will 
be remembered fo r intelligently taping hi Barclaycard to one of hi more 
intimate pai1s with duct tape. 

Sig Louise Nurding on her Squadron Induction Day 

The quadron deployed in pairs and they were ·oon achic,·ing their 
tasks. Tu:k 7: Tell a joke or ~ing a song in front of 100 people. Having got 
a free ride into London on a tmin. ii:s Gallai:hcr and Gamgce persuaded 
the buffet car manager to lend them hi. microphone. Two minutes later. a 
bu y Inter-city was left in no doubt a, to the iLe of ig Gallagher's pct 
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. ·t t ·nt I ha'c ot\cn \\OnJ red who passes b _in ~he 
P't~l(n. \, a .s~.' ~ .~~rl a~d Jud\ ' now I kno\\. soldier· on imttatl\C 
t>ac .Jrotmd ot . ic: TV Others made a beeline for the Big l::lreakfasl. 
~~~~~c~~~~~~ ~Z i~~~~1~nn) \'aug.han and be ·urprised by Denise \ 'an 

Outen's fruity in\ltiltions. 

We don't know this lady but she wanted to get in on the photo! 

ome of the competitors obviou ly found the exerci e ~oo easy. o much 
.o in fact that LCpl Lo' ell kept going through th~ m~ht. Others, n?t 
content with pulling a pint in a haunted pub, pulled pmts 111 all the pub 111 
London. ln fact, a common theme eemed to be who could blag the mo t 
fr e food and beer. A pecial mention mu t go lO LCpl Osmond and LCpl 
Telfer who received free haircuts, toothbrushe pant and ock , fo?d at 
the H~rd Rock Cafe and met Jon White: of previo~s 249 and 264 tame. 
The final cores were clnse. with all pairs e_xcecd111~ expe talion . The 
winners, by a narrow margin, ere Cpl Galatm and Sig Hen on. 

ADVEi TURE TRA.lNll G - C 'AD - by Sig Sokolowski 
Tue day morning, Bulford - 'Right, who want to go to Can_ada 

dventure Training next week?' ·Er, ok.' 7.000km later we flew 111to 
Edmonson Airport to daytime temperatures of300C and crystal blue skies. 
Our final destination wa Trail End Camp (I'EC), _a full three hours dm'.e 
from the airport. '> e gained our first impression o_f JUSt how vast Ca_nada is 
a we drove along eemingly end! s, razor-straight, i_-oads. TEC itself 1 
iruated in the foothills of the Rockies, a short d1 tanee away fr?m 

Calgary, and is renowned for offering some of the best adventure tra111111g 

in the world. . 
There were many activities on offer to us, none ofwh1ch were for the 

faint hearted. I opted to do the horse trek.king and par_acln~tmg. Altho~gh 
the horse trekking may have seemed to be the soft opuon, 1t was a~y~hmg 
but. During the 3-day expedition our wrangler pushed us _to the hnuts of 
our abi lity as we rode through dense forest, _flov".mg nvers and open 
prairie • often at some speed, fa~\s were mev1table ~nd frequent. 
Accommodation at night was tents, with the cook111g and eatmg ~ondueted 
well away from them. There was _an ever-present danger of cu.nous bears 
and mountain lion anyone of which can smell food al ome distance. We 
would have been iri big trouble had a grizzly bear entered the tented area! 

Horse trekking is not the only wa¥ to see va t areas of Canada -
parachuting from heights of 3,000 feet 1 another. My la t four days were 
spent at the C~lgary Skydi;-re Ranch at which we crammed 111 as many 
jumps as possible m the ume allowed. Over the penod . l managed to 
complete eight jump , of which three were free-fall. The JUmp. were all 
videoed and each of us had the look of death etched on our faces._ Hwa a 
great opportunity to be able to participate in the adventure tra1111~& ~m 
offer. the only regret i that we were not able to try all the act1v 111es 

available. 

EXERCI E SEWER RAT - by Cpl Longiwrrh . . 
Copeh11l Down was the venue for yet another hort nottce exercise '.or 

the troops of the fighting 249 Sig Sqn this October. The FIBUA exercise 
,\,hich "~ 1he mastermind of S gt Den 'Twitchy Tash ' Yates began at 
about elevPn o' clock on the Wednesday morning. A number of gloomy 
faces boaraed the SPTA bound four wheeled Chinooks. Upon arrival at the 
training area we were all plea ed to see that we had a nice house l? get our 
heavy heads down in, however, this was dampened by the 10 mile tab to 
get there The two sections thought L t Mark 'where has my hair gone' 
~toter h~d really gone to town, after they had been e~gaged by a piatoon 
of warriors, but in fact it was just some confused 111fantry on Ex Iron 

Foray. 

1t was about I 730hrs ''hen we arri>cd there, as it darkened o~tside the 
blokes were left 10 admin thcm:;elves ready for the ~11ght a~11v_111es . Later 

that ni<>ht the sections n .. "Cc1 ·cd orders for fighting pat1 ols from Cpl 
?~tad' G~y' Longworth, and LCpl 'C?mc ~y with me' Tu_rne.r . ~he 
enemy was provided by a num?cr o f ?ur Jumped up full ,sc 1-c~s 111clud111g 
c I 'Look at me. took at me. I m OS Upcraft and C pl Don t talk to n~c 
r~1 OS' Clark. However. we got our reveng~ when the auacks _flooded m 
at H Hour! The next morning was an early n se when we were mt1:oduced 
lO our e:xcellcnt FIBUA 111structors, supported by members of39 Sig R_egt, 

o-t ward and gt · pats' Brody. T~1roughout the day we were revised 
and taught skill that would be required for the assault early the next 
morning. Among. t those skill · taught was the grapnel hook tcch~1q~1e, m 
which ig 'I ' m a weak maggot ' ~enny cemcd not to excel and. _ig Bear 
Wrestler' Berry was all o'er 1t_hkc a cyclone: The day pas 7d extreme!~ 

·ckl , and before we knew it Cpl ·Loddy Jones, Cpl Matty Boy 
t~~1e/and Cpl 'Cardiac ' Kenny were briefing their sections for the final 

dawn a sault. fll S · b · 
The Artillery strike went in and we were o . cct10~ Y secuon \~c 

began the assault followed by new members of the ,os. mclud1~g gt I 
wi ht could get my 1'.ncc down' lcbean an~ Cpl I nde a hatrdrc~se~ 
bike' Bnigcnt. Another highlight wa Cpl World Super Bike Rider 
Longworth's ability to throw a grenade at a boarded off door on ly to 
bounce back and effectively .kill h!s _whole s~cuon ! Th~ relevant ? , 
debriefed their sections, includmg a tru1tful_ debnef by C pl Honestly 1 vc 
done F!BUA before' Meck. All of the anuc out of the way now, it' as 
time for the confidence course. Mo t enjoyed this. h_owever, some f?lk 
including ig 'crypto kid' DeGernicr ~ot a touch of di co leg on the 111gh 
obstacles. Cpl • A ' Menkin enjoyed 1! o much he had another crack at 

it! 

Sig 'Chuck' Berry exiting the sewer 

finally, we tabbed back to the Squadron's, line. much to t~e,disma~ of 
Sig 'I'm signing off' Cole and Sig ' I d1dn l JOlll u~ for th1 Perkins
Maggots! o need 10. whinge, we got picked up a m~le from the FIBUA 
village. All were sm1hng by the end of the week and a good crack was had 

by all'. 

Endex for the dirty sewer rats! 

ORGANISING A FUND RAISING EVENT? 
WHY NOT PUBLICISE IT IN THE WIRE? 

WRITE AND LET US KNOW WHAT IS HAPPENING 

THE WIRE, FE BRUARY 2001 
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251 SIGNAL SQUADRON 

Sqn Comd 1aj John Oakes 
SSM W02 (SSM) Gary Smith 
HAIL AND FAREWELL 

Departure' and arrivals arc still gomg strong with one new arrival and 
six departures. A big welcome to the Tech Wksp for LCpl Steve 'Can he 
play snooker ' Davil!s posted from The Royal School of Signals Blandford. 
Farewell to Sgt Kicran 'Angry' Jukes posted to 14 Sig Regt, Cpl Kim 
' How can I get out , ,f this' Homewood who is off on his long awaited 
Clas~ I course 1t Th~ Royal School of Signals, Blandford. Not forgelling 
our very own magifr n LC pl Dave ·Le Sac Magic' Hunter who has gone 
to 3 <UK) Armd D1· Bulford After 22 hard year service we must say 
goodbye to SSgt Jo~ Phipps, Sgt G lyn is 'On the skive' Watton and Sgt 
Jim ·All I know is C-ypto · Kell) we wish them all the be t for the future . 

JEA 'S FOR GE £ , DAY - by Cpl R. G. Hanbidge 
On 6 October 2000 all the military members of the unit were allowed to 

wear some non-rcb'lllation uni form (Jean ) for the day as long as they paid 
for the pri\ ilegc. The price this year a staggering "hole £ 1.00 coin. There 
were numerous other fund raising events on the day including raffies, 
bring-and-buy and wheel of fortune stalls, tea, coffee, cake and burger 
stands. One of the civilian members of staff wrote to more than 80 local 
shops asking for support, most contributed raffie prizes and gift . The 
Squadron had already received over £ 130 in gi lt vouchers a week before 
the event, which was very encouraging. During the day the Ops Officer, 
Capt Keith ' obody tells me anything' Roach bellowed away on the 
microphone trying to drum up business which he eemed to do like a 
natural as all of the raffie tickets were snapped up in no time at all. A good 
lvoking Cpl 'Get me out of here ' Hanbidge aved the day at one point 
along with help from LCpl ' Where's my string' Igo they dashed down to 
Teseos like Batman and Robin when the bacon ran out and the nat ive 
started to get restless (boy can Civvies eat!). One of the highlights of the 
day was the name the bear competition. This con isted of an expensive 
German made Steiffbear that was short ofa name, everyone paid £1.00 to 
name it. When the winning name was drawn the look on peoples faces aid 
it all, only in this unit could a Gennan bear get the name Hitler! (no joke) 
Sgt 'Third Reich' Coldwell is considering renaming it. 'Himler i a nice 
name isn't it!!· Last year the Squadron raised more than £ 1,300 for the 
appea l and this year we were hoping to top £ 1.500 with an ultimate goal of 
£2.000 for the year 2000 so it wa very pleasing when we reali ed we had 
raised £2200. All the money will help fund research into genetic disease 
in children. 

RAISI GMO. EV FOR LOCAL NU R ERY -bySSgt G. Watro11 
During the last ten month 251 ig qn has once again been raising 

money for the local Queen Mary' ursery (QMN) which is situated on 
Middle Hill between the married quarter in Talavera Alder hot. Last year 
we raised £342 for them by doing a sponsored half marathon. This year. 
once again led by SSgt Glynis Watton we were able to rai ea little more -
£500, we managed thi wiU1 help from parents who' children attend the 
nursery, as they donated chi ldren's clothing during the Summer which 

Sgt Glynis Watton and Sig Bret 1crrick sold on car-boot sales. This 
t~gether with a rafilc earlier in the year and a generous donation from 25 l 
Sig Sqn PRJ funds enabled us to present a cheque for £500 to the Garrison 
Commander, Col 1ievillc on Monday 27 November 2000. We look 
forward to continuing raising money for the nursery in the future as we 
know .it is a well deserved good cau e particularly in light of so many of 
251 Sig Sqn members using the nur cry for their children. 

IMPERIAL SERVICE MEDAL PRESE1 TATIO,' 
16 A GUST 2000 

Two long serving members of 251 Sig Sqn were pre cnted with their 
lmpcrial Service Medals by the Commanding Officer, Col Carey, in 
Colt;heste~ on 16 August 2000. Mr Dance began his career. as a boy 
soldier. wuh the R:oyal Armoured Corps in 1952. He then joined the Royal 
Corp of Signal 111 1954 to carry out his National Service, he re-enlisted 
after ational Service serving in the regular until 1963. Then he joined 
the Territorial Army and served with 36 Eastern Sig Regt until 1982. Mr 
Dance's civil service career began in 1974 where he served with the 
Communications Centre and Telephone exchange until his retirement in 
1999 after a total of 47 years service. Mr andersteen joined the Civil 
Service in 1971 , serving in Colchester, as a Government Telephonist, 
originally as part of I 0 Sig Rcgt. The unit wa re-designated four times in 
his career. finally ending up as 251 Signal Squadron in 1995. Mr 
Vandersteen retired in 1999 after 28 year of ervice. Family, friends and 
work colleagues attended the presentation that concluded with a buffet 
lunch at the Civil Service Club. 

Mr Vandersteen, Mr Dance and Col Carey 

101 LOGISTIC BRIGADE HEADQUARTERS 
& 

SIGNAL SQUADRON (261) 

OC Maj lark Baine 
RSM WO I (R M) Udell 

The quadron has once again grown with Maj Bain es' attempts to 
take over the world getting bolder! We have had a flood of new arrivals 
over our Brigade Exercise including two new arrivals on the baby front 
from The Yeoman, SSgt (Vol ) Pnt Smith and Cpl Andy Carr, we wi h 
them and their families well. The last period has been dominated by Ex 
Iron Ration , 4500 Troop from 101 Log Bdc and 3 (UK) Div de cendcd 
onto the Plain to practice Logistic Operation and liaison ' ork. Recently 
the Squadron has pu hed the boat out gett ing the ports team up and 
running. These include Football. etba ll , Hockey and Golf although 
keeping the boys nut of the netball skirts i proving difficult e pecia lly on 
the golf course! In addition gt Jim Turnbull is tatting up a Judo team 
for beginner although he has managed to break pl 'Bi 11· Bishops ' toe 
already. Good Luck to them all. Also well done to the boy who 
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completed the Manche ter Marathon la t weekend, Excellent effort all 
round. Many Congratulation go to the ix Lance Corporal who have 
been selected fo r promotion; LCpls Ronn) Cuthb rt, Ben Elli on, 
'Fitz' Fitzpa trick, Dave Howie, Wayne Stewar t and Dean \ atson. 
The quick pace continued into ovember with comms for the Cambrian 
Patrol, the Squadron ITD Camp and the Wilkin on word of Peace 
Pre cntation to keep us busy as well a an official ta 1'.ing to support I 02 
log Bdc on Ex AfF AREEA in Oman next ummer means we ha'e 
been really busy. 

\VILKI1 0 WORD OF PEA E PRE E. TATIOI'I 
The Brigade Headquarters and ignal quadron (261) "a given the 

Joint award for Peace for its work on Op Agricola. The Brigade co
ordinated the respon ·e to the refugee cri ' i which wa · ·o large and .o 
unexpected in Brazda. It i' unusual for a llQ to recci'c such an U\\ ard 
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and it \\as a proud day in the Bng:ide. There wns a parade at which the 
lm•stcr for Dcti:n ·e Procurement pre ·coted the sword 10 our quadron 

OC "ho recci,·ed it on behalf of the soldier~ who sened on the tour. 
.\ ftcr lunch in the Officer k's to which th soldier who had been on 
Op Agricola \\Crc ill\ ited. the Mini tcr and Chief of Joint Opcr~tion · 
toured th· stands that "ere set up. Th·~~e included the T C HQ staffed by 
Brazda \ctcran: kd b) Cpl 'Tommo· T homa . This "as n 'cry special 
day for this formation and the exc: ·llel'I parade marked the occasion well. 

LPHA TROOP 
~ .. ER l E IRO RATIO~: '1Al /RSG - by ig Sam }anlley 

E Iron Rauon starll.'.d on 9 cptembcr when everyone ·s morale wa: 
c trcmel. high, unu ·ually for 0700hr on a Saturday morning! Wh n 
arri' ing complete at Rollestone Camp we all had the delight of erecting 
the complex tent \\hich had predi t:ibly grown from it: normal ize to a 
nms i'c l 20ft x 700. this was only the start. as ewing up and erecting 
the cam net \\as a near miracle Once the t ntage was up the cxerci e 
bcgu11 m came ·t and the communications began to settle down but poor 
LCpl ·no comm.· Cole had traumas during the night shift. The hitches 
were most!. mmor although the RRB setting up in the firing line of the 
A 90· was a slightly bigger concern. The comm op t am pent a great 
deal of time out on the ground aiding our le comm capable Brigade 
unit·; antennas up tree , pointing the wrong direction, u ing the wrong 
rype. the) had it all. A all the unit arm·ed on the net it waste. ted by the 
, BC Pha e of the Exerci e. Thanks to the vi it of the OinC and the 
Corp· RSM mo t of the quadron managed an extra hour out of Three 
Romeo. omd 11 Bde did not time hi vi it a· well due to another pell in 

BC kit, but an excellent visit nevertheles . 

The SOinC entertains Cpl Simpson and Cpl Reynolds 
They're only smiling because they're not in Three Radio! 

EXERC1SE lRO RATIO : FWD/F G - by Sigs Watson & Wilson 
Forward deployed to Aldershot on 6 eptembcr. our job wa to provide 

two HF nets o that RSG could move to their new location and et-up. As 
oon as RSG was up and running they a urned control and we deployed 

to Rollestone Camp to join the 2.6 1 multi -traded squadron getting down to 
what they do be t, tent_ erectrng, stagging on and sangar building. 
fortunately no pan ba hmg! At last after a week of routine includin" 
video watching. stag and strategic battle on RISK we were warned t11at 
we could mo\e to upport the Brigade effort to aid the fuel crisi . this did 
not work out. In read our hope were re-l i<>hted with an exercise 
deployment to the local jungle and we activat;d the HQ with the staff 
officers present and were vi ited by Comd I 0 I Log Bde. the Padre and 
our new qn _RSM. Wnen the enemy arrived it looked like Dad's Army 
and we predictably quashed them with devastating force and as we 
finished the QRF turned up to pursue 'them. The next day we were tasked 
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Check Out the Museum Shop 

THE MUSEUM AND SHOP 
Opening Times; 

Mon - Fri (All Year) 10.00 - 5.00. 
Weekends{Feb-Oct)10.00 - 4.00. 

to tear do" n and re-deplc y to A ldcr hot and set up the control nets for the 
Brigade mon: back. 

E. 'ER I E Wl..,.TER PYTHO SQ AORO ITO AMP 
by Sgt lw1111 Fal'l(\ ' 

Deep into a \\ intry Hampshire in ovcmbcr the quadron deployed to 
Longmoor Training area to complete our ITD training package. Under the 
command of the 21C Capt ~arah Pedder and the RSM Eric Ude ll the 
brief wa~ simple: 'Go forth and. compl.ete al.I of your ITD's for the year 
and don t come back unul you ve fuushcd. o the quadron dutifully 
deployed on it heli-dafs full of anticipation, bravado and not a small 
amount of war stories. 

Pos ·ibly the large t D team ever assembled in anticipation as the 
troops di mounted. unaware that there was a ub tantial wager as to the 
first utterance of ·Get off the trncks!' but they were lo be disappointed 
the ne\ touchy feel) approach was to be employed at lea t for the first 
five minutes! By the time the RQM . W02 Jim Alger had oi en the 
camp brief and PT had been called for just after 0600hrs 

0

thc next 
morning there wa a discernablc sense of optimism that it wasn't going to 
be hke la t time. 

The week progressed with pi tol shooting run by 0 Alpha Tp, Capt 
Lucy T hi rsk ably as isted by S gt ' It wa n't like this in r Jo ro11e 
and gt 'Chico' To\\er which was thoroughly enjoyed by all. otablc 
shot being L pl 'Horatio' Mooney and ig Mick Mil es. A special 
mention to Sig 'Roger' Bannister who managed to carry hi webbing all 
the \\'ay to the fir t stand before producing hi sick chit. Other activitie 
in luded Introduction to Competition hooting (watch out at the orps 
SAAM). BC, 1ap Reading. ro.s-Counlry driving and the neces ary 
Recovery, Command Task and Fir t Aid. All of which led up to a Patrol 
Competition. Thi was run over 36 hour and started after the CFT. It was 
a te t of teamwork and personal skills culminating in a close competition 
but LCpl Dave Howie's section \ inning clo ely followed by Cpl Oa' e 
Laurence (AGC) and his merry band. 

The rand included a traffic accident ridden with technicians 
( ·han1c! ), a chemical attack. a bogged-in vehicle, lots of enemy at I 00, 
200 and 300 meters, a night time wander in the Longmoor country ide 
culminating in a wift couple of laps over the assault cour e. The teams 
could have been forgiven for thinking that this was a very unrealistic 
scenario. no EF!, pirate , ·ideo or cheap Rolex's, not the normal 

operation! 

The Pistol Range 
(L-R): Sgt Fardy, Cpl Thomas, Sgl Towers 

WELCO IE 
The quadron would like to give a warm welcome to the following; the 

Chief Clerk S gt Andy Rutt AGC, SSgt ·Taff' Parso ns (REME). 
Sgts Shaun Pargin, Steve Jackson and haun Fardy as well a LCpl 
Aman~a Wright (our 1st Installation Tech), igs Mic hae l Sheplc) 
and Mick Martin. 

Presents & Gifts for all the family 
New Childrens Toys & Gifts 

Childrens Camouflage Uniform 
Camouflage Pen and Pencil Sets 

Tools and "Gadgets" for Dad 
Uniform & Accessories 

Books, Prints and Cards 

Sig Patch Cummings at work on exercise -
needs to grow a bit! 
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everyone rallie round. However, when the need become 

more pecialised and more substant ial resources are 

required people turn to us. 

The Anny Benevolent Fund provides support for oldiers, 

ex- oldiers and their families when they arc in need. But to 

continue our upport, we need yours. 

By makmg a donation or leaving a legacy you'll be 

providing the 'reinforcements' our soldiers rely on. 

Please give generously. 

ARMY 
BENEVOLENT 

FUND 
I wish to donate the following amount to the ABF £.____ D 
I enclose a cheque/PO made payable to the Army Benevolent Fund 

OR please debit my D Visa D MasterCard D CAF Card 

A/C No. __ ! __ / __ / __ Expiry Date _/_ 

Name ................................................................ .................................. . 
(your name as it appears on the card) 

Signature.. ......................................... ............ .. ............. Dale l_J 
(This donation is invalid II lh1s form is iiOi signed) 

~:ease send to: Army Benevolent Fund, 41 Queen's Gale London SW7 5HR 
ease enclose your name address and post code wh d ' r F · · · 

on making. or changing a wlll , G1fl Aid donallon en. ona ing. or informahon 
raising achvilies call 020 7591 2000. 5· payroll giving and supporting fund· 

IRegiStcrcd Chanty No 211645) 
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JOINT COMMUNICATIONS UNIT 
FALKLAND ISLANDS 

JCl' Fl LHQ 
O laj Ian Hunter 

. I W02 Karl \\e:iver . 
It ha· been a bu v period for all in the HQ of J UFI durmg the past 

mo months. with two major exerci -e. involving the staff from P JHQ. and 
a major Infantry exerrise on We t Falkland. Welcome also to the new 

econd in Command Flight Lieutenant Helen Wass. who ~eplaces Flt Lt 
Mark \ 'right, a the RAF's major influence on events 111 JC FL fhe 
um ch3rity effort ha' e started in earnest with a. P?nsored cycle nde to 

tanl y. (a round rrip of 6 miles). and another mp 1 planned to Darwm 

in the near future . 

OUTH GEORGIA 
Ops Offr Lt Jon Mayne . . . . , 

A the lono uffering JCUFI Operat10ns Officer, wtth a string _ot 
thoroughly important but very tediou jobs to do, when the OJ?portumty 
wa· given toe cape my de k and take a mp to. outh c_Jeorg_1a, I 1umped at 
the chance. I wa given 18 hours notice of my 1mpend1ng tnp ~ H~ BFFI 
had their act together in the usual organt ed manner. The s 1tuat1~n was 
that the normal Royal Marines Mountain Leader 111 outh Georgia was 
not being replaced. had been extended and wa therefore granted R&.R 
back in the UK. l was to go to outh Georgia and i::place him for six 
w eks. as being JSMEL qualified, l was the most u1table person to do 
the ta k. The sailing down on HM Dumbarton Castle wa thankfully 
calm and l had the JCUFI QM , Sgt Yendall for company. He wa 
going to complete preparations for. the withdrawal of the ~omn~ 
personnel and kit from outh Georgia m March 2001 when the 1te will 
be handed over from the force to The Briti h Antarctic urvey. The 
weather was gloriou a we approached South Georgia and the f~rst view 
were absolutely breath taking. now covered peak · that rose tra1ght from 
the sea. with glaciers plunging down the valleys betw~en the peak : with 
the odd iceberg floating by. The Garn on of approximate!:\' 25 m1lttary 
personnel is ba ed at King Edward 's Point near the old whaling _tatlon of 
Grytviken on the north coa t of the Island. Becau e of the env1ro1unent 
that the unit had to work in, my job was to act a afety cover and to take 
out any of the soldier on days off for trips out into the m.?untains. 
Several trip out into the hills including cro s country k11ng were 
undertaken during my time, and during other periods my ti,n.ie was take? 
up by tasks such as re-laying some of the cables around King Ed~d 
Point in preparation for the draw down . I returned to MPA tn the 
Falklands after five oJorious weeks on the Island, and my thanks go out to 
Capt Ian Brown R.;yal Engineers, and all of his detachment for my time 
there. Cpl Hart and LCpl Tasker left with me, leaving gt esbit to 
continue running the Island's communications assets until the clo e down 
is complete. so good luck to him! 

ALPHA TROOP, RADCO - by Sig 'Silky'Wilkie 
JC gt Charlie Hart 

Things are now running like clockwork down at Radcon (well, almost) 
and a few good byes and welcomes have to be said. First of all sadly 
going back to Krefeld is gt 'Tiny' Tindale, and off to 14 Sig Regt i Sgt 
Dean 'Treat Yourself' Wilson. A warm welcome goes out to the newest 
members of Radcon (all the way from South Georgia) are gt Charlie 
Hart and ig dam ' Random' Tasker. With 1tot a lot to do around the e 
pan , a fe-.v of the Radron 'Radges' have been keeping themselves ~usy 
with a few charity events. C pl . ' ikki Davies rai sed a few quid for domg a 
sponsored bike rid from MPA to tanley. ig lain ' Sherminator' Bibby, 
fresh from the march and shoot competition with Sig Chri ' ilky ' 
Wilkie m which they finished a respectable third after the RLC, is off 
again on Ex Commando Challenge. He also hope to collect ome money 
for a wort' Nhile cause. The 'Radges' were also congratulated bv Lt Col 
Rusb) on an outstanding performance during Ex Purple Strike, when we 
provided communications throughout the I lands. 

On a lighter note, C pl Winston ' Dodgy Deals' Whyte has asked if 
anyone would like to invest in hares before he floats his latest vent•ire on 
the Stock Market. The new!> from the hill tops i that Mount Adam has a 
new Cre\\ Woman replacing Sig Aaron ' Fingers' Lightly which we are 
all sure will brighten up LCpl 'Itchy' Richie Harris' and ig Mick 
'Three Legs' Qualtrough's days (seeing as they haven't ecn a woman in 
three months!) The lucky lady pi1..ked for this joyful ta k was LCpl Helen 
'\'vamor' \\ interson. 

LCpl J . J. 'Rambo' Robert . ig Andy 'Oldman' Porter and Sig Lee 
'Virg' Parkin at Camptto would like to say one thing, 'Dooe 
offee I alklands?' Congratulations are also in order for the crew of 
Radcon and the hilltops that came off the board. Well done to Sig icky 
Brn\\n, ig nd) Porter, Sig Adam Tasker and Sig Mick Qualtrough 
(Get the slabs in.) On a final note, ' You're only as sharp as your knife.' 
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BRAVO TROOP .ICUFI. (CO 1 1 EN) - by l pl Mall Ch ilds 
Tp Comd WO (CY) Ian Brown ~ . 

It's now ovember. and the quadron is a lready half way through tis 
tour of the Falkland . Doesn't time fly when you're having fun! All the 
COMM CE ' personnel arc well into the rout ine of 2/2 and 2 off, and the 
time just seems to be whizzing by. E pec1ally for the hkcs of Cpl John 
McGee. Cpl 'Ritchie' Applegarth and My elf, who have a ll been short 
toured by three month , and ~re off back to unny Krcfeld on the 22nd of 
thi s month. We will use the tune 111 Krefeld for some well-earned kidney 

rehabilitation! 
The JCUFI band is now well up and running, after a name change, and 

i now called 'Last Orders'. The line up i gt Dave Burke on drum. 
Cpl Levi Wilson on lead guitar. Cpl · immo' impson on rhythm guitar 
and JT Dave Kilgour on the ' rubber' bas gui tar_. They have been 
'gigging' all over the ba c, and have done a c.hanty gig down 111 tanley 
recently. Well received by all, they have provided some welcomed rehef 
from what normally pas e for 'enterta inment' down here. (When the 
bassi ti sober at any rate!). We also had a C Eon MPA last month. The 
one and only Tony Hadley. complete with naff eighties haircut, came all 
the way down to the outh Atlantic , and blew ~ s all away with some 
blasts from the past from the eighties. Proof postttve that once belongmg 
to a dodgy • ew romantic' band docsn 't do ,any ~lann to your career. 

The Troop welcome S C · Dangerous Brian Mott onto B Watch, 
WOM Marie Mackenzie, also to B Watch. WOM Jenny. Brown and 
SAC Michelle Marchant onto A Watch and Cpl Angie W1therall onto 
C Watch. Goodbye and good luck to WRO Helen aunders, WOM 
Kerry Cooper and Cpl Al McCormack. All the best _folks, wherever 
you end up. Congratulations to ig Sam Cla.rke on bemg elected for 
promotion to Lance orporal and for her sterl111g effort 111 the Inter Unit 
March and Shoot competition. (You can g ive the Techs back their 
cornflakes box now Sam). 

We have Ex Commando Challenge coming up in the next few day , 
which will re - tread the route taken by 45 Commando during the 19 2 
conflict. with the team tabbing from Teal Inlet to tanley over a two day 
period. The COMME will be represented by Sig Sam C larke (That's 
twice am, get the ale in!}, we all wish her good luck. That 's all for now 
from the whacky world of Bravo Tp, COMMCE Falk Ian? . e~cept for a 
special mention to WO (CY) Ian Brown and POR~ Chns Kierstenson 
for the be t haircut ported by RN personnel. Tht ts a lso my last set of 
WIRE notes, as I am ofT home in seven days. It 's been fun ( I thtnkry). 
Watch thi space. 

CH RLIE TROOP 
Tp Comd Lt Harriet Hebblethwaite 

Now half way through the tour, and we are s till as busy as ever in 
Charlie Tp. In the la t couple of months, mem~er of the Troop have 
participated in the March and Shoot Compet1t1on run by the RIC, 
Exercise Purple trike and Exercise Commando Challenge, an arduous 2· 
day march from Teal Inlet to Stanley. Thank you very much to 81 (V) Sig 
Sqn who came down as part of Ex Falkland Sound. This was a two_-week 
exercise with the aim of installing a much cable as humanly pos 1ble tn 
the hortest possible time. No mean feat l can tell you! R and R has 
started in earnest with mo t people heading for sunnier climes, all except 

gt Gaz Topps whose tan was not acquired from Ascension Island. ot 
having had enough of miniscule remote islands, I am o~ to Easter l sli.~nd 
today to drink copious quantities of cocktails and bask m the Potrnes~an 
sun! Fina lly congratulations to Sig ia ll Mar hall and Sig J101 
Brampton who have recently been elected for promotion. 

FALKLAND ISLA D TR Kand 
TELEP HO E EXCHA GE PPORT TEAM (F.I.T.T.E .. T) 
by LCpl. 'Denzil ' Depport. 
IC gt Chris Crompton 

Well, we've reached the halfway point in the tour now, and the weather 
till doesn't seem to be improving much. Workwi c we arc as busy as 

ever, so much that the workshop kettle is feeling a litt le neglected (though 
that's probably due to the fact that everybody's too lazy to make the 
brews). Three months into the tour, and we still haven't had word from 
our three mountain site Tech's (C pl 'Tipsy' Routledge, Cpl 'Pretty 
Drunk ' Hine and Cpl 'Totally Incapacitated ' Robson). However, report' 
indicate that they are o busy up on the mountains that they don't .ha1c 
time to contact u (well, that's what they tell yscon). Our most highly 
exalted IC, Sgt 'Steve Tickle' Crompton is absent at the moment, down 
to an unfortunate incident at Port Stanley Hospital , where a simple hernia 
operation went horribly wrong and something e lse was removed.by 
mistake. For some rea on he now has a much squeakier voice and 111 1sts 
on being called hri s tina! Cp l 'Huey' impson and his band 'Last 
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Orders' entertained the residents of Port Stanley recently, which included 
such distinguished guests as the Governor of the Falkland Islands himself. 
The band managed to set a new record down hen.:. clearing Port Stanley 
Town Hall faster than the Argentinians filled it in 1982. RAF Mechanic · 
have finally discovered the rca on why the Chinooks never seem to work. 
Cpl 'Mcccano' Baulch, whose obsession with taking things apart and 
storing them for no apparent reason, has at last backfired after two rotor 
blades were found in the UQMS store. His, 'You never know when we 
might nei.:d thi.:m,' line didn't seem to wash with OC Air Wing. L pl 
'Colin McRae· Jordan is stil l looking for any openings in the field of 
Crash rest Dummy' . I le is so desperate in his search that he has now got 
an impre. sivc tall} of two RT A's, Landrovcr take note! Last but not lea~t, 
I'd like to say a llllle something for LCpl 'Smoky' Ross, but 
unfortunately he spends so much time advcrltsing for Marlboro that 
there's nothing else to say about him! 

LI E SF.CTIO 
JC Sect Sgt Dave Ca carino 

In the past few weeks it has been an ex tremely busy time for Line 
Section, wi th the pending visit of 81 (V) ig Sqn on their annual 
'Busman's Holtday ', it': been a ll hands on deck to prepare for their 
arrival. The project's crew, led by Cpl Glen Sunderland have managed 
the awesome task of completely tracing a ll the cabli ng in 12 and 38 
Facilities. Sig Jarred Morris and Jim Pearson now know the place ltkc 
the back of their hanJsl Any Telemcch~ reading this article will know that 
this is probabl. a fir. t smce MPA became operational - a complete set of 
up to date re.:ords fo the accommodation - a major achievement! At the 
beginning of Novcmher the TA arrived to assist us m the complete re
win; of the two Facilities, a mammoth task that involves IOOOmetrcs of 
cable tray and more than 6000metres of internal cable, I hope your tte 
wrapping skills are up to it lads! In addition to the re-wire of the 
accommodation, we also have a crew from 81 (V) ig Sqn arriv ing to 
tnstall a fibre optic network station wide, a total uf approxi mately 
7000metrcs of cable. To repare for thi~ LCpl Sharon McCreaddie and 
her crew of 'Linc Dogs' have been busy inspecting and cleaning 150 
cable pits, pulling in draw cords and generally having fun ! Sigs Lee 
Moody, Simon Woodworth and Michelle Bargery are now all expert in 
using sump pumps and the mighty fibre g la s mouse. As well as all the 
preparation going on. normal life in Lme ection has carried on at the 
hectic pace to which we have become accustomed. Sig Tony Barclay has 
transformed the section stores areas into omething that actually 
resembles a tore - well done! Sig Mark Powell has mai ntained his 
tyrannical grip on the faults crew and ha now got his name in bold print 
on the back of the fault controller's chair. LCpl Dave Healy and Sig Jim 
Brampton have toiled endlessly as the fau lts crew - don't worry guys 
there is light at the end of the tunnel! 

POWER SECTION - by Cpl Casswe/l 
IC gt Gaz Topps 

The last month has been a bu y time for the JCUF! Power Section, who 
are now involved in the hand over of the remote generator sire to 
Turners. ow that the contract has finally been signed, the checking and 
cleaning of the sites is now completed and the transition period is in full 
swing. gt Topps ha been bu y organising the JCUF! entrant into the 

March and Shoot Co111pctit1on, and also into this year\ Commando 
Challenge Competition. The March and Shoot Team finishing a 
creditable 12th out of 14 teams 11 of which were made up from the 
Resident Infantry Company and the RAF Regiment. 

The course involved a five mile timed march, starting on the Darwin 
road, and finishing at Mare I !arbo ur ranges The culmination of the 
compet ition was a falling plate shoot in which the team did fair!) well 
considering that they were the only team that had iron sites fitted and the 
targets wen.: out al a range of 200m. Ex Commando Challenge is nO\\ 
taking place, with three of the section taking part in thi charity event. 
The Exercise involves a team of eight people tabbing from Teal Inlet to 

Port Stanley across country some 48 miles, following the route that 3 
Comdo Bde took during the 1982 conflict. Sgt Topp is the ection 
commander with LCpl Cranney and Sig Marshall. making up the hard 
core of the team. The remainder of the team being made up from the 
various other sections within JCUFI. This event also finishes with a 
falling plate competition so we hope the team will fair better, against the 
like of the Falkland Islands Defence Force, and the three other team 
taking part in this arduou competition. The month has also een ig 
Marshall deploy on Ex Purple Strike with the boys from Radcon over to 
east Falklands. where he had great fun maintaining power for the Radcon 
CP. Congratulations to ig Mars hall for his promotion to Lance 
Corporal. well deserved! Well done, congratulation also to his long-term 
girlfriend Samantha C lark, who i also part of the Squadron . The 
Section also wishes to ay a huge goodbye to Cpl ' Caz· Casswell. back to 
Germany where Jo will have to get u ed to him being at home again. 
Good luck Jo! 

REMEMBRANCE PARADE T RDAY 11 1 OVEMBER 2000 
On Saturday 11 ovember 2000 a mall Remembrance Parade was 

attended by elements from all three services of JCUFI, held at Plea ant 
Peak Memorial. The memorial i s ituated clo e to Mount Pleasant 
Airfield and marks the spot where two Royal Signals oldier and the two 

rmy Air Corp pilot were hot down and killed in the 1982 conflict. 

The Ex Commander's Challenge Team 
Top Row: Sgt Gaz Topps, LCpl Phil Brown 

Front Row: Sgt Niall Marshall , S ig Bibby, LCpl Kev Cranney, Sig Wilkinson , Sig Sam Clarke, Cpl Baulch 
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l (ROYAL BUCKINGHAMSHIRE YEOMANRY) 
SIGNAL SQUADRON (SPECIAL 

COMMUNICATIONS) 

l SIG 'AL Qt ORO 
·qn omd laj imon Grt'gory 
'S I \\ 0 2 DaH~ Scott 

- Tradition, lh the end of the calendar year ha bcc!1 a fairly quiet time 
for Special Comrns. a chan:c to catch our breath before being catapulted 
into a ·e" Year. , ot so tlus year. with a later than usual Annual amp 
dommating the period and no let-up in the operali nal tempo. As these 
notes go iO pre. s. we arc saying fare" ell to gt Jeff Hop~-Jcffcr on, 
lea' ing the Corps for pa ·tures-more-lucrattvc. \ c wish h1111 well and 
thank him for hi · hard work in C. We have also said be·t of 1.uck to 
LCpl Paul Hadfield, Iell\ ing C for the time ~cinl?. Congratulauon. ~o 
him and to LCpls :\lark Go\\er, Lee_· pinter Kemp and onJa 
\laci\lillan on being selected for promotion at la t. Congratulauon also 
go to gt Dean Poole. for finally finding himself a house south of the 

1\125. 

SSgt (FofS) Heath, on reconnaissance in Alaska 
for next year's first exercise 

A ES l\IENT CO R E 2 - 2000 
The econd A essment Course of 2000 arrived in Bletchley on 10 

September. The difference between this course and recent one was that 
e\'eryone was a volunteer wi hing to serve with pecial Comms. 
Everyone arrived not really knowing what to expect. but soon they found 
out that the DS were looking for something special. The course took 
. hape and e\'eryone was tested on a m~ltitude of subjects ·uch as giving a 
25-minute pre entat1on and part1c1patmg m command tasks, and 
di cu sion groups. Interspersed with everything else was a good 
proportion of skills, primarily typing, at normal Corps standards. For 
those not taught \'1orse there was the chance to begin to leach themselves 
the art of changing dit's and da's into letters. At the end of a very good 
cour e. six out of the original eighteen students attempting the course 
\\ere found suitable for further training in the art of Special 
Communication>. Here· looking forward to the SC Course. 

CA 1P 2000 hy LCpl Coli11 Teo 
Contrary to popular belief, annual camps don't starl on the day marked 

'Annual Camp'. For our quadron, it started months earlier with the 
planners m the Ops and Trainmg Cells. There was the usual action behind 
the •cenes as the planners planned the plan. Suggestions for Bermuda and 
the Bahamas .... ere turned down (come on, what would one do there? It 
would be a waste of two weeks .. ) in favour of somewhere much better 

Denmark. The plan was 1hat we would spend the majority of the two 
"eeks being taught and testc<l on various sk ills, the fortnight culminJtmg 
m the annual Runnel Stone Exercise held in Denmark. 

Ho\' did it go? Very well indeed, all things considered. We got to 
Harwich on the Saturday. got on the ferry and arrived in Esbjerg, 
Denmark the next morning. Then rame the road leg to Soegard Camp, the 
training barracks kindly loaned to us by the Danes. This was quite a 
modern barrack>, located reasonably well away from temptation with 
\Cl) good a'commodation and outstanding food. If you overdid the food, 
Cpl S)h Hack and LCpl Roberts had the cure this was PT For those 
who thmi... PT equals bcasting, this was nol o, with aerobics, fartlek 
trainmg and sport making it more enjoyable (allegedly). The training 
occupi~d mo>t of the days and evenings and was designed to upgrade and 
cnha:ice 'kills. Thanks to the efforts of W02 (YofS) Dave Hughes and 
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the training staff, good results were achieved. ongratulations lo those 
who passed their Class 3 to 2 upgrade . LCpls tu Adams (al o best 
tudcnt) and Colin Teo, \\ho passed outright, ~nd Cpls Mark Gott, Al 
hrewsbur and Pete Litchfield plus LCpls 1ck Vernon and Roberts. 

Congra tulation s al ·o 10 LCpl Gareth Clarke for getting his 
Class 2 ED and the spark plug award. and ig 1 ick Tustain for reaching 

Clas ' 3 Ted1 stulus. 
Lest anyone think our time was all w_ork and 110. pla~, there were fun 

things to do as well. One coul? go oul m the evemng mto Aabendra to 
ha e a quiet beer and a chat with the local - despite the best eITo~ts. of 
60'.! Troop who ran the en- uite bar back al camp. ot a.II the trammg 
wa in the la sroom either. pl 'Taff' Hamar and C pl Mick C hapman 
did ome fine cro s-country driver skill training. This look place o~ a 
training area behind camp. lumpy, bumpy and wet, not helped by Danish 
APC's buzzing around at speed. It certamly mcrca ed the he~n rate of~he 
instructors. if not the tudents! There was also ~ competitive. mil s~1lls 
pha e with indi\·idual teams competing for the Brick Trophy with various 

tand · and wet weather laid on for morale purpose . Brig Jack on. 
Director C, visited the competition and witnessed various ~eople 
dragging them elves through a small lake because they had not ued the 
command ta k rope tight enough. 

Sig Nick Tustain listens in awe to 
the Director Special Communications 

LCpl Ian McKerrow practicing the airborne role! 

By the evening of the prizegiving, the Squadron had achieved its 
training goals and was moving up a gear to provide eomms and support 
for Ex Runnel Stone. This is where teams of soldiers from lhe UK are 
deployed in SF type raids again t the Danes, lcsling both them and their 
electric cattle fences. Each patrol had its afehou e comm provided by a 
det from I qn in a location 'somewhere in Denmark '. 

I Sqn also provided its own bunch of cut-throats for a job of abotage 
and subjugation. Led by gt i ·wes' Wesseldinc, the team mclu_dcd t\iO 
female saboteurs - LCpl am MacGi\livry and ig Tanya Wingham -
and achieved it aim . Exactly how the patrol 'persuaded' the Danes IO 
turn off the searchlight on top of their target must, unfortunately, remain 
secret for the next 30 years. Mention should be made of the excellent 
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support available from the stores and the techs, both on the lead up to the 
exercise and during its execution. The MT and REME put a lot of effort 
in lo keep vehicles serviceable, and it showed. Almost directly after the 
exercise, it was time to pack up and go home. I !alf the Squadron new 
back to the UK by C-130, tlying through the typhoon then sitting over 
Southern England. The rest returned by sea eventually, after being 
stranded in Esbjerg for two days w;iiting for the weather to clear up! All 
in all. an cxccllcnl and very busy camp, with plenty of war stories for the 
bar. 

LCpl Colin Teo, Sig Karen Clarke and the SSM 
are presented with some giant Danish pastries 

GOLF 
BLA DFORD GARR! 0 GOLFI G SOCIETY 
By Col (Rerd) Cliff Walters, President BGGS 

The Winter Season is well underway and BGGS hit5 The WIRE with a 
good measure of success. CAPTAI • DAY at The Ashley Wood on 23 
Augu t was spon ored by Lloyd TSB. We were fortunate that Dick 
Good (an ex-Adjutant of 11 ig Regt) repre ented the sponsor and 
pre ented lhe prizes. ot only did our Captain, W02 Steve Bartram 
organi c an excellent day but he also walked off with some of the prize . 
He was the overall winner and winner of Division One. WOJ Mark 
Elliott won DI\ ison 2 and Cpl pittles won Division 3 just before 
completing his upgrading cour e. We are very grateful to Lloyds for their 
support and hope that Stua1·t Brook the Group Dire tor wi ll be fit and 
able to join u next year. There was a remark that Dick only did it to get 
hi photo in The WIRE again - some Adjutants never retire! 

The BGGS Autumn meeting. ponsored by Trend, wa held at 
Wareham. Unfortunately. the weather was not kind and the Club 
inadvertently put us on winter-green . We are thankful to Arthur Fi her 
for his support for the event and to Alan Langlands for pre enting the 
pri1es as Arthur was held up on bu iness in America. 

The "low handicapper · reached the lnler Unit cratch Finals and 
having been beaten by Pirbright went on to win the Plate. The team was 
W02 Andy Harriott Sgt 'Ski' O\\OSielski. W02 ten Bartram, Cpl 

ndy Lane and SSgt Chris flood. The Team wa · successful in the Inter 
nit I landicap competition by beating 32 Regt RA - 8 up. Both the 'A' 

Team and the 'B' Teams are lying ccond in their leagues and on form 
have very good chances of winning when all the matches have been 
played. 
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WANTED! 
The Best Radio Sys Ops in the Corps 

If you: 

Rate yourself as a good operator. 
Are adaptable and versatile, 

Able to work on your own or in a small team, 
Enjoy a challenge and 

Enjoy foreign travel (often out ide Europe). 

Then Special Communications may be for you. 

The next Spec Comms Assessment Cour e will be held in 
February 200 I. 

Those candidates a ses ed as suitable will be invited back for 
Special Communications Course I 101 • 

from April to July 2001. 

Apply now, using the form in SOinC PD 206, 
available through your Sqn Office or YofS. 

For additional in formation, contact the 
I (RBY) Sig Sqn ( C) Training Wing on 

(9)4240 8518I01908 638518 
or the Sqn YofS on 

(9)4240 8516I01908 638516 

Finally, we would all like to thank W02 Steve Bartram, our Captain. 
for all that he has done for the Society and we end him our be t wi he 
in civilian life a he leave on his retirement and heads into the land of 
big pay cheque ! ! 

Dick Good, Lloyd TSB presenting 
W02 Steve Bartram with his fine prize. 

W02 Mark Elliott and Capt Nick Bain were also prize winners 
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ROYAL SIGNALS YACHT CLUB 
Admiral 

Commodore 
Vice Commodore 

Rear Commodores: 
Off hore 

Dinghy and Dav boats 
Wind~urling 

achtma, ter (UK) 
(Germany) 

R tued Members Repre cntative 
ecretaries: 

General 
\ ind urling 

oldier Member : 
ore hore 

Dinghy 
Windsurfing 

THE ROYAL SIGNALS 
WINDSURFING CHAMPIONSHIPS 2004 
The Royal ignal \! indsurfing Champion-hip 2000 wa ~1eld at the 

\\cymouth and Portland .sailing ~~ademy o\'e~ the, penod. 27-29 
eptember. 2000. in very wmdy c~ndiuon . The racmg \\as orgam ed by 

the Competition ecretal). Sgt Fmnegan, and the Race ~fficer was 1r 
Mike Roach. Accommodation was provided for compctttors m tents at 
Wvke Reg1 camp looking into the teeth of the gales above Lyme Bay. 
with chefs kindly provided by I (Mech) Bde Sig qn and 12 (Mech) Bde 

ig qn. Tho e who attende~ enj?yed three. days of thoroughly 
challenging and highly compeuuvc wmd ur?ng, m the face of adver e 
weather condition . The first day' compennon wa ancclled d~e to 
wind approaching 35 knots, with only a few e ·perienced sailors takmg to 
the water for a brief time. However, on the eeond day. the gales ab~ted 
somewhat and provided high \ ind condition of 18-24 knots: force 4-) .all 
day. Thi allowed the race officer 10 hold six race for the mam and novice 
fleet - a vel)' demanding day! . 

The novice sailed a honer course and perfonned admirably to ~ope 
with uch strong wind . The third day was similar to the econd, with a 
further three race held. afety boat cover was provided. by Maj Fred 
Pyatt, I (Mech) Bde Sig Sqn and C pl Ander ton, 14 Sijl Rcgt. Th~ir 
pre eace wa invaluable. as they _had a teady trade recovenng those with 
broken equipment or JU t achmg arm . Regret_tably, the number of 
competitors was down con iderably compared with previous years and 
less than expected. This was attributed to the general level of 
cornmiunents currently experienced by the Corps, prevenrmg s~veral 
seasoned competitors and novices from .attending, as well as resulting m 
an overall reduction in the number of active wmd urfers. 

The competitors were visited on the second day by the Admi~I of the 
Royal Signal Yacht Club, Brig Burton and the Comi:iiodore, Bn g H_am . 
The Admiral returned on the final day to present the pnze . together with a 
representative of the sponso~s of the. event, _Mr Jeremy Mart in, from 
Admiral Management Services. Thi provided an excellent closmg 
ceremony to a very clo ely fought competition that many had feared 
would be cancelled due to the weather conditions. The event al o marked 
the fonnal close of the Arn1y windsurfing career of Maj Dave G ilchri t , 
who retires from the Army later this year. Maj G ilchrist ha been a 
leading light in Royal Signals windsurfing for over 15 years a~d has 
brought countless new sailors into. the sport, . as ~veil as settmf!; an 
outstanding example in the compeuuve arena. Hts dnve and enthusiasm 
will be sorely missed by all Corps sailors. as well as .those on the Anny 
and Combined Services circuits. It is hoped that he w1 II return as a guest 
sailor to future Corp Championships. The results rif the Corps 
Championships 2000 are hown below 

The overall winner was SSgt 'orma n Finnegan, 14 Sig Regt, 2nd was 
gt Barrie Ra ine, 35 Sig Regt and 3rd Maj Dave Gilchrist, 238 

(London) Sig Sqn. 

Brig C. J. Burton OBC 
Brio H. f-1. Ham CBE 
MaJ D. C. . Ellis (94371 5299) 

Maj K. Whitehead (Mil: 94381 253 l) 
Maj J. F. Calvert (94777 2204) 
Maj D. I. Gilchrist (94631 4219 
1ai J. . tuart (Mob: 0796 7043 68) 

Maj I. C. Gray (94371 226.1) 
Lt Col (Reid) M. J.P. ollms 

Maj R. Gibson (943 71 5577) 
Capt A. J. ould (94344 5111) 

gt D. angster 
LCpl . oulhan 
Cpl A. Varney 

Lady 
Veteran 

uper-Heavyweight 

Hea yweight 

Lightweight 

Winner - W02 Hall 
Runner-up - LCpl Pond 

- 238 Sig Sqn 
- 238 ig Sqn 

(Only I point behind) 
- Winner - gt Taylor - 30 ig Regt 
- Winner gt Finnegan - 14 ig Regt 
- Winner - Sgt Barrie Raine • 35 Sig Regl 

Runner-up - Cpl Varney - 3 Div ig Regl 
- Winner - Maj Gilchri t - 238 ig Sqn 

Runner-up - S gt Bennett - I Mech Bde Sig Sqn 
- Winner - Maj Bowle - R S 

Runner-up - Capt Mould - DGD&D 
Winner • S gt Finnegan - 14 ig 

Maj Dave Gilchrist is presented with a painting of him leading the 
fleet, subscribed to by Corps windsurfers as a token of thanks for 

his Herculean efforts supporting the sport over many years 

Come and learn the exciting sports of Dinghy sailing and Windsurfing at the 
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At The Dale Adventurous Training Center 

All administration , including instructors and equipment, 
are provided, just turn up and enjoy yourself 

Contact: YofS R. Owens, 14 Signal Regiment (Electronic Warfare) 94359 5656 
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CABLE LAYING 
Col (Reid) Cliff Walters, Museum Director 

I recently received the attached missive which is self explanatory. I 
thought it might ring bells with the 'Old Hairie ' of the Corps. 
Incidentally, why arc Linemen called 'Hairies'? 

From: Miss Daphne Hort, Devize . Eldest daughter of 1\taj Aylmer 
Hort (served 1917 - 60 including TA - Died 15 May 1981 ). 

I have been orting out ome of my father's papers and came aero s 
this verse. He composed it in August 1917 whil t he was serving with the 
Egyptian Expeditionary Force. His diary records that he wa involved in 
many incidents and there were many hazard whilst laying line with the 
RE Signal Service in the area of Beersheba. You may find his thoughts to 
be of interest to some of those who have been involved on similar dutie 
since then. 

C BLE LAYING 
WITH THE EGYPTIA EXPEDITIO ARY FORCE-1917 

I am waiting for the day 
W11en wireles i the only way 

o lines as far as I can ec 
What a paradise for me 

I wandered by the ancient road 
And reached a spot all worn and brown 
Where once a row of tent had stood 
Where once the Corps had euled down 

And then upon a heap of stones 
An old exchange lay long disused 
I stopped and gazed upon the bones 
And standmg there awhile I mu cd 

Whal men have spoken through thy cords 
What hands have made thy shutters fall 
When once the red-tabbed overlords 
Did pester thee with many a call 

Thy day is pa I; perchance at night 
Some phantom people u e thee still 
Some operators hid from sight 
Still put them through to where they will 
Daphne Hort 

You will note that 'phantom people' is not in capital.!! If you know of 
any wartime poetry by member of the Corps we would be pleased 10 

hear from you. 

NEWS FROM THE AO'S DESK 
My fir t duty i~ lo offer d very warm welcome to Maj Gen A. H. 

Boyle B, a the new hairman of the Association and to wish him an 
enjoyable tenure of office. 
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Branch News: Margaret Dadson (Hoa Secretary Middlesbrough 
Branch) has moved to 4 Greenway, E.ton, Middlesbrough TS6 9EQ. At 
their I 14th meeting on IO ovember 2000, the Central Committee of thl' 
RSA gave formal approval for the formation of new Branches at Berwick 
upon Tweed and Exmouth. They al o approved affiliation to the 254 Old 
Boy Association and the Royal Signals Band Reunion A ociation. 
Those holders of the Branch Secretaries List should add under Affiliated 
Associations the following should be added - 254 OBA, M r G. T. evers, 
22 Dallington Close, Burhill Road, Hersharn, Walton on Thame , urrcy. 
KT 12 4JG. Royal Signals Band Reunion Assn - Mr K. Lu gg, 13 
Medbourne Close, Blandford Forum, Dorset DT 11 7UA. Add to Area I -
Berwick Branch - Mr F. Dem pster, Jerih Cottage, Low Cocklaw, 
Berwick TDl5 IUY. Tel: 01289-386687. To Area 5 they hould add -
Exmouth Branch. Mrs 0. J rving, I 5 Lime Grove, Exmouth, Devon EX8 
5 Tel: 01395-227308.E-Mail:w.irving@breathemail.net. 

RSA Annual Reunion: For those who still do not know. this year's 
Reunion will be held at Blandford over the weekend 23/24 June. All 
members. their family and friends are welcome to anend. Detailed 
instructions hould be sent out in March to those on the mailing Ii t. If 
you do not get your copy, call A sociation HQ. Member of Branche 
may obtain details from their Hon ecretary. 

Cor ps RSM: Those member who attended the Reunions and have 
come to know him a a true friend of the RSA will, I am sure. join me in 
congratulating W Ol (Co rp R M) Geoff Hod g o n on his 
commi sioning last o ember. Geoff i now the Adjutant of33 ig Regt 
(V) in Liverpool. 

GM 2001 & Branch Repre entatives leeting: The meeting will 
be held in Chel ea Barrack at I 030hrs on aturday 7 April. 

ew L ife Member s: A warm welcome is extended to the following 
who have enrolled as Life Members since the la 'tissue of The WIRE -

ame and Former Rank Branch en-ed 
LCpl Carol Hodge!! ewark 1976-79 
Sgt Dean Woodward RHQ 1986-00 
Cpl Rhys Goodwin RHQ 1955-58 
Maj John Morrison Beverley Ex-Boys As n 1952- 7 
Dvr Bill Davidson Berwick 1940-46 

ig tuart !fcKenzie Berwick 1952· -4 
ig Richard Bull Sali bury 194--4 

Dvr Bob Fenney olchester 1938-46 
Sgt Liz.Wans RHQ 1992-99 

ig Maurice Pilkington RHQ 1943-47 
ig A. L. Dre\' East Kent 1959-62 

Sgt K. J. Roberts RHQ 1977-90 
gt Mark tapleton RHQ 1977-00 
gt Chris Van den Kerkhof RHQ 1977-00 

Sgt Craig Avey-Hebditch RHQ 1977-00 
Cpl John Gregory RHQ J 954-56 
Maj Bob Yeomans MBE RHQ 1962-00 
Lt Col John Young RHQ 1963-00 

ig Ken Moore Birmingham 1954-56 
Cpl Gerald tone Ea t London 19 6-datc 
LCpl u an Hutson Ea t London 1991-96 
Sig Kamaljit AhlU\ alia l iddx Yeomanry sn 1981- 6 
Cpl Dave Chri tison RI-IQ 1991-00 

gt Phi l Davies RHQ 19 6-00 
ig lartin Earle RllQ 1990-00 

Cpl Bob ixon RllQ 1993-00 
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l pl eil . · mtth 
la1 J, n \lad en 

S1>! John Pars 1n: 
Sii! Jack lnglmm 
.· i~ lark Gric-' ..:son 
'1g R . .\. :'>lnrrincr 

t.1J Phil Brown . 
S •t YYettc Grandfie ld 
·~i D..:r·k mith 
Cpl Ton) , mith . 
Cpl . tephcn m1th 

gt tephen Else) 
ig Gwen El ey (nee Kaye) 

~Cpl Da, id Wilmot 
gt Philip Locker 

Cpl Christopher weeney 
ig Pamela Young 

ot 1ark Bnstow 
Cpl tephen \1allaney 
Dvr Eric Thomp on 
, ig John Boyd 
Maj Norman Baker 
\\'02 William Iron ide 
On A. R. iddall 
Cpl George Cartledge 
LCpl Derrick Evans 
Cpl George Bums 
Cpl Bob Miller 
LCpl Eric Grady 

ig Bill Penkeyman 
LCpl Michael Leet 
W02 Mark Gibbons 
\\'02 igcl Thoma 
Maj Carole Murdoch 
Lt Col Malcolm McKinlay 
Maj Allan Duncan MBE 
LCpl Jim Claffey 

gt E. F. Butler 
SSgt Jean Thomson 
W02 . Sproul 
LCpl C. R. Lintott 
Cpl Gerry Houlds'\vonh 
Maj Julian Webster 
Sig Rick Melia 
LtRon eed 
Cpl Bryan Hopwood 
Sgt '>orman Love 

RHQ 
RHQ 
Rl!Q 
RHQ 
RHQ 

windon 
RHQ 
East Kent 
Beverley Ex-Boys 
RHQ 
RHQ 
RHQ 
RHO 
RI-IQ 
RHQ 
RHQ 
RHQ 
RHQ 
RHQ 
RHQ 
RI-IQ 
RHQ 
RHQ 
Che terfield 
Chesterfield 

hropshire 
RHQ 

outhport 
outhport 

Southport 
e\ ca tie 

RHQ 
RHQ 
RHQ 
RHQ 
RHQ 
Glasgow 
Glasgow 
Gia gow 
Glasgow 
Gia gow 
Southampton 
RHQ 
Aberdeen 
RHQ 

orfolk 
orfolk 

ALDERSHOT BRANCH 

1992-00 
1981-00 
1951-53 
194 1-46 
1980- 5 
1951 -5' 
1979-00 
1942-45 
1950-f. I 
1962-78 
1984-94 
196--76 
1976-77 
1993-00 
1977-00 
1990-00 
1999-00 
1977-00 
1976-00 
1954-63 
195 1-53 
1943-70 
1975-97 
1950-53 
1949- I 
1956-67 
1975-90 
197 1-93 
1960-63 
1958-60 
1992-00 
1976-00 
1977-00 
199 1-01 
1972-00 
1964-00 
1975-8 1 
1979-86 

1984-date 
1985-date 

1959-67 
1854-57 
1959-92 

1999-date 
1944-47 
1950-55 
1940-46 

Our Autumn Luncheon was held at the Army Golf Club on one of the 
few fine days in October. unny, though too c~1lly to take pre-~unch 
drinks on the terrace a we ha,·e on many occasions even so late m the 
year. It was a convivial gathering at which we were joined by friends both 
from neighbouring Branches and of ?ur Members . As gues.ts of the 
Branch we were happy to welcome Dick and Susan Crombie. When 
Colonel Dick addre sed u after lunch it happened to be one of his last 
speeches as Regimental Colonel and we were plea ed to hear_ that he ts 
takino up the appointment of Commandant of the Cadet Trammg Centre 
m Fn"'mley. A this is only a stone's throw away from us we look forw~rd 
to welcoming him a a Member <?f th_e Aldershot Branch and to eemg 
him and Susan at many a gathenng m the future . ot the lea t of our 
plea ures was to have Br uce Beattie with us after a serious illness. Bruce 
has a very long association with Aldershot Garnson and althou~~ they do 
not live locally he and Jeanne are staunch supporters and JOlll us on 
every occasion they are able. Welcome home! Lt Col Lynn Relph was 
the gue t of oel and Edelga rd Moss and we extend her a warm 
\\elcome to the Aldershot Branch. ln 'ovember we enjoyed a 'pig and 
whistle' occasion when Carole and Hywel Thomas organised a pub 
lunch at The Woolpack in Elstead. Having, it seems, only lately disposed 
of our Autumn gatherir.,, our Spring Lunch~on is !o be an e~rly event, 
owmg to a formal Branch Dinner to be held m_ April. Ou~ Spring Lune~ 
and AG'\1 will be on unday 4 February 2001 m the Garrison Sergeants 
Mes and the cost will be£ 12 per head. 
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BATH & DISTRICT BRANCH 
incc our last n.:port the Branch ha. enjoyed a urry Lunch 111 . May 

and a Barbecue in Augu ·t. Both of wh~ch wer..: well _attended and CnJoyed 
·n lovel weather 111 the beautifu l setting of Pockendgc I louse, ~ Signal 
Brigade·, at Corshum , Wiltshire. Th..: photographs how the . huirn~an .of 
the Branch. Lt Col Geoff Oa~ley cnJoymg a bevera~e with MaJ ~1m 
Peck at the Barbecue; und our 1 rcasurer. John Allc1! with the Co111m1ttcc 
members Roy Baldwin and Bristol cerc tary~ Ray Rigg ~v llh their _w ives. 

In October we had our Annual Luncheon 111 the WO and Sgts Mess, 

21 Signal Regiment (A ir Support), where. we _had the. pleasure of the 
company of Lt Col I. J. Hamilton and hi s. wife, Bng & .Mrs · C. 
Jackson representing the CO 2 1 Signal Regiment (A ), M~J & 1rs T. 
Dean repre enting 2 Signa l Brigade and W02 0. A. G iles from 21 
Signal Regiment. The tandard was paraded by Committee Member Roi 
Platten . The tandard was also paraded by Cpl Mark Mitchell. 21 
Signal Regiment (AS) HQ Sqn, on Saturday 11 ovember at the War 
Memorial, Combe Down, Bath and on Sunday 12 ovember through the 
city of Bath for the Memorial Service at Bath Abbey. Also on Sunday the 
Branch wreath wa laid at the War Memorial 111 Bath by the Branch 
Chairman, Lt Col Geoff Oakley. . 

It is a continued sorrow that it is almost impossible to get younger 
retired members of the Corps to take an active part in Branch meellngs 
and it is only due to the helpfulness of Capt Mile , the PSAO, that 1~c 
have Cpl Mitchell to parade our Standard. The next meettng of the 
Branch will be the AGM in April 200 I . 

At the Comm ittee Meeting of the Bath and District ~ranch of the Asso
ciation, held on Monday 4 December 2000, a pre entauon wa made to th~ 
present President of the Branch, Maj John F. Everett MBE TD MA. I 
was Honour Membership of the Association, togc_ther with a letter _of 
Commendation from Maj Gen A. Yeoman CB, Chairman of the Associa-
tion. 

In 1949 Maj John Everett was one of the founder members of the Bath 
and District Branch of the Royal Signals Association an~ has ?e.c~ a most 
enthusiastic and active supporter of the Branch_ and all its act1vtt1es. sine~ 
then. His encouragement to other members ofh1s TA Reg11nent to J,om an, 
support the Signals Association fully earned h11n the soubriquet, Father 
amongst those still with us. John along with a few very loyal _mem~ers 
kept the Branch going through the years with meetings and social acuvi
ties held in various hostelries and clubs throughout Bath . In ovemb?r 
1976 he took over as President of the Branch and, after nearly 25 years 10 

the post, continues to give it his enthusia tic involvement._ The move of HQ 
2 Signal Brigade from Aldcrshot and 21st ignal Regiment (AS) from 
BAOR into our District area gave the opportunity for a new lease of hfe ld 
the Branch which Maj Everett fully grasped. I le 1s very aware of the nee 
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to encourage younger and more junior members to the l\ssociation and 
l'Om111un1ca1cs his views whenever the opportunity arises. 

Over the years he has looked fo rward to and regularly supported the 
Royal S1gm1 ls Association Reunion weekends at Catterick and Blandford 
where h<.: was to be seen in the marching contingent for the Sunday morn
ing church service. He is also a regular supporter of the Royal Signals 
on1ccrs '\nnual Luncheon at Blandford. John can always be seen on 
parade rcpr.:scntmg the Branch at the annual morn ing Rcmemhrance Day 
Service at th..: Cenotaph in Bath and, un ti l last yl·ar. paraded and marched 
tn thc Abbey for the afternoon sen ice. \1aj John Everett has given nearly 
60 years of active involvement and support of the Royal Corps of Signals 
and outswnding service to the Royal Signals Association. 

Maj John F. Everett MBE TD MA 

Lt Col Geoff Oakley and Maj John F. Everett MBE TD MA 

0 

The Committee of the Bath & District Branch of the RSA 

John with some Members of the Association 
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BRIGHTON BRA CH 
Our autumn programme got off to a splendid start. Ste\c \'I· hite, our 

energetic new committee member, belongs to the t Johns Ambulance 
Bngade and ,1rranged for no le ·s than six of their ambulances to come to 
our drill hall for us to have a good ' looksie'. They ranged from one of the 
earliest models to the most modern. The event was well attcnde'l with the 
ambulances arousing a great deal of interest, thank you teve. 

For our October meeting Dec Barber_ our hard working ecretary, 
arranged for her colleague, Judie tarland, to come and give a talk on 
the ho~smg of ex-offenders. We had a good audience and a very lively 
discussion ensued. There were many different views expressed. everal 
speakers asked what happened to ex-offender· when they 'moved on"! 
Other wanted to know how many of those people re-offended? There 
were many who wished to know how many were successfully brought 
back mto the commu111ty? Many thanks to Judie and Dee for such a 
thought provoking meeting. 

ow what about our Annual Dinner Disco'? How did it fare'! It was a 
great success. We changed hotels to the Courtlands in Hove. in the Drive 
just off the seafront. It had just been redecorated and the staff were mo t 
anxious tO please. It is true that they lost your 'humble scribe 's' bottle of 
wine, but they soon brought another one. It appeared that one lucky table 
had a free bottle! A few other changes were made. There were gentle 
hints about suitable dress, on this point everybody agreed. The number 
allowed to attend was cut back to I OS people. There is always the danger 
of overcrowding at these functions. Several people were unable to get 
ticket . as a result of this one per on ha already paid for next year! We 
were del ighted to welcome our gue ts from Blandford Col (Retd) li ff 
Wa_ltcrs and his wife Judy. Cliff is doing great things with the museum, 
he is the new Director. 

(L-R): Bob Downs, Judy Walters, Col (Retd) Cliff Walters 

He made an entertaining and fonvard thinking peech. The museum i 
in good hands. 1o event would be complete without our Preside111, Brig 
Colin Brown and hi wife Heather. Colin ahvay 'chairs' the top table 
so moothly. 

Members of 884 Troop at the Brighton Dinner/Disco 
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Finall\ It is a pleasure to oote the pre:, nc of '!an Foot, the founder 
of our a 'ranch. He comes a long distance to be \\ ith u · every year. thank 

lU \Ian . . I . 
· ,\ Iler the fforts of the Dinner Disco oYemhc' wa. a relat1, ·e . qmet 
um . There ,,a~ our Annual Fi~h & Chips , ighi We all ~t down and 
mum:\\ d. Of ourse omc thought of :alt and vinl 3ar S!;Jme d id n<;>t. man 
thank;; 10 Gordon Holloway for going and getting the ti . h and chip>. 

Our D;;ccmber meeting i always Father Chri tma and the children. 
Father \ui tma. had to be u 1 i. ~ (father) ,. ma. and of ours many 
man) pre em were in her bag. Ther.e wer' about fift y adult s and II 
·cemed thousand and thousands of children, all very well behaved. Dec 
found a mu i ian and he was first cla s. \Ve had a. few carols and ?ne or 
t\\ O chi ldren played recorders. One pleasant surpwe wa that olm and 
Heather were both able to b with u .. Mince pie and sau.age r II m~de 
a good nd to the c' cning. We have one more event to omc a.nd that 1 a 

hn tma: Luncheon at the ~hb_ Hotel. They have a ple1.1d1d chef at.id 
we all remember his summer effort with poache~ salmon ' 1th a ~ l the b1~. 
and pieces but you, dear reader. w!ll have to wait for the report in Ap~1l s 
cop) of The WIRE, next year. Did I hear a groan and a comment no 
inore ,,? .. 

Your hwnble scribe· daughter ha ju t a ked whether he has f1111 shcd -
, ery nearl. - Did he want a chocolate dri11k? o thank you but a double 

cotch wouldn ·1 go amiss!! 

EAST KENT BRANCH 
Rov Andrew , for o long the cribe of the Branch otes, ha at !a t 

decided to tand down and hand over hi qui ll to an?ther. Don ald C risp , 
currently the Branch Chairman, has taken up the literary cudgel , 111 the 
hope that he can maintain the srandar~ et by ~oy for o many years. for 
which we thank him. However, he still remams the outhea t England 

repre entative with the R A. 
ocia l: From past odden experience we fully expected that .the annu~I 

Remembrance Day Parade in Canterbury would be an amph1b1ou affair. 
Thi prompted the illu tration be low of what we though wa proper 
preparation and planning by holding _a dre~ rehearsal: 

1
0 , not reall)'! It 

wa ju t another figment of the Chamnan 1mag111at1on. H~wever. m a 
per\'erse way we were di appo inted b)' the weather which , whil st 
remaining vile, stayed dry dunng the pen od of the march made by . I 
me mber to th e ca the dral. Brian C all a din e . e c o rted by Ke i t h 
C ha mbers and Roger tone. paraded the Branch tandard at ~he head_ of 
our contingent and on up the hallowed ai le. As always. a mo~ing s~rv1ce 
after which the parade reformed for the March Past to rousmg mi litary 
music and furled umbrellas. Afterwards lunch taken by 48 members in 
the County Hotel and iarion de Rose once again added to the Branch 
coffers by holding a raffie. altogether a mo t enjoyable day. 

~ - - - ---- - --- --'- - - """= 
An ' ole in the a round: during the recent dreadful weather in the South 

and Kent in part1c"ular a large hole appeared overnight on the lawn of our 
Honorary ecretary' lovely home. The hole was some five foot wide and 
of an indeterminate depth some say that Australians could be seen at 
the bottom - but one wonders what might have happened if said hole had 
appeared at the hei ght o f the fes ti vi ties at Gen John 's hilario us 
Romane que Barbecue some weeks earli e r. Would we have sti ll been 
here'? Would his hou ehold insurance cover the loss of so many valuable 
members'! Would he care'?'! 

ew of M embers: David and Sheila G eary. hav ing left the county 
for what they thought might be ' greener grass' in Suffolk, real ised the 
error o f their ways and have returned, thus refilling the position of 
Resident Camera Crew for the many Branch functions. Frank and Olive 
Castl e are looking well and have recently celebrated their Golden 
Wedding Anniversary. 1arie Crisp was recently the recipient of a new 
hip, courtc~y of Maidstone Hospital where the boiled fi sh proved to be an 
excellent way to encourage patients to go for a rapid recovery and an 
earl) discharge. She is now virtually stick-free although not yet able to 
' bend the knee' despit::: regular instructions from her husband Donald. 
Pat Harlow daughter o f the late and sadly missed, Tommy and Eaddie 
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T homas, \las a wcko1111: lunch m..:mb..:r and we look. fon~ard .to sec!ng 
her more often .. Jimm) H11nd. tl\lf E:-.~on:1c 10 R_ccru1~cr, is. ·ult h.avmg 
problems that the Royal Marsden Hospnal ts dea lmg w ith . Jm1mr 1s o_ne 
of a number undergomg e. pcrimcntal gene therapy ~nd we w1 ·h him 
well. Bill L ovett. our erstwhile llonorury Treasurer ~111 t1l he was t aker~ 111 
and hospitalised. 1s now back home. and reeo en~g fro m someth ing 
mysterious and as yet has no~ been diagnosed. Dcms .M u '.·phy 1.ia. also 
been a gue ·t of the 11 but is a lso home and recovering so he also has 
our be t wishes fo r a speedy recovery. . . 

ew Members: Mr & Mrs Gcldart of Whit table - fed servcc~ from 
1954 -62 in the yprus ignal quadron. and late r he se rved with 16 

ignal Regi ment. lrs. Yvett~ Grandfield of Ly mmgc se.rvcd a a 
ergea nt in the ATS S ignal 111 orthern. Jrch1nd, Brussels and Bad 

O y nh a use n fro m 19 4 2/4-. Mr ' mo k1 e' & Mrs Dot Mc_ars o.f 
Bir hington. ·smokie' served a a ~ttonal erv1ccmcn from 19:i2 unlit 
t 954 in Catterick, 6 Armd Bde and Signal quadron followed by a period 

in the TA. . 
Late cw : Gordon Alexander, ala one of our le s mobile members, 

ha d1 covered a shop w hich loa n · invalid chair · free and is 1101\ 

terrori sing the pedestrians of Ramsgate! 

EAST LONDON BRANCH 
Wha t a successful year 2000 ~ia ~ been for us a ll , being the ? ?th 

birthday of the Branch. Membership is still growing and we are getting 
regular support from all our Members. . 

Our firs t ocia l function fo r the year was our Annual Dmncr and 
Dance in M arch to celebrate our 75 th year a a Branch of the Royal 
Signals A ociation. The function was ~ield in. the Dri ll Ha ll of26 (E) .ig 
Regt ( ), with 140 1embers and friends 111 a ttendance . Our special 
oue ts for the evening were Lt Col !Ia n and WOl (R M) Bob ta nton 
~nd his wife Ann, from 36 (E) ig Regt (V) and Mike exton , our Area 
Representative. It was pointed .out to me, by .one of our members, that 
RSM Bob Stanton ' first function when he JOmed the Regiment was our 
Dinner and his last function was once again our Dinner. 

In May out Commi ttee o rganised a trip , by coach , to Chatham 
Dockyard and Mu eum that was very enjoyable The Blandford Reunion. 
in June, gave ome of us a chance to come along, meet Members from 
other Branches and see our Standard Bearer, Rob Dyball, collect our 75 
Year Pennant. We were all very proud on the day. ln October our Supper 
Dance. with live mu ic , was held once again in our u ual venue of 36 (El 
Sig Regt (V), with over 130 Members and friend attended. . 

ovember aw two trip arranged for the arne weekend. The first wa. a 
coach trip to France to collect some of the hri tma hopping, for those 
Members wishino to go. The second tnp was fo r the fu ll weekend 4-5 

ovember, when"'eight Members paid a visit to Ypres._ Belgium . It was 
arranged by the Woodbridge Branch of the Royal Bri tish Leg1?n. They 
went to see the battlefields of the First World War. They also v1s1ted the 
cemetary of ·Tyne Cot' , where o er 12,500 men are buried. The Branch 
Chai rman. Peter Ph ill ips and the Vice-Chairman, Paul Burton , .laid 
wreath at the Menin Gate on behalf of our Branch and the Royal Bnll h 
Legion. One of our Members, Roy Bilby, who is the Standard Bearer for 
the Woodbridge Branch of the Legion, earned. the Standard with great 
pride as the ·Last Post' was sounded at the Menm G~te . To l11s delight he 
was a ked if he could attend agam the following evenmg. 

Fi na lly on 18 ovember, Members who k new the late gt Fred 
Backbou e and Member from Catterick and Ea t London Branches. 
attended the laying of Fred 's a hes in the grounds of the. old 11 Signal 
Regiment (Catlerick) where our Branch tree were origrnall)'. planted. 
Barr • Greenwood tood in as Standard Bearer during the Service which 
was taken by an army chaplain. Our Bra nch would li ke to thank Stan 
Per k ins for his help in ar rangi ng the Serv ice fo r Fred 's ram ily. O~r 
thanks mu t a lso go to our Social Committee Ted H ead , mta and ~ell 
Keen and Linda C ooper fo r all thei r hard work during the year. We look 
forward to another uccessfu l year in 200 I . 

GLASGOW BRANCH 
In writing this report I regret to say, I have to report the death of a very 

popular member of the Branch, Roderick ' Roddy' M . Hendrie, at the 
age of 84 . ' Roddy', was a Dun kirk Veteran and a ' De ert Rat .' At the 
Branch meeting on 21 ovember the Chairman asked members to stand 
fo r two minutes in silent tribute to 'Roddy' . 

Another ' Jimmy' meal was held on Friday 3 ovember, thor~ughly 
enj oyed by a ll the me mbers who a ttended . The ar rangement m the 
capable hands of WOl (SVWO) Terry McVey, was a lso complimentt.-d 
by the excellent meal produced by C hef C pl Debbie Ca rruthers and her 
staff Held in the evening it has increased the number of Branch Member> 
attending, what has now become known as the ' Jimmy Club '. As. ha 1101~ 
become the custom a short service was held at the War Memoria l at the 
Cross in Bishopbriggs near Glasgow, on I ovember at I Jam when. the 
two minute s il ence was observed . Attended by the Provost of E~st 
Dunbartonshire ounc il , who la id a wreath . Bra nch Membcr._ J1~ 
Prentice attended and la id a per onal wreath with a ' J immy' 111~1gnia 
centre-piece. He also had to advise the Minister conducting the service a 
to the correct order in laying the wreaths, after the s ilence and not befo~ 
as was ini tially instructed. Twenty-five Branch members attended 

1
'
1 

Bill M ac amara parading the Branch Standard, at the Remembrance 
Day parade in George Square Glasgvw. The Branch 's wreath, with the 
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'Jimmy' ctmtrc-piece was laid by Bobby G ilchrist. The I ord Lieutenant 
and the I ord Provost of Glasgow took the salute at the march pa5t 
Aftcnvards the Members who took the coach back to 32 ig Regt, llQ, 
marched 1~ front of the Regnnent onto the square and they were then 
chsm1sscd 1nl~ the building. to a very appeti ing lunch, provided by C hef 
C pl D~bbic Carruthers and her Chefs. 

Th1: I 0th _Annual St. Andrew's Dinner/Dance, and I 0th Anniversary 
year of the loundu1g of the Branch. was held on Saturday 25 November 
2000. The Branch President. l\'laj Gen A. A. G. Anderson CB. presided. 
At th_e top ta~lc wer~ the Bra.nch Chairman . . Joe K eegan his wife 
Cathte , outgomg Cha1r~an, 8111 Taylor and his wife Betty and Maj 
~ax~ve ll T~ 2TC 3~ Sig~. Rcgt. The company of 107 was piped into 

d111m:r by l'rpe M~J M'l rr , who also played at in terval during the 
evcnmg, rece1vmg his reward of whisky in a quaich. The Loyal Toast was 
proposed by Elizabeth Graham , the toa t to the Col. in Chief, The 
Pnm;ess Royal. proposed by member Jim Flockhart , the toast to the 
RSA was proposed by SSgt ( Q;\1.S) J ohn Addison . The meal was 
superb, prepa;cd by ":'02 M aster C hef John Wren and his Chefs. Sgt 
Dan~i } ~c11tt1c supervised. the waiter . who d id an excellent job and were 
app l.1udcd for theu contri bution to makmg an evening, where nobody 
want~d to leave c~rl y. Maj Gen Anderson had welcomed the member 
and guests, apologised for the ab,cnce of his wife 1argarel, who has not 
fully rc~overcd enough to_ .. a cnd.: c:~ ing functions, but would hope to be 
able to attend future functions on.:e hilly rccover<!d. Maj Maxwell gave a 
short speech on the ro le of the Royal Signals in today's conditions. 
Members of the L.orps are scattered around the world, involved in the 
trouble spots, and 1t rs not likely to get any bettc1, so a lot of operations 
wi ll fa ll upo n vo lun teers from :he Terri to rial fo rces. Gen Anderson 
thank.eel the Committee and Braner Members who support the organised 
functions th roughout tl;e year. and thanked the Commanding Officer and 
members o ft.he 32 Sig Regt. f? r the use of their premises and their 
~uppon . keeping the Corps family together. The President thanked the 
st? ff for tho.; excellent meal and the service invol ved. Then he thanked 
Bill Taylor the out.going Chairman, for his effort in getting the Branch 
fo nned and his ded1ca11on and enthusiasm, in bringing it to the standard it 
has re.ached today. He then spoke of a Cpl Andrew F raser of the I t 
Batta lion Royal Scots a regular oldier, who served from 1907 for I 9yrs 
222 days m the same Regiment, who died at the age of 79. He had been 
promoted to Ser!\eant but due to a lengthy pe ll in ho pital with malaria 
and dysentery, d id not obtain the sub tant ive rank. Cpl Fraser moved 
from Ind ia to ~ranee mOctober _19 14. He wa in the trenches at Ypres 
where he was u~volved m six maJOr battles including the 2nd Ypre . He 
moved to Salomka 111 1915 and wa ubscquently invalided back to the 
UK. He was ~ward~d the MM_ for Gallantry .and devotion to duty, and the 
French Med.a1lle de Honneur in respect of his conduct in France. He also 
held the _Bntl h War Medal 1914/20, Victory Medal 1914/ 18. LS&GC 
Medal wllh the Defence Medal for service in the Home Guard in WWII. 
Ge~ Anderson then asked. ' Why am I peaking ofa old ier from another 
regiment? Because a member of thi s Branch, M rs Catherine Lintott the 
daughter of Cpl F raser . had inherited these medal on the death of her 
mother, bu_t the French Medal was mi ing. She had approached Branch 
Member Jim. Prentice and he wrote to hi · friend L t Cmdr RN (Retd) 
Ken B~ckel 111 France for the addre s of the French Mini try for medal . 
Ken with the help of his daughter Sa lly in Paris, not only obtained a 
replacement meda~ from the_ French ~uthori tie , but aid it would give 
h~m a gre~t deal of pleasure, 1f M rs Lrntott would accept the medal with 
his compliments. The medal was sent to Jim who handed it on the night 
to the Pre 1dcnt, (who m turn had re earched detail of Cpl Fraser' 
recor? ) to present it to C athie on behalf of Ken and Sally Buckel. 
Catlue was th;illed to get the meda l, tears treaming, she thanked the 
General and Jim. She held the medal for all to see amid applause and 
cheer from the members and their guest . She had no idea thi had been 
planned in ecret for weeks. 
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During th~ dance a raffie was held for a variety of prizes, a sum of 
~202 was rat ·ed for Branch fu nds. Just before the end of the evening a 
large square cake was produced with the icing of the ' Jimmy' Happy 80th 
Birth.day .Jim Prent ice 28/1 111920, a rranged by his daughters as a 
surpr!sc. With the company singing ' Happy Birthday' whilst Jim blew 
out eight candles. before cutting it for a ll to get a piece. Jim was born in 
t~e ~ear the Corps wa formed, joined as a regular pre-war following 111 
t e ootsteps of h1.s gra nd fath~r who was a Colour Quarter Master 
Sergeant Royal Engmeers 20th Sig oy in WWI. A night of surprises. 

MIDDLESBROUGH BRANCH 
Our Chai.rman, .Coli n Dadso n, unfortunately mi ssed some of our 

earlter meeting th1~ year, when his _employment needed his pre ence in 
America. His locat!on wa m fac t m ashvi lle or thereabout : as one 
member remarked 'm the bade of Dolly Parton'. 

On ~unday 10 Septembe r, li ke mo t ne ig hbo uring ex- e rvice 
As oc1a11o ns . we a ttended the e rvi ce of Thank gi ving and 
Remembrance at Eden Camp. near Malton. Despite the weather there was 
an excellent turnout, approximately 2000 ex- ervicemen. erviccwomen, 
wives. partners, husbands etc. attended. The Parade was led by the band 
of the Yorkshire Volunteers. followed by almo t JOO Standards leading 
ab.out 10000 ex-Servicemen and women, Land Army personnel and on 
thi s occasion Bevin Boys. T he Rev John lanchester conducted the 
Remembrance Service, and Lt Gen Sir David cott Barret t KBE 'IC 
accompanied by the Polish General. who has attended thi occasion ince 
it began ome eight years ago, took the alute. The Parade was addre sed 
hy Lt Gen colt ~arren KBE MC, who expressed hi surpri e and great 
plea ure at the 1ze of the turnout despi te the weather. The overall 
attendance wa down considerably. neverthele it was a most impre ive 
gathering: Our thank mu t .go t~ the M_anager and ta ff at Eden Camp 
fo r organising and coping with this ma 1ve attendance and mention mu t 
be made of the smart turnout of the Fu ilier ACF who attended and their 
Officers and enior CO' and wo· who marshaled the Parade. 

On aturday 5 ovembcr. yes Fireworks Day, we invited memb~r 
from other As ociations in Area I to attend the Pre, entation of a 50 year 
Pennant to the Middle brough Branch and a unday Lunch at the TA 

entrc, Bramble Farm, M idd lesbrough, 34 ( ) ignal Regiment 
(Volun teers). Once again de ·pi tc the weather \\ e had an attendance.: of 
so me I ~O members. T he C\ cast le Bra nch \\a also awaiting 
pre e_ntatlon of a 75 year Pennant, and by arrangement this pre emation 
wa mcorpornted mto the Cercm ny performed by laj Gen .\rchie 
Birtwistle. John Grange paraded the Middle brough tandard and the 
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rt> "'re udrr Gruinge and Bill) Wat on. Incidentally Billy wa 
prc,cntcd " 1th a 50- ear 13adge aft..:r the Pennant Ccn.:mony. Tl~e 

C\ ca ·tic , tandard was paraded by ex- pl Harry Duncan and wa 
e ,orted b' c -W02 Ronnie Gordon and ex-Cpl Gu) 1\1rnbul~. The 
-~r mony \vas supported by a parade of Standard from d1e Darh~.gton 
and Hartlepool Branches, the Korean Veterans. ?mbmcd 1~n ic~ • Arm · \'et· and Burma tar Vets and , orma.ndy \ie!s. To a~ to t e 
occa: ion . temhcrs and guests h~d '' 111ed and dm;cd bel~1re the ccrcmo~f; 
The lunch \\:I prepared by Reg1menL:t Cook, \\Ol_ 1'c1l Berry 3nd a > 
a. ,isted b) LCpl \loone}. (Both m ,nbers of 34 1g Regt) and to say ~t 
,

3
s deli iou. would be an understate~ent. In ept .' 1ber I ~9 

1
C1 I 

re ar d a lunch for us - that we considered excelknt - ho" do )_Ou 
~e -~ribe the one on 5 ov ·mber. Our thank_ are due 10 the Command1~g 
Offi,·er and the R . I of 34 ( ') , ignal Regiment (Volunte~rs) for the use 
of the Drill Hall. WO' · and gts 1e· and the JRC . Of course Bn:ce 
Bass tt for his bar du\le, and to all those who help~d. ~nd_ all ''ho 
attended to make this a momentou occasion. Furure acu~111es nwolve a 

octal Evening in late ~ovember, a dinner and entert~11rn1ent at The 
ladle Re mura'nt and in early December incorporat_ed with our mo~thly 
meetino a Chn tma. Raftle with which the Ladte, will pro' 1de a buffet. 

"" 

NORTHERN IRELAND BRANCH 
, ovember i · always a busy month d~ring the Rem_embr~nce period 

and the Branch wa represented at vanou· ceremome . Fir tly, once 
again. Vice Chairman Jim Reilly laid a wreath on behalf of the Branch at 
the ci,·ic ceremon .. in the ground of Belfast Cll_Y Hall.- At the Royal 
British Legion Pageant in the new Waterfront Hall m Beltast. the Branch 
wa repre ented by Chairman John Brown and Harry tan le~ . Then at 
the \\Teath layino ceremony at Palace Barrack , Holywood, Co. Down, 
George Cook a~ John Loveday attended on behalf of the Branch. On 
Remembrance unday the Branch led _by our ~iamnan , John Brow~ . 
paraded under the au pice of 40 (U) 1gnal l_leg1men~ ( ), _to St Mark s 
pari-h church Belfast. The tandard was earned by Bill. Dixon and the 
wreath was laid by Jim Reilly . fter the_ parade John Bro,~n laid aero s 
at the memorial in the TJ\VR Centre tor our past Chairman. To_mm) 
-'laguire. All then partook_ of the ~ospitality of 40 (U) 1gnal Regiment 
(\'), consisting of both ohd ~nd hqu1d refre hments. Thank also go to 
Edgar McCall for the collecuon. . . 

The Branch Committee met on Monday 4 December mamly to discuss 
a pro<>ramme of ocial evening for 2001. lt is hoped to schedule pec1fic 
months each year for talk or ocial events as we used to do ome years 
ago. Three o·f our long erving Branch Member have not ~een well 
lately. Thev are Branch Pre ident, Maj (Retd) Bill Douglas, Billy Care_y 
and Ernie Man ell. We send each our best wishes and hope for their 

speedy recovery. . 
Finally may we thank Lt Col A. P.R. Rob~rts, who t the CO a~d ~he 

RSM.WO! (R I) Chris lcGinley, the Chief Clerk (s?rry Chr~stme 
but I can't remember your new title) and all in 40 (U) 1gnal Regiment 
(V) who facilitated the Branch during the year 2000. Al o thank to Peter 
Cuckow and all at RHQ'HQ, we wish everyone a happy and prosperou 
year in 2001. If you are reading The WIRE and~ in , orthem lrel~nd 
then if you are not already a Branch Member or mdeed are st:Jll servm~. 
you are welcome to join u any third Wednesday of each month 111 

Clonaver TAVR Centre. Belfast. 

READING BRANCH 
Thi Branch has recently experienced two sad events. First ly, Vera, 

wife of our oldest member 1aj Graham Robinson, died followin~ a 
long illne s. They had been married for 65 years and Graham, despite 
being ill him elf, in isted on attending her funeral. Just four days after the 
funeral Graham him elf died after suffering a stroke. He wa 92, a great 
character and we hall mis him. The Branch was well represented at both 
funeral . 

'O\\ to happier times. Our rhircl Christmas Party was well supported 
and judging by vanou commen~ was deemed_to be a great succe . 1:he 
·family' atmospher was much m evidence with lots _of members domg 
different jobs. \: e had an excellent Race G3111e orgam cd by Jeff Hazel 
(former Chairman of the Branch) with Da,•id orris (our 5_0-Club 
secretary) makmg a very able bookmaker. The buffet \~as provided by 
Thelma anr' John \\ akefield (Social Secretary and Assistant) and their 
helpers. A very successful rafne was run by John Mumford (of 

tandard-Bcaring fame) and Cheryl Jackson . The evening culminated 
\Hth carol inging led by Alan F_oot (our Branch_ Secretary) an_d 
accompamed by a real church orgamst on an electronic keyboard. Thi 
was probably the be;t part of a very good evening, and we were even 
congratulated on our singing that was not ju. t loud but quite musical as 
well 

Da,id orris, as W02 (Q'VJ I) D.G. orrb, AGC {SPS), has finally 
hung up his spurs as a serving member of 71 (Yeomanry) Signal 
Regiment TA, which he joined upon its_ formati~n in 1969_. H~ was the 
last ef\ing Founder Member of the Regiment. His TA service, 111 71 (Y) 

ignal Regiment and previou Infantry units in Berkshi re, totals over 40 
years and his retirement surely mark 'the end of an era'. David is also a 
founder Member of the present Reading Branch of the R A, and he has 
sef\cd 111 vanous appointments on the Branch ommittcc continuously 
ince 1971. I le has been awarded 1 lonour Membership of the Association 

and ,.-c hope to retain his services for many years to come. 
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SOUTHAMPTON & DISTRICT BRANCH 
At th..: Branch social meeting 01~ _7 ovcmber 2000 •. our Chairman, 

Gcm·gc Packer. presented a 111agmf1ccnt cake f?r auct1.on. It was iced 
with the orps' colours and surmounted w11h ~ Jimmy . The cake had 
been especially designed and made by George s ·on Tony Packer .. The 
top bid of£ 15 came from Tony Hull . a long landing Branch committee 
member and the Founder ccrctary of the Beverley ·x-Boys As oc1at1on. 

Tony Hull - Top Bidder 

The annual Branch Chri tmas Lunch was held on Monday 4 December 
2000 at the Briti h and International ailors Society eafarers' Centre 10 

outl1ampton. The gathered company of27 at down to an excellent meal. 
with a choice of turkey, almon or teak for the mam course. The pull mg 
of crackers and the wearing of fe ti e hats soon relaxed ever~one and put 
them in the Christma spirit. As u ual on these_ happy o~cas1ons. a ~hort 
but appropriate peech wa given by our President, Bng _John Clinch 
CBE. He congratulated the Committee on their effort which had made 
the lunch such a success and then called for the u ual toasts. Ruth and 
Tony Dear, who organised the raffle, were assisted by Vera Packer and 
everyone present walked away with a prize. . 

The highlight of the Christma Lunch was the presentation of the 
Association's 50 Year Certificate and Badge. together with a letter from 
the A sociation 's Chairman, Maj Gen A. Yeoman CB, Lo the following 
members: 

Brig J.C. Clinch CBE - The Branch President 
'Ir Ernie Budd - C(m1mittee Member 
1r Jack C ullingford - Member 

Maj (Retd) W. C. (Peter) Loveless - Member . 
Pre entations had already been made to the followmg Branch Members 
who, due 10 personal circumstance were unable to attend: 

Mr Len Hill - Committee Member 
Mr John Rush - Member 
Mr Fred Griffiths - !ember . 

In closing this ceremony. Peter Loveless gave quite . a mo~ing speech 10 

which he expressed hi personal tribute to the way 111 which tl!e Branch 
had thrived and progressed under the current President and Chairman and 
10 the terling efforts of the Committee and the support of the Me~1bcrs 
themselve . The event drew to a close wi th those present having a 
determination to come together again at Christmas 200 I. ,, 

(L-R): Jack Cullingford , Brig John Clinch CBE, 
Maj (Retd) 'Peter' Loveless, Chairman - George Packer, 

Ernie Budd 
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WEST LONDON BRANCH 
We once again have t;hanged our monthly venue. Our ho~t Regiment 

having left their barracks for a lengthy period, we now enjoy the 
hospitality of the Royal British Legion Club in Richmond, where we 
meet on the last Friday of the month. On 16 October four of our Member~ 
went to the Tower of London 10 present a Plaque to the Yeomen Warders' 
Club. "here we have been entertained on many occasions in the past. 
Cliff \\<ood, our Treasurer, was tht! original organiser in the eighties of 
our annual visits to Her Majesty's Palace and Fortress the Tower, since 
\\hen we have enjoyed many a pleasant evening in the unique 
environment of this historic edifice. The photograph shows our 
Chairman. Maj Ron '\1iller, Cliff Wood. Ed lurphy and Stan Heath 
making the Presentation lo Yeoman Warder John Kenny. 

THE MIDDLESEX YEOMANRY 
ASSOCIATION 

After the Chri tmas and ew Year festivitie .jogging appears to be the 
order of the day, not quite, let' just ay that the Association i up and 
running, led by Col Simon Beazley. closely followed by our Chairman, 
George Key. 

Our Annual Dinner at the Duke of York's HQ was a success thank to 
our organiser. Maj 'Dusty' M iller. The 'Lafone' Day Parade, this year, 
was a short ceremony at t Paul's Cathedral. Unfortunately the Yeomanry 
Squadron wa away on exerci e and the Association Band were in the 
middle of moving from Uxbridge TAC to Hampton in Middle ex, so 
were unable to parade. The service in St Martin' was cancelled for the 
year 2000 only. ext year should sec it all back to normal. The dinner 
will be on 19 October and Lafone Day on 21 October 200 I. 

The other date for your diary is 13 May 200 I, the Cavalry Memorial 
Parade, not to be mis ed, around one hundred and fifty military musician 
to entertain you. The Chairman and ommittee wi h you all a Happy 

ew Year. 

BEVERLEY EX-BOYS ASSOCIATION 
After much campaigning and with the help of Lt Col Alan Davies. 

one of the new buildings at Blandford ha been named 'Beverley Block' 
in honour of the 6 (Boys) Training Regiment ba ed at Beverley in the 
1950s. One of our members, John Wardle. ha done a painting of the 
Beverley town crest (after we had obtained permi ion from the Town 
Council) with an explanation of the name and thi has now bc.:cn hung in 
the entrance hall of the building. 

Whilst wa1ching Countdown on 14 o ember my wife, Beryl, called 
me to say that one of the contestant had served 35 years in the Royal 
Corps of Signals. Hi nan1c is Angus Cook. which ·ounded familiar o I 
telephoned him and he is an Ex-Boy and has no' joined us. He is known 
a 'Gus' . 

In our Christmas Newsletter we printed a li st of people who attended 
our Reunion last October. Unfortunately we omitted the name of Ted 
Hunt , for which we apologise. We would like to welcome l\ o new 
member , Cordon Cheyne and Bob McFarland, which bring our total 
membership to 159 at pre cnt. If anyone would like details of the 
Association, pica e contact Tony Hull on 01202 770261. 

31 SIGNAL REGIMENT ASSOCIATION 
Another busy year for the Committee led by Col Donald Crawford, 

so it' heads down fo1 200 1. lot of goodie planned, o keep in touch. 
Please let our Membership ccrctnry, Chrissy i\lills, kno' if you change 
your addrc s. 
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_By the time you read this we will have had our cw Year Cheese and 
~Vine Party. It is organised by our Secretary, Henry Holman Other 
1mmcd1atc dates are: Our Annual Dinnt:r at the Duke of York's HQ on 31 
March a~d our overseas trip to Ypres on 25-27 'v!ay 200 I. For further 
m~ormallon on_ the Ypres trip. ring ' Dusty' Miller on 01784 250756. We 
will be travelling on the ferry and not through the tunnel, by popular 
demand. 
~e said goodbye ro the CO, Col Linda Harrison. and RSM. John 

Gngson, we can only hope that they passed on the information of 'llo" 
to take_ care o_f the Old and Bold' of the Association. The Chairman and 
Committee wish everyone all the bc~t for 200 I. 

REUNIONS 

MALTA/LIBYA COMMAND 
YEAR 2000 RE- . IO 
HELD AT THE QUALITY FRIE ' DLY HOTEL 
LOUGHBOROUGH 29-30 EPTE IBER 

We met up in the lounge at 5.JOpm and introduced new members to 
one another.. Dinner_ was served in the restaurant at 7p.m. There wa. 
plenty of choice and 11 was an excellent meal. Afterward it wa back into 
the lounge for drinks and chat. Saturday, breakfast was at a.m. after 
which we hired a canal boat for the day, we had a fantastic time. At the 
end of the outward Joume)'. we had lunch at the Hope & Anchor pub. 
There was an extensive choice of meals and nacks. then it was back on 
to the boat for the homeward journey. 

Captain of the Lugger - 'Geordie' Lawrence 
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B' no\\ our ·dmcr· Dennb Croot had got tbc hang of it , so we had a 
traiii.ht joumc) inste3d of a 11g zag one. The rest of us were qmte happy 

Jumping off the bo;it to open the tocks. a gn":t day was had by all. Back at 
the hotel \\e held our AG 1 at 7p.m. It was c.'aired by Roy Andrews and 
\\as follo\\cd b) dinner and then drink in rh.- tounl?e . On unday we had 
breakfast and then went our separate ways, a famast1c weekend. 

ROYAL CORPS OF SIGNALS 
MALTA/LIBYA COMMAND 

We are interested in people who served in Royal Signals l!nits in Malta 
and Libya at any time. We have a reunion each year to which you would 

be welcome. For further information please contact the ecretary: 
Roy Andrews Tel: 01227 264551 

Web ite: http:l/signal maltalibya.homeste.ad.com!index-ie4.html 

THE STH (LONDON) CORPS SIGNALS 
OLD COMRADES ASSOCIATION 

The 5th (London) Corps Signals Old Comrades A sociation held its 
55th Annual Reunion on Saturday 14 October 2000 in the Duke of York's 
Headquarters Club in Chelsea. In total e\•enty-seven members and guests 
were present for the reception. lunch. and Annual General Meeting. The 
Association wa grateful to receive a message of congratulations from 
:\faj Gen Alan Yeoman CB, Chairman of the Royal Signals Association. 
After the welcome to members and guest by Bob Roberts , OCA 
Chairman, all present stood in si le nce in tribute to the memory of 
·Robbie· (PA F Robins ) the oldest member and the unit's first 
Regimental ergeant-Major who had died earlier in the year aged 97. ln 
recent year the Annual Reunion has been given a theme and the one 
chosen for year 2000 was naturally 'T he ew Millennium '. The 
Chairman remarked that although the occasion was the 5Sth Reunion it 
was the first of the . ew Millennium and he hoped that more would 
follow. An excellent display again mounted by Sid Prior, the Secretary, 
sought to recall the pa;;t and look forward to the future although given the 
age of members the pa twas perhaps most in evidence. The Association 's 
poet member, Erne t Lampard. had once more produced a theme poem 
and the Chairman read out the last five lines of the poem in proposing the 
~ew Millennium Toast that was taken after the Loyal Toa t. The poem is 
reproduced in thi i sue of 'The WfRE · 
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Today we join tn celebraiion 
Of the times in days of yore. 
When as eager volunteer.\. 
We heard the call and went to wa1; 
To save our land from subjugation 
And destruction ...... at the hand, 
Of a treacherous dictator 
And his mthless. evil band; 
On this, our 55th Reunion, 
Whilst we chat and reminisce, 
Lets remember fallen comrades 
Whose happy company we still miss: 
They were the 'Flower of our /\Ja tio11 ', 
The Bra~e. the Strong. theJust, 
Who5e willing hearts and valiant souls 
Triumphed in the dust ....... . 
OJ Africa and ltah, 
far. far away from hearth and home. 
For freedoms sake and t<> ensure 
Our safety in the years 10 come; 

In t/11s. the :o called New Millennium. 
Jf'l! must therefore. play 0 111· part, 
To honour their self sacrifice 
And gil·e th is 11·orld a brand new start, 
For our children and their children 
Make tile /11t11re clear and bright, 
Where all may safe()' li1·e in peace, 
With faith victorious 01·er might. 

Ernest A. Lam)lard 
52 UM Section 

At the Annual General Meeting which followed the fou r course lunch 
(which included ·Bangers and Ma ·h · and Treacle Tart) the Chairman 
reported the conclu ion the Committee had reached on the future of the 
As ociation noting recent reports that everal WWll 0 A had formally 
disbanded. The 54th and 55th Reunions had been well supported and the 
AGM resolved that Annual Reunions should cont inue so long as the 
Committee could organi e them and members supported the occasions. 
and that the A ociation should continue in being. The hairman thanked 
Commitlce members for their effort over the year emphasising the debt 
he and all member owed to id Prior the Secretary and main tay of the 
Association who arranged the Reunion and produced the ewsletter. The 
Old Comrades are once more gratefu l to John Aked and his colleague' 
of 238 ig qn who provided the amplification that contributed to a 
happy and ucces ful Reunion. 

260 SIGNAL SQUADRON 
SAM RSA REUNION 

27-28 APRIL 2001 
AT SOUTHEND 

For further details contact Roy Andrews on 01227 26455 I or visit 

our website: 
http: /1260signalsquadron.oogo.coml 

12th, 15th & 18th AIR FORMATION 
SIGNAL REGIMENTS ASSOCIATION 

Our get-together at the Delaware Pavi lion in Bexhill on S of October 
was a great uccess, with nine member attending. As we have only 
fifteen members in our Area, as many of them are unable to travel long 
distances this wasn't too bad. Apologies for absence came from Bill 
Smith, Roy ndrews, and Johnny Clinch (a new member we have yet to 

meet). 
Harry Carver. who comes about 60 miles to the get-togethers, uses 

his car to pick me up on his way to Bexhill. This time he also collected 
Ken White who lives not fa r from me in Eastbourne. Ken came round to 
my place, left his car out ide my house, and the three of us went in 
Harry 's car to the Del La Warr. I mention this to you to show how 
expense can be cut by car-sharing, so why not check through your 
Master hcet, find out who live near you, and make arrangement. to 
travel together. Some of our older members probably don't dme 
nowaday , and they'd appreciate a lift to meet old comra~es. We're all 
ex-Signal so let's rally round and help each other. Try to bnng a member 
who's nev~r attended one of our get-togethers , next time, and let's gel 
some more stories told of those old days! 

I think George Blackwood scores full marks for hi s ingenuity. George 
lives clo est to the De La Warr, but has difficulty getting there. He alway; 
eems to be attending hospital at the times we hold our litt le meetmgs. 

but this doesn't deter him. He's wangled his way into the good books of 
the Ambulance Driver and persuades them to give him a li ft -whe~ 
they 're taking patients home, and drop him off at the De La Warr .. \\e 
fully expect to see a load of stretcher case coming into the cafetena, JUSl 
to find out what those ' funny old men' have got to talk about every six 

months! 
Unfortunately, Tony Ranger has had to resign from the As ociation 

through ill health . He's requested that we send no more ewsletl~rs to 
him as he ' unable to read them . We have also lost John Farner of 
Crawley, who's son - also John - notified me from orway of hi death, 
enclosing a generous donation to the Association funds for the pl.easur~ 
his father got from reading about the exploit. of thi s Branch. Tins no
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brings me onto a request: John was at Th irsk and Uxbridge ia the early 
'40s and had two friends the re - C harlie oel from Derbyshire, and 

orman Reed , who was last heard of in Copthorne, Sussex. John 
(Junior) has been trying to trace them, without uccess, and woul~ 
appreciate our assistance. Does anyone remember John Farrier at Th1rs · 
or Uxbridge? Does anyone remember Charli e or orman? If you do. 
please let me know (Paul Quinn 32 Windsor Way, POLEGATE. East 

ussex, BN26 6QD, and I'll put you in touch with John (Ju111or) who 
would be very pleased to hear from you. 

Remember the request l made for anecdotes, previously? The response 
wasn't very good, despite the tall stories that are told around the table at 
our get-togethers. However, I was able to collate enough to make up i3 
book of them, and this will be coming out about the end of January. t 
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will be pric<!d at around £2:50 incl. p&p. It took me a long lime to m<lkc 
up because some of the .stones were so funny 1 couldn't stop laughing. r 
thoroughly recommend it to you all You. too. will laugh when you read 
uh<?ut the Colonel on the run-away donkey in Egypt, or the sad late of the 
trainee DR. s when they encountered wet concrete on a newly built 
runway. What. happened when Ken W hite obeyed the RSM's order to the 
exact word wil l h ave you doubled up with laughter. More detai ls about 
t~c book when 1t eventually comes out in print. By the way, all profi ts 
lr?m th1 ~ ~ook go to. th.c funds of the. 12th. I Sth .. & 18th AFSA. Talking 
o t book.s, 1f anyone 1s interested, I still have copies of the book I wrote 
about li fe as an AA Patro l 111 the 1950s and '60s when we rode the 
mo.torb1kes. It tells of the training we underwent, and the humorous 
incident we en;o~ntcred on the road in those days. Pnccd at £2:00 it is 
now a collector s item. Ch.:ques to me for an au tographed copy of 'The 
Yellow Mot.orbike' - an idea l Christmas present! 

If any of you know any ex-Air Formation Signals wa llahs in this area 
please try to rope them into our Branch, and tell them to come to our next 
get-togcth: r at Bexhill in. April. Date yet to be arranged. Even if they're 
not ex- I'S they wtll still be welcome. Toby Stickley is ex-RAF and 
therefore an As oc~atc Member. but he still made us laugh when he told 
us some .of his stones from the view of the 'Brylcream Boys' earlier this 
month. I ve had ' phone ~~lls from Johnny Egan and Colin Morgan who 
arc extrem~ly pleased with th ';Y3Y this Branch is ' mucking-in'. They 
keep comphmcnt111g me on orr;.am 111g It all, but l keep telling them that it 
1s you lads who should be congratulated for coming to the get-togethers. 
Without your attendance there vould be no get-togethers, and if we didn't 
have a~y get-togethers how could we laugh and joke about those old days 
and bnng back happy memories? When we first started to use the De La 
Warr for these little re-unions. the cafeteria used to be almost empty. 
When we attend now, the place 1s full , and we are crammed mto a corner 
of a spare dining ro<?m ro~nd a huge t~ble , and this dining room is now 
nearly full, too. l thmk v1s1tors come JUSt to ee u enjoying ourselves 
over our coffe,es and lunche . 'Look, Mum, there are those funny old 
~x-sold1ers w~ ve been heanng all about. 1 wonder what they're saying.' 
Hu h, dear, 1t mus~ be rude by the way they're all laughing!· lt only 

rcma111s for me to wish you all an early Merry Christmas, and r do hope 
to sec as many of you as po s1ble at our next April get-together. 

OPERATION GRANBY 
REUNION 

SUPPORT HELICOPTER FORCE 
SIGNAL SQUADRON 

(4 SQUADRON) 
21 SIGNAL REGIMENT 

(AIR SUPPORT} 

lt is hoped to hold a Reunion in March or April 200 I, for all ex
members of the Squadron. The date arc yet to be finalised but Bath 
will be tbe venue for the event. Anyone who is intere ted is a ked to 

contact the following: 

S gt Paul Parkes Blandford Mil 2903 
E-mail : paulscottparkes@hotmail com 

Sgt Shaun Fardy Aldershot Mil 3749 
E-mail: 3fardy@yahoo.co.uk 

254 OBA REUNION 
The club is now an affi li ated branch of the Royal Signals A sociation. 

ju t in time for the Millennium and for our eleventh re-union. We had a 
change of venue this year to the Royal Stuart Hotel in Derby. ot too 
many managed to get mislaid in the Derby one way sy tern and all said 
that they had a fairly easy journey to get to Derby. Once again we had one 
of our down under exi les with us - Bob haw. and from Spain Anna and 
John Dove . There was the usual Wei h contingent and the odd cot -
although NOT resident orth of the Border. Our ex India Boy contingent 
were there in strength , al o in evidence were three Cadre members 

orman Baker, Derek C ropper and Bill Mcdhurst. Two Widow came 
Val Forster an d Jean Johnson . Then there wa our wheelchair 
contingent Mavis Ramsay, Maureen Gibson. and Roy Hunter. a warm 
welcome to them all . The Friday as usual was arrival day and by the 
evening the bar was doing a roaring trade and tongue · were wagging, to 
think it 's only a year since they last saw each other. There wa no outing 
planned for the Saturday so people were free to do their own thing. For 
mo t it wa a trip to Derby' Eagle hopping entre and indoor market. 
All agreed that it wa fabulous for sh pping. Also on the agenda the 
Roya l Crown Derby Mu eum and fac tory hop - well worth eeing. 
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Others went lo the arboretum especially to visit the memonal to our 
Korean war-dead. Still others went visiting friends etc. 

I he Saturday evemng semi formal dinner took place sta rting at 
l 830h~s to allow plenty <?f time for the dancing. eorge eve rs wa~ once 
more 111 the chair and 111 his speech he welcomed all attendees and 
especially our widows and wheelchair members. He thanked Ann and 
Pat Fox-Roberts for their organisation of the event and Clare Brown and 
Val Forster for their collecting of subs from attendees and the donations 
to~ards a ?Oth Birthday present for Ann Fox-Roberts whose birthday n 
JUSt happened to be . The hotel staff and m particular the chef were 
thanked what a difference to the way we were treated at Stafford a year 
ago. George then pomted that this was the Eleventh year that we had had 
the Del Polton band. Maybe we ·hould be considering them for honorary 
254 membership. At this point George a ked Roy Hunter to ay a fe\\ 
words: Roy who has been confined to a wheelchair for the last three years 
explame~ that as a re ult of his ponsored walk albeit pushing his 
wheelchair .he had raised £4136. The reason for hi walk was Tristan 
Hyman a.nine-year old who in addition to being a MS sufferer had al o a 
badly hv1s.ted leg that needed two operations. Tristan has had the 
operations 111 ~ddenbrookes hospital and now has the use of hi leg. The 
money was pht £2000 for the operation and £2000 to Addenbrookes. The 
remaming £136 went to a charity that supported the childrens' ward 
111 Addenbrookes. Roy thanked all 2S4's for their generosity in making it 
all po sible. Well done Roy. George then called on Peter Mc aughton 
who as usual. proposed the toast to our departed comrades. The list now 
totals !OS with the new additions of Danny Daniels, Jim Iver on. Ted 
Crampton, Butch Ea tham, Gordon Howie, Charlie Murrant, Dave 
R ye a.nd Gus McDonald. Peter Mc ' aughton then reminded the 
gathe~ng that even the younge t member of2S4 was now an OAP. a very 
sobenng thought. Fmally George gave out the news that Brian Fisher 
had volunteered to be the ecretary - a daunting task - well done Brian . 
The formal part was then complete and soon the band was in full wing. 
The bars got busy agam a~d tongues kept up their ceaseless wagging -
how much more can be sa id? The evening ended with the playing of the 
national anthem after which there was a gradual drift to bed All too soon 
it was Sunday (even with the clocks being put back an h~ur) and with 
many farewells all departed vowing to return again next year. In addition 
to those mentioned the following attended: 
Deadly Baker John Bass 
Mike Bayli s Reg Brewin 
Jim Braid David Bussell 
Ken Brown Wally Brown 
Eddie Brewer Gerry Brewer 
Dukie Caira Don Capon 
Casey Cole Alan rabtree 
Stuart Dunlop Jim Esson 
Ron Fairbairn Ken Francis 
Bill Gibson Bill Graham 
John Grig by Don Hazel 
John Heard Don Herring 
John Jarratt Bob Jarratt 
Roy Kelly Bill Leech 
Fred Love Tim Martin 
John Mann Mac McKay 
Lou Munday Don ichol 
Geoff Oakley tan Parry 
Frank Pedley at Preece 
John Radford Terry Reeves 
Gordon chofield Don avage 
Ernie hort Toby eymour 
Bu ty Slade Derry mith 
Pat Soward Clive Thomp on 
Je s Weir John Walke 
Cliff Wood John Wood 
Stan Whitehead Bruce Howie 
David Abercrombie Jack Alli on 

Jack Batham 
Denni Bowden 
Dennis Burge 
Doug Bower 
Titch Curti 

oel Clark 
Jim Crow 
Ray Evan 
Chris Gentry 
Bill Grieve 
Harry Hawke 
Bill Hills 
Jim Jenkins 
Ken Lloyd 
Brian McDonell 
Ted Mellor 
Brian Huxley - Duggan 
Ron Pear all 
Bill Ramsay 
Dave Ros 
Alan earle 
Roy mithard 
Brian toekwell 
John Venning 
Ernie Webb 
Peter Wet 
J. Hewson 
C. A hton 

igel Ribchester. 
ome late news - Colin 'Jim' tear who had hi leg amputated below 

the knee a couple of months ago ha now had bis artificial leg fined and 
he arri ed back home on aturday, 18 ovember. walking unaided . 
Looking forward to seeing you in Derby in October 2001 Colin. 

ANNUAL GENERAL 
MEETING 2001 

The Royal Signals Association' AGM 
combined with the Branch Representatives ' 
meeting will take place in Chelsea Barracks 
on 7 April and not the 2 April a printed in 

the Decemb r i ue of The WIRE 
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"tV}10H~Any ex or er ing regular 
member of 602 Signal Troop (SC) 
or 1 (RBY) Signal Squadron (SC) 

Contact: Gordon Duncan 
Home Tel: 01923 835862 
Work Tel: 01923 838020 

LOSTCOMMS 
n hear from any of his former pals 

'Ir Leonard Moore would 1 ·~ 10 - S b 1940 Leonard 
fro.m Trowbridge ·H' Squad of 'A Coy ttom eptem er . 
can be contacted on 01277 3S2449. 

Back Row: Sigs L. C. MoHoreR, ~- ~~;;k~'. 'f1.· 't:C~:~~~- Hall 
K c Jackson S. E. Cullam, . · · • H h 

. Middle Row: Sigs F. A. Argent, J. W. Durston, E. ug es, 
A. James, N. J. Cox, P. M. Skeens •. E. V. Tombs 

Front Row: Sigs R. Mash, J. S. Meekin, C. S. Oatey, 
M. E. G. Francis, E. H. G. Terry, P. Cooke 

Were you in I A SU fi"om 1954 - 1960'' Six of us ~re bllll alive ~i~ 
. . D u recognise Don Prescott, Coh n tephcn ' 

fup ncuonTmg. Hou I YI o 1ike Enright or 'Prof' ' ewson? If so please ring 
rees, om • . · · (at lk? I com \'ic Prees on O 1841 540570 or E-mail him on: v1cprees at a - · 
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. 1 . 1rom anyone who remembers him 
Ted Redfern w~ultl 0h4keBt~ .;e~ignals during the 'D Day' landings. 
from hi 11mc with I c,ic 1 ' , 

Ted can be reached on 01209 890 \ _O 

. ". . . ·d in Matruh Fortress ignals as a cipher 
Maj (Rctd) 8111 La,ci 5 sfi~vc 0 was Maj Lazcll and the SSM was 

opern10r d~mng I 9~0-41 · 1~ 1 e to hear from any readers who were at 
'Paddy' Walsh. Bill ~vou ov h' 0118 983 2016. 
Mersa Matruh at that tnnc. ontact im on 

I (Pl R) Rct'd From: i\Iaj en E.W. II. Hunt ey. 
O\' I, OWE, G PR, GC P, G K 1, dcV, 
58 Langton Roacl 
London, 
Ontario. 

A DA. SV 2MI 
Tel: S 19 4SS 9303 
Fax: 519 4SS 9 68 
E-mail: ernie@skynet.ca 

Dear ir. . . , , . 2 Coy Egypt ommand Signal (later 
The ong1nal F tioop, 0

· u ort Group and 7th Motor Bdc, 7th 
known a the Pivot GJoup. 7th s. ~fions for the 3rd RHA. then with 
Armd Div), provide comm1~~

1~:~ Gun cha sis. Thi Regiment con-
25pdc Gun on 18pdkr (mlou. 19~9 with the 2pdr Bofors gun. I was 
verted 10 an A ntl tan ro c 111 

then working with J Battery. 

. . 193 at the Gun Range, Rebiquie, on the 
Th1s_phot~ ~a~~~~~ '~ez Road, about 2Skms east o_f,Heli?poli_s. 

north ide o t e cl cl to the 4th RHA upon that u111t s arnval m 

~~~Pt;,o~gr ~~h~~tctl~n: my detachment wa~atta~hed ~~·~:aat~rt)'. 
4th RHA (Capt ·Jock' Campb~U - t,ater ale aJ'To~~e' Tate (killed in 
cro~ching fro~t and ce~tr~~~l~aJ~~mdta~~ing (L-R) are Cpl Grant, 
acuon). and Deadlegs d M · eby ('Jock' Beasley_ Command 
'Paddy' MacQueeu, R~y_mon, or ' C 1 Irie Oliver, Ernie 

ii'::n~l~~?~w~:r~;~ie;,1~~m D~:Y~.~Jo:;d &(>1 Vasilla (l~nc) a~~ 
on the t~p of the vehicle Du-tiot Radio Me~h;~1s~~1li~~s L~n~b~y· 
tion another Lance Corporal. Clements an u er) .who took 
Cla~ke (Operator Sig!'als andhComm~nd f~~f ~~:, ~~~ at BuqBuq, 
the photo and Sgt lv1son , (w om, w en 
Egypt 1940, had been promoted ~o W02). . I Grant received a 

I wonder how many are still with us,! ~ehcve Cp ~ d t the Field 
War-time ommission, 'Deadlegs' W1lhan~s trans errc o 

Security Police in Cairo, at his own request, 111 1940. 
Sincerely and Forever Aye ...... 

From: Professor Duncan Harris 
Forge Cottage 
Green Lane 
Hooke 
BEAMI STER 
Dorset, DT8 3PF 
Tel: 01308 863337 

Dear ir, 
Hooke Court, Dorset, 194 1 onwards; 

Rampisham Transmitter, 1941 onwa rds 

· · o t According to older 
I am writing a history of Hooke, a village m orse ·r 1 about 1941. lt 

residents the Royal Signals were usmg Hooke ourt r_on Transmitter. 
may be that those living there were opcratmg the Rampi h~r t trace the 
at the top of the hill overlooking Hooke. _I have been u~~ er ~vas living 
Unit If anyone served at either the Ramp1sham Tran~mit er 0 le· the 
at H~oke Court, I hould be grateful for any i11formatzon (fo~~~al~drne~ in 
Unit, the number of personnel involved, . whether any ot Hooke duriOb 
Hooke were used for a billet, etc). I would hke to hcar.abou} H ke Court 
the war: what it was like; what the . 15th century wmg 0 ~~anything 
looked like (it has since been demolished). Any photographs 
in Hooke would be most welcome and will be returned. 
Yours faithfully . .. 
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COMCE S 'E' & 'fi'- 2 Div 1966 to 1970 

tick Quenncll and Bill Bailey, formerly COMCEN 'E' from 1966 to 
1970. <1rc very keen to locate othe1 Troop members who served with 
them during the same period with a view to a possible reunion. Alan 
'ueordie' Richardson, ' Slim' Cummins, Sany Wauby, ' Lofty' 
Hobb , · JafT' .Jones, Ronnie Campbell, Ron Barrett, Reg Dukes, 
Benny Bingham and former Troop SNCOs Kenny Harlick and Jack 
Blackburn are just a few names that spring to mind but there were so 
many good pe~ple. We have fond mcmorie~ of some gr~at tines had 
during this pcnod which at times seemed hke one continuous party. 
Bill can be contacted at: 94 Downland Drive, HOVE, East Sussex 
B 3 8GL. Tel: 01273 73048S. Mick can be contacted on 07971 
3251 SS. Bill will give people Mick's full addre s and land line tele
phone number if required. 

My father, Philip Wallis (known, I think, as 'Nellie' Wallis after a 
music hall artist of the time) served in the Corps from 1940 to 194S, 
demobilising with the rank of Acting Lieutenant Colonel. From 
December 1941 until I 94S he served in India and Burma. I am trying to 
!ind out rather more about his service during the war, as he was very 
reuccnt about it. I le died in March 1988. I should be very grateful if 
anyone who has any memories of him, however slender, could contact 
me: 'igel Wallis Cariss House, Huby, York, Y06 I I HS. 

Tel/Fax: 01347 810612, E-mail: nigel.wallis@barclays.net 

CORRESPONDENCE 
From: Douglas Bellshaw 

13 Great Hall Close 
Radcliffe 
MA CHESTER 
M264DA 

Dear Sir, (Peter Cuckow) 
This is a letter of thanks, may I fir l introduce myself. l am ex-Cpl 

23963529, born Plymouth and married to ex-COMMCE Op W/430277 
Elizabeth (nee: isbet born Manchester). I joined, and ran for the Corps 
from 1966-75. After de-mob and pre-release course I joined the Greater 
Manchester Police and retired in I 99S. 

Sadly I had lost contact with all my old mates from 6S3 Signal Troop 
at Manorbier, South Wales. I am in contact with ex-crewmen from 7 
Signal Regiment. Dave 'Chippy' Carpenter, of 20 Beddington 
Brampton Road, Weston Super Mare. I have al o made contact with 
Lorraine Ward inj Truro, Cornwall and Ron Smith in Manchester. I'm 
extremely pleased to inform you that my advert in your ewsletter 2000 
made my day. Yesterday evening there wa the u ual knock on the door. 
the gentleman who stood there and handed me the ewsletter had 
managed to track me down. It was Ian Lorimer of SS otredame 
Gardens, Blackburn, Lancashire, only a short di lance away. We ha.d 
served together in 6S3 ignal Troop. Manabier, attached to 36 HVY Air 
Defence, RA. I am extremely grateful to everyone concerned in re
uniting 11 . Apparently we are the only two from 6S3 to meet. Hopefully 
this will be the fir t of many more meeting . 

I do recall being at Blandford for MPC and or my preparation for the 
45 AYT at Prittlewell Information Office, Southend. If my memory 
serves me correctly my instructor was a gt urse? (Editor: You 're quite 
right) Although aprchensive I felt I had to write and thank all 1ho e 
concerned and all the staff at the Royal Signals A sociation on a job well 
done. 
Yours Faithfully .......... . 

From: Maj (Rctd) F. E. ykcs 
13 Rue Montgermont, 
77690 Montigny-sur-Loing 
FRA E 

Dear Editor, 
I was very intere ted in your article (letter?) in The WIRE (about the 

SOE with which the late Col F. W. icholls wa concerned. He was m 
command of 3 Inf Div Sigs at Bulford when I was po ted there in the 
summer of 1939. One could not have wi hed for a kinder or more 
under landing CO. I took over ·y• eetion which erved (and still doe :) 

Inf Bde. We went to France for the winter, fought in Belgium in the 
spring, were evacuated via Dunkirk and were chosen to be re-equipped 
immediately with a view to returning to France. Fortunately, thi nev~r 
happened. I spent the next four years in various job in the UK and 111 
1944 wa 21C of an Independent Armd Bde & ig qn. We went to 
France in July and I took over command in September. So much for my 
credential , now back to icholls, affectionately known as 'Daddy'. 

~s you say, he had a vast experience of two closely_ conne~ted 
sub1ects: how to intercept enemy communications (both radio and lme) 
and how to protect our own. Even when employed in other spheres; he 
wa _known a a pundit on intercept, and his advice wa so~ght both 
officially and dcmi-oflicially. he purpose of 1hi article/ letter 1 to sho'' 
the ~anger of applying principles in an inappropriate context. 

First of all there was radio. It wa said in the 1930 1hat the ca airy 
had ~akcn it scriou ly and were fast progrc ing. The gunners had just 
mc.t 1t and were making good use of it, and the infantry had never hea~d 
of1t, which was not urprising because it had not reached them, except m 
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the fo~m of a rear-link station provided by the Royal 1gnals. Their 
cnt)ius1a~m was und~ubtedly dampened by the fact that only ome four 
othcers m the battalion were likely to get close to the detachment. In 
1939. the forward troops of the BEF were billeted around Lille. 
Permanent radio silence was enforced. In order to train, we had to drive 
about 20 miles south, if possible, taking a few infantry officers with us in 
order to familiarise them with the equipment. What made the restrictions 
ridiculous was that Belgium was neutral and thou ·ands of workers 
crossed the frontier daily, thus enabling conventional espionage to get a 
far _better idea of our order of battle than any interception of our exercise 
radio traffic. Later, 1f I remember rightly, the restriction was lifted, but 
not before precious months had been wasted. 

Now we take a look at line communications. In the 1914-18 war. vast 
concentrations of troops faced one another over very short distances. This 
provided enormous opportunities for intercepting both telegraphy and 
telephony. The invention of the Fullerphone largely solved the problem 
for telegraphy. Where telephony was concerned nothing much could be 
done apart from speaking discreetly and patrolling a thoroughly as 
conditions permiued. Our forebears, however, had scented another 
danger: the telephone bell. I do not know when the decision was taken, 
but we ended the 1918 war and in ome theatre , started the 1939 one, 
with the telephone DI, which bad neither bell nor magneto ringer. but 
on I y a buzzer. This called for a special type of field wi1chboard, the 
principle of which was that each circuit terminated on a 'watch-type' 
receiver. When the operator heard a buzz, he put his hand over each 
receiver in turn until he had located the caller, whereupon he plugged into 
the appropriate jack. One might have thought that 'bellophobia' and 
'buzzermania' would have perished in the '20 and '30s, especially ince 
anyone can muffie a bell by turning the gongs upside down. But no such 
luck, the new field telephone, OS, was much like its predecessor. The 
contemporary switchboard, however, was high-tech. It could be called by 
buzzer, magneto and (I think) CBS. The calling signal actuated a 
sensitive relay that in turn actuated a pea-bulb that indicated the line to be 
answered. The invention was hailed with much praise but - alas - the field 
trials must have been too gentle. because it was oon proved that travel 
on bumpy road or ome nearby shelling completely up et 1he relays. 
They were, of course, readjusted as soon as possible, but in the meantime 
the HQ was incommunicado, and the OC Signals was told in no uncertain 
term what would happen to him ...... unles ! ! - experto crede! 

The problem persisted throughout the war. Happily. partial relief was 
provided in the shape of field-telephony equipment obtained from friend 
and foe. The German forward-area witchboard was a masterpiece of 
simplicity and ruggednes . It con i ted of a number of 4-line unit . each 
line of which had a drop-nap indicator, a plug and a jack. All the operator 
had to do was to bring hi own field telephone - magneto, of course!! 
PS: Can any reader tell me of a major power that was. or is, equipped 
with buzzer telephone for u e in forward areas ? 
Yours incerely ........ .. 

From: Maj TOT (Retd) C. G. \ ebb 
I Westminster Close 
Burn Bridge 
HARROGATE 

. York hire HG3 I LT 
Tel: 01423-87323 7 

Dear Sir, 
Wire Magazine - Size of Print 

I it my imagination - but over the last few years ha the ize of the 
print in The WIRE got smaller? Perhap I am going blind contrary to my 
optician finding . or is it ju t my age? Can lb~ the only one_ who ha_ th1 
difficulty? If there is anything you could do to increase the 1ze ofpnnt to 
the ize it used to be I am ure it would be appreciated by many old lag ! 

At the moment I kimp through the magazine with difficulty - then if 
anything looks intere ting I get out the lagnifying gla to reduce eye 
~~ . . . . . 

Of course I recogni e that increasmg the size of pnnt would mcrea e 
the ize and ubsequent co t. however. I think the benefit would be 
outweighed by the fact more of the. article would_ be rea~! Perhaps you 
might e en be able 10 down load 1t onto a CD tor d1stnbutton. Wow, 
technology goe rampant! 
Your sincerely......... . . . . . 
(Editors Reph': H~ ha1•e spot checked the si=e oj the pr111t 111 ~lie IJ IRE 
<>oi11g right back to the first edition, (primed in 192I). The s1::e of the 
print has not changed. I have a similar problem to you and "!rjortw~111e{1· 
it is just 011r age. The idea o,( down lo_aJb1g it_ to a CD for d1smb11t1011 1s 

an imeresting one and 11·e will be look111g 111to 11.) 

From: 1aj TOT (Retd) Cliffe Webb 
I Wesunin, tcr Close. 
Burn Bridge 
HARROGATE 
N. York hire HG3 I LT 
Tel: 01423-, 73237 

Dear ir. 
.lust for the Record 

In the Jun edition of The WIRE at page 297 und~r the heading 
BE ERLY EX-BOY As ·ociation, it wa · lated_ that Chffe \\ e~b had 
advi eel them that he could be the longe. t sen mg_ ex-bo). In lact the 
author of that article had been informed that 1 behc,ed that I ''as the 
long t serving. Be erly x-Bo~· to i_nclude ~e\erly and_ Rcgul_ar Sc~ ice 
only. I did not mcludc T contmuatton er\lce. a· I ''a, \\Cll .m arc th.II 
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1 E. Bo . eir lTony lurray/John 
there: are 1nan} ot~.: r Be" · r Y, - -. ~ n· ic~ continued with P 0 
'lorri on "ho ha' mg c~mplc,t:d ~~'.!..u e u-t edition of The WIRE from 
sen ice . o contrary to the aruck mt . B g 1 E -Boy) 1 belie e I had 
Cn 1 (Retd) J. Esson lwho ~va not a ever. Y >- 1 the~ongc · t R gular ' ernce ol the Be"erley Ex-Boys. 
Yours ·incerely ... . .. · · · .. · · .. · 

From ~ R. f . \'enables (b ignahnan 2369 54) 
IOThe Knolls 
Barrowbv 
GRA THA 1 

G 21 Y 
Tel: 01.r6 :61297 

~tr -~ 
For the la t couple of months I've been trying to appcfd e.;1 'ct;n~ 1 

re ardin a po ting that "" •nt wrong in the . econd \ or ~r - now 
rfe left gi; rather lat in life 10 pursue the subject. I have wntten to .the 
Arrm Record Office who pa scd my enqutry on 10 the ~!OD Historical 
Branch who in lllrn sugge ted l approach the Ro al Signal _Mu eum. 
Th . could not help but thought a mention in The WfRE might bnng 
so~~ light 10 bear. 1 mu t add that the _Historical Bra!1ch offered_ two 
practical solutions_ one to ,i it the Pubhc Reco_rd Oflice, allcmat1vel~ 
employ a researcher unfortunately both ugge uons beyond my means. 

o here i mv tof) ! . · o 11 
I, .i' callect up to the Royal ignals in Apnl 1941 reporting to e 

to unJc:rtake my ·square bashing' . From thi;re. l went to ~Hudders fi~ld , to 
train a 3 wireles operator. Atler duly quahfymg a a BJ O)Jerator It ~vas 
on 10 Ktrkburton holding unit. and then on to the Royal ignal umt at 
\fon Barracks, Aldersiiot (later to be tran ferred to Englefield Gr:en 
near Egham). From here, in August 1942, I \VSS posted overseas. Bemg 
the wirele · operator in a quad of four under the cha rge o f a Cpl 
Johnson with the label ·Special Mi sion ection' (I' ve a hazy memory 
that it ca~ied the number 14). We boarded the hip 'Highland Brigade ' at 
Bristol then sailed up to Gourock to join a convoy. We d1sem?arked at 
Durban to be eventually informed by the RTO that he knew_ nothrng abo~t 
us. We were instructed to board a boat that took u to Diego Suarez Ill 
Madaga car and erved there ~or about three ~onths._ We_ then t~an ferred 
to airobi and were absorbed mto the East African D1v1S1onal Signal . 

What I would like to know is where we were mtended to carry out our 
· pecial fi ion'. I don't think thi title was misleading as we took _on 
board the 'Highland Brigade· complete equipment for a wirele~s tatton 
right down to di tilled water for the batteries. I repeat, I know l v: left ll 
rather late in eeking an answer but l would be grateful for any assi tance 
anyone can offer to rt!lieve my curio ity. Please accept my thanks Ill 

anticipation. 
Yours sincerely ..... ....... ..... . 

From: Len Turner 
63 Maycroft 
PINNER 
HA53UB 

Dear Sir. . . 
I served with the 149 Anti-Tank Regiment, Signal Sect10n dunng the 

iege of Tobruk in l 941 and i.ntend to join the 60th Anniversary 
celebrations in Bri bane, next Apnl. 

For ome years I ha e been a member of the_ London Branc~1 of 'The 
Rats of Tobruk As ociation' but due to decreasmg numbers ll 1s closlllg 
down this year. one of the remaining mei:nbers are _fit enough to travel 
to the Australian Reunion. At the pre elll lime I am Ill contact with: l\'lr 
Ron Hall, 14 Chase Avenue, CHELTENHAM. Gloucester hire, GL52 
6YU, who is Secretary of the Cheltenham Branch of the Royal Ta~k 
Regimental As ociation. He i organising a party o~ 20, to make the ~p 
to Ausrralia. At the la t check we had mustered nllle. I am wondering 
whether any of your readers are ex-Tobruk Signals and may, perhaps, be 
interested in joining the group. . . 

The trip will start on I April , 2001 , with a stopover of ~wo days Ill 

Singapore and two days in Hung Kong on the return tnp. 14 days 
altogether at an inclusive cost of around £ 1500. 
Best Regards ........ . 

From: Ron Larby 
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178 Braemar Aveni·~ 
'EA DE 

• WlOODS 

l thought that those R A Members who don' t get _down to London 
might like to sec a shot of th e Royal ignals p lo t m the Garden of 
Remembrance, Wcs1111 in tcr Abbey. . 

Whilst inspecting the plo t at U1e O~cnmg Day, T hur day 8 November 
1 was approached by a chap, who not1 cll1 g my Korean Medals asked me 
when I was there . He had a slight trans-Atl anll c accent and when he 
repl ied to my answer, · 195 l -52,' w ith ' ?2-53.' I had an inklin$ of who he 
was and I was ri ght ! lie ' as Terry W1ckc.ns who had been m th~ same 
Troop as myself ·.K', 2 In fan try Brigade ~ 1gna l s. I le had later emigrated 
to Canada and we hadn't seen each other smce 1952! . 

Terry ex plained tha t he had come over to ta ke part 111 the 50th 
nniversary of the Korean War BKVA contingent at the Remembrance 

Day Parade at the cnotaph. I met Terry again al the Parade, which was 
headed by the BKVA th i year. The Roy~ l ignal was well represented 
among· t the 1200 members that took part m the Parade. 
Regard .. .. .... 

From: Ernest ' Joe' Glover 
21 Metro e Park 
BEVERLEY 
HU1 7 8JL 
Tel: 0 1248 869344 
Fax: 0 1248 328327 

Dear Sir, D · h' 
Below is a photograph of gm Bob Copi;>en _wh~ was a nvcr w tlst 

att ached to l Oth Fie ld Regiment RA 2 Div is ion Ill India. We ser\ed 
together for over two year with 2 Div an? only eparated after returning 
to the Depot in Mhow, ju t before Part111on. w_e lo t contact _with each 
other 43 years ago after we' d both married and ll ha taken quite a wlul 

10 fi nd each other. It was only after I had combed the London telephone 
directory that I , as able 10 speak to a re lative. However, it took a further 
two year to d iscover hi whereabout , Bourne mouth . We are both m 
poor health but not down-hearted and regularly peak on the ph?ne and 
exchange news by letter. We met, fo r the fir t time after so long, in Apnt 
this year and had a live-day hohday m Bournemouth 1~ . eptember. _\\e 
were able to ta lk over our experiences together. We had JOmed 2 Div J~st 
after Kohima and stayed w ith l 0th Fie ld before I wa posted .to P~ lestme 
wi th the L ife Gua rd . I hope o me of your Read e rs w ill fmd the 
foregoing of interest. 
Yours Faithfu lly .. ........ .. 

From: Maj A. Helm R. SIGNALS 
!MATT 
Op Basilica 
BFPO 622 

Dear Sir, 

SIERRA LEO E - JOI T COMM ICATIO S JT (JC ) 

As some of your readers will be aware there are a number of Royal. S_ig· 
nals personnel serving with the International Military Advisory Tram_ing 
Team (IMATf) in Sierra Leone. Our aim is to form a Joint Commun'.cad 
tions Unit organised into five Squadrons with a strength of35 Officers an 
459 ORs. It will be a long, frustrating but satisfying task_. . al 

There has been a strong hi torical link between the Sierra Leoneld 
1~~ r 

Squadron and the Royal Signals since the end of the Second Word d 1~; 
Between 1944 and 1968 seven Royal Signals Officers comn1an e th 
Squadron. Unfortunatety'becau c of the civi l war _a_nd disturbanc_c Ill e 
country most of the history and a ll of the memorabilia ha been lost. k .. · · d or ·ne• I would be grateful if any of your readers who e1U1er serve f 
people who served in Sierra Leone during this time could !ill in some 

0 

the history. The names ofpreviou ommandcrs are: 
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1944-48 Capt A. R. D uke R. SIGNAL 
1948-53 laj R. E. Scouller MBE R. S IGNALS 
l 953-56 Capt K. E. P. Andrews MBE R. SIG ALS 
1956-58 Capt D. A.G. lacKail R. lGNALS 
1958-59 Maj M. G. M . Panton R. SIGNALS 
1959-63 Capt F. V. B. Phillip R. IGNALS 
l 963-68 Maj S. W. Mawson M BE R. SIGNALS 

The .JCl.i would a lso be grateful to receive plaques from any Royal Sig
nal ~ unit who feel they can afford to donate one, with the promise that 
eventually Sierra Leone will reciprocate in kind. 
Yours Sincerdy ....... 

Mrs M. Willia ms 
M r R. E. Oldham 
Mr H. G. M iller ... 
David Hopkins ... 
A.H. McVitie T D W 
Mrs J. G reen trcet 
Mrs E. C. Withey .. . 
M r H. Ladbrooke .. . 
R A Poole 
RSA Peterborough ... 

DONATIONS 

RSA Preston & Blackburn 
RSA Cornwall ... ... .. . .. . 
RSA ali bury ........... . 
Blandford Tower Run the profits ... 
Dedication W. Wales Branch tandard 
42 ignal Regiment's Officers ' Club .. . 
33 Corps (SEAC) Association .. . ... .. . 
First Army ignal Reunion Association 
Beverley Ex-Boys Association ... ... ... . .. 
Mrs Betty Gunn for the RSA Memoria l Garden .. . 
Don Ellingworth in memory of a friend .. . .... .. 
Mrs M. F. H. Boswell in memory ofH. E. Wilkins 
Maj (Retd) T. McKirgan in memory of Bill Duke 
Mr F. R. G . J . Rapsey in memory of Lt Col F. G. G. Rapsey 
Ir F. R. Johnson in memory of Lt Col R. J. K. Fenton .. . . .. 

3 Div Reunion Club in memory of Maj J. Hornby 
Maj (Retd) teve Bresloffin memory of Lt R. Hornby BEM 
Lt Col (Retd) B. Beattie in memory of Lr Col T. . Skelly .. . 
Col D. B. Emley OBE in memory of Lt Col W. todart .. . .. . 
Collection in memory of Maj Eric Buirski ......... .. . .. . 
3 10.00 

.£ 40.00 

.£ 50.00 

.£ l0 .00 

.£ 47.00 

.£ 20.00 

.£ 25.00 

.£ 10.00 

.£ l0.00 

.£ 100.00 

.£ 33.00 

.£ 30.00 

.£ 450.00 

.£ 50.00 

.£ 400.00 

.£ 47.43 

.£ 164.00 

.£ 100.00 

.£ 40.00 

.£ 25.00 

.£ 30.00 

.£ 10.00 

.£ 20.00 

.£ 25 .00 

.£ 50.00 

.£ 10.00 

.£ 10.00 

.£ 20.00 

.£ 50.00 

. £ 100.00 
£ 

Darland School, Wrexham in mernory of Maj Eric Buirski .... £ 67.50 
Mrs P. B. Wood in memory of Maj Eric Buirski .£ 5.00 
M. Robinson in memory of Maj Eric Buir ki ... ... .. . ... ... .£ 20.00 
Maj W. Oates in memory of Maj Eric Buirski .. ....... ... . £ 10.00 
Collection in memory of WO I M. F. B. Garland ... ... ... ... .£ 605.00 
Lt Col T. P. O ' Connor in memory of WO I M . F. B. Garland .£ 20.00 
W. Kay in memory of Brian Garland ... ... ... .. . ... ... .. . .£ 25.00 
Langeleben Reunion Club in memory of Brian Garland .. . .£ 20.00 
3 Div Sigs Reunion Club in memory of Mr H. W. Palmer .... £ 10.00 
Maj (Retd) S. Bre !off in memory of Maj (Retd) R. G. Aitken .£ 20.00 
R A Reading in memory of Maj (Retd) T. G. Robinson ERD .£ 10.00 

LAST POST 

Aitken - Maj R. G. it ken Served 1946/86 Died I I/ 12/00 
Armitage - CSM C. B. Armitage erved WW2 Died Sep '00 
Armstrong~ Cpl B. Armst rong Served l 964177 Died 04/ 11 /00 
Bevan - MaJ G. J. Bevan MM Served 1936171 Died 15/12/00 
Brown - Ma.i M. P. Brown crved 19??/00 Died 29/ I 0/00 
Buirski - Maj E. J. Buirski erved 1935170 Died 27/ lO/OO 
Churcher - W02 ' · C. Cburcher Served l 975/93 Died 03/07/97 
Clark- Maj D. . . Clark erved 1944/67 Died 02/ 11 /00 
Clayton - Capt J. R. C layton ervcd 1939/46 Died Feb '00 
Cocke - M:ij J. W. G. Cocke erved 193 /57 Died 2311 0/00 
Coles - ig G. Coles Served l 952/54 Died 05/J 1/00 
Copestakc - Mr . A. Copcstake erved 1946/68 Died 16/05/00 
Dodd - Lt Col J. Dodd Served Died l 0/11/00 
Donald - Lt Col G. B. Donald crved 1939/74 Died 22/1 l/OO 
Donaldson - LCpl F. Donaldson Served 1941/46 Died 07/ l l/OO 
Flack- Sig J. W. Flack Served l 944/48 Died 2000 
Grainger - Brig D. H. Grainger OBE G STJ 

crved l 940/72 Died Mar '00 
Gray- Maj T. J. Gray Served 1938/ Died l 06/00 
Hendrie - Sig R. M. Hendrie Served 1938/45 Died 2000 
Hornby - Maj J . W. Hornby erved l 960/00 Died 02/ l 2/00 
Hornby- Lt R. Hornby BEM erved l 944/48 Died l l/ 11 /00 
Hunt - Sig G. L. Hunt. erved l 957/60 Died Oct '00 
James - Capt . . James erved 1939/44 Died Oct '00 
Jones- Sig R. Jones erved 1941 /45 Died 21/l 1/00 
Mailc_y - L pl R. L. Mailey crved 1938/46 Died 07/ 1 l/OO 
Mcrntt - Sig C. A. Merritt erved l 938/43 Died 06/12/00 

aylor - LCpl R. aylor crved l 946/48 Died 2000 
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Ormiston - Sig J. T. Ormiston Served 1942/47 Died 28,09 oo 
Palmer - ig H. W .. Pal mer erved 1923/45 Died 25112 ·oo 
Payne - W02 D. W. Payne Served 1959-8 1 Died O 111 O 00 
P~ng~lly - gt L. R. Pengelly Served 194 l/46 Died ov ·oo 
P1dd111gton - Col J. R. Piddington OBE MC 

Prentice - Sgt J. W. . Prentice 
Rapsey - Lt Col F. G. G. Rapscy 
Robinson - Maj T. G. Robinson ERD 
Simmons - ig P. J. Simmons 
Skelly - Lt Col T. . Skelly 
Stodart - Lt Col W. A. K. todart 
Webb - Cpl R. C. Webb 

Served 1932/69 Died Dec '00 
Served 1938/46 Died 23. 12/00 

erved 1940171 Died 12 / I l 00 
Served I 94 1/59 Died 26; 11 00 
Served 1964/68 Died 24105i00 
Served 1940171 Died 29/ 10/00 
Served 1929/48 Died 14 I I 00 
Served 1972/84 Died 08/ I 0; 00 

Williams- W02 W. I. Williams Service in the Royal Signals 1939-1967. 
<;ol L. W. Wright TD, DL, write - 'Taffy' William who was an effi
c1_ent Perm~nent Staff Instructor with my Regiment, 46 (North Midland) 
Signal Regiment TA and later in 43 (Wessex) Signal Regiment TA died 
on 16_ October, 2000. He was a loyal , courageous and courteou; man 
and hts death leaves a grieving widow and many ad friend . 

Payne - W02 Donald William Payne died on I October, 2000. Don, to 
all who knew him - wa born in Manchester on 14 October l 931. He 
grew up and attended school there during the war year . Tragically 
when he was only 15 years old his father died and only two years later 
was fo llowed by hi s mother. 
Don spent the next few years living with various aunts and uncles until 
at th~ age of 19 years he joined the Royal Air Force, He trained as a 

ursmg Orderly and served for a period of three years. He wa dis
charged in the rank of Corporal after three years. Immediately after hi 
service with the RAF he enlisted in the Manchester City Police in ep
tember 1953 and he erved with them for five years until August 1958 
when he retired a a constable. He then enlisted in the Royal Signals in 
1959. Here he trained as a Radio Technician after which he erved 
mainly in the UK until 1963 when he was posted to Singapore where he 
remained for the next two and a half years. In l 965 he was posted back 
to 8 Signal Regiment in Catterick where he was originally employed as 
an Instructor until he took over as Regimental J>rovo t Sergeant for the 
next three years. In I 968 he wa promoted to Staff Sergeant and po ted 
to Cypru where he remained until 1972. when further promotion and 
posting took him to Blandford where he tayed until 1976. After spend
ing time in Germany he returned to the UK to spend his last six molllhs 
in the Corp . He retired in the January of 198 l. On his retiremelll he 
was employed with the US Air Force at Burtonwood, Lancashire. He 
remained with them for about five years. For a time he was in bu ine s 
with his son but ill health brought about his early retirement. 
Don was well re peeled wherever he served and was a devoted member 
of the sergeant ' Mess. His wonderful ense of humour endeared him to 
all who knew him. A devoted fam ily man, Don is urvived by hi wife 
for 47 years, Ellen, his son two daughters and seven grand-children. 

Cooper - Maj Henry William George Cooper was born in Harwich. the 
on of a regular soldier, on 15 ovember 1909. He joined F Coy Boy 

two months before hi 15th birthday on 2 September 1924. One of his 
fondest memorie of Boy service wa just before Christmas l 924, 
when the RSM asked him if he would box for F Coy in the Boy Anny 
Boxing Championship . ' o thank you, ir' he replied. However. the 
R M was not to be deterred, he a ked Harry again. adding 'You do 
want Chri tmas leave, doo 't you?" Harry won his first two fights. got a 
bye in the emi final as his proposed opponent wa too injured from hi 
previou fight to continue. In the fina l, the Boy · Champion from the 
previous year. being older. bigger and much more experienced, as 
Harry would cheerfully recall, 'knocked kittle 'out of him! 
On being mu tered into the rank. at the age of 18, Harry ro e throui;h 
the ranks and in 12 years wa acting C M. Dunng this time he served m 
Quella, India, from 1932 to 1937 where he experienced the major earth
quake of 1937. On the outbreak of war, ~ar_ry wa appomted !O ~n 
emergency commi sion, promoted to Captam m l 940 and to ~aJOr m 
1942. He spent the majority of the war in the Dutch Ea t Indies and 
retired in 194 with the honorary rank of Major. The ame year, he 
moved with his wife Dori . whom he had married in 1930, from 
Port mouth 10 London where they become 'hou e parent · at a school 
for maladju ted boy , a job they both loved and were very ucce ful at. 
Later he became a Local Government Officer. In l 950, after 20 year of 
marriage. they were blessed with the birth of their only dau~htcr, all} . 
On retirement in 1974 they moved to Ea tbourne. where 111 the early 
19 O Harry became a member of the Eastbourn: Branch of the As _o
ciation. In 19 5, Harry began oluntary care service to a fellow ex- 1g-
11aller, Ken Biddleston. who had multiple sclerosi that caused him to 
be confined to bed. Until Ken's death in 1999, Harry helped hun 
invaluably to have the best quality of life pos ible_ and formed _a firm 
friendship with him. Ken had been a member of )6 ~ondon ~1~ ii? 
and Harry was made an l lonorary. member ?f their A- ociauon m 
recognition of hi valued work and fnend hip w~th Ken .. 
Harry died in October 2000, a month short_ of his 91 st birthday. He was 
cremated in Eastbourne on 23 October. Jommg the family were many 
members of the Ea tboumc Branch and four members of 56 Lond~n 
Di igs. Cpl John Bilby of the orps Band played the Retreat Dons 
pre decea ed Harry and our condolcnc~s go to daughter a~l) a~d fam
ily. Harry was a stalwart member of the Branch and will be >adl) 

missed. 
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u~hen _ ~ rem:e J. u hen, died on 10 0 1ober, _ooo. in hospital after 
a hort illnc:s. He 1oin -d the Corp' on 5 pnl. 1951 a· a 1 allonal er
' 1 cman tit Cattcrlck and signed on there as a Regul.ar on 20 March. 
19q f'rom there his service was a follow. - Callertck ~ntll January 
1956. F RELF 11<>, 1r Formation. ignal R;;i~ncnt) unul o~·cmbe~ 
19-, _ B.\OR (4 1gnal Rcguncnt) February , 1~9 to Dccc~1bc1 1961 
Cattcrick again until August 1965 - FARELF (I, 1gnal Rcg1-
mcnt 2:11C0\1 :\ ., 1gnal quadron) unul. fcbruary 196 .. once 
agam B OR \la. 196' (6 nnourcd Brigade 1gnal quad~1\ 7 1gnal 
Rco1ment) until 1arch 1973. orthern Ireland (40 Ulster 1gnal Regi_
me~t ( ·n until October 1974 then UK (~4 ignol Rcg!ment(V)) unul 
\\arch 1'~7". I le had then completed hi Regular .erv1ce and left the 
Corps a a WOI (R t'-1). '\'01 sati fi~however. h JOln~d t!1c T 

1
&\IR 

and wa · commi · ioned as a Captam m 34 1gnal R:eg1me1~t (\i ). On 
ntcnng cin) street he became a civil crvant at Darlington lor 20 plus 

\Ctlrs until hi re1irement at 65 in 1998. keen mcmb~r of the. R A he 
joined Darlington branch in January 1976 became _ice Chairman. m 
February 1977 and Chairman in February 1.987. T~rry funera l erv1cc 
took place at the Hol) Famil). RC C~urch 111 Darlington fo llowed .by a 
short enice at the Crematorium. Hi comrade provided a Guaid of 
Honour from the Darlington Branch of the R A and a t:umpeter from 
34 ignal Regim nt Band. Th •re w<:re ~na~y mourners trom a num~er 
of Branche of the A sociation and h1 Ct\ 1han friend .. We ~nd our m
e re condolences to Terry' widow, Margaret. and !us family. He will 
be ·orely mi ed. 

Hendrie - ig Roderick Hendrie - It is wi th deep r~grel tha~ the. Branc~ 
has to announce that one of our oldest members. Sig Rodenck .Roddy 
Hendrie Life As ociation , o. 3416 . pa·sed away peacefully m Gart
na' el Ge~eral Hospital Glasgow, on 2 O\l!mbe~ 2000 aged 4. Roddy 
went to America with hi parent at the age of six :md 1hey_re1.urned to 

cotland when he wa 16. On joining the Royal Corps o.t t~na l 111 
1936 he ened until 194- as a di patch rider. His decorations 111~lude 
the 1939145 tar, Africa . tar, France and Germany ~lar, the Defence 
Medal \ ar Medal 1939 '45 and the Long Service and Good onducl 
1edal: He al o had the Dunkirk and Belgium Medal issued lo the vet-

erans by the French ancj Belgiwn go\•emments. . 
Roddy erved in the UK. BEF. France, We tern Desert, Afnca and Bel: 
gium.'He wa "ith the 9th Army. 8th Army and I t Ani:iy a. ·De ert Rat 
and a Dunkirk Veteran. He had a proud record of service 111 the Corps. 
He joined the Dunkirk Veteran A ociation at the We t o~ .cotland 
Branch and wa their tandard bearer for nearly 20 years. He JO med the 
RSA at the Glasgm Branch in December 1991, hortly .after it's incep
tion. In civilian life 'Roddy' had a varied career as an 011 tanker dnver, 
taxi driver. chauffeur to John Brown's hipyard direcLOrs, their ambu
lance driver. their Fire Depot and supervisor in their security unit. . 
The funeral wa held in the chapel of the Dalnonar Crematorium, 
Cl•:debank on the 7 ovember 2000. It was packed with mourners. 
fri~nds and family. who had come 10 pay tribme to a very nice man and 
comrade. The erviee wa conducted by Rev Ken Russell BO, (Padre to 
the Dunkirk Veterans Association), who also gave the eulogy. The cof
fin wa draped with the Dunkirk Veterans A n. Standard and the pall
bearer· , WO I ( WO) T. McVey, W0 2 ( M) M . . 1cEvo. '· QM J. 
Addi on, gt J. Dollen, ig D. Buntane Ro~al S~gnals wnh gt B. 
Yardley and Cfn K. G. C urrie REME, were m um form. All of them 
are en·ing members of 32 cotlish Signal Regiment (V). Twenty me.m
bers of the Royal ignals As ociation Glasgow Branch attended, actmg 
a a guard of honour, with Bill Mac. amara parading the branch stan
dard. Brian Warren, the Branch Piper, played 'The Flowers of the For
e t' and a med le; of airs. 
The Chairman and members of the Glasgow Branch, who feel that the 
Branch has lost one of the stalwarts of the Association, offer their in
cerc condolences to Roddy' family in their sad loss. 

Ga kell - Lt. Col. W. T. 1. Gaskell who died on 19 A11gu t 1999, was 
commis 1oned into Royal ignals in June 1940 having passed into the 
R'.'v1A Woolwich shortly before War was declared. After serving in vari
ous units in England he joined 1st Armoured Divisional Signals in the 
Western Desert in January 1942 for operations which included El 
Alamein and the Advance into Tunisia. He returned home with 4 RHA 

ignal Troop in December 1943 and remained with them until a.fter the 
D-Day landing . 111 September 1944 he was posted to 51 st I hghland 
Division ' ignals on promotion to aptain. He was Mentioned in Dis
patches during this period. A year later he wa in the Middle East, again 
as a Grade II Staff Officer, returning to anend a hort Telecomms course 
at Catterick in 194 7. This Jed 10 him becoming an instructor at the Bris
tol Umver ity Training Corps where he met his future wife Beatrice 
who was on an exchange visit from a French university. He obtained his 
BSc after two years al Shrivenham returning lO the School of Signals as 
an instructor in 1951. I le was then selected to take part in the 1953 
Atomic Trials at Woomera in Australia. The Technical Staff Cour e fol
lowed in 1954 after which he spent three years at Regimental duly in 
Germany. In 1960 he was promoted to Lieutenant olonel linking the 
Signals Directorate to the Ministry of Supply. I le left the Army in 
:vtarch 1963 after acceptmg the special terms offered at the time. 
For the next ten year> he worked as a Marketing Manager for Elliot 
Automation GEC at Borehamwood, Frimley, and finally Port mouth. 
He then jomed the Jnsti1u11on of Civil Engineers in London as Assistant 
Secretary. finally retiring in 1985. Meanwhile with others he set up an 
Jn,urancc Ag.:ncy - I lcadley Financial Services - near his home and was 
Director and Company Secretary until 1991. During the year~ 
t 963-1998 he was joint-Sec.retary 0f the 'I st Armoured Di vi ional Sig-
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nals 111 Africa· Annual Rcu111t1n .. ln 1978 h~ organised .a memorable visit 
of the Reunion to 1st 'ignal Regiment 111 Germany winch was then com
manded by taj Gen Peter Da,·i~s. Warrr n Gaskell was a. man of 
quick intelligence and "isdom. !'Jis enthusiasm and warm friendship 
will be missed by all who knew h1111. 

Paoan - Col A. Pagan MBE w~o has died aged 77, served the Corps for 
~vcr 30 year· wilh gn:at distmcuon. 117 was a natural leader 1111bucd 
with a high level of initiative and devotion. to the ~mc.crs and soldier<; 
under his command. in whom he took part~cular pndc ~n t~c.1r phy 1cal 
fitnes . The on of a Ro al Engineer. Archie was born m Edmburgh on 
g July 1922. I le w..:nt 10 chool i~ London, but left aged 15 to J?lll Wesl
ern Electric. He demonstrated h1 courage at an ea rl y a~e whil t work
ing as a enior Clerk al the Ministr)'. of .upply: I le received ,the GOC's 
commendation Certificate for showmg ·1111!la11vc and pluck by rescu
ing eight men from a severely bombed house 1n Strcatham. . 
He joined the Corps on 3 June 1941 and was posted to India. I le \\_'llS 
commi sioned on 24 eptcmber 1944 and followm~ tra1111ng at the S1~
nal Training Centre, Mhow he wa~ posted 10 240 Signal Troop of 6 .A ir 
Formation Signals and ervcd w11h that Un it at Imphal and Kohnna 
through 10 the capture of Rangoon. After the war h~ commanded 151 
Terminal Equipment Troop of 19 1r Formation Signals. In 1948 he 
returned 10 the UK and spent four year .as an in tructor at the chool of 

ignals. This wa , followed by a year wllh 12 A (M) 1gnal Regiment 
T before his election for the 1954 taff College ourse. On gradua
tion from taff College he held two appointments in Malaya, fir t as 
G 02 D at HQ Malaya ommand and them as G 0 (S ignal ) at HQ 
Federal Malaya Militar, Forces. In 1956.he was responsible for a major 
intelligence operation again t the terron 1 .. It was .known that the ler· 
rori ts had visi ted a hop in Seremban seek mg a radio that would ~nable 
them to communicate wi th Radio Pekmg. pecial Branch, us111g an 
agent. planted a suitable radio that v.uul? , end out a . ignal .when receiv
ing tran mission . A team under Arclue s leadership •. built the neces· 
sary direction finding equipment that enabled the lo~at1on of the terror· 
ist camp 10 be e tablished even though they only hstened m for short 
period . Based an thi mformation the RAF bombed. the c~mp and the 
follow up patrol found the bodies of 11 terrori sts mclud111g a .much 
wanted leader Tan Fut Lang. rchie was awarded the MBE for his er· 
vice in Malaya. 
At the end of 1959 he wa posted to 2nd Divisional Signal Regiment 
where he spent two years before taking up the appointment of DAG MG 
(Maint) at HQ MELF. He returned to BOAR in 1963 where he spentju>l 
over a year as 21C of 22 Signal Reg1menL In May 1964 he took o,·er 
command of 2 ignal Regiment. Followmg a successful tour 111 com· 
mand he joined the LIVE OAK staff where he spent .two and a half 
years. On promotion to Colonel in 196 he b.ecame Chief lnstru~tor at 
the chool of Signals. In 1971 he took up Jus last appomtment 111 the 
Army a Commander British Force Antwerp. 
After his retirement in 1972 he was employed by the DHSS where he 
organised irrm1ediate treatment cour es for the rehabi litat ion of young 
offenders (an alternative to the hort sharp shoe~ courses). He also 
became very active in charity work and became v.1ce chairman of the 
Royal Philanthropic ociety. Archie was a keen rn1lway enthu iast and 
had a detailed knowledge of train , trams and their as ociated umeta· 
bles. He enjoyed the theatre and was a keen bridge player. In 1963 he 
married Mary Hancock, they had one son. 

Copestake - l\>tr Alan Alber t Copestake BEM 1922 - 2000, Yeoma.n 
Coaler HM Tower Of London (Rtd): Born in teyning, Su sex, m 
1922, the son of an RHA Trooper, Alan Copestake was educat~d at the 
Bishop of Word worth chool, Sali bury. He joined the Army m 193 · 
a a junior soldier in the Wiltshire Regiment. Just 17 ~hen wa.r was 
declared in 1939 and being too young to accompany his battalion to 
France, he transferred lo the Royal Artillery where he first aw acuon 
whi lst serving wi th an anti-aircraft/coastal defence umt, defcndmg 
Portsmouth and the ava l base, through much of 1940. Short!~ after· 
wards he was posted to 146 Field Regiment RA, busy eqmpp1ng .for 
overseas service ai1d in early J 941 travelled via the ape, South Afnca. 
to Egypt where his Regiment became a part of 8th Army. ! le .was then 
actively engaged in the Gazala (Boxes), Tobruk, and Ala~em battle> 
with his unit directly supporting 7th Armoured, 9th Austra lian and 4th 
Indian Divi ion. at various time throughout. . . 
He continued sen•ice throughout the Libyan campaign and into Tunisia. 
where on 6 March 1943 whilst deployed with lhe Artillery Support B.at· 
tery, 2 Scots Guards, during the opening stages of the Mareth Lmc 
Action, his unit received counter-ballery fire and Alan was senously 
wounded. He was evacuated through Egypt to South Africa for tr~al· 
ment and in the autumn of 1943 he was returned to the fray with 8th 
Army, by now engaged in the llalian campaign. ln the summer of 1944 
he was tran ferred to the British Military Miss ion to Greece and con~1~· 
ued his active crvice throughout lhe Liberation and sub equent Cl' ~I 
War in that country. ( adly, the foreign decoration that the Greek Goi· 
ernment awarded for that campaign, which Ala n had long apphcd for. 
arrived two days after he died, in May). . 
In early 1946 he returned, ostensibly for demobili sation to the Umted 
Kingdom, but decided to soldier on and later that year, now aged 24, he 
re-engaged for Regular Army service. for 22 year in the ~oya l Corps 
of Signals, as a Driver/Despatch Rider. Because of his prev1ou war MT 
vice and experience, promotion came swiftly: I le bec~me an f 

ergeant/lnstructor with the Motorcycle and Dnver Trammg Group 0 

Royal Signals Training Brigade at carborough. 
ln 195 1 he travelled with his family, 10 Germany to join 19 Army Group 
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Signal Regiment in Bad Oyenhausen near Minden. This wa then still 
lhe British Army of Occupation, Gerniany, with six war-strength Divi
sions und a developing Cold-War. Later, in 1952 Alan moved 10 RJ1ein
dahlen. when the new Garrison was being completed as the Headquar
ters of lhe recently established British Army of the Rhine. llis unit was 
renamed Northern Army Group Signal Regiment, a pa1t of the 'new' 
NATO. A short lime later, in 1954 he was posted to, 2 Wireles Rcgi
m..:111, (Loter. 9 Signal Regiment). in Cyprus. Dunng this time he contin
ued with his sport, Full Bore shooting, wmning that year' Middle East 
Champion Rifle Shot, in Egypt o small feat with the numbers ofser
\ICemcn deployed for the impending Suez crisis and the EOKA emer
gency in Cyprus. In 1956 he returned to Germany and rejoined hi pre
vious unit hortly to re-title. 28 (NORTHAG) ignal Regiment, in 
Rheindahlen. ~ontinuing with his sport of Service Rifle shooting. 
In 1960, \Ian was posted as W02 (SSM) to 14 (COMCA ) Signal 
Rcg1mcnl, in Glouecsicr. Ile was Squadron Sergeant Major 10 the 
Receiwrrrransmitter Units of the Regiment, first in Normandy, Surrey 
and then at Rampton in Oxfordshire. About this time, with a mind to 
retirement from the Army, he approached the Body of Yeoman Warders 
in the Tower of London, with a \ icw to taking up that position as a sec
ond career. Nol surprisingly. his aspirations were interrupted, due to his 
being posted as SSM to 222 (Air Formation) Signal Squadron, Khor
makscr, den, during the ·:phea al of the colony'> final two years under 
British administration. I Its resp' nsibilitics with this unit, typical of Air 
Fonnation- airfield support ac1ivity, extended throughout Aden and 
'outh Yemen, along the South t,rabian Peninsula via Sharjah and half 

way up the Persian Gulf to Bahra111. !1 was familiar ground for Alan and 
service he enjoyed. In 1967. he ;etumed for his final year of Service in 
Ro}al . ignals, with hi previous 'Jllit 14 Signal Regiment. He had then 
completed 30 Years of military so:rvice. Despite an invite to join Aden 
Police and indeed, continuance on the Long Service List, he decided to 
change uni form. joining the ranks of Yeoman Warders in the Tower of 
London. in February 1968. 
The Tower - During Ins first years he was regularly involved in the 
social aspects of the Tower and carried out the activitie of Club tew
ard and hairman of the Yeoman Warders Club. Later, he was instru
mental in change and improvements that were made witnin the Club, 
drawing up plans for refurbishment to the facilitie that were not fully 
implemented until after his retirement. He erved a the Trades Union 
representative for the Body of Yeoman Warders and the Tower sale 
tafT, negotiating much towards improving their working environment. 

Alan was also instrumental in e tabli hing the Royal British Legion as 
a branch, within the Tower uf London, entertaining and giving tours to 
parties from other national branches and in titulions developing invalu
able contacts that would assist Warder in later years. He worked bard 
for variou charities. regularly Yisiting local hospital and often pon
soring find raising events. 
In 1977, Alan took part in a Red Cross and ervice charity event io 
Germany, The Hallemunsterland concert, re-enacting the Ceremony of 
the Keys. He also travelled to Chicago, to a trade fair in support of the 
Briti h Tourist Board and UK commerce. The late 1970's also saw the 
Royal Signals first appearing on Public Duties, Ala n rendered much 
as istancc to the Corps detachment deployed during that ummer. 
Alan received the Queen's Jubilee Medal and in 1984 he was appointed 
Yeoman Goaler, followed two years later by the award of the Freedom 
o r the City of London, for services rendered to the community. In 19 7 
he was awarded the British Empire Medal in recognition of his fifty 
years in uniform serving Queen and country. and the charitable work he 
had been involved in. during his lime in the Tower. He retired. with hi 
wife Joan to Horsham in l 987 and continued for many years in support 
of the Royal British Legion and indeed continuing to lecture and guide 
various institution on Brili h History and the Tower of London. 
Alan died peacefully in St Catherine' !lo pice, Crawley. following a 
prolonged illness on the 16 May, this year. 'The Beefeaters' provided 
the final honour and tribute by acting as pall -beure1 at Alan's funeral. 
severa l of them were also ex-Corps members. 

Turnbull - Maj Bob Turnbull who died on 30 October 2000 aged 49 had 
spent almost 30 year in The Anny. An enthusiastic and well-respected 
officer, Bob was a diplomat pos e sing a certain charm but managing to 
till remain firm, fair and highly motivated. Cheerful and alway - good 

company he had time for all and paid clo c attention 10 the need of the 
individual; he also had a pas. ion for everything that he did and was 
involved with. He was hard working, determined. re ilicnt, utterly reli
ab le and had complete integrity: it i these characteristic that resulted 
in the consummate professional that wa laj Bob Turnbull . 
Bob 1\1rnbull was born on 22 June 1951 in Kelso in the cotti h Bor
ders and was educated al Keith Grammar chool. He initially joined the 
Gordon Highlanders in December 197 1 a a private oldier and quickly 
made a good impression in the battalicm. In his first year he was award
ed the best re ruit at his pas ing out parade, won the Regimental orien
teering competition and a prize a best section leader. A a result he '~as 
oon selected for promotion to Lance orporal ai.1d 1denufied as havn~g 

polential for commission. I le therefore found 111111 elf al andhursl 111 

ovcmber 1973 and at the age of 22 received a pecial Regular om
mission into the Royal Corps of ignals. His fir t appointment wa. as a 
Troop Commander at 4th Divi ion I leadquaners .and 1gna.l Reg1m nt 
in ! 974. During this first po ·ting he completed h1 . Royal 1gnals Off~
cers ommunicaiions Qualifying Course 1111975,11 was al ·o dun!1g h.1 
time in I lerford that he met hi wife Rosemary. They married 111 

August 1975 and went on lo have their r.vin sons Richard and Roland. 
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and their daughter Louise. In Fehruary 1977 he was posted to 3 Infantry 
Brigade Headquarters and Signal Squadron in Portadown once again as 
a Troop Commander. After two years in the province he was posted to 5 
rield Force Headquarters and Signal Squadron as the Squadron\ ce
ond in Command. ln 1979 he was also promoted to Captain shortly after 
which he embarked on Course 42 of Junior Di\ is ion Staff College. His 
tour at 5 Field Force came to an end in March 1982 and he moved on 10 
become the Adjutant at 14th ignal Regiment (Clcctronic Warfare) . 
From September 1983 to July 1985 Bob was appointed the 03 Com
munications at the School of Signals m Blandford, during which time 
he was selected for promotion to the rank of Major in eptcmbcr 1984. 
He then moved back to Gcnnany to become a Squadron Commander at 
7th ignal Regiment (Corps Main). During his time al 7th ignal Regi
ment Bob was to command two separate squadron , rai sing the stan
dards and performance of both squadrons through his personal involve
ment and calm determination lo get results. Having . pent two rewarding 
years in command he was appointed S02 Communication al the For
ward element of 2nd Infantry Division based in Bielefeld. On moving to 
Headquarters I 1 British Corps he continued to be employed as a staff 
officer but as the S02 G3 Electronic Warfare. As the end of hi tour 
came around in September 1990, Bob look the decision to retire from 
the service: bis terminal leave began the day that Iraq invaded Kuwait. 
Having spent six unhappy months out ide the service Bob took the 
decision to return to army life. On returning to the Corp Bob was sent 
lo Glasgow as the Training Major of 32nd Signal Regiment (Volun
teers). Then in July 1993 he moved down to Catterick Garrison as urn
ing the post of Deputy Chief of Staff in Garrison Headquarters. Having 
spent almost three year at Catterick Bob then spent a year as an 
Observer Officer with BRITCO U IKOM in Kuwait. On return from 
Kuwait in 1997 Bob continued serving with the as an S02 in the 
Briush Contingent FICYP in Cyprus. Then in March of thi year 
Bob and his family moved back to Germany as Bob took on the mantle 
of Regimental Second in Command at 16th Signal Regiment. This wa 
a much-welcomed move for Bob a he was re-united with his family 
and made the return to Regimental Duty. 
Bob was a great believer in the benefits of port and adventurou train
ing, indeed he put great stock in Field Ma r ha l Slim 's philosophy that 
e\ cry person has a tock of physical courage that can be drawn on, but 
also needs to be built up. Bob's method of achieving thi was to con
stantly te t and expand hi limits through the many activitie he was 
involved in. An immen ely fit man he wa a regular runner competing 
in half marathon and in his time had been a keen cyclist for which he 
received Army Colours. He was al o Joint ervice Mountain Expedi
tion Leader (Winter) qualified and held the intermediate rock climbing 
qualification. He put the e kills to good use having organized a number 
of expedition in Italy, Morocco, Scotland and Germany. Bob's many 
interest; included amateur radio and always the proud cot he wa. a 
great fan of Burns' poetry and was a memorable Clan Chieftain al many 
Bum ' Suppers. A life long invol ement with pipe and drum . he con
tinued to play the pipe ; and to the end remained in olved in the Corps' 
Pipe and Drum Band. Hi Jove of the outdoors al o lead to his participa
tion in alpine and nordic skiing. wind urfing, motorcycling and more 
recently he had become involved in paragliding. Although tragic it was 
perhap fitting that Bob wa killed while paragliding on the Mittaberg 
in Ba,·aria: still pushing hi Inuits 10 en ure that he was both mentally 
and physically prepared 10 meet the demand of being a profe . ional 
soldier. Bob will be orely mi ed by hi family. by the Regimem and 
by hi many friend throughout the Corp and Army. 
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Bartlett - Chri Bartlett, many Royal Signals members \~ould have been 
:add ·neJ to hear of the recent premature ~e:ith of ~hns Bnrt~ett on 9 

-ptembcr :WOO He pa·, ed away peacetully m Ins sleep wh1l _ton a 
\ isil to Gcm1any acting in ht~ capacity a· ?resident of 'The 1960 s 16th 
~ignal Regiment Club· . . . . . 

hri was a life member of the R A. me' 1957 havmgJomed a_t I !arro-
gate Army Apprentice chool ii:_ ept~m_b,•r 1954. He :erve.'.I with ~reat 
di~tinction in the Corps unul 1919. H1 hrst adult posting \\a to ~nga
porc where he Joined the Air uppo11 Umt a~tnched to 249 1gnal 

quadn'!l. Man) \\ ou~d de~er~be as the fine t 1gnal . quadro~. ~t tl!at 
time in the Corp·. \1d11l t serving 111 2·19 Stg qn. hn sa'' acll\ e ser
vice in Borneo. Following hi time in the Far Ea, t he was po ted lo 16 

ignal Regiment in BAOR. lt wa during his tour in KJ:efcld that he was 
quickly recogni ed a a ·killed portsman. These attribute· were oo.n 
rewarded "hen he was e tabli hed a the orp goalkeeper. Chns 
returned to Kand wa · posted to 3 Div HQ & ig Regt. He al o erved 
in ig Regl, 19 Bde HQ and ig Sqn and then later 71 1gnal Rcgt 
(V). Afier lea ing t~e a_m1y hris .di~ su~er from b?d health. Howeve~, 
this did not deter 111111 from e tabltshmg The 1960 s 16th 1gnal Regi
ment Reunion Club' His\\ 1 h to bring together ex-mem~er who were 
pan of the regi".'ent durin~ that deca?e. In a bizarre w_ay, u wa pe~haps 
fitting that he died at Rhc_md_ahlen with those very_ pe1 on that he pent 
a lot of time and effort bnngmg back together agam. 
Cbri met and married nna whil t at Bunde and they were partners 
for -12 years. They were ble ed with four children and ~ettled al Le1gh
On- ea. E ex. Tho e that knew Chris will not be urpn ed lo hear that 
he was a popular member the . avy & . lili.tary C_lub in outhe~d. 
D pile his failing health he continued .with lus chan!Y work a s1stmg 
the local ho pita! which he attended t·w1ce a ~ve~k. It 1 the mea ure of 
the man that during the final fe\ months ofhts hfc he found the energy 
to participate in a sponsored walk up and down . outl1end p1~r, reputed
ly the longest in the world_. He was a good fn~nd and will be sadly 
mi cd by all that knew 111m. We extend our mcere condolences to 
Anna and her family after their sudden los . 

Backhouse - Ha rold Albert Frederick Backhouse 'Fred' 21 ovember 
1914 - l January 2000 Fred, as he was affectionately known for most 
of his life, was the eldest of three boys born in Wanbtead, East London 
\\here he lived all hi civilian life. initially with hi mother until her 
death and, thereafter alone. His brother Ron died al a young age and i 
buried on the island of Malla (GC). Hi youngest brother, Len is still 
living and live' in Suffolk. 
Fred joined a detachment of 54 Di isional Signal Regiment, Territorial 
Am1y in 1938 with the encouragement of his then employers. In 1939 
whilst on Annual Camp with his Territorial Unit, Fred found him elf 
drafted to France on the onset of hostilities. He considered himself for
tunate lo return to the UK by being evacuated from Dunkirk but was 
soon posted to orth Africa. Aller the end of hostilities Fred continued 
his association with the Territorial Am1y by joining the newly formed 
2 20 ignal Regiment (TA) where he became the driver ofa radio vehi
cle, which apparcnlly wa always kepi in immaculate condition. His 
pnde in the job saw him rise 10 the rank of Sergeant. After various 
changes in the Regiment he became Provost Sergeant of the newly 
fom1ed 30 Signal Regiment (TA) m 196". he remained with the unit 
until he retired in 1974. 
Fred in~p1red younger members of the Regiment to show loyalty lo the 

orp' :it all times, and in particular, the regiment with which he was 
sernng. Dunng the post-war period, Fred helped to re-form ~he East 
London Branch of the Royal Signals Association and became their 
Standard Bcar.:r. Ile wa& well known throughout the Royal Signals 
A sociation. and well liked by all those with whom he came into con-
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tact. omc years ago The Royal Bri_tish Legion invited various C~rp. to 
parade thdr Standards at the Fes11' al of Remembrance at the Royal 
Albert I !all . this was considered to be a ~real honour. The Royal ignal 
invited Fred to represent the Corps. Th ts made Fred very proud on thai 
day. I le remained the Standard Bearer o~ the Ea t London Branch umil 
1995. Fred . cned the Royal Corps of 1gnal for 36 years, an achic1e. 
mcnt to be , ·ery proud of. 

Aitken - Major Robert George 'Bob' Aitken. Bob wa b?m !6 Mai 
1928. son of a senring Gunner so was no trangcr lo service hfe. The 
family moved 10 India in 193 _where he completed his education at thr 
Lawrence Memorial Royal Military chool Lovedalc. It was perhap, 
inevitable that he joined the Boys Company TC(B) Mhow aged 15 
years to ·tan his military service. While in Boys Company he ro,c to 
CPL Boy. Afier he had completed his trade training, gaining Class II 
Operator Wircle s and Line (OWL) and exempt for education. he 
entered adult ser ice. 
He wa then po ted from Mhow to Rawlpindi and ~aw se1vice at the 

orth We t Frontier. In 1947 he lcfi India for the Mtddle East (LCpl), 
disembarked al Port aid joining 3 Div and wa then po tcd to 6 Field 
Regt RA Palestine. In 1948 the Regiment changed its title to 76 HAA 
Regt RA (PL) and moved to Tripoli, orth. Africa. He was selected to 
become GO Maha personal operator (MaJ Gen Reville m1th) whilr 
in Malta elected for R B and wa offered a short term commi s1on 
with the Pioneer Corps. Arriving in UK he was then posted lo 150 OTC 

OTW) Catterick as an instructor Cpl. ext po ting London di trict 
volunteered for parachute training and joined 16 Ind Para Sig Sqn. He 
completed the course but h_ad a run _in with a lazy '~hule which damaged 
hi lcfi leg and he then dec1?ed to give up parachuting._ He was po ted to 
the holding quadron in Wmterboumc Gunner expcct_ing a post mg tc 6 
Amid Di\' ig Regt. Posted instead to 2 Inf Bde Sig Sqn bound for 
Cypru . 

The trouble in Egypt caused 2 Inf Bde to move from ypru to El-Bal· 
!ah at which time he was promoted to Sergeant. He le fi Egypt in 19.54 tP 
BAOR - 6 Am1d Div stationed in Bunde and was sent to I RHA 1g Tp 
Munster. On hi promotion 10 QMS he moved back to Bunde. In 1.958 
he was promoted to WOil and moved back to England where heJOineu 
42 Lanes Sig Regt Manchester (PST 2 Sqn). In 1960 he was o!Tto enc 
in the sun again and wa posted to Aden where he joined, on second· 
ment , Aden Protectorate Levies, which later became The Federal Rcguf 
lar Anny. On hi return to England in 1964 he took up the post 0 

RQM 24 Sig Regt in sunny Cattcrick. He was selected to become 
RSM 4 Div Sig Regt in 1966 and it is in this po. t that he became the 
much-loved character of the Corp. that many will remember. He held 
the dubious accolade of being the 'most photographed R M in t~e 
Corps', not least because he selected the photographs for publication 1~ 
The Wire which, then, was published monthly. After many months 0 

this, his photograph failed to appear in one issue and there were man) 
who were moved to enquire after his health. The status quo ' as soon 
re. tored , however, when his photograph then continued to appear o~ 8 

monthly basis for the remainder of his tour. In 1968 he was Comnus· 
sioncd and posted to 229 Sig Sqn!Brixmis for a busy tour in Berlin 3~~ 
in 1970 he moved to 225 Sig Sqn. He wa promoted to Capta1111n 19 • 
and moved to 16 Sig Regt. that he expected 10 be his final tour ofdlll) 
The Corps, however, had other ideas and in 1974 he wa po ted to 
Cyprus as a Major to join 9 ig Regl. (0 I Sqn). Jn 19.77 he retunieJ 
to Germany to command HQ Sqn, 22 Sig Regt and then 111 1979 rno,l!il 
to 28 (BR) Sig Regt a their Training lvtajor. 
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I le returned to England in 1981 to take up the post of S02 Comms HQ 
Western district. Aficr 40 years service to the Corps as both man and 
boy, hl' retired in 1983 and settled 1n Shrewsbury. Almost immediately 
he sta11 ccl a ncw career as an RO be111g appointed Camp ommandant 
HQ Western District. a job he thoroughly enjoyed, as it would have kept 
two ordinary mcn busy. He finally retired after ten years as an RO in 
19CJ3 lie was unahk to do nothing and so he undertook lo become the 
Branch Secretary of the Shropshire Branch of the Association - just to 
keep his hand in. Many Corps members will remember the Grand 

ational Sweepstake he ran each year and perhaps bought sweeps1ake 
tickets to assist in the raising of funds for the Shropshire Branch. 

In all Bob Aitken has given a total of 50 years fom1al service to the 
Crown and many years further service lo the Corps as a Branch . ccrc
tary. 
He died on_ I I December 2000 of cardiac failure in the Royal hrews
bury Hospital. His funeral service was attended by the hropshirc 
Branch's standard bearer who led the cortegc mto hrewsbury Cremato
rium. 
He will be sadly missed by his much loved family, wife Josie, daughter 
Wendy and Anne, sons Christopher and Graham, daughters-in-law 
W~ndy and Sue, sons-m-law Davey and Philip and his eleven grand
children. 

INTERNATIONAL MILITARY ADVISORY AND TRAINING TEAM 
(SIERRA LEONE) 

ROYAL CORPS OF SIGNALS CONTINGENT 

CO KU Lt Col B. P. Gilfcther MBE 
2lC JCU MajM. Helm 
RSM WOI (RSM) S. T. \rchcr 

Things have been very inter~sting in this region of West Africa for some 
years now and to as isl the peace pr.icess ii was decided to send in a British 
Military Advi5ory and Training Team (BMATT). This wa later, expanded 
to the International 1ilitary Ad,isor) and Training Team (IMA"IT) to 
allow for colleagues from other countries to get involved in this very 
worthwhile work. As yet there has only been a British presence but this is 
due to change in ovember 2000 \\hen ten officers from the Canadian 
armed forces arrive and take up their posts. 

The Royal Corps of Signals were 111itially the major manpower 
supplier to the !MATT in theatre, they were: 

Brig S. G. Hughes CBE (Late Royal Corps of Signals) 
Col M. Dent MBE (Late Royal Corp of Signals) 
Col P. J. Moseley MBE (1 ate Royal Corp of Signals) 
Lt Col R. G. Mather 
Capt C. T. Bamber 

Closely followed by: 
WOI (RSM) S. T. Archer 
Lt Col 8. P. Gilfether MBE 

The remainder of the team ha been slowly trickling into theatre. They are: 
Maj M. Helm 
WOl (YofS) A. Drummond 
SSgt T. W. Davis 
SSgt S. Tocker 

The team is just about complete now; we now ju t wait for a FofS to 
'Volunteer' for the tour of a lifetime, is there a FofS out there who fancies 
a real challenge? 

Life in Sierra Leone ha been very interesting over the last four months. 
The capture of the Royal Irish soldiers in September had many 
implication upon the !MATT. 1 he whole atmosphere changed overnight 
from one of relative calm to one of tension. The run up lo Op Barra . the 
Oeration to repatriate the hostage', was a very fraught period for all. The 
relative uccess, only losing one oldier who e brother is incidentally in 
the Royal Corp of Signals, (condolence go to Jason and his fan1ily) was 
met with a mixture of great rejoicing and genuine adness. The day the 
hostages were set free the people of Freetown were the happic t they have 
been in many a year. They were cheering and clapping as we drove down 
the street, shaking our hands and saying how sorry they were that omeonc 
had to lose their life. The people arc genuine and you could ee the pain in 
their faces. 

The Republic of ierra Leone ig112l Regiment is starting to take shape 
and with the team firmly in place things are tarring to happen at a pace. It 
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is a very hard, and sometime frustrating, job but everyone on the team is 
coping well with the added pres ure of working in very high temperature 
with very little financial support, the real pleasure is working with the 
oldiers. They are the proverbial sponge soaking up all the training and 

ad\ ice we can give lo them and it doesn't matter how hard it gets they till 
end up miling. On the equipment front we u e a mixture of British, 
Chinese, American and civilian equipment. The Team has had to use all 
aspects of their skills and training to produce a comms package to support 
operational deployments sometimes at very short notice. Many thanks go 
to 30 Sig Regt and 14 (EW) Sig Regt for their help with providing some 
assistance with manpower and pares. The Team ha adapted lo the work 
well and the resourcefulne s of ome indi\·idual has come to the forefront. 
There is no doubt the Royal Corps of Signals are making their presence 
felt in West Africa. 

As thi article is being written HQ I Mech Bde is arriving in theatre to 
take over from JTFHQ. Welcome to the Comds TAC element and also 
from I Mech HQ and Sig Sqn the admin support team. A farewell goe to 
Brig S. G. Hughes CBE who has headed back to MOD to take up a new 
po t. Hi efforts in Sierra Leone laid the foundations for a better future for 
this war torn cow1try. 

CO RSE o. l SIERRA LEO E SIG AL REGIME T 
The ierra Leone ignal Regiment has now formed as a working unit 

and has embarked upon its first signals cadre course. The cour e tarted a 
with all military course , with a photograph. 

The course lasts for eight weeks and at the end all students will be fully 
able to work on aJI equipment that the army has, including the PRC 320, 
which the UK government has given to ierra Leone. The army has a 
mixture of civilian and military equipment from China and the UK and 
will oon be receiving equipment from the U A. The course i being held 
in the Wilberforce Barracks area of Freetown. The Yeoman of ignal , 
WOl Andy Drummond. ha done a sterling job putting the course 
together along with hi Sierra Leonean counterparts. Great assi tance ha 
al o come in the fom1 ofaugmcntee from the UK. LSgt Paul Bain from 
ITC Catterick and Bd r Jim Rowe from Larkhill, many thank to their 
units for relea ing the oldiers to a i t with the training. 

The tudents are all from within the armed forces already and ome 
have been involved with ignals before but the standard of trade skills, due 
to the war, have eroded over time and are in need of re-teaching some ba ic 
elements. 'The students are both willing and able and are like ' ponges' 
absorbing the infom1ation. All the in tructors are having a great time and a 
lot of banter with the tudent . S gts Tom Davies and 'Tock ' Tocker are 
'going native ' and are having the time of their live . 
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34 (NORTHERN) SIGNAL REGIMENT 
(VOLUNTEERS) 

CO Lt Col I. n. Westerman 
R M WOI (R l) Anderson . . . 

Augu t 10 .a\ the conclu:ion of what had.become a T~ m 11tut1on - Lt 
Col David Hargremes finally left the Regiment aft~r JO months at the 
helm. He concluded the formal hand-over of the Regu:nent to Lt ~l Ian 
Westerman at the front of the RHQ building. The Reg1m~nt wou.ld ltkc t.o 
\\elcome Lt Col Ian and his wife Ronnie and thank Lt (ol David for ht 
tenure wi hing him all the very be·t for the future . 

E ' ERCT E 1ERC R TROPHY 
The Annual l - {. 'E) Bde A F Competition ( krcury Trophy and 

ignals Cup) wa · ho ted by the Regi.ment at BDTA Outdoor Clas room 
ITC \'im) Barrack . Canerick Garrison on 14 October 2000. Cadet 
Tea~1 evenrually entered the competition, which begai.1 at 0900hrs on the 
Drill quare. The dnll phase began witl1 a Stickman bcmg nominated from 
t:ach deta hment. wa in ·pected by W0_2 ,<RQM ) Bell and the be twas 
elected to run the parade. Cdt Cpl 'Bill Beaumont of Bramble ~arm 

D tachment wa the be t rurned out Cadet O\erall and collected the pnze. 
The team were then tran·ported up to the Outdoor Clas rooms area to 

begin the round robin of stand inclu~ing F~r t Aid,_ the Obstacle Course, 
hooting. a ignal stand Ma t Erection, Lme Laymg, ommand Ta k , 

Patrol Ob-ervation and last but not lea t a My tery stand. Throughout ea~h 
stand the Cadets \\ere monitored continually for team effort, leadership 
qualitie as well as being able to complete the tasks allocated. Th,!! 
.Mercury Trophy wa evenrually won by the Bramble Farm Detachi:nent 
with Darliitgton Detachment !1 very clo e_Second (onl~· 1.5 mark behmd). 
Darlington gained revenge wmnmg the Signals Cup\ tth Brambles Fann a 
close econd. . . 

Overall the competition was a great success and pec1al mention must 
cro to gt Openshaw (49 Sig qn) and his merry band of helpers who 
~rganiscd and ran the Obstacle course. Also recognition ~h<?ul~ b~ given to 
the efforts of Cpl Down , who had the Cadets covered m 1m1tat1on blood 
from head to foot on her simulated accident. Congrarulatlons_o~ a spl~nd1d 
and overall succe sful day should go to all those that parttc1paced m or 
organised a tand. 

' YO RT R1 ' - CHOOL TEAM B ILDI G EXERCISE 
The Reoiment wa nominated to hold the youth versmn of the 

Command Purpo e called 'Your Turn' on Thursday 21 eptember 2000. 
Schools from all o,·er the Cleveland area were reque ted to nommate one 
srudent in tlie age group of 13-14 year olds with a total maximum of 30 
students. 

On arri\-al at Brambles Fann TA Centre the srudents were split into five 
team and commenced with team building activitie until I 030hrs. At th1 
point the students were handed over to the Stand Controllers of tl1e five 
task . The-e varied from driving a remote controlled car blindfolded 
around a pre-determined course in the quickest time possible. Thi was 
overseen by Sgt Rob Eden (50 Sig Sqn), to rescuing a hostage from a 
compound surrounded by an electrical fence (simulated) and breakmg .the 
code to gain access to the secure compound - headed by SSgt Ratcltf~e 
(LAD) with ig Yarker acting as the hostage. To complete a he~tlc 
mornings acti\ ities the students were able to sample the splendid co.ok1~g 
of Cpl Walker and Lorraine (Ci\'ilian staff). The afternoon act1v1t1es 
were conductecl in the main building of Brambles Farm TA Centre with 
gue t speaker> from the. local radio stati~n and council. The day.ended 
with the students leavmg Brambles with a belier understandmg of 
team\\ork, collective re ponsibility and full bellie . 

CORP 7-A - IDE FOOTBALL 
The Roval Corps of Signals 7-a-side football compeution was held at 

Blandford-on Fnday 8 September 2000. 34 Sig Regt (PS!s) entered what 
turned out to be the oldest (and heaviest) football team in the history of the 
game. After breezjng through the e~rly rounds (losi~g. 2-0, 4-0 and 2-0 
re>pectively) we found ourselves m the first sem1-fmal of the plate 
competition. Faced with a young and thrusting 2 ig Regt team (not ev~n 
close in the experience stakes) we fancied our chances as we had quite 
sensibly paced ourselves. (In the knowlc:dgt: that the training office, our 
centre midfield engine, had a combined age of 106 and that is only two of 
them). The game ebbed and flowed, then cbbed again, but solid defending 
from Cpl Kev Pountain and '\1aj George Whyman. coupled with the 
cwr prt:Sent danger of .. gt Tom Lappin, gt Kev Black and SSgt 'Wilf' 
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Wilford up front, always ga\e the old and bold a chance. At the end ot 
normal time it wa all square at 0-0 thanks to some great save. by gt 
Bob Brehcney ancl until he was injured and had to leave the field (g1rli 
tech) Cpl 'Granny' Groundscll . o the game went on _to the Golden Goal 
2 ig Regt made all the pressure for a couple. of m111u1es, but then th 
fitnes of the geriatrics came through and the 1111g~ty 341~ broke from th, 
edge of their own box to run the le ngth_ of the .field. This le~ gt Stu 
1cKinnon with a simple three-yard tap m. Stu 1 still domg his post g1 

celebratory lap of honour. The final. wa bct\~een 34 St!? Regt and ATP 
Ba singbourne - but we lost 2-0 o I m not wntmg about 11. 

50 ( 'ORTH i\lBRIAN) SIG AL Q ADRO 
qn ('md 1aj Graham Jennings 
SM W02 Les Middleton 

Since our la ·t appearance we have bade a fond_ farewell to a number o; 
people: RP S gt 'Tommy' Williamson ha fmally hung up _his boot
and puttees after forty year of ser ice to Queen and Country: Ht rewar 
a final po ting to that big car boot sa le, fondl:[ known as retirement. Ou 
Tech Work hops will never be the same without SSgt (FofS~ Frank 
'Sicknote' Potts. gt Rob Eden, our PSI, h~ 1~ade the short tnp up t~ 
A I to our Debdon Garden Detachment, teppmg mto the Ammo Boots 
the departing legend S gt (no~v W02) Tom Lappin, who_ probably pa 
him going down the Al to his new abode sunny Cattenck. SSgt (FofSJ 
Colin Raynor join u from his Foreman Course with a bran~ new_bn 
on tow. gt Ke Brass has chosen to pend hi la t year of service \~1th u' 
We also extend the olive branch to our new 1 RP SSgt Jeff Martin 111. 

bring a wall full of running medals and course photo~ to the SQ_\1 , 
tores. Temporary member before moving to 49 (WR). Sig . qn (V) 1~ tl" 

SPSl S gt Gregg harp who relearns the ropes to TA ltfe-,Fmally.,andoo 
lea t, Debdon has a new PSI Tech in the shape of Cpl J~m1e Topp mg wh 
is quickly coming to term with the TA way al.though his comment so 1,
are unprintable. A number of promotion . to report. . otabl. 
congratulations are due to W02 (SS~) Les _M iddleton fo~ his 11d 

deserved ascendance to real power and stick wavmg. C pl Steve Swanse 
Greenway who finally got a waiver for his Det Comman_der_ Cour e 11htch 
he took in 18 7! LCpl ·Iggy· Paterson has l?mned on his first.tape, proof 
that if you hang around long enough you will be re~arde~ with ucm; 
Hot off the press was the promotion of C pl Cltffy Readsha111 
promotion to Sergeant over the Chrisnnas Weekend. 

T RECRUIT CO RSE 
A couple of successe can be reported from Blandford. An honorar 

mention to ig nth Hollingworth who was awarde~ best recruit on ti' 
ovember 2000 Course (I should think so to after taking four years to"' 

his Phase 2!) and Sig Tammy ' Britney' peer s who managed to complt 
the whole cour e without breaking a nail! Well done to the both of you. 

ADVE TURE TRAI I G - WALE 
The quadrons' second adventure training weekend of the year ~ias 

change from the normal Lake Di. trict trip .and saw the troops deploymgli 
the deepest darkest Wales. After a long Journey and not much sleep it. 
troops wer~ up and raring to go, armed with waterproofs (~s the lo'e~ 
weather of Wales did not let us down) and a change of cloth mg. The ft ' 
activity of the day was Gorge Walking, donning hard hats all was wcl\a> 
the ma ses 5et off on a downward troll 10. the start pomt <?f the 11 ~ 
Experienced Gorge walkers Sgts Ross Blair and Pete Ro~mson di 
sterling job at the rear pu hing the pace along and recounting .stone,~ 
'did I ever tell you about the time when we went ghyll scrambling ind 
Lakes .... ' (apparently the la t time that gt Robi~son b<?ught a roun 

1 
July 1999). Wi thin seconds of starting the walk, 1g Robmson te ted r 
waterproofs by falling into the water and not content with the one al 
continued to repeatedly fa ll in. onlinuing onwards and upwards, all 11~ 
trying to stay on their feet, especially Sgt Cath Sproat, who needed to 
pried from two rocks after becoming stuck. After a couple of 'e( 
enjoyable hours the happy, wet walkers. arrived back at th~ m~n1-busc~: 
the afternoon the Squadron went cltmbmg at an mdoor cl11nbmg centak~ 
chance to dry off, as the weather was sti ll very easonal. They wer.e 

1 
111 

10 'The Beacon Indoor limbing Centre,' a building that was ongina · 
commissioned in l 916 by Marconi Wirele ·s an~ Telegrap_h 0111pany\~~ 
used for transmitting traffic to the SA dunng the ~trst World d th< 
Steeped in communication hi tory the antennas were dismantled an 
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building converted into the climbing centre in 1994. All participants for 
the nflcrnoons tra111ing were issued shoes and harnesses and split into three 
groups dependent on their climbing experience. As the day w1::nt on the 
group~ confidence gre\\ and Sig fony Standing and Sgt Ross Blair were 
climhing off to sec who would be known as the Squadron's Champion 
Climber, only to be bcatt:n by a six year old girl! Fun was had by all in this 
new and, as usual, wmdswept and very wet Wales. 

49 (WE T RIDING) SIG1 AL SQ ADRO ' 
Sqn Comd laj Dave Shsmith 

PSI SSgt Bob Brehcney 
Arrivuls - A warm welcome to th~ ne11. Sqn 21C, ('apt Dave Edwards,. 

SSgt Ian '1iddlemiss and his wife Charlene and also to Cpl Paul 
Blakey, the new ED. 

Promotions - Congratulation., to SSgt Andy 'Nobby' Clark, LCpl 
~elissa 'Ciao' Bertuzzi and I .Cpl Adie 'Oh ok just one more' Sutcliffe. 

Welcome Back - To Sig Ram~an who has returned from a FTRS at 
BATUS, Canada. 

The CO promotes Sig Sutcliffe straight to Corporal 
for five minutes at least 

EXERCISE AUT M BO 'TY 28-29 OCTOBER 2000 
The Squadron found themsel\'eS Strensall bound for a test of their 

mi litary skills and social interaction at all levels. One was pa sed with 
flying colours and the other\\ ill continue to be practised throughout the 
training year! The training proved ve1y mteresting with the predicted 
monsoon weather arri>ing just in time for the ranges. Lt Keith ' Barn 
Door' Williams was in good company with SSM Keith 'Stevie Wonder' 
Holdstock, more practice needed. The recognition was an eye opener with 
Capt Ruth 'get your coat' Middleton-Powell describing a Chinook as a 
Hercule with rotors on the top, thanks Ruth . 

THETAC P 
It was with some confidence that the Squadron Team arrived at 

waterlogged Sheffield for round two of the TA Cup. The Team was drawn 
agamst a medics' team and having won 8-l against medics m the previous 
round we were ready. To say the pitch was muddy is an under tatcment 
and S gt Mark 'the mud wrestler' Carrick had a wallowing time in goal. 
The best run of the match involved Cpl 'Barn Barn· Blake} running the 
full length of the pitch before being thwarted by a well timed tackle. ot 
bad for someone who doesn't really like football, ki sball he calls it for 
some reason. It was l-010 the medics at halftime and it took a great corner 
from S gt 'Wilf - I'm claiming that' Wilford to set up the equaliser. The 
goalie actually punched the ball into his own net. The tale does not end an 
happy one as the team lost 2-1. Oh well, there is always next year 

745 IG. 'AL TROOP, H LL 
On Friday 24 November 2000 745 Signal Troop deployed to Cattcnck 

Training Area to take part in the Regimental Excrci c. The exercise was a 
fully tactical communications exercise with live enemy on the ground, in 
the shape of fuel less farmers. 

fhe Troop were able to practice their communications and soldiering 
kills using the Ptarmigan equipment con isting of a radio relay 

in tallation and an ELG. as well as the neces ary admin et up, erected 
during a Force IO gale. A special mention of Sig Serasinghe and ig Lau 
for an excellent effort on their first exerci e. panbash and brew making. 

Congrarulations to OCdt Victoria 'Wedgie' Wedgewood-Jones on 
pas ·mg her TCB with flying colours. he has now been issued with a 
small piece of mine tape to wear with her uniform, well done Ma'am! Well 
done to Sgt ·Bobtech' Godfrey on passing his C+E HGV training, 
eventually and to Sig Ross ' troop drunk' Pemble and ig Kim 'quiet as a 
mouse' W hitehouse on passing Cat C HGV training. Congratulations to 
LCpl 'Robbo· Robinson, Sig 'Floppy' Courtney and ig Pemble on 
passing their RMC cour e. 

Sig Courtney and Sig Pemble also received their superb Blandford 
course reports and BIT result completing their hat tricks. 

CHRI TMAS WEEK.El'i D 1-3 DECE'.\-IBER 2000 
trensall is a popular destination for 34 ) ig Regt (V) at the moment 

and so the Regiment found itself at Queen Elizabeth Barracks for the 
Christmas festivities this year. The weekend took the form of a porting 
competition. 

lemorable moments: Cpl 'Barn Barn· Blakey. who claim ki ball i 
for girl , limps off the rugby evens after only half a game. The FULL 
CO TACT female netball and basketball competition . we lost the banle 
but won the war. Father Time, 52 years of age, in the form of ' 02 Al 
·Taff' James who played in the winning rugby ide. Cpl Paul 'I want to 
wear my ammo boots· Oliver complaining about the new tug of war rules 
of Maj 'Ta tr Watts. 

Most memorable moment: LCpl Melissa ·red badge of courage' 
Bertuzzi on climbing over the cargo net overcoming her fear of heights. 
Congratulation go to 90 quadron for being crowned O\'erall winners, 
well done. 

MULTINATIONAL DIVISION (SOUTH WEST) 
AND 

BRITISH FORCES SIGNAL TROOP 
OPERATION PALATINE 

OPERATIO P LATINE 
Tp Conul Capt Richard Byfield 
Tp Sgt Maj W02 gt Maj Tony 1ay 

BRITFOR Signal Troop wa formed on 9 October 2000 clo e to the 
completion of the Conunercialisation Implementation Teams work and 
the full withdrawal of Euromux carried out by 204 Sig qn. It now tand 
as an independent Troop numbering 1+47 \\ith Royal Signals soldier 
from IS different units . The Troop provide Project Myra 
Communications to British Forces deployed on Op Palatine, maintains 
and repairs all Briti h owned IT within theatre (averaging one computer 
for every two soldiers), and runs Banja Luka COMMCE . After hi own 
coi:1pletion of the Myra course in Christchurch with BAe Systems W02 
FofS Steve ·King of Sideburns' Ruxton has taken on the unique 
responsibility of managing the new Myra equipment and continuing to 
assist in the roll out of telephone . His friendly nature helping to explain 
why many Staff Officer found their phones being installation ' Pha e 2'. 

The majority of the Troop is from 7 Sig Regt but numbers are boo tcd 
by six Terr itorial Army soldier ; some of whom ·uch a Sgt Jim 
Bromfield 35 Sig Regt (Y) have volunteered to extend their tour to I, 
months. Banja Luka Met •l Factory i much as many of the Corps 
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remembers it but the Royal ignals commitment ha. been \·astly reduced. 
The Dutch have taken on the main rcspon ibilities to the Headquarters 
with a noticeably different attitude - coffee breaks forming the majority 
of working hours. 

The Troop has been lucky on recent promotion boards and 
congratulation go out to Cpl 11111 Evan and Cpl Steve ·lfypochondriac· 
Mullison. Several members aL o came off the recent ig to Lance 

orporal Board, \ ell done to ig latt Brooker. ig Ror) Grant. ig 
Heather Parrott and Sig . ick 'CDT in Bin' mith. special thank 
you mu t go to LCpl Richard ·Kiwi' carcliff and L pl imon 
Chittick for their out landing a ·istance to EFI staff within Bunja Luka. 

On taking the chair the first thing W02 gt l\laj Tony '\ht) did wa · 
marten up the image of the ignal Troop. ll orrimecs and l 0 

containers were painted and he ct abou t construction of a restroom O\ er 
the 1 eekcnd 28-29 October. After borro\\ ing tools from a locally 
employed Ci\'ilian ·Boycee' and with the help of many Troop mcmbcn- a 
rt: troom wa built for all per onnel to watch TV and haw a brC\\ . Sgt 
Rob ·mith showed off his power tool prowes. along with LCpl Richard 
·Kiwi' carcliff. The room wa · opened w ith successful celebrator) 
promotion drink on 10 O\Cmber. 
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BRITFOR IG. 'AL TROOP MED LP RADJi'. . 
Brio Aitken. Commander Briti'll Forces Operation Palatine. presented 

the Tr7iops "ith their medals on '.! '1 ov~mber 2000. _A pe~dy medal 
di~tribution came a a re ·ult of muc\-1 practlc~ on th<.: ~nga_d1er s part and 
the chilly weather. The re troom wa· tbe obv1ou location !or an extended 

coffee break and a fine cake decorated with a 7 ignal Regiment flash 
LCpl 'Big Bird' Purvis' reque t to have the medal parade put back half 
an hour o he could say goodbye to her friend were met with a sincere 
apology by the Sergeant Major. 

ARMY TRAINING REGIMENT 
BASSINGBOURN 

Ql.iADRO . HEADQ RTER 
qn Comd 1aj F. E. Hargreaves 

1 W02 (SS 1) A. Shrnev 
As this year drav. , to a clo e it ha been a bu y period for I (Trg) qn. 

The quadron ha trained around 600 Royal Signals old1er and pas ed 
them out to Pha e 2. The turnover of staff has been immense and the 
cycle continues. The recruit have raised a taggeri1~g £15783.13 for 
charity. o "hen you are contemplating your next po tmg and you want 
to make a difference - l qn ATR Bas ingbourn is a chailenging, 
rewarding and a unique po ting. The QC quadron made his mark as a 
IOpin-bowling demon during the recent Triangular Conference. W~2 
(S M) Slane) continue to fit in the odd re ettlement course. To bnng 
the reader up to date ATR Ba ingbourn ha some of the best sporting 
facilities available and the QMS knows this becau e he is always out 
utili ing them. It has been suggested that hi uniform is in li_ght care and 
preservation. Mrs Maria Mould Our Sqn Clk ha now trained Barney 
not to eat recruit whole. He is to chew them fir t. 

LPAATROOP 
Tp Comd Capt Emma Bruce 

This month, Alpha Tp welcomes their new OC, Capt Em ma Bruce 
from 16 ig Regt and Cpl Knowles from 7 Sig Regt. We also welcome 
Cpl '.\lason back from a tour with 28 Trg qn Royal Engineers, and Cpl 
Carroll. who has come aero s from the Royal Regiment of Fusiliers. We 
also ha'e a lot of good-byes thi month: Firstly. to Sgt Clark who is 
eagerly anticipating his move l6 Sig Regt. as he knows the fishing 
around Rheindahlen is excellent. Cpl l'l'litchell AKA Sgt Mitchell who is 
off to rule the roo t al 30 Sig Regt"s Trg Wg, and Cpl fason who is also 
posted to 30 Sig Regt. La tly, farewell to Cpl Carroll who is off to 
pastures new with Essex Constabulary - good luck with your new career. 

Congratulations to Cpl 1.itchell who won the CO' Competition, 
destroying competition from the Engineers and the lnfantry to win the 
coveted title of 'Best Section' for the August 2000 intake. 
Congratulation also to Sig Clifton-Sprigg (Best Recruit), Sig 1ullen 
(Best Shot), ig McKenzie (Best at PT) and Sig Kennedy (Be t 
Endeavor) - Weli Done and keep up the good work. A further well done 
to all members of that intake for rai ing almost £900 in charity money. 
The Troop organised and participated in a sponsored Cross Channel row 
using the rowing machines in the gym, covering the equivalent di lance 
of Dover to Calais and back to Dover. The money has been donated to the 
Imperial Cancer Research Fund. 

BRAVO TROOP 
Tp Comd Lt Stu Gunson 

With another 31 high calibre recruits turned out for Phase 2 training 
Bravo Tp has started lo go through a period of major change. First to go 
was Sgt Paula_ Matheson who has moved, on promotion, to Sqn Ops at 3 
Div. After saymg goodbye to her in the last two editions she has finally 
managed to drag herself away from the fold. Sbe was· followed shortly 
after by Cpl Ron Grandon to earn lots of money and tripes on his Clerk 
of Works Course Both will be greatly missed, good luck and all the best 
to you. We _now welcome Sgt Jackie Collins on promotion from 
AFCE 'T with the promise of some outstanding moves on the drill
square. Cpls ndy Doyle and Mark Collins also deserve a welcome. not 
for arrivmg but after spendi~1g so much time skiving on courses during 
~he last intake we we~e startmg to forget what they looked like. The old 
mtake get c<,.1gratulat1ons a:; well. Sig James Cullen - Best Recruit and 
Be t Shot. Sig Tom Barrett Bes~ PT and Sig Tim Scrivin Best 
Endeavour, well done guys and keep 11 up at Blandford. The whole intake 
also did well in_ o~r charity Wheelchair Basketball event raising £1234 
for the Great Bntain Wheelcha;r Basketball Association 

H RLIETROOP 
Tp Comd Capt Ben Howarth 

As Charlie Tp struggles uphill through another tide of recruits and our 
merry band peaks at forty-four. a wind of change is sweeping through the 
trainmg team. Farewell to Capt Alex Clixby, recently departed 10 19 
Mech Bde; hello (again) to ~pl Al . uttall . Where have you been Cpl 
Dave Knowlcr? Congratulauons to Cpl Paul Conroy on his promotion 

and commiseration' on having to move to Echo Tp. Congratulation. le 
Sgt Harry Ramsden on his conversion to healthy li ving. Finally k 
eternally good luck to Cpl Mark Brenen and hi impending fatherh 1 

Believing we had seen it all the Troop have been privileged to witness th 
attrition method of completing the obstacle course. This involves the 
ma lier recruit running directly into the six foot wall in a clear attempt tc 

knock it down; maybe one day. Looking ahead a chill runs down the 
pine at the thought of kayaking, in Wales, in late December. Adventur: 

Shivering. Happier times will be a wheelchair-borne pin around 1t1e 
ba ketball court in January to rai e money for disabled British athletes 

OELT TROOP 
Tp Comd Capt Hervey J . Scott 

As the la t intake of Delta Tp, l (Trg) Sqn approached the end ofther 
Pha e One training, all forty recruits took part in a charity event. The air 
of the event was to raise money for the Army Benevolent Fund and tile 
ATR (Bassingbourn) Play School. The recruit all obtained sponsor;hr 
from their friends and familie during their long-weekend. Upon the:· 
return they took part in a simulated (in the gym) run, bike and row fror 
Bassingboum to Calais and back to Bassingbourn. Delta Tp recrull> 
succeeded in raising a total of ju t under £ 1600 during the charity even: 
The cheque were pre ented to the two charities at the recruits' parent 
evening the night before they pas ed off from Ba singbourn. Delta T
also bid farewell to Cpls Lythe and Smith who are posted to 3 (LK 
Div HQ and Sig Regt at the end of their tours . Congratulations 10 Cpl 

mith on his promotion on posting and for completing the Great ore 
Run. Thank you for all of your efforts and best of luck in the futur. 
Welcome to Sgt Dougie lcke and Cpl J as Woosnam who are now bot! 
working at a phenomenal rate training the new intake of recruits. Cpl 
Woosnam has discovered that he enjoy drill so much, that he ha 
applied to complete the All-Arms Drill course in January 2001 - bcsto 
luck to him and watch out Delta Tp! This has left C pl Payton jealoi.. 
that she has not yet become a Ori ll in tructor, so she ha apphed t. 
complete the BC and the MLT courses instead. 

ECHO TROOP 
Tp Comd Capt C hr is Biddulph 

A fresh start for Echo Tp, picking up a new intake for the first time 
four months, having erved a general backup to the other Troops in tl 
Squadron for the last four months. Welcomes to Cpl Leon Teasdale 11. 

joined us from 280 (UK) Sig Sqn six weeks ago and to C pl Jon Atnltli 
fre h from ITGJS and MLT courses and 12 Mech Bde HQ & Sig 
Welcome also to the new Troop Commander, Capt C hris Biddulph . .\: 
mentioned above, we picked up a Troop of 21 Royal Engineer 's and mn 
Royal Signaller three weeks ago and have recently returned from 
demanding and arduous night exercising on the outside training area he.• 
at Bassingboum. A night of high risk and danger has been pla1med for fr 
instructor's as we take 30 recruits 'grand-prix Karting' next week. I 
their current drill performance is anything to go by then we are.all 
trouble as we al low 30 youngsters with the co-ordination of baby g1raff, 
loose with combustion engines!! A fu ll report will appear in the ne~ 
issue of The W!RE. Finally, farewell to Sgt Roy Turner, who _leave a 
for 3 Div Sig Regt in the new year. We wish you and your family all ti 
very best in your new posting, you will be a hard man to replace. 

FOXTROT TROOP 
Tp Comd Capt Dave Jackson 

After persevering with a Troop of Engineers the F Tp training team ' 
looking forward to picking up a new batch of Signals recruits, (Ask th?!' 
how they feel in 12 weeks) . There are two new faces in tbe Troop 11 

hello to Cpl Dale King from 16 Sig Regt and Cpl John Atwell from2-
Sig Sqn. We will also be sayi ng goodbye to Cpl Paul Smith who 
posted on promotion to Naples to. what he claim wi ll b~ a really I~ 
JOb. Also Cpl Gav Wilson who 1s due to go on promotion but no · 
wants him . As for the rest of the trai ning team, well Cpl Amanda 
Richardson is quickly becoming the Troop pin-up and Capt Dall 
Jackson has still not found his office yet. Our best wishes go 10 ~ 
Craig Purdon who at the moment is sweating it out on his Sergcanti 

cour eat Blandford. 





Maj P. R. Barron MBE SSgt R. D. lnglesant MBE, BEM 
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Sgt R. D. lnglesant BEM 

~ Sgt L. J. Robinson 

~ 
LCpl C. Rees 

~ Queen' Volunteer Reserves Medal Sgt J. M. Dennehy ~ ~ ,@ ~ 
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Sgt L. J. Robinson MBE LCpl C. Rees MBE 
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FRO TCOVER 
This month it comes court.: ·y of HQ 2nd (NC) ignal Brigade and 

Cotswold Garrison and shows Sig Muhammed of238 ig Sqn working 
in Kosovo whilst on an operational tour with the Communications 

Infrastructure Plaru1ing and Implementation Team. formed as a part of an 
l I Sig Bde initiative 

BACK COVER 
2 Signal Regiment on parade as they receive 

The Freedom of The City of York 
in appreciation of their help during the: recent floods 

The closing date for copy to REACH this 
office, in order to go in the JUNE issue is 

15 APRIL 2001 

The gentleman who has been appointed by the e tale of the 
late Sir Dirk Bogarde, to write his biography, eeks any 
infom1ation on his time in the Corp . He was, as Derek Van 
den Bogaerde, called up in the winter of 1940-41 and from 
May 1941 to February 1942 attended a Royal Signal 
OCTU Cour e at Catterick before being tran ferred to the 
Ro yal Artillery. Anyone who ha any memorie . 
photographs letter etc which could hed forther light on 
this part of Bogarde' lifi would be of considerable help to 
the biographer, John Coldstream. He can be contacted at : 11 
Abbey House, la Abbey Road, St. John' Wood, LO DO , 

W 9BT or Tel : 020 7266 3779, 
E-mail: jcold tream@dial.pipex .com 

Author alone are respon ible for the content of their article . The opinions expre ed in the article of thi · publication are tho e of the individual 
authors and do not necessarily re flect the policy and view , official or 01herwi e, of the Royal Signals or the Ministry of Defen e. Thi publication 
should be treated with discretion by the recipient. 

© Crown Copyright 

Disc laimer: o responsibi lity fo r the quality of goods or ervices advertised in thi magazine can be accepted by the Publi, hers or their Agc:nts. 
Advert i ements are included ' in good fa ith '. 
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THE MAN FROM MANNING AND CAREER MANAGEMENT DIVISION 
(Maj S. G. Hutchinson MBE R SIG 'AL J 

The last couple of months ha e be n e~tremc~y busy ones for the 
Divi ion with Roadshows 10 Cypru , audi Arabia, onhem Ireland, 
London and ldershot. Within the Div1~ ; on itself W02 (SQM ) cott has 
repla cd W02 ( QM ) M le a. the :::1afT As istant and Derek Aitken 
return· 10 the Liabilitie De. k after a ;,Jng period away (I'm glad to see 
him back). There have al o been a number of Pr?motion Boards held 
during the past few month and prospect for • oldiers acl'?ss the Corp 
remain healthy'' ith around 20% bemg s~lected for promollon. each year. 
The re. ult · of promotion board held durmg 2000 are sum man ed below. 
Jncludmg re en·es. a total of 1.164 R ~G ALS oldie~ ha e been 
elected for promotion thu far in 2000; tlus figure should mcrea e by a 

further 200 or o once future re en•e have been taken into account. 

REPRE ENTATION AND REDRE S 
Following on from previous Editions we have decide to take a br 

look at the key a peels of Redre s and Representation Procedure . 

REDRESS OF COMPLAI T 
· The key reference documents covering Representations and Redr~ 
are AGAI Vol 2 Ch 70 and the M Guide to Soldiers Confideni 
Reports. Ch 5. 

* A oldier i entitled to s ubmit a Redress of Complaint if. in h 
opinion , he ha been unjustly reported on. A soldier has no rig~ 
Redres if he simply feels that he cannot agree with the opinion oft 
Reporting Officer. 

Promotion Board 'Main List' Selections 'Reserve' Selections Total Selected Promotion Year Ends 

2000 Al 1W02 to WOl) 37 

'.!000 A2 (SSgt 10 W02) 79 
2000 B ( gt to SSgt) 100 

2000 C (Cpl to Sgt) 160 

2000 E (LCpl 10 Cpl) 275 
2000 F (Sig to LCpl) 430 

Totals 1,081 

We have had a different focus for each edition and this time we tum to 
the 'Driving Force' behind the Division - Central upport. 
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SOI oldiers - Lt Col Paul Hudson is the principle figure in Soldier 
Wing and as the 0 I is responsible for all aspects of soldier manning and 
policy. A renowned Chocaholic, workaho lic, Lt Col Hudson is 
frequently found working late into the night on i sues relating to oldier 
policy. or at least that is what he tells us he is doing. The resident DfY 
expert Lt Col Hudson has plenty of experience covering holes, repairing 
fences and cementing cracks: vital attributes for the SO I Soldiers. 

S02 oldiers - Yours truly. Responsible for all aspects that nobody 
else wants, the 02 Soldiers i the Divisional Point of Co111act for 
litigation redresses, appeals, manning levels, Data Protection Act and 
e tabli hments. A fine, upstanding member of the Division (some may 
disagree) Maj Hutchin on has few vices although his passion for rugby, 
chocolate and Guinness has already forced one vi it to the tailors. 

W02 ( QMS) colt - W02 (SQMS) Dawn Scott is the new girl on 
the block although this has not prevented her from making an immediate 
impact on the Division. The Point of Contact for all visits to the Division 
W02 ( ' Q 1 ) cott al o bas the responsibi lity for maintaining the 
Colonel' diary. A keen eye for detail and an uncanny ability to get you to 
sign for anything; little gets past W02 (SQMS) Scott although do not be 
lulled into getting her to tell a joke as they are inevitably awful. 

AO MA. 'CO, - Unfortunately Derek Aitken has been away for the 
last six months, although he has now returned with renewed gusto, much 
to the relief of the S02. The focal point for all establishment matters 
Derek's post is not an easy one, however, if you want something doing 
just say that you have Canadian relatives or are a Rangers season Ticket
Holder (then again, someone must be). 

AA - Andrewina Ball is the brain of the Section, afterall she is the 
only one with a degree. Responsible for providing Administrative 
Support to the SO I, Andrewina has her fingers in many pies, none more 
so than the production of career forecasts and the clearance of errors 
(unit/soldier mi.matches on the mainframe computer). 

AA - George Walker is the AA in Central Support. A 'Deputy Chief 
Clerk' George is the focal point for all information passing both in and 
out of the Divi ion. A style icon and frequent modeller of Icelandic 
winter-ware, liule phases George; although if you thought W02 Scott's 
jokes were bad ....... . 

.B. Si~ce these profiles were compiled Andrcwina has been promoted 
10 the tlizzy heigh~s of AO and is now responsible for litigation redresses, 
appeals and associated matters. Congratulations are due to Andrewina on 
her much de ·erved and merited promotion. 
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15 52 30Jun 01 

27 106 30 Jun OJ 
32 132 30 Jun 01 

9 169 3 1 Oct 01 

one yet 275 31Jan02 

None yet 430 31 Jan 02 

83 1,164 

* An application for a Redress of Complaint mu t include b 
corrective action , in the eyes of the complainant, is neces ary. 

* Submi ions, together with copies of any supporting documents, are 
be made to the Commanding Officer at the time of submis ion, unlc 
that Commanding Officer is personally the subject of the complaint. 

* The re ponsibility for resolving any formal complaint lies with 
chain of command in which the officer or soldier is serving when~ 
complaint is raised , even if the bulk of the investigation has to 
undertaken by the individual's previous unit or formation . 

* All cases should be resolved as swiftly as pos ible. 

REPRESE TATIO (NOT AMO TI G TO A COMPLAINT) 
* A Represemation (NOT amounting to a Complaint) is submined bl. 
oldier who wishes to have placed on permanent record his opinion o: 

Reporting Officer's assessment; it is not a method to amend a CR. 

* The Representation is taken into account by Selection Board '" 
considering promotions. 

HELP!!!!!!! HELP!!!!!!!!! HELP!!!!!!!! 
Are you itting there reading thi and thinking that you would like 

do something a bit different, perhaps something out of the ordin 
involving challenges , travel and communication . Have you e1 
considered being a Special Recruiter or member of the R SIG AL 
Mobile Presentation Team. If you have, but have not known how to. 
about it then contact your Admin Office or speak to your 'boss', there 
opportunities out there! 

NEXTEDITIO 
In our next submission of The WIRE we will have a review of some 

the visits that the Division has been involved in over the past 12 month• 
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THE PODMORE COLLECTION 
by Kei1h Old1 

A recent acqu isit ion of the Corps museum was the pn:sentat1on of a 
val uable and interes ting collection of badges, embellishments, 
formalion flashes and other histori.: items now known in archival 
circles as the ·Podmore Collection·. 

The gcnernus donor, Brian Podmore, served 31 years in the 
Corps. He Joined as a boy soldier in 1953 and became the last boy 
RSM of 1 o.6 (lloys) Training Regiment at Beverley in Yorkshi re 
bcfon: that augu5 t unit moved to Denbury in Devonshire. He 
served as a regu la r sold ier for 12 years bt!fore jorning the 
Staffordshire Constabulary with which he served for 28 years. l le 
did, however. continue hi:; connection with the Corps though his 
service with the Territorial Anny, with which he served a further 19 
yt:ars, retiring fi nally in the rank of Captain. 

Brian developed a li fe- long interest 111 the embellishments and insignia 
of his Corps and his collection of Corps badges and other uniform 

tit les wi ll add cons iderably 10 the other artefacts held by the 
museum. 

The Collection a lso includes unrivalled groups of Royal 
Signals Territorial Army insignia , Commonwealth Army Signals 
badge and cloth formation ann flashes of most of the formations 
of the British Army. 

This truely amazing collection will be kept in the museum 
archives to preserve it~ cohesiveness as a collection, though various 

individual items may be used occasionally as part of a more general 
display. Anyone interested in viewing the 'Podmore Collection' 

should contact the Museum Curator. 

Brian Podmore as Boy RSM of No.6 Training Regiment, Normandy Barracks, Beverley, aged 17 and a half, in July 1955. 
The rank insignia, cap badge, shoulder title, lanyard and the Catterick Tudor rose he is wearing are included in the Collection he has donated 

The next President's Dinner will be held at 
Wclbeck College on Saturday 23 June 0 I. 

The Annual General Meeting will take place on 
the subsequent Sunday morning. 

Dres is Mess Kit for erving officers and Black 
Tic for retired officers. The cost will be £22. 
Timings are l 900 for 1930 hrs. Limited basic 

accommodation i available on request. 

Applications, including a contact addres and 
telephone number. should arrive at least three 

weeks prior to the dinner Lo: 

Captain GW Thompson Royal Engineers 
Adjutant Welbeck College 

WORKSOP 
Notts S80 3LN 

Tel: 01909 476326 Fax: 01909 530447 
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TUESDAY 8 MAY 2001 
Corp London Dinner 

The Savoy 
Black Tie 

SUNDAY 24 JUNE 2001 
Corp Luncheon - Blandford 

SUNDAY 2 SEPTEMBER 2001 
Corp Luncheon orth - Cattcrick 

FRIDAY 26 OCTOBER 2001 
coltish Dinner - Gia gow 

For further infonnauon contact: 
l\liss Jo Hewitt 

RHQ Royal ignals 
Blandford Camp 

Dorset DTI I SRI-I 
Tel: 0125, -182083 

E-Mail: rhq-r ignals@. army.mod.uk 
Fa : 01258 4820 4 
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2nd Edition in softback 

Formed in 1943 to spearhead set-piece attacks by 
clearing mines on heavily defended positions, including 
of course, on D-Day the fortified beaches of Hitlers 
Atlantic Wall on the French coast. Flail-tank regiments 
played a crucial but dangerous role in the forefront of 
the Army s advance across Northern Europe in 1944/45. 

Cost £5.50 plus £1.52 postage. Available from: 
Ian Hammerton 

Tanglewood, 65 Norfield Road, Wilmington, 
Dartford Kent, DA2 7NY 
Tel/Fax: 01322 522492 

264 Signal Squadron 

Weekend 10/11/12 August 2001 

For further details please contact the SSM 
or the Unit Admin Officer on 

Civi l (01432) 357311 or 
Military (94475) , Ext: 2253 or 2459 

Come and learn the exciting sports of Dinghy sailing and Windsurfing at the 
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At The Dale Adventurous Training Center 

All administration, including instructors and equipment, 
are provided, just turn up and enjoy yourself 

Contact: YofS R. Owens, 14 Signal Regiment (EW) 94359 5656 

IBIEIEN JIN JrIBIJE AJrlrJI~ 
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Some of the displays in the museum are to 
be upgraded. We have purchased some new 
cabinets and are looking for donations of 
exhibits, paraphernalia, images and informa
tion on the following subjects: 

The Corps Band; The White Helmets; 
Prisoners f War (particularly Colditz); 
Commonwealth Corps of Signals -
Australian/Canadian/New Zealand/South 
African; The Cary Theatre and Troop 
Entertainment 

Anything you might find on these subjects 
could make a big difference! If you can help 
please contact Stella Mcintyre or Cliff 
Walters at the Royal Signals Museum, 
Blandford Camp, Dorset, DTJ I 8RH. 

For ftt'Ptthi:i.• 

16 --~ Asslt 
«sn Cole 

Should you make a purchase as the result 
of seeing an advert in 

The WIRE, please let them know that ~ou 
saw their advert in your Corps Magazme 
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SPECIAL FORCES 
COMMUNICATORS 

LEAVING THE ARMY? 

... 
TERRITORIAL ARMY 

BE THE BEST 

lnterest~d in a challenging and useful 'Part time 
career for which you get paid? W~n to put your 
existing military and communications ki s to fur
ther use? 

Our requirement:- between l& and 32 years old, 
physically fit, well motivated, keert to le.am, dis
creet, ponest, good interpe onal sk~ls . 

TA commitment: - 27 day eluding 15 day annu
al camp. In additipn we r uirc a further 10 days 
in orl:ler to develop m "tiple communications 
skills a d become profioi nt in a wide ange of 
militar skill to work in a highly demanding 
environment. 

The opp9rt Qities ..... pers9nal developm nt, travel, 
adventurous pur uits, annual finaocral bonu . 

/ 

For furth, r in ormation apply to the ddres below 
quoting;t'h.e Wire Magazine as the advert1 ement 
source: 

The Territorial Army is an equal opportunities employer 

264 (SPECIAL AIR SERVICE) 
SIGNAL SQUADRON 

WANTS YOU! 

Volup.teers from all Trade roups 
within Royal Signals 

Are 
Required for Se ice w.ffh 

Ut\ited Kin~dom Special Forces 
If you are up for the challeng bf orkU;i.g in a nusual 
and dem~ding env· onme , feel hat ou a elf-dis
ciplined, fi t, m~tiva ed and th t yo ha e som¢thing to 
offer lJ$, then g,ive u a call. 

Interested? Tten Call: 

The Training Officer n (9)4475 2741 

Background Infor~a~on can be found in 
SOinC()\) PD 206 

OUR SHARE 
(L t Col (Retd) Pat Soward) 

This is a 1eview by Lt Col (Retd) Pat oward of a mall book.let about 
I Company, 15 Ai r Fonnation Signals . (Col (Retd) C. J. Walters) 

Maj George McKowen, MBE, served in the Corp fo r 26 year and 
had the rare privilege of ra ising, training and commanding an Air 
Fom1ation Signals Company throughout its active war service. 

15th Air Formation ignals was formed at Stirley Hill, ju t south of 
Huddersfield, in January 1943 and Maj McKowen arrived in June to 
command I Company which tarted to form up at Dew bury later that 
month. 30 days later UHQ and I Company moved to Cherry Valley Camp, 
Crumlin. The camp had been condemned by previous occupants, wa 
immediately condemned again but to no avail ! Tran port was drawn, 
Albion 6 x 2 and Commer 4 x 2 3-Tonners, Fordson 15-cwts and motor
cycles. G I 098 stores arrived in a tcady trick.le. In ovember the 
complete, and tra ined, unit moved to Hendon where training continued, 
but now working up with 2 (Light Bomber) Group who they were to erve. 

I Company was the Line Construction Company and it moved to 
France in advance of the rest of the unit, arriving at Le Tronquay on 18 
August, 1944 (D-Day + 73). Herc it almost immediately plit with the 
variou sections a si ting other Air Formation Signals Unit on different 
projects. 2 Group fi nally moved to Europe in late September and I 
Company HQ moved to Brussels with the sections deployed to airfields at 
Vitry, Epinoy, Coxyde and Rosieres. 

Shortly after VE Day, Maj lcKowen arranged for a hi tory of l 
Company since the day of its fonnation to be compiled and publi hed. In 
his forward he hoped that each member of the company would, ' find it 
intere ting and worthy of a place in your ouvenirs' . Lt C. A. Pigott, of 
company HQ, was responsible for most of this work. In hi conclusion, 
Maj McKowen writes, 'I told you in Ireland that I was proud to command 
you. l repeated this to you before we left for onnandy. I can now only 
ay that your part, and the way you have played it over in Europe has made 

me more proud of you than ever. I ask you to believe me when I say that, 
for me, when I look back on my Army life of20 years, the mo t efficient. 
the grande t crowd of officers and men that it has been my luck to erve 
with is o I Company, 15 Air Fonnation Signals.' 

Maj McKowen's on, Andrew, visited the mu eum in January and, on 
hi return home, sent a copy of hi father's book to the museum where it 
can now be seen in the archive . The book, entitled 'Our hare ', wa 
meticulously researched and is exceptionally complete. It include 
photographs of the officers, of the members of Coy HQ and of each 
ection. Full nominal role , including the name of those po ted out and in, 

details of vehicle milage and of cable laid and refurbished are all 
included. Even a short history of the work of2 (Light Bomber) Group, it 
Wings. quadron and aircraft type , i included. If ever there was an 
example of how a unit history hould be written, thi i it. 

The registered Domain Name for the Beverley Boys' Archi e - bevcrleyboy archi e.co.uk 
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Featuring; 

The Royal Corps of Signals 
Festival of Music & Song 

May 12th 2001 
Doors Open 7.30 

at the 
Poole Arts Centre 

The Band of the Royal Corps of Signals 

The Pipes and Drums of the Royal Corps of Signals 

The Band of the Hussars & Light Dragoons 
& the Childrens Nationc~I Champion Choir of the Year 

In support of 
<Jlie 1(ot1al tar & Clarter Horne l(egisterd lwrity 110 2 I 0 I 1 Q 
Royal - ignaL Education 7i<1, t 1\cgisterd Clwrity 110 I 070420 

Tickets from £7.50 Concessions for Children & Families. Enquiries;Adam Forty- Event Organiser 
Box Office Hotline Tel; 01202 685 222 Tel; 01258 482 258 Fax; 01258 482 084 

'CALL TO ARMS' 
Review by Colonel (Reid) Cliff Walters 

A a Major he was the S02 Fixed Communications in Signals 34 from 
19 4 to I 986. During this period was the introduction (amongst _other 
thing !) of FASTNET. Facsimile machine in COMMCE S, FIT m the 
Falklands and early mobile radios in enior officer's tafT cars. 

'CALL TO ARMS' wa publi bed on 21 February 2001 and wa 
commi sioned by BT Defence to mark their part played m e tablt hmg 
the Defence Fixed Telecommunications Sy tern (DFTS). The marketing 
material advertise : 

'A HISTORY OF Mil/TA RY COMMUNICATIONS FROM THE 
CRIMEAN WAR TO THE PRESENT DAY' 

The Editors. Maureen Br idges and John Pegg, have put tog~ther an 
excellent record of their subject. To imply that the book deals w1th ALL 
Military Communications throughout the period may be a 1.ittle 
misleading. One would expect BT to concentrate on fixed 
communications, and thi it does in a very interesting and thorough ~ay; 
albeit that other aspects of communications are dealt with in less detail. . 

The early chapters give an excellent account of the advances rn 
communications covering shutter telegraph , heliograph s, lamps, 
emaphore and other 'phy ical' means of passing messages. Later: the 

opportunitie exploited u ing electricity to carry signals are woven 111 to 
the narrative. This include electric telegraphy, early telephones, manual 
switching and line laying. 

Throughout the book there is detail given of the military 
communications organisation . Initially this includes the build up to the 
RE Signal Service and the subsequent formation of the Royal ignals. 
Later, it describe Air Support, Air Formation and fixed communication 
organisation in UL and overseas. 

The h1 tory of Air Defence Communication in UK, from WWI 
onwards. is dealt with in depth. This relates the AD task and organisation 
to the communication that were provided; mainly by landline. It is a 
fascinating and detailed account encompassing Sopwith Snipes, the 
Ob erver Corps, radar, sirens and so on, much of which may not be 
familiar to the Anny reader. WW2 fixed communications arc included. 

Following on from WW2 the GPO were at the forefront of restoring 
fixed communications in UK and Germany. EMO, TARR ET, cro s 
channel communications and the relationship between the GPO and 
Royal Signals are all subjects that will be recalled by BAOR warriors!! 

To complete the history there is operational information on the 
Falklands War. Bosnia and Kosovo. The ongoing progres ion of fixed 
communications in UK, brought about by ne" technology, is given and 
such systems as the Defence Teleprinter 'ctwork (OT ), LINESMAN, 
Army Telephone etwork, UNJTER, Naval Fixed Telecommunications 
Sy ·tern arc all aired. Many of these systems were costly to maintain and 
functions were duplicated. A major study in 1987 eventually gave birth to 
the Defence Fixed Telecommunications System on 25 July 1996. 

Read all about it. It is an enjoyable, interesting and a very detailed 
ac..:ount of an 1mport:mt aspect of military communications that does not 
often !?Cl the limelight. 
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Past and pre ent members of the Corps are invited to order copies 
Call to Arms at a special price of £15.99 inc p&p (normally £19.99) 
writing to the publi hers: 

FOCU Publi hing, 4 Watt Road, Ta vi tock PL 19 8LF 

Enclosing remittance, name and addrcs and quoting referen 
CTA/W!RE. Ir i hoped that the Museum will stock the book oon. 

ISB 0-9539809-0-1 . 
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OFFICERS 
M1 RCH 2001 
Name and Rank 
MaJ G. Harwood MBC ... 
Maj J. E. Mullcndcr .. 
Maj J M. P. Leggatc . .. 
A/MaJ . h. Baugh . . . . . . . . 
Capt L. Kcily ........ . 
Capt G. G. A. Ret1h 
Capt M. J. Spandlcr 
Capt D. T H. Wil ·on 

OFFICERS 
FEBRUARY 2001 
Name and Rank 
Capt S. E.G. Barnard 
Capt B. M. Bingham 
Capt L. D. Burrell . 
Capt M. J. Crinnion 
Capt R. J. Farrimond 
Capt L. Golley 

apt A. Greenfield ..... . 
Capt G. Hodg on ... ... .. 
Capt A. Scott 
Capt S. G. Scott .. ..... . 
Capt A. T. W. Steele 

WOSA D SNCOS 
FEBRUARY 
Name and Rank 
WO I RD P. Marshall 
WO I FolS P. S. Hodson ... 
NWOI RD J. T. Cauldwell 
A/WO! FofS A.G. Jenkins 
NWOI M. W. Gould ... 
W02 P. E. Stockel! ... . .. 
A/W02 RD .I. S. Hogan 
SSgt H. Baker .. . 

Sgt B. Wilkins .. . 
NSSgt R. Carter 
NSSgt J. Driver 
Sgt R. P. Atkinson 
Sgt P. D. Batley ... 
Sgt M. N. Campbell 

{ ·mt lo which posted 
DISC Support Unit 
21 ignal Regiment (Air Support) 
16 Signal Regiment 
HQARRC 
RHQAFNORTH 

.. 32 Signal Regiment (Volunteers) 
16 Air As ault Brigade Headquarters 
15 Signal Regiment 

U1 11 to which posted 
2 Signal Regiment 
2l>i (SAS) Signal Squadron 
3 (UK) Div HQ & Signal Regiment 
Anny Apprentices' College 
Royal Military Academy Sandhurst 
3 (t;K) Div HQ & ignal Regiment 
9 S1gr.al Regiment (Radio) 
2 Signal Regiment 
7 ignal Regiment 
34 ( ) ignal Regiment (Volunteers) 
7 Signal Regiment 

Unit to which posted 
BMATT Sierra Leone 
2 Signal Regiment 
35 Signal Regiment (Volunteers) 
7 Signal Regiment 
14 Signal Regiment (EW) 
HQSOinC 
Army Apprentice College 
Anny Apprentice College 
R&L South 
16 Signal Regiment 
JSSU (Ayios ikolaos) 
HQ Landcent 
R&LS East 
7 Signal Regiment 

Sgt A. P. Dear ... . .. 
Sgt J. P. Drewett 
Sgt G. E. Dunstone ... 
Sgt S. J. Hogan ... . .. 
Sgt D.S. Mahoney ... 

gt J.M. Richmond 
Sgt G. Smith... ... . .. 
Sgt T. M. Whalen .. 
A/Sgt . J. Mesmer ..... . 
A/Sgt C. J. Oneill .. . 
A/Sgt P. E. Smith .. . 

WOSA OS COS 
MARCH2001 
Name and Rank 
WOJ FofS K. Dodd ...... 
A/WO I RD G. C. . Keane 
W02 RD M. J. Crowther .. . 
W02 FofS J. B. Harper ... .. . 
W02 FofS A. J. Riglar ..... . 
W02 FofS M. Roberts ..... . 
A/W02 RD A. A. Chapman 
A/W02 RD D. P. Coleman 
A/W02 RD A. J. Crawford 
A/W02 RD P. A. Gardner .. . 
A/W02 RD A. P. Ironside .. . 
SSgt M. R. Fitz-Patrick 
SSgt C. Marlowe 
SSgt J. L. Meek ... 
SSgt W. J. Scoots ... 
SSgt R. P. Shield 
SSgt A. V. Smith 
SSgt M. P. Townley .. . 

SSgt . J. Clay .. . 
Sgt M. P. Curbishley 
Sgt R. J. Garlick 
Sgt M. P. Gordon ... 
Sgt C. J. Jacobs... . .. 
A/Sgt J. . Carter .. . 
A/Sgt D. J. Counter ..... . 
NSgt C. H. Hen on 
A/Sgt G. A. Keith ... 
A/Sgt D. T. Mawson ... 

The Royal chool of Signals 
15 Signal Regiment 
The Royal School of Signals 
ATACCS 
16 Signal Regiment 
4 Armd Bde HQ & Sig Sqn (204) 
15 Signal Regiment 
30 Signal Regiment 
UNICOM 
SHAPE ACE Commsec 
RHQAF OUTH 

Unit to which posted 
Anny CI · Services Group 
40 Signal Regiment (Volunteers) 
238 Signal Squadron 
SSU Digby 
19 Mech Bde HQ & Sig Sqn (209) 
225 Signal Squadron 
21 Signal Regiment 
6 Signal Regiment 
7 Signal Regiment 
University of Liverpool OTC 
16 Signal Regiment 
4 Armd Bde HQ & Sig qn (204) 
36 ignal Regiment(Volunteers) 
RHQAFSOUTH 
7 Signal Regiment 
16 Signal Regiment 
30 Signal Regiment 
ATR Bas ingbourn 
ASTS 
School of Army Aviation 
2 Signal Regiment 
The Royal chool of Signals 
JSSU (Ayios ikolaos) 
31 Signal Regiment (Volunteers) 
14 Signal Regiment (EW) 
The Royal School of Signal 
30 ignal Regiment 
14 Signal Regiment (EW) 

HEADQUARTERS SIGNAL OFFICER IN CHIEF (ARMY) 

TRJALS SUPPORT TROOP 
COMMA D SUPPORT DEVELOPME T CENTRE 

03 (W) Trials Capt J . A. Kennedy 
Tp YofS W02 (YofS) Jon Evans 
Tp SSgt SSgt Tony Downing 

The Millennium for Trials Support Tp was ubstantially quieter than 
1999, with the Troop conducting only four major trial . Trials on the new 
EW sy. tern deployed by 14 ignal Regiment (EW) took up the majority 
of the early part of the year and involved the whole Troop, a Squadron 
from 14 ignal Regiment (E\ll), Y Troop Royal Marines and over twenty 
other from Unit throughout the Army. 

The Yeoman of Signals, W02 Jon Evans took a short break from 
mountain biking to accompany Sgt Steve Lord on u HF trial with I 
(RBY) Sig Sqn (V). A complex trial which covered the majority of the 
UK from Newquay to Dundee, a challenge for the most competent of 
trade men. A number of Trial Team have been working hand in hand 
with the P AF on a new piece of equipment for Tri Service use. LCpl Bob 
Roberts ha managed to escape Blandford on o occasions, proving that 
trials work is not all done in the rain and wind of Blandford Camp. 
Enduring the heal of Cyprus and Kenya, LC pl Bob Roberts and a 
number of other expert users were sent to conduct long-range trial u ing 
a new HF y tern. 

As part of the Digitisation tage I Ri k Reduction Programme, the 
Troop has al o completed a comparison Tria l between the data capability 
of Ptarmigan SCRA and new 1r odern digita l radios. Harris Rad ios 
provided the team with HF and VHF radios from their new 5800 fami ly 
of rad ios, whi lst the Land Systems Reference Centre was kind enough to 
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assi t by ·providing SCRA coverage and a couple of terminals. 
Encouraging result where found on both system . C pl Andy Lane and 
C pl J oh n Jenkins deployed to York a t short notice in order to 
demonstrate the Harri 5800 HF ystems near vertical incidence kywave 
capability. 

LCpl C harlie Brown went away to Bi ley twice thi year to hoot in 
the Corps Championships where he came fifth in the ervice pi tol 
competition and then to hoot for the orp in the Army compt!tition 
where he came 32nd in the ·pistol match. In between trials the Troop 
managed a week' adventure training at sunny Brawdy! We all managed 
to get ome urfing, golf and hill walking in. and generally have a very 
·arduou ' week. 

fter returning from Chn tmas and ew Year the Troop ha e be n 
working with the Power ection of The Royal School of ignal., 
receiving ins tructio n o n how to u c the Field E lectrical Power 
Di tribution Sy tern (FEPD ). Th is wa in preparation for the long 
awaited initial U er Trial of the Field Electrical Power ystem (FEP ) 
headed up by our ma ter of genes. Cpl John Jenkin , which i due to 
replace the 12kW, 16 _4kW and 40 kW generator eries. 

Fina lly ome \ elcomes and farewells, firs t ly we would li ke to 
welcome SSgt Tony Downing from 7 ig Regt. Cpl Andy Parrott from 
20 rmd Bde, LCpl Ronnie Allan from J U( I) and final!} ig 
Charlotte Ori coll from 3 (UK) Div and ig Rcgt. farewell goes to 
SSgt Ollie tcGrail po ted to 3 (UK) Div and ig Regt. gt te\'e Lord 
who is starting hi Foreman Course, Cpl 'Beaz' Beasley goe· on ht Tl 
Upgrading Course and la t but not least Cpl arah G uthrie po ted on 
promotion to 12 Mech Bde. 
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HEADQUARTERS 
2 (NATIONAL COMMUNICATIONS) 

SIGNAL BRIGADE 

CHA GE OF BRIGADE l\U IO 
The operntionnl task · and cap bility of2 ) Sig Bde are pecified in 

accordance with direction from CDS and CinC L D. ThL direction is 
coordinated 'ith the OMO and OGD. DCinC states the 4i sion of the 
Brigade and Comd Comm LA 'D exercises OPCOM on behalf of CinC 
LA D. DR and sub equenl review ha confirmed and expanded the 
major ta ks of the Brigade. Its capability is now being matched to this 
operational ta kmg and it ORBAT has been increa ed. ew equipment is 
entering en ice and change · in commercial technology are being linked 
to th development of e ential capability. In line\ itb thc ·e change , the 
Brigade i no' able to achieve more flexibility and utility in it upport 
to deployed Land Component and Joint operations. In recognition of its 
unique contribution in peace, and around the spectrum of conflict, CinC 
appro\'ed a new and more appropriate Mi ion for the Brigade: 

'To prrnide and s11.tai11 current a11df11t11re National and land 
em'iro11me11t JCS capability aro11nd the spectrum of COt!flict' 

The Brigade's capability i matched to high priority task in support of 
Land environment C2, Defence and ational C2. It Regular, TA and 
ci , ilian manpower are tructured and trained to provide high grade IT, 
HF radio and !CS installation and engineering services. The Regular. TA 
and civil ian manpower of the Brigade are structured for wide utility 
within role. TA Regiments and Squadrons are recruited from acros the 
GB. This pan-GB tru ture enables the Comd to develop capability and 
execute the Brigade's UK Base Specified Task in a coherent manner. 
Brigade capability i being progressively optimi ed to ensure the 
achievement of the Mission and ta ks 

BRIGADE ST D PERIOD 
ln line with a change in Mis ion, the Brigade Study Period saw the 

concentration in York hire of the Brigade's leader hip to make an 
important contribution to the development of the 'Fu ture Brigade' 
concept. Future Brigade will form the Brigade' input into Corps After 

ext and a uch is key to the developmem of the Brigade. The rwo day 
Study Period, planned by Maj John Russell , was divided into an 
informing e ion with presentations from the DCinC, Lt Gen Sir John 
Deverell, the OinC(A), Brig C. A. Burton with the audience of 160 
officers and Warrant Officers tuning in Saturday night to GOC S Div, 
Maj Gen A. Denaro. Enthused Maj Russell, ' The Study Period brought 
everything that we have been striving towards both as a headquarters and 
throughout the unil into one weekend where the key decision-makers 
could chart the Brigade's course'. The final day was spent presenting the 
results of hard worked syndicates - all contributing to satisfy one aim -
moving the Brigade forward in a positive way. 

OPPORT NITTE ABOUND FOR 2 C) SIGi AL BRIGADE 
200 I is proving to be another busy year for the Brigade with numerous 

operational and exercise deployments overseas. Detachments from the 
ational Communication Signal Regiments are deploying NCRS to 

Germany taking advamage of a training opportunity with the ARRC; 31 
ig Regt (V) will be deploying LANWARD to the Ukraine on exercise 

and 71 Sig Regt will deploy a Foreign Office sponsored short term 
training team to the Barbados Defence Force. 

97 (SFOR) IG AL SQUAD RO. (V) 
OPERATIO ' PALATINE DEPLOYME 1 

The highlight and main effort for 2001 will be in October when the 
Brigade wi ll deploy a compo ite TA Squadron to Bosnia on Op Palatine. 
The quadron, which will be known as 97 (SFOR) Sig Sqn (V) will be 

entirely TA, consisting of volunteer drawn from aero the Brigade. Th 
quadron will complete a ix-month tour ending in May 2002. Since th· 

Brigade was warned for the task at the end of last year, there have been; 
huge number of Brigade volunteers to deploy. One factor that may ha\c 
increased the number of volunteers is the flexibility that the Brigade ha 
been given over tour lengths. At present, TA soldiers who volunteer lo 
deploy on operational tour to the Balkans are required to cominu 
themselve to an eight and a half month long period of service, once the 
six month tour, pre-deployment training and post-tour leave are taken int, 
account. The Brigade, however, has been allowed to reduce tour lengths 
from six months down to two if required. This gives TA volunteer1 

greater flexibility over when they can make themselves available for 
service and al o gives them a better chance to receive employer approval 
10 allow them to volunteer for mobili ation. However, there will probablv 
not be a need for the Brigade to utili e shorter tour lengths as 70 % of the 
volunteer have made them elves available for a six-month tour 
Throughout February Boards have selected the OC and fill all the po,G 
within U1e quadron. With o many volunteers coming forward, there are 
more volunteer than post and the intent is to ensure that no volunt 
goes av ay disappointed and the Headquarters is presently looking , 
other operational ta ks and opportunitie . 

CUTTl G EDGE TECH OLGY 
REQUIRES C TTI G EDGE EQUIPME T 

Capt Gareth Ma rsh ha written the Brigade's Equipment Strategy h 
reflect a new era in 2 C) Sig Bde. Says Gareth, ' There is an urgen• 
Brigade need for an equipment strategy that will effectively maintam 
Brigade Military Capability over the next five to ten years. We will Ix 
achieving thi through the modernisation of the Bde's equipmer, 
programme with new sy terns such a LOCK and SUNFLOWER th1· 
year. The main ystem within the Brigade, RS, will also undergo 
mid-life enhancement programme, which will modernise the way ti¥ 
Brigade supports its ational Communications role. These initiatives 1111 
ensure that 2 C) Sig Bde will continue to offer challenging and state" 
the art equipment to it TA soldier for years to come.' Capt And) 
McCole agrees wholeheartedly, ' ew equipment combined with tht 
enthu iasm of the TA soldier will compliment eachother and position ti¥ 
Brigade for successful wider deployments throughout the Lan• 
environment in support of operations and exercises. As the S03 G2·GJ 
Ops for the Brigade, I am confident that we are up for the challenge.' 

U REVOCR RIEN ADIEU! 
The Headquarters bids farewell on promotion to Col Geoff Can 

whose unique sense of humour will be missed by all in Corsham. Col 
Geoff presided over a difficult time for the Brigade's ACISG with th< 
loss of AFTS re pon ibilities but the opportunities presented by IT were 
fully exploited by Col Geoff and his team; resulting in the transfer 01 
responsibility for lSJ to the ACISG. Col Geoff's next post is as DCmr 
19 Mech Bde - KFOR had better watch out! Retiring after spending a Iii 
in the Corps is Lt Col Mike Stevenson who e heart pounds to the beato 
the Corps March. The Brigade has been very fortunate indeed to have 
officer of Col Mike's quality in the GI/MS chair during this period o 
change in the Brigade. Equally the HQ is pleased (and relieved) that Col 
Mike has elected to continue hi service with the Corps as an R(' 
fulfilling his role by occupying the very hot G I/MS chair. 

Finally, the staff wi ll not see the happy, smi ling face of PSAO 81 ;, 
Sqn (V), Capt John Harris anymore as John has taken advantage of~ 
excel lent opportunity to apply his ta lents cl ew here. John 11 

instrumental in the move of the Squadron from Coleme to Corsham ill1' 

for that we remain grateful. All the best for the future. 

HEADQUARTERS 
11 SIGNAL BRIGADE 

Comd Brig C. L. Le Callais OBE 
COS Maj R. P. Wilson 
HAIL & FAREWELL 

Over the Christmas period, the Headquarters said fa rewell to Brig 
Jonathan Cook and Jane. Brig Jonathan has been in command of the 
Brigade for three year· and has led with enthusiasm and dedication. It has 
been a busy and successful period fo r the Brigade. He led the Brigade 
through the SOR process and was the focus for the commercialisation of 
the Balkans. The latter is a considerable fea t, for which, not only the 
Brigade but tt.e Corps 1s thankful for the reduction in liability for R 

IG A~S so!d1ers rn th~ B a l ~a n s. He d_eveloped an d prac ti sed 
chaHengmg co1lcct1ve _tra mmg Bngade _exercises for the TA regiments, 
which were able to del!ver effective Mi litary Capabili ty in support of the 
ARRC. lie al o remamed at the fo refront of JRRF planning with his 
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guidance to 30 Sig Regt on operations. He leaves a Brigade that is 
looking forward to the introduction of new equipment and in which th· 
ambiguity of the Chain of Command for TA units has been reduced. lie 
wish Brig Jonathan and Jane well in their new appointment and tool 
forward to the clear di rection he will be able to give to Anny Human 
Resources Policy. On 25 January 2001 we welcomed Brig Charles Lt 
Callais OBE and Jackie 10 the Brigade. We hope that you ha1e a 
rewarding and exciting tour. We also said farewell 10 W02 FofS 'Ratty 

towell and Jackie. W02 FofS towell was attached to the Brigade for· 
short period in September 1999 from 35 Sig Regt because he was 1°" 
noisy. The Brigade TOT was involved in the commercialisation of th< 
Balkans and we were able to give FofS Stowell something useful to dtJ. 
He became the lead technical focus for Project CORMORA T .and ha• 
provided a breadth of experience and advice 10 all units in the Brigade"' 
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well .1s tl~e Hcadqu.arters. We were delighted lo hear that he has been 
selecte~ tor promotion to ~01 b~cause that gives us an opportunity to 
move him because he 1s gcttmg a b1l noisy for us as well. 

PRO.IECT CORMORANT 
Project Cormorant continues to heavily involve the staff of the 

Headquarters. T~c pre-contract ncgot1at1ons have proved to take rather 
longer than ant1c1patcd and arc due to be completed by the end of 
February 2001. This delay has been driven by the desire to have a 1000/o 
wat~rtlg~t wntrnct that both meets our requirements and is within the 
ability ot the contractor to provide. This along with the desire to have a 
full user tnal with all the initial delivery of available equipment has lead 
to a change of the initi~I op_crational ca~abihty delivery to April/May 
2002 Ho:-vcver, th~ driver 1s to get 1t nght. first time and avoid any 
shf.>page 111 the dclivi:ry once the contract 1s signed. The remaining 
activates of preparing for trade conversmn and driver traming arc well in 
hand and the future 'steady state· training plan is due to be finalised 
shonly. The _mes age rcn:ia111s that ~roject Cormorant is coming, and the 
advanced mil1_tary capability that this will deliver, will give the Brigade 
the tools required to meet the challenge, of communications in the joint 
arena for the 21st Century. 

BALKA s COM tERCIALISA no 
PrOJCCt Dagger has now been delivc1ed to Theatre, which formalises 

the .completion of 11 S.ig Bde's commitment to the commcrc1ahsat1on 
proJeet. Our congratulations go to the team. led by Brig Cook, Maj J im 
Foulkes,_ Capt John Hiorns ~nd Capt Al . Garrett. A well run project 
that .delivered modern equipment agarnst changing operational 
requirements on umc and released soldiers from static tasks in the 
Balkans. 

I VESTOR IN PEOPLE 
The Brigade Headquarters and 2 and 30 Signal Regiments have been 

recently re-a sesscd for IIP under the 06 LAND Convergence plan. We 
assume that all has gone well and await formal notification. There were a 
few tense mon:ients when our typ_ist, Mrs 'Robbie' Bragg, wa in danger 
of ove~h_elmrng the assessor with her talcs of Equality of Opportunity 
and_ Trammg and Development opportunities. She did a k to go back 
a_gam after she had thought of a few things that she had forgotten fir t 
lime around; but we were able to rescue the a se sor by smuggling him 
out of the back door. 

EXERCISE SAIF SAREE 
!he Headquai:ter _has been appointed as the One Star J6 focus for Ex 

a1f Sar~ca. 1:h1s will prc_>ve to be a challenge, because it will run in 
conjunction with a full Bngadc exercise cycle. Maj Duncan Parkin on 
has _JUS_t returned from_ his first rccce !Tom the Oman and is now really 
bcgrnnmg to look worned. 

THE ROYAL SCHOOL OF SIGNALS 

NEWS FROM THE HEADQUARTER 

, .. , 
2IC 

M.llj(M.dqP......_ _ .... 
Moi(...,,_ 

The Royal School of Signals 
Outline Organisation Chan 

ll(Jficsh!J1COJ~"'Pf'Ol111rW11111tltul 11 ,,ruJ., 

PSOU 
UQ:ll~)tu 

""''"' 

All change at the top of the R S a ommand of the chool move 
from Col Ken Hadfield to Col John Ewbank. At the ame time the 
COS's post, which had been gapped for ix months, wa filled by Lt Col 
John Steed MBE. 
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The new Commander - Col John Ewbank 

THEFT RE 
P . BLIC PRIVATE PART ERSllIP 

D DEFE CE TRAINl 'G REVIEW 
The Public Private Partnership (PPP) pau es temporarily to note the 

propo. ed changes that the Defence Training Review (DTR) is likdy to 
bnng to Blandford. The DTR implementation team is due to arnve at 
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Blandford a~ 1hts i:. ue goe' to press. The. DTR is likely .10 brin~ 
,

11
bstanti·ll ch.mcc: 1 l Blandford over the ne:xt tcw years an.d w!nll'~ dt~~ 

has \Cl to be firi°ncd up, we can see that Defence Cl traming is 1 e Y 
gn;,·il<\te towards Blandford in the fores cable future. 

T,\ HELP FILI THE G P T 
T.HE RO'\ A HOOL OF SIG •. AL , 

The T arc increa incrly being deplc cd at the R through the 
m dium of Full Time Reg~lar en ice (FT~. ) a. total of fi"c TA off~cers 
and oldiers ar..: currently serving in the R .. Tiu h~s a doubk ben: it. it 
gi\e ,ahrnbh: c'penence to the Tt-. whilst helping to fill gap> that 
Regular Royal 1gnals arc unable to tilt. 

CO'l. I , D 'D 1. FORMATI01 YSTEM lA1 AGE IE T 

GROLP ( I M GP), 
TRAJ. ' J. ' G OPER TIO S DIVI 10 
OC l\taj 'lurray Coleman 
Tra 1an;;<>er Mr Kevin .Mather (C2 (HIO)) g: Maj ~ W02 ( M) Paul Robson . 

This may appear to many of you a a comple1~l new and prevwu ly 
unheard of organi a1ion at the Royal chool of Signals (R ). W1tl1 the 
con1i~ued rationalisation of the training base, R now ha onlb/~r: 
training group , CI 1 Gp being one o.f.them. The. Group 1 esta 1. : 
for around 90 staff with a I :2 mix of miluary to c1v1ha~. The group 11 elf 
i spin into fiv .wi~gs, each with it· own du met and 111d1v1dual areas of 

,raining respon 1b1J11y. . . .,, 
Cl W mg: i respon ible for alt IT tramm~ to Ro)'.al S10 nals 
Trade man and some Command Course wuh particular 
tn\'Olvement in I Operator training and ATacC . 
Data & ecurity Wing: i responsible for Keyboard. JMH, 
Crypto and Info ec training. 
C2W \ ino: i re ponsible for all a pects of.Command & 
Control w:rfure training, including Electromc Warfare. . . 
Command Training Wing: is re ponsib.le fo r command training 
to the Troop Commanders course, Captain course, tlte Pre-
JC C Module etc a~ well a element of the. YofS and F~fS. 
Technology Wing: i re ponsible for vocational education 10 the 
FofS cour c (B c) and the CIS 1 course (M c) for staff office.rs. 

A can be seen the Group has a broad .and ever e~pandmg tram~ng 
remit. \ e are always happy to answer questions or quene on the trammg 
delivered within the Group so do not hesitate to contact us 1fyou feel the 

need. 

COMi\IA: ' D & CO 'TROL WARFARE (C2W) WlNG 
OC Maj Graham Barber . 

The Wing continue to provi~e c2:v .& Electromc Warfare (~W) 
training for all Officers and S~ldters within the Corps. It also prov1d~s 
training for All Arms and Joint cour es, and lectures Lo students m 
Service Schools all over UK. One of the more demand111g and arduous 
tasks is teaching 10 the ATO E\V courses held in Germany and Italy. 

ADVE. T RE TRAI l 'G . . 
Jt' not all work and no play in C2W Wing and at a octal gathenng 

Maj Ian Gray (Yacht Ma ter and Con Man) .sugge ted a week's ~ailing 
as a challenging pursuit. He then portrayed th1 as a regana with g.m and 
tonics, calm seas and plenty of sun hine. Well to the more experience~ 
members of the Wing (M aj Graham Barber and WOI Pat Hannan) it 
was obvious that this was a cla sical deception plan and they volunteered 
to hold the fort while the rest of the wing went on their crui e! On t~e 
first day with a Force 5-6 following and six hours into a twelve-hour tnp 
from Cowes to Weymouth, W02 Gordon Burns gave up the fight to 
keep hold of hi breakfast and proceeded to feed .1he fish. The rest of the 
week was slightly less rough and much more enJ~yable as evef)'.one got 
to grip with the nautical terms of sheets, yards, Jib etc. On their return 
our newly qualified Competent Crewmembers (W02 Go.rdon B.urns and 
Sgt ·Miffy' mith) were soon swinging the yardarm wnh ston es of the 
seven seas. 

TEA'l B TLDI. G EXERCISE 
The yearly pre-Chri tmas Team Building exercise was once again 

upon us and the OC. 1a.j Gra.ham B~r?er, kindly volunteered Sgt 
''v1iffy' mith to orgamse this prestigious event. The Command 
Instructor~, Cap Stuart Boyne and Capt Jim Boyle and OC, Maj 
'\turrv oleman and SSM, W02 Paul Robson CISM Gp were duly 
im1ted. After many long and tedious exercise planning meetings it was 
decided that the exercise would take place in Salisbury. The exercise 
began and on arrival al Salisbury :he nood which had hampered most of 
the country were no match for the minibus and our driver, Capt Jim 
Boyle, who proceeded to part the waters like Moses did the Red Sea. The 
exercise got off to a good start with an excellent working lunch where 
discussion focused on the route for the afternoon. With lunch over it was 
time for our Pathfinder, Maj Ian (,ray , to take us to the famous 
landmarks of Salisbury. Unfortunately the Oooding hampered this a~ most 
of the ·e were under 6ft of water, therefore, it was decided that the be t 
CO was 10 view these from afar while taking light refreshments at 
, arious old c~1ablishments. With the orientet:ring and physical exercise 
phase of the exerci e over it was down to the electronic intelligence test 
(' trike it lucky'). The OC, Maj Graham Barber, felt that the machine 
was no match for his team of Majors, Captains, WO's and S CO's but, 
after a couple of hours and with resources running low ii was agre~d that 
we had won J moral \'tclory. Overall a successful and enjoyable exercise 
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which was well organi cd by Sgt ' Miffy' Smith . 

CO tM •JC TIO AND INFOR tATIO SYSTEM WI G 
OC apt (Tfc I ) Fiona elson 
T O d W02 (Supvr IS) George Murray 
l irgFO~~ATIO SYSTEMS OPERATOR CLASS ~ (ISFR 2/00) 

The second lnformation System Operator Foundation Class I coun 
finished 011 22 December 2000 and all twelve students were succe ·sfu! m 
pas ing the course . All of the students ~pproachcd the cour~e wnh a 

ositive and enthu iastic manner. detcm1111e? to learn as .much as the) 
~ould. They all worked extremely ha.rd. a!1d 1t wa a credit to them t • 
the In tructors commented on U1eir th1r t for knowledge and thcu 
willingness to tudy dunng e enmgs and wecke~d . Th.c tud~nts we 
continually a·. cs cd throughout the course, and 11 culminated m a twn 
day exercise w.herc they were thoroughly te ted on al~ as~ects ~ 
in truction dcltvercd. t the end of ~he. c?urse a Lop student 11a 

identified. This was ba ed on both the ind1v.1duals performance m tt 
ariou end of module tc ts, their prac11cal ski lls and the confidence am 

aptitude demon trated and assessed throughout the c~urse . Cpl Justin 
Medcraft scored well in all of the exam~ and during the ~ract1c 
elements, demons1rating a logical , methocheal approach LO his wor~ 
Azlan Ltd (Training) presented the a~vard to Cpl Medcrnft having 
sponsored thi cour e for the second tune. Ms Jenny Barrow. ale 
Manager and Mr Ian Clement, Public Sccto.r Accounts Manage 
presented it on behalf of the Company. The Chief Instructor, Lt Co' 
Batho. addre sed 1he course, congratulati~g all of the students on th, 
hard work and enthusia m hown ~unng the .clev ~n weeh. T 
photograph how Cpl Medcraft who is now serving with I 5 1g R 
with Ms Jenny Bower and Mr Alan Clement after the awar 

presentation. 

CIS Wing are alway lookin~ f?r high-c.alibre, experienced. ar 
motivated Instructor 10 work w1thm 1he Wmg. If you . wo~ld hke 
rewarding and intere ting tour at Blandford, training t~c. Sold1en. mu
Corps please contact OC CIS Wing at Blandford Military Extens1 

2040. 

PARACH TE CO R E - by Sig Gaz Coy 
In October la t year my tru ty partner ig Dave Cracknell and my 

embarked on a Joint Forces Parachute cour e which took place 
Western-on-the-Green. The course tarted well with a healthy 30 or so 
attendance, this wasn't to last as slowly but urely numbers started 
dwindle as the nature of the course took its toll. After the full as ·uran 
of the in tructors that nothing would go wrong, there was always 
niggling feeling at 1he back of ones mind, BUT WHAT IF. Well, as su 
as eggs are eggs fate was tempted. On Day Five, . ig Dave Crack.nell hi 
a slight mishap on exit and got caught up in. his shoot. Amazmgl) 
dropped from 3,500 ft in about three seconds but thankfully he esca. 
death, his injurie were a broken pelvis in tw~ p!aces an~ shat.tered pnu. 
A very lucky e:cape! Dave is recovering at h~ we wish lum well 
a 'speedy' recovery. 

COMMA D TRAI I 'G WI G - by Capt Stu Boyne . 
1
, 

What do the instructors of Comd Trg Wng do on the rare occal 
when there are no courses on? Well , if it 's summer they are off sm m. 
and if it is winter they ski. Thal is just what happened at the begin:~ 
December when Capt Stu Boyne took advantage of a quiet pen C P' 
headed off to the slopes, leaving Capt Jim Boyle and new boy d a 
Paul Merry in charge. Being secretary of . orps Snowboar ~~ 
December provided the perfect opportun1 1y to v1s1L. the~ ~ 
Snowboarding Championship , part of the orps Winter J~ 
Championships in Zell-Am-See, Austria. The lack of snow did no

1
1 

.. 
over 5~ riders rrom competing, howeve~, the requirement to trave ;r~·: 
day did curtail the level of apres-sk1 ! Unfortunately, as ihe1 11 
Commanders Course Officer, Stu Boyne had to return a week ~r (' 111 
disappointment lasted for a long as it took for Maj Murray

8 
° c; ar 

OC CISM Gp, to walk in to the office and order both Stu ~Y" . t 
Paul Merry to participate in a French Troop Commanders excrci. e in 
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Alps. Following this piece of entente cordialc, Jim Boyne, the old man of 
the Wing, will be joming the ' youngsters' when he accompanies the 
Troop Commander Course No 49 on their Adventure Training 
Qualification/Planning Exerci e. It's definitely work hard play hard in 
Cornd Trg Gp! 

THE ROYALS CIIOOL OF SIG ALS MODERN 
APPRENTICESHlP SCHEME 
'A REAL PART ERSHIP' 

The Public Private Partnership (PPP) process has stalled at the Royal 
School of Signals (RSS) in order 10 include the implications of the 
Defen~c Training Review (DTR) m the partnering requirements. While it 
is frustrating not to be further down the partnering route, it is refreshing 
to be able to report a blossoming arrangement which proves that small 
p,1rtnerships can work high1y effectively whilst remaining flexible and 
sensi1ive 10 each partners needs and aspirations. 

NVQs, Problem'! No Problem! National Vocational Qualifications 
( VQs) within the Army have been for many cap badges a policy 
aspiration as opposed to a policy directive for the simple reason that there 
is currently little or no funding for NVQs within the military. As a result, 
different local solutions have developed with varying degrees of success 
depending on the enthusiasm and commitment of personnel tasked with 
implementing an • VQ policy' wit in their w1it. The Royal School of 
Signals (RSS) experimented "1llh tt.e provision of Telecommunications 
NVQs in the mid 1990s with funding through a Modern Apprenticeship 
programme with Dorset Trainin!! and Enterpnse Council (TEC). 
Prohlems were encountered with lhe bureaucracy and probity of the 
whole process and so in 1998 the ... ecis1on was taken to outsource the 
scheme on a ml cost basis to a profe~sional vocational assessment 
provider, TQ Training Management ::.ervices Limited (TQ). Today RSS 
delivers Modem Apprenticeships in Tdecommunications by means of a 
highly successful and dynamic partnership between RSS and TQ. At the 
time of writing over 1200 soldiers are currently working towards a level 
3 ~VQ in Telecommunicatwns. 370 ha\e already successfully achieved 
thetr level 3 NVQ as well as Key Skills at the same level. The partnership 
was the first scheme to deliver anywhere trainees with the completed 
Modern Apprenticeship (MA) in Telecommunications. 1t is now the 
largest supplier ofTelecomms MAs in the UK. The model has proved o 
successful that work is now in hand to deliver the ame qualification to 
signallers in field units wbo missed the opportunity whilst at RSS. The 
partnering model used ·ucce fully at the RSS is also being offered to the 
TA. 

Teaching Knowledge, Skills and Understanding. An NVQ fir tly 
requires 'knowledge, skills and understanding' to be taught in order to 
prepare a oldier to carry out a job role. Thus, the RSS contribution to the 
partnership is to concentrate on what it does best - Lo train and prepare 
young signallers to take their place as competent military 
telecommunications technicians or operators in the Field Anny. 

Demonstrating Competence. The past ·culture of civilian 
qualifications at RS was one of course-based asscssmen1 with the 
opportu~ity fo~ award at the end of a training cour c. An :-;vQ is centred 
on the ind1v1dual not a course and requires a demon tration of 
competence in doing the job for real in the work place. This is where TQ 
cnte~s the partnership. TQ employs former .members of the Royal Corps 
of Signals and trams them as professional and dedicated VQ assessors 
and internal verifiers. The entire assessment and internal venfication 
process is undertake"; by TQ, as is all of the bureaucracy demanded by 
the governme~t fundmg agc.n~ies, the ational Training Organisations, 
Award mg bodies and the Tram mg tandards Council. Assessment of each 
soldier begins at RSS and 1s completed over a period of 18 months by TQ 
staff in Corps field units. 

. VQfleld Offices. _In the past, the majority of Anny NVQ scheme 
~ave re~1ed upon mappmg a course to a qualification and qualifying the 
mstructtonal staff a D32/D33 VQ assessors. The logic was that if you 
co~ld ~each someone to do somethmg and then asses their competence at 
doing II, this would be a perfect (and easy) way of achieving VQs in the 
Arn:iY: However, 'course ba~ed' VQs are now being turned down by the 
Tra111111g Standards Council on the grounds that the candidate has not 
shown any evidence of competence back at his or her place of work after 
the course. 
. The RSS I TQ partnership set as its goal from the start, to lead the way 
m rigorous field based assessment and thereby provide a robust 
i~dependent quality ass.urance n_iechanism. TQ personnel conduct regular 
v1s1ts to all Royal Signals field units and have established three 
permanently manned NVQ offices in York (2 Signal Regiment), 

uneaton (30 Signal Regiment) and Bulford (3 (UK) Division 
Headquarters and Signal Regiment) in addition to the main NVQ office at 
RSS, Blandford. It is anticipated that more field unit office will open in 
the near future. 

A Successful Partner hip. The RS I TQ partnership has provided the 
following advantages: 

o Provision of a dedicated team of professional assessors and 
internal verifiers outside the current MOD funded manpower of 
the Corps and yet drawn from the Corps 
o Removal of the burden on ta ff in field units and at RSS who 
had been tasked with VQ activities in addition to their day job. 
o Consistent and independent assessment 
o Centralised re ponsibility for quality standards 

The RSSffQ partnership is always interested to hear from any member 
of the Corps who is preparing lo leave the Armed Forces after a 
successful career and is interested in working as a professional instructor 
or VQ assessor in telecommunica1ions, ensuring confidence and 
competence in today's young signallers. For further details on in tructor 
roles contact the RSS Civil Admin Officer on Blandford Mil 2251 or 
external 01258 482251. For details on assessor and verifier roles contact 
Harry Griffm or Glenn Renshaw at the Q Office on Blandford Mil 
2968 or external 01258 482968. 
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I SQUADRON- EX RAG1 G Rm 0 26 - 28 JANUARY 2001 
FROM A D PERSPECTIVE - by SSg1 McCulloch 

As thi was my first time on a Raging Rhino, it seemed appropriate 
that I should write a few words on the weekend's events. 

Friday 26 January: All the preparation ecmed to be going well under 
the diligent leader hip of SSgt Smith. The advance party had only 
departed three hour previou ly when a member of ii called a king if 
there, ' .... was a gas bottle that the o5 cookset actually fitted onto.' 
Unfortunately the person who was in charge of bums to seats had gone 
AWOL. So by the time the main DS party came to depart, there appeared 
to be very little space in the one remaining Land Rover. A well a 
ourselves, there was al o the above mentioned gas bottle plus our 
personal equipment to somehow fit in. I offered to tay behind and make 
more room but unfortunately I was an e sential member of the team and 
had to go along. To lop it all off the weather had taken a sharp tum for the 
wor e: vertica l and horizontal water descended from the ky. There wa 
Capt Connor, as vehicle commander and SSgt Dave Bousefield as 
Driver, leaving Sgt Twigg, myself and another crammed into tl1e rear of 
the vehicle. As soon as we set off, at a fair rate of knots I may add, it 
became apparent that the canvas over the rear tructure of the Land Rover 
was about as much use at keeping the rain out a the Millennium Dome 
was at getting tourists in. The cries of, 'Are we there yet?' kept coming 
from Sgt 1\vigg, but ' a ty' Bousefield just laughed and put hi foot 
down even more. fter Sgt Bousfield had managed to loo c the pack of 
North Dorset police chasing u since the alisbury roundabout, we 
arrived at the location for the exercise. Although feeling cold. wet and 
travel ick, I bravely struggled on to the next pha e. A the troop arrived 
on 1heir warm dry buses I thougl't that at lea. t the worst wa out of the 
way, but then it tarted to snow. The troop were moved into the harbour 
areas under cover of darkness, arranged their sleeping accommodation 
and rested ready for a full day's training the next day. 
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Cpl Smith's Group 

Saturday 27 January: We were awoken in the morning to 'slept like a 
baby last night' courte y of the dulcet tones of gt Bousfield. The no\\ 
had gone, the un was hining and a firm crispne · of fro 1 lay on the 
ground from the bitterly cold temperature of the previou evening, 
great day for training lay ahead. First on the agenda that morning was to 
be Map Reading. Lhe Group· et off in ection. with members of the D 
acting a chaperones. The padre and the OC qn, laj Ho>H , al o 
joined in on thi one and on the whole the event went well w11hou1 an) 
. eriou incidents, but the proof in the pudding would be the night 
navigation that evening. That afternoon the · ection went on a round 
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ruuin \ 1. i!inc a multi tude of ·1and · including First Aid . • mti a1~bush, 
BC 1mc U\\arcness and ection battle dn ll · . all under the v0vatc~fu~ 

ye ~f the 1. W02 And) Harriott and gt_ Bousfield. ~ , l . o 
Clubb and m) self . ct out to pince the markers tor that cYenmg mght 
mn igntion cxerct; e. That Evening WOI Clu bb and m~sel ~ bne~ed. ~II th~ 
e dons on our well planned and thought out cvenmg s a~t1v1t1e ·. 

· cction had an extra bit of a briefing which went along the ~me of, If 
·ou sec I ection can you tell them 10 be aw<.:~e of the .RF hazard al 

Gd .. ... · A ontcnti ous is uc al o arose whe ,1 one of. the. ecuon 
commanders spotted that the cut off time wa · the . ame for all team . yet 
the\ were all being set o ff at 10-mm mtcrvals. WOI Clubbs cuffed r~plf 
10 thi · was that th groups going off fi rst were older and lower, w1Hc 1 

eemed to -be an acceptable explanation as there were no fu~cr question~ 
from the ection commander . Fortunate ly SM Harriott and Ca p 
Connor denlovcd on the ground 10 see how the troops were gettmg on. 
but unfortu

1
nate l they got lo 1. The SM thought he knew the ground 

better than Capt Connor knew the map. How wrong he was, and much 
ro the disgu t of the fully tactical 3. Cdo Bde ~ Land Rover. on fu~I beam 
could bt! seen whizzmg around Salisbury Plam for 1110 t of the mght In 
the end all sect ions achieved creditable results on what wa a challenging 
course. 

First Aid skills come to be tes ted 

unday 29 Jan uary : I was yet again awakened b~ Sgt Bousfie~d's 
dulcet tones; · ~lept like a baby last night' now becommg very _ rep~tmve. 
However. I could handle th is for two rea ons, the first be1~g 1t was 
Sunday and the last day of the exerci e, and the second that 1t was yet 
again unny. which is always nice. All that was planned for today was the 
patrol competition. which was the grand finale and a means to the end of 
the training. gt Twigg who is nom1ally a goo~ competent map-reader 
confidently deployed onto the ground to set up ~1s BC stan_d. After two 
hours and still no sign of the first section he reah ed he was _m the wrong 
place, his explanation to the SSM was reported a , · .. .. ':"h11st swervm~ 
out of the way of a wild flock of sheep, sir, l got the _vehicle bogged m. 
The competi tion was deservedly won by I Seclion I Plat?on. On 
completion of the patrol competition End Ex was called wh1_ch only 
meant one thing to me, a journey in the back the LandRover with SSgt 
Dave Bousfield at the wheel. ot a pleasant thought. On the whole l 
thought the training went very well. due to the professionalism of SSgt 
Bousfield and his staff. A worthwhi le Exercise and a good laugh (at 
times). Special thanks lo the Gurkha Chefs for the fantastic curry .on 
Saturday evening (We still have not found ig Will iams). A mention 
must go to Cpl Rumble whose elastic kept twanging him back to camp 
on every available opportw1ity and to Cpl Lyon who apparently couldn ' t 
deploy due to a broken nail. 

EXERCI E RAG ING RHINO 
A STU DE. T'S PER PECTIVE - by Sig Sheilds, Rhino Tp 

At approximately I 630hrs on Friday January 200 I Ex Raging Rhino 
began. After lea\'ing 11 Sig R~gt we headed to_wards the training area full 
of excitement about the exercise. However, this was soon quenched as 1t 
began to snow quite hard and it was settling on the ground. When _we 
reached the training area we watched a light and sound demo after which 
we were led in 10 th" harbour area. After a stand-to we set up bashas and 
got our heads down. However, as no white light was allowed, everything 
had to be done in darkness through the night that made things a lot 
harder. Reveille wa~ at 0600hrs. We then stood to and then we were given 
time for personal admin, to clean rifle~. and 10 eat. 

As the day progres$ed we went to different lessons; these were first aid 
and BC, mine awareness, unarmed combat, anti-ambush, map reading 
and section attacks. As the day turned into night the practical side of the 
exercise began, we started off with night navigation. Each section had ten 
checkpoints to go to, each checkpoint was worth poinl~ ranging from 25-
150 depending on the distance travelled. The Section which earned the 
mo t before the cut ofT time of 2300hrs would win. As most of the teams 
\\ere in before the cut off time the troops moved into the harbour areas 
and began the night rout ine of putting out entries and standi ng to, 
followed by ome much needed sleep. 

On unday morning reveille was at a very early 0545 hrs and the 
mommg routine began at 0700hrs. For the final parts of the test phase; 
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each ection was plit in half, one half of the section was going with ti 
ection IC and the other half with the section 2I_ . Both halves ofu 
' ction would be given a map and some checkpoints to go to. One h: 

,~ou ld CO\ Cr BC and mine awar~nes wh~ lst the other half would co 
Fir t Aid and Anti -ambush. a with the mght be.fore the first compl 
section to be in the harbour area ~vould gam maximum . A the very la 
test each sect ion took pan m section attack to assault nnd overcome , 
enemy po · ition whilst patrolling through a "".o.oded area after which 
was time to retu rn ba k to camp after a tmn g but very enJoyabl 
weekend. 

(L-R): Cpl JR Whitney, Cpl Tony Brown, Sig Amy Finnie 
Knee ling - LCpl Carl Stephenson 

Blandford Caving Club is a new and fa t expanding club within ti 
Garrison; wi th both Phase 2 recruits and Penna~ent Staff makmg up R 
nw11ber . The club is headed by Capt Jones with Cpl Brown and Cp 
W hitney providing the training skills and technical knowledge. Althou~ 
this is a new club, already three members, Cpl Savage, LCpl Steven 
and Sig Finnie, have ga ined their Joint Service Ca~e _Proficiency Av.a'.". 
and are all looking towards their Cave Le~der Tramm~ courses. Duru:. 
it fi r t few months the club has o rgam ed two tnps to Yorksh1ri 
descendino some of the finest caves in the country; Alum Pot. Swm 
Pu ll-throu~ Bar Pot into Gaping Gyll and Ireby Fell Cavern (a cave wh1. 
recently took the lives of two caver ). It h 

Taking a rest in Rhino Rift 
(L-R}: S ig Amy Finnie , Cpl JR Whitney, Cpl Ritchie Savage 

also attended a Combined Services Caving Meet in the Mendip anJ :': 
also had a trip to South Wales into Ogof Draenan, a cave wluc ., 
proving to be one of the largest cave systems in the UK. The Cl~b 1~"' 
active with trips already planned fo r Yorkshire and Derbyshire. ~mi 
members arc a lready booked onto an overseas trip planned for Nort 

1~ 
Spa in in September. lf anyone should require any informallon on 1 

Blandford Caving Club, do not hesitate to contact either Capt Jones c 
9437 1 204 1 or Cpl Brown on 9437 1 2702. 

DON'T FORGET TO LET US KNOW Of 
A CHANGE OF ADDRESS 
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LCpl Carl Stephenson - prussiking out of Rhino Rift 

2 SQUADRON - JRO TROOP - by Sig Elliot 
PARAC HUTING COURSE 

We arrived at Netheravon Camp on 28 January and we were shown to 
our accommodation. The cour e started at 0830hrs on the Monday 
morning with a couple of hours spent doing admin. We paid fo r six 
mon th s member hi p and insurance with lhe Britis h Pa rachutin g 
Association. After completing the paperwork we started the ground 
tra ining with our instructor. Ian Cessford. We started learning the stable 
pos ition requ ired for safe deployment of the parachute. Thi position wa 
coupled wi th the five-second safety count, which is the time it takes for 
the parachute to fully open. The tra in ing also taught the correct position 
to adopt in the door of the aircraft to en ure we faced the wind on exit. 
We were given instruction on all of the equipment that we were going to 
use, and we were taught the drill fo r dealing with a malfunction of the 
canopy. This involved the procedure for cutting away the main chute and 
deploying the re erve in the ca e of an emergency. We practiced all of 
these drills every morn ing in ca e we had forgotten anything. 

The weather was not good du ri ng the week but, fortunately, on Friday 
afternoon the winds dropped below 15mph which allowed us to jump. We 
lined up in group of 13 and all of our equipment was checked before we 
went out to the plane. The chance to j ump came without warning so I did 
not have the chance to get nervous. However, I became progressively 
more tcm.e during the time it took the plane to get to 3500feet. Once we 
were at the correct height we were individually told to ·Get in the door '. 
When the word came to ' GO', eve1ything ccmcd to go blank for me 
until the canopy opened and l had a few minutes drifting down to a oft 
landing. Fortunately a camera was mounted on the aircraft , o we were 
able to study our technique, or luck of it. in the post-jump debrie f. The 
ground tra;ning had proved it's worth and, from the video, it seems that 
the area to work on was our pos ition in the air which i quite difficu lt 10 
maintain. Due to the bad weather. we were unable to jump again unti l the 
following Wednesday. This meant that we had more pare ti me than u ual 
so we did some course bonding at the local wimming pool. The course 
was made up of people from all three ervices and this made the 
atmosphere more informal and relaxed. 

We felt more comfortable jumping again on the Wednc day, becau e 
we knew what 10 expect. Thi allowed u to concentrate more on our 
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tech nique . We made a further two jumps on the Fnday. gctt111g 
progressively better with each one. The bad weather stopped any further 
jumps, but we can go back at weekends and pay as we jump. I thoroughly 
enjoyed my experience and I look forward to having another go tn the 
future, hopefully progressing further in the sport. Thi experience ha~ 
also given me an interest in military parachuting although I "'ill have to 
work on my fitness if I am going to make the grade in 2 16 S1g Sqn. 

2 SQUAORO . - BEAU FIGHTE R TROOP 
W02 ' Gingc ' Haynes approached the Troop Staff last week with a 

wonderful idea . He had been asked by the ' Cran bornc Ancie nt 
Technology Center to help build a Bronze Age roundhouse. Yes, I can 
now see you all sitting up with interest embedded in your eyes! The 
Troop asked all 273 members for volunteer ·, of which even decided that 
their ancestor 's history needed to be rebmlt for all to see. o on a Cold, 
wet, miserable day they set off with the SSM to Cranbornc to cover a 
25m diameter roundhouse's roof with soil so that it may be eeded or 
turfed in time for its ofticial opening in May. The roundhouse i based on 
and archaeological survey of middle Bronze Age ~ite on the Isle of \fan. 
The main structure is an enormous timber frame supporting a (pitched) 
turfed roof. The structure itself can hold approximately 200 personnel. 

Chain Gang top to bottom 

W02 SSM Maynes ge tting bliste rs on his hands for the firs t time 
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Th~ da\ "as . p 'nt \\ ith the team digging holes in the waterlogged oil, 
onl} to· fill bucket and p:i . . them up the chain to the top of the roof to 
empt) them. ig Hca\'ey . tmed that he no'' knew how her grandfather 
felt workimi. on the 1ia1n gang'. The Troop did make a -ubstant1al 
breakthrough with the project, having complet 'll the ' hole tas~ by 3pm. 
The ta ff at the centre were Ob\ iou ly impres. e~~ hat the roof ha~ been 
completed They were al. o ho~ked that so frw could accom~h~-~ o 
much in ·u h a hort penod of tm1e. They had, wider guarant~c, ' .. ver 
seen .1 group of Pha ·e 2 soldier working with their favourite SSM 

~fo~ . 
The highlight of the day turned out to be a gmded rour of all the very 

mtcresting building· by i\lr Ben Kora lek. ' ho had brushed ~p on the 
hi ·tory of each building for the intere ted troop . I. o _when 1~ ~dams 
~tated that he had had enough of everyone taking t~1e nuke out ot his ear , 
and ga"e them something el e to laugh about, he info1mcd everyone that 
hi name w:l!; J ohn Wnvne d ams. The Troop returned to 
Blandford very ,, et muddy and tired .at the end of the day. However, th~y 
felt plea ed with their workload having achieved uch a large amowit in 

the day. 

A TlSFIED SOLDIER HE tE - FCO J VER ' E 
by Sig Wonhington . . . 

The following is a bnef account by Sig Worthington, 3 qn, of her 
own time pent in the AFCO In erne - 11 -20 December 2000. 

The end of the theory phase of my technici an ~ourse wa fa t 
approaching, providing me with anot~er opportunity to go on the 
·satisfied oldier cheme' ( at Soldier) . Fortunately for me gt 
Gallagher from AfCO lnverne s bad been down to R Blandford for 
the ·Recruiting Convention 2000'. WOI kimming, my Troop OC, had 
met up with gt Gall aghe~ and they ha~ discus ed the s~heme, b?th 
al!reeing on the benefit denved from endmg a ATT ( old1er Awaiting 
T~ade Training) back to hi / her home town and welcoming the 
continuation of the program. WOt Skimming was k~en .to make SATTs 
a\•ailable to the Al 0 and AFCO and my apphcauon to undergo 
another stint was therefore accepted. Living and working in Blandford, 
Dorset, puts me some 14 hours (by train) away from home and as a re~ult 
I had not ~en back to Inverness for over four month . ow I was being 
awarded the opportunity to rerurn home for a couple of we~ks and al o to 
give omething back to the careers office whe.re I was recruited. 

I walked in the office on Monday morn ing. 11 December 2000, at 
0845hr - a somewhat later start that l had become accu tomed to in 
recent month . It was a relief to ee the ame faces that had been there 
both for my last Satisfied Soldier visit and also throughout my own 
recruitment phase. They were all keen to find out hO\ I was progressing 
and were quick to make me feel welcome. It' not often that someone of 
higher rank offer to make you a brew. so when Sgt E lder (RLC) 
volunteered to make me a coffee. I wasted no time in accepting. Jn the 
run-up to Chri tma things become quieter with fewer potential recruits 
dropping into the careers office. I was still given the opportunity to share 
my experiences of life in basic training and pass on whatever advice l 
could, to better prepare new recruits for their 12-week introduction to 
Army life. 

Many of the outlying areas that come under the boundary map of 
AFCO Inverness are more than I 00 miles away (those on the mainland) 
and even further if you take into consideration the Ork11ey I lands and the 
Western Isle . I was fortuna te enough to accompany S gt E lder (RLC) 
on a school visit to Portree on the Isle of Skye. The aim of the visit was 
to update the vast array of Army literarure held in the school library and 
to meet with the senior pupils interested in a career in the Army. These 
school visit are a valuable recrui tment tool for the remoter areas and 
chaning with the youngsters about the opportunities l have already had 
provides some realLm to go with the promotional information. From the 
questions asked, I knew the visit had been a worthwhile exercise. The 
remainder of my time in the AFCO [nvemess passed quickly. My time 
was occupied manning the front desk and with visi ts to various job 
centres. 

For the majority of 'r.ew' soldiers, Phase 2 training proves to be a 
difficult period and family support can provide the necessary boost to 
ensure trade training is completed successfully. Where Phase 2 training 
lasts over a number of month the soldier can become disillusioned with 

Army life. Personally peaking, I have benefited greatly from th 
atmosphere on offer at the AFCO lnvcrne s. The banter is a light-heart 
change and my c~llcagues did all ~hey cou.ld ~o make. the expcricn 
enjoyable. Discus 1~g my slwrt, but de.velop ing career m .the Anny ar 
any achievements smce last. lime, certamly makes me rcahsc I mad~ ti 
right decision way back in November 1999 and has refuelled m· 
enthusia m of making the Am1y a career. 

4 (MILITARY TRAl1 I G) SQUADRO 
by Cpl Barnes (2 I 6 Sig Sq11) 
RSJCC - A TUDENT' PERSPECTIVE 

I knew that the R JCC (Royal ignals Junior Commanders Cour 
had changed dramatica~ly over the p~st few year , s~ I approached tl 
course with an open mind and took it one day at a ume. It was ju~1 
well becau ·e on only the econd day of the cour e, the PT kicked 
From this point onward , the ~T got progressively harder and l came 111 

the conclu ion early on that this was not an attendance course. During tt 
first week, there were a few c lassroom lectures, presentations an 
discu sions , these wer~ needed so we could move on to :Veek 2 and g~ 
tuck in to more practical work and command tasks. This second we.. 

proved to be a good laugh and rea lly pu lled the sect ion togeth~r a' 
close-knit team. In more relaxed environment, we cracked on with 01r 

command tasks and were then as essed at the end of the week. 
After two weeks on the cour e, we were at the half way mark a 

really looked forward to the remaining two week in ennybridge (t. 
wanne t and driest place in Europe!) Everyone got forty winks on th; 
coach up to ennybridge, not too ure when the next sleep would com 
Week 3 was very intere ting. we covered map reading including ah 
night navigation with full kit (the incentive to do well was a warm & 
bag at the finish and a rare opportunity for a good night 's sleep for tho 
that were in before 0300hrs). Lot of excellent range work (includ1r 
pairs fire and maneuver and Section in defen e) and some tactics les 
follwed. The first five days in Sennybridge were covered in low tm 
ensuring we got a grip of the mechanics and the correct drill s in order! 
u at Junior Commander level to lead our ubord1nates. We then mo1 

into the Final Exercise for the last five days, fu lly tactical. This combint 
everything we'd been taught throughout the course. The first night 
tayed in some old building with all our defense out, everyone was 

edge as contact were initiating left right and center. The sheep didn 
help our cause as they se t our tr ip flares off and we stood to 
unfortunately, there wasn't much sleep that night! The final Exercise 
hard, bergan seemed to get heavier by the day, everyone was tired 
morale was dropping. There were a few moves during the ex a 
everyone wa asse sed at Section Commander and 2IC level. We m 
our models. briefed the Section on our orders and then carried 
Recces, Standing/Clearance Patrols, Fighting Withdrawals and Veh1c 
Anti-Ambush Drills with a Troop attack ending the Exercise. Endex 
called and we boarded the coache for our return to Blandford. Ever. 
was fast asleep before the coaches were out of the Training area. · 

Looking back, it was a very demanding course which sets you up 11t 
on return to your working un it. The instruction was excellent througbc 
and fortunately the weather held up with only small downpours. I It 
Blandford with Top Student and Top Field Soldier and recommer• 
anyone attending the course soon to remember your matchsticks - tilt 
will come in handy to prop up your eyelids! 

ROYAL SIG ALS TA CORPORAL'S CO RSE 
by LCpl Snell 31 Sig Regt (V) 

It was surprising to discover on arrival that we were to be treated 
junior leaders from the start-with the opportunities to develop leader;h 
skills and take on respon ibilities from day one. A challenging first 11 

was thrown at us with the need to learn and under land a number ofrK 
subjects such as giving orders, method of instruct ion and intern 
security. This involved long hours from the student but the knowled, 
that the DS were always on hand to offer advice when necessary. n 
exercise in the SP,Cond week was a chance to put into practice the .kl 
taught in the first week. Whilst hard work, I think everyone wo~ld 
rhey learnt a lot. All in all, the detachment commander's course 1 hr 
work, challenging, but above all, enjoyable at least it fee ls it on the fin 
Saturday. 

ARMY TRAINING REGIMENT 
BASSJNGBOURN 

Q DRO ' HEADQ ARTERS 
qn Comd Maj F. E. Hargreaves 

M W02 ( SM) A. V. Slaney 
LPHA TROOP 
Alpha Ti; ays farewell this month to Capt Emma Bruce who is 

moving over to Wray Company to take up post as the 21C. The Troop 
w?uld also hke to congratulate Sgt Pau l Conroy on his promotion, and 
wish him well as he leaves the mainland for a tour wi th 39 Infantry 
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Brigade and Signal Squadron in L isburn, Northern Ireland. 
The November entry of recruits has recently passed out of tra1mn1 

Spec ia l mention and congratula ti ons must go to S ig Briffett (Bl~ 
Recru it), ig McCallum (Best Shot), Sig Binder (Best at PT) and ~ 
Lewin (Best Endeavor) - Well Done and keep up the good work. f. 
Troop as a whole ~s deserved of pra ise for the bard work the¥ ~ul 111

1. 
W1mpole Farm fi ll ing in potholes and digging out roads as their c.~an 
Event'. Wimpole Fann is a National Trust si te that relics heavi) 
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voluntary assistance in order to keep the establi hment running. The Tru t 
was extremely grah:ful for the help offered by the 36 cager recruit , and 
several members of the public commented on the hardwork and effort 
shown by our 'willing voluntcercs'. Moreover. it was excellent practise 
for all s hell-~crapc digging and filling in that was to ensue on the 
forthcommg exercises! 

(l-R): Sigs Pitt, Phillips, Phoenix Byrne, Keight and Stow 
working hard at Wirnpole Farm 

BRAVO TROOP 
Tp Comd Lt Stuar t Gunson 
Tp Sgt Sgt Mac Mclntvre 

For avid re~ders of the Brave Tp column, you will be disappointed to 
hear that nothing new or out of the ordinary ha happened with this, the 
late t, course of Phase I rec.ruits. If you arc new to reading about us. the 
last ed111on of The WIRE will fill you in. This leaves u with Hellos and 
Goo~byes . ~fter a brief spell as Troop Sergeant we say farewell to Sgt 
Jackie Colhns as she crosses the road to take on Aisne Pl. All the best 
with the sick, lame and laty! Welcome and congratulations to the new 
Troop Sergeant, Ian 'Mac' Mcintyre. who after a stint a a B Troop 
Corporal many moon. ago, returns from the depth of rehab Pl to take 
over the rightful slot for hi new rank . Welcome also to Cpl Danny 
Cooper who join us from HQ LAI' D and has taken over Cpl Doyle's 
Section. Finally welcome (once more) to Cpl Andy Doyle who e return 
from representing the Regiment at skiing has been eagerly awaited. Only 
1n the hope that we will be able to get him to do ome work now. 

ARMY WHITE WATER KAYAK CHAM PIO. SHIPS 
After the build up to the Army Championship , ATR Bas ingbourn 

knew that they were in with a chance after winning the Land Co~mand 
Championships and doing well in the individual events at the Inter Corps. 
Po . tings had left the original two, th ree-man teams depleted to one 
mainly R SIGNALS team consi ting of Lt Stuart ·Gunny' G unson and 
SSgt Shane Wright with a token Royal Engineer. Capt Darren Talbot 
to make up the third member. The event was run on a cold and miserable 
wce~end at Llan!?;ollen with the Dee at an exceptionally low level. This 
provided for an intere ting r~~e as the nature of the two biggest rapid 
was totally changed. Competition was fierce on the first day with most of 
the army's best comp ting for the team trophy. The temperanire of the 
water and the time ~pent battling around the Bassingbourn lake paid ofT 
though as we came m first in the team event This. it has been claimed, is 
because the team wanted to get off the water in record quick time and 
tak~ the short~r. more fun, play-boats down to Eddylines and practice 
their rodeo kills Absolutely not true! unday saw the individual events 
where the team did rea onably well. SSgt Wright came 16th, Lt G unson 
2 .1st and Capt Tai.bot _27 th , this i despite Capt Talbot stopping to empty 
his boat after folding it m half on the Serpents Tail, a lucky escape and a 
good story. Congratulation to ATR Ba ingbourn Armv White Water 
Racing Champions · 

COMMA DI G OFFICERS PORT COMPETllJO 
The CO's Sports Competition drew to a clo c for the year with the 

Basketball Competition where the Squadron ach ieved a commendable 
thir.d place again t very strong opposition. With thi re ult , I qn 
ach ieved second place overall in the competition beaten only by HQ Coy. 
HQ Coy winning obviously came as a hock as the PTls arc not expected 
to be good at sports. The competition had been well supported throughout 
the year. by all members of the Permanent staff but particular mention and 
thank is due to W0 2 (SSM) Tony Ja ney and SSgt (SQ MS) ndy 
Crawford for their dedicated coaching and nthusiasm in all even ts 
throughout the competition. 

C HARLI E T ROOP 
Tp Comd apt Ben Howa rth 
Tp Sgt Sgt ' Harry ' Ra msden 

Following a succes ful CM (R) the Troop passed ofTthe square in fi ne 
form. C pl ·Thaf a bollard' Brcn en saving his pride by a little fancy 
footwork. Cpl ' Flopsywopsy' Knowlcr took hi place a a slightl y 
embarras ed u ·hcr out of harms way. Many thanks go to hi wife Emmn 
who spent a good three hours bubbling him at the parents' c cning. I 
don't think the services of ' DIY' Dnve will be too much in demand in the 
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Squa?ron. Also on parade were Cpl 'Thank goodness my wife kept 
quiet Nu.ttall and gt '~hat'> another bottle Boss' Ram5den Amazingly 
39 r~c-m1ts had hung in there long enough to allow Charlie Tp to 
dominate the parade and the Training Team wish them (and their 
instructors) luck at Blandford. Charlie Tp will not reform until 14 May so 
the JNCOs have been temporarily seconded to bolster the other five 
Tr?ops and the Troop Commander and Sergeant are rushed off their feet 
doing the sort of work that suits them best. 'Pass another biscuit Harry ... ' 

DELTA TROOP 
Tp Comd Capt Hervey J. ·cott 
Tp gt Sgt Dougie lcke 

Once again Delta Tp .has succ~eded in raising a staggering amount , 
£2200~ for us two favourite chantles, the Army Benevolent Fund and the 
Suns~inc Pre-School. Delta Tp is now aiming to do even better wi th the 
next intake and beat the £3000 mark. Welcome to Cpls Andy Campbell 
from I Mech Bde HQ and Stg Sqn and nn-Maric Ambury from Alpha 
Tp. Cpl Campbell is now busy enjoying his OASAA and the ITGIS 
cours.cs before he gets stuck back into the training of recruits! A special 
mention goe to Cpl mbury fo r winning the prize of Best Section in the 
CO's Compet.ition. Congratulations to Cpl Jas Woosnam on passing hi 
All Arms Dnll Course and good luck to Cpl Lyndsey Pa ton who is 
preparing to go to Blandford for her Clas One training. Meanwhile back 
111 Bassmgbourn Sgt Dougie lckc is keeping very busy organiting the 
Squadron's Tra1lwalker (UK). Team and raising even more money for a 
charity tr~k to Jordan later this year. Capt Hervey Scott is now back in 
wo.rk havmg spent three week in Belize running a diving expedition and 
trymg to get a suntan! 

ECHO TROOP 
Tp Comd Capt Chris Biddulph 
Tp Sgt gt Mickey Piper 

Welcome to our new arrivals, Sgt ' Mickey· Piper who arrived as the 
new Troop Sergeant joining us from 14 (EW) Sig Regt and Cpl 'Baz' 
B~zzard who comes to u fresh from sunny Cyprus. Farewell and be:.t 
w1 hes go to Cpl 'Wayne · Bramwell, who leaves on promotion to 3 
(UK) DSR. 

The months of January and February have presented Echo Tp with 
change if nothing el e. ·Mid-Ex ' and ' Final Fling' went very well and 
without hitch de pite weather that would make bra s monkeys shed a tear 
or two. Cpl 'Fester' 'J'easdalc ha since been advi ed to con ume a great 
deal of carrot.s. Despite. the magnificence of consistently bright moons 
a~d clear sk1.e , he. stil l managed .to find himself topographically 
mt placed dunng a mght patrol. ·Tacucal u e of Terrain' came his retort!! 

ext time. 2 .Sect will be issued with water wings, in case Cpl 'Fe ter' 
Teasdale decides to make the ame 'Tactical use of Terrain· again. 

A big thank you must to the US Marine Corp for donating more boxe 
of MRE.(Menu Ready to Eat) than we could shake our racing spoons at. 
Ca pt Biddulph . however. managed to put a sub tantial dent in the 
upply. We watched in amazement and wondered, • Where does he put it 

all?' The phrase ·boy in a sweet hop· best explain the picture! Echo Tp 
Pass-Off. looms this week and so Troop moral is high, then we start all 
over agam! 

FO XTROT TROOP 
Tp Cornd Capt Dave J ackson 
Tp Sgt Sgt C r aig Purdon 

The start of the ew Year ignals the start of a new pick up for F Tp 
wh~ loaded up the last Troop o.nto the bus to Blandford j ust before 
Chnstma .. F Tp ma~aged to raise over £I 000 for the Royal Briti h 
Legion with a golf dnve. Sigs Brimfield and Ander on achieved more 
yard by throwing the ball than they did by hitting it. Good luck to all 
those from F Tp who are down at Blandford ar the moment. A welcome 
back goe. to Cpl Dale King who i now of ome use to the Troop haYing 
pa sed l11s SAA course. Capt Jackson welcome Cpl Sean Fieldino into 
the Troop so the two of them can talk about the good old days in 3 Div 
and how great armour really is. One final word of warning goe to igs 
T homp on, Tipping and Bodle, wherever you hide we wi ll always be 
watching you. 
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263 (HARROGATE) SIGNAL SQUADRON 
ARMY APPRENTICES COLLEGE 

qn Comd laj l\1c! Rayner 
s, 1 W02 Hogan 

TH E o . 11. 'G A. ·o coi. c . , ~ - h 
The quadron \\ckomcs the following ·new boy . " 02 Hog~i ie30 

in from 264 ig qn. who t~ke~ o".er as M, Lt hies Booker om t 
Sio Regt \\ho take owr in 1umor term as OC Penney Tp and Sg 
\l~Mullan from 14 ig Regt (E\V) who iak over a Troop ergeant for 
Bradley Tp. Good luck and thank you go to gt ( Q IS) Les orth. 
Good luck on your forthcoming marriage to Joy. we_ all hope tha~ you 
haYe a areal time on Valentine' Day (you ole romantic!) and thank you 
for you; effon a acting SM for the last few months! 

TNT KE OOB PASS 0 T 1 
Well done to Penney Tp who passed out of the College on -1 

December 2000. A great performance on the _Parade quare and we all 
hope that you're working hard a_nd doing well at Blandford. 
Conoratulation to ig Binner on wmmng the Commandant Trophy and 
the Prize as Be t Royal ignal Apprentice. 

PER,\I 'E. T T FF CHRI T 1AS PART 
A big thank you to C pl J ackie White and Sgt 1andy K?rchel for all 

their effon in organising a succes ful and enjoyable Chnstma party. 
The quadron pennanent taff do~ned thei_r glad rags, headed for the 
Lakeside Hotel at Frimley and partied the mght away. At ll1e end of the 
eYening Cpl Clubb kept the traggl_ers entertained whi lst they w~1ted for 
1ran port with his rather intere tmg u11press1on of a baby giraffe -
needles to say after that display we were moved on by the bouncers! 

AILING o, THE OLE NT - by AT Wood 
AT Allen, AT Dawe , AT Maxwell, AT Green. AT Cooper, AT 

Rattigan, AT Kemp and I were leav i n~ early on Monday an~ so we 
arrived at a flooded College on Sunday mght. Everyone wa excited and 
wondering what was going to happ~n, a the weather was really bad; we 
didn't eYen think we would be going as everywhere was flooded and 
there was a really s trong wind. Anyway morning came and we looked 
out ide the girl's block, and it wa flooded! Lt ~hakespeare came and 
met us at 0700hrs and said everything was a ll nght and that we would 
still be going. At the time 1 thought great, but that was before [ knew 
what was in tore for u . 

We travelled by minibus to Portsmouth Harbour and that is where we 
met our skipper Joel and found out what boats we would be ~velhng on. 
I wa travell ing with AT Allen, AT Cooper, AT Rattigan and Lt 

hakespeare on the boat Lambis. We had our afety brief and were 
i sued with all our kit and food (Rat Pack)! Through the day we were 
taught about the boat, what to we had to do. We lea~t that we had to take 
turnS in cooking and washing-up each day; AT Rattigan had volunteered 
to be duty mum first so he had to cook dinner that night. _Later on, we h~d 
sorted all our stuff out and Rattigan made somethmg that he said 
resembled food! We prepared to take out the boat for _a practise and _r was 
thinking how rough the harbour looked,(' ell at the ume I thought n was 
rough)! We went out and each took turns at s teering the boat and 
practised a few other thing at the same time. 

The next day reveille was at 0700hrs and 1 was duty mum. I can 't 
really cook but 1 got cooking some bacon sandwiches. lt can't be that 
hard. 1 thought! I was in a bit of a mess so AT Kate Allen helped me a 
bit also we had to call each other by first name , which was really weird, 
and ome of us couldn't do it. l thought my andwiches were OK but 
everyone said 1 was trying to poison them with raw bacon. More practice 
wa needed. About 0900hrs we set ofT 10 our first destination and left the 
other boat, we had to cross the south Solen! to get there and l got a tum 
steenng the r-.at fi r t that day. It was fi ne l was doing OK the water was 
alright, we were slightly ti pping over to the right but not much, suddenly 
a gu t of wind came and tipped the boat and made me fall ofT the seat. I 
dropped the helm so AT Kate Allen took over cause she has done sailing 
before and knew what it was like. I then started to get quite seasick and I 
felt horrible. What made it worse was that I had to make dinner! I put 
some sausages in to make some more sandwiche l thought, 1 won' t 
under cook these I know what I'm doing now! Dinner came and 1 took 
the sausages out they looked a li ttle crispy but I didn't think much of it 
until everyone tried 10 eat them! You could use them as hammers they 
were that hard I couldn' t even cut through them, so yet another lovely 
dinner by myself 1 think everyone was hungry by then so 1 asked AT 
Kate Allen to cook for tea. Everyone seemed to be quite pleru ed, I didn' t 
think 1 was that bad Anyway AT James Cooper and AT Lee Rattigan 
were reall) ill. Next thing you know they were both taking a closer look 
at the ea! 

Wednesday we set off to Ocean Marina harbour. The weather was a bit 
worse than the previou day, Force 4-S and we practi sed tacking and 
jibing, about turns, and all other things we would need to learn to do. 
Any-.~?.Y the duty mum T James Cooper had decided to cook some 
bacon forgot it was there and after smoke started appearing decided to 
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open the oven, the bacon was. cremated! AT Kate Allen had to ort 1tou, 
once again. Anyway we earned on \~1th our JOtm1ey and had decided Ill 
meet up , ith the other boat (Janth111a). We met up at th1 really p0, 

place It wa the most expensive but it wa good it had everything ~o 
\ ant~d there from shops to restaurants, it also had showers which were 
welcome treat. We orted out the boat and went for something to eat. Th 
next day we got news of Gale Fore~ winds of Force 8- l 0. l thought th 
they would not let u out m omethmg that 1s really bad so we got rcaa1 
and set off. s we et off mto the tom1, we were told to strap onto !Ii. 
boat and put on our life jackets. All 1 could think was Oh my God' n 
wind started getting tronger u1e rain tarted to pour, the w~ves lx.'Calll\ 
higher and it tarted to hail. It wa u1en .1 knew that we were m the torm 
The\ ave were 6-10 foot high and I don't like water! I thought l w 
going to die! The boat wa tipping over at a 4_5° ~ngle. I thought it wa, 
going to tip as u1e wmd was only safe up until 1t hit 40 knots and when 
reached 46 knots I thought we were going to die. Everyone else w 
aying don't worry but I could ee they were scared too. We then hcadeti 

back to Cowes, things tarted to become calm, but the waves were ~hi 
high and when you looked off the back of the boat the waves looke 
ma ive. It was great. 

Well that was that day and we went and met the others. When 
pulled in at the ide of Janthina, AT Lee Rattigan decide_d to jump or 
the boat and tie the rope, but as he was domg _so he lo t his footmg an 
fell in the water! It did not take him long to JUmp back out agam

1 II 
cleaned the boat out and then went out with the others. Friday we w,, 
through the Solent back to our tart point, also we had a tea brea, 
because the weather was calm. Someone had to go up the ma t. I was tlr 
mallest so 1 thought why not? As 1 got to the ~op the _other started\ 

have a cup of tea. I was hanging umpteen feet m the air_ and they wer, 
drinking tea! Then they decided to rock the boat from side to side so 
was flying all over, it was really good though and we fimshed the day bl 
putting up the spinnaker and sailing back to the harbour where we tart 
The next day we gave all the equipment in and off we set back to Cill1' 

with the compul ory stop at Macdonald' ~rst. ,overall 1 would ad\1. 
anyone who has got the chance to thi go for 1l, 11 s a great experience. 

AT Wood up the mast!! 
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A EW YEAR -A EW I TAKE 
Monday 8 January 2001 saw intake 0 I A walk through the gates of the 

College to embark upon 28 weeks of glorious training! The following arc 
the:: thought · of one of the new intake ...... .... . 

ty first few weeks in the Army!! - by AT !101per Penney Tp 
When 1. first came to the College, l had all kinds of doubts in my mind. 

Would I like 1t? Would I fit in here? The first night was terrible! I was in 
a room with complete strangers and I felt a bit home sick. Over the next 
two weeks. I got to know the girls in my room and some of the boys in 
my sucllon. I found we all got on really well because we had so much in 
common. This made life really easy in and around the camp. l had made 
new ,friends and enjoyed working together with them in a team. At first, I 
d1dn t feel that I was part of the Army, everyone else in the barracks (the 
Seniors and the Pcrm:.nent Staff) all seemed so settled. They wore 
umform, we wore Corps tracksuits and l felt that we all stuck out like 
sore ~humb~. Soon we got to wear o_ur combat 9S's and l felt a great sense 
of pndc. l thought to myself, 'This 1s what I want to do.' Once we moved 
into Wcuk Three, I was really settled. I still missed home and released 
that there was a lot to do, but l thought to myself if I work at this T could 
have a career for myself at the end of the course. If l stick at it. l could 
get away from the dead end jobs in Amble, and get a life! 1 know there is 
~till a lot of work tn be done 'I I plan to make it m the Arrny but J am 
more convinced and detennincu to make 1t work now than l 'have ever 
been. r want l? make it work for me and get a good career, but to do this I 
know 1 am gomg to have to work hard and put the effort in becau e I still 
have a very long way to go. All ! have to do is remind myself that it will 
be worth it in the end. I want •o feel proud of myself and T want my 
family to feel proud as well. To <l\1 this I feel I have to pass out in August 
because nothing would make me happier. 

ROYAL SIGNALS CORPS CR.OS. COUNTRY CHAMPIO SHIPS 
Wednesday 31 Januarr 2001 saw five intrepid m:mbers of263 (H) Sig 

Sqn side step Leadership Week m favour of a tnp to Colerne for the 
Corps _Cros~ Country Champs. Anything has got to be better than 
strangling chickens at Bramley Trg Area! The Team comprised Maj Mel 
Rayner, Cpl ikki Dean, LCpl Caz Burrows, AT Robertson and AT 
Lees. The_ course was two laps of a 2-mile loop which went from open 
exposed airfield to muddy, wet woodland tracks. It was a glorious day for 
the Squadron as Cpl Dean fini bed a convincing first, followed by Maj 
Rayner m s~cond and LCpl Burrows in third. The fate of the Squadron 
no~ _rested 111 the hands of the two ATs. They both finished in strong 
positions and en ured that the Squadron won the Championship. Both AT 
Ro~ertson and Lees are. ~ongratulated on their excellent performance in 
their first Army competition. The euphoric bubble of victory was soon 
bur t for the l\.vo ATs as they had to return to Arborfield and go straight 
back on exe_rcise!_ College sights are now firmly set on the Army Inter 
~mt Champ1onsh1ps on 14 February 200 I, when the R Signals contingent 
1s bolstered b¥ _the REME and th_e_AGC (ETS). The team have high hopes 
of a good pos1tion m the compelltlon - victory is within our grasp! 

Squadron Cross Country Te am 
Maj Ra yne r, Cpl Dean , AT Ro bertson, LCpl Burrows , AT Lees 

EXTER AL L EADERSHIP 11 - by AT Tri11g Rawson Tp 
We were all looking forward lo going to 'Sunny Sennybridgc' for the 

second time m about two months. We couldn't wait to do two days 
""'.alking in the rain! On EL I it rained constantly the whole week, I was 
kmd of hop mg, m a round about way, that a udden, small miracle would 
occur and the rain would stop! We boarded the coach and wi th in ten 
minutes everyone was asleep. AT Schofield then got out his guitar and 
gave us all some mid-journey entertainment. Lo and behold a miracle had 
h~ppcned and the rain stopped. Off the coach, drop kit off, pick walki ng 
kll up and off to play 3-legged football ! All of a sudden, I found nwself 
strapped to the admin vortex, thorn in my ide, AT Ross!! The wlii tie 
blc':" and the game began, l nearly wet my pant laughing! Everyone was 
fa lling everywhere but eventually AT Ross and I made quite a good 
team. Our side eventually won, naturally! The walking came next, it was 
a good laugh, we had Capt F a rrimond as our in truclor. Our hill 
walking time can be best described as 'a comedy of errors'. We invented 
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~ few new games whilst up on the hills, such as 'The Voller', (this 
~molvcs body surfing down the mountain on your belly in the ice 
invented by AT Voller of course!) and 'Sawyerski', which if nothing else 
helped raise morale when it was low. 

Doing the Voller 

ext was the much dreaded acti vity of cavi ng. Cpl awyers wa 
doing a fantastic impression of 'Bob the Builder '. Into the cave we went 
and as oon as l got into the darkc t, holiest, cavie t cave my light cea ·ed 
to work and I had to do the whole cave with no light. Just my luck! The 
next_day brought canoeing in open, 2-man, Canadian canoes. I was quite 
lookmg forward to u1at. l boarded my canoe with AT rwin. We were 
do ing rea lly well unti l we cap ized and a fter that I wa ab olu te l) 
freezi ng and couldn ' t wait to get out a J couldn ' t feel any part of my 
lower torso. ever mind we weren't alone n· ATs 1orri , Hetherington, 
Kirby, L)'.ons and Ross (to name but a few) al o got a good duck111 g! 
Conservauon day came and went.. ... rather lowly! Climbing Pen-Y-Fan 
four times became a tad ti ring. 
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Two Section. Winners of the Conservation Day Challenge 

Saturday was a visit to Swan ea ..... enough aid.! aturday night wa 
the clim!I). of our Inter-Troop pool compe11t1on, which had l:een ongoing 
all week. Jt had been organi ed by AT Ca tledene. and wa very well nm 
indeed, I may add. The final compri ed my good elf verses my Troop 
Commander Capt Farrimond. He beat me hands down, ~ot bad for 
omeone who has never played. Yeah right! unday came and II wa ~ack 

to Arborfield, the Troop as a whole had a really good week, a few minor 
hiccups, but everyone thoroughly enjoyed it. 

LEADER HIP WEEK: 30 J l"i ARY - 3 FEBR R~' 2001 . 
In the enior term, the ATs take part in Leadership Week wh~ch 

compri es command tasks, the assault course, a tretcher race, planning 
exerci· e , urvival training and much more beside . The following are a 
few thought on the week from members of Scott Tp 

OMMAN D TA K -h1·ATRae 
Leadership week is br(lliant ~s it not only !:>U ilds leadership skills, but 

also builds teamwork, fr1endsh1p and most importantly tnist. The bet 
point about Leadership Week are the command tasks. A leader 11 
elected and they have to bncf, ~ommand and complete each task. 1hc 

brief must be completed fir t a 1t teB the ect1on what the task is and 
what materials they have to complete It with. Then the commander mu;1 

keep control of the ection a they try to complete the task. This g1vc1 

them a chance to 'shine' and prove that they can become leaders in th 

future. 

THE S RVIVAL E 'ERCISE - by AT Clyle 
J thought thi would be good, however it was far too ea y and nowhert 

near 'survival'. We had our he lters almost ready made; we had 1tn1 
ready to be used a pan for cook!ng and. qxo C~bes ! Wl~erc are yoi 
going to find Oxo ube when you re surv1vmg? It not a 1f they gro~ 
on trees! Other than that it was cold and didn ' t really test us on how ~e 
would cope . ( houldn ' t really ay thing like that as the exerci e ca1 
alway be made harder). 1 did enjoy the map reading phase though. Al"1 
keeping the fire alive wa hard as the moke kept gettmg 11110 your eye1 
and collecting dry firewood was~ real challenge. We had to pull together 
a a section and sort out our admm, sort out a stag roster and keep the firt 
alive, so maybe ' Survival ' wa n' t uch a waste of time after all. 

TRETCHER RACE - by AT Ross 
At the tart of the week. I thought it would be all paperwork and 

individuals trying ro impres to gain their ·Lance Jack·. Then came th. 
'Stretcher Race'! I was dreading it as I had seen the previous Troop do 11 
As we picked up the stretcher and began to race, l wa surprised at h 
we ll we worked as a section; we struggled and stniggled but pulled 
together and got through it. We raced from one point. to the next, dom; 
command task on the way, swapped the stretcher for Jerry cans, then g 
the cretcher back again. On and on we went. When it was all over, 11 

were urpri ed to fi nd out that we had won ... ...... thc wooden spoon! At 
least we did what we were upposed to have done and worked as a team. 
As it turned out, the tretcher race wa nothing compared to the final 111 
as we had to complete the assault cour e as well as command tasks. _ 
land rover pu h and a stretcher carry! 

MULTINATIONAL DIVISION (SOUTH WEST) 
AND 

BRITISH FORCES SIGNAL TROOP 
OPERATION PALATINE 

OC Capt G. J. Oliver 
TSM W02 (SSM) Churchward 

A composite Troop from 16 Sig Regt took over the re pon ibility for 
the Briti h Forces Signal Troop in Bosnia-Herzegovina over the period 3-
10 December 2000. Responsible for the provision of CIS to HQ BRITFOR 
and BRITFOR Troops within Theatre, the Troop has been kept busy, pro
viding a reliable and professional service throughout the winter months. 
Although most (34 out of 43) of the Troop are from JHQ, we have been 
provided with welcome assistance by soldiers from 7 Sig Regt, 30 Sig 
Regt, 32 Sig Regt (V), 35 ig Regt (V) and !ast but no means least, the 
RAF (1001 SU). 

After a through hand-over from 7 Sig Regt, the Troop has been trying to 
attain as much road mileage as possible, between Glamoc, Sanski Most, 
SipO\'O and Mrkonjic Grad, with a few additional trips to Sarajevo and 
Split thrown in for good luck. SSgt (FofS) Campbell has been keeping all 
of his technicians busy. maintaining and repairing the MYRA system and 
provi& .; assistance and liaison to the Dutch Signal Support Battalion. 
Meanwhile. within the heart of the Troop, SSgt Bath has had the etwork 
Control Centre (1 CC) technicians and operators running around busily, 
with the exception of ig Barker . She has admitted that the whole thing is 
far to technical for her and now makes the tea as Sgt Bath and gt Sim
mons explam it to her in slow time. The remain ing sections of the troop 
have all been keeping themselves busy. Nearly all of the junior ranks have 
now managed to gt"t through a week of adventurous training in Brae (see 
the article below) and everyone is now enjoying the regular Saturday 
morning PT and Spring-clean. 
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Saturday mornings are always fun 
The Troop carries out maintenance of the vehicle-park 

after days of heavy rain 

For those members of the Corps that have spent a winter in the Balkan> b anc 
before (and who hasn ' t?), we are plea ed to say that whilst Decem er i 

January were a tad chilly, we have only had three days of snowfall s:rt 
the start of December. lndecd, we arc now considering a change .to· ~f 
sleeve order as we bask in a regular l 7°C temperatt~rc during the 1m.dd~crl, 
February. The CO 16 Sig Regt, Lt Col M orphct, v1s1ted the Troop in ca · 
February could not believe the weather system (or the fact that we 

11 ~ 
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ha~ing ou: th i.rd n.1 id-winter Troop BBQ >. as he last saw Banja Luka in a 
chilly -20 C haze 111 Febrnary 1997. Despi te the hardships of good weath
er and a relaxation on the two can rule, the Troop 1s now looking forward 
to the end of our tour tn mid March, when 3 (UK) Div HQ and Sig Rcgt 
replace us. 

Sig Douglas thinks of explaining his views 
on W02 (SSM) Churchward's Sandcastle Building Competition 

COMMCE BRJTFOR - by Cpl Andy Adam 
We took over from the 7 Sig Regt COMMCE team on 5 December 

2000 an.cl headed straight into a busy period, during the lead up to Christ
~as . With the DSO_ (Cpl Tony Cherry) at the reigns, polishing and mak
mg. mmor changes m the way we do our work, we were oon firing on all 
cyhn?ers. For the younge.r member of the COMMCE . there was a steep 
learnmg curve as they tned hanJ to remember the JMH in truction they 
ha? received on tbe.ir Class 3 courses. Whilst everyone refreshed their 
skills, there were. still ome schoolboy errors, such a Sig ' Fa t Eddy' 
Edward attempt111g to reply to a test fax over the TG circuit. 

At the tart of January. the Support llelicopter Force and the 21 Sig 
Regt (AS) Signals Det pulled out of plit. This resulted in over one third 
of our mess~ge traffic di .appearing overnight, ju ta the DSO's stationary 
demand arrived. Apologies go out to the re t of the Royal Corps of ig
nal , a COMMCE BRITFOR now owns nearly all of the A4 paper and 
Fax Rolls in. the Army - It has now been put under lock and key and has 
better se unty than the ODA. The other members of the COMMCE , 
LCpls ' Paddy' Grills and Anthea Purvis and Sigs arah Howie and 
Shaz oreross have all been kept bu ·y. Especially on the day shift, whilst 
the D.SO oversees and practices hi managerial kills (via Actua Sports' 
Premier Manager) in preparation for his impending move to the 92nd 
(UK) Civilian Division. There have been ome movementS within the ec
tio.n, with LCpl Anthea Pur is returning to cotland and 32 Sig Regt (V), 
bcmg replaced by LCpl teve Carroll \\ho has joined us from 16 ig 
Regt for a five-week medal tour. There i also a big hello from Sgt Karl 
Woodray and C pl ·Flash Gordon· cott who are b ing kept bu y (so they 
tell us) behind the locked door of the ODA. 

Cpl Pinkney smoothes away the bumps on the Troop ice rink, 
assisted by Boycee the local BFBS Engineer 

ADVE TUROUS TRAINI G IN BRAC - by Cpl Paul Muns/ow 
After working in B~nja Luka for two month , we were happy to take the 

opportumty of spendmg five days adventurous training on the island of 
Brae. Keen to do something different than our routine work, the promi e 
of a few days of sunshine and outdoor activities was gladly accepted. Four 
members of the Troop, Cpl Jan e Pinkney, LCpl 'The Head' Lambert, 
Sig ' Ear ' Beckett and myself(Cpl Paul Mu nslow), all from 16 Sig Regt 
were fortunate enough to be the first Troop members to see what Brae 
could .offer u.s: Over our hort. time in Brae. we managed to get involved in 
canoemg,

0 

sa1lmg, rock chmbmg and ub aqua diving, all in great weather 
and a 17 C temperature - far better than the cold weather we had left 
behind in Banja Luka: Although we only had an insight into each of the 
ac11v1tte~, 11 was an enjoyable package. allo\ ing us to break up the monot
ony of life and get a few days in a nice hotel. wirh good food and lo\ely 
urround.mgs. Overall. we all had a great time, and de pile the ten-hour 
co~~h tnp ea~h way, the adventurous training package offered to the 
Bnttsh forces m the Balkans 1s certainly not to be mi sed. 

Cpl Munslow (S itting, Front) and Cpl Pinkney (Sitting, Back) 
during the five day Adv Trg package on Brae 

If not call 01258 482087 you may have moved and forgotten 
to let us know or perhaps you need to renew your subscripti 
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xv 
HEADQUARTERS NORTHERN IRELAND 

AND 
15 SIGNAL REGIMENT 

CO Lt Col \1. P. Llewellvn 
R j 1 WOl (RSM) . Balsdon 

Lt Col Gordon Rafferty did not want any fu when he left the 
Regiment. As ig Dunham drove him the opposite way out of camp 
against his final order-. with the spuriou cxcu e that the road was dug 
up. Lt Col Rafferty wa. exasperated that hi driver wa once again doing 
hi own thing. ig Dunham was forgiven, however, when he drove out 
pa t the line of Officers and \ arrant Officers allowing the CO to hare a 
final boule of port with hi 'team'. We wi h him congratulation on his 
promotion and hi new job as Chief of Staff at HQ oinC (A), ai:d wish 
Debbie luck a he begins her weekly commute 10 London. Moving into 
a thatched cot age seemed like an attractive prospect until the • tream 
changed direction and nooded the place! 

On 13 . 'ovember 2000 Lt Col 1alcolm Llewellyn a sumed command 
of the Regiment and the role of Chief G6. He has already made hi mark 
and his taff Officers are enjoying fresh challenge ! We wi h a warm 
welcome 10 him and hi wife Carol (and al o Gregor the dog) and hope 
they have an enjoyable tour. 

'Congratulation are due to WOl (RS '1) Al Bal don. \ 01 (YofS) 
Ro e, W02 (YofS) Jenkins and W02 (YofS) 'Tac ' Bartlett who have 
recently been selected for Commis ioning. W02 Andrea Dunford AGC 
(SPS) is also congratulated on her selection for promotion to WO I. 

THE OCCA 10'.'i OF Ml S KATHLEE.' H STO " 
RETIREME 'T 

Kathleen Huston has been a member of the MOD ince 1984 serving 
a a Mi.litary 1:elephonist initially in Am1agh. then Portadown , and 
latterly m the Lisburn Telephone Exchange. She is to be commended for 
her dedicate~ ervice over the last 16 years. Kathleen will be mi ed by 
all her workmg colleague at the Lisburn exchange but we wish her a 
very happy, healthy retirement. The photograph below shows Lt Col 
Llewell.yn, CO, 15 ~ignal Regiment, presenting Kathleen with one of the 
many gifts she received on her retirement. 

Ka,nleen Huston receives flowers from Lt Col Llewellyn 

HEADQUARTER Q UADRON 
qn Comd Maj J.E. Mullender 

SSM , gt Grattrick 
QUARTERMASTER'S DEPARTME T 
QM Major J .E. Mullender 
RQMS W02 Inman 

Welcome to the new Royal Si!,'llals 'Province' Depot. ot onl do we 
look after Headq~arters orthe1 n Ireland & 15 Signal Regiment b t 
we are the Pro~mcc ~tore for all IT, BT, Motorola radios 'Ri ni~w 
equipment, and 1fyou believe DLO, Province Cougar as well Thesgg g 
four months have seen the busiest time known to the QM' D · . · e past 
bo b · 1996 ·h· h . s ept smce the 

m m . , w ic .saw the destruction of the old buildin 153 It 
started w 1th the move into the new building 153 th k g · 
ci\"ilian removals firm who moved RHO Co - an s go out to the 
ot~crs into. the building. It's all right fell~ws :mJ,jj~nch (~ow G~\ and 
builders sull recufying fault around our ears as e oursde .vcsO, wit the 

w move m. n top of 
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the move we conducted a Regin:ient Board of Officers, followed by 
annual PR.E (now ECI) and the ?1-annual station a1moury inspection .. 
a bad '.eat.for a department that 1s effectively five accountants hort. At~ 
a h~cllc lime we were all looking forward to our over generous 3-<b 
Chn tmas and ew Year break. 

Welcome to 2001, which commenced with an increase in worki 
hours a~d all leave cancelled, yet again due to our shortfall in manm 
and add1t1ona l ta k a well as the LSI in March. However, this did n 
cau e concern among t one member of the dept namely gt 'Do 
trodden' Brad ley who had managed to plan all leave before the nc-. 
RQM arrived. Thi resulted in a three week holiday in Florida m 1t 
month of December, coming back just in time for the Christm~ bre,. 
Hence when the RQMS took a closer look certain members did not ha 
any leave lefi to take anyway! 

On a more cheerful note, we would like to say a fond farewell to WO! 
(RQMS) Tony Frost, Sgt Kev ' Caveman' Joyce and LCpl Chrissi1 
Davie (nee Marston). The department also welcomes W02 (RQ,1 1 
D~ve. Inman, and Sgt 'Smudge' Smith, welcome to Hell( es), then 
bu1ldmg 153, hope your tours are safe ones. 

COMMCE TROOP 
Everyone in the Troop gives a big welcome to the following people 

S gt Karen Ripley, LCpl Lee Dickenson and family, LCpl ' Padd 
Hayes and S ig Chris Buck. The Troop say goodbye to the heads oft. 
e cape committee: LCpl icki Bird and Sig 'Matty' Matthews who ar. 
both leaving the Army to pursue new careers and challenges in c11 
street. Good luck to you both. 

225 SIGi AL SQ ADRON 
Sqn Comd Maj M . J. Smith 
SSM W02 (SSM) R. S. T horne 

December was the culmination of a challenging and rewarding year fir 
the Squadron. In a time of testing manning states, numerous operatiom. 
commitments, and the highs and low of the sports pitch, the spirit oftht 
Squadron has carried it through the tough times and the good times. I 

ovember the Squadron won the Inter-Squadron Shooting Competitior 
o~e of the CO's Cup events, on a bitterly cold day at Ballykinler. Severa 
different shoots were run, culminating in the Fire Team A essment 
which caught a few of the more inexperienced firers unaware! A goo. 
learning experience for all, and a very enjoyable day. Perhaps mon 
pleasing and worthy of note is the victory of 225 Sig Sqn in the Mercur 
Cup. This is contested over the year between all R Signals Unit 
Province and focu e more on military skills and endurance competition 
It is good to know that the continual banter of ' Lisburn - rear echelm 
can be delied, and that our soldiers cut the mu tard alongside the Brigaa. 
Signal Squadrons! The festive eason was celebrated in style and we no• 
focus on supporting operations in Northern Ireland in this new year. 

225 Sig Sqn Shooting Team win the CO s Cup 

SUPPORT TROOP 
Tp Comd Capt P. R. Griffiths 

It has been a period of change for SHQ Troop, a there has been 3 

large turnover of personnel. Our new Sqn C lerk, LCpl Karina Kendall 
has been thrown in at the deep end, but is coping admirably, and seems to 
be seuling in well to Squadron life. She is fast learning to deal with the 
constant stream of questions, quirks and labour involved in sortmg out 
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evcrybodys leave and trawl. o-onc has been sent to Outer Mongolia 
(yet). 'o she must be doing a good job! The Squadron MT has received a 
new flcdglmg from I (UK) Armd Div - LCpl tu McCrone, who has 
been catching up on omc well earned leave. We look forward to your 
return! After three years, one month and 28 days (but he wasn't 
counting!) LCpl Daz Pullen is leaving al lust. He will be taking up the 
post of MT Corporal at 16 Sig Regt if he can remember where he has put 
his Combat 95. LCpl Jo Quinn also leaves us to join 7 Sig Regt as a 
storeman. She will wear her well deserved second tape on arrival. At the 
time of going to press LCpl ' Danny Boy' Richardson has just completed 
his rcsdtlemcnt aml will be reduced to the ranks of 'passenger' on the 
phme home. Thank you for your hard work and best of luck to all three of 
you 

ECHO TROOP 
fp Comd Capt F. A. W. Stewart 
OPSWO W02 (Supvr R) P. F. Gardner 

It has been a quiet period at work for the Troop, and thankfully the 
majority of the Troop managed to be home for Christmas or New Year. 
fhe Squadron bar has been lively with various watches celebrating the 
festive season in style. An excellent evening's entertainment was 
organised for the Squadron by Cpl Scan lan m the form of a horse racing 
night. All proceeds were donated to the Lisburn Station playgroup, Bo
Peeps. A big hand of respect and congratulations go to all those who 
competed in the Commanding Oflicers Cup Physical Challenge. This 
year's challenge was particularly arduous with multi-skill events testing 
the teams cohesion, starrina and determination. The linal re ult was a 
draw between 225 Sig Sqn and 233 Sig Sqn, and the starred event gave 
them a narrow victory. We'll me ·t again soon for a re-show! 

Many congratulations to W02 ( upvr R) Gardner who wa selected 
for promotion from the last board. Good luck to Sgt 'Monkeyboy Marrs, 

gt 'Handy Andy' Ball and 'gt 'Loz, who me?' Hill who have started 
their Su pen isor Radio Course. Welcome to Sgts ' teve Ayres, John 
Chambers and Mark Hopkins wno step into their shoe5. Good bye for 
now to Cpl Kennedy and LCpl Fo:1. who have departed to sunny 
Chick ands on their Tl upgrading ccurse, we look forward to your return 
in June. Best of luck for the future to Sgt Foster who has taken the leap 
of faith to make his fortune in civilian life. 

GOLF TROOP 
Tech Adjt Capt I. R. Hargreaves 
FofS W02 (FofS) A.G. Jenkins 

After the busy Christmas season things have settled down to normality 
very quickly. in fact so much so that January eems to have passed very 
quickly, and with no events worthy of note. We sadly say farewells to 
LCpl Ga.r. Stokoe, LCpl Lee Stafford , Cpl Stew Street, and SSgt 
Brian Wilkins. Many congratulation to W02 (FoS) Jenkins who was 
selected for commission on the recent Commissioning Board. The very 
best of luck at 7 Sig Regt. you will be mi sed by the whole Squadron. We 
trust that LCpl Stokoe and LCpl !afford will be setting a fine example 
to the new recruits at l l Sig Regt, whilst on their upgrading courses. Al o 
welcome to our new arrivals, Sgt Dave Wilson , Cpl Mark 'Paddy' 
Partington and Cpl Ewen 'Boz' Litster. 

233 SIGNAL SQUAD RO 
Sqn Comd Maj A. N. Walker 
A/SSM Sgt Alan 

Afier the festive season the Squadron has returned to normal and is 
enjoyi ng the calm before the storm. Plans are getting underway for 
numerous exerci cs. competitions and adventurou training whilst any 
remaining budget is now being ha tily spent and Corporal CR 's rapidly 
written. Tbe Squadron extend the warme t of wishes to W02 (SSM) 
Rob Dunseith for a speedy and full recovery. 

With one event left in the 2000 CO' Cup, the quadron has accepted 
that 225 Sig Sqn arc well on track to keeping the ilver. However, with 
the New Year has come new energy. and a well-deserved victory for the 
Squadron in the fir t event of 200 l. The 'Tough Guy' competition 
involved a Land Rover pulling race, a mutli-gym activity challenge and a 
swimming competition with burden. All competitors were tested to their 
limit , and by lunch-time 233 Sig Sqn had won the clo ely fought baule. 
Long may it continue - we look forward to the next event with a definite 
psycholog1cal advantage! 

The Squadron i particularly grateful to Capt Helen Bosley who has 
spent the last few months of her military life filling the rather vital role of 
Squadron 21C. Capt Bosley arrived on completion of her tour as 21C 3 
Bde and Sig Sqn in Portadown and immediately got to grips with the 
large amount of Squadron admini tration . Her upport ha been 
invaluable and she i wished all the very be t for her departure 10 civvy 
tree! and in her new job as she plunges into a world of PR and the big 

city life of London. 

INDlA TROOP - by Sig "Steve' Moran 
Tp Comd Lt T. E. Grey 
Tp gt SSgt C. Marlowe 

The last month ha been a relatively quiet period for India Tp, 
recovering from the Christmas and cw Year period. On the subject of 
' Hello/Goodbye ', the lirsi welcome goes to Cpl ·Lovejoy' Ford and his 
antique furniture. A warm welcome to the delight of Data Entry! Cpl 
Ford has taken over the DSO reigns from C pl 'Ros • Menzies, who on 
promotion to crgeani ha moved onto bigger and better things and 
joined the Systell' Administrators in the queue for 'Tea and 
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Toast'. .... Congratulations Ross ! Congratulations also go to L pl 'M mi· 
me· Smith on promotion to Corporal and Sig 'Karate Kid' Manificld on 
his long wait for his well deserved (?) promotion to Lance Corporal. 
Farewell to Cpl 'Jean-Luke' Meeds who moves on m search of new 
worlds and civilisations . ..... Beware 280 Sig Sqn, he will assimilate you! 
Finally, 'Bon Voyage' to Sgt 'Mick' toneman who has recently 
departed on a 'short tour' (did you sec that in writing?) of the Falkland 
Islands. See you in the summer ...... Baby-fever has also hit the Troop 
with the birth of LCpl ' I'm Losing Weight' Lucas and his wife Apple~' 
baby boy Bradley. 

The main event to report was the Troops Ex Indian ummer 
pre entations, which were delivered in the presence of the 0 qn and 
the Troop 'lleadshed'. The purpose of the presentations was to select an 
Adventure Training/Fund-raising package for the Troop to organise and 
participate in. The Troop was previously divided into 'hand-picked' 
syndicates, and was tasked to research (some in more detail than others) a 
variety of ideas and then deliver their chosen plan of action. One of the 
more notable briefs was delivered by Sgt 'Err .. .' McArthur wllh an 80's 
style PowerPoin1 presentation, involving the clever use of several 
spelling mistakes (Technical Sergeant eh ...... ? ever mind ..... . ) The 
Troop now awaits the return of the OC, whereupon he will select and 
nominate the lucky sy nd icate who will see their idea come into 
fru ition ..... or something like that. 

As this article goes to press, Sgt ' fan· Clark and Cpl 'Hat' 
Butterfield are experiencing the delights of Ballykinler Training Arca as 
they participate in the Pre-RSSC/RSJCC work-up package organi ed by 
the Regimental Training Wing. Keep miling lads . ..... it's only 
rain ...... and wind ...... and snow! o doubt more of their exploits in the 
next issue. 

' ETWORK CONTROL CE TRE by lCp/ Mike Davies 
Tp Comd Capt A. M. Haresign 
Tp gt Sgt S. D. Johnson 

Hello and Goodbye: There have been a lot of changes in the Troop 
recently. WOJ (FofS) Chris Gill, WO! (YofS) Paul Ro e and WOI 
(Supvr IS) Mick Brooks have all moved upstairs 10 joint the new G6 
Branch. W02 (YofS) Russ Darlington has exchanged sunny Li bum for 
sunny uneaton and joined 30 Sig Regt. ig Dave Rhodes has igned off 
and joined 'I (UK) Civ Div ', whilst Sgt 'Mac' Macgibbon and LCpl 
'John-Boy' Walton have both joined Romeo Tp. There have al o been 
several postings into the NCC. W02 (FofS) Rick Gorman and W02 
(YofS) Rick Carley have replaced the outgoing seniors and the CC 
Incident Team. Sgt ige Cathrew has hung up his spurs with Romeo Tp 
to join u along with the newly posted LCpl Paul 'Westy' We terman. 
Congratulations; CC Tp would like to end congratulations and be t 
wishes for the future to C pl Linda MacCulloch and LCpl haron 
Pillans who both marry their respective partner in the near future. 
Congratulations also goes to LCpl Tony ' igel Man ell' Wres el who 
has returned from leave after losing£ 185 on the 'Drivefa!jt" plan. 

ROMEO TROOP - by Cpl Mason and LCpl French 
Tp Comd Capt R. A. Hamilton 
Tp (YofS) W02 (YofS) , . J. Bartlett 

Fir t and foremost, a big hello to the new arrivals. Into the leep 
deprivation seat goes Capt Hamilton ably supported by gts ·Mac' 
McGibbon and 'Spike' Kennedy, Cpl Kev Abbott and LCpls teve 
Boyd, 'Boz' Bo tock and 'John-Boy' Walton. A big thanks goes !O Sgt 

ige Cathrew for hi time with the Troop and we wish him the be t of 
luck in 1 CC. Final farewells and thanks go to Sgt Craig Brooksbank 
and LCpl Matt Thomas. 

Due to operational commitment . it ha been difficult to fit in all the 
training and range days that the role require . However, the new arrivals 
have attacked the challenge with vigour and are now coming to grips with 
the equipment and weapon used by the Troop within the Province. R Tp 
did find· time to have a Christma party ably organi ed by gt ·Tug· 
Wilson and the raffle by Sgt King. How come the Sergeants' Mess went 
away with a ll the good prize ? Otherwise. R Tp has been preparing itself 
for 'the bu y season· and pos ible future operations. As the adage goes 
'One in, all in' and all personnel ha e kepi to that ensuring that the Troop 
i permanently ready for the une pected. 

Those of you who miss or stand up 
are going to get the Good News 
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n.:01 ICAl I \I 'TE '.\ CE TROOP 
Tp Comd Lt E. L. 'k~clhm 
Tp . l?t •• gt F. Jan is . db SS t 

Let'S kick otTwllh the arri-:11. and dcpamirc: Firstly. goo, _ye to. . g 
0:1z \\arc wlw has gone off to join the dark 1dc at the Tesco bu.1ld1n.g 
and seem dcte1111i111:d to take half the Troop with him, .o much for hts 
I >Y'lll\ oYer the year:. The contribution he has ad~ to tl~e Troop ha 
h...'.c~ a :.ignificani one and S gt Ware is thanked f11 hts dedicated effort 
a. both Installations taff ergeant and more re ntly as Troop ~a/'f 

ergcant. 1ean-while best "1 ·hcs to gt Da,•e. Hansen who ha gom .o 
sun it up with 30 ig Regt. ,,ham he hate flymg! Ab goodbye to Cpl 
Joe , mith who 1s off to-Blandford on his Tl and _C pl Tanya Ballard 
who ha · "On to 11 \tech Bde. be::;t of luck to all of you. Hello t? LCp! 

cott Dufne. who is joining TM Tp _from sunny Cypru • and gt Harry 
Harris'' ho ha.· ju t come from 16 Sig RegL . ,. , . 

The Troop's be 1 wishe ~o out to LCpl Pherns Bald" 111 . ''ho) 
currently enjoying the selcctton proces for 264 1g qn. LCpl St_c, 1e 
Hick lin on his las · J course in Blandford and also 10 Cpls_ •t1c~y 
Lake, .'.\lick) Partridge and J:iy Lowe who ar~ currently on their Jtu11or 
Commanders course. Well done to C p l Chn Renshaw.,LCpl Dave 
Rice and ig ·Gaz: lugford for all pas LI:'g their Team Me~ic. Cour eat 
Ballymena. Especia lly well done to Chr~s. for conng 98 Yo 1~ .the final 
exam. Congratulations to the 233 qn Military kil.ls Compet11ton tea~n 
for coming a yery close econd. The team compn e? of: ~t nug 
\larlo11e. Cpl i Wcllsted, LCpl Alford, LCpl Phern~ Baldwm, LCpl 

Ianilield, LCpl Da\'e Rice, ig Jackie Brid_ger and 1g teve M.oran, 
,, 1th Cpl 'Padd) · Briggs a· a one man admm team! The .1and m the 
competition were a Rummage earch, J:- ault Course_. a Tuned Shoot, 
Ob·ervation, Incident Handling. t av1gat1on and First Aid. . .. 

On the social idc, Sig i\lichelle Rayner excell.cd herself 111 orgamsmg 
·A 'ight at the O· car '. All the boys were quite literally frog~marched to 
hire black tie. and didn't they all scrub up well! Cpl Joe m1th assumed 
the role of ig Rayner's charming a istant host and betw~en the two of 
them they awarded the variou tars of TM Tp for 1 he1~ outstandrng 
contributions 10 technical experti e, cour e attendance (biggest swan), 
weete t melling. best hair and many more achievements. A rather fine 

roast turkey dinner'' as provided by the cheR; of the Sandhur t Rest~ur:a~t 
and the EOD are thanked for the u e of their bar the 'Fehx and Firkm , 
\\here we hope to enjoy many more ·quiet sociables'. Those unfortunate 
enough not to be a part of the TM revelling were able to enjoy the annual 
radiance of the 'Lisburn tar'. rigged to the top of the talle·t tower on 
camp, the huge tructure hining down gracefully on all. 

Cpl Joe Smith 
a man who oozes charm, e legance and style, apparently 

The Felix and Firkin overflowed with Celebrities and Elvis 

Sig Michelle Rayner plays hostess, mingling with. the VIP guests 
W02 (FofS) Rick Gorman and Cpl Danni Tutton 

3 INFANTRY BRIGADE 
HEADQUARTERS 

AND 
SIGNAL SQUADRON (203) 

qn CoJ'Tld l\1aj D. B. Warne 
RSM WOI (RSM) A. '\1. \1axted 
SQliADRO HEA DQ ARTER - CO GRAT LATIONS 

'\II SllQ congratulate LCpl Williams on her promotion. Well done. 
CO t'.\t '\IC T IONS T ROO P 
OC Tp 2Lt Lord 
Tp SSgt S. gt 'floppy' Hop kins 
HfLLO. D GOODBYES 

Warm grcctit•gs go to gt ' Hoppy ' Hop kin from Aldershot, C pl 
Dave 01H:n and Cpl Wayne Topping who both had an exciting first job 
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as barman on the Squadron Bar and haven' t actually touched any kit ).(
1 

Sig Andy Hall who joins us from tbe MT who can make veh1cl~s ~OU 
thought you were using disappear in front of your eyes'. . ig ·Da~ 5Ki

0~ 
and Sig 'Sammy' Wood from 249 Sig Sqn ((AMF)L), 1g ' Dave ma 
from 30 Sig Regt and Sig ' Sammy' Samson from 12 Mech Bdc. t· 

Goodbyes to Cpl C hris Bain who is bound for hel ca Bks .after ?~ 11 
ting married, C pl .Jase 'Too old' Craddock, off to the TA and 1g G. , 
sign back on for that carrot' Pyrah who is promoted on poslmg to Cy~ru1; 
We regretfully say farewell to SSgt ' Bob' Wa llace who leaves us for - ' 
Regt, everyone is sorry to see you go Bob (at least that was the mcssagi 
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from 2 Sig Rcgt). We also say goodbye to Cpl 'SF' Link who is posted on 
promo1ton 10 7 Bdc, and lust but by 110 means least. farewell to Cpl 'Don' 
Garner who also leaves us on promotion but stays within 3 Bde as the rear 
link Sergeant wirh the southern Armagh Battalion. Congratulations go to 
Cpl Matt 'Wide Boy' Dawson on returning from his Class I as an Instal
lations Tech wearing his second tape. This year secs some members of the 
Signa l Squadron attempting arduous courses. We sci: Sig 'Dan' King 
attempting P Coy for the third time (lucky) apparently he feels the cour e 
is su easy he has to attempt ii three times. good luck Dan. Sig 'Sammy' 
Snmson goc" off to attempt 264 Selection, with only three days notice of 
his coun;e, but we know he will do well. Lastly we sec LCpl 'Mat' Page 
attempting his leadership course. All in all we look forward to a hectic 
year with Drumcree looming over the next couple of months. 

CHANGES TO THE SYSTEM 
Alh:r a long time of preparatio11 and planning by SSgt 'Nobby' ' itcs ' 

oble, Sgt Andy· miler' Lloyd and Sgt 'Gilly' Gilchriest, the new FRT 
system has finally come into being. The die hard Radio Techs arc now 
havmg to come to terms with the nashing lights and drop tests while the 
System Techs arc still trying to figure out, 'Why is the line wavy?' and, 
' Where arc all the marks and paces? All in all . our new system should 
allow uo to have more time off for fun things like PT at 0730hrs, Cpl 
'Edward scissor badge' Chwieseni is \Cry pleased with the increased 
numbers he now has at his lessons. In 'ther news, LCpl ick ' But I 
checked the fuse' Watson is the m"st slahbed tech in the Province but is 
slowly hcing caught by LCpl Ian 'slow m lion· Bradshaw. Cpl Richie 'I 
want to go to a depot ' Birch is away shortly on his Skill Al Arms course 
and should return ju~t in lime to witness the birth of hts first baby liney. 
Cpl fatt 'closet gwa' Cree has managcd to sneak off on his fibre course 
aflcr getting away with having Christma., and ew Year on leave. The 

only people not mentioned are Cpl 'Hatch' Hatcher, LCpl L. J. :\turra) 
and LCpl lain 'I'm old school, me' Good, who might be upset if they 
weren't. 

SUPPORT TROOP 
OC Tp Capt Wright-Jones 
Tp SSgl SSgt Rodgers 
HELLOS A D GOODBYES 

It is with much regret that we bid farewell to LCpl 'Dino' Kirk who is 
now off to Civ Div. She has supported the Troop and the MT with her 
experience, and she will be sadly missed. We will have to find someone 
else to keep the bar profit coming m and we all wish you the best for the 
future. We will also like to say goodbye to ig Andy 'Turncoat' Hall who 
has moved lo TM Tp, you can now start making molehills out of moun
tains, and Sig Steve Brown who has moved within the Troop to the 
SQMS 's Dept, one day they will let you count the eiderdowns. On a more 
serious note they were both an asset to the MT and their departure has 
been felt throughout. We would now like to welcome LCpl Dom Ccolho, 
don ' t worry things do get better, well you do have marching eason to look 
forward to. The Troop has been busy coping with getting ready for our 
Equipment Care Inspection (oops what generators) and trying to get some 
Christmas leave in. We now wish we had spent less time on documenta
tion and more time checking windscreen wipers. At least the Quartermas
ter. Capt Wright-Jones has stopped seeing red now and has calmed down 
to bright amber. We would also like to thank the members of the MT Dept 
for the hard work and quick think ing that went into the armed alone week
end. Last but not least we would like to thank Cpl 'Higgy· Higgins and his 
merry chefs for all the work that went in over Christmas and ew Year. 
We all appreciate the hard work you have done for u . 

39 INFANTRY BRIGADE HEADQUARTERS 
AND SIGNAL SQUADRON (213) 

Sqn Comd Maj A. R. Knott 
RSM WOI (RSM) S. M. Lockwood 
SQUAORO HEADQUARTERS 

Well done lo all those involved in the recent cxerci e to ensure that the 
Brigade Officers are up to speed on their ITDs. The two day package was 
well received and on the whole enjoyed by those participating. Thanks 
must also go to WIS for providing the pecialist weapons with which the 
RSM had so much fun! 

Lockwood, Stock and Two Smoking Barrels 

COMMUNICATIO STROOP 
Tp Comd Lt S. Y. Richardson 
Tp Sgt SSgt R. Atherton 
OPER TJONS SECTION 

Arrivals and Departures: A big Ops Sect welcome goes to all the 
newcomers in the Troop. The word L obviously out that Syscon is the 
plac • to work, as in the last two month they have been arriving in their 
drove . Hello to Cpl ' Bobsleigh ' Kemp, Sig/LCpl Carol Westerma n, 
Cpl 'Norry ' Crook and Cpl Brett Grist. We hopc you will all be very 
happy here . A sad farewell is gi en lo ig ' nowboarder Supreme' 
Buyers, who a lier helping the Brigade l win the orp · Championships 
lcfi for better thing . The guys in tbe block would lik to thank him for 
leaving behind his bed, 111s sunbed and of all things his car! Sig 'Dinga' 
Bell has al o moved on to pastures new, fini bing his tour with a friendly 
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football match damaging his knee in the process. LCpl 'C harlie Henry 
Wood has left the Troop. The Group has become a much quieter place, 
no longer can we hear the cheerful little tunes being sung. We wish you 
the utmo t success in your future career. 

Section ' ews : Congratulation. and best wishes go to LCpl M ick 
Constable and his wife Ka ren on the birth of their on George. May the 
nappies always be cleau and the nights never leepless. Congratulation 
also go to Sgt ' orry' C rook on his recent promotion. He i delighted 
with the event a he moves from haring a four-man bunk in the 
Sandhurst Block, to a freshly painted room on his own in the Sergeant ' 
Mess. Well done' orry', it is well deserved. Well done to Pie 'Stretch' 
O'Hare on passing his IPC course, to Pte Andy Ai tchison and LC pl 
'Geordie' Allinson on receiving the fir t clas. pas e for their Police 
Advanced Driving examinatioa and well done to Pte Ha ley Andrew 
who received a second class pa s. A Troop mascot has appeared in the 
form of a mall female Alsation/Collie Cross. K irby A therton is a 
delightful addition, although not according to Sgt P a ul Faizey, who 
fo und a little present behind his de k! Good Luck Staff, in keeping your 
sandwiches to yourself. 

TECHNICAL MAI 'TENANCE ECTION 
Arriva ls a nd Departures : Two new Systems Engineer Technician 

plus one Technician are the arrival this month in the forms of LC pl 
Fredrick Tedby, LCpl Robert Dilger and LCpl Craig Bate. Welcome 
to the better ection of the Troop, prepare to fight for our honour. 
Goodbye and good luck to our resident DJ. Sig Billy E llam who finally 
gets out into civvy treet after four and a half years of uffering under the 
gui e of being a soldier. LCpl T im Davie has al o been posted to ciwy 
treet, while Sig (soon to be a Lance Corporal) 'Huey' Le\\iS move on 

to bigger and better tl1ing . We wish them the very be t of luck and thank 
them for their effort whit t in Province. Well done to C pl \.ti c k 
Jennings on hi recent promotion, orry you had to wait o long but 
blame the Foreman. 

Sect ion ews: SSgt Terry Mcinty r e has been attached to 15 1g 
Regt, paving the way for chaos and maybem to reign. o, my mi ·take it 
is only Sgts Jonah Jones and Paul Faizey taking charge. For all you 
worried sailors. Fear not, he will be participating in the two week jolly. I 
mean hard work crewing, on Ex Kattergan Backstop. Well done to those 
of you who managed to acquire a few days extra leave after the weather 
clo cd in on Camblctown. 

TM eel.ion C hristmas Function : (writ1e11 by LCpl Lord) II was a 
di mat winter's e\·ening, but pirit were high and fe ti,·e, for the night 
held in store dancing and inging (most of it bad), a well ns a raftle, 
Congratulations to Sgt 'Billy' Lilburn for winning the main prize of a 
DVD Player. ro Cpl • cott' Tomblin ' ho won an MP3 player and gt 
Lee Rotherford for winning the 14 inch Televi ion, which will replace 
hi · old one that required turning on in the morning so that you could 
watch it that night! 
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LCpl Lord and Sig Roberts show their special bond! 

I am ure that e' eryone had a real ly njoyable e cni ng and the 
highlight m my opinion wa the rigging ection taking to the dance-floor, 
wi th the ir rendition of the ·Birdie Dance', spectacular lad . However, 
thank you to the aforementioned riggers for t11e uperb organisational job 
they did of arranging the night. Well done to the quadron OC for 
clearing the dance-floor wim an attempt at Dancing Queen and thank you 
Pte · tretch'O'Hare for being the evening's DJ. I would finally like lo 
thank the Troop O and all the eniors for attending and making 
everyone feel young again. 

The TM Section girls 
make the most of the evening to dust off their glad rags 

SUPPORT T ROOP 
Tp Comd Capt G. Maddison RL 

RQ MS' Department: Cpl McGuinness has decided to confuse all 
quadron members by changing hi name. He i , from this day forth to 

be calle.d Cpl Davies. or fo r those of .us who arc havin_g trouble, Cpl 
1cDav1es gets a response. ongratulahons to Sgt Al Keir and his wife 

Helen on thei r recent maniage. We all hope that you will be very happy 
together. 

iOTOR TRA SPORT 
lt is wit11 great sadness t11at the MT have to bid fa rewell to t11eir very 

own 'Freddy Mercury ' look-a-like Cpl Stevie Hooper . The time ha; 
come, the walru said (Well t11ey both have mou taches) for Cpl II to 
transfer his allegiance to the AGC SP . We wish you all t11c very best and 
are sure they will realise your potential. 

Q ADRO EVE TS 
CORPS WINTER CHAMPIO SHIPS 
DECEM BE R 2000 - by Cpl 'Mac ' Davies 

On depa.rture from a dizzly Belfast, the 39 lnf Bde HQ & Si g Sqn 
snowboardmg team were hyped up for a hard two weeks training and 
competition in Kaprun. Austria. After an arduous journey Cpls ' Ma,· 
Da,:ies, eil Beedoo and Sig Jamie Buyers a1Tivcd in Austria wiili the 
rune expre ion, ' Where i the now?' We were oon told that Week One 

Training had been moved to St Jacob, near the Italian border due to a lack 
of snow. This move, however, proved to be fruitful a Cpl eil Beedon 
soon found out t118t novice training wa harder than it looked. During the 
week, Cpl ' Mac ' Davies and Sig J a m ie Buyer s were to find out, 
courtesy of me Dutch coach, mat everyt11mg they had taught them elves 
over the years, was in fact wrong. 

Week Two was held on the notorious Kitz teinhom Glacier and the 
competition started with two races of giant la lom, in which the team 
fini bed a full 55 points clear of the rest of the fi eld . The next day' 
racing was to decide t11e individuand team placing, all rest ing on the 
performance in the slalom. After two races the team were guaranteed a 
first place and soon to be returning with some silverware to me Brigade. 
Well done to all the guys involved and a thank you to the Squadron for 
spon oring us for the event. 

ORTHERN IRELA D BASKETBALL CHAMPIO SHIPS 
Well done to the 39 Brigade female basketball team, who strove to 

victory in me recent orthem lreland Champion hips. Man of all the 
matches was LCpl Vicky Moran who has proven that she is on the 
mend from her operation , showing her speed and accuracy under 
pressure. With regards to me male team, a nice effort but no cigar. The 
males crashed and burned but have vowed to come back with a 
vengeance next year. 

ROYAL SIGNAl.S MUSEUM Museum Trading 
Blandford , Dorset DT11 8RH - Tel : 01258 482 248 

High Tech lnteractives & Audio Points 
Exeperiment with Sound - Build a Radio 

How does Radio work ? 
Crack Codes - Learn to send Morse 

SPECIAL EXHIBITIONS 

ELITE SPECIAL FORCES - Methods, Missions, Survival Aids 

ENIGMA - Codes & Codebreaking 
BEHIND ENEMY LINES - The Story of the SOE 

CH RIDERS - & Motorcycle collection 
WAR & animal VC 

OF FUN, D ISCOVERY AND ADVENTU 

Fo ALL THE FAMILY 

Colour Mail-Order Catalogue 2001 
Many exciting new Items 

To order your new colour catalogue 
Tel: 01258 482 248 
Fax: 01258 482 084 

E-Mail; Royalsignalsmuseum@army. mod. uk 
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lST (UNITED KINGDOM) ARMOURED DIVISION 
HEADQUARTERS AND SIGNAL REGIMENT 

11LITARY ACTIVITIES - EXERCISE BOLD ENDEAVOR 
ovcmber saw 36 lucky memhcrs of 21 2 1g Sqn participate in a thrce-da S d c · · · Corporal. and tht.: course was designed to put soldiers in an environment where f qua ron adr~ Cours~. Participants were cho en from Signaller to 

and cold for the duration (no surprises then:') and most of those who ? l~te~t leadership qualities could flounsh. It was characteristically wet 
(begrudgingly!). _ ' · comp ete t e course would later be heard lo admit that they did enjoy it 

The Team after they finished the assault course phase 
I said that it was cold and muddy ' 

it was , and it got worse as more teams went through it! 
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These lucky soldiers found themselves part of a gruelling 
endurance stand - this part, the stretcher race, came at the end of 

three parts and was exhausting! 
---:,...,...,.---~ 

~ 

Sig Murphy and LCpl Harvey show their contempt of exhaustion! 
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Soldier posing with a 3.5 kva generator under camouflage netting 
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Sig Johnston delicately make~ his way ~long a slippery log held by 
his team - a good idea, but 1t led to bruises! 

LCpl liplady takes a massive chance with his life by allowing ssi 
Maskerlyn of the RLC (our resident exercise chef and all roun 
mad up for it bloke) to take a test drive of the ASV 436! A scary 

moment... ..... . 
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This exercise provided the opportunity for our soldiers to see 
AS90, MLRS and 105mm fi ring live! This open day included a look 

at the Rapier Field Standard C air defence system 

Taking advantage of the slightly more sedate pace of the exercise, 
members of the Squadron are familiarised with the various quirks 

and characteristics of the much loved ASV 436 

EXERCISE SOMME EXPLORER 6-8 FEBRUARY 2001 
Ex Somme Explorer was a Squadron run battlefield tour to the WW I battlefields and memorials in the omme area of France. 24 members of the 

Squadron took part, visiting the memorials at Delville Wood. Thiepval Ridge, Beaumont Hamel and Vimy Ridge. There wa also an opportunity to vi it the 
Museum of the Great War in Peronne. 

Sigs Whitfield , Vickers, Hesketh and Smith explore the German 
trenches at the Canadian Memorial at Vimy ridge 
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Cpl Gallacher and Sig Smith at the Newfoundland memorial at 
Beaumont Hamel 
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2 SIGNAL REGIMENT 

CO Lt Col I. Cameron-Mo" at 
R 1 \\OJ lR ' \l) . C. Keilty 
E\\ FRO\l THE ' ERGE.\STS' l\IES AL BRIG DE 

FAREWELL TO THE Ot\I I ' DER It SlG 
BRIGADIER J. R. B. OOK d · 

Jn October ,1 · elect band f Warrant Officer an . emor on 
Commi~><ioned Olficers from the far flung ~omcrs of 11 -~1g Bdefi ma~e 
the ·0 ume to the 2 ig Regt and York Garn on e1gcant Mc . or l e 
dinfn., ou/of Briu Cook. 11 ig Bde Comd. A v~1')' memorable m~ht wa 
had b) all. The fess Pr..:sidcnt, WO l (R M) Keilty, was a?ly assisted by 
\\01 lCorps R I) Hodgson and a plethora ofother .scmor R Ms ~nd 
Warrant Officers. The ommander can be een depart mg the Me "1th 
tvpical crgeant · Mess panache. On behalf of all your Warrant 011\~e:-; 
and enio~ ·on ommi . ioned Officers good luck and fare\\ e 111 

l,pa\On. 

Departing The Sergeants Mess 
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GRA D '\OTHER VISIT THE ME 
La;c last year saw the doors of the 2 ig Rcgt Sergeant ' ~ess flun 

open to some of the grandmother of the Mc s Memb7rs . What J 

enjoyable night they had, a Imo t dnnkmg the .bar dry of milk stout , pon 
and lemon and nice cups of tea. Rumor .has, 1t that .ome of the~ e\c1 
ventured into the City of York for an even mg entertainment, look mg for 
a Bingo Hall the writer.suspect . 1:hc Mess Members tl~oroughly enJoycd 
the evening' convcr at1on somethmg along the Imes of. 

Gran 'EEEH isn ' t he mart ' Member - ' How arc you then''' 
Gran - 'EEEH smart yes' Member 'No, how are you'!' 
Gran ' Milk stout luv ' Etc .... .. .... 

Thank you ladies for a pleasant evening. 

Identify The Grannies 
(Answers on a postcard to the Mess President) 

NEW FROM HEADQUARTER QUADRO 
QC Maj I. Bailes 
SSM W02 D. Hancock 
EXERCI E COLOMEREBOR 
(EXPEDITION TO THE PYRENEES) 
by SSg1 Angus MacPherson MBE 

It was dull and drizzly in Imphal Barracks on the day of departure. 
Saturday 13 January 200 I. The .party left cai;np at 1330hrs wtlh all 
equipment and baggage loaded rnto two 1111mbuse : We travelled. to 
Colchester for an overnight stay due to the eady flight the following 
morning courtesy of Buzz Airlines. W~ landed 111 Toulouse at l~OQhr; 
local time. We were then met a l the a irport by Tpr John Ho"1e and 
taken to our hotel in Luchon. The following morning we set off on a beat· 
up walk with light packs from the Col de Portillon (I 293m). In deep 
snow our trek took us to the summit of Pie de Aubas (2071 m) and aero" 
and onto the Pie de Arres (2161 m). The next day we travelled over the 
border into Spain for a days Ski de Fond . Along the way w~ ~aw som~ 
speciacular falls and the prize for the best effort must go to Sig Geordie 
Cummings for his acrobatics. Cpl Steve Hayward came a do e ccond 
with a no edive into a cluster of trees. The mam 3-day exped1llon saw lb 

trek from the Banos de Tredos ( 181 Om) to the Refuge de Colomm 
(2140m) out over the Port de Colomers (259 1 m) and onto the Refuge 
Ventosa '(2290m). S ig Roy Taylor was glad to see the Refuge as he 
panted around trying to find his cigarettes. The next day saw u walkmg 
out over the Po1t de Calde (2570m), back past the Refuge de Colomers~ 
to collect our transport at the Banos de Tredo . Quote of the day (as larg 
white flakes fall from the sky): 
T pr J ohn Howie - 'Here comes the snow again!' 
Cpl Steve Hayward - 'How do you know that it 's snowing? ' 

The Gang 
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rhe final day of the exp·~d1tion took us to Peyresourdes where \\..: 
spent the day downhill ~kimg. It was extremely busy with dozens of 
young children on the lower slopes. Sig Roy Taylor' only managed a few 
hours before retiri ng with a sore knee and SSgt C olin Dawson managed 
to continue for the whole day despite injuring his side. We returned to 
l uchon for a spot of souvenir shopping before sampling the mghtlife 
prior to our journey home. The flight was on time and thi saw us back in 
York al I 630hrs on Sunday 2 1 January 200 I 

In summary. the expedition ran very smoothly and apart from the 
snowhole all the other aims of the trip were achieved. Everyone had a 
fantastic time and most are already talkmg about returning to the 
Pyrenees in the summer This was my third expedition that I had 
organised to tl1e Pyrenees over the past two years and it doesn't get any 
easier, as you still have the same barriers to get over, time and time agam. 
Overall it has been an absolute pleasure laking personnel from the 
Regiment to visit the g lorious sites of the Pyrenees in France and Spain. 
It is now time fo r someone else to continue the motion and I'm sure the 
Pyn:nees wi ll be part of2 Sig Regl for many years lo come. 

NEWS FROM 214 SIG SQN 
Sqn Comd Maj ' Jamie ' Compston 
SSM W02 (SSM) K. ' Arc you ca ll ing me small?' Smith 
FREEDOM OF YORK PAR DE 27 J UARY 2001 
by :!LI Senneck (214 Sig Sqn) and LCpl Dawson (HQ Sq11) 

2 Sig Regt ha~ been awarded the Cit} of York's highest honour. On 27 
January 200 I the Regiment was given the Freedom of Entry into the City 
of York . T his means that the Regiment is allowed to march through the 
city, with bands playing, swords drawn and bayonets fixed. ot, alas, free 
booze in a ll pubs and club in th..: Cit) The honour was bestowed on the 
Regiment 111 recognit ion of its c lose ti,s with the c ity and the work it has 
done for the local communi ty. Thi> includes the links that the Regiment 
ha -. with various charit ies rn c lu drng Mcncap . The Rac e the Sun 
competition is a l ·o a la rge contribu".'f to local charity fu nds, having 
raised over £85,000 111 the last ten y•:ars. The work undertaken by the 
Regiment in the recent floods received particular attention and it was this, 
toge ther with the num..:rnus charity events accomplished over recent 
years that led to the Regiment reccivmg the award. 

With only a few weeks notice of the pending parade. the Regiment was 
thrown into a fluster of action pracllcing drill and sorting out No 2 dre s. 
T he grea t day was we ll plan ned and eagerly a nt icipated by a ll. 
Unfo rtuna te ly the wea ther fa iled to regi ter the im portance of the 
occasion and it was a da rk, very co ld and we t morning. T he fog 
eventually lifted but the rain continued - perfect weather for a mili tary 
parade th ro ugh the streets of York. It did not, however, effect the 
performance of those on the parade a the command to 'Draw Swords 
and to F ix Bayonets' was g iven, the Min ter fo rming the perfec t 
backdrop. The parade la ted about 30 minutes, during which we tried not 
to move in between our chill movement , having to stay perfectly 5till. 
Families and friend of all those on the parade were stood in front of the 
Regiment, either s ide of the podium. A quick mile i all you could 
manage as long as you did not get caught. The Lord Mayor of York 
inspected the front rank of the parade and had a quick chat to some of the 
o ldiers as the band began to play 'Rain drops keep falling on my head' 

to try and keep us all cheerful and alert. 

The Lord Mayor, CO 2 Sig Reg!, Sqn Comd 219 Sig Sqn 
and the YofS 219 Sig Sqn 

at the Freedom of York Parade 

Three quads of sixty then proceeded to march through the cobbled 
street of the City in front of the large crowd that had gathered to !me 
the route and to watch the parade. HQ quadron. 214 Sig qn and 219 
Sig Sqn just about managed to keep in step as they were led by The 
Cc.11manding Officer past the Man ion House to give ·Eye · Righi' to the 
assembled VlP' . There was the Lord Mayor of York, the 'laste r of 
Signa l , GOC 2 Div, and the Sheriff of York,. wh~ all later con~ratulatc::c1 
the Regiment on their , mart turn out and their dnll (they obv1ou ly did 
not notice 219 Sig Sqn later marching to their own timing ). The parade 
was soon over and we were whi ked back on to the coaches, where the 
warmth was hearti ly welcomed a we all chatted about the parade and 
whom we had een on our way round. The police again escorted the 
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coache~ back to Imphal Barracks where we quickly alighted and trooped 
into Kohima Restaurant. All those involved in the parade returned to 
Imphal Barracks with family and friends where they were able to mix 
with the Lord Mayor. her dignitaries and other VIP guests and enjoy the 
excellent food and drink provided by Regimental kitchen staff. 

EWS FROM 219 IG SQN 
Sqn omd Maj 'Super qui ff' Stocker 
SSM W02 • re you calling me small? ' Rcn\ha" 
EXERC ISE KALI GA 'DAKI EBOR 
16 OVEMBE R 2000 - 7 DECEMBER 2000 
(EXPEDJTJO, TO EPAL) 
by Sig Mi1chinwn (2 19 Sig Sq11 ) 

Expedi t ion Members: Capt ' Boss ' Tyndale, 2Lt Black Dog· 
Hodgkinson , SSgt 'Q-si lly hat' Tuff. Cpl ' Beard Monster' Ross, pl 
' Flower pot Man ' Brewington, LCpl ' 'IE' Ed,~ards, ig 'Blonde 
Moment' Greenhalgh , Sig ' Dangerous Dougie' McAtear and Sig 'Evil 
Mitch' Mitchinson. 

Ex Kali Gandaki Ebor was a three week expedition to the Annapurna 
region of Nepal undertaken by 2 19 Sig Sqn, with the exception of 2Lt 
Hodgkinson who i: from 21 4 Sig Sqn and was a last minute (liter.illy!) 
replacement. We departed from London Heathrow and twelve long hours 
later arri ved in Kathmandu, a cuy bustling with acti\ity and noise from 
the people, vehicle · and animals of various orts. At least the climate was 
con iderabl} warmer than in thr UK. The followmg morning we were 
taken on a s ightseeing tour of the capital , which provided u with many 
fa cinating and extraordinary sight . Street eller desperately trying to 
sell us their merchandise soon plagued us. Most of u quickly learnt to 
ignore them but the girls just could not do that and ended up buying 
dozens of bracelets, rings, necklaces and all sorts of trinkets. They 
became less courteous as the days went by but I think it was the incident 
of Tommy Two Thumbs that was the final traw! We went on, past a man 
swallowing a snake, people kneeling or lying on the ground in prayer and 
up a couple of hundred steps, to the fa cinating 'Monkey Temple' . 

It was quite a relief to get away from the frantic bu tie of the city and 
into the hills to start our trek . The bus ride to the starting point wa fairly 
nerve racking due to the surface of the roads but the beautiful scenery 
soon distracted our attention. The weather was till extremely warm and 
carrying ruck acks all day was certainly taking it out of us. We found the 
opportun ity to bathe in the river one evening, which was very pleasant 
unt il Cpl Brewington and Sig 1cAtear decide to be adventurous and 
cross the r iver and were unable lo gel back again quite so easily. 
Meanwhile LCpl Edwards tried to go paddling and ended up swimming 
for her life. The trekking route is becoming teeper and Day 2 will be a 
la ting memory for all of us; hill, hill, mule . hill, mule. climb, mule, 
mule. hill. what path? Hill. hill. hill. OT A OTHER MULE! We had 
an unexpected re l on Day 7 as SSgt Tuff had an unfortunate bout of 
food poisoning but, after being briefly admitted lo hospital. he returned to 
the group and floated over the hills! Forever upward we went until we 
finally reached the lop of Thorong La pass where we were treated to 
some really spectacular views that were most definitely worth all the 
effort. 
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The Top At Last 

Our journey down the other · ide of the pa wa co11'iderably 9uid.er 
than that going upwards. funnily ~nough! The mo t not~b le occ~ ion ~n 
the do1\11ward journey were the ' md torm - 2Lt Hodg~111son ''as bl.o~' n 
oYer TWICE, and the glorious hot spring~ at Tatopan1. The exped1t 1on 
fin iohed with a day white water rafting, which wa exc~llent fun and aw 
u throwing one another in "ithin 60 second of getting into the ho.at . 
We al o soaked a boat full of Gem1an for good mea ure but they failed 
to ee the amu ing ide of it. After a night camping. in the lighte t sen e 
bccau ·e the facilitie were o luxurious and comfortable 11 wa not. really 
camping. we endured a truly frightening bus ride to Kathmand.u tor o~r 
final night in epal A night out on the town could not be avoided. It 1 
quite a miracle that we all managed to make 1l lo the plane.at 0530hrs the 
next morning and meam hile. some poor Nepalese man 1 till lookmg 
for hi rick · haw ..... . . 

219 IG1 AL Q ORO . CHRI TMA FU 'CTIO 
by Sig .Harsha/I (219 ig Sqn) 

The Organising Party 

The 219 Squadron Chri tmas function this year was a tylish event ~at 
was held at the lavish ovotel Hotel in York and saw the men wearing 
Tuxedos and the ladie ome very elegant dresses. The event organisers 
were LCpls 1att Lutkin. Kelly Thompson and Lee i:urnbull, a~ly 
a isted by igs John Kama and Diane Turner. The evemng began with 
a flying tart when the gue ts arrived and were greeted with a champagne 
reception in the hotel's main foyer. From there it was into the bar for a 
few more drinks before we all sat down for a delicious four-course meal. 
Entertainment followed shortly afterward , courtesy of a band who 
covered songs from all the up to date artists and a few of those good old 
60s tracks thrown in too. The band was excellent - they ju t happened to 
be cousins of LCpl Lutkin, and they soon had everybody out of their 
seats and moving around the dance floor in a variety of manners! The 
award for be t dancer has to gu w Cpl ·centurion Willy' Rushton who 
thought it would be a good idea to show people how it used to be done 
'back in the day of Julius Ceasar' . Many prizes were later to be won from 
a raffle and the 'Money Tree'; the star prize up for grabs was a 28' colour 
television, won by ig Tom ·Geordie boy' McGaritty . A DJ was 
upplied to fill in the g~ps between the live band and the prize draws and 

meanwhile the alcohol continued to flow. causing the dancing to become 
more frantic and embarrassing! The real party animal played on until the 
early hours of the following morning and were eventually ordered to 
leave by the hotel staffi All in all an excellent night wa had by everyone 
who attended and a big pat on the bi.ck should go to the organising 
committee who did a superb job. Well done - and let's have another one 
next year! 

EXERCISE JOLLY EBOR 
25 OVEMBER-17 DECEMBER 2000 
(REGl'\1E~TAL EXERCISE 0 HMS YORK) 
by :!Lt Cro.1/egh (219 Sig Sq11) & Sgt Tervill (HQ Sq11) 

This was a joint training exercise during which six members of 2 Sig 
Regt spent three weeks working alongside The Royal Navy onboard 
H\fS York. During this period the ship was due to sail from Antalaya to 
Gibraltar via · aples. The exercise began with a 0230hrs start nice! We 
caught the plan'! to Turkey via Brussels and as if the early start were not 
enough we discovered to our horror, on arrival at Istanbul, that our 
baggage had not flown with u~. It eventually turned up four hours later 
and once \\e were cheerfully reunited with it we jumped on the bus for a 
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thirteen-hour journey to Anwlaya nice! Wl1en we ~vcntually arrived al 
the ship we were greeted with .the ull\velcomc sarcasti c comment of.• Ah. 
the missing Anny!· The remamder of the morn mg was spent finding our 
way around the ship, pat1icularly the route to the accommodation. Thi 
became quite tricky a we were all separa ted and housed in different 
area of the hip. 2Lt ·Jay' Crosleg~ cnde? ~p near the bridge, ·1g 
Reeves and Brittin with the stokc1 , Sig ·PK P1kcndra and LCpl KH' 
Khadoaju ng with the ship's re idcnt Gurkhas and Sgt Tervitt ended u~ 
in the "po·s Mc s. We were each as igncd a pecific area of the ship 10 
work in; LCpl Brittin on the .galley,_ ig Rec~c 111 ~h~ comms centre 
LCpl PK in the engine room, Sig KH 111 the cngme nus lie room and gt 
Tervitt with the weapon . We rotated between each post after 48hl\. 
giving u the chance to see different part of !IMS York. When not 0 
duty we spent the folio\ ing _days looking around 'Ant', a it becam 
known. It was impo s1blc 10 ignore the locals who were pressing u. 10 
buy all sorts of items from ~arpcis to coat and watch~s. We_ late~ sough1 
olace from their petering ma restaurant where we dmed hke kmg· foi 

only £4.00- cheaper than McDonalds. bargain! 
The hip at last ct sai l and one of the first mornings was pent in. 

shooting competition between the R and the Army usmg a 5.56mr 
shoot. The target was a buoy that was trailing behind the ship. The gran1 

prize for winning wa a crate of beer and naturally, we ~rank to the Rfl. 
health later that night. ln an attempt to wm back their beer, the av1 
again challenged us to a shooting competition, this time u ing a GPMG 
but they were again to be di appointed. As we collected our econd prize 
in a many days the Captain of the ship \ as heard to mutter, 'You Ann\ 
guys sure do hoot funny, you actu~lly ~im.at the target': On the4 
December the fleet held a ' team Pa t , which IS when the hips fonn lll' 
in a line and the rear ship overtakes all the others. For thi event, tt 
hip's crew wa in fancy dress and the fire fighting equipment was ma 

ready. As each hip ailed pa t frenzied water fights en ued. Once tLc 
team Past had been completed the ships lined up along ide each oth<' 

and a 2krn race began. HMS York started well and finished in joint fiN 
po ition. 

A couple of days later we arrived in aples and providing we had _Ill 

duties onboard. we were able to go a hore and v1s1t most of the maJ 
sight in the area. On the first day .we visitec~ Pompeii .where t~e ruins are 
very extensive but well worth a v isit. Well mto the touri t spmt we ther 
went to Rome which offered some fabulous sight : the Spa111 h Step; 
(although not ~any were visible !Jecau ~ it seemed the entire populatmr 
of Rome was itting on them eatmg their lunch), the Vatican and finall~ 
the Si tine Chapel. One of the main highlights of the entire trip wa the 
Christmas meal. which was served by the Officers and was soon followei: 
by an excellent Chri tmas how. The next d~y we arrived at unn1 
Gibraltar where we were due to leave the ship and begm our retur 
journey back to York. Arrangements were made to cross the border ar. 
take a train 10 Madrid and then another one to Bilbao where we wou, 
catch a P&O ferry to Portsmouth. However, upon reaching the border ' 
encountered a major problem; the Spani h refused entry to the Gurkha 
the party without a Yi a. An alternative plan was ha~tily hatched and th. 
Gurkhas ended up flying from Gibraltar to the UK dtrect. Mea.nwhile th< 
re tofu shot off for Bilbao and once there were presented with another 
disa ter: the ferry had been delayed and would not arrive until 0200 the 
following day - great! The remamder of the day wa therefore spent 
invest igating what Bilbao had to offer, which was ~ery little until"' 
discovered the shopp ing mall. Finally we set ail at 0400hr a_nc 
eventually arrived in the UK the following afternoon and after spendm; 
two hours tracking down the hired minibus, we headed back up to Yon 
for a much-needed Christmas break. 

HADRIA1 'S ALL M - by Cpl Railey (219 Sig Sqn) . 
This chari ty event was organised to ra1 e £3000 for 1g Le_o• 

Creighton . who was tragically injured in a swimming accident wh1I• 
serving on the last unit deployment to the Falkland Islands. He h~s IJ«· 
\ell paralysed and requires the use of a wheelchair. The money raised b1 

the charity event is to be spent on upgrading the wheelchair. After som. 
hard thinking and considerable debates, Sgt Pete C urtis ca1.ne up 1111! 
the idea of completing the entire 73 miles of Hadrian 's ¥.'.all 111 a day b) 
running, tabbing and cycl ing. He was never one for good ideas but man) 
individuals eagerly volunteered to participate in the event. The whole 
stretch of wall was divided into ten legs and a team of four would cacn 
complete a leg. Legs 1 to 5 started from Bowne s on. Solway and \1ould 
finish in Housesteads and legs 6 to IO would start m House teads an: 
finish in Wall end, ewcastle. The legs varied in length from aroundL 
mile~ for the cycle leg and 6-7 miles for those who were either rur.nmf 
or tabbing. 

An 0700hrs start was in order for Leg 1 and the individuals concemed 
' • 'Ul 

were soon wishing they had not gone out for a couple of quiet one> U 
Carlisle the night before. There is a rumour that LCpl ' Davey' C~01pbe1 
did not let go of the safety Landrover for the whole 13 miles of his leg.~ 
was cold and wet but everyone put in maximum eff~rt and complelh 
their legs in good time. SSgt Curtis helped his promotional prospects ), 
giving the CO OC RSM and the SSM the hardest leg of the da) 
Although the girls ~ould tell you ometh ing different, from what t~c) 
were saying you would have thought that they had cycled up Ben e11s. 

A big thank you goes to 34 (TA) Sig Regt ewcastlc for allowingt 
to use their facilities after the event. ig Creighton was also there r ~I 
was an excel lent opportunity to see him and wish him well for the u~~Oli 
A special mention most go to LCpl Di Turner who ra ised nearly 
pounds by herself in sponsorship money and we are now well on the wa) 
to raising the £3000 needed for Sig Creighton's wheelchair. 
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3(UNITED KINGDOM) DIVISONAL 
SIGNAL REGIMENT 

CO Lt Col Davie~ 
RSM WOI (RSM) Kidd 

WO! Chris Kidd would like it known Corps wide that he is the RSM 
of 3 (UK) Div llQ and Sig R.:gt. Despite reaching the pinnacle of his 
career in Bui ford after 20 years sen ice and having a whole board 
dcJicmcd to himself in RHQ (They woul<ln 't give me one 21C) he still 
felt aggrieved that I left him out Clf the appointmcnl~ list in the last issue! 

SPORTING CCESSES 
With some sporting superstars hitt111g key appointments in RHQ we 

must be in with a shout for the Birt\\ istle Sporting Pennant. Herc is 
photogrnphic vidi.:ncc of our recent achievements ...... watch out for 
the Regimental Angling Team!! 

Cpl Davis 
pictured during one of the GB Women's Bobsleigh World Cup 

races in Calgary, Canada 

Royal S ignals Cross Country Champions 2001 
You know the names a lready !! 
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Roya l Signals Ladies Cross Country Runners Up 
Lt Coslett, LCpl Fraser, LCpl Sweeney, SSgt Matheson, 

SSgt (YofS) Rouse 

202 JG AL QUADRON 
qn Comd Maj Long 

S M W02 (S M) 1cNaught 
OVERLOO TROOP 
Tp Comd Lt Irwin 
Tp gt SSgt Rowe 

It' been an eventful couple of month for the mighty O\crloon Tp 
when fir t and econd lin have been a major priority. Ex Tricorn Buli 
wa an educational exerci e for the newer members in the Troop like 
LCpl ngc , ichol who has joined u from 16 ig Regt. We had only 
just \ elcomed her to the Troop when ·he was whi ked off to Bo 111a on 
Operation . The Regimental port \: eek was a great challenge for u 
playing Football, Rugby, Hockey a well a many other event·. We 
finished a quite re peetablc econd place. 

Farewell to LCpl Bob Rankin who' off to 4 Brigade, ig ·Pie' 
Maxted who i promoted on po ' ting to 2 ig Regt and Cpl Kenn) 
·Garage King· I min ~ ho' going to 8 Inf Bde in Ireland. They will all be 
mi sed. After a great leaving do for all of them in the town of \\ indon 
the local coach company ure beginning to tru l u to be a fun loving 
friendly bunch. Farewell al. o to LCpl id l\lar h leaYing for c1nhan 
street and welcome back to LCpl Evans and congratulation. on her 
recent marriage to Cpl Trev Evan . ig Ratcliff arri , ·e in the Troop, 
posted in from HQ qn. Lucky fcllO\\ . 
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\\ l CRLOO TROOP 
l p Comd Lt Simpson 
Tp 1!.t gt Ashford . 

Life" ith annour 1s current! he tic' ith the . eemmgly endlcs cy le 
,)f inspection; and exerci:,e. The Troop was able to let off. steam. 
ho"~' er. b) taking an afternoon awa.y fr?m ~ l~bours of exercise prep 
to trash go-carts at the Thruxton c1rcmt. St ~ F1ldcs wept the board 
consistently knocking c,·eryone olT the field ( lea t those ~f the racers 
who dicln 't make up their own route around th• ;oursc, ( that you LCpl 
Clouahton). Congratulations 10 the new W01 Cr~ ig ·~.1' Bruce BEM 
who ;

13
naged to arri \'e get promoted and leave all m the ~n U1e ·pa'. c of a 

couple of month . You were probably the shortc·t servmg troop .staffy 
\\e·H e'er . een! The Troop also we\con~e; LCpl Kelly ' ?ntc th~ 
Hedgehog' Clouohton. ig usanne G\~A ooper, Andy \ emer 
\\ enning-ton and°'Darren ' 'v1udt1ap · Fothergill on board th~ fun bu . 
Tearful far~well were md lo LCpl C hri 'Call that a punch'? Beevers 
and jo Tom· ·Peder' Fildes. who are shortly going 10 have to fend for 
themsei,c,, i;1 Ciwy trect. gt ' avik ' l\orgee' Elliott al o leaves u to 
l!.O and cam medal in orthcm Ireland. The whole Troop 1 takmg on a 
family am10 phere too. The Hardy twin Emma and Lee got marned. 
(Will that couple making doe eye.~ at e~ch other plea e top and, do s?me 
work'?) C pl ·Faz' Fazackerley and 1g Tony Funky Moped Km ght 
both got engaged (though not to e~ch oilier) . 

BC ACO TROOP 
Tp Comd L t Lumley 
Tp gt gt lcGuinness 

Sig Cotterell driving the GOC's Tac 

Well. 2000 with all its hype has come 10 an end and 200 I has begun. 
Last year ended with the u ual flurry of Xmas parties and function that 
left mo l members of the Troop pretty skint even before going on leave. 
The year kicked off with Ex Tricom Bull I and the members of the Troop 
refre hing their kill in a Squadron exercise, one that would not have 
been complete without a touch of now and Gulf War stories from gt 
Joe ·Nosey Neighbour· Rowe and SSgt Frank ' I 6Air A sit Giftshop ' 
McGuinne s. 

The technicians are still 'under-manned ' in the Squadron, and with that 
we would like to welcome LCpl Backhouse, LCpl Roberts, ig Patten 
and Sig Smith to the Troop and we hope that you are not worked too 
hard by W02 (FofS) Andy ·rm always in control' Paton . We would 
also like. to extend a welcome to Sig Brooksbank and ig Gavin who 
ha\'e qu1~kly b~come experts at maintaining veh icles and 'driving' 
around onenteenng course . As usual. Bussaco Tp continue to support 
Officer Recruiting by pulling on displays involving the GOC's Tac HQ 
lead by Sgt Jim 'Hairy Man' Gray. The Tac Crew would also like to 
wish LBdr ·soon to be LCpl RSIG ALS ' Howell well with his 
operation and his re-trade to the Corps. 

Finally, we would like to wish gt Jim ·Hairy Man' Gra ·, Cpl Bobby 
·1 hk; small fam1l,ies' Ball, C!ll Paul 'I'm an iJJdividua l' Coates, C pl 
Rob I hope there s a un bed m the Balkans' Hickley the very best as 
they prepare 10 go to either Ko ·uvo or Bosnia - get out there lads and do 
your part m defendmg the free world! Oh. LC pl 'Dirty Harry' Symons 
we know that you have cro sed over to the other side and are now a key 
member of the RP stafT, but please, come and visit us some time ... 

206 IGNA L SQ ORO 
qn Comd 1 .. j Adsett 

SSM W02 ( l\f) mith 
I"KER\1A~ T ROOP 
Tp Comd 2Lt F reemantle 
Tp SSgt gt ngove 

The ·fighting Elite' of lnkerman Tp have returned from Christmas 

leave in high spirit (still drinking the amc as they were before they w 
on leave). We returned lo face a Squadron training cxcrci e where ~ht 
younger members of the Troop were put to U1c test by being placed 1~ 
command of the rebro clu ters .... God help u all! 

The exerci e pa scd by without mi haps with some of the troop· 
perfonrnng better than others did. The majority of' Mons Tp addition: 
were not able to handle the fast pac~ of life in the 'Fighting Elite'. As the 
exercise went on re t became a distant memory and we all wondered 
what a lecpmg bag was, (Unhkc the D that managed to stay bright and 
full of sound. especia lly S ig 'stand to ' Rodda). 

The troop of lnkcrman Tp would like to congratulate LCpl Ander on 
and LCpl Brown on tlieir promotions! We al o have to say good-bye 10 
few member of the 'Fighti ng elite ' which include LCpl ' Radcon 
Richardson who has moved over to the gym and ig Carol Westerman 
who ha moved to lreland. Congratulation to her and her husband on th, 
announcement of her pregnancy. Last of all ig Harris who has gone to 
16 ig Regt. lnkcrman Tp wishe all of them the best. We have got some 
new members to our ehte Troop, gt ' mudge' Smith who has joined u; 
from Bassingboum and our new Troop ommander Lt Freemantle whu 
i going to Blandford in a li llle while to complete his Troop omma'ndm 
cour e, we w ish him all the best for that. 

222 JGNAL SQ ADRO 
Sqn Comd Maj Appleton 

SM W02 (SSM) Nutta ll 

Members of the Squadron meet the 21C, Capt Bee Bryan, 
disguised as a Beefeater on Arabian Challenge 

On 18 ovember 222 Sig Sqn departed for the bracing ea air ol 
apier Barracks, near Folkestone for tlleir Battlecamp 2000. Thi was l<' 

be a week of range work and ITDs followed by the fun part, two days o 
sai ling and watersports. Yeah right , unfortunately tile OC, Maj Appleton 
and W 02 (S M) utta ll had other ideas! The week started with th< 
range work, con isting of the Small Arms Trainer (SAT), zeroing, a fun 
shoot and an APWT on Lydd Ranges. After the evening meal we starteo 
the ITDs wiili the re t being completed by Tuesday evening. This lefi t110 
day for the sai ling and watersports .... or so we thought. 

EXERC I E ARA BI A ' CHALLE GE 
SSM , uttall had arranged a little urprise for us. At 0400hrs or 

Wedne day we were rudely awakened to find that the two day1 
watersport. had infacl changed to an initiative exercise called Arabian 
Challenge. So with our ID cards, a letter of explanation, a 50p coin. J 

packed lunch and a task I ist, we were dropped off in-groups of two · and 
threes somewhere in the county of Kent. A many of the tasks had to be 
completed in London, the aim for the groups was to make their way 10 
tile capital from their various drop off point . We had to compkte ta.1~1 
such as: meet a Squadron personality at a certain pub at a certam ume. 
don't eat the packed lunch, sing in front of I 00 people, get football 
memorabilia of Middlesborough and Everton FC, milk a cow, gut a fi.h 
etc, etc. At the end of the exercise on Thur day evening the Squadron 
seniors had arranged a smoker consisting of skit and awards. The award> 
went to: 

Best shot on SAT: ig Haw kes 
Best fun shot on SAT: LC pl White 
Be t shot on ranges: Sig Bradley 

All in all a brilliant couple of days! .................... By the way arc !ht 

Squadron management team back from that pub yet? 

7 SIGNAL REGIMENT 

CCJ Lt Col J. E. Richardson MBE 
RSM WOl Smoothy 

The last few months have been very hectic for the Regiment as we 
bcg111 to welcome all the Troops home from various Operational tours in 
the Balkan· and 231 Sig Sqn from The Falkland Islands. Welcome back 
to Germany1 

KREFELD BIKERS CHARITY RU 
( 1AD DOGS & BIKER ) - by SSgt Sieve Behan 
. Early Dt:ce!nber 2000. I received a phone call from SAC Pete Way 
from the RAf. Club Secretary of ·nie Adler' Motorcycle club in RAF 
Bruggen informing me that the club would be organising a charity 'ride 
out' in nid of 'Kindersdorf St Josef' orphanage on 15 December 2000. 
The word was passed to the boys and girls at Krefeld that the event 
would be taking place, and tb t money and presents would be required to 
present to the children on the d.1y. Mr S imon Lees, collected all 
donallt~ns and presents on the 8 December and presented them to the 
Committee of the Motorcycle Club, so that a consolidated pre entation 
could be made on the 15 December !000. 15 December anived ......... and 
so did the weather. dark and ovcrca. · with the real threat of rain in the air. 
Eleven bikers turned out to ·brave· the elements. all dressed ready for a 
'Michelin Tyre' advert. 

RAF & Army Combined 
(Note: Police Motorcycle without the mud!) 

Krefeld Chapter Charlie s Angels 

After an impromptu photo shoot, Cpl Craig Bowman decided 
~ddtt 1ona.l photographs would be in order, to which he promptly lay down 
111 the middle of the road, and snapped away. Weaving and swerving 
became a fine art at U1is point, especially on cobbles. 

Krefeld rides out 

The ride to Bruggen was uneventful, albeit a little chilly on the hands. 
We all assembled outside the RAF Police post for a consolidated photo, 
and to admire the large collection of pre cnts, totalling 300 in all. 
Twenty- even bikers were lo be escorted by two Police outriders through 
the rol1te . The signal came to start up and ride out, all with zeal and 
enthusiasm. One of the Police outriders had too much zea l, and 'dropped' 
his bike into a ditch di rectly outside Druggen Station, muc h to the 
amusement of tile remainder of the group, which in tum replied with a 
volley of left handed app lau e. 

We arrived at the orphanage and were greeted by H err Fester ( o 
relation to th~ Adam's family), the Deputy Manager to the orphan illage, 
and invited for coffee and biscuit . Aller all the formalitie of presenting 
the gills, all bikers made a sepaiate ·bomb burst' back to home locat ions. 
Krefcld lads headed straight for a wall of rain, which accompanied us 
back home. All in all , DM3500 was raised to purchase some 300 gifis for 
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the children at the orphanage. The weailier could have been kinder. but 
' "'.hat can you expect in December. A per onal thank goes ou t to all 
bikers of Krefeld . military and civilian alike, for donning thermal 
underpants and running no es for a worthwhile cause. 

HEADQ ARTERS SQ ADRO ' 
Sqn Comd 1aj 'Wally' Dra in 

M W02 ·JR' Ewing 
. The qu.adron Christmas function wa held on Thursday 14 December 
111 the Regimental gym. The Regimental Admin Office were i ued with a 
rou!e card stating directions 10 the event. The func tion wa organised by 
7 1g Regt LAD led by Santa, SSgt Pete Lucas and hi li ttle helpers (the 
L D). The gym was decorated ' ith balloon . in the shape of Santa· and 
Christmas trees. We were entertained for the evening by a live duo. 'Tiie 
Look'. After the live band, we moved on to the disco where members of 
the quadroJJ proceeded to strut the ir funky stuff. Al o on the night there 
was a money raffle, first prize went to Cpl Dave Harthill (LAD) econd 
prize was won by C pl Bradley also LAD ( not a fix really), third prize 
went to SSgt ' Open a ll hour OT' Prim e. A ll wi nne rs received 
DM4 5.00 each. There was one more prize a golf j umper that wa won 
by ig Verrill (improving hi dress ense 10- fold). Cpl 'John Boy' 
Walton. of the Regimental re tau rant provided the food. It wa of a , ·ery 
high standard (he mu t come from Bradford). All in all a good night wa 
had by everyone involved, and many thank go to Sgt Pete Lucas and 
hi team for a great night. 

TECHNICAL MAINTE. A CE TROOP 
Wi th Christmas out of the way, it was back to the graft for TM Tp. It 

took a while for everyone to settle clown and work again after -uch an 
excellent leave period, especially now as the Regimental Foreman Capt 
'Tommy' Steele has left. to become the TOT of 30 ig Regt. 

LCpl ·Jezebel' Recs and ig 'Kev' Taylor had a hectic time on their 
return , as they had the joy of moving to one of tile field quadrons, owe 
bid farewell to them. Cpl 'Bobby' Hill i al o due to leave our presence. 
as he go.!s to Blandford on his Tl course. Good luck 'Bobby', and be 
c~reful, Blandford ha ~ lot of hop windows, try not to fall through any 
ot them, or else that will be your T l bonus money down ll1c droinl The 
Troop also welcomes a lb new Tech-, LCpl ·Han· Ha rvie arri\ ed from 
14 ig Regl, and LCpls · Kim' Roberts , 'Mack' 1cCreadie and, ig 
'Mus' Mus rave can1c to the Troop fre h from the sau ·age factory. 
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rhe Troop would like to congratulat . LC pl · 1r 1 1ago~' I:og~n ~nd 
hi. wife Beckv on the birth of a baby girl. Well done mat.:, d1dn t tl11nk 

) Ou had it i11 you! 

HQl\IT 
\ffO apt 1 eil R. Coatsworth 
Tp gt gt Phil Hay • , . 

adly we mu t begin with a few farewell : gt Taff Km e. who 
depart~ fo r 14 ig Regt (EW). ~Cpl ' Big Jac_k· Russ.el_! _who's. off to 

F E T (unlucky). and 'B ig S1 ' Lees, our fnen? ly c1vtl rnn c, . 1cmg 
Bay as i. tant. who has left to wa h up and do the mshes .. and last out by 
no mean lea:.l. LCpl • catty' cott ''ho departs u for C1vvy Street after 
'.!2 years ~erY 1ce . The latter was give_n a end off worthy of a Reg11nental 

ergeant . faior as he wa dined out in style at a dinner hosted by the OC 
HQ qn. and ,rnited-on by the Officer and S .o· .. of the sam e 

quadron. leanwhile at the MT Chri m1as bash, . gt _Bn heard_ wa~ 
leading tile wa in the Indoor Go-Karting Champ1ons~1p. not only 1 he 
no\\ the fa . te t thing on two legs, he can also go a bit on four wheels, 
· ecuring hm1sel f the faste ·t lap of the day and a large hiny trophy. ot to 
be outshone the icos cnt in their be l man for the next event: T~e 
'All-In' Chi~e e Buffet. Up step LCpl John ' Feed Me' Phoeni , (who is 
rumoured to have been evicted from a ' All tile Pizza you can ea~ for a 
Fiver' promotion in Pizza Hut after devouring £240:00 worth m his fi rst 
sitting). He proceeded to eat through the buffet in more tyle than Sgt 

heard managed on the Go-Kart field .. . .. mo ~ enterta1m!1g. More was I~ 
come. 1hi walking d1ge tion sy tem left with a dogg1e bag la ter on. 

nyhow, to all those who leave _us, farew~ll an~ good luck, ~nd to all 
tllo c who arrive, we hope you enJOY your ume w1tl1 u and.until the nex~ 
time. when the photographer will be omeone other than 1g ·Lens Cap 
Clark .... . Cheerio. 

G RDROOM 
ProYo gt Sgt 'Paul' Deaville 
Provo Cpl Cpl • tan· Knight 

The quadron would like to ay farewell to the Provo Sergeant. Sgt 
Paul Dea' ille (undefeated cros -country super vete~n), his wife Petra 
and on Daniel. He leaves the Regiment after completmg 22 years colour 
ervice in the Army (ten of those years being spent here: with 7 . ig Regt, 

hence th grey hair). Sgt Deaville will be con;ipletmg h_ts la .t stx ~ontbs 
at 2 Sig Regt based at York. and upon complenon ofwl11ch his family and 
he will tart civilian life in Rotherham. Both the Squadron and the 
Regiment would like to thank Sgt Deaville for _ hi loyal_ dedication to his 
duties whilst erving with the Regiment and incere wishes to Paul and 
hi family for the future. 

Farewell to Sgl Paul Deaville 

229 (BERLL ) IG!\AL Q ADRO 
Sqn Comd Maj D L Webster Royal Australian Signals 

SM W02 'Taff' Burdge 
Life in 229 Sqn has been hectic as usual, with tile troops getting larger 

as more people return from Op tours. Just before Christma we welcomed 
back all those rt>maining in Bosnia, and most from Kosovo leaving only a 
couple of ED and Techs out there. The troops should soon be splitting 
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back down to Charlie and Whis_kcy Troops ~d li fe _ should _get back to 
nomial. Yankee Tp has once agam b.c~n showing off 1t sportmg prowes, 
in a Regimental Ba ketball compctilton. They sa iled tl1rou~h all of th, 
rounds e en beat ing the COs team who were favoumes to w in. The final 
was a close match against X-ray Tp A Team and was won on a sudden 
death basket at the end, cored by the star player Sgt 'Woody Wood. 
X-RAY TROOP . . .. 

cw arriva ls to the Troop have been brushing up their mi li tary and 
detachmen t drills recently on Exercise Young Shakedown. The exercise. 
which ran from 22-24 January consi ted of both practi ca l and theory 
les ons. The le on . conducted in Bradbury Barracks, included harbow 
drill s. convoy drills, vehicle contact drills, defence of a comm site an 
personnel admin in the fie ld. . . 

The exercise pha e took place at Leuth training area. The tudent> 
lined up in convoy under tile watchful eye of packet commander i 
' Ted ' Heath . After taking an ' a lternative' route to tile one on the route 
card, everyone got there afely. Once on the. tra ining area! the dets were 
tasked to find their own harbour areas. This, however, mvolved some 
map reading and ended_ up like a ~ene from ~acky Ra_ces with det 
dri ving all over the trainmg area lookmg for the_ n ght localton. The night 
passed relat ive ly quietl y wi th each det movmg two or three time 
However the students would like to thank SSgt Ian T hourburn and Sgt 
Tom An~comb for the free PT lesson first thing in the morning. 

The exercise ended with a ection attack on the enemy, under the 
command of Cpl 'Murph ' Murphy. The attack was fa irly hard, with one 
ection giving covering fire and another attacking. However a difficul 

railway crossing accounted for more members than the enemy. 

232 SIG L QUADRO ' 
Sqn Comd Maj P. C. Baker 
SSM W02 I. Carter 

The Squadron members have a ll happily returned from Christma 
leave and have been thrown straight into typical exerc ise season. fa 
Arrcade Warrior I staged at Ayrshire Barrack (again) tarted well unlll 
the ground suddenly changed into a quagmire and most of us changea 
from being in the green cloth to brown. However, the exercise went wel 
and for the first of 200 I it certainly set us up for Ex Arrcade Guard in 
March. The Squadron would like to say farewell to Sgt ' Drew' Drewiu 
who i posted with his family to 15 Sig Regt, also tlie SQMS leaves Ill 
SSgt Aidy C hapman posted on promotion to a far o ff land. A ver 
pecial goodbye i said to SSgt Al ~ron~ide who leaves the conference; 

in 232 Sqn to grace 16 Sig Regt w1tll his presence. Top Tip for 16 Sit 
Regt, don ' t let him say anything in a conference or it will never end! 

DELTA TROOP 
Tp Comd Lt 'One Time on Running Camp ' Allison 
Tp SSgt SSgt Tony Taylor 

Delta Tp had an excellent December witli plenty of Christmas spiri~ as 
well as welcoming some cheerful new faces. First of all SSgt 'Come o~ 
you blues, TNT' Taylor has arri ved from Ireland to take the helm. gt 
' Grimes. l love lime scale ' Overend has also come to help hllil. We also 
welcome ' Paddy' Morrison who 's seen the light and left the_ a_lmight) 
Tac to join delta force. Finally, a big hello to Kate Connelly JOtmng _lll 
from the factory. Goodbye to S gt ' Still recovering from _ the ~pams~ 
fi asco' ewton who 's left us to go and sort out the TA. His antics w1l 
never be forgotten! We also say a fond farewell to Sig/LCpl ' I know 1:1r 
signed off. but please don ' t make me leave or I ' ll top myself' Chico 
Anker . He's off to conquer the world, or orthallerton at least and 111\1 

be greatly missed by all, e pecially those bar flies not unique to 7 Sig 
Regt. You know who you are! The Troop 's Christmas do was a shopp~ng 
trip to Oberhausen . (got to keep the wives happy, you know_ how 1t 1;

1
, 

We started off with good intentions clutching our shopping hsts, but the 
crowds were just too much to contend with so we spent the best part. o 
the day in the Irish bar. The die-hards amongst us did do a bit of shoppmg 
as we decided to stay there all night and so needed some new groo1~ 
clotlles to hit the club scene. The lightweight fairies of the Troop and a 
number of guest decided they needed the ir beds and went home. 
although a few were left behind, by accident of course! Recently the 
Troop all piled in the mini bus and went to Lazerquest, Vento as a 
farewell outing for Chico Ankers. The Stonegrill dinner was uperb. 
although the concept of having to actually cook your own meat at the 
table proved far too confusing for most of the blokes! A good mght Iii!! 

had by all and a fair amount of alcohol must have been consumed as 1 

number of members of the Troop accidentally forgot to pay tlle1r bar bdb 
- allegedly. 

HOTEL TROOP 
Tp Comd SSgt ' Al' Ironside 
Tp SSgt SSgt George McGuire 

Hotel Tp would like to wish everyone a happy New Year but before 
111 

look forward to the future we would I ike to say thanks for last year. fr~~ 
a very successful Ex Arcade Fusion last year came the ' A' Tea_m, eq.ua \ 
led by SSgt 'More Torrent' Ironside and SSgt 'Expensive ~izza 
McGuire, troops included Cpl ' Rosy ' Rose, Cpl 'Dunna' Dunnington 
and Sig 'Barman' Harmon. I 

On to November and the traditional German St Martian's, Day', Hotgte 
Troop took the lead for this event , and from the cast of One 
George McGuire volunteered to run this event. Cpls 'Fire stancrs' _Ro~ 
& Sigston made sure the fire burned brightly, maybe even a ?1t \, 
brightly, Ask the Kids! The Troop held their Xmas Function orgamsy,ed 1· 
Cpl 'Rosy' Rose at Taurus (A Tropical theme activity centre) near eno 
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We all enjoyed an evening of bowling. barbecue food and laser quest, 
even though we had to keep reminding C pl ·Jeff' Sigston and LCpl 
' Sco11se ' G irvan that it was only a game. LCpl ' Scouse' G irvan can·t 
remember much of the Do apart from waking up in a 2ton trailer. 

A big welcome to our three new atTivuls LCpl 'Jim' Rees, Sig 'Louis ' 
rmstrong and Sig ' Kev' Taylor Welcome to your worst nightmare. A 

sad farewell lo Cpl 'Womaniser' Wilson who has gone to Blandford and 
LCpl ' Lenny' Victor who has left us for 1 UK Civ Div, best of luck to 
both of them. Not to be outdone by the ' A' Team photo, which was most 
upsetting, Cpl 'Jeff' Sigston decided to become a real life ' HERO'. Jeff 
amongst others helped to get a RTA under control Sources tell us that 
Jeff single handily put out an un-extinguished cigarette. The Dutch driver 
would like hi s cigarette replaced. (Onl y Jokmg Jeff Well Done Boys) 

Finall y. congratulations to LC pl Rees and Cpl ·Matt' Duddles who 
performed their fi rst Gig of the Year They would like to thank the Troop 
and TM Troop fo r coming and support ing them. They will keep you 
posted as 10 their next gig, so you can put your leave in! (Onl y Joking), 
Well Done. 

PAPA T ROOP 
Tp Comd 2Lt 'Gorg' £ ndcan 
Tp SSgt SSgt Kev German 

Christmas has now been and gone but the bellies remain full of beer. 
As we enter a normal Gennan Winter, freezing cold and still no heating 
in the Papa Tp garages, we would like to give a warm welcome to 
straight from the factory, Sigs Carr, Donald, Fitzgerald, Thorburn and 
Laker not forgetting LCpl Hindson from 16 Sig Regt. Also welcome 
back to LCpl Steve Beed le who on his first day back from leave took a 
dive durmg the warm up to a PT ses ion and ""ill be out of action for at 
least ix weeks. Big congratulations to all those who were recommend for 
promotion and also to LCpl Si Cartmell and LCpl ·the gob' ykes \~ho 
both came third in the Corps Skiing Championship . As always a sad 
farewell to C pl (now Sgt Bubble) Baxter and LCpl ' Mac' \.1cLaughlin , 
a long with ig ' BA' W illiams posted out a nd movi ng within the 
Squadron, LCpl ' Shortcut ' tanley. Finally myself Sig Jim Alderman 
and Sig 'Wasser ' Was would like to say goodbye to all our Readers out 
there until the next time. 

JOINT SERVICES SUPPORT UNIT 
(AYIOS NIKOLAOS) 

CO Lt Col R. A. Sharp MBE 
Stn SM WOl (RSM) D. Richa rdson 
COMMAND GROUP 

January saw the hand-over o f command of the Unit from Lt Col 
W hitby, who leaves on promotion to the Main Building at the MOD, to 
Lt Col Sharp. Congratulations to the out-going Commanding Officer 
and our best wishes go to him, Sarah and their family. It was no doubt a 
busy appointment that saw the amalgamation of the former 9 Sig Regt 
(Radio) and 33 Sig Unit in to the Jo int Service Signal Unit (Ayios 
Nikolaos). His departure through Mercury Barrack included the two 
transportation modes he became most accustomed to during his tour, the 
CO' car and his boat. The Unit welcomes Lt Col Sharp from LA D 
Command and we wish him . E rin and the ir fami ly a ha ppy a nd 
successful tour here at the harp end of the Mediterranean. Al o recently 
departed is the djutant, Capt Alan Owen who leaves on promotion to 
11 Sig Regt. We will miss his sense of humor and unique dres ense. l ' m 
sure he'll enjoy the challenges of Bland ford and the Mi litary Training 
Squadron but the RAF miss you already! Welcome in hi place, and also 
from Blandford, to Capt A ndy Greenfield who will probably hope to 
play ome golf during hi tour but arriving at the same time a a new CO 
has so far curtailed any hope of that. 

Lt Col Whitby handing over command of the Unit to Lt Col Sharp 
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Lt Col Whitby being towed out of Mercury Barracks 

The Chief of the Defence Staff, Gen Sir Charles Guthrie, made hi 
final vi it to Cypru and thi included a tour of the Unit where he was 
updated on tile current ituation and where he met Unit personnel. 

PPORT SQ ADRO 
Sqn Comd Flt Lt J. D. Cumming RAF Regt 

SM . W02 ( l) R. Bu ton 
SHQ has aid farewell to W02 (SSM) Steve White who remain on 

Island but move aero s to the QM's Dept. The quadron would like to 
wi h a warm welcome to the new Squadron Sergeant Major, W02 (SS I) 
Rick Buxton who ha recently arrived from RMA 

Q RTERMASTER' DEPART 1E T 
QM Maj (QM) P. V hitehouse 
RQMS (Ops) W02 (RQMS) D. Thornton 
RQM (Sm) W02 (RQ I ) . J. White 

Contrary to popular belief it ha been another bu y period in the Q 's 
Dept with the majority of tile work directed towards the ucce ·s of the 
recent Board of Officers. It al o eem to ha\ e been the period for 
promotion within the Department. Congratulation · go to gt Tony 
Waddington on his recent promotion al o to LCpl ·Pickles· (Bosma) 
Havward and LCpl Ivor Williams (RLC) on their selection for 
prolnotion to Corporal. Further congratulations go to LCpl Tony 
Murray and wife Sabine on the recent binh of their son Lewis. 

TRAINI G S PPORT TROOP 
Tp S gt S gt G. teel 
.. Training upport Troop continue to tick over. During recent time the 
troop has seen members participate in a number of events. gt ikki 
Pearce PTC took pmt in the Cypru Walkabout. This hould con ·ist of 
a two-day arduou na\ igation competition where competitor · cover a 
distance of at least 90kn1s (depending on map reading ::.kills). What ·he 
may not wi ·h to mention is the fact that she wa di qualified on the fi~t 
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• <l ·i' th the co·· wife S gt Gaz tee! and gt Da,•e 
d v m tan ·m '' · · · · · I ~ h· I d too' p•rt m E hifting and m Jordan ass1s11ng t 1e 

urc H\ ar " " · ., - · Th I ft gt - ru' l ouistic Unit '' ith various ficld-finng exerc.1.e~. at e 
l i~e mi1 ~RAF holding the fort bai:k at camp C<?ntm.umg Wtth ~n.nual 
~uard force trmnmg and preparation for the Stat1on annual 1~1htar~ 
training cxcrme. The Troop would like to ~y farewell to Cpl Paddy 
R ~Ri\ 1C posted to Depot Royal Manne on promotion, to Cpl 

eeccF · t RAF posted to RAF Brize 'orto1 and to Sgt Pete Rouse 
• teve ors er · ·11 , b th and,,;~ Louie \\hO move to ldershot. Qu17 11ghts w1 ne\er ~ e 
·a me without Pete' . ad knowledge of Cor-.11a11on treet. ''arm 
wdcome though to Cpls Chamberlain and haw both po t.ed 10 the 

nina ium. Cpl ·Granddad' Chamberlain was only on the 1 l~nd for 
~~·o bicep of th 1 FT before going to Blandford to com~letc. h1 Class 
I Finally congratulation tnSgt Dave Churchward and 111 wife Sandy 
on the recent birth of their on Jack. More hel\oes, goodby~ and 
congratulations are in order. Goodbye to Cpl 'Baz' Bazzard and hts wife 
· hookums'. the) are off to ATR Ba ingbourn. Thank for all the help 
down in the Training Wing. Where' my CD Rom? Go<?dbye al o to 
LC pl ·Andy' La\\less (RA.MC). He i off to Aldershot to m truct Pha e 
1 .. _ trammg. 

E ERCI E MERC R BRE K . . . . 
December a\\ the Training Wing organize the Uni~' military trammg 

exercise. Ex Mercury Break. Due to problem with Cypriot pub.lie 
holiday and not being able to e>o.erci e on those dates we had t<? re-thmk 
our pian and conduct the whole exerci e from RAF ~krotm. T iu . 
howe\'er, pro\'ed to be an excelle~t facility to run the exercise from, bemg 
central to both range" and training area . The .exerc1 e was g~ared 
toward l cenario and planning for contingency operations, 
culminating in a 24hr deployment in Paramali \~llage, home of many Ex 
Lion uns. The exerci e proved io be challengmg and there \ ere ome 
outstanding performance . Cpl Fonvard .has to be congrntulated ?n the 
way he whipped (not literally) his Troop uno hape when 11 was 111 tum 
to be Troop ergeant. AC tuart wa another who \ a up to the 
challenge and a he took on the role of section commander it was h.ard to 
tell that he had never done that job before. It was also an opportunity for 
the Unit to ho t three potential officers and give them an eye opener and 
under the watchful eye of Capt (in The WIRE again) Woodbridge they 
got tuck into every task. Well done to OCdt farsb who handled the 
·pres • ( gt Dave Churchward, Sgt Jack Teague and Craig Share) 
excellently" It has to be aid that the bigge t embarra ment of the 
exerci e though was suffered by the D . who put in an attack of the 
village with the EU pyro mountain only tc discover that the troops had 
bugged out 30 minutes previously - nice one. 

MOTOR TRA.i PORT DEPARTME'.llT 
Tp Sgt S gt 1. Fitz-patrick 

A turnover of personalities in this period sees farewell to Cpl Guy 
Cresswell back to the sunnier climate of Catterick with 19 Mech Bde and 
to LCpl Pete tainforth and Mia who are off to 30 Sig Regt. In their 
places we welcome Cpl Trev Shippey RAF and his family, LCpl Dave 
Collin and LCpl Andy Kinnaird. May you all enjoy a great tour at AY 

IK. 

840SQ ADRO 
qn Comd qn Ldr M. Edwards RAF 

WO Eng WO Dave Watson 
840 qn continue to go about their business but have also become 

heavily involved in schemes to raise money for charities and other 
worthwhile causes. In recent months they have run charity cycle events 
not just around the Island but also up and around the Troodos mountain 
range. Their most adventurous, however, was the recent running of a Unit 
24 hour Sportathlon with competition between the three Squadrons and a 
ladies' team. The competition kicked off at midday with a gentle game of 
cricket but got more serious as the other 11 sports unfolded. The 
competition was made somewhat more tasking as several of the events 
took place within both the Famagees Families Club and the 840 Sqn Bar. 
A saving grace in the early hours was the ready available I<ed Bull that 
kept spirits high and the energy levels replenished. Congratulations to 
840 Sqn who walked away with the trophy but then the) did organize it 
and do have more time to train! 

840 Squadron winning sportathlon team 
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ME 10RIAL SER lCE FOR LCPL CRAIG BOWLES 
LCpl raig Bowles erved in Operation quadron as a Specialist 

Operator with 9 Signal Regiment (Radio). Tragically Croig was killed in 
a motorcycle accident in January 1998 whil t riding from Dhckelia to 
Ayios ikolaos. Ayio ikolaos Motorcycle lub, the Bondu Rat , felt it 
appropriate to mark the opening of their recently refurbi hed lubhouse 
with a service to commemorate Craig at the site of the accident. The 
memorial is in the form of a large wooden cro ·s upon which is mounted a 
brass plaque with a message from the Club. The service was led by Rei 
Pluck, Ayios ikolaos tation Chaplain, and a wreath was laid by Lt Col 
D. J. Whitby R JG ALS, the current ommanding Officer of 
J SU(AN). The crvice was attended not only by representatives of the 
Am1y and both civilian and military members of Ayios ikolaos but also 
the RAF Akrotiri motorcycle club. 

Lt Col D. J . Whitby laying a wreath at the memorial service for 
LCpl Craig Bowles 

CYPR S SQUASH OPE 2000 - by WOJ (FojS) Steve Bason 
Royal Signals players competed in the 2000 Cypru~ Open Squash 

Championships held at the Dhekalia c?urts. T~e compet1t1on was open to 
all squash players on the Island with :ntries rang111g from m1htary 
personnel, United Kingdom based c1vil1~ns, local Cypriot players. 
visitors and holiday players. Two newly built courts offered excellent 1f 
not somewhat hot and testing conditions and an entry of32 players 1~ ~he 
Open afforded a punishing schedule of squash. In the Plate. Compeu11on 
Capt Gary Stratton, based at HQ British Forces Episkop1, faced Va o 
the Cypriot o 2 player who proved too young and wh.o. eventually went 
on to win the Plate final 3-0. In the Over 35's Competition the final sa" 
Vaso again, but pitted against WO! (R M) Dean ~chardson from the 
Joint Service Signal Unit (Ayios ikolaos). Royal. ~1gnals gamed revenge 
with a comfortable 3-0 victory. The Open compet1t1on was hard fought~ 
term of the quality but also quantity of matches that had to be play. 
over a short period of time. In one half of the draw WOI (FolS).S.t~ie 
Bason progressed through to the final_, defeating. a UK based c1viha~ 
player who was out on holiday and 111 the em1-final overcame th 
tournament's No I seed Mr Rob Page in a close fought 3-1 match. In the 
other half of the draw WO 1 (RSM} Dean . Richardson progressed to t~~ 
final following a semi-final victory aga mst Mak Khan, a renownc 
Pakistani player on the Island from the 'Khan' dynasty. The final was set 
with two old Corp adversaries to the fore. WOl (Fot ) Steve Ba~on 
was the first to draw blood, quite literally when there was an altercat:~~ 
between Steve's racket and Dean's face. teve, alread:r impeded by h 
knowledge that his wife was due to give birth, at any time, to his fou: 
child ran out of dirty tactic . He lost in three punishing games to the ol er 
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man. 'v1any congratulations to the. Royal Si~nals thr.ec who ventured up 
and down the A5/A2 and the corridor road m the mid-summer in search 
of glory. 

W01 (RSM) Dean Richardson receiving the Cyprus Open squash 
Winners trophy 

234 SQ ADRON 
Sqn Comd Maj A. Urwin 

SM W02 (Super R) •. Smith 
The · quadron has seen a great deal of change over the past few 

months with the hierarchy being completely replaced with a better 
looking team! In August we said goodbye to the OC, Maj Mike 
Griffiths, who has moved to the MOD. We welcome Maj Tony rwin 
who brings hb wife and family from DERA, Malvern, we wish them a 
safe and happy tour. In October we aid farewell to the outgoing 21C, 
Capt Steve Palfreyman who has packed his golf clubs and returned to 
JSSU (Digby) on promotion. W02 ( uper R) Steve Smith has returned 
from Kosovo and i now firmly ensconced as SSM. W02 (Super R) 
Martin Boston has moved onto pastures new in the QM 's Dept and is 
busy counting blankets, we think!? LCpl Pat Abel volunteered to deploy 
to Golf Tp and her replacement LCpl Mandy Clapson can be found 
rearranging furniture when the QC and 21C are away! 

ITS 
Life in lTS has been its usual busy self both in and out of work. The 

daily barrage of phone calls continues, 'My computer is broken .. .' or 'My 
computer doe n 't work ... · The majority of the calls, however. focus on 
the extra curricular activities currently being run out of thi department! 
1f it's not SSgt Pete 'Go-Kart' Howlett. then it's Sgt Craig 'Stables' 
Share, but more often than not its for Sgt 'Co sie' Calabrese, who has 
been busy organizing the Garrison Hockey side, the Adjutant's leaving do 
and the Station Bonfire ight. Recently Sgt Share competed in and won 
the Horse Riding Military Cup. This wa a 3-Day event at Epi kopi that 
included the All Island Horse Riding Championships. SSgt ·cossie' 
Calabrese endured a busy weiek with the Royal Signals Ladies Hockey 
Team who spent a week playing games around the Island. The Girls 
certainly played hard both on and off the pitch winning all their matches 
and ensuring that the bars and restaurants in the lamaca area, e pecially 
'The Edge' will take some time to recover from the teams social antics! 

FLS 
FLS ha endured yet another busy period. We said a fond farewell to 

WOI (FofS) 'Hair-comb' Lane who leaves here on commissioning to 14 
Sig Regt (EW). We welcome WOI (FofS) Mick Solomons who joins u 
from Hereford. He has already brought a speedboat and completed a dry 
lope ski course so his hand-over note must have been good. The Troop 

has been busy . upporting the Squadron in most sporting areas a well a 
finding a little time for some adventurou training. De pite some 
manpower shortages Troop morale i till high and all are looking 
fonvard to some seasonal celebration over the Christmas period. Earlier 
this year Cpl 'Geordie' Tonks arrived to assume the position of CO I/C 
Line ection. The Telemech have enjoyed some success with igs Kev 
'Fat Ginola' Clark, Ritchie 'The new Diamond' aether. Adie 'Magoo' 
Stokes and Baz 'Why i it always me' Molloy pa ing their Class 3-2 
Upgrade with flying colours. LCpls eil 'Gummy Bear' Leatham and 
Mike 'the Scrooge' Ridley have also been bu y upgrading and learning 
the finer arts of Fibre Optic cables. The owner hip of a ick chit ecms to 
be a fashionable item at the moment with all but one member of the Linc 

ection temporarily 'biffed'. This has had a severe knock on effect as the 
SSM has been unable to use anyone other than Sig • Why am I alway on 
fatigues' Saether to represent the Troop on every work party. The 
Mech's have also taken every opportunity to down their plicers an.d 
make the most of the Cyprus sun with one or two barbecues. One of this 
year's highlights wa the Tele-Mech's Convention, held by 259 Sig qn 
at Episkopi. Despite only being a handful trong the section managed to 
beat 259 Sig qn convincingly. 

FTROOP 
The Troop would like to welcome Cpl 'Terminator' Howarth and hi 

fami ly who have recently joined us from the colder climate of Troodos. 
We congratulate Cpl Claire Waldron on passing her Tl Upgrade and 
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Cpl Rirhie 'Skid ' Rowe on passmg his Diving Instructors Cour.;c - when 
are Y<?U taking us on a Troop try-dive? (Preferably down at issi Beach!) 
We bid Cpl Andy 'Angry' John on a fond farewell as he moves all of 
ten meter.; to H Tp. 

ALL ABOARD HMS COR WALL - Cpl 'Boris' Wade sets ail with 
the avy 

Working with the Royal Navy does have its pluses as I found out when 
WO (CT) Sheppard R was able to get me an attachment to HMS 
Cornwall for two months. I joined the ship on the final stage of aval 
Task Group 2000 'East Pacific & Caribbean Phase'. I flew out to San 
Diego and was met by one of the ship's company who introduced me to 
the rest of the company in various bars down town! San Diego was a 
maze of nco-clad buildings knitted together by a mass of overhead wires 
and streets packed with people. Finding the rest of the crew didn't take 
too long! .1 spent. the. rest of the we~k in San Diego learning the hip' 
daily routme, .which mcluded the actions on fire and flooding - daunting 
prospect! Whilst a!ong 1de I had a stroke of luck one night and bumped 
~nlo a Top Gun aviator Capt ' obby' Clark US , callsign 'Ripper". He 
mv1ted me on a tour of hi ship the USS Carl Vinson. The arsenal of 
fighter aircraft and weapons on board was amazing. The only thing they 
didn't have on board was a MacDonalds! 

Soon enough we had set sail onboard HMS Cornwall. We headed 
along the coast of Mexico towards Panama. The views were fantastic and 
quite often whales and dolphins would wim alongside the hip. My first 
stop was Caracas in Venezuela and after coming alongside l was eager to 
get my feet on dry land after being at sea for three weeks. However, I had 
to. wait a few more hour as, on arrival, we were informed by a British 
L1a1son team that there had been 28 murders and 2 kidnappings over the 
previous two day ! Ayia appa sound a safer night out! We headed 
away .from Venezuela after a couple of days leave and I was eagerly 
awa1t111g my flight back to Cyprus from Antigua. However. I then 
rec~ived news that I was going to have to stay on board until Plymouth! 
It did mean that I was able to enter the Miss Cornwall competition, which 
I ~on, even if I did have to play the part of Mistres Gimp! (photo 
withheld). In summary l had an excellent trip working alongside the 
Royal Navy on HMS Cornwall. All I can say is if you ever get the chance 
to work with the Royal Navy, snap it up, you'll love it. 

Cpl Wade goes matelot 

HTROOP 
With the onslaught of the harsh(ish) Cyprus winter che more 

adventurou member of the Troop were once more heading for the 
Troodos Mountains to put their bodie on the line. With the aid of Cpl 
Carl Gaber (FLS). the Troop was able to enter two three-man teams in 
the I '.!SU Walkdown Competition. In order to get the be t out of our 
Technician he ran with the bos , W02 ' ick Smith and gt Daz 

fiddleton, while gt Guy Townsend and LCpl 'Day to do· Booth 
volunteered to show Cpl Rob Forwood the way to do it! Having 
completed the Cypru Walkabout Competition SSgt ige 'Bli ters' 
Francis was champing at the bit to attend but the kids Chri tma party 
will always take precedence (apparently!). Happily we can report that all 
team members reached the bottom in one piece. although LCpl Booth 
will undoubtedly be purcha ing a different pair of hons if he i ever to 
attempt such a feat again! With hardly time to draw breath Sgt Guy 
Townsend and Cpl Rob Forwood were away on the annual Mil Training 
Exerci e (Ex Mercury Break). It proved to be an interesting experience
all round, not least becau e the RAF have widely differing view on the 
tandard of tran it accommodation for exerci ing troop (long may it 

continue we say!). Having spent the week dealing with a mall band of 
anti-Briti h desperado (and winning naturally) it wa back for the 
Inter- quadron Cross- ountry and the Troop Christma do. 

12 ( U) WALKDOW - 2 DECEMBER 2000 - by Cpl Leah tewarrf 
On Friday I December. several members of the J ( ) traveled 

down to Epi kopi Garrison in preparation for the 12 U Walkdown 
Competit ion. Ala this meant that we would ha e to forego an aflernoon 
in the quadron bar! That evening all the teams met for ome la t minute 
carbo loading before getting an early night in preparation for an early 
morning reveille - OSOOhrs. In total there were nearly eighty team " 
competing. The team all gathered at regi tration in order that the 
officials could check each team for the mandatory equipment and full 
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\\ater bottle._ Bu.'. "ere used to transport al_l _24q nmners to the start 
int in Platr•s \tllag·. The idea of the c_omp'llll~n 1s to ru~ from Plat;res 

in'1h· Tnx1do~ foothills to Epi kopi Garn on. a d1srnncc ?~"1ghteen mil~ 
ros: ·oimtry. On arriv~ll at Platrcs we tood around waitm~_for our turn 

to ·tart - 11 was freezing! 1~ team. The Bondu I abes. consisted. of Capt 
Ca.roline Woodbridge, 1\frs Le ley .rwin rhe bosses wife), ~nd 
my:elf. We h:id some T- hirts made spo11mg ou~ .eam name on the ft?nl 
and our indh idual name on the rear. We set oft from Platres al an e\ en 
pace only io find Skm down the road that we were all rather wam1. 1 fter 
remo' ing otlf woolly hat and th m1al we ontipued on to heckpo1~t 
One. 11 told th re were three checkpoint,. They were paced roughly ~1x 
miles ap:tr1 over ome steep terrain. Tl~c first i Skm passed quite qu1c~ly 
txfore cramp and fatigue began to set m. A· the day wore on we slO\\ed 

our pace but our spirits remained high. Capt Caroline Wood~ridge 
annoyed u all by !nsi~ting on _takmg P,hotogruphs, especially dunng the 
hilly bits! Our nangat1on was spot on throughout the day although the 
safety vehicle at Checkpoint 1:hrce misinfom1cd u when they told us the 
finish was only I .Skm away -11 wa m fact 4kn~ away! We arrived at the 
fini h elated to have completed the cow· e 111 JUSt less. than five hours. 
Despite Mrs rwin's cries of ' I 'm never doing anytl~111g like that ever 
again' , e have plans for next year! Our hard work paid otT and brought 
a mile to our face when we reali ed v.:c had fini. hed as the ~cond 
ladies team and waited for the pre cntauon to receive our trophies. A 
really enjoyable hard d.ay in the hill and definitely recommended to any 
budding long course oncnteers. 

14th SIGNAL REGIMENT 
(ELECTRONIC WARFARE) 

237 IGJ AL Q ORO ' (EW) . . 
The Chri·tma period proved an eYentful tune for the quadron. In 

ebullient mood that the CO' quadron In pection bad gone o welL Sgt 
'lick 'Toothles but Ruthles 'Thorpe had pinched gt Jez 'You won't 
get any ympathy from me' Ward's chips a.nd in the course of e c.ap: and 
evasion, managed to fall off a wall.' break111g collar bone, am1. Jaw and 
tooth. Chri tma dinner had to be 1mb1bed through a straw - hope they 
were good chip ! . 

In preparation for deployment, members ot Ko o o Tp have b~en on. a 
two-week Albanian Course and ha e completed OPTAG tram1.ng 111 
Catterick, as well as ODETTE - and comms trainir:ig. A Rear Deta ils Tp 
fondly ob crve, 'It i with a tearful eye that we bid farewell . to our men 
and women going off to war. ot becau e of any care f?r their safety but 
becau e of all the work they have left behind.' Sig 'Richy (Unpnnta~le 

ickname' Ba table ha thoughtfully organized some Troop Go ~art1og 
in HaYerfordwe t to help his mates get over the sorrow of bemg left 
behind for four mon1hs. Don"t worry lad . l hear that S 1.. Ton_ '.Why 
didn't 1 get a mention in the last Is ue?' Frost plan to whip. you into a 
frenzy of vehicle maintenance; mil skills and adventure trammg. On the 
agenda, (because I know th.at the ~pense is killin~ you) i clim.bir:ig a~d 
kayaking in th Peak District m June; Bavarian beer-sw_lllmg 111 

September; and for the non-asthmatic, 2lC Capt Mark ·How big do )'.OU 

like your peak lads?' Davies is planning a South American chmbmg 
extravaganza later in the year. As the OC, Maj Dave 'Deals on Wheels' 
Drinkull watches his boys head valiantly off to Kosovo under the proud 
command of Lt Phil ·Home Brew' Waddell, he tells me he is eagerly 

contemplating ome hill- walking in the Black Mountains with W02 
Tony ' o really Boss, rm happy with my car' Watters •. as well as the 
chance to focu on his flourishing econd hand car busmess. You did 
\ ant a plug for that didn't you Sir? . . . 

Clo er to home and just a few week away 1s the Regimental Boxmg 
Competition. Cpl cth 'l don't like running ' Campbell (SHQ Tp) and 
LCpl Biggs 'Sorry. I o erslept" Hancock are plann_in~ to lose I 0 stone 
between them. That"s gonna mean no Brawdy Lanes pizzas lads. Special 
mention for Sig Julie 'Watch out for me left hook Tommy' Parry as she 
repre ent 237 qn in the female match. . , 

cw arrivals to welcome to our happy clan are 2Lt Liz How much 
AT can a Troopie fit in al Brawdy?' Robson ; 2Lt Eddie 'Hammer' 

faskell-Pedersen ; in the MT. Sgt 'Yes l really did volunteer to come 
here' 'ewton and io Rus 'Lambrini ' Mowatt all keen and fresh from 
the factory. Congrafulations to Sig Mark ' Boy ' Thompson on his 
wedding and thank to 226 Sig Sqn for stagging on o that 237 qn could 
all celebrate with him. 

1t ha been an extremely rewarding and diverse year for 237 Sqn; we 
have deployed to Kenya. Canada - where we got in . ome excellent AT in 
the Rockies - and the odd lucky one got to Australia on Ex Long Look. 
We have had an equally high profile in the UK, atten~ir:ig d_emo. all o\'er 
the country, exercising on Salisbury Plarn and paruc1patmg m a JO.ml 
comms exercise with the Royal Navy. However, for Adventure Trammg 
opportunitie , it's all an our doorstep. With an on-site AT Centre, and the 
likes of ewgale Beach a mile down the road, Brawdy certamly takes 
some beating. 

1 16 SIGNAL REGIMENT 

EXERCI E J TANT WHLP 19- 26 JA 1UARY 2001 
HQ Sqn deployed to the first of many locations led by Maj Bob 

Taylor. There were no hassles, despite the driving wind and snow of 
Gennany. They were content to have their own personal German ~ard 
force, which the CO found were very thorough, not even allowmg him on 
ite without an escort from the Echelon. The new members or the Sqn 

were soon to di cover the joys of movement and learn their new kills 
and drills. The QMS quickly became a casualty of war so another 
fortunate soul replaced him who immediately drew up a new set of rules 
such as tables at meal times are for food not weapons. W02 (SSM) 
Baird seemed to lose many an item, which gt Andy Haylcr was always 
on hand to retrieve (or Jid he do it). Aller visits to Leuth, Arsbeck and 
Leuth again Endex was called and all returned joyful to camp safe in the 
knowledge that all had benefited from the experience. 

TRAI. ' ING \\L 1G PRE R C/R JCC 2001 -bySgtAndyHayler 
After many weeks planning the course was about to start but the 

mev1table happened. Aller Christmas the sick chits urprisingly appeared 
and very soon out of the original !4 volunteers only four remained. The 
Trammg Warrant Officer, W02 Chri Ward promptly asked for 
permission to cancel the course, and the CO tasked us to organise the 
course for the following week and with much hard graft all was complete. 
Then cam1.: the students, ready (were they?) and willing to learn. The 
command> and orders given and the fun was on its way. There were many 
mc1dents, one to mention was gt 'Where's my SIO'I' Hoskins, who in a 
smart and oldier like fa hion informed the D he had mislaid his 
re pirator somc\\ here m the mud. The mud took a few more victims such 
as pl 'Help me' Appleby, last seen calling for assistance sinking into 
the never ending mud. The course was a su cess and achieved its aim and 
the proof will be in the improvement in quality of the soldiers attending 
the R SC and R JC . 
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230 SIG AL SQUADRO 
Sqn Comd Maj Ian Lawerence 
Sqn SSM W02 (SSM) Rob Hood 
TRU K ODE015 
Tp Comd Lt Knightly Brown 
Tp SSgt SSgt Mc eill . 

Farewells go out to LCpl McDiarmid and Sig Langley to 15 S1~ Regt 
and ig Joyce to Civvie Street. Welcome to igs Patman, Robinson. 
Midd lemiss and Brookes fresh from Blandford! 

EXERCI EI 1 TA1 T WillP 2001 - by lord Bedford . 
Congratulat ions to TNO 15 for an admirable perfonnance on the 11rs1 

exercise of 2001. A whole host of records were broken over the week, but 
first a few thank-yous to the attachments. LCpl Si Macey, the Chef, well 
done, Sig 'I don't care' Daniel, ig Kelly 'Buttercup' _Butterti~ld and 
the unusual number of Techs. Cpl Pete Burgess, Cpl Lisa Jackhn, Cpl 
George 'I'll stab myself to get out of exercise' Harrison, ~C~I Dav~ 
'Certa Cito' Driver, LCpl. Danny 'Sprog' Miller, LCpl Jim Spro~ 
Duffield , LCpl Sun n y ' l need a drink' Faid and LCp l Richie 
'Spoggiest' Knight. The Node could not work without you .... The. Nod: 
was run with ease, ably assisted by Cpl John Hall and C pl Matt ~mnc\ 
newly promoted to ode Command and supervised by gt colt I 1~nn 
the bacon fat and the congealed lard' Day. The Switch crew ran 1~to 
problems on Arsbeck Training Arca with SHF shots. ~C~I d~g~ 
McDiarmid , LCpl Stu Williamson, Sig Ricky Baron , 1g Pa Yt 
Irwin and Sig cott Cameron were rescued by the heavy mob. sj . 
'Party' Poppa and the Rotweiller, Cpl 'Di nosaur ' McMinn: Come~ 
value on exercise goes to Sig Priest who spent four hours getting a h~ 
bulb up in the Admin tent, they don't make EDs like '.hey used t?! u~ 
was then tasked to put toilet rolls in all the po1taloos this he did witho 
question, putting them on those handy little shelves otherwise known as 
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urinals , another record was ~roken by the Chef, LCpl Macey, who used 
four pans to make custard. Fmally the Admin wa nm by SSgt John 'The 
DAD' McNcill ably assisted by his Lordship, Lord Billy Bedford who 
lowered himself to wait on everybody hand and foot, the ode should be 
eternally grateful. A mention must go to the QRF team of ig 'Golden 
!3lanket.' Denham and Sig 'I'm putting 1:ny jacke~ on' Langley who 
11nprcss1vely always allowed the phone to nng four times before waking. 
P.S . DAD Defence, Adm in, Discipline ... ! 

TR NK NODE 016 
Tp Comd 2Lt Sarah Pittaway 
Tp Sgt gt Dean Wilkinson. 

TNO 16 ha hit the ground running since returning from Christmas 
leave. Sgt Wilkinson has taken over from gt Coleman who has been 
posted 400111 to the palatial HQ Sqn on promotion. Sgt Wilkinson has 
filled not only the Staff Sergeant's shoes but also the desk! All members 
of ThO 16 (with the exception of Sig owcll) extend a warm welcome to 
Sgt Clark who joins us from ATR Bassingbournc. LCpl Vingoe settled 
into the Regiment by rescuing his neighbours from their burning 
building; an act dramatic enough to elicit an interview from BFBS that's 
a slab thanks! Welcome too to ig 'Felix' Feline who joins us straight 
from training at Blandford. Fond farewells go to Capt 'Ollie' Dinnis 
who has gone to 7 Armd Bde; RQMS Dave Coleman who has been 
posted within 16 Sig Regt, L 'pl Tim McGukin who joins l 0 I Log Bde 
in Aldershot and Sig Al Cowen who has gone to 21 Sig Regt._Christma 
leave was brought to an abrupt end by the deployment on Ex Instant 
Whip Our strength was bolster d by the addition of Sgt 'I play 
American Football' Lewis who joined u from Support Tp and Pte 'Can't 
cook, won't cook' ·Du' Brook the chef. Ex Instant Whip provided u 
with a full spectrum of climatic conditions from snow to sunshine; it was 
a shame the Yeoman, SSgt (YofS) Faramus, couldn't provide us with a 
full spectrnm of frequencie ! 

EXERCISE ARRCADE FUSIO - 255 SIG AL SQUADRO 
Sqn Comd Maj A. Burgin 
SSM W02 (SSM) Aimer 

The recent ARRC exercise to Wildflecken, South Germany, brought a 
few surprises for the fitter members of 230 Sig Sqn . The local German 
community invited the squadron to enter their annual 'Run up the Hill' 
competition. This described perfectly the 5k.m uphill slog over cobbled 
German streets . The Squadron had many willing volunteers and 
successes! Unaware of their succes , the team left the event early only to 
be summoned back to collect their prizes. LCpl Merrick won hi 
category and Cpl McMinn won the over SO's. 

Sig McGukin - Wildflecken October 2000 

LCpl Walsh , Sgt Clarke - Wildflecken October 2000 
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230 Signal Squadron - Wildflecken October 2000 
(L-R): LCpl McDiarmuid, Sig McGukin, Cpl Shepherd, 
Cpl Countes, Sig Daniel, Maj Lawrence, SSgt Perham 

(L-R): LCpl Walsh, LCpl Fail, Cpl McMinn, LCpl Merrick, 
Sgt Clarke 

SUPPORT TROOP 
Tp Comd 2Lt Jo Stokoe 
Tp gt Sgt Cooper 
EXERCISE INSTA T WHIP 1 

The Squadron deployed on the Regimental FTX with the aim of 
practising the deployment and movement of its Ptarmigan assets. Support 
Tp personnel folUld themselves working throughout the Squadron on 
either a Trunk ode, SA Group or with CP 16. The exercise got off to a 
good start when the 230 Sqn Radio Relay, attached to TN095, ran out of 
diesel on the initial deployment - nothing like prior preparation and 
planning! The 'no comms' record was set by SAN 882 who (through no 
fault of their own!) were out of the system for 19 hours! Fortunately. for 
the SA GPs, end ex came 48 hours early and they returned to camp 
leaving TN095 exercising along with the TNs from 230 Sqn. LCpl 
Bishop worked tirelessly on the generators as no end of problems aro e 
throughout the exercise. Sgt Cooper spent most of the time wondering 
what on earth he was doing there! Whilst 230 Sqn. who ran the exercise, 
enjoyed the culinary delights of fresh rations and chefs, 255 Sqn 
soldiered on with the delights of ·Pack and Go' dehydrated rations. This 
meant that 2Lt Emily Greenwood could con tantly be heard 
complaining about how hungry she was! Despite these minor problems 
most pe9ple returned from the exercise having learnt omething. 

MA TROOP 
Tp Comd 2Lt Jeffery 
Tp SSgt SSgt Fensom 

MAN Tp would like to welcome Sig Jamie Buyer from 39 Inf Bde & 
Sig Sqn and Sig Taylor and his family from 14 Sig Regt (EW) into the 
Troop. Farewell go out to Sgt Dean Royle on his new po t at 7 Sig 
Regt; LCpl at 'Klump' Kemp to 39 Inf Bde & Sig Sqn; LCpl Jayne 
'Cover girl' Robinson to RSS and LCpl Kerry Sim to 21 Sig Regt 
(AS); we all wish them the best in their new jobs. Po t Chri tmas blues 
have now washed over a the busy exercise season start again both for 
the Regiment and ARRC. Congratulations go out to Cpl 1ark Appleby. 
LCpl · iron lung ' Boothby and LCpl Sims on their respective 
promotions. Sig Kelly Johnson can get a big crate of beer due to her 
recent prize for contributing the most to Regimental life, she wa 
presented 'The Lord Trophy' by the CO in front of the whole Regiment. 
Thi is presented to the person who the CO feels has contributed most to 
Regimental life and therefore she should be very proud! We now hope 
that he will soon return from playing sport so we can all ee who she i . 

SA TROOP 
Tp Comd Capt J. Lucan (Lyons) 
Tp SSgt Sgt I Green 

Following Ex Arrcade Fusion in Italy. SA Tp have busied them el e 
with the rigours of CO's week and RSIT - intermingled with the u ·ual 
smatterings of Christma. panies and leave. The Troop Commander ha 
found him elf working hard on hi tan and technique on the co mopolitan 
lope of various European resorts. His hard work (on and off the lope !) 

has earned him recent promotion and a place in the Anny 
Championships. Jn hi · ab cnce. though, the Troop has been run with !lie 
iron fist of Sgt Iain Green, ' ho reckon he will be due some leave on 
the OC"s return .... o he think ! The first exercLe of the year saw the 
Troop split amongst the various guises ofTN095, Ech and the SA s. The 
week aw a variety of luxurious locations, ome haute cui ine and a hefty 
amount of humour. It was an intere ting ·tart to the exerci ·e year for all 
concerned! The Troop undergoes rigorous PT e sion - according to 
LCpl Buckingham who required exten ive medical te · ts following a 
collap e after LCpl Lister's ·Fed the Bum' circuits. 

ALPINE SKJI 'G 15 0 EMBER 2000 - 3 FEBR ARY 2001 
by Capt John Lyons 

Before we even got anywhere near snow this ·ea·on, the lpine team 
already had a clearly defined ct of objective that needed to be a hie' ed. 
Firstly to retain the Royal ignals Championship before Chri ' tma. and 
then to go on and qualify for the m1y hampion hips in January for the 
second year in a row. To thi end the 'help' of\ 02 (QM 1) Bob Price 
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w:b enlisted to whip u int ~hape. although at the time it felt a lot more 
lik • a thrnsh. There were definicely a few membe1 - of the team who felt 
that after a s~s . 1on in the gym with the QM I their arn~s .had grown at 
least si inche. - in length! evertheles . the extra t.rammg tood the 
\\hole team in good stead for the 1p commg compe11t10~. It would? 
unfair at thi iagc not to extend a · c.cre tha1~k you to i\laj T?ny Burgm 
and \laj Bob Taylor for rcleasmg ·:·eir men tor the three se · ions a day._ 

Ho\\evd. on a :criou note. cvcry·onc was hocked to hear of thc.trag1c 
oc 1dent that took place on the rail ' '9Y up to the Kaprun Glacier. ~n 
Au. tria. JU t ten days before we let1. Coincidental!. it w~s. the ·ame tram 
that we used for the duration of the four-week training camp a~d 
championships This had the knock on effect that we were unable to tram 
on the glacier for the first three we k of the camp. Dunng th_e ~r l week 
, ·e had to traYel 10 the other end of the alley, to Ilic resort ot lhntertux -
a mere si,-hour round trip each day. However. a thi wa the only re ort 
in the area with an) now at the time it ' as very crowded and the 
\\~;1thcr wa a,,ful. as such the training value of tl1e week wa severely 
reduced. The follo,..,ing week we moved to the small reso1i of St J a~ob 
where eventually the gods smiled on us and both the .w.eather and piste 
were excellent for the next two weeks and all participant took full 
advantage ofth1 . That said there wa · time to ~et out.and ee places at the 
\\eckend. teams went all over the country 1de; Vienna Salz.burg and 
Garmi h to name but a few. But ju I to put people back in the right frai:ne 
of mind there wa a bit of PT. On arrival in Zell Am See, QM I Pnce 
decided to go and explore the town. this included~ liule_drive around the 
lake. Yeah right, we knew a recce when we saw tl. Believe me. a 14km 
run around a lake on a freezing day i enough to clear anyone· head. 

The week of the competition was hard fought , particularly between 
oursehes and 7 Armd Bde ig Sqn, altliough relations were alway good 
natured. they were probably not helped by Cpl Bruce 'Bi-lingual ' 
Findlay kindly explained to _a m:mber of 7 Amid Bde how 10 a k for 
·au age and chip . The same mdiv1dual wa later heard to. ask confidently 
for · Bahnhof mit pommes bitte '. The big advantage 16 1g Regt had was 
strength in depth wi th in the squad, thanks to a lot of hard work and 
training from Cpl Richie ' Don ' t know what your talkrng about ' 
Turnbull, Cpl Bruce 'Oh to be a Hibie' F!ndlay an~ W02 (QMSI) Bob 
·\\'hose vour daddy!· Price. In the end 11 wa tl11s team strength that 
would carry u through as we won the Team Slalom by m~re than enough 
to overturn our earlier defeat and clmm the Team Champ1onsh1p. By the 
end of the pre entation evening the team had been up to collect a 1~ass of 
trophies. medals and other prizes from the spon ors ortel, rreadmg on 
the sno"'boarders sat on the floor all the way. This year we left as the 
Corp Team Champion , Team lalom Champion , Runner -Up Team 
Giant Slalom and Capt John '\"lhat do you mean I've got to pack my 
own boots?' Lyon left as both the individual Slalom and Giant Slalom 
Champion. All that was left to do was to return quietly to JHQ with all 
our thinos for a good Christmas. Oohhh no that would be too easy, 
omeone

0
had put a full page spread in ihe Sixth Sense under tlie headline 

'Sweet Sixteen'. Ju t what we nee.ded in tlie silly season, crated from all 
comers ofGem1any, cheers for that - Bah Humbug! 
252 IG "AL Q ADRO ' 

I:'\ GA PORE TROOP - A RETROSPECTIVE LOOK 
Singapore Tp has gone through many changes in manning over the 

past nine months. which ha brought a new mix of per onalitics to the 
Troop . At the top. the .Bos (Ca.pt Graham Blonde!) has left tis to 
langui h in the sunny heights of Gibraltar and the man who ha to fill his 
bi g shoes is Capt 'Sco tty' Steven . Both Troop Foremen, SSgt Bob 
Vowles (now with 8 ig Bdc) and W02 Paul Lewis MBE (now 
Foreman of Cyprus) have been replaced by Sgt Rob Campbell and 
W02 Ian 'Toothless' Outterson. Sgt eil Walsh and Sgt H. Glean 
ha e both moved squadron within the Regiment, whilst in the lower 
ranks Cpl Kev Brooker left for 7 ig Regt, Cpl Jamie Topping went to 
serve with the T in ewcastle for three years, LCpl Christian Wood 
moved to 2 0 qn and ig ' Windy' Miller went to 30 ig Regt. ig 
·Grif' Griffiths joined 259 ig Sqn in Cyprus, Cpl Charlie Sunderland 
wa re-un ited with Cpl Brooker in 7 Sig Regt, Cpl Tanya Lawrence 
(newly married) joined her hu band in 15 ig Regt, Cpl Paul Meardon 
moved aero s to TM Tp whilst Cpl Dave Hudson lefl his quiz partners 
behind and went io R Blandford. La tly, but by no means least, a gifted 
soldier ig Ayscough adly le ft us to try and gain his five star ai 
McDonald . The competent people who have arrived to replace the lost 
experience arc Sgt Tony Ramsay, Cpl ' JP ' Philips, LCpl Jim Elkin, 
LCpl ' Flash' Faithfu.11 , LCpl Dave Needham, L~pl Gaz. Smith, ig 
Bobby Glennie and c1vvy storeman Dan Owen. With all this change m 
manpower and levels .of experience.the Troop has had to ad~ust and adapt 
to new working pra lice and a vaned sen e of humour which appears to 
have been a great success. 

252 IG ' AL Q ORO (BOR EO TROOP) 
Borneo (Cl ) Tp were once a~ain engaged in a .hectic ex period that 

culminaied in Ex Arrcade Fusion 2000. The build up phase was as 
frenetic a' ever ' ith the new OC, Capt ' Herbie' Herbert joining the 
Troop and immediately searching through his MFO for hi coveralls. 
Also new to the Troop was S gt Mick Johnson who after achieving such 
magnificent grades during hi JS conversion was ~ewarded with the t~sk 
of moving 500 ATacCS boxes around the exercise area . The exem e 
itself provided great opportunities and YofS 'Stew' Hartshorne needed 
no encouragement to jump on the roof with a fibre optic cable just as the 
BFB camera team started taping. The ETMA Team (S gt Martin 
Abraham and gt Dave Cox) made a conceited effort to change their 
name to the Sleepman Team and they displayed their bedsores proudly. 
The ISM Helpde k team al o took the opportunity to finish the ex early 
along with the Staff but at least tliey were good enough to wave out the 
coach as they left. Sgt Martin Bain made an angry announcement that 
he was retiring for good, but a usual everyone ignored. this. Life was not 
made any ea ier when YofS 'Stew· Hartshorne, whilst demonstratmg 
ihe correct use of the rifle ling, inadvertently knocked the bung of a 
water pipe in the accommodation area , what followed .made the water 
cenes in Deep Impact look tame. The YofS would like to take th1s 

opportunity to apologise to the hundreds of soldier who had to be 
re cued from ihe Block. Finally, weU done Cpl Jim Butt on the birth ofa 
baby boy (see you on deployments now!) and LCpl Kev Choules who, 
upon being told he was getting promoted replied, ' Yeah I knew I would 
anyway.' 

21 SIGNAL REGIMENT 
(AIR SUPPORT) 

REGI'.\<tE 'T L HEADQ ARTER 
CO Lt Col Peter Gillespie 
RSM WOI (RSM) Al Jenkins 
HE DQ RTER SQ ADRON 
Sqn Comd Maj Tom Dean 
SSM W02 ( M) ick Organ 
Q ARTER 1A TER'S (TECH. ICAL) DEPART IENT 

This has been a very busy time for the QM's Dept, as well as the 
preparation for the forthcoming LSI and PRE the following new arrivals 
are welcomed into the Department: SSgt 'Scouse what accounts?' 
Deegan, Mr John Hutchinson (ex RLC) and ig Sara Parker. We also 
welcome Cpl John Walsh and Sig Helen Best back to the Department 
after the close down of Split Tp. Post Christmas leave saw the RQMS 
Keith Merrie take up the R M and FofS invitation to go Fan dancing, I 
think someone should have told him th e difference between the 
aforementioned and Line Dancing: Brecon and Pen Y Fan are not really 
the place for a bird watcher and Blister hopping person to be .• igs Judge 
and Fayer~ are off to orway on a four-week skiing break. There are 
some that call it Ex Hard Fall. but 1 am sure that is just an excuse to 
qualif) for rallon~ and free flights. There must be some military value in 
the f;xercise. however. as the QM, Maj Ken Clark has booked his flight 
f,,r a week's visit. The writer of these notes, who wishc to remain 
unnamed, handc:d his desk over to SSgt 'Scousc' ;)eegan . After 
familiarising himsdf with the camp layout and finding out where each 

Q\1 works came the time to check over the Accounts. The words rats, 
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desertion and sinking ships were all that could be heard as he went off to 
RHQ to put in a preference posting profonna. 

TECH ICAL M I TE A CE TROOP 
Troop OC WO! FofS 'Ady' Knight 
Troop SSgt S gt 'Spence' Ord . 

2001, a cw Year, with some members of the Troop looking more hke 
turkeys after the Christmas and New Year festivities. The Troop had a 
hectic December, what with organizing the HQ Sqn Christmas funcilon, 
ably led by S gt 'Darth Vader' Ord. Also, some members helped to 
organize the Corporals' Mess function and our own ' booze cruise', well, 
actually, a dinner on a narrow boat in between Bath and Bradford on 
Avon! Everyone enjoyed the afternoon which led on well into th~ 
evening, some more than others, notably C pl Craig 'Lord Puf'.-P~fl 
Marshall and LCpl Andy Barnard with their alternative drinking 
games. We welcome the following new arrivals to the Troop: LCpl 
'Chalky ' Whyte, LCpl 'TafT' Jones , LCpl Emma .Jones and LCpl Col 
Cross, all of whom come to u a baby techs, fresh from the factory. Wd 
also welcome back to the Troop LCpl i Lee from 244 ig Sqn. A sa 
farewell goes to gt 'Billy' Belshaw, who' leaving the Troop for 'C1v 
Div'. We wish 'Billy' and his wife all the best in the future. We are also 
sayi ng goodbye to Cpl Rob ' Biker-Boy' Murray who leaves _io 

commence his Class One in Blandford, when he gets better! A spec1a! 
mention must go to LCpl Paul 'Somebody get this horse off my fool 
Angclidi, who is currently recovering from a nasty equestrian acc1den1. 
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REGIMENTAL MT A D GE E BAY 
MTO Capt Pete G riffi ths 
MTWO W02 Dave W hite 

Aller a long and bu;y year for the troop everyone was happy to see 
Ol!cembcr co~ne along. The morale of everyone was a little higher al the 
thought of gomg on Chnsunas leave. The generator bay would like io say 
hello to the new face of Sig 'DS' Porter who arrived last month for all 
the Chri>tmas parties. First there was the Squadron Function which not 
many could remember anyway, then the troop had a night out in exciting 
Ch ippenham where Cpl 'tevic Jay made life he ll for a comedian on 
tage in a club. The next funct ion (day/night) was the LAD function 

which saw some of the Gene bay lads attending. Then came the rugby 
match between the Officers and NCOs v ORs which the ORs won with 
Cpl Stevie Jay 'getting stuck in'. On the last day everyone had great fun 
Ill the CO' challenge with big hangovers. ' Drill' Sgt Andy Hayes, Sgt 
' Mac' MacDonald and Cpl Stevie Jay set up the driving stand from the 
MT. Meanwhile the rest of the lads had some work to do. MTWO W02 
'Chalkie' White completed the forced march, LCpl ' Russ' Russell and 
Sig 'Shaz' Loftus had to do a BPFA then form part of the team to do the 
assault course three time lgs Greg Ward and ' Big & Daft ' Chilvers 
had a headache after completing some command tasks. Surprisingly 
enough we saw Cpl Carlton Keyes for a couple of days before he was 
away on leave again (most leave in NATO). 
220 JG AL Q ADRO 

qn Comd Maj Jim Forre t 
S M W02 Dave Giles 

The Squadron, having surv ived a hectic 2000, wa released from the 
mad house for the Christmas/New Year tanddown following a fun filled 
CO's Challenge. The Squadron has had an extremely busy year which 
had most tempers reach boiling point at some point. However, we enter 
2001 with considerable daylight at the end of the tunnel. We have the 
Corps MAPPS trial to look forward to and yet another hectic year of 
external exercises. We now have a working hanger, some working 
structures and hopefully the amval of some equipment which will lift 
some heads. 

CHARLIE TROOP 
Tp Comd Lt MacDonald 
Tp SSgt SSgt Ez.ard 

Charlie Tp started the year as they meant to carry on with variou 
exercises and ' normal ' work to complete until it finally arrived, the 
month that everyone looks forward to .. . December! Witl1 all the seasonal 
preparations taking place around us we were looking forward to bringing 
toys and wearing ' civvie ' lo work but alas we were to be disappointed as 
the new Squadron vehicles. changes in crew commander and CES' 
were deemed more important. Although disappointed we carried on with 
the work given to us until finally the 'last week of term' arrived. After the 
last few months of hectic work a spell of time off was just wbat we all 
needed with only the junior ranks Christmas meal and the CO's Day to go 
spirits were bigh. The day of the Christma meal arrived and passed 
without the slightest sign of any food throwing and made a plea ant 
change io be waited on hand and foot by the seniors. The CO's Day came 
and was jam packed with all manner of military and physical activities all 
of which the guys agreed wa good fun. All that was left now wa to pack 
our kit, say our farewells and 'do one '. Once back we had the Squadron 
Christma party to look forward to and near the end of January we were 
' treated ' lo a fancy dre party like no other with a few members of the 
Troop coming dressed a women . Special mention goe to Sig 'Ugly 
bird ' Pankhurst with his rather convincing Lady Boy co tume a mention 
also to Cpl 'Austin ' Brown and last but not lea t Cpl Paul Howe and 
LCpl hcena Underwood who helped with the organisation of the party. 
Although we have had quite a busy period the Troop has not lo t or 
gained many members apart from the ad loss of Sgt 'Si' Oldman, who 
bas moved to Squadron Ops. With Christmas and ew Year finished we 
have another busy year to occupy us with various quadron and 
Regimental commitments but in the usual Charlie Tp style we shall take 
it in our tride. 

DELTA TROOP 
Tp Comd 2Lt Wadia 
Tp SSgt SSgt Gilbert 

Congratulations to LCpl ' teff' Gibbs on his award for 'Be t 
Tradesman ' in the Regiment. Well done! Al o Congratulations go to Cpl 
Dave Heath for winning the Junior Bobsleigh Championship ! ice to 
see all that time ofT wa worth it! Good-bye' to LCpl Wayne Turner 
who was posted to 280 Sig Sqn. you'll be missed! LCpl 'DJ' Seymour 
who has gone lo Blandford to do his Class I, good luck, and finally 
goodbye to ig Susie James who is leaving the amiy in two weeks time! 
Welcome to Sgt Bev McAuley. LCpl Steve Phillips, LCpl ick Smith. 
Sig Al Cowen, Sig Kelly Freebury, Sig Danny Muhl, Sig Lee Pca.rce 
and ig Paul Heywood, plu Ilic other that will have arrived by the time 
this goes to press! 

DELTA TROOP 
M PP PRELIMINARY ACCEPTAN E TRIALS 

At the tart of December member of ·D' Tp, 220 ig Sqn began 
training for the forthcoming trial of MAPPS (Mobile Acee s to the 
Ptanni~an Packet System). 21 Sig Regt (A ) ha been gi.v~n the 'honour' 
oftnalmg the new kit for a year, to ba. ically en ure that 1t is up to cratch 
before going ou1 to the more lowly units in tl1e Corp ! The Tr?OP had to 
spend some time down at Christchurch, at BAe ystems, te ting the kit 
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prior to its arriva l with the Regiment. Due to its nature this was very 
tedious work but the team worked well , k<--pl amused by the Det omds 
w.ho ,consta~tly insult each oth~r - the nickname ' Pigdog! • i one I recall . 
Sig Mane Warner got a li ttle concerned when someone from the 
Defence Procurement Agency tried to chat her up, but she soon gave him 
the cold shoulder! · ' must point out that the numbers out at the nightclub 
on the final mght m Bournemouth were exceptionally disappointing, and 
thus my main aims with the troops training have now changed. At last on 
Thu_rsday 18 January, not surprisingly a little later than expected, the 
vehicles proudly rolled through the main gate at Azimghur Barracks to 
begm the main preliminary trials. Heading up the 3 MAPP nodes are 
Cpls ~ee Fr~nci_s and Jim Thisby, and LCpl Steff Gibbs with Cpl i 
Hopkms filling m when requ ired. Despite a ·few' initial problems the 
comms side of life seems to be going well. Unfortunately the upport 
vehicle !s a bit .of a bizarre des ign, and hopefully the Health & Safety 
gurus will sort 11 out! One of the first main le ts for the kit was at RAF 
Odiham on Tuesday 22 January, where it was lifted by Chinook. This 
went well , at least for the first node, because after that lift it tarted to 
rain so the RAF called off the other lifts. So, it was back to the tarmac for 
a road move to Barton Stacey Trg Arca (BSTA). Fortunately, Lt Murray 
MacDonald , OC C Tp, had managed to ensure that the ground was 
al.ready churned up by hi LRs, obviously just to give the MAPPS 
Pmzgauers a bit of cross-country practice. There. (having got his LRs 
freed from bemg bogged in!) the Troop set about e tablishing comms. 
This l<?Ok a~es due to slighi comms installation problems, but the links 
~ame m easily enough eventually. Well done to tho e from the Troop 
mvolved for a good fi rst exerci e and hopefully the rest of the trials might 
go smoothly?! 

BOBSLETGHrNG - by Cpl Heath 
It all started in the summer of 2000 when I started to train down at 

Bath University with the GB bob leigh team. I was released from work 
each morning to train, which involved doing exercises ranging from 
heavy squat sessions to sprint and pushing essions. Yes, that is pushing a 
bobsleigh, as we have one on wheels down at Bath! After the selection 
race in October last year l was invited to represent Great Britain in an 
FIBT International Bobschool. lt was a brilliant experience especially 
when you think how worldwide the sport is. There were 19 different 
nations taking part from all around the globe including amoa and ew 
Zealand. From there it was onto the Army Junior Champion hips lo be 
held in Winterberg Germany, a track that l hadn't vi ited before. I got on 
alright with the track in general and all week kept on managing to reduce 
my times down, ready for race day. With my 'brakeman', LCpl dam 
Grant from the Royal Engineers, we sprinted off the top and within one 
minute we had won the Championship ! After Christma it was back to 
Winterberg again for the British Chanipionships. This time, however. my 
' brakeman' was a civilian sprinter from the European Cup Team, hence a 
faster start giving a fighting chance against my junior rival Tpr Dai 
Palmer. In the race they got us on the first laufbut I pulled it back for the 
second, not too bad considering my team had only pushed together twice 
before compared to the two years Tpr Palmer's team have been together. 
l have now been elected to race at the Junior World Championships 
representing Great Britain so my hard work has started to pay off! 

Cpl Heath and brakeman set off on another run 
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Cpl Heath 1s at pre,ent r'prc·enting the rmy. Joint en ice and GB 
in Boh J •igh ( ompetitions. I le is hoping to . tart up a orps Team, o any 
hopduls ,iiould contuct lum at 21 ig Regt (Air upport). 

HE OQ RTER TROOP (V) 
BRITI H OPE,' Q A H CHA IPIO 'SHlP 
OYER 40"s Fl AL 

gt Tom Pollard again reached the :., ,al of the Briti h Open over 40 
~qua ·h Championship held at .th~ 1atio nal Indoor C ntre ~l 
Binningham. Tom. the holder of the title which he won la t year, was tl11 
)ear up against a formidable opponent. the ex-World Open. qua, h 
Champion. Ro s , ormn n, from ew Zealand. Ross entered this eve!lt 
for the first time on reaching the age bracket. Tom wa defeated rn 
trnight els 6-1. 6-0. 6-1. however the. match lasted for forty minutes and 

Tom made Ro s work for e' ery pomt. There were many 20-30 shot 
rallie and ''hen Tom seemingly had Ross in trouble during the rally. the 
sheer skill of reCO\ ery from the ex-world champion could only be 
admired. There wa omc excellent quash played to intcre t a 
knowledgeable audience and it was agreed h}' cveral who were watching 
that if Tom Pollard could play a player of Ro s orman's calibre on a 
regular ba is, Pollard had the ability and fitnes to reach a far higher 
leH~l. Tom who i· a member of the Territorial Am1y in Bath, is an ex
Am1y quash Champion. Wiltshire Champion and ha played for Wale 
on man) occa ions. In hi civilian occupation be coaches squash and 
tenni at school in the ali bury and Blandford area. At the end of the 
match. still full of adrenaline and typical of Tom's attitude he lated. 'l 
kno\\ what I need: more hunle runs, more shunle run ! 

f 11 
•••• 

Sgt Tom Pollard (left) with Ross Norman 
Ex-World Open Squash Champion 

SQ AORO'.'\ BELATED CHRI TMAS & ' EW YEAR BA H 
by Sig Lemon 

The night tarted in true 220 Sig Sqn style with the transport failing to 
tum up and the coach money being spent on Taxi fares. Everyone was 
still in high spirits due 10 the large amount of people in fancy dress - a 
little worrying seeing that half the Squadron was in drag! Respect to 
LCpl Tim 'Talula' Lockwood for arriving fashionably late at the 
Guardroom looking more feminine than some of the women attending the 
function. The bash was held at Bath Rugby Club, and it turned out to be 
an excellent venue. The costs were kept to a minimum , and each 
indi' idual was given a strip of raffle tickets with some fantastic prizes! 
Right at the start of the night t11e raffle was drawn wi th Sgt 'Are U happy 
wuh tl1at?' \facDonald winning a camera. As the night went on people 
started to become less inhibited and ridiculous things started to occur. 
Examples include LCpl Tim ·Talula' Lockwood dancing a slow number 
\\ith the Commanding Officer (enough said!), Maj 'Disco Diva' Forrest, 
the qn OC, 0 iving u hi rendition of'You Sexy 111ing' as well as giving 
' ig ·Lenny' Leo nard his first stripe. Congratulations 'Lenny'! All in all 

the mght was a complete success and everyone enjoyed themselves (some 
more than others. eh Sir!). l would just like to say on behalf of the 
Squadron well done and a big thank you to Cpl Paul Howe and LCpl 
Louise Underwood for arranging such a great evening. 

Cpl Cooley takes the OC under his wing 
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244 SlG AL Q ADRO 
Sqn Comd Maj David Bizley 

M W02 (SSM) Paul Williams 
I TER SQUAORO ' COMPETITI01 CHAMPIO S 
by W02 (SSM) Paul Williams 

\ inning the Inter- quadron Competition was the culmination of a 
year work for 244 qn . It started with the Five-a-Side football 
competition with each Squadron entering two team : fir t and second 
place for 244 ig Sqn. ext came the Regimental Athletics, and with 
almost half the quadron (A Tp) on Exercise, it was never going to be 
easy. but we won it! The latter half of the year arrived and the 
orienteering competition took the Regiment to Sherewater. in Dorset. h 
wa here that 244 ig qn only managed a econd place to HQ qn. 
De piie the 0 . Maj 'What' that in Mills?' Bizley and SSgt (FofS) 
'Trailblazer' Todd' massive efforts and fanta tic scores they were to be 
cancelled out by the weak links W02 ( M) ' Mind the steep bank' 
Williams and W02 (YofS) 'Have I run out of time?' McCorry. Well 
done HQ qn. ext came the Regimental cro s-country, and 244 Sig qn 
were back on winning form! A clo e competition over hard terra in 
around camp, that went right down to a re-count (where were the QC and 
FofS this time?) That was it, 244 ig Sqn were now the Champion 

quadron, mathematically we could not be caught. There was still one 
event to go, The CO 's Challenge. and 244 ig qn were playing for 
pride! Once again a clo e second for 244 Sig Sqn, just lo ing out to our 
main competitors, HQ qn. For them it wa a hollow victory, however, as 
the war wa already over. P.S. Wa there a third quadron competing? 

OPERATIO AGRICOLA - KOSO 0 
Det Comd S gt Andy Gill 

The Support Helicopter Force Sig Det is still going trong in Pristina. 
The CO, R M, QC and FofS all arrived in December, but on three 
separate visits - ju t like the proverbial bus: no visits for months. then 
three come along at once. 2Lt eaJ Clements came out with the QC and 
forgot to go back for a month. At lea t he' got a medal now. When he 
finally got back and wa asked how it went he said 'The parties were 
good!' At least it gave SSgt Andy Gill a chance for some R&R and the 
rest a break from his PT e ion . 

Stand in Det Comd 2Lt Neal Clements and Sig Tour Guide Young 
hard at work in the Sigs det 

SQUADRO HEADQUARTERS TROOP 
SHQ Tp would like to say a sad farewell to Sgt 'Charlie' Farley our 

long standing and well loved MT Sergeant. His 60 a day (expletives that 
is) will be sorely missed. All the best to him and his family for their 
future in civvy street. Also. farewell to LCpl 'Geordie' Gough who 
leaves for Bassingboume on promotion. We'll miss your bowling skills! 
Welcome to gt ' I've got a Beamer' Moore who has taken over as MT 
Sergeant. 

A TROOP 
Tp Coma Capt Bill Holbrook 
Tp SSgt Sgt Phil Render 

This year started with deployment on Ex Hardfall based in outhem 
orway. The Troop ran three consecutive Novice Survival Courses for 

the Li!l!'t Dragoons while new members of the Troop were experiencing 
the dehghts of the old Weather Environment previously known as the 
'Arctic' care of the Royal Marines and 249 Sig Sqn. The course covered 
topics such as 'Skii ng', 'Survival in the cold weather (-30)', 'Teddy 
Throwing', jumping in frozen lakes and low level infantry tactics. As 
well as offering quality training, the deployment a lso gave us the 
opportunity to welcome new members of the Troop and say fa rewells to 
LCpl J~z 'My rover's in 3-wheel drive ' kelhorn on his way to IOI Log 
Bde. With orway out of the way for another year the Troop is looking 
forward to Ex Ardent Ground in Poland in April. 

PLEASE SEND ORIGINAL PHOTOS ONLY 
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Alpha Troop hierarchy 
Voss SSgt Jack Hawkins, Capt Bill Holbrook, SSgt Phil 'offender' 

Render- Capt Holbrook is the one in the middle 
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BRAVO TROOP 
Sqn Comd 2Lt eal Clements 
Tp SSgt SSgt Carl Budding 
EXERCI E EAGLES FLIGHT (29JA UARY - 9 FEBR ARY) 
by Sig Sutherland. 

In the early hours _of Monday morning, the deploying members of 
Bravo Tp met for a quick meal before beginning the slow, laborious drive 
to the wonderful ' Rollestone camp'. Once there, Sig Colin utherland 
could do nothing but complain about how cold and bored he was. He wa 
soon sorted out because he had to deploy straight onto 'Stoke Hill', 
"'.here one of the two deployed rebros was situated. Al o with him wa 
his Det Cmdr, u;:pt Coli~ 'slingshot' Kingshot. We thought we were m 
for a g?o.cl exercise: nothmg to worry about but the random civvies that 
kept dnvmg past and trying_ t? see what we were up to. During the first 
week we had. all sorts of v1s1tors from dogs to horse riders. The most 
rnterestmg v1s1t that we had was from a Platoon of infanteers that 
happened to tab past _our location as we were cooking bacon and egg 
ban1os (they were not impressed). Everything was going fine until l went 
outside and found out that our fuel had been stolen and we were running 
out o'. power. If that wasn't en?ugh the cam net collapsed, a mast broke 
and six. Cam poles now look hke horse hoes. As if it couldn't get any 
worse, 1t was also rammg. We weren't the only ones to have fun. Cpl 
·Speedy' Speed has developed a new sandwich, which has become 
~own as the 'Foreman Special'. The events leading up to this strange 
mvent1on are qune extraordmary. When Sig Tammy Yates asked FofS 
Todd What he would like in his Sandwich, (the choice being bacon, egg 
or ausa~e), the Foreman said 'what ever .. .'. So ig Yates gave him the 
lot. He d1dn 't have a problem with it, (so l was told). Ju t as the Exercise 
was drawing to a close, all our dets were back in with the exception of 
Cpl Speed's. The rover and trailer had become bogged in on top of one 
of th~ coldest hills on Salisbury Plain, due to the static nature of the 
exercise and the constant rain. Luckily, gt Gaz Chapman came to the 
re cue and skilfully managed to remove the Rover from the mud 
refusing to get out the tow rope or to use his freshly cleaned Rebr~ 
Reece. All in all, not a bad exercise. 

REGIME TAL SKII G TEAM 
The Regiment fielded a team of novice Alpine racers this year for the 

Corp~ an? Divisional_ Championships .in Austria and France respectively. 
Constdenng our relative lack of expenence, a creditable perfonnance was 
put in by all skiers in both competitions. Ln panicular well done to Cpl 
'Rhino' Richardson. Bad luck to Capt 'Who put that tree there?' Hale 
who had a nasty accident in training in France, puncturing his lung. He 
had to endure hell in hospital being looked after by French nurse . We 
now look forward to competing in the HQ LA D aad AWSA 
Championships in Aviemore at the end of February. 

Capt (You should have seen that tree jump out on me) Hale takes 
the easy way down after puncturing his lung in an accident 

IF DIGITAL PHOTOS ARE SENT THEY MUST 
BE SAVED AT A MINIMUM OF 400dpi 

COLOUR PHOTOS. IF THEY ARE ANYTHING 
LESS THAN THIS THEY WILL NOT BE USED. 
SENDING A PRINT OF A DIGITAL PHOTO IS 

NO GOOD! 
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30 SIGNAL REGIMENT 

CO Lt Col Mike Lithgow MBE 
R M WOl (R M) Al Higgins 
TPPORT Q ADROi 

Sqn Comd . 1aj R. II. Gladwin 
M \\ 02 ( l\-0 Young 

TECH I AL !\I l1'iTE. 'ANCE TROOP 
Tp Con.d Capt (TOT) Tommy Steele 
Tp gt gt Ocano Cartledge . 

It's the start of 200 l and we kick off another bu y year with personnel 
from the Troop deployed in Ko ovo, ierra Leone, Kenya. Falkland 
J land , , aud1 Arabia, Turkey and 1orway. As usual. there are a, lot of 
new face to be seen in the troop and we welcome Capt (TOT) I hate 
Geordie · tee le a the new TOT who has made the long journey from 7 
Sig Regt. We also ay hello to Sgt Dave Hansen, and traight from the 
factory LCpl ndy C larke. LCpl Craig 'Stan ' tandley. LCpl Kev 
·Big Roy' Ward, LCpl Stuart ·Pa ty ' Cornish. LCpl ~dy 'Jol~no ' 
John on, LCpl Paul 'Ally' Mc 1 eal, and LCpl ·Bernard 'lannmg. 
However. where there are hellos there are always good-bye~ and we ay 
cheerio to Cpl listair Barnaby Gray, Cpl Ma.tt ·~1~re s ~he neare t 
off-license' Adams. Cpl Gina 'Ohh ahh JU t a little bll Atkin on. and 
LCpl Jaman who have all decided to take a trade refre her course m 
Blandford. v e also lose gt Collin Bentley and Cpl Dean . B~ckley to 
the training wing, even though they till spend most of their time here 
'doing le on plans'. Last but not least we say good-bye and good luck to 
Capt (TOT) Pete Gower who has moved on to a cushy job at DCSA, 
but will probably still ring up requesung S gt Dean Cartledge to 
fabricate his fTD re uJts! So all the best to everyone who have moved on 
to bigger and brighter thing .... . .... in some cases anyway. 

256 JG 'AL Q ADRO 
qn Comd Maj J . W. Cooper 

<;SM W02 (S M) Keen 
EXERCISE COA TAL RAM DRAGO - by Sig Griffiss 

256 Sig Sqn wa to undertake a sailing ex_pedition we~e all come:s 
could get their sea legs, but avoid the golde~ nvc.L .Borrowmg a Victona 
34 from the Joint Services Adventurous ail Trammg Center (JSASTC) 
we were to see et sail from Falmouth bound for Gosport. Enroute we 
visited Fowey, Plymouth. Salcombe, Poo le, and Port Solent. T~e 
qualified crew consisted of YofS Pete an Den Broek (Skipper), Sig 
' Wyatt' Earp (Mate), and Tony 'Meat Head' 1alia. Those pulling their 
lives in their hands were SSgt Ph il Joyce, LCpl Pa ul Lyndsay, LCpl 
Gav Vanden and myself - Sig Dave Griffi ss. The weather for the start of 
the week was excellent. especially for the novice as there was no wind, 
so we just took in the un and enjoyed the South Coast scenery. This was 
improved by topping off each night to sample som~ of the South ~oast's 
finest public house . Although we were somet11nes faced wllh the 
challenge of getting into harbor and mooring because of the skipper 's 
reluctance to turn the engine on. Yet at the end of the week with a table 
booked in the skipper's favourite restaurant and time ticking on he wa 
noted for loosing hi engine shy tendencies. Anyway as the week went on 
the wind picked up and everyone started earning his or her money. By the 
end of the week everyone had reached their targets of becoming 
competent m their duties as crew. Despite living in cramped conditions 
for a week, no one had fallen out with anyone and we made the restaurant 
in time back in Port Solen! Everyone enjoyed the week and we all made 
our way back to Bramcote with the intention of ailing into the deep blue 
agam. 

Sig Gnffiss sailing in the Solent - Exercise Coastal Ram Dragon 
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ALPHA TROOP 
Tp Comd Flt Lt Paul Pearce 
Tp S gt gt Paul torey . . 

Following Ex Purple !had ( ee last issue for details) the Troop was 
involved in the hando er of the JTFHQ role to 258 Sig qn. With this 
went a change in pace a the Troop stepped down from RI to R3 an.d. for 
the first time in two years. everyone bomb-bursted away on leave with no 
woiTie of a callout. The hando er/takeover went very well. What was 
left of the tented headquarters was et up for the po t Ex Purple Iliad 
tum-round, giving 25 Sig Sqn the perfect.opportunity.to account for and 
operate the equipment. The quadron Chnstma fun~t1on took pl~ce 111 a 
local ·1op cla ' golf club and turned out to be a tnplc celebration; the 

quadron had ju t won the CO's Challenge, we had .come off RI and, or 
cour e it was hristmas. ot everyone made 1t to the clubhouse 
howev~r, Sig Kate 'Munchkin ' Marsh. had an early night after failing to 
remember that it's a marathon not a spnnt! Return mg after New Year wa1 
a hock to the system, thin& happen m~ch lower on R3 . Looking ahead, 
the Troop i deploying t~ 1erra Leone m May for four. month m upl_lon 
of Op Silkman and train mg has already begun. Tins will be the first lime 
we have had a troop level deployment . ince Kosovo and everyone " 
looking forward to it. On return from ierra Leon~, the _plan 1. then to 
take on the responsibility for TWAC mtro~ucllon tnals within the 
Regiment before taking on the JTFHQ role agam m December. We ha\e 
had a large tum over of personnel in the Troop over the last few month . 
We have had to ay good bye and good luck to Cpl Brett 'Mr Bums' 
Grist, LCpl Carl ' Jelly Belly' Ashton and Sig Lea 'Jack' icholson 
who are all continuing the exchange programme we seem to have with 

.I. We would like to welcome into the fold Cpl ' Big Mac and frie for 
six and I'd better have a diet coke' MacDonald who has arrived from 11 
Sig Regt. Cpl 'Bacci' Baxter from Krefel~, LCpl. Carl · ~tickman · 
Greenhill . Finally a big welcome back to the tram111g wmg dadd) 
himself' Cpl Bri 'The Daddy· Rawlings who returns back to the Troop 
after 14 month in 'The Wing'. 

BRA OTROOP 
Tp Comd Lt John Dagless 
Tp SSgt . Sgt Mc air 

Just a the Troop was about to indulge in the fe tive treats and take a 
well-deserved break we had one more hurdle to pa s, Exercise 
Apocalypse Ram. Apocalypse Ram wa a Troop level .leadership exercise 
designed by the JNCO 's to put the Signallers. into a number of 
challenging and demanding ituations. The exerc1 e progra.m. was to 
cover a wide range of disciplines including military, trade, dnvmg, and 
command task stands. The weather was wet, the ground muddy, and the 
instructors merciless. 

On arrival at Swynnerton the Signaller .were thrown over .the a sault 
course twice, then put straight onto an onenteenng course m order to 
warm them up for the rotation of stands that was set before them .. :Vith 

gt 'Pretty' Pritti from the Training Wing assisting with the m1htllf) 
stands it was not long before the first night stand approached, a close 
target recce. I laving been given orders and prepared for the task 1~ hand 
the recces began. On arrival at the FRY each team had to make their \1ay 
up a heavily guarded patrol lane cros ing various ob tacles along the way. 
On top of thi each member of the various patrols was tasked to take note 
for their reports that were to be completed upon their return. Notable 
performances came from Sig ' I'll crawl all the way ' McMillan ''~o 
scored highly through rugged determination, and no one could forget 1g 
' I need more bullets' Yoxa ll 's lead in the 'run away' as he outran a 
pursuing Land Rover. With U1e first day done, and a warm drink and soup 
laid on by Pte ' Taff' Edwards whose upport and cooking throughout 
the exercise could not go without mentioning it wa off to bed to try and 
r~cover for the next day that started with an early morning run. Havin~ 
gone through a number of stand over the fol lowing day it. was left to 
member of C Troop to get the vehicles bogged in on the dnvm~ stand. 
but only after the instructor LCpl 'Pole Position' tainsforth . Whitt 1h1> 
was going on ig ' Deadeye ' iven was still trying to hit a barn d~r 
having consistently scored the lowest on a variety of SAT shoots. ig 
'field Marshall' Beerling blew the whistle and his section stood up and 
slowly walked towards the enemy in a straight line, and Sig Lee Banks 
decided to give a lecture about his hero the Boss, Capt Dagle.ss. I ~ all th~ 
week was very busy with a wide variety of stands and s ituation ·. 
special merit award will remain with Sig 'Doh' Simpson, who dcspll~ 
being unable to breath after a little bit of derogation PT, could su~I fin 
breath to profess his view on about anything. With the job done 11 

11
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onto Christmas leave. 
No sooner has the New Year started and already members of tbe Troo~ 

are on their global travels again to Kenya. Following in Sgt (?~ 'Scous~ 
Pa r ry's footsteps Sgt (?) Bri W ilson is on his way to Kenya 111 suPPo11 
of Ex Grand Prix. His crew in addition to their communication tasks 1~1 

be trying to beat ig 'Bronzed' Bowyer in the tanning stakes, as he ba; 
been left at home this time. Finally having seen the Troops ~u~S ~: 
dwindle over the past few months a warm welcome is given !O Sig ~n 
of the earth' Pepper, and ig 'Hockey' Brown from 16 Sig Regt. 
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ndd1tion to th~s, and as postings loom, a get ready to get busy goes out to 
2Lt Steve Pn~chard who will be taking over the Troop, and a look after 
l11m t? Sgt Keith Langan from 12 Mech. A farewell is also sent to LC I 
·Guv Vandcn who finally leaves us. p 

CHARLIE TROOP 
Tp Comd Lt Lucy Pim 
fp SSgt S gt Phil Joyce 
HELLOS 

A warm Charlie Tp welcome goe out to LCpl Aaron Garside wh 
h~~ come to u.s from 7 Sig Regt (via Blandford); and also to Sig Roge~ 
Livesey who 1s f~esh from the factory! Hope you both enjoy your time 
here get your suitcases packed for a spot of globetrotting! 

MY FIR T YEAR AT 30 SIG AL REGIMENT 
by Sig Richie Harrison 

For a. new Siggy my first year.out of training has been unbelievably 
busy mcludm~ three Ops! I arrived at the Regiment in January 1999 
from trade trammg, and was put straigh t into Charlie Tp. Before my feet 
had even touched the ground, the Troop assumed the JTFHQ role for the 
~rst time. Like most of the other m the Troop I didn't realise how hectic 
ll would tum ou_t to be! At. the beginning of February the Troop deployed 
on our first JT' HQ exerc ise, back at Blandford and for the first outing 
everythm& went smooth!)'.. It wasn't long before another exercise was 
~tanned - m the tropical climate of Ghana. The exerci e was meant to be 
five week long but JUSt as we had settled into a routine the Troop wa 
tasked to deploy to S1t"rra Leone, which had ju t kicked off. We flew into 
Dhakar, ~cnegal, and ~et up a light HQ from which the Staff were able to 
~ork whilst we went forw'.1fd to set .up the main HQ in Lungi airport near 
Freetown It was an amazmg experience; we were based with the Paras 
and at times you could hear the firefights nearby. The Troop returned i~ 
June and aft.er a couple of weeks leav~ I took part in the Njimegan 
Marches. This proved to be .very rewardmg as the evenings in Holland 
more than made up for the pam of the days spent marching! 

In Se~temb.er !he Troop was placed on Spearhead - ready to move 'at a 
moments not.ice ! I was put onto the VSC501 satellite det, but this didn't 
la t long as Sierra Leone was f~r from over, and we were off again within 
a :veek! A . the Troop. had gamed a lot of experience with the JTFHQ 
build first lime round, It was decided that we were the ones to set up the 
ne~ Headquarters at the Defence Headquarters in Freetown. The tent 
build was successful and a~er just one ~eek I returned home, though 
others followed a few at a lime as a routme became established. A year 
after my .arrival and 1 ' m now set to go to Ko ova for a couple of month 
to work m the COMMCE . Hopefully I'll get the chance to travel this 
year as muc~ as I did in the last, and with an exercise in the Virgin 
Islands later m the year thmgs are looking good! All in all it 's been a 
great first year at the Regiment! 

FIRST IMPRESS IO S OF 30 SIG L REGIMENT 
by 2Lt Pritchard 

The Royal. Corps of Sig~al i unique in that it sends its Young 
Office.rs .s traight to t.he umt where they will be po ted , right after 
comm1ss10111ng. Having e caped from RMA Sandhurst before la t 
Christmas, 2Lt Laura Smith and I arrived at our new unit on 2 January. 
In doing so we were the first of our andhur t batch to 'meet the troops'. 
As 1 had arrived a week earlier than most of the Troop, Capt Joh n 
Dagles~ (whom I am to lake over from) had more time to spend with me, 
answering many of my initial que tions. Capt Dagless ha arranged a 
schedule to ease me into my new role and vi it all the Regimental 
dep~rtmcnts . My first port of call was Squadron HQ. followed by 
Regimental HQ on the econd day. It wa then that the CO welcomed 2Lt 
Smith and I to the Regiment and told us hi expectations ofYOs within 
the Regiment. We then met the Adjutant, Capt Andy Coulston, and he 
gave advice on how to avoid getting noticed for the wrong reasons! 

2Lt Smith and I were introduced to the Regimental Yeoman, Andy 
Ca.m.p.bell w~o gave us a briefing about the Regiment ' operational 
acuvmcs and 1t equipment. It wa then that U1e penny really dropped ju t 
how different Regimental duty i to training. Having been trained at 
Sandhurst through the infantry Platoon and Company set-up. and 
concentrated on infantry tactic . it dawned on me that their were now 
additi?nal trade and technical considerations. o instead of Sword Drill, 
there is now vehicle maintenance. ot every young soldier aspires to be 
RSM, some wam to be Yeoman and others Foreman or ISMs. well as 
left flanking section attacks on exercise, there i al o V C50 I, plugging 
up, beaconing up, multiplexing, Ptarmigan trunk bridging... cedles to 
say I can already see omc of the steep learning curve ahead of u in the 
next few months! Although the troops were mainly absent during the fir t 
week, I got to meet a few. I was introduced to ome of the equipment by 
Cpl McCone, and samp led some flavoured nuts and banana bread 
cou~tcsy of LCpl Goutier. It appears that the current Troop OC ha 
1~st1llcd an interest in wooden carving in the Troop, as he seems to 
dispatch his soldiers across the world to hop for uch items. The 
Officers ' Me s wa quiet as so many were deployed. with the main event 
being the 'garlic bread' debate ... why the other members found this fu11ny 
is beyond me, but apparently Capt C hris P reston did provide ome with 
an outstand ing lasagne. I hope lo ta11 playing sport , but was put off by 
seeing the re~ults of a 'warm up' game of football ending in the QM (T), 
Capt Dougy W right, breaking his nose and an CO breaking his leg! At 
the end of the week, l attended my first quadron 0-Group and left 
lookmg forward to an eventful tour in one of the Army's busie t unit . 
The pieces arc coming together, but the jig aw is pretty big .... 
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258 SIG AL SQUADRO 
Sqn Comd Maj P. Dean 
SSM W02 (SSM) Forrester 
SQUADRO HEADQ ARTERS , EWS 

Firstly, t~e whol~ of SHQ Tp would like to congratulate W02 (YofS) 
Pete Goodhffon his well deserved promotion and wishes lum luck when 
he finally decides on a j<_>b that is worthy of his godlike stature and gets 
posted. We wo~ld also.like to. say farewell to Cpl 'Richie Homer and 
~elcome Pt~ N1c~y Mitchell into his well-worn seat. Additionally, there 
ts SS~t David Ohver the new ISM ·Guru ' to greet; he has travelled far to 
be wtth us - well at least two corridor~ and up some stairs. The quadron 
Headquarters has started .the Y.ear as 11. will probably contmue with piles 
?f paperwork and pla.nnmg d1sappea.nng quickly and then reappearing 
JUSt as quick. The mam reason for this was Ex First Run which was the 
first full .deployment of the Sq~adroi;i since their re-rolling back to 
JTFHQ 1g.Sqn (Oh! how we missed n last year!). We have also been 
busy preJ>anng '.or Ex Boron Mercury, where we will be deployed to the 
arduous, m~osp1table clim~te of Oma~ (Oh fate, how you mock us!). And 
then there 1s Ex Cobb Rmg to Florida . . .. (Well. if it doesn't rain it 
pours!) ' 

DELTA TROOP 
Tp Comd Lt Chris Smith 
Tp SSgt SSgt Jim Lyons 

After a particularly busy last quarter in 2000 Delta Tp are now settling 
down to th~ routine of Regimental life. The la t couple of months have 
seen the arrival of Sgt Jerry Baxter and Sig 'DB' Willia ms from 7 Sig 
Regt .and LC pl J.oh? Peach from P JHQ. Congratulations go to Cpl • MJ 
duckmg and d1vmg Holt and LCpl 'Ian the grey man' ndrews who 
have both been promoted after selection on the recent boards. 
The Troop recently deployed to Stanford training area on Ex First Run 
where the Troop was treated to. an evening entertainment package laid on 
by E Tp. lt wasn't the same.without Dumbo but it was a good imitation. 
The Troop managed to fit m some NBC defense training on the BC 
battle ~n .. LCJ>I Courtney 'Big and Daft ' Watts gave the first syndicate 
a rar~ msight mto a c:hemical casual.ty whilst C pl M. J . H olt gave a 
pr~ct1cal demonstr~t1on ~n a chokmg agent which the sheep later 
enJoye~. The :rroop 1s lookmg forward to handing over their Spearhead 
commitment m the next few months before sampling the joy of the 
JTFHQ. 

ECHO TROOP 
Tp Comd Capt Jeeves 
Tp SSgt SSgt Al Combe 

Echo Tp has been pretty busy over the last few months: we've aid 
farewell to Cpl 'Fred' Hazard who ha departed finally (to 21 Sig Regt) 
and al o to Cpl ·Jeffers' Ford, who went off over the water to 15 Sig 
Regt. We've also said hello to LCpl Sar ah ·How do 1 do that?' Jame 
LCpl Chris ' Dunn and dusted ' who has arrived from Tidwonh and la ; 
but not least Sig 'Poin.tyhead' Dyde straight from the factory back to hi 
home of uneaten - nice! Also we ay congratulations to LCpl M ichelle 
'CiHa' Black. who gave birth to bouncing baby Sha nnon in the pre
Christmas penod and 1 now back at work with her Troop. 

i;:xerc ise Tarta n Warrior - The Troop deployed to the Caimgorm 
region of Scotland, near lnverne s, in order to provide an enemy platoon 
for the lads from 216 ig qn. eedle s to ay the weather wa Baltic and 
~he. lad_s spent !f!OSt of the time either freezing and wet, or sleeping. LCpl 
Bhnkm rn1ck Alla n won the most captured trophy being caught a total 

of two (or was 11 three") ume : Sig 1att 'Gink' K ino got the E & E 
trophy and wa la t seen tearing acros the hills l~oking over hi 
boulder. The week culminated in a final attack being put in by a depleted 

216 Sig qn but not before Capt 'Mountain Goat ' Jeeves led the platoon 
qRF on a quick four hour clearanc~ patrol - succe sful, l might add. All 
1~ all It wa a very ucce ful exercise with the Troop lads kicking some 
airborne all over Inverness under the elite upervision of the Bo s and 
stalwart Sgt 'Big Gay Al' Ba rker . 

. Exercise Fir t Look 2001 - The Troop deployed to STA TA and 
Lichfield m order to blow out its cobweb having fre hly returned from 
Chri tmas leave. LCpl Aaron 'ku hytirne' Donnelly having by far the 
har~ t time pending hi . lunchtimes and free time down the local pub 
whilst the rest of the boy m T TA had to put up with ration . Comms 
were e tablished with HMS Endurance and all the Troop dcts ... 
eventually. The Troop also paid a surprise vi it to the Delta Tp det 
unbeknown t to anyone but Echo Tp: it was worth it just to see the face 
of the other Troop eniors but not for LCpl 'Blinkin mick' lla n who 
almo t got used as a latrine. The Troop pent th.: second part of the 
exerci e on Wretham amp for a week of ITD's which went off a 
expected and full u e wa made of the watering facilitie o that the troop 
could re-establi h it c lique. 

Echo Troop ha a busy period coming up. With a week's ad1cnturc 
training in, you guessed it, lnvcme in what' believed to be the colde ·t 
week ince 1982 (hurrah)! We al o ha,·e E ' Cobb Ring. a three week 
exerci c in Florida coming up in March, which T am sure will be very 
taxing, before finally taking over the RI role in April for a good three 
months. o hold off the ops till then. 

FOXTROT T ROOP 
Tp Comd Lt 'logs outhcrn 
Tp S gt gt tu Fidler 

Recent time have cen a plethora of new arrivals from a , am:ty of 
places. A varm welcome goes to Sig C la ire Louden and S ig l~H 
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York. both lk h from the Royal chool of Excellence. and al o LCpl 
·oer Jack on from I ( }() Di" ig Rcgt and Cpl Poul Roberts from the 
,kc:py hollow of:!cO ig qn. 

Exercise Fir t Run - fier a well earned and much looked forward to 
Chri:tma · break, th Troop remmc:d to work ready to deploy the mighty 
JTFHQ to Wretham Camp in T TA Jn preparation for the rigor of 
th exercise. a much humping ~·. I dumping as humanely possible was 
organized. and by Monday Jan• .. .ry we felt ready to deploy. !though 
the backbone of the e ercise wi>s the build of the HQ complex, and 
engineering and commi sioning of the CIS, element~ uf the Troop were 
lucky to enjO) a variet)' of other activ111es. A the other two Troop from 
the quadron were deployed on military training exercise· from Wretham 
Camp, we managed to queeze onto ome excellent live firing range and 
al ·o join in 011 the A sault course and Confidence course. A few APWT 
hoot were enjoyed, particularly by C pl 'Dead-Eye' Harrison and along 

with the odd BCFT and some inventive PT ses ions everyone enjoyed a 
\ariCt)' ofa tivitic ·. In addition a very succe ful short PACEX wa run, 
affording. the newer members of the Troop ome tactical C R training, 
enjoyed by all, e pecially the Ex D who got to 'bug out' the Dets al 
unearthly hour of the night. Eventually the day dawned when the 
exerci e had reached an end, and the practice all had put into humping 
and dumping was put to good use in the recovery back to unny 
Bramcote. 

The Troop is currently preparing to deploy to Oman on Ex Boron 
Mercury - another JTFHQ deployment. All are optimi tic that it will 
prove to be an enjoyable trip! On return we will be puni h;rig ourselve 
with ome adventure training in the hills of Wale on Ex Foxtrot Dragon. 
250 IG 'AL SQ ADRO 

qn Comd Maj J . J. Cole 
I W02 (SS 1) Chandrababadur Gu rung 

Q UEEN' G RKHA IG 'AL 
RECRUlT I 'TAKE 99/00 ATTESTATIO ' PARADE 
by LCpl Pro/op Ghole 

A career of ervice and honour began for the QG Signals recruit intake 
99·00 when they took an oath of allegiance at the attestation parade held 
on 11 January 2001. A total of 50 newly enlisted members of QG Signal 
were on parade for the traditional ceremony at Gamecock Barracks, the 
home of QG ignals. For them it wa the culmination of more than ten 
months inten ive training since the day they arrived in England from 

1 cpal. The inspecting offi er was ~rig S. M. A. 1:-ce OBE, Colonel of 
the Regt. In groups of five, the 1gnallers donning their ceremonial 
uniforms topped off with the di tinctive and stifT Gurkha hat marched 
martly to the saluting dais where a table had been et up draped with the 

Union flag. ~ith Brig S. 1. A. ~e~ OBE, CO 30 Sig Regt and GM QG 
ignaL look_mg on, and a Pandit 1n attend_ance, they reached forward 

together placing their hands on the flag and m loud and clear voice swore 
the oath of allegiance. vowing to remain loyal to the Regiment. A smart 
· alutc and a quick march back to the squad was repeated in rapid 
succession until everyone had taken the oath. It was an equally special 
day for Lt (QGO)s irmalkumar Bhattachan, Yamkumar Gurung 
and Buddbi Bahadur Gurung who were officially commis ioned as Lt 
(QGO)·. Brig . M. . Lee OBE congratulated the newly commis ioncd 
Lt (QGO) before addressing the parade. A group photograph wa taken 
at the end followed by a curry lunch in the main kitchen. 
Jai QG Signal . 

The QG Signals Recruits pictured taking the oath 
with the Col of the Regt witnessing the attestation ceremony 

32nd (SCOTTISH) SIGNAL REGIMENT 
(VOLUNTEERS) 

co 
RSM 

Lt Col J K McKee M BE 
W01 (RS 1) Hilborn 

HEADQ ARTER SQUADR01 
Sqn Comd Maj Roddy Suther land 
PSAO Capt John Lynch 
REGIMENTALTRAL l 'G WEEKE 1D (RTW) 

The ew Year got off to a cracking tart with the RTW at Redford 
Cavalry Barracks. The highlight of the weekend was undoubtedly the 
Officers' and Sergeants' Mess Bums Supper. A night of poetry whisky 
and song was kicked off in fi ne style by the PSAO, C apt John ',crusty' 
Lyn_c_b whose .rendition of' Address to a Haggis' was fau ltless, in 
add111on the v10lent mann~r wi th which he split the haggis a under 
produced uncomfortable noises from the Engli h minority present. The 
'Lassies' reply was enunciated by SSgt Marilyn 'Gagoul' iblock in a 
style and manner that left all men quivering wi th shame in their seats. 
Only the recent demise of libel lawyer George Carmen prevented anv 
libellous law suits being presented to the wil)' medic. Meanwhi le a search 
party i~ till s~1d to be trying to locate Sgt John 'Flooky' Flook who 
myst~nousl y disappeared JUSt before he was due to present the REME's 
contnbut1on to the poetry. The occasion was complemented superbly by 
the magnificent food provided under the supervision of W02 J ohn 
'E~on Ronay' Wren. We look forward to next year's haggis neeps 'n 
tallies. 

THE PIPE A 'D DRUMS 
The Pipe and Drums continue to flourish under the expert tutelage of 

W02 Douglas 'Drummie' Smith who was recently awarded both a Lord 
L1euten~nt's Certificate and a bar to h is Efficiency Medal. Well done 
Drumm1e. Cpl Ronald Mills socia~ piping_ has been heavily utilised by 
33 Sig Sqn to the extent that we believe he 1s soon to be issued his bushy 
moustache and 'Terry' Wig. Congra tulations go out to Cp l Robert 
Brannigan on hi> recent promotion from Lance Corporal. 

RE R 'IT 
Rep?rt that the RR:rT _have been using a 'super potion' on recruits 

were given further cred1b1hty when a first, fourth and eleventh place were 
a~h1eved on the most recent Recruits Course at Blandford . Well done to 

'? C arolyn Dorian, ig am ' Psycho' Towers and Sig Kelly Ann 
0 Donnell After the news was relea ed Sgt 'Dougie' MacDonald 
scoffed at the idea of a. uper p_ot!on and preferred to put at least some of 
the credit down to the s1.te ofh1s 1mpre sive moustache, 
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SKJI1 G 
Squadron personnel acquitted them elves admirably in the Royal 

Signal Winter Sports Championship held in Kaprun, Austria with Maj 
Cammy Payn, W02 (AQMS) Tam Davidson and Sig Towers all doing 
well with planks (or was it leis?) on their feet. The Squadron now host> 
the individual RE E Champion in the shape of Cap t Dave 'Downhill' 
McBride. 

PROMOTlO S 
Congratulations go out to Sgt ' Dougie ' MacDon ald, Cpl Burns, Cpl 

M clnally, C pl McBride and LCpl Donna ' Kebab ' Buntine on their 
recent promotions. 

HO O UR 
It was medals all round recently as HQ personnel received yet more 

honours. The lucky recipients of the Lord Lieutenants Certificate were 
Cpl Wilson, Sgt M ur phy and Maj Su therland - many congrats! 

WhJJ not paJJ JJOHr 
s111Jstription llJJ 

Direet Debit? 

BfBfl 11Z58 48Z079 
and we wf 11 send JJOll a form 
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51 SIGNAL SQUADRO (V) 
Sqn Comd Maj Morna Strachan 
SSM W02 (S M) Davey Crocket 
CO GRATU~ATJO SA D FAREWELL 

Congratulaoons go to Squadron Commander Ma· M s 
d Tr 0 C

, d . c · • J orna trachan 
~n o p omman e1, apt Linda Duncan on the award of th . 
• 111d also to Sgt Kenny Lawson on the award of 1 · . .,.. . . elf TD 
Em 

· M d I SS 11s 1emtonal Army 
1c1ency e a . gt Denny McLaren is also con · 

well dt.:served promotion. We all wish to welcome Eg~atula~? on his 
wdghcd in at 81b 6oz at 12:06 am 16 January 2001 cnnn~ rd who 
Rebecca our 2 IC. In 2018 she can sign on! · ongratu allons to 

Proudly displaying their medals 
(L-R): Capt Linda Duncan TD, S gt Ke nny La wson 

and Maj Morna S trachan TD 

The Squadron. bade Cpl Ian Grant a ad farewell as he hung up hi 
boots after servmg over 30 years in the Territorial Army which wa 
prccede_d by seven years regular service. Cpl G ra nt can be ;een with the 
OC dunng the farewell party in his honour. 

Maj Morna Strachan with Cpl Ian Grant 
Recounting past misadventures 

The quadron presented Cpl Grant with a 'Jimmy' and his wife Irene 

S
was p~csented with a beauti ful bouquet of flowers from the newest recruit 

lg Kirsten Cowi.n- mith. The quadron thanks him, his wife Irene and 
the family for al l their support over the years and our best wi he· go to 
them for the future, 
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The Army is like a n extended family. When necessa ry, 

everyone rallies round. However, when the need becomes 

more specia lised a nd more sub tantial resources are 

required people turn to us, 

The Army Benevolent Fund provides support for soldiers, 

ex-soldiers and their families when they are in need. But 10 

continue our support, we need yours. 

By making a donation or leaving a legacy you'll be 

providing the 'reinforcements' our soldiers rely on. 

P lease give generous ly. 

ARM Y 
BENEVOL ENT 

FUND 
I wish to donate the following amount to the ABF £.____ D 
I enclose a cheque/PO made payable to the Am1y Benevolent Fund 

OR please debit my D Visa D MasterCard D CAF Card 

N C No. __ l __ l __ I __ Expiry Date_/_ 

Name ........................................................... ............ ......................... . 
(your name as it appears on the card) 

Signature ..................... .................................................... Dale_/ / 
(This donation is invahd 11 this form 1s not Signed) 

Please send to: Army Benevolent Fund, 41 Queen's Gate, London SW7 5HR 
Please enclose your name,_ address and post code when donating. For informalion 
o~ making or.changing a will, Gift Aid donahons, payroll giving and supporting fund· 
ra1s1ng ac11v111es call 020 7591 2000. 

(Rt!ll•Slered Chanty No 211645) 
' . ' 

-------= 
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Presenting the flowers 
Sig Kirsten Cowan-Smith and Mrs Irene Gra.1t 

OB WEEKEND EXERCI E : FIGHTING 51st 
by LCpl Justin Grar . 

The quadron 'deployed on an OB UA weekend by buss1copter, 
arrivina in the dead of night to an eager enemy. IL was a cold m1 ty 
December morning a the training began. Our first task was to gam ~ntry 
via a fir t floor window. Special mention goes out t~ Capt L_i1_1da 
· omer ault ' Duncan who almo t perfected t~e back,f11p.! In addition, 
S gt Dave ' Houdini ' Shand and. gt Trevor Bump King de erve a 
mention for their special effort dunng the weekend. 

SSgt Denny Mclaren - Resting on his laurels 

The next item on the agenda was to get used to p~trolli_ng in an ur~an 
environment. We just thought we had the hang .of 11 until the shooting 
started. The decision was made that we were gomg to assault. the bo111e 
and orders were given. After some gentle persuasion, the Section started 
to move and was oon throwing themselves through open wmd?ws. 
When the smoke had cleared we headed back to the c.anteen for dmner 
and to recharge magazine and ready ourselves for a Night Patrol., In the 
cour e of patrolling the area we came under mortar attack and decided t~ 
u~e the sewer as a means of gaining entry to the oc~up1ed buildmg. Many 
thanks to OCdt Colin 'Rapido' Bruce for that dec1s1on. Fmally when the 
battle was over it was a quick trip to the showers before a few cooling 
ales to soothe the aches away. On Day Two the pace didn't slacken as we 
ended the weekend with a final assault against three fire positions. All m 
all a great weekend that is much lamented by all that took part. 

Enjoying a cooling ale to soothe the aches away . ell 
(L-R): Sig Melia, SSM, Sgt King, OCdt Bruce, LCpl Davidson, Sig Lafferty, Sig Wiggin , SSgt Shand LCpl Gray, Sgt Lawson , Sig Bakew 
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52 SIGNAL SQUADRON (V) 
Sqn Comd Maj Donny Gordon 
S M W02 Karen Swan 

The weekend 4-5 December 2000 saw the last RTW of the year 2000 
with the Regiment convcr~i~g on that St Tropez of the north, 
Cultyhraggan or Stalag 14 as 1t 1s known to those who have ever been 
there The weekend had two aims; to ensure that the Regiment had 
fulfilled its JTDs for the year and to celebrate Christmas (or TA 
Christmas anyway) in a sober and spiritually enlightening way. There are 
no prizes gucs ing which one of these missions was successfully 
achieved. Maj Morna trachan, who conducted the Equal Opportunities 
training. was taught ome ancient East Kilbride vernacular by the more 
down to earth members of the cream of the Regiment, 52 Sig Sqn (V). 
The meaning of the word, or indeed the word itself cannot be printed in 
these notes but for those of you who wish to see the good Major's 
reaction on discovering the meaning of the word can log on to our 
Regimental website at: www.tasignals.com and you will see the most toe 
curling photo ever published on the net. (She is the one distributing rolls). 
The weekend saw the soldier ' Christmas Dinner, or the Chimps Tea 
Party to give it its official title, where the Sqn Comds, SSMs and PSis 
crvcd the food to the hungry masses. The dinner went swimmingly with 

the carol smging bemg initiated and led by the Broken Voice Choir of the 
52 qn junio1 ranks. They may not be the St Martin in the Fields choir 
but you have not heard 'Hark the Herald Angel Sings' until you have 
heard it from the mouths of tho c trained to sing on the terraces of lbrox 
or Celtic park. 

Later that evening an all ranks ocial wa held in the Cultybraggen 
JRC, or the Barlinnie Outhou e as it is known to one and all in the Regt. 
Another tradition had to be carried out before the party could really get 
going. The Officers' and S COs' Messes take it in tum each year to host 
the other Mess for drinks. Thi time it was the S COs' Mess to host the 
Officers who were out for revenge after the previous year's wallet 
emptying escapade. The Officer met up in their own Mess, rubbing their 
hands in gleeful anticipation, before forming up to march purposefully 
down to the S COs' Mess. Their grins grew wider every time their left 
feet pounded the ground, their determination to reek financial min on the 
S COs making them impervious to the freezing cold puddles that they 
were stepping in. On arrival at the Sergeants' Mes rhe Officers' 

momentum was such that a mere door was not enough to stop them as 
they piled into the main room bellowing their war cry of 'Drink' like a 
vast army of Father Jacks. The seniors had not spent hundreds of year 
service without lcammg a thing or two and had formulated a plan to deal 
with the officers attritional assault. Using the manoeverist approach and 
the same plan Wellington used to defeat the French Cavalry at Waterloo, 
they strategically placed tables around the mess in order to break up the 
seemingly unstoppable mass of heaving commissioned-dom. This 
worked a treat with the officers broken down into manageable packets. 
Maj Donald 'Your're a bunch of two can Dans' Gordon stood his 
ground and was only defeated when the last, and lowest of the low, card 
wa played. 'Bar closed,' was the cry. 'Everyone into tht: JRC.' 

Everyone had a great time in the JR and when the DJ played the 
Squadron theme tune, Simply the Best, the whole Squadron formed their 
now cu tomary circle to help Ms Turner along with the singing. The 
whole Regiment were treated to an impromptu show from the Squadron's 
own male dance troupe, the 'Pie and Chippendales' Cpl Phil Brown and 
Cpl Henry 'Dodger' Rodgers . The OC was heard to comment about Cpl 
Brown's choice of nether garments, 'What is a Rangers fan doing with 
green skiddies?' 

DEPARTURES A D ARRIVAL 
A number of per onnel have left, or are about to leave the Squadron. 

We say a sad farewell to our Sqn PSI, W02 (SS 1) Sammy Shaw who 
i leaving the army after 24 years ervice and to Sgt Chris Kelly who i 
also joining Civ Div. We wish them both all the best for the future and 
hope that a five-day working week will not be too taxing for them. 

Congratulations go to ig Sharon Ferguson on the birth of her baby 
daughter, Olivia. The QC has promised that her training will start as soon 
as possible and that the first words out of her mouth will be 'Grid to Mag 
Add.' 

Congratu lations go to ig James Minto on successfully passing a 
recruits course at RSS Blandford. We al o welcome back to the fold 
LCpl Anthea Purvis and Cpl Gary Ballantyne RAMC back to the 
Squadron after very succe sful tours in the Balkans. Finally we would 
like to say a hello to ' LCpl Johanne ' Pearl Diver' Mundie as she has 
extended her tour in Banja Luka until March. Hurry back we can ·t find 
the keys to the filing cabinets. 

33 SIGNAL REGIMENT (VOLUNTEERS) 

co 
RSM 

Lt Col Elton Davis 
WOl Rod Cowan 

42 (CITY OF MA CHESTER) IG AL SQ ADRON (V) 
Sqn Comd faj M. O. Cummings 
SSM W02 (SSM) G. Ward/W02 Maurice Aarons 
EXERCI E REG LAR ROSE 
ADVE TUROUS TRAJ J 'G (4-6 OCTOBER 2000) 

Ex Regular Rose wa the first activity of note du;in~ the current 
reporting period. This i when the Regular, RPS and c1v1han ta ff go to 
do their own thing in some remote and hopefully picture que part of the 
country. The task of organising the October Regular Ro. e fell to S gt 

am Faulds, the Sqn SPSI. Probably because he had a pal in the traini~g 
wing of 14 Sig Regt (EW), all and sundry found themselves a~ Braw?y 111 

the wilds of Pembrokeshire which eems n !range place to l11de a Signal 
Regiment! Hill walking, mountain biking, canoeing and horse riding (the 
choice of this latter activity had nothing to do with the fact that the new 
CO, Lt Col Elton Davis, is a rider of note and owns a stnng of horse ) 
were the pursuit on offer. The two days proved to be great fun and . a 
welcome break from the daily routine of work. Thanks. ar~ due to 14 . 1g 
Regt (EW) for allowing the use of their excellent fac1ht1e and helping 
out with instructor . 

CO'S COMPETITJO ' - 14-15 OCTOBER 2000 
The annual Commanding Officer's Competition was held this year in 

and around the Swynnerton Training rea during the weekend 14- 15 
October 2000. A variety of military training tand had 10 be ncgouated 
by rwo Section strength teams from each Squadron. The e included BC, 
Comd Task Comms Skills Driver Skills MT and BFA stands, together 
with a Mar~h and Shoot ph~se and round~d ofTwith a quiz in the evening 
at an all ranks function. Unfortunately, 42 Sqn, as the current hol.ders.of 
the trophy and the champions for the last three )'.ears, had to relmqu1 h 
their title to a very good team from 59 (City of Liverpool) Sqn. The day 
was not a total disappointment, however. a one of the quadron teams 
managed to lift the 'Cowan Trophy' donated by the current R M. WOl 
Rod Cowan, f r the best team in the March and Shoot. 

POLICE POWER 
42 Sqn currently numbers ten policemen among t it member~ thanks 

to the pro TA attitude of both the Greater Manchester and t~e Liverpool 
Police Authorities . gt Tim Mounfield and Cpl Mike Regan. 
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Constables with the Greater lanchester Police Force, are two of the 
fittest men in the Squadron and they have recently taken part in the 
annual 'Tour of Tameside', a 52 mile race across varying terrain in the 
Tameside area of Greater Manchester. The event billed a 'the toughest 
athletic challenge in the UK' aw competitors travelling from all over the 
world to compete. Beginning with an eleven-mile road race in the 
morning and a even-mile road race in the afternoon on Day One, Day 
Two continued with a even-mile (5 up. 2 down) hill race before a re t 
day on Day Three. Day Four wa a half marathon. with the final .day, 
unbelievably. including a five-mile cro -country race rounded off with a 
nine mile run along a canal. To their great credit both Tim and Mike 
finished the week with highly re · pectable time . Tim went round in a 
total time of 5 hours 3 minutes to fini h I 66th out of a field of 550, while 
Mike managed a rime of6 hours 22 minutes to finish 2341h. 

The Tour of Tameside Greater Manchester Police Team 
Cpl Mike Regan (centre left) and Sgt Tim Mounfield (centre right) 
pictured with two of their colleagues from the Manchester Police 
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:\l. CK\\ TO \1A TH ESTER . 
42 .'qn can nO\\ claim that they are the first Manchestt.>.r TA untt to 

haw an Australian RescrYist serYing with them. lmagme the PSAO'.s 
-urpri ·e when into his office one day walked a potential female recnnt 
"ho announced that she wa from '\u trnlia and a member of the 
Australian Re .:ryes. who wa. pendin~ some time in the UK and would 
like to train with the quadron! Alll .ority wa obtained t.o c,reate ~ 

quadron first and enable the famous >iouch hat. complete with Jnmny 
to the fore. to be seen in the quad on ur muster parade The O\\:ner of 
the -touch hat i' 1g Karyn Forzatti wit L a member c< 141 1g Sqn 
based nt Jezzaine Barracks. Town.' ille 111 orth Queen land. Karyn 1 a 
qualified olicitor who arrived in England in March 2000. Karyn joined 
the Australian RcserYe Army in July 1997 and became a member of 141 

ig Sqn where he trained as a radio and information operator. Although 
she ha: only bi!cn "ith the quadron a matter of three week , she 
marched ,, ith the quadron detachment through Manche. ter on 
Remembrance unday. he is on attachment ~v1t1~ the quadron u~lll ~t 
least pril 2001 but may apply for an extension 1f she finds that hfe 111 

1anchester beat the un and blue . kies of her homeland! 

No prizes for guessing who is the odd one out Sig Karyn Forzatti 
with (L-R): Sig Georgina Evans, Sig Anne Donnelly and 

LCpl Samantha Hickson 

wr 'TER EAGLE 2000 (24-26 NOVEMBER) 
The Squadron has returned from Ex Winter Eagle that was conducted 

in the Merseyside and Greater Manchester area. It was a full regimental 
deployment with the object being to exercise communications at 
Squadron level. The Squadron task was to deploy T 031 and four RR 
vehicle together with a SA and a SCRA. 

The CO, Lt Col Elton Davis, 
being briefed by OCdt Danny Fenwick 

on how he proposes to defend the Sqn Trunk Node from attack 

CO GRAT LATION 
Congratulations arc due to LCpl Dave Curtis who has joined the 

ranks of that rare bea t. a class one TA trad.:sman. Dave is a technician 
\\ith British Telccomm and has just returned from 31andford where he 
"as succc;~ful in qualifying as a first class electrician driver. 
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OC Sqn, Maj Mica Cummings, presenting LCpl Dave Curtis 
with his B1 Tele Op (Elec certificate) 

OCIALE E T 
December i of course when a large number of social events have to be 

negotiated in between the day-to-day work and when stamina comes well 
and truly to the fore. Kicking off the social whirl, the Manchester Branch 
of the Royal ignals A ociation held their annual dinner at the Trafford 
Park Hotel, adjacent to the famous cricket ground, on 2 December 2000. 
They were fortunate to have as their guest of honour Maj Gen A. H . 
Boyle CB, who most will remember as a very popular SOinC of recent 
years. As well a Maj Gen Tony Boyle and his wife Ann, other gue ·t 
included the Commanding Officer 33 Sig Regt (V), Lt Col Elton Davis 
and his wife Sue, the QC 42 Sig Sqn (V) - Maj Mica Cummings and his 
wife Jennifer, and the PSAO - Capt Gerry Whelan. The Chairman of 
the Manchester Branch, Ron Taylor, gave an excellent speech and 
everyone felt mo t welcome. The occasion was marked by a presentation 
to Maj Gen Boyle. 1aj Gen Boyle has taken over from Maj Gen Alan 
Yeoman as the next chairman of the Royal ignals Association. 

Maj Gen and Mrs Tony Boyle 
flanked by lancemen from 42 Sig Sqn (V), 
Sig Alex Thomas and Cpl Stuart Green. 

Chairman of the Association - Mr Ron Wood, looks on 

Gen Boyle accepting a gift from 
the Association welfare and entertainments member, 

Ian Ashworth Davies, 
watched by the CO 33 Sig Regt, Lt Col Elton Davis 

and the Chairman s wife Marrion 
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TAFF CURI TMAS PARTY (13 DECEMBER 2000) 
The .pcnm1nent sta~ of the Squadron traditionally hold their Christmas 

lunch 111 Manchester s Chma Town where the fare tends to be not the 
slightest bll seasonal. This year the usual excellent food was enjoyed and 
t~e rcstau.ra.nt staff e.ven managed to stump up a decent steak and chips 
tor our c1v11ian ~eh1cle mechanic, Eric Lewis, who is a 'scouser' not 
keen on this 'fore ign muck'. 

The backbone of the Squadron: our AO Lilian Hall 
Senior Storek~eper .. Sharon Blythe, PSI Dave Kirk, Civvy fitter, 

Enc Lewis , SQMS (R), Bernie Meehan, 
Tech Sgt Taff Powell and FofS, Andy Owen 

(picture taken by the PSAO) 

SQUADRON ALL RA KS CHRISTMAS PARTY 
The annual Squadron Chris tmas party was held on Saturday 16 

December 2000, and proved to be a success beyond the wildest dreams of 
the organismg committee. The drill hall was transformed into a magical 
Christmas scene by the fl~1r and expertise of LCpl Sam Hickson, who 
proved to be the hostess with the moste t and decorator extraordinaire. A 
draw was arranged by. SSgt B?b Duffield and gt Mick Hanna, with 
some very desirable pnze , while a superb meal was laid on by our very 
o~n Deha, Sgt Lesley Ward. A live band had the drill hall jumping and 
Sig Shezad Ab~ul Qadir Mukadam provided his own special touch as 
DJ for t~e evening. RH9 were well repre ented by the CO, Adjt and the 
RSM with the CO makmg the evenmg complete by giving the SQMS 
Maurice Aarons, an early Christmas present by promoting him t~ 
Squadron Sergeant Major. 

The Christmas party committee 
(L-R): LCpl Sam Hickson, SSgt Bob Duffield, Sgt Mick Hanna, 

. Sig George Evans and LCpl Granville Smith 
Kneeling: Sig Shezad Mukadam and Sig Sharon Montgomerie 

COAST - TO - COA T WALK 
In the la ·t i sue of The WIRE we reported on the coast-to-coast charity 

walk undertaken by member of the quadron from 1 Bee in 
C~mberland to Robin Hoods Bay in North Yorkshire, a di lance of 200 
!rnles, which they covered in only ten day . As with any sponsored event, 
It is ah~10 t as difficult to collect the spon or money in as it is to carry out 
the act1v1ty. However. the money has now been safely gathered in and u 
cheque presented to the charity concerned. The picture show the P AO, 
Capt Gerry Whelan, and S gt 'Roo tcr ' Coburn, who both took part in 
the w~lk, presenting the cheque to ister loysius the Principal of 
Franc1 Hou se Children's Hospice. Francis House in Didsbury, 
M.anchestcr i . part of the Rainbow Family Trust and cares for children 
with a short life expectancy. 1t wa opened by Prince s Diana ten years 
ago and takes children from all over the orth West of England. The 
Squadron ha 0 had an affiliation with Francis House through a former 
SQMS, SSgt Tommy mitb, whose niece was a patient there. 
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Sister Aloysius 
flanked by Captain Gerry Whelan and SSgt Rooster Coburn 

PROMOTIO S 
The Squadron did velJ'. well on the promotion board held just before 

Christmas and would like to congratulate the following Squadron 
members on their success: 
Dave !itheridge promoted to Major and appointed OC 80 Squadron. 
Maurice Aarons promoted W02 and appointed SSM 42 Squadron. 
Bob Duffield promoted Staff Sergeant. 
Duncan Anderson promoted Sergeant. 
Harold Griffiths promoted Corporal. 
Andy Connell promoted Corporal. 
Paul Bennison promoted Corporal. 
Dave Curtis promoted Corporal. 

AU REVOIR 
Finally we say.a sad goodbye to W02 (SSM) Graham Ward, our Sqn 

Sgt Maj, who retired from the TA at Chri tmas after many years of good 
service. Graham will be remembered as a Squadron talwart and as a 
person of great good will whose tour as our SSM rai ed moral 
considerably. Although, he could be a tough disciplinarian when 
necessary, he was a Father figure to many young TA oldiers and was 
always approachable. and patient. Graham i a senior manager with 
Bnllsh Telecommumcat1ons and he will retain close links with the 
Squadron thro~~ his wife, our senior chef, Sgt Lesley Ward. Although 
this 1s au revoir, 1t 1s not farewell. as we will ee Graham at his official 
dining out from the Squadron in February. 

59 (CITY OF LIVERPOOL) SIGNAL SQUADRO (V) 
Sqn Comd Maj Chris Heaton 
SS I W02 Bob Paterson 
LT PAUL KNIGHT RETURN FROM KOSOVO 

Lt Paul Knight returned recently from a 6-month tour of duty in 
Kosovo on FTRS. ow back commanding Radio Tp and al o as 0 
Regimental Recruit Training Team. Lt Knight folllld hi time in Ko ovo 
enjoyable and a real eye opener. 

Lt Paul Knight waiting for take-off (Well that's what he said) 
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0,1,1.\ 01 , OFFIC R' CO'.\lPETlTIO . . 
One of the 'quadron teams ably led b) 2Lt Jo Do"n wen.: v1ctonous 

m the CO\ Compelluon this year. Tins i, the first lime the S.quadr~~ha 
\On thi ·annual competition. The competition co.ns1~ts ofvanou m1htary 
stand: CO\ ering all ba ic training and ome surpn. e 

The assault course holds no fear for this intrepid team 

Our new recruits are welcomed with open arms 
(L-R): Jeanette Hazel, Craig Bennet, Angela-Louise McQueen, 

Mark Lowe, Karen Shaw and Janette McManus 

34 (NORTHERN) SIGNAL REGIMENT 
(VOLUNTEERS) 

CO Lt Col L D. Westerman 
R M WOl (RS 1) 1.. J .P. Ander son 

The new can finally be heralded, the W O l (R M) ' orman' 
YanYood ha finally been dragged 'kicking and screaming' across to 
'Ci" Div' taking tbe mall art gallery that was his office with him. The 
Regiment would like to take thi opportunity to wish him and his wife all 
the best for the furore. The Adujtant, Capt ·Dave' W il son suddenly 
became efficient and ..... actually here. It was only when he peeked from 
behind an 'in' tray as high as an elephant's eye that we noticed that we 
actually bad a new Adjutant. Also welcome to the new RSM, W Ol 
(RS'.\1) 'Mark' Anderson and, the originally nicknamed, Capt 'Scottie' 

cott. It is hoped tbat you and your families or partners have a rewarding 
tour in Brambles Farm. 

The recruiting drive in preparation for tbe TA Open Day has begun in 
earnest with the CO, RSM and other key Regimental personalities 
hea,ily involved. Within the build up process, and as team leader for the 
Tee Valley County Employers Liaison Team, the CO found himself 
tanding in front of a SOfl advertising truck in Stockton on Tees. The 

purple truck is being used as part of a national campaign to draw the 
anention of busine people to the need for their support to the Reserve 
Forces personnel who work for civilian firms and businesses. On its 
journey around Tee ide, the truck called in at NTL's headquarters in 
Stockton. LCpl E mma Higg.ins, who is employed by NTL a a customer 
services representative, was in attendance with her boss Bill Bates, Area 
Managing Director of TL. 

Lt Col Westerman - CO 34 Sig Regt with LCpl Emma Higgins 
and her civilian boss Bill Bates, Area Managing Director of NTL 
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HEADQ ARTERS QUADRO 
Sqn Comd Maj Alan Watt 
SSM W02 (SSM) Turrington 
SQ ADRO ADVE 'TURO S TRAl l G 

Adventurous training in the TA is not always as simple as it sounds -
and the year 2000 wa no exceprion for HQ Sqn. A new Sqn Comd, a 
new SSM and new SQMS - all discovered at around the ame time that 
no one had booked a training area for the annual adventurous training 
event. After the initial panic, heads were replaced and a erious effort 
made to ensure that our soldiers did not miss out because of management 
drift . Eventually, with time getting short, a lifeline was thrown by a 
Keswick adventure company which, for a reasonable price, would 
provide a series of arduous and team building events over a weekend. Sgt 
'Kev' Black, one of our PSis, took the qn Comd, Maj 'Taff' Watts, to 
Ke wick to discuss terms - after which the task of organising the event 
and accommodation was given to Sgt Black. In typically wet L~ke 
District weather, 24 members of the Squadron set ofT to the campsite. 
Admin support was provided by a willing and able team led by SSgt Ian 
Cai rn es and Sgt Bob S il k who cooked, drove and in every sens_e 
supported the more junior soldiers so that they could concentrate on thetr 
arduous activitie . The next day brought a fine and sunny day. Up ~ady 
for breakfast and then off into Ke wick to meet the hosts. The trammg 
company provided four extremely well organi ed activities over the 
weekend - canoeing, c limbin g wall, mountain biking and ghyll 
scrambling. The participants could take part in as many activities as they 
wished, the only requirement being that they participate in at least three. 
The social gathering on Saturday night in a nearby pub (well done . gt 
Black) was enjoyed by all, but with W0 2 (S M) Tu rrington ensur~ng 
that everyone got back to bed on time and in one piece. Sunday mornmg 
arrived and heads were a little clearer, after a hearty breakfast and a long 
walk in the countryside and lunch. Tents were cleared and all were 
returned to the delights of Middlesbrough. 

49 (WEST RIDL G) SIG AL SQ UADRO 
Sqn Comd Maj Dave Sixsmith 
SSM W 02 (S M) Holdstock 
SQ ADRO CHRISTMAS FUNCTIO 15 DECEMBER 2000 

The Squadron personnel proceeded to Hu ll TAC for a well earned 
Christmas Bash on the Saturday evening, but not before the W02 (SSM) 
Holdstock had them running around Beverly Westwood with a ll s01ts of 
funny little objects in order to justify the evenings festiv ities. C pl Andy 
Oxley even had LO delay the purchase of some bunt ing o that he c~uld 
take part in the 'fun'. The Squadron took a step back in time to JOIO 
medieval jousting knights, court jesters and serving wenches ~t t h~tr 
annual Christmas bash organised by 745 Tp in Hull. The OC, MaJ David 
' I've got a large one' Sixsmith cut a dash as Blackadder, complete with a 
rather large codpiece. There was even a guest appearance by the Bng~de 
Foreman, W02 (FofS) Pete Stowell, in tights and buckled shoe , leaving 
him open to Corps bribery. Jester abounded in all colour, shapes. an~ 
sizes, with ig Ben 'l ightweight' Evans and Sig Ros ' heavy weight 
Pemble being at opposite ends of the spectrum. Entertainment for the 
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evening was started with Troop OC, Capt Ruth Middleton- Powell 
giving ~vcry~ne a rendition ofMichae~ Flatlcy's River Dance (wh[ch was 
dramatically 1111prov~d due to. alcoho! mtake). This was quickly followed 
by s.gt Alexand~r s rend1t1011 of Superman' (admittedly not very 
med1 7val) a1\d S1gs Pemble and _tead 's ' Mus ic Man ', which was 
anyth1111? but.. On the wh~le the even111g was a roaring success, with less 
complai nts from the nei ghbours than usual!!! We were obviously 
slncking in our old age! 

Cpl Barn Barn Blakey 
A Thorn between two Roses being LCpl Bertuzzi and Cpl Bedford 

SO ( ORTHUMBRIAN) SIGNAL SQ ADRO 
Sqn Comd Maj Graham Jennings 

SM W02 (SSM) Middleton 
A warm welcome goes out to the following new members of the 

quadron: SSgt Gaz teel, who join u as the new SP I hopefully here 
to tay a little longer. than the last few! Also a large w~lcome to Capt 
Dave Edwards, who JOm us from 49 Sqn (V), taking over the Second in 
Command po ition. We have to say farewell to a number of personalitie 
as "'.ell: SSgt Greg Sharp, temporarily with us as the SPSI, before 
movmg to Leeds. SSgt John Howe, mis ing the winter months of the 
Balkans, has left for another FTRS tour, this time to Kosovo - safe tour 
and see you in July. SSgt Pat Bell ha at last been prized away from 
Debdo.n Gardens and leaves us on promotion to W02 (RQMS) (V) 
~longs1de the Regular W02 (RQMS) Richie Bell and a nice cu hy billet 
m RHQ - uppose ' Ding and Dong' is too obvious! Finally, last but not 
lea t'.Cpl Pau l Robi nson has left the Squadron, po ted to sunny 
Cattenck. Of all the PSI we have bad the pleasure of hosting over the 
last few years, Pau l was one of the most popular and will be sorely 
missed. Congratulations go to, in addition to W02 (RQMS) (V) Bell , 
Sgt Gary Fletcher on promotion and he now makes that long walk up 
s~1rs to the Sergeants' Me s. A mentioned briefly in the last offerings of 
this publication a more formal congratulation and big slap on the back 
h?uld go to Sgt 'Cliffy' R ead s haw who was promoted at Queen 

Elizabeth Barracks, Stren all during the Regimental Chri tma weekend. 

OC EO Sqn congratulates Sgt Readshaw, who on his promotion 
was heard to say, They told me it was only mess kit I would need! 
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In memoriam readers will be saddened to learn of the death of Ex
W02 (YofS) Alan Tibbett o_n 19 January 200 I He was a strong 
supporter of the loca~ Royal S1~nals Association. Alan was a regular 
attender at mess funchons and will be sadly missed by members of both 
messes. 
. On a SJ>Ortin~ note,_ Lt Jez Bailey continues to represent the Regiment 
m the 2 Div Onenteenng league, ably supported by the 49 Sqn {Y) duo of 
SSgt ~A/FofS) I_an Middlemiss and gt 'Ginge' Davey. The season is 
now. m full swing, _s ix events having already taken place and the 
Reg1m_e ntal. Team 1s on course to reclaim the 2 Div TA League 
Champ1onsh1p. Fellow runner watch this space. 

90 ( 'R) IG AL QUAORO ' (V) 
Sqn Comd Maj Richard Lenton 
SSM W02 (S M) Ward 
EXERCISE 'COMPETITIVE CHRISTMA 
by W02 (SSM) Ian Ward 

C~ristmas comes but once a year and with it is always the annual 
Reg1men_tal Christmas Weekend. This year the administration and 
orgamsat1on was the re ponsibility of 90 Sqn. Historically the event i 
norma~ly centred ~ound a team competition with a mix of military and 
non military acuv1lles. It was decided that this year's competition would 
be held at Queen Elizabeth 's Barracks, Strensall and would be centred 
around a number of sports events and only one activity of a military 
~ature - the dreaded assault course competition. The Competition began 
m earnest on Saturday with the preliminary rounds of the football and the 
final to be played in the afternoon. Each game was highly competitive 
and there were some memorable performances additionally there were 
some !es~ m_emorable ones namely the SSM of90 Sqn. W0 2 (S M) Jan 
Ward m1ssmg two penaltie at crucial times in the competition. The 
footbal~ was interspersed with the Rugby 7's and apart from some dodgy 
r~fereemg dec1S1ons from SSgt 'Shaun' Fleming (it's a brave man that 
disallows the RSM's only ti)') all the games were played in good pirit 
surpnsmgly. Many compehtors had never played their selected games 
before and the results remained astonishingly even. 

'Hell bath no fury like a Goal Attack scorned' 

Running concurrently in the warm gym throughout the day were 
ba ketball, netball , and 'shinty'. These all proved to be fiercely co~tested 
a~d far more contact in the suppo edly non-contact ports than was 
v1s1ble on the Rugby or Football pitches. The ladies became quite brutal 
at times and many male competitor limped off to lunch ruing their 
earli~r 'all girls are softie attirude after the mornings battles. The 
sport mg part of the day was concluded by a Skm cross-country run in the 
afternoon (or Bog Snorkeling as we would like to put it). After Sgt 
'Gary' Jowers had attempted to drown the Regiment on his specially 
selected cross-country course the teams finished with just one point 
separating 49 and 90 Sqns at the top of the Leader board and 50 aad HQ 
Sqn following just behind. 

After the cross-country, it was a quick shower and into uniform for the 
Regimental Christmas Carol ervice held in the gym. 1aj (Q M) 'Les· 
Wood, the Training Major, M aj ' George' Why man and The RSM 
conspired to drown the rest of the regiment out with their close harmony 
descant and accapello humming but were foiled by ome loud flatness 
emanating from the direction from W 0 2 (RQMS) 'Richie· Bell. The 
remainder of the evening' festivitie included the Junior Ranks 
Christmas Dinner (the normal tradition for thi event i for everyone to 
be in fancy dre ). Thi was crved by the Officers and S COs and lead 
into the All Ranks Chri tma Social where everyone could reminisce 
about the day's activities, the tackles, tbe goals and the near mi e over a 
glas of beer or two (or maybe a few more in some case ). 

Sunday morning came round all too quickly judging by the number of 
people who were looking the worse for wear. It had been decided to allow 
sufficient time for the competitors to recover from the efforts of the day 
before but there wa inter mess football and netball events for those with 
a stronger consti tution. Thi was fo llowed by an extremely popular tug of 
war competition with both male and female teams taking part. It wa 
evident from the tart that the whole competition could be won or lo t on 
this one event. After much houting and screaming from participant and 
the crowd alike the eveni was won by 90 qn leading into the final 
competition with 49 and 90 qn on equal points. The culmination of the 
whole weekend wa the a ault cour e competition with a difference! 
Eight team members from each quadron from the OC through to 

ignaller (typically one from each respective rank). ' II or nothing' wa 
the key phrase for thi event and tactic were going to prove deci ive not 
to mention fitne s and tamina. This event once again went to 90 qn 
thus leaving them the overall competition 1 inners. Congratulation all 
round, e pecially 90 qn (what would we have done without the girls!) 
and commiseration to the others better luck next year. 
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35 (SOUTH MIDLAND) SIGNAL REGIMENT 

(VOLUNTEERS) 

,'XXV 

CO Lt Col . J. Potter, TD 
R M \\ 01 (RSM) J . T. auldweH 
B CK01' TRA K 

Following what can only be de cribed a an enjoyable, relaxing and 
rejuvenating block lea\e it felt good .to return to the hustle and bu. tie. of 
daily life in a bu y TA Regiment . Life felt good as I wa also en1oy111g 
the benefits of a generou tax rebate and my recent travel claim wa 
higher than expected o I bought my.elf a late but expen i e Chri tma. 
pre,ent. I personally felt im igorated becau·e there was a .lo! to do and ll 
\\as almost gratifying to find that ~any area of adm1111 .trat10n ~nd 
operation within the TA Centre required my per onal attent ~on . Feelmg 
. urpri ingl) energetic, I set about the omewhat daunttng ta sk of 
re\ iew ing and refining critical management procedures and was 
detennined to eek improvement at any co t - this was my new year 
resolution. 

Fortunately the remainder of the permanent taff could understand my 
concerns. after all our good reputation wa at take as sound 
admini tration provide us with the foundation for operational efficiency 
and ubsequently encourage retention, which not urpri ingly i one of 
the co· key objective for the new training year. With that thought 
finnly implanted in the grey matter l turned to the pap.erwork ~at l~ad 
accumulated during our long break and tarted a methodical exam111atton 
of the 'First Sight File'. Thi wa e ential but not riveting viewing and I 
resigned my elf to the fact the my major re iew had to be placed on 
temporary hold until I urveyed the remains of what seemed like a 
tropical rain forest. I then tumbled aero s something that haunts me on a 
re®lar ba i ; the dreaded acidic mi ive from the Adjt remonstrating that 
on'°;;e again ome vital deadlines had failed to be met - he was clearly on 
the warpath! l lumped in my chair feeling my initial enthu iasm drain as 
l wrestled with my memory banks trying to remember what I had 
forgotten to do because (like the Government) I often confuse deadlines 
with guideline . The pre-Chri trnas close down was something of a blur 
and the only deadlines that sprung to mind were those experienced by 
Railtrack and the silence I usually experience at the end of a telephone! 

To cap it all while l was confronting this problem l received a call 
from the FSA telling me he overpaid me and wanted some cash back -
now I'm ju:.t waiting for a call from the Lnland Revenue to really make 
my day. B) now I was consumed with guilt and remorse and was 
beginning to feel a little in ecure. Even though my thought process had 
been derailed l made a mental note that part of my review was to ensure 
that in futtJre we met all deadlines, guidelines and to toe the party line 
and to reas ure RHQ that their concerns were being taken seriou ly. 
Comforted by this thought l continued toiling patiently through the mail 
folder and came acros a very interesting directive from HQ LANO 
explaining how to recognise the symptoms of dy lexia. As l read on l 
wa astounded by tile revelation that one of the clearest indications of 
dy lexia was a failure to meet deadlines - the burden of guilt was lifted, 
we are all simply suffenng from corporate deadline blindne s! ow that I 
am back on track I've just got to convince the Adjt! ! 

REGI 1ENTAL RO ND-UP 

The Butt Party 
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Post Christma i. traditionally a quiet time throughout the Regiment 
which i my explanation for the lack of ubmissions to The WIRE by 
other quadrons, but as I surveyed the training calendar I noted that a 
number of intere ting activitie have taken place that cannot go 
unreported. 

January and February did see a welcome return to ba ics as far a 
maintenance (ye it's back with a vengeance) with a ll Squadrons 
determined to put right the second line inspection observations. Running 
in parallel with this a combined team from the MT and LAO was equally 
d~termined to improve both vehicle maintenance and documentation 
throughout the Regiment under the guise of Ex ilver Spanner. This 
exercise wa the brainchild of the MTWO, WO! Mick Doherty and the 
LAO SP I, SSgt Geordie Ord, and by all accounts ha proved to be 
hugely succe ful not least for Cfn Paul Kane who, after making a 
welcome return to the TA after a two year absence, has finally got paid 
and will soon have his former rank and trade restored. Many observation 
have been raised that have resulted in major improvements of both the 
operational availability of vehicle and the back up documentation 
procedures consequently we can now all look forward with some 
confidence to a serie of successful PRE's . A simple case of we are all 
righ t now and so are the Jacks. Elsewhere many Squadrons were 
addressing outstanding ITO is ues to meet the fir t Bounty run in April. 

An intent view of the Bounty Weekend 

There is no way I m going in that for the Gas Chamber Test! 
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o doub.t motivated by the rep?r~ed significant increase in bounty 
puyments a surge of Bounty tra111111g has taken place resulting in 
Certificates of Efficie~1cy .appearin& in RJ-IQ before the end of January for 
early publicauon, which 1.s someth111g of a record. It is also encouraging 
to note the record passes in recognition training. Ex Last Chance but one 
was the first of these organised training sessions that took place during 
the weekend 13/ 14 January at Bram.c?te court~sy of 30 Sig Regt. This 
was a .10111t HQ Sqn/LA0/89 Sqn training ~xerc1se expertly organised by 
~g~ (DB) _de Burgh who took the opportunity to remove himself from the 
11d1cst ofltcc compet1t1on with his nearest competitor SSgt Dave Arnot to 
retu~ to his natural home on the ran~e. He even managed to coerce the 
?atcn~g staff at Bramcote to provide all meals over the weekend 
mcludmg two early breakfasts. This clearly contributed to the success of 
the weekend because all attendees were well fed, armed and motivated 
but not. I. hasten .to add extremely_ dangerous. Those who attended, who 
were v1~1bly relieved at complet111g their remaining ITO's, took great 
sausfaclton and com fort 111 the fact that their training bounty was now 
secure except for one. or two re-run on the CFT. Cpl Sue Joyce in 
particular was d1sappo111ted by her performance but her stoic acceptance 
of this a~d determina~ion to complete the run and to re-attempt the CFT 
was admirable and wllhout doubt will ensure she receives her bounty on 
tu:ie. By contra t Cpl A.ngus Hamilton from the LAO was delighted as 
th~s weekend m.arked his last tra111ing weekend with the TA before he 
JOll1S the comm1s.s1oned ra~ks of the RAF. He was particularly pleased 
that he now qualifies for his final bounty although unknown to him he 
had already qualified through his attendance on Ex Western Approaches 
(sorry Angu ). Next we sa.w a repeat of the hugely successful CO's 
management weekend, Ex Stiver Outlook at Leek Training Camp during 
the weekend 2.6-28 January. Once again the CO reinforced and reasserted 
ht .k~y objectives that .embraced Recruiting, Retention, Communication, 
Train111g and Opportumty and left no one 111 doubt as to their significance 
in ensuring the efficient and quality management of both manpower and 
resources and how that was to be achieved. The weekend as in the 
prev~ou~ year. invol.ved interesting syndicate work that produced 
1m~g111at1ve, st11nulat111g and thought provoking presentations. Some of 
which .will no doubt bear some influence on the imminent Training 
Dm:ct1ves. Saturday mght saw the usual socia1 get together of the 
Regimental O_fficers and SNCO's where a frank exchange of views of 
who could dnnk the most and s111g the most insulting song also took 
place throughout what was a very pleasant evening. 

The highlijilht had .to be the.RSM's humorou but thoughtful farewell 
speech 111 which. he tned to enli t the·CO mto. the Regular Army. Happily 
he sober~y declined the offer. Sunday morn111g aw the final syndicate 
pre entat.1ons that were remarkably ~uccinct despite the early hours sing a 
long. Thi wa followed by a combmed Regimenta l Officer's and Senior 
NCO's. photograph, copies of which I am assured are in the post. 
Follow111g th1 we packed up and <lisper ed to our home TAC's armed 
with several ideas ~nd challenge that could now be put to good practice 
and confronted with ~onfidence. l almo t forgot to mention that two 
budding PR officers 111 the shapes of Cap t David Brouoh and Dave 
Tarrant by a happy coincidence managed to secure th

0

emselve an 
111v1tat1on to Central TV on Saturday 26 January. They were treated to a 
grand tour of the TV studios, including everything that happened behind 
the scene · that proved most enlightening. This visit was organised by the 
West Midland RF&CA and ha managed to provide the Regiment with 
om.e useful contacts (including the Editor of Central ews - the Holy 

Grail) that could help our recruiting efforts in the future. Dave Tarrant's 
claim to fame i that he also managed to sit behind the illustrious ews 
Desk but thankfully was removed before the live broadcast - anyway it 
would have taken them days to put the makeup on! 

Capt Dave Tarrant and his claim to fame! 

0 THEMOVE 
Once again the Regiment bas seen one or two per onality changes 

recently and we have just said farewell to W OJ (RSM) 'Geordie' 
Marshall who leave the Regiment on po ting to ierra Leone. We have 
also .extended a very special welcome to his replacement WOl (R M) 
Yogi Ca uld well and family and wish them a happy, fruitful and 
~eward111g tour with the Regiment. For his last six month ervice we 
ave al~o welcomed gt Gary mith to Mike Tp. Meanwhile in Rugby, 

~;h Sqn .have extended a tradi tional TA welcome to Capt Tom J effries 
o J0111s the TA fre h from the Regu lar Army and will fill a long 

vacated Troop Comd appointment. El cwhere we bade a pai1icularly sad 
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farewell to two _PSAO stalwarts. Capt Dennis Hawksford leaves 95 qn 
on normal retirement to his Farm near Shrewsbury and we have 
welcomed his replaceme~l Capt Alex Rodgers. Capt George aims 
leaves 48 Sqn on early reltr~ment. Their contribution over the years to the 
'1.fe ~nd soul of the Regiment and their respective squadrons was 
StS;mticant and we wish them both a pleasant, peaceful but active 
retirement. Shortly ':"'e also say f~rewell to W02 (FofS) Pete towell 
who leaves the Reg111:1ent on post111g and promotion to 15 Sig Rcgt in 
March. W~ would ltke to take this opportunity of extending the 
cong~atulat1ons of all members of the Regiment on his recent selection 
for his well deserved promotion to WO I. 

Handoverrrakeover of RSM 

CO GRATULATIO S 
A very special congratulation is al o extended to Mr J ohn Bar ker a 

former member 48 Sig Sqn who has al o served jointly as their caretaker 
for 27 years. In recognition of this remarkable. dedicated and devoted 
service he was awarded the Imperial Service Medal. The CO, L t Col 

tephen Potter, presented the award to John at a special ceremony held 
at Sparkbrook TA Centre on Tuesday 16 January. 

VISIT OF COMMA D 143 BRlGADE 
On Tuesday 13 February, 89 Sig Sqa welcomed the Commander 143 

Bde Br ig Andrew Meek on a formal visit to the Squadron . The 
Commander was. met by th~ OC, Maj Steve Pell and was then given a 
f~ll Squadron Bnef. Follow111g the formal briefings the Commander was 
given a gmded tour of the Squadron and viewed a variety of training that 
was taking place. Here he met many members of the Squadron and 
hared one or two humorou exchanges particularly with our resident 

comedian SSgt C harlie Walke r who, keen to show the Brigadier how 
ucce ful he was at boiling rice, put hi foot in it instead! This 
ucces ful vi it ended with the Comd being entertained by all rank in the 
quadron Club 

Sgt Mick Bell tryin to divert the Comd from enjoying his food! 
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The Commander with the OC 89 Squadron 

:-<SPCC CYCLE RlDE 
The Regiment continues its fund rai ing efforts in a variety of guises 

and it was pleasing to receive the following report from 58 Sqn, which 
highlight Cpl J ean Parr's magnificent effort in raising £800 for the 

PCC. Cpl Jean Parr et off for Thailand in 'ovember last year to 
join in a cycle ride from Bangkok to Saigon. The trip was over 450 mile 
and the route took all fundrai ers through Cambodia to Vietnam with 
road conditions that varied from good tannac road to dusty, bumpy dirt 
track . The local people were all very friendly, from the children who 
would tand at the ide of the road to wave and say hello, to tho e who 
would ride alongside the group on mopeds to talk to you and practi e 
their Engli h. 

Along the way the scenery was wonderful and we managed a number 
of excursion to local place· of interest including the Twelfth Century 
Temples at Angkar. Here we were tre.ated to monks playing music and 
elephant rides around the temple. The arrival at Phnom Penh was a little 

cary as there were thousands of people in the city for the water festival. 
Whil~ we were here we took the opportunity of visiting the Toul Sleng 
museum which \ as a fonner school lllrnc<l into a Prison and torture camp 
by the notoriou Khmer Rouge. In Vietnam there was a trip down into the 
Cu Chi tunnel complex to crawl under ground to view the bnmboo stake 
pits and other weapons u ed by the Viet Cong. 

Cpl Jean Parr not exactly in the Tunnel of Love! 

After thi gruelling experience seeing the si te of Saigon and the 
Vietnamese coast was a fun and relaxing interlude. The high light of the 
trip however. was the visit to the two children' charity projects that our 
cycle group wa al o supporting. The fir t wa Krousar Thmey (New 
Family) a charity that he lps to educate and support orphan and street 
children and here we were treated to the enjoyable pectacle of children 
performing in a dance and music how in national costume. 

The second charity was at the actual finish of the cycle ride at a School 
for the Deaf built by the Saigon Children's Charity. Here the children 
turned out in force 10 cheer the cycle group aero s the finish line. 

Special thank must go to my many friends at 58 Sqn for their 
generous sponsorship and to the companies who have also given 
generously including Blue Circle, Cottage Delights, Wilkinson Stores, 
Hughes Concrete, Kerrygold and Dimensions Hair Salon. 

36th (EASTERN) SIGNAL REGIMENT 
(VOLUNTEERS) 

CO Lt Col W. D. L. Brown TD 
RSM WOl D. T. Eaglesham 
LO'.'\G ERVICE & GOOD CO DUCT PRESE 'TA TIO 

1 

The British Anny 1s one of the few institutions that reward undetected 
crime, and three oldiers from the Regiment were duly awarded their 
Long Service and Good Conduct Medals on Friday 27 October. At a 
gathering held in Headquarters Squadron Sergeants' Mess attended by the 
majority of the Pennanent Staff within the Regiment, W02 (FofS) Phil 
Holland, gt Caz Sullivan and gt Ian Chappell proudly received 
their medals from Brig D. R. Wilson, Commander 49 (E) Bde. 

The proud recipients - The ones that got away with it!' 
Standing (L-R)· Sgt Ian Chappell, W02 (FofS) Phil Holland, 

SSgt Gaz Sullivan 
Sitting (L-R)· Brig D. R. Wilson, Mrs Nicola Holland, 

Lt Col W Brown TD 
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With the memories of a very successful Annual Camp sti II lingering at 
the back of the mind, the Regiment knuckled down to the start of the 
normal training cycle leading into Christma . Ex Pluto' Progress in 
October gave a much-needed opportunity for the Squadrons to deploy 
into the field and use the trade skills of their so ldiers in a practical 
environment. The weekend also marked the end of an era, as Brig J. R. 
B. Cook visited the Regiment for the last time in his capacity as 
Commander 11 Sig Bde. He indulged himself in his favourite activity of 
talking to and meeting with the soldiers. ln a short ceremony at the end of 
his 'isit the 0 presented him with a Regimental plaque. The Regimental 
trade and management training weekends have now moved from 
Colchester TA Centre to a more centralised location at West Tofts Camp 
in STANTA. The success of this venture will be confinned, or otherwise, 
at the end of the training cycle in April but suffice it to say that 
Regimental integration has improved tenfold over the last two months, 
particularly with regard to social interaction! 

HEADQUARTE RS SQ ADRO 
Sqn Comd Maj P. J. Minshall 
SSM W02 A. Wells 
REMEMBRA CE PARADE - by Sgt Tim Gamble 

It was Sunday 12 November 2000 and 36 (Eastern) Sig Regt (V) 
formed up at the TAC in Ilford to be inspected prior to the annual 
remembrance parade at the Redbridge memorial. The inspection wa 
carried out by SSM 'f did not know about it' Wells, and the troops all 
proved to be a credit to their relevant Corps. 

If responding to any advertisements in 
The Wire please mention that you saw 

it in your Corps magazine 
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Some of the Squadrons youngest soldiers (and Mr Butler!) who 
. were on the Remembrance Day parade 

(L-R): Sig Ma_nn, OCdt Powell , LCpl Mcintosh, Sig Painter, 
2Lt Manickavasaga.n, W02 B~tler, Sig Meredew, 

LCpl Rodwell, Sig Collumb1ne, Sig Sangar 

~fter the Regiment had formed up in Redbridge they were joined by 
vanou other services, clubs and many members of the public. The 
Regiment provided the memonal guard of honour which consisted of 
four of HQ Sqn's newest recruits who were faultless tmough out. 

The CO, Lt Col W. 0 . L Brown TD, salutes after laying the 
Regimental wreath at Redbridge War Memorial 

The afternoon' activities were rounded off nicely when the Honorary 
Colonel. Col Alan Hall TD DL, presented the CO with a bronze statue as 
a token of thanks for time spent with the Regiment. 

The Honourary Colonel , Col Alan Hall TD DL, presents the 
Airborne Signaller to the Commanding Officer 

h Headquarter. Squadron faces the challenges of the new year in good 
eart, and with confidence . The winter trainino ea on has b1.:en 

extremely busy _for the Reg iment and the Squad;on with exercise , 
~i:nt~alised trainmg weekend and the inevitable Squadron training. 
tlirst y, arnvals and departures: TA first - we would like to welcome into 
ie R SIGNALS fold OCdt E mma Powell from MUOTC. Emma i · 

~urrently. on a gap year working for the Metropolitan Police a a 
ommunicat1ons Officer, and she has got firm plans for the future 
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involvirW R~B and a Regular R SIG ALS Commission. Another new 
amval is Sig Orlando Baird. Orlando (another student) hails from 
Tobago! and has adapted wonderfully well to Recruit training and the 
cold wmtcr m llfo~d. Ptc Katy Crockford transferred in from R 
SIGNALS and 54. Sig Sqn (V) - welcome to the Catering Department. 
Cfn Ian Hescltine also reneged on his R SIGNALS badge and 
~ran sferred into the LAD as a Yeh Mech. Departures among the TA 
mc_lude LCpl Gilly Bayr_ies (AGC) from the LAD, who has decided 10 
retire after 16 years contmuous ervice initially with R SIG ALS then 
~MC an~ latterly AGC with a variety of units. We wish her weli. Cpl 
~•chard Ft~hcr. REME took the same tablet and retired to spend more 
time wnh h1~ wife and }'.Oung f~mil.Y after both Regular and TA service 
over S?me nme years - his contribution will be missed. ig Denise Owen 
got a JOb, unfortunately this reduced the time available for TA and he 
left after two years crvice . 

. In terms of the Pennanent laff, Cpl Dana Grills was dined out from 
his 12 month FTRS tour, to be welcomed back to the TA as Cpl Grills 
(V) from the Tech Work hop. SSgt Tony 'Tiffy' Dale REME has been 
PSI of the LAD for the last 20 months~ during his tenure, the LAD has 
gone from strength to st_rength, ably assisted by Tony's sense of humour, 
h1~h standards and ability to motivate people. He is moving on to the 
A1rb?rne worksh?P at Colchester on promotion 10 W02 - thi next 
appomtment_ 1s a1r~orne, and T?ny is till very much a penguin 
however, he 1 workmg hard on his personal motivation and thicknes -
oops!! - fim_es , to prepare for the likely challenge of P Coy. 

. New arrivals mclude LCpl Zoe Evans (for a few weeks before 
discharge from the Regular Army), SSgt Brett Richardson REME a 
P I LAD, Sgt Andy Crabtree filling a long vacant Technicians post in 
the !ech Wksp ~nd gt _'Karen' Ellams to Regt Trg Wing. Welcome to 
the funn~ fann , a~d en3oy! Som~n7 who hould not be forgotton is the 
Sguadron s erstwhile P I, gt T im What am 1 doing here?' Gamble. 
Tim _bas decided that the grass 1s greener on the outside and has signed 
the ticket to f~eedom - he moves to RHQ to while his time away until 
discharge. He 1s replaced by Sgt John_ 'Have you got a light boy?' Kelly, 
who has already adopted the trappmgs of a PSI. He drinks copious 
amounts of ,coffee, goes _for a run at the drop of a hat, and is always off 
domg_ recce _s and such hke when the store truck arrives full of boxes -
he will fit 111 we!L We look forward to the next Squadron training 
weekend - dnver trammg at Longrnoor, and the first Regimental Exercise 
of the year. Ex Milky Way in February - the wheel rum around and 
around 

Achievements in rhis period include the award of the Volunteer 
Reserve Force Medal to Cp l Ian Roberts AGC for ten vears 
meritoriou and efficient service - this is the fir t award of this new medal 
to a member of HQ Squadron. 1:he medal was pre ented by Col Alan 
Hall TD DL, The Deputy Lord Lieutenant for the Borough of Redbridoe 
(and the late Regimental Honorary Colonel) on Thursday 16 ovemb~r 
2000 at Ilford . The picture shows Cp l Roberts accepting the 
congratulations of Col Hall post pre entation. 

Sig lmr:rn Choudhry, after a long hard slog, fmally pa ·ed all of the 
Pre- andhurst hurdle and wa appointed a an Officer >ttdet on 15 

ovember - he i due to attend RMA in late January/February 2001 for 
which the Squadron wishes him the best of luck. 

The Squadron held it Annual Christmas Training Evem at Wrctham 
Camp on the weekend of 9-10 December. We deployed by coach to a 
e~rer locati?n benveen <;:am bridge and orwich to take ad' antage of a 

unique tra1nmg opportumty to race quad bikes, and this proved to be an 
excellent event. bringing out the meanne s and competiti eness spirit of 
ome normally placid individual· in the Squadron and the LAD. There 

was a definite edge between AQM Tony Johnson and his panner boy , 
and QC 817 Tp - 2Lt Ramesh ' peedy' Manickavasagan (known as 
RAM for reasons unknown to the quadron). Unfortunately for RA 1 the 
LAD team proved that bit better at driving (or cheating) and emerged as 
winners of the Competition. That evening, the quadron had the 
traditi~nal S?ldicrs hri tma _Dinner with the OC leading the team of 
o erpmd waiters ( quadron he1rarchy) to . en·e - as u ual they met with 
the normal abuse, before sitting to enjoy their own meal. Presentations 
were made to Cfn Steve ' ichols of the LAD a the be t Rccnnt of the 
year and to Sig 'Reggie' Collumbine as the Be t oldicr, both selected 
from a ca t of thou ·ands (or at lea t 35) for thi. prestigious award. Thi: 
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dmn •r "a. followed b) th Chri tma_s di ·co~ (Ptc Caroline E'•an ·~ tereo 
d handbag) and 'enbodv partied unlll the earl hours. with Pte 

r~ans impre.·sing C\'eryom: ~vith her tribute to the Moulin Rou~e. On 
'unda\ mominl!. afier breukfa.t and a move back to llford, a urpn. e was 
sprung on the ~ar weary qn. - E · FAL.LBACI\ was called! This was 
slightly hampered by the Chnste1 1!1g ot the OC s Grandaughter ye . 
\lnj Pete \tinshall i· that old. Lt RA 1 Manickavasagan. ably 
a ·isted by \\02 ( M) Tony \\~Lt , successfully rai ed the aw~ren~ s 
of the quadron on s~curity matters · n general. It must 11ave. be.e~ nvet111g 
a . despue t1redne~ · and the morning a er blues. not une md1v1dual fell 

asleep1 

TOP PRE : 
The quadron condu ted it· inaugural training weekend for 2001 at 

Longrnoor Dnver Training Area in Hamp hire over the weekend 13-14 
Januarv 2001. The traming wa shared with 45 ig Sqn ( ) from 
Colch ster and im·olved the deployment of variou. vehicle typ~s and 
personnel in a controlled move from TA Centre to Longmoor. This wa 
followed by 36 hours of driver training and familiari ·at ion on all veh1.cle 
types for those individual "'.ho normally lead a more -he lt~red life. 
Participation was good, w11h some 80 all rank attending .. The 
pro!!Tilmme was orchestrated by W02 (MTWO) Steve ·Master Dnver' 
Ke~tish, ably directed (or hindered) by hi R igs Supremo. Maj Peter 
\tinshall . A 1eadying hand to the tiller ' a applied by the shiny new 
{well, not o new!) P I gt John Tm a liney - what am I rloi~g here?' 
Kelly - a \ef) enjoyable and challenging programme wa dcv1 ed that 
included advanced cro-~ country driving (down 40' inclines in the dark -
LCpl Mcintosh), and which utili ed all the nece" ary drill for on road 
and tactical movement. 

EXERCI E OLE 'T TIGER - by W/OCDT Powell 
What luck. 1 had only been in 36 Sig Regt, for a week and I was given 

the opportunity to go ailing on the olent for a weekend; how could I 
refu e! Then I remembered that I had never really had ea leg and my 
doubt began 10 set in Too late. next thing I knew twelve of us set off 
from Ilford TAC, destination Gosport. After settling into our homes for 
the weekend, three 30 foot yacht , it was straight down to the pub for a 
few drink-. For the complete novice among us (mo t of us), Saturday 
morning was the time to learn the ropes! After a few lessons on safety 
i ues and the basic of sailing, it was off into the open sea. Well, not 
quite it was only the Solent. The remainder of Saturday was spent 
perfecting our newly learnt ·kills in preparation for the race we were 
going to have on Sunday. My downfall was knot - figure of eight, half 
shank, lip, reef; how many can there be? I found sailing quite enjoyable. 
in one day we had learnt how to sail and with the help of our trusty 
captains all three boats made it to Cowes before nightfall. Today was the 
day that we had to prove our elves in the race from Cowes back to 
Gosport, with no help except the wind and of course our skills! The race 
turned out to be a lot of fun. not to mention the underhand tactics to steal 
wind from other boats. I was extremely proud to be a member of the 
winning crew' After a wa h down of the boats and linal pictures for 
memories of a great weekend. it was home to a bed that didn't move! 

Sig Mannion looks on with great interest 
as W/OCDT Powell engages her spoon in converstation 
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The crew of the Zidona, looking good! 
(L-R): Sig Mannion, W/OCDT Powell, Lt Manickavasagan, Skipper, 

W02 (FofS) Holland 

The Village People Tribute Band, on board the Dosinia , 
about to treat the good people of Gosport with their version of 

In the Navy 
(L-R): Sig Hill, W02 (AQMS) Johnson, Skipper, W02 Kentish, 

Sgt McDonald 

44 (CINQ E PORTS) SIGNAL SQ ADRO (VOLU TEERS) 
Sqn Comd Maj M. Baker 
SSM W02 . Fawsitt 
THE SQUADRO - A POITED HlSTORY 

The title Cinque Ports involves images of the South Coast of England. 
However, due to a number of historical factors, mainly Options for 
Change, the Cinque Ports have moved to Es ex! Therefore, the title has 
been bestowed on 44 Sig Sqn (V) based in Southend-on-Sea, and Grays. 
The direct ancestor of the Squadron was orth 's Cinque Ports Regiment 
rai ed by the then Lord Warden of the Cinque Ports, Lord North, in 1776. 
Expanded in 1792, the Regiment consisted of both Infantry and Cavalry 
and was based in the historic Cinque Ports of Su sex and Kent. Ever 
since then, the established location and role of the Cinque Ports have 
changed according to the differing threats to the nation 's security. Over 
the years the Regiment became Volunteer Artillery and served in the 
Great War and then re-rolled as Anti Aircraft and was mobi lised in World 
War II. It was in 1947 that the Regiment became Royal Signals with drill 
halls in Southeast England and was called 44 (Home Counties) Signal 
Regiment (Cinque Ports). The role of the Regiment was lo support local 
authorities and the civil defence. Jn 1967 there was a further restructuring 
and 44 (Cinque Ports) Signal Squadron was formed from the old 
Regiment. The only drill hall was in Gillingham and the unit, together 
with Squadrons from Colchester and Cambridge made up 36 ignal 
Regiment with it's Headquarters in Wanstead, East London . Tbr 
Regiment provided reserve communications for the BAOR and 
frequently went to Germany for Annual Camp. The break up of the 
Soviet Union resulted in the la1est re-organisation of the TA, and though 
the Regiment escaped lightly, 44 Squadron had to move into Essex from 
Kent. This move started in 1992 and was completed in 1994 when the 
last troop left Gillingham. The new Headquarters is in Grays and we have 
an out troop in Southend. The move entailed absorbing members of the 
former units in Grays, Leigh-on-Sea and Prittlewell , which were 215 
Squadron RCT, a troop of 70 Squadron, 71 Signal Regiment. The role of 
the unit also changed. We now support the Allied Rapid Reaction Corps 
based in Germany. This means that we will continue to train in mainland 
Europe and retain our Euromux and Triffid trunk communications 
equipment. 

CURRE T EWS 
December saw the end of a rather busy year for the Squadron. There 

was only one weekend exercise in December, which was the OC's 
disposal weekend. This has 1raditionally been an inter -Troop competition 
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with a Chri st~a dinner organised by one of the Troops. This year the 
OC had a bra111wave and decided to make it an inter-trade competition 
with teams drawn from both Troops. This was designed to break down 
rivalry and encourage teamwork a~ all levels. It wasn't until the team lists 
were dr.awn up on Saturday morn111g that Capt Rowson pointed out that 
by havmg tra?c teams 1t wou ld lead to same gender teams! All the 
females were .111 one team and t~e males made up the other teams. The 
O stuck lo his guns, muttering brams beat brawn anyday', more on the 
results later. The co111pet1l1on ~as based on junior leadership involving 
comman? ta~ks , wcal?on handl111g. relay races, HF using PRC 320 and a 
commun1cal1on exercise that req.uired the teams to replicate objects from 
one room mto another. A clay p1g~on shoot on Foulness Island provided 
the fun .clement, with the R.eg11nental Ops Officer supplying the 
ammun1t1on. The day ended v:i1.th everyone happy and all to play for on 
the next stage of_ the compe.11t1on, the sports day on Sunday. First the 
team~ had to survive the Christmas dinner. Southend Troop provided the 
cale~mg support, ably led by Cpl Williams with Cpl Monk and Sig 
Rohm.son ass1s~1!1g. Our RLC chef, Cpl Ridgewell, oversaw the whole 
o~eratton. :rrad1t1onal Christmas ~are was on ofTer - turkey with all the 
trimmings 1e: alcohol. After the d111ner, the conversation between the o 
and the hefs went something like this: 

OC: ;The tomato soup was a bit, erm, tasty'. 
Chefs: That was the bottle of sherry to add flavour'. 
OC: 'The gravy was a bit rich'. 
Chefa: :That was the bottle of sherry to add flavour'. 
0 : The custard had a strong taste'. 
Chef:: 'That was the bottle of port'. 
OC: 'The Christmas Pud wa extremely rich' 
Chef:: 'That was the bottle of brandy'. · 

Just as well no one was driving! The quadron was then unleashed on 
the unsuspecting Sou.thend night-spots. ~II were present and correct on 
parad~ the !1ext mommg, one or two nur mg hangovers and wishing they 
hadn t visited the Kebab shop. Sunday consisted of basketball and 
handball, with the results going towards the competition The Line team 
all men, won the whole. weekend and the gallant losers w.ere the Area Sy~ 
Ops, yes, you guessed ~t, the females! The 0 had to admit that perhap 
he. might need to rethmk the teams for next year! Whilst some were 
enJoymg themselves, LCpl's Allen and Price were al Blandford on the 
TA CoqJorals course .. They ~horoughly enjoyed it and regaled everyone 
with their tale of demng do m the bar on their return. Congratulations go 
to LCpl Price on gaining Top Student. 

45 (ESSEX) SIG AL SQUADRO (VOL TEERS) 
COLCHESTER A D WARLEY TA CE TRE 
Sqn Comd Maj Bill Shirley 
SSM W02 SSM Lou Walker 

The e~d of last year was .an extremely busy period for the Squadron. 
Ex Santa s Revenge was without doubt a great success with nearly 50 
members of the Squadron turning in for what turned out to be a superb 
weekend. About the only person who didn't attend the weekend was the 
Sqn SP I, SSgt Gerry McGachy, who u ed the excuse that bis wife wa 
about to have their secon.d child and he didn't want to chance being that 
far away from home. As 1t turned out he made a wise decision a Sharon 
gave birth to a little girl, Tara Catherine who weighed in at 81bs 2ozs. in 
the early hours of Saturday morning. Rumours that be had the baby at 
home beca~se Gerry was .too. light lo pay for a taxi to the ho pita! are 
unsubstantiated .. The beg111111ng of 200 I has shown no let up in the 
number of commitment for the quadron with the TTMs now well and 
trnly joggin~ along and a number of exercise looming on the horizon. 
However, with attendance al weekends improving this is nothing we can't 
take in our stride. 

EXERCISE SANTA'S REYE GE 
45 SQ ADRO CHRISTMAS WEEKE D 8 - 10 DECEMBER 
2000 
by 2Lt SA .fames 

'Where are all your troops "/ Inquired the SAT Custodian at Ifythe 
Ranges. 

'Over there in the Troop helter' replied the PSI. 
'That's not a bloody troop helter, it's a condemned building, get them 

out before 11 comes down on their head '! o began Exercise Santa's 
Revenge. Wah a strong head wind and bitterly cold weather 45 (E) Sig 
Sqn took on the Hythe Ranges. The main priority wa to en ure that all 
those soldiers attending attempted to group and zero their weapon so they 
could lire the APWT. Jnteres1ingly enough, the only soldier with a 
SUSAT .that day, managed to get the lowest score, omething to do with 
the exc.1temcnt of firing live round I expect! Whilst one team was 
attemptmg the APWT, the other was in the Small Arms Trainer trying out 
the Heckle~ Koch MP5's and Browning Pi tols. At about 11 o 'clock the 
Comrnandtng Officer, Lt Cot Brown and hi driver WOI (R M) 
Eagle ham turned up to observe the proceedings. After having a go on 
lChc SAT where the R M was soundly thrashed by Cpl Kev Elliott, the 

0 and RSM shot off to vi it one of the other Squadron and we got 
down to the serious businc s of eating! redit where it 's due, the chefs 
~lad even remembered the vegetarians this time. For the afternoon' 
acllv111e we were once again broken down into two groups and atter a 
centralised briefing by a Regular Para W02 who was running the range 
we d1sappcareu to our relevant activilie . The lirst range involved a 
Northern Ireland security briefing before we converted our weapons to :f2 and m~vcd to the top floor of a house supervised by the T.A Range 

cam cons1st1ng of W02s Mark McKenzie Bell, and Kev Groves, and 
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SSgt tu Bancroft. After loadmg and making ready in the attic we made 
our way out onto a rooftop balcony and were confronted with a three-
treet mock up .of a town in Ireland. TargeL5 were hanging on rails and 

moved !I-round m and ou~ of the houses. Occ35ionally a terrorist would 
pop their head out of a wmclow or clash across the street and it was down 
to the fire team concerned to communicate with each other in order to 
acqu1r~ ~nd dcstr?y th~ target. I know that everyone had a good time and 
the tram111g ~efimtely improved communication skills, target indication 
and apphcallon of the 1!1arksman~h~P. principles, although J am certain in 
my own mmd that a. ratio of 9:5 ClVlhans to terrorists would be unpopular 
111 the eyes of the Irish. Meanwhile the other groups were taking part in a 
fir~ control order .and discipline range just up the road. After an initial 
?riefing, and loadmg up with 5.56 tracer, teams of four moved into a 
san~er and, under direction of the fire team commander, engaged 

movmg enemy targets up to 400m away from the location. 
The range package as a whole provided some excellent shooting and 

made a .great start to the weekend. Many thanks to the PSI gt Tosh 
Hodgskms and .all the range teams down at J lythe. After heading back to 
camp and c~eamng weapons we moved onto Phase 2 of the exercise - the 
45 Sqn Christmas Function. This time it was the CO's turn to be waited 
on. hand and foot. The Seniors and Officers became waiters and 
waitresses and served a fantastic meal (cooked by LCpt. Jan Molineaux) 
to all the peasants. The top table headed by Cpl Terry Stalley, then 
toasted the Semors and Officers and continued drinking. Once the 
Christmas Draw had taken place the Junior Ranks disappeared to the 
brand n~w XL complex on camp where there was a disco laid on while 
the Sentors and Officers cleaned away the remains of what looked like a 
chimps tea party! 

On. the Sunday morning, despite freezing conditions and driving rain 
we k~cked off the Officers and Seniors Vs OR's football match . 
Cond1t1ons were horrific underfoot and a desperate lack of football boot 
(and comple~e lack of talent) meant that the OR's quickly took the lead. 
After a rousmg team talk by W02 SSM Lou Walker the Officers and 
Seniors equalised before a lucky goal from one of the JNCO's took the 
match. Special mention mu t go to the completely impartial referee SSgt 
Ron Russell and LCpl Martin Woollard who couldn't kick a football if 
il was tied to his foot! Final Score Officers and Seniors l OR's 2. Till 
next year! 

EXERCISE DRIVINGS OW 
CROSS CO TRY DRIVING EXERCISE 13 - 14 JA UARY 2001 
by VCpl Adam Witcomb 

On Sa~rday 13 J'.1nuary, 25 members of 45 (E) Sig Sqn (V) deployed 
from their respec!Jv.e _T.A.C' lo RV with elements of HQ Sqn at 
Longmoor Dr_iver Tra111mg Area for a Cros Country Driving Exercise. 
Phase l _practtced the Squadron 's convoy drills. After an initial briefing 
and rel!lmder about convoy drills. distances, speeds etc we were broken 
do~n. into packets. and began the move down to Longmoor Driver 
T~ammg Area. Dun.ng the move down, les experienced drivers were 
g1~en the opportunity to be assessed by their more experienced co
dnvers. On amval at Longmoor we began Phase 2 of the exerci e. The 
u e of the vehicles in a way few of us had previously experienced! On the 
'nursery lope ' the . eriou busines began with quite a few vehicles 
ge~mg bogged down 111 the mud pool . ~irst person to get stuck wa gt 
Mick Hampton ma Landrover (he achieved the same feat a little later in 
a Bedford this time!). SSgt Hampton bad et the example that was 
qmckly followed by LCpls Ian Strain and John Hazleton. Cpl Lee 
Farrow managed to get a Landrover full of recruit bogged in in exactly 
the same ~lace an~ had to ~e recovered by gt Andy Gladman and LCpl 
Adam w.itcomb m th_e wmc~ wagon. In the evening we took part in a 
mght navigation exerc1 e. U mg only convoy lighis we set off in a giant 
'conga· following the MTWO W02 Steve Kentish who uddenly went 
'off road' and was only topped from falling down an embankment by a 
mall sapling! 

Sgt John Mitchell and Cpl Kev Elliot dispensing invaluable advice 
concerning cross country parking 

unday con ·i ted of the REME FRT gi ing u a le on on self
recovery and the best bit of the weekend. the 'knife edges· in the 
Landrovers and 4 tonncr - for attempting the baby 'knife edge'. and then 
bottling out, the REME' ere the wcake t link. Goodbye! 
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AL' L ORO.· 
THF I IE B \ LEFlE D TO R 2000 
n1· ;~ If Bro( klcbank ,- 7 T >o) 

kmbers of 54 qn had a f.!,cinating time on a visit to the Fir..t orld 
\\ ar battletidd ·of orthcm F1ance. The weekend acted as an in ight into 
the terror of thi> war and we su rvidenc ' of tr~ thousand of -oldiers 
''ho \o,t th.:1r \iv.:s defending this area. \Ve vi ited many cc.meteries and 
monumenb on our two-day trip. \ e .av some very large cemeterie · 
whibt dnymg around th out kirt of towns and around the battlefield ' , 
and the e. pcricncc left me fc ling cold and solemn. The head tone 
showed the number of. !diers who lo t their live during this conflict. 

and some of th<! soldiers buri1.:d in thes e graves are only identified by an 
emblem of the Rcgim.:nt in which they crved. I thought how gmc ome 
\vere the battle, of this war that soldiers hould be buried with their 
identities unkno'' n. ome o f the graves gave the age of the fallen 
soldiers : mo t of them were only between eighteen and twenty-two, and l 
realised that they were not as old as the majority of our party. l am only 
twenty-one. and I wondered 1f I could have gone out to fight in a war like 
this. Eighty or so years after the end of the war, the landscape is till 
·carrcd with the evidence of the war, and th· recent ly ploughed fields are 
covered with areas o f whiter earth where the prolonged shelling has 
brought the chalk to the surface. 

38 (CITY OF SHEFFIELD) SIGNALS REGIMENT 
(VOLUNTEERS) 

REGL\1E1 T L HE DQUARTER 
CO Lt Col Nigel Harrison MBE 
R M WOI (R :\-I) Colin M ilne 

87 (CITY OF NOTII 'GH M) IG.NAL Q ADRO . 
qn Comd Maj David Tomlinson 

1 W02 (S M) Vicky Hardy 
The Regiment held the annual Regimental A 1 at tren all during 

October. much to the urpri e of the ·sAS· quadrons the crowd in green 
tights \\ept the board! The Team's hard work in preparing for the 
Regimental Al\I paid diYidend . when they won the Whitehead 
Trophy. the Coronation Cup. the Be t Pistol hot and Champion 

quadron. The Team, con i ting of W02 (SSM) Vickie Hardy, Sgt tu 
• ·esbitt, Cpl '1 love the CO' Heather Blair, Cpl Paton, Cpl Keay and 

ig Burton were as isted by the expertise of our ex-Borg' members, 
gt Jim McGuinnes , gt ' Darth Vader' Dye a nd Sgt 'Happy' 

Hallam. The e three are all excellent hots who joined the quadron 
from 3 WFR. Well done everyone! We believe the OC i buying the 

drink! 

87 Sig Sqn Winning Team Regt SAAM 

The Regimental AAM Support Act always important on a range 
weekend are tho e anonymous heroe - the Butts Party! Thank you for 
all )Our effort and keeping your sense of humour! Thank go 10 Sgt 
'~\'idebottom' Worrall, Cpl 'Alex' Derbyshire, Sgt 'Cowboy' Wilson, 
Sgt ·wazz1e' Wasden, Cpl Jackie pong, Sig Aylward or Sig Towey? 

LORD LIE 'TE. T' VISIT 
Tuesday 31 October was a very special evening in Nottingham. The 

Lord Lieutenant of l ottinghamshire, Sir Andrew Buchanan Bt 
Yisited the TA Centre in order to present a number of medals to members 
of the . quadron. The proud recipients who received their medals in the 
presence of all the members of the Squadron, their families and friends 
were: 

Territorial Efficiency Medal (TEM) - SSgt J. Dye, gt B. Jackson 
(Husband of our SSM), gt C. Toft, Cpl A. McGuinness, Cpl Hammett 
and LCpl \\'cl\h. 

Bar and Rosette to the Territorial Efficiency Medal - Ex- W02 
(S. '1) ·. J. Caldicott, W02 P. Cooper and his wife gt C. Bull and 

pl . \. Ooda. 
\.olun.teer Re erve ervice Medal (VRS,1) - Cpl L. now, who 

along \\ tth h~sband gt D._ . now (46 Signal Squadron) was also 
cclcbratmg their second weddmg annivcr. ary. Following the presentation 
the Lord Lieutenant joined everyone for a curry supper. 
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SWIFT GETTI G FASTER 
Winning hi civilian ' driving licence ' will help ottingham Signaller 

Lee wift peed up military messages by 70 per cent. He is one of 40 
part-time oldiers taking part in a unique £40,000 computer education 
programme. The Territorial Army (TA) troop have been taking cla ses 
alongside civilian tudent to earn their European Computer Driving 
Licence (ECOL). The seven-module course tcache people to use the 
latest busine s software packages. A pas is equivalent to an YQ level 
2, or fi e GC E . But while Lee's cla mate apply the knowledge in the 
office, he will be u ing it on the battlefield with Triumph Road-based 87 
Signal Squadron. gt wift (29), a Land Rover Service Advi or, from 
Becston. said, ' ew computers are being developed to drive our global 
military radio sy tem. tandard busine s oftware can now be used to 
compile and transmit huge amount of data in an instant 10 command 
centres anywhere in the world. It will do away with complex inputting 
and signalling procedure , speeding communications up by more than 70 
per cent, and it will make training soldiers to operate the system much 
cheaper and quicker. Part-time soldiers gaining ECDLs will also have a 
valuable benchmark qualification recognised throughout industry and 
commerce.' 

The oldiers' computer course is the result of a unique collaboration 
between 38 Signal Regiment and Sheffield-based training finn, TP Ltd. 
Military training budgets are providing half the cost of the 
£400-per-student fees . The rest of the money is coming via the 
government 's 'Individual Learning Account' grant ystem, set up to help 
people improve their skill . As part of the deal, TP is providing the 
training and test adjudication team, computing facili ti e and classroom 
acconunodation. 

Driving Licence for computers? 
Sgt Lee Swift from Beeston Nottingham 
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46 IG AL SQ ADIW 
FIRMS I VEST I FIGllTI G FIT E S 

Derby's territorial s will be rowing their way to fit f. · 
overseas, thank to two city busincs es. The a rt- ti n~css 0~ opcr~uon 
snapping to attention when their YIP guests ~rr1·vc ' ee stold1erks bw1ll _be ·n· r tl ·. · • . . 1 x wee earing 
~' s 1or ~en units new _gymnasium. Kmgsway-based 46 Si s n has · 
invested £9,000 1n crcat111g lhe health and fitness suite 28 ~c~ JU t 
~·cp~csentahves from He!1ry Boo~ I l?rncs (I IBH) Ltd a~d the 1c~6rr~w 
rram111g School who will be bnngmg along two £800 ro · . er 
to add the fini hing touch . Sgt ara Alsop an ace wtmg1makclunes 

Cl dd d 
·d h · · · • • oun s c er from 

ia e en, sa1 t at ti ts vual that they ' re in top h · I d ' · 
b 

r · · 
1
, . P ys1ca con 1t1on 

eiore &omg on op~rat1ons . his year members from 46 s· s ·1 
on erv1ce abroad m the Balkans Canada and G igThqn wi 

1
. be 

h
. ·11 b d ' ermany. e rowmg 

mac !nes wt c a go end. They are among the best all-r d ti 
much mes that money can buy. Sgt Alsop and her com d ound 'i_tness 

· I l.1BH h h ra es ma emends 
wit 1 , w en t e company began developing the Windmill Hill site, 

opposite their military b· s Th Id' . builders to us th . a c. e ~o icrs lost no time in invitmg the 
c cir water and a h' f; ·1· · 

Lee Midleton said ' We' d r ; d mg aci ittc_s. HBII representative 
TA Squadron Its p~rt- t ' re . el~!? tc, to ma~e an mvestmcnt Ill the city's 
to the count~ . tme ~o icrs commitment to our community and 
volunta tou:S isf outstand1~g . Many of them have already been on 
lives inryplaces ~ik~u~o~elp1niiLtoCkDccp th_c peace and restore shattered 
B 

1 
. ovo. Regional Sales Manager Car l 

o cy, said that the quality of the TA's skills and m~nagemc t 1 · · 
0 

was second to non Sh dd d . n rammg 
benefited from the ~k . llse ad e that busmess~s. throughout the region 
them The Si nallers' I an . ma~agcment trammg that the army gave 
in th~ count; It gymnasium t now the finest military fitnes centre 
machines multi~~sq~1~ment. mcludes upright and reclining cycling 
of heart ' d 1 n . movmg running tracks. crucial for the build up 
stren th an . ung capacity. Soldiers can concentrate on building their 

~nstn~lor~s~fJ ~nr:u~~etl~; ~~1~;~~p· sSh~tcpi~~t f.T
0

A ph?shical trai_ning 
m1ury rm wit out stram or 

39th (SKINNERS) SIGNAL REGIMENT 
(VOLUNTEERS) 

CO Lt Col P. R. Towers 
RSM WOI (RSM) F. E. Roberts 
HOPE & HOMES FOR CHJLDRE 
E ERCISE ENDURANCE LYNX 

_Over the last year 39 (Skinners) Sig Regt (V) have been hel in t 
raise money for Hope & Homes for Children Hope & H p g~ 0 

Children wa founded by Col Mark Cook who w. as th c omed orf 
ti B ·1 " h u c · . ' e omman er o 1e n ts onttngcnt m Croatia , and his wife Caroline · 
September 1994, after they had both witnessed the ufferin of't~~ 
children made ~iomeless by the War in the Balkan . Initially theg rai ed 
money to rebm ld two orpha1~ages, in Croatia and Sarajevo, wJch had 
been destroye? m the figbtmg. Following appeals for help Hope & 
H_omes for htldren are now also_ relieving the uffering of children in 
Sierra _Leone, _Moza~btque, Albania, Romania and Ukraine. 
,. While row1~g dunng a_ lunchtime training session the Adjutant, Ca t 

Nick Peet decided .to get mvolved and organi ea 24hr 'Sponsored ROI~ 
His plan was for six rowers to each row for half an hour in a three hou~ 
<:~~e for the total of 24hrs _ic: four hour total rowing time or approx 
) m ~ach from 0800hrs m the morning on 23 January this ear 
Pro~1dmg the team of six, including the ommanding Officer 0~ th~ 
Regiment . Lt Col Paul Towers, could tick to the speed set they would 
complete ~n ex~ess of 330km (ie: from Bristol to Dunkirk). The team bad 
been trammg mce November la t year and was confident that they could 
complete the row and hoped to raise in excess of £700.00 for Hope & 

£
H4o510nOesOOfor Children therefore makmg a Regimental total of over 

. for the year. 
Th So the big day came and all ix rowers were in quietly confident mood 

e sul'port team provided high energy food and drink, radio or vide~ 
entertainment, wake up ca ll and the all important moral support 
throughout the row. After a very long night and many bananas the team 
comrleted the row at 0800hrs on 24 January, obviously, it being a 24hr 
r~w · The team had ~urpa sed their expectations and completed in exec s 
~ 341.Skm, a good1ob well done. ext time perhaps a 48hr row! So well 
~ne to Lt Col Paul Tower , Capt ick Peet, W02 (RQM ) 1ick 
~mty, ~02 (MTWO) Dennis G riffiths, SSgt Tony Ward and Sgt 
p cotty Doyle and many thank to the upport Team Capt Tom 

engelley, Sgt 'Cookie' Cook and Cpl 'Badders' Badman. ' 

The Adjt using his double orifice breathing apparatus 
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The Team as the end of the Row 

HEADQU RTER ( ORTH OMERSET YEO R ) 
Q DRO - BRJ TOL 

Sqn Comd 1aj R Belbin 
M W02 (S M) mith 

REGIME 'TAL T~I I G WEEKE ·o 1 - 13/ 15 OCTOBER 2000 
~or the first of 1h1 Winter's Training Weekend the L D were once 

agam ch?scn to ho t the Op cw World voluntc~rs at Longmoor Camp. It 
began with. ome Compa s Work on the Parade Square \ ith Cfn Aire) 
~emo~~tratmg how to take a compa s bearing and how 10 follow the 
ne~dk to en ure_ that you can am c at your intended de tination. This 

period o\ mstmcuon was followed by Ba ic First id courte y of Cpl 
Badders Badman. ote: Proof that the REME can fix 1hemsclvc 

\~ell a the Regimental Heet. the aHemoon progre ed gt Isaacs ·a~~ 
hi _ te~m made prepa~auons for the la·t pha e. the ight avigation 
Exe_rc1se: The . volunteers oon. learnt that you cannot ca ily walk 111 a 
stra1i;ht lmc through " '.o?d at night (unlcs- you wi h to put your recentlv 
acquired First Aid Trammg to the te · t). • 
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ekend to blo\\ the du t off the tran pon and take u · to Hulta,ington 
Camp for a t of field trainmg. After a hearty_ break.fa t at H?rfield the 

quadron was soon on it wa along the M4 m com:oy fa lu~n to the 
Training rca on Hullavington's Airfield. Pulling up ma Holdmg A~ea 
the troops took u defen i\ e positions while the crgeant Major 
completed hi. Rec . tor while W02 '~icky' Lee went to ~et.the keys for 
the Traming Han r). In the mean 11me gt George \\'1lhams taught 
about mo\ing into a location. from the Relea e Point to parking up and 
camouflaging the ' hicle . 

The first Le son of the day wa gi n by S gt Rick orman on th_e 
CLS. This imple witchboard is not complicated if you have used It 

b fore, but HQ "hen the are on the ground usua~ly make do wit~ a 
couple of field phone & cverybodie personal mobile. _Anywa havmg 
made eight connection to the L we were all oon talking to each other 
down the line. "People took it in turns to man the butt ns between 
witching up or down. red witch or green. black switch or yellow the 

information wa sinking in and a five way conference call wa not 
beyond u . . . . 

l'vlore interesting le ons oon followed. Field Craft with Sgt Wrnfiel~. 
Rolling Replcn with W02 Bloomer and what must ha c been all ht 
Christmas tree lights. gt William and ' ighting a Tacti~al \ orksh?P' 
and a Lights & ound at night Demo were SSgt orman s contnb~uon 
included cracking a can of lager. gt William who made L1ghtmg a 
Tilley lamp & using a o. 5 Burner ound very interesting ga ~ the last 
les on of the e\ening. Sunday' activity wa to put up and takmg down 
four 12 x l 2 • and a 9 x 9 while the Q checked them out, followed by the 
final le son. on 'Leaving a Location' which also included a weep of the 
area. Back at Bristol everyone agreed that the training had been u eful & 
helpful. Bring on Ex Bronze Lynx. 

5 (Q EE OW ' OXFORD HIRE HUSSARS) 
SIG, L Q DRO (\'OLUNTEERS) - BANB RY & OXFORD 
Sqn Comd Maj R. Stone TD 

SM W02 l SM) Philip 
QUADRO ' Ai , AL CHRI T 1AS PARTY 
AT RDAY 2 DECEMBER 2000 

The Churchill Club ommittee ably led by Cpl Steve Brady and 
a si ted by Cpl Ke\•in Durno and LCpl Claire Goodwin laid on an 
excellent Party at the TA Centre. The bar opened at 7.30p.m. for pre 
Chri tmas Drink . This was followed by a splendid di play of Firework 
organi ed and let off by teve Brady who .i now an. officially trained 
·Fire Work Letter Offer' The party went with full swmg until the very 
early hours of Sunday. The draw. an elimination event got down to the 
final tickets when the 21C, Capt 'Chuck' Robertson realised that both 
hi and Andrea's Tickets were in the last five. Having won the major 
cash prize last year he very sportingly withdrew the tickets. A gesture 
that was very well appreciated by everyone, especially the Winners, 
LCpl Danny Palmer and Sgt Taylor's wife, Debbie. 

PRO 'IOTIO S 
Congratulation to Steve Brady and Ke,in Durno on their selection 

for promotion to Sergeant. 

UK/U OFFICER EXCHA; GE PROGRAMME 
On 7 July 2000, 19 Reserve Officers from all parts of the British forces 

(Army, avy and Air Force) set off from London Heathrow, bound for 
Wa hington DC. Thi was part of the UK/ U Officer exchange 
programme which take place every year, the aim of which is to place 
reserve officers from the three ervices with their respective counterparts 
and pecialisation in order to develop understanding and good working 
relations. Aft.er a long flight, we arrived (snacked and filmed out) in DC 
to be met by a US Marine Major. However, due to the fact that nobody 
within the British contingent had met before, unless they had been sitt ing 
next to each other on the flight, it was a little difficult to detennine who 
was who at the airpon. After playing 'Guess who's in the British forces 
game' and the usual losing and finding people, we were whi ked to the 
Capital, and housed in the Embassy Suites, a top-notch hotel. Our 
accommodation v.as spectacular with ensuite bathrooms and living rooms 
for each person. However, unfortunately we got to spent only five 
minute!> in our room as we were yet again whisked off to what would tum 
out to be a familiar 'burgers and beer' night; and a very very late one at 
that. 

The next day (very early, yawn!) we depaned Washington to travel to 
our respective units located throughout the USA. We had been assigned 
to the 377 Coy who were on their trade training camp at Fon McCoy in 
Wisconsin. Aft.er a funher eries of flights in aircraft of ever decreasing 
size we arrived in Wisconsin to be met by an advance party of the 377th. 
After the initial surprise of 'Gee .... You guys do what???? ..... 
Communication?!. ... Hell .. . we're a truck maintenance Company!' we all 
got along famously! It would appear that somewhere in the dusty 
corridors of either the MoD or the Pentagon, there had been somewhat of 
a clerical error. .. However, on rationalising the situation , and recognising 
that v.e in the Royal ignal u!>e 'truck ' and in the 377th did have some 
VHF radios. all was not lost! We also discovered early on, that we all did 
indeed hare another common interest, 'Budweiser' which was discussed 
and exercised many a night. 

Fon McCoy, our home for the following two weeks is a Total War 
Training Facility, a training camp a little smaller than Wales that hosts the 
. 'ati?nal Guard and Re erve Force training. Each unit's training is closely 
momtored and asS<.>Ssed by a team of regular officers who watch, advise 
and mark the units m their operational and combat effectiveness whilst 
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carrying out their roles. During our first few days at the fon we were 
hown the 317th' maintenance role. This consisted of stripping down old 

army trucks clas ·cd as unserviceable, and building the good pans back 
onto a basic glider assembly. The gl idcrs consisted of a new ba ic cab and 
chas. 1s and were de livered by the truck manufacturer on pallet . By 
completing a truck in this way, as opposed to purchasing an entirely new 
trt1ck. the 3 77 th Maintenance ompany created a co t aving of around 
• 60,000 per vehicle. The 377th target was to complete 14 trucks by the 
end of their camp. An average of one a day and a great saving to the US 
Government ! 

Lt Fen om and l were invited to the daily order held by the camp 
commandant and his monitoring teams, and we were lucky enough to 
accompany them around the fort' training facilities . This proved a 
marvellous opponunity as we managed to get to see a great many of the 

ational Guard and Reserve units in training. The e units included 
Signals, Engineers, Rangers, Infantry, Marines and Air Assault. On some 
occasions we were able to panicipate in their training or exercises, which 
worked out quite well on the Marine APWT. as we won a bottle of 
bourbon and ten bottles of beer, (they never realised they had been 
hustled until the scores came in), which we shared with them in the bar a 
few nights later. along with a few chasers! Other jollies included, an 
'Apocalypse ow· tyle Air Assault with the Air avalry, Off-Road 
Humvee driving and the Ranger Air As ault Cour e, where Lt Fensom 
demonstrated an unusual abseiling technique not known to the American 
of launching into space head first and waiting till the econd bounce 
before braking. The two week exchange flew by and we were sad to leave 
our new found friend . On meeting up with the other 17 Officer in 
Washington we swapped tories and had a ' top, look and gasp' tour of 
the Pentagon. Arlington ational Cemetery and a handful of other 
notable monument where we could take in the ' Kodak spots'. Tired and 
exhausted 18 Officers were bundled on a plane back to Blight)', leaving 
2Lt Durtnal to detour to Bermuda for an extra fun filled week with the 
Bermuda Regiment. To be told in the next thrilling instalment! 

Lt Jason Fensom and 2Lt Simon Durtnal - Posing in the US 

57 (CITY & CO TY OF BRISTOL) SIGNAL SQUADRO ' (V) 
Sqn Comd Maj M. A. P. Webb 
SSM W02 (SSM) J. Tuck 
REGIME TAL TRAINING WEEKE ' D 2 - OFFICER TRAIN! C 
by Lt Jason Fensome 

39 Sig Regt held their second Regimental Training Weekend (RTW) of 
the 2000/0 I cycle between 24-26 November 2000. However, whilst the 
Regiment's soldiers departed their TA Centres for a weekend of trade 
training at Browndown Camp, the Regiment 's officers were instead 
ordered to travel to Colerne, the home of21 Sig Regt (AS). The purpo e 
of the weekend for 39' officers was twofold: (i) to participate in the new 
improved officer training programme, and ( ii) to dine in our.new 
Commanding Officer, Lt Col Paul Towers . The new officer trammg 
programme stems from the desire of our new Regimental 21C, Maj 
Rosemary Tubey TD (formerly QC 57 Sig Sqn) and of our not so new 
Adjutant, Capt ick Peet to provide worthwhile training for 39's jUmor 
officers on what arc ostensibly trade training weekends. The detaching of 
the Regiment's officers from the Regiment itself allowed_for an 
uninterrupted focus on officer training, without the distractions of 
drinking coffee and reading newspapers in the Officers' Mess. 

The theme of the weekend's programme was change, and it must he 
said, change for the better. The CO's intent was that the programme 
should he shaped 'like a venturi', with the initial focus being on the 
perspective from HQ LAND, ably presented by Maj Mark Cornell, the 
S03 G6 Ops. Later the focus was reduced in breadth to the picture from 
Headquaners 2 C) ig Bde, delivered by Maj Jan Brownlee, the S02 
O&D. The purpose of the morning's programme became very clear: the 
new buzzword at HQ 2(NC) Sig Bde is ' deployability' and the prov1s10n 
of the wherewithal to actually deploy. . . 

After lunch, the focus narrowed yet again, this time to the CO's v1s10~ 
for 39 Sig Regt itself. Interestingly, the address was delivered by MaJ 
' Butch' Maycock our Training Major. The TM bad already talked a.bout 
' range safety issues' all the way through lunch, and now we had to listen 
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to _ him f~r another ho~r. The topic was 'The Deployable Regiment' and 
this certainly held our 1~tcrcst: Essentially, 39 Sig Re~t will conduct over 
the course o.f ~001 an 111tens1ve programme of Regimental training, as 
well as providing comms support to the ARRC by deploying six NCRS 
Detach.mcnts to Germany for Ex ~rrcade Fusion in October 2001 and b 
prov1d1ng personnel to deploy with . t~c TA SFOR Signal Squadron i~ 
November 200 I. Oh and by the way, 1t s now official- CRS can actually 
tly ~albeit as an underslung load on .a hinook). The final part of the 
days proceedings wa a group exercise set by OC HQ Squadron Maj 
Richard B,elb in , who relati~ely fresh from hi s TA Squ~dron 
Commander s course, tasked the JUlllOr officers with a planning exercise 
based on the no longer hyp,othetic~ I deploy~ent of~ TA Signal Squadron 
to the Balkan . The authors syndicate received d1vme guidance from our 
Padr~, the Revd !>avid Sutch, _and was able to put together a workable 
ol.ullon. T~e d~y s work done, 1t was time to head for the Mess (or rather 
Bnst~l Umvers1ty Air Squadron's luxury portacabins in the case of the 
male jun~o'. officers) and prepare for the dining in night. 

The d111mg m of the CO was a memorable occasion The PMC Ma· 
Rosemary Tuhey, allowed herself to be persuaded. into granting ~ 
' comfort stop' by the QM, Ca!Jt Phil Abbot, and QC HQ. 2Lt Simon 
Durtnall left the table before said stop on the pretext of a nosebleed· and 
th~ new.ly p~omoted Capt Jo Howard. demoted herself for the PUrPOSes 
ot wearmg mcorrectly ranked Mes ~11. Anyway, proceedings moved to 
the bar, where the CO demonstrated h.1s excellent singing voice. This was 
not a .feat that could be matched by his subalterns. Getting up on Sunday 
mormng proved to be a major challenge- Lt Rod Hook wanted to know 
exactly when he b~came old, ~ecausc he could no longer cope with late 
fin1 hes and early(1sh~ starts. lt s a good job that his better half, Caroline, 
has agreed to m~rry him next year before he finally fades away. 

. u_nday mommg saw the CO's lecture on British Military Doctrine and 
M1ss1on. Analysis. ~t was also the CO' opportunity to demonstrate his 
mu 1.c video collection on CD-ROM. This was a piece of timely decision
makmg which heralded a mu~h needed coffee break, prior to the final 
group_ task. The, purpo e ?f this was to apply the four mis ion analysis 
quesllons to 39 s new m1ss1on statement. This was achieved in short 
order, and after the customary wa h-up it was time to return home. In 
sum_mary, t~e f~ture a~ 39 can be approached with confidence; the 
Regiment will sllll pract.1 e its old MGW and !CP roles, but has gained a 
new deplorable role with NCRS. 2_00 I will see 39 Sig Regt (V) send 
personnel mto Europe for both trammg and operations and closer to 
home t_he Regiment _will practise it's new air-deployable r~le on exercise. 
TA um ts always thnve on a challenge, and 200 I will see no shortage of 
challenges both at home and overseas. 

Thanks fo~ the weekend mu t go the Regt 2IC, to the TM and the Adjt 
for constructmg such a well-designed programme. Thanks must also go 
t~ all members of the Mess who made the dinner night such a uccess. 
Fmally, a couple of new officers need to be welcomed to the Regiment: 
2Lt _Peter Lynch, who has JOmed 5 (QOOH) Sqn in Banbury, and 2Lt 
David Carter, fresh from BUOTC, who has joined 57 Sqn's Gloucester 
Troop. 

47 (MX YEO) SIG AL SQ ADRON (V) - UXBRIDGE 
Sqn Comd Maj C. M. Lankester 
SSM W02 (SSM) M. Gilfrin 

There have been many change in squadron per onnel since annual 
camp. SSgt 'Tock' Toeker, the PSI Ops, has been replaced by SSgt Jay 
Saunder_s fresh from 7 Regt RHA. We all wish 'Tock' well during his 
tour. m Sierra .Leone. He regards his tour with the squadron as a mile tone 
m his career it 's the only po ting he bas had where he has not been in big 
trouble! The new OC arrived in January, Maj Carla Lankaster, and it is 
a welcome return to h.er she having previously been the Squadron 2IC 
until 1999. The worryrng aspect of these changes however i that now, 
both the OC and the SSM are ex Tech's it doe not bode well for the 
Squadron' previously good standard of tdchnical maintenance! All is not 
lost on this front. Sgt 'Baz' Kightley, alias 'Brains', ha joined u from 
over the water. He is different, but starting to make inroads in the lechery 
which has been gapped of regulars for three years. ' 

The Squadron i_tself remains reasonably well recruited and thankfully 
ther~ arc some high calibre, enthusia tic and well-motivated people 
commg mto the q_uadron. The aim this year is to get the squadron back 
to full strengt~ or JUSt over, a po ition it was last in three years ago. The 
new changes ID the Squadron recruiting team have brought with them 

so me excellent i~eas, which we will be implemented at the earliest 
opportunity. Special mcnllon must be made here of the outstandmg effon 
~adc by Sgt_ lan .Lane as IC of R~TT. He tackled a difficult and. at times 
ery frus.tratmg JOb, with dctcnnmat1on and enthusiasm and overall his 

contnbut1on to the Squadron and Regimental recruiting team was second 
~· none. He has now handed over responsibility for recruiting to Cpl 

ma Gross. It couldn ' t be in better hand . 
The Squadron has recently _completed Ex Eastern Venture, of which 

more later, and 1s now faced with Ex Bronze Lynx, a Regimental exerci e 
that mvolves_ Brigade Headquarters. It hopefully will give the quadron 
the opportumty.to work clo~ely wit~ 2 Bde HQ to develop ideas for the 
'ftw freedo~ given by gettmg out m the field and going tactical! After 
1ve _Years m the portacabin at Corsham mo t Squadron members are 

lookmg forward to the change. The training of the Squadron continues 
apace and several members are taking the opportunity given by 37 ig 
Regt (V) to attend a trade week, hopefully all will upgrade in trade in one 
fell swoop. Sig Griffin recently joined us from HQ Sqn. He achieved an 
excellent and well-deserved course repon on his recruit's course coming 
second overall and Top Field Soldier. Well done Sig Griffin. ' 

!here has been a crop of well deserved promotions, notably Cpl Mark 
Jomer, at present on his Class I ED course at Blandford LCpl Dudley 
another ED who joined us during annual camp 1999 f;om J 91 Cadet 
Detachment here in Uxbridge. Since then he has completed his recruit 
cour e and IS alr~dy a Class 2 ED. A remarkable achievement. Cpl Tina 
Gross who has JUSt completed a year FTRS with 7 Signal Regiment in 
Germany an? Kosovo has also received well-deserved promotion. 
Congratulations to them and others who have been promoted . 
Congratl!lat1ons also to Sgt Paula Mc eil, from all Squadron members, 
on the_ birth of her s_on on 4 February. We wish Paula. her husband and 
the child every happmess for the future. 

EXERCISE EA TERN VE TURE 47 SQ ADRO FTX 
The squa~ron took part in Ex Eastern Venture, which was held at 

Thetford Trammg ~rea fr?m 24 February this year. The concept was an 
out of a~ea .operation with the Squadron, organised as two Troops, 
commumca~mg on ?ehalf of the UN in the fonner state of Stanfordshire. 
Stanfordsh1re, hav111g been ravaged by civil war and fought over by 
Breckland and Thetford1~, requested the deployment of British Troops in 
support of the UN. 47 _ Si~ Sqn. deployed at short notice to provide both 
HF and VHF commumcallons m support of the UN humanitarian effon 
Enemy was provided by RAF ortholt under the command of Flt Lt 
Marcus Senescall, a fonner Troop officer in the Squadron. 191 Cadet 
D7~~hment also produced cadets to act both as British forces or local 
m1ht1a as the sce_nario dictated. UN liai on officers 'UNLO', produced 
traffic for transm1ss1on throughout the exercise. It varied in content and 
urgency an? r~quired much thought from the communicating troop to 
work out pnonty and encryphon. This soon reached an excellent tandard 
as the exercise prog.ress.ed._ At the a.me time as communicating each 
Troop had to def~nd 11s site ID a potenually hostile environment, and also 
resl??nd to taskmgs on behalf of the UN. Confrontations with local 
m1ht1a, rescumg a downed NATO pilot, ambush and recce patrols and 
finally an attack on the enemy base location all added to the fun aspect of 
the exercis~. W_bilst tactics were not looked at too clo ely. there were one 
or two radical ideas f~rthconung. A new ambush light was designed by 
one of the Troops. Pa~nted black and green, it was al o easily portable 
and could be directed m almost any direction to illun1inate the enemy. It 
was el.f-powere_d and although a touch on the heavy side at 1800 kilos 
wa qmte effective. The 110 in it de ignation did not, apparently, relate 
to the voltage! Another Troop laid on a spectacular ambush which 
cau~ht the enemy. perfectly in the killing area. The cut off, h~wever, 
reqmred about a kilometre of communication cord in order to ignal the 
enemy approach. 
. S _g t Sa unders is to be co~gratulated in producing an excellent 
mtelhgence picture for the exerc1 e and a rcali tic scenario. The exerci e 
also made novel u e o~ the CRS box by usin~ the HF capability only 
supplemented by VHF m what was virtually a highly capable and mobile 
Comma!1d post. Much thank hould al o_ be directed toward S gt 
Cummrngs the RPS SQMS for all h1 effort in the catering 
department. He really does look after the quadron well and take a lot of 
the admini !ration burden on his own boulders . It i very much 
appreciated by all. 

MOVING OR POSTED 
DON'T FORGET TO LET US KNOW 
WHENEVER YOU HAVE A CHANGE 

OF ADDRESS 
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71 (YEOMANRY) SIGNAL REGIMENT 
BEXLEYHEATH 

CO Lt ol C. H. '\ roer 
R 1 WOI (R M) . D. Tait 
70 (E EX YE0\1 RY) IG "AL SQ ADR01 
CHEL\1 FORD . 'D HARLOW 

qn Comd Maj Craig Tallents 
M W02 ( 1) Paul Humphreys 

c The quadron has been thI"?ugh~ a b1;1 y period over the la ~ fe\ 
"ith the Chri tma Bash. Vehicle :::;erv1cmg, and Trade Trammg. 

months 

CHRI T 1 ' B SH . , 
The quadron went to Crowbourgh Camp for its '.Bount Catch Up 

weekend and its Annual Christmas dinner over the period_ 8-10 December 
2000. The qn Comd. Maj Craig Tallents wa een .dunng ~he weekend 
trying to communicate u ing a Land Rover Tyre ~vhile lookm_g for keys 
and to thi day a red face appears when the. ubJ_cct 1s ~enlloned. gt 
Dave Catlett is now 1,.nown a 'Matelot" with ht lo e for water. The 
Chn tma Dinner was uperbly organi ed by SQ\\>! ' qmrrel'_ Fenso~ 
and hi staff with the Officer and SNCO' erv111g the old1er their 
meal. and a great time was had by all. 

Bounty Catch Up Weekend 
(L-R): Sgt Natalie Gilby, Cpl Joanna Smith and 
LCpl Nugget Nugent marching between stands 

TRADE TRAI 'I. "G 
The Trade training cycle is with us again and the majority of the 

quadron are involved either Teaching or as students. The Trade courses 
are owr four weekends during January and February 200 l and we are 
hoping for good re ults. 

Fl 'ALLY 
We welcome back gt Kirk Humphries from a seven month tour in 

Banja Luka and we would like to wish LCpl Kelly Claughton all the 
best during her year long attachment to 202 Sig Sqn in Bui ford. 

1MARY OF DEPLOY 1ENT 0 ' OPERATlO PALATL E 
:\1A Y 2000 - DECEMBER 2000 - by SSgt (YojS) (VJ Kirk Humphries 

As a member of 70 (Essex Yeomanry) Signal Squadron I volunteered 
for an OP Palatine tour to work as pan of the Commercialisation 
Implementation Team Bosnia (CJTB) in the Balkans. Normally I work as 
an Integration Profes ional on Synchronou Digital Hierarchy (SDH) 
Tran mi sion Equipment for BT at Adstral Park. This work involves the 
111tc ration of ne' and existing equipment into BT's core transmission 
network. My deployment was fully supported by BT and they agreed to 
keep my position open until my return. I completed my mobilisation and 
theatre training al RTMC Chillwell and on Salisbury Plain, prior to 
deploying to the Bali<ans. During my tour I was based in the Banja Luka 
metal factory, workmg as the CIT YofS, with a multinational team of 
about ten. mainly R Signals personnel. The commercialisation project 
imolved the replacement of military communications systems with four 
commercial off the shelf (COTS) supplied by BAe Systems. The project 
invohed the installation of four sub-systems, which were: 

MYRA The bearer system 
LATTICE Rapid reporting network 
LOGA Liaison Officers network 
CURCH Aviation network 

My main effort throughout the tour was working on the mobile 
projects (LAITICE, LOGAN and CURCH). This involved liasing with 
not only UK military staff, military staff from other nations and the 
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contractor both Engli b and local. with regard to the installation, 
commi ·ioning and the ub equent u c of the COTS System, this on it 
own was no mean feat! Due to the many varied locations where the 
equipment wa to be installed, l wa ~cquired to t~a el great distances. by 
both road and helicopter around Bo 111a and Croatia. For the fixed project 
(MYRA). I was responsible for the wri~ing and verification of all 
procedure . This wa to ensure that th~ equipment was bcmg operated at 
its optimum and all faults were berng reported, by the user to the 

ctwork Control Centre in Banja Luka and that they were being dealt 
with correctly and in a timely fashion. 

Throughout my dep.Ioyment I was able to use skil.Is acquired from my 
TA training and experience. from my. e1~1ployment with BT. I was a~le to 
develop new skill and build on ex1stmg ones. Overall my experience 
was a good one and the personnel I met and worked with were very 
helpful. 

SSgt Kirk Humphries and Capt Ro~ Francis 
enjoying an ice cream at a Canadian base 

Please do not ask for photographs sent for 
publication in The WIRE to be returned, 

unless they are really irreplaceable. 

Contributors should be aware of the fact 
that although every care is ta~en wi~h 

contributions, they should not risk losing 
photographs which cannot be replaced. 

Contributors should also be aware that 
unless digital photos are saved to disk B:t a 

minimum of 300 dpi mono and 400dp1 
coloured, they will not be used. 
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265 (KE TA D COU TY OF LONDON YEOMANRY) 
SIG AL SQUADRO - BEXLEYHEATH 

qn Comd Maj Kieth Duffy-Penny 
SSM W02 (SSM) Stuart McHenery 
EXERCISE SA TA'S LEIGH 

The w.:ekend of 8-11 December saw the Squadron deploy on Ex 
Santa's Sleigh. The ME or the weekend was to train and test all Squadron 
personnel .on lT~s a~d to celebrate Christmas with a Squadron Christmas 
dinner. Friday night 11 was off to Longmoor to set up base in the Officers' 
Mess . The majority of th7 evening was spent in true Yeomanry style 
propping up the bar, warmmg up for the following evening's dinner, and 
we even had time to squeeze in a briefing covering the weekend's events. 
Saturday started bri.g~t and early, albeit slightly bleary eyed, and it was 
straight into the trammg programme. The round robin kept everyone on 
their toes ensuring they were in the right place at the right time. lTDs 
being JTDs there was a fair amount of death by Power Point, although all 
instructors did their level best to keep their productions interesting. The 
most interesting scam was Lt Richie 'Chrome Dome' Woodhams 
slipping subliminal messages into his presentation so that by the end 
everyone wanted to have a pint and a fag. There were two practical 
training stands that were being run during the ex, trailer reversing and 
cross country driving. Both were extremely entertaining as Squadron 
personnel showed off their unmatchable skills. There were trailers 
snaking all over the square and the Squadron prided itself in its own 
version of a TEWT, the DEWT (Driving Exercise Without Transport) 
brought on as a result of recent cutbacks. LCpl Liz 'Buffy' Blaber, Sig 
Mick 'Why's that then?' Hockley and S ig Cassie 'Minty' Murr ay 
became expe ts of the DEWT art as shown in the attached photo. 

The DEWT as demonstrated by Sig 'Why's that then?' Hockey, 
LCpl Liz 'Buffy' Blaber and Sig Cassie 'Minty' Murray 

Whilst completing the cross-country driving it was alleged that the 
Regimental MT Sergeant, who shall remain nameless , was spied 
grounding a Land rover, then trying to run and hide as we pas ed. Theo it 
wa off to lunch and time to dine out the previous Maj Hugh 'Who?' 
Robertson. This wa a slight ly unusual event, brought by very bu y 
schedules for all parties concerned. It was a very sombre emotional affair 
with hardly a dry eye in the house, made even wor e when he admitted 

that he missed all of u n?w he was OC of the Berkshire Yeomanry. The 
afterno_o.n c?nt1nued with the remaining ITDs, finished off with 
~ccognit1on mstructed by SPSI, Sgt John 'Bet' Lynch. Then it was 
time to prepare for the Christmas Dinner. 

This year the Dinner had been given a theme of 'Sports through the 
a~es'. All and sundry got into the spirit of the occasion. There was a fine 
display of sporting wannabees, including golfers, mountaineers, tri
athletes, footballers and cricketers. Although one of the most memorable 
sights was Cpl Pete 'Big Daddy' Alsop in hi wrestling outfit, the 
attached photo really doc n't do it justice. The evening was a runaway 
success highlighted by the flaming sambuca contest. 

Cpl Pete Big Daddy Allsop flanked by LCpl Sean Apples Cox 
and LCpl John Tell me another Harvey 

Sunday morning arrived even blearier eyed and it was off to PT, which 
was well received by all and sundry (not). Sgt Dave ·p ycho" Pryke and 
C pl Kenny 'Get down and give me five' Foxwell co-ordinated gym 
activities although it was obvious that the majority of participants had 
peaked the night before. All personnel managed to survive albeit touch 
and go with Sgt E mmet ' Jean' Vincent. Then it was lunch and back 
home for a well earned rest. 

LO DO DISTRICT X-COU TRY CHA IJPI01 SHIP 
As tradition dictates, the Squadron once again entered a team into the 

London District X-Country Championships, which were held at Wind or 
Great Park on the freezing cold morning of Sunday 21 January. The five 
man team consisted of Cpl Tris ' ot another baby" Swain, LCpl Adrian 
'Weeble' Keeble, Sig Danny ' Have you seen my bird?' Baird, Sig 
Darren 'Hay· Bailes and Sig Mick 'Why's that then?' Hockley. The 
team finished a creditable fifth. in tough condition and will now be 
going onward into the ational Championship. Sig Cassie ' Minty' 
Murray entered the female competition and came an awe inspiring 
eighth. 

LOOK FORWARD 
The Squadron is now preparing itself for deployment to Gibraltar for 

Annual Camp in July. so it' time once again to bru h up on tho e 
infantry kills and boo t our fitnes . 

20 ARMOURED BRIGADE HEADQUARTERS 
AND 

SIGNAL SQUADRON (200) 

Sqn Comd Maj T. G. Standen 
R M WOl (RSM) S. Lawes 
GOODBYE A D GOOD LUCK! 

We would like to wi hour current 21C, Capt Ben Fitch, all the luck a 
he m.oves from the fighting 20 Brigade on to JCSC. 'N_e would al o like to 
say farewell to S gt Phil Whyte a he move to Civilian Street and thank 
hnn for all his hard work. 

ALPHA TROOP - by LCpl Donaghy & Sig Hepworth 
Tp Comd Lt S. Hughes 
Tp SSgt SSgt R. D. Burrows 

After a very ucce ful move from Antwerp Barracks to Talbot 
Barracks Alpha Tp were looking forward to relaxing at_ the quadron 

hnstmas function. Thi function involved three committee member 
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from Alpha Tp, LCpl Mal Donaghy, Sig 'Krusty' Weller and ig 
Rachel Reeve who pent the majority of the week before decorating the 
function room in Athelone Barracks. If I say o my elf the room looked 
tree-mendous (there were hristmas tree everywhere). The CO in 
charge of the function SSgt Rooke kept the committee happy by buying 
them all drinks. The night wa a succe even when ig Hepworth 
decided to grace us all witl1 his dancing kill (plea e don't give up your 
day job). After a well-de erved leave Alpha Tp have been preparing for 
the PRE, Second line inspections and the forthcoming excrci es. \ e are 
enjoying our time in our new barracks, as come ovember we will be 
dep loying to Kosovo for six months. Congratulation mu t go to L pl 
Da ie , LCpl Jones, LCpl Barritt, LCpl Dodge who are ncwl) 
promoted and to ig Ashdown and ig Heathcote who have al o come 
ofT the Lance Corporal board. Finally it i • time to ·ay f."U"ewell to L pl 
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~hi tone \\ ho on his promotion has mov d O\·er to the dark side AKA 
BHl\O,Tp. ii!, •Ja) · 'lartin and ig ' Kru s~" Weller \\ho are both posted 
h> ·orth 'rn tdand good luck to you both m y our nC\\ troops. Alp.ha Tp 
\\Ould hkc 10 \\d ome L pl h~i P~rker trom I ( ) Armd Div and 
~i~ \'irtue who ha~ joined us stra ight from Blandford. 

LPI 'E, Kl RACl'\G KA TWO 10'\ITH Kil 'G 
b1· Lt. H11g!ze, · h · b f 

When I arri\cd at the Unit almost ) ear ago I wa ~1ven t e JO o 
unit ki Officer, a job that J look d fo, ard to doing. ~ •111g m a Brigade 

il!nal quadron I never b liewd th,1· the opportu111ty t_o k1 fo r two 
month. would ari ·e. ll did and l took a team away to tram and then to 
compete in comp · tition ... 

ft all started m o\ember at the Royal ignaL Corps camp when Cpl 
i Harri , io Chris Anderton, Sig Alex Light and myself began our 

training (m my case learning to ki properly). 

(L-R): Sig Alex Light, Sig Chris Anderton, Cpl Si Harris and Lt 
Sofia Hughes - 200 Signal Squadron downhill racers! 

The month of hard training paid off. as we all competed i_n t.he Corps 
champion hip and Cpl Si Harr i came second. For. the maJor.1ty of the 
team thi was the first opportunity to race. we were 111stantly nicknamed 
the cone heads and this stuck with us throughout the season. Sig Chr is 
Anderton is hown here making hi way to the start of a GS event. 

Siq Chris Anderton - What do you mean I look like a cone head? 
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Afler the month of hard tra ining and racing we were given Chri tmas 
leave to recover. In order to get our skiing legs back after Christmas the 
team went .to Chamonix and took gt ~n~y Daw~on along from 7 Sig 
Regt to tram them. Our thanks go to him tor helping l~S _p1:cparc for the 
Divi ional hampionships. During the week of prc-D1v1s1onal training 
the tea m worked hard and played hard , some of the team members 
decided to get in touch with their feminine side. 

Cpl Si Harris and friend - Do I look camp? 

The team then moved to Les Contamines to compete in the Divisional 
Championships. Overall they came third in the Minor Units Competition 
out of the pos ible live minor units . We thoroughly enjoyed our time 
skiing and would like to thank our boss Maj Standen for allowing us to 
ski and take part in the competition . 

BRA 0 TROOP· by Lt J. Ac1on 
Tp Comd Lt J. Acton 
Tp S gt SSgt T. G ibbins _ . 

Life has been relati vely busy m Bravo Tp rnce the return from 
Chri tmas leave, de pite the lack of major exerci es. This probably had 
omething to do with half the Troop being absent for three weeks lo take 

part in an ' arduou , challenging, physical exer~isc ' - al least, th~.t was 
how Lt Acton described almost a month's Alpine and ord1c sknng al 
the L Div Championships in France. At least they bro.ugh! back some 
silver. ln the meantime, LCpl Dickenson has left the urnt for the sunnier 
(?) climes of orthern lreland, whilst badly needed fresh bodies ha\e 
been provided in the shape of LCpl Gobie and ig Beavis, farewell and 
welcome re pectively. Tbe other ncw(ish) face in the Troop is that of 
LCpl Jones, who picked up his tape and an internal transfer to the 
premier Comm Troop within the squadron in the same month! Welcome 
to you as well. Congratulations are also due to be given to .LCpls 
Cooper, Lewis and Walker, who were all promoted after Christmas, 
who now can ' t use the excuse, '. .. but I'm jut a siggy ... ' All three 
discovered their hard-earned extra pennies soon di appeared with the 
added respon ibilities of rank as they all ' volunteered ' to buy th~ re~t of 
the Troop a few diet Pep is in the Squadron bar to celebrate. Hecnc tn~es 
are ahead with several squadron training exercises leading into Ex 1?-hino 
Charge in April. PRE and second line inspections have ome.how slipped 
into the middle and the Troop Comd still needs to be reminded not to 
arrive at work in a ski uit and goggles . Sgt Co rcora n keeps on 
muttering ' ll'll all turn out fine in the end ', and who knows - he ma)' 
even be right! 

ULTIMATE GA P YEAR - by 2Lt Nilene Hennessey 
I'd been with 20 Armoured Brigade for barely four days and already 

had my !irst windup - C pl T hu bron told me the RSM wanted me to 
fetch the keys to the indoor grenade range - I suppose seeing LCpl Doyle 
doubled up with laughter should have alerted me ... I am a Gap Yea~ 
Commission Officer. After a month at Sandhurst l went out to 2 
Armoured Brigade Headquarters and Signal Squadron (200) 10 

Sennelager for four days before Christmas, just to gel to meet the peo~le 
here and enjoy the Christmas parties. I was given three we~ks off or 
Christmas and I went home to South Africa, it was a treat see111g the sun 
again! On returning I went to join Lt olia Hughes and Lt James Act~n 
and their skiing teams in Les Contamines, where they were competing 
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I UK Amid Divisi~n Skiing Championships. It was fantastic, fi rst ti me 
skii ng, almost firs t tune in snow actually! The rest of this year is go ing to 
be just a · &ood. It's filled ~ith d i fTe~cnt co.urscs - in two weeks I' m doing 
a pa rachu ting cour e here in Bad L1ppspnnge. As I'm shadowing .James 
Acton I will be getting .to sec wha~ its like ~o be a Troop Commander, in a 
sense. Al the end of this year I will be gomg to St. Andrews University 
and then after that possibly do a Regular Commiss ion. ' 

'ORDI SKI! G AKA HARD WORK 
bv Sig Nathan Fearn 
· On the 16 of ovember_2~0 Sig Sqn. ent its Nordic Team to the Royal 
ignals Winter Sports Trammg Camp m Zell am See in Austria. Out of 

the six of us only a few had any experience. The worst thing for us was 
the fact that the snow was very sparing and that we were made to do lots 
of I Okm road and mounta in runs. Our training also inc luded roller
blading (much to Capt Ben Fitch 's di gu t) . Eventually the snow fell 
and we travelled for an hour each day lo find that we had so much work 
to do as the majority o f the fir s t day was spent o n our faces. 
Unfortunately at .the end of the camp there was no Nordic competition as 
the snow had disappeared. Before the Divis ional championship we 
stayed in Chamonix for a week. We originally thought that we would 
drink lots of beer and have a relaxing holiday. However Lt James Acton 
had a di ffcrcnt plan and being in charge of the team' he beasted us all 
around several loupes. At least we could now practice on snow. Just when 
we thought we had it just right we put on the wrong wax and were 
overtaken by OAP 's ! After thi tra ining phase we entered in the 
Divi ional Competition and it was time to put on the sexy Lycra suit as 
modelled by Lt James Acton. 

Lt James Acton - We ve just won the Minor Units competition 

ig tcph Bogart competed in our team and wa the only female to 
compete in a mixed team and beat e era! male even though he had 
only been on snow for three week . he won a medal at the Divs for the 
Best effort. he then went on to the Army competition and won a gold 
medal 111 the ISkm Classic as a cnior no ice. 
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Sig Steph Bogart at the start of the 4 X 10 Km Biathlon Sprint 

During the competition phase we lo t Sig J ohn Walker, as he needed 
to return to Paderborn on a course. then Sig Mark Harris damaged his 
wri t. That left Lt J a mes Acto n, LC pl Eddi e G regory, ig Steph 
Bogar t and myself to compete in all the events including the Patrol race. 
At the end of all the hard work we came away first at the Minor Units 
competition. We now need a rest after all the hard work. 

SUPPORT TROOP 
Tp Comd Capt K. . J ones 
Tp SSgt SSgt H. Cappelman 
Q ARTERMASTER DEPARTME 'T PERSO . ALITJE 
QM Capt K. . J ones 
RQM W02 G. W. Beech 

The return from Chri tmas leave proved to be return the · no e to the 
grind tone' as the Department prepared for hand-over of QM' • Out 
going QM. Maj (Q 1) t ick Bohanan, carefully explained exactly what 
he required for the arrival of the incoming QM. Ca pt (QM) Kevin 
Jo nes. With it usual effectivenes and a few unusual late night 
everything was ready and the quadron wa handed over ucces fully. 
Thanks go to everyone involved in the hand-over for a job well done. All 
that remains to be said is the Department wi hes Maj Bohanan and 
J ackie all the be t in Cyprus with hi new job a QC Support quadron 
J U and to welcome Capt J ones and hi wife Jane. The King is dead. 
Long live the King. part from the hand-over the other major event of 
recent month has been the quadron move into Talbot Barrack . The 
majority of the groundwork ha now been completed with only the 
Singlie accommodation and Re taurant currently remaining in Antwerp 
Barracks. Plans are afoot to move them by the end of February o 
hopefully by the time you read thi the whole Squadron will be in Talbot 
Barrack . This will be the first time in I months that the quadron ha 
occupied the ame barrack . With a couple of exercise looming, 
preparation for and the convening of a Board of Officer , the move of 
Brigade HQ and a couple of other thing on the agenda it may well be 
that some of tho e no es will be looking lightly shorter than usual in the 
not to di tant future. Oh well. Roll on ovcmber when we deploy on Op 
Agricola to Ko ovo for a well-earned rest. 

MOTOR TRAN PORT 
Afier a splendid Christma · break the MT i open for buisnes . A fond 

farewell goe out to gt Rog Moore and his wife tephanie on a po ting 
to 21 Sig Regt (A ). C pl Doick and hi wife Ann . on promotion to 

ergcant and a po ting to I (UK) nnd Di\ . Thank go to both of you for 
all you did at the quadron. \ c would like to welcome the following into 
the MT. Sgt Aide Haslam \ ho join · u from 16 Sig Rcgt and wait for 
hi family to join him and ig Lee rmstrong on hi welcomcd return lo 
the unit. Good luck to all of you 
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7 ARMOURED BRIGADE HEADQUARTERS 
AND SIGNAL SQUADRON (207) 

qn Comd Maj lark Roberts 
R 1 WO 1 (R 1) Mark Tive. 

Thi is ue, a fo\\ articl from the major event O\'er the past few 
months; an ad\'~nturous training expedition to ' cpal - Ex H imal Diamond, 
a high profile Yi:it from the Colonel in Chief. Her Royal Highnc s The 
Princes Royal, the Sati tied oldier scheme, the 2000 _001 kiing 
sea~on and the first \'i it of our new Conunander. 

E 'ERCISE H1-'1AL DI MOND 
16 0 TOBER TO 14 'OVE 1BER 2000 

Ex Himal Diamond. wa · an adventure training exerci e et up by Capt 
Adam Corkery. It was de igned a a long distance trek from Jiri inu; the 
heart of the K.humbu region of the Nepalese Himalaya. The team, 
con 1s1ing of Capt Adam Corker)', Cpl Roger 1ortimcr, Cpl Daz 
Pickard, ig Kev Cannon, ' Magic' 1cDermott and Chris 1 ixon 
paraded out ide the Troop office at 0900hrs. Monday I 6 October, ju t in 
time to · ee the rest of the quadron deploying on Ex Rodent Revenge. We 
all fell really guilty (hone t). The journey to Munster Airport and on to 
Heathrow wa pretty uneventful apart from a few overweight bergans but 
we pas ed through the airport without any real difficulty. After a little 
time in the UK before the flight to Nepal, we all met up at Heathrow on the 
Wednesday with a I 6-hour flight ahead of us. Afier a sho1i stopover in 
Abu Dhabi. we arrived in Kathmandu on l October 2000. The first 
couple of day in Kathmandu were quite an eye opener with everything 
from beggar to treet ellers. Roger 'It's beautiful mate' Mortimer 
became the group's fir t and main hopper with Daz Pickard attracting 
every single con arti t from miles around. For our first meal, we all opted 
for steak that was pleasant enough until the Bo s announced half way 
through that · .. .It might not actually be beef1' - cheers for the warning! 
On our I 0-hour trip 10 Jiri we encountered everything from broken eats to 
near-broken knees and a burst tyre on a mountain road, which the driver 
and the local fixed in quite an impre sive time. Jiri wa small but it was 
quite literally the end of the road and comprised mostly of lodge houses or 
mall stores et up at the front of the houses. This was it: the tart of the 

trek ... 
The ftrst week was actually some of the hardest trekking of the whole 

expedition as the altitude was low enough to be able to cover a good 
di tance each day. and the whole team felt suitably tired but rewarded by 
each evening. The scenery amongst the foothi lls was awesome and at 
altitude of up to 3500m, they would have classed as mountains in their 
own right anywhere else in the world. We all experienced a few new 

ituations from beggars with tales of appalling poverty and hardship to 
wild and very dodgy moo brooms (spelling by Chris) to injuries and 
di ease that had an effect on the group as a whole. We also had a couple of 
days of rain in the first week during which Chris tried to prove that a 
Buffalo jacket was waterproof and then spent many hours drying out the 
evidence! Science has not yet found out why feet smell but we wished that 
someone would find a cure for 'Magic' and Kev's. They are the only guys 
that can clear a room in seconds just by taking their boots om We reached 
the relative haven of Narnche Bazaar on Day Seven of the trek and we 
were all glad of an opportunity to rest whilst acclimatising to the altitude. 
With knees re ted and stomachs replenished from the new German bakery, 
we were ready to enter the upper Kbumbu and over the next week, spent 
short day slo\\ ly gaming height and walking towards our goals of Kala 
Pattar and Chukhung Ri. 
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The Group in the Upper Khumbu 
with Mt Arna Dablam in the background 

Arriving in the vi llage of Lobuche on Day Thirteen, one of the part) 
wa struck with a ca e of mild altitude sicknes and felt unable to proceed 
the next day. The remainder of us went on up to the high point of Kala 
Pattar al 5500rn • a long slog from Lobuche but with some quite 
outstanding and very worthwhile view ofEvcre t which was just a couple 
of mile Lo the East but three kilometres higher! 

The Group with Mt Everest in the background, 
a mere 3,000ft higher! 

Afier a few photos and a hasty descent back to our hovel in Lobuche, 
another of the party became unwell with mountain sicknes and a descent 
the next day was the only option. 

A lot of good quotes came out during the trek. the most memorable wa 
from the boss on the leg from Kburnjung to Tengboche, 'Today's leg guys 
is a traverse followed by a slight rise at the end.' A typical Rodney 
understatement for what turned out to be an enormous climb! 

Dingboche provided welcome relief from the altitude and all felt well 
enough to continue up to Chukhung and an attempt on Chukhung Ri, a 
small peak dominated by the awesome South face of Lhotse, the fourth 
highest mountain in the world. Days Seventeen to Twenty were spent 
losing height back to a mountain airstrip in a village called Lukla where 
we were to fly back to Kathmandu from . The runway is carved out of the 
side of a valley and must be the least level in the world. Careering down 
the si?e of a mountain in a T~in Otter at an angle of about 15 degrees is~ 
experience none of us will forget for a while I suspect! Back in 
Kathmandu was a chance for yet more shopping and some sightseeing. We 
went to visit a temple that was a real eye-opener as we could see the place 
where the locals bring their dead for open-a ir cremation. We also 
experienced some more of the culture that has been developed over the last 
2500 years including the Sadhus - funny men who grow their hair long in 
dreadlocks and smoke drugs all day and practice a form of yoga. They 
earn money by donations and by letting the touri ts take photos of thetn tn 
contorted positions. This was pretty much the cuhni1rntion of the trip away 
apart from, the trip back to Hohne. All in all, Ex Himal Diamond was a 
great ucccss and all those who took part benefited in many ways. We all 
came away with a greater level of self.reliance and confidence, finer and 
certainly more culturally aware. 
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Celebration drinks in Kathmandu 
at the end of Exercise Himal Diamond 

MEDAL PRESE TATIO BY THE COLO EL I CHIEF 
HER ROYAL HIGH ESS THE PRI CESS ROYAL 
10 NOVEMBER 2000 

Friday l 0 November was a day that the Squadron will not forget in a 
hun-y: ln an event that drew the !in~ between our. deployment on Op 
A~ncola lll m Ko ovo and our re-rolling to warfightmg, the presentation 
ol. o~r ATO medal had been eagerly anticipated. For our hard work 
within the . freezmg temperatures of snow-covered Pristina in February to 
the corchm~ heat wave m August, we ~ere to be rewarded by having a 
personal v1 1t from our Col?nel In Chief. Accompanying Her Royal 
Highness w~ the Representative Colonel Commandant, Maj Gen tokoe 
and the Regimental Secretary, Col (Retd) Carter. Soon to be Alpha Tp 
Commander,, 2Lt Karen Moore managed to .escape her Troop 
Commanders course to act as ADC to our Colonel m Chief. On a cold, 
windy day m Hohne the Squadron had prepared not just the usual 'on the 
parad.e square ' medal ceremony. So that we could explain exactly what life 
was like out on tour, we decided to set up a series of displays in the field to 
cover the rnam a peels of our deployment. SSgt Dave Sloane presented 
the Annoured Headq~arters that deployed six times throughout the tour. 
Capt (QM) Dave Wilson then gave a tour of Echelon highlighting the 
ex~raordmary low level of resources that were available to support a 
Brigade Headquarters of over 500 personnel. Lt Andy Hill pre ented the 
final stand portraymg SYSCO , Spec Tasks and a simulated Rear Link 
Detachment. .Her Royal Highness surprised many of us with her genuine 
m~erest and m-depth knowledge of the detail of the tand . Her Royal 
H1ghnes also presented LS & GC medals to Cpl Gav Dent and Sgt Dave 
chofield and the Accumulated Service Medal to Jack Walker. In return, 

the Mayor of Bergen pre ented our Colonel la Chief with the Bergen 
Medal of J:Ionour, and _Sgt Gaz Higham 's son Dale presented the 
leg~ndary Silver Rat. All m all, after nearly two weeks of preparation, the 
v1s1t was a ~remendous success. For many it wa the first time that they 
had met their Colonel in Chief, a memory that will remain for a very long 
lime. 

SATISFIED SOLDIER - by LCpl Johnston 
I recently returned from an attachment to Glasgow Army Careers 

Office as part of the Satisfied Soldier Programme. On arrival at the 
careers' office three otl1er Signaller and l were briefed on the dos and 
don'ts when dealing with the members of the public and the criteria for 
possible ap_phcant to meet. After that, I wa straight in with the public. It 
\~a a _vaned experience in the type of situations I dealt with from 
d1scussmg my experiences with applicant to reas uring terrified mother . 

! ~ven had to break the unfortunate news to one mdividual that he couldn't 
JOm the Army. to evade a spell at Her Majesty's Pleasure! I thoroughly 
en10.y~d my urne m Glasgow Careers office and would recommend 
part1c1pat1on m the satisfied Soldier Scheme to all. 

FIRST VISIT BY EW COMMA DER. BRIGADIER G. Bl 
MBEMC 
!FEBRUARY 2001 

A bitterly cold and snowy day was host to the first visit to the Squadron 
by th<: new Commander of7 Arrnd Bde, Brig G. Binns MBE 1 . Afier a 
walk a!ound the Squadron office and garage , the Brigadier moved to the 
field for lunch follow~d. by a medal presentation to those individuals 
abs~nt on d1;1ty for the v1s1t of Her Royal Highness. He then spoke briefly 
but m.glowmg terms to all rank.softhe reputation of the Signal Squadron 
and his desire to start ~orkmg with us. After a presentation by the OC on 
the role and o_rga01sat1on of the unit. the commander was then escorted 
around the various Troops and spoke individually to the ma1ority of people 
~resent. '.he day ended with the Commander and the Squadron both happy 
and lookmg fonvard to a contmued good working relationship for the 
future. 

ALPINE SKII, G E~ 0 2~00 / 2001 - by LCpl Jennings 
Thi~ season s 7 Brigade Ski Team consi ted of Capt Adam ice 

~ocks \orkerr, Lt Andy ' Have you seen my shoes' Hill, LCpl Mick 
F~~head Jenmngs _an~ la t but. not lea t, Sig Paul Wraight. The Corps 

Sk11ng Champ1onsh1ps m Austria was the first competition of the season 
and got us off'. to a good start. The team went on to win the Giant Slalom 
come second m the Slalom and gain the Silver overall. With team medal~ 
and pnzes galore the team took a well-deserved break over the Christmas 
stand do~vn .. On arrival back in Hohne the team prepared for a further ten 
?ays racmg m the l {UK) Armoured Division Ski Championships located 
m the French Alp . There was some excellent weather and some hard 
racing, the team carried on in good form and collected the Minor Units 
(Gen:nany) Trophy. Capt Adam Corkery, Lt Andy Hill and ig Paul 
Wraight capped of the excellent result by qualifying for the Anny 
Champion hips. Unfortunately they were brought back down to Earth as 
they were summoned back to Camp to get on with ome graft! All in all it 
~vas an. excellent seas?n for the Squadron and they achieved ome 
trnpress1ve results to build on for next year. By the way. if anyone finds a 
pair of Fi la shoes and a green fleece in 'Crazy Daisy' · bar please return 
them to Lt Andy Hill. - he 's had very cold and wet feet since December! 

The Alpine Ski Team 
(L-R): Sig Paul Wraight, Capt Adam Corkery, LI Andy Hill and LCpl 

Mick Jennings with the Viking Trophy 

19 MECHANISED BRIGADE HEADQUARTERS 
AND 

SIGNAL SQUADRON (209) 

Sqn Comd Maj Paul Peel 
RSM WOI (RSM) Mile Webb 

It seemed like only yesterday that the quadron wa returning after six 
weary month in Ko ovo, yet here we are again, all packed up and ready to 
take over from 3 Cdo Bde Sig qn , so there i a ense of deja-vu for many 
m the quadron. Since practising our brigade movement skills on a 
number of cxe_rcises towards the end of la t year, we have spent most of 
"~Ir tune working up to the imminent deployment for what will be a very 
different tour from last year. That included an 'amu ing' three day with 
the .OpTAG team, learning how to say things like 'tung, i jeni ', and 
getting a. thorough chest-poking from interpreters, ( ome more 
~mbarras mg than others). Congratulations go out to Maj Peel, SSgt 
Storeman' . mithurst and LCpl 'MT' Berry on their GOC' 

Commendation for their work in Kosovo la t year, and to Sgt Mick 
Clarkson for his Air Officer ommanding o 2 Group 's Commendation. 
Also t_o WOI ' Don ' t you know who I am, I'm the' (RSM) Miles Webb 
!or bemg elected for commissioning (and the Corps RSM job if he wants 
11) and W02 (FofS) ick 'My name's spelled' ter Morsche and gt 

tcv.e Legg for Lheir L &GC Medal. Praise al o to the 21C. Capt Alex 
,Elvis' _Clixby, for managing to pronounce the Foreman's name about 
seven different ways during the citation. Did the OinC notice? 
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You can get LS&GC Medals in Christmas crackers these days! 
(L-R): Maj Peel, SSgt Legg, Brig Burton, W02 (FofS) ter Morsche, 

W01 (RSM) Webb 
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\LPHA TROOP 
Tp omd 2Lt Graham Clarke 
Tp gt gt Ja. e mithurst . 

On return from a Yer, booz; extended Chn. tr.1as break, the Troop ha 
chan"ed dramatical!\ .• Fin;t of all, we would like to welcOn1" pl 
Robi~son. pl Rus -~II . L pl Hor burgh and ig Birkett to the 1 roop, 
and to wish pl Alexander good luck in hi po ting to I Div, (rather him 
than me). Th111g · ha\"e been pretty hectic during the build-up to Op 
Agncola : . but not \\ 1thout the chance of having a few T~oop day out. 

J'<."'Cial mention must be made of ig Thomas who was lulanou. on our 
Troop lm\lathl' Day. Also 2Lt Graham ·Billy _'Vhizz' Clarke, not only 
for looking like a Beano character, but al o for ht exl!Cmcly long account 
of\\ hat he nd his Troop have been up to for the last tcw months. 

BRA\'0 T ROOP 
Tp Comd Lt imon 'Eric' Bristow 
Tp gt gt Eric 'TalT' Wi lliam 

Thi ha been a busy period for the Troop,_ as we have not ~mly been 
preparing for our deployment. but pre-empung anyth111g wlueh needs 
doing in the next few month that we won't be ab le to do m theatre, 
namely de troying our livers! As well as the Troop curry mgh~ which left a 
number of the Troop feeling a little worse for wear the follow111g morn111g, 
we had rhe infamous Troop ·My tery Tour '. With no idea of what wa to 
come, the Troop wa dropped off in Darlington in camo~Oage (ie: dre sed 
emi-convincingly as civvie ). plit into group . and given a number of 

task to complete, including ha ing to make their way to _Richmond. 
Within a few hours, people had been back to chool, wept Inter off the 

trcets. test-driven sports car:;. and even arranged blind dates for Saturday 
night. Sadly for Cpl ·smiler' Breaks he was stood up and lell lo keep 
himsdf entertained for the night, (no change there then)! 

There was also the golf afternoon, where LCpl Chris 'Fore' 
McKcchnic succcs fully herded the Troop around nine holes of 
Strcssholme olfCourse. The afternoon wa enjoyed by all, but was made 
even more amusing by Sig 'Harry' Harrison porting the late. t in golfing 
attire. the water-prone S gt Eric ·Spla h' Williams and the exceptionally 
bad golfing skills of the b<;>ss. Lt ii:rion ·you mean tl~e _ba ll s suppo ed to 
go forwards?' Bristow. \i 1th the arrival ot OpTAG training, Bravo Tp has 
become no more for the next 4fi months (RIP), hav111g re-formed as HQ 
Tp. The lucky members of the Troop were fortunate to stay with HQ Tp, 
but the majority of the ignallcrs have been temporarily transferred to 
Radio Tp under 2Lt Clarke and gt Smithur t. Although they spent 
weeks crying and begging not to endure uch torture, they were eventually 
carried down the corridor kicking and creaming, and had to be locked in 
Alpha Tp's crew room to top them going AWOL. Come on guys, 4fi 
months i n 't that long! 

Aside from all that, congratulations go to pis 'Big' J ohn Q uinn and 
'Oz' Gambles. LCpls 'Greg' Robinson, Paul Tunnacli ffe, C h ris 'The 
Golfer' McKechnie and Lindse. Rakoccvic who are all wearing their 
new rank. and to ig Mike Whatmough who ha been selected for 
promotion but is yet to wear the tapes. lf you guys can get promoted, 
there ·s hope for the rest of us! Goodbyes go to Sig Kevin 'sorry I'm late' 
Herbison, enjoy Blandford, and to ig C h ris Lane, good luck in civvy 
treet. Good luck also to LCpl C hris McKechnie as he temporarily 

detache him elf to Blandford for his re-trade course, (leave the little 
Siggies alone). ee you in eight months! 

1 MECHANIZED BRIGADE HEADQUARTERS 
AND SIGNAL SQUADRON (215) 

5 DIV C RO COUNTRY LEAG E - by Sig Harifield 
The running sea on i upon us once more and so, ably led by Sgt 

C hris Coates. the quadron earched out its racing snakes and entered 
them in the 5 Div Cro s Country League. The team ha excelled thu far 
coming econd in the Army Relay Champion hips. held al Bulford, and 
fourth in the Royal Signals Champion h.ips held at 21 ig Regt, Colleme. 
Even our finely tuned athletes (really) deserve a break from all the 
exertions of the eason. After the Royal Signals Championships at 
Colleme \\ere out of the way it was straight down to the metropolis of 
Bath for a night of. ermmmmm ..... socialising. The Spanish and American 
tudents seemed really impre sed with our stories of running and running. 

honest! They mu t have pictured us as a team of Forest Gumps. That was 
until C pl · Two Teeth' C hadwick got on the scene and then it was the 
tudents turn to run and run and run. There are still races left this season 

but as for the nights out we'll wait for Colleme again as next year Cpl 
·Two Teeth' is po red. 

IERRA LEO NE 
During October ovember Staff from I Mech Bde were tasked to provide 
a Headquarters in uppon of Briti h Forces in Sierra Leone. In response to 
this. elements of the 215 Sig Sqn were put on standby to go. After much 
deliberallon on what and who to take 'The chosen few ' were deployed to 
Freetown under control of the QM, Maj F red 'I love fish' Payet and 
WOI R M 'Johno' J ohnston. On arrival in Freetown a lot of the boys 
went down with the dreaded travel belly. Blame apportioned to some very 
dodgy food eaten during the overnight stay in Dakar and so most spent 
their first few days in theatre crammed into a cubicle designed for one. To 
greet us in Freetown were gt ' o hair now' Eastman and C pl 'Two 
Teeth' C hadnick, fresh from their voyage of the Seven Seas. The local 
job centre was being run by S gt Mick 'Steiner' Brown , who in his first 
few days had e1.1ployed half the ierra Leonian population to work at 
Jamil Lodge aka 'The Palace·. Unfortunately comms jobs were few and 
far between due to our colleagues from 30 Sig Regt, so under the guidance 
of Lt/Capt Pete ·Beaker' Brun ton (congrats on the promotion) we went 

about providing the other essential life support requirements to the 
Headquaiters. The time we did get off was rare and usually spent down on 
Lumley Beach. LCpls Steve 'Beach Boy' G iroux and F ranny 'nice tan' 
Francis claiming the mo t hours on the beach. Christma was made 
bearable by Sgt Dave ' Duff, Duff, Duff' Duff and hi merry band of 
helpers in the auna, I mean kitchen. The ew Year's Eve celebrations 
rocked, or hould I say plashed thank to all the lad filling the swimming 
pool using the two water bowsers. They do have a purpose after all! 

EXERCISE WHITE WALL DRAGO KESWICK 
As with mo t adventure training packages we had to wait for early 

February ( ice weather), before we tarted trawling the available 
manpower to dig out the lucky unfortunates for the week' trip to the Lake 
District. First thing Monday morning we were all mu tered wearing jeans 
and designer tops, everything that wasn't on the kit list. After twenty 
minute of throwing everything that wasn't tied down into the back of the 
transit, we set off. Six hours later we arrived, the drizzle was out to 
welcome us. It' a shame nobody else was. We had the campsite to 
ourselves, obviously not peak season. Then came the fun bit, trying to 
erect our Gucci, all singing, all dancing inflatable tent. 

Big enough for all, or o we were told. It just so happened that each 
night in the early hours, as if on a timer it decided to deflate it elf. By the 
econd night most were sleeping in the mini-bus, anything with a 

permanent roof. After a hectic Monday night checking out the Lake 
District's only bar, we awoke wearing the tent's roof. We quickly dried 
ourselves off and then set off for Skiddaw. Up we went and down we 
came. Then it was into Keswick for an admin/shopping trip, mintcake all 
round. The next day the intrepid adventurers, led by the illustrious leader 
Lt ' G-Man ' W ills, attempted Hellvellyn, England's third highest peak, but 
due to the weather conditions 'we failed'. With a tear in our eye after the 
previous days failure we decided to up the ante and conquer the illustrious 
summit of ' at Bell ' the Lake District's 349th highest peak, phew! 
Although the weather could have been better we all acl1ieved our 
objectives, our wallets are considerably lighter and we're all far better at 

darts 

16 AIR ASSAULT BRIGADE HEADQUARTERS 
AND 

SIGNAL SQUADRON (216) 

qn Co111d \1aj 'i. Frase r 
R M \\ 0 1 (RSM) C. Drew 

In line \\1th the rest of 16 Air Asslt Bde the Squadron has had another 
bu,y period invoh ing a number of exercises of which two were overseas -
Ex Iron Hawk. 111 Canada, and just before the Christmas sland down Ex 
Suman Warrior, in Malaysia. Po~t stand down the Unit has quickly been 
put to ta'k with Ex Panhian Shot, a quadron Training Exercise, followed 
by Ex Eagle; Hight. a Bngade Air Concentration on SPTA with the 
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Squadron providing EXCON facili ties. Pre-Para ourses and Basic Para· 
chute Courses continue at pace and gradually the Squadron is addre~smg 
hort falls in parachute trained personnel. The re-structured Training 

Wing, under the guidance of Capt John G riffiths, is now beginning to 
Oex it's muscles with revised training programmes focus ing on trade 
skills, unit fitness and military training, all designed to maximise the col· 
lective performance of the Unit. 

De~pite a busy period, posting in and out remain fluid. The Squadron 
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would likc to say farewell to _ gts Frank McGuinness and Al Combes, 
whom ~oth depart on pro~ollon to 3 (UK) Div Sig Regt and 30 Sig Regt 
rcspcc11vcly. Lt Rob Hamilton who leaves on early promotion to Romeo 
Tp best get pohsh111g those pearl handle six shooters and arranging that 
Stetson. Also far~wel l to Sgt Gilcard lo 24 Regt RLC, Cpl Barringer to 
PJllQ, Cpl Hoskins to Aborficld (tasked to identify ' likely lads' for 216) 
Cpl Ayre AGC to th~ Postles, L~pl ~impson to COMSEC Tp and LCpi 
Cbackfield to 280 Stg Sqn. Postings 111 have been equally numerous bi 
change> have taken plac~ 111 the Troops with_SSgt Dez Elderidge from Jt 
Sig Regt and gt Pete Dimmack from 14 Sig Regt both arriving at A Tp 
an~ 2Lt Dean Atkinson taking over the helm at B Tp. To those recent! ' 
arrived - welcome. Y 

Conivatulations and :-veil done ~oes to all those who came off the recent 
promotion boards; as w11h. the post mg in and out they are too numerous to 
mention. everal. are staying m the unit to make use of their experience. 
Also congratulation to those Squadron personnel who have managed t 
beat the winter weather to complete their jumps courses - we all look fo~ 
ward to your 'punch mghts' ! 

EXERCI E IRO HAWK (12 SEPTEMBER- 7 OCTOBER 2000) 
Ex. Iron llawk was a HQ 3 (UK) Div led FTX in BATUS. The Div' 

constituent Brigades were represented by HQ 16 Air Asslt Bde and the 
Lead Re~ce Task ~orce (LRTF) HQ. A number of milestones and 'firsts' 
were achieved dur111g Ex Iron Hawk, not the least of which was the suc
cessful deployment of the Lead Aviation Task Force and the first Division 
sized deployment to BATUS. 

For the quadron, Ex Iron H~"".'k h~d two distinct phases. The first aw 
a small number of det prov1dmg mtra theatre HF and I MAR AT 
comms s_upport to 3 AAC BG and the Pathfinder Platoon on build-up 
tra1111ng m the first month of the exercise. This was followed by the 
deployment of the Brigade Main HQ, initially as an EXCO supporting 
the LAvnTF TES exercise and subsequently as a player HQ during the Div 
TES ph~se. It _was the first (and only)_ time this y~r that the Brigade HQ 
has wo1ked with a lJK higher. formation HQ. This provided an excellent 
opportumty for both the Brigade and the Squadron to advertise the 
strengths and. weaknesses of air a sit operation when u ed in conjunction 
with convenllonal ai:noured formations. Whilst the scope of the exerci e 
prov~d less challengmg from a_c?mms point of view than we had initially 
an11c1pated, the size of the tra111111g area and the limited as ets available 
forced u to rely on HF co~m throughout. This proved challenging, but 
ultunately uccessful; defy111g all the scaremongers who'd previously said 
that HF comms were unworkable in BATUS. 

A trip_ to Canad~ wouldn't have been complete without taking the 
OPPo.rtu111ty to .t3:ke m some of _the local culture and do a spot of adventure 
trammg. Med1c111e Hat p~ov1?ed some entertainment whilst Calgary 
prnved a more popular destmanon for tho e in search of some more inten
sive R'n'R. The adventure training package was run by 3 (UK) Div and 
gave a _few of the Squadron the_ opportunity to try free-fall parachuting, 
para-ghdmg and white water rafimg to name but a few of the activities. o 
report on an OTX would be complete without mentionino the weather - it 
st~rted h~t a~d dry, then rained, then froze and then went very windy. At 
mmus I 7 C 11 was colder than most of us had expected and the now made 
our camnets stand out brilliantly! 

EXERCISE GREEN TALO (16 - 28 OCTOBER 2000) 
Ex Green Talon wa a LABTF ex ba ed on 3 Para to welcome them 

back from five years in the wilderness. The exercise was based on rwo key 
p_hases: a airborne operation mto Ottcrburn after the initial planning and 
ngg111g at AMC South Cerney followed by a redeployment to Carli le air
port and a TALO/ RAL operation into the STA TA area. Un urprisingly 
for Otterburn 111 October the weather was destined to be foul for the 
planned Friday drop. Despite this drills were carried out, the parachute pax 
deployed managed to get a 'fun' jump from the kyvan and everyone pre
pared to go to red on and then sit back down to return to Lyneham. The 

quadron Ops Team and Air Adjt. Ca pt J ohn Griffi ths furiou ly worked 
and reworked contingency plans to recover M Ps, wedges and pax from 

t.he possible divert opt!ons. I lowever, with blind optimism the 15 ship 
stream headed north with an airborne UHF relay courtc y of 70 Sq~ to 
provide the Bde Comd the live feed from the Pathfinder Platoon with 
Squ~dron pcr~onnel . deployed in the patrols as usual. In Chalk 2, the O 
~~ his first, Brigade Ju.mp managed to get' I 000, 2000' out before meeting 

e DCOS s fcl!_t ~n his face! After a brief entanglement they managed to 
l~nd safely_ and 10111 the rest of the Tac stalT and communicators tabbing off 
t e_ dar~ening f?~ · After a couple of hours de-rigging the Para Tac crew 
arnv~d m surpnsmgl;,; undamaged wagons and joined the rest of the para 
pax or a long bus trip back to Colchester and an operational pause. 48 
~ours later the Squadron was up at Carlisle airport planning and preparing 
por a TALO/RAL deployment. During the second as ault from Lt Tac and 
.am.Tac plus a few !SBs we then ended up with 4 HQ on the ground 

rangmg from Cpl Richardson a_nd a few radios with the Comd, W02 
(YofS) Jones and a skeleton staff m the dome tent having tacucally moved 
across S~ANTA, the rest o_fthe Ops Team and Tac staff in Para Tac having 
been delivered by_ a combmcd Hlroad in ert. and a dormant I IQ of dis· 
mounted kit ~ack 111 _Sculthorpe. Stretched to the limit, and despite a dodgy 
P~tch of HF m the mght, comms held for the 3 Para and 4 Regt AAC com
bmed as ault into the village. 

The RSM aand OC Squadron 
practice their modelling stance for next year s C&A Catalogue 

EXER CJSE S~ \ RRJOR (10 - 26 i OVEMBER 2000) 
Ex Suman Wamor is an annual exerci e organised and run on a rotation 

basis by t~ose countries that_ form the Five Powers Defence Agreement 
(FPDA with SUMA tand111g for Smgapore, UK, Malaysia. Australia 
~nd ~w Zealand~. Thi year the rotation oflhe exercise fell to the UK and 
111 particular 16 Atr_A sit Bde. Due to the proximity of the other countri 
to the UK the exercise, a lthough the responsibility of the UK, took place in 
the town of lpoh, Malay 1a. The exerc1 e took the form of a Multinational 
~rigade CPX - run b¥ HQ 16 Air A sit Bdc with 216 Sig Sqn running var
ious background a~tlvities and provid~g the usual command ·upports. 
Each national conungent had a BG(-) m country, except the UK which 
ha? BG HQs from 3 PARA and 4 AAC, and elements from other Brigade 
umt , namely 7 RHA, 21 (AD) Bty, 36 Regt RE, Pathfinder Platoon and 13 
CSS Bn. ln all the. quadron had 60 personnel in counrry with another 140 
from across the _Brigade, mcludmg a large Brigade HQ contingent. 

The stated aim of E Suman Warrior i to exercise elements of the 
FPI?A Armies _in Combined Operation with the objective being to devel
op mteroperab1hty, extend kno,~ledge of each others' organi ation, equip· 
~ent and umt capab1hlles, pract1 e command and taffprocedure in com
b111ed operation and to foster better relations and mutual understanding 
amongst FPDA countrie . The exercise taned with the nece ary round of 

and t hey re o ff! - theracefor the door 
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ontirH1.ent Arnicd Force' bnefing, and cro s briefings o.n tacti a.I op.crat-
- d e r'lc\·ant to the forth coming PX, for which Mult111a11onal 

mg proce ur " - , I 11 · · h · 
D- · · (C'n•~t) were HICO with ST ( ) mars ia mg I e exer-
1n~1on c u" . . TE\"T b d the 

cisc ta . Al.o a. build up trammg HQ 16 fld~ ran a . : a e ~n 
· p ) ·10 Th~ TE\''T wa condul ·d 111 multmational syndicate 

e erc1se sccn:ir . ~ ' · · · I · 
"ith the nano based on a Z BG a· au: mg a Coy po"1t10n mvo vmg 
integral support from attad. and upport he!1copters. . . 

The CPX wa: programm d to last three d~ys w!tll two. ?••tie bemg 
fought. It tarted \\ ith the hard hip of.mo ing fro.m a1r-co~d111oned offices 
mto the uncomfortable \\ orking cond~11on of Brigade Mam and BG tents. 
The heat and humidity combined with the frequent afternoo~ mon o.on 
rain' made forte ting time especially when trying to .mamtam e erc1se 
c 'R and Euromux comms. Running con .urre.ntI .. w11h t.he CPX we.re 
backgrowid acti\ ities namely jungle fam1hansau?~· helicopter ab e1l
ing. command tasks and 'potted sports · . The resi>:>ns1b1h~y ofw.h1ch fell to the qn Tm Offr, Capt John Griffiths. with asst tance Lil particular from 
·uu le warfare in trnctors courtesy of the Pathfinder .Platoo~ and heh 
~bs~iling courte y of7 Fil AAC with their Bell 212. The 1de_a ?em& that all 
tho e not involved in the CP or real time cxerci e adrnuusi;i-ntton was 
pht into multinational Platoon . Platoon rotated round th~ act1v111e on ~ 

daily basis. although mo t afternoons saw tho e ~ot w1~ety ~mploye 
bu ed down to the local outdoor swmumng. J>?Ol or 1ght seemg m !po~ . 
All contingents agreed the back&round acttvme were a .real s~~ce _ - it 
gave tho e not directly involved m the CPX an opportumty to '1ew Jome 
of the country, \\Ork and sociali e in multinational platoon and ror m~ny 
to experience a jungle environment for the fi~st nme. The day tollowmg 
the end of the CPX was set aside for the exercise tear down. po t exerc! e 
party and the Contingent Rugby I Os Tourname~t. The !~tier of which 
many felt wa the most important a pect of the entire exercise. On a heav
ily water togged and muddied pitch five team took to ~he fie ld (two U~ 
team were fielded as the ingaporeans bad alrea?y decided rugby .wasn t 
for them). The tournament was a ~eal pectac~e '".1th ome e ·cellent rug.by 
berno played - congratulations gomg to the wrnmng team, you guessed it -

e,,0 zealand. wllh the UK A Team coming a creditable seco~d overall. 
After the clo ing ceremony and po t exercise party the ~ontrngent went 

on three day in-country stand down. The ill<; con.ungent was split 
between Kuala Lumpur and Penang - both locanon. involved four- tar 
hotel . excessive drinking in the local bars and mghtclub , plenty of 
Chri tmas shopping, and mixin& with all t~ee g~nders. o overseas 
deployment would be complete without a long 11lu tnous h t of shame - a 
few deserve a special mention but what happens on tour stays on tour -
'Kia Bonza!' 

LCpl Ebdor and LCpl Browning getting to grips with EUROMUX 
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The Singaporean contingent 
fail to understand why there are actually no sharks, 

but tackle the command tasks anyway 

A Brigade Instructor with the Australian Contingent 

SERVICE OF REMEMBRA CE 
Within Camp Sayed Putra lie a mall cemetery, run by the Common

wealth War Graves Comrnisson, where British Anny Gurkha soldiers 
killed in action during WW2 and the Malayan Emergency lie at peace. In a 
tranquil setting, urrounded by impo ing cliffs, and to the ound of High
land Cathedral being played by a Malaysian anny piper, members of the 
UK contingent as embled for a ceremony taken by the local Reverend, Dr 
S. Batumalai. The Brigade Comd dedicated a bench and laid a wreath to 
all those fallen while the OC laid a wreath on behalfofthe Squadron, hon
ouring a Royal Corps of ignals Gurkha, Cpl Rambahadur Gurung, 
who was killed on 7 July 1950. 

The OC lays a wreath on Cpl Gurung's grave, lpoh, Malaysia 

EXERCISE PARTIDA HOT (8-19 JA UARY 2~01) . 
Directly on return from Christma stand down the Umt embarked on 1t 

first qn level training exercise in twelve months. Ex Parthian hot wa 
conducted over a ten-day period and wa split into two phases; phase one 
was run a cadre to teach those newly arrived in the Unit and the more 
junior soldier the intricacies of the specia li t communications used within 
the Drigade, combined with . ome ba ic military kill trai ning. Pha e Two 
sa~ a full Squadron deployment to variou location round the cou~try. 
!his second phase included a visi tor day for Brigade taffrecently am".ed 
m t~c Brig~de, outside agencies such as LA D .and JHC, and other R. 1gs 
Unit with mterest in the Brigade. The empha 1s dunng P.has~ two shifted 
lo the planning and working or a multitude of commu111cauons system 
over distance (particularly HF) and Troop level procedures 111 the estab
lishment of the units various deployable headquarters . Day one saw the 
~rigade Main HQs deploy to SPTA and STANTA \~i~h Lt TAS: parachut
ing on to Thorpe DZ to marry up with the pre-po 1t1oned Brigade TA 
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Vehicle borne Rear Link Detachments were deployed to Bramcotc, ol
cme and Canterbury in order to simulate support provided to BG and to 
achieve realistic distances over which to communicate. Each HQ saw at 
~east one move with all deployed assets, accept B Tp Bde Main, re-deploy
mg to Watton Airfield, STANTA, for the particularly successful visitors 
day. The exercise overall was a success - with the fluidity of recent post
mgs in and out the need for sqn level rraining is viewed as extremely 
important. By the nature of the air asslt role the requirement for individu
als at all levels to operate in isolation from the Squadron chain of com
mand is something we must prepare for. This can only be achieved with 
confidence if sufficient training time is allocated to practice what we 
would do on operations. A big thank you hould also go to the support 
provided by 3 (UK) Div HQ and Sig Regt and 249 Sig qn (AMF(L)) for 
the provision ofa Trunk ode and two 501 Satcom Dets respectively. This 
enabled Ptarmigan coverage on PTA and STANTA by means of a satel
lite bridge through Corsham Hub. 

JU GLE WARFARE I STRUCTOR COUR E (JWIC) 
by Sgt Thornton 

As most will reali e l6 Air Asslt Bde ha a wide and varied role. It 
maybe called to operate in almost any climatic condition and recent event 
have highlighted the need for experience in jungle operations at all levels 
and across all anns. Within the last twelve months members of the Unit 
have deployed to three different jungle theatres. On operations in Sierra 
Leone, a Brigade Exercise in Malaysia and with 2 Para on Ex ative Trail 
in Belize. 

The Course . .. after a long and tire ome flight Lt Toby Courage and 
my elf arrived in Brunei. Having worked in and around an Infantry 
Brigade for the last few years, I expected a course run by the School of 
Infantry to hit you in the face and start off at a hectic pace. This was not 
the case and I was pleasantly surprised at how structured our build up was. 
The course was progressive, building up from acclimatisation through to a 
final demanding two-week exercise. The course is All Arms and all ranks, 
however the majority of the course was from infantry battalions. It cov
ered jungle operations from individual skills all the way up to coy group 
level. The first exercise included basic lessons in jungle skills such as nav
igation ( omething which tests your navigational ability to the limit) and 
jungle survival. In the main it wa designed to get you used to the strange 
environment that i the jungle. After more time spent covering classroom 
work and a fare amount of range practice including contact drill from 
individual to section level we deployed on the second exercise. This was 
ten day long and, although not tactical for the full ten days, it proved to be 
a lot harder than the first. It confirmed all of what had been taught to that 
point, i.e: navigation. survival, communications. heli operations and 
CTR 's to name but a few. It also acted to get us further adjusted to the heat 
and noise of the jungle. It is not until you actually leave the jungle that you 
see what effect it has on your body. Many lost large amounts of weight and 
suffered at the hands of the extremely annoying insect population. 

Following the second exercise we had a bit of a breather from what was 
turning out to be a fairly intensive course - three days R&R in Malay ia; 
just about enough time for Lt Cou rage's mo quito bites to clear. After 
catching up on our drinking kill it was back to tea-total Brunei. On our 
return we spent the last week before the final exercise covering boat Oj)Cr
ations and river cro sing (an alarming fact wa the ever-present require
ment for a crocodile entry). On in ertion, during the final exercise the 
view from the helicopter aero s the jungle proved to be quite a ight. Once 
on the ground the exercise began io earnest. It was fully tactical for two 
week , ~vhich meant no hammocks. The thought of sleeping on the ground 
along with a ma sive insect population wa not overly appealing, but it 
was not a bad a I had been lead to believe. The exercise it elf covered all 
of what had been taught throughout the preceding weeks, namely CTR' . 
ambush and contact drills, camp attacks, coy defen i e operations, the list 
goe on. On reflection the final exerci e was hard but enjoyable testing all 
the componenis of jungle infantry operation . 

Stig of the Dump or is it the Brew Boy? 
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l h.: oursc ha. rcinforc1:d my Yiew that within Royal ignals w1it . th~re 
1 

ne.:d to train for all typ ~ of en' ironment on a regu~ar b.as1s. oldu~nng 
in ar.\ c:1.1r.:m of climate is tc ting but only by. expcncncmg the d1fhcul
ti~ can you hope to overco1!1e them on. operallons wh~n 01he1 pr:: ure 
need to be dealt with. A point to note 1s that the one JOb that 'ei:Yone 
\\anted to iwoid wru radio operations. Without doubt the most !)hys1cally 
demanding job on the course was b> ing a HF or ".'HF rad1? op. Lt 
Courage (or Brew Boy as he wa kn<· •n) wanted the JOb but 111s co~nm 
.kills w ren ·1 up to it! Al the nd of ;: e course the COs and ofhcc~s 
stayed on for a couple of extra day tv complete a,. ater . afety officers 
pa 'kage to enable th.:mto run riYer cro ·ings themsehes. T~e ~WI '~·a · 
an e. client opportumty, which has enhanced m, oldto.:nng skill 
imm n d) . It wa intcn. iYe, the pectrum of the S)'.llabu ' .as ery broad 
md d, but the training team wa excellent. pcc1al mentton should be 
mnde of the Adm in Officer. apt Campbell R SIG 'AL . who kept us all 
m dollars throughout and made ·ure we got our !lights home for Christ-
ma;· 

VISIT BY 1'0RMA 'DY VETERAN MR TO 1 BE TLEY 
6TH AIRBOIUm DIVI ION IG AL 

On 25 January Charlie Tp ho ted the vi it of 1r Tom Bentley - ~veter
an who took part in Op Overl?rd. Mr Bentley erved with 6th Airborne 
Divi ion ignal Regiment and m erted by p~~chute mto No"!landy ahead 
of the D-Day landings of6June1944. The 1s1t wa to mark his 0th buth
day. The day included a brief 01? the unit .and a walk around the Squadron 
line and heritage room. While m the hentage room he potted himself on 
a 6th Airbome-DiYision Regimental photograph taken in Ap1;1 1944 -
approx two month before D-Day. He presented to the quadron a framed 
photograph of himself boarding a modified terling bomber at -200hrs on 
D-1CJune1944) together wirh the original manife t, which included the 
name Lt Col mailman-Tew (originator of the 'para-cord' lanyard worn 
by the unit to this day). Hi stories pnt into perspective how fortuna.te we 
are today and what a debt of gratitude we owe those that fought m the 
campaign of World War I and JI. 

QC presents Mr Tom Bentley with a Squadron plaque 

2001 - THE JO R EY CO Tl ES 
The ew Year has started a la t year ended with the pace ofli fe contin

uing to be extremely bu y. '.he Squadron remains heavily committed to 
Brigade exercise : although m tl~e. 1~rnrgms umc for s9ua~ron level train
ing, adventure tra1mn~, troop.activ1ues a_nd sport remain htgh on the prior
ity. Manning an.d equipment 1ssu~ contmue to be addressed at an equally 
frenetic pace. L11tle re t for the wicked and 200 I looks set to be as bu y as 
2000; but we wouldn't want it any other way. 

16 Air Assault Headquarters 
& Signal Squadron (216) 

will host the annual 

AIRBORNE SIGNALS OFFICERS' 
REUNION DINNER 

AT CAYTHORPE COURT 
FRIDAY 27 JULY 2001 

Returns will be dispatched in March to 
those officers eligible to attend. However, 
any ex-Airborne Officers not in receipt of a 

Return should contact: 
Maj (QM) Steve Clarke on 01206 782784 

or Col Mil (9)4651 2784 

12 MECHANIZED BRIGADE HEADQUARTERS 
AND SIGNAL SQUADRON (228) 

11 SION ACCOMPLISHED 
ARM C PBOXI G 

We wcr.: drawn against 9 Para Sqn RE in the Army Cup boxing and 
the task of getting the team together and their training fell as always to 
the R M in the absence of a qualified person. The team of healthy 
volunteers were finally as;embled and et to the task of gelling litter and 
learnmg the ancient art of pugilism from cratch. They only had four 
weeks tc 6et ready after volunteering for the bravest thing that they had 
e\t:r done. We trained hard and then harder and then our trainer told us to 
train even harder, so we did. After four weeks of this the team was finally 
,elected for the fights. We were led into the night by LCpl 'Ki ller' Kelly 
- Rutherford in the fir t bout who achieved a very creditable toppage 
which put us on an incredible 'high'. That was, however, to be our only 
high point of the evening against a very strong opposition. The team must 
however be commended for their efforts and they consisted of these 
brave souls: Sigs 'Flying Fists' Fallows, 'Machine' McGeorge, 
'Lightning' Webb, 'Herby' Hide, 'Crazy' Hunt, ' Powerful ' Perry, 
·fighter' Fenton and last but not least Sig 'Swede' weet. All of these 
brave men put their lives on the line that night for the Squadron and we 
were all immensely proud of them and look forward to next year and 
hopefully a little more success. 

EXER I ELIO 
After the fun and festivuics of Christmas and the ew Year (everyone 

say ' lka Saltzer· and 'Slim Fast'), we left the cold, wet shores of good 
old Blighty for the much warmer climate of Cyprus 011 Ex Lion Sun I 
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2001 for a month 's intensive training. The advanced party, including the 
Ops Officer, RSM, SSgt Dyer, Cpls 'Paddy ' Briscoe, Al Wilson, LCpl 
Ross 'Everybody, let's get naked' Sharpe departed, just after. the Ne~ 
Year celebrations had died down, paving the way for the main party s 
arrival on 9 January at RAF Akrotiri. The bags collected, we travelled 
down the coast to our new temporary home at Radio Sonde Camp JUSt 
outside Happy Valley and Episkopi Garrison. On seeing Radio Sonde for 
the fir t time the first words to enter our minds were help, escape and 
freedom but we grew to like it there. The amenities weren't bad and we 
had the Sutler 's Bar courtesy of H. Fazullah and Sons, to supply us with 
all sorts of consumables. Chocolate, Lager, tea/coffee, soft-drinks, lager. 
toiletries, lager, postcards/stamps, lager etc. etc. including now infamous 
burgers - I' m not quite sure what they were made of; plenty of cats 
around, not one cow! 

After we unpacked the bags, came the more serious note of briefings 
on various types of issues relating to our stay. Security, health and s?fety, 
types of wildlife we might meet (hands up those afraid of rats, spiders. 
lizards, cockroaches and snakes), road safety (including pictures Jhat 
would make you wince and go ' Ouch, thats gotta hurt ' - those crazy 
Cypriots!). An informative briefing on infantry training, from ecuon 
level up-to company-level from a Sergeant of the KOSBs (kill, kill, ~ill). 
On top of this came 'acclimatisation training' (BPFA and tabs, mce!) 
which set u up nicely for the next couple of weeks ahead. Over the next 
couple of weeks we had a rotation of ranges, adventure training ~nd more 
in-depth infantry skills training ready for the final exercise. Htghhghtf 
included night-nav (plenty of thorn bushes), learning how to blow out 0 
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as m~n.Y orifice. as !)OS ible whilst attacking an enemy position up-hill , 
the v1sll from the Brigade Commander and findmg out if we could keep 
last ni.ght 's meal down whil. t sailing o~ a small boat (plenty failed!) . 
Occas1onully we were. let off the I.ea h, with the day trip to Paphos being 
very popular (somethmg to do with the number of pubs and bars in the 
town. After all of the beat up training and in what seems no time at all 
the final exercise arrived. Three days and three nights of pure heaven. It 
was tune to put what we had learnt mto practice. 

Dawn broke on the rose-coloured cliffs as two ridged raiders carrying 
team SBS (yeah right! ~aces included gt. Trev 'Get Some' Allen Cpl 
Phil ',W~o ate all ~he p1~', Green, Sigs 'Bof' Walker, Al 'Where:s my 
webbing Sweet, Wook1e . tockdale and various others), made their 
way up-to the beach under sunulated cover of lire. This was supplied by 
the r;iav)'. and to the accompanimen~ of ' The Ride of the Valkyries' 
playing in . the background .. One m.tnute later, the main body of a 
Company-sized a.ttack were given an impromptu lesson in how to swim 
with all your kit on from a landing craft. Wet they stormed the 
beachhead fighting through up into a valley and beyo'nd. The exercise had 
de~nitely bc~un . Over the next couple of days, we fought through 
various location , earned. out patrols and seemed to tab everywhere. 
Somebody who shall remam nameless decided that he wanted to visit the 
locals, taking the platoon with him but due to a small navigational error 
be got us. lost! We also u.sed helicopter li.fts to storm an enemy stronghold 
in The Village and then m the good traditions of the military we spent 15 
cold hours on the side ofa hill , waiting to ambush the enemy. 

With everything done and End-ex being called, it was only left for us 
to clean up, take some Squadron photos and look forward to the R R 
phase and maybe take on a few rays. The R+R phase itself, was a 4-day 
boat tnp to Egyp~ and Israel , a huge success! With everyone enjoying 
themselves, even 1f on the first night we had the worst storm for IO years 
and s.om~ of. th.e party who will remain nameless (the 21C), took to 
sleeping m hfcJac~ets for fear of a Titanic-style disaster. Which was 
obvtOl\~ly never gomg to happen. We also held a Squadron Smoker in the 
last ~eek at the l~al rugby club. The. platoons were tasked to produce a 
I 0 mmute skit which they set ab~ut w~th relish. 2 Platoon managed a skit 
about how things went on ex~rc1se, wtth Cpl Paddy Briscoe playing the 
part of the OCs radio op. This showed us how easy it is to be the QC. 
Everybody does the hard work and he gets to lead people to certain death 
at the hands of unscrupulous enemie . 3 Platoon worked on the theme of 
Man Oh Man ably led by our industriou clerk Pte Cheryl Roberts 
assisted by Sig Pippa Lavenu who then dest~oyed the egos of th~ 
command team completely gcttmg them to reveal their innermost secrets. 
It 1 also rumoured that they can also dance a bit but that is another story. 
In conclusion the Exercise was a huge succes and we aU learnt so much. 
Cyprus was an experience everyone will remember for a long time to 
come for a great many reasons some good some bad and some that we 
don't talk about~ We are now back in the real world and the tan is fading 
and we are lookmg forward to the exercise season on Salisbury Plain and 
Canada. 

238 (LONDON) SIGNAL SQUADRON 

SQUADRON HEADQUARTERS 
Sqn Comd Maj Ian eraph 
SSM W02 (SSM) Ewan Hall 
MIKE TROOP 
Tp Comd Capt (TOT) Bob icol 
Tp Sgt Sgt Andrew Twizell 

The last couple of months have seen a number of departures from the 
Troop. Goodbye .and good luck to Mick Ambler who has left the Army 
and 1s now working oh so hard for a living with 'One to One'. The Troop 
also ays farewell and congratulation to Cpl teve Mesmer who is 
posted to the Unicom Team at Worthy Down and promoted to Sergeant 
on posting, again we wish him well. There have al o been a number of 
welcome additions to the Troop. A big hello goes to Cpl Chris Bain and 
his wife Cheryl who join us from orthern Ireland. The welcome 
handshake is also extended to LCpl Wes O'Connor who joins us after 
completing his T3 at Blandford. The ew Year has already been a busy 
penod for the Troop especially the hard task of cramming in the 
rema.ining leave entitlement for thi leave year. The ACISG led by gt 
Chri s Jacobs but ably abetted by Cpl Paul Smith and his team 
continues with the ongoing process of updating all the IT within London. 
The FRT' as always remain constantly employed. Sgt Cory Pennicott 
alt~ough a member of the Troop never seems to be here at present 
domg .. ... whatever. Where are you, 'Cory? Good luck to LCpl Wes 
O'Connor who has ju t started a computer repair course in Cirencester, 
the first from this Troop on this particular cour e. Radio Section 
~on isti.ng of Sgts Andy Carnegie and Andrew Twizell continue to do 
its Radio thing, believe me we are busy. The Section eagerly awaits the 
new stock of radio equipment to i sue to all the guardrooms within 
London and bring them up into the early twentieth century! finally, the 
Troop ays hello to Sigs Andy Milne and Tim Peacock, detached to 
Bo nia/Kosovo. We haven't forgotten you. 

OSCAR TROOP - by Cpl McChes11ey 
Tp Comd Maj (Tfc) Carl Storey 
Tp Sgt Sgt Mandy Eardley 
. The military presence within the Troop itself has diminished somewhat 
tn the past few month , as the civilian element has taken over the general 
da.Y. to day running of the COMM CE . The general down eating of the 
mtl.1tary m the COMMCE , and the recent installation of Amcer p , 
wluch has replaced the familiar Trend printer , has triggered a lot of 
cl!anges within the Troop witb the Operator needing to be more IT 
fncndly. 

o .ver the last few months key personnel have gone, after 39 years 
serv.tce and a Sky TV debut , Maj (Tfc) Dave Gilchrist bas been po red 
lo c1v di v, all the Troop wish birn well for the future, but not as much as 
the corps wind urfing fraternity will. Also a fond fare-well to S gt 
Karen _' l 've given up smoking again' Ripley who is going over the water 
to 15 Sig Regt in Northern Ireland, to be reunited with her hu band ean. 
We w1.ll miss you Karen .. Everytime I think of you whistling like a 
black~1rd 111 a wardrobe on adventure training, or I see a lone hoc heel 
stuck m the sand with-out an owner at Sloane quare a wee smile come 
across my face and happier time are remembered ... ha ha! Sgt Karen · l 
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can recommend getting your head doWil on the ticket machine at Sloane 
Square. sottaly tob~r' Ellams has departed to II ford with 36 Sig Regt. We 
w11l mtss your unique brand of entertainment so good luck. Lee 'I hate 
nights' Pearce is off to 21 Sig Regt, Colerne after succes fully 
completing bis re-trade to Area Systems Ope.rator, no more cushy 
postt.ng f?r you Lee . . Also. last. but not least, Sig Ian ' Where's my green 
ronh1lls wttb thee.la heated waist?' Slight, who ha followed me to every 
umt and every shift smce l left Catterick, good luck 'Slighty' I am sure 
you will have .an internet cafe near you and where ever you lay your hat 
your mou e will roam. A warm welcome goes to Maj (Tfc) Carl Storey 
who after many years active service with those 264 boys will finally have 
to work for a living ... (size I 0 slippers in the post sir) 

RADIO TROOP - by Sgt Tait 
Tp Comd Capt Andy Wilson 
Tp Sgt Sgt Mark Brooksbank 

Firstly congratulations to LCpl Jay Beattie on his promotion to 
Corporal and to Sigs McGregor and Parker on receipt of their first tape 
both can know be found tyin~ their own shoe laces with in the troop 
Imes. Sadly a fond and emotional farewell to Cpl Stevie Hook who 
de ert u for 21 Sig Reg!. The training wing will never be the ame 
again with out him rambling round quoting PAM 's and other training 
manual . 

Competing in a recent potted ports event, the seniors were not 
interested in losing and were determined to win, by cheating. Chief 
instigator was "Sgt Bob 'Win and I'll break your legs · Garlick, who e 
new rules ofba ketball are being faxed a we speak to London Irish RFU 
Club, to see if they can incorporate them into a game plan for aturdays 
match with Saracen . Feeling they had won, they were disqualified from 
two of the three game by W02 S M Euan 'lt' my game and if you 
don't play properly I'm going home' Hall. However, the enior may 
claim a moral victory for in the extra time played in the bar, Cpl 'Coma' 

torey drunkenly invited anyone who would look at him to the Troop ' 
Xmas function. 

After Christmas we have been carrying out CBT (compul ory ba ic 
training) for members of the Troop who will be lucky enough to ride on 
ceremonial occa ions. This ha brought forward some unnatural bikers, 
Sig Toby Green de erves a mention, who whil t attempting a hill start. 
felt the need in mid !lap to pull down on everything he had a grip on, 
causing the bike to flip, hit the wall and bounce back onto the ramp. An 
application to the 'Purple Helmets' i sure to follow. This seine act of 
show boating wa tame compared Lo what happened to Sig Maggs ' I had 
to drop the bike' West. he was doing all right until he hit King Road 
(literally) while trying to negotiate a corner! A all good women she 
managed to blan1c the bike and not her natural how ·topping abilitie . 
After the ambulance and police got there she was able to walk again 
aided with crutches, no one is too sure whether he pa cd or not but a 
swift recovery i expected. 

The football team has improved with the aid of a couple of new 
players. The la t game again t MOD A \ e lo t 7-0. \ hen we played 
them on 24/01/0l in the Quarter Finals of the Londi t Minor Unit up, 
however, the core wa· a clo er 6-5 at one point we were 5-2 up. I mu ·t 
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m nllon the ' orer of a hatrick LCpl haun "\: righty · Dinsdale. Ho~ I 
don "t knO\\. but I do kno\\ that he scored ~me with his lefl cheek (not his 
face). a move \\hi ' h i · in no c• aching manual. Ther wa also a tcady 
d1Splay of 1950' football by J!t Ian ·Charley harles Charle ' · Tait who 
was playing his first game -inc< ·' life threatening injury late last year. He 
even managed to contribute a g<'.il after beating the same defender at least 
12 times(\\ hy let the truth get in the way of a goJ J sto.ry) . ~lso .l must 
mention ' gt l\lark ·Ramon Vega· Brooksbank who chipped 111 wllh two 
ooal · om: fumbled in "ith hi. knee and the other wa an unstoppable 
head~r from 20 yards into the top lefi comer. Both. I might_ add, wer~ pa t 
our O\\n keeper. l don't know whether be ha , but he will be gettmg a 

lab in. Although he denie r' ·pon ibility for thi and AKA Alan Han en 
he blames the keeper for poor po irioning. However, a.bertl.1 wa secured 
in the emi and we hastily await a big money pmmng lie agamst the 
po tie from Mill Hill. . . . 

Here pictured 1s gt Bob 'let me tell you' Garhc.k poi ~d hke a 
strikmg cobra awaiting the amval of HM The Queen. H1 · role is to alert 
the Gun Position at Green Park to enable them to Fire a Royal alute at 
the moment Her 1ajc ty's foot touche the ground at the Pal ace of 
Westminster, prior to the tate Opening of Parliament. He is l~cated on 
the Third floor of Victoria Tower (Palace of West mm ter) and is able to 
give the command by ob erving the arrival of the Royal ~oach through a 
retractable floor in the Tower. He 1 cormected by racl10 to gt Mark 
'Green even· Brooksbank at the Gun Position who on receipt of the 
order 'fire fire fire' will instruct the Gun Commander to give the order to 
fire. Behind ot Bob Garlick are hi torical scene including the 
Reformed Parli:ment of 1833, Queen Victoria opening Parliament in 
I 45 and Churchill addre · ing the hou e during the econd World War. 

g t Bob Ga rli ck is able to do thi as he still ha a radio . After 
completion of his ta k he ?esce~ds to the ground floor and. helps gt Tan 
·oop did J need that?' Tait to pick up the pieces ofhts radto. 

Sgt Bob Garlick above Sovereigns Entrance, Palace of 
Westminster, in Victoria Tower 

243 SIGNAL SQUADRON 

5 DIV BA KETB LL CHAMPlO 'SHIPS 
by Cpl (Paul 'PinAT ')Floyd 

On Tuesday 6 February 2001, 243 Sig Sqn traveled to Tidworth 
Leisure Centre to compete in the 5 Div Minor Units Championships. 
After two se sions at Bulford and Blandford to hone our ba ketball skills, 
FofS 'Kev' Moir , realized that half our team were not too proficient at 
the game. However, he assured us with great confidence that we had the 
ability to win the competition and qualify for the Anny finals to be held 
in Grantham. 

Each game was to be played with l 2· minute halve • three personal 
fouls, five team fouls and one timeout per half. The three personal fouls 
were something that would come back to haunt us later in the day. The 
day according to FofS 'Kev' Moir was going to be long and tiring as we 
had three game to lit in. Our first game started nice and early at 0930hrs 
again t Depot Royal lrish. We started a little habbily and the Depot took 
the lead and by half time we were 14 points down. I have to say at this 
point that 243 Sqn was just starting to warm up and the damage was SOOD 
to come. LCpl "Ali (Shorty)' Way performed hi dazzling manoeuvers 
along.side LC pl 'Steve (dunking)' Miller closely supported by 'Kev (the 
wall)' l\1oir, Cpl ·OJly ( eldom sober)' Gr ay, and LC pl .John ·Lanky' 
Liddell. The other team members rotated through which included M aj 
Graham 'Climb every hill top' Mc eill, C pl Paul 'Pinky, super sub' 
Floyd, ig 'John (ugly)' Denyer, and M r David ·1 wish I had a stronger 
, . .; t' Ander on. The second half saw a strong performance all round 
and we ran out wmners 41 - 34. This win boosted the team's confidence 
and we now looked forward to our next opponents. Our second 

opponents of the day were 91 Sqn RLC, who were convincingly beaten 
by the RMP. They approached the game with energy and vigor to 
overcome their first loss. After a few minute of fast and furious play we 
ettled into our game and all team member had a period of good court 

time. By now 243 Sqn were really cooking on gas and came out 
convincing winners 36 - 15. 

The third and final game was against 6 RMP who had won all their 
previous matches throughout the day and were now positioned as our 
main opponent in the Championship. Having watched their games it was 
evident that this was going to be our hardest game, as some of the 
oppo ition looked 7ft tall and the remainder at least 6ft 4' . The game see· 
sawed, but we sooD came to terms with their size and their elbow started 
to connect with our players as they became more frustrated and by the 
end of the half we were up. The second half saw a tum in fortune and 
the RMP's came out with new tactics and the teams inexperience began 
to show as they clawed their way back into the game. Things grew tense 
and it was at this point that the three per onal foul rule came back t~ 
haunt us, as FofS Moir was replaced by Sig C hris ' Oatmeal Savage 
McGuire afier committing his third and fina l fou l, FofS 'don't kick the 
basketball'. The responsibility was now down to the remainder of the 
team, all who were under 6ft 2', to try and win the game. However, even 
a few spectacular three pointers by, C pl 'Olly ' G ray and LCpl 'Steve' 
M iller couldn ' t ave the day as we 10st by a mere four points 24 - 28. 

A great day was had by all and we finished runners up. We now look 
forward to the Army finals in March and expect to exact revenge on the 
RMP 's at Grantham, both on court and in the bars. 

249 SIGNAL SQUADRON 
(ACE MOBILE FORCES (LAND)) 

EXER I E H RD F LL 2001 - 'ORW Y 
hJ Lt .Hike Fayen - OC Owl Troop 

The Squadron deployed on its annual pilgri1.1age to orway in early 
JanuaT) to an alarmingly green orway, with the usual seamless transition 
into war with a six·hour trip actually taking 20hours. On arrival the 
. quadron wa~ introduced to its new friends, some members of Alpha 
Troop, 2 ig Rcgt. some movers from 50 MM Sqn and a Squadron worth 
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of Light Dragoons. It wasn' t long until our new friends were also bondin~ 
well with the Quartermaster's Department, te ting QM Steve 'Coug 
cough' Morgan and RQ Andy 'Scrumpy' lack and their merry men 
generosity to issue shiny white kit. Eventual ly, we were all ready for our 

ovice Ski and Survival Cour e and some good old-fashioned clean 
fun ....... or so we thought! · h 

The fir t morn ing was a quick orientation to our pocket contents, whic 
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wa soon to hccom~ the bane o f our lives, but the cornerstone of our 
fitness programme. Everyone. was amazed ju t how many pa ir~ of gloves 
chocolate bars.' para cord, ski wax, ha~s and other bits of kit you would 
never sec agmn could .actually be spring loaded into our fou r pockets. 
Howewr, our mtroductton mto kit mspcction artic style was soon over and 
w~ were on the slopes under our MS Is for our. first morning of fa lling over 
with Army Planks on. I had left the UK quietly confident having skied 
bcfo~c , but unfo rtunate.ly ~y plank~ and I had a slight personality clash: 
That s to ay we had differing opm.1ons on. what direction we thought we 
should be head mg m, usually resu ltmg 1n high speed followed by a sudden 
halt .. By t~e end of the ~rst d.ay most had come accustomed with their 
special ski and legs relat1onsh1p. 

Surviva l Night 
Lt Fayers and Cpl 0 Donell go about making a home for the night 

The. rest o~ Week One was a mixture of skiing, falling over, tent routine 
and cnes of . front support place' , 'show me your (insert any item of kit, 
usually that item .most difficult to get to) ' not to forget lots of practice of 
our new found fnend the snow plough. Mo t of this was under the careful 
eye of ,our attached Royal Marine Mountain Leader, Sgt 'The Moose 
Hunter Renny who kept the course amu ed trying to work out exactly 
what he meant by hts RM tongue. The finale to week one was a night ski 
that practised our snowplough to the exhau tion of our thighs followed by 
the feared ice breaking drills. This was run by the gt 'Form~lly known as 
Ja~ko ' Jackson and C pl ' War;n kit on' W itham and was actually quite 
enioyable. No one had any maJor dramas though ome did seem to spend 
longer 111 the pond than ex peeled! 

MOU TAJN LEADER DICTIO ARY 
Saying All that good tuff 
Definition A bit of beauriful and pucker mixed togeiher with the 

Saying 
Defini t ion 
Saying 
Definit ion 

Saying 
Defini tion 
Saying 
Defi nition 

Saying 
Definition 
Saying 
Definition 

Saying 
Definition 
Saying 
Definition 

finest Ml planning. 
Beautiful 
Just how I would have liked to have planned ir. 
The soldier formally Known as airborne. 
One that has been swayed ro the dark side of the Mls ' 
training methods. 
Front Support Place 
The press up position. 
Hot Wet 
A cup of tea, white one or NATO to the rest of rhe 
Army. 
Lack of Moral Fibre 
People who have an injury. 
Nutty 
Chocolate, biscuits, boilies, jel/y babies and all that 
good stuf].' 
Pucker 
That which rhe Marines do. 
Obviously 
Anyone who ha also spent most of his or her life 
gaining the Ml qualification would understand. 

aying Dragoon slayer 
Definition ML 

aying 
Defini tion 

aying 
Definition 

These people are in way over thei r head 
Their Training ha obviously been i11s11fficie111 

Threader 
!'111 rather tired of todays activities and working with 
amateurs. 

Saying Top of the hi ll-Go! 
Definition Haven ~planned the next phase, needs re11 minwes 

. pass me my fag packet. 
aymg Wobble 

Definition Respo11se to female emotio11s. 
After a relaxing weekend absorbing the breath taking ight of Vos 

cfe~one was ready for the Survival and transit ion into tactic phase. Most 
0 I e cour e turned up for the first tand 'survival' wearing every bit of 
warmest kit they posse sed and with trange limps, however, these ' ere 
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soon removed. After a brief tour of improvised shelter it wa time to 
per~orm the ~astardl )'. deed o~ the chicken. Nobody was too upset, as these 
~a~icular chickens v1.rtually Jumped onto our knifes as they were that sad. 

er some helpful hmts such as the wind direction we et about making 
our. horn.es for the mght. For some this did not only involve borrowin 
des 1g~ hmts from the OS examples but the floor, ceiling and the front doo~ 
Th.e mght was cold, but bearable thanks to our raging infernos and burning 
~a1te.rs. U~fortunatcly the s.now condit.ions did not allow snow holes, and 

1
esp1te bemg threatened with a mght m a Quincy, the course was spared 

tie ordeal. With our ~SSC qualification in the bag after a few gentle 
b:~g7n moves and helium pulks; all that was lefi was a week of tactical 
trahmmg, which proved to be equally as demanding and just as enjoyable 
w en falling over. 

Artie Warfare phase - All the gear no idea! 

KJWI TROPHY 2000 
by lt fv!ark Swter, £'.?C Pussycat Tp and Sig 'Eddie' Wari11g 

Whtie stationed m Bulford many years ago, a contingent of the ew 
Zealand Army were. tragica.lly killed when a building collap ed on to 
them. ot contem with mnkmg their ·ucces ors carve an cnormou Kiwi 
into the bill ide in memoriam, their legacy exact its revenge in the form 
of a 23km march and shoot competition, completed once a year. o. one 
foggy mommg m ovember, the qn (the other units eem to have 
forgotten the occa ion) formed up in pairs and set off on the competition. 
Sig 'Eddie · Waring left in 22nd po ition. 

"The OC, Lt Stoter ~nd LCpl Haffende~ all et off before ig Waring 
and employed a cunnmg subterfuge, addmg an extra three kilometre · 
before rejoining the route slightly in front of ig Waring. Two and a half 
hours later, most arrived ~ t the. firi ng point. A fa ll ing fig 11 target at 200m 
would not eem too taxmg (111deed, Sig 'Deadeye Dick · Waring only 
missed four shots out often) but LCpl Osmond. LC pl • cou·e' onro 
SSgt 'I'm so weak' Raybould all managed to mi all their hots, wiih 
W02 (FofS) 'Cyclop ' Holyoak managing only to mi nine out of ten. 
The SM, Sgt Maj Marsh and the OC. Maj Hudson. led the way, not 
mi sing a shot between them. The overall result was clo e, with pl 
Keightly, Cpl .Jones and gt "Maurice' Pay coming first, econd and 
third re pectively. ig \ aring came in 33rd. The event took much 
organisation and the quadron would like to thank Sgt ( o ) Hughe . 
W02 (YofS) Kerr, SSgt Andy Allan , W02 (RQM ) Andy lack. Lt 
Mike ' My God! It's huge!' Fayers and the 21C, Capt Terence Do,\nes. 

ig Waring wa not involved in the organi ation but is thanked 
nonetheles . 
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259 SIGNAL SQUADRON 

GE ERAL' YI IT TO 259 IG 'AL SQ RO 
1aj Gen Angu. Ram ey CBF. recently paid a vi it to 259 ig qn. 

The purpo'e of the visit wa. twofold . firstly to ee the Squadron complete 
with ne\\ den•lopment and secondly to present four oldiers with the 
Modem Apprentice hip Scheme Q Level 3 in Communications.) The 
General was hown arious a pect of the work of the quadron and wa 
given an opporrunity to see the In tallation Technician at work utilising 
ome of the latest technology in Health and afety equipment. Further 

demonstration that took place included the ideo conferencing 
equipment, which is of particular importance, due to :wo of 259 Sig Sqn' 
Troop being isolated commands. On the teclmical development ide, one 
of the quadron' COs, S gt E lliott has completed a cable and circuit 
databa e for use by the quadron. This provides a rather more user
friendly ystem than the existing paper records ystem, which are u ed to 
track telephone connectivity. TI1e fini hed product ha been found to be 
very easy to u e and has been adopted by the Royal Signal a a Corps 
standard. In addition to this development FofS W inek.le has designed a 
web ite for the Squadron, which includes information on per onalities, 
social events, work etc. This will provide yet another tool to help 
overcome the problems of having three Troop in different corners of the 
i land. The visit culminated with a presentation in the Jimmy Club for Cpl 
Crof~ Cpl Hogg. Cpl Palfrey and Cpl Readehead to receive their 
Modem Apprenticeship Scheme NVQ Level 3 in commw1ications. Thi 
formally recogni es the abilitie of Royal Signal Technicians as among t 
the mo t capable and profe ional military tradesman in the world and i a 
valuable recognition of their competence. 

EPISKOPI TROOP - by LCpl Dan 'Barnsley boy. Reade 
Tp Comd Lt K. L. Milner 
Tp SSgt SSgt G. 1athieson 

ow is the time of change out here in sunny Cyprus and the floodgates 
now open to many new arrivals and departures. 259 Sig Sqn takes on a 
fresh batch from the factory and re-trading personnel to its team. Here at 
Episkopi we'd like to give a big welcome to Sig G eorge Forman, Sig 
Adam 'The bear' Huber, Sig 'little' Phil Harris, LCpl 'Big' Phil Par ish, 
Sig Vicky ' ew Bird' Marsh and their new Telemech sensei Sgt Ter ry 
Rogers. Also into the Troop we've had some new tech blood in the form 
of LCpl Paul 'Old Man' Fox, LCpl Steve 'Speed' Hudson and LCpl 
·scon ' Varley. Regrettably with all these arrivals we have also had to say 
goodbye to some of our friends as they move on. These being Sig Robbie 
'Minceboy' Williams to 30 Sig Regt, Sig Wayne Garnett to 8 Inf Bde, 
Sig Emma Flynn to 3 Div, Sgt Mark 'Flash' Gordan lo Blandford and 
finally Cpl teve 'Coops' Cooper, who decided he liked it out here so 
much he has moved to ico ia with hi family. All the best in the future 
people, you will be adly mi sed. 

Promotions - We would also like to congratulate LCpl Lindsay 
Stewart on promotion to Corporal, Sig Andy ·Mini-Coops' and Sig Kev 
Moss to Lance Corporal. A big farewell goes out to him as he goes to 21 

ig Regt (AS). good luck in the future. 

DH KELIA TH.OOP 
ARRIVAL A D DEP RTURES 

Recently the Troop has had a high personnel turnover. We would like to 
say farewell to Sgt (FofS) Bernie 'Skeletor' McA ndrew and his wife 
Claire, Cpl Darren ·swampy' Robson, Cpl Jase 'Lord Lucan' King and 

ig Rab 'Peanut' Winter (Don't worry Lynne's been putting in some 
long hours). Good luck to you all in Civvy Street. Also leaving but on 
promotion 10 Sergeant, Cpl Adam 'Pugilist' Torrington, his wife 'icky 
and da~ghter Chelsea to sunny Gibraltar. To Lance Corporal, Sig Rachael 
'Mrs, 1cholson' Hulland (watch out fo r the ivory hunters) and ig C raig 
Bate to orthem Ireland, and Sig Martin 'Twitchy' Fell to Airfield Tp. 

Finally goodbye to Sgt Fiona · iinschiiff' Whitty to JSSU Ay- ic, gt 
Lee 'Goal Bird ' Turbitt to 2 Sig Regt and last but by no means least Cpl 
R itchie 'Mince Boy' Palfrey (Cheers for the pager back), to JCU(Nl). 

The Troop would like to wish a warm welcome to Sgt Stu 'Sooty' 
Fo ter, wife ' icky and on Callum, to Sgt Richa rd 'Lurch· M usgro\e 
wife Carol and daughters L ucy and Charlotte. Also C pls McCullen and 
Morgan, LCpl Gordon 'Gofer' Pyral1, LCpl Dave Tm going 264 I am' 
King. Fre h from the factory is LCpl Tom 'After shock' Cockerill, Sig 
Ben ' Linford' Mitchell , Sig J ohn 'Pizza Boy' Den4 Sig C hris ·Monkey 
Boy' Hodgson and finally Sig Andy 'Private' Pyle. We would like to 
welcome back from Ko ovo Sig Steve 'Pole Climber Extraordinaire' 
Baxter, Sig Gareth 'From Ru sia with Love ' Davis and Sig Ben ' Hyouge 
nappa ·Tierney after a three month deployment (Holiday). 

Congratulations are in order for LCpl Jim ' Imaginary Canadian 
girlfriend' tokes on his promotion to Corporal in the Falklands and his 
fifteen seconds of fame. Also LCpl C olin ' Stumpy' Simpson and tr 
Graham ·part timer' McDougall on their upcoming marriages. Al o well 
done to Sig Kye 'Trocs' Topping on his marathon car-washing event. It 
only remain to say thank you to C pl Brent 'Skin' Readhead who 
compiled these note . 

AIRFIELD T ROOP - by Cpl Bilby 
Tp Comd Lt . J . D. Covey-C rump 
Tp SSgt S gt B. Stenbouse 

The one thing mi sing from the beer and BBQ life-style at Airfield 
Troop was a place to drink tl1e beer and have a BBQ, therefore the troop 
embarked on making one of those essential items, a patio. Enclo ed in its 
own fenced off area the Airfield Tp patio offers the social drinker a chance 
to sit back and enjoy the delights of a Cypriot summer in a surrounding 
that lets your imagination run wild. In fact you have to let it run wild a it 
isn't painted yet, but soon to be finished it should be good to enjoy when 
the summer get here. A special thanks must go to C pl Rudd and ig 
MjJevsky for putting a lot of effort into the patio's construction. Goodbyes 
to LCpl Ba rnett, Sig Stanley and Sig M urphy we hope you do well at 
your new postings. Welcome to LCpl Berry the new technikettle support, 
Sig Kendal, Sig Orr and wife Rebecca. 

BFBS FOOTBALL COM PETITIO 
The venue was et, the BFBS wireless for the Blind competition took 

place on Saturday 23 September 2000. 259 Sig Sqn entered three teams 
into this event, two from Episkopi and one from Akrotiri. The Episkopi 
teams consisted of 'The Old Codgers' beaded up by the daddy of the old 
codgers W02 (FofS) F r ank Cowan and the ' Young Ones ' beaded up by 
LCpl Carl Tindall. Fortunately the two teams were entered into different 
leagues hence they would not meet each other until the later stages if at all. 
Both teams had a tough draw with the Old Codgers having to overcome 
the KOSB if they were to succeed. The young one had a good run in their 
league not conceding a goal in the five games however due to other result 
they had to go into a penalty shoot out to proceed further into the 
competition. As for the Old Codgers letting in that only goal all afternoon 
proved fatal hence they were condemned to sit out the rest of the 
competition. The penalty shoot-out for the Young Ones was a tense affair 
and due to LCpl C hris Palmer s and Robbie Williams missed effort all 
appeared to be lost. However, they were riding their luck on this afternoon 
as the Opposition could not afford the time to stay on so the Young One> 
were given a bye into the Plate Competition. Luck was fast running out for 
L Cpl 'I look good' C arl T indall and his crew as once again a penalty 
shoot out proved to be the hurdle that dispatched them from the 
competition. Sadly no trophies for 259 Sig Sqn but a good performance 
was put in by all concerned and everybody came away with a lovely sun 
tan. Well done to all those wbo were involved. 

101 LOGISTIC BRIGADE HEADQUARTERS 
& 

SIGNAL SQUADRON (261) 

OC Maj M. Baines 
RM WOI E. dell 

The. quad ron has been busy developing it's sporting prowess and 
explottmg the adventurous training opportunities available as it prepares 
for Ex a1f areca 11 , which commences deployment in June. Having 
already completed our first Exercise of the year, Exercise Black Mamba 
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when Brig Shaw visited us, the preparations for deployment to uppo!1 
our sister Brigade in Germany have begun . Meanwhile twelve of the 
Squadron have been to Norway on the ski proficiency courses and 
another dozen to Bavaria on the Brigade sk i tri p while the remamd~r 
were com ing second in the Corps cross-coun try and competing tn 
basketball, football and hockey. 
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ALPHA TROOP 
Tp Comd Capt Lucy Thirsk 
Tp Sgt SSgt Joe Crowe 

~lpha. Tp has had a significant changeover of personnel with six new 
arnvals n~cl udtng 2Lt Cas Wootten. from RSS to takeover from ca t 
Lucy Th1rsk off to pastures new tn Ireland. Cpl Thurston LC ) 
Beerling and Skehorn ~nd Sig Hebdon to swell the ranks and repl~c~ 
Cpls 9a11oway . and Ellison, LCpl Lavender and Sigs Treen Hold 
and Mills, we wish them all the best. ' en 

ADVANCE SKI PROFICIE CY COURSE- ORWAY 
hv LC pl Andy Cole 

A new millicnnium,_ a major hangover and its ofT to Norway for a 10-
day sk1ng course. Havmg been bumped onto the advance ski rofi · 
we wcr<:' ready to go ! P iciency 

. Day One inclu.ded the u~ual briefings and issue of stores. We were split 
mlo group and issued skis and poles. It was then a ten minute drive to 
the local slope for a few hours of showing off and falling over so the 
msm1ctors could guage how we got on. After this introduction the next 
coupl7 of days wer~ spent a.t Li llehammer on the olympic slopes 
mcludmg ~he W?men s dow.nhtll and some more adventurous off-piste 
powder kmg with the .draghfts proving too difficult for some. After the 
gl~~our of the slopes tt was. onto the more arduous tour leader trainin 
tins mvolved a change of skis, boots and the addition of skin Sk' g, 
attac~ed to the bottom of the skis to allow you to go uphill and.acr~~~ ~:~ 
terratn. It was 7as1er than Alpme and after three days we were confident 
for our expedition. After a two-hour bus ride up to the Rondane National 
Park we .completed a 9km trek to our overnight shelter. The weather wa 
outstandmg and the trek a good but teady pace. 

The. la~t two days mvolved digging a snow hole and living in it and 
then d1ggmg ourselve out of it and treking through the whiteout to return 
to base. A very enjoyable course and we are looking forward to going on 
our ln tructors Course next year. 

UPPORT TROOP iP ~Smd/QM Maj Peter Beauchamp RLC 
P gt SSgt Martin tebbing 
. We would like to welcome to the Troop LCpl Tim McGukin from 16 

Stg Re~t. Congratu_latton to LCpl 'Geordie' Watson on selection for 
promott~n along "';1th S1gnalle~ now LCpl 'Nice but dim' Dimberline 
and Cpl Heir Wez Barry on his marriage to Tanya. 

PARAGLIDI G CO RS£ I ' BAVARI A 
by LCp/ Skeggs 

1 ~~I returned from Christmas leave with a terminal case of the back lo 
~or ffi uesf r:ady for another year in green, when out of the blue came a 
. e o er o t ree places for ten day paragliding in Bavaria which could 
JUStnotbepassedup. Many hours of grovelling to the,Troo Staff 
Sergeant secured ~ plac7 for Cpl Paul Rhodes , Cpl 'Geordie' Wat on 
~~t~lm~sel~on an mcredtbly ·Gucci' course. Eleven hours of travelling in 

. ' ~ ts, no problem . . . Club Class but seven hours on numerou 
tra1.ns w tcb should have been condemned was no fun. one the les we 
ar.nve.d . Thu_s .began ten days of soaring through the sky like a bird· 
chmbmg tnvtstble thermals to reach the misty heights of the clouds and 
~bove, to reach up. and touch the heavens, to sit side by side with an els 
tn absolute europhta, or so we thought. Imagine, launching off the tog of 
a hill at an an~le o~ 45 degrees, one hundred and fifty feet up. A rusi!' oh 
ye · But now tmagme launching. off thi same hill twenty one times 'and 
the only way to. reach the su!11m1t of this hill is to place one foot in 'rront 
of the other, wh~le also cairymg all your equipment on your back. All this 
hard work was m preparatton for the 'Big one'. Launching off the top of 
the mountam who s shadow we had been living in, to conquer the mother 
of them all. Only to have our dreams dashed down at the last minute by 
the .lousy weather . ..... Damn. Out of the ten day . not only did we fly like 
a btrd, but also .maoy other smaller adventures were had when the 
weather was not tn ou.r favour. Tracking down the Snow leopard which 
turned out t~ be the biggest, and r mean 'Massive', tabby cat known to 
man. Explonng the mo.st fantastic and surreal castle seated in the clouds 
as well as a touch of skmg. What a fantastic week ! 

264 (SPECIAL AIR SERVICE) 
SIGNAL SQUADRON 

After several years absence from The WIRE Magazine it was decided 
that_ ti wa about time that the Squadron started making contributions 
agam. There have. been a, lot. of changes in the past two years, both in 
tenns of our locatton; we ve Just completed the move into a new camp 
and our numbers. The Squadron manning situation has never been s~ 
healthy. before, and that is purely down to the number of volunteers 
attemptmg Probation. Whilst there still are a number of vacancies for 
posted 111 personne l, the majority of posts are for Specia l Forces 
Communtcators (tho e that pass Probation). The last course statistic are 
as follows: 

PROBATIO CO URSE STATISTICS 2/00 
(J LY - DECEMBER 2000) 

Started Completed 
Tele Op (Tg) 24 12 
Tele Op (Sys) 6 3 
Tele Op (Spec) I ii 
Tele Op (RR) I I 
Tele Op (R) 5 J 
Tele Tech (Sys) 7 3 
Tele Tech (R) 3 2 
Tele Mech I Nil 
Dvr Elec 1 I 
Dvr Lmn 3 2 
All Arm Signaller 2 1 
Officcm I I 
TOTAL 53 27 

Ap~rt from Probat ion the Squadron has been exceptionally busy both 
~peratt.onally and on exerci e, but despite thi s we have sti ll found time 
ior a btt of downtime: 

EXERCISE DOLPHIN'S DRAGON 14 - 21 J ULY 2000 
h Ex Dolphin' Dragon wa a Sub Aqua diving adventure training trip to 

t e 1~ed Sea, led by the Squadron 21C. The aim of the exercise was to 
t~i~ tfy all the participants t~ PAD! Ma ter Scuba Diver in j ust one week. 
S ~ ~as achieved by. startmg earl y and fi nishing late! The group of 13 
q a ron members It ved aboard a boat ca lled the Si r Cousteau that 

~a~elled North. from Hugardha to some of the more remote dive on the 
~ Sea. The tnstructor on the trip was a fo rmer Second in Command 
~ 0 was a hard taskmaster but knew all the best sites in tl1e area. It i 
oped that the Squadron w ill be going to the Red ea again oon! 

E~RCI E THERON CHANCE 18 - 28 JAN ARY 2001 
durinembers o~ G Troop 264 (SAS) Sig Sqn deployed to Ja per, Canada 
Sk' tg .th~ period ~8-28 January 200 1 on Ex Theron Chance, a military 

1 ram1ng exerc ise to deve lop ki ing and ex treme weather surviva l 
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skills. Our machc;> Squadron Chief Clerk accompanied the Exercise just to 
confirm why he 1s Collli!1and? and Parachute trained. Training was based 
around the Marmot Ski Basm, located a few miles out ide of Ja per 
wh.ere l~e Squadron conducted downhill train ing. They also conducted 
Ski tounng .close to t!ie Ath~basca Glacier with the aide of local ski guide 
Peter Le:rmeux, durmg which they learned about sf? tou ring, patrolling 
and ~urv1val techntques. A number of these techntques were put into 
practice later on dunng the R&R phase when some of the guys had to 
E&E from rather hot locations. 

The wilder side of Canada 

The Exerc ~ e participant spent the evening explonng local cultural 
events. "amplmg local beve'."ge and ~a ting fi ne local fare. Its amazing 
how d1fTerent steak and chip taste' m Canada. An awesome time wn 
had by all. o if you want to go on top trips with hard-core dude· ... then 
do Probation. 
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280(UNITED KINGDOM) 
SIGNAL SQUADRON 

'qnComd 
RM 

1aj J. A. Harris 
WOl (R M) C. Kearney 

KILO TROOP - br LCpl "Tw111kle Toes' Clarke 
Tp Comd Lt L. J. Calderhead 
Tp gt gt Weaver . . 

firstly the Troop has to say a fond farewell to ig i ·f1rcstarter . Hall 
and ,, ish that all hi future comrades at orthwood appreciate ht fire 

'CO capabilitic . The Troop would also like to say goo~bye to Cpl. Andy 
· il\'er Fox· Wilkin on and family on his reeen~ po tin? to 3 Di ·,We 
welcome to the front line gt Stu ·Mean 'n' Green Mei e1l, LCpl T. Old 

choor Turner, LCpl Neil ·Brad' Gritt and at o last but not least LCpl 
Jimmy 'The bellie Gonna Get You' icGrory. We al o welcome Stg 
'Ski who me I don't Think o' Jame back from the.COMMCE at JHQ. 
App~eciation i given to ig 'Tidy' Rolf on takmg cover on PT by 
producing an almost near perfect pike dive. Get " '.ell so?n messages have 
to go out to ignaller oon to be LCpl Lloyd who 1 feeling the effects of.a 
harsh Christmas. Al o load of ympathy ha lo go to 1:-Cpl ·Done It 
better' Jones who had the River Dance performed on hts anat~my by 
some members of the local populace. ext on .the get-we~\ ro ter 1 gt 
·Have you seen him' WeaYers currently bemg stoo? ~~ for b~ S~ 
'Barking Mad' Tyson. \~ell done goes to Cpl 1att Y• mged ~a~or 
Baber on hi weeks holiday at Hereford and would hke to tl1ank Cpl 
Sammi 'Bleach my Tip·' Samuel for takmg a months va~auon 111 
Au tralia. The Troop hope that Cpl Matt '.Snif!ler· Gran~ ha 1~proved 
after his much needed plastic urgery on his huge _proboscis. A big shout 
goes out LO all the lucky guys and girls on the Del 10 BanJa Lukkkka.aaaaa 
(Daz, Coop, Donni!, Woody, Cookie 'Jackhammer'). We would hke to 
say that we are mi ing you but alas we cannot! Mention al o go. to. St~ve 
Hod peth on his Class I the line guy Kerry, Monty and Dave, Sig Dnve 
U round the Bend' Plun'imer on her arrival in Feb and Sig Polly ·~200' 
Pollock on hi clo e shave with the law. Oh yeah and Cpl Jimmy 
·swnmerville' Cunningham don·t forget us now.you have a new record 
contract with A+M record . Finally. congratulat1ons to the boss on her 
promorion to Captain. 

44th BER! ER DI TANZMARCHE 
bv LCpl 'I'll Gel The Batreries ·Booth _ . . . 
· On I December 2000 our motly crew set off to pa1t1c1pate 111 the 44th 

Bemer Distanzmarche near Bern in Switzeland. Setting off at the ungodly 
hour of6 o"clock we tarted the 7-hour trip down to Thun Kas.erne, ?ur 
home for the next few days. Most of us got our heads down. mcludmg 
LCpl Timmy ·Tea Connoiseur' Mallett and LCpl .·Toothy' Roberts who 
after the night before managed to stay uncons~1ous nearly the whole 
journey. Upon arriving in Switzeland and. exp~ne~c111g several weathe~ 
\'Ortexe we carried om a route recce with 1g I can dnve .. . honest 

miejkowsl<l at the helm of the minibus. Everybody except WOl (RSM) 
'The Beast" Kearney then decided they'd have been much better off 
taying at home. . . . . . 

Arriving at the reg1 trauon and briefing pomt m B~lp we were 
entertained by a word wielding !11aniac hackmg up a ch1ldr~n 's play
ground. We immediately felt safe 111 the knowledge that all Sw1 s homes 
had a sault rifles! With the brieCing over we made our way to the start 
point and at !400hr<; we trapped our bergans on and set off on our 45~ 
'walk in the park.' After a while 1t became clear, as we tabbed along 111 

file, that not alt of the 2500 participants were .taking the event seriously. 
Some individuals were bimbling around stoppmg ofT at all the pubs/bars 
en route. ot bad for the Swiss equivalent of the BCFT! With the pnde of 
the British Army at stake we soldiered on. As the night fell a~d the 
kilometres went by it also became clear that we would have to fimsh the 
route ifonly to avoid the bodily odours of Capt 'The Beans' Wilson. 

-- -Iii 
I 

The victorious Berner Distanzmarche Team - Before sore feet! 
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Eventually after seYeral killer hills. endless woods and a promotion 
(congratulations Cpl Mallett!), we. were welcomed by the surprised 
organiser , a we jogged over the fimsh l111e. Vi(c then hobbled to .co,llect 
our medal from our gracious Swi s ho ts. Leadmg the way were .1g The 
Rug' Parrington and ig 'The Poster ' Wats~n . That even111g we 
managed to hobble down '.O\~n to celebrate p1ck~n~ up the B;st. Tea~ 
award and generalt ju. t fin1 , h111g" Unf?rt~natcly 1;: The Joker _smcla1r 
collap ed unconscious before Cindmg. h1 Bear Lad~es . Sunday called for 
a trip up Mount Eigcr and the k1 re ort at Grinde.wald. Whil t Sgt 
• kimeister' Ta lor zoomed off everybody el e hal_f k1ed half _fell down. 
Sig ' Beer Me' Crowder seemed to have the n ght idea 1mprovmg Anglo 
American relations in the wigwam! 

EXERCISE NO\: Y BACKSTOP 2001 
On 27 January 200 I, 17 members of the quadron departed for a week 

of alpine kiing on Exercise Snowy Back top 2001. Sgt 'Pa.thfinder' 
Mason and Sig arah 'One Ski ' Ki~1berley. were the first to amve at the 
exerci·e location. However, due to light nav1gat1onal embarras ment they 
pent two hours on route attempting to dig the car out of rath~r deep snow. 

Eventually they met up with the rest of the clan at the ru tic cabm t~at 
were to be the group home for the next week. Then there was a bnef 
acclimati ation period during which time Lt ' How the heB did I get up 
there' Calderhead and the seniors acquamted. themselve w1th th.e.s.lopes 
while the remainder investigated the alternative recreattonal fac1llhe m 
ihetown. . 

The novice group, also known a the performmg arts group, was taught 
by Cpl ·Are you itting comfortably?' Casswell from 7 Sig Regt. The 
beginners after starting on the baby lopes wher~ there were many falls, 
much laughter and many teddies thrown were all JUSt about stand111g up by 
the end of the first day. Or were we? Cpl Doc ' It's not a pole it 's a hght 
sabre' Savage? Sig D~ve ·.i:ext me' Kr~uzc~k -;vas a!w~ys fi.r t to the 
coffee house due to hi 111ab1hty to stop! Sig Rick It 57 Smclair was the 
king of the de-kii on the slopes. Cpl Bri 'l didn ' t spill a drop ' Woolley 
ma tered the art of turning right so much that he forgot to turn left' 
Meanwhile in the other group, led by Sgt ' Pathfinder' Mason all eight 
members were kiing in a much more competent manner. That is all e~cept 
Cpl Daz ·1 wanna be T' Pearce who needed a bit more one to one tu1t10n. 
The award for the mo t crashes and bums, however, undoubted.ty goes to 
LCpl Esther 'AAAAAH' Humby who al o had the most bruise at the 
end of the week. , 

After being moved to tl1e more advanced group LCpl Gordy I am the 
weakest link' Kirkwood and Sig Sarah ' One-ski' Kimberley managed to 
loose a ski each. Maybe they were not so advanced after all! The rusuc 
cabin certainly added to the novelty value of the exercise and many team 
bonding sessions occurred in this somewhat cosy accommodation. Th.is 
wa not helped by the rather poor key control maintained by certam 
members of the group. One occasion saw ig c;o1. 'I 0 slice ' Rolfe, Cp! 
Steve 'Golden blanket' King and LCpl Pick up the cordles 

LCpl Humby in action 
( and in the position she spent most of the week) 

Chacksfield together with three other members of the group in the loft~! 
one cabin. eedless to say this did not impress gt Kev 'Whatl~e 
Roberts or LCpl ' I wanna be Sysco' Turner on their return! Excr~ 1 
Snowy Backstop was an excellent exercise that was enjoyed by ~II. If g 
Mandy 'Pathfinder' Mason wishes to find this artic le we all advise herto 
follow the arrows and not the road-signs! 
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JOINT COMMUNICATIONS UNIT 
FALKLAND ISLANDS 

NIT HEADQU RTERS - by LI Jon 'J.A .P. ' Mayne 
OC Maj Jan Hunter 
U M W02 Karl 'Gone Fishing' Weaver 

A· our six-month tour nears its end the unit has cemed to increase its 
activity level rather than winding down for a smooth hand-over. There 
have been everal vis its to the unit over the past month, including four 
German Media from K.rcfeld who came to report on their local BFG unit 
serving in the remoteness of the Southern Atlantic. The visit was a 
resounding success with visits to a Nature Reserve to see penguins and 
~ca lion and a trip to see the wonders that Stanley has to offer. There was 
also a helicopter flight to vi it one of our remote radio-rebro sites and 
spend a day exper~encing what it is like to live for ix months on top of a 
hill. The followi ng week the Commanding Officer, Lt Co l J. E. 
Richardson MBE, and WOI (RSM) S. moothy paid us a visit, and this 
\\as the first opportumty that the member of the quadron have had to 
meet the CO since taking over the Regiment. The visit went extremely 
well wit~ the exception of attempted poisoning at the hand of ig Bibby 
due to h1 cookmg ski lls on Camp1to, and the CO's failure to catch a fi sh 
but maybe that wa just the USM's lack of knowled&e when electing~ 
good fish111g spot. The whole of 231 Sig Sqn would hke to wish 219 Sig 
Sqn best wi hes and good luck for there winter tour. 

RADCO , ALPHA TROOP - by LCpl Helen 'Warrior ' Winier. on 
l/C Sgt Charlie Hart 

Only 23 days to go. Ask anyone and they can tell you exactly that. It's 
not that we are all counting the days, in fact the last month or so ba been 
quite eventful. Firstly congratulations to Cpl icky ·sturdy Girl' Davies 
on coming second in the Stanley Half Marathon in typical Falklands 
weather. The JCUFl March and Shoot Competition was held in January. 
and I am happy to boa t the fact that the Alpha Tp Team came a well 
earned second place after the Officers ' and Seniors' Team who we must 
ay won under very dubious circumstance . eed we say more? Cpl 
icky Davie ha been busy raising money, along with other he cycled 

60 miles from MPA to Darwin and back again. They rai ed £610.24 for 
WRVS and The Open Un iversity Development fund for the di abled. 
Quite a few sore backside large and mall after that event! Christmas 
and New Year went down well with everyone making a great effon on 
Christmas Day with their Cowboy and Indian outfits. In particular LCpl 
'D in Dog ' Dinsdale in his cow suit and Sig ' icky Brown as 
Pocahontas. Everyone enjoyed the BBQ. It certainly made quite a change 
to be eating burgers and sausages for Christmas dinner. Morale in 
RADCON is high at the moment, we are all eagerly awaiting the arrival 
of 2 Signal Regiment, and are happy in the knowledge we will all return 
to Krefeld slimmer and fitter due to being gym queen and king . 

BRAVO TROOP - By Cpl Charlie Sunderland 
l/C WO (CY) ' Buster' Brown R 
2 l/C CPOWEM 'Tim' Isherwood R 

As Februmy rapidly approaches and along with it the end of our tour 
(for the Am1y Element anyway), it' time to look back over the pa t few 
month and reflect on the good times had by the member of Bra o 
Troop. November saw the premature departure of Cpl John McGee, Cpl 
Richie Applegarth and LCpl Matt Childs (the surplus to requirement 
boys). Nice of you to come along for the ride and hope you have all dried 
out now or at lea t your kidneys have! Also that month came the next 
round of COMM E V Sy con Go-Karting and for 1he econd time the 
Sy con Techs were victoriou taking prizes for first, econd and third 
pla.cc. Special mention must go out to Cpl Angie Weatherill who 
claimed the · Driving Mi Dai y' award for taking three hours to do ten 
laps, and lo LCpl Dan ' chumacher' Seward for taking the 
championship title for the econd time. Better luck next time 
COMMCEN. Most of the Troop managed to celebrate Christmas with the 
usual Fe ·tive Frolics, however, this year 's shenanigan had a light Wild 
West theme with most of the guys dressing up as Cowboy and Indians 
for the Chri ·tmas Day B-B-Q. o Wild We t Bash would be complete 
w1th~11t a Village Jdiot so, thanks to Cpl ' belle' Gilmour for filling tl1c 
role J~ t nice ly. Now that the New Year ha been rung in everyone's 
attention has turned to preparing the hand over to our replacement the 
lovely 2 Signal Regiment. Guy' we all wish you the best for the next ix 
months and hope yo u enjoy it as much a we have. Finally ...... 
Congratulations to newly promoted LCpl Sam 'Rat Catcher· Clarke. 
Well d ne am from all the members of Bravo Tp. 
CHARLIE TROOP 
Tp omd Lt Harriet Hebblethwaite 
Tp .Sgt S gt Tony Black 

Smee the Inst exciting instalment from harlie Tp, we have been kept 
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fairly bu y over the Festive Season. gt Tony Black and myself have 
both taken ~&R, the fonner on a trip around the Chilean Lake Di trict (?) 
with Sgt Mick Yende ll , and I went to Easter Island in the middle of the 
Pacific Ocean . After much cheap Chilean booze, Pina Coladas and loose 
women (no that wasn't me!) we returned for the remainder of the tour. 
Sgt <;hris C:rompton an.d Cpl 'Simo' impson organised the Troop 
function. which was held 111 Stanley. eedless to say I wi ll never look at 
LCpl Jordan in the same way again, and I am not too certain whether 
the barmaid in the Victory Bar apprec iated Sig Ma kell's 'trick'. 
Shark1es Bar increased its takings a hundred fold over the Christmas 
period with Line Section organising the highly succes ful Christmas 
Party '.or JCUFI, .with the 1c;uF1 Band 'Last Orders' providing the 
entertamment. Christmas Day itself was marked with a BBQ and game , 
and there was a ew Year Eve party too. Apparently I wa there! 
Charlie Tp's Seasonal 'Sport ' Program kicked off with Troop bowling 
and golf, but unfortunately the trip to Sea Lion Island and the Fitzroy 
Rodeo were !~warted due to an .u~gent cable fault. We are al l looking 
forward to 2 Signal Regiment amv111g to take over JCUF!, but all are in 
agreement that this has been an enjoyable tour with some happy 
memories. l am now permanently deaf due to a combination of 
helicopters, loud music and unrelenting gale force winds. 

LL E SECTlO - by Sgt Dave Cascarino 
UC Line Section Sgt Dave Cascarino 
l/CProjects Cpl Bob Cope 
UCMaintenance Cpl Glen Sunderland 
Ship's Cat ig Tex Walker 

Life ha been a hectic as ever in Line Sect since the last time of 
writing we have all been having o much fun! The re-wire of the 
accommodation blocks has been our main priority, with three crews all 
working flat out 10 finish the re-wire before the arrival of 2 Signal 
Regiment. It has been a race against time but the Mech of 231 Sig Sqn 
are made of tern stuff and we expect completion very soon. Line Sect 
were respon ible for the JCUFI Christmas bash. and mentions must go to 
LCpl 'Shaz' McCreaddie and Cpl Glen Sunderland for their expert 
planning - the night was a great ucce , but who would expect anything 
le s from the Telemechs? Thanks partly to the mammoth efforts of Cpl 
Bob Cope and LCpl Jim Stocks, the station now boast.~ a new Cyber
Cafe called Area 51. After much cratching of heads and waiting for local 
purcha e stores, it was officially opened by CDS General ir Charles 
Guthrie. Plans are now afoot for an expan ion to the facility, o watch 
out Jim - best you break out your Cat 5 head aga in! To the Line 
Sergeant 's dismay, the whole of the section. with the exception of Cpl 
Jim Stocks, are due to leave in Febmary, to be replaced by In tallation 
Technician from 14 ignal Regiment. lt goes without aying that you 
will all be mi sed terribly. A we all know a mention in The WIRE co t a 
round or two, it i with thanks, that the following people are mentioned: 
Cpl Glen ·Glenda' Sunderland 
Cpl Bob 'Dope· Cope 
LCpl haron·'lce Maiden· McCreaddie 
LCpl Lee 'Unlucky in love' Moody 

ig Tony 'B.A.' Barclay - torcman extraordinaire! 
ig Michelle 'Onion' Bargery 
ig Ross· where· me tape?' Harmon 
ig Jarred 'Brown bottle· Morri 

Sig Chris ' Rocky' Orr 
ig Jim 'Geordie Geek' Pear on 
ig 1ark 'Ghengi ' Powell 
io ean ·Tex' \.Valker 

It remains only, for this ca ll sign, to thank the above mentioned for ell 
their extremely hard work and effort. It may not have been the moothest 
of rides guys, but take with you the knowledge that you are all no\ fully 
fledged members of the "MECH" fraternity. The guys from 14 ignal 
Regiment will have to go ome to outcla · you lot! 

POWER SECTIO - by Sgt Ga= Topp 
UC Section gt Gaz Topps 

Thi ha been a busy period for Power ect. Cpl Caz asswell 
departed as part of the restructuring of harlie Tp, en · uring the 
obligatory photo in front of the hinook was taken and placed in the 
memorabilia of the cclion Hall of Fame. However his repla cment. ig 

ooty the black cat ha fitted in well afler a hort period of adjustment 
and friction between WOI Lister. Congratulations to ig iall Marshall 
on his well de crved promotion, it"s like being a full Corporal in Tech 
years. II member· or the ection have taken their R · R, '' ith gt Gaz 
Topps topping up the un-bed tan in A seen ·ion. Most went to the same 
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• un:hine Island. although L pl 'Monty' Learmonth took his locally. 
'1sitmg th tanl y mctropoli · and the wildlife .of ' aunders Island. eeing 
some fantastic . ight · that you would never ·ee mother part of the world. 

hn tmas brought some partying on a monster cale. _Sig · cottY:' 
l\lll kell fails to recall most eH·nt of the day. although he 1s told that 11 
\\as the best hri tmas he ha. · r had. Team F · D had a fantastic time at 
the Go Karting. gt az Topf> . LCpl ·Momy· Learmonth and ig 
· cott ·· \la kell et the tandards all day. demonstrating . ome excellent 
dm·ing .kills and determination. but to no avail ·~ they were pipped at 
the po t by the M in the final hour. Sgt Gr.z Topps. LCpl Kev 

rannC\ and ig , iall 1arshall were part of the ommando Challenge 
Team th.at follO\\ d the route from Teal Inlet to tan le_ . It covered ome 
arduou terrain o,·cr 50km. fini bing with a falling plate shooting 
comp titian. The Team raised £215 for ~le ' 2 .1:ru t charity w:hich rai cs_ 
mon y for ser\ice personnel and their fam1hc ' ho are 111 need ot 
as i lane following the Falkland \Var. . 

The tour comes 10 an end with mixed feeling , the comradeship that 
has been built over the tour ha been fantastic, although we are all cager 
10 oct away and see our fomi lic . We will miss our day out golfing and 
aft~moons at Gull Island Pond canoeing and sailing, but I am sure we 
"ill get over our traumatic separation ru1d resume Regimental li fe with 
·ome happy m morie . 

FITTE T ECTJO, - by LCpl 'De1d/' Depport 
l C ection Sgt hri Crompton . . 

With only three week of the tour left 10 push, excnement m Fl'f!EST 
ection i running al an all time high. with mo .1 of our members rehevmg 

their ten ion through a hea\-y course of bowhng and bar loungmg. The 
weather down here has taken a tum for the best, with gloriou unshine 
gracing MPC on mo t day . This seem to have taken a profound effect 
on our most di tinguished ection S CO, Sgt Ch ris Crompton, who 
keeps '"i iting that well knO\ n s1;1n-trap Pleasant Peak, to clear up the 
numerous ·faults' which my tenously keep appeanng there . We are 
slightly worried that the FIT cabin 1:nay be emitti~g an unu ually high 
amount of radiation a he keeps commg back lookmg more frazzled by 
the day. LCpl Robson ha recently wandered down from Mt Kem, 10 be 
replaced by Cpl 'Knife Wound' Baulch. LCpl 'Gimpemet' Jordan has 
upheld hi reputation for pending more time and money on the mtemet 

the Falkland • which must be a first. I think I will contact the Guinness 
Book of Record"! 

EXER I E COMMANDO CHALLE GE 2000 - by Sgt Ga= Topps 
gt Caz Topps Cpl ' Stig' Baulch 

LCpl Phil Bro" n LCpl Kev Cranney 
L pl 'Fddy' Irvine Sig 'Bibbs' Bibby 

ju am larke Sig iall Marshall 
"Ex ommando Challenge is a patrolling competition based on the 

route yomped b. 45 Comma~1~0 Brigade d~ring the Falklands War, 
initially with the purpose of ra1s111g sponsorship money to be donated to 
the ·s2 Trust. Thi · i. a Falklands charity that assists ervice personnel 
and their fomilie who arc in need as a re ult of the Falkland · War. Due to 
a lack of resources the route was shortened this year to only 50km, this 
was to be completed in two days, covering some of the mo l difficult and 
unrelent ing terra in any of the team had ever e~pericnced. The team had 
tra ined hard prior 10 the event, competing 111 the March and hoot 
competition again t Gallipoli ompany, I Gurka Rifles, who at the time 
were the Roulcmen1 lnfantty Company (Rl ). 

The first day stm1ed cry early and at a very hard and fast pace. The 
ground was undulating, full of_'babies ~eads ', rivers and dit~he . We met 
all checkpoints and were catchmg up "'.1th the RI , the leadm~ team. and 
morale , as high. One of the check pomts saw the team lookmg towards 
Cpl ' Stig' Baulch for his experience in building a raft for a water 
cro ing, this ended in a strange looking ve sci but none-the-less it 
floated long enough for the task to be completed succc sfully. gt Gaz 
Topps , the Milita ry Training meathead. was the first to fall by the 
wayside. He uffcred a mu cular injury and although he struggled to the 
point of extreme agony had to retire with the nickname ' tevc Tickle'. 
The team wa taken over by Cpl ' tig' Baulch, finishing the first leg 
with a gruelling command task et by the Falkland I land Defence Force. 
(FJDF). Thi invol ed mo ing a huge amount of ordnance over a large 
water hazard and for some considerable distance. That night we stayed in 
the 5 tar hotel provided by our spon or, ' Survival Aid ', this consisted 
of ba hers, compo and all the fresh water you could drink. Day Two saw 
some weary bodie and even worse terrain to afford. The Police Section 
had to retire due 10 too many injurie , leaving 231 Sig Sqn, FIDF and the 
RJC 10 carry the torch. Some historic ight were visited during that day, 

March and Shoot: Bravo Troop Team 
Sgt Blizard, LCpl Seward, Cpl Brookes, Cpl Wilson, Cpl Swann, LCpl Hart, JT Harvey, LCpl Irving, Sig Clarke 

than Bill Gate , while LCpl 'Smoky' Ross has finally reached the dizzy 
height of chief inhaler for Marlboro. Our newest edition to the team 
LCpl 'Giz a Quid' Rob on is so broke that he has applied to join a mail 
order bridegroom list and he is currently looking to hitch up with any 
wealthy lady who can pay for his 10 pint a night habit. Our resident 
Marconi engineer. multi-millionaire and international playboy Mr John 
•Al Fayed· '\icol has just returned from his hristmas leave where he 
v.as reported to have broke more casinos and made more po h ladies 
woon than James Bond. To finish off. I must say that our time down here 

ha been enjoyable (though perhaps not very beneficial to our livers) and 
we hope that the incoming FITTEST cction from 2 Signal Regiment 
have a great tour. As for myself, LCpl 'Smelly Smock' Depport , I have 
managed to travel to and change allegiance with every mountain top in 
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Two Sister , Tumbledown, Mt Langdon and Wireless Ridge, these all 
took their toll on the team's feet leaving them with blisters and o~en 
wounds. The team finished the day at the Stanley ranges for a falhng 
plate competition shoot. 

Overall the team came third with the F!DF in first and the RIC 
collecting second. The charity was given £2000 by HQ BFFJ and the 
individual contributions by 231 Sig Sqn came to £215. Congratula.uons to 
all those who lini hed the patrol , and a special well done to . 1g Sant 
Clarke, the first female to enter the competition and complete 11. Thos~ 
that attempted to follow the route, now know the pain and anguish 0 

those before them, who did not only made it to Stan ley in live days on 
foot but also fought a war when they arrived. 
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JCUFI MARCH AND SHOOT COMPETITION 
By Sgt 'Snowy' Blezard 

On F.ri.day 12 January, JCUF! held an Inter Troop March and Shoot 
('omp~t111on. There were four ~cams ent~red : Alpha Troop, Bravo Troop, 
Charli e _Tro.o p and a combined Officers and Seniors Team. The 
cornpeuuon mvolved a IOkm forced march followed immediately by a 
fall mg plate sho<?t at 200m. Each team c.onsisted of eight people, with at 
least one ~emalc in each. It was a tn-.scrv1cc competition with members of 
the RAF a.nd Royal Navy being 'encouraged' to take pa t 
Congra~ul a~1ons t<? W02 (USM) 'Death from Above' Weaver, fo~ 
succ?edmg .111 makmg mem~ers of both . the RAF and the Royal Navy 
physically sick dunng the training. harhc Tp were penalised when Cpl 
'Where's the Line?' Baulch got ~ bit carried away helping other team 
m~mber , and cross~d the lme wtth more kit than even he can hake a 
stick at. Congratulauons to the Officers and Seniors Team for winning 
both th7 march and the shoot phases, and therefore the whole 
cornpctll1on. 

TOR ADO TWO ZERO-by W02 (SSM) Karl 'gone fishing' Weaver 
On Wcdnes~ay 13 Dec_ernber 2000 I was fortunate enough, after a little 

iientlc persuasion Lo be given a chance of a life time experience of a trip 
m a Tornado F3 ov_er the F_a lklands for I fi hours. The build up started 
thr~e day_ e~ rl:f with medicals and briefings followed by equipment 
~ttmg w~1ch 1_n itself took over two hours. All this completed, it was time 
tor the flight. itself: After a very light breakfast (to make ure I wa not 
gomg to see 11 agam), I reported to 1435 Flight Tornado Squadron MPA 
at 0800hr , .to tart the .process of prcpari_ng everything from clothing to 
yet more bnc~ngs to flight orders. All suited up and wearing enough kit 
to keep a fa.mily of refugees warm over the winter period, I made my way 
out to the aircraft hanger. 

Having been shown around a Tornado before I thought it only right to 
carry out a few of tn}'. own first works check . two wings, two engine , 
three wheels and a wmd screen all seemed to be in order apart from a 
dodgy lo_oking ha.ck. left tyre which I wa told had a few more take off 
and landmg left in 1t. All <?uts1de checks completed it was time to climb 
on boa~d and get strappe~ in to the rear eat. All pre-flight checks done 
which included me_ tumt~g on a.nd off radar buttons (who said it wa 
gomg to be a ~ree nde?), 1t wa lime to close the canopy and taxi out of 
the hangar. With our wmgman only feet away from us on the nmway it 
was ekct first gear, shj) the clutch and chocks away. Within seconds we 
wer~ Airborne, accelerauon fast leaving MPA way behind in the di tance. 

.1 he ~rst I 5m1~s of fltg~t w_a . very sedate with only a few turns and 
twists wtth both aircraft maintaining a height of around 300 feet. My pilot 

W02 (USM) Karl Weaver 
on the cockpit familiarisation phase of his re-trade course 

then informed me it was time to liven things up and with a drop down of 
!he gears thmip; started_ 10 get very interesting. My 'G' pants started to 
~n~a~e every ttrne the pilot put the F3 into a tight tum pulling around 4 
G , 11 got to the stage that I thought my legs were going to explode with 

the amoum of pre ure that was being put on them. It was now time to go 
super omc, from around 400mph to Mach I (760mph) in le s than six 
seconds, nearly '.15 fast a my mountain bike with the wind behind me. 
Then ti was vcrttcal from 300 feet to 21,000 feet in !es than 20 seconds 
with both afterburners on before rolling over to level out. 

We attacke_d a few of the permanent hill top site around the Falklands 
before searching for the VCIO refuelling tanker. With more fuel on board 
11 was back to the fun and ga.me with yet again enough ·a- pulled to 
make your 7yes pop out. At th1 . tage I ha_d not reached for the sick bags 
that I was given as part of my kit but the pilot seemed to be doing hi bet 
to get me to fill them. After a quick one sided dog fight witb a C 130 
Hercule that was on a traming flight it was time to head back to MPA 
and carry out_ a few low level attack on the runway. I hour and 40 mins 
later ti \~a hme to come back to earth, with the undercarriage lowered 
and a q_u1ck squea~ of the tyres we were back on the ground. 

A tnp of a lifetime that will take some beating in the future. 

1 (ROYAL BUCKINGHAMSHIRE YEOMANRY) 
SIGNAL SQUADRON (SPECIAL 

COMMUNICATIONS) 

Sqn Comd Maj S. Gregory 
SM W02 (SSM) D. cott 

. A typically bu y period for the quadron, January and February 
mcorporated a pa.tchwork of equipment trials. continuation training, 
exercise, paraehutrng, the current Special Communications Course and 
the start of the first SC Assessment Cour e of the year. Timely 
congratulallons must go to the following members of the Squadron who 
were .successful on the first promotion board of the year: Sigs Brown, 
Carrmgton, Cham?ers and Jones, LCpls Clarke and Roberts and Cpl 
Gott. Congratulations go to W02 (YofS) Dave Hughes who wa 
awarded his Long Service and good Conduct medal on Tue day 13 
February. The medal was presented by Comd 2 ( C) Sig Bde. Brig 
J~ckson MBE who also took the oppommity to present the Yeoman with 
his belated warrant. Equal congratulations go to Sgt Ian Lumsden
Gordon who wa presented with the Volunteer Reserve ervice Medal by 
the Bngade Commander during the same ceremony. 

PROTECTIVE DRIVI G KILL COURSE 
by LCp/ Dave Marshall 

.For Cpl . tu Penman and myself, we were on our way 10 the Royal 
Military Police C.lose Protection Unit for what we thought was going to 
be a long mtens1ve week of driving on the Protective Mobile kill 
course held at Longmoor Camp. On Monday we were looking forward to 
a good day's driving but unfortunately the DS bad other plans, mainly 
death by view foil. The driving started on Tuesday with Cpl Stu Penman 
and myself let loose around the roads of Surrey in a worryingly new and 
powerful Omega, unfortunately for me it was an automatic. So when l 
ev_entually stopped trying to change gear it turned into a really good 
dnve, and by the end of the day we were eventually putting into practice 
what had been taught the previous day. The driving wa very controlled 
conccntratmg on good tactical skill other than peed. Wednesday 
involved Anti-Ambu h skill in the crash car although there were no 
era hes we managed to bum out the clu tch on ~ne vehicle and the other 
two will never quite be the same again. Again on Thursday we were out 
on the road th1 time we had had unexpected vehick upgrade having just 
managed to master the ski ll s in the automatic we had been put in a 
manual 5-serie · BMW not that we complained. It took some time getting 
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LS&GC and VRSM presentations with the Brigade Commander 

u ed to the car but we were more confident and were let ofT the lead a 
liulc m?re. than on Tuesday but ' e never came close to breaking the 
peed hm1t hone t. (LCpl Gower may have forgotten to mention 

exactly how many day after the course that he wrote ofT his own car. 
Could be a re-course .......... ) 

Q ADRO ' BURl S IGHT - T RDAY 3 fEBR ARY 
Carefully and lovingly organised by Capt Alan Houohton, \ 02 

Willy Ironside and gt Ian Lumsden-9ordon . the night ,,"as not only a 
celebrat10n of the man Robert Bums lum elf. but al o the dining out of 
Capts Richard ewhouse, onrad Giles and gt tichacl (Jell) Hope
Jeff~rson. II. tarted ~veil _ , ith thol Bro.c, a deceivingly potent 
creauon, th~ recipe .acqmred m Dundee. Fed mg ~he effect at this earl) 
tage, the dmers adjourned to the table for a tmd1ttonal menu of haggi~. 
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tam' and n.-ep. followed by a long collect of cottt. h bard. P. em and 
:p·cchc,. To say the night wa a ucccs would _be ometh1~g of an 
understatement due 111 no small effort to the P 0 orchcstr.1t1on. The 
a's..:mblcd \1ess looked re 1 lendcnt in a ·ca of tat1an and even 'the Laird 
of ToytO\\ n' ~t Dea no ·'.oole made .an effort and borr~wcd Rupert 
Be. r' trou crs for the occll!.1011. A mennon must be made ot our chef for 
the ev ning LCpl Flo Jordan who, as ~lwa;•r.. did us prou~ .and LCpl 
Den omiske~ amazed all p1-. ent, with h1~ first cla ptpmg skills. 

incere thank· go to the quadron members and cadets from our local 
.\TC ''ho all watted on with con urnmate proficiency. Finally, to the 
three \le: memben. to whom we bade farewell from pee omms. we 
wish all of you nothing but the very be t for the future. 

PARACHl Tl. 'G \\'EEK ' D - by Cpl Ja e Broom'! . . 
The nc\\ s of the next training jump was met with mixed reception 

ar und the quadron. An impres ively ugl) grin from the face o.f Cpl 
\lick Peace told a ·tory of its own and so once again to Lyneham 11 was 
to be. The volunteers for the jump; myself. Capts ngus Eavcrs and 
John olher. Cpls 1ick Peace. Sylvester Hack, Ian 1cKerrow and 
LCpl Rob.eris got off to a 0400hrs tart in worse t.han dubiou weather. 
On e the team met up with the 21 A Regt (V) nck , the all clear was 
given for the drop to begin. The ne ·t challenge ' as to find the nght 

aircrnft on the pan in a minibu packed with the team in full kn. ome 
twenty minutes late. a safe drop was had by all onto outh Cerney with 
some more than other~ looking forward to the next one. 

Two Scots, three Englishman and a Welshman. So why six skirts? 

600 SIGNAL TROOP 

Tp Comd Maj Ron Kirkwood 
600 IG AL TROOP - WHERE RE THEY 
AND WHAT DO THEY DO?? 

600 ignal Troop operates out of Basil Hill site in C?r ham. 
Occupying a mall tract of land on the ame site as HQ 2 C) Sig Bde & 
HQ O SA and in the not too d1 tant future UK.NOA. The Troop. as P!lrt 
of its organisation, contains RSSST(UK) not to be confused with 
RS T(Blandford)! R S T(UK) carries out annual creening of all 
Ptam1igan as-ets in UK (not an RSIT inspection). They al o provide 

y tern upport for tactical communications sy terns u ed by the UK 
Field Army wherever it deploys. It has al o been used to supple~ent 
RS ST (Germany) during times of intensive deployments requmng 
RS T involvement in Germany. The team currently provide System 

upport for the following system : 
Ptarmigan Cleo I Myra Sy terns 
UK Tactical SATCOM Euromux 
Bates/Ptannigan Interface ADCIS/Ptannigan Interface 
Euromux/Ptarmigan Interface CIS/Ptarmigan hllerface 

The team is required to be involved in any Unit, Formation interfacing 
or trial activities employing any of the Systems mentioned above. 

KT CTICAL ATCOM 
atcomJEuromux team upports the field Army (RAF and avy upon 

request) tactical satellite terminals, both Military and Civilian. These 
in\Ol\e: UKNSC SOI. non-enhanced. enhanced and BV installed 

Military off the ShelfTerminals, ariants I to 4 International 
Maritime Satellite (I MARSAT) 

Involvement being most exercises above Unit level, tTials as and when 
they come up. which includes in service trials if the equipment is just 
being imroduced into service. They are also involved in the following 
future systems, which at this early stage is just meeting attendance, but 
\\ill be present (aiding RSSST Blandford) at the User Trials when the 
.:quipment eventually come into service: 

UK.IT C S03 UK/PSC 504 UK/PSC S06 
atcom Euromux team as Ptarmigan team is also involved in the 

commercialisauon of the Balkans (Myra/Cleo). This involve being on 
call to rectify fault as and when they come up in the Hub, recently 
in>talled at Corsham, or being on standby to ease the transition of units 
when they roulement in either theatre by being pre ent in either Kosovo 
or Bo nia. RSSST(UK) techs are heavily involved in the trialing of new 
equipment (MAPPS, G-TAP etc) and are now circuit managing tate of 
the art equipment on the Myra/Cleo hub. 

DO\\ NDER 
The OC, Maj Ron Kjrkwood, saw that the Myra/Cleo project was in 

safe hands and thought he'd hotfoot it to Australia on the bizarre excuse 
that an ABCA (Australian, British, Canadian and American) planning 
conference required his presence, he was quickly followed by S gt 
(FofS) Ke\ Peters. The conference (the bit that got in the way of the 
Social ide) went well. All five nations (New Zealand is an as ociate 
member. which basically means they aren't mentioned in the title) 
cooperaung well. m trying to plan a test schedule for an exercise taking 
place in Ontario, Canada in 2002. A four day conference, which felt like 
four weeks ...... as intertwined with events such as an ice breaker function 
and an evening wine tasting to help foster good working relations. These 
C\cnts wor cd so well; that all nations are looking forward to what the 
• ·c ..... Zealanders are putting on for entertainment, at the next conference 
iri Apnl \1ay this year. Hearty hellos, go to both W02 (AQM ) Chris 
Tm onl) here for a couple of months before I get promoted' Rawlings 
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and gt 'Taff (I'm only here for a couple of months before I get bust)' 
Tanner, hope both your tours are what you wish of them. 

FREQ E CY MANAGER/COM EC 
DAT PROD CTIO TE M 

A three man team in charge of Policy and permanent allocation of 
frequencies. pectrum pricing Communication Jnfom1ation Package for 
the British Anny in all theatre around the world, talion football team, 
IIP, Equal opportunitie . I think everyone gets the me sage. A~y queries 
plea e phone the squash court where all 3 can be found any nme of the 
day. 

PCGC/CDA HQ LAND 
SSgt eil Evans Sgt Steve Pope 
Sgt Paul Green Cpl Carl ·Radar' oott 
Sig adie Kennedy 

ow that version 17 of the Ptarmigan Oataba e i done, does that 
mean PCGC can go back to sleep? The new database was finished and 
distributed on time leaving December what it is traditionally best kept 
for. Th drinks. the parties and the ergeants' Mess v Officers' Mess 
football match. Sgt Neil 'You only ee goal like that in the premier 
league' Evans managed to put two in the net, helping rai c the score to 8-
1. Sweet revenge for last year! Whilst CDA is handing over all its 
account ready for the takeover by UKNDA in May, it 's farewell to WOl 
(YofS) teve 'Geordie' Bolt who leaves us for the Falkland Islands ~ 
the newly commi sioned traffic officer JCUFI. Welcome to Sig Sadie 
Kennedy who joins us from 7 Sig Rcgt 

L &GC PRE E TATIO 
Brig J. f. Shaw MBE, ACO G6/Comd Comms Land, coincide his 

vi it to 600 Sig Tp with the LS&GC presentation for SSgt Ian Munford 
and Sgt Steve Pope. Congratulations to both so ldier for IS years 
exemplary se1vice. 

Brig Shaw MBE, SSgt Munford, Tina Munford, Sgt Pope 
& Karen Pope 

PROMOTIO S . 
Congratulations to W02 (FofS) Bob Wymer on his recent promo11on 

LO WOI. 
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GREAT BRITAIN LUGE 

CHAMPIONSHIPS 
by LCpl J. 0 'Lewy 

. This. is a. follow on to the last article,_ whic~ r~ferred to the Ice Sports 
~amp m Lil.lehammer Norway as a novice tra1111ng camp with a view to 
further tra111mg for tho~e ''.'ho ho"'.e? particular promise. 

Well, after .the first ms1ght to hdmg down the icy slopes all aboard a 
T-~ray, I continued to .P.ester the Wmt~r Sports Secretary. Once again, I 
missed out on the Bnt1sh Army Novice Championships in Winterberg 
(Germany), because .I took. my two chi ldren on holiday to Cyprus a 
arranged before l got mto this sport. This being the case l asked if I could 
take ~art in the GB Novice Championsl~ips at Innsbruck (Austria), to my 
su_r~nse the answer was ye~ and details ':"ou ld foll?w. I received my 
J01111ng in truct1ons by fax with all relevant mfo mcludmg a costings page 
at a total of £4.SO for a ~veek half-board including four slides per day. I 
!~ad almost d~c1ded that 1t was beyond my reach, however, to my surpri e 
~200 was bemg refunded on ~etum to the UK. Unfortunately this was of 
little or no. help as 1t was nearing the end of the month. Luckily J have an 
excellent JOb with White Helmets Motorcycle Display Team and my 
bo>s, Capt Kyra MacAnulty, said she would do her best to get me there 
1f I could. hone tly say that I felt I had a chance at doing well. With that 
end 111 m111d we approached the PRI fund and were given £200 to cover 
the track fees payable upon return to UK this was a great help, also 
another £7S to help towards the accommodation costs. We also 
approached G3 .PAT HQ S DIV and received a further £100. Now there 
was light at the end of the tunnel (a proviso of the money was that I wrote 
vanous articles and gave some action photographs) all I needed was £7S 
plus money for lunch (all sorted). 

So there I wa Saturday 20 January 0800hrs departing for Abingdon 
(4GS RLC) where l was greeted by SSgt Graham Holmes who had 
collected .all the_ sleds together and &ot a minibus from the Army Sports 
Board with wh1c~ we were to begm a mammoth journey to Au tria. 
There we were midday turned around and driviog to Dover. From there 
by boat.to Calais (obviously .taking in the amenit.ies food/shopping/drink) 
and arrived at Calais at 8 o clock CET. Our m1111bus was loaded down 
with all the sleds and wa re tricted to 6S mph. Meanwhile some of the 
civilian who were competing in the champion hips and were to travel in 
conv?y could go a lot quicker but we kept to our snail pace. Taking turns 
to dnve we kept to a good average speed only topping for a fuel break 
(and a strong coffee) to keep us going. Bashing down the tarmac, driving 
through the 111ght the roads sudden ly turned white with snow and come 
0200hrs we thought we mu t be gett ing close, allowing for the 
cond1t1ons, we plodded along and arrived at 0845hrs tired but relieved 
that the journey was over. We checked into our rooms and had a 
traditional quaddie shower then went to meet the local populous (Ann 
Mane's for Ham and Eggs) hit the spot quite nicely. 28 hours after 
leaving Blandford _we were ev.cntually at the track where we walked up 
and down several limes to affiliate ourselves. Stopping at potential hazard 
j)Olllts to com~ose and imagine our lines in and out of the turns looking 
hke .slow motion rave heads, rolling our bodie end lifting our hand 
(rev1s1on) all done and back to the hotel to unpack/ ettle in and have our 
tea. 

A few pints of the local brew to relax into the change of scenery and 
time difference (my excuse). The tart ofa new day aw me up and about 
at 0600hrs on a roll and feeling good, down tairs for a swim, then into 
breakfast with a very large appetite. I was ready for it a11d wa on the bu 
by 0800hrs (sled in hand). We drove up to the track, got changed, walked 
the track once again and was now ready to go. Having not slid for a while 
we were informed that we would be starting only half way up (from 
Krei el) :rum 7. All seemed well, the ice was good so instead of getting 
two session of two runs each, we got two session of three runs each. 
~o t took the extra slide as we all needed the practice but more 
1i:npo~antl.Y we were having so much fun all going extremely well with 
s1.x hdes 111 day one and no injuries to mention, spirit at Camp GB were 
high. 

On to the important social side (work hard - play hard) into the auna, 
swim and olarium then on to dinner (three course obviously!) and a 
couple of wets to aid a good night 's sleep. However, all this only 
happen~d after the !eds had been prepared for racing the following day 
(safety 1s of paramount importance) and seeing as how we were paying 
we wanted all to be perfect which pretty much set the trend for the week 
lo foHow. Advancing further up the slope in accordance with an 
1nd1v1dual's performance just as we did at the ovice Sport Camp and 
the ame as w~ will do for all the tracks until they become old hat as 
every track 1s different and experience count for everything. 

Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday went well for all (practice make 
perfect and all that) it probably helped that the Italians and Au trians 
wen. there and we could look to them for advice and techniques o we 
watched them. The current World Champion wa also there and we 
analysed their lines and tried to incorporate them into our and in 
particular I observed their form and poise once in the led (their 
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aerodynamic~). There I was mixing it with people who were at the top 
!eve! of their chosen sport. Even the best are looking for that all 
important 1,000th of a ~econd of! their time,_ for hints and tips, this feels 
great the World Champion ':"atch111g me for hmts and tips (maybe not). 
. They stood at the 1de of the track and spectatcd at British Champions 
Andy Croucher (Male) and Laura James (Female), both in the REME 
and the rest of the GB squad. Thi is one team that GB has which actually 
c?mpetes upon th.e same platform, at the same high standard as other 
nat!ons. This despite the lack of natural tracks to train on that many other 
nations t~ke for gran!ed. You may well expect to see team GB doing well 
~t the W111ter. Olympic 2002 at Salt Lake. For my part I have been asked 
if) .would ltke to team up with Andy Croucher to form a doubles 
pamng. We are look111g forward to making a medal winning combination 
along a long. road and hopefully getting onto the winners' rostrum in t~ 
2006 Olympics. 

.The only thing that re tricts.our performance is, as always. funding. As 
with all spor:ts the better equipment and training facilities we have the 
better we will do and have accelerated performance increases ( tevc 
Redgrave. and the rowmg team lays te tamem to this). All potential 
spon. orsh1p support w?uld be greatly appreciated from transport to 
clothmg or even financial. woul~ be a fantastic help! We have a large 
doubles sled that could q.mte easily accommodate logo and a uniform. 
A. you can see. as per British Eurosport. Luge gets good coverage with a 
wide audience and 1s quite often on x-treme ports. 

One final thanks to all who have supported me along the way from 
~bite Helmets for time off work and all tho e who have funded ~e. A 
big thank you goes to Meru Hedges from Outdoor Es entials for ome 
clothi.n~, who can be found on quite a few army camps and via Directory 
Enqumes. 

RUGBY 

ARMY U 21 R GBY - 2000/2001 EASON 
In September 2000 the Army held trials for this squad and the U 20's. 

We went down to Aldershot for a weekend of drills, game and a final 
match agamst RMAS on _the Sunday afternoon. It was a hard two day 
~v!th a lot of people playmg very well. e pecially the Fijian that have 
Jomed the rank recent!)'.. ln the ~nal game_ that I played in the A tring, 
we won 18-15 after ~1ghty minute . W1thm R Signals, igs ila ; 
Drewery; Harlock; L1ttlehales and Garside al o played who all later 
made it into the squad. The selected quad met two week later for a 
game ag.ainst Queen Univer ity. Belfa t; this game was played at 
Ballyneh111ch RFC m .lreland. The game was very much a showpiece. 
a the.Army ha, not played a repre'entative game in N. lreland for a very 
long tune. Although a hard game we did win convincingly. The evening ' 
proceeding were made very pecial when we were joined by many of the 
RGBW soldiers at the camp we were accommodated in. The beer flowed 
and the boy had an excellent time. The coache looked on it a a great 
team building e. ercise and to tlti day believe thi had some bearing on 
our later uccess. 

The next two game were again ·t the I\\ o well known universitic ; 
Oxford and Cambridge. We were taken a bit by surprise and two 
performances let us down when we only drew with Cambridge and then 
lo t to Oxford putting omc pre.sure on team place and the team. The 
final lead up game was again t the famou Welsh club side Llanelli. Thi 
wa. played at Alder hot where we put out an attacking side that hould 
have won had it not been for the ' core trie only' attitude. The re ·ult 
fo.rgonen we looked o~ward· to. the Inter service U 21 Championship 
with great confidence 1n our ability. We were to host the ayy for our 
first game, but the avy had already lo t their fir t game to the RAF by a 
few point and were out to avoid a whitewash in the champion. !up by 
beating us. 

Thi wa not to be. particularly with ig Sila and L pl Bc11rt of the 
Royal Signal tarting and Sig Harlock on the bench, the team were out 
to do the bu ine -. The squad had an e cellcnt lead up to the game wnh 
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ome trong ining :e sions and the uplift of the En~li ·h int~mation~I 
~ ictor) the daj before. The game began a~d the 1!11prc ive E nc 
Butadroka ·cored an earl) try and that , et .Lt \>Cllr) .ot the RLC to lead 
the Amiy to a devastating 70-6 victory. wluch wa enjoyed by ~~c wl'.ol~ 

ad Eric Butadroka "a · awarded man of the match and th1~ ~ook us 
i~~ the d ciding game wi h the RAF in the highe t po s1ble pmt" The 
following Thursda) tl q uad meL an? d.espite the prospect ,of 
forthcomino Ann) Cup''·· tchcs with their 111d1 1dual umt, morale '~as 
still high. Training se ior>s continued but the .~tmo phere wa a l?t '.°ore 
intcn ·e as the players l..new we were not iar away from takmg the 
champion ·hip. gain t RAF lla lton. the squad included L pl Bcart and 

ig ila on the pitch. with igs immond and Harlock on ~he bench. 
Thi. game wa a lot harder and the RAF fought well, but untortunate.ly 
th• oame a\\ some ·even in bin offence often turnmg the game on II 
he~d: With o~ly twelve players in the Army team for the la t 1 seven 
minutes. they tood their ground and won the game 35-13 to '' 111 the 

championship. . . " · 
That night we celebrated in style 111 Gmldford and th1.: next mo~111g 

wa not a prelly ight. Thi · ,~a the end for the Am1y 21 for the time 
being and the 20 took the reign ... . 

With two oame under their belt , the U20's have seen a lo aga111st 
Hertford ·hire~ but an emphatic win against a Wei h national league side. 

They now enter thc ounty Champion hip with the spirit the U2 l's took 
into the Inter crviccs. We now look forward to .three events: firstly the 
U20 County Championship, The C~r~bmcd Service U21 season and the 
tour of outh Africa in June. We ant1c1pate great success. 

Army Under 21 R ugby Team 

HOCKEY 

ROYAL SIG AL L DlES HOCKEY TE~ 1 . 
CYPR TO RO TOBER 2000 - by Sig Lmdsay Smull . 

The Royal ignals Ladies Hockey Team. arguabl. the most ucces ful 
Royal ignal Corp side with three con_ ecullve Outdoor _and two Indoor 
lnter-Corp Champion hip title , were given the opporrumty to undertake 
their first tou r ince the team was et up 111 1992 .. The .release of 
additional funds from the cane llation of the Corp Millen111um . ports 
event meant that an oversea tour was achievable and Sgt Pam Mitchell 
and !rt 'Cozzy' Calabrese volunteered to get the tour rolling wuh 
sunny Cyprus a the venue. D-Day was I October 2000 and started with a 
rendezvou at Blandford Camp at ! 600hrs to catch the transp.ort to 
Heathrow The journey from Heathrow to Lamaca was enhvene~ with the 
introducti~n of the fines ystem, courtesy of Cpl Tm not gomg to get 
fined this year' Cath Burgess. Instead of th:: usual flash cards we had 
dummies. which had to be in your mouth withm a ten-second count. It 
aot us noticed at the ai rport! . 
0 Our ba e camp for the tour was Dhekelia Garrison where \~e amved 
drained and tired from the fli ght at early o'clock m the mornmg .. Later 
that dav we had the requisite · ecurity briefing and_ frantically med to 
memorise the name of the Out of Bounds .estabh hmer:it . Our first 
hockey game was held in Happy Valley, Akrot1~i, vs the Exile a friend ly 
team consisting of a mix of ex - pat and serv1.ce personnel. Before the 
tart of the game the Exiles were presented with a trophy by our Tour 

Captain SSgt Fran Graham , a ceremony that wa repeated at al~ the 
subsequ~nt game . The match provided c_oacb SSgt 'Br~ '. Baker with a 
good opporrunity to conduct some pre-mte: corp tra111111g. The. final 
re ult wa 6-1 to the Signals but the_ real. w1~er was the heat wllh a ll 
players realising the need for acchmansat1on . This fir t game also 
introduced two tour T-shirts, one for ' Player of the M~tch' and_ the other 
for the ' Plonker '. Both hirts had to be worn by the wmner unul the ne~r 
match. Unfortunately there was a ' no washing' rule which resulted m 
some very unsa,oury shirts by the end of the tour! Wednesday was our 
introduction to the beach , where of cour e we concentrated on 
acclimatisation training and how 10 get a better tan! That a'.ternoon saw 
our second match at Happy Valley, versus the Saxons. A sltghtly harder 
game. a the Saxons had the accolade of being the best team on the 
I land with a final resu lt of 5 - 0 to the Signals. The next day the team 
moved ba e to Papho , for some mid-week R&R . the day wa ours 

hopping bathing and sitting by the pool. It was here that Sgt 'Cozzy' 
Calabre;e Ii ed up to her Mi .sion ~tatement. for the. tour' There ~re no 
problem only olution ' .. MaJ Lou~se To~kms decided that she simply 
mu t have an inflatable giraffe and Cozzy scoured the town to produce 
'Gerard' who then became our team mascot for the rest of t~e tour. 
Thur day night was theme night dreamed up by . g t Pam Mitchell . 
Teams of three people making five legged teams with the centre .per.on 

orting a ridiculous dre s. It wa a memorable evenmg resultmg m each 
/iree ome singing a Karaoke tune in order that they be released. . 

Friday pro ided an opportumty for some to experi ence parascendmg, 
before returning to Dhekel~a to P.lay our frna l ~ame b~fore the 
tournament. This was to be an mteresttng match as 0111 oppos111on, Styx, 
were SSgt 'Cozzy' Calabrese's own team. Styx proved to be a worthy 
opponent and p"rovided a very enjoyable game, the final result 4-1. 
Entertainment at the post match drinks ~as a k~ngaroo court. Members 
of I.he team were judged on some of their explo its and were ~xposed. to 
some flash new word ; superfluou , supercilious and rhetorical which 
were adopted for the remainder of the tour. Saturday was tournament day. 
The squad was plit down into two teams? Ro~al Signals A and the super 
B Team. The tournament was a round robm with t~vo of the Cyp~ sides, 
Saxons and Styx. Both Signals team won their matches agamst ~he 
Cyprus teams and had a bard fought game agam t each other whi~h 
resulted in a O - O draw. Player of the match for the .tournament was Sig 
Gemma Officer for her courageous goa l. kee~111g. St:,:x won the 
tournament by beating the Saxons, as a tounng side the Signals were 
unable to win but were honoured by the Saxon Team who pre ented their 
runners up medals to the Signals A Team. Our thanks to the org.amsers 
and participating teams for allowing us to compete. That eve~mg the 
Styx team ho ted us at a Meze, entailing 20 courses with a 1mxture of 
dishes - some !es popular than others! Our lat.day was sp~nt m Water 
World where there were flumes, pools and lazy nver , a brilliant day that 
nobody wanted to end. . . , I 

An outstanding lour which will set the tone for future tours and a wel 
de erved reward for players who have committed much time and effort to 
the Corps Team over the la t few years. (Cpl S ue eate - you wer~ 
missed!) Finally a huge thankyou to Sgt Pam Mitchell and S gt 'Cov.y 
Calabrese for making the tour happen 

l' NOCU Y TOutl 

'Ii'~(.......... Cl"l'flllJI•-

SQUASH 

ROYAL SIGNALS Q A H CHAMP IO HIPS 2000 
The year 2000 Royal Signals Squash Championships were played at 

the Corp Squa h courts, Blandford Camp. Although not as well 
represented, as in previous years, it did not affect the standard of squash 
played over the three. days. pue to ll~e fact ll~a.t the majority of players 
were eligible lo play 111 the Over 35 compct111on, (come on, where arc 
the vounger players in the Corps) most players had more matches to play 
than they expected, in some cases playing the same person twice. The 
·open ompctition' went pretty much to form and accordi.ng to t~e 
seeding. gt Dave Gallagher had h1 usual easy pas age to his place m 
the final , beating gt Ian Picars in a very good semi-final. WOI FofS 
Steve Bason had a much tougher time reaching the final, eventually 
overcoming Capt Yam in their semi-final match in straigh t games. The 
final was won by the very much on form Dave Gallagher 3-0; teve 
Bason obviously suffering the effects of jet lag, having flown from 
Cyprus that week, watch out next year Gallagher. 

The players who lost in rounds I and 2 of the main competition played 
in the 'Plate Competition' and as in previous years it was to be more 
exciting than the 'Open Competition'. The 'Plate Competition' brings 
together players more evenly matched with each other, and a chance to 
wm something as well. The fi nal was more of a battle of pride than a 
game o.fsqua h; the two .(older) Gurkas, Sgts Hari and Chandra.played 
u thrilling five setter, with Sgt C handra edg111g the fifth to w111. The 
·over 35 Competition' is becoming more and more like the 'Open 
Competition' with an increasing number of player reaching the ripe old 
age of 35 . Capt Ya m had the pleasure of playing WOI FofS Steve 
Bason (again), but this time in the Over 35 Final. The semi-final Open 
game between the players the day before took its toll, and Steve Bason 
came through a the winner. 

The team competi tion consisted of one league with all teams playing 
each other. With the (dodgy) team from orthern Ireland, 15 Sig Regt. 
fielding two Corp players came through as clear winners. For the first 
time, a ladies competition was played and C pl Helen Nolan beat LCpl 
Justine Graham 3-0. Hopefully more women will enter next year' 
competition and make C pl Nolan 's defence more difficult. The three 
day of Squash was enjoyed by all the players who participated and 
congratulations go to tho e who reached the finals. 

I TER CORPS SQUA H 
The players selected to represent the Corp in the Inter Corps 

championships were: 
No I gt Dave Gallagher 
No 2 WOl FofS Steve Bason 

No 3 S gt Ian Picars 
o4 Capt Ya m 
o 5 WOI FofS Adrian Woodley 

Due to Unit commitments, the orps Team was perilously weak and 
three regular players were missing. However, congratulations goes to 
those selected. The competition was held for the fir~t time at Alder hot in 
the new Army Squash courts. Unfortunately last year's runners-up 
perfonnance by the Corps was not to be repeated. The team's main aim 
was not to be relegated, but with a very much-weakened team, it proved 
too difficult and the Corps lost all its matches, albeit by the narrowe t of 
margins. The matches against the AAC and the APTC were both lost 2-3. 
Adrian Woodley and Ian Piears had very tense and difficult games 
again t the APTC, both players eventually lo ing their matches 3-2. It 
was extremely close in the end, with relegation finally being decided by 
individual games won by players. 

NORTH ERN IRELA D 
I TER CORPS SQ ASH CH MPIO HIPS 

The inaugural NJ Inter Corps Squash Championships took place on 19 
October 2000. Due to several Corp pulling out of the competition, the 
two leagues were reduced to three teams in Division One and four teams 
in Division Two. The R SIG ALS were considered to be a strong Corps 
and were placed into Divi ion One, along wi th the REME and the 
Infantry. 

After an initial briefing, play commenced and it was oon evident that 
Division One was going to be a close compet ition between the Infantry 
and the R SIG ALS. Both teams easily beat the REME be a three-nil 
margin so it was all down to the match between the favourites. Sgt 
Dave Gallagher from 40 Sig Regt, quickly dispo ed of the Infantry 
number one eed and proceeded to encourage (??) hi other team mate . 
Unfortunately the encouragement wa not enough and SSgt John Heaton 
(HQ I and 15 Sig Regt) went down by three games to nil. The deciding 
match was now to be between the Infantry number two and SSgt Ian 
Picars, al o from HQ I and 15 Sig Regt. This proved to be a close game 
but SSgt Mears eventually came out on top in the fifth to win the game 
three games to two, the match two games to one and the first ever NJ 
Inter-Corps Squa h Championships. 

Being the inaugural competition it i now up to the other Corps to 
follow in our footsteps and attempt to remove the trophy from our gra p 
next year. Sgt Dave Gallagher - 40 Sig Regt, SSgt (Supvr R) Ian 
Mears and SSgt John Heaton both of HQ I and 15 Sig Regt, were 
cho en to represent the R SIGNALS. 
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' 01258 48 2090. \.vctfare ecretary Telephone: Military ystem (9) 4371 2089 or 01258 48 2089. 

All contributions for The WJR.E should be addressed to the Editor and any queries referred to him on extensions 2079 or 2085. 
Internet: www.royalsignals.army.org.uk/museum/rsa.htm 

· · · · · I d · d. 'd / b ·s 1hro11gh 1he pages o/"The WIRE which contains accowus of Branch affair:> a The Assocwt1011 co11111111111ca/es with its Bra11c res an 111 1v1 ua mem e1 . • 
well as aforecas1 of As ociation eve11ts. . >/ " 'IRE A · · </Q . . }' · 1 b 

Bra11ch Secrelaries are asked to check Iha/ their Bmnch Members receive ufficie111 copies o The " . ssoc11111011 c can a11ange or copies o e 
delivered i11 bulk to Bra11ch Secretaries jorfil/'(her di trib11tio11 if this i com'e11ie111: ii h~lp 11s 10 save ~11 postage. . . . Id 

D .rs h I b bf' I d · The u nR.Eand sho11/d be mb11111ted to 1he Ed1101: We al o uel ome le11e1s, requests 10 co11tac1 o ates oJ ranc eve11ts ca11 a ways e p11 1s 1e 111 vv 1 • • . 1 ,,. · · · · ,r; bl , I 
C·1 / d .rb· I · ge aiid dea1Jrs We hope that each Branch will co111nb11te as wrt accoum OJ ll act1vwe , preJera Y 1u11 < mrac es a11 an1101111ceme111s OJ 1r1 rs, marna · 
phowgraphs, at least 011ce a yea1: 

NOTES FROM THE AO'S DESK 
We stait by acknowledging the contribution made to the Royal_ Signal 

Association by Maj Gen Alan Yeoman CB. A most of y_ou. will kno'~ 
General Yeoman handed over hairmanship of the A soc1allon to ~aJ 
Gen Tony Boyle at the beginning of l11is year, after holding office s111ce 
1995. During those five year he has vi ited many of our Branche , from 
Gucrn. cy to the hctland . There can be few member who have not 
encountered his enlhu iasm and passion for the As ociation. It wa fitt111g 
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that General Alan was awarded wllh I lonour Membership of the R A at 
the last meeting of the Central Committee he chaired, _i n ovember 2000. 
We wi h him and his wife, Barbara, all the very best 111 rellremcnt. 

BRA CHNEW 
The 18th Divisional Signals Reunion As n ha reluctantly been forced 

to disband. Holders of the Branch ccrctarie · Li t should delete them 
from the Ii t of affiliated a.sociations. The List should al o be amended 
to retlect the following change ·: The e-mail addr.ess of Ton~ Hu!I 
(Beverley x-Boy A sn) is now: bebe.tonyhull (!! hneonc.net Denms 
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\\ii on (llartlcpool) is no\\: denwil@btinternct.c m Jim Bro~''"· lion 
ecretJJ) of the Hull Branch. has moved to; 71. The Park> ·ay, \ 111.crby. E 

Yorks Hl l 0 6.\ Y. His telephone number remam t~c ·ame. ~enn!s Egan 
informs me that the dat for the 12th/I Sth/1 th Air Formauon 1g Regt 
As·n Dinn r ha. been hangc fr i 28 April to 12/13 May. Venue L .till 
in tc)kc on Tn:nt. Phillip We • i · the nC\\ ly elected ecretary of the 
Brighton Branch. His addres 1 : 4 Hawthorn Gdn • Broadwater. 
Worthing. \\ usse . B 14 9L . T l: 01903- 30431. A he hand o er 
oftice. ,\e thank Dee Barber for all her hard work, which L very much 

appreciated. 
·c" Branch in Edinburgh: It i hoped to . tart up a new branch of the 

R A ba ed in Edinburgh. Anv ne who is interested in joining or finding 
out more details shmi'td contact S g t Bob Harvey, 61 ig qn ( ), 
Chesser re . Edinburgh EH 14 OR . 

The R o, a l Hospital, C helsea: Four former member of our Corps 
were recently admitted to the Royal Ho.pita\ : Brian Howar th, Peter 
Tu rner, Edward Taylor and James Woolgar. We wish them a long and 
happy stay at Chcl ea. . . . . 

Founder' Day at the Royal Hospital: Founders Day this year will 
take place on Thursday 7 June and the Reviewi_ng Officer will be ~RH 
Pr incess . lexandra. T he Hon 1rs Angus Og1h · GC 0 . A soc1at1on 
HQ ·hould ha'e a (vo.:ry) limited quantity of ticket . 'hi<:h will be offered 
to tho e Branches nenre t to Che! ea. The Govemer 's Re iew on June S. 
is a full dre parade open to the Public ~nd Associatio!' members a~e 
welcome to attend. Anyone intere ted in at1ending t11e Governer s 
Revie" i a ked to call the General Admi111 tration Officer at the 
Hospital for further detail . Tel: 020 77?0 0161. . . , 

E -mail : For tho e who had not noticed. we have dropped the mail . 
from our E-mail addre . It now read : rhqrsignals@army.mod.uk 

R A Reunion - accommodation : We have been offered caravans for 
hire over the forthcoming annual Reunion weekend, 23/24 June. These 
four-berth an can be sited on Camp. for a fee of£ I SO. If four members 
could get together to ·hare a van, it would cost them less than £40.~0 per 
person. Meal may be taken '~ith the. rest. ?f the ~11embers in the 
Regimental Re taurant. Anyone mtere t m ut1hsmg th1 fac1hty hould 
contact J anice Pickard on 01963-362606. 
E-mail: janic ajangor.fsnet.co.uk 

Ne" Life 1embers: A wann welcome is ex.tended to the following 
member enrolled since the la t WIRE. We hope that tho e members 
shown as in the 'RHQ Branch· will make contact with their neare t 
branch of the RSA. We wi h tho e who have recently left the Corp every 
uccess in their • econd career' and hope that they will stay in touch with 

Association HQ. 
Rankand ame 
LCpl Matthew Woonon-Jones 
WO I Paul Sexby 
Sgt Jim Street 
LCpl Royston Rambridge 
SSgt Ian wan 

gt John Bright 
ig Kevin Bakewell 

LCpl Steve Franklin 
Sgt Man Murray 
Sgt Mick Rutherford 
Cpl Stephen Humphrie 
Cpl George Taylor 
Dn Alan Timson 
W02 Jim Whelpton 

ig Eric Timewell 
Cpl Tom Watkins 
Sig Bert Weaver 
Cpl Bert Beckett 
LCpl Ian Sanders 
Sig Brian Prall 

gt Ro<l Hood 
Cpl Damian Walker 
Sgt D. L. Almey 
WO I imon Lock 
Sgt Gregory Cropper 
Sgt 'ohn Robinson 
Sig Mike Mann 
SSgt Peter Lavers 

Sgt Paul Waters 
LCpl Paul Bradley 
Cpl Colin icholas 
SSgt \llichael Shirley 
5ig icholas Crinen 
W02 Chris . uu 
\V02 Greg Robenson 

gt '\ick Turner 
Cpl John McHalc 
W02 Peter Turner 
DH Alfred Sumner 
Cpl Bill Gardener 

ig \'•. T. C. lleeley 
Pte Mary Liddiard (Power) 

ig Adrian I lall 
SSgt Ray Counlcy 
Cpl Phillip Rowley 
Cpl Gary 1eir 
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Branch 
RHQ 
RHQ 
RHQ 
Beverley Ex-Boys Assn 
RHQ 
RHQ 
Aberdeen 
RHQ 
RHQ 
RHQ 
RHQ 
Berwick 
12/lS/18 AFSR Assn 
Beverley Ex-Boy As n 
Southport 
Southport 
Bristol 
Bristol 
RHQ 
Rotherham 
RHQ 
RHQ 
RHQ 
RHQ 
RHQ 
RHO 
RHQ 
RHQ 
RHQ 
RHQ 
RHQ 
RHO 
RHQ 
RHQ 
RHQ 
RHQ 
RHQ 
Royal Hospital, Chelsea 
Sale 
Bedford 
Birmingham 
RHQ 
Brighton 
RHQ 
RHQ 
RHO 

Service 
1991 -00 
1976-00 
1942-47 
19S3-61 
1976-00 
1942-47 

1999-date 
1977-00 
1976-00 
1985-00 
1988-00 
19S4-S6 
1946-49 
1951-76 
19SO-S2 
1960-74 
1952-55 
194S-48 
1985-9S 
19S0-52 
1988-00 
1988-00 
1986-00 
1977-00 
1989-00 
1987-98 
1988-00 
1967-94 
1989-00 
1972-78 
1948-60 
1975-99 
1995-00 
1974-00 
l 96S-00 
1978-00 
1978-00 
1933-56 
1948-SO 
1942-46 
19SO-S2 
l 9S2-S3 
1961-6S 
1977-00 
1988-00 
1978-00 

gt Kevin Quinn 
pl Kevin Johnson 
ig John Wood 
iu Kicron Rolls 
gt D:1vc Blair 
gt clson Town ·end 

Maj Tim Bushell 
Cpl Doug Bcllshaw 

gt Derck Live ey 
ig Bob Bonner 

Capt Alexander Fennell 
ig Darren Clarkson 

Cpl llugh Macdonald 
Cpl ick Chapman 
Cpl D. J. Bruce 

gt Les Bostock 
ig Brian Lee 
ig John Perkin · 

Cpl Kevin Hibberd 
LCpl Jonathan el on 

ig John Burt 
LCpl Ted Clegg 
Maj John Ankers 

ig Bren Baber 
gt Ian Pearson 

W02 te e Bertram 
1aj Geoffrey Purdy 

WLCpl Elizabeth Axe ( heldon) 
Maj Tim Mountford 
WLCpl Rachel Carr 
Sgt Tony Clarkson 
LCpl tuart Ru ell 
Cpl Matthew White 
Sig Barny Barnard 
W02 Steve Bolton 
Sig Chris Woodcock 
Sig Michael Johnson 
Cpl Alan Johnson 
LCpl Frank Crompton 
Cpl Edward Taylor 
S gt Marlene iblock 
LCpl Mark ichols 

RHQ 
RHQ 
RHQ 
RHQ 
RHQ 
RHQ 
RHQ 
Preston & Blackburn 
Preston & Blackbum 
West London 
RHQ 
RHQ 
RHQ 
RHQ 
East London 
RHQ 
RHQ 
RHQ 
RHQ 
RHQ 
RHQ 
RHQ 
RHQ 
RHQ 
RHQ 
RHQ 
RHQ 
RHQ 
RHQ 
RHQ 
RHQ 
RHQ 
RHQ 
RHQ 
RHQ 
RHQ 
RHQ 
12/IS/18 AFSR A sn 
RHQ 
Chelsea Ho pital 
Glasgow 
RHQ 

1978-00 
1977-00 
19S8-60 
1996-00 
1988-01 
1951-54 
1969-01 
1966-75 
1975-99 
1948-50 
1995-01 
1996-01 
1943-47 
1978-00 
1977- 6 
1971-95 
1953-55 
1954-57 
19 5-99 
1993-99 
1943-47 
1953-56 
19S2-87 
1996-00 
1982-00 
1978-01 
1961-81 
1942-46 
1966-00 
19 3-87 
19SS-69 
1990-00 
1995-01 
1985-01 
1977-01 
1996-01 
1985-98 
1940-46 
1939-46 
1938-60 

1974-date 
1994-01 

Recently J have been informed that the listin~ of new Life Members in 
The WIRE is a wa te of space. I had always believed that I was prov1dmg 
a ervice and that readers were interested. I would now like to hear your 
view - if the general opinion agrees that it i a wa te of space - then no 
problem, I will discontinue the item. 

BRISTOL BRANCH 
We can look back on another year of regular monthly meetings, held at 

the TA Centre, Horfield Common, Bristol , and have maintained our 
average attendance of 16 members. Every other month we devote the 
meeting to Branch and Association Bu ine , followed by a buffet held m 
the \VOS ' & Sgts' Mess, with everal of our members partners also 
attending, it is always an enjoyable and convivial 'get together '. On the 
alternate months we lea e business on one side, and devote the evening 
entirely to social activities, including the occasional guest speaker, or a 
visit to a local hostelry for a game ofskinles. . 

The highlight of each year is our Annual Christmas Dinner, held m 
early December, and this year was no exception, only even more o than 
usual. A recent examination of archives produced the infom1ation that the 
Branch was at least 50 years old, so we immediately applied for, and 
were granted, a '50 year Pennant' for the Branch Standard. Rather than 
wait until the 200 I Reunion , we decided to ask for this to be presented al 

. our Annual Christmas Dinner, so that most member could be pre enl al 
the occasion. 

Bristol Branch Christmas Dinner 
((L-R): Ray Rigg - Secretary, the Master of Signals, Chick 

Cheetham, Mrs Annie Sprackling , Capt Tom Pengelly, 
Mrs Joy Cheetham 
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In vie.w of this, we invited the Master of Signals, Maj Gen I. O. J. 
prackhng OBE to be our guest and to make the presentation. We were 

delighted and honoured when he agreed to do this, and there is no doubt 
1hal the attcnd~nce of The Master and his wife Annie added greatly to the 
sense of occasion. 

The Master of Signals presents the 50-Year Pennant 

It is worth noting that the Ma ter and hi s wife drove up the MS from 
Exeter to Bristol 111 one of the worst. heavy and continuous rain and wind 
storms of the wmtcr, o we were doubly grateful that our guests decided 
nevertheles to brave the storm and relieved that they arrived safely. To 
add to the spectacle the Standard wa paraded around the dining room 
both before and after the presentation, by our Standard Bearer - Mik~ 
Hawkins , accompanied by pipes and drums of The Bristo l Pipe and 
Drum band. It was a truly memorable occasion. 

Finally a footnote from our Chairman, 'Chick' C heetham 'Whilst we 
were on holiday in Malta in ovember, my wife and l attended their 
Remembrance Day parade in the capital city, Valena. We can assure any 
member who have any connection with Malta that the parade had a large 
turnout, and was well represented with poppies sent by the U.K., 
Australia, ew Zealand, Canada, Germany and many many other 
countries. The Pre ident of Malta was there to take the salute at the march 
past. There were many otl1~r dignitarie attending. It was gratifying to ee 
so many people remembering those that gave their all during those trying 
times.' 

CAMBRIDGE BRANCH 
It i quite a while since the Cambridge Branch received a mention in 

The WIRE so here goes. We have had quite a busy year and following the 
successful St George's Day supper last year it is intended to hold another 
this April. Ca pt L en Carr , our Treasurer and PSAO of 54 Signal 
Squadron, more than ably a i ted by LCpl Karen Carter also from the 
quadron, provided a super spread enjoyed by about 20 members. The 

Cambridge Drill Hall was the venue and was uitably decorated with the 
~lag of St George. During the summer a number of members made the 
Joui:ney .to Blandford for the Annua l Reunion and enjoyed meeting up 
agum with old friends and acquaintances and have already planned thi 
year' trip. 

The Branch Standard was extremely bu y at the begin n ing of 
November when our Standard Bearer, K en Gr ange. assi ted by Tony 
Peachy and Peter Hi r st were invited to attend a number of functions. 
!he fir t of these was the Briti h Legion Festival of Remembrance held 
~nth~ Cambridge Guildhall on . unday 5 ovember. Four members from 
)4. Signal quadron were a l o in attendance, LC pis Karen Carter, 
A hs~ n R a d cliffe, G ra nt Wil son and S ig Karen Everett . On the 
momm.g of Saturday the 11 ovembcr the Standard wa paraded at the 
Arnu lice Day Parade at Ely in ambridgcshire and in the afternoon at 
the Bmma tar Memorial Parade at the Cambridge City Cemetery. The 
foHowmg day, 12 November and the Standard paraded with 54 Sig qn at 
their annual Remembrance Day parade at Fulboum, a village just on the 
out k1rts of Cambridge. Jn the evening the tandard Bearer and escort 
were at a concert held by the Littleport Branch of the British Legion. The 
Standard was p;1rndcd and received by Col D. H. Bristow OBE DL and 
all proceeds from the concert were donated to the Earl Haig Poppy Fund. 

Our ovembcr meeting saw an o ld friend of the branch, Mr Terry 
Beaumont who regu larly give presentations on bi many intere i , 
1~c l udmg the history of the Spitfire and his part in recovering and flying 
aircraft, which were lost in the econd World War. The meetings ne er 
seem to last long eno ugh when Te rry starts to peak and the 
assembled members are tota lly enthra lled. To round off the year we again 
JOmc~ the ignal Squadron for their annual hristmas Draw and ocial 
evening. We would like to thank the quadron for its assi lance and hope 
lo encourage a few more of their number to join the Branch. 
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EAST KENT BRANCH 
The Branch AGM was held on 14 January at the County Hotel in 

Cante!bury where S8 members assembled to welcome our guests for the 
occas10~. The guests were M~j Gen To!ly Boyle (only 12 days into his 
Cha1rmansh1p of the Ass~iat1on) and his wife, Ann. Having welcomed 
our guests the Branch Chamnan, Donald Crisp, opened the proceedings 
Followmg the .preli.minaries the Treasurer, Lt Col M ike Ba r rett: 
presented the. Fmanc1~l Report which showed the funds to be in a very 
healt~y cond1llon. This was followed by the Chairman's Report which 
illummated the suc.cessful entertainment programme devised by the 
Comm!ltee. After this he thanked each of the Committee individually for 
all their hard. wor~ th.ou~out the year. He also thanked them for their 
comp~ny .dunn~ his time m office as both he and Mike Barrett would 
now, m !me with the Constitution, stand down having completed their 
terms of oflice. 

The new Committee was then proposed and elected: 
M r John Ballantyne Chairman 
M rs Jo Barrett Vice Chairman 
Mr Ted Drake Honourary Treasurer 

. ~aj Gen J ohn Badcock Honourary Secretary 
with Mr Vmcent de Ro e, Mrs Marion deRo e, Mr Trevor Allison 
Mrs Doreen Allison, ~rs Marion Ba llantyne. completing the Team'. 
Mr Roy n dre~s, h.avmg served for so many years on the Committee in 
o many capac1lles, is also standing down and will also cease to be the 

Southeast Representative at RHQ. All his hard work is much appreciated. 
At the end of fon:ial. bus.iness Maj Gen Boyle spoke at length on the 
work of the. Assoc1at10~, its many strengths , its benevolence, it trong 
contacts with the servmg members of the Corps, its manpower and 
retention problems together with the aspirations of those in high places to 
~ombat tho e problems - and all this from a Chairman who had only been 
m office for J 2 days! 

His talk met with a generous respon e after which John Ballan tyne 
presented the General with a cheque for £200 for the Corps Benevolent 
Fu~d. Jo Barrett then presented nn Boyle with a bouquet and Donald 
Crisp offered_ a ~artoon t? the General, it had been prepared and framed 
earlier, ~ep1ct1ng an 1rreverant and negative response to the 
aforementioned talk. Donald was mo t insi tant that the ubject matter 
was all the idea of our esteemed Honourary Secretary who he claims. 
commanded him to picture it thus. The cartoon wa accepted gratefully 
and is to be consigned to the ' mallest room'. 

This rounded off procedings from the top-table and we settled down to 
enjoy a delicious lunch accompanied by a great deal of no talgia and a lot 
of 'Do you remember when ..... ?' or 'Whatever happened to ....... ?' 
conversations. We adly said farewell to our guests after lunch and they 
made their way back home to deepest Wale . a memorable day. It was 
good to see o many members at the AG I but inevitably there was ome 
who had fallen foul of the winter weather or other ills and ailments. adly 
Bill Lovett i till unwell a i Jimmy Hand who remains in the tender 
care of a hospice in Rochester, faj C harles Hugh es ha a recurrence of 
an old problem and we wi h them all well. 

If the writer can take a moment to indulge him elf just a little, he 
would like to me111ion that hi son, Pa ul C r isp , a ergeant in the 
Metropolitan Police and a member of the Royal Protection Group. has 
been made a Member of the Victorian Order in the ew Year's Honours 
List. He only mentions th i because Paul was trained as an Apprentice 
Telegraph1 I at Harrogate from 1971 and lefi there a Apprentice RSM in 
1974 to go to I Signal Regiment in Verden. 

In keeping with tradition the outgoi ng Members of the Ea t Kent 
Committee looked forward with eager anticipation to being 'Dined Out' 
on 8 February, but the best laid plans did not fore ee that Doreen Allison, 
wife of Trevor, would perform a dive (with pike) from the top of her 
· tairs to the bottom. Thus severely breaking her ankle. or did those well 
laid plan anticipate that Donald C risp, the present writer and outgoing 
Chaim1an. would be heavily ngaged in attending to hi wife, 1arie. 
who had suffered. a frightening but thankfolly minor stroke the night 
before, and was lumself re tmg after spending the whole of the previou 
night at the hospital and paying the obligatory vi, it during the da . Both 
Doreen and Made are no' progressing well and apologi e for not being 
111 anen?a.n.ce but Judgmg from the telephone call made to Donald during 
the fest1v1t1es and the raucous grape- induced laughter accompanying the 
kind call we were'nt mis ed. 
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I h. PAR.\D REPORT 
Fir.;tly. due tc a mistaken source of information '· rcpo11ed last mont~ 

that '1ajor Charles llu~hl' had 'su!Tered a retap ·e of some mysterious. 
:11lmcnt. I mu t no'' apologi. to Charles who did not suffer a re!apse of 
anvthina and all 1 w II. Tei 1rownie points are to be deducte::d from t~e 
source of information who ,,o owes Charles a pint: Jimmy Han~ IS 

till rccei\ ing treatment from the Ro~al Marsden. Ho pita! and 1s fairly. 
comfortabl '. A an aside, when tht:- \\Tile~ n .s1ted Jnn my r~cc.ntly anothe1 
vi:itor turned out to be {after much qmzzmg and que t1om~g ?ecau~e 
after all thi time we were both unrecogm able:). on~ of the_ \vr1ter. Radio 

lcch. ,, hen he was Troop ergeant of th 4 Div 1_g •. Re ht, Radio Relay 
Troop in 1959. certam Sig Brian Roalf and t r~nu~11 ccd 10119 and w Ith 
mu h no ·talgia whil ·t Jio:imy lay entranced on his sick-bed. Bill Lovett. 
he of the mysteriou and indete.rminate sympto~1s of ~1y_ 1.1rev10u, 
wnting .. is now well and overfiowm~ ~\'Ith bean . ~1 .prev1o~s 1ll~health 
he blame. on the · H for m1s-prescnbmg h1 med1cauon which ha now 
b..:cn rectified. 

OCI L A T IVIT IE 
Thi month·, activit\ took place at t11e A hford Bowl where 26 of our 

athletic lembe conipetcd for t11e much prized and jealou ·ly guard~ 
Ten Pin Bow ting Trophy. Once again the Trophy went to ·an ndrews : 
R o' A nd r e" s. a talwart of the Branch a~d outh Ea t Area 
Representative at As ociation HQ, bring hi fam1~yyosse each ~ear to 
compete and di play t~e talent ?f h1 grandson .. i.'ie1l who ~a w.on the 
Troptw se\ era I years m ucce s10n. He was agam . uc,ce ~t th1~ year 
de pite the efforts of the Hon. Sec. to 'load the dice ~gam t lum by 
arranging for all the other lane · to haye the benefit of_ 1de bumpers: I 
mean: what sort of gentlemanly conduct i that for a Major General ? A 
usual. much fun and jollity wa had by all. 

GLASGOW BRANCH 

founder member of the Branch. Bobby Gilch ris t, at the age of 76, 
asked members to pon or him in a charity bid, in ajd of the ' Roy Castle 
Lung Cancer Foundation'. We alt thought he was mad, t_o v~lunteer to be 
rai ed 130 feet in the air in a ba ket, then hde down a zip shde to ground 
le,·el. Bobby, who is an ex-Lance Corporal. who served w.1ili th_e Corps 
from t 943 to t 947 was the oldest participant to complete th1 danng feat. 
despite the fact that he has only one arm .. Bobby was proud as an 
ex- moker, to have rai ed £250 for the foundation. 

Bill I ac. amara, has paraded the Branch Standard at further .festiv~ls 
of Remembrance in the millennium period. He has been to M1lngav1e, 
Hamilton, Avr. Falkirk, Helensburgh and Drymen in the last few weeks. 
In these travels. Bill has had inquiries from ex Corps members, who h.av_e 
seen the standard at the e ceremonies. about the Glasgow Branch, 1f it 
included members from the West of Scotland. The answer to that is yes. 
B;ll inquired if it were pos ibte to have small cards printed, which 
members could hand out to interested inquirers. The committee agreed to 
look mto the ugg tion. . 

The Branch members were invited by the member of the Regimen to 
attend a social function, initially in the Wos' & Sgts' Mess, then to a 
kareoke and raffie in the JRs' Mess. Although only six members took 
ad,antage of the invite. it was a very enjoyable evening. Our thanks go to 
all ranb of the Regiment for entertaining us. The annual Bums' Supper 
\\as held on 20 January in the Officers' Me s in Jardine Street, with the 
kind permi sion of the CO of32 Sig Regt, Lt Col. J. K. McKee MB~. 
J oe Keegan. as Chairman welcomed the members and guests, then said 
the Selkirk Grace. Pipe 1ajor Bill Cleezy of the Corps Pipes and Drums 
piped the haggis in. Bill \ le 'amara gave a resounding addres to the 
haggis waving a large kitchen knife around. The menu was a choice ?f 
haggis or steak pie excellently produced by chef, C pl Debbie 
Carruther and her chefs. 'gt Danny Beattie monitored the waiters and 
..:nsured the glasses were replenished. Capt Keith Anderson, in his own 
inimitable style and ·suit'. proposed the immortal memory. Somewhat 
different to any rendition I have heard before. Jim Lockhart gave the 
peech to the lassie,. to which Ivana Muir, Branch Secretary, responded 

wittily as a true-blooded Ms. (1 think she was just kiddi ng). A guest, 
Ore\~ Dickson. gave his rendition of Tam O' Shantcr and lloly Will ie's 
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Prayer, to which he received a tong round of a~p.lausc. ~or hi.s upcrb 
memory of the many verses. A no th er gue.~ t . tiller Fr ondrnghain, 
provided musical interludes 0~1 tl~e. accordion and mouth organ. The 
evening was then open to any md1v1dual to provide ongs or poetry to 

ntertain the company. Brian and Anne Warren sang solos and. duets, 
which were roundly applauded. Joe Keegan as Branch Ch~1rman , 
thanked the chef~ for an excellent meal and Danny and the wailers for 
their excellent service with a round of ~pplaus~ fr<?m the compan>'.· He 
thanked the members and guc·t for th~ir contnbut1on~ to the evening\ 
entertainment and the members and ~1e~r guests for their attendance. The 
evening finished with the company mgmg together Auld Lang Sync. 

The Branch members were invited to attend the pre cntat1on ceremony 
of member of 32 { cottish) ignal Regiment (V), who were to be 
awarded Territorial MedaL and Certificates, to be held ~t the IIQ in 
Jardine treet , Maryhill. Glasgow. The medal , bars and certificates, were 
presented to the recipient by the Lord Provo t of Glasgow and Lord 
Lieutenant lex Mo son , accompanied by the ommanding Officer. Lt 
Col J, K. IcKee 1BE. The Lord Provost in hi . P?Cch lated the pride 
Glasgow had in being a sociated with the 32 Tcrntonal ~cg1111ent and t~e 
R A members linked to the regiment. Afterwards a curncd meal was laid 
on. with a glas of wine to toast the members awarded the decorations. It 
was a very pleasant occa ion for the Branch members wh~ w1tnc.s~ed the 
ceremony. Our thanks to WOl ( VWO) Terry Mc ey lor mv1tmg the 
members and for hi in itation to the next ' Jimmy Club' mccung on 16 
February. The Branch Chairman, Committee Members, Me_mb~rs and 
A sociate Members wish all Member of the RSA a belated, Gu1d 1 ew 
Year. ' 

HULL BRANCH 
The year 2000 opened with the AGM in February, where thre~ true and 

trusted volunteer were voted in a Branch officer (mmd you 1t was the 
same three as la t year) . Thank go to Mr Roy Drewery - Chairman., Mr 
Jim Brown - Hon ecretary and Mr Bill James - Treasurer, for gu1dmg 
u through the year. 

June saw our arumal tour of t11e battlefields take us to Ypres and the 
Somme a very poignant pilgrimage.- Members also attended the 
Blandford re-union weekend, a good time wa had by all. In July we 
joined the 'Kohima' veteran in York the weather stayed fine and t.he 
food and entertainment was enjoyed by all. We had a get together wuh 
York Branch and members of the local TA at Halifax barrack during 
September. Maj David ixsmith - OC _49 Sig Sqn (Leeds) a~d Cpl 
Mark Warrington 745 Sig Tp (Hull) hadJUSt ~~turned from Bosma, they 
poke about the work canied out and the cond_1t1.on for ?oth sol.d1.ers and 

civilians alike. Our thank to them both for g1vmg the time to JOm us at 
what turned out to be a very enjoyable evening. ovember's 
Remembrance Parade at the Hull Cenotaph was well attended. The Hon 
Secretary laid a wreath on behalf of the Branch, Mr Walter Raywood 
paraded the Branch Standard. Lunch was held back at Halifax barracks. 
Later in the month 30 members and guests attended the barracks for our 
annual Regimental dinner. Thanks go to WOH Alan James, Cpl Mark 
Warr in gton, Sgt tuart Keys, gt Ga r y O p e nsh aw and Troop 
members for making the occasion a succes . 

Again our monthly luncheons have been well attended both old and 
new hostelries have been vi ited. The year ended m the u ual fe live 
manner with a good feast at a local hostelry. Our thanks go to all who 
have supported the Branch over the year and we hope 200 I sees another 
succe sful twelve months. 

LOUGHBOROUGH BRANCH 

Loughborough Branch held their Annual Reunion Dinner Dance on !8 
November 2000 at the Cari llon Rooms, Loughborough. 95 sat dow~~or 
dinner, which wa followed by dancing to The Terry Stewart Band. e; 
came from all over England, (Is le of White, Cheltenham, Southpor i 
Bristol, Worthing, Cornwall , Bracknell , Derby etc.) as well as our loca 
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Bnmch members and friends. Some of the ex-Signals hadn't een each 
other for 30 years , and most had served some time during their Army 
career at Garrat Hey, Woodhouse Eaves, Nr. Loughborogh. The evening 
was a tremendous success and naturally there were lots of remini. cing 
umongst us all. We put on coaches, etc to pick up those around the area 
so that everyone could enJOY lhcmsctvcs. All arc looking forward to next 
year's annual dinner dance lhat is booked for Saturday, 24 November 
200 I. During the evening Ben Ba n yard t11ankcd all that had supported 
the Branch in raising £2700 for an electric wheelchair for June Ross . 
This of course included the RSA Benevolent Fund, British Legion, etc as 
we went through SSA FA and with the donations from Ron's friends who 
were in the Royal Signals we were able to get the chair in eight weeks. 
Well done everyone and inccre thanks from Ju ne Ross . If anyone 
reading this would like to join our Branch please ring our Chairman, Ben 
Banyard on 01509 503585 . (The photograph is published courtesy of 
The Loughborough Echo). 

NORTHERN IRELAND BRANCH 
Our December meeting was a short one and wa followed by a social 

evening. January's meeting was also a short one as George Cook had 
arranged through WO! (R M) Steve Lockwood for speaker from 39 
Inf Bdc HQ & Sig Sqn to vi it us . Two excellent peakers. SSgt Rob 
Atherton and LCpl Debbie Bevan, gave us a very detailed insight into 
their experience whilst in Kosovo. Also pre cnt were Debbie's husband, 
Cpl ' Paddy'Beva n and their Driver, Pte hane Nobes. It is good to 
know that the Corps is alway at the forefront of any action and those of 
u who are .a tittle bit older are usually intrigued to hear about the up to 
date equipment being used today (but then ours was up to date when we 
were u ing it). The thanks of the Branch go to all concerned. The Branch 
held a disco on Friday evening for the 'younger' members and friends. 
Though numbers could have been better the evening was still a success. 

On a , ad note it is with regret that we report the death of Patricia, wife 
of our long serving member E rnie Mansell. Ernie and Patr icia have 
always supported the Branch over the years at Formal Dinners and other 
functions. Our sympathies go out to Ernie and his family. The Branch 
was represented at the funeral by the Branch Vice-Pre ident, Maj (Retd) 

oel Johnston and Mrs J ohnston. 
If you are reading The WIRE and are in orthem Ireland and if you are 

not already a Branch Member or indeed are still serving in the Corps, you 
are welcome to join us any third Wedne day of the month in Ctonaver 
TAVR Centre, Belfast. 

POOLE BRANCH 
II was no doubt fitting that Maj Gen Alan Yeoman's last officia l 

engagement, as Chairman of the Association, was to our Branch 
Christmas Dinner held on t 5 December. The General lives just four mile 
from our 'ba e' and it was very good to see him and Barbara again - in 
very good form after another crui e. Fifty-four of us sat down to a 
traditional fe tive season dinner, our largest number so far. ot only is the 
Broad tone Royal British Legion Club well respected for its catering but 
the franchi e holder, a former ACC Sergeant, was a member of Bob 
Peakc's staff at Blandford during the 19 O's and he always look after u 
extremely well. Lt was good to see the many guest who come each year 
and some of our friends from the Dorset Branch. The high point of the 
evening wa the presentation of Honour Membership to our Branch 
founder, Jimmy Logan. It was a very well kept ecret and such wa the 
surpri e it reduced Jimmy to tears and rendered him speachless - for the 
first lime ever according to Eve, his devoted wife. The award was rich ly 
deserved, for not only did he start the Branch but it was his dedication 
and detem1ination that ha kept il going for over 20 years. 

.we held our AGM in Febniary despi te our ccrctary. Tony Curnow, 
being unable to attend owing to illncs . There wa a good turnout and a 
very pleasant evening ensued and fu nctions di cu sed and agreed upon. 
We are very for tunate in being so c lo e to Bland ford and hav ing the 
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chance to share in many joint activities with the Dorset Branch, indeed 
some .members attend mcctmgs at both Branches. Should any other 
Associauon members find themselves in our area on holiday they are 
more than welcome to join us for an cvcnmg if their visit coincides with 
the first Tuesday of the month. A telephone call to Tony C ur no"' on 
01202 770906 is all that is needed. After our AGM we had a group 
photograph taken to record in our Branch Album ..... . 

(L-R): Bob Peake, Jess Weir, Nick Nichols, Brig Paddy Evans, 
Jimmy Logan, Peter Blunt, Don Mollison, John Hyde 

(L-R): Pauline Peake, Carole Bamford, Pat Evans, Eve Logan, 
Carol Stephenson, Rose Beddingfield , Sheila Hyde 

It is with great sadness that we report the death of Maj (Retd) Roger 
P ickard - late Curator of the Royal Signals Museum. He was an 
excellent Branch member and he and Danny attended our meetings and 
functions on a regular basis, always with a smi te and they were good 
company to be in. Roger had battled bravely against ill health over the 
past few years and seemed to have won a tong-term remission. 
Unfortunately it was not to be and he died peacefully at home on 13 
Febniary. Our greatest sympathy is extended to Danny, a wonderful 
devoted and patient wife, their children and grandchildren. 

ROTHERHAM BRANCH 
Here is the first official photo from the newly formed Rotherham 

Branch of the RSA with their recently dedicated Standard. ------...... 

SOUTHAMPTON & DISTRICT BRANCH 
We report the dea th of Capt (Retd) John Hollis MBE. He died 

peacefully on 2 January 2001 at tl~e age of 9. John was a Life Member 
of the Corp and a member of th1 Branch. The funeral wa he ld at t. 
John's Church, Rownham, on 10 January 2001. The Branch was well 
represented and our Standard Bearer, Brian ~iu lecott, canied the B~nch 

tandard. The President. Chamnan, Committee and all member ol the 
Southampton Branch extend their belated condol~nce to J?lrn's wife. 

ancy and all the family on their lo,s. Further detail· are pubh hed under 
the La t Pot. 

The highlight of the Branch social meet ing held on 2 January 200 I. 
was the pre entation of the ~ A SO Year ~a~ge ,and ~. rtifica t~. togcthc~ 
with a congratulmory letter from the oc1at1on s retmng hamnan \'1aj 
Gen . Yeoman CB. to Mr Jack Cullinj!ford and Mr Fred Griffiths . 
Our Branch President , Brig John Clinch BE. made the prcscntauon. 
Both of them are long crving members of the Branch and were ' ery 
appreciative of the honour. a was ev ident from the ·hart speech of 
acceptance from Fred duly endorsed by Jack. 
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(L-R): Brig John Clinch CBE, Mr Fred Griffiths, Mr Jack Cullingford 

Tt;. ' E J. ' TO THE WORLD 
Hampshire ·chool pupils ha\ e been to Russ ia, the United tate . 

wedcn and a ho t of other countries - via the airwaves. Applemore 
College near Hythe marked the centenary of Marconi's ~am~u first radio 
me. sage from the Isle of Wight to Cornwall by launching II own rad to 
club. £,pert help came from the Waterside Amateur Radio ociety l~d by 
it · Chairn1an. 1aj (Retd) John Daw BEM. _He gave a two-?ay ene of 
talk to the Applemore Radio Club. The t1r t day wa given over to 
communication down the age from Mercury to the pre ent day. The 
second day covered the practical aspect and equipment \ orking. The 
talk were very well received, with prai e given for .the conte~1t and 
pre entation. Hi next project is well in hand a he 1 organising an 

.Amateur Radio and Computer Rally at the Applemore College to be held 
on 15 eptember 2001. John Daw's radio experience be&_an when he 
enli ted in the Royal Corp of Signals on 3January J 9,, . The 4th 

eptember 1939 found him crossing the border into Poland as part of a 
team 10 e tabli h communications back to the west and the UK. The 
Gern1an invasion of Poland resulted in a recall back to the UK; exiting 
the country just ahead of the invading forces. John served throughout the 
war in the Middle East, ltaly, France and Austria. He wa well known 
throughout the Corp , rising through the ranks 10 become a Forema~ of 
Signals and was eventually commis ioned. He retired in 1974. John 1s a 
long time member of the RSA Southampton _Branch and at the grand age 
of 80 is till very active in the amateur radio world as h1 mvolvement 
with Applemore College hows .. 

BEVERLEY EX-BOYS ASSOCIATION 
On reading the February edition of The WIRE, under 'Late ews', we 

have noticed that Pat Drummond 's son, \VOI Andy Drummond, ha 
followed in hi father's footsteps and is doing a sterling job in Sierra 
Leone. Pat Drummond joined the 6 (Boys) Training Regiment at the age 
of 16 in 1950. 

Ju t before the last reunion, I had a telephone call from a lady named 
:\furiel :\1ongomery. She had een an article about BEBA in the Hull 
Daily fail and she used to be a WVS Volunteer serving the boys from 6 
(Boys) Training Regiment with tea and tea-cakes at the TOCH. We 
arranged for Jack Quigg to present her with a bouquet of flowers, (see 
the picture, court<::>Y of the Hull Daily Mail). 
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\ e also invited her 10 the Reunion and he came to the Meet and Greet 
on the aturday afternoon and to the church service on the unday. We 
have since received the following letter from her: 

7/iank you all for the way in which you showed your apprecia
tion of the work of the WVS. It was very gratifYi11g lo be so well 
thought of af/er all the years. I was pleased to see you al/ looking so 
well and marl. and hope you had safe journeys home. 

Bel'erlev is 1101 the same without the barracks, the bugle calls 
11 ·ed to dri/i 'across our sleepy town. Thank you also for the flowers 
they were ajo)' Wishing you all Good Health, Good luck and Happy 
Year . 

Muriel Montgomery 

We held a po ta! vote for the locatio~ of our next Reu.ni~n and although 
we only received 65 votes from a possible 158, the maJonty were for the 
Lensbury Hotel, Teddington, London. The Committee, at their meeting on 
IO Febrnary, decided to book the Lensbury for Saturday 6 October 200 1. 
Full detail are ava ilable from Tony Hull tel: 01202 770261. We would 
also like to welcome the following new member : Don Horton, Albert 
Trevor and Mrs Kathleen Smith the wife of Ron Smith, (Corporal m 
the tores at Beverley, who died in 1975). 

REUNIONS 

ASSOCIATION OF HARROGATE 
APPRENTICES 

Douglas Dickason Honourary Secrera1y 
of the As ociation of Harrogate Apprentices 

A UAL REU ION 13 AND 14 OCTOBER 2000 
Uniacke Ba1Tack is at present undergoing a major rebuilding programme 
and it was there amid the mud, caffolding that the Second Reunion of 
The Association of Harrogate Apprentices was held . That is to say 
nothing of dodging the squads of students who were being drilled by 
tho e loveable creatures called Drill Instructors, on any spare patch of 
road in the ab ence of ' God's little acre', the barrack square. 

Friday got off to a fine tart with some 200 members, with or without 
partner , attending a reception in the Sergeants ' Me~s commencing at 
l 900hr . lt was a miracle that they actually found 1t as all the usual 
known landmarks had been erased. Soon there could be heard the rattle of 
<>lasses accompanied by the chatter of many mouths rejoicing in the 
~eeting of long lost friends. Many pints were downed that night and by 
the early hours only the stalwarts re~ained catching up on the n~ws after 
many years of separation. The evening was supported b a splendid finger 
buffet prepared for u by the catering staff of the Sergeants ' Mess. Our 
thanks go 10 the Me s caterer and the staff. . 

Saturday morning started for some a bit bleary, only from llredness I 
might add, although they appeared to be missing from the church service. 
This was held in Hildebrand as Uniacke is still without it's own church. 
The service was conduced by Padre Patrick Irwin and our own Louis 
Kinsey 55B. Louis is a Major in the Salvation Army and is ba~ed al 
Catterick Garrison. His delivery of the service was superb and with so 
much truth and feeling that I am sure that tho e who attended the church 
thought that they were still back at Uniacke doing term time all over 
again. After the service the members made their way back to Uniacke to 
the lecture theatre for the Annual General Meeting. Members met up with 
those who were unable to attend on Friday evening, along with those who 
did not attend the church service. 

Two main points came out of the meeting. The first being that th~ 
Affily Foundation College should be approached and be asked to .penmt 
The Association of Harrogate Apprentice to hold all future reumons, at 
Uniacke Banacks. With the exception of the June meeting at Blandford 
in 200 l. After all , it was pointed out by many members, Harrogate is our 
home and we have many fond memories of it. The second point was. that 
The Association should present the Army Foundation College with a 
trophy that would be competed for on an annual basis. lt could be 
presented for accompli hment in sport, individual or team, best recruit or 
squadron. I am certain that in the fullness of time a suitable name and 
idea will be forthcoming. 

Doug Dickason and Terry Cawthorne man the Reception Table 
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In the absence of our Ch~ i rman, .Col (Retd) C. J . Walters, Maj 
(Retd) Bry~n Malt~y stood 111 and did an admirable job in controlling 
the proccedmgs. MaJ Gen (Retd) J. D. Stokoe CBE was again elected 
a President, C ol (Retd) C. J. Walters was re elected as Chairman. 
Douglas Dickason is to remain as the Honorary Secretary and Terry 
Cawthorne wa .elected as the new Treasurer. Louis Kinsey was voted 
on us the new ed itor of the Newsletter. The newsletter is published twice 
a ycur, in January and July. The. editor i hopeful that members will send 
him good material for publication, the better the stories and articles he 
receives the m~re interesting our newslet~er becomes. So please could 
members send m material and not leave 11 up to the editor to do it all 
himself. The newsletter can only be as good as the stories and articles it 
contains. 

One problem the Association has is recruitment. It is amazing that 
from all the Apprentice wh? were trained at Harrogate over the years, 
1947 - 1996 and the last thirty 1x years of this was Royal Corps of 
Signals, that we have only ju t over four hundred members. We need 
more members to broadcast that the Association is in existence and 
encourage ex-Apprentices to join. We also need the serving members 
who passed through Penny Pot to join. The addre s of the As ociation is: 
Douglas Dickason, Ho~ Secretary-AOHA, 25 Cherry Waye, Eythorne, 
Dover, CTl 5 4BY. I will be only too pleased to send details and an 
application forn1. The Association is also backed by the RSA as we are 
affi liated members. 

The next reunion and AGM is to be held at Blandford and w ill 
coincide with the RSA weekend on 23 and 24 June 2001. As many of our 
members live in the southern half of the country and find it difficult to 
attend the reunion held in the north , it would be a good opportunity for 
tho e members to come along and meet up with old acquaintances. More 
details wi ll be made known as and when they are available. 

MEMBERS OF THE 
l 2TH/15TH/18TH AIR FORMATION 

SIGNAL REGIMENTS ASSOCIATION 
will meet in reunion in Stoke-on-Trent on Saturday, 12 May. All past 
members of these units, their sister Air Formation Signal Units and 
CA FSO Staff who served in the UK, Europe or the Middle-East will 
be welcome. Contact Colin Morgan (01554 774638) for member
ship details 

REUNION 
DELTA TROOP - 22 SIGNAL REGIMENT 

AUGUST 24 - 26 200 l INCLUSIVE 

Location TBC 

All Members from l 972 -1977 welcome 
For further details contact either: 

Mr Frank McCormick 
Tel: 01438 832902 (H) Mob: 07787102860 

or: 
Maj P. H. Grainger 

Tel: 003143 3284815 (W) or 003145 5273494(H) 

3 SQUADRON, 7 SIGNAL REGIMENT 

We are planning to hold a reun ion for all ex-members of 3 
Squadron, 7 Signal Regiment, who served in the Squadron 
between 1977 and 1980. We are hoping to hold the reunion in 
April 2002. Hopefully the venue will be the Garrison 
Sergeants Mess at Catterick Garrison . The people who have 
been contacted and are interested are myself, Angus (Mr G. 
Morrison) , Bob Hami Hamilton, Vic Bannister, Ralph 
Smith and Paul Gaffney. We are hoping for a good response 
so, any other ex-member of the Squadron during this time, 
who is interested can contact Angus at: Mr G. Morrison 

MOD Police 
NATO (SGT) Balado Bridge 
Kinross 
Tayside, KY13 7NH 
Tel : 01577 862456 
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LOSTCOMMS 

S~eking Robert 'Bob' Cobb, ex- 56 Sqn, Air Training Corps, Wool
wich. Past members arc active with reunions and a newsleuer and sev
eral always ask after you. _We would like to hear from you, and any 
othe~ past 56ers, to know 1 f you are well. Better still , to see you at a 
rcumon, the last Saturday each April, Pilot's Pals, Biggin Hill. 
Contact Marten Bowtlc, 107 St. Williams Way, orwich, "R7 OA , 
Tel: OJ 603 701779 or E-mail : 56PHOE IX@mbowtle.fsnet.co.uk 

Mr Patrick Crago is seeking the present whereabouts of some of his 
fo_rm~r pals: Namely Jim Barlow (from Gorton Manchester) and Walter 
R1ggms, with whom he served during trade training in 1955. Also Alan 
Kennedy (from Dundee) from the time they spent in 2 Signal Regiment, 
Dusseldorf, auached to 23 Fd Regt RA. Patrick would also like 10 hear 
from anyone who remembers him from 252 Sig Sqn in Hong Kong 1960-
63. Patrick can be contacted on 01202 381105 

Peter Vinicombe would like to hear from anyone who served with, or 
remembers, his late father; the fonner ig Peter Vinicombe. Peter 
was a lineman, who served throughout WW2 in units such as: 52 AA 
Bde, 29 L~ AA Regt, 10 Corps Signals, 4 Trade Trg Bn, I, 2, 3 & 4 
Coy AA Signals., plus 80 AA Bde, 4 Armd Bde and 3 Armd Bde Sig 
Sqn as a Reservist from 1945 to 1947. He ettled in the Filey area of 

orth Yorkshire. Please call 01609 778220 if you can help. 

From: Peter W. Curtis 
'Porthgwarra' 
Cattle Lane 
Abbotts Ann 

r. Andover 
Hampshire, SPI I 7DS 

Dear Editor, 

Royal Corps of Signals 
orth China Signals Section Ticntsin (Tianjin) 1934 

I recently made enquiries at the Corps museum concerning my 
father's service in the 'Signal ' and in particular the orth China Sig
nals Section which was operating in China in the 1930s. The Archivist 
suggested that I write to you in the hope that you may wish to publish 
my inquiries in The WIRE and perhaps elicit some response from for
mer members of the Corp and their families. 

My father was 1858971 gt WilHam 'Bill' Robert Andrew Curtis 
who was posted to China in the 1930s. My mother either went with 
him or followed later with my si ter Mary and elder brothers Tony 
and Reg. I was born in Tient in on 2 August 1934. My birth certificate 
t signed Lt F. S. Whiteway-Wilkinson (for the Brigade Major) and I 
was christened in the Church of All aints Tient in. The baptismal 
certificate was signed by Douglas Duncan (Chaplain). My godfather 
on this occasion was gt William 'Bill' Horobin who later obtained a 
commis ion and attained the rank of Colonel. He retired sometime 
afler World War II. My father became a Civil Service Radio Operator 
and spent the war years taffing various Aircraft Direction Finding 
Radio Shacks (DF ), all communications at this time were in Morse 
Code. He had po ting from Land End to the I le of Lewis. 

In 1981 I was fortunate to be able to vi it China. Armed with infor
mation given by my ister. who wa of chool age in 1934. l went in 
earch of our 'Army Root ' . As a re ult of reque t to the appropriate 

Chine e Authorities I wa able to make an 'accompanied· vi it to 
Tientsin. My · sister had recalled that the Quarter we lived in was 
named Mimosa Court. ln 19 I the Chine e authority informed me 
from their record this was now 38 Ronghua Lane, Guangdong Road, 
Hexi District. Tianjin., roughly tran lated this mean 'luxuriou 
place'! The ·neighbourhood committee' warmly welcomed me and 
everyone treated me like the prodigal on. I found to my urprise the 
hou e was occupied by a retired Chine e Soldier. The Quarter · layout 
wa a replica of what one would expect of an army camp in the UK. 
The house had, however, suffered some structural damage in the 
1977 earthquake and repairs were being carried out at the time of my 
vi it. I have photographs taken in 1934 and 19 I. 

ince my retirement we have been piecing together our family his
toric together with any 'adventures' as ociated with it. What I would 
like to find out is whether there are any more ·Tient in children' out 
there and doe anyone have any information concerning the reasons 
for the Briti h Arn1y ha ing a presence in China in the 1930s and of 
cour e the function of the onh hina. ignal ection etc. I am al o 
anxious to fu1d other infornmtion concerning the ships that the sol
diers and thei r families would have been conveyed in to thi far-flung 
outpo t. Your a. si tancc will be appreciated. 
Your incerely .... .. ... .. 

Glenda Rice-Howitt would like to hear from anyone who erved with 
her fa ther the former LCpl Francis Joseph Rice (known as "Jock'). 1r 
Rice enlisted into the Corp in Gia gow in 192 and lefi in 1934. He wa · 
recalled for WW2 and ervcd in orth Africa. Plea e contact Glenda on 
01566 6570. 
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Geoff re) \tart in and Eric Thurgur would like to h "Ir fTom anyone 
who "," '' ith 0 \\mg ection. Air Formation ignal - 1942.46. They 
can~ contacted on 01753 7150 8 or 3 Douglas Road. tough, SL2 I U 

, tella 1 hom on (nee \\ebb) of C) Potters Way Plympton, 
Plymouth. Pl 7 IQP, would love to have a reunion' ith old 
commdc' pictured in the photo. They were stationed at 69 
Brigade. Bath. al the time. Her twin ister and . he were al o 
at 3 \A Group, Bn-tol and \st AA Group. London. They 
also sen ed on:rsea · m Helmond - 1 lolland and Brus el 
(Ro)al ~igm1l ). 

Stella Webb, Daphne, Rosemary Scott-Ellis, Bobby 

Frank Cromp ton would like to hear from any of his Royal ignals 
colleague who were at the following places at the times tated: 

ignal Training Camp (fom1erly the Thomas Cook Holiday Camp), 
Pre tacyn North Wale from eptember to December 1939. Dainville. 
near Arras. orthern France from 1940 up to the time of Dunkirk. Also 
Bad Oyenhousen, Germany from 1945 to 1946. He can be contacted at: 

118 addle Mew 
Douglas 

r leofMan 
IM2 !HU 

CORRESPONDENCE 

From: Alan Boot 
90 Glebelands Road 
K UT FORD 
Cheshire WA16 9EA 

Dear Sir, 
Subject: ' Hairies' 

I expect that by now you will have been inundated with replies to the 
que:.tion po ed in The WIRE -Feb 2001' in the article entitled 'Cable 
Laying'. why are linemen referred LO as Hairies? 

Well at the ri k of boring you here goes! A short and hopefully 
humournus explanation. Out comrades in lesser trades alleged that all 
line men had hairy bums. an allegation probably not without some 
foundauon! Hence the full and rather affecLionatc term ascribed to us was 
'Hairy Bummed Linemen'. (This. of course, is the politically correct 
version and for 'Bum· one should read ·Arse(ed)'). 

Hoping that the forego mg was of interest to you. 
Yours ::.incerely ............ .. 

From: Lt Col (Retd) F. :'1-1. O r r OBE 
The Larches 
Hunton Road 
SCOTTO 
'ionh Yorkshire 
DL93 N 
Tel: 0174 834265 

Dear Str, 
In the last issue of The WIRE Col (Retd) C liff Walters asked why 

Lmemen were referred to as 'Hairies', and whilst no one can ever be 
certain of the origins of such nicknames, I think that the following is the 
mo t logical and probable explanation. 

In the late 19th Century a draught or rough coated horse was known in 
the army as a 'hairy' (see 'The Dictionarv of Slang and Unconventional 
E11gli.1h ), indeed by 1915 apparently any. government draught horse was 
knoY.n a,, .a 'GS HAIRY'. It therefore does not take much imagination to 
cc "hy m \\WI the same name was also applied to RE Linemen. 

lmagme the ~tatc of these individuals when, in the winter of 1917 for 
example, they laid down a 13,000 mile cable system in one month prior 
to the battle ofCambrai (I find these tatistics hard to believe especially 
as the work "as carried out in secrecy. llowever, Nalder quot~s them and 
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they are repeated in 'Through to I 97tl' .). They must indeed have worked 
like and resembled their rough mud covered namesakes. 

I also include the poem 'Decibel - 5 to 4 Against', it i not war poetry 
but I think it will be or some interest and is certainly relevant to the 
'Hairies' of our Corps. 

DECIBEL - 5 to 4 against 

The Walrus and the ignalman were tying back the twine; 
They wept like anything to cc the los e in the line; 
· 1f only we could measure this. oh wouldn't it be line?' 

'But there are pil~s of Volts and Amps' the Walrus cried with glee, 
·And owe muluply them up. and make then1 Watts you see.' 
The ignahnan only shrugged and aid. 'Oh what's a Watt to mer 

·If seven Volts at even Amps are starting off from ' ', 
You've nearly fifty 11'<1//s with which your meaning to expre s; 
Unless they meet a Decibel, and then they're something le s.' 

'A Decibel,· the Walru aid , ' I really very clear; 
A unit oftransmis ion loss, to give you some idea.' 
The ignalman aid nothing, but wiped away a tear. 

· O\ if you take a hundred Watts and put them in a pen 
With ten selected Decibels, the Watts will shrink to ten.' 
'That' imple, · aid the Signalman. The Walru spoke again 

·But if. instead of just one Bel, you tum it into two. 
Your hundred Watts will shrink to one - I trust that' clear to you?' 
The ignahnan repl ied at length, ' Thank you, I'm ure l do.' 

'Six Decibels reduce by four, and nine by eight; 
Four thousand rime i thirty-six, o all the expert state.' 
But at the point the Signalman remembered he had a date! 

'PINPOINT' 
08/08/36 - Air Contingent Signal , S. R. 

From: Sgt (Retd) 'Scriv' crivin 
64 Albermarle Drive 
Catterick Garrison 
North York hire, DL9 4HA 
Tel: (01748) 833054 

Dear ir, 
The enclosed cutting from the orth York hire ews dated Wednesday 

10 January 2001 may be of intere t to you. In your December issue you 
pointed out that Mercury Bridge wa clo ed ju t in time for it's 
re-opening. I do appreciate that copy ha to be placed with you in 
advance and it was very nice to ee that the ties with Canerick are 
maintained. I hould al o like to point out that for many years the bridge 
was unnamed a the plaque in the picture was missing. Due mainly to the 
efforts of Mr S ta n Perkin the aforementioned plaque was found and 
replaced just in time for the centre pillar to be washed away. 

Ia the same paper is a picture of and an article about my son Ti moth) 
'Timo' Scrivin who is at the moment in Bcaufighter Troop, 11 Signal 
Regiment, on his Area System Op Trade Training Course. He has won 
the Best Endeavour award in his training troop. Sig Scrivin won the prize 
for the recruit who worked hardest and improved the mo t during the 12 
week of basic training. 

'Jr is a real surprise for me to receive this award and a great lto11011r 
for me and my family, who will be really proud of what I have aclteived. · 

'Timo' (as he like to be known), completed basic training at 
Bas ingbourn on 11 ovember 2000 and ha followed his father into the 
Corps. Dad wa Sgt ·scriv· Scr ivin a former RTG who retired under 
Phase 2 redundancy in 1983. 
Yours Sincerely .... ...... . 

From: R. C . Bullock 
I Seagrave Court 
Arnold 

ottingham G5 6JA 
Dear Sir, 

I feel the need to pay tribute to a very special lady, who is very deeply 
committed to, and involved in, the successful running of the ottingham 
Branch of the Royal Signal Association. We hold our monthly meetings 
at the premises of 87 Signal Squadron, TA. These are ituated on 

Publish it in 

The Wire 
The Editor is always pleased to 

receive interesting articles 
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Triumph Road, Lenton an~ I am sure that I peak for Branch Member 
when l express our a~prec1a11on to th~ Unit for extending thi s courtesy to 
us. Al the last meeting before Chnstmas, we were ushered into the 
crgcants'.Mcss, to find sherry for all and mince pies in abundance. The 

lattt:r pro.v1dcd by the very special lad,Y previously mentioned. Her name 
is Mrs Tuia Ward ~nd she is ably .ass1ste? by Mrs orma Toft, who has 
also played. a very tmporla~l part 111 makmg the Branch the success it is 
today. Wh1l? we all apprec iate the effort made by Maj (Retd) Ron Toft 
to rc-e tablt sh the Branch and accord credit to Mr Eric Haris for 
continuing where Ron .left off, (due to ill health , l hasten to add), l 
behcve that the .two l~d1es should get cre?it where it is .due, or maybe 
over due, for their sterling support and service. So lads, raise your glasses 
and let's have a toa t 

' Mr Tina Ward andMrs orma Toft' 

From: .J. Y. Templeton 
6 Everton Road 

RQYDON 
Surrey, CRO 6LA 
Tel: 020 8654 8408 

Dear Sir; 
. In respon c to C?I W~lt~rs' query (February's WIRE) regarding why 

Lmemen are called Hames , I offer two possible explanations: 
a) In the old days there were three types of Lineman Field PL 

and UG but the generic appellation for all Linem~n was 'HA 
which meant ' Hairy' with the A standing for a part of his 
anatomy. 

b) In the days when the Army u cd many horses, cavalry horses 
were sleek, pampered am ma ls. However, the draught horse 
were, generally, ?fa more robust and hardy appearance and 
mo tly pretty hairy round the legs and were known as 'Hairics' 
cir ' Artillery .Hairi.e '. Compare the sleek uave operator type 
with your typical lmeman and you can see the connection. 

. Ther~ was another query some time ago asking why we call Mercury 
Jimmy . l got the followmg explanatton from Maj Derek Rober ts and 

he got it from his Dad_ who was a founder member of the Corps. When 
1he Corps first formed 11 appeared on the Notice Board at Mareslield that 
the new Corp wanted an emblem and asking for sugge tions. One of a 
group gathered round the board, probably a 'Hairy ' aid, 'We've already 
got an emblem, LCpt J im m y E m b le m ia our Section.' When 
eventually the Corp decided on Mercury as the Corps emblem and 
po.sted a photograph of him on the otice Board one of the original group 
satd, 'There' our new emblem and it's our Jimmy with no clothe on ' 
hence ' Jimmy'. ' 
Always glad to help earnest seekers after knowledge ............ . 

From: Bill Yates 
6 Regnum Drive 
Shaw 
NEWBURY 
Berk hire, RG 14 2HF 
Tel: 01635 44207 

Dear Sir, 
On a visit to Rangoon Cathedral in 1999 1 discovered that out of 98 

Regimental and Corps plaque the Royal Signals plaque wa absent. With 
the help of Peter C uckow, from RHQ Royal Signals, it was arranged for 
me to be able to present one on my next vi it. I served with 82 West 
African Division, 17 Indian Divi ion and Burma Command Signal 
Regiment. 

Bill Yates from Reading RSA presents an engraved plaque to the mo t 
reverend Andrew Mya Han, Bishop of Rangoon in the forces Chapel on 
Mm1st1Sl Day 2000. The presentation was in memory of all the 

tgnalmcn we left behind in Burma. 

Cl Duri.ng our th~d revi it in ovcmbcr 2000 we also visited some of the 
11nd1t area 111 orth-Eas1 Burma. We a lso de li vered a ccond 

donauonof 1,000$ US (changed on the 'Black Market' to 407,000 Kyats), 
on behalf of the Burma tar and Roya l ussex A ociation . Thi was to 
complete the rebuilding of their chu rch in the mall town of Katha, about 
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20~. miles north of Mandalay. This donation is enough to complete the 
cct ltng m teak and all the electrics. 
Th~ 9 Bn Royal Sussex Regiment camped on the football field 

oppos1t~ the c~urch and attended morning service on Christmas Day, 
1944. this was JUSt before the heavy fighting at Pinwe and I Jill 60 which 
took pl~ce only a few days later and during which they suffered heavy 
casualt1.cs. It saddens me to sec the numbet of Signals Boy Soldiers' 
graves 111 Rangoon and Htaukkyan cemeteries, all recognisable by their 
fir~t .thre~ regnnental numbers. I acknowledged the memory of two of our 
umt s drivers, who were killed after the war finished, by laying two 
poppy wreaths on behalf of the Corps and the Association. 

DONATIONS 
Frank Corser .£ 10 00 
Terry Wickens ... ... ... .£ 15:10 
Capt (Retd) F. Dempster .£ 30.00 
Mr C. Cunn ingham... ... .£ 50.00 
Mr P. B. Cairns .. . ... ... .£ 13.00 
Mrs M . L. Britt ... ... ... £ 25 00 
RSA East Kent ... ... ... ... . . 
RSA West London Branch .£ 

2
00.00 

Cer ta Cito Lodge ... ... ... ::: ::: ::: ::: ::: :~ i~:gg 
T he Glossop & District Roya l Signals OCA... .£ 25.00 
From a n ex-Far East POW ... ... ... .£1500.00 
From the lega~y of Mrs Marie Brown ... ... ... ... ... ... £23581.82 
Mrs M . Jones m memory of WO I (RSM) M. F. B. Garland .... £ 20.00 
Mrs R. B. utherland 
in memory of WO! (R M) M. F. B. Garland ...... .. . 
E. M. Erskin~ in memory of Lt Col (Retd) J. D. Yule, 
Col J. R. P1ddmgton & Lt Col (Retd) E.G. Day ..... . 
Mrs E . Day in memory of Lt Col E. G. Day ... ... ... .. . 
Mr K. Teare in memory of Lt Col (Retd) E. G. Day ... ... 
A. T. & E . K. Burrows in memory of Lt Col E. G. Day ... 
M rs E. Goddard & M rs S. La nder 
in memory of Lt Col E. G. Day... ... ... ... ... ... . .. 
M r & Mr s R. Henry in memory of Lt Col E.G . Day 

. Overton in memory of Lt Col E. G. Day ... ... . .. 
Mrs Sha by in memory of Lt Col E. G. Day ... ... . .. 
John Crosby 
in memory of Col (Retd) J. R. Piddington OBE, MC ... 
Lt Col (Retd) B. Beattie 
in memory of Col J. R. Piddington OBE. MC ........ . 
Tom & Jane Bolton 

.£ 5.00 

.£ 75.00 

.£ 100.00 

.£ 10.00 

.£ 10.00 

.£ 15.00 

.£ 25.00 

.£ 20.00 

.£ 10.00 

.£ 25.00 

.£ 25.00 

in memory of Col (Retd) J. R. Piddington OBE, MC .......... £ 25.00 
Robert Warren in memory of Col J. R. Piddington OBE MC .£ 25.00 
3 Div Sigs Reunion C lub ' 
in memory of Col J. R. Piddington OBE, MC ... ... ... .. . ... .£ l0.00 
Collection at the ervice of tha.nksgiviag for LL Col J. D. Yule.£ 236.50 
Maj B. & Mrs M. Kentish 
in memory of Lt Col (Retd) J. D. Yule... ... .. . ... ... ... .£ 20.00 
Former Colleagues a t De L a Rue Bull Mach ines Ltd 
in memory of Lt Col (Retd) J. D. Yu le... .. . ... ... ... ... .£ 
M r E. Trubodyin memory of Lt Col (Reid) J. D. Yule ... .£ 

25.00 
10.00 
25.00 
20.00 
20.00 

100.00 

Maj (Retd) B. Mar tin in memory of Lt Col J. D. Yule ... ... .£ 
Miss E. Allden in memory of Lt Col (Rctd) J. D. Yule ....... £ 
Mrs F. R. E. Turner in memory of Lt Col (ReLd) J. D. Yule .... £ 
Lt Col J. Sheep ha nks in memory of Lt Col (Retd) J. D. Yule .£ 
Lt Col (Retd) . . A. V. Ribchester 
in memory of Lt Col (Retd) J. D. Yule ... ... .. . ... ... ... ... .£ 20.00 
Gerald Carrington in memory of Lt Col (Retd) J. D. Yule ... .£ 20.00 
G . B. Franklin in memory of Lt Col (Retd) J. D. Yule ... ... .£ 25 .00 
Colditz Society in memory of Lt Col (Retd) J. D. Yule ....... £ 30.00 
Donated at the funeral of Col W. A. K. Stodart ......... .... £ 275.00 
WO! (RSM) K. Hadfield in memory of Lt Col T. . Skelly .... £ 10.00 
Maj (Retd) J. Radford in memory of Maj R. G. Aitken... ... .£ 25.00 
Maj (Retd) K. Hadfield in memory of Maj R. G. Aitken .£ 10.00 
Maj (Retd) J. E . Stroud 
in memory of Maj (Retd) R. G. Aitken .. . ...... ... ..... . 
3 Div Sigs Reunion C lu b in memory of Maj F. Bergelin ... 
J. Bcrgelin in memory of Maj F. Bergelin ............ . .. 
Donated at the funeral of Maj F. Bergelin 
R. P. Dagg in memory of Maj F. Bergelin ... 
A. A. Green in memory of Maj F. Bergelin 
S. E. 1oxon in memory of Maj F. Bergelin 
K. E. Moxon in memory of Maj F. Bergclin 
Lt Col (Retd) B. . Beattie in memory of Charle Page ... 
1rs (W) G. Rapsey in memory of Lt Col F. G. G. Rapsey 

Andrew Davis in memory of Mr K. 0. Da i ... 

LAST POST 

.£ 25.00 

.£ 10.00 

.£ 50.00 

.£ 250.00 

.£ 20.00 

.£ 10.00 

.£ 10.00 

.£ 15.00 

.£ 25.00 

.£ 250.00 

.£ 10.00 

Allen - ig C. G . Allen 
Bergclin - Maj F. Ber gelin 
Bradshaw - Lt . Brad haw 
Bumpus - Sgt F. J .E. Bumpu 
Clarke - •Iaj W. H. Clarke TD 
Contesworth - Lt Col D. Coatesworth 

erved 1941'45 Died 20'0 I 0 l 
erved 1934/6, Died 23/0liOI 
erved 1942/46 Died 27:01 '0l 
erved 1957. 75 Died 0 04 00 
erved 1941/69 Died 29 12. 00 

1BE 
en'ed 1940.162 Died 03/0l,OI 
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Cotterell- 'ig L. Cotterell ervcd 1942,47 Died Feb ·oo 
rump- gtD.E. rump ened1951173 Died21/02/0I 

Da) - Lt ol h. G. Day OBE, TD cn'ed 1931 59 Died 26/ J 2100 
Dceth - pl \. \\. Deetb n·ed 1939/46 Died 21112100 
Oelan" - W02 G. E. . 1. Delanev en·ed 196917 Died 16i01 /01 
Gtadw\ n - Lt ot R. F. . Gladwyn MBE 

. en't ' Died 24/l 2/00 
Gunton - 1aj ~- G. Gunton erv u 1941 /68 Died 25/12/00 
Hill - ig L. H. Hill erved 1939/46 Died 17/02/01 
Holli - apt J. . Hollis MBE erved 1940'47 Died 02 <ii /OJ 
Hunt - WOI G. Hunt erved 195617 Died 13/01 /01 
Jackaman - W02 W. R. Jackaman Served 1927/43 Died 09/11100 
Kell) - ig G. L. Kelly en·ed 1940/46 Died t 1102/0 I 
\la)ne- '.\1aj ~- R. tayne en·ed 194 /83 Died 23/01 /01 
;\le Loughlin - Cpl T. J. lcLoughlin Sen'ed 1965/88 Died 05/0 t/01 
Nick on - pl H. \ . Nick on Served 1940146 Died 15/01/01 
Page - l\laj Gen . E. Page CB, MBE, DL 

erved 1940174 Died 31 '01101 

Piddington - Col J. R. Piddington OBE, 1C 
Setved 1932/69 Died 22/12/00 

Pickard - 1aj R. Pick:lrd erved 1953/ 5 Died 13/02/01 
Rap on - Sgt F. V. Rapson Served 1936/46 D!ed 24101 101 
Reekie - Dvr D. Reekie Served 1938/46 Died 27/09/00 
Robinson - W02 C. L. E. A. Robinson erved 1940/59 Died 03/05/00 

lender - ig J . W. Slender en•ed 1952/55 Died 07/02/01 
mith - LCpl . mith Served 1942/49 Died .18/ 10/00 

' myth-\ o2T.J. myth Served 194 160DiedO 102101 
Tib.bett - W02 . Tibbett Served 1960/ 4 Died 19/01 10 I 
Tonge - Maryn Humphrie Tonge Served Died 30/10/00 
Truckle- Cpl P. Truckle erved 1970/81 Died 12/01 /01 
\arlow - Mr J. Varlow Sen•ed 1939/46 Died 12/01 /01 
Wornham - D' r C. T. Worn ham Served 1946/49 Died 14106199 
Yule - Lt Col J. Yule Sen•ed 1936/61 Died 25/12/00 
Ziar - ig I. M. Ziar erved 1939/45 Died 06/04100 

Ormiston - ig Jobn T. Ormiston from ewcastle upon Tyne, died after 
a bort illness on 28 eptember 2000. His Army service commenced 
with basic training at or near Dennington in October 1942 shortly after 
which he joined the Corp in Glasgow for training as an Instrument 
Mech. However, in January of the following year he was posted to Cat
terick where he qualified as both Operator Keyboard & Line and Oper
ator Wirele s & Keyboard. He then joined 4 Wirele Group at Egham 
becoming a member of 15 WIT Det Type 'M' Golden Arrow Section 
and was with the liberation forces until May 1945. ln Augu t of that 
year he joined 3 Coy 3 GHQ in Egypt and became responsible for the 
building and operating of a cinema at Polygon Abbassia Garrison. 
On being demobbed in June 1947 he returned to his former employment 
as a cinema projectionist becoming a manager of what was the first 
Tatler ew Theatre in ewcastle and then a complex which included a 
Restaurant and ight Club. After closure he was appointed ·Evening 
Manager' at the ewcastle University'Students' Union until retirement 
after which (because for most of his life he worked in the evenings) he 
became a loyal supporter of the RSA (No. 27034 ewcastle Branch and 
the local Branch of the ormandy Veteran Association. Sincere condo
lences to hi widow Peggy and son Michael. 

Clarke - Walter Harold Clarke, It is with regret that we report the death 
of a former Royal Corps of Signals comrade. Walter was 80 years old 
and pa sed away on Sunday l 4 January 200 I , after having attended 
Southampton General Hospital with heart problems. 
During his wartime service Walter landed in Normandy on D-Day 6 
June 1944 on Sword Beach at 0630hrs and played an important part in 
Beach Sub-area Signal . 
\Vatter became a member of No 24 (Wessex) Branch of the Normandy 
Veteran As ociation in 1993, proving to be a very loya l and popular 
member with a ready smile, infectious laugh, honest disposition and a 
trength of will that helped him cope with the loss of two wives. During 

the time that he hared comradeship in the 1 A he met and married 
Claire and they settled in the Thornhill district of Southampton. Claire 
has regularly accompanied Walter to the Branch monthly 
business-cum-lunch meetings and we hope that she will continue to be 
able to join us on these convivial occasions. 
The funeral ervice took place at the Southampton Crematorium al 
1430hrs on Tuesday 23 January 2001, the service being conducted by 
the Rev G. Annas of Saint Chri topher's Church, Thornhill. Upwards 
of20 bemedalled veterans of the VA and the British Korean Veterans 
Association formed a Guard of Honour with the Branch Standards of 
the two associations being paraded. All the while under firm control of 
, VA Branch President. Phi lip Hedley-Prole. During the service, veter
an Fred icholas, a friend, spoke a few words about Walter's service, 
ofh1s love of vehicles, especially motorcycles and of speed! He ended 
by saying that if Walter could not find anything good to say about a 
person, then he would say nothing at all. Many partners and other 
friends from the Southampton Ex-Service Men 's Club attended the ser
' ice and afterwards met at the Club for the wake, in honour of a true 
friend and a real gentleman. We offer sincere condolences to C laire and 
family members. 

Hollis - Capt John Hollis MBE died on 2 January 2001 at the age of89. 
He served w11h distinction in the Corp and was a member of the 
Southampton and District Branch of the RSA . As a Captain, he played a 
key role on D-Day, commanding an enemy intercept unit. He was 
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involved in one of the heaviest battles in ormandy when cro sing the 
Ri' er Orne where hi~ eetion was able to give advance warning of e1 • 

eral Gern1an counter attacks thereby saving considerable ca ualties. 
John's\ ar came to an end when a mine blew up hi jeep at Wesel. One 
of outhampton' most prominent citizens he was awarded the MBE m 
recognition of his role in World War II. . 
Born in London John mo ed to 1he outhampton area in 1935 while 
working fo r Co~1hill In uranec .. He quickly established himself as a 
member of the local community. After the war he returned to 

outhampton and re-opened Comhill's office. At that time he lived in 
Highfield Lane with his wife and three children and began a long as o
ciation with Highfield Church where he wa treasurer for ten years. 
After his first wife, Eleanor. died following a long illne s, he met 

ancy, who was a wido'~ will~ three c_hildr~n. They created a record at 
Highfield by being mamed with all 1x children prese~t m church. In 
1964 John joined the Insurance Broker , ~owmg Rose m outhampton 
and retired a a director in 1976. A man with a great sense of communi
ty he wa a member of the outhampton Abbeyfield Society and a 
misice of the Langstaff Trust, dedicated to looking after the lonely 
elderly. He was also the Ma ter of the Lodge in Southampton Mason . 
A Chaimian and President ofRownhams Conservatives he kept a keen 
interest in the con tituency and in national politic . His second wife, 

ancv, their six children. eleven grandchildren and seven great-grand
children survive Joho . 

Tonge - Martyn Humphreys Tonge wa born on 2 March 1918 and died 
on 30 October 2000. He erved wit11 the Royal Signals but was a verv 
private man and little is known of his military e1v ice, but it is under
stood that he served in the Italian Campaign, joining it from Sicily. He 
was a well respected man and a wonderful character. 

Varlow - John Varlow - it is with sadness York Branch report the death of 
their former Chairman, John Varlow in York District Hospital on 12 
January 200 I at the age of 80. John joined the Supplementary Reserve 
in May l 939 and was called 10 the colours in August 1939. He served as 
a Despatch Rider with Northern, Command Signal Company at York 
and Catterick Garrison HQ. He re-mu tercd with 9 Corp Signals and 
served in the Orkney and Shetlands Defence Company from 1942 lo 
1944. He was badly injured in a motor accident in 1942. Jn 1944 he was 
posted to India serving at GHQ New Delhi. After de-mob in 194_6 he 
returned to Post Office Telephones in York where he remained unlil Ins 
retirement in 1985. He was invested as Serving Brother of the Order of 
St. John and was a 'founder member' of the York Branch of the RSA. 
He served the Branch with distinction as Secretary and later Chaim1an. 
He was awarded hi 'SO-Year Badge' in 1994. The aftermath of h~s 
accident lefl him with a severe disability that he bore with great fort1· 
tude and cheerfulness, ably supported by hi late wife Doris a roi:mer 
teleprinter operator who he married in 1942 at Catterick Garnso~ 
Church. His funeral, at York Crematorium, was attended by officers an 
members of the Branch. John will be greatly missed by all his fri~ndsal 
the York Branch and we send our sincere condolences to bis family. 
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Cpl Scurrah in Paramali Village Exercise Lion Sun 1/01 Cyprus 
(12 Mech Bde HQ & Sig Sqn (228)) 
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Lt Monica Taylor (RAO Del Comd) asks , 
What's it like to be a Princess?' 

HRH is presented to John Templeton and member: 
3rd Divisional Signals Reunion Club 

HRH The Princess Royal visits 
3 (UK) Divisional HQ and Signal Regiment 

~,..._.--.......--=-i.,_~.,.,,.,-~~~ 
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Armoured fighting vehicles at work 

Challenger and CVR(T) Scimitar with close air support 
(Courtesy - AFV CIS School Armour Centre) 

BACK COVER 
Dawn brca.k~ maje tically over the big country that is Africa, with the 

un n mg serenely on another wonderfu l day in the Corps. 
(Corll'lesy - 36 (Eastern) ignal Regiment (Volu11/eers) 

T~e cl~sing date for copy to REACH this 
office, m order to go in the AUGUST issue 

is 
15 JUNE 2001 

As Officers of the Corp are aware, a picture is 
painted each year to mark the Corps' service in 
o erseas stations. In 2002 Aden wi ll be the subject 
location for the Corps painting. 

Anyone with experience, memorie or colour photo 
of service in the 'Barren Rocks is a ked to contact the 
Editor, who is charged with providing idea for thi 
picture, before all the local knowledge is lo t in the 
'mi t oft ime'. 

Author alone are responsible for the content of their article . The opinion expre · ed in the articles of thi publication are those of the individual 
authors and do not neces arily reflect the policy and view • official or otherwise, of the Royal ignals or the Ministry of Defence. Thi · publication 

should be treated with discretion by the recipient. 
© Crown Copyright 

Diselui~11er: No respon. ihility for the quality of good or services ad ertised in thi magazine can be accepted by the Publisher.. or their 

Advertisements are included ·in good faith '. 
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THE MAN FROM MANNING AND CAREER MANAGEMENT DIVISION 
(Maj . G. Hr1tchi11so11 MBE R SIGNALS) 

It ha. been a busy few month with\•• the DivLion but then again when 
i 11 quiet? Ye~ ~gain the. oldier Wi~g Roadshow ha b.ecn ~ounn~ the 
country with' 1s1ts to 2 1g Regt, 14 Sig Re~t and ~64 (S" )Sig Sqn ?ur 
thanks go to all those who have been associated with the mooth .runnmg 
of th c \'i its. The pnce has been no les hectic within Officer Wmg with 
issue uch as the introduction of the new M ':f~a.r and OJAR 
dominating proceedings. In tem1s of personnel, th? D1v1s1on wel~ome 

faj Jonathan \\biteley ( 02 I T). Angela Eilts (A('- Courses) an~ 
Heenan McGlynn (AA C Wing). A _sad farewell 1 bade to 1~J 

Graham Fairclough wh.o left for unmer. cltme~ (Cypru );. wh~) aid 
tho e ·within the MC '1 Dt could not orgam e their own po tmg . - at 
lea t Graham got one ril!ht ! 

Januarv saw the tart of the Soldier Promotion Bo.ards cyc~e. 
Promotion pro peel for soldiers throughout the Corp remam good with 
approximately 20% of the Corps elected for pron~otion each year. 
Including re erve , a total of 1,207 R IG AL soldier. were ele~ted 
for promotion during 2000. The result of these boards are summansed 

below 

Promotion Board ' 1ain List ' 'Re.serve, Tut al Promotion Year 

Selections Selections• Selected• Ends 

2000Al\ 2toWOI) 37 t5 52 30 Jun 01 

2000 A1 ( Sgt to W02) 79 27 t06 30 Jun Ot 

2000 B (Sgt to SSgt) 100 32 132 30Jun 01 

2000 C (Cpl to gt) 160 9 t69 3 t OctOt 

2000 E (LCpl to Cpl) 278 50 328 31 Jnn02 

2000 F (Sig to LCpl) 387 33 420 31 Jan 02 

Total 1041 t66 1207 •As at 26 Mar 01 

In tems of postmg we contmue to do our utmo t to ensu:e th~t both 
Officer and Soldiers alike continue to get as much no11ficat1on as 
po sible of a forthcoming posting. Short notice mov~ are, ho,~ever? an 
inevitable consequence of promotions, operational pr1orn1es, 
undermanning and compassionat~ pos~ings .. In order .to make the sys_te1~1 
work and minimise any potennal d1srupt1on or d1 appomtmem 1t ts 
essential that we receive your Posting Preferences_ Less than 40% of our 
oldiers submit Posting Preference Profomas. They take l~ss than t~n 

minutes to complete and in many case coul~ be the mam factor m 
determining where and when your next move 1s hkely to be_ 

On an extremely po itive note, 1he Division has been fortunate enough 
to send a number of De k Officers away on unit visits. In January four 
members of the Division visited 249 (AMF(L)) Sig Sqn in orway 
during Ex Hardfall. The visit was a great suc_cess and our int~e_pid 
travellers left orway extolling the virtues of Wmter Warfare T~tmng. 
More recently, but by no means les exotic, fou~ ~esk Officers v1s1ted 12 
Mech Bde HQ & Sig Sqn in Aldershot. The v1stt was tremendous value 
and those fortunate enough to attend received a valuable insight into the 
workings of a Brigade Signal Squadron. 

(L-R) : Elaine Easton, Carol-Anne Forrest (with the Wings!), 
Lesley Scott and George Walker 

contemplate a life outside the APC 

We con1inue to be extremely receptive to invitations to visit units; it ts 
important not only for the staff to visi t uni.ts b~t ~ I o to ~ive the ~ldic~ 
an opportunity to meet those who are 10tnns1cally involved m the 
management of their careers. 

WARNI GORDER 
With effect from 8 June 2001 Soldier Wing R SIG ALS/1 T CORP 

MCM Div will be adju ling to a two win!! tructure as opposed to the 
three wings it is today. In es ence, one wmg will manage a ll Operator 
Trades and the other all upport trades such as Sys Engr Tech, Te~h Sup 
Spec and those on the RD roster_ Additional staff are being recruited to 
assist with the career management of the. CEG .. It t _hoped that th11 
reorganisation will be conducted with mm1mum d1srupt1on and m many 
ca es the Desk Officer and telephone number will remain the s~me. Apart 
from the introduction of a new Officer ' post, Officer Wmg should 
remain largely unchanged. A more detailed brief will accompany the next 
edition of the MCM Div ewslener. 

WI HI G TO CO TACT THE DlVISIO ? 
R SIGNALS/lnt Corps MCM Div has, at last, been brought int~ the 

21st Century with the introduction o.f it~ very own lnteme~ !ermmal. 
Whilst allowing units to contact the D1v1 ion more easily, md1v1duals are 
reminded of the need to involve the chain of command m career 
management issues. . _ . 

Our Internet Addre s is: rsignalsintcorp mcmd1v@d1al.p1pex_com 

ROYAL SIGNALS MUSEUM - VOLUNTEER GUIDES 

The museum is open every day from mid-February until the end ?f 
October and is manned by volunteers at 1he weekends and on public 
holidays. Outside that period it is open on weekdays except over 
Christmas and the New Vear. The ·weekend volunteers' play a very 
important and significant role in the museum, meeting and greeting 
visitors. talking to them and making th~1~ feel_ welco'!'e. As word _has 
spread that the museum is open and that 1t 1s an mterest111g place to v1s11, 
with di plays and 'visitor trails' that ap~eal to children of all age~ as we.II 
as to adults so visitor numbers have mcreased. Weekend takmgs thi s 
February w~re up 83% over February last year and the takings in March 
were un 22%. 

The ' me sage is a two-fold one. When you or your friends plan to 
holiday in this area, include a visit to the museum in your plans. It may 

be located within the confines of a very active military camp, but it 1 
open to the general public and the displays are of interest to tho e who 
have nol served in the forces as well as to those who have_ Secon?ly, tf 
you live within easy reach of the museum and would appre.c1ate a 
rewarding day working in the Museum at the weekend, occas1onally. 
contact the Volunteer Coordinator, Lt C ol ( R e td ) Pat Soward 
(01258-860647) or a member of the museum staff (0 1258-482248) for 
details. . 

Other vol unteers work in the museum on weekdays, carrying out 
research and generally assi ting the pemanent staff. This, _again, ts very 
rewarding work and as a volunte~r (in e~ther .rol~) you w1U learn much 
about the Corps that you did not discover tn a It fet1me of service! 

A FIVE STAR EVENT BOOSTS THE ARMY'S NATIONAL CHARITY 

A unique military event took place on Tuesday 27 March 200 I. at the 
Royal Hospital Chelsea. All ten living Briti h Field Marshals, including 
HRH Prince Philip, The Duke of Edinburgh and HRH The Duke of 
Kent, attended a commemorative Chapel Service and Dinner on behalf of 
the Army' national charity, The Amy Benevolent Fund (ABF). Two 
fomer Prime Ministers - ir Edward Heath and John Major and seven 
former ecretarics of State for Defence: Lord Carrington, Lord 
Gilmour, Lord '\1ason, ir John ott, Michael Hcseltine, Tom King 
and Michael Portillo also supported 1he Dinner. 

Gathered m the historic setting of the Great Hall at the Royal Hospital 
were a total of 111 'star ', calculated at one for a Bngadier, two for a 
Major General, three for a Lieutenant General and four for a General. The 
Field :-viarshal alone rated 50 between them. Not included in this total 
were five for ,· ir John Mills and four for tcphen Fry, both of whom 
were guests at this unique event. Sir John, famously portrayed Field 
Marshal Haig in the film 'Oh! What A Love/;- War' and Stephen Fry 
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played the blimpish General Melchett to perfection in the BBC television 
series 'Blackadder'. Patrick Shervington, Director Fundra1s111g for the 
Anny Benevolent Fund, said: 

'ft is a sobering fact that the Army Benevo/e11t Fund supports soldiers 
ex-soldiers and their dependants from three successive centuries· 
amongst them Great War veterans born in the late 1890s right through 

10 

Service families who have babies born in the 2 1st Centu1y. C~nsCIOUl 
that - to misquote - 'There is no longer a Field Marshal's baton in cvei 
soldiers knapsack_' I felt that a celebrato1y eveni11g to pay mb11.te ~o 1 1 

5-star Army rank would be a focus for raisingfimdsfor the Charity. 

Promotion to Field Marshal and to Admiral of Lhe Fleet and Marsral 
0~ 

the Royal Air Force has been suspended in peaceti~e, al!hougt ~01 
fomally abolished. Only 138 men have held the rank ~mcc King G~o ~)' 
II introduced it into the British Army in 1736. Chatman of the rn 
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Benevolent Fund, General Sir Jeremy Mackenzie, who is Governor of 
the Royal llospital, hosted the Dinner that raised nearly £40,000. 
Fittingly, the last Ficl? M_ars~al to be app?i ntcd in 1997, Lord Inge 
presided over the occasion tn hts r?lc as P~cs1dent of the Charity. The roll 
call of those who reached the ultimate pmnacle of 5-star rank included 
the two most senior; His Royal Highness Prince Philip Duke of 
l;!:dinburgh. appointed in 1953, and Lord Carver, appointed in 1973, 
who as a young officer 111 the Second World War was awarded the DSO 
and MC. Also present were the other Field Marshal s, in order of 
appointment: Sir Roland Gibbs, Lord Bramall, Sir John Stanier, ir 
Nigel Bagnall, Lord Vincent, ir John Chapple and Hi Royal 
Highness the Duke of Kent. Only His Majesty King Birenda of epal, 
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OFFICER 
APRIL 2001 
Name and Rank 
Maj M. G. Webb 
Capt A. Bal don ... .. . 
Capt A. P_ J. Coulston .. . 
Capt R. D. Cowan 
Capt S. A. Dixon 
Capt C. P. Gill ... 
Capt A Higgins 
Capt C. F. B. Hymas 
Capt W. McCreath --· 
Capt C. G. McGinley 
Capt M. Rou e ... -·· 
Capt M. A. Schofield 
Capt S. A. Smoothy 

OFFICERS 
MAY 2001 
Name and Rank 
LtColA. PR. Roberts 
Maj A. Weaver -·- --· 
Capt G. P. J. Buxton 
Capt D. W. Craig -- · 
Capt . Donohue ... 
Capt M. R. Edwards 
Capt K_ Y. Fowler .. . 
Capt A. Y. Hilborn .. . 
Capt S. G_ Jackson .. . 
Capt I. Rutherford 
Capt S. W Slater 
Capt . M. Toms 

WOS AND SNCOS 
APRIL 2001 
Name and Rank 
WO l RD S. T. Archer ... 
A/WOl RD A. J. Barry 
A/WOI RD l. J. Carter 
AIWOI RD G. R. Crozier -- · 
A/WO l RD S. Day ... ... 
A/WO l RD A. J. Frost.__ ·- · 
AIWOI RD J. G. Mc aught 
A/WOl RD R. J. Pye ___ ... 
AIWOI RD G.D. Robinson 
AIWOI RDS. J. Russell 
A/WO I RD T. Smith ... 
W02 RD S. I l. F Bo van 
W02 RD T. W. Comyns 
W02 RD A. Dick ... .. . 
W02 RD T. Parle ... .. . 
W02 RD M. E. Walton 
W02 RD K. R_ Peters .. . 
W02 K. S. Scaife ... ... ... 
S gt FofS D. R_ Crowther·-· 
SSgt Fors R_ G. James .. . 
SSgt Fors A. J. Miller___ .. _ 

Sgt Fors L. R. Morrison ... 
S g1 Fors B. Palmer ... 
SSgt FofS B. D_ Pradhan 
SSgt N. L. Cain 
SSgt T. Davies .. _ ::: ::: 
SSgt R. G. Stenhouse ... 
SSgt N. M. Wakefield _ .. 
Sgt M. P. Curbish lcy ... 
Sgt N. Flanighan 
Sgt M. P. Hay .. _ 
Sgt R. G. Kidd ... 
Sgt M. King... ·-· 
Sgt . A. Leader 
Sgt R. A. Lodge --· 
Sgt S. W. A. Murray 
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Unit 10 which posted 
MoD Centre Block 
2 l Signal Regiment (Air Support) 
Exchange Officer Australia 
l l Signal Regiment 
15 Signal Regiment 
2 Signal Regiment - JCUFI 
2 Signal Regiment 
7 Signal Regiment 
JSSU Digby 
14 Signal Regiment (EW) 
16 Air Asslt Bde & Sig Sqn (216) 
280 Signal Squadron 
2 Signal Regiment 

Unit lo which posted 
PMSP 
JSSU Oakley (US Det) 
MCMDivi ion 
2 Signal Regiment 
Anny EMC Division 
11 ignal Brigade Headquarters 
7 Signal Regiment 
3 (UK) Div HQ & Signal Regiment 
7 Signal Regiment 
The Royal School of Signals 
3 (UK) Div HQ & Signal Regiment 
14 Signal Regiment (EW) 

Unit to which posted 
7 ignal Regiment 
HQ 2 (NC) Signal Brigade 
12 Mech Bde HQ & Sig Sqn (228) 
UOTC Bimingham 
33 Signal Regiment (Volunteers) 
2 Signal Regiment 
15 Signal Regiment 
30 ignal regiment 
4 Armd Bde HQ & Sig Sqn (204) 
32 ignal Regiment (Volunteers) 
l (UK) Div HQ & Signal Regiment 
JS U Digby 
3 (UK) Div HQ & Signal Regiment 
JSSU (Ayio Nikolaos) 
14 Signal Regiment(EW) 
I Mech Bde HQ & Sig qn (215) 
JS U Digby 
l Mech Bde HQ & ig qn (215) 
HQ SOinC (A) 
The Royal School of Signals 
35 ignal Regiment (Volunteers) 
2 Signal Regiment 
2 Signal Regiment 
21 Signal Regiment (Air upport) 
259 Signal quadron 
35 Signal Regiment (Volunteers) 
16 ignal Regiment 
14 ignal Regiment (EW) 
31 Signal Regiment (Volunteers) 
8 lnfBde HQ & ig Sqn (218) 
ACIO Irvine 
HQ Brunei Garri on 
37 ignal Regiment (Volunteers) 
AC IO Donca ter 
l (UK) Div HQ & Signal Regiment 

E orthwood 

who was appointed an Honorary Field Marshal m 1980, was unable to be 
present. 

A_ h.ighlight of the ev~ni~g was the formal presentation to the Royal 
Logt Uc Corps of two pamtmgs by the celebrated artist, Terence Cuneo. 
D:Day and Sefton were bought at auction for £30,000 by Mr Raphael 
DJa!iogly and the money was donated to the Army Benevolent Fund. 
Artist. a.nd former England cricketer, Jack Russell, has been 
eoi:im1s~1oncd to paint in oils a picture of the Field Marshal 's Evening. 
This will be made into a limited edition, of 138 prints. Mus ical 
entcrtai~ment was provided by the Band of the Welsh Guards who played 
the Regimental Marches of all the Field Marshals. 

Sgt G. Padfield .. . 
Sgt K. D. Perks .. . 
Sgt J. G. Pollock 
Sgt D. R. Potts ·-· 
Sgt S. M_ L. Samuel 
Sgt J. M_ Simpson -.. 
Sgt M.A. Tench 
Sgt T. . Treadwell... 

gt P. C. Walledge ... 
Sgt L. Younger ·-· _ .. 

WOSA DSNCOS 
MAY2001 
Name and Rank 
WO I RD S. C. Keilty ·-· 
WO! FofS R_ H. Batley 
WO I FofS A. Holyoak 
WO l FofS P. L. Lewis .. . 
W02 RD R. G. Dalton .. . 
W02 RD G. Dewar 
W02 RD P. G_ Griffiths 
W02 RD J. A Smith .. . 
W02 RD P. Tasker ... .. . 
W02 FofS D_ J Coffey 
W02 FofS M. R. Flather 
W02 FofS N_ Hendry ·-
W02 FofS P. A_ Holland 
W02 FofS P. J. Hubble 
W02 FofS P. Johnson ... 
W02 FofS . A. McGregor 
W02 FofS G. J. Pearson 
W02 FofS M. P_ Riley ... 
W02 FofS K. Robinson 
W02 FofS l K. Sutton 
W02 FofS I. J. Walling 
SSgt FofS R. D. Allen ... 
SSgt FofS . W Crowther ... 
S gt FofS D. K. Fielding 
SSgt FofS M. Frangleton 
SSgt FofS P. A. Leach ... 
S gt FofS 0. D. Leyland 
SSgt FofS . J. Mitchell 
SSgt FofS S. G. Prendergast 

Sgt FofS P_ R. Stevens 
SSgt FofS J.P. Wal h 
SSgt K. Barker .. . 
SSgt P. J. Brooker 

Sgt P.A. Dunn 
SSgt . Fleming 

gt R. G. Foster 
SSgt G- R. Williams 

gt LJ. Chappell 
gt P. J. Conroy .. . 
gt A. Costello .. . 
gt P. Farmer .. . 

Sgt A. J. Finn .. . 
gt C. H. Giles .. . 
gt R. M_ Goldsmith 
gt L. Griffith ... .. -
gt M. P. McChesney 
gt M. J. l owo ielski 
gt C. G. Pcnnicott .. . 

Sgt . A Porter_.. .. . 
Sgt G. mi th 
Sgt I. Smith ... --· .. . 

gt B. R. Steadman .. . 
gt . D. Roughton ... 

3 (UK) Div HQ & Signal Regiment 
AFCO Bimingham 
16 Signal Regiment 
RHQAFSOUTH 
12 Mech Bde HQ & Sig qn (228) 
AFCO Birmingham 
2 Signal Regiment 
RHQAFSOUTH 
8 lnf Bde HQ & Sig qn (218) 
241 Signal Squadron 

Unit to which posted 
HQ SOinC(A) 
40 Signal Regiment (Volunteers) 
The Royal School of Signals 
21 Signal Regiment (Air Support) 
30 Signal Regiment 
249 Signal Squadron (AMF(L)) 
2 Signal Regiment 
JSSU Digby 
l 5 Signal Regiment 
249 Signal Squadron (AMF(L)) 
16 Signal Regiment 
HQ British Forces Cyprus 
RHQAFNORTH 
15 Signal Regiment 
SHAPE Regional p Gp 
The Royal School of Signals 
31 Signal Regiment (Volunteers) 
C lS Eng Gp 
36 Signal Regiment (Volunteers) 
280 (UK) Signal Squadron 
600 SigTp 
3 (UK) Div HQ & Signal Regiment 
JSSU (Ayio ikolaos) 
71 Signal Regiment (Volunteers) 
7 Signal Regiment 
225 Signal Squadron 
259 ignalSquadron 
242 Signal Squadron 
HQ SOinC(A) 
280 (UK) Signal Squadron 
34 Signal Regiment (Volunteers) 
JACIG 
ATR Bassingbourn 
JSSU Digby 
ATR Bassingboum 
HQD S 
34 Signal Regiment (Volunteers) 
1 (UK) Div HQ & Signal Regiment 
39 lnfBde HQ & ig qn (213) 
15 Signal Regiment 
3 (UK) Div HQ & ignal Regiment 
7 Annd Bde HQ & ig qn (207) 
238 ignal quadron 
30 ignal Regiment 
36 ignal Regiment (Volunteers) 
2 ignal Regiment 
2 0 (UK) ignal Squadron 
HQDFTS 
241 ignal quadron 
The Royal chool of Signal 
3 (UK) Div HQ & Signal Regiment 
243 ignal quadron 

TR Ba ingboum 

The registered Domain ame for the Be erley Boy ' 
Archi e - b crleyboy archi e.co.uk 
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ROYAL IG , AL WEB ITE . 
The rnw web itc no" features a new and up to date section on the 

Royal -ignals. The old ingle page of outdated. infon:nation has been 
replaced by a itc containing over I 00 pages of mformatton rangmg from 
port and activitie, to individual regiments and pictures frOf!l th~ White 

Helmets. With C\ery major unit throughout the Corps havmg lls own 
page the itc i ct to expand and become e en more comprehen 1ve. 
Unit are not limited to the smgle page that currcnlly represent them, 
once the new content management system is _online units across ~1e world 
will be able to acce the ite and change their own pages accordingly. 

The ite is primarily being used as ~ recruiting an? in~ormarion tool 
with plans laid down to expand the ervmg soldier ecuon m the future to 

allow acce s to recent pamphlet , cour e guides and much more up 10 

date information. 
The current site was created by 2Lt Graham Gaw, a TA officer from 

32 ( cotti h) ignal Regiment (Volunteers) who doe imilar work in his 
civilian career. The itc took less than two week to put together and he 
returns 10 Blandford on a regular basis to as isl in updating the itc and 
turning the many ideas of the SORLS team into reality. 

If you have any suggestions for the site or want more informallon 
about how you can update your unit's pages then contact the Royal 
Signal Webma tcr by e-mailing: ignalswebmastcr@army:mod.uk.nct 
You can visit the site directly at: www.anny.mod.uk/royals1gnals/ 

HEADQUARTERS MULTI-NATIONAL DIVISION 
(CENTRAL) 

ChiefC!M IC '.\1aj Keith Danby 
Chief EW Capt Terr. Crosb 

With a unit name like that you may be forgiven for thinking that we 
are in the Balkan somewhere but no. this Aim10bile Divisional HQ is 
tucked away in JHQ Rheindhalen with just two R Signals personnel. 

Maj Keith Danby is a character that no-one can forget and he finally 
comes to the end of a long and eventful career in Augu t when he retires 
into the civilian world. What will the Hash House Harrier and CATS 
(the Amateur Dramatics Club) do without Keith and Jenny? Plans are 
already underway to en ure they are uitably dined out in style. 

Capt Terry Crosby has spent the last two years getting stuck into a 
slightly unfamiliar employment role in Electronic Warfare. Off the ~eaten 
track (l iterally) he pulled a bunch of no-hopers from scratch to win the 
UKSC(G), BA(G) and Army Minor unit orienteering championships all 
in one season. Jn February, Terry led an Adventurous Training Exerci e 
10 epal to trek around the beautiful Annapurna region. In amongst the 
party of 14 was ig Ryan Mitchell (7 Sig Regt) seen here making sure 
the COM CE in Pokhara was still alive. On the la t day of the 8-day 
trek, they visited a Gurkha Welfare Centre and presented a cheque for 
£2000 for the Gurkha Welfare TrusL 

Nepal Signal Troop 
British Gurkhas Pokhara 

~ COMMCEN*: 

Capt Terry Crosby (left) and Sig Ryan Mitchell (7 Sig Regt) 

ROYAL SIGNALS INSPECTION TEAM 
HEADQUARTERS LAND COMMAND 

oc 
FofS 
"1anagcmcnt 

Maj (Ton Plumb 
\ 02 (FofS) Mar ton-Weston 

gt Payne 

5,4,3,2,l RSTT ARE GO! 
A busy ew Year has seen RSIT not only overseeing the high 

standards of maintenance throughout the Corps, but al o keeping their 
bodies and minds sharply tuned with some arduou training. First port of 
call for the fearless team was the notorious waters of Colerne swimming 
pool for a spot of canoeing. The fiasco began with a short swim test with 
the ability to swim a necessity not a luxury given the standard of 
canoemg. The man re pon ible for organising the day Sgt Paul Hughes 
set off in hi · natural team colour of milk bottle white and astounded all 
with h1 ability to canoe in a small circle, with the idea of going in a 
straight line sadly way beyond his capabilities. 

This may of course been an unselfish gesture by him to allow the 
Royal ignals Gurkha Capsize Display Team the space they needed to 
expres them elves freely. However, gt Lal 'Turtle' Gaha and Sgt 

urcn 'Torpedo' Rai oon overcame their desire to instantly capsize and 
mastered the art of canoeing almost in a straight line. The other end of the 
pool "as almost in reach. Eventually gt Suren Rai came to realise that 
he wouldn't be ablt: to ram raid his way out of the pool and began 
topping before hi tung the sides. The waters hadn't even settled from the 

last cap~iie a~ Maj Gig Plumb, W02 Fofs Andy Marston-We ton and 
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gt T im Mayner conformed Lo canoeing protocol and stayed in thelf 
canoes in a straight line to the other end of the pool .. ... ... and back. 

Eventually C pl Tara Daneey from Basil Hill Gym had seen enougl 
and her nerves could take no more, . o canoeing was shelved and a n!C< 
relaxing game of water polo was suggested . Oh dear, enter Maj ~ii 
' Great White' Plumb who must have mis-heard polo as rugby. Sgt Tim 
Mayne r was proudly displaying his ability at water polo and onl! 
seconds later was coming up from under the water ga ping for air '

1Hh 
the ball gone along with all feeling below the waist. A fine spor11;~ 
display was shown by Sgt Tim Mayner, W02 Fof An) 
Marston-Weston and Sgt uren Rai despite Maj Gig Plumb's be~ 
efforts to restrict their creativity whilst his two team mates showed all th. 
water agi lity of a couple of housebricks. 

PATHFL DERS 
A test of the Team's navigational skills was next. The Team was set~ 

challenge by gt Paul Hugh cs to navigate around the hi stone 10wn ° 
Evesham, following a river. The biggest achievement of the day 

11
J'. 

probably no-one reporting to the police a suspicious group wa~denn1 
around almost hypnotised as their leader explained the rclauo~ 6!P 
between breeding rabbits and the growth of a sunflower: Ma.J ~ 
'Honest as the day is long' Plumb had hi work cut out for him w11hgll 
continuous struggle to keep Sgt T im ' Wide-boy' Mayner on the st~1b 1 , 
and narrow when he stumbled upon an unmanned fer ry an 
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mischievous grin couldn't hide his joyriding intentions. As the sun was 
selling and the tired Team was making its way back through Evesham 
iown centre they found their light at the end of the tunnel 'All You Can 
Eat For £7'. A poor unsuspecting l~dian was about to have his business 
plan tested to the l11111t because 1f there is one ta lent RSIT has in 
abun.dan~c it ' s eat ing, .and boy did th ey cat, even Sgt John 'Two 
Puddings Payne was suitably stuffed by the end of the feeding session. 
!t would appear even Sgt Lal Galia is stat1 ing to get an RSIT belly. Herc 
the day t:ndcd except for W02 FofS '~ handy' Andy Marston -Weston 
comung free beer fro~ the publicans 111 Evesham by claiming that the 
bonom half of every pmt of lager was nat (how do they do that Andy?). 

TRAf ED KILLERS 
Weapon training, Battl e PT and a blas.t o~ the,MOD video game (SAT) 

next o~ the menu, yummy. Wh~n gt Ttm D Mayner finally worked 
out which way to put the magazine on, he et about earning his new ' D' 
nickname. Never mmd Timmy. Maj Gig 'Brute Force' Plumb set about 
re.designing the ~ifle •. ' It ":'ill fit this way.' Sgt Lal Gaha effortless ly 
shppcd back to his drills with the only noticeable mistake by W02 FofS 
Andy Marston-Westo_n being unable to find his boys brews when called 
upon. Afier faultless d1 plays on the weapon test the Team headed off for 
some background activities (a cup of tea) before the afternoons fun and 
game~. A sunny afternoon in C~rshafT! is_ a quiet, relaxing and soothing 
experience, picturesque country 1de, w1ldhfc roaming free, almost perfect 
si lence except for the peaceful sound of a gentle breeze. ot when RSIT 
have got a couple of logs. 

W02 (FofS) Marston-Weston inspects RSIT 's bellies 

If I keep staring at it, maybe it will go away 

The Team' self sacrifice and etiquette were unquestionable with the 
OC. ~aj Gig Plumb winning the shoot and Sgt Paul Hughes who 
organised the competition coming a close second. As the day came to an 
end among cry'_s of ' I'm normally a much better shot than that' all 
d1 appeared off into the weekend with the satisfaction of another day's 
payeamed. 

HEADQUARTERS 
2 (NATIONAL COMMUNICATIONS) 

SIGNAL BRIGADE 

2 SIGNAL BRIGADE SWINGS I TO 
OPERATIO PE INSULAR WITH A VE GEA CE 

2 (NC) Signal Brigade is the LAND Command lead for the provision 
of Land environment CJS to support military efforts to eradicate Foot and 
Mouth Disease in the mainland UK as part of Op Peninsular. Jn addition 
to normal ta ks .of supporting operations and exercises worldwide, 
Penmsular. has w1tne sed the deployment of TA soldiers and equipment 
providing integral C!S capability to deployed Military/MAFF C2 odes 
throughout the stricken areas. ot a pleasant duty but one nonetheless 
taken on by the Brigade a a Main Effort until the outbreak is finally 
quashed. As the. 03 G2/G3 Ops, Capt Andy McCole empha i e , ' The 
Penmsular task is one where R SIGNALS mu t take immediate action to 
provide the right assets, at the right time in the right place to ensure a full 
delivery of CIS capability in the field. Jn this the Brigade has not been 
fo~md w~nting. With a Joint Op Room e tablished on Day One of the 
nuhtary mvolv.ement in the outbreak units were immediately warned. 
thorough plannmg of the hot C l i ·sues leading to the peedy, uecc sful 
deployment to the regional Brigades o that they could do the business.' 
Andy, a ten-year veteran of the Corps, enthuses pride in the Brigade for 
its can-do attitude across all units. 

The man who is re ponsible for ensuring the right kit get out to the 
st~ff user 11~ the correct quantity, u ing well de eloped Just In Time (JIT) 
pr~ac1ples , 1s the Brigade' 03 (W) Tel /Eqpt/G4, Capt Gareth Marsh. 
I ve. been re ponsible for en uring UOR action takes place for key 

requirement identified in the field. The Brigade ha deployed EM 
R1e&~ionse/Support team , Mould Insertion Vehicles and crews, Cl LOs 
Pus ov~r 15 EMS terminals in support of the operation. Brigade CJ 
professionals have done this without complaint and it provides yet 
another e~ample of the inherent synergy between the regu lar and the 
~eskrv1s1 nght acros the Brigade. I have no doubt that we will be able to 
~ c this one out and provide an even better service in the future from 
~ 1~1 we ha~e, le~med from Peninsular.' Maj lain Brownlee - 03 G3 

1 
&D acids, I m JUSt glad that we have such an obviou high trade skill 

evcl across our TA soldiers that really complements the hardened · treet
sense' of the Regular ! Where would we be without it?' 

COMMA D POST EXERCISE (CPX) HOR E HOE EAGLE 
2 SIGNAL BRIGADE DEPLOYS TO POLA D 
H The Brigade will deploy to Poland as part of the scenario for Ex 
C orseshoe Eagle. This CPX involving the Brigade CPX and Regimental 

ommand Groups wil l concentrate on the work needed to plan a 
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deployment into an operationa~ theatre and established connectivity to 
support a far ranging multi - national coaht10n force. The Exercise will be 
centre~ on the AMC at South ~erncy and will concentrate on tackling the 
rea.l time 1 ues of M1ss10n Planning, Battle Procedure, the 
Estimate/Orders proces and C!S provision. This will te t the Brigade 
thoroughly in a cenario that ~losely matche one that closely represents 
the type of operation many Bngade personnel will experience in the next 
12 month. 

From vision to reality! A major build; well planned, underway on time 
and on budget - another 2 Sig Bdc achievement! The omd \isit RM 
Condor, near Dundee. to re icw the progres on the new build of the 
hanger to house 2 ig qn ' latest tatc of the art equipment with 0 2 

ig qn. The delighted Comd (centre) meet with the smug, Florida ·un
tanned 0 , Maj Eric Blyth (L) and (R) hi. 21 , Capt ndrc" ·1 cannot 
comment on the existence or non c i'tencc of uch a mi sion whether m 
fact it ever e · i ted - yet· Bruce. 
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AFV CIS SCHOOL 
ARMOUR CENTRE 

Chief In tructor L t Col Christopher Donaghy 
ergcant Instructor gt Garv V est (Author) 

For those who ha c never ·heard of the Armoured Fighting Vehicle 
(AFV) Cl chool, and l 'm sure there'. a few, here's our pitch. The AFV 
Cl chool is part of the AFV Trammg SJroup located al the Armour 
Centre in Bevington. lthough geograplucally near t-:> Blandfor_d, our 
world i. about a million mile from that of !he Royal School of S1gn~ls. 
We are Battle Group focu sed and we train anyone concerned with 
operation in Armour in arious aspects of CIS and command and control. 
Thi effectively boils down to all RAC ome appers, Infantry. RA and 
an occasional AAC 

There are only two of u from the Corp" here in thi 'near flung· 
outpo t of the R lG ALS world: the CO. Lt Col Christopher 
Donaohy and myself. Sgt Gary V est. The remainder of the in truciors 
and c~1i1mand appointments within the Cl School are filled with 
Household Cavalry & RAC Officers and WOs, one RE ergeant and 
some contract Civilian instructors. We are expected to teach all aspect 
of communications applicable to an armoured Battle Group, at all leve!.s. 
Now. that could mean teaching ba ic voice procedure to the recruits m 
the morning, briefing Commanding Officer~ after lunch foll~wed b.Y 
antenna theory in the afternoon to Ad anced 1gnallers. So a aned life is 

the routine pattern. 
All in tructor at the school including the RE and R SIG ALS 

personnel are required to have all completed the RAC Signals Instructors 
course and the AFV CIS School cadre. TI1erefore. my replacement can 
expect to haYe his head stuck in Pamphlet 'o 5 (AFV Signals handbook) 
and the LCTP for the fir t few months in the chair, with a TP or two 
thrown in for good measure. Once the e rwo courses are pas ed, however, 
you can look forward to an extremely intere ting and varied tour. That is 
of course if you can put up with incessant whinging from the RAC 
sergeants about being on the lower pay 2000 scale, ay good-bye lo the 
Crew Commanders pay boys. 

I IT OF YEO 1.A O F SIG ALS CO URSE 
It has to be admined that thi article was prompted by a visit from the 

Royal School of Signals. On Wednesday 2 1 February 2001 we hosted a 
visit from the Yeoman of Signals course. The idea of the course was to 
acquaint the nearly new Yeomen with the communications ystems 

employed within an Armoured Battle Group, then.h.ave a little ~non th1 
driver training circuit. The day went well. The v1 1t started with a bri f 
from one of the Group Warrant Officers. W02 Rab Livingston IRTR, 
followed by a tour aro_und a Challen &er 2 (CR2) with. SSgt Darrin 
Abbott 2RTR. The visitors were genumcly surprised with the lack of 
space to operate within the co~fines. ~fan otherwise .si.zeable MBT. The 
Yeomen were then treated to a cabb1e around !he lra111mg area on a CR2 
driver-training tank and a CVR(T) Sci.mitar, with .a .chance to get filthy 
t11rough ome quite deep puddles. All 111 all , the v1s1t was a success and 
may well be repeated on future courses. 

#i\R~ VOlUJ R~C~UVUfNl~ 
VOlUJ R COr? V 0 f If fl={}~ 

WU 0 ~~ 

If not call 01258 482087 you 
may have moved and 

forgotten to let us know or 
perhaps you need to renew 

your subscription 

ARMY TRAINING REGIMENT 
BASSINGBOURN 

SQ ADRO HEADQ A RTERS 
qn Comd :\1aj F. E. Hargreaves 
SM W02 ( M) A. V. Slaney 
The big event of the year was the OC's pay rise that extended to a new 

Ila hy motor and some dancing lessons. Welcome to taff crgeant 
( Q:\1 ) Paddy 'The Painter' (not) Townley who has joined us from 264 
(SA ) Signal quadron. He recently has been displaying his artistic skills 
by demonstrating how not to paint the Corps colours in SHQ. 
Congratulations to W02 Tony 'I don' t play practical jokes' la ney on his 
well de en:ed election to WO l. Congratulations to S gt (SQMS) Paddy 
To~nley on his well deserved selection for promotion to W02. The 2IC, 
Capt 'Scolly' cott would like to thank the SSM fo r stea ling his bicycle 
back. A common occurrence at ATR Bassingbourn is the re allocation of 
resources. (Using anyones bike and then abandon ing it.) Yes SSM it was 
me. 

\LPHATROOP 
Tp Comd Capt Sarah Irwin 

It ha,, been a cut and paste month for A Tp. C pl utall moved up from 
Tp, along with gt Conroy on promotion. Capt E mma Bruce moved to 

Wray oy as 21C, but i still only a phone call away from Capt Sarah 
l~in I know where you live! Cpl ' IMDA' Knowler has been posted 
to 30 1g Rcgt, hope it goe well. His replacement come with a ready
madc sLOry about a Chinook and its door fa ll ing off can anyone guess 
who 11 is yet'! 
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BRAVO T ROOP 
Tp Comd Capt Da rren Talbot (RE) 

Welcome to Capt Darren Talbot who has joined us from 28 quadro. 
(Royal Engineers), C pls Matt ' What's ITG IS' Witham and 'Smudg< 

mith. Goodbyes go to Lt 'Gunny' G unson who has moved to 28 , 
(RE), C pl ( ow Sergeant) Dave L a ngridge posted on promot ion to· 
(AS) Sig Regt and C pl Mark Collins over to Somme Platoo~ for a re> 
Congratulations to C pl Mark Collins and Marissa on the birth of th< 
first child - many steeple s nights to come! Finally hello to Cpls And! 
'Head Down' Doyle and Danny 'Lets have some port wi th that' Corllfr 

DELTA T ROOP 
Tp Comd Capt Hervey Scott . 

Delta Tp has continued train ing its latest intake of re~rui ts despite th< 
best efforts of Foot and Mouth disease to stop us. Cpl q pdsey. Payton 

1
' 

sti ll away enjoying herself in Blandford on her class 9ne 4pgi;adingcou~; 
Welcome to Cpls ' Geordie' Gough and 'Trumpet Boy' Blizzard from
(AS) Sig Reg! and jSSU (A ) respcciively. They have already sta~ed~ 
get to grips with recruit training, with lots of enthusiasm and new.id<':! 
Meanwhile Capt Her vey Scott and Sgt Dougie !eke arc bus.y v1sU1~~ 
ick member of Delta Tp in hospital. ot a recruit as you may imagine 

C pl 'Sick Boy' Campbell , who has come up with a weak ex,cus\ 
something to do with Pneumonia! The highlight of Cpl Campbell s hll 
holiday so far, was when the nur ·cs in the medical center thought he ~11> 
recruit because he looked o young! 
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ECHO TROOP 
Tp Comcl Capt Chris Biddulph 
Tp Sgt gt Micky Piper 

Well it has been a relatively quiet period for the ' Mighty Echo' T 
. , l ft E I T . roop. Last umc . we e you, c .10 p was preparing for a Pass-off parade, 27 

recruits passed out and p1occcdcd to ~cg111 Phase Two training at RSS 
Blandford ~nd RMS Chatham respectively. After dispatching 27 recruits 
back to their parents, the Troop permanent Staff headed for North Wal . 
and a spot of A~vcnturo~s !raining. Unfortunately, the punishing rcgi~! 
prepare~ by Sgt Mickey Piper ~as cut short by the discovery of foot and 
mouth disease. The finale and, as 1t turned out the highlight of the tr ' · h · h hr' · · ' 1p was a mg.tout mt e. t 1vmg metropolis of, wait '.o~ it, Bangor! Mind you, it 
d~finllely ratcsh1gher than I lollyhead! The trammg team is now occu icd 
with transfom1111g yet another b.atch of healthy, motivated and intellt cnt 
young men and women 11110 tramed so ldiers of the British Army. Qufi 
task! ea 

( I 

KFOR 

FOXTROT TROOP 
Tp Comd Capt Dave Jackson 
Tp S&t Sgt Craig Purdon 
is ~~its ~~nt~ the mighty trots say a fond farewell to gt Gav Wilson who 

1 
. 0 fi Sig Regt (EW), (Our deepest sympathy to the regiment) He 15 

~~~111~ a t~r a _Pretty hectic .last week, which involved him winni~g the 
b ts f ~st k ecllon award, bemg promoted and taking the pass off parade -
cs o uc Boy Wonder. Hello to Cpl Blacklock who is arriving in the 

very near future, he'd best know where the kettle is. ig T~ny Richards is 
~o be fongratu!ated on not only winning the award for best overall recruit 
ut a so P.assmg RCB and being accepted to start training at RMA 
~andh1u~~ m May. '!'le hope he knows it involves more than just drinking 

rew · malty a big thank you goe to the Troop for digging deep and 
raising over £1300 f~r !I local charity. We are now away on a couple of 
w~1e1 ~s leave and then 1t 1s down to the local station to collect the next lot of 
w1 mg volunteers. 

@ MULTI-NATIONAL BRIGADE (CENTRE) 
HEADQUARTERS AND SIGNAL SQUADRON 

OPERATION AGRICOLA 5 

MNB(C) 

NEWS FROM KOSOVO 
Sqn Comd Maj Paul Peel 
RSM WOI (RSM) Miles Webb 

Picture a cold. day in t~c. moun~ains! arou.nd. 200 worn but smiling 
faces.parade outside the Pnstma Universlly bu1ldmg. After six months of 
freezing Ko ovo weather, we were finally going home. 332 day , 4 hours 
and 32. n:imutes later we have returned to what is a very different place. 

Amvmg on th.e advance party on 8 February we were all carrying 
plenty of warm kll to cover ourselves with as we di mounted the plane. 
That we did, trugghn.g down the steps looking like Michelin men to be 
met ?Y confused-lookmg Royal Marines in hirt sleeve order. Our' initial 
reacuon was that .they were all either .mad or extremely hard, but to our 
pleasant urpnse 1t was warmer than 1t bad been back in Catteriek so it 
was not .long before we joined them. After watching the 'same 
pr.esentallon t.hat we'd een during OPTAG training, we were issued 
wllh our Paradigm phone card , (our vital link back to our loved ones in 
the UK, allo"'.mg them to whinge at u for a whole 20 minutes per week). 
Aller a short journey we arrived at our home for the next four and a half 
~onths. The gate guard, finally seeing that the end of his sentence was in 
sight, had to be controlled to stop him performing some true Ko ovo
stylc celebratory fire. 

Aller .a short but very effective hand-over from the Marines, we were 
fi.nally m the hot seat, and hot it was! Troops were immediately 
~i patched throughout M B( ) and beyond, supporting the Brigade's 

o.ops deployed to lend a fnendly hand to our American and French 
neighbours, (the American camps always being preferable, as the 
cookhouse hands out free coke and Burger King i only a tone' throw 
a~vay). Tho·~ who remained in Jim Lines, (the HQ' new location), soon 
discovered 11. delights. We were surprised to find tha t the XL C lub 
:;:eked more hke a Yale 's Wine Lodge, there was an excellent gym. and 

at. the.re was even a barbecue area and volleyball court. ln a month or 
~·it ~Ill make the perfect unbathing area! Oh, and all the candanavian 
at~a ions have aunas, but the les aid about that the better - we'll only 

~~~Jealo~ ! llow_s:ver, it. ~a n't all bee~ work! The combined Officer and 
kc gca~1ts Mess liad a. v1 1t. from the In h Tran port Regiment' band who 
. pt us entertamcd with In h folk songs and anything else that they could 

51~11g fo~ an entire evening, .thank. to S gs Steve Legg and · ammy' 
. uanJoul. Also the Swedish group 'Kamo tars· who due to a last

~m~tc cancellation and some extremely quick thinking and action by Sig 
, anue Danby, were brought in at the last pos ible moment to do a 'gig' 
ior us. 

DON'T FORGET TO LET 
US KNOW OF A CHANGE 

OF ADDRESS 
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Not to be outdone by Kamstars, 
the RSM gives his rendition of 'Sweet Caroline' 

Jt wa an excellent nigh t, wit h the added bonus of Miss Bikini of 
weden showing us how to dance, m.nking. us all want to get up on the 
tage and jOm m. Ye . we wanted to mg with the band! We've. tarted io 

sett le down. now, and for the first time hav the whole quadron within 
our own Bndagc ~rca. not that we expect it to tay that way. ome people 
have even got thetr R a.nd R out of the way, but with only three month · 
left, even they s~ould 1111 be .anc by the time we go home. In fact, with a 
u~1mer tour th1 year. we might c en want to tay on. (Only joking 7 

Brigade!). 
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The Chief Clerk shows the OC and Ops Officer 
how to play table football 

On 3 final note. overwhelming congratulations go to Sgt 'eil Hunt 
and Sgt Jase mithurst who have both recently been elected for 
promotion: our be t of luck to you in your new job . Also, good luck to 
\\'02 ' ick ·Foz' ter lorsche as he fade away to discover life outside 
the .\rmy. And I final mention for W02 (YofS) John Wri~ht. who's 
been particularly up et that he hasn't seen hi name in print for some 
time. othing much to ay about him, but ifs enough for a fine anyway! 

CIYIL MILITARY OPERATIO S - by WO/ (RSM) Miles lft?bb 
After a ettling in period. Adjutant Capt Alex ,... lixby, OC Radio Tp 

2Lt Graham Clarke. my elf and other members of the quadron set 
about identifying po ible CMO project for the duration of the tour. Our 
fir t port of call was the Children' Ho pita! in Pri tina . not far from 
our cl Ye . · affy'. the Mes barman. introduced u to the hosp ita l 
director and we very ~oon learned of the de pcrate situation that the 
hospital wa in. There were 400 children waiting to be seen by the doctor, 
and only one ECG machine, which wa itself unrel iable; each machine 
cost £2500. A friend of mine living in Malta mentioned that he had 
some friends working for SOS Albania in Ko ovo, and after several E
Mail . SOS Albania ( lalta) have agreed to end a cheque for £2500 to 
cover the cost of a new ECG machine - excellent news. In the meantime 
member of the quadron, with genero us help from 3 Engineer 
Regiment (thank lads). have tarted a refurbishment campaign within 
Pri tina Ho pita!. They are currently designing wooden benches for the 
waiting rooms, along with decorations and murals to be di played on the 
ward wall . Capt Alex Clh:by. 2Lt Graham Clarke and LCpls Jase 
Whitehead and 'Shaggy' Palmer will be abseiling down the PTK 
communications building (the tallest building in Pri tina at 69 metres) to 
rai e funds. Rai ing funds for the ECG machines was always going to be 
the biggc t hurdle, but any more funds received can now be diverted into 
other projects outside the ho·pital, uch as the football club. We are al o 
organising a theatre-wide half-marathon on 3 June to ra ise more funds for 
the ho pita!. Children 's toys and clothes go a long way in Kosovo, 
particularly for the orphaned chi ldren who depend solely on external 
support. If you have toys or clmhes that you have grown out of and wish 
to donate, please end them to 19 Mech Bde HQ and Sig Sqn at Gaza 
Barracks, Catterick Garrison, and we'll en ure that they are brought out 
to theatre. 

With Manpower shortages in the Squadron, 
W01 (RSM) Miles Webb and 2Lt Graham Clarke 

go recruiting at the Children s Hospital 

HE.\DQ ARTERS TROOP 
Tp Comd Lt Simon Bristow 
r p gt Sgt Eric \ illiam 

A hnle over two months ago we were spread throughout the Corps. 
The fortunate (or unfortunate, depending on your position), were then 
cho en. and HQ. Troop was finally brought together. Indi vidua ls were 
dt-.patched to either the COMMCE or CC after some gruelling 
cour-e~ (they're w~rth nothing to civilian employers, honest lads), and 
h~vc ,111~e.seulcd m to those long days and even longer night shifts. 
. mce am,mg 111 theatre, the COMMCE personnel have worked their 
ocb off! L ndcr the guidance of part-time DSO/Commcen IC and full 

t1me Gym IC. gt '\fick 'Terminator' Clarkson, the crew has made the 
(0\'1MCf their own with never a dull moment. L pl Jase Whitehead 
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had gone to great 'length. · to work with the· guys from 30 Sig Rcgt even 
going to the 501 Oct to ' put a mast up' in his spare time. Mea~whilc 
LCpl Greg Robinson and ig Shaun Falconer have taken to poetry- not 
so much heart rending, but rather stomach churning. LCpls Glen 
Armitage and Kelly Garrett have teamed up with Cpl Billy Russell and 
the D O (Double Sausage Order) to abotagc the link on each and every 
day shift . thoughtfully providing the night hift with something to do. 
Believe it or not, they do work now and again .. . 

Under the watchful eye of SSgt Paul 'Stiff Barron' Brannon the CC 
crew arc now in the wing of thing . After many changes, the CC 11 
now the way we want it. .. for now anyway. It compri es three 
departments; OATIS headed by gt Andy 'Six hooter ' Mc eil, CLEO 
supervised by gt Mark ·J'm not your pal, docs your phone do th1 °· 
Brundle. and Polygon run by gt 'Lenny.net.com' lartin. We appear 
without a doubt. to be the busiest department, due to the lack of IT 
knowledge of the users in the Headquarters, and Cpl Auz 'We're 1101 

magician ' Gambles i leading the light with his patience and calm 
manner. LCpl Mark ' I can' t do that, can I? Carlisle is finally getting to 
grip with the ystcm after a lot of head scratching; the new Dell server; 
were uccessfully put in place after their belated arriva l and are makme 
life much easier. AL least we no longer have to hold the power switchc~ 
on with blu-tac and banner rubbers like the old ompaqs ... h'allegedly! 

A Cpl Pete 'Webmastcr' Hoggart fini hes the new OATIS intranct 
(it' been a long time coming but it worth it), gt Andy ' Jntcrnct Guru' 
Maci eil lead the way for the welfare internet, and is therefore a wanted 
man. The trouble is. nobody can ever find him. If you see him, plca;c 
write 10 CC M B(C), Op Agricola 5, BFPO 559! Finally, we say a b12 
farewell to Sig Falconer who leaves shortly for l Div. A big welcome 
also to all the augmentee who will be with us for the re I of the tour: 
tho e not already mentioned include Cpls Milton, Whenman, Smith. 
Lodge, Kelly, and Hadley, LCpls Comery and Pratap, and Sigs Earp. 
Rigby and Maxfield. And most importantly, a very big 'thank you' to 
their unit for releasing them; don 't worry, we've found plenty of work 

for them! 

RADIO TROOP 
Tp Comd 2Lt Graham Clarke 
Tp Sgt Sgt Andy Allen 

Following Christmas leave, the Troop welled to a healthy 55 through 
restructuring prior to our deployment on Op Agricola 5, and evolved into 
what is now Radio Tp. For many of the Troop, returning to Kosovo less 
than a year since fini hing Op Agricola 2, better accommodation and a 
new gym do little to appea e them. Suffice to say, it's not much hk 
'Groundhog Day'! Fortunately, the relatively tense ituation out here ha:. 
given cause for numerous and varied Troop deployments. Amusemen1 
was had at the expen e of the French Mountain Troop, who e giganuc 
berets make them resemble the 'Mario Brothers '. Of course, with thcu 
world-renowned sense of humour they take the joke so well! Full credit 
to our American colleagues, who manage to uphold their cheery and 
helpful outlook despite having to wear every item of issue clothing plus 
more body armour than Robocop, all at the same time. Clearly paving the 
way on the 'heart and minds' front. The Paki tani Special Police Foret 
deserves particular mention for riot contro l drills that can only be 
described as 'efficient'. Having instructed the crowd a whole three times 
10 disperse, they then wasted no time at all in deploying CS gas into the 
crowd, followed up quickly by a flurry of batons, hospitalising l S. Fau 
play to them, the crowd weren't a problem after that! Congratulations£' 
to S gt Jason Smithurst (currently back in the UK) who is posted a1 
SSM Birmingham UOTC on promotion to W02 . Cheers Jase 
Birmingham UOTC will be better fo r it. We also wish Cpl 'Hodge· 
Hodgkinson the be t of luck on his posting to JCUNl and to Sig (soon 10 
be Lance Corporal) Lindsey Rakocevic who's off to Lrcland. Farewelb 
also to Sigs Knowles, O'Rourke and Weller who all leave the Arm) 
hortly. The Troop welcome Cpl ' Stevie' Stevenson and hope he i not 

too mentally scared from his experiences at gate 'Terminator', or gate 5 
a all non-Americans ca ll it. 

S PPORT TROOP 
Tp Comd Capt Dave Sacree 

We have been here in Kosovo for ju t over six weeks and p Tp ha1< 
settled down into our work routines and some departments are working 
round the clock to keep the Squadron moving forward. The Troop as. a 
whole, have taken on extra commitments with the Military Transpon 
sect ion taking on the Force Signal squadron driv ing requirements, tt.e 
Light Aid Detachment (REME) looking after said vehic les and the 
Quartermaster's Department taking on the theatre stores accounts. A1 
stories go concern ing the troop, several incidents of note have occurred. 
some a little too eye-watering for full publication but Cpl Darren ' Bunk. 
Bed' Smit h had a little accident that involved a few stitches and lots ot 
pain in the nether regions. Ouch! Another incident occurred when LCpl 
Kelbie 'Bert ie ' Bassett tried stea ling a towel from the shower room 
where Cpl Darren ' S enger ' Clough was still in the act of washing. Aft11 

a hort scuffie Cpl Clough ended up running down the corridor in r.
11 

birthday suit with blood emanating from a rather painful gash on his 
bottom. As a break from the norm, the ' Kamostars', a band hailing.from 
Sweden, treated the squadron to a performance of several recent hits. A 
band from Swcbat supported them with renditions of classic hits. All who 
attended had a good night. Welcome to the new members of the Troop. 

lg Elliot Kcightley and Cpl Dave Pendleton. Goodbyes to long er,ing 
members of the troop, Cpl Carl 'S peed Demon' Harris , Cpl Ail) 
'Golden Blanket' Munro and Cpl Jan 'Victor Meldrew' mith. 
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HEADQUARTERS NORTHERN IRELAND 
AND 

15 SIGNAL REGIMENT 

CO Lt Col M. P. Llewellyn 
RSM WOl (RSM) Balsdon 

RI IQ have seen a fair amount of movement recently. A warm welcome 
a~1d a large 111-tray arc extended lo Sgt Craig Dixon on his return from 
1~k leave. LCpls _Bro~n and Bowes have been doing admirably as our R 
ln~h representatives rn the Orderly Room, covering for him. WOI 
(RSM) Al B~lsdon has had a .vc~ ~ricky final month preparing for his 
move to 21 Sig Regt on Comm1ss1~ning t~ Captain - tricky in a much as 
he has had to remember to ~ome 111 to h1 office occasionally between 
packing up his quarter. He will be sorely mis ed in RHQ, for his humour 
aml hantcr as well as the work! Congratulations to him and ue on th · 
engagement - he has proved himself to be a pure romantic at hea~r 
Wdcome to WD.1 (R_SM) Jim !"le aught and his family. o doubt yo~ 
will enJOY your time 111.the Regiment - good luck! The Regiment and G6 
Branch arc busy preparing for the 'Marching Season' but extra curricular 
acuvmes are still featuring strongly on the Regimental calendar. 

MERCURY CUP TOUGH G Y COMPETITIO 
IS FEBRUARY 2001 - by Cpl Shane Blakey, HQ Sqn 

On the _15 February 200 I, ten lucky 'wi lling' volunteers from HQ Sqn 
took part m the Merc~ry Cup Tough Guy Competition. It wa a physical 
chaUenge (very physical) fought out between all Signal Squadrons in 
Pro' 111c~. It was broken down into four stages. The first event was 'Get 
mean with yourself. A 3k'!' stretcher race/ammo box carry weighing 
?~out l OOkg. The Team achieved a very commendable time aided by Cpl 
1 ll carry the stretcher by myself' Toner - the Squadron PT!! After the 

first 200m half the team had nice bruise , but after a rapid change of 
tacl!cs we gamed Third place in this event. 

HQ Sqn 'Tough Guys' set out on the stretcher race 

A ftcr a b ·cf · · ~ 
1
.
1 

n rest 11 wa lime 1or the ccond event 'You know it hurl ' 
Jere were two d · . · combine . ro~ers an tw? bikes and the idea was to get the best 

m f d di st~nce 111 the tune given. gt 'Tri -Athlete· Chivers covered 

Co
0
1
nst 0l.t.thc distance on one of the bikes bv him elf Included in the 

pc 1 ion was a " k • I , · your . D · JO er t 1at you could play on any event and double 
con uh~;nts or that one. We played ours at thi stage after a team 
th 

1 
ion, unfortunately to no avail! Thi. was followed by 'Keep to 

th~;g1~tt:~ of the beat: .. Thi was ba ically the military bleep test. We 
Cpl 'Mak' would be tmng by now but using thee pcrience of the PT! 

r Toner not one member of thi.: team dropped out before level 
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12 and we actually came First! We had also been 'strongly cncoura ed' 
throughout b~ SSgt. 'Icky' Gratri~k. T~e 0nal event for the day was~ 0 
gam, no P81~ . - this was a 30-m111 swim 111 four separate lanes Jn each 
lane the patt1ctpant:i ha~ to d~ a specific stroke except one whcr~ you had 
the pleasure o~ sw_tmm111~ with a traffic cone for company! To make it 
more challengmg. 11 was 111 combat trousers and shirt. The team would 
probably agree this was the lo.n~cst l~alf an hour of their lives. Sig 'Revs' 
Reveley. came .up with an or~g111al 1~ea of swimming with the cone by 
placmg 1t on his h~ad and do111g an impression of Co-Co the clown. He 
looked tup1d but 1t proved to be an effective method for himself to the 
amusement. of the ot~crs. The pain paid off, and we beat the other two 
Squadrons m the Regiment. We look forward to the next challenge! 

ARMY BADMJ TO CHAMPIO SHIPS 19-23 FEBR ARY 2001 
by Sgt Stephen Anderson. HQ Sqn 

Followmg last year ' succe s Maj Dave Duggan decided that the Regt 
would enter both a male and female into this year·s contest. The team list 
was as follows: Men's Team: Maj Dave Duggan W02 Dave Ormorod 
W~2 Gaz Bennett, ~S~t Sa~ Slade, Sgt Steve.Ander on, Cpl Danny 
1"!1lls, Cpl Terry ~v111nmg, Sig Henry Brennan, Sig Mally Mallinson, 
Sig Rob .'1.oore, Stg Joh_n Rees and Sig Ash Ward. Ladie Team: Cpl 
Cathy Wmder, LCpl Mtchelle Rayner, Sig Pippa Henderson and Sig 
Kerry Stewart. 
The team arrive~ ~t 5 Trg Regt (TA) RLC, Grantham on the Sunday 

before the competition was due to tart. and arranged to meet at 0800hrs 
Monday morrung. The day were spent hard in battle. Some player were 
batt!mg so bar~ ~hat th~y broke a number of racquets. ' Whatever you do, 
don \!end Maj Dave Duggan one of yours if you want it back in one 
piece. Pl.ayers of all standards were trying their best. Some of them were 
e~en gettmg extra coaching whilst warming up. I am not sure if making 
~1g John _Rees do pres -ups every time he lowered his racquet will 
improve lus game but it was funny to watch. 

Jn the_ evening Sig .Pipp_a Henderson wowed us, and all of Grantham 
TO\~n w1t!1 her ~maz.mg_ s111gmg kill , don't give up your day job just 
yeL Cpl Terry Tw111n111g spent the re 1 of the week getting constant 
gnef fr?m the rest of the team, as he changed allegiance and tarted 
supportmg the Ghurkhas halfway through the Tournament. 

On the whole the competition wa an el'.cellent success for 15 ig Regt 
- all me'!1ber of the team came away feelmg a sen e of achievement and 
are look111g forward to the Corps in October. An extra pecial well done 
and congratulation go to the following people: 

Male Veterans Doubles Winners: 
. WOI Chris turdy RE and W02 Dave Ormorod 

Umt Doub.le Runners-up: 
W02 Dave Ormorod and Cpl Danny 1ill 

Mixed Doubles Winners: · 
Capt Layton- haw RMP and W02 Dave Ormorod. 

CO'S CUP CRO -CO 'TRY - 23 FEBR ARY 2001 
by SSgr Mark Chivers, HQ Sqn 

The CO's Cup Cro s-Country race was held on 23 Febmary 2001. We 
had had a decent pell of weather for thi • time of year in Province but a 
we bega~ etting up for the race it wa ·four ea on in one da/ - rain. 
now, wmd and sun. Three team braved the storm. The race \ a run 

over the quality cross-coumry course of last year and al 141 Ohrs the CO 
drollped his arm and we were off like greyhound from the trap . Two 
Regimental runners continued the fast pace. gt Dave Kilgallon held on 
to the first lap and a quarter. Then SSot Kenny Butler left Dave and 
SSgt. lcky Gratrick standing - even aft~r repositioning a direction ign 
he still took first place! A hard nm competition over a demanding route -
well done to all who took part . 
Results Males Female 
I st gt Butler Lt Mclellan 
2nd Sgt Kilgallon pl Lake 
3rd SSgt Gratrick Capt tcwnrt 

Team 
HQ qn 
2r ig qn 
233 ig Sqn 

Should you make a purchase a the re ult of 
eeing an advert in 

The WIRE, please let them know that you aw 
their advert in your Corps Magazine 
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Plenty of enthusiasm and sunshine for the line-up 

SSgt lkky Gratrick strides into Third place 
in an interesting pair of shorts! 

EXERC I E W I 'TER WARRIOR 2001 
28 FEBR RY - 14 MA RCH 2001 
by Cpl Carolyn Thomson, 225 Sig Sqn 

On 28 February si. keen comrades departed for a skiing adventure in 
Au tria pl Chicken Lip' Hopgood with his kevlar · othing's getting 
into this baby' suitcase. C pl 'Wheels of steel' Hobson, LCpl 'Crazy 
Daisy· French, Sig J ohn Rees and ig 'Soul Glow' Ward. After a 19-
hour journey of pure fun on the ferry/coach we arrived in Hochfilzen a 
quamt linlc village surrounded by snowy mountains. The first weekend 
was pent ordic kiing, which proved to be the least enjoyable activity 
for the majority of the group! Cpl Hobson mastered the art and was in 
his clement - C pl Hopgood felt the most pain being as tall as 'Tom 
Thumb'! Having qualified for the bronze award everyone was relieved to 
be moving on to the alpine phase. Once again C pl Hobson learnt quickly 
and at the end of the week actually won the slalom race, receiving a hard 
earned medal for the team. C pl 'Howwww u doin' T homson picked up 
the pri7C for fastest female and received a recommendation to join the 
BLA T program (sounds good to me!) Cpl Hopgood was also a racing 
nake. but no match for LCpl French when it came to <lobbing and 

geumg the worst wipe-out award. ig Rees laughed his way through the 
"hole week watehmg the misfortunes of others. Sig Wa rd tried to be 
'Tom Cruise of the slopes' and was a cool as the snow beneath him, 
until he came plummeting down the slope him elf! Everyone enjoyed the 
exer 1se and would not hesitate to go back. ot only was the skiing 
challenging and good for the thighs, but the events organised for apres
<>ki were good fun too. 
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15 Sig Regt team on Ex Winter Warrior 2001 

REGI 1E TAL POTE TIAL LEADER HIP CO RSE 
13-14 MARCH 2001 -by LCpl Dave Rice, 233 Sig Sq11 . 

The Regimental Potential Leader Cour e was orgamscd by Capt 
te\\art, 225 ig qn, and aimed to develop the leader hip qualitie of 

signaller and COs within the Regt. The first day of the co_ursc 
in\'olved mainly cla sroom work. Most entertammg were the five minute 
lectureues given on a subject chosen by the syndicate D . These included 
'Children· Televi ion' by ig Jackie Bridger, and the rapper 'Eminem' 
by ig 'Kenny' Everett. Each memb_er of t~e yndicate was als~ given a 
ubjecl about which they had to ·chair' a d1 cuss1on, and wer~ given key 

is ucs to rai e. The main task wa to make ure that both 1de of the 
argument were heard and to keep the discu~sion going. The harde t part 
of the day was a first attempt at a wriuen estimate. Having completed a 
timed written attempt, the ynd icates then compared notes to ee how 
they had all gone about solving it, before being put out of their misery 
and being given tJ1e 'DS solution'. Day 1\vo was held at Kinnegar Station 
and Palace Barrack . The day consisted of a cries of leaderless tasks 
followed by command task in which each member of the syndicate took 
a tum to be in command. The mo t challenging of the tasks wa one that 
involved trying to cross a pool of water using a flo_at_ir_ig platfo~m, 
grappling hook and variou plank and rope . The pos 1b1hty of gettmg 
oaked was imminent, unless we u ed our heads to figure out how to tay 

dry. Once Cpl Danny Pearson had 'taken the plunge' though, we all 
took the attitude of ·one in all in'. 

Not exactly staying dry! 

The command ta ks were varied, but seemed to involve quite a lot ?f 
climbing up pole and ropes, and entertaining 'acrobatics' by certain 
members of the syndicates, notably C pl 'Mi ni-Me' mith. Each member 
was given an opportunity to command one of these ta ks, before the 
syndicates moved to Palace Barracks for the final race over the assault 
course. At the end of the second day everyone had enjoyed some aspect 
of the course even if they were a bit apprehensive on the first mommg. lt 
was a good learning experience and two days away from work! 
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Hanging in there 

I 1TER- QUADRON SQ ASH COMPETITION - 21MARCH2001 
by Capt Tam Malley, 225 Sig Sqn 

.A hard fought contest by all in the Inter- quadron quash Team in 
this year's competition. Squa h, is like fine wine. It i a game which 
improves wuh age. If the average age of the teams fielded i anything to 
go by. Clearly a game of wit and cunning. not agility! Victory was taken 
by .225 ig Sqn, but the harde t fought match was between V 02 ( 1) 
Neighbour , HQ Sqn and SSgt Heaton, 233 Sig Sqn. Well done to all for 
their effot1 and determination. 

225 Sig Sqn hold on to victory in the lnter-Sqn Squash 
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CO'S CUP SWIMM! G COMPETITIO ' - 2 APR ii 2001 
by Sgt Dave Milne, 225 Sig Sqn , 

Th~ CO's Cup s~imming competillon was an easily won victory for 
233 Sig Sqn. 225 S1_g Sqn and llQ qn fielded somewhat dubious teams, 
unable to_ show t~e1~ true talent due to manning difficulties. The 'Best 
Effort (B1ggc l B1fl) award goes to W02 ( , M) Thorne. That said, all 
those who competed gave it their best and a good day was had by all. 

HE DQUARTERSSQ ADRO 
Sqn Comd Maj D. T. H. Wilson 
SSM gt Gratrick 

Over the past few months, I IQ Sqn has been through many changes on 
the man?gement front. The 21C Sqn, Capt J. Howell-Walmsle) suffered 
a bad viral illness, and has taken a period of extended leave. I le ha. 
thankful!)'. recovered ~nd now looks fornard to taking up post as Trg Offr 
I (UK) Div HQ and 1g Rcgt. As a result of this W02 ( M) 'eighbour 
took over the posts of 21C Sqn/OC COMMCE Tp, UWO and · gt 
' leky'Gratrick moved up to SSM. More recently there has been a change 
at the helm, with the ~quadron saying farewell and wishing all the best 
for the future to MaJ J . Mullender and his wife Lesley. A warm 
welcome goe_ out to Maj D. T. H. Wilson and his wife Colleen for their 
tour 111 . I. F111ally a welcome back to work for Veronica after her seven 
weeks 111 plaster! 

W02 (SSM) Neighbour makes his debut as the Genie 
in the New Harp Players pantomime - Aladdin 

'You command and I obey, Oh Master! .. .' 

CO 1l'\1CE TROOP 
Tp Comd W02 ( SM) 1 eighbour 
Tp gt gt Ripley 

Everyone in the Troop ays a big welcome to the following people; 
LCpl Barrett, LCpl Broderick, LCpl kDiarmid, LCpl miej kowski. 
A goodbye and all the besi in the future, goes to the succe ful e cape 
team; Cpl Ritch ie 'Arthur Daly' Evans who is leaving to go to Gcnnany 

ig Dave ' rudolph ' Green moving to CAFTG, ig igc ·Tp morale' 
Green who lea e on promotion to 7 ig Regt, S ig Pippa 'High Jump· 
Henderson who join I (UK) Div HQ and ig Regt and finally io 
Adam ·Laura' Ryan who joins a previou e capcc at 21 ig Rcgt. " 

225 SlG1 L Q A.ORO ' 
qn Comd Maj I. J. mi th 
SM W02 (SS I) T horne 

ECHO T ROOP 
Tp Comd Capt F. . W. h!\\ art 
Tp gt SSgt ( up' r R) Jacklin 

Another bu ·y period for Echo Tp with an unusually high tumo\cr of 
personnel. Cp l Aldred , Cpl G u tter idge and Cpl arter have now 
started their long awaited months of re culcment and termination lea' e, 
\ e wish them the best in their new cho en cnrccr . The follo\\ ing 
personnel have also moved on; C pl K irkwood (39 R ), C pl \\ a itcs 
(D ). Cpl Bibby (R MPT), C pl ly (J U Oakley), Cpl Scanlan ( 14 

ig Regt (EW)), Cpl hirn (R . Blant.lford) and C pl Poo le (D L, 
Beaconsfield) - many thank to all of them for their long ·uffcring hours 
of hard work. C PO Kava nagh. LCpl Steve nso n, JT C le ments and 
LCpl cott are al ·o tlmnk..:d for their hard work on roulemcnt tours \\ c 
welcome C pl Bcbbington, C 1>I Fl:itma n, C pl Dale, L p l Ha llida). 
LCpl mith and LCp l Fletcher . 
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GOL TROOP . 
Tp Comd apt R. J. Craig 
T , gt gt \\ilson . 

p Th.: month of\1arch sa\1 quite a f(:· .. chang to the Tp. Firstly we say 
hello to pl Debbie Whatmough and Cpl Gar. Bond and ~pl Pete 
Hall who have arrived fully refre hcd aftc~ their 1:1 u:-1grad111g:. ~!so 
welcome to pl· cotty' Pear on who ha .1omed us from Bdc 1g qn: 
The Troo aid goodbye to gt Wayne. Ballard an.d gt tu iurra) 
\ho are 0~· to pastures new in Balado Bndge: The T1o~p would also hke 
to conuratulatc gt L) ndon Box. gt Craig Bran km and gt John 
Hatch on pa sine. th ir FofS entrance exam. and gt Dave Kilgallon " gt 

L d Bo an-d ot tu 1urra on being selected for promot10~. 'n on · " • S D W-1 d ll F;nalh the Troop would like to congratulate . gt ave 1 son an 1 
wife L)nne on the birth of their daughter E lem. 

PPORTTROOP 
Tp Comd apt P. R. Griffith 
Tp gt gt .\tilnc . b 

Wekome to LCpl Fi her, LCpl McCronc, l.1is wife Clai.rc and ba Y 
Lennon who have all joined u from l (UK) Div HQ and Sig Rcgt. Cpl 
C layton ha al 0 recently arrived from 34 1g Rcgt. Ne~vly promoted 
Cpl Jo Quinn ha now ~o ed to ? .Sig Regt - congratl)lanons to Jo and 
Jim who are now expectmg an addmon to the fanuly. Cpl Pullen has left 
to. join 16 ig Regt. We thank them for their hard work here and w1 h 
them all the very best in the future. 

233 IG 'AL Q ADRO I 

Sqn Comd 1aj A. N. Walker 
M gt Allen 
First the quadron would like to say a fond farewell t~ W02 (SSM) 

Rob Dun eith who now moves to pastures ~recner ha mg served the 
quadron with dedication and loyalty. Be. t w1 . hes are extended to both 

him and hi wife Tracey. Capt Lucy Thir k 1 warm.I~ welcomed mto 
SHQ arriving from Aldershot to assume the respons1b1hty of qn 21C -
good' luck! Sqn Clk, Cpl te~e Luca.s.and his family are congratulated on 
the birth of their latest family add111on, Alexandra , who seem.s to ~e 
causing plenty of sleep dep~vation .. The 9uadron has excelled itself m 
the CO' Cup Swimming with a decisive victory. due by no small m~n 
10 the strong support given from across _the Squadron. Congratulauons 
and may the winning continue for a long lime yet. 

INDIA TROOP - by Sig Phil Brocken 
Tp Comd Lt T. Grey 
Tp SSgt SSgt Marlowe 

Another fun-filled few months in India Tp! But first a few hellos and 
goodbyes. Welcome to Cpl Jason 'Biff-Chit' ' icholl who has )omed us 
from 2 Sig Regt and Cpl Justin 'BPFA' Medcraft who has JOmed us 
from EC Branch. Cpl Jeff Ford has also joined us from 30 ~1g Re~ and 
ha some very old boots to fill in the hape of Cpl Graham Wh_ere s my 
pension book?' Keith ! There are also a few people lea".mg this mon~h 
that the Troop will be very sorry to see go. We start with S~gt Craig 
'Etho ' Marlowe who has moved on to show those people m the TA 
what real soldiering is all about! .Thank you.for all your hard wor~ an.d 
commitment to the Tp - what will we do ~v1thout you? '."-lso leavmg is 
Cpl Graham 'Grandpa' Keith who not bemg content with two rows of 
medals has re-joined 30 Sig Regt to try and get a few more before his 
pending retirement! Cpl Ian 'PC.Plod' Ward_lc ?as go~e ?ack_ to 
Blandford to undertake his Tl Cse. Fmally LCpl Jim Iron Mike Qumn 
has departed with his wife Jo to 7 Sig Regt to cause some ch_ao.s there! 
Good luck to you all in your new postings. A pal on t1?e back 1s m order 
for Lt Tim Grey on convincingly beating everyone m the Troop Cla~ 
Pigeon Shooting organised by Cpl Andy 'Just one more course please 
Butterfiel<I - a good day was had by all involved. . . . 
And finally many congratulations to both Sgt Ross MenZICS and his wife 

on the birth of their baby son which they have n'.lmed can and to LCpl 
Kev 'Toff' Luca and his wife on the birth of their son Bradley. 

:\ETWORK CO TROL CE 'TER - by LCp/ 'Deano' Deans 
Tp Comd Capt . Haresign 
Tp Sgt gt Johnson 

'i elcomc to all the new member of the Troop and goodbye lo the 
lucky one who have e caped! Firstly W02 (Yo! ) Rick Carley from 
280 Sig Sqn, who replaces W02 (YofS) Russ Darlington who has gone 
to 30 Sig Regt. 02 (FofS) Rick Gorman has move~ across from TM 
Tp L pl Paul Westerman has arrived from 3 (UK) Div HQ & Sig Regt, 

gt • ' igel Cathew who has moved to us from R Tp, and LCpl 'Dinge~' 
Bell from 14 Sig Regt (EW) via a re-trade at RSS, Blandford. So far this 
year 11 has been 'all system go· in the fast moving world of the CC. 
The new management team who have taken the wheel are hell-bent on 

reducing th" Province fault status. an.d with an e~cr changing sea of faces 
in the t am. Out idc of the C 1nc1dent room 11sclf, the Troop ha~ been 
active on the sports field - the most notable event was U1c McKclv1.e up 
lntcr-Sqn Swimming Competition, where the Troop sho_wcd their true 
sport ing potential by corning in la t! The Troops young. lc~hs h~ve als.o 
been busy out on the ground with attachmen~s .to the .Brigade F~T s 
getting hands-on experience with the comms kit Ill use m the Provmcc. 
Teams of Tech also went down to 40 ig Rcgt (V) to assist with their 
preparation for R LT. 

ROMEO TROOP 
Tp Comd Capt R. A. Hamilton 
Tp S gt SSgt Bartleet . , 

A warn1 welcome to thi months new amvals.,Cpl Ster Crouchman 
and gt Booth who join the Op eel fr?1~ 30 Sig Regt, and Cpl Berry 
LCpl Lohse and LCpl Springett who JOlll the workshop from TM !P· 
As u ual there wa U1e annual la t minute m h to squeeze. all remammg 
leave in before the end of the financi~l. year.. That sa1.d, the ~roop 
per onnel did complete their qumterly tramm$, with a spec1a.l mention to 
LCpl 'Bigtime' Hendrie who enJoyed swannmg around 1n ht _fly.mg mt 
a little too much and to Sgt 'Mac' McGibbon who clcarl.Y d1dn t enJO) 
flying at all. On the porting front, R Tp were presented w1t.h the. coveted 
McKelvie Cup for 2000. The winning continued ~long. this vcm m the 
fir t match of 200 l with a victory 111 the s w1mm1ng. A notable 
perfonnancc from S ot 'Dave' Mudwny who won the backstroke by a 
clear length. A good t~am effort in U1e relay events ensured that the Team 
Captain , Cpl 'Shaggy' Ashurst stepped ~orward to collect the tr_ophy. R 
Tp are looking forward to a bu y year with a few notable h1ghhghts on 
the agenda. A number of personnel will participate in the Cheviot 2~ 
Fell Race, rai ing money for th~ .Rett yn~rome charity, followed m 
December with a skydiving cxped1t1011 to Flonda. 

TECH JC L M I 1TE1 A 'CE TROOP 
Tp Comd Lt E. L. McLellan 
Tp SSgt SSgt Jarvis 

TM Tp ha had yet another manic month or two of goodby~ . Cpl 
Andy Berry has moved aero s to R Tp.and is curr~nUy ,undergo1~f ~e 
necessary tran formation from professional Tech mto Cowboy . Sig 

pringett gets a hello and good~ye, spending. a record one-wee_k with 
TM Tp prior to moving across 111 the same direction. ~Cpl M1cheHe 
'Claire· Rayner has now left to join the Royal ~1gnals Mobile 
Presentation Team and is wished the very best for her lime tl~ere,. wh!l. t 
Sig 'Muggy' Mugford has shed his rank and moved on to .c1v1han hfe. 
SSgt F lo Jarvis finally managed to escape to I Tp where. 11 1s hoped that 
he is enjoying practi ing his trade once more. He is given a very big 
thank you for all his hard work as Tp SSgt for TM Tp. Meanwhile there 
have been a few new faces including LCpl Ta nya Webb who ha 
returned to U1e Regiment following her re-trade - ~elcome back. LCpl 
Stanham also join the Troop h.aving completed his trade trammg. It is 
hoped that you both enjoy your t1me here. Congratulat1?n must go to Sgt 

ick Goodwin who was successful on the last promotion board and now 
awaits hi promotion to Staff Se~gcant. Wi~h personnel desperate to u. e 
up all their leave entitlement pnor to Apnl, March v:as a rnther quiet 
month with numerous people away. Those who were 111 Prov111ce mad.e 
the mo t of the various leaving functions and Troop members a1~d their 
families, on the occasion of saying goodbye to LCpl Rayner, enJoyed a 
very good night out. 

If not call 01258 482087 you may have moved and forg~tt~n 
ha s xou need to renew your subscnpt1on 
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40th (ULSTER) SIGNAL REGIMENT 
(VOLUNTEERS) 

CO Lt Col A. P. R. Roberts MBE 
RSM WOI (RSM) G. C. . Keane 

The Regiment bids farewell to the Commanding Officer who leaves 
for the rigour of Abbey Wood. After what seems like an eternal farewell 
period involving many dining/lunching outs Lt Col Tony Roberts hands 
over command to Lt Col Robert Kelly on 20 April 2001 . The CO 
cnJoycd a sa lubrious dining out from the Officers ' Mess at Clonaver Park 
TAC which was supported by the Pipes and Dnnns from 69 (North Irish 
Horse) Signal sq uadron (Volunteers), who provided an excellent 
demonstration of their ability and why it is that they arc so much in 
demand. Capt Carl Kinghan is much relieved at the return of the 
Adjutant and is now safely ensconced within the realms of 66 (City of 
Belfast) Signal Squadron (Volunteers) once more. Carl, thank you for the 
sterling work you put in whilst l wa away. WOI (RSM) McGin ley 
leaves u for 14 Sig Regt (EW) where he will arrive as Capt McGinley. 
Congratulations, you are no longer required to work for your living! 
Welcome to WO! (RSM) Keane, and before you ask, yes he is, who has 
already set about the Regiment with vigour. As I write he is setting about 
the CO in the Sergeants' Mess during yet another lunching out. A long 
aficmoon ensues I am sure, more of which in the next bulletin. 

EXERCI E SCOTTIE Fl IV 21- 25 FEBRU RY 2001 
bv W02 (SSM) l Whitley 

Well, it i that time of year again. Support Sqn etting off to the Ski 
lopes of the Cairngorm and the Lechte in North Eastern Scotland. The 

Snow reports were more optimistic for good kiing for the first time in 
many a year. The advance party. consisting of the QM (V), Capt 
Maurice Stanley, W02 (RQMS) Derek Irvine. W02 (FofS) Robert 
'Dixie' Dixon, SSgt Steve 'Franz Clammer' Delancy, SSgt 'Charlie' 
Milligan (Ma ter Chef) and Sig 'Clive ' Dunn, left in the early hours of 
21 February 200 I. They were there to take over the accommodation and 
recce the lope before the main party arrived the following day. 

The Team! 
Yes! It does snow in Aviemore • (but not during RSIT weekend)! 
Back Row (L-R): 21C Capt Tom Dick, W02 (FofS) Robert Dixon, 

LCpl Michael Ware, 
Sgt Lizette Murdoch, SSgt (SQMS) Jim Clasper 

Front Row (L-R) : W02 (RQMS) Derek Irvine LCpl Paul Calvert 
(Ski Instructor) 

1:he Stopover Hostel in Grantown on Spey, near Aviemore was once 
agam used as the base for all the activities. This hostel i central to the 
slopes that we intended to use for our weekend training. The main party 
under the control of W02 (SSM) Lynda Whitley left Belfast to join the 
advance partv on 22 Febmary 2001. The group consisted of many men 
and ~omen who had never skied with the Squadron before and they were 
lookmg forward to the weekend. All envisaged a good time. We held our 
now ritual dinner night, where all had a scary story to recollect. There 
were many who had defied the laws of gravity to stay on their feet, for 
most of the time anyway. We left for Belfast on Sunday morning with 
everyone looking forward to a good, Jong rest. Ju t as well as there were 
storms brewing over the North Channel aero s to Belfast Lough. 

The weekend marks the end of my tour as SSM. l hand over control of 
the Squadron to W02 (SSM) Tom John ton at the end of March and 
move to the post of RQMS (V). I would like to thank all the members of 
the Squadron who have supported me during my two years in the post. 

EXERCISE PRO TO FI 1 17-19 FEBR ARY 2001 
Some 20 soldiers from 69 Sig Sqn took part in the above Alpine Skiing 

Exercise held in the Cairngorm region of the Scottish Highlands. They 
were based at the Stopover Hostel in Grant own-on-Spey, Moravshire. 
The weekend started with a long journey with the main party leaving the 
Limavady TAC at l 930hrs on the Friday and arriving at the hostel at 
0630hrs on the Saturday. The packet leaders. OCdt Robert Owens and 
Sgt Keith Colhoun made the journey slightly longer. They decided to 
take the scenic route around Gia gow. This others found st range, as 
sleeping in the back of their vehicle was Lt John Black a native of the 
city. Why did they not wake him for directions? 

The main body was met by the advance party consisting of Sgt 
(SQMS) Lloyd Cammack, S gt Chri tine Williamson and the Pipe 
Major, Sgt John Taylor who demonstrated throughout the weekend that 
he is as good a chef as he is a piper. Despite a meagre three hours sleep: 
the group was up, ready and enthusiastic for a day on the slopes. We were 
plil into three groups those who could ski. beginner and absolute 

beginners. SSgt Le Gamble who could not grasp the point that he was 
meant to do up his boots claimed the main event of Day One. Several 
times, to the bemusement of onlookers, a set of ski's complete with boots 
would glide down the slopes. A frantic madman chasing after them in bi 
army issue green ocks. We ended the day feeling that we were at least 
getting somewhere and retired to the hostel to soak our tired limbs and 
partake in the 'Apres Ski'. 

Day Two started with a reshuffle of the groups. LCpl Paul Cawery, 
our instructor from 8 Inf Bde Sig Sqn. took charge of the absolute 
beginners. He quickly realised that hi work was cut out for him. He 
a ked the group to ki towards him to assess the standard. The group et 
off one by one, unfortunately not all in the direction intended. Some time 
later, on regrouping we tried again, and again, and again, until eventually 
we were ready to move on. Sig Chris her who for the past two day 
had been complaining that he was not used to skiing and preferred 
nowboarding finally got hi wi h. Unfortunately he was on a 'T-Bar' 

and there was omeone attached to the snowboard at the time. The result 
wa Chris, a. nowboarder and a lift operator. got to know each other as 
they were dragged along the ground. ot to be put off Chris had another 
go on tbe T-Bar. This time joined by that well-known downhill kier Sig 
Jim McKee. They did very well for about ten metre and were last seen 
gracefully moving downhill on their backs. 

The weekend was a great succe s, made better by the abundance of 
snow and the fine. weather. Our thank go to our instmctors Sgt Pat 
Ga nnon, Sgt M ark Comerford and LCp l Paul Cawery and. to the 

QMS and his team for their efforts in organising the exercise. 

39 INFANTRY BRIGADE HEADQUARTERS AND 
SIGNAL SQUADRON (213) 

Sqn Comd 
RM 

Maj A. R. Knott 
WO! (RSM) . M. Lockwood 

SQUADRO HEADQUARTER 
Our. b~lovcd Chief Clerk, Sgt tu mart (AGC) is to be 

comm 1ss1?ncd . The Squadron would like to e tend their hearty 
eongratulauons and wish you and your fami ly every future uccess. Do 
not forget that you are now required to buy a Labrador and mart ca ual 
trousers! 
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COMMU ICATIO ' TROOP 
Tp Comd Lt . Y. Richardson 
Tp gt S gt R. Atherton 

OP ECTIO 
rrivals and departures: The hello' thi month are extended to ig 

Gary Weller and LCpl Gerard Tierney, who join u in COM I E 
and yscon re pcctil'cly. W hope you will be very happy econded to a 
room with few window and no mean of cape. Th other new chap m 
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h is with much adncss that the section bid farewell to the Driver 
clement of the Rover Group. What good the Rover Group will be without 
any dri~crs is beyond u . We give a big thank you and good luck L? 1:-CP! 
'\ eil ·Geordie' Allinson, LCpl Andy Fleetwood, Pte Andy Aitch 
Aitchison and Pte Hayley Andrews. T11ings will not be the ame a.round 
here without you, it will be quieter for one and hopefully we w1ll g~t 
omc work done. God speed and we hope you have every success m 

whatt.:ver you do. 

TECH-.;IC L M I'\TE1 A CE SECTIO, 
Arrhals and departures: A new Tele Mech has arrived to hdp the 

Rigger reach maximum capacity. But wait, what is this, a female ngger, 
I have n.:ver heard of such a thing. All we can say i thank goodness Sig 
Ja on Ellam has left and we look to LCpl Lynsey Byrne to put .the 
Rigecrs firmly in their place. A thousand welcomes from the section, 
hu~ah. another girl for the Lanyard Team! The se.ction bids a sad 
farewell to Cpl Emma Dignall. who has finished her tnne here, and left 
with cs ay writing skill :;he did not know she possessed. Thank you for 
your excellent judgement calls and all you~ hard work, we ~1sh you well. 
Congratulations to Cpl Ian Burgon on his recent promotion. ~elcome 
back to our two intrepid riggers, Sig Dean Rober ts and 1g Andy 
\1orri on, from their epic adventures to the Falkland Islands. Lets hope 
your now have penguins out of your systems and can concentrate on the 
slightly warmer climbs of Province. 

S:\ILl'\G h.1 LCp/ Chri.1 Lord 
The iourncy of a lifetime began at Bangor, on th~ East Coast. ~f 

orthcm lrdand with a select number of courageous ailors. The Ship s 
~aptam. SSgt Terry 'Mad Dog' :\1clntyre and first mate LCp~ Steven 
'\lustc' Ire on. commanded a rather inexperienced crew consisting of 

gt Lee Rotherforth. LCpl \1ick ' Jcnno knows' Jennings ~nd .LCpl 
hri 'Sick Boy Lord First port of call was Troone, the p1lgnmagc 

acros was by far the most stomach wrenching experience of LCpl 'sick 
a a dog' Lord'\ life. The second day entailed a journey up to Tarbot. 
which \\as an enjoyable da} 's sailing for all concerned and helped the 
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ere'' consolidate their e'lpericnccs. On the thir~ day we had, what 
appeared 10 be idyllic weather. an absolutely std! sea and n~ wind. 
However. the rest of the crew grum~lcd . as no w111d mca~t u ·mg the 
engine. which somewhat defeats t!1e obJCCllve. On a.rnval at Campletown. 
we visited many of the local pub he house to experience tl~e fine coltish 
welcome, reserved for militury personnel. It wa during this time that the 
weather took a change for the worse. leaving the Mo~le Maiden Crew 
'.trandcd' at Campletown for three whole days. The famous five were 
forced to spend their time drinking in the local area. wondering what their 
a sociatcs were up to on the other 1de of the water. When the torm 
mo cd on. the crew made a speedy recovery back to Pro~mcc under the 
threat of the R M posting us AWOL. to prepare the ship for her next 
voyage. 

LCpl Lord sleeps off the excitement of his unscheduled holiday 

PPORTTROOP 
Tp Comd Capt C. Maddison RLC 
MTSNCO gt Eley RLC · r 

Congratulations to Capt Gail Maddison on her recent acceptance ~~c 
a transfer into the AGC(ETS). We hope a Reg comes your way, 
RLC's loss will be the AGC's gain. 

RQM DEPARTME T . . . nt 
Congratulations to Cpl John Davies and his wife Anna on their rcce , 

marriage. Shame about the honeymoon, but at least. nna now kno11d 
ju t exactly what she is letting her elf in for! We wish you a long an 
happy Ii fc together. 

:vIOTOR TRA1 SPORT 
A F REWELL TO ARMS · S n 

Once upon a time, in a garage far, far, away 39 Bde I IQ and Sig h6) 
had an elite RLC Motor Transport Unit. Everybody loved the MT, as t 
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were at the beck and call of the Unit twenty-four hour a day, yet rarely 
complained. But the big bad Suppo~t Battali~n came over the horizon and 
gobbled the Mt Dept up. The Unit were dismayed at the loss of their 
friends. rhc daddy of the MT Department was a big, bald headed NCO 
ca lled Sgt Andy Eley, who spent hi s entire posting to the Unit on 
r~scttlcmcnt or planning ways of leaving the community of Anny to seek 
his fortune. He was occasionally deputi sed by Cpl 'Geordie' 
Waterworth, the 'Del Trotter' of the MT. These two intrepid warriors 
were helped in their capacity of providing movement around the village 
of Province by several little helpers. There was Cpl 'Faz' Farrell , who 
was leaving having spent two years at the Diving Club, LCpl 'Taff, the 
Magpie' Lewis. who trut hi stuff on the rugby pitch and was so sad at 
leaving the gir ls behind, along with LCpl 'Brammers' Bramwell , 
currently undertaking hi PTI course. The e little Pixies were not the only 
fluffy bunnic 10 play in the MT Dept, there was also Pte Mick Battle, 
Pie tevc Elford and Pte Chris 'Speedy ' Wilkinson . Such was their 
dismay at seeing the Sp Bn looming, they tried to rc-capbadge, terminate 
their service or to get posted as quickly as possible. Other , such a LCpl 
Dave Blower, Pte Shane obcs, Pte ' Pops' Pople and Pte ' ewboy' 
Evetts resigned themselves to the fact they were going to be consumed 
into the vast empire. Pte Louise Craig, on successful completion of her 
MP course threw hcrsel fat the Sp Bn, with unbridled excitement, as she 
knew once inside there would be a fresh supply of male bunnies to entice 
into her web. And so 39 Inf Bdc I IQ and Sig Sqn, after trying to fight the 
Sp Bn, withdr.::w into the back ground to lick its wounds, and reminisced 
about the good time when they still had an MT. They ·a t and 
remembered the little fairic who picked them up and dropped them off 
so clfortlc ly. We hope they will all live happily ever after. 

SQ ADRO ' EVENTS 
BRIGADESA M 

The Competition started with a select number of 39 Bde's finest sharp 
shooters. The team con istcd of Cpl Rick ' Dead Eye· Sherriff (Team 
Captain), LCpl Chris 'Pistol King' Lord, Sig Cordon 'Oops that was 
not me' Wallace, along with our more experienced shooters in the form 
of Pte Mark 'Where arc my trousers?' O'Hare. Pte Val 'Who mes ed 
with my sight ?' Hardy and Pte Danny 'Where' the range?· Blakey. 
Most unusually we were privileged enough to include two riggers on the 
team in the form of Sig Del 'Pie Muncher' Slowey and Sig Andy' eeds 
Glasses' Morrison. We started the competition with massive amounts of 
enthusiasm. which was quickly depleted. once we saw ju t how good the 
opposition was. The night shoot was the highlight of the whole 
competition, having just one member of the team hitting the target. Well 
done Pte 'Stretch' O'Hare. The final shoot wa a knock out competition, 
which we took at its word and were knocked out. Still better luck next 
year lads, we cannot possibly get any worse! 

EXERCISE FREEZING Fl1 - by Cpl Kenny Purdie 
Once more, the brave and the tupid of 39 Inf Bde HQ and Sig qn 

deployed to deepest, darkest Bavaria for a spot of uicidal training. The 
exerci e began with a nightmare minibus journey of epic proportions, 
destination Krcfcld with a stopover with 7 Sig Regt. However, due to 
unforeseen problem differentiating between diesel and petrol, the 
journey was punctuated by a brief halt in Wigan to have the tank drained. 
After a mammoth 26-hour trip, we arrived at Krefeld. Thi wa then 
followed with a further seven hours before arriving at our Gucsthousc. 

ext time, sod the extra expen e, we arc flying! 
The skiing began with the normal admin nightmare of people 

whmging 'My boots don 't fit ', ' I've bought two left boot all the way 
from Northern Ireland and only just reali ed', coupled with · my boots 
don't fit in my kis StafT!' But soon enough we were on the lopes 
looking good whilst static, but extremely dangerous whilst in motion. 
Memorable points of the week were S gt Rob 'The Egg' Atherton and 
his 140m slide/fall down a slope called "The Wall'. At the end, he moved 
from the sitting to the standing position. a manoeuvre for which he failed 
to slow down, resulting in the local populace asking him if he were Jame 
Bond. Pte 'Watch Out, Andy's about' Aitchison and hi s repeated 
attempt to wipe out anyone else on the slopes, will remain with us, much 
to the distress of his fiancec C pl Mandy ' I hate you Andy' Smith. Of 
cour ·c my own spectacular le son, instructing on how to u e a certain 
delicate area of the body a a stoppage ystcm, in conjunction with a 
large fir-tree. I still ing soprano and my eyes arc watering even now as I 
thmk of that moment. 

- --
W02 Kemp shows ~s how to pose with style. 
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Many Thanks go to the orgamser of the event gt Rob 'Don't Panic' 
Atherton as well as the two instructors; Sgt Dean 'Show Form' 
MacKenzie, an expert on looking good and general po ·ing. Also to the 
mystcr!ous W02 from the RLC know only as '01 Jon! ' who took a group 
of novices and turned them into something resembling Japanese pilots at 
Pearl Harbour. 

Mentions must also be made of the AO Capt •Mad as a fish' 
Maddison for her efforts at teaching LCpl 'German for G is Gay' ppal 
the cultural delights of Neil Diamond. nice harmonics Ma'am. Well 
doncs a lso. t~ Cpl 'Belly's gonna get you' Digna!! for keeping the 
German chip industry afloat, Cpl Brett ' Bambi on ice' Cri t, for heer 
determination combined with a death wish, and lastly the OC qn, Maj 

ndy .~nott: although he only joined us for a few days, he entered into 
the spmt of things. Sir, you really did suit the 'Mong of the Day' wig. 
(Although though did you Cpl Purdie!) 

A ft~r another. more succc sful, stopover in K.refeld on the way back, 
amplmg the hospitality of 232 Sig Sqn, it was back to orthern Ireland, 

with a look forward to next year's trip: don't forget, next time we fly! 

Cpl Purdie looking as stylish as ever as 'Mong of the Day' 

COMIC RELIEF 
Well done to all participants in the Comic Relief ·Pant to Poverty' 

D~y. The Squadron raised over £700 for the charity, so well done to all 
tho e who gave in the spirit of the occasion. 

EXERClSE KATTERGAT B CKSTOP 
28 FEBRUARY-10 MARCH 2001 

Ex Kattergat Backstop was an Adventurous Sail Training exerci e co
ordinated by Adventurou Traini ng Group (Germany) and British Kiel 
Yacht Club. The primary aim of the exerci e wa to afely deliver the 
new fleet of yachts for BK YC from the ajad boatyard in Hcnan, 
Sweden to Kiel. Four member of the qn volunteered to take part in this 
Offshore Sailing cxpcdilion. gt ' Seadog· Mcintyre headed up the 
expedition ably assi ted by gt Lee Rotherforth, Cpl ·snippy' Ship and 
LCpl 'Mu to Man' Ireson. After a marathon journey, via the orth Sea 
and Hamburg, we arrived safely at BKYC for a brief by the 
Commandant-. Upon arrival at the ajad boatyard in Henan, a look of 
disbelief on the crew ' faces aid it all. There wa a good ten inche of 
now underfoot and the new fleet of yachts was frozen into the fre·h\ ater 

Gord! 
After recruiting the ervicc of a teel-hulled boat to act as an 

icebreaker we finally set sail for Ello . A rigging expert from ajad 
accompanied each boat individually and checked nothing wa amis and 
that the mast wa n't about to fall down on our 350-mi le tnp back to 
BKYC. There\ a a nice IOknot br eze a we meandered our way down 
the picturesque ljords to Ello . Fully \ ictualled we et ail for the Danish 
i land of Anholt. Unfortunately the wind died on us but we did have the 
opportunity to hoi t the pinnaker and manage a few broaches on a shy 
reach. The remainder of the journey wa. spent under engine until we 
arri ed on ihi remote island in the Kattergat during nightfall. With a 
welcome change in the weather we et off on our merry \\ ay to 
Middlefart. After three days of trcnuou ai ling we were rewarded with a 

_run ashore. At1er another cracking meal from our gourmet chef Sgt Lee 
Rothcrforth . we explored the Danish town of Middlcfart. 

With jd(!a~ weather condition for ailing and due to the fleet being 
well ahead of schedul , it wa decided 10 hold a 50-milc inshore race. 
This gave all the crew opportunitic· to put their skill into practice. With 
long beat and plenty of chance· to fly the kite, all crew were thorough I 
tc tcd in their drills. Despite nearly SO mite · and eight hours racing the 
boat were remarkably close at the finish at Damp marina in Gennany. 
The sea was choppy for the final day a we beat back to Kiel. The aim 
had been achieved with ult boats delivered safely to BKY . BBQ wa · 
held and a few beers sunk in the Yacht Club all accompanied by some 
salty . ca-doo yams! The fou r members of the quadron all agreed thm a 
lot had bccn"'leamt and an enjoyable if not arduous time wa had b} all. 
Finally I would like toe. tend my thank to all the staff at BK YC for their 
organi ation and professionalism throughout the e'crcisc. 
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321 EOD SQN RLC 
THE ROYAL SIGNALS ELEMENT 

EOD Br Ad'i or W02 ( uper R) Dave \ atson 
qn EC' 1 Ad\i or gt ( uper R) ' Robbo' Robson 

O:\IAGH DET - b1· LCpl Roderick . 
The la t fe,, mo.nth have been fairly quiet. Howe er. we 1111 have had 

enough to do , 'ith the day to day running of the detachn~en~. As the E M 
operator I am re pon ible to the team for all the commumcallon. and ECM 
equipment and due to the high late of rcadine s we are on, ll all needs 
running up and tc ting daily. 

LCpl Roderick 
instructs members of the detachment on the art of communications 

The recent foot and mouth crisis has added an intere ting twist so that 
our task drill now include disinfecting and decontamination of equipment 
and ourselve . We have al o been practicing various ways of getting our 
equipment and personnel to incidents. 

We can drive, however, if the incident is long distance we can al o get 
the RAF to fly u there (weather dcpendan!, and !101 after 1630~rs or 
weekend ). Additionally, we have also been 11nprovmg our public image 
by running land at several KAPE events. These arc organised by the 
resident battalion for local commumty groups uch as the young farmers, 
boys brigade and cout . They receive arious pre entation on th~ t~am 
equipment and gain an insight into what we do and what EOD 1s hke. 
They also get to play with the Wheelbarrow, and 1f they're really lucky 
they get to try on a bomb suit or get a free ride on a Blackboard (a 
hcli-portable go-kart). 

The Air Cadets get to don the EOD suit 
and become ATO for the day 

The main aim behind these visit is to reduce the chances of the 
individual going home, seeing the EOD team on the treets ~n~ chucking 
bricks at us - especially after we have JUSI rc-pamted the Tacllca s. 

A TRJM DETACHME T - by Cpl Gillett . 
Having been earmarked to move from Londonderry to Antnm, I wa 

extremely happy because Antrim is currently the bu iest EOD detachment 
in Province. Unfortunately, the goalposts were moved and Londood~rry 
suddenly had an upsurge in tasking - with mortar attacks on camp, vehicle 
borne bombs and ju. I to top things off pipebombs. Oh well,_ who want to 
be on the receiving end of a mortar anyway? uddenly, thm~s tartedw 
calm down in Antrim, 1 think they realised my RBtR wa commg up. With 
the amount of jobs reducing you would think l could it back and relax a 
litt le. ot a chance - l do not think that it's possible to have more 
inspections and visits. Then there arc SSgt Robsons ' 'Little Projc~t ', 
mine being to set up a presentation for the visit of the curre~t Supervisor 
Radio Course. On returning from R&R 1 had my Presentalton vetted _by 
SSgt Robson, lets just ay l made a few changes after this. Only mnc 
weeks to go until I return to the mainland supposedly, I've not been told 
that I am extended yet but I ' m confident l will be! 

LO DO DERRY DETACHME T - By Cpl Wishart 
I arrived at probably the largest (and what ! thought the qu~etest) E~D 

detachment in Province. However, this oon changed. Until this ttme 
Londonderry Del wa known as the SCAIRDYCAT DET, as the team 
never seemed to want to leave the camp. On my first morning here the 
team was tasked to carry out traffic duties at a suspicious vehicle. After a 
really wet six hours we all retired to the detachment to get warm, or so we 
thought. Things soon changed that evening when the Boss got a rath,:r 
large mortar bomb delivered to the Officers' Mess accommodation - ho1' 
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that for service! Due to this the Boss managed to break all land speed 
records for the fastest thing on two legs as he hu1tlcd into the dctachmc~t. 
So, once again we donned our good old combat 95 to play bomb heroes. 

[ 
2 SIGNAL REGIMENT 

co 
RSM 

Lt Col I. Cameron-Mowat 
WOl (RSM) S. Keilty 

HEADQUARTERS SQUADRO 
qn Comd Maj M. Bailes 

SSM W02 (SSM) Hancock 
EXERCI E KEY LEADER: by Sig Cleghom 

Preparing for the Regimental Leadership Course started as early as 
November 2000 even though the course wasn't until February 2001. 
Brief by the R M and W02 (SSM) Gardner made me feel nauseous 
over Christma , so l thought I'd do something ensible and lose three 
stone to come down from a 42' waist to a 36' waist. To come top of the 
course was my ultimate goal, the top student would hopefully be promoted 
on the spot, so I was gearing myself up for the certain hardships and 
demands to come. The time before the course flew by and suddenly 
Monday 19 February, the dreaded H Hour was upon us. The fir t few days 
were spent in York and involved a hedload of drill, so before I knew what 
was happening 1 was marching up and down the main square ten to a 
dozen. Two days later we departed York and headed for the sunny climes 
of Otterburn Training Area. It was easy to identify the training area as it 
was covered by an ever-increasing snow cloud. Typical! 

The course was pretty inten e and I enjoyed it. We had everal le sons 
on our arrival at Otterburn and learnt many 'green' things, ranging from 
keeping our feet clean in the fie ld to the map symbol for a public house (a 
very u eful one for the future). The weather deteriorated and the snow wa 
now coming down in inches, however moral was till high and people 
were getting stuck in. Suddenly on Friday, just before the final exerci e 
was due to start, the course was topped due to the foot and mouth,crisis. 
There was a collective sigh ofrelief as the course had been cancelled, but 
we were denied the chance to prove our elves on the final exercise. 

Overall it was a bit of a shame after all the work that was put in by 
everyone, however many lessons were learnt and stored away into my 
grey matter for the future. ow l must get my map out and seek out some 
Public House symbols. 

214 SIG AL SQUADRON 
Sqn Comd Maj J. A. Compston MBE 
SSM W02 (SSM) 'Dwarfi mis not a crime· Smith 

The frenetic pace of li fe in 214 continues unabated. Although we have 
been denied the chance to do any exercise or Adventurous Training due 
to the worsening foot and mouth cri is, there has been plenty to be getting 
on with. The lucky devils in SHQ have moved into their plu h new 
building, unfortunately this has meant that SSgt Colin 'Equal 
Opportunities ' Dawson ha had to reduce the size of his 'love-me wall' in 
his rather more bijou new office, a real shame that .. . 

EXERCISE HARDFALL 2001 
by Cpl Dave 'Well hard for a Tech' Wood 

Lan~uishing in the garages, sweeping up and fixing wagons were 
begmmng to take their toll. So when SSM Smith asked for volunteers to 
partake in a novice ski and survival course in orway I jumped at the 
chanc?. Christmas, New Year and a few pounds later. five members of the 
1ll~stnous 214 Sig Sqn, including LCpl Andy 'Tidie t man on the planet' 
W~llia_ms, Sig Dave ' Sexpest' Sexton, ig Martin 'Ask a stupid question, 
Ski B1lT' Cassidy, Sig Paul 'Not another rash! I've got a bad ankle 
honest' mith and myself, landed in Bergen airport , finding ourselve part 
of249 ' We think we arc Special Forces but we are not' Signal quadron. 
We were taken by coach to Brand et Camp, our location for the next three 
wee~. After a hot meal and a good night's lcep we awoke to a typically 
freezing morning ready to begin the course. The first few days con istcd of 
lectures, collecting stores and an introduction to skiing. The first week 
ended :-Vith three nights in the field on Exercise First Chill, learning and 
praclls111g basic skiing techniques and m·viving in tl1e extreme cold 
te1~perat~1.re. of the arctic. On the la t night we learnt how to fall over 
whilst sk11ng at high speed down a mountain. Apparently it wa supposed 
to improve our skiing. The last training day of the first week was Saturday 
and the dreaded ICE BREAKING DRILLS. Thi consisted of launching 
yourself into a semi-frozen lake. Throwing your Bergen on the ice, 
sh~ut111g your namt: rank and number, plunging your head under the water, 
t~mg to reclaim your breath, claw out of the water using your poles and 
l en a short run followed by a small cup of rum. 

After a weekend of ' time off', mo t of which consisted of exchanging 
broken stores and turning around personal kit, we deployed on a round 
robm field exercise. This included urvival, I 0-man tent, British four-man 
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tent and snow holes (although this was cancelled due to the inclement 
weather in the arctic). 

Cpl Dave Wood modelling the latest in Arctic fashion 

This week ended with the ski test, which wa the final eliminator prior 
to deploying on the final exercise. Ex Arctic Fox consisted of a seventy 
two hour patrol competition, negotiating sixteen stands ranging from basic 
harbours to section attacks and a memory test, carrying full kit on ski 
over a thirty kilometre distance. We found the conditions very different 
from those we were used to on exercise and this meant the experience was 
very beneficial to improving our military kills. Overall we found 'Ex 
Hardfall' to be a challenging and interesting experience that on 
completion was a valuable and enjoyable insight into the difticultics of 
working in extreme conditions. 

EXERCISE EAGLES FLIGHT- by LCpl '811/ltfog' Middleton 
On 28 January three Trunk odes from 214 Sig Sqn deployed on 

exercise to Salisbury Plain to provide SCRA(T) co erage over a two-week 
period for 16 Air Asslt Bde · main exercise for the year. The exercise wa 
booked with the usual traditional weather for thi time of year wind, rain. 
storm . It was going to be an intcre ting Lime as a election of trunk node 
vehicles were equipped with road tyres in lead of cro s-country tyre . Thi 
was going to keep the REME more than bu y enough over the period. 

The exerci e started on the wrong foot for Trunk ode 023' first 
location, as it had been double booked with the Irish Guards. This didn't 
plea e the Relay Operators within the Troop who were already cuing up 
their detachment . Sig ·1 love the lrish ' Penny and Sig 'Emerald Isle' 
Price crossed the lrish off their Chri tma card lists a they had fully set
up their detachment and wercn 't too pleased with a 35 year old Guard man 
trying to tell them what to do. Trunk ode 021 had a quiet and ea y 
exercise as they were located at Rollestone Camp for the duration of the 
exerci e. It must have been really hard for them having to bower in warm 
water everyday and eat in a proper cookhouse. gt Dave ·Be t Reece Sgt 
in the Royal Corps' Pope managed to bog in his Reece rover whilst 
looking for a new location for the ode. He refu ed point blank to be 
recovered by the REME so cl f reco ered over a three-hour period. lie 
must have been quite srres ed after getting hi rover out mL11e tart1.:d to 
chain smoke hi rcccc driver· packet of cigarettes. Thi i from a man 
who detest smoking at the be t of time . Trunk ode 023' move into 
their hide location was going very well till LCpl ·1 Know the Plain like the 
back of my hand' Carter bogged his vehicle in by tiding off the side ofa 
soft verge. The REME couldn't work out how he had managed to get his 

ehicle in such a position that it would need not just one but two REME 
recovery vehicles to bring him back onto the track. 

Beacon Hill was out of bounds to all military vehicle after thee. crci c 
due to the bad weather that we had coupled with the nice bit of infonnal 
landscaping done by Celtic Tp. PTA were not too happy with this and 
inforn1ed eltic Tp they would not be allowed to take their tracked 
vehicle up the hill again. A nice touch con -idering the whole Troop i 
wheeled! Overall Trunk ode 02 performed well considering the lack of 
experience within the troop due to the reshuffling round of the quadron 
and the dodgy weather conditions. We won't mention anything about 16 
Air Asslt Bde because they are great obviou ·ly. 
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'BIG BREW' L ' AID OF THE I ' DIA•' E RTHQ KE VICTIM 
b1 Cpl Bom G11nmg 

The Gurkha \\WCS at York ucce· rnlly organised a • Big Brew' coffee 
morn mg on 13 Febmary 200 I in aid of the earthquake victim, in Gujarat 

tatc. India. All military and civilian st IT based at J1nphal Barracks 
who! hearted! · :upported the event by turning up for the coffee and 
grnerously contributed money toward. this humanitarian relief. The raftle, 
with some -. ·cellent prizes. proYed to be an excellent money- pmncr, but 
th re was .ome doubt about the ·fixing' of certain prize . Overall the 
wiH~ managed to rai e £350, which was later depo ited to the Earthquake 
RehcfFund Account at the Hong Kong and hanghai Bank. 

The CO, Lt Col I. Cameron-Mowat, appears determined 
to keep hold of a toaster won by Mrs Geeta Gu rung 

The MTO Capt (QGO) Rajendraman Gurung looks on 

Military and Civilian staff based at Imphal Barracks 
queuing up for a brew 

3(UNITED KINGDOM) DIVISONAL 
SIGNAL REGIMENT 

co 
RSM 

Lt Col Phil Davies 
WO! Chris Kidd 

VISrT OF HRH THE PRINCESS ROYAL 
F RIDAY 30 MARCH 2001 

The day dawned and the two people wholly responsible for the visit, 
Ex Commanding Officers Lt Col (Retd) Graham Leach and Col ' eil 
Couch turned over and went back to sleep. Meanwhile in RHQ the 
Young Pretender to the throne Lt Col Phil Davies finally started to think 
about hi brief as the Royal Flight hovered over Picton Square. The RSM 
deemed to how u his human frailty by losing it with the shrub 
deliveryman, and the Regiment realised it was a special day as the 2JC's 
Para smock had been surgically removed. The Devil 's Adjutant remained 
cool as ever and sat unmoved practising his citations. It was a good job 
he had been po ted in. as he appears to be the only one to have mastered 
both reading and writing. The sun shone from a blue sky, the daffodils 
swayed in the breeze of a perfect spring day and even Bulford looked 
ho pitable. We all had a brilliant day. The Princes Royal enjoyed a tour 
of the Regiment culminating in the celebrations of the 3rd Divisional 
Signals 50th reunion. The Commanding Officer would like to thank T he 
!\1aster of ignals , the Reunion Club President and the Regimental 
Secretary for all their help with the visit. As they say in the Training 
~mg ..................... Happy Days! (See the inside of the front cover 
for a pictorial hi tory of the Royal Visit). 

222 IG. AL. Q ADRO 
Sqn Comd Maj Bert Appleton 

SM \\01 Matt , uttall 
Q DRO ' HEADQ ARTERS TROOP 

Tp Comd Capt ' icky James 
Tp S gt gt Paula Mathe on 

What a welcome to 222 Sig Sqn after a much deserved Christmas 
break. Two small scale exercises, First and Second line inspections and 
Regimental Boxing Championships and it's only the beginning of March. 
It's all change in SHQ Tp at the moment with many new faces and 
departure . Firstly, we would like to welcome back Sig Onslow from his 
tour of duty in the Guardroom as RP Staff, wish all the best to Sgt 
\feek who left us for sunny aplcs and LCpl Muir in his new posting, 
JUSt up the road at I Mech. Also, leaving us are LCpl H d e who has left 
to become a civilian and Cpls Walton and Pilmcr ~ho are both at 
Blandford on their TI cour es, Good Luck. 

On the arrival side welcome to SSgt Matheson who joins us from 
Oman Tp, 222 . qn. Cpl Bielski, LCpl French, Fulton, Leckenby and 
\oung all from T\.1 froop. llQ Sqn and welcome back to 3 Div to LCpl 
Ta.i-lor, back from six months in Corsham. Congratulations to LCpl 
\\ hite and his wife on the birth of their new daughter. Congratulations 
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also go to gt (YofS) Rouse on her recent promotion to W02, LCpl 
Perrin who competed in the Snowboarding Championships and Cpl 
Beck and LCpl Whitehead who both fought in the Regimental Boxing 
Championships. A key concern of our new Commanding Officer, Lt Col 
Davies is the need for continual training of troops and en uring 
everybody has an appreciation of the role of the regiment and the 
different squadrons with.in it. As a result of this the whole Regiment has 
been involved in a week of trade training. This has been a major event 
and ha involved virtually every department with the aim of refre hing 
skills to enhance the effectiveness of all tho e involved. Ju I over the 
horizon for SHQ Tp are the Regimental Military Skill. Competition. 
Exercise Spring Foray and RSIT Inspections. 

ADE TROOP 
Tp Comd 2Lt teve Knight 
Tp SSgt SSgt Shaun Littlefield 

The Troop has been kept in confinement due to the outbreak of foot 
and mouth but hopefully they will get over it soon. The regular humdrum 
of maintenance and inspections is keeping them on their toes. Since the 
end of February we have had a steady stream of rats leaving our glorious 
ship, most notable was gt Jase Cook who shall now be known as Mr 
Cook, whoever taught him about speeche needs shooting. In the past few 
days we have seen the departure to greater things of C pl Kev Fcarns. 
who is off to a popular phone company however, 'Would you buy a 
phone from that man?' A mention must go out to 2Lt Steve Knight the 
Troop QC, for his terling map reading on the exercises that we have 
been on since he arrived. If Aden is heard lo be going on 'Knight 
Manoeuvres' we are not driving in the dark, we're lost! A welcome must 
also go out to the other new arrivals, LCpl Fa irbairn and ig 
Littlewood and Husband. SSgt ha un Littlefield has kept the pace of 
life at a gallop and the future holds excitement and unknowns for all. 
with various extraordinary exercises in out of the ordinary places. Aden 
Tp can look forward to an interesting few months ahead. 

SHARJAH TROOP 
Tp Comd 2Lt Si mon Smith 
Tp SSgt SSgt Bru Baker 

Life in the great Sharjah Tp was going to busy for the next few months 
because first and second line inspections were here again. We had 
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couple of exercises, one was helping 16 Air Asslt Bde where Sgt Ho" es 
and gt Meadows were both playing Yeoman. They planned and rnn the 
exercise, a job well done. The other was a Regimental Exercise (Arabian 
Freezer) where the weather was the usua l, wind and rain. bul the 
highlight of the exerci e was when the Commanding Officer, Lt ~ol 
Davies and the RSM, WOl Kidd were temporari ly immobilised alter 
visiting our Node llomc and Radio Relay site when their rover became 
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bogged !n. Thanks to Sgt . mith for the mammy impression. The Troop 
would ltkc to welcome. Sig Phcasey who has come straight from the 
factory and ':"'c would ltkc t~ say goodbye to LCpl Vose who has gone 
buck 1.0 the lact.ory and now ts at Sys Ex 'Goodluck '. Congratulations to 
2Lt Sin1on Smith? the Troop ~ommander and to LCpl Elcock who both 
wcr~ awarded their ~rmy Jumor Colours for Hockey at the 200 1 Intcr
scrv1ces. We had a v1s1t from o~r Colonel in Chief, HRH The Princess 
Royal, ~h1ch was a good experience for people who have never met lier 
Roya l H 1ghness before. 

OMA TROOP 
fp C:omd S gt C lash 

Oman Tp has had. enotmous c~anges in personalities over the last few 
months. We would ltkc to take tl11s opportunity to say goodbye and good 
luck to all those. hav mg lef~ us recently. LCpl Chris Webster has 
travelled a huge distance to JOlll 12 Mech Bdc in Aldershot, likewise Cpl 
~ce . ccrcws has traveled t? the far off land of Blandford with his brood, 
Joming the RS Sys Ex tramrng team. Sig Andy Brewer along with his 
family (and his ~anc.c Corporal) .is now part of7 Armd Bde in Hohnc th~ 
was last seen ':"1th bis eyes bulging at the thought of all the extra money 
that he was gomg to get! los.cr to home Sig Payne has gone to the sunny 
cl~mate of SHQ Tp along w1t.h SSgt Paula Matheson to take over the 
rems~ a short but sweet Inn~ ':"''.t~ Oman. Finally, our very best wishes and 
genumc thanks to our two c1v1ltan-bound' likely lads, Cpl Stu Manaton 
and Cpl Mark Catney. Both have the tenacity and personality to make a 
success of whatever they choose to do, Good Luck and keep in touch! 
Cpls Hoggart, Knapman and Mi lton are currently on tour in the 
Balkans, sorely missed a that leaves our Troop with only one cla s I 
J CO tradesman! Not ev~ryone is leaving, we also have two new 
member to the Troop al?ett from inter Squadron postings. So without 
f~rthcr ado, welcome to Sig ta.cey Bargery from Out Of Use Troop, and 

1g Brown from SHQ Troop. Fmally, hello again to Sgt Daphne Clash, 
back from her keleton Bobsleigh season and back in the bot seat. 

EXERCl E ARABIAN FREEZER - by Sig Barge1y 
Oman Troop took. P.art in Ex Arabian Freezer, 12 - 16 February 200 I. 

The Exercise had ongmally ?ccn planned to be a 222 Sig Sqn 'shake the 
cobwebs out after Cbnslmas type of affair, but tbcn somehow the whole 
Rcg1men.l seeme~ to get involv~d! Needless to say we duly proceeded in 
commumcatmg hke the professional Royal Signal Soldiers we are. One 
of the more notable occ.as1ons, ho.wevcr, was when the Troop carried out 
a .move during the evenmg. On thts occasion comm were proving a little 
tncky and tl wa well into th.e early hours before there wa any hut-eye 
to be .had . A rude a.wakening occurred nonetheless in the form of 
explettve and bellowing from Sgt C lash who was not overly impressed 
to find the Tmnk ode asleep at 0730hr . The QC and SSM who had 
happened to witne s this sorry ight were also bemu ed to find C pl Lee 

ecrcws fast asleep with his ey~ wide. open in ode Command, upon 
bemg wo~en he then clutched ht knee m agony as if that had been the 
real culprit - WHY? Many lessons were learned during this fairly straighi 
forward exerct e, and hopefully the results will be een in the near future. 

ARMY WI TER SPORTS CAMP 
WORLD CHAMPIO SHIPS KELETON BOBSLEIGH 
by SSgt Daphne Clash 

In O.ctob~r 1999 I was lucky enough. to go on an Army "{inter Sports 
Cam~ m Ltllehammer m orway. I did a week' novice course in the 
exc1tmg sport of 'Skeleton Bob leigh ' . (headfirst on a sled down a 
Bo.b~le1gh . track) see photograph. This progressed onto a further weeks 
trammg with th.c Federation of International Tobogganing in Au tria, and 
finally. becommg Army Female Champion and British Intermediate 
Champion 1999/2000. 

. SSgt Clash competing for Great Britain 
in the Skeleton Bobsleigh World Championships 
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B ~~\ ~ith all of three. weeks sliding experience I was invited to attend 
I nt~s foam Selectton m October 2000 in Lil lehammer. During election 

gamed the raf!k of GB female No. 3, which meant I would be competm 
for Great Bntam on t~e Europa Cup circuit. I had been a bit naive to th~ 
consc9uences of bemg selected, and hadn't altogether realised that 
potenttally 1. would be away competing for three months! Thankfully I 
got the backing from my OC and the Unit lo go and slide. ' 

B~forc ~ll the comments of 'swa nning it' spring to your minds 
c~ns1der this: not. only .was I competing for the team, I had also been 
made Team Captam, _which unusually for any TC meant I was respon ible 
for much of the log1s1tc.s of the team. This most importantly involved 
much of the accountm~ and financing of the team, the travel 
arrangements an? t.rammg requirements along with the usual 
welfare(morale/d1sc1plmc role. o there! I would hate to sound like 1 am 
complammg - . l am not, but with the best will in the world having nine 
pe.o~le from different backgrounds, ages and sexes travelling around in a 
mmt~us for much of three months i a recipe for disaster. I now feel like I 
quahfy for a psychology degree! 

Bae~ to the sport, we competed in France, Austria and Germany 
lravcllmg bac~wards and forwards to the different tracks and races. 
Amongst all lhts, there were further British Team selections to make sure 
the best people were competing at all times. The pre sure was exciting 
and intense to~vard~ th~ end of the season, which for myself ended at the 
Wo_rld Champwnsh1ps m Calgary, Canada. It was a great experience, and 
whilst no~ bemg a threat lo the Wo~lds best, I was delighted with my 
result ha".mg been the only woman ta her first competitive eason. My 
final ranktng are as follows: 

Great Britain Female 3rd 
Europa Cup Ranking 7th 
World Ranking 22nd 

Remember. next year it could be you! If you would like to try this 
po

1
rt or the sports of two-man Bob lei~h (yes, that is open for women 

loo.) o~ Luge watch out for detail of this years Ice Sports Winter Camp 
111 oldter M~gazme. I~ you are. one of those people who think they have 
done everythmg, try this, you will not regret the thrill! 

5th DIVISIO HOCKEY CUP Fl AL 
3(UK) DIV HQ A D SlG REGT V 30 SIG REGT 
by Sig McKelvie 

After a lot of hard work, go?d ~ommitment and an outstanding attitude 
!O\~ards te~work and determmatton. 3 (UK) Div HQ and Sig Regt made 
tt tnto the :>th Dtv Hockey. Cup Final against 30 Sig Regt. The team 
managed to beat four te~s Ill seven days including 32 RA 4-1. 43 RA 4-
1, ~2 Eng 6-0 and 11 Sig Regt 4-3 despite being down 3-0 at half time. 
This had the CO. Lt Col Phil Davies, biting his finger nail . 

The. fin.al match showed a lot of good hockey and tremendous 
determmatton from both team , each eager lo win. Twenty minute into 
the g~me ~ (UK) Div f:IQ and Sig Regt .had a spell of superb hockey. 
S gt Bru . Bak~r prov1d.ed the ball for S gt Shaun Littlefield to drive 
down the nght wmg. beattng 3 players and forcing the goalkeeper into an 
error lo put the ball into the back of the net l-0 to 3DSR. The battle went 
on un!•! 5 .mmutes from half .time when Cpl ' Jas' Holcombe plii the 
oppos1t~oa s defence 111 two w1tb ome silky skills, but was stopped from 
a defimte. goal by a brutal tackle from their keeper. This re ulted in a 
penal.ty fltck .and the ~eeper being sent off. Sig Mat Salmon, one of the 
team combtned services players, took the flick comfortably. putting 3 
(UK) J?tv up 2-0 at the end of the first half. It was much more of an even 
a!Tatr m the second half with 30 ig Regt piling on the pre sure and 
creatmg ome good openmgs. Tht was rewarded with a goal 10 minutes 
from the end, but 3DSR held them off to win 2-1. SSgt Littlefield was 
voted man of the match. 

SHERLOCK HOLMES 

1t has been suggested that the following is the s hortest 
herlock Holmes tory ever told: 

Holmes and D~ ~at on went on a ca~ping trip. After a good 
meal and a bottle of wme. they lay down. m their tent. for the night 
and went lo sleep. ome hours later , Holmes awoke and nudged 
his friend. ' Wat on look up at the sky and tell me what you cc?" ·1 
ec million and millions of tars,· replied Wat on. What does that 

tell you?' asked Holme . 
, Wats~n pof!dcred for a minute then finally he aid, 
A tronom1cally, ti tells me that there are millions of galaxic and 

potentially billion of planets. Astrologically, I ob·erve that atum 
i in Leo. Horolo~ically, I de~uc.: that the time is approximately a 
quarlerpast three 111 the mommg. Theologically, I can ce that God 
is all powerful and that we arc insignificant. Meteorologically J 
suspect that we\ ill have a beautiful day tomorrow.· ' 

Yes,' said Holme , 'but what doe it tell you overall?' \ at on 
wa ilent for a time, then Holme spoke. 'Watson you imbecile. 
some coundrcl ha stolen our teni! · 
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Th t'am would like to thank gt Baker. the conch and captain of~he 
team for hi· commitm nt and effort in mentally and physically prcparmg 
them. pnor to. and througho 11 1he tournament. His 'Battle of ~ritain' 
pcech was well n.><:e1Yed whn the team was 3-0 down to 11 1g Regt 

and \\ent on to win 4-3. 
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Sgt Steve Pickering 
receives the 5th Div Hockey Championship Cup 

3 (UK) Div HQ and Sig Regt Hockey Team . . . . . 
Back (L-R): Maj Adrian Perry, Cpl Jas Holcombe, Lt Pete Simpson , W01 (ASM) Cohn England, Sig R1ch1e Martin . 

Sgt Steve Pickering, SSgt Bru Baker 
Middle (L-R): W02 (ROMS) Kenny Scott, SSgt Shaun Littlefield, Sgt Chris Wilson, Sig Matthew McKelvie, Cpl Lee Necrews, 

Sgt Richie Bennett 
Front: Cpl Mark Turner 

JOINT SERVICES SUPPORT UNIT 
(AYIOS NIKOLAOS) 

('0 Lt Col R. A. Sharp MBE 
R M WOJ (RSM) D. Richardson 

''.he second anniversary of the formation of the Joint Service Signal 
Unit (Ay1os. Nikolaos) was celebrated on 2 April 2001 with a lavish 
cclebrallon 111 the Warrant Officers' & Sergeants' Mess attended by all 
Unit Officers'and SNCO's. The Corps of Drums of the I t Battalion the 
22nd (Cheshire). Regiment and the Akrotiri Band provided a beating the 
retreat presentation and the weather held off long enough as the raining 
season came lo a clo e. 

The Commanding Officer (R) and the Adjutant (L) toasting the 
anniversary of JSSU(AN) 

PPORT SQ ADRO 1 

Sqn Comd Maj M. G. P. Bohanan 
SSM W02 (SSM) R. Buxton 
HELLOS/GOOD-BYE /CO GRAT LATIONS 

_Welcome to the new Officer Commanding, Maj Mick Bohanan and 
wife Jackie, we hope you enjoy your tour in Cyprus re-living your youth 
as you were here many years ago. Welcome also to the new I, 
'Muscles' Jamie Dury APTC and his wife Deb. Congratulations go to 
Flt Lt Ian Cumming RAF Regiment who has ju t been elected from hi 
pr~motion board to quadron Leader and will now be back lo the RAF 
fly111g a desk complete with Brylcream and silk scarf. Congratulations 
also to W02 _Steve White 011 hi election for promotion to WO I. aner 
several tours 111 the Mediterranean will he give some one el e the chance 
to serve here. Al o to SSgt Gary Greaves and SSgt Gaz Steel on their 
RD sclc~llon. for promotion to W02. Farewells go to Sgt 'Geordie' 
A!s~p, Sig Vicki Lewis and Pte Bridgid Ellis who have departed to 
C1v1ha11 Division. Welcome in their place to Sgt Gaz Greaves and to 
~t l\_1ac Macintosh. Finally congratulation. to LCpl Dave Collin and 

his wife icon the birth of their on Laine. 

Q I ' DEPARTME T 
QM Maj (QM) P. Whitehouse 
RQMS (Ops) W02 (RQM ) D. Thornton 
RQMS (Stn) W02 (RQM ) S. J . White 
LOCISTI S UPPORT TROOP 
SWIMATHON 

Now that the summer wa over LCpl immons decided to organise a 
~4-hour Swunathon to raise money for both a children' home in 

amagusta_ ~nd a special needs . chool in Larnaca. The e cnt was a great 
/icce s ra1smg over £500. The aim was to swim the length of yprus 
rom Cape Apo tolo to Yeranisos in a 24 hour period which was 
~~niplcted easily following the amazing efforts from both Cpl 'Herbie' 

50
e;bert, W02 'On leave again' Danny Thornton. who each wam over 

'G len.gt,iis. Amongst all the float , snorkel and flippers lurked gt 
U cordie Al op taking underwater photographs - in his di ing rig. 
le nfohns/unately none were fit to be published. All in all a total of 11,515 

ngt l 0 miles were completed. 
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MOU TAI TREK 
As part of another Logistic Support Day-Out the Troop decided to 

t~kc a w~ll c~med break (it must have been a Monday) and try a spot of 
hill wal~m~ 111 the Troodo m~unt~ins. The proceedings were organised 
by Cpl Gnff' - the cham saw Griffiths and started with the usual early 
departure along the corridor road and the two-hour drive up to the 
mo_untai~. The plan, if there really was one, was to get the troop out of 
Ay1os tkolaos and spend some time walking in the hills whilst getting to 
know a bll more about each other ... bonding. The walkers departed 
Troodo Sta.t10~ for the hills watching in dismay as the safety wagon 
dnven by Sig Pathfinder' Bastow departed in the oppo ite direction. 
complete w1lh packed meals. A lot of km's and pain later which included 
a walk down the mountain lo the Platres Trout Farm to 'try and find our 
pa_ck:d lunches. Thei:i an even more interesting and an undemanding 
hike up the Caledoman Falls, the walkers finished the day with a small 
~ottle of Keo and a light snack since the lunches couldn't be found. Some 
ttme later the pathfinder. Bastow plus the packed meals arrived just as we 
were to set off for home. Cheers pathfinder! 

SK.II GTRIP 
The Troop organized a well deserved day out skiing in the Troodo 

Mountams. We amved at Troodos and those that could already ski bomb 
burst onto the slopes, which left most of us who d.idn't have a scooby. 
After about an hour most of us were getting the hang of things apart from 
LCpl Dave 'I h_ould have stayed in work' Collin who spent more of the 
day on h1 backside than he did on bis ski's. The instruction was given by 
S gt John ·1 look great in pink boot ' Driver who also managed to 
wangle the rest of the week off work to stay for the EFSKI 
champion hip, admittedly competing in the luter Services Competition 
and winning the trophy with the Army Team. Thanks mu t go to LCpl 
Andy Kinnaird, the new CO's driver for organizing the day. 

GOLF COMPETITJO 
. March saw the inaug~ral Log Sp Tp Golf Competition played at the 
mfamous Ay 1k Golt Club. 18 members of the Troop of variou 
tandar_ds, took part in what proved to be both an enjoyable 'and eventful 

da)'. with more Roy_ Wood performances than Tiger. oticeablc efforts 
which mu t be mentioned were tho e of gt Steve Moses who almost hit 
two different cars with cou ecutive tee shots and to W02 teve 'H&S' 
White who managed to spawn the nearest the pin prize. Thanks go to 

Sgt Scott Cain who put the day together and till didn't manage to 
square away a prize for himself. 

TRAINING SUPPORT TROOP 
W:hile L;og S!J are away on field training,_ the Training Wing have 

co~~mued m l~eir que t .to come to term with the Joint Approach to 
Military Trammg. Leammg that when the avy say that they haven"t 
touched a weapon in 30 years they actually mean it. and that the RAF 
\ ould really prefer to be called by their first names, ·tf you don't mind 
Sarge'. Members of the Wing have al o been allowed out of the 'Black 
Hole' to take part in variou courses and activitic away from the n01m. 
Sgt teve Hills ha recently returned from the ITC Wales on succe ful 
compktion of his UTO cour c and is bu y looking for field firing to 
orgamz~. Sgt Dave Churchw~rd who has just completed his map 
rcadmg mstructors course on the island and 1s now pointing out to anyone 
who will Ii ten that the odd pile of rocks strewn around arc actually old 
churche and can be used as reference point . ~ gt Gaz tee I ha · 
receutly returned from leave and is taking it ea yin the I po t as u ual 
making the odd brew and organizing shopping trip - no change there 
then! 

1T/LAD 
MT CO gt J. Driver 

The MT continue to support the Tri- crvicc p rsonncl of Ayios 
ikola . A tum-around in manpower ha een Sgt John Driver, Janet 

and their children arriving from acros the island to replace S gt '\lark 
Fitzpatrick. We wish Mark good luck in hi new posting in BFG and 
hope Sgt Driver has another enjoyable tour in . urmy Cyprus. We would 
like to wi h a wann welcome to Cpl Neil Fraser and family from 11 jg 
Regt. He ha already found the pressure of life on the i land easy to li'c 
with and ha wasted no time purchasing anything that i tax-free. but 
volunteering to hdp organise the quadron' um mer party on his tin;t 
day at work wa a good move. The quadron have been busy on th<! 
playing field mo t notably on the football pitch where the quadron Team 
has ju t fought it's way through to the semi-final. of the E BA 1inor 
Units Trophy beating 62 yprns p qn RE by 5 goals to 0. Lo durin~ 
the annual EF Kl chnmpion·hip· on Troodos Sgt John ·1 may ha\C 
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s me wei ht on· Drinr .ktcd a\ ay wit!~ ,evef'.ll top prizes (yes we 
put . o g . ll n u I Th» talion Onentecnng team ha al 0 had 
do ha' ' ·no'' a "e " ~ . · · · l d d 
a run of . uc es recently an is now lead mg th.c oppo t1ton o~ ; an d a~ 
i. looking forward to the 13land Champ1on. h1ps on 20 pn 1os1e Y 
ourseh·c . 

234,Qt;.\DRO 
qn Comd laj A. min . 

\1 \\02 ( upvr R) . Smith , 
. ot a lot to report from the quadron. While Log Sp play aw~y'iJ-'4 
n >et on and do the bus me in the office. The . quadron now, o II 

o~"ll gCyprus Champion. not fo.otba~l •. rugby ord cnhc~~t bdu~ the o~~~n 
r f ti Year' fter bemg nd1culed an c a II c or m 

, i_m_mer o, .1~v ru . tone', \ 02 Tony Quinn decide.ct enough wa 
~~~~~~ ~~d ent~red the On-Island lim~1ing Compe11t1on. A~fr two 
month of ufling and panting at the card10-va. cular centre, ai:i 1av~ng 

~ p h I . g of tzatziki Tony lost 2 /2 stone and raised £:>00 to 1orgo extra c pm 

for ~h~ty. . to ort out all the IT problems in the Unit. ln the next 
ditf~~ ~f Prf1e WlRE look out for more pict~re of.C.apt Carol~n 

e'''oodbridge 8 report from Capt Fornes Guthrie un h1 J?urneyh~o ~ . e 
' G 11 · M · ' Tony rwtn on 1 .. vo 

centre of the World. Maj '.The a opmFg fSaJ%· k Solomon and Colin 
wh eled trek around the 1 land. Also o s 1 ic . 11 d 

· h · ·k d boatino reoatta to Turkish contra e Hamilton on t cir ' c~ en o " 

orthern Cyprus. 

840 Q "ADRO 1 

qn Comd qn Ldr M. Edwards RAF 
WO Eng WO Dave ~ atson . R I 

A uiet eriod at the Trenchard Site with con~tulattons to ?Ur oya 
ignals re:rescntative, gt Ke Cooney on elecllon for promollon. 

21 SIGNAL REGIMENT 
(AIR SUPPORT) 

CO Lt Col Peter Gillespie 
RSM WOl (RSM) Al Jenkins 

REGIME 'TAL BO ING CHAMPIONSHIPS 
bv WO! (RSM) A. Jenkins . . _ 
· From the very outset tt was appare~t that the Regt mcn~al lnter 

Squadron Boxing Championship w.as gomg to be a very. sp~cial eyent. 
Seldom have I seen a unit so galvamsed and an air of anttc1pat1on .quickly 
spread throughout the Regiment. After t~ree mo~1~hs of grue~mg and 
intensive training all three Squadrons were m a posmon to sub1mt a team 
and it became apparent that a preliminary ev.ent would be needed. This 
was meant to be a relatively low-key affair with .the boxers fightmg for a 
place in the final on the main night. The soldiers however. ha~ ot~er 
deas There was virtually a full Regiment watching the prelLmmanes. 1 

uadron pride was at take and the cheers echoed to the rafters as each 
b~ut concluded. Standing on the si~elines l could see the fervor and 
excitement generated in the gymnasium and l knew full well that the 
final would be memorable. h · ti II 

The finals took place on the evening of T~ursday 29 Marc m u 
view of a packed crowd. The Regiment was delighted to host gues~ from 
the Joint Helicopter Command and the local commui:iny. Principal 
amongst these was Brig . C. Jackson MBE who ha~ kmdly agreed to 
present the prize . l\ine bouts were scheduled alc;>ng with ~ve walkover~. 
244 Sig qn started the night in a comm.anding J?OSllton after their 
succe in the preliminary bouts. howeve~, 11 ~~s su!l ,very mu~h all ~o 
plav for. As the thumping music of Robbie W1ll1ams Let me Enterta!n 
You' died away and stage mokc flooded the a~ena, the first .boxer, Sig 
Campbell 220 Sig Sqn, emerged to the martial aeco~pan1mcnt.of a 
Highland drummer. Hi opponent, Sig Parsons 244 Sig Sqn, q~1ckly 
followed this time escorted by a piper from the Queens' Gurkha Signals. 
The gymna ium erupted into a cacophony of sound as each Squadron 
attempted to drive their fighter on to success. 

Sig Campbell and Sig Parsons trade blows in the opening bout 
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It would be unfair to dissect each bout as in many ways every boxer 
who entered the ring was a winner. However, worthy of pai:1cular. note 
are Sio R~e e of 220 Sig Sqn who stopped the unfortunat: 1g Wb1:~~ 
?44 sfg Sqn with a pectacular knock - out and. Cpl El~nngham o 
Si s n who beat ig Greenwood of 220 Sig Sqn in a r~al banle. 
s·g ·1 qly Cpl Conley of HQ Sqn defeated Sig Perks of220 Stg Sqn ma 
b;:; i:fiai' displayed skill, bravery and tenacity and led to the fight_e~ 
being awarded the prizes for best boxer and most ga llant loser. Pe~j' 
the only disappointed people on the night were those ":'ho were awar e

11 
a 

walk over victory. Each was fully prepared, l;>oth ph~s1cally and menta ~; 
to fight and it , as only the lack of an opponent m the corr~~t weig d 
cate or that topped them doing so. 01_1ethele~ they a step_pe 
forw~r/ when called and had their moment m the nn~. Congratul~t.ons 
mu t 0 to 244 Sig Sqn who emerged a the oyerall victor . The xmg 
finish~d, prizes were awarded and everyone rcll~ed to e1~her ,their Messc:. 
or Club for a well-earned drink or two and to relive the ntght s events. 

Cpl Eltringham and Sig Greenwood engaged in battle 
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file commitment to such a rigorous training schedule, the sacrifice of 
personal time and the sheer courage of each fighter who volunteered arc 
beyond question. Right from the outset it was determined that this contest 
would not impinge on the operational erTccliveness of the Regiment. This 
placed a huge burden on the boxers and trainers to prepare themselves in 

The Regimental Boxers 

the time avai lable. The skill and ability shown m the ring demonstrated 
that they undoubtedly achieved this. It only remains for me to thank the 
Squadron coaches, the QM l and most importantly the boxer for a truly 
superb evening. I look forward with anticipation to the next one! 

The victorious 244 Signal Squadron Squad 

30 SIGNAL REGIMENT 

CO Lt Col . A. W. Pope 
RSM WOl (RSM) Pye 

UPPORT SQUADRO 
Sqn Comd Maj R.H. Gladwin 
SSM W02 (SSM) Young 
REGIMENTAL TRAI I G W ING 

The last few months have seen a good deal of change in the Training 
Wing per onalitie . Farewells go to gt Dan 'Awesome' Burdus to 
Lightning Troop Blandford, Cpl Bri 'Mine' a Salad' Rawlings to 7 
Armd Bde via 256 Sig Sqn, Cpl Gore ' Tex' to 280 Sig Sqn and Cpl 
Mick Pegg to the Che lsea Pen ioner after completing his 22. A 
welcome to Sgt ' Military Training' Mitchell from ATR Bassingbourn, 
Sgt 'Col ' KFC' Bentley and Cpl Dean ' Guru ' Buckley both from TM 
Troop, Cpl Helen ' Helga' Nolan and Cpl Willy ' Wheel Spin ' Wilcox 
both from 256 Sig Sqn. It has been a busy start to 200 I for the Training 
Wing. Cour e fever has hit the Regiment this year with ' The Wing ' 
being more in demand than ever before. The publishable highlight to 
dale include; the civilian sponsors visit, which went off without a hitch as 
they admired Cpl 'Eddie ' Edwards DIY kills in our new look Training 
Wing. Cp l Lee ' thal ' Starr returning in victory from his Other Arm 
Skill at Anns course, having never run around so much in hi life. Cpl 
Helen 'olan flying out to Sierra Leone to move a lent and LCpl 'GET 
MASSIVE ' Maso n going on hi RSJCC followed by a po ting on 
promotion to ATR Scotland. Looking lo the future we are now bearing 
down on the new course schedule. This will ee some of the instrnctors 
tasked with IS weeks of back to back course . On the Mil Skill ide, the 
prep for Exercise Arduous Cygnet, the CO's Cadre course, i going well 
with gt ' Military Training' M itchell and his planning team bringing the 
excrei e together. The future of the annual battle camp looks much in 
doubt with the Foot & Mouth crisis .The inside is that, now Sennybridgc 
is out, the exercise will be held in Florida - only joki ng! More likely the 
venue will be Hangar 2 as for Exercise Cobb Ring earlier this year. 

256 JG AL SQUADRON 
qn Comd Maj J. W. Cooper 

S M W02 ( SM) Keen 
A TROOP 
Tp Comd Flt Lt Paul 'RAF' Pearce 
Tp SSgt Sgt Paul 'The Maggot' Storey 
EXERCI SE: G INGE R RAM - by Cpl Raw/in 

. mcc Christmas A Tp have been off task. with the other two Troop 
takmg the lead in operations. We have used thi time to tram for our 
forthcoming deployment to icrra Leone. The fir t main event on the 
cale~dar was E ··Ginger Ram , the Troops' C R week held in the 
Noumgham are, n January. for many it was the first time they had een, 
let alone used, Clansman s.frtcc tra ining. a our primary role i atcom. 
We h~td four detachments haring three locations. There were lot of 
moves, crash outs and loads of vo ice procedure. Sig John 'Jar Jar ' 
~oberts was m vcd from dct to dct to fill the gap left by LCpl ~Vayne 
Aged U / Carr who was removed from the c ·crcisc lo play Regimental 

football. Then to another dct to fill the gap left by Sig tu ' Of course I 
kno"'. better I wa in the TA' Hcmming's teddy that was left in the first 
loca1ton! six Techs joined us from TM Tp, thank for all your help guy , 
b~twhat exactly did you do? The next main event was a force on force 
m_ihtury ~raining exerci c held in Tidworth designed to impro e infantry 
skdls Wll~tn the Troop with the very kind help of the I Mee~ Bdc 
lrainmg wing. Ex Ram Atallinn wa excellent training opportumty for 
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Sierra Leone, So why were we issued Arctic ration ? We had every thing 
from Harbour drills to vehicle contact and even hide and seek with LCpl 
' obby' Clarke and the rest of his comedy section. In a cunning ploy to 
deceive not only the enemy but also the DS he decided not to defend his 
vehicle but park it to one side and hide up for the rest of the week. 
Despite Sgt Ma rk 'Please can J fire all the pyro now?' Ebdon and Cpl 
Bri 'The Daddy· Rawlings shouting 'come out. come out where ever you 
are.' the ection decided to remain ilent even after they were contacted 
by the other section. ice one lad . During a visit from the quadron 
Commander and the S M W02 ( S 1) 'Can I be civpop? ' Keen the 
training was in full swing, there wa a little urpri e for the exercising 
troops. Up un1il now we had only practised contact front or side this time 
we had contact front , ide, top, middle and bottom, but not from the 
enemy but just civpop children wanting weet . Sig Stu ·RoE' Hemming 
decided that begging was a crime punishable by death so he ordered one 
of the section to 'shoot him!' When we returned to camp lhe troop. were 
fed up wi th training and all decided a po ting wa in order, however the 
Moscow State Circus is fully manned and they have no need for extra 
clown , perhaps the Corp band have a few vacancie for trombone 
players! 

THE F T RE, HELLO AND GOODBYES 
A · always we have a big turn over of personnel in the troop with LCpl 

'Mel' Jones cutting his ties with the Army and joining Civvy tree!, and 
Cpl 'Annie· Mcintosh doing the next best thing after signing back on a 
3-monlh posting to HM Collingwood. We al o offer a big welcome and 
a hearty hand hake to the following. Cpl Matt Whitfield and Cpl Holly 
Glen both from .I. LCpls Benjamin Williams from 21 ig Rcgt and 
Chri 'figme 12· Haddrell from 7 ig Regt. And finally we have our fair 
share of F Gs, including Sig 'Geezer' Finnigan, ig Luke 'What? 
When? Why? Who? Did I say what??' Watson and Sig "But Cpl 
Rawling told me to' Ed' ards. Welcome to you all and we hope you 
enjoy your time with the Troop. 

BRA OTROOP 
Tp Comd 2Lt tcve 'Chocolate Frog' Pr itchard 
Tp SSgt SSgt Heather ·Mrs Graham· i 1c:\'air 
HELLOS ' D GOODBYE 

2Lt teve · ew boy' Pritchard fresh from the factory- good luck on 
the troop commander. cour e, hurry ba~k .taff can't ~.or~ the kettle 
without you, gt ·Keith' Langan and family, po ted m trom sunny 
Aldcrshot. Cpl Rob 'Wiggy' Wiggins from 7 Sig Regt, it' good to gel 
another RR Op in to show them what to do! LCpl \ es 'Veg' Vegh, 
LCpl ' Matt' Mill , LCpl 'Don' Donaldson all from the 264 selection 
course. LCpl 'Jamie' Goulty from 12 Mech Bdc, LCpl 1acka) from 2 

ig Regt. Goodbye to ~apt Jo hn ·~iru _the viru ' Daglcss posted to 
officer recrui ting Blandford, Cpl ell Coils orr to C1v Div, Cpl John 
·cowboy' McCone off to 2 1 ig Regl. ig Tom ·ant head' Beerling oIT to 
IO I Log Bde- congrntulations o.n yo~1r ~ron!otion . ig Dan 'I ain't 
signing for it ' horc off to the glorious hfc m Ct \ Div. 

CHARLIE TROOP 
Tp Comd Lt Lucy Pim 
Tp gt Sgt Phil Joyce 
HELLO ND GOODBYE 

Hello to the sprogs from Blandford: igs Hanes and Lin>SC) . and to 
ig Freear from I Di in Germany. Goodbye and good luck to gt :\1att 
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Booth \\ho hru· g nc to IS· ig Regt: and to LCpl Tracey t 'airbairn who 
ha,; gone 10 the glonous 3 Di\ Good luck to tho e leaving us for .ivvy 

trccr L pl ray F ields, ig Jo Wood and s;g Br ian lartin. 

O P ERATlO'\ GRl OLA - KO OVO br Sig Shaun Marsden 
n 11 January thi · year ten members of Charlie Tp let! Gamecock 

Barracb to • et off for Slim Line • Pristina, Koso o. For four of us. ig 
· higgs· C hignell . And) ·Riz' Risley, Richie ' hovel Hand ' Hancox 
and h a un 'The Body' Mar sd en , it wa our first operational tour. 
Although the tour\\" only lasting for about six we ks and WC would be 

OM 1CE ' ere\\, all of us were immcn ely looking forward to 
dcplo)ing. IL would make a rcfre bing change from normal daily life in 
the Regiment t Brizc orton. l wa a bit surprised walking towards the 
plane to ee that it had · AlRTOUR · and not Roya l Air Force written 
down th ide of it! The flight lasted three and a half hours and l must 
admit that 11 felt like I wa on a plane 10 Tcnerifc. However, on the 
de cent into Pri tina airport it definitely looked different. Once off the 
plane w were .hipped through the TD \ ery quickly a the night had 
landed earlier than expected (bonu !). On the othe; ide we \ ere greeted 
by our adYanc party, Sgt 'Waggy' W ag taff and LC pl 'Rosie' Rose. 
The drh·e to lim Line gave me a chance 10 lake in ome of the scenery -
hone·t opinion wa 'What a dump'. I think they employed one man to 
build half a hou c then take the money and run. That's pretty much all 
there wa to cc - that and a load of lunatic drivers on a death wish. Al o 
on arrival in Ko o o the un wa hining which l had not expected, but 
that would change two days later as 4 - S inches of snow fell in 48 hour . 

I had nm done CO 1MCE work since Phase 2 training in Blandford 
o I wa worried that I would look like a u elcss prog who was no good 

for an)thing but making the brew (which I was pretty good at by the end 
of the tour). We hadowed the people who we were replacing and it all 
oon came flooding back to me. We were soon ready to take over the 
hift and ju t wanted to start getting into routine and get things 

underway. During the first few rotation , the days off were nothing but 
shopping trip , with most people going to Bond tcel Camp, the US camp, 
or to KFOR MAl Lo get their duty free. The facilities on lim Lines 
\ ere excellent. An internet cafe always killed a couple of hours, then 
there was the Echos. the gym, a good running track on the perimeter of 
the camp (if you don't mind breathing in all that mog) and probably the 
mo t important place of all - the bar. 

The weeks went by pretty quickly, too quickly ome might say. Some 
of the lad got the opportunity to spend a week in Macedonia adventure 
training. Every thing ran pretty smoothly throughout the tour with no 
major mistakes or drama to talk about. Into the last week, there were 
mucd feeling . some people didn't want to leave having just settled in 
and others couldn't wait to get home. 

PPORT TROOP - by LCpl 'Phil T' Dransfield 
There have been a few changes since the last lot of wire note , Op 

AGRICOLA saw the departure of LCpl 'Phil r Dransfi eld and Sig 
' Ritchie' Hancox LO Kosovo, who after seuing up and doing the hard 
work were replaced by LCpl Tony 'The Mouth From T he Sou th ' 
Comery. Op Silkman saw Cpl Daz ' B The Funky Ed' Brown on yet 
another un drenched tour in Sierra Leone. Sig Lila QGS got away onto 
some well-deserved long leave in Nepal, the arduous time spent in 
Canada with the Anny hooting team had obviously taken its toll!! C pl 
Willy 'Back Door' \ ilcox has sadly departed us to greener pastures, and 
obviously a bigger biscuit barrel, to go and work in the Regimental 
Training Wing, all the be t Will ·. We've al o had a few new arrivals into 
the fold, ig Wall 'You'll Sc<:on Find Out Why' W a lli is already 
pushing for hi fir>t, (charge that is). Whilst the cherry on the icing i the 
arrival of the new MT bos , gt Phil 'The Groper' Graham from ATR 
Bas ingbourn. The lads are in uproar after finding out he's an ex FAG 
OP, he will soon be remoulded into a proper tradesman with the help of 
the Operator adjusting tool! And Sgt Mark Ebdon has finally been 
given an empire 10 run with the arriva ls of Tele Mechs w ithin the 
Squadron. Lubrication all round please sir. 

258 l G NAL Q ORO 
Sqn Comd Maj P. Deans 
S M \ 02 (S M) Forrester 

Qt. ORO HQ ' EW 
The Ops Team have been busy recently. After the 'arduous' recce by the 
Ops 0, Capt Preston and Y of S Goodliff, the plan eventually produced 
an enjoyable and beneficial CPX in Oman. This was the Squadron's first 
chance to work with the Sul tan 's Armed Forces and proved to be an 
excellent reccc for the 'Migration' of the British Anny to the Middle East 
this summer. Whil t a full account of the events can be found below we 
learnt a great deal about our hosts and the country which brought out the 
best and sometime the worst in all of us. Almost without exception the 
Omanis arc friendly and helpful, but often the technology we imported 
had not yet reached the middle of the desert. Our Omani counterparts had 
not seen some of the systems we b ro ught into theatre and used the 
exercise as a learnmg experience. In add itional they do not posses the 
scn~c of urgency expected by some of us and we were left without life 
upport for the initial stages. Fortunately by the t ime the staff arrived the 
quadron personalities had moved mountains and provided a sustainable 

headquarters and flawless communications infrastructure. 
.·o sooner has we landed back in the UK than the Squadron sent two 

md1~1dual~ otT to Guyana LO help observe the elections. This was not in 
Africa. as one officer thought, but the North-East coast of South America 
and a former Briti h colony. A usual the Regt were ready long before the 
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political agreement had arrived and LCpl Thwaite and Sig King tarted 
the roller-coaster ride of go I no go . Eventua lly they deployed Lo 

ortll\ ood to join the staff and eventually set off to the airport. All of lb 
were lightly jealous of the twenty-four hour delay in Pari s and Barb~dos 
on the way out and bowed very little concern as to the di fficulty of 
finding a room with a view for the aLellitc shot out of the four-star hotel 
in Guyana. ongraLulaLion to both individuals for showing initiative 
throughout the trip and well done to S ig 'Arfur Daley ' King for 
crounging three nc\ comms system on arrival. Finally thanks to Cpl 

McDonald for all hi help over the pa t weeks and hope he will be just as 
happy back in the Troop. The Op Team look forward to returning to 
Oman for aif areea II and the biggest thing since Ben Hur. 

DELTA TROOP 
Tp Comd Lt C hris Smith 
Tp gt S gt Jim Lyons 

The month of February began with five lucky Signallers being 
attached to Foxtrot Tp on Ex Boron Mercury in Oman for three weeks. 
Based in the desert , ' e were tasked with installing the JTFHQ complex 
providing comr.iunication by VS 501 and 522 HF in the main HQ 
supporting the staff from Northwood, with the forward element some 
800km away. In between shifts, we enjoyed the use of the Oman Amiy's 
wimming pool and facilities al o visiting the local town of izwah. We 

had time for 24 hours in Muscat to experience the ights and sounds of 
the capital before returning to England. On arrival we were greeted by a 
blanket of now, a tark contrast to the weather in Oman. The Troop 
would like to ay goodbye to LCpl ndy ' Foxes' Wright and Sig Jamie 
Cas ells and to say hello to LCpl Andy 'The Old Faithful' Pennock and 
Sig P hil ' Dinger ' Bell. After our Spearhead callout to South Cerney on 
Ex First Flight the troop demonstrated its readiness to deploy at short 
notice as part of the lead element working with the current Spearhead 
Battalion being 40 ommando. The Troop is now clocking five and a half 
month on Spearhead. This ha left us all looking forward to a well
earned leave period over Easter before taking over the role of JTFHQ. 

ECHO T ROOP 
Tp Comd Capt Karl J eeves 
Tp SSgt SSgt Al Combe 

Once again Echo Top strike fear into timid hearts as they prepare to 
assume the Spearhead Lead Eleme nt tasking for the Regiment. 
Congratulations to now LCpl Dion F o t he rin g ham and LC p l Lee 
Simmons, for well earned promotions. Hello's lo LC pl C hris Dunn, Sig 
Al Dyd e, ig Littlehales and the two S mudger s who are to be known 
hence as 740 and 442. A cheerio to S ig Andy Doherty, who leave us for 
16 Sig Regt and a posting to the same Troop as his brother. Apparently 
they are very close. Once again the emphasis has been on training as we 
ready ourselves for the RI role. Ex Cobb Ring took place over the month 
of MarC'h, however Hangar 3 in Bramcote looks nothing like Tampa, 
Florida. Some you win, some you lose! On the sporting field the Troop 
continue to prop up the Regt R ugby team and have drafted in the 
assistance of SSgt Al C ombe. Who is alleged to have retorted upon 
que tioning, ' I don 't know what position it 's called; you know the one 
that sticks out the back of the scrum thing. ' The Troop a lso played a 
con incing ro le in the Squadron's recent victory in the Regimental 
Endurance competition. The Troop have a number of challenge facing 
them, such as playing rugby in the Army Rugb y League ine 's 
competit10n. Also the Troop looks towards the RI role and hopefully an 
operational tour in the near future. 

FOXTROT TROOP 
Tp Comd Lt Mogs Southern 
Tp SSgt S gt Stu Fidler 
H ELLOS ' D GOOD-BYES 

The Troop wannly welcomes igs Mark Lawrence, David Brown 
and Rory Masters straight from T he School, ready and wi ll ing to get 
stuck into what is going to be a busy year fo r the Troop. 

EXER CJ E BORO M ERCURY 
On 9 February the first lucky people from the JTFHQ Signal Squadron 

set off for our exercise location in sunn y Oman. Shafa camp, less than 
two hours drive from the Capital Muscat, was to be our home for the next 
three weeks. The fo llowing week saw several fl ights arriving with the rest 
of the Squadron, and laden with tbe re-packed, re- manifested and re· 
loaded freight, via Greece and Cyprus for the start of Ex Boron Mercury. 
Comms were oon e tabl ished, the bar opened and the pool recced (and 
guarded dai ly by Cpl Andy ' I'm not an LSE' Moffat). The exercis~ was 
a prelude to the up and coming Ex Sai f Sareca runn ing later on in the 
year. It gave delegates from the Omani Army a chance to walk round and 
see a JTFI IQ setup and to talk with the members of the Squadron. It also 
gave the Staff Officers a chance to work with the Squadron prior to. Ex 
Saif Sareea. Once the work routine was in place there was plenty of t!mc 
to enjoy the splendors of the Sultanate with 24hr R and R packages 111to 
Muscat. Every man and his camel enjoyed the chance of cheap gol~, 
cheap clothes and expensive beer, with an overnighter in one of Oman s 
smarter ho tels. Delayed fli ghts were a bonus when several members 
found delight in the new improved fi ve p int jugs, altJ1ough it only e~de~ 
bei ng a three pint jug by the time Cp l cil ' I' m always working 
Harrison fi nally learnt how to pull a pint. , 
Secure Comms were kept constant by Cpl Lucy ' Who 's got the key? 
Mason , who d idn ' t think guarding the crypto was secure cnou~h and 
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locked herself in the offi ce. She fo und the key in her pocket w1th1n half 
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an hour? ;o al_I was well and faith was restored. The forward HQ w . I d 
by our illustrious le~der, the T1:oop <?C. 600 miles further south, %i~ 
all 111~olvcd a mcc little earner m their back pockets. All in all the ~hol~ 
exercise ran very ~moothly an? a goo~ rap~ort was achieved with the 
Oman1 Army and a_good workmg relattonsh1p built up with the JTFIIQ 
~ta ff O~ccrs. Specia l _thanks ~oes to Cpl ' Reg' Perrins and LCpl ' I' m 
JUSt waitmg for my sk11n g ~lC! liday' Barnwell who ran the bar and ke t 
the boredom down to a. m1111mum . Unfortunately LCpl Barnwell, t~e 
Squad_ron VE forgo t his. trade a nd _ managed to blow up the 501(E) 
Satcl~1tc Detachment \~htl s t rcmov!ng the ba tteries . finally one last 
mention to C pl Lucy Crypto G?d Mason, who when asked by the 
all"crcw _if the crypto was secure m the plane, replied ' Yes I've t"ed ·t 
down with some rope'! 
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UPPORT TROOP 
Tp Comd Capt E mma Rae 
Tp Sgt SSgt ( QM ) Browitt 

Welcome to the ncwe~t Troop on camp, formed within 258 Sig Sqn it's 
called uppC!rt Tp, and is headed by S gt Ma r k 'Brcwkit' Bro v•tt th 
SQMS and 1s an amalgamation of the SQMS Dept MT Telev ~ ' h c 
lnstallatlon Techs and soon to be introduced Techs! The fir;t task giv~~ t~ 
this Troop was to go to Oman on exercise with the rest of the Squadro 
Meanwhile those left behind had a lei urely three weeks in the almo~i 
deserted Hanger. ~ was one of those left behind with the ta k of turning a 
bleak r?om assigned t_o the Tcchmcal Workshop into somet hing 
resc mbl111g JUSt that! With polyfilla and two layer of paint the room 
looked ha_lfway there, and with two workbenches organised and electrical 
power pom':i fitted to them, the benches were then earthed. What with a 
bit of furniture and tore s the place tarted looking a lit tle more 
professional. Then the leisurely pace changed to frantic when everyone 
came hack from Oman, and I had to organise the first Troop event for 
Wednesday afternoon. Well what choice did I have? Bowling it was~ 
Fifteen people turned up for two games in the Lakeside Bowling Alley. 
They included Capt Emma Rae, who lost even to SSgt Browitt at leasi 
ht : excuse was a crook elbow {which we tried to even out by playing 
with left anns only and then using the metal bench to send the bowls 
down the alle:r). Tl~e Troop is looking forward to ome more Wednesday 
afternoon with lnp to Bass Breweries in Stoke and Laser Quest in 
Cove~try, su~h a hard Troo() life we lead! Congratulation to S gt 
Brow1tt f?r his recent promot10n to W02, hope it doe n 't change things 
too muc~ . Not much 1s fo~eca t for Sp Tp except for the three month 
e_xcrc1 e Ill _Oman called Sa1f Sareca, Exercise 2nd run and 3rd run· I st 
lme, 2nd lme, PRE and R IT in pections in between the excrcf e · 
monthly JTFHQ plug-ups and anything el e that pops-up! A bu y ye.;. 
ahead. 

EXERC ISE BORO MERCU RY FEBR ARY 2001 
Ex Boron Mercury wa a three-week deployment to Oman. to prove 

the effectiveness of J'.f~H_Q. Support Troop's role in th i exerci e wa 
yery diverse. Respons1b1ht1cs ranged from Technical support and Cablino 
mfrastructure for the Comms, power for the exerci e courtesy of th~ 
Driver Electric ians , _logistical support under SSgt Browitt and life 
support from the Medics and Chefs. Life on the exercise was pretty grim 
for_ tJ1c first few days a!1d chefs worked extremely hard to pice up the 
rations packs. Meanwhile the rest of us worked like Trojans to get the 
Comm _up and_ running: but thing oon settled down and morale wa 
raised with the 111troduet1on of food and beer (Cheer REME). All in all 
it wa a very worthwhile exercise, everyone got a good tan and the L SA 
and LOA always helps! 

Q ADRO. 
Maj J. J. Cole 
W02 ( ·• M) C handrabahadur Gurung 

DEPLOYMENT 0 
by Sig Bharal Ghale 

OC 250 and his team 

OPERATIO BASILICA/SIL KM A 

. All are aware of the past and current situation of Sierra Leone and the 
mvolvement of the British Forces, who have been playing a vital role for 
the G_overnment of Sierra Leone in assisting in the keeping of peace and 
~cunty. S,hortly after the British hosta~es were rescued from the 'We 1 
1de Boys rebels, 14 per onn~I from 2)0 Gurkha Signal Squadron were 

deployed to theatre at hort notice. 
We flew to Sierra Le?ne ~rom RAF Lyneham in a Herc ules via 

;eneri fe, a ~c ry beautiful is land belonging to S pain where we 
unfof!unarely had to spend the mght. When we arrived in Sierra Leone 

(Lung1 Auport). the weather was extremely hot and humid. The people of 
S1err~ _Leo~e ~emed to be very dis-organised largely d ue to the 
preva1h!1g situation. ot only that ~ut driving around Freetown is very 
low, with the roads amongst _the busiest we have ever experienced. 
\~e deployed to three different location . with one to RFA Sir 

Perc1vale, 4 to Benguema Training_ C:entre (BTC) where the Sierra Leone 
Army _(SLA) were u_ndergomg t.rammg by the Resident British Infantry 
Battah~n. The remamder dep loyed to Defence Headquarters (DHQ) at 
Coc_kenlle Barracks where the Joint Task Force Headquarters l]TFHQ) i 
currently based. Dunn~ the to_ur we had the opportunity to work both at 
DHQ and BTC and with old1ers from many different units uch as I R 
!RISH, I PW<:? and 2 RGR. Our main task throughout was to provide 
civilian satellite communication, WOTA and HF fo r the HQ' in 
theatre. 

After pending a lmo t three months in theatre. it was time to return to 
UK an~ we departed Sierra Leone on 6 January 200 I, full of good 
me~one . We would_ like to thank all members of 1 Mech Bde, RFA ir 
Pe1c1vale. and the trammg Battalion for making our tour enjoyable and 
worthwhile. We look forward to serving there again in the future . 

The one working heli in theatre 
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31st (CITY OF LONDON) SIGNAL REGIMENT 
(VOLUNTEERS) 

co 
R. I 

Lt Col P. D. Wenlock -:.·o 
WOI (R ' M.) YO .G 

REGl\lE . T \L H A DQU RTER - ALL CHA GE T T HE TOP 
'mce our last WIRE note the Regiment has under gone a con iderablc 

amount of change in the RHQ hierarchy. \ e ha\'e aid a ad farewell to 
our CO of two and a half vear .. Lt Col Linda Harrison TD. and to 
\\ 01 (R '1) Gib on and his wife Kay. Col Linda departed for the HQ 
L D taff Pool and R 1 Gibson ha taken up a 'Granville' role in his 
wife·~ Post Ollie . We '' ish them both all the best for the future. Both are 
remembered for their hard work. sen e of humour and above all 
profcssionali:m. We were delighted to welcome our new CO. L t Col P. 
D. Wen lock TD, back into the fold after a stint as a ta!f Officer in HQ 
L 1\D. We wish Col Paul and hi wife. Ann , a happy and successful 
tour. ddiuonaly we welcome WOl (RSM) Young who has joined us 

from 30 ig Regt. 

The New Boss 

THE LORD MAYOR'S SHOW A 'D AR,VIISTICE PARADE 2000 -
CITY OF LONDO 

Thi year the Regiment was be towed the privilege of being the Guard 
of Honour for the Armistice Parade and Lord Mayor's Show in London 
on 11 O\'ember 2000. After evera l rehearsals in both Coulsdon and 
\Vhite City TA Centres, the big day fina lly came. TI1e Guard consisted of 
a contingent of approximately 40 Royal Marine Cadet , 45 Soldiers & 
Officers of the Regi ment and 40 Veterans. The CO, Lt Col Linda 
Harris.on. comman?ed the parade on her birthday (no. we didn ' t ask!). 
On armal at Mansion House the contingent demonstrated its abil ity to 
huffie for Britain and awaited the arriva l of the Lord Mayor 's State 

Coach and then the eleventh hour. The ' Last Po t' sounded and the City 
of L-0ndon became silent. This was followed by a fl y past by a ' Hercules' 
at the sounding of ' Revei lle' and the general salute to the Lord Mayor as 
he inspected the Guard. A cracking day for everyone on parade and we 
didn ' t gc:t wet (quite). However we did take pa rt in one of the biggest 
parades m London and we got the rare opportunity for the TA to show 
what it can do fo r Ceremonial duites. 

l-R, LCpls Allott , Burne, Kelly, Eastwood-Bell and Selhna 
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Ready for the Off in Guildhall Yard 

41 (PLK) IG AL Q ADR0 1 
qn Comd Maj Lankester 
SM W02 Watson 

PLK R EME !BRA, CE E RV ICE 5 'OVEMBER 2000 
quadron members auended the PLK Remembrance serv ice al a ne\\ 

location thi year. The ' all plaques Ii ting PLK soldiers who died dunng 
the two Great Wars were mo\'ed last year from their home in Mercury 
House, The Duke of York's Barrack , to be re-housed cl ewhere within 
the Borough o f Kensington. The two plaque were bles ed and dedicated 
by the Regimental Padre, Maj David C r awley, in their new location, the 
children 's library. gt Dave Holma n proved to be an excellent bugler, a 
hidden talent not many in the squadron real ised he had! The Mayor and 
Mayoress of the Borough of Ken ington and Chel sea attended the 
service. a well as many past members and friend from the PLK. After 
the ervice we moved to Kensington Town Hall for drink and a curry 
lunch a well a a ch ance to catch up with me mber of the PLK 
A sociation, and remember old friend . 

COUL DO ' REMEM BRAi CE PARA DE 12 O VEMBER 2000 
TI1e Squadron marched from the TA centre on Marlpit Lane to Old 

Coul don church to participate in the local Remembrance Day senice 
there. Thi service was taken by Canon Stephen Maslin and attended by 
member of the local community. Capt teven Ong laid the 41 (PLK) 
Signal Squadron wreath. 

CHRI TMAS BALL 2 DECEMBER 2000 
What a night! Yet another excellent Christma Ball uperbly organised 

by C pl Julia May, LCpl Ma ria Traynor and LC pl P earl Scthna. 
Christmas Balls at the Squadron seem to improve each year, and this was 
one of the best yet. 

CO GRAT LATlO S 
Congratulations are due to Sig Michelle C ritcher who succe sfully 

passed her fast track recruit training, to become the newest member of the 
Squadron, and ig Rus ell Banks who recently completed his Recruits 
Course at Blandford. Congratulations must also go to LCpl Ali on Kelly, 
who gamed her fir t stripe in October, and Capt Beth Pollard, who wa 
awarded her third pip by Lt Col Linda Harrison in October. 

HE LLOS AN D GOODBYES 
The Squadron has had much upheaval of la te , not least wi th the 

departure of Capt John ·1 1ove London Transport' Symmonds and Capt 
Bctb 'Pretty Polly' Pollard , both of whom have moved on to the sunny 
pas tu res of So uth f ields . Capt Sy mmonds has become the new 
Regimenta l Op Officer, w hils t Capt Pollard is to work with the 
Regimental Recruiting Team. I'm sure we' ll see them back at 4 1 soon! 
In their place, we welcome Lt Susie Sidwell , who is the new Troop 
Commander of Troop, and Lt Paul kpai, who comes to take over the 
running of the Squadron Recrui ting Cell . Lt Debs Speakman has moved 
from the Squadron Recrui ting Cell to become the new Troop Commander 
of K Troop. It is always sad to see a member of the Squadron leave, and 
we must mention Sgt Am McAuliffc who decided to hang up her boots. 
Recently married, gt McAuliffc decided to ca ll it a day, and we wish 
her all the best in her new civi li an life. 

FOOT A D MOUTH 
Foot and Mouth Disease has see n us a ll con fi ned to barracks, so 

training has been rather sealed down recently. Still , a chance to catch up 
some of our bas ic theory, and to get into those garages, and working on 
our vehicles. We did however get the chance to enjoy a couple of 
weekends out and about before the crisis tarted . . . 

SQ A.ORO RA 'GE WEEKE D 
The Squadron deployed to wet and w indy apier Barracks for ~ 

weekend on the Hythe Ranges (and boy was it windy!) . LCpl Mark ' II 
~~~n!brook .and ~te Guy ' D' Scott-Douglas demon trated gre3'. 
miuauve by diving into the nearest fire trench each time brass wa to be 
collected. Its a pity no one told Pte Scott-Douglas he could get out of the 
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fire trench when he had fini hed he might have gone very hun 
whilst the rest of the quadron were cnJ·oying their lunchl Th P· gdry, 

M 
· O 'd C · I d I ~ · e <1 re aJ nvi raw cy, poppc c own 1or a chat on integrity. All ·t Id 

seem. with the exccpuon of C pl Julia ' Little Miss Honesty' Mi w: 
yet to work out what the word means, or even how to s ellay(1 T~c 
weekend was. ru:1 by S~gts Dave ' BT' Holman, Steve ' Ri~g m~; Bel~ 
and Cpl Kevrn Be?dy Bedwell. They organised a mammoth sh 
the. Sa t ~rday mvo,ivmg G.MPGs and LSWs, (more ammunition th~~tS~n 
Leigh Bomber H arri s cou ld e ven drea m about ) a d g · · I I s T · ·· , n a great 
mom mg s s 1oot on t 1e A Range on the Sunday (Wlio sa ' · t AP C · I · ys you can t 
snoot u a n wit 1 5 .56mm? - Lt De bs ' Ta ke on h" • 

pcnkman '). Although w~ .d id h~vc a few teething problems ~~it~n~~~t 
of bed and clown to breakfast on time .on the Sunday morning, and we had 
to wait behmd 400 hungry cadets trying to beat us into the c kh · 
was generally a good weekend. 

00 
ouse, it 

The Officers of 31 Sig Regt (V) 
roughing it at their country retreat 

i ~II Officers from the Regiment attended a weekend's otliccr training 
' ~la u~·ey 111 February. We worked hard on the Saturday and then got to 
wha~ . to~ tl~e Sunday. Lt Susie ' Annika Rice· Sidwell proved she had 
•oa· 1 oo to unravel 'The Secret of the Camellia ' whilst Lt P1>ul 
'' mman ' k · d ' " wet C pai cmonstratcd that paras just don ' t care about getting 

an ~map~ levei:i ' Mm~'s a whisky ' Ong proved the most imponant kill 
our 0~ei~c~d~ i lashing, and an ability to con truct a canlile er, whilst 
wear a ' .nJ Ob)'. Lankest er, proved once again , that you really can 

nny issue trainers ... 
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56 SIG AL SQ ADR01 (V) 
Sqn Comd Maj Sarah Strcetc 
SSM W02 (S M) Kevin Godden 
H ELLO' S A D GOODBYES 

We greeted back Lt Kieron Francis from his tour of duty in Bosnia al 
our Christmas. party ~nd enJoyc? sitting through all his war stories. He 
then went straight oft .to spend hi money travelling around Au tralia and 
will .be .back when 11. ru n ou t! We sa id 'goodbye' to SSgt Chris 
M.agmms who has decided that having spent the last six months working 
with the~ (SE) Bde Trg Team, he would rather be one of them and so is 
Iran '.emng fro i:i u . I am sure they will benefit greatl y from his 
experience and ski lls. 

REGlMEi'\TAL MlLLE ' IUM \.VEEKE D 
The ew Year weekend was judged to be a great event by all who 

attended. It gave u our first opportunity to meet our new CO. LtCol 
Paul Wenlock and te .ted u all on a va r iety o f skill required b 
members of the Royal Signal . The day ended with the inevitable a auft 
course run where everyone was urged on (most firmly - no-one dares to 
take a .breath, le t a lone top! ) by PTI Cpl Jo Reader. Even in 
enterta inment was provided in the fo rm o f Squadron sketche whic~ 
managed lo hum~hate a number of key per onnel and in particular the 
Permanent Staff teatured quite high in this! ' 

NBC and 18x24s - Thanks Training Major 
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83 I AL QlJ DRO '(\') 
qn omd '\laj Julian armichacl 
\I \\ 02 ( M) Bob tephens 

O's DI I Ot:T 
On 18 O\'ember, Lt Col Linda Harrison TD, ommanding Officer 

of 31 ig Regt (V) '.a ~incd out by the Officers and ~rgeants. at a 
combined me ·s funcuon m RHQ. outhficld • Lond,1n. Pnor to dmncr 
the Officers· and ergcam • Mes cs had the honour to pre cnt fernier 
mes. member. with gift for their ser\icc. The c included Maj teve 
Baker. c' OC of 41 (PLK) 1g qn(V). Capt Tim Winterson, fomicr 
\1TO and new!) promoted Maj Anandin, the RMO who wa pre cnt. d 
"ith h1 commis ·ioning certificate! gts Ali ·E~on Ronay· Matabb1~ 
and Bruce 'Ronny Briggs'Ca burn were al o given pre ents for their 
loyal en ice . The recipients were then piped into dinner by the 
Regimental Pip r. , gt King. . superb dinner then followed an.d Col 
Linda Harri on wa presented with a word as a gift from the Regiment. 

he in tum pre coted a beautiful framed painting of the Pre entation. of 
Colours 10 the PLK in 1799. The Honourary olonel gave an amu mg 
peech and Col Linda Harrison was piped out by the Regimental 1_Jiper 

who play d a tune specially written for the occaswn. The framed. printed 
pipe mne wa then pre cnted to Col Linda Harrison in return for SSgt 
King' quaich. A rather umqu tribute! 

There then followed a regimental 'rave· where Officers and Sergeants 
demon trated their qualification at the All Arm Disco Dancing School. 
First and second cla. ro ctte were a\ ardcd to Capt Paul ·Chardonnay' 

anrnays and gt Baz ·Tiger' Roberts, the organi ers of the event on 
behalf of the PMC Maj Julian Carmichael and W02 Andre 'FFR' 

crivener. The band played on and several members of the messes were 
late for church the ne t day. Mr Vice, the brand new squeaky clean 2Lt 
'Chipp)• V ood . carried out hi duties faultles ly and, much to Maj 
Julian Carmichael's annoyance. failed LO incur any fines. 

Lt Col Lioda H:irrison will be mis ed by all rank . Her final day was 
Thursday 30th ovember when Lt Col Paul '\ enlock TD as umed 

command. 

The Adjt and the Honorary Colonel, 
Maj Gen W. J. P. Robins CB OBE, 

setting the world to rights at the CO's Dining Out 

LO"IG ERVl E AND GOOD CO DUCT PRESENTATIO 
The Squadron were honoured to be port of the medal pre cntati on 

which took place at their T C on Tuesday 7 ovcmbcr. The Brigade 
Commander, Brig . C. Jackson MBE presented SSgt Craig 'String 
Fellows' Bruce 'IBE and W02 (FofS) Jamie ' Danny Boy' Harper 
BSc with their LS & GC medals . Congratulations to them and their 

families. 

HELLOS D GOODBYES! 
The quadron has bid a fond farewell to it PSI , Sgt Dez 'Two an' 

Eldridge who ha left us for the unnier climates of 16 Air Asslt Bde Sig 
qn at olchc ter. We wish both him and his family all the best and 

extend a big thank-you for all the s.upport they gave the Squ~dron during 
their time with us. A huge hello 1s sent to S gt Tony Wnnge, 83 ig 

qn (V)'s new P l. We hope that your time wi.th us will be as enjoyable. 
a it \\ill be challenging! A warm welcome 1s extended to 2Lt Da,id 
Grant, who joins the quadron from the depths of llQ . We hope he 
enjoys his time with us and that he manages to last longer than Lt Andy 
Lowther. who i abandoning us after ju ta few months in post. We hear 
he is of to sunnier climates having secured a 3-year contract to work in 
Australia. Good luck to both David and Andy in their respective comings 

and going. 
A big Hello i sent across the cas to Lt Linda ' kippy ' Davis, our 

Australian Troop commander. Lind:i is currently filling a regular post 
whilst her colleague arc out in East Timer. We hope you are managing to 
get in load of adventure training and look fo1ward to your return 10 83 
Squadron (by the way, we've moved!) 

Hello and congratulation is also ent to Lt Keriana 'Kiwi' McKee 
(previou ly Houia) who ha recently wed Capt Rick McKee of the cw 
Zealand Army Intelligence Corps. We hope they had a wonderful day. In 
keeping with our International flavour. the Squadron is pl.ea ed to 
welcome in to our ranks Mi s Kristensen, a sailor from the Danish Naval 
Home Guard. We are ure that Miss Kristensen will enjoy her time with 
u whilst we in tum hope to gain an in ight into her culture and Anned 

Forces. 

PROMOTIO 'S 
Congratulations to Cpl Tia Snell on her recent promotion following 

completion of her RSCC. Cpl Tia nell excelled achieving Top Student 
and was recently identified as a potential TA Yeomen. Well done and 
keep up the good work. Congratulations are also sent to Cpl Laurel 
Allott who was recently promoted. Cpl Laurel Allott has worked hard 
thi year becoming a unit first aid instructor where he is known to 
perform a mean trick or two with a tring of sau age ! Well done. 

LORD LIEUTE ANT' CERTIFICATE 
OF MERJTORIO SERVICE 

Congratulations to Sgt Matt Cahill on receiving The Lord 
Lieutenant's Certificate of Meritoriou Service. The presentation was 
made by Field 1arshal Sir John Chapple GCB CBE DL, at The Duke 
of York's HQ, Chelsea on 7 March 2001. It was awarded in recognition 
of SSgt Matt Cahill's contribut ion to the Territorial Army and in 
particular hi commitment and tireless work for 83 Sig Sqn (V). The 
award ceremony was followed by light refreshments and the chance for 
other award winners and their families to meet. 

32nd (SCOTTISH) SIGNAL REGIMENT 
(VOLUNTEERS) 

en 
R M 

Lt Col J. K. McKee MBE 
WO! (RSM) Hilborn 

HEADQU RTER Q ADRO. (V) 
qn Comd faj Cammy Payn 

SSM '\ 01 McVey 
E ERCI E S'IOW LIO, 2001 

Well done to the Regimental Skiing Team on Ex Snow Lion. It was 
trophic galore (again) at the LAND and AWSA Alpine Ski 
Championships in Inverness in early March. HQ Sqn made up the 
backbone of a strong Regimental team that performed in excess of its 
O\\n high expectations. The LAD walked away with the TA Minor Units 
Slalom and Giant ' lalom, the 'A Team, which included Lt Col McKee, 
~laj Pa) n and AQ;\1 Davidson came away clutching first in the TA 
Major Unit lalom, the TA Major Team ombination, the TA Royal 
Signals Unit Champions and runners up in the TA Giant Slalom. The 
OC also won the individual TA Royal Signals Unit Individual Prize. The 
"hole event was undoubtedly helped by some of the best ever snow in 
lmcme~s and the excellent admin assistance from 51 Highland Bde 
support. wff. 

TR I I G 
The quadron completed the la t of this training year's Regimental 

1 ra111111g Weekends in Edinburgh 111 the second weekend of March. It was 
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a busy weekend for all concerned with leadership training, drill, pistol 
firing, assault course competition, and command tasks for the soldiers 
and JOTES training for the Squadron Officers. The REME have been 
kept busy with trials of the new Boughton RB 44 vehicle, which has been 
introduced for trials in conjunction with the new NCRS equipment. The 
new training year will be providing fresh challenges for the Squadron, 
especially with the impending arrival of the new Command Troop at the 
Squadron location. Command Troop will be a welcome asset t? the 
Squadron and will provide a much-needed focus for ignals training 
which has been previously lacking at Jardine Street. 

CO GRATULATIO S 
Congratulations to Maj Dudd ing and W02 Joe Butler who we'.e 

awarded the Joint Commanders Commendation and GOC 
5 

ommendation respectively. The awards were presented during a visit by 
Maj Gen Gordon, GOC 2 Div, on 14 February 2001. Well done to Cpls 

orwood and Add in es, LCp l Boyce and C fn He nry who hav; 
completed the HAZMAT course at Redford Barracks in Edinburgh. 
Congratulations go out to Cp ls liman , Mci nall y, and Gibbs who 
recently completed their REME Senior Military Cadre Cour e. Well-dop,e 
to 2Lt Ian David on, who can now exchange his white epaulettes or 
pips after passing his commissioning course at Sandhurst in February. 
2Lt Davidso n i now on his way to 52 Sig Sqn to take up as Troop 
Commander and we wish him well. 
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Maj Gen Gordon presents Maj Dudding and W02 Butler 
with their awards 

DEPARTURE /ARRJVALS 
With the disappeara~ce of ~aj 'Roddy' Sutherland to Kosovo 

(allegedly to add to h1 1mprcss1vc medal collection) the path has been 
clea_r:d for a ~ew broom at the OC'~ desk. The new broom in quc tion is 
MaJ. Camm_Y Payn, who bnng . with him. 30 years of TA experience to 
the JOb. Maj Payn has also decided to bring with him a new Squadron 
?JC m the. shape of Lt Phi~ Donegan , w.ho h~s now been fully rc
mtegra~ed 11110 the Glas~ow lifestyle f?llowmg his lengthy sojourn with 
the Ed111burgh communicator . We wish them well in their new posts 
The S9n w?uld also like to say goodbye to the QM, Maj Ian Dudding: 
and wish him .well at 81 Sig Sqn. His departure has made way for Capt 
Gr~ham Re.1th , th~ new QM. Those of us .familiar with recent 
Regimental history will rcn?embcr Mr Reith in his former capacity as 
RSM. ~he new Q~ ~as 111s1stcd that his arrival (along with hi football 
boots) 111 Glasgow 1s 111 .no way connected with the recent poor fortunes 
of a well-known south-side Glasgow football club. The Regiment is set to 
say a fond farewell (for the second time!) To WOJ (RSM) ngie 
Hilborn , who ha~ been picked up for her commis ion and will be 
dep~rtmg fo.r 3 Div. The RSM joined the Regiment in January 1999, 
havmg previously served as a Staff Sergeant PSI in the training wing 
from. 1994 to 1997. Pl~ce your bet now for the completion of a 'hat
tnck of ~ppearan~cs w1!h the Regiment ome time in the future! Also on 
her way 1s Cpl Liz Leitch, who departs for an S-Type Engagement in 

orthern Ireland. 

51 SIG SQN (V) 
Sqn Comd Maj Morna Strachan 

SM W02 (SSM) Bertram 
TAJ MAHAL CHALLE GE 'OVEMBER 2000 
by Sig Grant, 51 Sig Sqn (V) 
~n a!'fival at Heatl1row airport my thoughts were of excitement and 

trep1datton. What had l lct myself in for! I decided to travel to India after 
l saw an adv.ert in the Scot man in May 2000 for enthusiastic volunteers 
to take part ID the 'Whizz Kidz Taj Mahal Challenge ovember 2000'. 
Cyclm~ through Raja . than , ~aki.ng in the beautiful coumryside and 
m<lf".elhng at a way of life so nch m cu toms and traditions - What could 
possibly be ch~llenging about that? Like all those taking part, I was ct 
the target of ra1s111g £2500 by January 200 l, with the first instalment of 
£1500.due 111 September. Rai ing the money wa quite a task and there 
wcr~ limes when I. wondered if I would make the target. In the months 
leadmg up to my tnp, J organi ed various events in Aberdeen to reach my 
goal. The first was a Fun Day held in the car park of my local Safeway 
superniarket. Tog.ether with the Customer Service Manager of Safeway, 
we orga.mscd a pipe band, highland dancers, car boot sale, bouncy castle 
and vanou other tall . This event had the added bonu of taking place 
th~ day a~cr l got back from annual camp in Ripon, so I beli ve I wa 
still funct1on1.ng on CRS Det time! Another event I arranged was a 
Horse Race 1ght that was held in The Highland Arni , Gordon Barrack . 
Judgmg by the sor~ heads the day after, and the amount of money raised. 
I pres.ume a good mght wa had by all! The la t event wa an Aerobathon 
held 111 the Warehouse llealth Club. I wa pleased when l reached my 
tarFct of £2774.90, but all of a udden the truth hit me. 3 December wa 
on Y days away and I wa. actually going to take part in a 341 km cycle 
acros Northern Jndia with another 15 unsuspecting people. 
briThc tnp lls?lf was fant~stic, the people so. friendly and the food 
M ltant. I was 111 lndia for mnc days and the cyclrng part la ted five days, 
d onday .Fnday. I couldn't believe when it tarted raining on our first 
ay - cons1dermg the weather we had been having at home in the run up 

1.0 my ~np. fortunately, it didn ' i last and the rest of the time wa glorious 
~1 nsh111e, b~t , but not too hot for cycling in eight hours a day. 

1 
ccom.moda.tion during the cycling tage was camping and the other 

~ iref mghts m hotels. Although on two of the campino nights \ e tayed 
11~ I ic grounds of touri t complexe to allow us ac;ess to toilet and 
}~~~~1~s, which I'm sure pica cd my camping buddy Pippa! The terrain 
. ~ mammoth Journey wa generally flat with a couple of hill thrown 
m 

1
°r good measure. The tatc of the road themselve was another 

~~ ~~t:r1\rcly. let' ju . t say .we regularly took part in the game of 'dodge 
10 cs · Travellmg with us at all time was a group of men from 
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Nepal each · h h · · . . , wn t .cir own role to. play 111 makmg our trip even more 
~nt~y~blc. The cycling tc.am compnscd two guides and a mechanic and 

e 111 us throughout the JOumcy was a bu· with a couple of helpers One 
group we all found amazing and really kept spirits high (not that· they 
~dcre ever low) and made everything all the more worthwhile was the 
~ ·:1cc party. Every day they would wake us up at 0600hrs with a hot 
hri and. a bowl o.f hot water for washing, probably having been up two 

ours prior to this to boil it! Once we had finished our fabulous 
b~cakfasts, they would then dismantle everything and move on to the stop 
t at w~s designated for lunch, where again we would it down to a feast 
On am.val at our evening cam~site, our tents were already erected, w~ 
were. given. hot water for washmg before sitting down to a thoroughly 
delicious .dinner. They did this every day, were accommodat111g in every 
wa~ possible an.d always seemed so happy to ce us. They had the most 
basic of amemties yet were able to make life so comfortable for tho c 
five days - they were an ama.:ing bunch of people who J can't thank 
enough! 

Sig Grant - Whizz Kidz 

. Every day was an eye-opener and a fascinating in ight into rural Indian 
hfe. Along the route l too~ an elephant ride up the Amber Fort in Jaipur. 
met ~ome of the smiley children from the remote village schools and al o 
a v1 ~t to the gho t-c1ty of Fatephur Sikri, built at the height of the Mogul 
~mpire. One ?f the highli~bts of the Challenge was the homestretch mile 
into Agra ending at the Taj Mahal - the world's most enduring monument 
to love. lL was a wonderful moment when we arrived at the Taj Mahal. 
AH the bruises, ore bottom and achmg muscles seemed to disappear in 
an instant! 

Whizz K~dz was one of the first charities to pioneer overseas events 
ru_id seemg its fundra1scrs push themselves physically to the limits in a 
bid to help disabled ~hildren seems a fitting gesture. Whizz Kidz i all 
about, empo~ven~g d1 abled childre~ by providing them with 'tailor
~ade rnob1hty aids such as wheelchaus, tricycles and walking frames to 
give them a en. e of mdepcndence and rheir first real taste of freedom. 
Future Wh1zz K1dz.overseas events for 2001 include the Inca Challenge 
to. Peru and the KilhmanJaro Challenge in Africa, and for 2002 the 
V1emam Cycle Challenge, Everest Ch~llenge and China Wall Challenge. 
If xo.u would like to spice up your hfe and take part in any of the e 
exc1Ung e~ents (T wou!d. thoroughly recommend it), call Jane tkinson 
on 0207. 2.l3 6600 or v1 1t hllp:lh•~•'W. whiz::.-kid::..org 11k. On a final note, I 
~ouldhke to .ext~~d a warm thank to all my span or for their support, 
~ncluding ~he individual members of 51 Sig Sqn (V) and to the Squadron 
11 elf and .l2 Sig Regt (V) for their generous donation ! 

CO GRATUL TlO 
Firstly congratulations and a warm welcome go to W02 ( 1) Lynn 

Bertram, on her return to the Squadron, and her appointment a SM. 
~M Bfrtram has recently returned from a tour of duty in Ko ovo, and 

pnor to that. spem a year on an FTRS. posting at Cetwynd Barrack , 
Ch1lwell, trammg and tesltng personnel m preparation for deployment to 
the Balkans. 

Wltg not pag gour 
sullstriptian llJJ 
I 
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52 IG Q '(Y) 
• qn Comd '\laj Donn) Gordon 

. 1 W02 ( i\11 "an 
After the hecll fcsthe pctwd. the squadron ha experienced a more 

rela:·cd start to the year main! due to the recent outbreak of Foot and 
. louth Dts~a. e. March started wi h Ex nO\\ l ,on with 2Lt Davidson 
and pl 'lacDonald representing ,?2_ ig qn a pat1 '!f ~~e ski team, 
and ii? 'lcGih an a part of the tallgue team. After mllial teethmg 
problems the week ended e ·tremel_ well with medals galore. but 
although it was ·nowy- w' didn't cc an) lions. 

The Lord Lieutenant of Lanarkshire, Mr G. K. Cox MBE, JP 
is welcomed by the Squadron OC, Maj Donald Gordon 

This ''a closely followed by the Regimental Trade training week 
where we provided tudents for all courses, where Cp l Phil 'I'm not 
angry' Brown anained the top tudent on the NCRS instructors course, 
and one of the Squadron minibuses managed to clock up 100+ miles 
whilst sitting in the car park. After a couple of weeks rest we had the 
Lord Lieutenant of Lanarkshire present Cpl Val Bowden , gt 'Hamish' 
Graham , V. 02 (YolS) Helen Jephcote. with their Lord Lieutenants 
Certificate<;, pl Craig Douglas with the Territorial Efficiency Medal 
and \\ 02 (YolS) Helen Jephcote with the first bar to her Territorial 
Effic1enc) Medal. gts Jackie Main and am \ ilkie were presented 
wnh the Volunteer Reserve Service Medal. 

Then due to the restrictions caused by the Foot and Mouth epidemic 
\\Chad to cancel the Squadron Inter-Troop Mil-skills competition, and 
instead had to rough it at Faslane where a varied programme of sporting 
and arduous physical and mental activitie were pulled together at short 
notice, culminating in an evenings bowling at the 'Swally Alley'. To 
round off the month the TA Centre was open to the public for the 
'ationa l TA day event, which saw a number of near and long tcnn 

potential recruits, and former servicemen and women. This period has 
abo 'ccn the departure of SP I W02 ' am' Shaw and PSI Tech Sgt 
Chri Kelly both on leaving the Ann) for pastures new welcome to the 
real world chaps. Welcome to the new P I Sgt John Leach who has 
managed to spend the fir t 20 days of his appointment out of the office on 
Op Slubbcr 

T.\ TE:\CHES REG LAR TO Kl 
b) Cpl Stuart ((ahhie) /fe11derso11 

\tier complctmg my ::-..ovicc Ski & urvival Course, while attached to 
249 ig Sqn (AMF IL)) 111 orway last year, I was recommended for 
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1ilitaty ki In ·tructor. I returned to orway to complete the course in 
ovemb 'r. It was an intensive 5-weck course. run by The Royal Marine 

under the watchful eye of experienced local ski instructors. We lean1cd 
evc1ything we. cc_lllld about skii~g, inch.~ding d<?wnhill an~ cross co_untry 
technique ·. ski h1 tory and the d1fTercnt 111struct1onal tcchmques, while all 
the umc perfecting our own skiing techniques. Atler the course it wa · 
home for X-Mass and cw Year, before returning to Norway in January 
to teach my first cour c. My students for the Novice ki and Survival 
cour c came from all over, ranging from Royal Ghurkha Rifles and Light 
Dragoons. through to Royal Signals and RL . For many of them it 1~a 
the -mo t arduou and challenging cour e they have completed 
Extremely cold temperatures and lack of snow made this cour e c1cn 
harder for ·tudent and instructors alike. Over the first few weeks I was 
their first point of contact and a source of knowledge for everything they 
needed to know, to urvive and work in a cold weather environment. 

Cpl 'Cabbie' Henderson - The easy life 

Skiing day and night. steadily increasing the amount of equipment 
carried and distances travelled, the students soon progressed from 
complete novices, many of whom had never skied before, to being 
trained oldier capable of skiing mile , carrying all the equipment 
needed to be self ufficient , to work and survive in this environment. 

Cpl Henderson - Where did my BBQ go? 

In the final week, the tudents went off to complete Arctic Warfare 
Training, while I wa lucky enough to help with filming Blue Peter, who 
were doing a program on what we do in orway. We were filmed 
building and living in a now hole, Ski Jarring, which is getting towed by 
a vehicle while on ski's, and performing Ice Breaking Drills, all with the 
presenter, Simon, taking part. The programme wa due to be broadcast at 
the end of February, and we all received a Blue Peter badge for our 
efforts. This rounded ofT my trip to Norway. 

61ST (CITY OF EDI BURGH) IG AL SQ ADRON 
(VOLU TEERS) 

The la t couple of months have been extremely busy for Edinburgh's 
Signal Squadron. March madness gripped the Squadron as not only was 
training happening in abundance with trade camp but the relocat10n of 
TA Centres wa also on the card . The Squadron has moved from 
Chesser Crescent to newly refurbished facilitic on Lanark Road. The 
new centre will provide better training facilities and work1~g 
environments for both the permanent stafT and the troop. when they tram 
in the evening and weekends. . 

An initiative weekend saw LCpl Alex Cook and Sig Graeme Tnit 
blag their way to York in an attempt to ring the York Mini ·tcr Bell. 
Unfortunately renovation work prevented them completing thei_r ta. k and 
left them pondering how they might get back to Edinburgh 111 tune. to 
claim their bounty. Other members of the Squadron managed to slide 
down the banister at the Sheraton I !otel, meet someone famous, get on 
television and LCpl 'Victor ' Robertson even Ocw a helicopter! . 

The recent foot and mouth outbreak led to weekend training being 
relocated to TA Centre , resulting in what wa to be ao NB weekend al 
Ottcrbum being held in and around the TA entrc. With the local press 
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tow the weekend went with a splash. Cpl Paula 'Laminato~ ' _MacLc_a_n 
and LCpl Ilona Borland excelled thcmsclvc again with their 111nova11ic 
and fun lessons. Congratulations to gt Rowena Clarke on becommg 
acting Sergeant Major and L pl Donna Davanna on her recent 
promotion. 
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E 'ERCI E MAPLE SALTIRE 
ln March eight members o_f32 ( cottish) Signal Regiment (Volunteer) 

travelled to Alberta, anada 111 ord_c~ to put the SKANTI radio through its 
puces 1n cxt~cmc weather cond1t_1ons. Two long-range phases were 
conducted with the team commun1caung back to Scotland using voice 
and Morse. In betw~en . these pha cs the team carried out local training 
around BATUS, which 111volvcd ofT road driving, helicopter marshalling 

The Secret seven arrive at Edmonton Airport to be met by an 
unexpected heat wave 

~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

Testing the SKANTI in the Ops Room ... 

... in an MFO Box 
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and short-range comms using the UK/PRC 320 around the prairie. After 
the comms ph~scs the team took a well earned break in the Rocky 
Mounta111s stay111g at the Army's lodge in Canmore. The team wa able to 
CnJOY dog sledd111g and snowboarding before the seventeen-hour flight 
home on a C-130. Many thanks to W02(YolS) G Moody for his help 
~unng our stay at BATUS and everyone else the team managed to rope 
111. 

Cpl Davidson using the UK/PRC 320 during the short haul phase 
of the exercise 

Sgt Webb with his dog-sledge team on a frozen lake in the Rocky 
Mountains 

SSgt Harvey going flat out on the slopes at Nakiska 
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33 SIGNAL REGIMENT (VOLUNTEERS) 

R£G1'1E. 'TAL HEADQ RTERS 
CO Lt ol Elton Davis 
R . 1 \\'01 Dos Dal 

OPERAT IO ' P I. ULAR - by 11'02 (RQMSJ Forsha.w .. 
\\'02 (RQ:\l ) Forsha w spent two weeks a a Mtlttary Liaison 

Officer (LO) in Cumbria. 4'.! (. \ ) Bde had csrnbh hcd a _Hea<lquartcrs in 
Carlisle to combat FMD in Cumbria and prevent tts spread mto 
neighbouring countie". The Regiment answered the call for person~el by 
de patching my elf. gts Faulds and Martin at very short noltce lo 
Carli.le. . 

Confu ion reigned on the first day. ets of map . a hort bncf and we 
were on our wa - to the lin.t task. I wa to be an LO, whose job it wa to 
prO\ ide the Headquarters with a~ much informatio1_1 as po ible, in order 
that after slaughter. the mo t efhc1ent means of disposal wa f?und for 
the animal and then co-ordinme that di posal through to completion. 

Having er. cd for 21 years with numerou operational tours under my 
belt I thought that I had seen mot thing. My people skills were a~ut_to 
be put se,·ercly to the test. How do you comfort a farme_r an_d his wife 
"ho e life' work has to be destroyed and now lies ronmg in fron t of 
them? How do you com ince the young farmer with_ mal~ children th.at 
the cattle and sheep lying dead for seven day are a high pnonty ~nd will 
be moved oon? Inevitably, there wa a short honeymoon penod: the 
annv had arriYed and everything was going to be all right. As the days 
went by it became increa ingly difficult to meet those expectat1oi: . 

The Headquaners was growing by the hour and more agencies were 
coming on line. All the tops were being pulled out to combat th1 
,irulent disea e. It seemed that we were running to stand still a the 
number of outbreak gre\\ daily. Sixteen days on, our hon tour of dury 
ended. I left feeling that we had made a contribution but I was fru lrated 
that we had not yet beaten the disease. It was hu~bling to see field after 
field bereft of live tock. It is not a ta k 1 would hke to repeat, but ti was 
worth being inYolved in the national e!Ton. 

LIGHT ID DET CHMENT 
ince the last entry there has been a few minor changes. Firstly Ca[lt 

Atkinson has taken up an FTRS post recruiting for the Regular Army m 
Liverpool. He was officially aid goodbye to from the LAD on the eve of 
the TA Open Day and a good night was had by all that attended, but Capt 
Atkinson still managed to talk most of them under the table, Capt 
Furber who joins u from 206 Regt RLC is his replacement, a very 
warm welcome! can Tran has been promoted to Sergeant and 1 
currently on tour in Bosnia with 2 Bn REME, S gt fa! Pool has been 
promoted to W02 (AQMS) to replace W02 (AQM ) Don Siddorns, 
''ho for 12 month , ha been studying for an HNC in Management for his 
new position in hi ciYilian career. At the end of March the LAD took 
part in the TA Open Day and the pirit of the occasion was not dampened 
by the weather. We thought we had in' ented a new sport of barrel 
chucking when some of the visitors were a little too enthusiastic when 
sluing the Fodcn crane to negotiate the obstacle course, which had bee_n 
set up. Well this brings as up to date from the LAD front but watch th1 
pace for the next entry by the LAD on what train ing they have been 

carrymg out. 

HELLO Ai'ID GOODBYE 
The Regiment would like to bid a fond farewell to the RSM - WOJ 

(RS,1 ) Rod Co\\ an, who is posted to sunny Blandford as the 21C of 4 
(Mil Trg) qn. many congratulations on your commissioning and good 
lurt- for the future. We would like to wish a warm welcome to the new 
Training \.faJOr Maj Gary Hailstone and the new RSM - WOl (RSM) 
Dos Oa~ , ha\e a very happy and successful tour with the Regiment. 

FOCU O. 55 (HEADQ ARTER ) SIG AL SQ AD RO 
Sqn Comd 1aj \: . Wypcr 
S M \: 02 M. Robert on 

There have been a couple of change in personalities within HQ. 
Congratulations t? gt (SQMS) Mick Robertson on promotio~ to 
W02 and his appointment as S M of the quadron, al o ~ongratulallons 
to gt Alan Stowers on promotion to Staff Sergeant and.lus appomtmcnt 
as QM (V). The QMS (NRPS), gt George Whittfic_ld cont_inue. to 
beaver away in hi store in between game of squash. (Stil l playing high 
standard quash at his advanced years). 

CO presents KOSOVO medal to Lt Knight 

On 24 March the Regiment held a meda I parade, where the 
Commanding Officer presented TA Efficiency Meda ls to a number ?f 
members of the Regiment. The CO also presented the RMO Capt Ani1r 

hoaib wi th his medal for ervice in Bo nia and presented Lt Paul 
Knight with his medal for service in Kosovo. 

35 (SOUTH MIDLAND) SIGNAL REGIMENT 
(VOLUNTEERS) 

(() 

R 1 

xxxv 

Lt Col S. J. Potter TD 
"01 (R \1) .J. T. Cauldwcll 

"TILL on. FOR Bl.A~l ... E. s 
\\ h1lc the present Foot and Mouth crisi~ conti nues to provide a 

wn tant flow of human-interest stories fo r the nat ional and regional 
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pre ·s, it has obviously had the opposite effect on our Corps magaz in 
cont ributions. We arc now all too well aware that the knock on effect to 
our training programme has reduced the number of acti vities where m~st 
of our stories are drawn from. Consequently some of our most pronuslll~ 
weekends that included Comms exerc ises bount y weekends an 
participation in sportine competitions (in particular orienteering) have 
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had to be cancelled or redc igned. This caused great disappointment 
throug?out the Regiment cspec1~lly to thos_c who still had bounty 
obligations to fulfil. Fortunately dunng any cns1s there always appears to 
be a saviour who comes to the rescue. In the case of tho c who could not 
fulfil their full bounty commitmc~t. i.t came in the shape of the CO, Lt 
Col tephcn Potter who used his discretionary powers to good effect 
and ccrti lied those de crving cases efficient. Interestingly we have it on 
good authority that the CO decided to make his announcement on Friday 
16 March. This came as something of a relief to at least 15% of the 
Regiment who, up until that point, had watched the prospect of receiving 
their increased bounty on time fade on a daily basis. This thoughtful and 
charitable initiative had the immediate effect of improving morale at the 
stroke of a pen. Now all we have to do is to use our deftness and 
re ·ourcefulnes to generate some interesting activities and adapt to the 
interruption to our training cycle, which i likely to continue for the next 
few months at least. We do take con olation in the knowledge however, 
that although our opportunities to train outside of barracks are 
temporarily re tricted, pirits throughout the Regiment remain high and at 
least we are still open for business! 

EXER ISE SPRI G EAGLE 
Although bad news genera lly comes in threes more good news 

followed the CO's bounry decision. Only this time it came courtesy of 
HQ 143 Brigade who granted the Regiment a dispensation that allowed a 
limited deployment of eomms assets to RAF Stafford for Ex Spring Eagle 
during the weekend 24/25 March. Considering that this was likely to be 
the only field commex before our Annual Camp in June it took on a 
greater level of importance, as far a the development of comms skills 
was concerned. Thankfully, RAF Stafford provided the real estate that 
would accommodate a Regimental Concentration, which allowed some 
useful comms training, SOP procedural training and equipment testing to 
take place. culminating in a plug up exerci c. 

The RAO planning his next move with Cpl Tony Blakemore 

The weekend also offered an opportuni ty to see what the other half 
gets up to with a u. eful cros trade training programme designed and 
executed by the Regimental YofS , W02 Phil Tonks . Thi included a 
pre e!llation by the LAD on the difficulties they face cm a daily ba is 
both m barracks and in the tie Id, which proved to be one of the highlight 
of the weekend. Our fortunate CFT exemption were also expecting a run 
ro~1~d the airfield but much to their relief the area proved un uitablc a a 
Cfl c1rcu1t - but at least they showed willing. The Regimental support 
clcme.nts were also out in force. W02 Mick Kearney and his team did 
not disappoint wi th their unique skills at turning compo into compo't 
-.iokmg apa1t we all fed well during the weekend and the Pizza made by 
SSgt Paul Holland, ably a sisted by Cpl teph Gibbons was exccll nt. 
It was al o good to see the RAO, Capt John Middler and his small team 
composed of Cpl Tony Blakemore and Avril Forsyth. 
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Cpl Sian Taylor ready to start the plug up exercise 

They were bu y try ing to put the RAO BS V together to make it 
operational, bur quite literally lacked the power to do o because the 
Regimental Technical element got their first! Teamwork throughout the 
exercise was quite apparent as Sig Cezarina Riley of 58 Sqn would not 
deny. 

Reversal of Fortunes - Sig Cezarina Riley with mug of tea 
watching Sgt John Scott doing all the work! 
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he penl mos1 of alul' l) being mcsmeri ed _by gt J~1hn S~ott ~l o 
l'f 5 d,)ing all the work. b in con ' olauon she dtd offer htm a sip of her 
1-a! hogcthcr ii was a >H ccssful weekend that achieved a number o~ 
u:dul conunua1ion 1raintng objectives. 1101 lea t gelling u, out ot 
barrack: against all odd·. lt has to be aid th i~• attendance wa · relatively 
high despite the fac1 that th· weekend coincjdcd. wi th •loth rs Day a~1d 
.omc ob cure lntl.'mational. The prospect ot losmg an hours leep wtth 
the arri\'al of British Time also did not put many off attcndtng t~c 
" ~kcnd but it did lca\'e W02 Kev Robinson omewhat perplexed wnh 
hi. Guard R ster, e·p..,,ially a three bright park in i ted on leaving 
their stag an hour early! 

The smile that says it all! 

\'l IT OF GOC 5 DIVISIO 
On Tuesday 21 February the Regiment was delighted to receive the 

inaugural visit of G O C 5 Div, Maj Gen A. G . Denaro C BE 
accompanied by his ADC. The GOC was met by the CO, Lt Col Stephen 
Potter and was gi, ·en an infom1al briefing on the Regiment. 

The Quarter Guard was here a minute ago General! 

Follo\\ing the briefing, the GOC was g iven a grand tour around all 
foctlittt.."S in Canlcy. Herc he wa~ introduced to all departments and freely 
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chaued to the Chief Clerk. W02 John Watson and his civ ilian Admm 
A · t Miss Lindsay Cain . In the QM Dept he had a humorous encounter 
with• gt 1ikc · h:on \~ho, if my memory .serves me right , declared 
him. elf to the o ldc t Sltr\ 1v111g RPS! Follow111g a bncf d1scuss1011 with 
the QM and after sharing one or two war stories the GO moved on to 
Mike Troop Comd where he was met and escorted b~ SSg~ (FolS) tcl'c 
Brown. Another memorable encounter occu1Ted dunng this stage of the 
vi it that io 'I was super-glued to my chair' Parry-Hall would probably 
prefer to rotgct but I don't thi11k the R M will let him! 

Sig Simon Parry-Hall's close encounter with the GOG 

The Grand tour of the facilities ended with a visit to the LAD and MT 
where the GOC was met and escorted by the MTWO, WOl Mick 
Doher ty who took the opportunity to reinforce the CO's me age that the 
lack of space at Canley was a major problem. After a short break, the 
GOC then joined all available Permanent Staff in the Sergeants' Mes. 
Here he pre ented the award of the Long Service and Good ~onduct 
Medal (Military) to a very proud Cpl Way ne Hunt who.is to be 
congratulated on receiving this distinctive award for completing more 
than 15 year irreproachable service. 

The GOC pictured with Cpl Wayne Hunt 
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The GO then prcs~ntcd the 5 Div Sports Trophy in recognition of the 
Regiments outstanding sporting achievements and successes lo a 
delighted Capt John M id.di.e r . This successful and notable visit drew to 
un end with the GOC J01111ng all ranks for lunch before returning to 
Shrewsbury. 

The GOC presents Capt John Middler with the 5 Div Sports Trophy 

fE RRITOR1AL ARMY DAY 
The need to engage in effective recruiting becau e it i vital to our 

future as well as our ability to remain operational remains a constant but 
achi~vablc objective. We arc. also conscious and recognise tbat increasing 
public awarenes~ of the TA 1s a vital step to recruiting new blood. lt wa 
therefor~ rcfrcsh111g_ to sec key mes ages being reinforced for the Spring 
Rccru1tltlg campaign as well as the TA Day, which took place on 
Saturday 31 March. The n.e~ .~cgimcntal Directive al o gave us a timely 
~cmmder of our ~eS!)O!! 1b1ltt1es towards effective recruiting and the 
nnportance of ma111ta111mg. an inflow a well a encouraging retention by 
remam111g acltve._It was with these convictions that we viewed thi year' 
TA .Open Day with a mixture of confident expectation and foreboding. 
Whtie we were confident that our initiatives thi year would be more 
uccc sful than last year when attendance wa low our natural fear was 

that we would fail to entice our target age group t~ come along and see 
us. So far, our fears appear to be unfounded, as a fair ly hopeful 
Luma.round eems to have _occ~rred . As well a opening our doors to the 
public, .we were also acltve Ill many town centre right among t the 
population. Subsequently by adopting a more active and robust approach 
outside the confines of the TA_ Centre (short of pre -ga ng you 
understand) we attracted scores of 111quiri e and genuine interest. 

Out and about amongst the local community 

Havinf;!. said that, on reflection, our excursions into one or two local 
pubs dun~g ~unchtimc ~as . not such a good idea, as ig Phill ipa Holt 
would testtfy. The early_ 111d1calt<?ns arc however, promising. and Judgmg 
b~ t~c number of potenual ~ecru1ts appearing on Training Nights, we arc 
bcgm~mg to reap the d1v1dcnds of a more enterprising approach to 
rccru1t111g. We ~re now quietly confident of reaching the CO\ recruiting 
targets - now I JUSl need to brush up on the attestation process. 

The kids are all right 
The RSM with his children in Rugby's town centre 

'EWS IN BRlE F 
As usual. one or two change have taken place and we have recently 

welcomed to the Regiment, SSgt Terry Davies to 9 - qn and Cpl Jason 
Craddock to 58 Sqn. We wish them both a p lea ant and rewarding tour 
with the Regiment and thei r re pective Squadrons. Sadly we have also 
said fa rewell to the OC L D. Maj Jim Taylor b ut happ ily ha\'e 
welcomed hi m back immed iately as P AO of HQ Sqn. !any 
coagratu lat!ons Jim on your recent election for the po. t. Finally, special 
congratulation arc extended to gt 'DB' De burgh on hi selection to 
Staff Sergeant. 

36th (EASTERN) SIGNAL REGIMENT 
(VOLUNTEERS) 

CO Lt Col W. D. L. Brown TD 

S
RStlC1 WO! Dougie Eagle ham 

0 CADRE COURSE 
(17 :-- 18 FEBRUARY/ 17 - 18 MARCH 2001) 
Scrib.ed By Cpl Price, ./5 Sqn (Top S111de111) 

h is a cold, wet Februa ry night at We t Tofts Camp, STA TA Tra ining 
Ai ea. Twel v~ potent ial O ' , the ' elite' of the Regiment , stand in a car 
r aik wondering what fi endish, devilish ta ks ahead of them. ot a llowing 
fimc fo.r a Dry Martin i the RSM, WO! Eagle ham summoned us to our 
irst brie fi ng. On completion of the brief the RSM a ked the question 'I. 
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anyone nervous or un urc of what is expected of them on thi course'." 
wry smile appeared _on hi face as 12 shaky hand · were gingcrl) rai:cd in 
the air. It wa now tune for the dreaded entrance exam and. c:1.pecting the 
comforting wa11111h of a cla ·room. we were then led a a course into an 
arc~ remin iscent of a patl~ology lab (minu: the orp ·e and surgical 
equipment). Vacant expressions were the order of the day when we '' ere 
pre cntcd with 1hc tc t papers. The ·econd pha e short ly fo llowed, dbu'' 
on de k. head in hands and total concentmtion. For some 1his lasted for the 
duration of the whole t~ t! Fo llO\\ ing a comfortable nights sleep we " ere 
then tutored on the requirement and rcsponsibil itie. of CO\ within the 
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Rcg1m 'nt. II were obYiou ly happy with their expe tations of t11e course 
s no bag· were packed and no one absconded during the night! On the. 

. aturdav morning we beg .. "l the B Ff (TA). Under the watchful eye of 
PTI LC.pl '1cKinto h an· II the adrc D . we embarked on a precision 
timed c crci. e to coin idc with the vi it of t11e Commander 11 1g Bde, 
Brig Le Callais. The Brigadier was to ?e in po iti_on at the .finish line ju t 
prior to the. quad's arriYal. Althnugh this wa ·arncd out with t11e su~tlety 
of an inner ity train in a hunting yard. eventually perfect tnmng 
pre, ailed. Full of confidence and fixing war face . we rounded the fi nal 
bend ycrbally ncouragcd by the D and reached_ th~ 6kn~ mark. In tcad .of 
the Bdc C'omd however, we were met b gt 'Jim Polhtt and his mob1lc 
tuck shop. touting for busincs ! All wa not lo t a th~ Brigadic_r soon 
arri\ed on the ccnc and had a relaxed. informal chat wh1 · t we earned out 
our warm down exercise . Evening entertainment con.isted of a night 
naYigatton excrci c in vehicle.. t1cr plotting our route from a map and 
wntf'ng a ·detailed' route card we were tunned to have our maps taken 
away from u . Thi · meant that we would have to cover t11c !ttll 25km 
course ( ome of it off road) relying completely on our ?' n wnttcn ro~te 
card . om groups were crying a we left tlle tart pomt! The exerc1 e 
turned out to be ·ucces with mo t group ' getting back within me allotted 
time. Unfortunately a earch and re. cue team had to be ent out to retrieve 
Cpl ·Pathfinder' Robert . We were all very sympathetic to his defective 
compa · tory! Followmg further variou· te ts.' e bid our farewell and 
retreated to the comfort of our own home . 

\ cckend Two tarted familiarly with an equally cold and wet March 
Friday night. Due Foot and Mouth our upposed field exerci eat T TA 
wa sub tituted with a weekend at Colchester TAC. Unfortunately tbe 
best-laid plans of S gt ·Hopalong' McGachy and gt 'To h' Hodgskins 
had fallen apart. The two P I's were bom obviou ly di appointed that their 
'World War 2· re-enactment exercise had had to be binned and had been 
replaced with Leader hip. Initiative and Managemem Training. We were 
rudely woken at 0330hrs, given a full cooked breakfast and had our 
wallet removed for' afe keeping'. We were tllen herded into tlle TAC bar 
and me need for a £10 note, notebook, watch. ID Card and mobile phone 
became apparent. The course wa broken down into groups of 2 or 3 and 
loaded onto a minibu before being dropped off at various points around 
the M25 by Cpl Ma rtin Woolla rd and LCpl ' JR Hartley ' Hazleton. 
Exercise Great Escape had begun ... (More reports of thi exercise in me 
next i sue of The WIRE). Sixteen hours later we were all seated in a 
classroom awaiting me start of our next task. Under me watchful eye of 
me course D we needed to produce a wrinen appreciation of urvival at 
ea in a life raft. with limitation ! Familiar posture followed i.e. elbows on 

table . head in hand and total concentration. Thi continued for the next 2 
hours. On completion me ummary was interrupted by Cpl ·Darren' 
\\ ilson and gt 'To h • Hodgskins fervently championing the virtue of 
navigation by extant and the po sible evolution of a transi tor radio to a 
tran milter. unday aw the start of the final exam. usual posture adopted 
but surprisingly good results achieved by all. 

Sig Robinson, Top Student on the Junior Cadre Course, is 
presented with his certificate and fi rst tape by the CO 

The CO. Lt Col Brott n, presented our well-earned course certificates 
and this treasured moment was (hopefully) captured on film. 
Congratulations to Cpl 'Tex' Bennett who started the course as a Lance 
Corporal and endured friendly ribbing from the rest of us for both 
weekends. Unfortunately, mode ty prevents me from congratulating ilie 
Course Top Student! 
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'Oooooooohhh don't sir, it tickle's - LCpl Bennett receives his 
Corporal's stripes from the CO 

A big shout from all the S CO Cadre tudcnts to S gt 'Gerry' 
McGachy and Sgt 'To h' Hodgskins for organising a superb, 
constructive weekend at such hort notice, and for providing dynamic, 
interesting training throughout the entire course. 

Cpl Rob Price recieves his richly deserved Top Student award 
from the CO. A pensive looking SVWO, W01 Les Scott, looks on 

and wonders if Rob has been practicing that very special smile 

HEADQ ARTER SQ ADRO - ILFORD 
Sqn Comd Maj Pete Minshall T D 
SSM W02 Terry Butler BBC 

The Regiment, and HQ Squadron in particular, ha been especially busy 
since our la t entry in The WIRE. We entered the cw Year and Exercise 
sea on in good heart - the Squadron has come a long way in the last two 
years, and continues to make progress. We have bad an extremely hectic 
time of late, and it seems that every weekend revolves around some form 
of training; Comms Exerci e • Regimental Centralised Trade Training, 
Squadron ITD's or recruit ing act ivities, you name it we've done it. We are 
now into the throes of PRE preparation, and the QM, Maj Phil Daisey, has 
found his usual large stock of paint, brushes and rags to keep the troop 
fully employed. 

Our recruiting ha been going very well - we are now a regular feature 
in local town centres during weekends, and have recently participated in a 
very uccessful Job Fair at a local Further Education College. This visit 
prompted 24 firm enquiries, of which three are now well into the 
documentation and election process, with a number of others hard on 
their heels. We are, however, never complacent and our next major effort 
will be the TA Open Day on 31 March, when we will be hosting a targett~d 
audience of local MP's, Councillors and major local employers, in 
addition to the normal displays in the Town Centre and TA Centre - more 
news about this in the next issue. The Squadron has had one or two 
departures; gt John Kelly leaves u for 3 (UK) Div Sig Rcgt where.he 
intends to be the best damn PSI in their Training Wing (sorry for stitc!ung 
you up, John, but you deserve it! !). Sig E Hall has left the TA for ~he 
delights of the regular RAF, and has been well briefed on marc!ung 
sideways. 

Op J>cnnywort has impacted on Squadronn Training over the last few 
weeks, and because we have been confined to tbe TA Centre iherc has 
been no chance to improve the 21C's navigation ski lls (which may not bea 
bad thing). The MTWO, W02 Steve Kcntish, has also been pining for the 
great outdoors - he thoroughly enjoys ' terrorising' our young drivers on 
his notorious, and exhilarating, cross country driving weekends. The la t 
weekend of this ilk provided excellent training opportuni ties ~or the 
REME Recovery Mechanics, whi l t at the same time demon tratmg the 
excellent ofT road, ofT track, (and then into holes) driving skills of the 
majority of our team - or perhap not! We look forward Lo more of the 
same, and are now trying to devise new and innovative training .wluc~ 
makes the most of the limited resources in Liford TAC. ' Apprec1a11on 
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take on a whole new meaning when the Ground consists of the Sports 
field and back gardens of our neighbours; we now appreciate STA TA 
that little bit more. 

The Squadron has .had recent cause to be extremely proud of two of its 
soldiers .. The Lord L1e~tenant's crtilicate, which was awarded to W02 
(SSM) ~erry Buthi~, is bestowed lo exceptional individuals whose long 
and m_cntonous service and personal contribution to the Reserve Forces is 
of maJor s1gn1ficance and dcsc_rvmg of rcc~gnition. The Burberry Trophy, 
which wa awa~dcd Lo Cpl Micheal EgonJObi, recognises an individuals 
outstandmg achievement over a 12 month period, or one particular event 
which has not already been recognised by any military or civilian award 
Field Marshall Sir John Chapple GCB CBE DL, The Lord Lieutenant 
of London, presented the award at a reception held at the Duke of York 's 
Hcad9uartcr 111 Chelsea on Wednesday .7 March. 200 I, and the paragraphs 
and pictures that fo llow outline the soldiers' achievements in detail. 

LORD LIEUTE ANT OF LONDO 'S CERTIFICATE OF 
MERITORIOUS SERVICE 

W02 <. M) Terry Butler joined the Territorial Army in 1979, initially 
scrvmg with the 10th Battalion the Parachute Regiment before moving to 
HQ Squadron, 36 Signal Regiment, in 1998. Employed by Fords at 
Dagenham, he has been a successful leader and mentor for his 
contemporaries and juniors and ins~rumcntal in building up a new troop at 
th~ llford TA Centre. Mr B.utler 1s a mature, experienced soldier who 
ep1tom1 es all the best_qualit1es of a Volunteer. Reliable, punctual and an 
excellent CO he displays all of the military qualities of leadership 
example, tolerance. ~n.d mana~ement expected, tllough rarely 
demonstrated, of an. 111d1v1dual of his advanced years and experience. He 
has made the tran .111011 fro~11an111fanur, parachute orientated, background 
to a more techmcal environment with ea e. and ha fitted into the 
qua~on and tlle Regiment extremely well. The Squadrons recent 

su
1
rpnse success 111 the Mountvoy Trophy. wa d~c, in no small part, to 

\\ 02 Butlers mottvattonal powers and trammg skills, and he continues to 
lead from the front as the new quadron Sergeant Major. 

W02 (SSM) Terry Butler receiving his certificate 
from Field Marshall Sir John Chapple GCB CBE DL 

THE B RBERRY TROPHY W INNER 
CPL MICHAEL EGO J OBI 

An Electrician Driver, Cpl Michael Egonjobi has been with the TA in 
llford smce 1994, and is an lnfom1ation Technology Engineer in a Further 
Education <;ollcgc m orth London in civilian life. Cpl Egonjobi has had 
an outstand111g year during which time he has been tested to his limits and 
beyond, and has not been found wanting in any respect. The la t twelve 
months has seen him coming top of hi upgrading course at Blandford, and 
he l~a s .recently passed the Regimental S CO cadre course. He is an 
msp1ra11on to others and has perfonned to t11e highest tenets of the 
Volunteer ethos. 

Cpl Egonjobi recieves the Burberry Trophy and commemorative 
cup from Field Marshall Sir John Chapple GCB CBE DL 
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(L-R): Cpl Egonjobi , Maj Pete Minshall TD (who always makes the 
picture), Lord Lieutenant and W02 (SSM) Butler 

Question: 
Is it just me, or do the FM and SSM share the same gene pool?? 

<;ontinuing on the per onal development theme, Sig J amie Pemberton 
achieved an A Grading on his MT Accounts Course and LCpl ara h Ha ll 
shocked the Squadron and herself by not only passing her Corporals 
Course, but actually d01ng ratller well and gaining a B Grade -
congratulations to both soldiers on achieving excellent results on external 
courses. Other praiseworthy achievements are P te Johnnie Walker (the 
oldest, but n~west, clerk in ilie world) passing his TA Recruits Cour e and 
Cla~s 3/2 Mil Clerks. Cour c in succesive months and Sig Kim Mann. 
havmg taken her Radio Systems Op Class 3 at Annual Camp, decided to 
top 11 up and pass her Recruits Course. 

!he Squadron heirarchy stumbles Oil. Maj Peter 'Dashing Major' 
Mmshall T D sull th111ks that he 1s a Sergeant Major rather than the OC 
?~d booms and b*****~ks with ~qual vigour. Capt Gordon (QM(V)) 
I m the Mess111g Officer Shelley 1 currently learning how to u ea knife 
a~d fork on his ~quadron Commanders Course - perhaps they will show 
hm~ how to navigate .on Weekend Exercises as well! The QM, 1aj Phil 
Daisey 1s due to rellre from the Army in August after many years of 
undetected crime, an? he will be succeeded by Capt Geoff Woodcock (of 
Corps RSM fame); little does he know what he is letting himself in for. 
The RQMS (R), W02 Steve R ussell has pulled ·The Badge' and is due to 
move on promobon to ~SM ~f 32 Sig Regt (V) in April - just as we were 
gettmg used to b1m. He 1s obviously the first York hire Scottish RSM! Our 
congratulations go with him. The SSM, W02 Tony Wells. is to retire from 
the 1:A in April after reaching his sell-by-date. Tony, who has served with 
39 Sig Re~t ~ well as this Regi~ent. i now angling for a post with the 
London D1str1ct Recru1tmg Team 111 order to stay in uniform - we wish him 
luck. H~ i to be succeeded a SSM by W02 Terry Butler - oh dear. 'The 
Blu~ W111g of Glory' will really be flying the Squadron now! Our long 
servmg (he says long suffenng) SQMS. SSgt Bill King i due to retire in 
May 2.001, after 20 gloriou years in po t. which followed two years as a 
PSI with me Squadron, and a full Regular career. ou can tell that he is 
reac~ing retirement age, he is going grey. his figure ha filled out, he i 
slowmg down 111 speech and ha to be helped on and off the badminton 
court after each game. Bill i to ·tart a third career at age 60 with a Watch 
a~d Clock maker. near. his home; we are all wondering what sort of time 
piece be u ed dunng ht Regular and RPS career, it wa obviou ly faulty, 
a he was always on time. Bill ha been a talwart of the Squadron since 
the PSAO was in hort trou ers (he' still young) and has ecn generations 
of Volunteers (and QM ' ) come and go. and after providina such an 
excellent ' Q' ervice to the qn and tlle Regiment he will be a hard act to 
follow. 

REGIME T L GOLFI G SOCIETY 
It's the first outing of the year. it' Breit Vale GC' near Colchester. and 

it's crazy Golf again! 1aj Phil 'I've got new clubs' Daisey cores a nett 
one on the Par 4 fifth hole: what a 1ar - but there' better to come. \1aj 
Dave 'You can't cut me· Watson drive a '.ull inch off the ninth and still 
cores a point - 'Oh, but we can cut you, Bandi to. · 

Fast green and good fairways aw some \ 'Cry good score . with Capt 
Rod Allen taking the category I with 3 point and Capt Len Carr 
sneaking off with category 2 after ·coring 35 point . The two ncare t the 
pin winners were S gt (now W02) Martin Wright and Maj Daye 
\ a tson. 

IF DIGITAL PHOTOS ARE SENT THEY MUST 
BE SAVED AT A MINIMUM OF 400dpi 

COLOUR PHOTOS. IF THEY ARE ANYTHING 
LESS THAN THIS THEY WILL NOT BE USED. 
SENDING A PRINT OF A DIGITAL PHOTO IS 

NO GOOD! 
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The R \I. \\ 01 Dougie f:agle ham.- ~pent some ~ime ta~in~ 
ph toe.roph . iround the ciaht1.:cr. 1 green. bnnging shouts of slm\ pl.a> a If 
,.,s )~U-,c· ~ue-;scd il, 1\tSj DaH Watson struggled hard to put hmrc d 
l~i~ po. im?. niodc. All in all. thi wa a very good ~tart lO the ason ~ ~n 
\Cc )ntin~, to lay dO\\ n the ·inglc h:::thcr gaunt I t :· all comer (Trommg 
Programme permitting, of course). 

~~~~~~~~-

SSgt Ron Russell (in the background) 
1 suggest you use an open faced club. A sand wedge perhaps? 

Maj Dave Watson (foreground) 
Mmmmmmmmm, open-faced club sandwich! 

Maj(QM)Phil Daisey, the wily old dog, uses ~II his experience 
as he magically produces a second ball from his trouser leg at the 

final hole 

44 ( I QLE PORT') SIGNAL SQ ADRO ( ) 
SO TllE D & GREY~ 

qn Comd \1aj \1ark Baker 
S\1 \\ 02 , 'cal Fansctt . 

ft has been a busy time for the Squadro~, wllh PRE on the horizon and 
the introdueuon of RPIT. the PSAO attending an early learning course on 
computers and farewells and_ goodbyes, and, more importantly, nobody 
putting them~lves up to write the \\ire otes. l therefore find myself 
jifl .d to put pen to paper, o to that end ...... .. 

Fa r C\\ Cll \ and GoodbH~ - The Squadron sadly says goodbye to our 
old SPSI. SSgt ,\nita mfth, who leaves for the more exotic posting of30 
Signal Rc~1mcnt we wish her well and hope she manages to get on all 
the ailing courses she desires (although there can't be many more that she 
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needs before being qualified to dri e the QE2). We also . ay bye, for a 
hort time. to LCpl Keirsty Shaw who goes on yet anotl~er FTRS 

de loyment. this time 10 BATUS (Don '_l forget the postcards, Ke1rst)'~. We 
pl , S at Cr•11·g Marlowe who JOlllS the quadron from 15 Signal 

we com<.: ,., • · · II ~ h · . 
Regiment and a sumes the role of ~ I; ';'c w1 h him we . or 1s tour. We 
al 0 welcome back from her FTR Job Sgt a lly Hews_o1~ - back to the 
real world now, ally! That's all from the quadron for this 1 sue. but I am 
sure that next time around there will be a hu~c co1ttr1bt~t1on , as the task has 
been delegated to some young officers (Bas1cnlly, don t _hold your breath). 
The last comment 1s directed towards HQ qu

1
adron - tart pohshmg that 

trophy. because the Mountvoy 1 ours this year. 

45 IGi L Q ADRON (V)- COLCHE TER & WARLEY 
cribed by Sig 'Jim · ~ro!tch . 

Sqn Comd MaJ Mike W hite 
SM W02 Louise Walker 
T , a td tide top for no man, and it is with great regret that we say 

fare~:ll ~d adieu to the old Officer Corl?ma~ding, Maj Bill Shirley, who 
leaves u on a free tran fer to RHQ. It 1s fatr to say that thr?ugh?ul t~e 
s adrons long and distingui ed history, we have seen nothmg hkc his 
rai~r harp wit. immaculate drcs sense and dutiful sense of punct~ality. 
Hang on, ihat last sentence need.s to. be rephra ed: ......... ._ ... Our m~e~e 
best wishes go out to him. The kmg 1s dead , long hve the k.1ng, and son 1s 
that , e welcome the new OC, Maj Mike W hite, after his long exile t_o 
RHQ as Op Officer. One of the new and cxcitin~ changes that th~ OC is 
advocating i for port and champagne .10 b~ available on t~p dunng t,he 
con olidatcd training weekends - a rod1cal idea from a radical man, I m 
ure you'd all agree. 

GE 'ERAL . 
Warley TAC is 45 ig qn' poor and _often forgotten cousm, and now 

consist of one EA , which of course 1s the fantastic SS I. The centre 
commander is W02 Groves, known affccuonate_ly. as Kev, Grumps, 
Boss and very occa ionally Sir. We were recently Jome~ by a new SPSI, 
s !rt'Ger rv McGach)'. A fine and out landing oldicr with a ~rcat career 
behind him (Gorbals, Bosnia and Gulf, to name but a few, we ve all een 
the paper cuttings)!!. In charge of recrniting i SSgt Stu Ba ncroft, another 
seasoned veteran who mu t have had a hard paper roun~. We do have 
ome younger members, honest. ext on the roll of honour 1s troop S CO 
gt Andy G lad man, our own semi- tame traffic cop .. Stores are 

administered by our own mafiosi Cpl Beni to C~ok, and keepmg t~e M~ 
running like a well oiled machine arc LCpl Justme Putna m (and Luca 
her Siamese twin). and Sigs AJ ison Oddy, Lorna Scotch tuar t (Get a 
round in !) and hirley Andrew . Shirley also makes sure that .our 
resident Liney, Lee, dries behind hi ears at all time. a he 1~ her httle 
brother. On a power trip at Warley are LCpl Deb_b1e Harrigan, who 
braved niper alley in Basildon and walked the slightly safer ones m 
Sarajevo as well, and LCpl Kev Ura nd our econd copper. Head of Relay 
is the ylph like LCpl 'Titch' T itchmarsh, Det Commanders are LCpl 
Matt J oyce, and Sig Crouch. 

CO G RAT LATIO . . , 
Congratulations go to Sgt Dacre Ba rwick, mmm 111ce shiny ne\1 

crown, and Sgt Kev Elliott on his third - it was the only way we could gel 
rid of him. only joking Kev, well done guys! 

EXERC ISE SPRL G EAG LE . . . . 
ow to Exercise Spring Eagle, or Spnng Roll, Spnng 0111on. Spnng 

Chicken, we heard them all. Those val!ant b.att ler~ braved another fine 
spring weekend (Yeah right !) to do the s1gnallmg thmg. In sp1.te offloads, 
cold weather, Op Pcnnywort, and Dets full of regular Tech111c1an~, comms 
were e tablished regardles . This was mainly due to para-cording LCf1 
'Titch' T itchm ar h 10 the free landing mast (Is that why it fell ove~ .). 
preventing that all encompassing 'With all due respect ergeant. ...... · 

RECR !Tl G . . I f 
SSgt tu Bancroft is looking forward to gettmg his hands. on ots 0, 

new recruit on the national T.A. day - he's good at that (with all 1u~ 
respect Stu)!!. We also aim to deploy our cordon blcu sloppy, LC~\ 1 ~ Molineaux ; compo aux nature! can be. fun, . a first aid team ' 
standing by! I fall else fails, is press gang111g su ll legal? 

PRESE TATIO O F T HE VOL T EER RESERVES ERVICE 

M~~:~quadron had the honour of being visited by C?l Davcnp~~ 
(Deputy Commander 11 Sig Bde) on 22 February, and he. kmdly acccp d 
our invitation to present the VRSM to Sgt Rosemary P~1nce.' wh0 JOl~~d 
the TA in scptcmber 1989 A technician by trade, Sgt Prmce is a keen . 
successful sportswoman ~ho has been a member of the winning team m 
the Divisional Orienteering championships on no .less than. fo ur scpr3tr 
occasions Dedicated and committed, Sgt Prince is a class ic examp el ~o 
the archetypal TA soldier, and the award that Col Davenport pre cntcc 
her was rich ly deserved. 

The registered Domain Name for th~ Beverley Boy 
Archive - beverleyboysarch1ve.co.uk 
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Sgt Prince with Colonel Davenport, 
immediately after the presentation 

REGl:\IE TAL SENIOR CADRE COURSE 
A P J' PERSPECTIVE 
Scribed by Sg1 'Tosh ' J lodgski11 (Senior !11slruc1or} 

Having been a military training instructor for some six years now, I 
wasn' t unu ually bothered when Sgt 'Gerry' McGachy breezed into my 
office some time last ovembcr to inform me that we had been selected to 
run a Regimental Cadre Cour c. Over the next few months l came to 
realise jut how easy it is at the 'sharp' end. Standing in front ofa class of 
students imparting the information i the easy bit of being an instructor. 
The real skill is ir the preparation of a course, making urc that all of the 
T.O.'s are met, finding instructor and equipment and generally tying it all 
together. In the months that followed we planned. replanned and then 
planned it all again until finally we had a workable programme, all the 
equipment we required, and a handful of instructors to play with. All we 
needed now were the tudent ! After an initially slow tart name tarted 
to come in and the cour e was finally loaded with even senior Corporal 
(and one Lance Corporal) selected from within the Regiment. In addition 
to a number of mandatory entrance test (including a wrinen exam, BCFT 
(TA), and Weapon Handling Te ts), the first weekend of training con isted 
of a number of ' theory ' lessons designed to increase awarene of the 
responsibilities of a S CO within the Regiment. W02 SSM Louise 
Walker conducted the first lesson in 'The Sgt Me s' , which was met with 
a great deal of enthusiasm (someone 's obviously been telling stories)! 

Sgt Hodgskins in fu ll flow; Cpl Egonjobi and Sig Himsworth 
look on, obviously enthralled 

The first weekend seemed to go really fa t (which is more than can be 
aid for Cpls Roberts and Wilson on the night navigation) and before I 

knc\ it the students were giving presentation them elves and we were 
packing up 10 come home. Weekend 2 was my territory! The idea was to 
combine the S CO's and J CO's Cadre Courses' and take them out for 
48hrs in a field environment assessing the student in an. infantry 
cnv1ro111ncnt. Plan and reccc'. were conduc1cd, enemy troops briefed and 
an exercise the likes of which hasn't been seen since the Dunkirk landing 
was ready to go ........ .. 

I got out of bed to the news that there had been an out break of 
something called 'Foot & Mouth'. As my parents hadn' t even thought of 
having me back in 1967 the fu ll impl ication of the di ease weren't 
apparent to me umil later that week when a slightly 'older' member of the 
staff (name withheld to protect the aged) pointed out 10 me that TA Tl\ 
wa~ likely to be closed down for the fore ceablc fu ture. Range control at 
t~c time would not even let me book a AT range for fear of spreading the 
disease! o now I had a total of 17 students and nowhere to take them! 
Once again I shufficd paper, rang the RSM a lot and generally cried \ hen 
no o~c else was looking unti l I hit upon Plan B. Bearing in mmd that 
Trammg Arca' were now closing dai ly, it was obvious that we would not 
be able to tc t the tuden ts in a field environment and therefore Weekend 2 
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was d~s i11ned to support the overall Cadre Aim. Namely, 'to develop our 
JNCO s m order lo prepare them for their future roles as NCO's (& 
J CO's) within the Regiment'. Weekend 2 took the form of Leadership 
and M.an_agcmcnt Traimng. After an initial insight into Written 
Apprec1auons the students were packed ofT 10 bed for the night (all 3 I '2 
hours of it)! At 0330hrs I was met by 17 bleary eyed, bad tempered 
NCO's who, by now, were demanding to be told what was going on. 
Tc~npcrs didn ' t improve as we took their wallets away, split them into 
pairs, and thrust a task sheet into their shaking hands. The groups were 
then led outside in the pouring rain and loaded into mimbuscs. Exercise 
Great Escape had begun! 

Cfn Nichols demonstrates the Immediate Action Drill 
adopted by the REME when no NAAFI breaks have been 

forthcoming for some time 
'All together now' I'm a little teapot, short and stout ... ' 

12 hours later. with all group. safely back al Colchester, it wa time to 
look back on what had been achieved. All the groups had done well with 
the majority of the tasks being completed in some way or form. pecial 
mention must go to UCpl ·Tex' Bennett and his partner ig Everitt who 
walked for three miles in the pouring rain from their drop off point before 
being picked up by the tailor to the Hou e of Commons and raken for tea 
and cakes! Cpl 'Cookie' Cook spent the morning sining al the studios of 
Channel 4 filling bis face with free cakes, waiting for the arrival of a 
celebrity. Although he didn't manage 10 complete as many task as ome 
of the other group he reckons he had a much better day than most. Thal 
night the students attempted a 2-hour written appreciation; all appeared to 
be going well until an hour and a quarter into the exam Cpl Roberts 
sighed, shook hi head and ripped up his work. Apparently he'd talked 
himself into a plan that couldn't possibly work! Later that night a I sat 
marking 17 written papers, I have to admit I was stunned by the landard 
of work that had been produced by the tudent . l lo t count of the number 
of A grade I wa forced to award! 

The final morning con isted of more written exam . and a !es on on 
patrol harbours. The arrival of the CO indicated the end of training for the 
day and the Cadre para<fed in the drill hall to receive the CO' addre and 
collect a well-earned certificate of course completion. fter two 
promotion , LCpl 'Tex · Bennet 10 Corporal, and Sig 'Robbo' Robinson 
to Lance Corporal after coming top on the Junior cadre course, the award 
for Top Student on the S CO's Cadre was awarded to Cpl 'Rob' Price 
and the cour e then <lisper ed to their respective TACs. In summary, we 
managed to achieve the original aim set to u by the R M and thi was 
evident in the re ult of the fi nal written examination. All thal remain to 
be seen now is if the CO's concerned can take what they have learnt and 
apply it in the workplace. It ha to be said that the pre-conceived idea held 
by many regular oldiers that the TA is a waste of time could not be more 
\\ rong. Every old ier who attended the cadre wa enthusiastic, confident, 
and a pleasure to in truct. I am in no doubt in my mind that tho e who 
pa ed the 36 ignal Regiment Cadre Courses' are equal to their peer in 
the regular Army. 
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The combined cadre course 
Back Row (L-R): LCpl Bennett, Sig Himsworth , Cpl Price, 

Cpl Roberts , Sig Goodger, Sig Sladden, Cpl Wilson . Cfn Nichols , 
Sig Scholten 

Centre Row (L-R): Sig Robinson, Cpl Cook, Sig Sincfair, 
ig Szabo, Cpl Griffiths , Cpl Monk, Cpl Egonjobi, Sig Everitt 

Front Row (L-R): Sgt Parkinson, SSgt Smith, W01 (SVWO) Scott, 
Lt Col Brown TD, SSgt McGachy, Sgt Hodgskins 

5-' (EA) SIG, AL Q ADRO. (V) 
C :\tBRIDGE, BEDFORD & NORWICH 

qn Comd Maj Dennis Prince 
S M \ 02 Martin Wright 
EXERCI E FI. AL CH , CE- 02/04 'IARCH 2001 

Yet another uccessful weekend was completed by the glorious 54th 
de igncd to clear all outslancling ITO' for the current training year and to 
cany out ome much needed maintenance. After the initial welcoming 
brief and orientation of Cambridge TAC was conducted by S gt ' Gazza' 
Sullhan. the two training module began. headed up by Lt Glenn Baker 
(maintenance) and gt ·Del' Parkinson (military training). First on the 
agenda was the range package. and after an impressive morning shooting 
it turned out to be OCdt 'Rick· Morley who came out as top dog with an 
excellent group size of3S mm (although he till maintains ii was closer to 
33 mm) - well done Ricky. Battlefield First Aid, conducted under the 
expert in truction of gt 'Jo· Outlaw and Cpl ' Daz' Wilson, was the first 
acti\ily of the afternoon. and this was clo ely followed by the TACFT 
under the direction of our resident PTI, Sgt Ke King was ably a sisted by 
bis two beautiful assistants. Gaz and Del. On Saturday evening a 
combined Officers and WO's & Sgts Mess function wa held to dine in our 
OC quadron, Maj Dennis Prince (only a year late, but hey, heller late 
than never ir), and to ay farewell to our old Squadron Scarey Monster, 
WOI (.\'\VO) Les cott who is leaving us on promotion, and will be 
grcall) mis ed. A good night was had by all. Finally, congratulations go to 
Dave~ ·Gel ome· De\\art on his well deserved promotion to Lance 
Corporal. 

KILl\1Al\J RO- 'It's attitude, not altitude, that' the problem!' 
hy our rod11g tra,·el correspo11de11t, SSgt Ga= Sullivan 

A the SPSI of 54 (EA) Sig Sqn (V), l was delighted to receive an 
in,itation from Cpl Eddie Allen (a member of the Squadron) to climb Mt 
Kilimanjaro in Eastern Africa. After toying with the idea for at lea t five 
minutes, I found myself on a plane, at the ~tart of February. heading for 
Johannesburg. On arrival in .Jo'burg we finalised preparations on our 
equipment, and on 2 February our small team of three (the other 
participant being Luis Chin, a work fiicnd of Cpl Allen) new to Tanzania. 
At Kilimanjaro Imcrnauonal Airport we all boarded a bus for the one hour 
dri'c to our hotel. Some locals call this 'the drive from hell' and we soon 
found out why Tanainia has a definite lack of tarmac in many places. 

hakcn '.~ut not stirred. we fina!ly arrived at the Keys Hotel. After seltling 
mto our mud huts everyone received a briefing in broken English (which 
was handy. becau>c I can only think in broken English) as to what would 
happen O\Cr the next few days. We then had supper and a few local beers 
to toast the mountain and finally, after a long day, hit the sack. 

At approximately 0230 hr I was awoken by 633 Mosquito Squadron 
who had decided to launch an attack on my head. After a fierce and bloody 
baule around the mud hut, I admillcd defeat and ju t got used 10 the idea of 
being ·chomped'. Al 0530hn; we all received an early call and, after 
breakfast, set off to the Machame checkpoint, where we booked on to the 
mountain and logged all our details. We then met our head guide and 
admin team; six porter.; had been a signed to us, along with one che!~ 
Roman our assistant guide and Peter, our head guide. All this manpower 
for an expedition team of only three may seem wasteful, but a time went 
b} their e~pcricnce and knowledge of the mountain bacame invaluable, 
and c 'cnual to the success of our venture. There arc many ways to a cend 
the 19,3-'0 ft of Kilimanjaro, which is technically undemanding but 
ph)sicall> gruelling. but with the advice of our head g1•ide we opted for 
the 1achamc route. This would take live days to a ccnd and two days to 
de end, allowing us plenty of time to acclimatise to the increasing 
altitud 
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SSgt Gaz Sullivan and his team working their way to the peak -
and this is Africa? 

After live days of tabbing over hard terrain whit t the elements 
conspired again tu . we were woken at 00 l Shrs on February to start the 
final ascent 10 the ummit of the mountain. We left Barafu Camp (4550mt) 
and once again headed upwards for what ccmcd like an eternity. The 
altitude wa affecting all of us, although Luis in particular wa uffering. 
Cpl Eddie Allen and l decided to continue the ascent with our assi tant 
guide, which gave Luis the opportunity to ascend at a much slower rate 
with Peter. We were faced with a l in 3 slope that consisted of snow and 
ice impacted on to scree and which seemed lo go on for ever. The higher 
we went, the harder it became to fill your lungs full of air. As a result this 
slowed u down and gave us the impres ion of being drunk, and believe 
me, readers. l recogni e the symptons! At 0530hrs we reached Stella Point 
(Gillman's Peak) at 5685mt. The ense of relief was enonnous, and we 
toad for a short while gazing across a glacier that was framed, in relief, by 

the full moon. 
Roman, our guide. advi ed us that unrise was in one hour and we 

slowly pu hed on to the Uhuru Peak al 5896mt. The temperature wa 
extremely low and we were later advised that, given the severe wind chill, 
it was recorded at 42 Degrees below freezing. At 0631 hr we arrived at 
Uhuru Peak and, in doing o, had reached the summit of the talle t 
freestanding mountain in the world (two thirds the height of Everest). We 
stopped and contemplated the view acros to Kenya from the rooftop of 
Africa. 
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A tired but happy SSgt Gaz Sull ivan (left) and Cpl Eddie Allen 
(right) hoist the Squadron standard atop Uhuru Peak 

After remaining at the summit for approximately 30 minutes we started 
our descent back to the camp. This proved 10 be worse than the climb up in 
man7 ~ays, a ~e sun was causing the now and ice to be treacherous. On 
ou~ slide dow:n we passed Luis making a balls out effort to reach Stella 
Pomt, and seemg us put him 111 good pirits. We managed about two hours 
sleep pnor to the next leg of the de cent, and soon after we woke were told 
the bad news that 1:-u1s bad not reached the ummit, though he did manage 
lo gel to Stella Point. A~er ~bou~ thr,ee hours we reached Mweka Camp, 
and there were a few K1hmanJaro beers drunk in celebration. After 
supper we bedded down in the tent for our last night on the mountain. 
After. a two and a half hour slog through a mud bath the following 
mornmg, we eventually reached our Hotel in style after bi-jacking a lift in 
a passing Land Cruiser, only to be told that there was 110 hot water. In true 
quaddie fashion, this did not deter us from quickly turning ourselves and 

our kit aroun~, and we were soon in the bar having a final drink with our 
new. found '.nends that we had met along the way. This was a once in a 
hfeume tnp, and was throroughly enjoyed by all concerned. 
Unfortunately, SSgt Gaz Sullivan never found Pauline (Regimental 
Joke! ) 

SSgt Gaz Sullivan - Read the book, bought the T shirt, got the 
certificate and , undoubtedly - Done The Business, oh yes! 

37 SIGNAL REGIMENT (VOLUNTEERS) 

co 
RSM 

Lt Col P. J. Grogan 
WOl M. Fisher 

67 SQUADRO - by W02 Monty Walker 
Sqn Comd Maj Mal Cooper 
SS~ W02 Monty Walker 

Firstly my congratulation lo Maj Mal Cooper on hi promotion and 
takmg over as OC Squadron. So, what have we been up to thi last two 
months? 13 Janu~ry wa our belated Christmas Draw. The timing proved 
popula_r with a high attendance and an extremely enjoyable night. The 
follo\~mg weekend we were out on cxerci e 'Vixens Outing'. Freezing 
cond111ons with snow over the Saturday night tested our endurance 
so~ewhat, welcome 10 2001 ! February brought Ex 'Rickshaw Ramble' 
lestmg our driving and map reading ski lls with command tasks thrown in'. 
All good trai~ing for our SFOR commitment later in the year. Ex 'Shape 
Up' was a little more laid back, pracli ing the drill needed for The 
Freedom of Dudley Parade, Management training and lTD's. A lot of 
work was put into the weekend. Al the end of the month we had a 
number of Sq_uadron members attending a concentrated trade-training 
week at Fremmgton with a good number either attaining or incrca inn 
their trade qualifications. 

0 

HEADQUARTERSSQ ADRO 
Sqn Comd Maj J. Riley 
SSM W02 G. Frazer 
EXERCI E VlXE S OUT! G 

After a. tong Christmas break it was time to blow away the cobweb 
and P.rachse _field and detachments skills. The Squadron deployed to 
he c~1!Tc Tra1111~g Area for a Regimental Communication exerci c with 
~ 1e aim of. t~achmg i:icw niemb~rs ?f the Squadron how to be effective in 
1 e~ eond1t1ons. With the aymg anyone can be uncomfortable' it was 

d c1ded to set up the eats and sleeps in the derelict ammo bunker . 
~owever, no oue took into account that when the temperature drops these 
d~nke~s become large freezer . Well the te mperature did drop , 

1 
ama11eally and the amount of electric heater that suddenly appeared 

estc.d the output of the generator . The temperature on the Friday 
~~cnm~ was recorded at .-13 , a tad on the chilly side and everyone wa 

commg tor semblc M1chellen Man with the amount of clothing being 
worn. 

Along with the u ual admin support it wa a great opportunity to 
ofrfout on the job training with the FQ (not fully qualified) members 
~8~1e.sg~1~dron under the ~irection of gt Matt, 'Have you felt how 

n ll 1s m my Landrovcr? Bellamy and gt 1\vanny 'I know nothing' 
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Borg. The REME were left to _ their own devices. re-fitliog the winch 
wagon •. they said 1t was so tha~ 1t would c~nvert into a workshop, it wa 
becommg to look like a mobile auna with the amount of heat being 
extracted. It was a plea ant surpri e to wake up to snow covered ground. 
perhap~ to th~se wb_o t?yed in the bunkers: however, Maj John 
Wheres the wme waiter? Duggan may have disagreed as he decide it 

was warmer to Bivi out. On End Ex. LCpl Steve ·1 know the way out of 
the e wood ' Martin was een di appearing in the oppo itc direction to 
the packet only to reappear a few feet from the line up. The problem wa 
that he was on the other ide of_ the fence at a dead end. 1 ecdlc to say 
the Squadron were very uppon1ve and encouraged hi task of taking the 
trailer off to manoeu re. His co-driver, Cpl Claire Brain made a 
tatement that you wouldn't have found a female driver doing omcthing 
o tupid made no impre ion at all. 

Once again an cxc~llenl weekend of constructive training took place to 
enhance the skill of the quadron, the only problem is that they keep 
gomg on FTRS. 

The REME adding extra insulation to the Winch Wagon 
You wouldn 't believe that it was so cold judging by the lack of 

clothing. mind there was a lot of 'hot air ' around at the time 
(L-R): LCpl Lee Carol. LCpl Steve Walsh , Sgt Glen Draper 
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A brief moment of sunlight during trade training with the ED s fitting 
new heads to cables 

(L-R) : LCpl Mac Mackay, Cpl Claire 'It keeps my head warm' Brain 
and Sig 'Stu' Swinnerton 

~~-

LCpl Steve 'Of course I can map read' Martin with Cpl Claire Brain 
at a dead end of the track. 'How am I going to get out of this,' LCpl 

Martin wonders?' 

FARE\\'ELL TO THE RE 1E P I 
The Squadron aid farewell to SSgt Phil! Oliver who left on 

promotion to Warrant Officer. His sen e of humour and commitment wi ll 
be missed and he was an excellent ambas ador for the REME whi lst 
er,ing in a Royal Signals Unit. 

The CO, Lt Col Grogan (Left) presents SSgt Phil Oliver with a 
farewell gift 

96 Q DRO 
qn Comd Jaj R. J . Bowden 

M W02 J. Convery 
EXER I E FA T 10VER 

L pl John Ryan's li fetime ambition was achieved when an invitation 
was received to Oy with FRADU, who con~u~t training fo1: interception 
using aval ground ob~cr crs. A day .of tra1nmg started w1t.h a weather 
brief followed by a video and trammg session on cockpit dnlls and 
·afetY, with particular attent ion paid to the ejector (injection John?) cat 
procedures. Then came the Oying suit fitting and a helmet check to 
ensure correct fit and function . Finally another walk through - talk 
through the ejector seal procedures in a e ta sroom mock up. 
Unfortunately, torms were hi tting the area throughout the day, with VCI)' 

high wind speeds. o flying was out of the ques ti on. Luckily, the 
following day was calm, bright and clear. At 0830hr tw<f cahawks took 
off into a clear blue sky. with LCpl Ryan in the econd. Then followed a 
training exercise consisting of one cahawk being directed in behind the 
econd by orders from ground ob ervers. LCpl Ryan stated that the best 

moments were when he was offered control of his Seahawk at 22500ft 
and asked to keep the jct in le cl fl ight. This he described a 'interc ting' 
and the whol experience as ' Awesome, because other words just can't 
describe the feelings '. 1any thanks go to FRADU and the pilots 
(especially Roger) fo r a uperb expcrie.nce and reali sing on~ soldier's 
dream of a lifetime. LCpl John Ryan 1s current ly serving six months 
FTR in Ko ovo and ha been selected fo r 97 (SFOR) ignal Squadron 
(V) who will deploy to Banja Luka in Bosnia late in 200 1. 

EXPEDITIO TO BELIZE 
The Squadron was contacted by Jan Clemons of Rugby High chool 

fo r as i tancc in outfitting members of an expedition to Belize. The 
expedition wa to conduct a survey of wildlife, concentrating on reptiles 
and amphibian . The quadron was happy to assi t where we could and 
supplied equipment including wet weather clothing, camping equipment 
and ba ic survival supplies. 

The expedition travelled to Las Cueva Research Station in the Cayo 
district of Belize, until Guatemalan incursionists ra ided the camp. They 
then moved to a Fore try Station in the Mountain Pine Ridge ca lled 
Douglas D'S ilva. Here the project work cou ld begin in earnest, and 
con isted mainly of surveying for lizard and snakes during the day and 
wading through ponds at night doing amphibian work. Several colonic 
of Vampire bats and Fat e Vampire bats were al o di covered and several 
urveys were conducted at different times of the day and night. There was 

also the chance to do a bit of sightseeing. This included a day trip to 
Caracol, the large t Mayan site in Belize, a visit to Belize City, including 
the zoo, which is unique in that it bou es only animals native to Belize 
and an overnight stay at Orange Walk. . 

The fi nal phase of the expedition was the Reef Phase. A water taxi was 
taken to an island called Caye Caulker, ituated in the coral reef off the 
coast. This reef is the second largest in the world (the Great Barrier Reef 
in Australia being the biggest) but is also the longest cont inuous reef in 
the world. Several trips to different areas of the reef were undertaken, 
including hark ray alley where there was an opportunity to swim with 
harks and st ingray . 

EXERCISE LITTLE WARRIOR 
Unfortunately, the outbreak of Foot and Mouth resul ted in a last 

minute adju tment of the plan~ for thi weekend. Once a year, the OC, 
Maj ' Badger' Bowden, organises an OBUA weekend which is gene~l.ly 
open for all members of tbe Regiment. Due to the Foot and Mouth cns1s, 
the exercise planned for Cell ini Village at SENTA was relocated to the 
TA Centre in Coventry. A number of LTDs had been planned i nt~ the 
scenario for the Exercise, so these were extracted and conducted within 
the TAC. These included Fitness training, First Aid, Shooting skills and 

BCD. Of particular note was the NBCD training conducted by Cpl 
' Shirley' Temple and Cpl Ade Hillyer. The Squadron was placed int? a 
ccnario based on operations in the vic inity of a chemical processmg 

plant, such as the one in Bohpal, which led to the death of thousands. 
Wi th this in mind, the Immediate Action and Decontamination drills were 
carried out with a little more attention to detail , the lesson learned from 
the BC Batt le Run at Thetford coming to the fore. Of note wa 2Lt 
Mathew Longcake, who consumed as much Fullers Earth as he applie9. 
The raised levels of skill are the reward of the in tructor ' imagination m 
making the subject relevant, interesting and fun - even in a respirator! 

38 (CITY OF SHEFFIELD) SIGNALS REGIMENT 
(VOLUNTEERS) 

~ E. 01'\G A \1E S.\GE TO THE WORLD 
l.ciccstcr~hirc • ig Jackie Baile. and her team will bz plugging ATO 

mto 1-.uropc-\\idc maneuvers, next month. Top military brass from every 
nauon in the treat)' organi sation will be waitmg to see if 46 Signal 
Squadron can prove the British Territorial Army's worth. The South 
\\ 1g~to n-bascd part-time soldiers will set up radio link right across 
Gl!mlany, Holland and the UK during the ten-day exercise. Their job will 
be to help complete the nctv.ork that will keep soldiers in touch from 11 
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army divisions drawn from seven countries including the US, Italy an.d 
Greece. Cpl Bailey, a professional chef, from East Hamilton said, 'Tin 
is our regiment 's most important deployment in 60 year . We' re now ti 
essential part of the Allied Rapid Reaction orps (ARR 
communications system. We must be ready to send fully form~d 
squadron anywhere in the world in support of ATO operations. We II 
be under the micro cope on Exercise Arrcade Guard. We aim to pu~ ou~ 
the message loud and clear that the Territorial Army is ready for acuon. 
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Cp! Bailey said that tean:is of Signallers WOL!ld. be sail ing from I lull and 
ny1ng out from East Midlands Airport to JOm the maneuvers, whi ch 
begin on 17 March. She aid that the troops would take 38 Signal 
Rcgi111cnt"s ncet of 33 lorries and support vehicles. She added that her 
Rcgnncnt were the world ~cadcrs in the military use of high frequency 
computer controlled long distance rad io equipment. Because the soldiers ' 
radio system is completely self contained it is more reliable and far less 
vul nerable to attack than those relyi ng on other infrastructures such as 
satellite links. 

Radio Link Up - Cpl Jackie Bailey 

LOOKJ GFORAN EDGE 
. ottingham 's entrepreneurial song and dance man is getting into step 

Wllh the Territorial Army. Twenty-one-year-old Challan Sinclair is 
already one of Britain 's busic t young people. On top of a burgeoning 
si.agc career, he owns hi s own internet company and holds down a 
h1gh-Oymg information technology consultancy job. However, he said 
that there was still one more tring he imply had to add to his bow. 
Today he wapped his sharp busines suit and stage clothes for combat 
green and a rifl e. For the next two week Triumph Road-ba ed 87 ignal 
Squadron's newest recruit will be under orders a he learns the oldicr ' 
basic skills. Challan's career began when he wa only 13 years old when 
he set up his own leaflet di tribution bu iness. Before he was 14 he had 
half hi school class on the payroll. By 16 he wa making money from 
market research too. Then hi dancing feet led him on tage and at I 8 he 
choreographed and performed in his first show at Cae ar 's Palace, 
L?ndo~ .. Before long he had also set up hi own internet provider firm . 
His ab1htics were spotted by Midland inforn1ation technology company 
boss, Grah am Bcasta lL who 'head-hunted ' Chall a n. The young 
part-t.1111 e soldier is now key to hi s plans to turn hi s £3 million 
organtsauon, Soutron, into a £25 million firm within five years. Mr 
Bc~s.tall said 'Challan couldn 't do better at this stage of his career than 
to JOm .the Territorial Army (TA). They will help turn him into something 
ck~cptional. I need people with the sort of leadership and management 

~II \he army will teach him.' Challan, from ottingham city centre 
~a id , A lot .of youn g people won •t j oin up because they have a 
s1tc~cotyp~d view of what the TA is about. Anyone who want to expand 
t 1e1r horizon and gel omething out of li fe hould t1y it - it will give 
them an edge.' 
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In step - Challan Sinclair from Nottingham 

DEADLY ARMS 
HIGHLIGHT EED FOR MORE TROOPS 

Gun that caused carnage in Kosovo have added vital urgency to 
arah Alsop's drive to recruit more Territorial in Leice ter hire. The 

two Kala hnikov AK4 7s were among a haul of automatic weapon 
confiscated in the Balkans by British oldiers. Sarah aid that the mo t 
hocking thing wa that many of the lethal automatic rifles were taken 

from gun-toting children, ome as young a ten year old. ot lsop, 
from Loughborough, who serves with the Leices ter-based troop of 46 

ignal Squadron said. 'We ' re in the middle of the Territorial Army' (TA) 
bigge t ever recruiting drive. It's climax will be TA Day, on 31 March. 
There will be display in town and city centres across the UK, including 
Leicc tcr. Ten per cent of our troop in the Balkans arc part-time oldiers 
like me on hort voluntary tours of duty. ccing the arms cache really 
brought home to me the urgent need for us to bring in more recruits. The 
Balkan i. awash with arms. Without ATO'S peace upport operations 
the vicious inter-ethnic killing would quickly flare up again. Without a 
fully recruited T , Britain could not keep up her life- a\ ing work in 
places like Koso o. · The Russian-made assault riOe were on display at 
the recently opened Ea t Midlands-based national Reserve Mobili ation 
Centre. One of the weapons was found hidden in a mbbi h skip in the 
centre of the bu y Kosovan capital. Pri tina. loaded anJ ready for action. 
Another was abandoned in the street by a group oi small children \\ho 
caltered a a Briti h patrol approached . The weapon arc part of a 

growing haul still being recovered from pcoptc •s home ' and hidden 
stores aero the country. All part-time troops bound for operation 
overseas go through preparation at the centre, in ottingham, before 
flying out. Dozens of . oldicr · from the Leicestershire '· five TA base 
have already been through the sy tem. Leicester 's TA Day displa} will 
take place in the Haymarket shopping centre on aturday, 31 March, 
between IOam and 4pm. The T · ba cs in Brentwood Road, lverscroft 
Road, and in Tigers Road, outh Wig ton. will also be open . 

PLEASE SEND ORIGINAL PHOTOS ONLY 
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Guns of Kosovo - Sgt Sarah Alsop from Loughborough 

REGIME 'TAL HEADQ ARTERS 
CO Lt Col igel Harrison MBE 
RS'A WOI (RS 'I) Colin Milne 
HEADQ ARTER Q DRO 

qn Comd 1aj Bill Evans TD 
SSM '\' 02 ( SM) CliveHowland 

Current members and ex members of Headquarter Squadron were 
presented with their well desened medals by the Regimental Honorary 
Colonel, Maj Gen A. H. Boyle CB. on Saturday I 0 March 200 I at 
Manor Top TAC. Sheffield. The presentation was followed by a buffet in 
the Warrant Officers' and ergeants' Mes , which was enjoyed by the 
recipients and their families. 

Back Row (L-R): Lt Col N. P. Harrison MBE (CO), Mr A. Austin, Cpl 
P. All.:m, Mr A. Thwaites, Maj Gen A. H. Boyle CB (Hon Col), WO 1 

(RSM) C. Milne 
Front Row (L-R): Mr E. Hurt, Maj W. F. Evans TD, Mr G. Findlay, 

Maj J. Ahem TD, Mr L. Tidy 
Mr Len Tidy, Mr Grant Findlay and Mr Ted Hurt were awarded the 
Imperial Service Medal for a combined total of over 96 years Civil 

Service 

2?8 

87TH (CITY OF 'OTTI 1 GHAM) IG L Q ADRO 
(VOL TEERS) 

qn Comd Maj David Tomlinson TD 
SM W02 ( SM) Vicky Hardy 

The quadron has now well recovered from the New Year festivities 
and some arc now quietly panicking to ensure that all !TD' arc complete. 
We arc entering the BO TY 1one! Recruiting remai ns buoyant within 
the quadron. we arc bringing in ~me very talented people. The current 
group is gelling together and en3oymg the tramn~gl .Dc ·pue bemg out in 
the element all weekend they were still enthustas\lc and full of miles 
when they returned to the TA Centre on unday night. The mixture of 
talent · within the group i wide. with three student , a teacher, a dancer, 
an engineer. a cook and last but not least a natural eo'?1edian; Sig 

litchel-King an ex-regular memb.er of the Paracl~utc Rcg~mcnt , but it 
docs help if you are mad enough to 3ump out of erv1ccablc aircraft. 

(L-R): Sigs Heath, Shaw, Weston, Parkin, Lune, Bumby, Sinclair, 
Matto, Mitchel-King 

To blow away the cobwebs the JRC organised an all ranks function to 
cheer people up. Cpls James ' Baby' Paton and Cpl Kev ' l'll make that' 
Bedford and the rest of the JR committee conspired to lay on a 
Hawaiian evening to brush away the winter blue . In charge of tb.e bur 
was Sgt Pete 'Trust me I'm a Medic' Wand who di played a h!ddcn 
talent concocting a wide variety of sa lubrious cocktails! Some required~ 
knife and fork to cat as they had so much fruit in them! He even manage 
to produce some nonalcoholic cocktails. Large quantity leftovers, free to 
a good home! The theme for the evening was definitely relaxed as can b~ 
seen below, with everyone enjoying dressing up! The OC Squadron, 1aJ 
David Tomlinson. was dared to wear a hula s kirt , however, no 
photographic evidence has yet come to light. The search goes on. 
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(L-R): SSgt Newman .. George! SSgt Dye, Cpl Bedford , 
LCpl Magas Kneeling (L-R): Cpl Keay, Cpl Brittain 

A first appearance was recently made by our youngest recruit six 
month old Jodie Toft, with her mother Helen, a Corporal CMT RAMC 
with the quadron. Jodie has close tics with 87 Sig Sqn a her father is 
Sgt Craig Toft the MT Sergeant and her grandfather is Maj (Ret'd) Ron 
Toft a pa t OC of the Squadron. Only another 17 years to wait. Perhaps 
we will all have Number 8 dres by then! 

EXERCISE ARRCADE GUARD 2001 
March 2001 - a Squadron under the command of Maj David 

To.mlinson was trained and ready to deploy in support of I Signal 
Bngade on Ex Arrcadc Guard Tria ling CRS + (WA over HF radio 
link ). Then the Foot and Mouth outbreak hit Europe the day the troops 
were due to deploy. At short notice the exercise was cancelled. 
Contingency plans swung into action and the tria ls were transferred to all 
point of the UK -inside training areas belonging to 14 Signal Regiment, 
30 Signal Rcgnnent, and 32 Signal Regiment. The advance party, which 
left these bores before the borders clo ed were stranded in Holland at 
Maastricht with SSgt ' Daddy' Burton and Capt Bev 'Snapper' wift. 
Although not sure when they would get back - they set up two Oct on 
the sports-field at AFNORTll and communicated back to the ' HUB' 
based in Sheffield then Brawdy in outh Wales. ADAPTABILITY IS 
THE NAME OF THE GAME - and the Regiment showed that it could 
adapt a the scenario changed -almost hour by hour! Cpl Heather Blair 
shows ATO members of 1 Company AF ORTH ba ed at Maastricht. 
Holland how easi ly she can erect a 15m pneumatic mast with a couple of 
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team mate~. 'They were very keen to sec how easily the mru,ts were put 
up-, as their masts need 8 Men to put them up!' aid Cpl Blair. 

--., ''1 

38 Signal Regiment (V) demonstrates the 'new ' pneumatic mast to 
NATO Troops at Maastricht 

HOUSE HUSBA 'D TO COMPUTER GURU 
gt Barry Baldwin (HQ quadron) left the domestic chores and child 

care .worries behind when he deployed to Maa tricht as the ctwork 
Adm111.1strator for the two Dcts ba ed there on the CRS+ trials. gt 
B~ldwm who also works as a storeman in HQ Sqn was propelled into 
this important role because of hi civilian qualification . He looked after 
t~c T server and engineered the system before handing over to the 
S!gnals Operators. Although he has a Computer Science degree - when 
his son Jack came along he agreed to be the ' house husband ' while his 
partner does the nine to fi ve job. ' It's very rewarding looking after my 
son - and 1t allows me to put extra time in with the TA' 

CORPORAL SWIFT-A REAL HIGH FLYER! 
. Cpl Swift - 64 Squadron was the only exercise casualty when he was 

literally blown away by the high winds at Brawdy. · 1 teppcd out of the 
ve_hicle and the next thing I was carried away like Mary Poppins!' he 
said. She. g_<>t pa_tcbed up by the medic and carried on typing - but u ing 
the remammg LX fingers! Some of her colleagues found it amusing and 
he had to endure being called 'Fingers' for the resi of the exerci e. 

2 (CITY OF DUNDEE) SIGNAL SQUADRON 
(VOLUNTEERS) 

Sqn Comd 
SSM 

Maj Eric Blyth 
W02 (SSM) Lance Thornton-Granville 

l'ROJECT SU FLOWER UPDATE - by Capt Bob Davidson 
The Christmas and New Year festivities were barely over when 12 

members of the Squadron deployed, kicking and screaming, to the U F 
ba c near Hor cshoe Beach in We t Central Florida. The purpose of the 
tnp_ was to carry out training in the deployment of an acrostat , which is a 
ma3or component in the Sunflower ystem and will soon be in service 
With the Squadron. 

. On arriving at the base on day one of the course, the team was greeted 
With the sight of the aero. tat already inflated and ccured to the mooring 

(
p
1
1atfonn. This resulted in a number of comments; 'My it's chuftin ' big!' 
ot of people) , 'Will you look at the hydraulics on that?' (Sgt Dnvc 'Let 

O
rne show you my toolbox' Heap), 'Oh hit! ' (Capt Bob Davidson. qn 

ps Officer). 
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The theory of 'Lighter Than Air ' flight, pre ure ·ystem . hydraulics 
and rope splicing were ju ta fc, of the item ' in the programme. After a 
few dar intensive training, working at · trange hours of the day and night 
bccnu e of the dependency on the wind conditions, and complaining 
about the weather. Florida is not always as hot a · the brochures make out 
and during the two week of training the team managed to c pericncc the 
hottest and col de t day experienced in that part of Florida for O\ er 40 
years. The crew wa getting to grips with their nC\\ toy and had managed 
a number of launches and recovcric · of Aero tat o 5616. Of course it 
wasn't all hard \\'Ork and the call of Orlando and UniYer.al tudio's 
l lands of Adventure proved irresi -tiblc when \\'e organi cd a da) off 
over the middle weekend of the course. It ha to be , aid that ch ilian 
contractors have yet to learn the power of that \\Cll kno\\'n military 
clichc. ·You're in your O\\ll time now.' when it comes to pacl..ing ;ma} 
kit. What did they expect at 114 pm on a Friday 111ght when the group 
was infom1cd that our one day off wa to be tomorro\\. it took thc 12 
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strong quadron Team 25 minute 10 pack everything away. even hours 
later \\C \\ere in con\O} down the 195 heading for Orlando and Um\'crsal 

tudio,· Islands of AdYenturc. 
The second "eek Ile" by a w;: JOI 10 grips with procedure for 

mllation. dcllation, luunch, reco,cry and (please no) break - awa drills. 
Being Florida. the wn dido 't tay away for long, and tn1c to fonn when 
th' sun came out so did the cotti h white arm and leg_, as tho. e of us 
frc. h from a cottish winter took advantage. This was done much to the 
amu. ement of the locals \\ho were tilt well ' rapped up and regard the 
lo, 20, C a ·fn.--cnng·. One of the highlights must have been when she 
r-achcd her normal operational alti_tudc of 45001l for the first time and 
thanks to the clear blue sky, we w re able to sec her in her own 
en\'ironm 'Ill. 

Members of 2 S ig Sqn launch the aerostat during one of the 
training missions at Horseshoe Beach , Florida 

B the end of the second week we were all skilled enough to walk 
awa\, from Horse hoc Beach confident in the knowledge that we could 
take- control of this highly technical piece of equipment. There wa one 
minor detour on our route home, unfortunately our flight plan meant that 
we had to spend 12 hours in cw York on the way back to Glasgow. All 
too . oon' e were home to the anticlimax of'bu incss as usual ' and await 
the arrival of the equipment in the UK so we can demonstrate and pass on 
the skill 10 the other members of the Squadron during Ex Mercury 
Ri ing our annual camp in July. 

\\02 ANDY WATERSTO . DI I GOUT- by Sgt Tracey Watersion 
The date wa set then reset. all to accommodate the Scotland v Ital~ 

rugby match. The menu picked. the gifi bought all thal wa left was to 
dine Andy out in style. I decided that it wa time to experience the 
delights of top table dining and accompanied Andy a Mr Tracey 
Waterston, thi also meant that 1 had to behave, or at lea t try to. It wa 
an excellent opportunity to purcha c a new dre s for my very mall 
wardrobe. Aller a lo\'ely glass of hcrry in the mess we were led down to 
the drill hall, which conveniently converts into a lavi h banquet room 
(thank 10 RQM Bert ' o you can ·t have that, stores arc for toring 
don't you know' Wright). A we stood to ay grace Andy a blue nose 
through and through spots something on the edge of the table, a little 
poem from S gt George Cowan which read. ·He is blue, he is white he 
i something dynamite, Caniggia! Caniggia! Caniggia!' for tho.c in the 
knm\ Dundee beat Rangers the previou weekend, not only that but 
Dundee United al o beat them midweek, ju t reminding you in ca e you 
had forgotten Andy! This was taken in good spirits until it came to 
pccch time? The whole me s remember ndy's infamous Immortal 

Memory speech of 35 minute ! We got our elves comfortable and made 
ure our glas ' es were full, (SSgt Bob 'I can drink more than you can 

Bob' Tasker and gt Bob • o! 1 can drink more than you can Bob' 
i\lurray) took this opportunity to drink, refill, drink and refill their 
glasse thank to ·Albie· our wine waitor. Andy was pre cnted with a 
Signaller in Combat 95 courtesy of the Corp Mu eum and a pair of 
wellington boots, for those in the know. The Squadron wishes to thank 
Andy for all his hard work and dedication to Squadron life throughout 
hi tenure as SSM and previous years in recruit troop. ndy has left to 
take up the post of WO I (RSM) at the Angus and Dundee Battalion ACF, 
we all wi h him well. PS. Andy thank-you for your desk, chair, coat 
hooks and picture which you kindly donated to Comm Troop, well 
Trace. aid ju t take them before he comes back. 

20 ARMOURED BRIGADE HEADQUARTERS 
AND 

SIGNAL SQUADRON (200) 

SqnComd 
R 1 WO! (RS 1) S. Lawes 

Q ADRON HEADQ ARTERS 
In December the quadron completed it planned move to Talbot Bar

rack·. ennelager and the RSM is glad to be back with the lads in the same 
camp. as much as they are glad to have him there! The Squadron Ops 
Team led by Capt imon Gough had no sooner unpacked their slippers 
and moking jackets before they were deployed with the Squadron on Ex 
Mailed Maestro 2 around the Sennelager Training Area. The Squadron 
\\as put through its paces hy the gruesome twosome W02s (YofS) Al 
Roberts and (FofS) Andy Dawson with sleep deprivation being high on 
the agenda. irt Ja) Shuttleworth said it was the best exercise he had ever 
been on and was glad the Training Wing had joined SHQ. 

Mai lam Standen presented YofS Al Roberts with his Warrant 
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Fond farewells are bid to Capt Ben Fitch as he has departed on his 
JSCC course; the women of Paderborn arc still in mourning! 

Left Capt Ben Fitch 
receiving his armoured fist from the OC Maj lain Standen 

Welcome 10 apt Phil Muir who has hot-footed it from his attachme~t 
with the RRF to steady the hip. We would like to congratulate him on his 
wedding to Deborah and wish then all the be t for the future. The team !5 

now well into the planning for the quadron 's deployment to Kosovo in 
November. 
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CJIEQ E PRE E TED TO THE COMMA DER 
20th ARMOURED BRIGADE 

WO I (R. M) Lawes, WOI Trevor Berry, W02 Gracham Beech, 
Cpl Arthur Dayley, Cpl Ross Thubron and Cpl Dave Robins returned 
to England to compete in the Great orth run. SSgt Hank Cappleman 
provided the Admin Support for the event. The team travelled back to 
Newcastle and competed m the half marathon alongside 49 000 other run
ner~. Aller 13 miles and several OGGY OGGY OGG Y's and frantic wav
ing at the BB TV cameras the event had finished. They were given a 
1m:dal and a T-s~1rt each. The Team collected several thousand DM's. The 
other event, which collected money for the Commanders fund wa the 
Games night in the Gauntlet.Bar, organised by Cpl Tris Dunbar. This was 
a succe sful cvcnmg and with the money collected from the Great orth 
Run a cheque for DM4000 was pre entcd to the Commander 20th Armd 
Bde. 

(L-R): Brig J . R. Cook OBE MC receiving a cheque from 
Cpl Tris Dunbar 

Back Row (L-R): RQMS Graeham Beech, RSM Lawes, 
W01 Trevor Berry, SSgt Hank Cappleman, Sgt Eddie Corcoran 

VISITS 
The Commander of 20 Armd Bde and Paderborn Garrison, Brig J. R. 

Cook OBE MC, rcccnlly ~adc hi first visit 10 his Brigade Signal 
S~uadron at the1r new home m Talbot Barracks. Sennelager. During the 
v1s1t he un'.'e1led a IJlaquc to mark the unit's occupation of the barracks, 
before tounng the site to view the refurbi hments and meet the soldiers. 
He finis~ed the visit by having tea with the unit's officers, warrant officer 
and Semor NCOs. 

(L-R): OC Maj lain Standen and Brig J. R. Cook OBE MC 
after unveiling the plaque in Talbot Barracks 

The move of20 Armd Bde HQ and ig qn (200) into Talbot Barrack 
complete. a process that began in the ummer of 1999. In order to free up 
pace m Barker Barrack for other units, the bulk of the ignal quadron 

moved to a temporary home in Antwerp Barracks whilst the quadron 
Hc~d~uartcrs remained in Barker Barracks. This situation had remained o 
UnlilJ.ust before Christmas 2000 when the unit wa finally able to collocate 
~n a single location in Talbot Barracks. Talbot Barrack olTcr living, cat
mg and working areas all on a inglc site, a rare occurrence for a Brigade 

ignal. quadron. Prior to the unit' occupation of the barracks it was 
~xtens1vcly refurbished and will continue to be developed over forthcom
~ng months, making it a tremendous u set, which the unit is cry pleased to 
ave secured. The Deputy Garri on ommandcr, Col Lynn Relph (late 
Roy~l Signals) also visited the quadron recently and spent the afternoon 
tourmg Talbot Barracks and talking to the oldier . 
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Deputy Commander Col L. Relph late Royal Signals 
on her visit around the Squadron 

ALPH TROOP - by LCpl Davies 
Tp Comd Lt . Hughes 
Tp SSgt SSgt R. D. Burrows 

During the past two months we have lo t some good face from Alpha 
Tp. First of all we shall say our good-byes to LCpl Sam Hall who has 
gone to Blandford on his Class 1. Sig 'lartin and ig Weller who have 
gone to sunny Ireland, cheers for your graft lads. We also have to say 
good-byes to our personnel on detachment . Firstly our Arctic warrior, 
LCpl Dodge, then LCpl Barritt and Sig Harrison who have gone on a 
four-month. h?hday to Bat us, do~ ·~ forget the po tcard. Finally Sig Ash
down who 1s 10 Poland on Ex Prame Eagle. Sig Heathcote who is leaving 
us s<?on, is goin~ to Civ Div, best of luck Petal! LCpl Knox and LCpl 
Collms have dec1d~d wgo on the beat ?nd_ transfer to the RMP . morning 
all! <?ut go the.old, m with the new. Wed ltke to welcome Sgt Giffin from 
14 Sig Regt, Sig Gordon from 16 Air As lt, Sigs Brown, Virtue, Rob on 
and Bevan all fre h from the factory 

BRAVO TROOP- by Sig Kean 
Tp Comd Lt J. cton 
Tp SSgt SSgtT. Gibbins 

After returning from some well-earned Christmas leave it was back to 
busine s as normal for the Troop. With over half the Troop either away at 
the Corp Skiing Championship or on course it was a bu y few weeks 
for the ren;iamder. Lt Acton, Cpl Harris and Sigs Light, Anderton, Bog
art, Harris, Walker. and ~earn were the elect few who took part in the 
Corps Skung Champ1onsh1ps. Well done to all and extra congratulations to 
Sig Bogart who won arious events in the Nordic Individual ovice cate
goric and was selected a an individual for the Anny Champion hip . 

Early in the year an 'H' licence-driving course wa held for the mem
bers of the Troop till to cam their panzer wings. LCpl Cooper and ig 
Beavis pa ed with flying colours and are now truly part of the Armoured 
Brotherhood. The move of the quadron from Antwerp Barrack to Talbot 
Barrack was ~omplctcd in the ew Year. After many month of waiting 
the mgle soldiers of the Troop were told their new accommodation block 
was ready and the move was accomplished quickly over the weekend. 
Everyone eem plea cd with the new block especially Sig Walker who 
has a very scenic view of the RS If' office from his window. During the 
first week of March it was our annual commitment to JOTE . We et up 
variou comms tand for the junior officers to be tested on. The come
back was good but next year, don't forget to bring your wellie ·! Ex Mailed 
Mae tro wa al o held in March, a tough four days, but much was learnt. 
S gt Gibbin has entered a team involving many of the Troop for the 

ijmegcn Marches in June. He ha come up with an intensive training pro
gramme and training has begun in came t. Many people have a tough 
deci ion to make - whether 25 mile a day for four daysv;~ll be better than 
a week at work. 

Welcome back to Cpl 1 ix who ha returned from his Cla I. Farewell 
to LCpl Dickenson who i po ted to ortl1ern Ireland. your hard work for 
the Troop will be mi ed. La·tly congratulation to igs \ alker, nder
ton, Jones, Lewis and Cooper on their promotion and a big hello 10 igs 

oung and Mill from trade training and igs Ferris and Bcavi who have 
seen the light and tran fi.:rrcd from Alpha Troop. 

I AT THE DEEP E D - by Cpl Nix 
On my return to Bravo Tp after a busy ix month course in Blandford 

(no. really, it was), 1 wa litcrall tl1rown in at the deep end. I had timed 
return ju t right for a squadron excrci e - how lucky I felt. To top II all off I 
was inforn1cd that I wn 10 be the Complex Corporal. I had to get our 
Troop Staffy to say that a couple of times before it sank in. This "a, the 
' eird bit; here l ' as a panzer virgin with not a clue at all. To say I "a' 
won-ied would be an understatement. v ithju ' t about zero ume 10 prep the 
wagons a per u ual we deployed onto the training area for \\hat "a to 
become a very tccp learning cun·e. G Ops deployed \\ ith a ere\\ of, ig 

lex Light, a new lad to the Troop. Kc' Be•wis and myself. 
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Due to the quadron \ under manning becau c of a lot of people away 
en coul"'es. '' ' could onl deploy one headquarters. o with a mixture of 
Bram ::ind Alpha Tp w began. The first move and set up wa slow but 
. un: and I put it do\\ n to the cobweb. that nee cd blowing out, (I prayed it 
"as. any,,ay. The R ·1 wa biting his lip!) . I "'as at this point the whole 
e ·c isc started to go into a blur as we were r.· oving two to three time a 
da} and the lads and lasses soon tarted to gel together as a team. The 
l·xcrci.· e was a mixture of everything with . m ·es, Comms. Rolling 
Repkn .. 1 BC (we're ·o lucky). nti-ambush drills and Defence of a 
Comm: ite. All in all a lot to take in when you haven t had much . leep. 

1} job did start getting easier a we progressed - I ' OOn learnt that it is 
impo . ibk to do C\erything yourself. Once people had their own jobs to 
do and knew where and when things were. expected to happen. the load 
became lighter. 

Th Comp! x \\as going up a lot quicker, the comms were going in , and 
the only real problem that till hindered u was the cam nets, which\ ere 
either mile too big for the' ·agon . or like cling-film on them. By the end 
of the week "hen we rolled back into the garages e' eryone had learnt 
·omething. It had all come together: we were working as a team and it 
showed. Everyone \\a totally exhau ted (an average of three hour. sleep 
per person during the week). We were glad to ec the end and get into the 
bar for a fe\\ beers. I walked away with a light mile. I had survived' ith
out too many run-ins with the enior ranks. J had learnt a lot about the 
Complex icic of a brigade and found out ju t how many arguments start 
over guard . 

TL Pl:-\ BOWL! 'G TEA I - by LCpl Si Jones and LCpl Lee Gabie 
Thb }Car wa the first year that 200 Sig qn had decided to end in a 

bowling team to the Arn1y Bowling Champion hip in Leeds. The previ
ous year LCpl i Jones, who became the erving Army Bowling Champi
on for the year 2000, had repre ented them. 1ot only wa this a competi
tion for the team but it wa a chance for LCpl i Jone to defend his title. 
The Team "a~ comprised of per onncl from both Alpha and Bravo 
Troops. LCpl Si Jones lTeam Captain), LCpl Karl F lannagan. LCpl 
'Taff' Barritt and LCpl Lee Gobie. The Squadron had done d1eir best to 
get the team back to the competition by first trying to get flights and when 
this fell through. a bowling i not a recognised port. they paid for a ferry 
ticket and gave ome financial support to the team. This re ulted in LCpl 
Lee Gobie needing to persuade his wife to give him the car. and, begging 
on the phone. be finally achieved bi aim. The rerun left Germany on 
Thur day I March and drove to York where 2 Sig Regt supplied their 
accommodation. The competition was a three-day event. starting with the 
ingle bowling on Friday morning. This was the main competition for all 

participant . In the afternoon came the doubles team event with two teams 
comprising LCpl i Jones, LCpl Lee Gobie, LCpl Karl Flannagan and 
LCpl 'Taff' Barritt. That brought about the end of the first day's bowling, 
overall not a bad day wa had by all. We eagerly awaited the results. which 
left LCpl i Jones in first place and the rest of the team in good position . 

Saturday was the team's day of re t in preparation for Sunday, the main 
event of the whole competition, the team bowling. We, as the Team. were 
repre enting the quadron in the Minor Units Trophy. We took this part of 
the competition most seriously, as d1is was what was going to fill the 

quadron Trophy abinct. Although the Team bowled well together they 
did not have enough points to clinch second place so had to be happy with 
third . The disappointing thing for the Team was that there were no prize$ 
for third place. Howe er, congratulations to the Team for getting thi far . 
LCpl i Jones was the only member of the team ranked high enough 10 
play _further game · in t l~c competition and take part in the Army Champi
onship. He ended up third ovcrall m scrvmg members, the lit le of Serving 
Anny champion going to W02 Andy Griffin from I (UK) Annd Div. 
congratulation to him. 

ommiseration to LCpl Si Jones fo r not retaining the title and congrat
ulations to the whole Team for doing so well. LCpl i Jones went on to 
play for the Army team. At the time of print there were no re ults. Once 
again we would like to thank 200 Sig Sqn for their help and dedication in 
getting the bowling team to the Anny Championships. Well done to every
one that entered. 

S PPORT TROOP 
Tp Comd Capt K. Jones 
Tp Sgt gt A. Haslem 
EXERCISE WI TER TRAI I 'GB VARJA 2001 
by Sig Jase Brown 

The journey down to Haus Drie Muhlen was a long but worth while 
one. Sig Kev Bevis and myself were the only two from our quadron. Sig 
Bevis was cnt into the beginner group and I ended up in the advanced 
group. To start off with the snow was fantastic but after a while it got quite 
lu hy. After hard day the evening were spent wandering around the 

town or having a few ociablc drinks. I enjoyed the two weeks and would 
like to have the chance to do it again. 

S ig Jase Brown finding his skiing legs 

4th ARMOURED BRIGADE HEADQUARTERS 
AND 

SIGNAL SQUADRON (204) 

QLADRO ' HEADQ ARTERS 
qn Comd Maj G. R. orton 

RSM WOI (RS f) Craig 
0 CAR TROOP 
Tp Comd Lt Mike Parke 

An.other year dnd t~e fun began in earnest with 2nd lines. a Troop 
cxerc1 e and RSIT all m a hort space of five weeks. Since then we have 
had a quadron exerci e and Exercise Prairie Eagle in Poland. 

The froop exercise actually saw Capt Paul McTurk deploy in the 
~cl~ for the first time in two years and now we can see why. No great 
mcidcnts to report except for the two articulated lorries that Sig Rob 
Trotter wa · keen to get alongside. Sig ·Scott' Ashmore is sure he said to 
mo\e right and not left. An enjoyable time but glad to see that the Admin 
ollice were back in camp night and day seeing to our every needs. 

Poland \\as a fi~st for a lot of people in the Troop and for the majority 
~tarted off well wnh a marathon 20 hours sleeping sc sion on the train 
journey with. the armour. Once there it was a days exercise prep and then 
'traigh1 out into the field. The fir t fev. days were fast and furious with 
lot ~fmovc> practising for receiving the Staff for the final three days. By 
the time they did come our Troop skills and drills were fast and slick. 
Th.:rc were a fc,, casualtic' along the way, both vehicles and personnel. 
The \\Or t C\ent wa'> a cross-country mo\e in which three vehicles in 
their cagcrncs~ to practise the herringbone formation upon h~lting,' all 
thrc\\ track!> "'nhm 300 metres of each other. At the end of the exercise 
phase and before the recovery to Osnabruck. there wa a squadron 
mo er wnh ~kits, the Troop got off quite lightly but the usual people 

({)C. RS 1. 2Lt 'F1 1-'i' Taft of Papa Tp) all got ome flak. The 
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culmination of the whole Poland experience was the long awaited train 
journey home. After the Tp OC had spent an hour arguing with a non· 
English speak ing Polish female train official about bow the armour 
should be correctly chained on (lots of ann waving and gesticulating). It 
turned out she had been running a delaying tactic to hide the fact that the 
Polish locomotive had not turned up to pull the train. Everyone then got 
on the train and collapsed into sleep. Upon our return to Osnabriick ii was 
straight into the full exercise turnaround and then preparations for Rhino 
Charge before going on Easter leave. 

The Troop would like to welcome igs Dave Doble , Dou gie 
McCutcheon (and his amazing wardrobe), ' Whizzer Whitham' and Cpl 
Ricky C urran and family to the de lights of Osnabruck. Inter Troop 
postings have seen in Lt Mike Parke at the start of February who has 
come to the dark side from Papa troop. We now have two lowly techs 
Cpl Dan Taylor and LCpl O'Donovan who arc getting along well ~as 
well as can be expected) and now saving the Anny money by not weanng 
the seat of their pants out by being in the technica l workshops. Farewells 
go to LCpl 'Scotty' Robertson who has gone to 16 Air Assll Bdc, . ig 
Scott Walker to Civ Div, and Capt Paul McTurk to I Div before going 
ofT to carry out his transfer to the AAC. All the best to you all! We arc all 
looking forward to the forthcoming year and al I il brings especially 
Oman. 

PAPA TROOP - by LCpl Rose 
Tp Comd gt Davis 

It 's no. grca~ surprise to hear that Papa Tp arc wading through ano~her 
busy period (1s there any other sort'.') . Troop and Squadron Exercises 
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have all rolled into one, culminating with exercise Prairie Eagle over the 
period 8 March to 6 April 200 I, in that lovely place called Poland (which 
still seems to be the coldest place around). 

Excrci c Prairie Eagle started off being very busy for Papa Tp with 
four moves a day. This did not last long because as the Excrci e 
progrc ·scd we lost most of ?ur manp?wer to Oscar Troop, ending up with 
ouly two guys from Papa fp mannmg the HQ, an experience in itself. 
Thanks go out to the guys who helped (bailed) Oscar Troop out! Most of 
the Troop returned to sunny Osnabrock a week early with the remainder 
staying lo run EXCON . At least Pay 2000 has arrived to divert our 
auention (or aggression! ). To say that it has been well received i 
probably the 'Unde1 tatement of the Year '. The main effort for April is 
Rhino Charge which, a ll being well, should start on or around 23 April 
after the Troop return from a well deserved leave. ' 

o.mc of the funny si.des _to the pas t f~w "'.'eeks have been LCpl 
FraL1er Andcr~on and S1.g icky Earl stanng mto each others eyes on 
the tW? man sm~ test dunng the NBC phase of Ex Prairie Eagle, though 
they did look quite a match for c~ch other. The ~r?OP would like to say 
than~ you to the 21C, Capt White, for entert.ammg the Troop with a 
pracucal demo on how NOT to put a bench up, thanks Sir. Sig Earl and 

LCpl Dinsdale from Oscar Tp went off for a bi t of quality time during 
the set ~p phase of the Exercise. Unfortunatel y they became 
gco~raph!cally chall~n&ed, but luckily could see signposts for ' Droga 
;ov.owa; Sadly t~1~ is the equ ivalent to looking for the 1own of 
Ausfahrt when dnvmg along a German Autobahn. By nightfall and 

after, much Turfer winc.h praetic.c, they were safely back at EXCO . ' 
Its been lik.e mu sical chairs recently with Sgt Charlie 'Chuck' 

Henson ta~es his subtle. nature to RSS Blandford ... God help them. Good 
luck Charhe and Debbie m your new posting. LCpl Jamie Master has 
gon~ the same way. Sig Kev Wright has also gone to Blandford with the 
White Helmets. Good luck for the future lads. Another farewell goes to 
L.Cpl Gus Crawf~rd on promotion and posting to PJHQ, all the best. 
FmaHy .we would hke to say welcome to LCpl Bob Rankin and farruly 
who JOlll us from 3 ADSR. Sigs Ian ' Mank' '.\'luirhead and raig 
'Veitchy' Virtue from the school of excellence. Welcome to you all and 
we hope you enjoy your tour with 4 Brigade. To conclude a bu y month 
agam, we look_ forward to the new challenges that April and May will 
undoubtedly bnng us, and we also look forward to the arrival of our new 
Troop Commander, 2Lt Henderson who will be joining us in April 
2001. ' 

7 ARMOURED BRIGADE HEADQUARTERS 
AND SIGNAL SQUADRON (207) 

Sqn Comd Maj Mark Roberts 
RSM WOI(RSM) Mark Tivey 
THE RELUCTA T STAFF OFFICER - Capt Steve 'Laughing Boy' 
Abram 

As I prepare to depart on my reckles way for the Junior Division of 
Staff Col lege I thought it would be appropriate that as Second in 
Command, I should write the opening paragraph of the' latest dispatch 
from 'The Desert Rats'. Already being the proud owner of a black dog 
(that could pass, at a distance throu~h squinting eyes, for a black lab), 
hea.d of a mall family and havmg JUSt ordered a four wheel drive (in 
which to do the weekly shop), I thought that my life was complete and 
that l required no further training in order to launch myself into the next 
world. I peak, of course, of that time in an Officers' career where the 
transition from Regimental Duty to Staff Officer becomes inevitable. I 
was of course wrong. 

The field role of the 21C of an Annoured Brigade Signal Squadron ha 
always been, certainly in this Brigade, that of Reece Officer for the HQ 
complex, Echelon and other elements in support of the Bde HQ. Jn 
essence, a my former det commander, Cpl 'Sticky' Allardyce and side
kick, LCpl .' Magic' McDermott, will tell you this is a very exhaustive 
and often time consuming task. It is not easy trying to manage the Reece 
task and cat as much fast food I wects I coffee a possible, do a spot of 
hoppmg at the PX, drive over some dodgy terrain 'because that looks 

li~e a bit of fun ', then fmd somewhere quiet to park up so as not to be 
di turbed until the next day! I jest ( lightly) of course, but this wa not to 
be .t~e case on my last two exercises with 'The Premier Brigade of The 
Bnll h Army'. The OC thought it was about time l got some Staff 
training in . .... . 

Imagine my surpri e, on departure for Ex Rats Reminder in February, 
l~ be mforn1ed that 'No, you won' t be needing the Landrover this lime, 
Sir, JUSt collect that large bag of Lumicolors, an era er, and all that brew 
kit , ·~au e you're fighting with the enemy this week!' Immediately 
chcckmg that l was on the right fill, quick scan through the 21 's job pee 
and tentatively checking my pulse, all confirmed that my worst fears had 
bcc11 realised. There was no escape, it was going to be me, G3 Ops and a 
pile of maps, Scotch tape and lumicolor - I was ' The Reluctant Staff 
Offi_cer' . Having uffered the opening pha e of the exercise with a tirade 
of litters and giggles at having been 'grounded' I entered the my 1erious 
world of the inner sanctum, the nervou centre, the deployed 'puzzle 
palace' that is the HQ Complex. I had ited thi monster many times 
before on the Bergen-Hohne training area and in the toxic indu trial 
wastelands of Kosovo, but I had rarely dared to darken the doorstep of 
th~ complex in preference to the relative comfort of the Reece Ro er. 
With a deep breaih. followed by smacking my head on the red light in the 
fo~er (a~ activity to be repeated throughout the following week!), I 
quietly slipped into the limelight , dumped my kit and found a perch. First 
ta ·k, mark the map . An easy task to c ul my teeth on, a lthough 
dc~1phenng the COS's unintelligible scribble on the ialc was not imple; 
gu1clance from my mentors Capt Jason Etherington and Capt Simon 
i homas, S03 G2 proved useful. By the end of day one 1 wa an expert in 

Al's, NAl's, RL's, RFL's, TASKORG, Warning Orders, timeline , even 
the cn~my· First Tactical Echelon was embedded in my slo\ ly 
exp~ndmg 'StafT Brain'. Occa iona lly ccking refuge in omm Op for 
a .bne_f return to eanl , a cup of half decent coffee and some of the Op O' 
b1scu1ts (if Sig Woodhouse had left any!), this wa the way that first 
exerc1~c (stripped of tJ1e rcccc job) unfolded. 

Rat s Rcmmder ended, and I emerged fee ling confident that the 
tran formation from 21C to 03 might not be a painful a I had initially 
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expe~ted. Glad that it was over, I quickly reverted to my old role of G 1, 
Admm Officer. and bean counter! (To my predecessor - somethings 
never change). Perhaps _restmg on my laurels a little too much, I was 
slightly unsettled to realtse that the next deployment, Brigade CAST in 
March, would see S03 G3 Pens/Reluctance in the field once more 
without hi~ wheels! I accept now that the end is nigh for me as a 21C, but 
the future is not all doom and gloom - I dare to say that I am even looking 
forward to it now! 

It is uncanny, but it seems like only yesterday that we came back from 
Op Agricola 3. As l type the Squadron is embedded into preparation for 
deployment back to Kosovo, and as you read, the Squadron will already 
be well on. the way to delivering the fust elements of manpower and 
eqmpment m to theatre. It will be almost as if we'd never left. However 
the Squadron is keenly looking forward to another succe ful tour and 
adorning the earlier page of The Wire again (1 say this latter point' with 
some confidence as Capt Adam 'The General' Corkery i no longer in 
charge. of the .ubmi~ ion o'. Wire oles for 7 ABSS!). Anyway, in order 
to avoid breaking with tradition the Troops now report on their activities 
over the past month. A for me, I accept that l will probably now be 
'crated ' by friends past and present for finally getting my name in Tlte 
WIRE! To Capt Stuart V hittley, of2 Sig Regt - Be Prepared! 

'This scene looks familiar!' 
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THE 0:\1PETITl\'E PIRIT 
por1ing achi \ ement i · not always an easy thing for as small a unit a 

ourseln:s to attain. However, I am glad to r port that despite the 
on ·!aught of cxerci cs and operational deployments (not forgetting 5Sl's 
and L l's) the Red Rat L \Cry much 'Alive and Ki1.l..ing' on the SfJOrts 
field. Earlier thi year the Red Rat Rugb 1 Club achieved the pinnacle of 
their field in qualifying a finalisb in the BF(G) Minor Unit Rugby. 
bi11erly hard fought contest again t our old adversaries. 4 Armd Bde HQ 

ig qn. th' final re uh was difficult to predict. Of course the core 
line cast the In t \Ole. but it could have ea ily gone either way. Victorious 
in defeat. the team went on to pro\'e their worth with ~tyle and panache. 
emerging (somewhat wearily) from an equally well played 'third half! 

The srri\'nl of gi anderson ha · led to the birth of our late. t mo t 
popular port. Hockey. \\'ith good leadership and motivation gt 

ander on has qu1ckl realised our potential with succc s in a very short 
period of time. First onto the ro trnn1 were the ladie ' Hockey team who 
won the title of BF(G) Hocke Champion . followed swiftly by an 

merging mens' team who ecured the trophy as Holme Garri on Major 
1,;nit Hocke) Champions. Play r of particular note were S gt 

ander on and ig tubbs (who was the ecrct weapon for our side. 
~mg a ·cack handed· player he completely threw the oppo ition). Al o 
there. representing the qn by playing for other teams ~ ere LCpl 

auoders and L pl Barney. On the football pitch, the quadron Team, 
led b) gt Tim Parker. currently commands the top of our league in 
the 1inor Units competition. It i hoped that once the la l few game- are 
fixed in the rapidly diminishing diary. we will emerge victorious. In 
term of individual achie\'ement, lhe spotlight ha been fim1ly on Cpl 
~lcTurk. who continues to represent the Squadron and the Corps at BFG. 
Army and lnter- ervice Badminton. achieving much ucce . he ha 
now, quite de enedly. convinced the OC to buy her a new racquet from 

quadron fund ! 
For tho c le s porty. the compctiti e pirit abounds in other arenas. 

Jnter Troop paint balling has been a bit of a theme over the past month. 
Alpha and Bravo Troop battled it out recently with LCpl ·Love God' 
Jenning and ig Mark 'Legle · Fairley getting the Firing Squad 
treatment for no apparent reason. This was followed by Ops/ES and 
Support Troop with an equally successful day out. Support Tp emerged 
victoriou from their battle with the individual Sniper Trophy going to 

gt Jim Pritchard for his snake in the gra s routine, beating LCpl Si 
Pereira with a single shot as he was celebrating Kosovo style on the 
track. 

o beware the opposition! The Desert RatS are out there competing at 
many level and to a great tandard, a trend that it i hoped will continue 
when we return from Kosovo in . ovember. ext year \ e are in a heavy 
training year and the calendar is already packed. but we will be eagerly 
defending our current titles and battling hard to get our hand on 'lhe 
ones that got away'! 

on their way, with minimum time for tum around. 10 Fallingbo ·tcl. This 
time providing support to I Black Watch' conversion exercise 
Unfortunately there wa no tran lator available, so the lads didn't have 8 
clue what was being sa id on the nets! Finally the Troop would like to say 
farewell to Capt Hill , good luck in your future employment (you'll need 
it!). and welcome to Sig Miller, hope you have a happy stay. 

BRAVO TROOP 
Tp omd 2Lt Johnnie Nicol 
Tp gt gt Dave Sloane 

The Troop would like to congratulate S gt ' Dave' loane on his 
recent promotion to W02. We would a lso like to say hello to LCpl Fol 
LCpl Brewer. igs Barton and O 'Connor, and a goodbye to Capi 
Corkery. igs ' Ronnie' Barker and 'Michelle' Cowley - best of luck for 
the future . Also good luck in Canada to ig 'Kerry' Hopkinson, wc will 
cc you in Kosovo in July! 

OP /ES TROOP 
Tp omd Capt Ollie Dionis 
Tp S gt gt anderson 

Firstly the goodbyes. Ops/ ES bid a fond farewell to SSgt Dave 
Baddeley on hi departure to Civ Div. Cpl Baz Park to 238 ig Sqn, Sig 
'Taff' Hughes. to I (UK) Civ Div and also 10 Cpl 'Yoda' Holloway and 
LC pl 'Goat' Butler ''!'ho depart the LAD for the la t tim e. A big 
welcome i extended to S gt ' andy' anderson, ig Laura Ward, Sig 
Chris Barr and ig Lee Barney. ongratulation to the last three 
mentioned previously on their promotion to Lance Corporal. Recently the 
Troop took 10 four wheel . donned era h helmet and went go-karting, 
with mi ·ed re ults. It wa decided that LCpl Butler was the winner, of 
course that had nothing to do with the fact that it wa his leaving do. A 
unanimous decision wa had by all that LCpl 'Finbar' aunders, who 
thought he was igcl Mansell, wa disappointed when it turned out he 
was more like Postman Pat when he came out with a fourth place fini h. 

ig ' Stubb y' Stubbs who al o thought he was a igel but turned out to 
be a bit of a flop as he kept crashing. Finally farewell to W02 (YolS) 
Mark Dennis, Alison and ·Oh F"'**!' the dog, who move on promotion 
to 16 Sig Regt. The hortest tour with the Squadron on record! Big 
congratulations al o to LCpl Chris Barr and his wife Lisa for the latest 
edition to their family, a baby girl Chloe. 

PPORTTROOP 
Tp Comd Capt (QM) Jon Duckworth 
Tp Sgt gt Jim Pritchard 

With many postings in and out, exerci es and a little bit of an LSI, this 
has been a turbulent period for the Troop. Farewell's first to Capt (QM) 
Dave Wilson and Colleen who have moved on promotion to 15 Sig Regt, 
Cpl Den 'ordon and Debbie who disappear to AFNORTH in Holland, 

'The Storm Troopers of Support Troop' 

LPH;\ TROOP 
Tp Comd 2Lt Karen '\-toore 
Tp SSgt SSgt nd} Buckle 

At the bcgmnmg of ".larch the Squadron deployed to Sennelagcr for 
the Bn)\adc CASl exercise, where Alpha Tp's famous LCpl Maton had 
to re-\\ ire the "'hole of CM SC and spent 38hrs with no crewman, he 
w uld hkc to thank Capt Hill for that. After the exercise we returned to 
• delight> of Hohne. where some of the Troop were immediately sent 
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Cpl Zac Topping and family, posted to 16 Sig Regt and ig 'Glass Back' 
Milne who moves on to 11 ig Regt. Last but by no mean lea t, 
goodbye also to LCpl Andy Long and ig 'Mr' Danny Knutton who 
both step out into the big wi.dc world. The Troop extends a warm 
welcome to Capt .Jon Duckworth, Claire and George, LCpl Paz Parrt 
from. 16 Sig Rcgt and igs S hirley, S myth and Donnelly from RSS 
(Holiday Camp) Blandford. Finally congratulations to LCpl Si · nake 
Hips' Pereira, who step in the door to be promoted to orporal. 
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16 AIR ASSAULT BRIGADE HEADQUARTERS 
AND 

SIGNAL SQUADRON (216) 

Sqn Comd 
RSM 

Maj . D. Fraser 
WO I (R M) C. Drew 

I TRODUCTIO 
Life at both the Brigade HQ and the Squadron remains ever hectic 

de~pitc .the training restric~io.ns brought about by the Foot and Month 
cp1dem1c., In barracks. t~a111111g has formed the basis of the weekly 
program smce the. restneuon came mto being with the imagination of 
the Ops Cell, Training Wmg and Tp Comds being pushed to the limit 

HQ. ha bee~ kept firmly o~ it toes reacting to the ever changing 
exercise plot dictated by the Brigade HQ, while attempting to addrc s the 
establishment review and general ' house keeping' with the time brought 
abou~ by the cnforc~d pause. Jumps ~ourses are continuing, as is P Coy 
(albeit m 1de the wire at ITC Cattcnck) and the Squadron Preparation 
Course. 

The posting p!ot remains fluid - goodbyes go to the MTO, Capt Mark 
. choficld and his wife Sally, who depart for Germany and 280 Sig qn 
m particular. Your efforts m guarding the PRJ funds as though they was 
your own will never be forgotten! Also goodbyes go to Cpls Childs 
~~rry, Clancy and Wilso~ who leave for 238 Sig Sqn, 249 (AMF(L)) 
Sig Sqn and 3 (UK) Div Sig Regt respectively - good luck in the future 
to you a ll. Welcome go to Capt Mark Rou c and hi family whom 
amve from Germany - remember thriftines is next to godliness when it 
comes to PRI funds! Other postings in have been numerous and a big 
welcome goes to you all. 

On a adde~ note thi year's Lanyard Trophy competition ha been 
postponed until 17-19 October. Further details can be obtained on Col 
~ii 2739. - WOI . (RSM) Drew. As mentioned above All Arm P Coy is 
~till running despite the F~ot and Mouth epidemic - what can be a better 
opportunity to get on 1t while other commitments are being cut! Go to it. 

EXERC~SE ATIVE TRAIL - by Cpl Hughes 
Early m January l headed o!f to the ' ·weat-pit' more commonly known 

a B.ehze on Ex at1ve Trail with I Bty 7 Para RHA. Many of the 
soldier taking part on the exercise were 'j ungle virgin ', including 
my elf. We therefore attended a basic jungle course on which we learnt a 
variety of kills such as survival. The course covered the construction of 
helters, collecting and purifying water, making trap , building fire for 

cooking an~ food preparation technique . Learning how to kill and sk in 
pig and chickens was one of the highlight of the basic course. The river 
crossing was also very interesting. We swam across in five teams, while a 
safety boat provided defensive cover again t crocodi les. 

After the basic course I wa ba ed at Augustine Camp on the edge of 
the ' J ', where I wa employed in my primary role of fixing radio . The 
rest of ~he lads went on to an intermediate jungle cour e that included 
field firmg and an FTX. The jungle is a harsh environment, however we 
benefited enonnously from an excellent tandard of training provided by 
the Jungle Warfare Instructors. It made u all feel more comfortable about 
dealing with and overcoming any situation that arose. 

For adventure training I spent five days in St George Caye, holding 
on lightly to a windsurfer in the Caribbean Sea. After much hard work 
and even more patience I gained my Level I Wind urfing qualification. 
0th.er courses that were available included scuba diving, canoeing and 
sa1lmg. For a well-deserved break at the end of the exercise we had four 
days R&R and I cho e to go to San Pedro. Others went to Cancun 
(Mexico), Honduras or Cay Corker. 

EXERCI E EAGLE' FLIGHT 
The end of January aw the e lements of the squadron deploying on Ex 

Ea&le's Flight, a Brigade Level FTX on ali bury Plain. A Tp s Bde 
Ma~n HQ provided an EX 0 function in order to keep track of the 
vano~s battle groups and s upport units involved. In addition t0 the 
rrov1s1on of EXCO conununication A Tp wa also able to conduct its 
O~'n re.bro exercise. !ts rcbro detachments were moved all over the area, 
prunanly by helicopter, in order to practice the establishment of rebro 
networks. uch training is vital as the efficient deployment of such 
detachments is key to how the Squadron does its bu ine s. This pha c 
pro,vcd to be a great succe. s. The training culminated in competition in 
which detachment were pitched against one another in a fully tactical 
set-up race. This c lash of the titans a lmo t aw Sig Bellamy take the 
v:ctor~, but his cam net became ·airborne' at the last moment and the 
gory mst.ead wen t to Sig Currie. ig Bacon's efforts were perhaps the 
lc?st glorious as, during a road move, houts of. 'Let's off road.' became 
cncs of'Lct's call for recovery.' as he got him elf bogged in! 
Dunn~ the ccond week a few member of the Troop were employed 

~s r~ar hnk teams working directly with the Ba11le Group . Battle group 
taskmgs included the securing of two airfield by TALO in cnion in 
fr~cr to allow the AA to conduct deep strikes using its attack 
ichcoptcrs. The rear link teams provided man pack IJF (PRC-319) and 
UllF (PRC-346) comms and deployed by both Chinook and C-130. They 
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were~ great success despite the magnificent men in their flying machines 
droppmg one force at the wrong end of the airfield! 

REBRO moving into location during Exercise Eagle's Flight 

Eagle's Flight also provided the opportunity to shake out the 
Squadron' parachute in cried TAC Headquarter element supplied by 
Charlie Tp. Unfortunately the weather once again triumphed over lhc 
parachute but undaun~cd the Bri_gadi;:;r, hi staff an~ Charlie Tp deployed 
by CH 47 . On landmg Charlie Tp deployed Light T C. Thi man 
portable headquar1ers i designed to afford the Brigade Commander and 
his taff maximum flexibility to move around the balllefield and is also 
established. to provide a near immediate TAC Headquarters following a 
parachute msert1on. The man-pack rebro was al o deployed in order to 
establish robust VHF comms. With the notional parachute in crtion a 
uccc s the race wa on to recce a ite for, then e tablish the more 
ubstantial par~ehute deployable vehicle-borne Brigade TAC 

Headquarters which 1 ba ed around t\ o TU Ls and a 12 · by 12' tent. 
Thi was initially located at a notional hea\y drop DZ site, where it 
would have landed had an Airborne Ta kforcc insertion happened for 
real. 

Once the Brigade Reece Officers' party had cho en a suitable location 
Brigade T C wa quickly et up and e tablished on a number of c. crci c 
nets. With the deployment pha e achi ved. the CO ordered us into the 
TAB'ing phase. The taff and ignallers set off on foot in mall groups to 
the exfraction point where a CH 47 took us to the EXCO location. All 
in the entire shake out proved an excellent opportunity to practice the 
Brigade TAC as ct \ ith a iew to further nhancing the deployment 

O ls. 

GRADE 3 ARl\1Y Ml OR IT BOXI G 
The quadron has dedicated ignificnnt effort~ in re ent months to the 

Grade 3 Am1y Minor Unit Boxing Competition. Run by the illustrious 
Capt tott from Brigade HQ and coached by V 01 (QM I) Bern , the 
team achieved a great deal in a short space of time. It first confroniation 
came in the semi-final of the competition in which it tool.. on 7 o;. Lt 
Bn, The oldstream Guard . Thi· cla h produced omc cxcclknt bout·. 
with the quality of bo ing being of a very imprcs,ivc standard. The 
team' hard work paid off spectacularly a they managed to secure a 5-2 
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\ ictor. OYcr the uard>. pccial mention ho1 d go to Sig Donnelly who 
achic~cd a con\ mcinu. first round win. The Ii •I' as against 9 (Para) qn 
RE and it 1001'. place in Aldcrshot on 8 1a,ch. EYeryone expected an 
out-;t:mding night boxing and no one wa to b~ disappoint~d. Br.·I~ team 
fou!!ht hard and the cYent proYed to be quite a sp1;:ctacle for the >JZcablc 
audience. nfortunntcly 9 (Para) qn managed to secure the title despite 
~ome c. ccllcnt indh idual perfonnance from the Brigade HQ and Sig 

qn Team. i11, Weallcan and ig Fitzpatrick stood out particularly. 

The Boxing Team 
joined by the Comd 16 Air Asslt Bde, Brig Wall OBE, 

the Squadron OC and the RSM 

EXERC I E \1 'GLI N WAR RIOR (Squadron Air kilb Cadre) 
b_1 Capt Gril]iths . 

Due to an incredibly busy eighteen month ince the fonnallon of 16 
Air Assault Brigade, the quadron has had little time to dedicate to the 
acqui ition of air kill qualifications. Thi wa. parti~ularly true of 
helicopter handling skill . With the whole of the UK trammg areas out of 
bounds for the benefit of our cloven hoofed brethren, Ex Anglian Wanior 
was devised to overcome the c shortfalls whilst at £he same time building 
up our parachuting experience and expertise. The Exerci e was designed 
to encompas three eparate elements, a Landing Point Commander and 
Ri!!!!er Marshaller course. a Parachuting Continuation Training Package 
wilb 2 PARA, and a Parachute Chalk Commanders Course. These took 
place in a \ ariety of locations including Colchester, RAF Odiham and 
AMC South Cerney. Almost one hundred personnel from the Squadron 
were inrnl\ed. With a istance from the immensely helpful Joint 
Helicopter upport Unit, gt Walker and Sgt 'lakings spent the first 
half of the week en uring that the Squadron toms were fully versed in 
rigging vehicles ready for under-slinging beneath Chinooks. At the same 
time the Corporal . S COs and Officers were lucky enough to receive 
the nece sary entertaining power point presentation required to qualify 
them as Landing Point Commanders. Thursday and Friday aw the two 
group despatched to connect what they had rigged to Chinooks at RAF 
Odiham. Despite the coach breaking down on the way, a wide range of 
load , including an ISO container, were rigged and flown around the 
camp perimeter. A stomach-dropping ride in the Chinook followed before 
en~ryonc being awarded either their Landing Point Commander or Rigger 
\tar haller Qualification. Meanwhile, SSgt H atton and his band of 
ferociou trooper were being instructed by the RAF in the arc of 
parachuting whilst wearing webbing, with their weapon trapped to their 
ide and al o carrying l OOlb containers - at night. The weather once again 

was not kind and only half of the planned number of jumps actually 
happened. 

• *' . -
Parachute Training during Exercise Anglian Warrior 

ITEX 
As with the rest of the Anny 16 Air Assault Brigade's exercise 

programme has suffered severe disruption due the Foot and Mouth 
Disease crisis. !TEX, a major RAF tactical leadership training exercise, 
wa> to be the Brigade's first ca ualty. It was postponed during the 
dc'Ploymcnt phase. Bravo Tp were put on 'stand by' until later on in the 
\\eek ,,·hen thi: go ahead was finally given. One of the CV detachments 
\\.is the fiN to deploy closely followed by the Rear Link Teams (RLTs). 
~ig\ f) fc and Benson manned RLT I and igs Fletcher and Wa tts 
manned the R 1:r2 nic JOurnc} was horrendou , taking about 11 hours to 
dmc up to RAf Lucear m a mini bus, but at least the exercise was 
tinally underway. Ex , ' !TEX was primarily a RAF exercise but it did 
include clements of I Royal Irish towards the end. The two RLT 
detachments were deployed to provide UHF ground-to-air and HF 
comm through the u'c of PRC 346 and PRC 319 man-packs. The RLTs 
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first deployed to two airfield · north of RAF Lcucars, one on lhe Isle of 
kye, the other at Macrahanish . Both provided skywave link to 

Colchester and R F Luecars as well as UllF comms to the RAF 
helicopter · and A \VA S. For the RLT dcts the rest of the week was very 
quiet: at lea t up until the deployment of l Royal lri h. This gave the 
teams the opportunity to undertake their own comm exercise around the 
local area. However, once the Royal Irish were given their tasking the 
RLTs found themselves preparing lo Oy with the BG on a mission to 
secure a further airfield. imultaneously to I Royal lri sh's attack, a 
Special Forces a saull wa to go in onto the main objective. The RLT, 
role wa to provide HF and UHF comms upport to one of the Royal 
lri h' company l!Qs. RL:f I was to be inscncd by CH 47 and RLT 2 by 
C 130 however unfortunately bad weather. and not Foot and Mouth 
Disease, stopped play this time and the as au lt was cancelled. 

E ERCI E DIAMOND C TTER - by LCpl Crutchley 
Ex Diamond Cutter was a six-week long exercise conducted by I 

Royal Irish in the Sho hong Training Area in Bot wana. On 27 January 
2001 I deployed with the advance party. This con i ted of pioneer, 
engineers and REME. Together we were g!ven the ta k of establishing a 
camp in the bush some 30km from c1vd1sa11on. A week later B Coy oflhc 
Royal Irish moved 111 and commenced a rigorous field-fir111g package. 

r, together ' ith a member of the ignal Platoon, were at lhal point 
whi ked away to the Kalahari De crt in south-western Botswana to run a 
week long HF training course for the Bot wana Anti-Pouching Unit. Thi 
unit wa e tabli hed to track poachers deep in the bush - and seemed to 
conduct a shoot to kill policy! The cour e we de igned gave the unit a 
comprehensive insight into HF theory and al o dedicated ignificant time 
to practical exercise . The radio we were using wa the American PRC 
I 099 man-pack. The course was a complete uccess with all students 
obtaining out Landing re ults. 

LCpl Crutchley with the Botswanan Anti-Poaching Unit 

After the conclusion of the HF course we headed back to Shoshong 
Camp where B Coy were well into their field-firing package. The Signals 
Detachment had et up an EXCO to co-ordinate the training. The 
EXCON personnel were kept very busy with many heat casualties, and 
the occasional more serious incident including shrapnel wound and a 
groin injury sustained through a .SO cal. breach explosion! I managed to 
get on a four man recce patrol deep into the bush during which we 
encountered some hostile wildlife. At three in the morning we came 
across the only hyenas within SOkm, and they cemed to be decidedly 
displeased with our pre ence. Fortunately, we were carrying live rounds 
for just such an eventuality and were able to dispatch the hyenas wnh 
little difficulty. The training culminated with a 4-day final exercise. 
Following a 20km insertion march the Royal Irish conducted operation 
against the Botswana Defence Force (BDF). We set up various harbours, 
OPs and ambushe and conducted numcrou CTRs. The exercise was 
challenging and exciting. As the fina l event we switched back .to l.ivc 
ammunition to conduct a raid on a heavily guarded communication 
station (courtesy of the pioneers). The raid incorporated the use of 
snipers, PMG , .SO cal., mortars, lAW 94, grenades and bangalor 
torpedoes. This awesome amount of firepower was a definite success a 
there was not much left of the camp by the time we had finished! 

With the final objective secured we conducted an extraction to a 
barbcquc area. The lads were then let loose for five days R and .R after 
which the camp was stripped down and we set off on the 3-day Journey 
back to the UK. The exercise was an excellent opportunity during which I 
learned a tremendous amount. 

Relaxing in the bush 
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12 MECHANIZED BRIGADE HEADQUARTERS 
AND SIGNAL SQUADRON (228) 

MCM DIV VI IT - by OCdt Stone 
In order to enhance an already worryingly good relationship with the 

M M Div desk girl~, the 21C invited them to visit the Squadron for a 
couple of days, ~cav111g newly promoted (or demoted depending which 
way you look ~t 1t) OCdt Ben t~ne to o~~anise .the whole visit. The trip 
began wllh a bit of armoured veh icle fam1hansa11on. This consisted of an 
hour of ripping chunks out of the I st Battalion Welsh Guard parade 
square in a panzer. Les ley Scott and George F lemming started the drive 
under the command of a very nervous Cpl 'Crouching Dale, Hidden Pie' 
Petty. He then gol his own back by scaring the life out of E laine Easton 
and Carol-Ann Forrest with hi s extreme driving. With much relief we 
led them away from the 's lightly overheated' panzer and off to watch the 
Brigade l!Q and Sig Sqn on command ta ks. In the evening lhe visiting 
party were collected and taken to down town Aldershot for an innuendo 
laden .pub-cra':"I and chest poking sess ion. Being a Monday, 'Cheeks' 
was given a wide berth and everyone tottered home. The next day it wa 
back to business. The team provided some excellent answers to several 
burning is ucs rai ed by Squadron management personnel. Despite acute 
hangovers, they managed to answer all questions before they returned to 
sunny Glasgow. Their opinion of our hospitality will no doubt be evident 
in coming promotion board and future po tings. 

Elaine Easton from C Wing , MCM Div passes on her extensive 
armoured driving experience to Cpl Petty 

BRIGADE LEADER ITT P DAY - by Cpl Collins and Cpl Scou 
Just for a change Alpha Tp is as busy a ten men after finishing DS I 

Trials and then straight into a board of officers and fir t lines. Keeping 
everyone on their toes and being the only number in the quadron 
Telephone Directory has meant never a dull moment. There ha been a 
mas ivc change around of manpower with new arrivals and departure all 
over the place. Farewell to LCpl 'KR' Ke lly-Ruther ford back to his 
airborne roots, congratulations LCpl 'Dangerous' Armstr ong and hi 
brother LCpl B rett Appleyard on passing probation and their departure 
to 26-Blah, Blah, Blah. Also LCpl Damien C horlton off to the ·feds' 
(book em Danno murder one) after getting married to the nurse that i 
constantly repairing his fragile bone . Last but not least C pl 'Blue 
Oyster' Briscoe off to sell his ginger ware at 14 Signal Regiment. Owls 
'gentlemen only' night-club w ill never be the ame again. Welcome to 
Cpl Jo Collins on arriving in lhc unit and on having to write the Wire 
notes as ·oon as he get h re. C pl ·Tips' T iplady from 1 Div, LCpl 
'Juggsy· W ilson and LCpl 'Jes ' Limbert also from the fighting 1st. 
Welcome and get on them panzers. Also new on the arrival list i LCpl 

nd.Y Por ter from 7 Signal Regimen t. Congratulations to Sgt Roy 
Davies and Sgt Simon Ba rker on successfully passing an extremely hurd 
and arduous Royal Signals Sergeants Course: they were the only people 
to actually benefit from the foo t and mou th cris i . However, nei ther 
managed to get their name on the cup. Well done to C pl 'Grandpa' Lea 
on not only passing his weapon instructor course but coming back to a 
store full to the brim with kit from the board of officers and sorting it 
without even breaking into a sweat. Last but not lea t a special mention 
to. Lt Ed _Di ckson and his merry band of men who are ofT to yp~us 
sa1lmg (wi ll we ever learn), good luck and stay away from RAF A~otm. 
On Monday 26 March. selected member of 12 Mech Bdc HQ & 1g qn 
(228~ altenclcd a Brigade leadership day. The day commenced with an 
opemn~ address by the Commander, Brig J . ooper D 0 MBE, who 
emphas1 ~d the importance of leader hip and what skills he hoped people 
would gam from the day activities and lectures. 
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Sgt Coldwell 's team being briefed on one of the command tasks 

We then received lectures by variou Brigade staff on the following 
four leaders: 

I. Field Marshall Vi count Montgomery of Alamien 
2. Field Marshall Viscount Slim 
3. General Patten 
4. Field Marshall Sir Claude Aushleck 

The briefings focu ed on their different personal leadership qualitie 
and styles and how this wa portrayed by their peers and troops. The 
military lecturers were followed by two civilian speaker . The first 
speaker, M r Taylor. was a Korean War veteran. The econd civilian 
lecturer, Mr Rafferty, was CEO of lpsarris. Each peakcr pre ented their 
personal views on leadership and their opinions on what they thought 
makes a good leader. Their views were valuable and illustrated with 
personal experience that added to the overall worth of the day. To prepare 
for the afternoon activities we were ub-dividcd into teams ready for the 
forthcoming event . These activities consisted of four assorted command 
tasks, an assault course and the dreaded stretcher race. Once the 
command ta ks were complete, we made our way to the assault cour e. 
After a walk through, talk through demonstration of each ob tacle. the 
team lined up for a head to head challenge on the cour e. 

Cpl Kev Dade and LCpl McGonigle 
examine a particularly nasty river crossing 

To conclude the day, each team competed in a stretcher race. Thi ' 
involved carrying what can only be de cribed a a tonne weight around a 
hort course. A ftcr we reco crcd from this, we fre hcncd up and retired to 

the gt' mes for 11 mea l and drink followed by a few badly placed bets 
on the charity mes horse racing. 

T Q EX - by Sig Shruhsole 
On the return from a wonderful time in pm on Ex Lion un I 01. 

that I am ure everyone ' ill agree ' ith , we went back to normal 
everyday work with many new fac •. Welcome to LC pl ·Jonah' Jones. 
LC pl Jon Hemmi11 11,. LC pl ·Gem' Treen. ig 'Dan the 1an' Tasker 
and let's not forget ig · 1 didn •t rca li c I needed a rifle for guard' J one 
With all these new arrivals there wa only one good bye and thut \\as to 
LC pl 'Penguin' hnrpe \\ho as gone on to 16 ir . :It Brigade. 
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The month started off well. First ti ere wa Ex TAQEX. Time well 
pent :citing up and tearing do\\ n, m ·ing annourcd Yehicle from car 

park 10 car park. I suppo e thi i the n .. xt be t thing con idering the foot 
and mouth en. is. After all that movement we were 10 deploy to AST 
( ) in order to stay put in one place for :i week. \ e 1; lcked down to 
Warmin tcr a fast a we could (a taggering 2 mph downhill. wind 
a si tcd). Aft r about four hours, and only one pack fire, we finally 
arrived to find ourselve etting up again. The exercise went well with the 
golden blanket award going 10 ig 'What's for tea?' Jones who slept U1e 
"hole way through the cxerei e c · luding meal time . The week oon 
pa ·1 and it came to tearing down and going back 10 sunny Aldershot. The 
\\hole ex rc1.c went well and the OC wa very pleased withe eryone's' 
hard " ork. ow it i ju la case of working up for first line . A final well 
done 10 Cpl 'Who ate all the pie '. · Petty on his promotion. just in time 
for pa) :!OOO!Wc are all now looking fo rward 10 a thoroughly well 
de ·en ed Easter break. 

BOARD OF OFFI ER - by Cpl Pawell 
It ha been yet another bu y period for the already overworked QM '. 

Department. The increased workload has meant many late nights and 
early morning . Despite the laborious checks and counter checks, there 
has been surpri ingly few teddies thrown. With the recent board of 
officers and a surprise, but sati factory L I. the dcpartmem ha al o had 
their fair share of uccess. either were aided by the untimely departure 
of Mr Duve ' I can't count' Wagstaff and LCpl J oe ' ls it dinner time 
yet?" Roberts. 

A big hello to Sgt Pete ' Bob the Builder' Mullen who has taken over 
from gt am Parke who ha set his sights high as the new Bongo 
Troop taffy. Congratulations go to ig ' Shadwell' Davies and ig Rob 
Hun t on pas ing their gruelling la 2, a shining example to new arrival 

ig 'Kav' Ka anagh . Good luck to gt Jim Lemon who is promoted 
and po tcd across U1c road to RLC TDU, al o in Aldcrshot. 
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Q ADR01. HEADQ RTE R 
Sqn Comd 1aj Ian erapb 

M W02 ( M) -"telanie Crowther 
Firstly we have a change of personnel in tl1e Squadron hierarchy. We've 

aid our goodbyes to W02 E uan Hall. who has now left the Anny and 
welcomed our new SM, W02 Mel Crowther. Congratulations also go to 
SSgt Ian Tait for picking up hi crown, as ofOl Apr; He's currently away 
enjoying the delights of the SQMS course. The last few monilis have been 
very quiet for 238 (London) Signal Squadron, the Op Penywort 
re trictions have crippled most of our planned rraining, o its been a time 
of leave iliroughout the squadron. We have recently been put on standby 
for Op Peninsular with C2 support to local units, so we await tasking. 

MIKE TROOP 
Tp Comd Capt (TOT) Bob Nicol 
Tp Sgt gt Andrew Twizell 

Another period full of excitement in Mike Troop, with even more fresh 
new faces. Welcome to Cpl Baz Park who joins from Gennany. Hello, 
also to Cpl Dana Grills who joins us from 36 Sig Regt. What part of 
America do you come from? Finally welcome to LCpl 'Bash' Bashir who 
comes to the troop after completing his T3 course at Blandford. As always 
along with the hellos come the sad farewells. It is goodbye and good luck 
to Cpl Dean Spiers who not only leaves the Squadron but the Anny. We 
wish Dean and hi family well for the future. The Troop has also said 
farewell to gt Chris Jacobs who couldn't leave London fast enough for 
his new po ling, Cyprus. We wonder why? The ACISG, Radio and PA 
Section all cont inue carrying out their ongoing tasks. On a sponing front, 
the recent sporting events have not gone as planned. ln the joint Squash 
and Rov.ing Inter-Troop competition the Steve Redgraves of the Troop did 
u proud but the same could not be said of the Squash players, and in the 
volleyball competition the le s aid the better. Congratulations to Cpl Paul 

mith who not only passed his silver while on Winter Warrior but also has 
been recommended to become an instructor. Finally we look forward to 
the imminent return of igs Andy 1ilne and Tim Robinson from Kosovo 
and Bo·nia. 

OSC RTROOP 
Tp Comd Maj (Tfc) Carl Storey 
Tp Sgt gt Mandy Eard ley 

The Troop it elf has been pretty quiet lately, due to the annual rush of 
personnel applying for the rest of meir leave entitlement before April 
deadline; so not a lot has been happening on the mi litary side of life. 

COML 'G :'\D GOL GS 
On a sadder note, Mr Dick teer, the Engineering Officer has fina lly 

hung up his telephone and retired from the civil service after many years' 
service Dick who was also a former member of the Royal Air Force 
worked at 238 Signal quadron for more than ten years. Everyone sends 
best v. •~hes and good luck fo r the futu re. Mr Ian 'Sludge machine internet 
g1go~o· SligM has fina lly dckitted and has successfully applied for a 
CIVIiian JOb m London Central COMMCE , so he wi ll be doing the same 
job but won ·1 have to do PT anymore which I' m sure he will be GUTTED 
about, ha (only kidding) 

SPORT 
On a cold \1arch morn ing, the 21st to be exact, Location: Chelsea 

Barrach gymnasium. A mix and match team comprising of LCpl Brain 
• hould ha-;c joi~c~ the avy' tewart, LCpl ' icholas McGregor, LCpl 
A)e\ha · \\cc Ym '\1ohammed, Cpl Annette ' Don't make me serve' 
\1c be nc~ and la l, but certainly not least. Sgt Tommy 'Calm down, 
clam down· Burns won a major victory in the annals of sporting 
achievement \.\c beat Radio ' loads to choose from' Troop 3-0 at the 
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annual inter-troop Volleyball competition. OK so we got beat by Mike 
'full ofbaby techs ' Troop in the next game, but we won overall and a good 
time was had by all . 

RADIO T ROO P 
Tp Comd Capt Andy Wilson 
Tp Sgt gt Mark Brooksbank 

The winter months have been a fairly quiet time for the troop, with 
everyone catching up on leave that they didn't have the lime to fit in . 
During this quiet time one or two rare ighting have been made, the OC 
Troop in uniform, the OC Troop on Pt and the OC Troop in work although 
not all in the ame timeframe. Some welcomes, a big hello to S ig Grant 
Mockett who arrives from the barren lands of Osnatraz and to Cpl Sean 
Childs who will oon arrive from 216 Sig Sqn, oh boy what a shock you 
will have coming here. Although the Op Penywort restrictions have 
severely limited our training capabilitie during this period, we ha\'e 
managed to acquire some new trade expertise, thanks to our co-operation 
with 31 Sig Regt (V). Lanwood is HF based communications equipment, 
originally designed for post-strike communications to the USA. Several 
other employment option are now being tested for Lanwood; as part of 
U1is our Radio trade's are learning how to operate it in the event a quick 
deployment is required. The idea being the volunteers would back fill us at 
a later date. The silver lining 10 all this is that we've been allocated two 
places to go to Cyprus in July! - As part of 3 1 (V) Signal Regiment's 
summer camp. 

The Squadron football team has gone from strength to strength, 
Wednesday 28 March has gone down as a day in hi tory, 238 Sig Sqn 
finally won a cup semi-final and now have a final appearance on 2 May. 
Their opponents will be either The Kings Troop RHA or No 7 Coldstream 
Guards. The semi took place at Hounslow against BFPO Mill Hill, for 
only the second time this season we were able to field a strong team. The 
weather was typical , 'four seasons in one day' and the pitch very heavy. 
After a quick team talk from Sgt 'Vi rgo' Brooksbank 'SCORE AS 
MA Y GOALS AS YOU CAN', the team set about its task. It wa n'l 
long before Sgt • Where is my match ba ll?' Tate opened the coring with 
his first of three, a screemer, of his big 1oe, from a fu ll 27 and half yards 
ish. The team picked up in momentum and by half time had sailed into a 
good 2 - I lead. The second half the team cl icked and BFPO were lcfl 
facing an onslaught. LCpl Wes O ' conner was orchestrating the game and 
when needed, the back three were always equal to any small counter attack 
they could mu ter. With the final whistle and a hatrick each to Sgts Tate 
and Carnegie and a goal each to Cpl Smith, LCpl Dinsdale and ig 
Green. Final score 9 - I, watch this space for further news. 

(L-R) : LCpl Burgess, Sig Mockett and Sig Howland 
Enjoying a break from their training on the Lanwood equipment al 

31 (V) Signal Regiment 
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243 SIGNAL SQUADRON 

BA KETBALL OTES - by Cpl Gray and lCpl Miller 
. After comm~ second at .the 5 Div qualifying ba kctball tournament at 

T1dworth 243 Sig Sqn qualified for the Army Minor Units championships 
at Grantham. The Team was lead by WOI Kev ' Get To Bed' Mo ir 
backed up by Maj G raha m Mc cill, Cpl Paul 'Methane Man' Floyd 
Cpl O lly 'Traveler' G ray, LCpl Steve ' Love Struck' Mill e~ LCpl Joh~ 
'Mr ~usclc ' 1;- idd c ll ,, LC pl ,Ali Way, Sig C hi s 'Grab a Granny' 
McGuire and Sig; John UM IN Denyer. The night before our first game 
we had a l?am building exercise with a couple of the girls' teams. It was a 
pound a pmt and oon Sig ~enyer unleashed his best chat up line, 'I'm 
not here for the basketball I m here for you,' and unlike on the court he 
did score. 

We were all up b~ight and early for the fir t game at IO I 5hrs on 
Tuesday 2 Marc.h against the RLC. Our Team started a bit bleary eyed but 
proceeded to pick up the game towards the end of the half. After the 
break LCpl Liddell managed to spend more time on his feet than on the 
ground and we started to build up a healthy lead. because of this we were 
able lo rotate the squad so that everyone had some court time even Sig 
McG ui re. The final score was 61- 31 and we felt confide~t for the 
second game against AFTC Harrogate. After a few hours rest we started 
as w: fi111shcd the first game building a lead with tunning fast breaks. 
Despite I I arrogate having a 6' 5" man-mountain we dominated the boards 
and scored some long range jump-shots. There was a little tension as 
LCp.l ~iddell kept o~ getting body slammed by the opposition, but same 
heroic off the bench performances led to an emphatic 57 - IO victory 10 
get .through to the semi's . After our day 's performance we set off high 
spmted to the bars of sunny.Grantham. We settled again for pound pim in 
Chicago Rock Cafe for a d1 mal performance inging yellow ubmarine 

on the karaoke. ~pl Floy~, LCp.1 Miller and ig Denyer did their part 
for Anglo-American relations with three young ladies from Tennes cc 
and showed them warm hospitality. Wednesday we had a day of rest and 
recuperallon and watched a ~e~ of th.e Major Units play. On the evening 
we had a few more team bu1ldmg drinks which led to an early night for 
our big semt final game the following day. 

Our oppon.cnts for the semi finals were the AGC who had an Army 
player on the1r team and we knew we had to close him down if we were 
to wm. _Our startmg fiV:e was WOl Kev Moir, Cpl Paul Floyd, LCpl 
Jo~n Liddell, ~Cpl Ah Way and LCpl Steve Miller. Unfortunately we 
quickly fell behind and we were not playing like we had in the previous 
games, so a change was made Cpl Floyd was swapped with Cpl Grav 
but by th~ end of the first quarter we were still behind by 18 points. woi 
Kev ~oir gave us a harsh team-talk at the interval that led 10 us 
llghtenmg U_P the defence and being more aggressive on the offence. Thi 
s_topped their star player from coring and we had pulled it level by half 
lime. In the second .half we were almost point for point and neither team 
were able I~ esl'.1bhsh a lead. Toward the end o f the third quarter we 
started gettmg m foul trouble and their free throw interrupted the 
momentum of our offence. In the fourth quarter once again their star 
stepped up and we found it difficult to get our hots to fa ll. LCpl Ali 
War got m foul trouble fr?m marking their best player and so WOl Kev 
Moir and LCpl Steve Miller were left with tbe job. However they ran 
do"'.n the clock and with five seconds remaining and we being one poi lll 
beh1~d we gave away two free throws. They made boih of their shots but 
de _p1te a last second three_Point hoi from us the AGC just beat u by one 
pomt and knocked 243 S_ig Sqn out of the competition. The fi nal score 
wa~ 64 -63. Alt~ougb losing we held our heads high and beaded back to 
Salisbury knowmg we played well and enjoyed a good week. 

249 SIGNAL SQUADRON 
(AIR MOBILE FORCES (LAND)) 

Sqn Comd Maj David Hudson 
SSM W02 (SSM) Ken Mar h 
One~ back from the ice of orway the Squadron launched into a erie 

of tram mg week and Data over Radio trial . It has taken weeks to thaw 
out the toes and fingers and get life back to normal. The last few months 
have beet! bu y with movement of personnel in and out of the Squadron. 
~any bemg posted on promotion: Sig C layton to 30 ig Regt, LCpl 

ice T-shirt Clegg over the road, ig McEnaney to 16 Air A It Bde, 
LCpl Osmon~ to 16 Sig Rcgt, LCpl 'Give me my econd tripe or else' 
Palm to I Div, Sig Swift to l l EO D and Sig Young to 2 1 Sig Regt. 
Those on the move inc lude: LCpl 'Vinnie' Hoffendon to 7 Sig Rcgt, 
L~pl Hardy to 2 Para, ig Jim 'Jam' Lee to 16 Air As It Bde, LC pl 
T1er~ey lo NJ and C pl 'The aim of iliis lesson i to .. .' Witham to ATR 
Bassmgbourn to worry recrui ts. A special mention goes to Sig Waring 
for managing to get pos ted and a l o ge t elected for the Combined 
erv1ce Beach Volleyball Team! A fi nal farewe ll to the footie crazy old 

21C, Capt Stokoe who ha now taken over as Adjt 30 Sig Regt - all the 
b~st. ": hearty welcome goe out to gt Crawford, LCpl "Mrs Fruity' 
F1cl.dmg, S ig Sloan , ig Snape, Sig Walker, L C p l Weight , Sig 
Wlutson, LC pl W illiams and Sig Woodward . We also have a few 
lcavmg their. green suits behind and exchanging them for other colours: 
fi gt Eden, 1g Green, Cpl Keightlcy and ig 'Liz' Taylor- all the be l 
or the future - live It fc and prosper. 

EXERCI E HARDFALL 2001 - BL E PETER HOST 
by Capt Teri Downer 

The Squadron was fortunate enough to host "Mat' from Blue Peter fo r 
two day~ dun ng Ex Hardfa ll 2001 in Norway. The aim was to allow him 
lo experience some of the harshness of orwegian weather and hopefully 

(t~~~hcn hun up a bit, but more importantl y get 249 on prime time BBC. 
us included S M (W02) ' Ken' Marsh showing hi be t ide during a B7 ~ketch -'Oh look SSM my breath freezes when it touche the window 

0 t _ e BY. why ts Utat?) Mat was ki tted out in some of the Army' best 
f·~·l tc kit and taken up into the hill s urrounding Vos . Ile did not take a 
.1 mg to the itchy Extreme Cold Weather hat and ' hen a ked why he 
insisted on wearing a bright red woolic hat he repl ied, ·A top hat for a top 
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b~oke,' - thi_ received a few hidden snigger from the hardy men around 
hun at the ttme! He was _Learned up with LCpl 'Mes tins' Sustins ("why 
do they call you mes tms - oh you cat from them in the Army don' t 
your) and began to dig a snow hole. Many hours later they settled down 
for ome gorgeou coff · tancashire hot pm· and a wet (brew). After a 
few hours Mat was up again on candle watch (just becau e he is civilian 
he docs not get away with tag)! He then emerged from the now hole to 
a fine morning. and w~s tran ported down to the lake for a quick dip -
1ce-bre~mg dn ll _. Thi was omethmg he really did nm like, he would 
not mile on exiting the. water or cvea top far a chat before going into 
the warm mg tent! Obv1ou ly not toughened him up enough yet. The 
footage taken was screened during March just gone - if you mis ·cd it we 
have a few copies in the quadron! 

Mat from Blue Peter just a little wet and unhappy 
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F , ' L' THE - br Si~ Ben Tierney. Dlzekelia Troop 
The quadron has ju t completed it annual cadre course for 200 1. The 

course tarted on 12 March. that's when morale wa left in the 
accommodation! However the pro pect of not working with Cpl Bren t 
· kin' Readhcad for the week did keep me going. From then on it was 
fun all the way. The ourse included activities such a command task 
that were made easier by a short tab across the bondhu ( l 6km not 
includmg geographical embarrassment) and other kills uch as drill and 
PT. and not forgetting 10D 90 check at 0300hr in the morning! 
However, the weather wa good at approximately 25 degrees, and the 
course contained the u ual amount of comical error under pressure. Also 
included into the course were cla room le on to catch up on leep! To 
finish the course, there wa a final exerci e that I was appointed Platoon 

taff ergcant for. l nearly flapped o much I took off when the first task 
was an RTA incident to deal with! After all that, things didn't go too 
badly. With all the le on learnt. the bigge t one i simple; never try to 
put leave in at the la t minute! 

KYDI\'I 'G TELE lECH (SORT OF) - by Sig Py le, Dlzekelia Troop 
Between the dates of 26 February and 9 March Sig John 'Macam' 

Dent and Andy · ugar ' Pyle attended the Cypru Joint Service 
Ad,·enturc Training Centre (CJSATC) ba ic parachuting cour e. After an 
inten e day of being taught exits, flighL landing and emergency drills, we 
took to the kies. The day began with I 2 students from the avy, Army, 
RAF and Royal Marines looking apprehensive to ay the least, knowing 
they would have to drop 3.500 feet! The same feeling happens when Cpl 
Jim · 15 seconds' Stocks is is uing work ouL The course progressed. and 
individual coaching ' as given to each of the free-fall wannabes. When 
the instructors were happy with our ability, a number of students 
progres ed to free-fall, which resulted in a few disco dance to maintain 
stability whil t approaching terminal velocity! All in all. it was a very 
enjoyable course. with the exception of a few landing , and just one of 
the many adventure training courses available here in Cyprus. 

GOODBYE A ' D liELLOES- by Cpl Si 'Monkey boy' Hogg 
It is aLo time to say goodbye to three members of the Troop. Fi rstly to 

Cpl i Hogg who is posted to 7 Brigade to do ome work! Also to ig 
fatty Stables who is posted to JCU ( I) to catch up with previou 

member of the Squadron, and finally to ig Lynne Marshall who is 
moving on to pastures new in Civvie trcet. We wish them all the best for 
the future. It is also time to welcome the new arrivals lo the Troop. Firstly 
to LCpl ' Queenie ' King, Sigs 'Magic ' Johnson , ' Taff' Davies and 
' Lefty ' Wright to Line cction. Also to Cpl ' Mac' Macallum to Comms 
Section , and Cpl 'Paperwork junkie ' Molden to the MT. A warm 
welcome i extended and the be t of luck to you (enjoy apa!) 

AIRFIELD TROOP - by Sig Wells 
After an eventful afternoon of Kart Racing and plenty of bombing and 

shunting around the comers and many spin oITs into the bondu, LCpl 
'Twitchy ' Fell won the final to become Airfield Troop ' s Grand 
Champion. The Troop would like to say goodbye and good luck in tbeir 
next unit to gt ten house and family, Sig King, LCpl Barnett and Sig 

tanley. A big hello to the new arrival to the troop, who are LCpl 
Lewis, ig Kenda ll Sig Jordan and Sig Orr and famil y. 
Congratulations 10 LCpl Fell for getting promoted and transferred lo a 
proper working Troop. 

EPISKOPI TROOP - by LCpl 'Barnsley Dan ' Reade 
Epi Troop would like to say a big hello to its latest arrival Cpl ' Mane' 

Singleton fresh from the UK. However, we're also losing a long-standing 
member. One of the old boy Cpl Bob Cope goe to the land of the 
leprechauns to see what the crack 's like over there, all the be t in the 
future mate. Cyprus held ifs ef: ki championship to which five of the 
lads joined in with one casualty Sig 'little ' Phil Harris thought he'd stab 
himself with a ski and 259 Sig Sqn cleaned up in the novice event taking 
three of the four medals. Also here the sun's coming out to play and the 
Troop Cliff Diving Competitions have started; Time to see who 's got the 
highest aspirations. 

101 LOGISTIC BRIGADE HEADQUARTERS 
& 

SIGNAL SQUADRON (261) 

Sqn Comd .Maj M. Baines 
RSM WOl E. Udell 

Being busy i becoming a bit of a habit in the Squadron! Thankfully 
the beginning of the year has offered plenty of opportunity for sport and 
advcnturou training. Behind the scenes though the Op team have been 
toiling with planning for Ex Saif Sareea IJ to Oman this summer. The 

quadron is now seriou ly gearing up for its ad ancc party deployment in 
May \\ith the main body due out in August. In preparation we deployed 
to Sennelager to support 102 Log Bde HQ in their build-up exercise for 
Oman Ex Platinum Halberd, it was a great success for the 102 staff who 
arc used to exercising RAF-style and looked quite shocked to see cam
nets and grass and rain. 

ROY L JG AL Ml 'OR IT RU ' ERS P 2001 
by SS gt Marti11 Stebbi11g Team Captain 

ome weeks before the competition and prior to going on Christmas 
and e\\ Year leave the OC Squadron informed me that he had a cunning 
plan. · ta!T, · he aid, 'l want you to enter two teams into the male minor 
unit race, so we can hopefully push some of the other team runners 
further down the field.' The first week back from leave a Squadron 
Cro s-Coumry race was organised to aid team selection. As the day of the 
race approached and after numerous team changes and training sessions 
the final selection was made. The day of the race was here and just as the 
team was about to leave the Unit received a visit from the CDT team 
having aged about 20 years within a few minutes and numerous 
telephone calls later the team was allowed to set of for Coleme. On 
arri\al at Colemc the teams were booked in. As we had some time to kill 
it \I.as decided to walk the course. Perhaps a wet suit would be the order 
of the day after si.:cing the length and depth of some of the so call puddles 
that would have to be encountered not once but three times as the race 
a~ three lap of the route. After a blistering tart by Cpl Fitzpatrick 

~ hich ~e unfortunately could not maintain the Team pushed out an 
1mprcs~1vc performance and as the results were placed on the board it 
became clca1 that the Team had come second. The cunning plan had 
'>l.orkcd. 
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Cross Country Team 
Back Row (L-R): Cpl 'Taff' Lean, Cpl 'Richies' Middleton, 

Cpl 'Fitz' Fitzpatrick, SSgt Martin Stebbing 
Front Row (L-R): LCpl Tim McEnkin, LCpl Lee Marten, 

Cpl Mark Simpson 

COMBI ED JUDO CHAMPIONSHIPS- GOSPORT 
Two of the unit represented the Army al the Combined services 

Competition in Gosport. Judo is a sport that has been steadily growing 10 

the unit. Having competed at the Army Championships earlier in the year 
this was a opportunity to do better. gt Jim Turnbull had an excellent 
competition coming up against the combined service champion in the 
semi-finals meant he went away with a well-deserved Bronze. LCpl 
Harris was extremely brave having only been lighting two weeks.he 
tried hard and went on the attack, although not winning anything showing 
he has potential for the future with some practise! 
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Sig Sam Yardley enjoying the new Squadron Sport of Judo 
watch out Lee! 

EXERCIS~ L~G FLAKE II - 2Lt Cas Wootten OC A Tp 
Th~ bcginnrng was an uncom fortable, long and tiring Journey to 

Bavaria but bravely SSgt Al Dummer gt Sean Fardy and Cpl 'Taff' 
Lean tackled the driving while everydne else slept! After sampling the 
local cheap refr.eshmc.nts and a bit of over-sized Jcnga the course began 
the next m?rntng. ':"Ith meeting the self- loving, over-confident but 
generally mc.e ski mstruc~ors . A.fler gc!ting our ski legs the cour c 
progressed w1.th everyone 1mprovmg rapidly. Lots of aching for all to 
come .home wuh as well as sun-bum for me, sun stroke for LCpl Danny 
Martm and a career on the stage for our very own stripper ig ' All 
Muscles' Blower! 

PPORTTROOP 
Troop Comd I QM Maj (QM) Peter Beauchamp RLC 
Tp SSgt . S gt Martin tebbing 

We. would ~1kc to ~elcome to the .Troop th~ '.ollowing persons Cpl 
Denms and Sig Austm both lnstallatton Techmc1ans. We would like to 
wish LCpl (now Corporal) Rabey good luck in his new posting to Army 
Apprentice College Arborficld and his promotion. 
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280(UNITED KINGDOM) 
SIGNAL SQUADRON 

Sqn Comd 
RSM 

Maj Jim Harri 
WOI (RSM) Craig Kearney 

SQUADRO HEADQUARTER'S TROOP 
. SHQ -:vould like to say farewell to W02 (FofS) ' Fluffy' Flather, who 
is dep~rtmg to 16 Signal Regiment and also Cpl Paul 'Golden Keyboard' 
Cunnmgham who has departed lo HQ l UK Armd Div in unny 
H~rford. The Troop would like to welcome LCpl Dunc McKee who had 
JOmed us from l Black Watch and Sig Jo Gill who has joined us from 
Kilo Tp. Congratulations go to SSgt Pat Farrell on being presented his 
L &GC Medal. 

J LIETTROOP 
Tp Comd Lt Jim Barber 
Tp SSgt Sgt Kev Roberts 

Juliet Tp has een a lot more movement within it personnel thi 
month. A wann welcome goe out to Cpl 'Slim ' Humphreys and family 
who have recently arrived from l (UK) Div, Sgt Steve Templeman 
accompanied by wife Joanne and son Christopher. Cpl Wayne 'Mini 
Thorpe ' Meeds, LCpl Alex Brown, and Cpl 'Ri tchie' Brown who 
recently completed his Tl al Blandford. Welcome lo LCpls Tony Hogan 
and Neil Haggar who have joined Juliet Tp from the MT Section. We 
would also like to say farewell to Cpl Daz Rickard who has joined 
Co1um p Tp (the dark side!). Best wishe go out to Sig 'Old Man' 
Walker who has left for Blandford and our Troop OC, Capt Higgs, who 
not only has been posted to 14 Sig Regt but has recently been promoted 
and married to Jo (congratulation from all of us). We now look forward 
to. 2Lt Barber joining u from his Troop Commanders Course. We al o 
wish to say good luck for the future to two of the longest serving 
members of the Troop and inspirational members of 2 0 ig qn' Am1y 
Cup Final ach1cvcment , Sgt Valentine and Cpl ' Captain Marvclou ' 
Brown. A big shout to our boys and girls on operational tours ig 'Russ' 
Abbott, LCpl lan Wallace,LCpl Gordie Kirkwood, Cpl Dave Rycroft 
~nd .lg haron ·watch the garage door ' Young. They arc all currently in 

osma and also LCpl 'Mac' Mcalpine who is in Ko ovo. LCpl Tim 
Mallett deserves a special mention fo r pas ing RCB. Sandhurst next step 
and then who knows O J Tp ... Finally we'd like to say congratulations 
1L0. C1il Al Gore and his wifr Amanda on the birth of their daughter 

1berty. 

KILO TROOP ip SSomd Capt Lindsey Calderhead 
P gt Sgt Graham Weavers 

. After many early tarts and hectic day, of work, the second line 
inspection arc finally over for the year. A lot of hard work had been put 
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in by everyone i~ the Troop and we're all glad they are now over. Sadly 
we have ha~ to bid farewell to Sig 'Pol ' Smiejowski who bas abandoned 
us for 15 Sig Regt along wit.h a sh~y new stripe. We wish 15 Sig Regt 
the ve.ry best o~ luck.! ~~avmg ~s m the near future i Sig 'Wingnut' 
Machm who Will be JOmmg 7 Sig Regt. Also departing us very oon is 
Sgt 'Have a Shot' Porter who will be leaving us in the more than capable 
~ands of.Tyson, the Troo~ dog. We wish him all the best at 241 Sig Sqn 
m Donnmgton. Where did you say Donnington is Sgt 'Have a Shot' 
Porter? 

Kilo Tp al o say a warm welcome to Cpl 'Jock' Taylor, LCpl 
'Smudge' Smith and Cpl 'Mad dog' McGee who have already managed 
to fi.1. into the Troops wild and wacky way of life. We are all eagerly 
awa1t111g the return of Cpl 'Daz' Cattle, Cpl 'Mr. Universe' Cook, LCpl 
' Woody' Wood, Sig 'Chick' Henley and Sig 'Coops' Cooper, who will 
be ending their four month tour out in Banja Luka thi month. Talking of 
people on holiday sunning them elves, Cpl 'Devo Daz' Pearce, Cpl ' 
Mr. Hanraty· Baber and LCpl 'Cuppa T' Turner are all currently taking 
a break in Gran Canaria for ten days. We ju t hope it rains every day for 
them! 

A Easter leave approache we all look forward to Cpl 'Monkey Boy' 
Harrison 's Wedding on 12 Apri l, who has spent the last month finali ing 
things f?r th~ big day. This ha included dragging omc of us singlie 
along with him to the hops to purcha e poll and pan for hi new home 
due to the necessity of a car to put it in. The inglies will be ad to ee 
him leave the block that obviously ha nothing to do with the fact that bi 
ky digital box is going with him. 

Unfortunately a major tragedy recently occurred within the Troop as 
Sig 'Rolfie' Rolf twi ted his ankle on a PT session. It was most up ·etting 
to ee him limping around, but don't be sad he is still his happy elf. 

PPORTTROOP 
QM Capt teve Toms 
RQM W02 (RQM ) Kev Innes 

On the evening of 14 March the QM(T) dept of the quadron bade 
farewell to the Quartcrrna tcr and his wife Jan. Capt teve Toms ha 
been with thi . Squadron since July 1998 and during hi time he managed 
to fit in a tour to Kosovo. The function was held in a Chine c Restaurant 
in Krefeld. The night was very pleasant and enjoyed by all that attended 
(especially Dionne, the RQ's wife, who has always got something 10 sa)' 
and joke about when it come to the QM). 

We all wish him, Jan and their family all the best in their nC\\ home. 
in the po ting and in the future. oon Capt Mark chofield will be 
taking over the department and we hope that the QM. hi wife alh and 
their family will enjoy being part ofthi bu y quadron. · 
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\ .'CLO GER'l \1'1( HOOTING CO 1PETJTIO ' 
h1· LCpl al~\' lluhble 

Th' annual . nglo-German shooting competition took place at 
Franci. ca Barracks on 2 March. There were ten team-, each of four 
p ople. Competi tor. in ludcd the local German hooting team and 
German Guard Cl'\ ice as well a· the 1. 0 (UK) ignal quadron shooting 
Team and ~om· of our cniors and . ·rlicers. The main competition was 
'' ith the Bro\'ning 9mm Pistol. gt Da c oplcy won Be ·t Individual 

hot nnd Best Team (along with the R M. RQM auJ ~t Graham 
Wea,ers). LCpl all. Hubble came .econd overall ancJ won Best 
lndi' idual Female hot. After the main competi tion the Gcrn1ans had a 
chance to u ·e th' Rifle 5.56 and L W. At th end of the day's hooting in 
the rain and c Id. the Germans brought a keg of beer, which went down 

· well in the bar. There wa al o a prc. entatio-n for the winners. followed 
by an e\ening of Karaoke. 

-...ir..-..-----~~~~~~,.......,.--~~ .......... 

280 Signal Squadron Shooting Team 
(The two best shots are on the extreme right) 

TORMl1 ·c OF THE GATES - by Sgt Walsh 
The annual tradition of torming the gate took place on the 23 

February 2001. where the towns fo lk of St Tonis, torm the camp. This 
tradition mark the end of carnival week where the carnival committee 
and members of St Toni have a mock battle aga in t the guard of 
Franci ca Barracks. The guard consi ted of twelve of the squadrons 
personnel who took on the theme of a mediaeval night. dres ed in knight 

costumes and armed with mace • sword and pikes to protect the castle 
which had been erected on the from gate. The evening commenced with 
the town's folk of t Toni gathering outs ide the ca tic gates and become 
an angry mob trying to break down the front gate. 

The Carnival Committee President and Princess 
with the OC and 21C - Nice Medallions! 

Once the town's folk had stormed the camp and got through the main 
gate, fireworks and loud explosions were heard. Once inside the ca tic 
turrets they were met with the guards who grace fully retreated giving 
them access to the camp. The carnival prince and princess were then 
welcomed into the camp by the OC, Maj Harri . The proce sion was 
then e coned to the gym by the guard force and LCpl Macdonald 
playing the bag pipes. Once in the gym the conqueri ng of Francisca 
Ka eme commenced and traditional carnival celebrations took place for 
tJ1e last time. 

During the evening both parties said their farewells with presentation 
and the ·Key to the Camp'. This was to mark the last event of the 
storming of the gates which has taken place at 2 0 (UK) Signal Squadron 
over the past 28 years. 

JOINT COMMUNICATIONS UNIT 
FALKLAND ISLANDS 

OC Flt Lt Wright 
OpsWO W02 (Supvr R) Dalton 
Wrillen by Sgt /eve Trump 

With the arrival of a new OC and OpsWO it was decided that it was 
about time The WIRE included some notes from JSSU (Fl} a lin le known 
about detachment in the Falkland Islands. We say a fond farewell 10 Cpl 
Caz · tnppcr' Leadbitter and W02 (Supvr R) Andy Marchant with 
his 140 photographs of King Penguins. They arc both heading back to 
UK and there's a special farewell to Lisa Grundy who was mad enough 
to travel 8000 mile~ to '1si1 her husband Sgt Paul 'Grim Reaper' 
Crund:I' . A warn1 welcome goes out to W02 (Supvr R) Frank Dalton 
and L pl Greg Edwards who have both recently deserted UK to join us 
down here in the Southern I lcmisphcre and congratulations to Sgt Deano 
'On The Wagon ' Li~htfoot on his recent selection for promotion. 

It has been a very busy period for all at JSSU what with Ex Mercury 
Cell being called. which meant the deployment of several Una personnel 

aboard HMS Leeds Castle. A big thank you goes out to our resident tech 
Cpl Stu 'Wannabe Commando' Wilkinson for making everything go so 
smoothly during thi deployment after much hard work. As one of the 
smallest Units on the Islands we have been actively involved in the BFFI 
Cup events and recently came a very proud sixth place in the Cross 
County after a good run from the team which included JSSUs ' liquorice 
allsorts' team of all comers! 

The Unit has had a hect ic social life over the last couple of weeks 
which included ten pin bowl ing and numerous Gozomics held in the 
·local' Squirrel Bar. One of the most successful and hardest fought events 
was the go-karting organised by gt Pat 'Green Slime' avage, it was 
eventually won by gt Eddie 'Schumacher ' Mackie. However, the most 
memorable moment was when Cpl Katie 'Mad Woman ' Driver alniost 
killed gt tevc 'Squa h Mad' Trump by ramming him off the trac~. 
Later gt Trump seemed quite proud to be to ld he was the only man in 

the Falkland Is land to have rolled a go-kart. 

MOVING OR POSTED 
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107 CADET DETACHMENT ROYAL SIGNALS - BEXLEYHEATH 

SPO OREO WALK I AID OF BRITISH HEART FO DATIO 
On 16 July 2000 a group of 60 cadet from 107 Royal Signals outh 

East London A. F ba cd at Bcxlcyhe~th TA Centre and spon ored by 71 
(Y) Signal Regiment, walked from Big Ben to the Thame Barrier a total 
of 11.5 miles. The day was rather warm and in the 70s but a few of the 
younger cadets were glad to get to the finish line at the Thames Barrier and 
down a few cans of well deserved pop! This was some achievement 
especially for the 13 year old cadets who had done nothing like this before. 
Our Commandant , Col M. P. harpc, came on the walk with us. An old 
Signalman himself he battled on and completed the walk. This was all 
done for a great cause; the British Heart Foundation and the cadets raised 
the fantastic sum of ~1,278.00. Mr Terry Kingsman, Director of the 
Bnllsh I lcart Foundauon presented medals and certificate· at a ceremony 
held at Bexleyheath TAC on I ovcmbcr 2000. The cadets then presented 
him with the cheque. 

Back Row (L-R): LCdt Hergest , LCpl Watson, Mr T. Kingsman, 
Cpl Edwards, Cdt Francis 

Front Row (L-R): LCdt Robinson , Cdt Driver, LCpl Watt , Cdt Grant Mr T. Kingsman presenting a medal to SSgl M. Fry 

CADET FORCES SIGNALS ADVISOR AND NATIONAL ACF/CCF 
INTER-DISTRICT RADIO NET 

PROJECT MILLECOM 
by Capt M. J .. Buckley MICCFIMIACF. Cadet Forces Signals Advi. or 

Proj ect M1llccom is a project which aims 10 unite young peop le 
throughout the world by radio communications. It commenced on I 
January 2000 and has been outstandingly uccc sful. The Radio ocicty 
of Great Britain (RSGB) through its United Kingdom and lntcmational 
network encouraged young people of all nation and of all abilitic to 
communicate with each throughout the year 2000 by HF Radio and 
arranged for the issue of a special amateur radio call - M2000Y. 

The project was launched at the London Amateur Radio and omputer 
Show, Picketts Lock, London . A combined youth tand was set up by the 
RSGB , . ub cqucntly a semi-permanent tat ion has been set up in 
Blandford Camp u ing a former DI l/R234 Radio Cabin outside the 
Museum. The fir t call was sent out on the stroke of midnight (or was it 
00.0 I?) 2000. 

The Objective having been clearly met in 2000 the project has now 
been extended into 2001. Promoting communication between young 
peo~lc world-wide throughout the Year 200 1. u ing hobby radio and the 
~l?d10 Cabin, which remains in use, on Blandford Camp. International 
ncndsh1ps between young people over the air is omcthing no other 
hobb~ can achieve and this is being taken up by the Army ndet Force 
and Combmcd Cadet Force Signal Platoons a they vi il Blandford and 
other parts of the country, using a new callsign - M2001Y/70. 

There was a special two-week activity period at Easier and it will 
~appcn ag in by being pan of the summer activities in 2001. ignalling 

7 
~dct arc, once again, u ing amateur frequencies around 3.600 Ml lz, 
· 8.0 Milz & 14.300 MHz to make world\ idc con tac ls. The aim 

contmues to be one to one contact by young people. in our case adcts! 
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The photograph show ACF Cadet using the Radio Cabin and a hiny 
new Racal Syncal 2000. lf there arc amateurs out there who would like to 
help, plea e contact the CF A via the Royal School of i1mals or E-mail 
at CFS @milnct.uk.nct 



AUSTRALIAN lNTERSERVICE GLIDING COMPETITION 
LEETON, NEW SOUTH WALES, DECEMBER 2000 -JANUARY 2001 

by Maj Charles Cooper. UK Exchange Officer-Army Comms Trg tre, Melbourne, Australia 

A luck would have it, I wa invited to fly for the Australian Army 
team m the lntcrservice Gliding Competition, an annual competition. held 
in Leeton. New outh Wales. on the edge of the Murrumbidgee Irrigation 
Area - a bro~ ·n land cape punctuated with glistening blue canal , orange 
gro\·e and nut plantation . For tho e unfamiliar with gliding, thi forn1 of 
adventure traming inrnlve:; a plane without an engine being tO\ ed up to 
about 2.000-ft alt itude behind a tug aircraft, before being ca t loo e. 
Gliders gain further altitude by circling in invisible bubbles of ri ing 
warm air, called thermals, and can reach tens of thou and of feet high. 

The aim of this competition wa to fly furthest and farthest The type 
was known a 'a igned area ta-king', in which the urrounding area was 
divided into four quadrants, centred on the airfield. At the daily briefing. 
pilots were as igned elected quadrant in a pecified order and given a 
target time window (u ually five hours). Then after studying the daily 
meteorological reports and working out an e timated peed for the day, 
the pilot selected registered turning points in each assigned quadrant. and 
came up with a cunning plan that would get them further than everyone 
else in the specified time. 

.--~~~~~~~~~~ ....... 

Maj Charles Cooper being launched over Australia 

The flying was uperb, and so much better than in the UK (mainly due 
to temperature of around 40 degrees Centigrade!). Flying under cloud 
streets at lO,SOOft at 250kph, and experiencing lift so strong that the grip 
of the tick comes away in your hand is quite an experience. Seeing 

potato acks swirling up in invisible thern1al at c era! thou and feet 15 
quite a tounding. Playing ·chicken' with wedge-tailed eagles with talon 
extended at 5,000ft. (I won!) and fini hing a 490km S.Shr flight with ten 
minutes of dusk remaining, landing on a dark strip with mist rising off the 
urrounding canals and engulfing the field is majestic - (thank God for a 

full moon!) I benefited greatly from the training and learned a lot from 
ome very experienced pilot . Then there is all the personal development 

that went with it - teaming to work a bit faster under pressure. whilst 
navigating. Flying, monitoring airspace and radio traffic, photographing 
tum point (the proof that your actually flew Lo where you declared you 
would!), and calculating if you have enough height to get back. It get; 
busy up there. I wi h to thank the Corps and the Army Sports Lottery for 
their upport in this event. 

'Map reading, the laid back way' 

The re ult were plea ing. The Army won for the first time in quite a 
few years, with a little help from some German Am1y ational Service 
pilots and myself, the token ' Porn'. There is now an invitation to take an 
UK team to the next competition, which wi ll be held in Leeton from 27 
December 2001 to 11 January 2002. Less experienced pilots can fly in a 
2-seat glider. a perfect way to ' learn the ropes' . Serving as well as retired 
members and Civil Servants are eligible. If anyone is interested, make 
sure you are a member of the Army Sports Lottery, and get in contact 
with me at Charles.Cooper@defence.gov.au or wherever I end up when 
I'm posted in April! 

CORPS GOLF (GERMANY) 

The Corps Golf Squad had an extremely successful season, remaining 
undefeated throughout the Inter-Corps league and finishing top of the 
table. The top four teams competed in a knockout competition on 31 
October - I ovember 2000 and we were drawn against the REME. 
Confidence wa high as the league match had been a comprellensive 
\ictory but the semi-final was not to be so ea y. After the morning 4-ball 
matches. we tvund ourselves behind by 31/ 2 to 1/ 2 • However, during the 
inglcs matche , spirit· rose and the deficit was pulled back with the 

e\'entual score being 61 
2 

to S 12 in our favour. Exceptional performances 
came from Maj \1ick Bohanan who won 8 and 6, Cpl lan Hare who 
won 5 and 3 and LC pl Graham Rennie who beat the REME No I by 2 
and I. The final was played against the AGC, whom we had also beaten 
comprehensively during the league match. Unfortuately, they gained 
rc\'cnge in a shortened match consisting of singles and narrowly won by 
4 1 / 2 to 31 

2
. Would we have pulled back the deficit had there been a 

4-ball match - we'll never know. 
adly, the Sq~ad has lo t the serv ices o f its Captain, Sgt Brian 

Turner, us experience 111 the form of \.fick Bohanan and its youth in Ian 
Hare . Thankfully, Maj Tim Prince, WO! (YofS) eil Ferris a nd 
ex- \\ 02 (RQ\1S) Terry Mars h have Joined the squad and we arc 
confident of going one better this year. 

The registered Domain ame for the Beverley Boys' 
Archive - beverleyboysarchi ve.co.uk 
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The Team 
Front (L-R) : LCpl Nige Brennan and Cpl Ian Hare 

Back (L-R}: SSgt Willie Scoots, SSgt Andy Saunders. 
Sgt Paul Taylor, Maj (QM) Mick Bohanan, Cpl Craig Bowman, 

LCpl Graham Rennie ard SSgt (FofS) Bob Pace 
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SNOWBOARDING 
LOC L TA GIRL CO QUERS THE LOPES! 
hy Cpl P.A. White 

.Lancashire Girl, C i~dy Meller, clears the 'board', taking three top 
prize~ at ~he Royal Signals annual Snowboarding Championship in 
Austna. Cmdy, from Darwen near Blackburn, flew out to take pan in the 
Royal ?rps of Signals Snowboard1_n.g Camp and Championships at Zell 
am Sec m Austna, She beat oppos111on from the Regular Army to take 
the Gold Mc~al 1.n the Womens' Slalom. She then went after the Gold in 
the Wo~cns Giant Slalom and success won her the trophy for The 
Womcn.s . Champion o~ 2000. A week was spent training then a week in 
compcullon, ·11 was tmng._but fun' .she ays smiling. 

This 1s. not the first wm .for C rn dy who after nine years is now a 
Sergeant 111 th~ T._A Royal Signals at Blackbum. Earlier in the year she 
was on the wmnmg Shoot111g Team taking home the trophy for Best 
Female Sh~t,_tcstamcnt t~ her expertise as a Skill At Arms instructor. 

In her c1vil1an life C mdy 1s a personnel assistant at Wolstenholme 
~ntcmat10.nal, man~factunng meta l he flakes. and pigments in Darwen, she 
also studies part lime, currently undcrtakmg a Professional Course in 
Personnel and Development. 'The T~ has taken me places to do things l 
would never have . done otherwise, she explains, 'Before this 1 have 
snowboa.rdcd at Av1emore, and two years ago I spent two weeks with 143 
Bngade 111 Cyprus.' 

MARTIAL ARTS 

LI B .RN-BA E D SIG ALLER KICKS-ASS AT ARMY E E T 
A .Lisburn-based Signaller kicked-ass when he took part in the Army's 

Martial Arts Champ1.onsh1ps._ Sig Jamie E mett, based at HQNI was one 
of around 40 co~(>et1tors takmg part in the event held at the Army School 
od Physical Tra1~111g 111 Al~ershot. Competitor of all grades and kills 
de~onstrated their prowess m karate, tae kwon do and tendo. 
. ror the tae ~on do competition, participants had to prove their ability 
ma ~ange of skills mcludmg pattern , which are et routines and parring. 
~am1e took. up tac .kwo,n do last year and was a runner-up then. He said, 
I also do k1ck-boxmg, out you can't do that for the Army o I took up tae 

kwoo do. My background does help. l came to this event last year and 
wa runner-up then. l don't get nervou before competitions, and rm 
pleased to have got to this level this quickly. My unit give me time off to 
compel~, and provides tran port so that I can get to the various location . ' 

Jamie JOllled the Army in 1998 and has served in both Cyprus and 
Northern Ireland 

ROYAL SIGNALS VICTORIOUS AT INTER-CORPS 
SWIMMING AND WATER POLO CHAMPIONSHIPS 

Report by Major T. P. Langford 

The 12th Inter-Corps Champion hips were contested at Arborfield on 
30 ovember 2000 and yet .again we demon trated the depth and talent in 
the Corps with the outstandmg re ult all tbrcc teams achieved. 

I 'TER AL CORPS COMP ETITIO 
The internal Corps Competition was held at Coleme on 21 ovember 

2000 .w1t.h teams from UK, Germany and the Individua l Training 
Organ1sallon (JTO) battling for the medals and cup . It was apparent afier 
the first few events that the w imming wou ld be a two hor c race 
between UK and ITO. The Competi tion was decided in the relays and the 
~cpth of the UK team (they achieved. a sub 2min 4 x 50m Freestyle Relay 
tune) came through with them wmnmg the Competition by three points. 
In. the Water Po lo a ll game were extremely close with the UK team 
wmn1ng their two games by three goa ls in each game to be crowned 
w~nners. Brig H. H . Ham CB E kindly pre ented the trophie. to the 
wmnmgtcam . 

Brig Ham CSE presents the Water Polo Cup to SSgt Spence Ord 
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Brig Ham CSE presenting Cpl Ollie Olver 
with the Swimming Trophy 

TER-CORPS CHAM PIO HIP PREPARATIO 
The team ' ere then retained at Coleme for a trainmg camp prior to 

the Champions hips at Arborfi Id . gts Paul Gorman a nd 1ike 
Openshaw .with the help of pl Sara Lacey tra ined the swi mming teams 
and Mr 11ck Fla hnty developed the Water Polo Team' li tnc and 
tac tics. Th e Wa ter Po lo Tca.m h a~ fo ur wa rm up ga me· against 
Bradfo rd-on Avon (lo t 9-4), tw ice agams~ W~ymouth (losing both games 
15-5 and 9-S) and fina lly Fromc (education 1 an understatement as we 
lo. t 24-1. Lt Ben Psnila scoring our goal). 

I T ER-CORP CII MPI01 lllP 
\ c moved to Arborticld after an extre mely -ucce. sfu l trai ning camp 

and con fident we were capab le of co ntesting all th ree t11 lc .. The 
sw imming i the firs t hampionshi p and both th ' male and female 
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s\\ 1mming teams were C\.ll •m ly trong. al ·o for the first time in li\ing 
m -mory \\ cnt red two female team,. :nic female wimm~1g tcn;ns ~rst 
C\ nt was the 4 50m Free tyle with our A Team of Lt \ancssa 
Ga ll o" ay, a p t Ta nya ' oa k es, LC pl ' .icky Ainsc!lug h and Lt 

a thcrine J ardine winning in a time of 2mms Ssecs, winch was a new 
Inter- orp record: Lt athcr inc Jar~linc recorded a ub Osecs leg. The 
B Team finished ixth out of nine cntnes. The next c~·ent was_ the 4 x 50m 
Brea t trok - Relay where again our A Team were winners w_1th Cpl Sara 
Lar e' recording a ub 30 ecs and again our B Team fim hcd a very 
creditable . i\.th. The final female event wa. tlw .+ x 50!n Medley Relay 
\\here our Team fini hcd . eeond and the i Team improved on t~e 
pre\ ious e\cnt by fini hing fifth. The overall re ult was ver. close with 
our lauie bcmg crowned Cha!'lpions b¥ one point over 

1
thc RI r who 

w<.:re c. tremcl} ·trong and a httlc surprised to be beaten_. The B Team 
fini ·hed sixth overall and demon t:ratcd the depth we ha\C m the Corps. 

The female swimming teams with the Inter-Corps Shield 

The male swimming was an even tighter affair. I ~ the first event, 4 x 
IOOm Free tylc, we finished econd to the RLC w1~h both Cpl L~nce 
Ba r r and ig Ol lie mith produc ing 60 ees w1ms. The 4 x :>Om 
Breaststroke wa next on the blocks and our team was the strongest I 
have ccn in this event. The team of LCpl Aaron Gartside, ig Carl 
Rensha11 jo '.\ltark Cl1ilvers and ig can Peart et a new lnter-Cori,>s 
record of 2~ns 18 ec beating their neare L rival in th i event. agam 
RLC. by nearly 9sec . The third event was the 4 x SOm Free tyle where 
the team of LCpl Matt Lee, Cpl Jack Homer, Sig Robbie W illia ms and 
Sio Ton) Da1•ics fi ni shed second lo the RLC by less than three tenths of 
a ~econd . All fou r swimmers recorded sub 28sec legs and C pl Jack 
Homer and ig Robbie \: illiams were under the 27 sec mark. The final 
e1·ent wa the 4 x 50m Medley Relay, the Championship was extremely 
tight with our team leading RLC by two points. RLC won the final event 
and we finished third which meant we hared the Cup. For the first ttmc 
we entered two Water Polo teams which created two pools of four team . 
The B Team were drawn against RE. RA (last year's Champion ) and 
REME. The Team was superb and lost narrowly to the RE 5-3 in a game 
they dcsened at least to draw, they then met the RA and as expected lost 
7-0 but they kept their best game until last and deservedly drew 3-3 wnh 
the REME. The B Team finished joint third in their Group. The A Team 
drew APTC, AGC and Int Corps. The first game a_gainst. APTC was a 
litt le physical. However, our def~ncc was outstandmg 1~ 1th Capt Pete 
Griffiths pull ing off ome amazmg one on one saves m goal (and as 
;\1ick Flaherty keeps telling us - lfthey don't score you can't lose!) a~d 
we managed a 3-1 \ ictory. Against the AGC we met the best foi_:ward m 
the Army. Our tactics proved themselves and we beat the AGC :i-0. The 
final game 1n our pool was aga inst the Int Corps where w~ won 
comfortably 12-0 and fi nished top of our pool. In the fi rs.t sem1-.fi~al 
APTC met last ycat> Champions the RJ\ and beat them 8-7 1n a tlmlhng 
game In our semi we met the REME who led 2-1 after the first quarter 
but as the game progressed our overall strength and depth surfaced and 
Maj Tim Langford chose this game to score his annual goal. We ran out 
\1inncn> by 6-2. In the fi nal we again met the APTC who we beat 3-1 m 
our first game of the day. We expected a very physical game that would 
run to the wire. However, again the skill level of all 13 players proved 
their wonh as we eventually won by a staggering I 0- 1, the biggest 
margin I have ccn in the final. 

The Corps Water Polo Team - Inter-Corps Champions 

Sio Ollie Smith was presented with the Best Royal Signal Water Polo 
play; trophy for bis outstanding display over the Championship 

Sig Ollie Smith being presente d with the Bes t Water Polo award 
by Maj Tim Langford 

Yet again the results ach ieved by the Corps were exceptional. My 
thanks to all individuals for their effort over a very hard week and to their 
Units for releasing them. Special thanks to Mr. Mick Flaherty, S gts 
Pa ul Gorm a n and Mike Ope n haw for t raining th~ teams . Also 
congratulations 10 C pl Sa r a Lacey on her recent marnage • from all 
members of the teams we wish you happines and the best of luck for Oi~ 
future. Anyone interested in representing the Corps shou ld contact l\ laJ 
Tim Langford on 943824284. The Internal Competi_tion wi ll be held on 
20 ovember 2001 with the Team Camp runmng until the Inter-Corps on 
29 November 200 I - see you there. 

The REME Stallions are looking for anybody interested in training or 
playing Ice Hockey. 

We are also looking to play other Services, Corps or Regiments. 
For further details contact W02 (AQMS) Patey on 921 4 841 5470 
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ARMY BOXING CHAMPIONSHIPS 2000 
by Cpl Tony Booth - 600 Signal Troop 

This year only two people represented the Corps at the Army Boxing 
Champion hips, LCpl 'Nathan ' Dorrian of 3 (UK) Div & Sig Rcgl and 
Cpl 'Tony' Booth of 600 Sig Tp. 

LCpl Dorrian boxed at L/Middlc and Cp l Booth boxed al Super 
Heavy. There was a large turnout for the L/Midcllc Division which meant 
that LCpl Dorrian .had a real baltlc on. his hands and would have to fight 
al lea t fi ve fights JUSt to get lo th.c f:mal 1 ! LC pl Dorrian fought hard 
and well t~ gel through to the em1-Fmals where he was drawn against a 
\'Cry experienced boxer from the 7 RLC team (three years in a row Army 
Champion ). The fight went the d istance, which was three fantastic 
rounds of pure heart. and soul , wit~1 neither boxer wanting to drop the 
pressure. LCpl Dorn a n lost on pomt , m what must have been, one of 
the close t fights ever seen. 

Cpl Booth w~s. more fortunate with a mailer turnout at the Super 
He~1ywe1ghl D1v1S1on. Only four .people had entered at this weight, 
wl11ch meant that C pl Booth 's ftr st fight was in the Semi-Finals. 
Unfortunately, he was drawn against the huge 17 stone Wei hman from I 
RRW who .was_ widely tipped to win. Jut four seconds into the fight , 
Booth let np with a powerful pun~h on the Welshman's jaw, (sending his 

~cad abo~1t a foot ~ff of his shol!l~crs), which was followed by the referee 
Jumpmg m, and with a count o! eight, the fight was stopped. A total time 
of JUSt 12 seconds!! Cpl Booth was drawn against G dsm Cul~worth 
from the Coldstream Guards in the Finals. 
O~ the big night, .and the last fight of the evening, Booth stepped into 

the nng, perhaps a little too confident of the outcome. He again used his 
strength to knock the Guardsman into the corner where the referee had to 
stop. the fight, re-adjust the Guardsman's hcad~guard and warn him for 
turn mg round. The Guardsman then used jab and move tactics to keep the 
stronger Booth away. The following rounds were Booth chasing after the 
Guard man but receiving con tant jabs to the head and body. At the end 
of .three rounds of 'blood and guts', the Guardsman deservedly won on 
pomts. 

Much congratulations to both Boxers for some excellent boxing. The 
only let-down of the night, was that only two boxers represented the 
Corps. when much smaller Regiments managed to enter a dozen boxers. 
Come on lads (and perhaps even ladies??). lets have a much greater 
Corps presence at next year's Champion hips!! Perhap , even a Corps 
Boxmg Team?! 

ROYAL SIGNALS YACHT CLUB 

WEBSlTE 

Admiral 
Commodore 

Vice Commodore 
Rear Commodores: 

Offshore 
Dinghy and Day boats 

Windsurfing 
Yachtmastcr (UK) 

(Germany) 
Retired Members Rcpre cntativc 

Sccretaric : 
General 

Windsurfing 
Soldier Members: 

Offshore 
Dinghy 

Wind urfing 

The Club now owns a web site that will become a new medium for 
club members. The Web ·ite already feature the Offshore Section and 
dates for next year. The URL i http://www.bigfoot.com/-royal ignal ye 
(The - (tilda character) is above the # key). The full address i 
hllp://www.royalsignals.army.org.uk/yacht_club/yachtclub.hlm. To tell 
other about this site, inform them of the shortcut, or type in 'Royal 
Si!lnals Yacht Club' in inverted commas into any search engine, and you 
will find the site. Once there, you will see the full details of the current 
committee, the calendar for future events, and you will be able to E-mail 
or phone any member of the committee. 

OFF HORE SAILING 2001 REVIEW 
TRAI I 'G EVE TS 2001 

In 2000, I told you that we qualified two coastal skippers, one clay 
skipper and in the region of 40 Competent Crew. By May 200 I. we 
already qualified in the region of 53 Competent Crew, and oon will be 
starting on more Day Skippers and Coastal kippers. The 1110 t notabl 
event so far was the orps Sai l Tra ining week in UK. which was 
supported by some 42 people. The trip started al Go port, moved on to 
Lymmington then Dartmouth, sai led overnight in to Yarmouth, then 
moved up to Ocean Village before returning to Go port. 

EW AJAD DELI VE RY MARCH 2001 
BKYC (Kiel, Gemrnny), accepted the ir new fleet of ten ajacl 331 in 

March 200 I. Pictures are on the In te rnet ite. Of the 60 of so people 
a s1sting in the delivery. over 10% were R SIG AL . 

F TURE EVENTS 
.The next major event in the off: horc ca lendar, which hould include 80 

sai lors, will be in Germany/Denmark between the 15th and 26th of July 
2001. Contact 2Lt Steven Davis on Herford Mi lita1y 3742 if you would 
hke to enter. Most of those taking part normally have never ailed before, 
and wi ll all wa lk away wi th a Compe te nt Crew cert i fi ca te, raci ng 
experience, and fantastic, but occasionally cloudy memorie of late nights 
JO D ·nmark. 

TRAI I G A D QUALIFICATIO I 

If you want to ei ther improve your sai ling, or become more qua lified. 
then contact the Offi hore Tra ining ccrctary, Maj Ia n Gray. If you have 
a qu~ l1 fication . and want to put it onto the Corp. Database. then either 
~111 a1 l Ian Gray, Fax, or speak. There will be a Day kipper Course 
ctwccn 28 August 200 I and 2 eptcmbcr 200 I for ten people. a mes 

will be cho en ba cd upon experience. 
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Brig C. J. Bunon QBE 
Brig H. H. Ham CBE 
Maj D. C. A. Elli (9437 l 5299) 

Maj K. Whitehead (Mil: 9621 80133) 
Maj J. F. Calvert (94777 2204) 
Maj D. I. Gilchrist (94631 4219 
Maj J. S. Stuart (9437 1 210 I) 
Maj !. C. Gray (943 71 2261, Fax 2668) 
Lt Col (Retcl) M. J. P. Collin 

Maj R. Gibson (94371 5577) 
Capt A. J. Mould (94344 5111) 

Sgt D. Sang ter 
LCpl S. Southan 
Cpl A. Varney 

CORPS YACHTS 
The Corps sti ll owns three Corp Yacht ; Quicksilver which is ba ed in 

Kiel. Germany, Skywave and Petasu which are in Go port. Any 
currently erving or ex-R SIGNALS person may charter the yacht a long 
as they have a mini mum qualification of Day Skipper. More detail about 
booking are on the latemet, but contact either of the Yacht Masters for 
more information. 

D IESl!ED ~~ SA~l:~G? 
Volunteers are required to join the 

!%uuU®U'lio© ~!(~llUO@rru 
~©©~ 

The Royal Signals are sponsoring legs 1 & 2 of this 
chance in a lifetime expedition . 

24 Crew Required 

Positions Range from Complete 
Novice to Watch Leaders 

1 • (27August·18 September 2001) 
Southampton - Canaries 
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The As ocimion communicates with its Branches and individual members through the pages of The WlRE, which contains accounts of Branch affairs us 

well as a forecast of Association eve/l/s. . . . . Branch Secre1aries are asked 10 check that 1heir Branch Members receive sufficient copies of The WIRE. Assocw11011 HQ can arrange for copies to be 
delivered in bulk to Branch Secretaries for further distribution if this is com:eniem: it helps us to save ?11 postage. 

Dates of Branch events can always be published in The WIREand should be submitted to_ 1he Edi.tor. We also welcome let!er , requests to contact old 
comrades and a11110111iceme111s of births. marriages and deaths. We hope that each Branch will contribute a short account of Ifs activities, preferably \\'llh 

pho10graphs. at least once a year. 

Branch e" : After around 22 years in office, Jimmy Carruthers 
bas tood down as Hon. Secretary of the Liverpool Branch. The Branch 
and Association offers Jimmv their sincere thanks for his outstanding 
contribution. J immy 1ayne is the newly elected Secretary and his 
address is, 20 Ashton Dri e, West Kirby, Wirral CH48 ORQ. Tel: 01Sl-
625S862. The Rotherham Branch has had a change of Secretary; Keith 
Bates was elected at the Branch's recent AGM and can be contacted at, 
92 Howard Road, Bramley, Rotherham S66 2SU, Tel: 01709 547688. 
Bryan W hi ttake r has been elected as the new Secretary of the 
Colche ter Branch. Bryan can be contacted at, 75 Lower Kingsland Road, 
West Mer ea, Colchester COS 8AH, Tel: 01206-383682. Somehow 
Association HQ has been adverti ing the incorrect addre.ss for Eric 
Harris, Hon Secretary of the ottingharn Branch. Eric's correct address 
i , 74 Apollo Drive, Hempsbill Vale, uttal , Nottingham, G6 7AG. My 
apologies to Tony Hull of the Beverley Ex-Boys Assn for getting his e
mail address incorrect in the April WIRE. ll should read : 
beba.tonyhull@lineone.net. The Hon. Secretary of the '2S4 OBA' is Mr 
Brian Fisher, 29 Haslemere Drive, Penketh, Warrington, Cheshire WAS 
2RP, Tel: 0192S-727420, E-mail: A2S4mech@bfisher.freeserve.co.uk. 
Peter Dooley, Hon ecretary of the Southport Branch, has a new address, 
34a Chambers Road, Southport PR8 4JQ. Tel: 01704-512723. E-mail: 
·pjdooley27@botmail.co'. Brian Podmore is the new Hon Secretary of 
the Shrop hire Branch. Brian's address is, 22 Westwood Court, North 

treet. Leek. Staffs, STI 3 8DQ. E-mail: jimmy@royal-signals.net. 
Holders of the Branch Secretarie List should make the necessary 
amendments regarding the above detail. 

An nual Gene r al Meeting: The combined AGM/Branch 
Representatives Meeting was held in Chelsea Barracks, London on 
Saturday 7 April 200 I. Over 130 members, representing 49 of the 
Association' 69 Branches were present. Five of our affi liated 
associations were also represented. It was also good to see four of our 
Chel ea In-Pensioners there. It is hoped that the minutes are now with 
Branch Secretaries. Maj Gen Tony Boyle chaired an interesting and 
enjoyable meeting during which Col eil Donald on, the Regimental 
Colonel and representing the SOinC(A}, gave an update on Corps 
matters .. As a result of three amendments approved at the meeting, the 
Association Rulebook has been reprinted (as at April 2001) and copies 
are available to members from Association HQ. After the meeting Dave 
\\ alker and Tom Ditch (Dorset Branch) organised a raffle, which raised 
£ 190 for the Benevolent Fund. Our thanks go to Dave and Pat Maloney 
for donating the prizes. Many acquaintances were renewed and new 
friends made at the meeting. Our thanks go to 238 Sig Sqn for their 
assi tancc with the meeting. Thanks also goes to all those who made the 
effort to attend, many having come from far afield. ext year 's AGM 
v.ill be held on 6 April have you got that in your diary John? 

Corp Carol ervice: This year's Corps Carol Service will take place 
on a date yet to be confinned at the usual venue of St Stephen with St 
John, Rochester Row. Westmmster, London. The service will start at 
1800 hours, after which everyone is invited to join the Master of Signals 
in enjoying sherry and mince pies in the nearby Parish Hall. All serving 
and fonner members of the Corps, plus their families arc cordially invited 
to attend. 

Did you \Crvc \\ith 7th or 11th Armd Div in 1945? 7th Annd Bde 
Sig qn, based in Bohne, Bergen Belson, Germany are looking for 
fonner Corps members who served in the area during the later stages of 
W\\ 2 They vould like members to contact them concerning the history 
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of the Corp ' participation during the fighting in the area and on lo 
Hamburg. The unit would like to invite concerned members to a 
Remembrance Service in ovember. Fuller details will appear in the 
August WIRE, but in the meantime anyone interested i asked to contact 
RSM Mark Tivey on 0049 S05 l 962S55 or 962267, Fax 962422. 

ew Life Members: Thank you to the numerous members who took 
the trouble to let me know that they con ider the Ii t of ew Life 
Members to be u eful. Thi service will continue and the Ii t of tho c 
enrolled since the last WIRE is shown below. 
Rank & Name Branch 
Sgt Ted Williams RHQ 
App Ross Munroe RHQ 
WOl Alex Sherrard RHQ 
SSgt Geoffrey Coatsworth Beverley Ex-Boys A sn 
Cpl Lindsay Howson RJ-IQ 
Cpl Paul Willmer Derby 
LCpl Robert Holt Derby 
LCpl Robert Bromwich Derby 
Cpl Kevin Twigger RHQ 

Sgt Colin 'Brown RHQ 
SSgt Christopher McKenna RHQ 
Cpl J. D. Donnison RHQ 
SSgt Ray Stoke Berwick 
Cpl Keith Taylor RHQ 
Sig Conrad Warne RHQ 
SSgt Steve Harrison RHQ 
W02 Biddy Baxter RHQ 
WO l John Gibson RI-IQ 
LCpl Virginia Hopson RHQ 
Dvr Frank Goddard West Wales 
LCpl Ted Reed West London 
LCpl Chris Mitchel We t London 
Sgt Ralph Porter Catterick 
Maj Philip Akass Aldershot 
LCpl Sally Regglcr Exmouth 
Capt Guy Anstiss Middlesex Yeomanry 
SSgt Bob Breheney RHQ 
Sig Chris Ankers RHQ 
W02 Wayne Cox RHQ 
W02 John Prowse RHQ 
Sig Sam Stroughair RHQ 
Sgt Allan Seever Rotherham 
WO I Gordon Smith RHQ 
Sig Peter Vass RHQ 
Cpl John Wagstaff RHQ 
Sig Steven Thomson RI-IQ 
SSgt Keith Langton RHQ 
WO I Phil Jones RHQ 
WO! NiekHawley RHQ 
Sgt Jim Harvey BEM RI IQ 
WO I Phil Court RHQ 
SSgt Graeme Chapman RHQ 
Cpl Lex Barker RHQ 
Sgt igel Brewin Dorset 
WSgt Jo Richmond Catterick 
Sig ick Gibbon Reading 

Served 
1961-69 
1999-00 
1978-01 
19S0-78 
1993-01 
1993-date 
1998-datc 
1992-date 
1977-01 
1979-01 
1984-01 
1989-01 
1960-82 
1977-87 
1996-01 
1977-00 
1977-01 
197S-01 
1980-84 
1945-48 
1947-49 
1996-dalc 
1960-78 
1938-48 
1983-94 
1994-date 
1977-01 
1995-01 
1977-01 
1978-00 
1997-01 
1950-68 
1951 -76 
1953-64 
1980-93 
1992-01 
1977-01 
1977-01 
1977-01 
1977-01 
1977-01 
1977-01 
1987-01 
1985-dRlC 
1978-01 
1970-80 
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Cpl Gordon Canning 
Sig Darren MeAlister 
Capt l lelcn Bosley 

ig James Angli s 
Sgt John cars 
Sig Peter Bird 
Sgt Pamela Foakes 
Sig Sid Noon 
Cpl John Ridler 
Sig Gordon Stephens 

gt Les Sharp 
Cpl Ian Allmark 
LCpl Lee Ander on 

pl Phil Annison 
Sgt Trevor Allen 
Cpl George Amos 
LCpl Bob Annstrong 
Cpl Robert Arthur 
LCpl Kenneth Annstrong 
Sig Joanne Smith 
Cpl Scott Demie 
Sig James Walker 

ig Vic Rayner 
W02 Tony Wells 
W02 Bob Woods 

ig Tony Steven 
LCpl Leslie Wright 
Sig LB Kilbourne 
Cpl Jim Traynor 
Sig Brian Roalf 
gt Bradd Braddock 

SSgt James Eddowes 
Cpl Peter Davenport 
Sig Collin Cawkwell 
LCpl Jimmy Lafferty 
Cpl Frank Bowles MBE 

ig Thomas Kitchen 
Cpl Lyn Sheridan 
SSgt Patricia Millar 
W02 Mark Harvey 
Cpl eil Cox 
Maj Brian Murray 
Sig Morris Carpenter 
Maj Andy Talbot 
WO I Ernie Adams 
Sgt Clem Clements 
Capt Richard ewhouse 
W02 Mike Goatley 
Sig Thomas Lafferty 
Cpl Eric Ball 
W02 Rick Powell 
CplConrad Towner 
PteJ. A. Glasgow 

Reading 
RI!Q 
R..HQ 
R.HQ 
RHQ 
RIIQ 
Colchester 
Colchester 
Eat Kent 
R.HQ 
RHQ 
RHQ 
RHQ 
RHQ 
RI-IQ 
RHQ 
RI-IQ 
RHQ 
RHQ 
RHQ 
RHQ 
RHQ 
East London 
East London 
RI-IQ 
Loughborough 
Loughborough 
Loughborough 
RHQ 
Eat Kent 
RHQ 
RHQ 

ewark 
ewark 

Newark 
Cardiff 
Rotherham 
RHQ 
RHQ 
RHQ 
RHQ 
RHQ 
12/ 15/ 18 AFSR Assn 
RHQ 
RHQ 
12/ IS/ 18 AFSR Assn 
RHQ 
RHQ 
RHQ 
RHQ 
RHQ 
RHQ 
Gia gow 

LEST WE FORGET 

19Sl-5S 
1995-01 
1994-01 
1954-56 
194S-48 
19S3-SS 
1968-75 
1943-47 
1949-51 
19SO-S2 
19Sl-73 
1981-94 
1985-94 
1972-94 
1977-94 
1974-94 
1984-94 
1980-94 
1985-94 
1997-0 l 
1986-01 
1963-81 
1941-47 
1978-date 
19S3-92 
1950-S2 
19S5-57 
1947-53 
1961-70 
l 9S8-60 
1987-01 
1977-00 
1962-71 
1947-49 
1962-71 
l9S3-58 
1949-50 
1990-01 
1979-01 
1977-01 
1991-01 
1963-0l 
1942-47 
1990-01 
1955-76 
1940-46 
1994-01 
1963-89 
196S-76 
19Sl-S3 
1977-01 
1992-01 
1975-83 

. Ex- ignalma n . Alber t T hu rli ng (pictured below) never forgot hi 
~.rend John ·~a.ck1e ' Marwic~, a young Kirkwall, Orkney oldier who 
. red m the military ho p1lal m Gia gow in 1948 after everal week 
illness. ' 
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Al He wa~ given a full military funeral in Kirkwall but no ave tone 
an~el~sr~tsted the matter of the .absence of the gravestone with the MoD 

' · 1!1 ervcnt!o.n and persistence has resulted in the War Graves 
r~;i:,~1f:~~i~~~v1dmg an appropriate stone for the family grave where 

1rIHilE ~JJ@lE <C<ID1r1rlEIRIEILIL 
<CIR@~~ <C<IDlIJNirIRY <CUJIP 

The Cup i . pre cnt~d in memory of J oe Cotterell who 
ran for the Anny Ill the nud-1930s and won the Egyptian Com
mand Cro. s. Country up three years in uccc ion. The last 
known rec1p1ent wa Bill Baillcy, I Annd Div I lQ & ig Rcgt 
Cro Country Champion February 1990. 
. .The Corp Pmperty Manager. Maj (Retd} Pat Laffern 
1 ·anxious to trace 1t ' whereabout . · 
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PHOTOGRAPHS WANTED 
by Col (Retd) Cliff \\i alters, 

Museum Directo!'" 

Ve arc in the process of gathering material for a new book, 

'A PICTORIAL HI TORY OF THE ORP '. 

I would be grateful for any . uitable photograph. (with appropri
ate caption. ) that depict the Corps on operation : particularly since 
1970. If you have any other photographs that you believe may also 
be worth} f thi project please contact the Mu cum Director. Tel : 
Blandford Military 012-s 4 2267. 

MEDALS PRESENTATION 
TO THE MUSEUM 

The death. at the age of 89. of Lt Col Ed" in Day OBE TD (known in 
the Corp as Edward) wa recorded in the April WIRE. On 30 April his 
\\ife Elizabeth presented hi medal to the '1.u cum where Col (Retd) 
C li ff \ alters received them. Lt Col Day OBE TD gave a total of 42 
years of hi working life to the Corp which tarted in 1931 when he was 
commi ioned into SS (WL) Divisional Signal (TA) and at the outbreak 
of war he commanded the Di HQ Signal eciion. He went on to 
command 13 Air Formation Signal in Operation 0 erlord wi th 
di tinction and was Menuoned in Despatches ( 1944), appointed OBE 
( 1946) and awarded the TD ( 1945). Hi di tinguished military career took 
him to Egypt. Sudan, Callerick. Larkhill , and Suez. He retired in 1959 
and afler a short pell as a 'civilian' he became Secretary of the RSI in 
1962. He wa invoh'ed in the planning of the move of the chool of 
Signal from Catterick to Blandford. Having set up the Museum in 
Blandford. he assumed the appointmem of Mu eum Director in 1967. He 
held this po ition until hi retirement in 1976. He was also active in local 
politic and became a prominent Conservative in the Tendring District 
Council. Walton. He met hi wife, Elizabeth. in Egypt in 1948 whil t she 
was crving v.ith the WRAF and they married on 30 April 1955. As such 
this pre entation day was also their anniversary. He is also survived by 
hi daughter Rosemary. 
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249 SIGNAL SQUADRON AMF (L) 
REUNION 

249 Signal Squadron AMF(L) are to ho ld their 
26th ANNIVERSARY on 

at Bui ford Camp. For a programme and booking 
fonn any Serving or ex-Squadron Members wishing 

to attend are to contact the SSM on 

94321 2193 or 01980 672193 

ALDERSHOT BRANCH 
In April we enjoyed an outstanding event. a formal Dinner in the Garri

son Sergeants Mc to celebrate a further two successful years of the 
Branch. We' •ere delighted to have as our Guest of Honour our new Asso· 
ciation Chairman. Maj Gen A. H. Boyle CB with his wife Ann. 

Remembering Borneo - The After Dinner Speech 
(L-R): Maj Gen Tony Boyle and Edelgard Moss 

The dinner was attended by our President, Gen Henry Hild MBE and 
hi wife Ja net and by igel and Betty Ribchester who have a special 
mention a they were celebrating their Golden Wedding. It was a memo
rable occasion for igel a he also received from Gen Tony Boyle the 50-
Year Badge. 

Maj Gen Tony Boyle - RSA President (R) 
presenting a 50 Year Badge to Lt Col (Retd) Nigel Ribchester 

(Nigel is the author of the Signal (Cary) Theatre 1945-1973, a multi 
volume record , recently presented to the Corps Museum) 

The night proved to be not only an auspicious but an bi larious occasion 
as Gen Tony, General Henry Hild and igel all had served together in 
Borneo. Col Neville Lyons presided over the dinner and mention should 
be made of the way in which Edclgard Moss and J ean Wilson organised 
the very attractive floral arrangements that decorated the tables. Thanks 
are due to Joe Fa irbairn , the Garrison Sergeant Major and to his excellent 
Staff for the presentation of the dinner and the use of the Mess. Nigel 
Ribchester brought not only a large contingent of celebrants of his and 
Betty's anniversary bul buckets of champagne to ensure that our glas cs 
were never empty. 

Lt Col (Retd) Nigel and Mrs Betty Ribchester 
Golden Wedding Anniversary - Congratulations 
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The occasion was organi. ed by ou.r hainnan, Brig ocl Moss, as a 
suw::ssor lo ~ur 50th Annivcr ary dinner and it was a most enjoyable 
cvcnmg bcfitung the Branch that epitomises the Home of the British 
Anny. Our. Annual Gener~! Mcc~ing was held in February on the occasion 
of .our pnng Lunche~n for which we again were indebted to Joe Fair
bnirn for the use of his Mess and the excellent service of his StafT. Once 
more, they did us proudly. In March we were given a very good talk with 
slide~ by Ton~· Harmswort~ , the Waterways Manager of the Basingstoke 
Canal !'-utho~ty, whose family had been associated with the Canal from its 
111ccpt1on. His knowledge .o.f the .canal was an education even to those of 
us who had long been fam1har with II, and the evening proved most enjoy
able. 

COTSWOLDS BRANCH 
We were pleased to we lcome Lt Col Bob Peakc ,o ur Arca 

Reprcscntattve and h1 wife, to our February Meeting when he outlined to 
us the w?rk ~f the. RSA ~n~ answered many questions and queries to 
everyones satt~fact1on. This 1s the first time, in over twenty years that we 
h~~e .had a v1s1t fro~ outside the Branch and look forward to a return 
v1s1t m the not wo distant future. Our March meeting was our Annual 
Gc~eral Mec~111g, when all the Committee were re-elected. The 
Chairman, Maj Arthur ropp and our Secretary, Mrs Cropp informed 
thos~ present that they ?oth mtcnd.cd rcsi~nin~ from their po t at the end 
ofth1s Branch Year. This was received with dismay, but we all realise that 
their effort over the pa t 18 year has kepi the Branch going and they are 
gomg to be a hard act to follow. The Membership must pull together over 
the next year and find replacements. 

DO~SET BRANCH 

As. usual we have just.' by the skin of our teeth , managed to defeat the 
deadline for the publicatIOn.of our Branch notes. On Friday 23 March we 
held .our Annual Dmner in the Crown Hotel, Blandford. During the 
cvcnmg our Pre ident,. Pat Lafferty, welcomed the guest , Maj Gen A. 
H. Boyle the A soc1a11on Chairman and Mrs Boyle, Col J. K. Ewbank, 
Commander The Royal Scbool of Signals and Mrs Ewbank and WOI 
(RSM) H'. Kemp and IV!rs Kemp: The highlight of the evening was a 
tribute paid ?Y the President to J101my Wilds, one of our olde t and 
long.est s~rvmg member .-iimmy has spent 34 years a a member, 
serving eight years as A i tant Secretary and 30 years as Standard 
Bearer. He holds. the 50 Years Service Badge and is an Honour Member 
of the Assoc1auon. Well done Jim m y. During the evening Jimm y 
presented his name- ake to the Branch. The photograph shows Pat 
Lafferty receiving the 'fom~y' ?n ~ehalf of the Branch (PS. Pat is on 
the nght). Some 89 member , their wives, and guests attended the Dinner 
and a good evening was enjoyed by all. 

THE EAST KENT BRANCH 
~early fifty Members gathered on 11 March at the Shani Hotel, a 

1.chghtful oldc w<?rldc est.abli hment ne~r Sutton yaiancc, to first of all 
1 ten to a mos t 111terest111g and amus111g talk g iven by M iss Karen 
Bennett, the granddaughter of Maj Tom and Mrs Doris Bcwsey. Karen 
took P.art m last year's Mi llenium Marathon which she completed despite 
sufTcn~~ a knee injury during the latter part of the event. This most 
ent~rt~mmg talk and description of the !ruining. build up and final day 
was followed by a further ta lk thi time by Karen's mother Pauline 
who is the Arca Secretary for the Cancer Re carch Campaig~. and h~ 
~nhghtencd us on how the donations arc spent and how the Re earch 
~ ampa1gn 1s progressing. Both the ·c ta lk were loudly applauded and a 
:~h1c~ donation was made by the Branch from the proceeds of the raffic. 

t 11s was fol lowed by a dc liciou, lunch. 
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EWS OF MEMBERS 
Roy Andrews was an original member of the first Branch Committee 

and served 1.n many capacities until 1997, when he became the South East 
~~prescntauve on the RSA Central Committee. He completes his tour ~f 
t is appomtmc~t at the forthcomi~g AGM and will then step down, to 
devot~ more time to hts other 'iron in the fire', the Tripoli Signals 
Assoc1a1ton. We are all very grateful to him for all his efforts over the 
years. 

VALE 
It is with much adnes that I must report that Mr Jimmy Hand has 

linally lost his battle.with cancer after many months of treatment. Jimmy 
was a most cntertammg and popular member who took it upon himself to 
discover and enlist ex-members of the Corps into the Branch. His funeral 
on 21 March was attended by several of the Branch despite the di tance 
inv<?lved a~d by many members from his local branch of the Royal 
Bnllsh Legion. where he was an enthusiastic and popular member. The 
sympathy of the Branch goes out to his wife Pam and the family. 

GLASGOW BRANCH 
The' Jimmy C'.lu~' meeting was held on 16 February in the WO & Sgts 
Mess. The 1nvna11on was extended to members of the Branch by WOI 
( VWO) Terry Mc ey. An_ excellent meal was provided prepared and 
served by chef, Cp l Debbie Carru t hers , helped out by wailresse 
har~n Mc~enna and Caroline Dorria n of32 Sig Regt (V). Sgt Danny 

Beattie was m charge of the bar service, much appreciated by the branch 
members, voted a very convivial evening. 

The Branch Standard Bear.er, Bill Mac1 a ma ra, paraded the Branch 
Standard, at t.he 60th Anmver ary cer~mony, of the bombing of 
Clydebank. which resulted m so many c1v1han casualties. with half the 
town's hou~es and other buildin.gs being demolish.ed in March 1941. My 
own late wife was fortunately m a shelter that mght. The family home 
w~s destroyed: T~e family wa evacuated to Troon, Ayr hire for safety. 
Bill ~as also mvited to attend a a representative of the Branch, to take 
part 1.n a Standard Bearers Competition for Service A sociations 
or~amsed by the .Royal British Legion Scotland. Bill took the honours, by 
wmnmg the sp_ec1aJ award. for associations, of the May Peat Trophy and a 
comme~orauvc medallion. Well done Bill. The RBLS also had a 
compclltton for their own member in which Association Standard 
Bearers were not allowed to participate. The presentation of trophic for 
both ecllons was made by our Branch Member George Macfa rlane as 
the RBLS West~m Di trict Secretary. ' ' 

The Regiment held an open day on Samrday 31 March. The Branch 
wa allowed to have a stand with photograph and memorabilia to attract 
the attention of any ex Signal who could be intcre ·tcd in j~ining the 
Branch. The meal cooked in the field kitchen were excellent and the 
re~iment' cook did a roaring trade with their hot dog stand. A di play 
of the ~ood ~ackagcd for use m the field, wa certainly ·up-market' in the 
memonc of most of the older members of the Branch. The ignal Anny 
Cadets also had their own spot and their Miniature Rifle Ranll.e wa - a 
great attraction for th younger male and female vis11ors. Their 
equipment on di play wa - al o upto date. 

Arrangement arc well in hand for the ceremony of Beating Retreat 
and the Drumhead ervice to be he ld on 28 April to mark he tenth 
anniversary of the founding of the Branch. Thi is to be held in t1c HQ of 
32 (Scottish) ignal Regiment (V), with kind permi ion of the 0. Lt 
Col J . K. McKee MBE who ha· intimated that he would have some of 
the Regiment attend the ceremony. To round off the day a bufTct and 
disco is arranged. 

MANCHESTER BRANCH 
f'.'.lembcrs of the Brunch tr.avellcd outh lo the R A AGM on Friday 6 

April 200 I, led by the hmnnan - Ron Taylor, ice Chaim1an - Pete 
Griffin, Branch ecretary - Harry Ferguson and Entertainment uprcmo 
- Ian Ashworth-Davies. Also in the party were tr Ida Han e, , Ro\' 
Gartside, Harr) Jone and orman Tipton. Ron ,·aid that it ,~·as the 
largest contingent ever to attend from this Branch. 

On Friday evening we were joined by Ivana Muir. Glasgow 13mnch 
Secretary. who had earlier taken afternoon tea with Ida :11 \Ir 
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'1ohammed al Fayed' emporium in Knight brid~e . We were royally 
entertained b) Ida at the iYil er.:ice l ub 111 Wh11~hall. The party ~ot 
awa) from the \..,mon Jack Club tor th;, q~ be}?rc tl~c ~et Pol~ce 
cordoned o!Tthc entire area, bccau.e ofa · u ·p1c1ous 11lcga 1y parked car, 

out ide the club. . 
The concen ·u wa that this year's AGM had quite a hghthea11ed feel ~o 

ii. 1hc hospitalil)· wa of the u ual high tandard, and the two-day tnp 
deemed a great uccc.· ·. 

HUDDERSFIELD BRANCH 
The Hudder field Branch of the Royal ignal As ociation held their 

fourth Chri tma Dinner on unday 25 January 200 I. al the Bradley Park 
Golf Club. The Guest of Honour were Capt Rejcndra Gu rung and Cpl 
Bala ram Pun of 2 ignal Regiment. Royal Gurkha 1gnals. Capt 
Gu rung gave a short talk on the Gurkha \ _el fare Tru I. and was 
pre ntcd with £50. the re ult of a raffle run dunng lunch. Cpl _Balaram 
then awarded l\lr Trevor Dean with hi Life Membership of th 

Back Row (L-R): Mr R. Pawson (Treasurer), Mr P. Berry, 
Mr J Dearden , Mr D. Pollard , Mr P. Smith, Mr T. Dean, 

·Mr D. Crawshaw, Mr A. Dunn and Mr P. Ling 
Front Row (L-R): Mr D. Tippen (Vice Cha!rman), 
Capt Rajendra Gurung , Mr J . Hurst (Chairman), 

Cpl Balaram Pun and Mr G. Scott 

NORFOLK BRANCH 
Our AGM was held on 9 March at our usual meeting place: the TA 

Centre. Aylesham Road, orwicb. The existing Officers were re-elected 
en-bloc the only vacancy being the Parade M~hall, thi::re were no takers. 
The new post of Assistant Secri:tary and Public R~lauons was filled by 
Brian Gibbs. The meeting conunued to be quite lively an~ we had ~ 
average turnout of 35-40 ably presided over by the Chairman, MaJ 
(Retd) ~1ike e'l.ton. who has organisi:d a v!sit to t_he Mucklebor~ugh 
Collection on 12 May. The Collection 1s an mterestmg one of military 
memorabilia and is hou ed in a mu eum in Weybourne, orfolk. By 
popular request there will be a further Yisit to see the Shuttleworth 

(L-R): Don Ellingworth (Branch President), Mr~ Cynthia Wade, 
Mrs Ann Boyle, Maj Gen A. H. Boyle CB, MaJ Mike Sexton, 

Mrs Francis Greenwood 

Collection of WWL aeroplanes, both Briti h and G~rman. They arc all 
working machines and there are several other attrac~1on a well. Should 
any oilier Branches wi h to vi it the phone number 1s O_l 767 626227 and 
the Group organiser, Tony Podmore, will end full details .. . 

Our Branch Dinner was held on 24 March at the Hilton Hotel m 
Norwich. where we were regaled with the pr~sence of the A sociation 
Chairman, Maj Gen Tony Boyle CB_ and his w1'.e, ~nn. They were 
warmly welcomed by the Branch Cham11an - MaJ Mike exton. The 
A ociation Chairman poke at some length on the work of the 
Association including its benevolence work . He also spoke _of the 
problem being faced by the serv111g mC:mbers of the Corps with the 
hortage of recruits and the retention of tramed personel. . . 

At the conclusion of hi talk the Branch Chairman presented him with 
a Branch cheque for £100 for the Royal Signal Benevolent Fund. 
Another welcome guest was Mrs Cynthia Wade, the wife of the late 
Maj Gen A. Wade who wa the first President of the Br~nch. Both Mr 
Ann Boyle and Mr Cynthia Wade were presented with bouquets by 

Brian Gibbs. . 
Our Branch publication 'Jimmy News' suffered a short demise due to 

the illness of the Editor, Keith Swetman. Keith felt that he could not 
carry on but we are glad to report ':hat its original founder Colin Spencer 
(ex 3 Div) has volunteered F) to ~1ck up_the cudgels once mo_re. Anyway 
he is making a very good JOb of 1t and 1s very much ~pprec1ated by the 
Branch. With his permission 1 reproduce a part of his 'Prayer for the 
Stressed': 

Help me to be careful of the toes that I step 011 today, as they may be 
connected to the feet I may have to kiss tomorrow. And help me to 
remembe1; when I am having a bad day and it seems that people are 
winding me up, it takes 42 muscles to frown, 28 to smile and only four to 
extend my arm and smack somebody in the mouth. ' C. Spencer. 

READING BRANCH 
lt was with great sadness that we heard of the death of Col Harold 

Shorter on 4 March, 2001. To many of us in Reading Branch he had 
been our OC, CO and CSO in our Territorial days and subseque~tly a 
founder member of the Branch. Harold served two tours as Chainnan 
and although ill health had prevented him fro~1 attending any of our 
events in recent months we kept in touch. He will be missed by all that 
knew him. 

On 17 March we held our Spring Luncheon. Although the attendance 
was smaller than we might have wished, those who came gave a splendid 
illustration of the 'Corps Family' enjoying themselves: Our guests of 
honour were Maj and Mrs eville Hogan , represcnt111g the Gurkha 
Welfare Trust. After our first year of supporting this e_xcellcnt ca~sc the 
highlight of the luncheon was seeing o ur President, Mai-Gen 
MacFarlane, presenting our cheque to Maj Hogan . After lunch we held 
a very 8uccessful Annual Draw. In the afternoon of 17 ~arch we hel~ our 
30th Annual General Meeting. To start the proeeedmgs our B1a~ch 
Vice-President, (Jeff Hazel) read out the Branch 'Roll of H~nou~' which 
now comprises the names of the 40 members who have died s1~cc the 
'new' Reading Branch was formed in January 1971 , and this was 
followed by a short silence in memory of our 'absent friends'. Following 
the presentation of the usual Reports, the Meeting proceeded to elect _ihc 
Committee for the new year, as follows: C hairman: Mrs Pauhnc 
Tennant, Vice- hairman: Maj Brian Billsberry. Hon. Secretary, Hon: 
Treasurer and Membership Secretary: Alan E. Foot, Social ecrcta1-
M r s. Thelma Wakefield, Asst. Socia l Secretary: John Wakcficl · 
50-Club Secretary: David orris, and Publicity .. 
and Newsletter Secretary: Miss Cheryl Jackson . The. cx-off~11~ 
members of the Committee arc our President: MaJ-Gcn h 
Macfarlane, Vice-President: Jeff Hazel , Standard Bearer: Jo n 
Mumford and 94 Signal Sqn Rep: Sgt Chris Lewis. 

SCARBOROUGH BRANCH 
The Branch A.G.M. was held on 9 April 200 1 at Coldyhill Lane 

Barracks, Scarborough. Branch President , George Rushy opened the 
proceedings by _thanking the C~mmittec and all member; for another 
good year. Chairman? Derek Rigby, started the business of the 53rd 
Annual General Mcctmg. Treasurer, Brian Mortimer reported that the 
Branch funds were in a very healthy state. Branch' Secretary, Steve 
Jewell, gave a report on the past year and highlighted the successful 
social programme arranged by th: Committee .. V_ice-Chairman, Harry 
Harper, reported on the Royal Signals Assoc1at1on AGM which had 
been hcl_d in London. The following Social Events have been ~rranged for 
the com mg year: 

29 June 2001 Informal Dinner 
21July2001 Family Evening - Disco and Barbequc 
26 October 200 I Annual Formal Dinner 
11 November 200 I Curry Lunch 
24 ovember 200 I Cheese and Wine Evening 
8 December 200 I Christmas Dinner 
On Friday 11 May, we held a Charity Race Evening in aid of the Army 

Cadet, Step hen Mcnary who was injured by a terrorist bomb. The 
evening started with the Horse Racing, many of the races had been 
sponsored by the Korean Veterans Association, REME As ociation and 
Osgodby Wine Club and we say a big thank you to these organisations 
for their support. Included in the evening were a raffle, and a special 
prile for the lucky numbered ticket holder, and a buffet supper. The 
whole event was uperbly organised by teve Jewell and the Social 
Committee to whom we also say a big thank you. We arc pleased to 
announce that as a result of thi evening a cheque for £31 O will be 
donated to this very worthy cause. 

Committee Meetings are held on the first Monday of each month and 
Branch Meetings are held on the second Monday of each month. If 
anyone reading this would like to join our Branch, please telephone our 
Branch Secretary, teve Jewell, on 01723 379922 or 01723 375646. 

SOUTHAMPTON & DISTRICT BRANCH 
The Branch held it AGM on 6 March 200 I. Two members announced 

their retirement at the meeting. Our Chairman, George Packer and 
Committee member, Ernie Budd. Both, now well into their eighties, are 
giving way to the 'younger' generation. They joined the Association in 
1947 when the Branch was formed from Signallers who had served in the 
43rd Wessex Division Signal Regiment throughout the war. They gave 
loyal and dedicated service to the Branch as Committee Members and 
George is staying on as an ordinary Committee member. Brig Johnny 
Clinch CBE was re-elected as President. The Branch membership now 
stands at 72 (including associate members). Our new Chairman is Sidney 
Lionel Smith . He is the first Chairman who is not a veteran from the 
43rd Wessex Division, Signals Reg iment. S idn ey was born on 11 
October 1928, in Wimbledon, London. 19037873 Sig Smith, enlisted in 
the Corps in August 1946. He trained as a Driver and erved until 

ovcmber 1952. In July 1947 he joined 118 Dvr Troop, 15 Air Formation 
Signal Regiment, Buckcburge, BAOR, where he served until October 
1948. His next po ting was to the War Office in London. ln October 1949 
he found him elf at SHAPE as part of West Europe Signal Troop, 
Fontainebleau. 

The war in Korea Was the next area to demand hi services and in 
September 195 I he was posted to the I st Commonwealth Di vi ion and 
served in Kure (Japan) then Seoul, Taegu and Pusan in Korea. He wa 
repatriated in September 1952 and left the Corp that year. 

Handing over the Chairmanship 
(l-R): George Parker shakes hands with S idney Smith 
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SOUTHPORT BRANCH 
The Southport Branch held its annual Dinner Dance at the World 

famous Scarisbrick Hotel on Lord Street Southport. Col John Roberts, 
our guest of honour, gave an excellent and entertaining speech. Col John 
who 1 a local outhport man and his wife Liz were made up to be back 
111 Southport as they say round here. We have had three new member· 
recently. They are Eric Grady, Eric Timewell and Bill Penkeyman. If 
there 1s anyone around the Southport area who is interested in joining our 
association we meet every third Thursday of the month in the 
Con.servativ~ Club Bath St Southport at 8-o-clock. We hold a yearly 
Social Evcnmg and other functions and run sub idized transport to the 
annual reunion in Blandford. Contact Peter Dooley on 01704 512723 if 
you require any information about the Branch. 

WEST LONDON BRANCH 
T_he Annual General Meeting in March followed our very enjoyable 

Chnstmas Party winch for the first time was held in our new venue 
affo~ding generous space for the excellent buffet furnished by our Ladie~ 
S~ct10n and for our Raffle. Our respected Treasurer, Cliff Wood, won a 
tnp on the London Eye. o one told them he suffers from vertigo. We 
hope he a~d Ann enjoyed it. AGM ight is Fish and Chip ight, when 
all attend111g Members partake of our national di h courtesy of the 
Branch: This is a ~eat occasion, the feast taking place during the interval 
and c~mc1dmg with the Raffle. Pat tiller. with her u ual efficiency, 
orgam ed the raffle, and heila Ruff did a great catering job with the fi h 
and chip . Our President, John Daw attended the meeting with 
Margaret. We alway are pleased to see them as they now are resident 
on th~ Harnp:;hire coast but make the effort to be present on every pecial 
occasion. This was a very special occasion, the President presenting Cliff 
Wood with a 'Jimmy' in recognition of his great services to the Branch. 
Cliff was standing down after many years ervice on our Committee. He 
was a Member of the London Branch, the forerunner of the present. Lt fell 
into a limbo in the late 70's and was reconstituted as the West London by 
those of us who survived it demise. Well done, 'Chippie', we owe you a 
great debt! The Branch meets on the last Friday of every month at the 
Richmond Briti h Legion Club situated on the Westbound carriageway of 
the A316. There is free parking. All Corps, serving or retired are 
welcome. 

REUNIONS 

260 SIGNAL SQUADRON ASSOCIATION 
REUNION WEEKEND 

B CK TO WHERE IT LL STARTED - HOEB R ·. E 
Some six years ago four or five ofu. met up a1 the R Weekend and 

that wa the beginning of the 260 ( AM) ignals quadron A ·ociation. 
ince then we have had two meetings at Luttcrworth, one at 

Loughborough, at Dortmund, Germany for the millennium year and th1 
last one took place in outhcnd. The reason we were at ou1hend was thi · 
was where the quadron began what was to be a nine-year run supporting 
the Gunners of 36 Heavy Air Defence Regiment with communication ·. 

The weekend began with a majority of the number of member 
attend ing a1Tiving by the late atlcrnoon and early e ening on the Friday 
27 April 200 I. After the usual !ravelling wa h and brush up it wa head 
for the BAR, anyone would think we were a load of large con. umcr.; of 
falling down water, well nothings change there then. This was followed 
by an e ·cellcnt meal and, after a return to the room that di ·pcl that 
·elf-inflicting falling down water, many memories recalled O\Cr ''hat we 
all got up to ome three decade ago. I ay ·elf inflicted a the next 
morning we had only ourselves to blame. aturday was the day to return 
to all the old haunts but unfortunately we were rc-trictcd entry to part. of 
the old camp as the developers have now tarted 10 repair and build nc\ 
housing but the ccurity ofliccr explained what wa being done and gave 
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u. a p1 ·ture quc brochure. If you look at the quadron web itc under 
hi 'tory there is a small article about the hou'ing de clopm1,;nl. That left 
the re t of the day to e:-..plore the town of outhend and for at least one of 
our party to ha'e some real Engli h Fl Hand CHIPS, cc he' a 
foreigner. well ex-pat living in Gcnnwy. e had an in itat ion to the 

·av al and Militnry Club that most mce1!' • .:rs of the quadron took up and 
poke to the local members over coffees and drinks at lunchtime. Come 

mid afternoon our group returned to the hotel for a sho,ver and omc 
rela ·ation before the start of the evening· program. Yet again the god 
~miled on us and apart from a cool breeze the sun shone all day, the 
weather wa excellent for most of the weekend . At approximately 
1, OOhn; the GM l..icked off. The ecr tary. Roy Andrew announced 
that a replica of the Thunderbird issile, manufactured in bras on a 
plinth and made by Frank Woodall, who is our a sociated REME 
member has been bought by the club and would be pre.coted to the 
winner after the main raffie later in the evening. There were apologies for 
ab ence ent in by letter and phon but the Chairn1an ha . since our last 
meeting. moved and forgotten to let R oy know his ne' addrc s. If 
anyone out there cc tr Tony Mor gan around Wale omewhcrc then 
please call Roy ndre" , but this could be a tall order considering his 
name and the and the country he has moved to. At thi s point. however, 
w would like to send a GET WELL me sage 10 nna eymour and 
Rita. Peter Lori 's partner who both had operation& in the week prior to 
the club weekend. We all hope to ee you next year fit and well . Due to 
the fact that we lost our Chairman and the Vice Chairman, J o hn 

eymour, i looking after hi wife, Ro _ a ked Archie Cairns if he 
would like to step in a Deputy Vice Chairman and he accepted and 
Chaired the re t of the meeting admirably. If next year we have to find 
another tand-in Chairman we will have more Chairmen than committee 
members. Pat ndrews was seconded into the Treasurer's post and gave 
a favourable report on the club finances. Roy and Pat bought all the 
scarves and tie the aim being to ·ell them to the members to top up the 
coffer again . thi went very well. The only exception was the 
two-associated member who were presented with a tic each . The 
Committee members remained the same except for the new Chairman. 

All the bu ine wa concluded for the la t year and for the next 
meeting it wa decided to go back to Loughborough at the Jarvis 
Loughborough Hotel but the dates have now changed due to the Hotel 's 
commitmem and they are Friday to Sunday 12 to 14April 2002. Please 
can you all amend your diaries accordingly. Profom1a's will be sent out 
shonly to all members. but if you are not a member and you wish for 
further information then contact Roy and Pat Andrews on 01227 264551 
or yours truly teve and rsula Freeman - Pa nnett on 01603 300027. 

The subject of the current running web ite wa put to the floor and it 
was suggested that we try and make an all out effort to improve the site 
for which members were asked to supply any anecdotes about their time 
with Squadron that might spruce up the site. We also hope that it will 
seek out the many folks out there to join the Squadron Association. Our 
web ite address i http/: 11ww.l60signaisq11adro11.00go.com; Give the site 
a visit and let us know your views. The meeting closed and the merriment 
began in Ernest and Fred, John, Bill etc. 44 sat down to an excellent meal 
and the hotel staff looked after us very well over the whole weekend. A 
round of applause was given to the waitresses and we conveyed our heart 
felt thanks. There then followed the raffle that netted a small prophet £52 
to boost the club finances. The bar was the next port of call and here we 
tayed till the call of the bed was heard. We were ready for some shut-eye 

to prepare us for the next day's tasks and that was a sobering thought. It 
meant the journey home for most of us. After a late breakfast there was 
the big round of good bye and the hopes of seeing all again in a year·s 
time. Yours truly delayed his departure to change the unwelcome flat tyre 
on the car and of course the weather men got it right this time it rained 
and ju t as we were about to leave it stopped and the homeward run was 
done in brilliant sun shine. See you all next year god willing. 

On 19 March 2001 a new egroup was formed 
for all the 50 somethings who started their 
Royal Signals Lives at Denbury Camp. The 
egroup has grown quickly by luck and word of 
mou th, it now stands at 29 members . Its 
address is 

http ://groups. yahoo. com/g roup/denbu ry _boys 

12th, 15th & 18th AIR FORMATION 
JG ALS REGIMENTS ASSOCIATION 

On Th~r _day,. 5 April, we held our bi-annual get-together at the De La 
\\arr Pa\ 1lhon m Bcxh1ll. Sus ex, and there was a record attendance. Out 
of the nineteen Member· now in the South East Region we managed to 
get twehe of them together for three hours non-stop ' lamp-swinging'. 
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We also had four ' apologies for ab cnce' from Members unable to attend 
Con. idering that some of our Members are unable to travel, and som~ 
live much too far away, (our furthest one i in North Humberside!) to get 
to the gathering. thi was a very good turnout. Originally I intended these 
get - togethcrs to be an annual event. but after the first one it was 
unanimous ly agreed that they be held twice a year. As one of the 
Members aid at the time. one of us arc getting any younger, and these 
meetings could be the last chance we' ll get LO remember the good times 
we had with the Regiment.' My sincere thanks to you all, and l do hope 
that we'll sec you all again. and some of the absent faces too, at the next 
get-together in October. 

A newcomer to our April gathering was 'Clem' C lements, who kept 
us in fit a he regaled us with some of hi Anny experiences. Clem hi!!· 
written a booklet - actually, it 's more of a tract - about how he 'wasn't 
there' to win the War, and he lent it to me to read. I found it hilarious, and 
if anyone el e would like to read it l uggc t that they contact him. 
Perhap he'll get a few copies nm off for those who arc interested. Write 
to Mr . Clements, 85 King George VI Mansions, Court Fann Road, 
HOVE, East us ex, B 3 70Y, or telephone 01273 557004. Don' t forget 
to forward the cost of photo-printing to him, either. £ 1 should about co~er 
expense , and it will be money well spent. From the collection made at 
the get-together I was ab le to forward a cheque fo r £35 to Dennis Egan, 
and he sends his thanks to all. The South East Region is now in the black 
again, o let' hope that the Po t Office docsn ' t put up the co t of postage. 
I was also able to sell four copies of ' Swing That Lamp' at the gathering 
as well , and the money for these was forwarded to Pat Soward. Anyone 
else requiri ng a copy please contact Pat. Full details are to be found in 
the ational ewsletter that you recently received. Don't forget that all 
profits from the sale of this book go to the 12th, 15th & 18th AFSA. 

Paul tickley produced a momento which brought back memories to 
many of us - an original Bar- one ' badge, in perfect condition. It' fifty 
odd year incc I la t saw one of them! Do any of you remember those 
cigarelle ca es that German pows used to make out of aluminium 
scrounged from crashed aircraft, and inserted wi th pieces of coloured 
china from broken crockery? Paul also still had one of them that he 
showed to us. There 's no doubt about it, the e gatherings certainly do 
bring the memories back to u . 

ow, get your diari e out and make a note of this date. Our next 
get-together wi ll be on Thursday, 4 October, in t11e cafeteria of the De La 
Warr Pavilion, Bexhill-on-Sea, East Sus ex, from l IOOhrs to 1400hrs and 
we hope to have a good attendance. Once again, I urge Members to share 
their cars and try to bring someone who i not mobile. For those of you 
who have not yet attended one of our gatherings I can promise you that 
you'll really have three hours of enjoyment as you' re transported back to 
50 odd years ago with comrades from your old Regiment. Please try to 
come, and if it's your first attendance I guarantee it'll be an experience 
you'll never regret. Have a good summer - if we do manage to get one! I 
hope to see a many of yon as possible again in October. All t11e best, and 
Certa Cito to you all. 

WERE YOU AT BAD EILSEN OR 
BUCKEBURG WITH 2TAF? 

The Bad Eilsen Reunions 200 I and 2002 wish to contact all 
ervicemen/women and c ivilians based in that part of Gcm1any 

between 1945 and 1955. Thi year the Reunion will be the week 
from 22 to 29 August in the village spa of Bad Eilsen and the 
organiser will be delighted to send further details. Plea e contact 
Geoff Lipscombe, 60 Firsby Avenue, Shirley, Croydon, CRO 
STN, Tel: 020 8655 25 11 , email: geoff.lipscombe@btclick.com 

660 SIGNALTROOP (EOD) I EOD ECM 
OPERATORS 

All serving and former members of 660 Signal Troop 
(EOD)/EOD EMC Operators, are invited to a reunion at Didcot 
Station Sergeants' Mess on 7 July 200 I . Contact, either Capt Phil 
A hworth , mil : 94234 3368, civ: O 1235 513368 or C pl Steve 
Bruce, mil: 94234 3437, civ: 01235 513437 for further details. 

254 OBA (SOUTHERN CHAPTER) 
DINNER 

The Uplands Park Hotel, Droxford, Tuesday, 27 March, 2.30p~1. The 
first O ld Boys start lo arrive, among t them the far traveled Bill and 
Sheila Leech from Exeter later to be joined by .Jim and Rita Braid _from 
Little Clacton, Roy Smithard from Rugby and Dot and Brinn F1sl!er 
from Warrington. Sudden alarm: mine host, ex Aff RSM Boy Bnan 
Lay, has elected to take a holiday and go siding on the most importnnl 
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evening 1n his hotel 's calendar. till time proved ti · · · 
b

. "(o· e ·I . 1at m spite of his 
a senc~ 1 P 1 1 ~ps, as some sceptics opined, because of 't i) h · · 
went without a hi tch. 

1 
· t e cvcnmg 

At last a ll 36 have arrived · with difficult the 'd · 
discussions arc temporarily s~ ·pended and .1e move cc~ at~d ~eanmgful ' 
where diffi cult choices arc made from the w 'd m 

0 
. c mmg room 

So,1ard welcomes all , particularly fris Emers~nc-rat7g~ng men_u. Pat 
Jim P:1rker and Ken Wood accompanied by his dw1 11 erCson-1n-law, 
· · I K · ·11 b aug llcr, arole and 
son-111- nw. .en 1s sll ronzcd from his recent trip 'dow d. ' ' 
he met up with the West Austral ian chapter and h- n uhn er where 

G g C S 
· h' . . . as muc to recount 

cor . e cv r . says gr~ce m is nmn1table style and we tuck in Th h f 
has excelled himself with range of choice qualit d · · e ~ e 
too muc h for some of the ladies - but oid ~an quantity - a ltttlc 
trenchermen. oys remarn staunch 

A sudden surprise as coffee is served the ladie · 
boxed orchid each and the Shooters Port is broke: ar~ presen\?d with a 
our absentee landlord! All too soon the evcnin ou - comp 1ments of 
those travelling start to drift away. Those sta gi~o~~~r~· an en~ and 
mghtcap and meet up again over breakfast - all yr g. . ight en JOY. a 
al Derby for the ' national' reunion in October. p om1 mg 'lo meet agam 

'F' BOYS COMPANY 
ROYAL SIGNALS 1920-41 REUNION 

The Tenth Reuni?n of ' F' Company members will be held o 2 
. eptembcr at the U111on Jack Club, Sandell Street London itu~tc~ 
JU t behmd Waterloo Station We have booked th' . G co· R · h b · e spacious as-

1gne oom, wit ar, from 11 OOhrs until l 500hrs A c I h 
will be provided. There will be an alternative meal if we a~rryd u_nc d 
well m .advance of the Reunion. The cost thi year is £ 15 0~ al vise 
uon will ~e sent out early in May/June to members who ~re ~u:~~~ 
ly.on our It t, but all who served in ' F' Boys Company 1920-41 
eligible to attend. are 

. ontact i the Hon Secretary, Victor Dugdale 12 Dee Well 
Dnvc, amberley, Surrey, GU 15 2HF, Tel : 01276 29176. p 

MALTA LIBYA COMMAND 
1947 TO 1967 

This year tbe reunion is at The Jarvis Hotel Loughborough L · 
Regular, Nationa l Service, WRAC, wive and partners are ,;,cl~~c:i~. 

. The programme 1 as follows: 

S
Fnday 28 September 2.00 1 - Arrival and no talgic evening 
aturday 29 September 2001 - AM Canal Boat Trip 

PM Annual General Meeting 
fo llowed by 

. Ga la Dinner and Cabaret 
Details from the Secretary on - Tel: O 1227 26455 1 

internee: roypat.Andrews@ic24.net. 
Web page: 

http://www.home tead.com/signalsmaltalibya/index.html 

600 SIGNAL 
TROOP 

(EOD)/EOD 
ECM 

OPERATORS 

A.ll serving and former Mem bers of 600 
S ~g~al '_I'roop (EOD)/~OD ECM Operator , 
ate invited to a Reun10n at Didcot Stat ion 
Sergeant ' Mess on 7 July2001 . 

C~ntact either Capt Phil Ashworth 
Mil 94234 3368, Civ 01 235 513368 
or Cpl Steve Bruce 
Mil 94234 3437 
Civ 01 235 513437 
for further detai l 
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BEVERLEY EX-BOYS ASSOCIATIO 
We would like to extend a wa 1 Vass. Our next Reunion will rm we come to a new member Peter 

Lcnsbury at Tcddin •Lon Locte ~eld on Sunday, 6 October 2001, at the 
which is situated ri ~t on the b room Roa~, Tcddongton, Middlesex 
accommodation avaTlable but it ~~~: ~~e~~o ~v~ t~1~cs. 1There is go~d 
have use of the leis ure centr . .c o e car y and we will 
available from the Branch Secrec and swimmmg pool. Fu ll details are 
E-mail · bcba tonyhullr; .. 

1
· tary. Tony Hull on Tel: I 0202 77026 1 or 

· · ~ meonc.nct ' 

rnl~lWOOO©OO !ID~\Y/~OO!b~W ~~"'®@W® 
£®®@©0~ J@OO 

Our next Reunion will be held on 
Saturday, 6 October 2001 

at Lensbury at Teddington Lock 

Conta~t Tony Hull on 01202 770261 
E-mail: beba.tonyhu ll@lineone.net 

3RD DIVISIONAL SIGNALS 
REUNION CLUB 

th:~0)~~1i_?~~tiii;n~~i~n~hRepgi~ent was honoured b_y a visit from 
2001 T ' e nnce s Royal on Fnday 3 March 

i~vit~ a ~~~~~~r ~tf ~?~:~~~~~;;~5j0~~~1t;~~~a~~;~!~~i:~ ~~f fc,~~ :~ 
are m t is proud occas ion. The cho en few duly oathercd at Picton 

Barracks to be put thro~1~h a vigorous rehearsal of what we were to do 
~d S:Y to t~e Royal v1s111or by our President, Brig R onnie tonham 

e, Y. a mixture of good humou r, tact and will power. blended 
~verythmg together m the horl time available to him . Watching hi 

emon trate hO\". to cu_rtsey ~vas a delight. m 
Jhe Colonel-m-Ch 1e~amved at the Regiment by helicopter at 1204hrs 

a~ .ts~cnt ~hr;: h?urs bemg shown rmmd but I hall leave that side of the 
~s 1 or t e egunent to de cribe. We were all a embled in the Sgt • 

ess Annexe where HRH arrived at 1500hrs At thee tran · · b d · n ce, waitmg to 
e dre e~~ . to HRR b~ the Master , were our Pre ident - Brio Ronnie 

an our airman - Maj Derek Rober ts. The pany then moved into th 
ante room where the remainder of the Club Member were athc d · e 
;~~~ ~~and o~\ d(el sc~ibhc as 'photograph order' carefully a~rang~ ~~ 

. . ru w1c . w1s you could have een him chiwyine. assorted 
B:1ga~1ers, Col?nel ? Major , cx-R M , very old ,oldiers and a ood 
t:lect1on of wive mlo ome sort of order.) We then had a ~ou 

photograph taken as a memento of this occa ion. The Presidcn~ the~ 
e corted H RH mto the bar area where lined up ready to be pre ented 
were Founder Member and Vice Pre ident - M aj Ke n m a rt the 
Trea urer - Mr Erne t Packham and ecretary - fr John Templ~ton 
Each of the e three .t~en gave a short pre emation on the fomiation of th~ 
Club SO.years ago, 1t fortunate financial position and how we were able 
to con~nbute to om.e Regimental purcha e. not lea t the ·Ernie Ba le 
A~vard for the Sold1_er of the Year. Also how the Club recruited anl ra~ 
11 day to day affairs and how the Club had arown from a group f 
comrades who ha? served together in World

0

War II into a reuniin 
a socmuon firm ly l111ked to the Regiment 
C We t~cn returned to. the ante room '~here the other member of the 

lub "ere gathered m four group . The President then form II 
welcomed HRH, t~c Colonel-in-Ch~ ef, to the Club and explained th:t ~ 
she had pent her time wuh the Re~1ment meeting young oldicrs of the 
modem Anny we now hoped to give her a glimpse of how thing had 
been for old soldiers o.f an ol?er Anny. He began hi narration with a 
reference to the late Bng Berhe Bret t who wenl to France a the · I 
O~cer of 7th_ Guard Brigade equipped with omc high tech i ';;~ 
agam t t~1e n11ght of th~ Wermachl. Then came some vignctt~ gfrom 
Pete r Chfford , Les Wn° ht and Ernest Packham of , hat it v l'k 
du~mg the early part of the inva ion of Europe. The theme wa c~~in~e~ 
-~v1th ~nccdo~es about the drive through the Lo\ Countric, into German 
fio!11 Trad~r Ho~n and memon<?S from the late Maj G en Ton, T i h{. Brt~ ~onme continue~ his narration by _telling that after 1:-. Day theg rd 
D1v1,1on had been d~ 1gnatcd the lmpenal Strategic Reserve and cnt t 
Egypt and Palest111c man Interna l Security role until being disband 'd ·

0 

June 1947. Bdg Johnn y C linch remini ced on tho e day . \1~~ 
d1 band~1cnt d1?. not la t long~· events in the Middle and Far Ea t led 10 

the D1v1 ion b~mg rcfo~med 111 a hurry at Colchester in 1951 and it's 
move ~o the Canal Zone m June of that year. Maj Pre cot, Maj Robert 
and Bill Barna rd told omc talcs of these hectic days . The Di , ·i ion 
return~d to Colc~cstcr at th_e end of 1954 and cttlcd do" n to soim: 
peacetime old.'enng mdcly mtcrrupled by the Sue,i: Cri i. in 1956 and 
the Jordan atfair m 195 . J ohn Templeton told of these serene days. The 
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Pre ident m ,·ed on to the 1960 ,70s and 0 which aw the Regiment 
move back to ifs hi ·torie home in Bulfer., and then to oc ·t lo join 
BAOR and it' tran. formation to an Am1oured role. Harry Hawke, Maj 
D rek Roberts and Brig Johnathan Cook were able to fill ir some of 
the detail of the e days. Brig Cook having erved as a ubaltern, 

aptam and finally CO in the Reg!ment during lhi time wa well placed 
for this Brig Ronnie concluded lu gallop do'."·n memory Ian by askmg 
the Chainnan to e·cort HRH round the room m order to pre ent to HRH 
the members pre ent. The members were all imprcs ed by the warmth 
and interest . hown by HRH in her tour round the room. On the 
conclu ion ofHRH's tour the Pre ident escorted HRH to the table wher 
the Emc·t Bayley ward awaited pre entation. The . ccrctary then .a ked 

pl tu art ' pike' Milligan to step forward. the AdJl to read the c1tat1~n 
and im ited HRH to pre ent Cpl tilligan ' ith his award. This 
concluded HRH' vi it and she departed to applause from m mbcrs. 

aturda) 7 April saw tub member gathered at the .El Alamein Room 
of the Victory Club in London for our Annual Reunion Luncheon and 
AG 1. We were joined b our Regimental gue l and Brig James haw 
MBE, ACO G6 I HQ Land Command our Principal Gue t. The 
Brigadier was accompanied by his wife, Mrs Liz Shaw .. After the u~u.al 
greetings and examination of the photograph taken at the Royal . 1 ll, 
pro,ided due to the endeavours of Capt Terr . Crane, we whizzed 
through the AGM and made our continued existence legal. We then sat 
down to an excellent lunch after which our Pre idem propo ed the Loyal 
Toast and introduced our fir t gue t. Brig James thanked us for our 
in,·itation and told u how highly the oldiers of our Corps were held by 
Commanders and tatTs throughout the Army. He pointed out that Royal 
Signal \\ere deployed all over the world in ome very unusual place 
and job . otwithstanding all thi over-stretch we were su_ll well 
represented in many sporting occa·ions. All in all the Corp was m good 
heart and we should be proud to be ignals. 

Brig Ronnie, having thanked Brig James, then proposed the toast to 
the Regiment and asked the CO, Lt Col Philip Davie to give his 'report 
to the -hareholders'. ln response the CO told us that Spring would reach 
Bui ford in June this year by order of the MoD and Div HQ. Things were 
still pretty busy in the Regiment with detachment~ in all _the places 
mentioned in the media and ome which are not mentioned. Life goes on 
though. as it always doe , and people cope. They still find time for s_po.rt 
and ad enturous training and morale is high. ln short the Regimelll 1s m 
good heart and happy. Our Chairman then propo ed the toast to the 
Ladie and welcomed our only 'first footer' thi time, Maj Peter nwin. 
The Secretary then proposed 'Absent Friends' and announced the raffle. 
The Pre ident cut him short and ordered him 'front and centre'. The 
Chairman then produced an Honour Members Badge for the Secretary, 
read the citation and asked Brig Shaw to present the award. The 
Secretary in reply tated, 'This is the third time in eight days that I have 
been rendered speechles . 1 shall remain that way. Thank you.' The raffle, 
organised by Ernest Packham, assisted by Committee members, raised 
more than £60-00 in spite of a low turnout of 49. That concluded the 
Reunion and we all went home. 

BIRGELEN VETERANS ASSOCIATION 
INAUGURAL AGM AND DINNER 

Ther AGM and Dinner will be held at the Trecarn Hotel, 
Babbecombe, Torquay on 22/23 September, 2001. 

Members wishing to attend should contact 

Maj (Retd) F. P. Searle Tel: 01903 786549 
or E-mail: Cyril@charding.freeserve.co.uk 

Bookings can also be made via the website 
www.seartesite.com 

EX DENBURY 
(NEWTON ABBOT) 
JUNIOR LEADERS 

ll is regretted that the fonner three yearly reunion which used 
to take place in ewton Abbot can no longer be held. The 
vettues that we used are no longer available owing to closure. 
There will be a meeting at Blandford during the Corps week 
and Reunion each year on the aturday evening. All ex 
Denbury Junior Leaders and Staff will be welcome in the 
Sergeant ' Mc s, in Blandford from 6pm. This year this will 
be on aturday 23 June. 
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LOSTCOMMS 
Joe Smith is seeking hi old pal Ron Eva ns, Tom Chown and Pete 

Murrclls from their time in o I Squadron, Pale tine Command ignal 
Regiment, arafand in 1946-48. Joe can be contacted at: 39 hcpham 
Lane. Polcgatc. Ea t Sussex, BN26 6 A 

Tom mith i · looking for Des Pollard. They were at Cattcrick 
Camp 7TR then on to 3TR Aisnc Lines in July 1955. He and 
Samm. choficld have been trying to find Des for quite a while. 
Tom can be contacted at : 
Tom mith, 34 Hill View DR, Kil yth 3137, Victoria, Australia 
E-mail: menthee@one.net.au 

eeking the former Sig Karl Hand. who left the orps in 1982. whilst 
with 5 Field Force Signal quadron. Believed to have settled in the 
Rochdale area. Anyone who can help is a ked to contact Harry 
Ferguson on 01614422054. 

Anyone who knows the pre ent whereabouts of Christopher Smith, 
who served in the Corp as a Lance Corporal at cwton Abbot in the 
1950 , pica e contact Paul Frost at www.knarle@btintemet.com 
Paul's father (227929-0 M. J. Frost) and Christopher served 
together. 

Anyone who ervcd in 8th AA Divi ional Signal during the period 
September - December 1941 i asked to contact Mr M. Forshaw, 76 
Falcon Hay. Fazakerley, Liverpool. LIO 7 U 

Mr John Dangerfield is seeking the present whereabout of his for
mer pal Michael Leather, with whom he served in 2 Trg Regt, Catter
ick, in 1954. Anyone who can help i asked to call John on 01453 
810355. 

Douglas mith would very much appreciate hearing from any 
Switchboard Operator who served with 80 TOS, 12 Corps Signals in 
Tunbridge Well around Jun July etc 1942. He would also like to hear 
from anybody who was with 43 Operating Section, I Corps ignals 
Tunbridge Well from 1942 to April 1945, when they were in lserlohn 
Germany. Contact him at Castilian House, 34 Park Avenue orth, 
Abington, orthampton, 3 2JE. 

Brian Mellors would like to know if any readers recall LCpl Ivan 
Gore (Service o. 2363787, possibly), who joined the Corps in 1939 
and served with the BEF in France. He can be contacted at: 'The 
Maples' West Hill , WI CANTO , Somerset, BA9 9BZ, Tel: 01963 
32251 

Mrs Jean MacKenzie is seeking the present whereabouts of ictor 
Dark. Her late husband, John , served with Victor in the 1950s in 
BAOR. Anyone who can help is asked to contact Mrs MacKenzie at: 
43 Allendale Cottages, Banknock, Bonnybridge, Stirlingshire, FK4 2HE. 

R. J. McBride is trying lo contact Roy Gibson who was a Captain in 
the Royal Signals in December 1945. At that time he was stationed in 
Singapore but had been in Burma before that. He came from around 
Manchester but by December 1945 his parents were living in Stock
port. Mr McBride can be contacted al 5 Anne Arundel Court, Dum-
fries or: 
E-mail : bob@ancestors. worldon l ine.eo. uk 

J. W. eve would like to trace !he whereabouts of two colleagues who 
served in 2 Corps in the BEF in 1940, they are Sgt Ryan possible initial> 
ofW. A. who came from Sunderland, and Cpl A. Hewson o. 2325798. 
They all got home from Dunkirk and they would be between 80 an~ 90 
years of age now. Mr eve can be contacted at 4 Hur t Croft, Warw1cks 
Bench Road, GUILFORD, Surrey, GUI 3TJ. 

Rod Stone, John Phillips, Paul Ponsford and Mick Vauter would 
like to make contact with any old members of ' O Troop', I Squadron, 
9 Signal Regiment ( 1968-1971) who remember them. They recently 
had a very enjoyable 'mini-reunion' after 30 year , enjoyed it so much 
that they are going to do it again soon. Anyone else who would care to 
join us would be more than welcome. So where are the likes of Dave 
Manders, Ron Kirkwood, Bob Watkins, 'Chalkic' White et al. Rod 
can be contacted on 0116 2600169. 

Conrad Barrell, would like to hear from anyone who served with. or 
remembers his late father - Cpl L. C. A. Barrell R. SIGNALS, 12 Line 
Communications. He transferred from the Hamp hire Regimen~ to t~e 
Royal Signals in September 1945 and died as a result of an acc1dcn~~ 
Europe on 8 June 1946. Please contact Conrad Barrell on (012 
241452 if you can help. 
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The above photograph came into the possession of Eric E. 
Powell. It was taken in 1942 in the area around Qum in Iran The 
pl~o.tograph _is of the WOs. and Sergeants of the 5th lnf~ntry 
D1v1 1onal Signals. (At the tune, the 5th Infantry Division was a 
part of the I 0th Army). He can identify two of the group for 
certain, one. bemg himself (third from the right seated). Of the 
two seated m front of the group, the left hand one is SSgt Ted 
Bolton later RQMS. Can anybody identify any of the others? If 
o please wnte and let the mu eum know: The Archivist, The 

Royal Signals Museum, Blandford Camp, Dorset, DTl I SRH 

Bob Shimmon would like to hear from anyone who served in 648 Sig 
Tp, Brunei in 1966-68. Bob can be contacted on O 121 6058568. 

CORRESPONDENCE 
From: Sgt Philpott 

Military Transport Section Support Troop 
230 Signal Squadron 
16th Signal Regiment 
BFP040 

Dear Sir, 
I am writing to The WIRE on the advice of Mr Tim tankus at the 

Royal S.ignal Corps Museum, who suggested that 1 might place an 
enquiry m The WIRE lo contact former members of 16 Signal Regiment 
formerly the 2nd Lme of Communication Signal Regiment that served 
during the period of 1958-1960. 

I am acting on beh~lf of a retired member of the Corps, ig John 
Wallace and a pal of his Sig Gordon Smith. They are particularly keen 
to contact any fellow members of the 1959 Nijmegen Marching Team 
led by Lt Griffiths. Other Team Members that can be remembered ar~ 
John Crossman, M.ike Turner and Derek 'Del' White. Mr Wallace 
and Mr Sm~th are planning to arrange a vi it later this year, both to the 
current 16 Signal Regiment, now based at RJ1iendahJen and to the former 
home of 16 Signal Regiment, Bradbury Barracks Krefeld now home to 
7 Signal Regiment. ' ' 

.!l was the first time 16 Signal Regiment entered a team in the 
IJrnegen Marches. and therefore rath:r me_morable, especially as they did 

so well. I am hopmg that with that m mmd ome of your readers will 
remember their time with 16 Signal Regiment and the ijmegcn 
Marchrng Team, and will put _pen to paper and get in touch. All 
comespondence should be addres ed to Sgt Philpott. 

A_ always seems to be the case, time is against us, as 7 ignal 
R~g1ment are due to move from Bradbury Barracks towards the end of 
th!s yea~, t~erefore if you have any ideas or uggestions that you think 
will assist 111 the _task of locating these fonner colleagues, it would be 
very much appreciated. 
Yours Sincerely ........ . 

Fro1u: Andy Andrews 

Dear Sir, 

26 Mayfield Park trcet 
Firpponds 
Bristol 
BSl6 3 G 

l spent my la t year in the LAD a WOIC in 1947 having taken over 
from Nobbr Oarke. Four times a day I drove along the Tampines Road, 

W
past hang1 Jail to the LAD situated at the parade ground adjacent to the 

AAFS_qua1tcrs in Changi. 
My fneud al Elim was the Sgt DR orman Croft an ex-TI Rider. Of 

course the subject was always motorcycles and J believe that al lea t one 
of ~he DR Team at Elim became a TI Rider in later years. Bill Body, 1 
~~hcve, too wa · a . leading light in the Trial World. Some of the anny 

1
1kes were fitted with megaphone ilenccrs! I aid nothing on my role a 

y,10
1 
o hvc_d motorcycles . ' orman Croft later lost hi life racing a 

c occtte m France about 1949. 
h Charlie Long was the RSM at Elim in J 947 and came from orfolk, 
be was a good man. He a ked me to share the expense of Stephen our 
atman '~ho was about to be evicted from ingaporc Hospital with 

pneu11101ua, as he had no money. Charlie and I paid and tephcn li ed. 
After demob whil t having a liquid lunch in Dur ley I heard a pub 
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landlord, whom I know well, discussing wartime events. He used to be a 
M~Jor m the Royal Marine~. Odly enough the Royal Marine were at 
Ehm before 19 AFS. I told him that there were crocodiles inthe camp and 
he retorted that he knew, and one of the Mannes used to breed them 
there! They were there all right, along towards the AQM Store House 
and from the tracks I saw they were six footers at least. I never saw one 
but the tracks were there. 

What happened to Sgt Riggs and Pam, AQM Osbourne's daughter. 
Clearly they were made for each other as Sgt Buddere always said? Does 
anyone know? 
Yours Sincerely ..... . 

From: A. H. Thomas 
32 Grasmere Close 
Tettenhall 
Wolverhampton 
WV69DP 
Tel: W'ton 75281 l 

Dear Sir, 
I the April issue of The WIREwe were invited to expres our opinions 

as to.whether or not the list of 'New Life Members' hould be published. 
l b~hcvc that 1t should, on the grounds that the new Members know that 
theu names have been circulated. J was particularly interested to see the 
names of two new members of !he 12/15/18 AFSR Association of which 
I am a member. 

Over the years my wife and I have commented favourably on the 
smartness .and turnout of the soldier in training as they paraded at the 
Annual Princess Royal Day Parade and at the courtesy shown to us as we 
made our way to the various exhibits during our enjoyable stays in or 
near !3landfor~ for the Royal Signal Reunions. 

It 1s_mtercstmg to ~ote that after varying lengths of service 40 of the 88 
new L1~e Members listed as RHQ, left the service in the years 2000 and 
200 I. I m sure we must have seen some of them and if so then it augers 
well for the future of the RSA. 
Yours Sincerely ...... . 

From: Capt R. A. G. Rickard 
Charlwood Court 
33 Chilcote Close 
St Marychurch 
Torquay 
TQl 4QT 
Tel: 01803 312172 

Dear Sir, 
Here is a photo ofa group of ex-Royal Signals who meet monthly at St 

Marychurch, Torquay. 

V for Vintage - A very active group! 
(L-R}: Harry Venne! , Bob Thompson, Allan Pledges, Bert Legg, 

Tom Evans and Jim Drake seated Wally Dolman 

From: Col (Retd) A. Hawksworth TD DL 
10· Grangewood Road 
WOLLATO 

otti.nghamshire 
GS 2SX 

Tel/Fax: 0115 9283439 
Dear ir, 

'TA' or 'V'? 

At a recent 3 ignal Regime!ll (V) Reunion Dinner we orted out the 
problem of the Western world and then turned to more important 
mailer . High on the agenda was the history of the post-nominal u c of 
'TA' or 'V' by TA regiments and officers! We concluded that before I 
April 1967 both regiments and ofticers u ed 'TA', that with the formation 
of the Territorial and Am1y Volunteer Re erve in 1967 regiment changed 
to 'V' and officers to 'TA R'. Following the hapland Report in 1978 
(and the consequent reinstatement of the old Territorial Army name) 
regiments retained ·v· but officers re crted to 'TA'. 

J understand that currently both regiment and officers u e ·v· and. 
as uming we got it right a· far a the hapland Report, the question is 
when did the change to 'V' for officer take place (and why)? an 
anyone help? 
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A - an a ide. 11 doc ·ecm trnnge that we have a Territo~al ~nny of 
"hich both the regiments and the officer &!'!labeled omethmg different, 
i · 'Volumecr·'. especially when all o,.r regular. oldier arc al~o 
Yoluntcers. omc branding eonfu ion here J think, which cannot help m 
th recruitment battle. . . . 

In any ca e, has th time come to drop any d1stmct1on and accept that 
TA or regular we are all ju t 'Royal ignals '? 
Youn. faithfull) ....... . 

From: Jim Jacobs 
15 Angu Close 
l'areham 
Hamp.hire 
P0156BA 
Tel:OI 29235155 

Dear ir. . 
Colleagu di agree with my confirmed belief.that the ABLE, 

BAKER, HARLIE phonetic alphabet introduced _m 1943 .w~s not 
replaced until 1958. Certainly in my Gunner Batt ry 11 was sttll m use 
right up 10 the date of my di -charge from the Anny, 14 March 1957, 
although I understand civilian airline had already adopted ALPHA, 
BRAVO CHARLIE. l am convinced that former expert among the 
readers of The WIRE will recall the changeo er date. 
Yours Faithfully ........... . 

From: lichael Hamill 
28 Methuen Road 
Bournemouth 
Dorset 
BH D 
Tel: 01202 552833 

Dear ir, · S · 
My Grandfather erved with the Ro)•al Engineer's Sign.al erv1ce 

during the Fir t World War. I am 11·~1~g to fi~d out which _ 1~nal 
Company he served in. Once I have this mfonnauon l can ascertam to 
which Divi ion Corps or Army he was attached and not only where, on 
the Western Fr~nt, he erved but also in which specific battles he took 
part .. To date I have the following information: 

(a) His Anny records were destroyed in an enemy air raid in 1941. 
(b) The RE Museum at Chatham have no record of him. 
(c) The Royal Briti h Legion in ewca tie/ underland area (where 

he lived) couldn't help. . 
( d) ewspaper adverts in the same area proved to be frmtless. 
(e} The Coal Board records(he worked with them before and after 

the war) were no help . 
I do have the following facts: 
(i} 50934 gt Pateriek Hamill 
(ii) Born 21/12/ 1879 - died 29/03/1935 aged 56 

(partially due to gas inhalation). . 
(iii) Lived 163 Charles Street, Boldon Colhery, Co. Durham. 
(iv) Married J ane Gibson Flockha r t of Heaton orthumberland. 
(v) Hi civilian occupation was Miner/Shot Firer Boldon Colliery, 

ewcastle-upon-Tyne. 
(vi) He was a Kitchener Volunteer - Royal Engineers 

He enli ted 19/09/ 1914 at age 34 and became a Lance Corporal 
in ovemher 1914. 

(vii) He was posted to France on 24/07/1915. 
(viii)He was discharged CD (Corps Depot?) Thetford Norfolk, 

21 1211918 392(XVl(A)) KRs 
(ix) He recei ed the following medals/decorations: 

1914 '15Star Victory Medal War Medal 
Silver War Badge (1918) No: B 193378 

(x) It is possible that he served in one of the following Divisions 
(Inf) 18 (Eastern), 19 (Western) and 20 (Light). They all went to 
France in July 1915. 

I hope that somebody reading this will be able to help me. l can be con
tacted at the above addre s and telephone number. 
Many thanks in anticipation ... ................... . 

From: \1r G. . Kenna rd 
16 Conifer Close 
ORME BY ST. MARGARET 

orfolk 
R29 3RU 

Dear ir, 
The Communications and Electronics Branch of the Canadian Forces 

will be celebrating their Centennial in the year 2003. T he C&E 
A sociation, m collaboration with the retired C&E Branch Members and 
the Associations of retired Royal Canadian Corps of Signals personnel, 
proposes to produce a year-long eries of activities to commemorate this 
event. 

I am a Life Member of 'The Signallers Club of Canada' and intend 
visiting Canada during eptember 2003 to take part in these celebrations. 

Could any reader of The WIRE please help me? I am looking for a 
1900-1920 pallem PACE STICK to take with me on my visit. Apparently 
the fiN RSM of the &E was an Englishman, selected straight off one of 
the Drill and Duties Courses of that time and they do not have a stick in 
Canada. We arc prepared to pay a reasonable price for one. 
Your., Sinccrdy ........ . 
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From: Mrs A. A. cal 
25 andown Avenue 
Dagenham 
Es ex 
RMIO XD 
Tel : 020-8592-6 46 
E-mail: aneal@cwctv.net 

Dear ir, . . . 
1 have been in touch with Tim tankus, the arcl11v1st of your Mu cum, 

who has been o helpful and .I u~derstand ~hat you d_o ~ maga.tine called 
Tile WIRE, which goes far and wide. I realise that this 1s l?robably a long 
hot, but I am finally going to Poland on ~5 Ma~ 25 to ~1 1t my fath~r·s 

grave. He i buried in Malbork. On checkmg w_1th the little 111fonnat1on 
that I have, omething of a mystery ha c<;>me to hght. . . 

The official form that my mother received lated that he died m talag 
VlUB but was buried in Malbork, which i the opposite end of Poland. I 
have now had confirmation from the MoD that he was in fact, captured m 
Givcnchy 21 May 1940. arrived in Stalag XXA on 10 June 1940 and 
moved to ta lag XXB I ov_ember 1940, ~ied. on 16 July 1941 in Reserve 
Ho pita! l Danzig, of toxaemia. He w~s bune.d in the local cemetery before 
being reburied in Malhork. I wonder 1fthere 1s any<;>ne who remembers !UY 
fa ther and could shed any light on th1 or mdeed give me any mfomiallon 
at al l. I was only three when he died. o obviously my mother could not 
tell me too much, if indeed she wa aware of much that had happened. She 
died quite a few years ago now, s_o I do not have anyone that could answer 
my question . As l have now rellred l am ab le to go to Poland. My father 
was Corporal Richard Wallace 6084502 - 2nd Ann.y S1_gnal . 

I should be mo t grateful if you ~~uld put somethmg m The WIRE that 
may give me some an wers and add1ttonal mfonnallon. Many thanks. 
Yours Sincerely .......... . 

From: Maj J. F. tokes TD 
52 High treet 
I land Bay 
Wellington 6002 

ew Zealand 
Tel/Fax: 64 4 970 3353 

Dear Sir, . . 
l was sorry to hear of the death m December last of Lt Col J1mm_y 

Yule. He had a few days of worldwide fame in early 1983 and the story is 
worth the telling. . 

It started in Colditz Castle in the last war - 1t was the place where the 
really bad (or valuable} POWs were kept and Jimmy was there, sleeping 
in the bunk below Charlie Upham, the ew Zealand double VC. The 
prisoners had made a wireless receiver and had it hidden up under the 
roof - very few knew where it was but the d~ly news was l?assed round 
the camp - a great morale raiser. The War fims~~d and Cold1tz became a 
Museum. Fifty years later a workman rewmng the roof found the 
wireless and the rest i best told in Jimmy's own words -
'Thank you very much for taking the trou_ble to send me that cutting (the 
Wireless at Colditz tory) from the Wellington (New Zealand) Evening 
Post. My involvement in tJ1e story started with a telephone can from my 
good friend Kenneth Lockwood. He told me of the chance dt covery of 
the Radio Shack by these Gennan w?rkrncn and the findmg of b1~s and 
pieces including an exercise book with my name on 1t. l asked, What 
book?' An hour or so later I received faxed copie of several pages 
(Ken neth had already received copic of e~ch of the 29 pages). They 
were mine all right. But l don 't remember wntmg a word of1t. 

Ken neth told me to expect a phone call from The Daily Telegraph 
because he wanted tJ1e tory to appear in the English newspapers bef~re 
the Germans ran it. It was a busy time on the telephone. Interviews with 
all sorts of people including the BBC World Service and Reuters. Thus 
the word spread around the world. By Thursday evening everything ~ad 
quietened down - but no - a call from Toronto BC - result mterv1e~ 
then coast to coast across Canada and the USA. The local people hadn t 
finished - BBC East had a slot. 

I don't think the German workman realised what he had started when 
he told the Curator of the Colditz Museum about his find . Certainly lam 
amazed at the worldwide intere t that has been shown. It make . me feel 
very humble. However, what is intere ting about the whole affair is that 
there was no rhyme or reason why the cabin should have been discovered 
at all. Apart from the fact that the roof was in disrepair and the Gennans 
thought they had better do something about it after 50 years _of neglect! 
Perhaps it is as well that it has been found now ~n~ not say m 24 years 
time - at least a few of us are around to talk about 1t! 
Yours incerely ..... . .. . 

From: Len Cox 
31 Wheatfield rescent 
Mansfield Woodhouse 
Mansfield 

ottinghamshire 
NG1991 1H 

Dear Sir, 
Yesteryear - in the days of the 19 & 52 sets 

l distinctly remember Maj Bower saying to a very young ergea,nt (i~e) 
afler the 1947 Berlin Signal Squadron Christmas foo tball match, Lad~ 
when your old and grey like me yoi;'ll happily remember today.' I mus~d 
old and grey since today (for the first time in many many years) I thu~. 1_ 
through my army memorabilia and in doing so did rcm~mber tl~at C .1~ 1 
mas day with much joy. With no one here to share this occasion wu 
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thought of you. and in doing so send my apologies as well _for probably 
boring you - smcc you no doubt have some of the enclosed m The WIRE 
archive . . They were great days and great comrades - I wonder where they 
all arc now? 
Yours Sincerely ..... .. .. . 

PS: Jn 1947 J Troop Royal Signals of5 Division Signal Regiment (who 
J was with) was seconded to the Berl in Signal Squadron because of the 
unrest amongst the Berliners due to food , coal etc. shortages. 

CHRISTMAS 
1947 

CHRISTMAS 

1947 

8.00 hrs Early Morning Coffee in Bed 

8 .30-9.30 hrs BREAKFAST 
Porridge or Corn Flakes, Sugar and Cream 
Fried Bacon and Egg 
Bread, Butter, Toast and Marmalade 
Tea 

10.30-12.00 hrs FO OTBAL L MATC H 
Officers end WO"s V The Rest 

13.00 hrs CHRISTMAS DINNER 
Thick O xtail Soup and Croutons 

Roast Turkey with Stuffing 
Roast Pork - Apple Sauce 
C ream and Baked Potatoes 
Vegetable Macedonie, Gravy 

Christmas Pudding - Brandy Sauce 

C heese, Biscuits and Butter 

Nuts and Fruit 

18 .30 - 21.30 hrs TE A Runni ng Buffet of C al<es, 
Sandwiches, Savouries. 

Prom: Maj (Retd} & Mrs tcve & Maur·een Bresloff 
3 The Pastures 
Penyffordd 
Chester 

H40HQ 
Dear ir, 

I have just attended, as 'husband of'. a Ptam1igau Function held in the 
Crown Hotel, hosted by Lt C ol (Retd) Andrew & Denise Symmons, an 
excellent affair, one of which they should be very proud and many fnend 
were linked up again. . 

In my case it wa foi1rteen years si nce l left Blandford, after crvmg as 
School Adj!. 1980-1985 and in those days u ed the mu eum a a shortcut 
to ta lk with other in the main b uilding. and o 1 cou ld not leave 
Blandford without vi iling what over the years ! have read so much 
about. 

_I would ju t like to say that I left that building on the unday m<;>ming 
with a lump in my throat. 1 have vi ited a few military museum 111 my 
dny but the Royal Signals Museum i out tanding. The display and tl~c 
models are excellent and the Morse pilling over the airways was music 
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to my ears. What a credit to the late Roger Pickard and of course o 
many others, you can all be very proud. If ! lived nearer I would be a 
weekend volunteer. I was lucky enough to meet the famous General 
Jimmy Hclicr and hi wife who made us very welcome. 

Museum Staff, you made an old man happy but a little pica please, 
how about a little comer for Boy Soldiers, after all General wainson 
was an ex-Boy Soldier and they named a road after him! There have been 
many others who have climbed the ladder to fame. Again my thank for 
all your work. 
Sincerely ...... . 
(Note from the Museum Director: We are c11rrently planning a Museum 
display to cover the Training Organisation. This will inc/11de the Boys 
and the Apprentices. We hope to have this ready for the RSA Weekend in 
June.) 

From: Maj (Retd) . L. Baker 
Green bank 
Winterboume tickland 

r. Blandford 
Dorset 
DTll 0 B 

Dear Sir, 
1 am writing about your list of' ew Life Members of the Royal 

Signals Association' on page 176 of the April edition of The WIRE. You 
invited comments on the continuation of the service. 

I feel most strongly that the list is not a waste of space. Over the years 
l have rejoiced in finding the names of old friends in the Corp . ! erved 
from 1943 to 1970 and made many friends during that time. 

Please carry on your good work. 
Yours Sincerely ........ . 

RSA Catterick 
RSA Aldershot 
RSA Bedford 
RSA orfolk ... 
RSA East London 
RSA Lincoln ... . .. 

DONATIONS 

Dave ilburn, Jim Ro binson a nd Dave C unli ffe 
Mr B. Philips 
Mr 0. J. Mann ... ... ... ... ... ... . .. 
Mr Edgar McCall ... ... ... ... ... . .. 
Mr A. R. Ayres ... ... ... ... ... ... . .. 
M iddlesex imperia l Yeomanry Lodge 
3 Div Sigs R eunion Club ... ... ... . .. 
56 Division Old Comrades ssociation 

· Certa Cito Lodge .. . ... ... ... ... . .. 
Legacy from the W ill of gt P. J . P r ice 
CoUection at the funeral of Col J. R. Piddington QBE, MC ... 
M r & M rs R. G. T hompson in memory of Lt Col J. Yule 
RSA Bournemouth in memory of Mr B. Burch 
3 Divis ion Signals reunion C lub 
in memory of the Rev R. W. Hubba! 

.£ 510.00 

.£ 231.00 

.£ 40.00 

.£ 100.00 

.£ 200.00 

.£ 75.00 

.£ 70.00 

.£ 10.00 

.£ 100.00 

.£ 8.00 

.£ 20.00 

.£ 80.00 

.£ 90.00 

.£ 250.00 

.£ 30.00 

.£5000.00 

.£ 75.00 

.£ 25.00 

.£ 5.00 

.£ 10.00 

.£ 100.00 Lt Col J . Rose in memory of Maj R. G. Aitken 
Lt Col (Retd} J . A. 1ontague MB E 
in memory of Col H. G. Shorter TD.. . ... ... ... .£ 
RSA Read ing in memory of ol H. G. horter TD .£ 

10.00 
25.00 
20.00 
10.00 
10.00 

A. S. For ty in memory of Col H. G. Shorter TD ... .£ 
nonymously in· memory of Col H. G. Shorter TD .......... £ 

Mr D. Ellingworth in memory of Lt Col R. R. Morri on BEM .£ 
T he Inner W heel C lub of Wantage 

.£ 50.00 

.£ 200.00 

.£ 25.00 

.£ 25.00 

in memory of Maj F. Bergelin ... ... ... .. . ... ... ... ... . .. 
T he Rotary C lub of Wantaoe in memory of Maj F. Bcrgelin 
W. J . orthmore in memory of Maj F. Bergelin ... 
A. J . Lees in memory of Maj F. Bergelin ..... . 

LAST POST 
mor - Sig E. 0. Amor erved 1940146 Died Feb '01 
rch - Sig H . . W. Arch crved 1942146 Dif.'d 

Aston - M rs Shirley ston crved 1942/46 Died I 5, OJ 0 I 
Bartlet t - gt K. M'. Bartlett erved 1940/46 Died 27 04 0 I 
Burch - LC pl B. Burch erved 1926/38 Died 02.QlOI 
Byrom - Lt Col G. Byrom T O crved 1939 67 Died 24103 01 
Colema n - laj W. . Coleman erved 1932162 Died 04/04 01 
Copelilnd - Sgt . W. Copeland Served 1946/4 Died 
Coknyne. Maj C. B. M. C okayne Lord ullcn Of hbourne IBE 

crved WV Died Dec ·oo 
crved 1939144 Died Dec ·oo 

Served I 953n2 Died 07 04 ·o I 
ervcd l 945/57 Died 06 02 0 I 
crved 1956/67 Died Mar '01 

Coverdale - M. Coverdale 
Cox - Maj G. A. Cox 
E merson - gt J . E. E merson 
Finney - C pl M. G. Finney 
Foxon - C apt H. P. Foxon OBE 
Hand - LC pl J. P. Hand 
Hardman - F. E. Hardma n 
Hardman - LCpl K. R. Hardma n 
Hebdon - W02 J .E. Hebdon 
Hill- · ig L. H. Hill 
llibbins - LC pl J . . Hibbins 

Served 1939/46 Died 19 01 ·01 
crved 1953. "6 Died 13 O' 0 I 
er-Yed Died June '98 
erved 1964 77 Died 03. 03 0 I 
crycd 1939 64 Died 27 04 0 I 
ervcd 1939 45 Died 17 02 0 I 
erved 194046 DiedOI 0 01 
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Hubba!- ig, The Rev. R. W. Hubba! .. rvcd 1943/45 Died 
John on - ig J.E. John on •,-vcd 1942147 Died 04/04/01 
Kennedy - Capt P. G. Kennedy S.: -ved 194214 7 D~cd 22/03/01 
Knight- 1aj T. Knight ,•rvcd Died 13/05/01 
Leatherland - \1aj F. \\. Leatherland TD 

erved 1942172 Died 09/03/01 
Lee - Maj A. J. Lee erv d 193Sn Died Aprl '01 
LiHSC\ - WOl R. F. W. Livesey BEM erved Died 09/03/01 
Marciniak - ig 8. Marciniak erved Died 
'1atthe\\ - C. H. . 1atthews erved Died 
McKenzie - gt J. McKent:ie crved 1960178 Died 03/05/01 
;\le. ' ulty- Cpl G. W. 1cNult) erved 1955177 Died 24/03i01 
:\food) - ig F. C. Moody crved 1939/46 Died Aprl ·o I 
~lorrison - Lt Col R.R. 1orrison MBE erv1.:d 1938 62 Died 25/04/01 
Nippers-\\01 F.1. ipper erved 1937/45 DiedApr·Ol 
Parton - ig G. Parton erved 1949/56 Died 03/04/01 
Price - gt P. J. Pric.e ervcd 1944147 Died 11/11/00 
Ross - W02 R. G. Ross Served 1951173 Died 07/03/01 
Shorter - Col H. G. horter TD erved 1942/67 Died 04/03/0 I 

tapleford - Ir W. tapleford Served Died 17/04/0 I 
parro\\ - gt R. 1. par row erved 196618 Died Feb ·o I 
pencer- W02 J. R. pencer Served 1942146 Died 01 /03/01 
incent- mith - Brier C. Vincent-Smith TD 

Served 193 /67 Died 26/03/0 I 

\ ellings - Maj D. V. \ ellings l\lBE 
Wickstead - gt A. Wickslead 
William - Pte E. Williams 

Served I Q4 l /62 Died 04/06/99 
erved 1940/48 Died Mar '01 

Served '50 Died I 0/03/0 I 

Pickard - Maj Roger Pickard 13 February 2001. He was born on 25 
February 19r and wa commi sioned into the Corps on 29 July 1955 
and erved for 29 years. Roger\ ill be best known LO the Corps of today 
in hi capacity a the Curator ofrhe Mu eum but his ervice tarted in I 
(BR) Corp 23 ignal Regiment and soon after in 18 Signal Regime~ll 
FARELF 1958-62. Here he met his wife. Danny and they married Lil 

ingapore. Roger's subsequent service was in BAOR or UK with one 
further tour in 253 Signal Squadron FARELF 1964-66. Having suc
cumbed to technological education for tvvo years al the School of Sig
nal he served with the TA and at the heart oftl1c Corps' training estab
lishments. He completed his service with HQ 11 Signal Brigade (V). On 
retirement, from the Corps. Roger became Curator of the Museum for 
over 14 year . It wa during this time that the Museum took great trides 
from being a dome tic concern to becoming the larger business venture 
of today. It was due to Roger's de-Oication, and knowledge of the Corps 
and its equipment that the Musewn now presents uch a professional 
displa) of the Corps' heritage. Roger was well liked by all who knew 
him. He was a member of the Poole Branch of the RSA. His sen e of 
humour. helpfulness and cheerful nature endeared him to us all. He died 
following a prolonged illness that he bore with fortitude. He gave the 
whole of his working life to the Corps and his funeral was attended by 
family, friends, colleagues, RSA members and Museum Trustees. Cliff 
Walters delivered the eulogy and Tim Stankus played Last Post fol
lowed by a jazz melody to end an emotional and uplifting service. 
Roger is survived by his wife Danny and his children Tamsin, Martin 
and 1ichael. He will be sadly missed by us all. 

Roger leading the Troops in Singapore 

Hibbim - LCpl John hclford Hibbins died aged 91 on I March 2001 
after sufTenng a stroke. He was a Life Member of the Royal Signals 
A\soc1auon and a member of the Southport Branch for almost eleven 
years. 
Jack as he was known, was born in Lmcolnshire in 1910 and worked 
for W. H. Smith . ·ewsagents in Liverpool and Blackpool and then for 
the Prudential Assurance o in Chorley. On 8 August 1940 he enlisted 
at 0 sell and was trained with the Royal Signals as a Wireless Operator. 
He wa., then attached 10 Artillary Units serving in Iraq and Persia. He 
alierv.ards to_ok part in the Italian Campaign, still working with Royal 

rt1llary mis. After demobilisation, in March 1946, Jack lived in 
outhport and again worked for the Prudential until his retirement in 

1972, v.hen he took on the role ofa retirement visitor for the Company. 
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Jack marricJ Hilda Cald,~ell in February 1941: they had a daughter 
Carol. adly Hilda died in 1983. 
Jack wa a big man in every sen c of the word. l lc had a major opera
tion for cancer of tl1e throat some years ugo and recovered well. but 
found sustained speech tiresome. He had chronic bronchitis and emphy-
cma needing constant recourse to inhalers and an oxygen cylinder and 

wa unable lo tolerate cigarette smoke. It was a plea ure Lo visit him and 
to witness hi courage: we never heard him complain and he had a great 
cnse of humour. 

Jack's fi.meral crvicc took place at Leyland Road Methodi t hurch in 
Southpo11 on 12 March. Branch members attended and our Standard 
wa paraded by our President, Graham Krinks. Fittingly the entrance 
hymn , a 'Oh Valiant Heart ' and the minister, The Rev D. M. King 
spoke movingly of Jack and of the work he had done over the years. We 
end our sincere condolences to Jacks daughter Carol, son in law 

Andrew and all the family. 

Woolston - LCpl Ste en Dieter 'Stevie' Woolston passed awa) at 
Gloucester Royal Hospital on unday 21 January 200 l, having been 111 
for omc time with a lung disease. He joined 57 Signal Squadron of 37 

ignal Regiment (V) at Cheltenham in April 1987. Posses ed of a quiet, 
genuine and friendly personality he quickly became a popular and 
respected member of the Unit. Using his already we! I developed practi
cal. driving and electrical skills he became a Driver Electrician, quickly 
attaining Clas 2 standard and provided a first cla service wherever 
and whenever it wa required. His kill , ability, reliability and dctenni
nation marked him out as a great example of the TA Royal Signals sol
dier, earning him promotion to Lance Corporal. It wa sad when family 
and work commitment brought a premature end to his service in Octo
ber 1992. ince leaving the TA he maintained contact with the many 
friend he made during his service and continued to demonstrate hi 
generou and selfles nature to all that came in contact with him. Hi 
funeral, at Gloucc ter Crematorium, was very well attended with a size
able contingent of serving and former members of the orps there to 
pay their re pect . He will be missed by hi family and his many 
friend . 

Delaney - George Edward Cann Myers Delaney. It is with deep regret 
that I have to inform you of the sad loss of 'Del' Delaney as he was 
known to most of us. He died in Colchester hospital on 16 January after 
a short illne s. 'Del' was born in Northumberland, joined the 12th 
Royal Lancers in 1945 and erved for 14 years. He did tours in Pales
tine, Malaysia and Germany. In 1949 he married Phy! who managed to 
be with him in Malaysia and Germany. After leaving regular service he 
joined the TA in 1959 at Colchester and served with the Essex Yeoman
ry Squadron. He was very involved in the various re-organisations of 
the TA in particular in I 969 when 7 I Signal Regiment was formed from 
a number of Yeomanry Regiments. Firstly as Squadron Sergeant Major 
of Essex (Y) Signal Squadron and later with Alan Foot and others as 
part of the training team at Bromley. He finally retired from the TA, in 
1978 but has remained in contact with all the Old Comrades Associa
tions - 9/ 12th Lancers, Essex Yeonmanry and the RSA both Brighton 
and Reading Branches. His funeral was well attended by representa
tives from all the OCAs and the Branch Standard was paraded. He will 
be sadly missed and our sympathy goes to his family. 

White - George White passed away suddenly on 21 January 200 I aged 74 
years. George enli ted on 16 March 1944 and served at Perth with the 
Black Watch. He was soon transferred from them and posted to the 
RASC Training School at Chesterfield. He lefl after training and was 
posted to India. He served in Bunna, ingaporc and Java and returned 
to the UK on demobilisation in 1947. 
George was an Association Life Member and there were four Standard 
Bearers at his funeral The Royal British Legion, the RASC, the Royal 
Signals Association and the Burma Star Association. There was also a 
large gathering of members from these associations, his family and 
many other friends in attendance. He leaves his widow Barbara and a 
son, to whom we send our condolences. 

Jones - Stan ley Raymond Jones joined HM Forces in April 1940. He 
first served with the Welsh Regiment and soon after transferred to the 
Royal Corps of Signals as a Driver. He served in India with 32 Arl!'d 
Div Signals and in 23 Brigade (Special Forces Signals) with the Chm
dits in Burma. At the end of WW2 he returned to Germany where he 
served until demobilisation. 
Ray died on 20 November 2000, aged 84 years. His funeral service was 
at Chesterfield Crematorium on 27 November. Members of Chester
field Branch and the Branch Standard Bearer were in attendance, along 
with members from the Burma Star Association, Fellowship of Services 
and the Royal British Leagion. 

Hill - Sig Leonard Henry Hill was born in 1920 in Teignmout!1 and died
9 

on 17 February 200 I. He joined the Corps as a Despatch Rider on 2 
August 1939 and was mobilised on the I September I 939 into. the 43rd 
(Wessex) Divisional Signals, a Territorial Army D.ivision recruited from 
I lampshirc, Dorset , Somerset and Wiltshire. Initially trained in the adl

. isbury area he served in many parts of the country and eventuaHy Ian · 
ed in ormandy on 22 June 1944. His Divi ion was involved m _many 
of the ballles in ormandy - Hill 112, Mont Pincon and the .crossing of 
the River cine at Vernon. In September the Division was mvolved 

10 

Operation Market Garden (The Bridge too Far) and the~ m~ved to 
Maasrricht as backstop for the Battle of the Bulge. The 01v1 100 was 
also involved in clearing the West Bank of the Rhine prior to the eras -
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ing at Wescl. This was followed by the fighting into Gennany with 
many small battles towards Bremen and the signing of the cease-fire on 
Lunebur~ lleath. Le.n wa demobilised in. 1946 and subsequently 
worked tor the SES 1n Southampton unlll his retirement in 1965. He 
was a member of several ex-service associations:-

Royal Signals Association Southampton Branch - Committee 
member and holder of the 50 Year Badge and Certificate. 
Normandy Veterans Association. 
Market Garden Veterans Association - National Committee 
member and Regalia Secretary. 
France and Germany Star Association 
43rd Wessex Association. He was als~ a member of the West 
Country Association of Hamp hire. 

Hand - LCpl J.P. 'Jimmy' Hand who died 13/03/01; a tribute based 
upon an ad.dres~ by the Rev Bernar.d Foulger, Padre to the Royal 
Bnli~h Legion. My first encounter with Jim was at a British. Legion 
mcetmg at the Ivy Leaf Club when he promptly told me 'You're 
. hu~ch of E.ngland, 1 'm Roman Catholic, we both serve the s~mc boss 
m sl1gh1ly different ways.' A truly Scousc way of introduction for that 
was.where Jim was born -.Liverpool. He was one oflhe members of the 
Legion ho1r .Boys ~ choirs are known for their singing - these were 
known for their chanty work, especially at Christmas in raising funds 
for the purcha e of small food pa~ccls for distributing among ex-service 
w1do"".s and widowers. The choirboys at tbe Branch Meetings alway 
stood m. the co1!1er of the bar - it's never going to be quite the same 
agam without Jim there. He was also involved in charity work at his 
local , the Ypres Tavern where a number of ex-service personnel gather 
on a Saturday lunchtime. The Tavern has supported many charities over 
the years. 
Jim was born. in Liverpool on 7 January 1936 one of a family of three 
chddren and .1s now survived by his sister Cathy and brother Tom. Jim 
JOmed the army and the Corps as a Regular in 1953 at the age of 17 
years._ He was pos!ed to Hong Kong Signal Regiment and later to 40 
Div Signal Troop m FA REL~. Having done three years and been pro
m.oted to Lanci: <;orpo~a l ; Jim left the army m 1956 and returned to 
Liverpool and c1v1han hfe: He was to find employment with the Pie sey 
Company at the Royal Radar Estabh hment at Great Malvern on Min
i try of ~efence work. It was during this time Jim was to meet his 
future wife Pam who w.as em~loyed ~s a cook in Malvern College for 
Boys. They formed a friendship, fell m love and were later married in 
Malvern Roman Ca.tholic Church on 4 June 1960. They had a very 
happy mamage havmg celebrated their Ruby Wedding last year. They 
had a family of three sons - Christopher, Stephen and Robert, two 
grandchtldren - Joseph and Megan, daughters-in-law icky Amanda 
and Vicky. ' ' 
He was a.n. avid reader, a member of the Sittingbourne Branch of the 
Royal-Bnt1sh Legion. Also he was one of the earliest members of the 
Ea~t Kent Branch, Ro~al Signals Association in which he played a 
major part 111 the recru1t111g of new members and, with Pamela took 
part in many of its activities. Jim in his earlier year was a very keen 
soccer player and cricketer and later for him it was to become a specta
tor sport ~ut not before he had d1 played his ability as a spin bowler and 
batsman 111 the East Kent Branch annual cricket matche . Jim could be 
een in ovember time in variou places in Sittingbourne with his 

poppy t~ay; he was a familiar sight to many. A Pakistani gentleman 
asked .Jim for a poppy with the ~tar of David emblem. Jim promptly 
sent him to me for this emblem. Jim explained to me later that an Asian 
gentleman had gone to a Roman Catholic for a .Jewish tar of David 
and Jim had sent him to a Church of England Padre: Jim could make a 
story from any small incident such as tl1is . 
Jim's heakh started to decline some five year ago - there wa further 
detcnorahon m. December last year when he was admitted to the Royal 
M.arsd~n 1-!osp1tal on 2 March. Sadly he died there on the 13 March 
with his wife and family at his bedside. Jim bore .his illnes with great 
courage and dignity, never complaining, thankfully accepting each day 
as 1t came bemg able to spend it with his wife, Pam and family. Jim 
loved his famtly especially hi grandchildren - in turn they all adored 
him. Jim was a very much loved and trea ured hu band, Dad. Grandad, 
brolber, relative, friend , neighbour. ervice colleague and legionnaire 
who will be very much missed by all who knew and loved him.' 

Amor - .ig Edgar Darlington Amor died aged 89 on 3 February 2001 
in hospital. On 27 January Eddie was till bu y finding guests for our 
Annual .D1~ner Dance but on 30 January he wa taken into ho pita! 
'>l'.hcre his hfc hung in tbe balance for ome forty eight hours before he 
dted .. His funeral on 9 February was well attended and wa a very 
mov111g experience for all present. We were joined by Burma Star 
members and both Standards were paraded, ours by our President, 
Graham Krinks. Eddie was born in Moss Side Manchester, the 
youngest of five children. He tarted work in removals with Waller 
Carter ~I-larrod.s) Ltd in Manchester in 1927. He wa called up in 1940 
~nd tra111cd w ith the Royal Signal as a Wirele s Operator and then 
.Nscnt to lnd1~ where he served in Abbonabad in 1941 and then with the 

.W. Frontier Force in Kohat. By this time Ed was a pecial Operator. 
Ile then served with the 14th Anny throughout the Burma Campaign . 
After the War he rejoined -Walter Carter and m t and married 
~ar~nret Calverley. They lived in Manchester where their fir t son J1ilhp was born 111 1949: sadly Phillip died in .1965. Ed wn made 

anager of Carter in outhport and moved there in I ro where 
c\uldre~ John and Margaret were born. When the Southport Branch 
c 0 ed m 1972 he returned to Manchester until retiring in 1974. Eddie 
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was widely known and well liked by all his friends. He was a debonair 
c~aracter, a gentlcm~n ~ith ~ great cnse of hwnour. He was a fair man 
with a real sense of J~Sllcc likely -to take the ide of the underdog. fie 
w~s a ~real reader with a depth of knowledge and wisdom that stayed 
with him u~!tl the end. For many years he was a member of the Wings 
Qmz Club m Southport and appeared on TV in '15 to I'. He wrote 
successfully a number of plays ~nd ongs. He had an ability to talk and 
relate to people of all ages and 1t was rare to hear him raise his voice. 
He was a keen dancer despite suffering from arthritis and loved sport 
especially football , cricket, bowls and snooker and whilst in lndi~ 
played !a goal for the unit hockey team. Eddie was a member of 
Probus m Southport and of the Con ·ervative Club. I le was a founder 
member of the Southport Branch of the Royal Signals Association 
twenty-one years ago and was our first Secretary; he was also a 
member of the Burma Star As ociation. He was pre ented with his 
fi ~-year badge on 21 May 1992. He was the embodiment of the finest 
spmt that we. could pos ibly find in an organisation such as ours· we 
~hal! mis h1m . . His prin~iple interest was his family, he ah~ays 
111qmrcd about h1 grandchildren and followed their progress closely 
He leaves behind his wife Margaret, son John and daughte~ 
M_argaret, dau~htcr-111-law Angela, son-m-law Dan and grandchildren 
Richard, Claire, Kate, Paul, Louise and Ruth . We send our 
condolences to them all. 

Erner.son - Sgt John (Prof) Emerson enlisted in the Corps' Boys 
Tra111111g Cc:impany al Cattcrick in the September 1945 Intake and was 
caught up m the mo~e. t? Harro~ate (~r~y Apprentices chool) for 
JUSt one Term before JOmmg mans service m January 1949. He trained 
as an Operate~ Ke.yboard & Cipher and then saw service abroad before 
completing his eight year with The Colours at Gloucester I War 
Office Signal ~egiment (Traffic). later to become UK Cornea~ Signal 
R~gt. On. leavm~ the Corps he studied for and was accepted by the 
Diplomatic Service. firstly as a Cipher Operator later to move upwards 
to become Head of a Department, based in London, involved with 
Fm~ce and Overseas As~ets. J.ohn desc~ibed himself as a 'Travelling 
Man and no wonder as his dul!es took him to our Embassie Consuls 
everywhere on our planet. To keep some sort of record of his travel 
and to _avoid confusion, John kept a Map Board of his visit . It hows 
a mas 1ve 247 pms - you name it John went there. Retiring in 1993 so 
unlike the majority of us who take our roots el ewherc J~hn 
continued to live with hi family at Purbrook Hants, the plac~ of his 
btrth. John, a devoted family man who enjoyed life to the full will be 
deeply miss~d by his wife Iris. daughters Jackie and' Susie, 
s~ns-m-law Jim and Andy and hi five grandchildren and his many 
friend of the 254 Old Boys Association. 

Aston - Shirley Aston (ne: Webb) died. in Australia, on 15 March aged 77 
years. ~he served with the Royal Corp of Signals from 1942-1946 as a 
Teleprinter .Operator. The President of the Returned Services League of 
A;u ~ha v1s1ted ber wh1ls1 she wa in ho pita! and al o read out her ser
vice history at.her funeral. She was tationed in Bath. Bri tol, London, 
Holland, Belgmm Germany ~nd France. Shirley's hu band John, i 
behmd her Lil the pho~o . He died two years ago. They met in Antwerp 
whtle John wa awail!ng demob, after spending six years in the Middle 
East. 
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Hornb\ - Maj John Hornb) was a loy..: and unbelicvabl. dedicated 
en in11. . oldicr and officer for clo e to 40 years. During thi time he 

and h1: fam1I) f Bowed the flag and met all lhc demand · :1nd rigottrs 
of military sen ice. A measure of thi commitment was his uccc sful 

arccr as a oldier culminating in hi promotion lo WO I (R M) and 
hi> ·ub ·equent commi sio ning and appointment to quadron 
Commander. John served exten~ivel, in Germany and England and 
wa · a\\ arded both the Member of lhe British Empire and Long Service 
and ood onduct ledal . ln recent years his duty brought him to the 

:ilisbury nrea wh re he cstabli hed hi family home. He ·erved as a 
Quartcrn1a·t.:r in Blandford and Tidworth before mo ing to 3(UK) Div 
HQ & ig Regt in Bulford in 1993. John suffered from advanced bone 
marro'' cancer. It "as the mea ure of hi traordinary dctem1ination 
and profe sionalism lhat d pitc extensive pain and debilitating drug 
he worked "henever he could and continued to provide an e trcmely 
u eful en ice to a hard pres ed Operational Regiment. Throughout his 
illne he has continued to undertake tasks such as treasurer of the 200 
. trong om1andy Officers Mess, organi ation for lhe Regimental Open 
Day, and rear party admini trative upport to operationally deptoyed 

quadrons. John al o worked tireles ly for the Church of St Mary and 
t ichola in Wilton. John was a widower, hi wife having tragically 

died of cancer in 1993. He leaves three adult daughters and a 17-year
old dependent son. He remained steadfast in the maintenance of his 
own morale and in hi responsibilities to his family. Hi li fe is a 
con tant reminder to all members of the Regiment of the military 
value of courage and elfle commitment. (UK) Div HQ and Sig 
Regt wi he to express it heartfelt thanks for 1aj John Hornby's 

devoted ervice. 

Thi poem wa written by John ' s son Chris and was read at the 
Memorial ervice at Wilton on Friday 15th December 2000. 

DIFFIC LTY 

It' so difficult to see, 
The thing that are in ide of me, 
The little thing that make me cry. 
The thing that make me ask why? 

It' o difficult to ec, 
The choice which lay ahead of me, 
The future is the dark cloud, 
I just want my family proud. 

Could do bener i what lhey ay, 
Wnat make the demons go away, 
rm not crazy. 
I'm not ad, 
I'm having problems with my dad. 

It's the little things that make me cry, 
If you were me. you'd see why. 
I don't want to say goodbye. 
I don't want anyone to die. 
I don't want to live in fear, 
Knowing that death is near .... 

ow that death, been and gone. 
Now the fight to carry on, 
I know he 'll look down on me, 
The greatest father ever been. 
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Parto1_1 - ig George Par.ton . died in Erskine Hospital on 3 April 200l 
h~vmg ente~cd the hospnal m .1997. He wa.s called up for National cr
v1cc. to Jard me trcet . laryh1ll,. Glasgow 111 1949, as a Signalman Dri
ver m the Co~s. and served until 1956 when he then transferred to the 
Parachute Regiment. In 1961 h? transferred to the Royal Engincersand 
scn•ed until 1963. He served m attenck the UK and Libya havin 
dropped his rank of Lance Corporal in the Roya l Signal to join th~ 
Parachute Regiment. George Parton was cremated at Woodside Cre
matorium, Paisley. The Parach.ute Associ.ation were represented with 
their tandard. Members of his fanuly. mcluding his son who lives 
oversea , and friend were at the ervice which was conducted by the 
Chaplain for the Panis. 

Devine - apt (Retd) George Devine, late Royal Signal . George 
Devine came to 216 Para ig in 1974 as a mature W02 (YofS). The 
re t of our gang were all young Sergeants. We did our Airborne thing 
for two more years until l went to BAOR, and George became \VOi 
(RSM!) in the Signals Wing at RMA andhurst. 16 Para Bde folded its 
tents in 1976. George and l met rarely after that, our ubsequcnt 
reunion usually under the haze of an Airborne Force Day. In latter 
years we wrote or 'phoned. now and then, and we exchanged Xmas 
card . On retiring from Regular ervicc George became a P AO with 
31 ig Rcgt (V) in London. He and his wife Margaret bought a house 
in Fleet, which remains the family home. George retired from TA ser
vice in 1997, aged 60. 
George was a rare wee gem of a Gia gow-born Scot. He was quietly 
amusing, humorou , totally efficient and a kind, tolerant leader. His 
wa ~he voice ~f reason whe~ master Marshall, McBirney, and 
Hamilton, thru ting and aggressive young ergeants, started to ricochet 
off the wall of aulhority erected by some of our then 'born-leaders.' 
When life became fraught we could always go to ee George, who 
would calm u down, discus an al ternative as assination method, and 
pour water on the flames. For that alone, he earned our undying grati· 
tude. I remember that George, a mature 37-year-old, struggled manful
ly to keep-up on road runs. It was a young and very fit Squadron. At the 
same time though he wa heavily involved with the world of Military 
Display Free Fall Parachuting. He jumped with the internationally 
renowned Red Devils, and the Roya l Signal own Blue Helmets. His 
team-males then included Maj Mike Forge, who was killed in the Falk· 
lands War: Sgt Jim Robins, who died in a tragic parachuting accident, 
before George's very eyes; and Sgt Steve Whittick, a 216 Sqn member 
from the 1960 . l heard that George continued to Free-Fall long after he 
left 216, making his la t jump in 1997. He wa both well known and 
respected in that particularly elite world. As a footnote to his FF days ... 
George was one of few to be presented with a Gold Lanyard by HRH 
Prince Charles at an ABF Day parade in the late 1970s. This award 
was made to Para Bde 'Troopers who had completed a minimum of 
1.000 FF jumps. The tory goes that when HRH stopped in front of 
George he noticed that, like himself, George was wearing a Queen's 
Jubilee Medal. 'How did you come by this?' asked the Prince. ' I was in 
the right place at the right time, Sir,' retorted George. 'Funny enough, 
so was I,' concluded HRH. Smile all round. The tale was later pub· 
lished in a Readers ' Digest 'Humour in Uniform.' 
April 1975 - Escape and Evasion - Rannoch Moor, Scotland. One of the 
Running Teams consisted of Lt igel Jackson, W02 George Devine, 
and Sgt Dick Hamilton. The Hunter Force wa provided, vigorou ly, 
by Para Rcgt ' troops from the Vigilant (Mi ile) Platoons of HQ Coy, 
16 Para Bde. Of course we were (all) eventually caught, and bcasted, 
and mterrogated at the infamous Kamp Tominsky Rehabilitation Centre 
(a nissen hut in Camp Cultybraggan). Years have dulled the pain suf· 
fered, but one relevant memory abides ... a cunning plan was that 
George had secreted, about his body, a tiny tube containing a £5 note. 
Later, 'on the run ', we attempted to buy food from a woman at an isolat· 
ed cottage. ln exchange for the rations George was encouraged to pro· 
duce the cash. This he did after retiring behind a shed. The note was 
gingerly handed-over, and we took to our heels with the grub! The 
entire valley heard precisely what the woman thought of 'dirty •$£!! 
escapees, and their *$£!! money!' Rarely had I seen George move quite 

so fast! 
For many years George and his wife, Margaret enjoyed themselves as 
active members of a Scottish Country Dance Society. A letter from 
George in 1997 says that they had been to St Andrews for the Society' 
Summer School week, and were due to visi t Aberdeen fo r the Scotti h 
Society's Annual Grand Ball. I heard that George was still dancing in 
February this year, again t all medical advice of course. I also heard 
that , in January of this year, he successfully 'Addressed The Haggis' al 
no less than four Bums' Suppers. Determined, or what? In latter years. 
as a relief from the stresses of TA life and London George took to the 
hills, quite literally. He would travel to the north df Scotland where be 
would join forces with an old Free Fall chum Alec Munro, late 3 Pam 
an~ ~he Red Devils. The pair would wand~r up hill and down dale, 
enJoymg freedom and scenery, and reliving their youth. George had 
made plans to visit me in Shetland this autumn for a walk along the 
' banks' and seashore. His enforced ab cnce, on ~thcr duty, grieves me 

dearly. 
On 6 April a R~quiem Mass was held for George in Church Crookham, 
f~llowcd by his internment at Aldershot Military Cemetery. The er· 
vice was attended by very many family members and friend , f~oin 
across the globe. Among the gathering were Para Sig comrades Nig~I 
Jackson, Johnny Fielding, teve Marshall, Jimmy Campbell, Craig 
Treeby, Guy Richards and Joe Fairbairn; and Malcolm Coupnr, late 
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of the Blue I lei mets. George as you move ff h 
sky, I "'ish you the fond adic~ of an airbor~~ c tot ~final DZ RV in .t~e 
lcgcd to hav~ served briefly in your shadow. omra e, proud and pnv1-
Thc picture 1s a hook on which to han m f: 
Devine who passed away 0 11 3 l March foo 1Y ~ewclhl Capt (Retd) G. 
ly bomc. • 3 tcr as ort illness brave-

. 1974 Photo 
(L-R) : Sgt ~~~ H(~~~)o~ Sgt Steve. Marshall, SSgt Dougie Baikie 

o eorge Devine, Capt Craig Treeby ' 
(all of 216 Para Sig Sqn) 

Bell - Sig Herbert J. Bell was bo:n in Holl w . . ~oined Standard Telephones a~d Cableso i1?i 937 L~~oi" m I ~-i?c and 
JOmed the TA and was mobilised on the outbreak of Wa I~ at he 
Europe and was evacuated from Dunkirk on h r. e \~a. ent to 
Later he went to the Middle East for the S l .e D~stroyer Sc1m1t~r: 
the Para Brigade where he served in the S yr.ian amp~1gn and JOmed 
first drop was at the Greek/Albanian bord!ec~l Oherations Group. Hi 
ignalling for.the Partisans. Later he was :e~t e~~theasL~n~ rn~c months 

cue 13 American nurses and aircrew who h~d bed u y, to res
Malta to Italy. They finally got the American eras en ro.ute from 

~~~~. ~ere J:'an f~rred to Bali in Italy. It is ~~~~~~a 1~::~~he~r!~ 
dropped in~~ N~:th~~s:~~y ~a~C:rah: l~eo~~~~~;i~na f nd ~as then 
Army he returned to STC d · · n re ease 1rom the 

~~~i.d~t~~ ~t:a ~~r c~f~~:~ g~~~:T:~~:~~ 1~"~~~ ~~e~~ga ~~r~ 
~~~r!:v~a~~~fsti~ned a~~eJa r~=~e a~~i;jt~de ~~K:~ :~~~:f ;a~:~rid~~~~ 
not only a hero but a man who led a useful and productive~~;. w o was 

8"~!~10;. ~o~~i~ri~g~~s~~~ E~~~r!~~ ~~~ ~~ §~ve?i~~oJa% at Wrexham 
Arn~a. i.n 1916 and joined the British Army in 1935. Cape, South 

~~a~1;~1 t~1~mbg was at Catterick and then he went to India, which he 

with atfec~~one H:~~~~~ ~l~ ~p1s0~;e;rk .and often .spoke o_f his time ihcre 
a mg an active part m many for the 

whole of his army career lie r ed 
at rugby, cricket hock~ ancdrescnt the Corps at the highest level 
Bangalore and foiiowin ~· . golf. llis. <?fficcr Traming was at 
Parachute Brigade as a ttaj~i=~~c~ut~ tr~mng .. he joined 50 Indian 
served in Burma and was at San h C: 0 the Signals quadron. He 
1944. Returning to the UK in 19f; h~ and .Imphal - March and April 
Germany (Krefeld and Rh . I service mcluded Malta, Kenya, 
Episkopi). His last six years s~:~!~h~;) .angh Cyprus (t\krotiri and 
HQ Western Command Ile . . re 111 ester at Sa1ghton Camp, 
appointed, in July 1970. to th~c~rfd in Jan';la!)' 1970 and was then 
~a Retired Officer. He ~erved th~r~c~1;mu111cauons Office ' Hanover, 
Fmally, he retired in 1980 and re ed ten years. 
he lived with his wife, Margare~rn h to ~arford, o.rth Wales where 
where he was teach in S . '.w om. e had met m Cyprus 1959 
Kate, who was born fn ~~i~e ~hlldren 1~ Limassol, and his daughte; 
enjoyed until he was 79 Hi h anovcr. olf was .a hobby which he 
heart attack. He still kept in t ea~h ~r~dually detcnorated following a 
his 34 year career. A life he lo oudc wit many he had served with over 
H . vc. 
gr~ncf~~1~i~:, ;~!~s r::J1~:e1aarta;et, Kate

1 
and Toni and his 

gentleman, loved and re pected by ~any. was tru Y a oldier and a 

HEADQUARTERS 
11 SIGNAL BRIGADE 

Co111d 
cos 

Brig C. L. Le Callais OBE 
Maj R. P. Wilson 

HAIL A D FAREWELL 
o farewells fi th · d · · welcome Ma· B °i:' is e illon, there arc only welcomes - Hooray! We 

FTRS c l J 0 Appleton to the Hcadquai1ers as the S02 Op on an 
decades on ract. 1t appears lhal the terms of Bob's FTRS contract run in 
FTRS ~oasl opposed .to yca.r .. He jo!ned us from HQ LA D (a previou 
will be th~ ract) and 1~ add1t1on to his responsibilities as the S02 Op he 

J
·
01

·ncd principal hnk officer with the TA . Capt Mick Purve has a'lso 
us on attachm l l · · ' · both and en o a. s1st with Ex aif Sareea. Welcome to you 

we are sure that you will enjoy yotU· stay in Donnington. 

O ~RATULATIO S 
Brig Charles L G ll · Operational Hon c . a 81•5 ha been awarded the CBE in the 

cncouragin fi ours Li t for Lus work m Lhe former Yugo lavia. It is very 
attcndin a g or all of u. lo learn that one can be made a CBE imply by 

g number of social functions; arranging for a piper t~ be present 
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a t one of them and being a 'ihoro ughly ood cha , . , 
announcement prompted a further champaggne cete6r~tio11~~~ :~c 
Headquarters. we are all h?ping thi is the tyle to which we can bee e 
accustomed. Seriously, ."'h.il ~t we are all delighted for Brig harles l~~~ 
ahred ome, le.s . savoury 111d1 1duals, in the former Yugo lavia who wish h 

a never visited. e 

PROJECT CORMORANT 

1 
Capt (TOT) John Hiorns continues to run with Project Corniorant 

\.\c arc happy to update the last WIRE note and report that the cont ci 
ha been let - ~t last: The first slice of Project Corniorant i due ra 
declared ~perallonal m .ugust 2002. In order to meet tliat time- c~fe b~ 
Sig Regt 1s now con~uctmg AS Op con c1 ion training, which include 
members from 30 1g Regt. Once that conver ion trainin has been 
co~1pl~e, Cormorant underpinning knowledge training will co~mncnce in 
or .er t a.t ?perators are able to meet the Initial Operational a abilit I 
It 1s ant1c1pated that Management i:raining and User Triaf witf b~ 
conducted from February 2002, with the first collective training 
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conducted from pril 2002. Thi should ensure that the first lice 1 
ind cd declared operational in ugu t 2002. 

E. 'ER I E IF REE II 
The e er i e gathers pace. A high level ~ricfing for the ex w~ 

conducted m Dormington on 29 1arch 2001 winch 0 4BRITFOR. Air 
\Ice Marshall ( \' l) Torpy attended, accompanied b UK Ex Direct?r 
AVM Harri and the UK Chi f EXCO . Brig Freer. The J6 lead, Brig 

Suleman f1om the Sultan. of Oman s Armed Force also attended. 
accompanied by two Omam st~ff office;s. Th_e bncfing ~eam. led by the 
Comd, Brig Le Gallais comprised M_aJ Da.v1d Somerv11lc, from PJl.IQ 
and Maj Duncan Parkinson. The intention of the day wa to give 
confidence to the lead players that the J6 picture reflected, accurately. the 
J3 picture. The aim of the day was achieved and AVM Torpy was heard 
to say that he had learned more about the exercise in the 90 minutes bnef 
in Donnington than he had been able to piece together in the preceding 

months. 

COMMUNICATIONS PROJECTS DIVISION (CPD) 

PROJECT lZAR - by Cpl Steve Mottram 
OE&l OE IG ' & I ST LLATIO SERVICES BRA CH . . . , · f E · · 

0 
~vho are we? Communication Projects Division (CPD) based in Blandford wa. ass11rnlated mto f?CSA Directorate ? ngmeenng & lnter-

0 erability (DE&l) during December 2000 and continue to provide support to the defence fixed commumca11ons sys_tems wo_rldw1de. 
p · ct lZAR wa the commercialization of Op ilkrnan communication in support of the JTFHQ bas~d w1thm the Sierra Leon~ Army HQ ~n the 
ou~~f~ of the ca ital. Freetown and Benguema Training Centre (BTC). The ~roject, utilising civi_I atelht_e bearers and COTS equ1p~ent u ed _m the 
Balkans on ro·ect~ MIRA and CLEO, has now replaced the majority of the 30 Sig ~eg~ commun1cauons eqmpment at both_ of these locauon~ . . All circuits 
and faciliti/ i~cluding DFTS. PATRO , CUTG, JOC , TC, Internet and IMN circml are routed through the UK Hub m Corsha.m prov1dmg a better 

qualify of service and enhanced facilities. E T h · · f BAE s · 
The ro ·ect started in January. The three modified fSO containers were configured and J'.ully tested by BA ec mc1a~ rom_ Y tern m 

Chri tc~u~b and members of DE&l's Design & Installation Service _Branch (D_IS) and Jnfom1~uon Systems 7 (IS7), .and 600 Sig Tp pnor to deployrne~l. 
An in tallation team was then assembled using personnel from five different units !lamely 30 Sig Regt, ACPO. 600 S1~ Tp, DIS Bland'.ord and HQ LA D 
to travel out to ierra Leone to prepare the area for the equipment and then flood wire the HQ complex ready for the amval of the contamers. 

Rear (L-R): Capt Jason Hazelwood, LCpl Chris Nugent, Cpl Lee Bearfield , W02 (SSM) Mark Bullivant, LCpl John Brotherford, 
SSgt Kev Wosika, Capt (TOT) Tony Woolaston . 

Front (L-R): Sig Tom Hobson, Sgt Paul Landregan, Cpl Steve Mottram, LCpl Carl Stephenson, Sgt Joe Mcguiness, Mr Chris Ashcroft 
(Missing from the picture are Maj Keith Pritchard and Sig Andy Hartshorn) 

We flew from Brize Norton by Tristar on 29 March with an overnight stop in Dakkar and arrived in Lungi airport at midday on the 30th. After brielin~~ 
and admin we et off via mexi-float for the other side of the bay, which was where the RFA Sir Percivale was docked. This was to be o~r home for t~edne. s 
four weeks. Travel from the docks to JTFHQ, the other side of Freetown, was in itself an experience! Two miles and one hour later l~avmg passed bui~ ~t 
riddled with hundreds of bullet holes from the troubles, open sewers, and the general appearance of overcrowd mg, where every piece of floor spac 
li\cd on we emerged on the other side. From then on it was pretty much a straight run to the HQ. 
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. The main task for the first week ~as to flood wire t~e HQ and surrounding areas with all the cable . both fibre and copper, and fit trunkin . Durin thi 
lime al~ work was over een by Maj Chief Leaner' _Pritchard whilst Capt 'Howdybuddy' Hazelwood and Capt 'Did I tell you I was posted~o Gibr!itar?' 
Woolaston worked on t~e handover package w1thm the HQ. Obviously due to the heat the workload was very tiring and so the newly formed MTDPF 
(~ech &Tech Democratic People Front) ~alloted for a day off; so Sunday was spent on the beach. This is were W02 SSM 'SUPLEX' Bullivant came into 
his ow_n, after counties ly bemg attacked 111 the sea by local kids who strangely mi took him for a new climbing frame he decided to hone his newfo nd 
wrestling moves o.n a couple of, them. ~gt 'Parasasghurkacomman~o' McGu_iness tried his band at a recently discovered pastime called FatbelUed 
bodysurfing ably aided by LCpl Surfgod Brotherford. Whilst all this was gomg on LCpl 'Winge for NATO' Stephenson continually complained that 
'The ea's too salty. T~e, sand's to ~ot blah blah blah!' All the local beach traders were fended off bravely by LCpl 'Turkish' ugeot unfortunately it wa~ 
too late for LCpl Chris Local boy Stanley who was forced to buy everything. ' 

JTFHQ Complex 

After the containers arrived the circuit were te ted thoroughly and all settings were checked by the Chuckle Brothers. Sct' enior Chuckle' Wosika 
and gt ·~unior Chuckle' Landregan. Loopback plugs were being thrown about like they were going out of fa hion and 'To me,"'To you' wa heard on many 
an occa ion. All thi was again overlooked by Maj 'Chief leaner' Pritchard. who had obviou ly encountered a seriou earthquake in hi past and now felt 
the need lo lean against something all of the time! 
h Cpl 'I just drive' Mottram did what wa best and cleaned the chicles and Mr Chris 'Expendable Civvy' Ashcroft rubbed cream into the bli ters that 

ad now formed from sunburn. At about thi_s t_ime Sig Andy 'Hal.f _lo~' Hartshor~ bad to return to U_K on ~o.mpa ·ionate. At about the 3-week point. 
strange medical ailments became apparent w1thm the team. Sgt 'M1 ·1m1to 1 'McGumcss de eloped conJunct1v1t1 and Capt 'One eyed Willie' \ oolaston 
developed problems with his eye (although it was noted that it remarkably healed itself as the wheel of the Tri tar touched down in the UK and he got up 
offh1s ~lub clas AeroMed seat)! 

Ilavmg s~cccssfully completed the JTFHQ the team moved to the Jungle location of BTC. Again the area wa flood wired providing OFT . CUTG and 
a four lcnmnal welfare Internet cafe, much to the delight of the CO of ILi who had ju t taken over the training e tablishmcnt from 2RGR. During the 
:~stallat1on, a few of us were lucky enough to watch the pa sing out parade of the newly Ghurka trained SL oldiers, and what can be .aid, the drill and 
le general professionalism of their troops was amazing! They were a credit to their training. 
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Pole Preparation - by LCpl Stephenson at BTC 

With all the equipment in and w?rking it . was now, imply a case of the 
team tidy and pack111g up at both sites. Wh1l t Capt Hey, Lets off-road 
Madmax' Hazelwood and Sgt 'Paradigm Kid' Lan~regan so~111g out the 
Cyber-cafe at BTC. A we had finished ahead of time and with two day 
left to pare we went to the beach a.nd 'power-tan~ed'. On the first day 
Cpl Lee 'Whiteboy' Bear.fie ld t:1nally m

0
ade ~t t

0
0 the beach and 

consequentially burnt to a cnsp. whilst LCpl Turkish . ugent ~anag~ 
to achieve a tan that a German would be proud of. Sig Tom Lob, ter 
Hobson bravely fended ofTyet more beach traders, Whilst Cpl Steve Del 
Boy' Mottram wapped everything he wore for the local produce. 

R&R on the beach 

263 (HARROGATE) SIGNAL SQUADRON 
ARMY APPRENTICES COLLEGE 

' Qt,AORO llEADQ ARTER 
q.1 Comd Maj Mel Rayner 

\1 W02 J. Hogan 
HQ has experienced a massive turnaround over the past few months, 

wnh the arrival of a new 21C, Capt Liz Warhurst (nee Allan), SM 
John Hogan and. gt Ba~er as the new Sqn SQMS. As .is alwa~s the 
ca with arrival m new umts. we have hit the ground runnmg. MaJ Mel 
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Rayner ha welcomed the return of both a 21C and SSM in po. t and i~ 
looking for.vard to the extra time she will now have, not .... The Foot an r 
Mouth disease has impacted s ignificantly on ou.r ability to lrainfdue 
Apprentices in realistic field condi!ions. However, 111 the fine stylfi ~n~s 
British Army we arc find111g olutions to the prob~em. (The Sma nt for 
Trainer has never seen so much. action!) There is no rcplacemc draws 
living in the field for a few days 111 the w111d and ram. As the term 
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to it;, conclusion, life is accelerating with the preparations for the Pass 
Out Parade, which takes place on 19 April. Maj Rayner is particularly 
excited about her return lo the Drill Square as the Parade Commander, 
aflcr an absence of over seven years. Look111g forward to the start of May, 
the Senior Tc1m, Rawson and Scott Tps, will move on to Blandford for 
their Phase 2 Training, while we welcome the arrival of the next 
Appr~nticcs. A slig~tly .smaller .intake, means that we are able to get the 

cos away for vital 111struct1onal, career and educational courses. 
Finally, the Squadron would like to congratulate Sgt Korchel on her 
selection for promotion to Staff Sergeant, well done. 

WHAT I THE DIFFERE CE BETWEE ATFC A DAN ATR? 
Anny Training Regiments (ATR) and the Army Technical Foundation 

College (ATFC) both conduct Phase I training, so what differences arc 
there between th.c training? The Apprentices stay at the College for 28 
weeks while a recruit will spend only 12 weeks in an ATR. The Common 
Military Syllabus Recruit, (CMSR) which every recruit must pass is 
completed by the ATRs in I I/ 12 weeks, so what do we do for the 
remainder of the 28 weeks? The key word in our title is 'College', we 
educate. The Apprentices (only Technician and Operator trades) complete 
a package called the Foundation Modem Apprenticeship (FMA), which 
i based primarily around Key Skills and YQs. The Apprentices study a 
variety of subject including Maths, IT, Military Science and Military 
Studies. All of which help to prepare them for their Education For 
Promotion (EFP) I. The course includes two weeks of External 
Leader hip and a wecklong Leadership Cadre. The Senior Term spend a 
week on excrci e where they are tested in various command 
appointments and delivery of orders and finally finishing the term with a 
week of Field Firing at ection level. In a nutshell, an Apprentice will 
move on to Phase 2 having completed the CMSR and a FMA (if they 
have worked hard enough) as well as having under his or her belt, 
command and leader hip experience. 

BRADLEY TROOP - JU IOR TERM 
Tp Comd Capt Roddy Wilson 
Tp Sgt gt Mark MeMullan 
LIFE I THE FIRST TERM AT ATFC ARBORFlELD 
byATE/gie 
THE BLOCK 

ot knowing anyone at the start was really strange, having to make a 
whole new group of friends. In a way it was familiar because of changing 
school , but we all oon settled in. By the end of the first week we had all 
got to know each other. Doing the block job wasn't the best thing, 
nobody had any control or knowledge of command and everyone went in 
all direction . We didn't know how to iron or clean, to be honest it wa 
like starting al primary school , not knowing the basics of what we were 
supposed to be doing. As time went on, friction became a major problem, 
because, we started to get to know each other more. We didn't agree on 
many things, and we argued constantly. Although we made good friends 
we became familiar with the more lazy members of the Troop. However, 
we are all working more as a team now and all members of the Troop arc 
now pulling their weight. ow we all happily get along, doing all of our 
jobs up to tandard and meeting the requirements. I think the whole 
Troop have bonded really well, however the motivation and team work 
never kicked in until after our cxerci e, Exercise Milks Teeth. 

E:XERCI E MILKS TEETH 
This i the first exercise you will go on. It is a good exerci e where 

you learn the basic military skills, such a cooking, admini tration, cam 
and concealment, map reading and learning more about harbour areas. On 
this exercise we had to do stag, which on the fir t night I tagged up and 
down my section line for an hour. On the second night I had to do stag in 
a shell scrap with another person. The econd night, l went on twice. 
During the exercise the thing J really enjoyed most was firing blank 
round a it wa fir t time and I also got to fire on automatic. The worst 
thmg about Ex Milks Teeth was sleeping out in the freezing cold. All we 
lrnd for shelter was a poncho, a bivi bag and our sleeping bag. The other 
thmg l did not like was carrying my bergen around. (! think I might 
become an officer and get omeone else to carry it for me). Cam and 
concealment was really good. You had to cam your elf up including 
11'.cbbing, hands and face. A ftcr you ha e cammed yourself up you had to 
hide while the Troop NCO's had to find us with the help of a spotter. We 
then. went on various map-reading exerci c , which improved our skill 
and m some cases found·them to begin with. We also learnt the art of how 
to patrol around area and the di fferenl technique used such as staggered 
file and single file. With thi came all the different hand signals used both 
m. the day and night. Overall this exercise was really good, providing u 
with all the basic military skill . 

EXERCI E DRAGO S TEETH 
Ex Dragons Teeth wa n •t as realistic as it should have been, because of 

the foot and mouth and a result we had to do all of the training on camp. 
llowcver, what we did do in the two day was challenging, fun and hard. 
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The first da~ was raining and cold but we soon eemcd to forget about 
that. Target 1nd1cat1on was our first stand followed by judging distance 
and thenjire and ma~oeuvre. This day was simply for practice except for 
target 111d1cat1on, which was one of our main tests we all passed. At the 
end o.f the day we were all tired, but I knew if we had been on a real 
exercise we would have found it more difficult. The second day was 
bcucr, it wa:- ~aining on and off and we had a test on fire and manoeuvre. 
This was.bnlhant, to make it better it was really muddy. All of the Troop 
thought 11 was good even though all their bounds made them crawl 
through the muddiest patches. If we had been on exercise we would have 
found it more difficult but I think we would have coped. The bad thing 
ab.out the two days was the weather and not being able to do the real 
thmg. It would have been a lot better if we were able to go into the field 
and practice our military skill living and surviving in the field without 
the block comforts to rely on. 

PE EY TROOP - J IOR TERM 
Tp Comd Lt Miles Booker 
Tp Sgt CSgt 'Digger' Gardiner RGBW 
MY AMAZI G DAY OUT - by AT Atkinson 

When l joined the Army I wasn't expecting to go to museums and to 
go bowling, but it ju t goes to show if you work hard, you play hard. 
Thursday 29 March, I woke up with a big smile for once and I was happy 
to get up that early. l didn't believe where we were going when Sgt 
Gardiner first told us. The artillery museum was enjoyable because when 
J first decided to join the Army l wanted to join artillery, bccau e I like 
the idea of being in control of big guns. The most amazing piece of kit 
there, was the AS90, British made and the best in the world. We got to 
climb over them and get inside, the AS90 was really small inside, I 
couldn't imagine working on a hot day in there. The next place we went 
to was an armoury where we were told the history of British rifles. I 
couldn't believe how many weapons were in there and when we got the 
chance to look about the armoury I was overjoyed. All my mates were 
looking at the modem weapons and anti-tank weapon , but I went to look 
at the World War 11 rifle . I've always been interested in WWU. I've got 
load of books on it back home. When I got to look at the Browning 
Automatic Rifle I couldn't put it down. ext was the main attraction, 
BOWL! G! At first I couldn't hit a single pin, but as soon as I got 
warmed up I got four strikes in a row. After bowling I played on the 
arcades and ate burgers. back to my original civilian life eating burgers 
and playing on arcades. Overall it wa a good day and it has made me 
work harder to go out again. 

VISIT TO THEM SEUM AT RMCS SHRJVE H 1 
byATHaiper 

On Thursday 29 March. our Troop taff decided to give us a break 
from our busy lives and took u out for the day! The day started off really 
well: it was a chance to put on our civilian clothe and relax for the day. 
We got on the road and everything was fine until Sergeant McLaughlin 
got a flat tire. It fina lly got fixed and everyone arrived at the Museum. 
We went into the armoury and looked at ome really cool rifle . I' e 
never een o many and J never knew there were o many different types. 
We then moved on to the gun shed where there were a lot of really big 
gun . We got a chance to look around, and climb on ome of the tank . 
The W02 who howed u around howed us one of the tests you do to 
join the Artillery. You had to be able to lift one of these really heavy 

hells, and it was funny catching the males in the Troop trying to lift it, 
and struggling, when the staff sergeant could lift it with one hand. I did 
learn something I don·t want to join the Artillery! After that we all went 
to the Mega Bowl and I actually hit some of the pin ! Everyone enjoyed 
them clve , whether they were good or bad, it was a laugh. After we had 
a few games we all had a go on some of the amusements. Lt Booker and 
Sgt Gardiner had a go on a hor c racing video game and it wa really 
trange to sec our troop ta ff having a laugh and being civilians! The day 

was really enjoyable and a nice break for the Troop and the ta ff. It give 
us a reason to work even harder so we can do more thing like thi ! 

0 R DAY OUT - AT flam11e11 
E Well, our day started a bit flat . literally, we had only been on the 

road for IS minutes and we had got a puncture. However. it was a 
welcomed stop for all tho e who had gone a whole twenty minutes 
without nicotine. After a few of AT Jenner's jokes, AT Eddon' 
moaning about car icknc s a few nacks , L gt McLaughlin had 
changed the tyre and co ercd hi uit in oil. \I e piled onto the minibu, 
and ct off on our way. \ c arrived al the Mu cum just behind the others 
and were u hered into the Gun Shed. c watched a hort film about 
different kind of weapo1i a11d ammunition. Then we went to look at the 
guns. We were let loo e on the huge contraptions. Eddon and I were in 
our elcmenl We took it in tun, ,to get in the driver' seat and pretend to be 
driving in the Gulf. It \..,a<. t11iout that time that AT ustin came and 
spoiled our fun by telling us to get outside. c. t we walked over to the 
Armoury. We were talked through most of the \ capon there and were 
hown how they worked. It wa then that I b came grateful for the 
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O, a I would not like to be carrying som of the rifles from earlier 
eenturie·. We were talked through the ammuni tion a it w.1s pas ed 
around. The ergeant 1ajor wowed Sgt Gardiner by telling him about 
the ne\\ technology, for the future. Then we were taken back to the 
minibu:.. L gt McLaughlin turned on the radio and a few ong later and 
we were outside 1cgabowl. \ c all got into teams and ·wapped our 
hoe . \\ e were allocated our lanes and the game began. The first game 

wa won unexpectedly by AT Edmonson. \: e began to feel the ten ion 
bet\,een Eddon and Au tin as they were both in la l place with a very 
poor core. I was now enjoying the game and took my place at the start of 
the lane. I wa detem1ined to get a trike. I took a run up to the pin .... 
BA 'G ........ no l didn't get a trike. I had actually landed on my bum and 
my whole team were rolling around laughing. I gathered myself together 
and finished the game in second place. \ c changed our shoes back and 
walked over 10 the arcade game where Sgt Gardiner and L t Booker 
were amusing us all on the Derby horses. 
Overall I thought that the day wa great. 

RAW 0 TROOP - E ' lOR TERM 
Tp Comd Capt 'Pierre' Farrimond 
Tp gt gt Colin Gaul 

Coming to the end of a very busy senior term everyone i looking 
forward 10 pas --0ff day. With all the exercises cancelled due to foot and 
mouth the Troop ha had to do a lot of improvi ing and making as much 
use of the camp real-estate as po sible, thi being no problem of course 
being R ignal we are u ed to improvisation. We would like to take thi 
opportunity to wi hall the best to Cpl 'Clubby' Clubb and hi girlfriend 
on the smooth delivery of a new communication y tern (ye a baby). 

RA\ 0 1 TROOP BATILEFI ELD TO R - by AT Bumand 
Friday 6 April and we watched scenes from famous films about the 

D-Day landings. That evening we made our way 10 hi torical Portsmouth 
for the Troop's maiden voyage abroad. We bad fun strutting our tuff on 
the dance-floor on the ' Pride of Portsmouth'. Eventually we arrived in 
France after seven hours of feel ing not 100% We boarded our coach and 
made our way to Aramange and visited the D-Day museum. It was quite 
exciting and we all got sore necks from sitting in the 360 degree cinema. 
After tasting the local di h of steak and chips we made our way to Omaha 
Beach. At the beach the loss of life really hit us all. I think it is 
impo ible for our generation to comprehend how many lives were lost 
all we could do try 10 imagine. This was time to reflect on what they gave 
their lives for. From Omaha we went co Point-de-Rock and went in the 
German gun emplacements it was an odd feeling knowing that you are 
walking in history thi was the highlight for me. We then went into 
airborne country and to Pegasus Bridge, we enjoyed walking across the 
first part of France to be liberated by the allies. Then finally we went to 
pay our respects to British troops who had made the ultimate sacrifice. 
We held a mini remembrance ceremony where we laid a wreath on behalf 
of 263 (H) Signal Squadron. We then made our way back to Le Havre 
Port and home to the college. 

SCOTI TROOP - E IOR TERM 
Tp Comd Lt ' ick Galle AGC 
Tp Sgt Sgt Amanda Korchel 

'OR.MAJ DY B TTLE FIELD TOUR - by AT Roberts 
After a day at the movies (watching old war films!) we finally set off 

France. Scott Troop being the enior Troop (and the better of the two!) 
we got the Gucci bus. After about t\vo hours of boredom (getting a big 
film fanatic 1tting next to you, doesn't make travelling a lot of fun!) we 
arrived in Portsmouth. Seeing the fe rry raised a !range fear in the 
strangest people, eg: AT Lorna 'Taz' Robertson one of the more 
eccentric people in the Troop was nearly in tears with fear! After a hard 
night's boogying (alcohol free of course!) we awoke in Le Harve. After 
another joui ney with the same exciting company (this time sleeping!), we 
amvcd at Arromanche, ormandy. 

We then received a tour round a D-day museum by a French guide, 
whose English was quite patchy at times. Cpl Ross · H' Harmer being 
the funny man of the Troop, seized the opportunity immediately and 
proceeded to attempt a very poor French accent. We learnt about how 
Arromanche was the site for Mulberry harbour, a man made monster 
dock made by the Allies. We then walked up an enormou hill to get to a 
360degree cinema. 'How does that work?' I hear you cry, well it's a 
circular room with screens all around. It was one of the freakiest things I 
have ever seen in my life, it' like being drunk without the alcohol! After 
a quick spot of lunch we were off, this time to Omaha Cemetery. It was 
amazing, I never thought it would be as big as it was, but with the time 
against us we couldn' t really get a good look around. We then quickly 
dro'c off to Ponte de Hoc, the cliff the US Rangers assaul ted. 
Unfortunately the clock was ticking so we rushed off to the main British, 
(and ignals a et) Pegasus Bridge. This was where Cpl Waters made 
hi famou 'Go Lo it' run (winning the MM). We then went onto Ranville 
Cemetery. Ranvillc Cemetery is predominantly British grave so we 
deemed 1t appropriate to hold a service there in memory of those who 
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have fought before us. Cpl Ross 'll' Harmer had brought a CD player 
and a few fitting CD's. AT Ben · lobbo ' Robe r ts, AT LCpl. cwton 
(Ra\ on Troop) and I (because we were the youngest in our respective 
Troop ) had been elected to lay the wreath. We opened the service with 
the hymn · 1 vow to thee my country' followed by a few readings from 

T' . AT Darren 'Clueless' Kewley read the Corps collect. We then 
thanks to Cpl Ross 'H' Harmer's excellent stills with a D player, had 
the worlds quicte · t last post followed by a t\vo-minute ilence. We ended 
the er ice with the ational Anthem. We then return to Le llaT\e to g~t 
the ferry back to good old Blighty. Yet again, Scott Tp led the way 'by 
dancing like idiot and requesting stupid songs like YMCA. After another 
night on 'The Pride of Por1s111011th · we arrived in Portsmouth where we 
got back on to the Gucci bus. The ride back I can't say much about 
because as oon a we got on. l fell a leep straight away, but I imagine it 
was extremely intere ting! Looking back on the trip it was an excellent 
learning experience and the one major thing I have learnt i 'Dolce ct 
decorum est pro patria mori' ('it is sweet and noble to die for your 
country') is a lie. there is no beauty in war only pain and suffering. Scott 
Troop would like to thank 2Lt Galle for making the trip possible. 

EXERC ISE LO DO LEARN - bv AT Roberls 
We lcfi traight after breakfast o~ the aturday morning for Che! ea 

Barracks, London. Afier about an hour we were in Central London and 
pa ing all the attractions such as the London Eye. When we arrived at 
Che! ea we were briefed by the Troop 0 , 2Lt Galic (AGC) on the do's 
and don't of the exerci e. Then we were offl The whole Troop had to go 
to Sloan Square tube station to receive a Gucci all day rail pass, then we 
left. My partner, AT Peter ' Mother' Rcveley, and my elf wer.t to 
We tminster. A we left Westmin ter tube station, the first thing we came 
acros wa a huge clock! (Commonly known as Big Ben!) We realised 
that we had a slight problem, no camera! So we ran quite literally back to 
the station (why we ran l don't quite know but we thought time was of 
the essence) and bought one. It cost £10.99 for a little disposable camera, 
it's daylight robbery but we had no time to argue. We just bought it and 
went. 

We then decided a trip to sec the 'big man' was needed, so we took a 
walk to Downing Street. After five minutes of strolling down a road not 
knowing where we were, we found the back of Downing Street, now all 
we had to do wa find a way in! We took a little walk though Horse 
Guards and picked up an answer to another question on the way! (What 
time does the guard mount?) As we walked out though Hor e Guards 
Parade we faced the Guards Memorial, then to our left we noticed a 
police officer, we were there. With a little talking, l got AT Peter 
'Mother' Reveley and I in. We walked in expecting the hou e to be part 
of the main street but were quite disappointed to find it round the corner 
from the rest, by itself. We got a police officer to take a photo of us 
outside the door. (One thing I noticed during that day was how helpful 
the police are). 

AT Roberts and AT Reveley outside No 10 Downing Street 
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We t~1cn set our. sights on the US Embassy, but there was a snag, we 
had no idea where 1t was. On our way there, (after getting directions from 
a traffic warden) we came across an open topped bus, which took us to 
the Dorchester Hotel, (Bon.us, two extra tasks completed). We then 
arrived at the Embassy and II was closed. Disappointed as we couldn't 
complete the task of shaking a US Marinc's hand, we took a photo 
anyway to say we had been on foreign soil. As if by luck while we 
walked back to Marble Arch. station we saw ~nother building, the US 
Naval llQ for the UK and ms1de was a US Manne. We went in and after 
about half an hour of phone calls we finally got to meet the marine, Pte 
Davoy. Ile had the photo taken and then lefi us, all that work for one 
picture! llappy with our effort AT Peter 'Mother' Reveley and l had 
lunch, but of course on the move! We got on the tube we thought might 
go somewhere close to Tower Bridge and we had no real idea where we 
were. We got lost, twice in fact, first was on the tube and the second time 
trying to get out of Embankment station! 

AT Peter 'Mother' Reveley, who's first time it was in London, wanted 
to sec a few sights so I to?k him on a little guided tour whilst trying to 
co1~plete the tasks , we v1 1tcd HMS Belfast, crossed Tower Bridge, 
v1s1ted the Tower of London and I polished a Beefeaters shoes! Unlucki ly 
for us h~ wa ex-forces and had ~een a Coldstream Guard for 22 years, so 
when I JUSt held the rag above his shoe so we could just get a photo and 
go he bad a go at me telling me how to bull boots! So I bowed down to 
his demands but told him I ~asn'l really ~oing to clean them and we got 
the photo and walk away bnskly, very bnskly! We then had the idea that 
we could actual do one of the two hardest tasks an the sheet, dedicate a 
song to our Squadron OC (Maj Rayner). Checking the time, it was 
already 131 Shr and E DEX was at I 500hrs and we also had to get our 
camera developed._ So on our .way, we stopped at The Strand to get it 
developed and earned on to Leicester Square, home of Capital FM . After 
all our efforts when we finally got there we were told they couldn ' t tape it 
for us so v.:e had just wasted an hour! But all was not lost, we managed to 
find a Chinese restaurant and get chopsticks which wa another task 

d~wn. We 9uickly collected our film and went. Arriving at Sloane Square 
wnh ten mmutcs to spare we thought we had done it, but then trouble hit 
us.' AT Peter 'Mother' Revelcy couldn't find his ticket! It took me five 
?1mules ~o convince the lady in ch~rge of the station into letting AT Peter 
Mother. Reveley through and with about four minutes to spare and a 

seven-mmute Journey we ran! Making it in at l500hrs exactly we got on 
the bus and yes, fell asleep! ' 

EXTERNAL LEADER HIP I - by AT K. Hooper 
It was EL I and Scott Tp were finishing off their first visit to 

Sennyb~dge m sun~y Wales, pre-Foot and Mouth. During the week we 
h~d e.nJoyed walking in the Welsh mountains, canoeing in a canal, 
chmbmg one of the best artificial walls in the south of Wales and had 
been down an extremely cold and wet cave. This was where after a few 
tears and some sulkin~, ~T ~ate~s had argued that '. ... he wasn't going 
down. that bloody hole , m his shnll Geordie accent! AT Rae, had nearly 
got hims.elf drowned afte~ catching_ his belt going through a water filled 
hole, so m all, a good cavmg cxpcnence. On the Saturday we were given 
a fr~c day. where ab~ut 20 or so members of both Troops went paint 
balling. With Cpl White and C pl Harmer were in charge of the Scott Tp 
Team and Cpl B~rker in charge of the Rawson Tp Team. Scott Tp was 
confident of a wm. Cpl Bar ker got himself 'killed' within minutes of 
each game so Scott Tp strolled along to success. Cpl White' SAS tactics 
and C pl Har mer 's madness, we blitzed them in almost every game. 
Then that night came the ultimate embarrassment, DRESSING UP! Most 
members of the two Troops made a good effort although the amount of 
males, ATs Iddon, Rober ts, Reverly and Lancaster to name a few 
drcs ing up as females was rather distressing! There were a lot dres ed ~ 
Father Christmas and also one Rudolph! AT Ross of Rawson Tp beat 
the males with his chimney sweep co tume, and AT McDona.ld, or' Scou 
Tp, w.as top female as a 70's hippie. This was the end of a great EL 
exl'enence, but unfortunately we had something to look forwa rd to, 
arnvmg back at the ATFC! 

14th SIGNAL REGIMENT 
(ELECTRONIC WARFARE) 

co 
RSM 

Lt Col . J. Borrill 
WOI Palmer 

226 SIG AL SQ UADRO (ELECTRO IC WARFARE) 
Sqn Comd Maj Jonathan Gille pie 
Sqn SSM W02 (SSM) Dave Watson 

The Squadron has been relatively busy over the pa i couple of months. 
Mam events. have included the visit of HRH Prince Philip, Spearhead 
pers~nnel bemg on and off the bus (u ltimately off!) to various unheard of 
locations around the world and the deployment of several LO teams as 
part of Op Peninsula, helping to combat the Foot and Mouth crisi . Our 
commitment to Op Silk is ongoing with W02 Denver Owens and Sig 
Langhorne continuing to maintain a trong 226 qn presence on the EW 
Detachment. WOl Mick Jones and Sgt Al G rundy (Int Corp ) have 
also been busy running training in ~icrra Leone. 

SQUAORO HEADQ UA RTER'S T ROOP 
Tp omd W02 Amies 
Tp Sgt Sgt Gemmel 

. The Troop would like to give a big welcome to Sgt Archie Gemmel, 
his wife and their two chi ldren who join us from Blandford. Sgt Gemmel 
1 1~cll remembered by the OC fro m their days in Celle where the 
R~gnnent used to be based. The only departure from the Troop i Capt 
Ltz Warhurst who has been posted to 263 (Harrogate) Signal quadron 
at the Army Technical. Foundation College in Aborficld. We wish her all 
the .best in her new job a 21C Squadron . Meanwhile Capt ' Rich' 
Qumsey has made a idc ways move from 640 Sig Tp (EW) to take over 
the reigns as quadron 2IC. Congratulations to WOl lick Jones on his 
selecli?n for commis ioning, they'll take anyone the e days you know 
(only JOk111g)! He can now look forward to a twelve month tour of the 
Falkland with his wife Helen and fami ly. 

EXER I E DRAGO S WINTER ADVE TURE 
Early eveni ng on 2 1 February the mighty HQ T p, 226 Sig qn 

(El c~tron1 c Wa rfare), com menced on an epic 18-hour dri ve up north, 
hcadmg to Scotland fo r Ex Dragon Winter Aclvcnure. 
fi One week ~f adventu re training consisting of downhill skiing, trying to 
/"d the abonunablc Frank'. The whole week was well organised by Sgt 
~?"", SQMS)_ orley. Everyone eventually learned how to ki , even Cpl 

icky Aust111 , a lbe it w ith ma ny hours of tuiti on from Cpl Heath 
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Stringer, whose mission was to 'splat' as ma!)y kids as possible. The rest 
of the crew compri ed of Cpl Pete Byrne, con istently mainta in ing the 
fact that he used to be able to ski, Cpl Dave Brumfeld (i/c posing). LCpl 
Lee Manton, LCpl 'Tree' Trearty, Sig Liam Cade, Sig Clive Clayton, 
Sig Jonah Jones and Sig Lloyd, who pretended never to have kied 
before. Get the beers in lads! 

Pte Williams and LCpl Manton 
enjoying the sunny slopes of Aviemore 

The week was a huge ucces and a deserved break that came to an 
end with Pte 'Wilr Williams not wanting to come home and heading 
back towards Edi nburgh from Carli le, to get to Wales!? Potential 
candidate for the Patl1findcrs, we think not! 

640 SIG AL TROOP (ELECTRO IC WARFARE) 
Tp Comd Capt Richard Quinsey 
Tp gt SSgt Eric Head 

Another busy period for the Troop. especially with regard · to coming 
and goings of personnel. A big hello to Sigs Donnelly Hargate, Mooney 
and Coppack, all fre h from the factory. Greetings al o to S gt And 
Davies who has made the long di tancc trek from 237 ig qn (EW), 
which i in some place ca lled Brawdy! Welcome back to gt Da e 

canlan who simply cannot get enough of that ierra Leone nightl ife. 
Tearful fa rewells to gt Chris Dunn and LCpl Sarah Burton who have 
moved to the dark s ide aka Romeo Tp, Cpl Glenn Robert and pl 
Cha Caley who are both off to 11 EOD and a hurry on back to gt Kit 
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Clements. cum:ntly deployed on Op gn< la. January saw the ~roop 
tra\ el to tropical Templeton on Ex Whal H.:rd. '.'1c exercise was aimed 
at introducmg the Troop· new Yeh1cles and equ1pmc~t to the relauvc~y 
in 'xpcrienced personnel o that we are able to accomph h ow· rc ;e w1thm 
16 Air A It Bde and 1\1 D(C). Special mention goe to ig Dave 
teHn on hi ' navigation kilt and ig dam Welton who succe fully 

found and nearly overcame gt i Green who was doi1~g a very good 
impre sion of a gorse bush until a land ro er went over II. On a adder 
note. as a re ult of the Foot and Mouth cri is, there is ab olutely no way 
out of the Brawdy triangle. There is always nc· ! ear! 

R0"1EO TROOP 
Tp Comd 2Lt Jones 
~ p ~1ITT~ . 

It ha been a quiet couple of month in the Troop. Lot~ of arnval and 
only one departure. recruiting is on the up! We would like to welcome 
Cpl · Richie ' Canale. who join us from 11 EOD and igs Danny 

uggett, Alex Webb and most recently Dave Ward. all traight from the 
fa tory. A big goodbye and good luck to. Cpl Edwards who ha . ~een 
posted to 4 Armd Bde. The major event w11hm the Troop was the ~1 .1:. of 
HRH Prince Philip . Tbi brought about all the no rmal ac1tv 111 es 
a ociated "ith uch an event, but on the day it all came 1ogetl1er and will 
be remembered by e eryone involved. All planned exercise have had to 
be put on hold as a result of Op Penin ula and the on-goin~ foot ~nd 
mouth cri i . Fonunately though the wonderful Wei h weather 1 keepmg 
our morale ky high. roll on the summer! 

237 JG AL SQUAD RO 1 

qn Comd faj D. Drinkall 
qn M SM T. Fro t 

A ery busy period for the Squadron witli the majority of the Squadron 
in Ko o,·o and many more tied up support ing Op Slubber/Pen in ula 
aero s Wale . The remaining oldiers have come together into a single 
Rear Troop. Recent news from tlie Squadron include a baby for ig 
Thompson, a marriage for ig ' eale, a po ting to Australia for W02 
\ atters and a posting to Oman for YofS Thomas. M Frost i soon to 
be po ted to 2 Sig Regt as RSM, the Squadron is sure that 2 Sigs wi ll 
appreciate hi soft spoken non-confrontational attitude. Also recently in 
reciept of a child is Sig Ryan Parker, the Squadron wishes the mother 
and Ryan their be t wi he . 

Q ADRO ' BOXING TEAM 
The Squadron ide, led by Lt Eddie ' Rockie' Maskell-Pedersen, did 

the quadron proud on ~c evc~ing of the Regimental Boxing night. hy 
being unbeaten 111 the Rmg. Sig Flook and C pl Campbell , who was 
forced to drop out of the competition due to a knee injury, much to the 
relief of his potential opponent, coached the Team. Lt M-P won boU1 his 
bouts in good tyle. being the only fighter to fight twice on the night. 
LCpl Biggs Hancoc~ was the other Sqt!adron. fighter a.n~ towered over 
his opponent, who withdrew from tl1c rmg w1t!1 a leg tnJury. With two 
win under his belt Lt M-P wa the obvious choice for the best boxer and 
carried away the trophy for best boxer in front of an enthusiastic group of 
23 7 qn upporters. 

EXERCI E Fl 'AL FLI G 1 
Early morning on I 0 February, hailed the s tart of another Monday 

morning. On thi particular Monday morning Ex Foxes Fling was due to 
start and the participant boarded the bu for the short trip to the exercise 
location. Continuing the qn 0 's po licy 10 improve the driving skills of 
the quadron, Ex Foxes Fling was a serious experiment to te t each 
member of the Squadron and to find out who was in fact the be t driver 
The bus pulled up at BP Karting at approx 11 OOhr . On arriving and 
various afety briefings, overalls and helmets were donned ready for the 
ensuing battle . Each member got the customary four-lap practice and we 
were then onto the firs t of 23 four- lap heats. 

As tl1e day progres ed there became a c lear picture that some people 
were in urgent need of help. The mo t obvious of the e being LCpl 
'Biggsey' Hancock, who wa voted the wo rst driver of the da}, 
managing to get the slowest lap time of the day, and creaming into every 
corner and consi tently finishing in last place. Meanwhile the fight for 
first place wa hotting up. T he main contenders were ig Rya n 
'Featherweight' Parker, Cpl 'Spick - Skinny' Lane and LCpl 'Baz -
Village' Green. At the end the not so urprising victor was our very own 
IC Sqn MT. Sgt Brett ' I do this for a living' ewton. Fortunately the 
only casualties of the day were the carts themselves, far from quaddic 
proof and having to su rain the not insubstantial weight from the likes of 
LCpl Pete 'Tinky ' ex and LCpl Bigg 'the e things are de igned for 
chi ldren' Hancock. They were ubject to savage abuse from drivers 
including, but not lim ited to, Sig Jim 'What does that flag mean?' 
Bradford and Capt Mark ' I'll get you next time' Davis. 

SlB are still investigating allegations of match fixing by gt 'Taff - Bet 
you can't knock the 2JC off the track' Willumsen and grotesque speeding 
by Sig Russ 'Lambretta' Mowatt. A very worth whi le day in which all 
persormel learnt a great deal , none of which they are allowed to apply to 
Army vehicles. 

THE ROYAL SCHOOL OF SIGNALS 

His Worship The Mayor of Beverley, Cllr Neville Holgate , 
accompanted by \.face Bearer, Mr Ken Loft a nd members of the 
Beverley Ex-Boys Association recently visited the Royal School of 

ignals, Blandford in Dorset. The aim of the visi t was to see the so ldiers' 
new accommodation building named after the town of Beverley. This 
naming commemorates the five year spent at Beverley by 6 (Boys) 
Training Regiment, Royal ignals in the early 50s. The day staned with 
the ~fayor and BEBA members meeting the Commanding Officer of 11 

ig.nal Regiment and exchanging plaques, and this was followed by a 
\1s1t to the Warrant Officer~ and Sergeants ' Mess for coffee with the 
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Regimental Sergeant Major. Once aga in a Beverl ey plaque wa pre ented 
to the Mess and the RSM presented the Mayor with a miniature Dress 
Sword. Followi ng a trip to the [nst ructional Wing and to the Corps 
Mu eum, the pany moved on to the Beverley accommodation block, 
where Sig Graham McEwan , a new recruit from Bridlington , wa.s 
introduced to the Mayor, and a tour was made of the building. The v1st1 
was a huge success, a nd the Beverley Ex-Boys Association is very 
g rateful to t he Mayo r, 11 Signals Regim ent a nd a ll other who 
contributed to the occasion. The photograph shows Hi Worship The 
Mayor, The Mace Bearer, and Sig Graham McEwan at the entrance to 
the Beverley Building. 

TRAI I G OPERATIO 'S DIVJSIO 
AREA SYSTEMS GROUP 
OC Maj Grant Hume 
SSM W02 eil Roome 

The group comes under the command of Maj Grant Hume. In fact 
since the last entry most of the hierarchy has changed so welcome to 
anyone new! The group has had numerous visits over the last six months, 
keeping the 2IC busy if nothing else. A number of external visits have 
also taken place, including a trip to the French School of ignals, ESAl, 
Renne by the OC, W02 (YofS) Paul Ruddock and W02 (YofS! 
'Chalkie' White. The Group HQ says goodbye to S gt ·How many hats 
Brand and W02 (FofS) Riglar as they progress to pastures new. 
Congratulations lo WOl (.FofS) 'Football Guru ' Rutherford on. 
selection for commission - now you have to join us in the cheap seats ~I 
the Officers' Mess, never mind. Finally, these notes would not ~ 
complete without a word to say farewell to Sig 'No I'm not an offic.cr 
Cro sley as he leaves the Army on his 22 year point. All the best, cnJOY 
the pany and let us know how you get on. 
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.BA1 TLEAXE T ROOP 
Tp Comd . Ca pt Phil Day MBE 

The past six months have been ex tremely busy within the Troop with 
lot of comings and goings. Welcomes to Sgt Dea r from Wet and 
Miserable Cypru (or is it the other way round), Sgt 'Scouse' Creevey 
from ysex, Sgt Andy Lockie from TM Tp, Sgt Andy Smith from 19 
Mech Bdc, Sgt Yvonne Jones from PMB and LCpl Emma 0 ' eill from 
21 Sig Rcgt. Farewells to gt ' Ski' Nowos ielski off to 280 Sig Sqn, Sgt 
Dave Potts off to Naples!!! gt Jackie Simps on off to Special 
Rccrnitment in Birmingham, Sgt Mark Tench oIT to the flood capital of 
the orth. 2 Sig Regt in York and LCpl 'Aggy' Agnew off to 30 Sig 
Regt. Also congratulations and farewe ll to, soon to be, Sgt Dave Moore 
to orthern Ireland and, soon to be W02 (FofS) Karl Scaife off to I 
Mech Brigade. SSgt Toi wi ll be leaving us in July and taking up his new 
po '.t of W02 SSM 25.0 Gurkha. Sig Sqn. ~I o worthy of note is that S gt 
Knshna has been given a third extension to hts service which now 
make him the most senior Staff Sergeant in the QG SIG ALS. A well 
a.s all the new stuIT the trainees .arc still coming through and making our 
ltves worth .1tv1 ng .. On a sportmg front Sgt Lisa Open haw is being 
presented with Regimental colour for her cross-country exploits whilst 
W02 (Fo!°S) Steve Davis is bu y with his marathon running and his 
shore lishmg compe11.11ons, he even managed to win a Trophy for the 
years Hcav1es1 Cod! Ftnally the Radio Relay section has some good news 
of their own. Firstly. Sgt Steve ~engelly ha been crowned the Army 
Open Doubles Bad~mton Champion, AGArN, and congratulations go to 

gt Ash Doe and his wife, C pl Christine Doe, on the birth of their on 
Thomas Arthur. Let's not forget to welcome Fenton Wright on his 
arrival in the Section. 

'Men of Steel ' - or is that the gentlemen in the background?!!! 
(L-R): Sgts Gaz Eastlake , Mark Yuill , Scouse Creevy, Ash Doe, 

Max Wright, Mark Tench, Steve Pengelly 

'SAY PA T TO POVERTY' - by Sgt Yvo1111eJ011es 
On 16 March 200 I members of staff, military and civilian made 

the1.n elves the laughing stock of Catterick building in Blandford. Seven 
md1v1duals participated in 'say pants 10 po erty·. The aim wa to rai e 
money for Comic Relief by wearing pants outside the uniform . The 
md1v1duals Capt (Tfc) Day, W02 (FofS) Davis, gt Yvonne Jones, Sgt 
Mary Hessel, Sgt Ian Davis and Mr Ray Sharp endured the constant 
g 1g~les and blushes of the SUTs, upgraders and course per onncl, as we 
carried out our normal du tic. of the day. These included standing in front 
of a c!ass teaching and in the bosses' case process ing ix monthly 
mterv1cws (cou ld the troops keep a straight face!) Capt Day (OC 
Bauleaxc Troop) paraded his silk boxer horts to the Troop, obviou -ly 
paid far too much money. Whilst FofS Davis destroyed hi stud image by 
Mcarmg 'Y' fronts that Homer impson would have been happy with. 

c, I stuck to issue WRA knickers , which da hcd a few people ' 
dr~ams. Thanks go to The Satcom section who gave 100% to the cau c 
wtth gts. lie cl and Davi wearing pants that conj ured up a very 
dtlTcrent picture than their pcrsonalitic give. At 1430hr we all met up in 
the foyer for a photo and were joined by Lt Col Batho ( hicf In, tructor) 
111 ~t boxer shorts (Bart impson) I might add. and a tray of money 
which he had coll<:cted from the guys and girls upstairs. Thanks also go 
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to gts .. kidmore (soon. to be SSgt), gt Meredith and gt Tipple for 
the addt11onal contn.bultons made from their departments, all of which 
were greatly appreciated. In tot~l. we raised £ 196 without any physical 
endurance. Thanks go to all part1c1PA TS and people who contributed to 
such a worthy cause. 

ATCOM ECTIO VlSIT TO THE IM PERI L WARM E M 
by Sgt Ian Davis 

Recently t~e Satcom Section, gt Dave Davi and gt Mary Hessell, 
took ten ~old1ers from K~h1ma Troop, 11 Sig Regt to the Imperial War 
'.'Au cum m L.ondon. The Journey was a nightmare - negotiating London 
m a MT M111 1bus was n~t fun. For the Kohima Tp guys, the visi t was a 
day out and an opportumty to see what the generations before them had 
e~penenced. 1:'he Trench Experience was visited by most, which is a life 
s1zc.reproduc11on o~a real trench, even including the smells. It makes you 
realise that army hfe these days isn't quite so bad after all. The main 
purpose of the visit for the Satcom Section was to see the new Holocaust 
exhibition: either of us can say that we enjoyed the exhibition, but it 
was defimtely an expenence. The exhibition covers al l a peels of the 
Holocaust, from the m1d-1930s 10 the end of the Second World War. It is 
fnghtening to think that history eems to be repeating itself in certain 
parts of the world. 

K K.RJTROOP 
Tp Comd W02 Paul (YofS) Ruddock 
SSgt gt Mick Openshaw 
ESAT VJ 1T 

As part of the ongoing liaison between the Royal School of Signals 
(~SS) ~nd. the Fre nch Army. equivalent, Ecole uperieure Et 
D Appl1cat1on De Transm1ss1ons (ESAT) at Renne , a visit was 
programmed over the period 27 February - 2 March 2001. The party 
meluded Lt Col lalnuit (French liaison Officer based at RSS), Maj 
Coleman (OC CISM Gp), Maj Hume (OC AS Gp), Capt Boyne (Cornd 
Gp), Capt Sutherland (RS Gp). W02 (YofS) Ruddock and gt (YofS) 
White (AS Gp). The aim of the visit was 10 learn about French 
equipment, techniques and instructional methods. The two Yeomen 
~hough they were involved to provide the technical knowledge. however, 
ti soon became apparent that the officer needed two OR' to drive. As 
usual the MOD spared no expense for the visit. So, having set off from 
Blandford in a hired minibus, we arrived at Poole ready for the (cheap) 
overnight crossing to Cherbourg. From Cherbourg we drove for three 
hours to Reanes. Over the next two days we received presemation and 
demonstration on various aspect of training covering Area Systems, 
Radio sy tern , Satellite and C2W. Unlike the RSS. the French only train 
senior co·s and officers at ESAT, all junior rank training is conducted 
in units. In the evening on the first day the British party were treated to a 
meal (and the odd drink) at a traditional creperie by the ESAT in tructors 
and Lt Col Croft R SIG ALS the British LO based at Renne . Overall 
the visit was a great ucces and we were particularly well ho tcd by 
ESAT personnel. 

SYTEM EXERCI ETROOP 
Tp Comd WOI (FofS) Docherty 

This has been a busy time for the Troop with the u ual back to back 
command courses combined with the operator and techni ian courses. We 
have aid a lot of ad farewells from the Troop. Leavers arc Sgt Ritchie 
'We still have our copy of the photo ' Morgan, gt 'Mad Mick' 
Heathcote, gt Lee 'I'll on it out later tru t me ' Ford. Cpl Rob ' Old 
Man' Burn , Cpl ' I am sure I have uniform somewhere ' Hannon. Cpl 
' Si ' Stuart and Cpl Jules ·1 am ure there till a port l have not done· 
Portlock. The Troop ay hello to the new player Sgt Ian 'S hifty' 
Rutland. Cpl Jimmy· !fad Jock' Frew, Cpl · Hartley' Hare, Cpl Leigh 

ecrews, Cpl Ritchie Savage. LCpl Jenkins, LCpl Masters, LCpl 
tevc ose. and special welcome to the Troop cake mak.:r LCpl Jayne 

Robinson. The Troop are indebted to the R E cction who, on one of our 
rare day off this year, organised a very intere ting day out to Bovington 
Tank Museum. This was folio' ed up by an inter- eetion bowling 
competition, which was won by the Radio Relay (God children) section. 
The Troop would like to say a pecial farewell 10 LCpl uryabahadur 
'Zig' Thapa who i leaving the am1y at the end of his er ice, taking 
long leave in Brunei first. We wi h him luck ' down on the farm' back in 

epal. 

COMBAT UPPORT TROOP 
Tp Comd Capt Krishna Bahadur Gurung 

It is with sadness that we have to announce that God 's cho en 
tradesman, the TclcMech ha no' officially cca cd to exi t and 
instructors within Cable y tern cction are now busy training and 
moulding th In tallation Technician to take it' place. ow officially 
n:eogni cd as n full member of the Technician trade group it i hoped that 
pay 20 I 0 will rcdre ' s tl1e oversight of its predecessor. A fond farewell 
al o to the Lineman trade that is no more, we have had to coun cl and 
console our ix linemen in the George lll bar on a number of occa ion . It 
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i · said that the line team had a limited time. left in . . a they have been 
confirn1cd as the ource of the late t ·foot Ill mout~ disease. C. S would 
like to say hc\lo 1o gt 'Taff' Lougher and his 'ibl '<s' ~ho amved from 
3Q Inf Bde. gt ·To h · Pope from 3 inf Bd . gt · 'ork1c' owden fr701~1 64' 'ig Tp (currently trading hi slipper for comba~ boots), Sgt Ga. l 
\\o""nt be topping here too long' Sinclair from I On :md finally LC. iJl 
·Peck• Ramsden. \i c wi ha fond farewell to S~t 'Bi~g· Crosby who 1 
po ted on promotion to 16 R. S gt Cro by will qu1~kly undertake an 
operational tour of Tenerifc and Ko ovo. Al o leavmg are gt d~e~ 
Croxon who 1 going on to do green tu ff for th.c TA ,?eploymcnt an P 
'\ Indy· Miller leaving for life on the other 1de o1 the fence. C .s ha 
al 

0 ~een the departure of memb rs of its civilian instruc_tor contmgcnt 
and best wi hes go to Le Collin , 1artin Jes ett and Rt~hard Taylor 
who "ill leave us in a talc of calmness and cremty. Fmally. 
congratulations go to gt ' Fudge' MacPhce, deputy chi.cf f~1ry who ha 
been selected for promotion and postmg to 16 SR, lus wmgs will be 
pas ed to gt 'Yorkie' owden. 

BACK TO CHOOL . · s c have been busy invol ed in a voluntary project to assist t 
Leonards chool in Blandford with a large project to_ enhance the lT 
facilitie throughout the cla room . The initial start of mvolvement \~as 
in December 2000 when gt Paul Gorman wa approached to design 
the , etwork expan ion. Once the school had procured all o.f the 
equipment C were able to gather a volunteer t~am who worke.d m the 
evenings and weekends headed by Sgt ·Tosh' Pope. G1\'.en that structu~ed 
Wiring-is the latest cabling tec~n.ology employed wnhm the lnstallat~on 
Technician trade environment. 1t 1s dow~ to ,the ~omm1tment of t?e Lm~ 
taff (Cp l 'Goose' ' ewman, Cpl ·wmdy . M iller and LCpl Pec~s 

Ransdcn) that the project has progressed to its current ta~e: The entire 
project is now in its final stage and barring any further v1 its from the 
Dorset Police to find out who has et off the alarms when the school is 
closed (a difficult one to explain away with a handful of compu.ter 
e uipment), we should be finished in time for next term. T.he expansion 
a?ong with the increased bandwidth avai.lab1hty s~ould assist the school 
in meeting the government targets for IT m education. 

TC 49 EXERC ISE MOG L DRAGO 
The Officers of Troop Commanders Course o ~9 aw~ke on the 

morning of Saturday the Third of February, to begm our Journey to 
Austria for a week's adventurous trajnin~ in the mou~~ams. The. course 
members were required to plan and orgamse the exped1uon as an mtegral 
part of their training. . 

You would have thought that with the knowledge that Radio Group 
was now behind us and the slopes of Austria were beckoning that we 
mjght have shown ome enthusiasm to be up and on our way - not a 
chance. In true Am1y fashion, despite a three-hour Journey, we made 11 to 
Stan ted Airport three hours early! At the happy hour of 0630hrs ~ve 
attempted what was to be~om~ the .seemingly impossible task of gertmg 
to Austria. The check m girls, 1mpa1red by the early h~mrs no do~bl, were 
not on top fom1. After booking i~ about ha!f of our kll, ~ey. decided that 
the weather was too bad in Mumch - our mtended destmauon - for any 
flights to leave; so, they recalled all the baggage and booked us onto 
flight to Frankfurt. But wait, alas there are now no flights_ al al~ to 
Europe due to bad weather! After a further hour and m~ch discuss ton, 
pleading and downright begging by the exped1t~on orgamser 2Lt. Laura 
C la rk. we were once again booked omo a flight that ~ow .existed to 
Frankfurt (very freak weather conditions in Europe!) Third time lucky, 
we made it to the departure lounge but as we began to board, (a~er the 
final boarding call had been made) it tran pired that ~Lt s_teve I?av1s ha~, 
amongst the confusion, not b~n booked on ~o th.e flight. fhe difficult (.) 
decision was made to leave him! However, in his usual style! he chatted 
the airhoste sup and made it onto the flight. Once we landed m Frankfu~ 
we faced a nine hour train journey with five changes (would 2Lt Davis 
make it?) in order to meet up with Capts tu Boyn~ and Paul Merry. 
The intrepid pair had been ordered al the last minute to go o~ an 
exchange adventure training exerc!se with. the French Am1y the previous 
week; again. in arduou mountam terrain. Event~all~ at 0200hrs the 
expedition made it to our humble accommodation m Zell~am-Zee. 
Austria. ot much was said except to acknowledge breakfast t1mmgs of 
0900hrs before all personnel crawled to t~eir much longe?-for beds! . 

The first morning was spent admm.ng_ the ama11n_g mountams, 
detailing of groups and hiring out of kn._ fhe exped1tt~n, :-vas lucky 
enough to have four ski instructors meanmg that all ab1ht1es had an 
instructor to help them improve. The four groups then ~pent the. afternoon 
either learnmg on the nursery slopes (how embarrassmg!) or 1mprovm~ 
on ~arious runs around the pistes. The afternoon was fin ished with a bit 
of aprcs ski before returning to the ch~let in the evening 

Day~ Two and Three were spent higher up m the resort f~r ~11 groups, 
with everyone agreeing that their skiing had come on bnlhantly. An 
introduction to snowboarding package had Cap t t u Boyne, 2Lt Ben 

orton and 2Lt, teve Davis having a 'radical' time bouncing around the 
lope~ and creating their own jump off the side of a mountain purely for 

the purpose of howmg off! P . y 
went to '2 Lt Ben Psaila who no longer posed a threat to other k1crs ~ue 
to his natural kamikaze approach to sk11ng: It, ~'a also. around this lime 
that the den of inequity that 1s 'Crazy Daisy was v1s11cd. The Troop 
Conunanders being a refined and well behaved a. th~y are. had a couple 
of quiet cokes in this establishment before returning Jor an early mght at 
the chalet. (Well, that's our story!) 

{L-R): Capt Jim Boyle, 2Lts Ailsa Labran, Pete.Jones, Karen 
Moore, Adam Clowes, Bridie Henderson, Jim Barber, 

Ben Psaila , Laura Clark, Paul Merry 

By the end of day four it was decided that the now was becoming too 
thin (due to very warm temperatures - how awful for us) . Ther~fore on 
day five and ix. the group ventured out lo Kaprun to ski on the 
Kitz teinhorn glacier. The now here wa o much better and everyone 
found that their skiing improved and we all dcfimte,Iy ~ad more fun . 
(Fa ter more cooperative now you see!) The last days k1mg was pent 
·n a snow-stom1 but this couldn't put off the talent on snow that was 
~roop Commanders Course 1 o 49. (Budding Jame Bond stunt doubles 

actually!) 

{L-R): 2Lts Adam Clowes, Bridie Henderson, Ben N~rton , 
Gath Jardine, Steve Davis, Pete Jones, Ben Psa1la 

The journey back to Blandford was just as depressing as the outward 
journey, taking almost as long. However, we cho e not to take the scemc 
route and went direct from Mumch instead. Many than~ must go to our 
external instructors, Gareth Pope and SSgt Cal B r uce without whom th~ 
expedition would never have been as sue~e sfuL Thanks. also to Ca1~ J im Boyle and 2Lt Alisa Labram for shanng their expertise and fina Y 
to Capt Stu Boyne and 2Lt Laura .C la rk for all of their hard work 1~ 
make the expedition happen. All mv.olvcd have taken so!11e supc~o 
memories away with them and more importantly are now mspircd 
organise adventurous tra ining for the troops back at their parent 
Regiments - you know who you are - BEWARE! 

{L-R); 2Lts Adam Clowes, Gath Jardine, Karen Moore. 
Vanessa Galloway 
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EXERCISE GRA D PRIX 01101 POST EXERCISE 
REFLECTIONS - by Padre Roy Hemmings 

Introduction: There l was quietly preparing for Christmas when the 
DACG for 43 (Wx) Bde phones up looking for someone to go to Kenya in 
January/February. Well good experience for Padre David Moss I think, 
lucky old thing not long back from ·Long Look' and here he is off to 
Africa. 'Well actually we meant that perhaps you might go'. So the 
surprise I thought 1 was being a ked to deliver to David was all mine. 
Well, quick word with the family, the usual flattering comments about 
doing without me for a few week ,., and general agreement that it was too 
goo<l an opportunity to mi . Not that I think the 'they' who were ' looking 
for someone to go were actually engaging in an exercise in ·family 
democracy'. ow since I had only barely dipped my little toe into the 
African continent before, and that only if you count a quick 36 hour R&.R 
package to Cairo and the pyramid after an Ex. Lion Sun, I began to see 
Kenya as both an exciting adventure and an educational opportunity. So I 
had last worked directly with infantry 8 years ago, and never directly with 
artillery, but perhaps the IRRF Battle Group wouldn't notice a little ru t 
around the chaplain' gills, and at any rate aren't we all saying now that we 
have to be more adaptable and mobile. Well you'll have to ask I RRF if 
they noticed, but I can furbish my more serious reflections on the 
adventure and experience that was my January I February in Kenya. 

Basic Chaplaincy Cove - Sunday ervices: A brief chat with the I 
RRF chaplain gave me an overview ofwhal to expect, and the advice that 
in tead of poorly attended services in the canteen I might like to follow hi 
example and link in with the local Anglican Church acros the golf course. 
I took a more ecumenical view - (although I offered a service in the 
canteen on the first Sunday in anyuki I had no fellow worshipers though 
I had earlier ventured across the golf cour c with a couple of chefs in tow 
whom I had left after 90 minute sti ll involved in the service at St 
George's) - and preached by invitation at the local Presbyterian Church, 
attended the Roman Catholic Ma s of Father Carlo, as well as preaching 
and celebrating the eucharist at St George's. lt was quite a humbling 
experience lo celebrate communion amongst toe staff and mostly geriatric 
patients in the local hospital, a reminder of times gone by when my flock 
was not o young. 

1emorials: I had two requests for memorial services whilst on 
exercise, the first from the Royal Engineers' Troop Comd and the second 
from OC 'X' Coy IRRF. The Engineers' ervice took place outside the 
classroom built at tbe Nanuyki Children's Home in memory of Sapper 
tuart Clarke killed in a road traffic accident in 1999. The I RRF service 

took place immediately on the Company's return to anyuki from Doi Doi 
company exercise area at the military grave of Fusilier Munster, killed in 
1956 in the Mau Mau rebellion. 

Visits: The usual round of visit to each location to see each company 
began with a quick visit with the CO and BG M to Mpala Farm ranges 
and the RHA Battery at 01 Pejeta: a first view of giraffe, baboons and 
zebra; and first awareness of the heat, hills and thorns thar would face the 
infanteers on their company live firing phase. Other visit , some 
overnight, would follow at Lewa Downs (company acclimati ation) with 
an excellent chance io get closer to the animals (1 do mean elephant, rhino, 
giraffe, zebra, warthog, and ostrich - and am not making a comment about 
the level of exercise aggression being bown), Doi Dal, Mpala, and for 
adventure training to avasha, as well as to Archers' Post for the final 
exercise (at 40+ degrees and only comfortable by l lpm, quite hot enough 
for mc,not to mention the soldiers who had to stay longer and mount 
attack ). 

Welfare: Fortunately we had no major dramas or tragedies during the 
exercise, the Regiment was well aware of the commitments they had 
already fulfilled in 2000, and they had an impending move to Celle. The 
mcvitable home-based compa sionate cases were dealt with in the normal 
way, and the exercise wa sensib ly adapted to the conditions. The final 
exerci e inevitably led to some case of heat exhaustion, though the 
medical cover wa on hand and very few cases had to be hospitalised. Of 
the few that were, several were down to the inevitable tomach 
up ct /viru cs picked up in new and foreign location . Wei fare as with 
1llnes and injury is one of those areas where success is measured by le s 
activity. otwithstanding the complaints that come from cumulative days 
away from home, and mid-exercise blues, this exercise wa thankfully 
relatively trouble free. 

ITDU-Mora l Understanding: It wa good to be a ked by "E' Banery 
of I RI IA and the I RRF Mortar Platoon to talk to them on the ITD 11. 
The 'downtime' inevitably created, when they were at their range phase at 
~pala Fann provided the ideal opportunity for discu sions in the bust~. A 
01seuss1on exercise on the need for a moral code and some of the choices 
facing us as people led to li vely debate even in the heat of Africa. . 

GS - 'Hearts And Minds': Perhaps this wouldn't usually warrant its 
own section, but a I aid J viewed the exerci e as an educational 
opportunity as well and since many of us have een the importance of local 
~ommunity contact in modern operational area I found on my return to an 
infantry exercise local contacts gained a higher significance. We w~re 
involved in dist ributing the clothes co llected by I RRF, and cho e quite 
1ntcnt1onally to widen the choice of beneficiaries. There arc alway 

competing ri".alries even for the receipt of 'aid', so we decided to give to 
the four locations where we were doing small projects. We still did some 
repair work and. built a new porch at the Nanyuki Children 's Home, which 
many of you will remember is near to the SG camp. We also worked at 
the Laikipia Rehabilitation Centre far Street Children, Likii chool that 
serves the nearby shanty town and the Kiranga Primary School at Ontulili 
a village just outside Nanyuki. Re-roofing and repairs were done by the 
domestic pioneer aided by the Padre, AGC det, and members of HQ Coy. 
The Engineers Troop as well as providing exercise suppon undertook very 
good and much appreciated work providing a covered cooking area as 
well as levelling and erecting posts for a football pitch at Kiranga School. 
They also repaired a river bridge on the way to Mount Kenya, graded 
roads for the ranchers, and built a much needed football pitch at Likii 
School to be used by Fr Carlo's 'Street Kids' Team. All in all the projects 
and clothes were much appreciated, as witnessed by the various 'thank 
you' dances that were performed by the schools. True we are primarily 
there to exercise, bui as the QM of the Ll suggested as they were taking 
over ' perhaps some of our G5 projects could be better co-ordinated '. He ' 
right I'm sure, and amongst our other duties chaplains with banle groups 
may well find time to help locally, and find it very rewarding and 
enlightenjng - I certainly have. 

Educational Sponsorship: Through church and school contacts l 
became aware of the inten e desire amongst even the poorest that their 
children should receive education. Since the state system ceased to offer 
free education at any level the need for sponsorship has increased. In 
discussions with the CO and other the overall benefit long-term of 
education to a developing nation like Kenya was a point where we 
obviously were in agreement. Although many of us as individuals 
probably already sponsor a child through education in the developing 
world. we djd think that a closer link \vith anyuki children might prove 
worthwhile. As a result l have made contact with several local Christians 
including Franciscans involved in sponsorship through an organisation in 
the area. I hope to pursue this as a project, with the benefit of low 
overheads, direct personal contact, and a local link maintainable through 
chaplains and local churches between the army and Nanyuki (our training 
centre). The benefit of education is obvious, as is the benefit of uch a 
personal pastoral link. Anyone intere ted in sponsoring the education of a 
local anuyki child, personally or as a church, regiment or garrison plea e 
contact me on e-mail: RyGHemmU&aol. com for more infom1ation. 

Adventure training: Yes the padre did take the same time off as other 
members of HQ Coy. Two enjoyable days at Lake avasha which 
included mountain biking through Longanot National Park and Hell's 
Gate, a walk down the Hell' Gate gorge to the hot spring and Masai 
village, and afternoon tea at Elsamere (the home of the Adamsons). Also I 
spent an enjoyable 24 hours with TA members of the permanent range 
team at Sweet Water Safari Park in a tented camp by the river: ye more 
animals including a lione looking for supper very close to the truck. A 
24-hour camel safari with AAC, which included a night in a traditional 
Somali nomads' but with camel for upper. and on pancake with honey 
for breakfast, concluded my adventure training package. The regimental 
package al o included diving and sailing options at the coast, a trenuous 
high altitude climb up Mt Kenya and for a few enthusiasts an eight day 
expedition up Kilimanjaro. The Regiment bad set out to provide adventure 
training for relaxation and to encourage interest in Kenya. and had 
subsidised all the acii itie . The companies rotated through, and all 
personnel were able to take advantage of a good package. The only blip 
po sibly the ex-Korean War two-man tents provided by BATLSK at 

ava ha. 
Conclusion: As I said in the introduction I saw my brief exercise with 

the RRF BG a, an opportunity for adventure and education. I was not 
disappointed. and enjoyed it. Africa does get under the kin; and ecing 
wild animals in their natural habitat, albeit in game parks, hunting or 
grazing, not fed by humans and living natural Ii es, is impre sive 
(Longlcat just doe not compare). I enjoyed the visits to other churche , 
and the African' style of worship. The Roman Catholic girl ' choir and 
their liturgic.al style was very imprc ive. The Chri tian faith play a very 
important role in Kenya. but they have the difficulty of many chismatic 
denomination (2,000+ arc registered by the go emmcnt) whose leaders 
are often motivated by financial gain. However. they also remain a tolerant 
people who e constitution places value upon. freedo.m of religion. We must 
honour this and encourage both ccumemsm w1th111 the church, and 
tolerance with other minority faiths, whit t ensuring that Christianity i 
properly taught. Ye the local 's pre ure selling ancmpt and outright 
begging can be irritating. but who can blame them? Every European i rich 
by their standards. Yes, they do ha ea eriou •A IDS' problem, a re ultant 
orphan problem, and a a consequence a substance abu ' e and crime 
problem - e pecially amongst the treet kids. o excuses, but neverthele 
no Christian can fail to appreciate the need to help them. It is true that their 
attempts at democratic government need constant encouragement, and that 
we need to empha isc the need for free peech and a multi-pany sy tern. 
·Laid back' they certainly arc, hakuna matata - no problem, but they arc 
moving forward and they are trying to help themscl es. cs. militarily 
Kenya provides excellent exercise area'. but mor.: than that the Kenyan ' 



arc our friends . We have a duty to encourage pc<:l c and democracy there. 
and 10 facilitate a fairer deal for their poor by encouraging more 
compas ion. I certainly hope to keep in touch "ith some of my contacts 
over there, and hope to be in touch with some of you, my colleagues. lo see 
if we can help more 

11 IG ' L REGIME T 
BLANDFORD PPORT Q ADRO ' 

qn Comd Maj Ra) Patrickson 
SM W02 Chris Naylor . 

There have been a number of change in the quadron smcc the last set 
of WIRE note.. were ubmitted. Maj Ray Patrickson has taken over the 
hot eat from 1aj 1ick Pawlak, who has not managed to e ~ape 
Blandford. but simply mo ed upstairs to take o er a· the 21C 11 1gnal 
Regiment. \ 02 Chris 1 aylor has recently taken up the s. M post. 
replacing W02 ' Spike' Haynes. who has mov~ dow~ the corridor to be 
s M 2 Sqn. lt would appear that there defi111 tely 1s no escape from 
Blandford! Much 10 the relief of the Sqn 21C. Capt Bob Stanton, W02 
!lark Brunning has taken up t.he L L po l of Unit .welfare .warra~t 

Officer. where he will be workmg alongs ide the rapidly agemg Umt 
Welfare Officer (AKA Families Officer). Finally. HQ has a new cle_rk. 
Miss heree Rus ell, replacing 1i s '1axine Lloyd who has gone off to 
work a a holiday rep (Hi-de-Hi). Welcome and good luck lo you all. 

TECHNICAL MAI TE 'ANCE TROOP 
Tp Comd WOJ (FofS) C. . Mackay . 

The Troop has been lo ing military personnel on a grand scale. Firstly, 
a fond farewell to Sgt ·or Lockie who ha moved to Area Systems 
Group to teach Ptarmigan after failing to master Clansman .. on the 
civilian front we congratulate Mrs Lynda Burn on. her promotion ~nd 
wish her all the best in her new job with DHE. We will miss her effic1e~I 
work and olatile temper - honest! farewell and bon v.oy~ge to Sig 
Knight and his family on departure to 3 (UK) Armd 01". 111 Apr 01. 
Finally, good luck to Cpl 'Shergar' Dobson who lea es for ht Tl cour;;e. 
We wish him lots of luck especially when he has any ~ontact .with 
electricity. We welcome Sio ·Dangerous· Davis on complenon of h1 T3 
course. Welcome also to m~r new R & I clerk Mr 'Kipper' fish who has 
come from the QM's to do some proper work. Also to Sig ' ~i gi t~r 
Smith who arri ed and departed all in the same month. We wt h him 
good luck finishing his Class 3 course. 

TROOP GO KART! 'G - by Cpl Mileham 
A a leaving function for Cpl ' Shergar' Dobson. an afternoon of Go 

Karting was organised. Teams of t\.Vo were randomly dra\'1'11 out of a hat 
a follows: Cpl Mileham/Mr Mower Sgt Eaves/Cpl ~obso~ 

Cpl Whitmey . 1r Pounds WO! (FofS) Mackay/Sig Smith 
Mr Rick Tiliey/Mr Del Arnott Cpl Shree on hi own 
Once the qualifying race was complete, it was clear the I-hour race 

was going to be a clo e run event. Sgt ' Keanu ' Eave and Cpl 'Shergar' 
Dobson clo ely followed the. East ~nglian drea m team. o~ 

1ileham/Mower on the starting gnd. Also m the running was Cpl JR 
Whitmey and the Troop's Michael Hutchings lookalike, Mr Ted Pounds 
(without the noose and lemon), WOI (FofS) ' Highway Code' Mackay 
and Sig ' Digital' mitb , 'Ir Rickardo ' Speed Meister ' Tilley and Mr 
'Del Boy' rnott and finally Cpl 'Too short to see over the steermg 
wheel' Shree. As the first ten minutes elapsed, the first driver changeover 
tarted with Mileham/Mower leading by a whisker. Unfortunately, Mr 

Mowers changeover from Zimmer frame to Go Kart was not as slick as 
planned. This was further compounded by his insistence on pre enting a 
bus pass for inspection! This opened the way for Eave~/Dobson to take 
the lead. When gt Eave took the reins on changeover il was clear that 
he meant business. (Sighs of rel ief went up thanking the heavens that he 
had just recently slopped moonlighting as a taxi driver. Only a few minor 
incidents happened during the hour-long race. Three black flags were 
produced - Sgt ' Keanu· Eaves for having an overloaded vch1 cle, Cpl 
·Bomber 1ilcham for taking the Foreman out of the game-plan, and 
finally one for WOl (FofS) ' Sunday Driver' Mackay for u ing Cpl 
Shree as a brake and managing to stall an automatic Kart! As the race 
continued, the Eaves/Doh on team used their weight advantage to pull 
away from the re t and took the chequered flag. An award ceremony 
afterwards ga c a chance to receive liquid refreshment and to give the 
winning duo their trophy. A special achievement award (a large wooden 
spoon) was presented 10 Cpl Shree for last place. However, he had 
difficulty in prizing it off Mr ·Black Widow' T illey who is the normal 
rec1p1cn1. A great time was had by all and it wa an ideal way to say 
farewell lo Cpl Dobson. Enjoy your TI! 

S Dl KJI G CHA \llPIO SHIP - by Cpl Andy Mileham 
The Regiment sent a fo ur-man team to compete in the Divisional 

Skiing Championships. Capt Steve Jones lead' a motlt:y crew of Sgt 
Dave ttlc~ . Cpl Laurie Askin and Cpl Andy Mileham . '!'he leisurely 
24 hour drive to the French Alps did nothing to dampen the teams 
enthusia~m. Jnd after three hours practise we went straight into the first 
race. s the initial seed in s came out. S t ' Muttle ' ttle headed the 
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crazy gang, followed by Capt Jones , C pl Askm and pl Mileham. As 
the races came and went the nearest we came to an avalanche was the 
descent in the ranking made by the novice of the team, Cpl And~ 
Mileham. 1 lowcver, gains were made by the rest of the team and their 
overall performance improved during the t\.Vo w~cks. Well ~~ne to Cpl 
Askin who finally managed 10 get away for a sk1111g compet1t1on at last, 
even though he is in the latter tages of resettlcn:ient. A.lso, well doue to 
C pl Mileham who urvived some hideous collt 10ns with only a broken 
no e. Finally, better luck next year to Sgt ttlcy and. Capt Jones who 
narrowly mis cd out on qualifying for the Army champion hips . 

A !ATE R TIO AL HU T CO RSE - by Cpl 'Andy' Dobson 
The Army runs two horseracing events per year, both being held a1 

andown. The races are organised under National Hunt rules but all 
riders must be crving personnel. Thi year 11 Sig Rcgt sent a soldi~r to 
ihe British Racing School ewmarket. The course was organised 
pecifically for the Armed Forces w~th the aim of qualifying individuals 

to enter these race . The lucky soldier was C pl ·Andy' Dobson who ha:; 
always had a clo e affiliation with the horscracing industry, ~ both his 
brother and cousin arc Flat Jockeys. The cou.rsc covered topics such as 
fit ncs . race position, style, afcty, diet , and the. rules and regulation 
pert inent to racing e ent . The cour. e was an mtens~ five days and 
involved riding every mornmg, with lccwres, tu1t1on and fitnc s 
as essments being carried out until I.ate evenmg. Havm~ complct~ the 
course Cpl Dob on is now undergoing further pr~parauon and trammg 
with an aim of representing the Corps for the first time at the event held 
in 2002. Watch thi space for further developments. 

QUARTERMA TER DEPARTME T 
Quartermaster Lt Col Peter Whitehead 

It's a long time since the Blandford Quartermaster Depa.rtmcnt news 
has appeared in print so, inevitably, much has changed mce the last 
report. The appointment of Quartermaster has been handed ove: from Lt 
Col Mick Ledwards, leaving the army after 37 year of erv1ce, to Lt 
Col Peter Whitehead. Col Mick has achieved a great deal durmg his 
reign in Blandford and we wish him and. Sue well for the future, which 
we believe does not yet involve true rellrement! Congratulallons are m 
order for W02 (RQMS) Tony Barry, who has just been selected for 
promotion to WO I and will be moving on to C?rsha.m to take up post as 
GSM, as soon as a suitable replacement can be 1dcnt1fied and despatched 
to Blandford. Congratulations are also due. to gt St~ve ewman who 
has just been selected for Staff Sergeant, his postmg 1s already overdue 
and he is willing to be posted anywhere to escape the n gours of the MSA 
account! SSgt Mick Dullaghan wi ll be left to soldier on with the ET and 
says he is looking forward to ' breaking in' the new RQMS (Whatever 
that means!) . LCpls Karen Tarry and ' Geordie' Rees MBE are both 
continuing to carry out the ET SSgt 's bidding, lookin~ after Demands, 
Receipt Voucher , Backloading, th e Armour)' - 111 fac t , they do 
everything e lse! At pre cnt the Tech Stores arc bemg .ably managed by 
Acting Stores Officer Eric Tai BEM, a former RQMS Ill the Corps, until 
a permanent Stores Officer is appointed. The stores. team arc bearmg up 
well under the stra in of a fam ine of staff but the C ivil Admin Office have 
assured us that re inforcements are on the way! W02 (RQMS) Caz Cole 
and hi general team are still striving to. keep up . with t~c ever changing 
demands of maintaining Blandford Gam on and its environment m good 
order. The latest challenge to face Garrison SQM~, SSgt .ick Oldcroft, 
and his assistant, Senior Storekeeper Mark Tai, 1s the fittmg out of yet 
another brand new soldiers accommodat ion building, built on the site of 
the dreaded Anson and Benbow blocks, both demolished during ~e la~t 
12 months. Meanwhile, at the Blandford Accommodation Reccptwn (!t 
used to be called a Bedding Store!) SSgt (SQMS) C~ris Hood and his 
team of building managers contro l the evcr-changmg population .of 
soldiers that continually fl ood in and o ut of Blandford o? basic, 
upgrading and military courses. Never has so much been QM d by so 
few! 

PROVO T SECTIO - by Cpl Nicki Buckley 
Just a few hellos and goodbyes from the Provost Section, Blandford 

Camp. First of all a big goodbye to Cpl Dom 'Homer' Cox, who has JU t 
completed his 22 years service with the Corps. To honour the .occas1onh 
the Squadron arranged a dining out for Dom, which took place in I lump 
Bahadur's Restaurant and was attended by the Commanding Officer~~ 
Signal Regiment, Lt Col Roddy 'icholson and the RSM, ~01 (RS 11 Harry Kemp . The evening was a great success and was enJO)led .bY a 
who attended, although the heirarchy did politely decline an mv1tat1on by 
Cpls ikki Buckley and Laura Shaw to con tinue the movement down.al 
the local Blandford night spot! Cpl Cox was sent off 111 style and rnc 
event was also an ideal opportunity for the Squadron to s.ay farc.wcllt~~ 
the unit Quartermaster, Lt Co l M ick Ledwards, who 1s leaving t 
Corps after 37 years of dis tinguished service. A sad goodbye also to gl 
'Brummie' Perks, who has been the Garrison provost Sgt fo r the pas? 
two years and has done a ' brilliant job'. Who writes these WIRE notes.I 
Seriously, ' Brummie' wi ll be sorely missed and he can now rest his voca 
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chords as he takes up his new post as a recruiter at ACJO Brighton. Good 
luck to ' Brummie', Linda and fami ly from us al l. A big hello to SSgt 
·chalkic ' Meck, the new Provost SNCO, who has joined us from 4 
Squadron. and is raring to go (no respite for the Phase 2 trainees!). 
Finally, well done to LCpl Paul Kemp on passing his pre parachute 
course . Unfortunately, he has had to return to Blandford before 
continuation training has been completed, due 10 the Foot and Mouth 
outbreak (hope you get well soon Paul) . 

HARROGATE CUP 
I TER-SQUADRO SWIMM! G COMPETITIO 
by Sig Finnie (3 Sqn) 

The evening of 2 1 March 200 I saw two bus loads of swimmers from 
Blandford, (and one vo lunteer who gave a correct an wer to the ' ink or 
floa1 ' question), descend on Bovington Pool for the Harrogate Cup 

wiinming Competition. The evening produced an exciting and very 
close run competition with some outstanding performances from a ll three 
Squadrons. With only a lim ited opportunity to train beforehand, 3 
(Harrogate) Squadron managed to provide tough opposition for the other 
squadrons . ig Phillips swam outstandingly to win the Mens 50m 
freestyle , aerodynamically assisted by hi wonder trunks. Sig ' Fish Boy' 
Lovell al o won the IOOm freestyle allegedly smashing the one minute 
barrier (i this physically possible?) and S ig Patterson produced an 
exciting finish to win in the finals of the Women's 50m freestyle. 
However, it was the Men 's 50m Butterfly that provided the evening's 
moment of top entertainment. Sig McEwan (I Sqn) tonned to an easy 
win with Sig Mason (3 Sqn) and Sig Dunno (2 qn) gaining impressive 
second and third place respectively, about a minute behind, but both 
showing true grit and determination having done much of the final length 
underwater! Despite 3 Sqn leading after the individual events , the 
Squadron were pipped at the post by 2 Sqn in the relays with the final 
scores as follows : 

2 Sqn 44 pts 
3 Sqn 42 pts 
I Sqn 40 pts 

The Regimental 21C, Maj Mick Pawlak congratulated Sgt McAl.istcr 
APTC and his taff who organised an excellent event and all the 
competitors (especially the two male 'Butterfly special ists') who took 
part in a gruell ing but e njoyable evening of sport. The follow ing 
individuals represented 3 (Harrogate) Squadron: 

ME STEAM WOME STEAM 
Sig C lamp Sig Finnie 
Sig Lovell Sig Hennis 
Sig Phillips Sig Patterson 
Sig Marsh Sig Rokavada 
Sig McSwcen Sig Anderson 

ig Cooke Sig Worthington 
Sig Mason Sig lngram 
Sig Howarth Sig Coonan 

Sig Lomax 

ISQUADRO 
Sqn Comd Maj J . G. J. Howes CA ADlAN SIG ALS 
SSM W02 A. J. Harriott 

Lt Col Scantland CANADIA SIG ALS visited the quadron and 
more importantly the QC on 27 March 200 I. The hort visit by the senior 
Canadian Officer in this country invol ved briefings on the Squadrons 
responsibilitie and meetings with cadre personalities. The visit went well 
and provided the QC with a reminder of home. The quadron says 
goodbye to Capt G uy ' Scruffy ' Bowdler (civi lian) who will be missed 
by all , especially the badminton players among t you. Congratulations 
111ust go out to SSgt Dave Bousfield who recen tl y came off the Staff 
Sergeant to Warrant Officer 's board and will take up his post in an office 
20 metres away as SSM 3 Sqn on 7 May 200 l. 

KOHIMA TROOP 
Tp omd Capt P. Connor 
Tp Sgt SSgt D. Bousficld 

Ufc in Kohima Tp has maintained its usual hectic pace at the start of 
tl11s year, with the Troop topping 200 ATTs throughout February. The 
restrictions imposed by Foot and Mouth have severely curbed our u ual 
act.i".ities for employing the soldier , as a ll adventurous and military 
trnmmg has been put on hold. Question: how do you keep 200 17-20 year 
olds cons1ructivc ly employed whilst maintaining their in terest and 
spcndmg no money when you are not allowed to step near anywhere 
resemb lin g co untrys ide? Step forward S gt 'Last in . fir tout ' 
McCulloch and hi . magical my tcry tour of military museums of the 
S?uth oast. I f it ever sa iled, submerged, flew, rolled, ftred , stabbed or 
shcc~ then Kohima Tp have been there and done that but didn't buy the 
T-shirt (due to monetary constra int ). 

.Charity work seemed another fine way of keeping the lads busy, whil t 
tl11s also has the added bonus of pulling somet hing back into the 
community and giving Blandford amp a good name. We arc working on 
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two projects at the moment: Swanagc Railway and Holton Lea Respite 
Home. I cannot say much about the Swanage Railway project as it is still 
111 the planning phase, but hands on work is due to start in April. So by 
the time you read this we should have helped out and left our mark on a 
fine piece of D~rset's hc_ritage, a very ~orthwhi le and enjoyable project. 

Holton Lea 1s a respite home for disabled people and their full time 
carers. It is set in 350 acres of beautiful Dorset countryside overlooking 
Poole Bay, and as long as we dip our boots and drive over disinfected hay 
we can work on the grounds without restrictions. There arc lots of little 
projects ~oing on in ~olton Lea, ranging from building bird-hides to 
c~nstructmg wheclcha1r-p~1hs around the grounds. The staff are delighted 
wt.th our help and the o ld1ers find the work hard but enjoyable (unless it 
rams) as they can not only sec the fruits of their labours accomplished, 
but can also see the benefit gained by those less fortunate than us. 

TRIP TO GIBRALTAR IS FEBR ARY -19 FEBR ARY 2001 
On a cold and frosty morning even budding Technicians from 11 

Sign.al Regiment set off on an attachment to Gibraltar organised by 
K.oh1ma Tp. In the usual fashion the RAF were up to their tricks and the 
flight was delayed, but after a few hours wait we were off. The few days 
in Gibraltar involved a visi t to the host Signal Troop so we could see 
what we would be doing if we were po ted there (oh yeah. really!). The 
next day we wanted to see how the locals li ved, so a trip around the town 
wa called for. ever before has the town seen such a strange bunch of 
tourists, as T-shirts and silly hats were the order of the day. A trip around 
the rock, both inside and out, was also arranged. The walk to the top was 
very tiring, (even though we were in the back of the Land Rover). The 
monkey's thought they could get the better of us and Sig Chimp was 
attacked, but we all parted as good friends. Thi was followed by a look 
around the submarine in the harbour, which was very interesting. Sig 
C himp even got his own tour guide ... To end it all the RAF met our 
previous expectations and it took three day for us to get back to the UK. 
( ot that any of us were complaining, the more days in the un the 
better!). Overall we all had a very enjoyable and informative time. 

7 SATTS in the sun 
(L-R): Sigs Gemson, Demwell, Grayhurst, Thompson, Budd, 

Holmes, Grindle 

4 (MILITARY TRAIN! G) QU ORO 
Sqn Comd Maj K. . Owen 

SM W02 K. Read 
4 (Mil Trg) Sqn continues onwards de pile the ravages of Foot and 

Mouth. The Royal ignal CO Course (new name for the Sergeants' 
Course) and the RSJCC have continued with the exception that all field 
training is now taking place within the confines of Blandford Garri on. 
Unfortunately the Leadership course are all currently cancelled, a the 
demand of the course on external training areas cannot be replicated at 
Blandford. The new S CO course has been initially well received by 
the students. Its development follow on from the changes made 10 U1e 
R JCC and the course programme now reflects more leader hip and 
management modules. What ·no more coffin drill. it wa not like that in 
my day ' I hear all the die-hards cry - well things arc even worse than that 
a the requirement for 02 Dre ha al o been removed fron: the 
cour e! Course attendance levels are improving and the numb of 
tudcnts failing the BCFT on Day I of the R C and R J C averaged 

only one per course, which is encouraging. It must be empha i·ed that 
thi critrancc le t is conducted by the Garri on gym over a eight mile 
course in two hours and is no harder or ca. ier than a 'normal' B FT in 
any R SIG ALS Unit. Thi B FT is included not for the sake of having 
a test for a te r ake but a the minimum level of fitness that a student 
require to take part in the field and command pha ·e of the course . The 
TA team ontinue to turu Olli TA Recruits and orporals in a succc·sion 
of two week course while !he remainder of M ii Trg Tp chum out Pha, e 
2 Recruit hoping that they leave at the end of the week retaining light! 
more Military Knowledge than when they arrived. There arc alway · post~ 
for in tructors within the quadron, from Corporal 10 taff ergcant. and 
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in all disciplines. The quadron ha in tructors from mo 1 trade groups 
and include female and Gurkha oldicr on _the st.iff. If any potential 
in tmetor i keen 10 find out more about the JOb here, then they should 
nng W02 Kc' Read on Blandford Mil 2501. 

ROYAL IG . AL ENIOR CO S 0 RSE 
T DE. T PER PECTIVE 

bv Sgt Kl'\' Hearon & Sgt icky Fra11ci . , 
· On 1 Febmary 2001, the Royal ignals em or 0 s Course o ~6 

a embled and began with a brief introduction to Blandford Camp ~nd it 
training areas via an eight mile CFT route. The course began w1~h an 
ca y-~oing pace commencing with command task and so~~e notional 
Troop management exerci e . Ju t about everyone was wall mg . for the 
,udden change in the D . from good cop to bad cop. The cxpectallon wa 
that the course would be run in the same manner as the Detachment 
Commanders.Junior Commanders cour es, but the bomb hell never 
dropped. and the cour e were trea~ed as 'adults' (to a degree). The cou_rs" 
wa split down into three ectlons, which later fought for . ecuon 
competitions. One such competi6on \ as the Assault C~urse, which aw 
blood and wcat a ection I (airborne, AS. Duty B1_rd and Ghur~ha 

ection, (not that anyone thinks that the division of Sectto11s wa u~fair,) 
JU t pipped ec1ion 3 to the post. The comp tmon al o saw Scctton 3 
loose a key player due lo an injury to Sgt ~cte Preece that no one wanted 
to clarify - say no more. The Burden Retneval compeution (a march and 
hoot but picking up HEAVY burdens on route) was aga!~ fought t~th 

and nail seeing ection 3 stride om to wu~. Other compet111011 wer~ JU t 
a hard fought for. with the poin!S totallmg up to mean that Sect~on 1 
were the · urpri e' winners, Secuon 3 a credible second and e~t1on 2 
bringing up the rear. A memorable point on the cour e was du_nng the 
Command Tasks, when Sec6ons 2 and 3 battled head to head using ro~e 
tensioning ystems and brute strength to _overcome the usual el~ctnc 
fences and crocodile infested swamps. ectton 2 mana,ged to ~et ltghtly 
ahead in the race with 11 of the 12 members at the fimsh, whilst Secuon 
3 had three finished. The outcome was that Section 3 still managed to 
win and thanks go to gt Da e 'Arnold Schwarze~egger' Pott of 
Section 2 who couldn't quite find the energy 10 pull him elf all the way 
along the rope, but did manage lo clear the water. The course wa 
continually changed during the five weeks due to the current Foot and 
Mouth crisi and thanks must go to all the DS because of all the hard 
work they p~t in to keep the course running smoothly. Lots of hard work 
obviously went on behind the scenes to keep the course afloat. We J_U t 
hope that not 100 many complaints were received from the Mamed 
Quarters about the Battle of Pond Bottom! 

OC San '.5 comments: This article was produced by two students who 
have just completed the RSSC (formerly the Sergeants' Course) in its new 
format. It continues the series of articles about the courses run by the 
Squadron which have been written by the students themselves. 

2 Q ADRO 
WJ,' THE HARROG TE CUP SWIMM.I G (AGAIN) 
br Sig Helen Stanver 
· On Wednesday 21 March, Bevington Camp was the venue for the Inter 
quadron wimming Competition, a par: of the H~rrogate Cup. 2 Sqn 

had a trong team following the extensive (two v1s1ts) and wonderful 
training by ig 'H' Stanyer and Sig ·Krissy' .Rodway. There was 
however lot of moaning by the men (boys) saymg they were gettmg 
phy ically abused in the pool, cl~iming their arms were falltng ofT -
however the girl seemed to be copmg well enough . 

Sig Jock McNab in the backstroke 

• ig 'Spani. h' avory s1ancd us off in the IOOm freestyle, and although 
it was under protest he did well and came Third, setting the tone and the 
men earned on to do us proud claiming an impressive number of points. 
The most credit must go to Sig amiss, who was bullied into doing the 
50m Butt rfly. even though he had never swam it before in his life. He 
came in econd, which wa~ brilliant, as he swallowed half the pool and 

swam verticall down the ccond length. I le certamly got the atmo phcre 
going and almo t had Maj Tomkins (OC 2 qn) m the pool ?ragging him 
along. The girls were fantastic as they ~lea~ed _the board, bcmg bcatc~ in 
only one race . The winner of the girls 111d1v1dual cven!s were lg 
'Krissy ' Rod' ay, Cath Mitchinson, Becky Boshcr and 1g 'Is the bar 
open yet' tanycr. 

The la t race wa supposed to be the chain of command race, \\hich 
wa my teriously cancelled - :who knows ":'hY? H?wevcr, we have, come 
to the conclu ion that Cpl ·1 m de perate Aitchison and WOI I still 
turn heads' Coffin, were convinced that _the girls ~ouldn~t be able to 
keep themselves under control when ee111g them 111 ~ pair of skimpy 
Spcedo 's. A special thanks to all who rnok_ part for their hard work and 
enthusiasm and the orgam er- for makmg 1t happen. It was a real _team 
effort for u to lifl the Trophy and take the Squadron total lo three wms m 
tbrce Harrogate Cup competition . 

THE HARROGATE cur NETBALL - by Sig Ra11ki11 
J had never played netball before so when I was volunteered r was 

rather urprised. The rest of the team hadn't played much ei_lhcr o I was 
not alone. Before the competition took place we had a few ~1ghts pracltcc 
which improved our game con iderably. One of the opposing teams had 
three player who repre ented 11 Signal Regin~ent at the pon, w_hich 
ob iou Jy gave them an ad~anta~e. The ~rst mght of the compet111on 
went well, with Iron Tp sconng I_-' - 7 agam t Ulster Tp, gettm~ us mto 
the semi-finals. On the econd night, with o~r confidence soarmg from 
the evening before, we played even belte! with Iron Tp cormg _ 10 - _7 
against Kohima Tp. Thi ~ndeavor got us 11110 the final. _After gcttmg this 
far it was clear ti wa gomg to be a 2 Sqn final, and ti wa . The team 
members involved were ig Bosher, Sig Duke , Sig Houghton, ig 
Rodway, Sig Lyon, Sig Douglas, Sig Withers, i~ Kelly, and myself. 
By this stage in the competition_ we wer_e workmg well as a team, 
listening 10 each other and our skills had 1mj)roved considerably, so I 
thought we were in with a good chance ofwmnmg. Unfortunately we lot 
to Beaufighter Tp our sister Tp 11 -7 in the final, but had a good game. 
The competition was a lot of fun and we had played well Lhroughout the 
event. As an added bonus each of us received a runner . up medal for our 
efforts. From a Squadron point of view the compet1hon wa a great 
success with both first and second place. Follow111g on from the 
volleyball which the Squadron had already won we are well placed m the 
Harrogate Cup o far. 

Beaufighter Troop winners of the Harrogate Cup Netball 
Back Row (R-L): Uluivuya, Gros, Harrison, Sanders, ~heasey 

Front Row (R-L): Reid , Westcorr, Edwards, Collins 

VERTICAL LlMlT FOR GARRISO ' CHILDREN . 
During the half term school holiday period, the gymnasrnm sta~ 

carried out activities introducing Garrison children to some new and 
exciting pursuits. This consisted of indoor games of touch rugby an 
skills co-ordination exercise and an introduction to rock cl11nbmg o~ 
both the gymnasium climbing wall and the huge climbing rock locat~ , 
outside. The children were a bit apprehensiv_e at fast, but v~ry quic~h~ 
gained the neces ary confidence to take the1r bodies and minds to 
limits. They all thoroughly enjoyed themselves with some of them 
requesting when wa the next activity week? A very special tha~k)011 

goes Lo W02 QMSI Bob Whitaker APTC who organised the acuviues, 
Mr Jim McDougal the rock climbing instructor and WOI Gary Water 
who ably assisted. 

EXERCISE OUTHER TARTAN CHALLENGE 
AILING THE 0 THERN OCEA 

1 OS ALE SOUTH GEORGIAN PEAKS - by Capt Tania Noakes 
The poster that r had initially seen in the Joint Services Mountain 

Training Centre Ballachulish Drill hall concerning Exercise Southern 
Tartan Challenge more than demanded a cur ory glance. The exercise 
was to be a joint sailing and mountaineering adventure with the ultimate 
aim of placing a Service mountaineering team on the Sub Atlantic Island 
of South Georgia. A yacht would set sail from the United Kingdom in 

cptember 2000 down to South Georgia breaking the journey into legs 
and changing crews after each. The Leg from the Falklands to South 
Georgia and back would also embark a mountaineering party onto the 
island for a month as the yacht circumnavigated the island before 
regrouping and returning to the UK via the Falklands in a further series of 
crew changes. It is difficult to say when and where I first heard of South 
Georgia but at that stage I knew it to be one of the most remote and 
challenging mountaineering destinations the World over. It has attracted 
climbers of the highest repute some of who have succeeded and some 
have failed in their ambition to ·ca le the snow and ice clad peaks of the 
island's interior. As a keen mountaineer the opportunity for about a 
month in such a unique location seemed too good to be true. Reading 
funhcr I learnt that the plan was for the team to sail to and from the island 
on a 50ft yacht hence encompassing another keen interest of mine, 
sailing. The Southern Ocean is justifiably renowned for its fierce storms, 
huge seas and profusion of treacherou icebergs. I simply couldn't 
imagine a more ambitious or challenging undertaking, or one that I 
wanted to be a part of more! That left me with two mall problem , firstly 
how to convince the expedition Leader Maj Bill Bilous RE that he 
needed me on the team and second how to convince my unit to release 
me. ln the end the fact that l was Royal Signals cap badged helped with 
both. The team needed a communications officer and J was soon 
identified as the lucky winner of that coveted post and my ympathetic 
Commanding Officer recogni ed the expedition as simply a chance in a 
lifetime and gave the go ahead for my release. 

I have since poken to Maj Bill Bilous the expedition Leader al length 
about what spurred him on to organise the expedition. Many years ago he 
read ir Ernest Shackleton's book 'South' within which he recount the 
di astrous yet miraculous event of the expedition he lead to the Antarctic 
with the aim of making the first cros ing of the Antarctic continent. The 
expedition was a failure in that it did not achieve it aim. However, set 
against the background of the First World War and succeeding as it did in 
uch feats of bravery, skill and strength. Shackletons story recounts how 

after their hip was cru bed in pack ice they drifted on the pack for four 
months. After the pack ice began lo break up he lead his men to Elephant 
I land, a barren rocky island at the tip of the Antarctic penin ular using 
the life-rafts that they had salvaged. From there he led a small party lo 
sail in one of those life raft to South Georgia aero s the Southern Ocean 
in all its winter fury. His party ucceeded in landing on South Georgia's 
uninhabited South side with no hope of sai ling round the island against 
wind and tide. The old Norwegian Whaling stations on the more 
sheltered north ide of the i land were their only hope of rai ing a rescue 
party and so they crossed that glacier bound with no equipment to peak 
of and little physical reserves after such a long and arduous ordeal. 
Shackleton and his party reached Stromne Whaling station and were 
hence able to raise a rescue party for their comrades on Elephant Island. 
lt is a true story of such humanity and courage again t the odd tbat I 
recommend anyone with an adventurous bent to read it. The fact that 
hackleton and his men achieved what they did without the loss of a 

single life is further evidence of this man 's great Leadership qualitie . 
Maj Bilous had been understandably in pircd by the truly adventurou 
nature of this story and also Shackleton recollections of 'a mountainou 
island fortres guarded by glaciers on all side which reach down to the 
very shores of the Southern Ocean'. The plan wa pawned hortly 
afterwards and together with the help of Maj ' igel Williams, another 
Royal Engineer, but this time with a passion for sailing, they brought the 
exerci e to fruition. The majority of the preparations for the expedition 
had lo be made in my own time, however, I am lucky to be in a job which 
keeps me in good physical shape anyway and allowed me time to pick up 
certain essential items of communications equipment. The expedition 
st_art date wa fast approaching, every week the yacht, a civilian chartered 
high latitudes 50 called Ice Maiden sailed closer to the Falkland Islands 
where the South Georgia Leg crew would changeover wiU1 the crew from 
the previous leg. I checked and rechecked the communication a pect of 
the planning and checked and rechecked my own packing for the 
mountaineering phase. South Georgia simply isn't one of the e locations 
where if you've forgotten something it doesn't matter. The team had_ to be 
completely self reliant including its own means of getting off the t land 
(the yacht), its own satellite communications in duplicat and its own 
d~ctor. The amount of organisation that the Expedi tion Leader Maj Bill 
Bilous undertook and succeeded with is truly a touuding and de crvcs 
every credit that can be given. 

The day of the outh Georgia leg departure from Brize orton on 27 
December oon an·ivcd and for many it wa the first meeting of the team. 

What I have often found to be the beauty of Service expeditions is that 
you can se lect a group of people who hardly know each other, throw 
tl~em together in some fairly arduous circumstances, give them a common 
a1!11 and they will not only succeed but they will often leave the be t of 
friends. In this respect Service expeditions are excellent vehicle for 
dcmonst~ating_ th~ power of te~mwork and the necessity of facing up to 
and dealing w11h mterpersonal issues. If two people have a problem with 
each other in the Southern Ocean or on the mountain they must resolve it 
and work together or they may put their own lives and others at risk. The 
Flight to the Falkland Islands via Ascension Island was uneventful 
enough and soon the team were pulling out all the stops in a effort to get 
the yacht ready for its gmclling passage to South Georgia. In that time the 
number of people that said that they thought we were mad for sailing 
' down there' in 'that' grew daily. Allhough we might have harboured 
concerns when we took the yacht over, by the time we had finished in our 
preparations we all knew how ship shape Ice Maiden had become. The 
voyage down was upposed to be the easier sailing leg due to the fact that 
the prevailing winds and surface currents would be behind us. The reality 
proved otherwise. The first few days were good sai ling, but beating to 
win.dward so quite energetic and I spent a good 36 hours feeling 
decidedly unwell. It leant extra credence to the Shackletonian quote 
'Some of the men are over their sea-sickness and no longer want to die'. 
On our second day out from the Falklands we saw our first Icebergs, huge 
majestic snow covered plateaux and strangely carved pinnacles glowing 
turquoise in the sun. The radar was simply littered with them and we felt 
very relieved that the seas were so calm at that time. The third day was 
our first glimpse of southern ocean fury and a South West force 7 blew up 
against us slowing our progress considerably. Following that we had a 
day where the Ocean wa like a glass mirror it was so till and the sun 
was so fierce we were all asking for extra sun-block, that day we pa sed 
the half-way mark to South Georgia, now just over 400 miles left! After 
such a marvellous day of sun hine we drove on into our first Force 8 
again from the West and this time since we had passed the Antarctic 
convergence zone whipped up over seas as cold as 2 degrees centigrade. 
Even in our modem protective clothing our hands and feet were frozen 
and f was more deeply impressed than ever before with what Shackletons 
men must have lived through. Having said that with all the advance that 
man has made over the years the ailing wellington is simply the pre
historic of all adventure clothing. The idea of a thin shell of rubber being 
omehow insulating against Southern Ocean temperatures is quite clearfy 

ludicrous and far too many time J lay in my bunk massaging my lifeles 
feet after a three hour night watch had ent them into hibernation. ' Roll 
on the mountain pha e' I found myself thinking, along with every other 
mountaineer on the trip. That i not to say that the sail down to outh 
Georgia didn't have moment of pure pleasure. Our first ight of the 
wandering Albatros was really omething special. they are amazing 
birds as they ilently glided on their huge wingspan over the waves 
behind the yacht in the evening light. One th.ing that really truck me wa 
that even in the midst of a raging Force 8 storm the bird-life never left us. 
There were alway Anarctic petral , Albatro ses and gull racing the 
waves or sheltering in the wind hadow of the yacht. However. when on 
the morning of the seventh day l woke from dreaming that I was in Hell 
only to find out that l was on watch again I knew my enjoyment of the 
sail down wa wearing pretty thin. I was more than a little relieved to 
make landfall that evening and for the first time in a week enjoyed a full 
nights sleep without having to brace my body again t the bunk to stop 
falling out of it. We made Landfall at King Edi ard Point, the only 
pemiancnt ettlcment on the island. The military presence is al o here. 
although by the end of March the hand-over to the British Antarctic 
Survey should be complete and the Military will withdraw from the 
lsland. There was a great deal of constmction work going on when we 
arrived and it was a relief to be on the rigid raiders with all our mountain 
gear ready for in ertion onto U1e beaches below the ordenskold Glacier. 
I have never tarted a mountaineering expedition before in immersion 
suit wading ashore in the hadow of a massive glacier. It was a urrcal 
experience, to land not ten meters from everal Elephant Seals who 
barely batted an eyelid at our presence. As soon a the rigid raider turned 
tail and sped away from the beach the sheer size of the glacier became 
apparent. Huge part of the ice face were calving away into the e<i on a 
regu lar basis and the eashorc was littered with ice debri . My elf mm my 
climbing partner Captain Stuart Macdonald had delayed our in cnion 
by a day from the re t of the team so a to en ure all the communication 
batteries were fully charged. Thi meant that we had the beach to 
ourselves in one of the remote t pots in the world. That afternoon we 
load carried of all our equipment and the Team's communication 
equipment up through the moraine onto the edge of the glacier. It wa 
backbreaking work a were the ub -equcnl days hauling sled of gear up 
the glacier to base camp. 

Jn total we pent three week on the island, climbed several ne\ peak , 
one of which was our primary target Mount Root , which at 74 3ft had 
been the highest remaining unclimbed peak on Briti h Territory. _I also 
took part in an attempt on a new route on Mount Paget, the unclimbed 
East Ridge. The team started out in superb weather and reached an 
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altitude of oon before evcrc weather tor ed a retreat. l personally 
learnt a great deal from that trip. pcrhap more on a human level than on 
a te hnical one. The view from Paget Ea t Ridge were phenomenal. 
The llardyce mountain range i. the main spine of the island and we 
\\Crc climbing on its very edge with massi e glaciers falling away to the 
Ocean at either ide of us. The snow petral followed us up into the 
mountains 100. and even at alticude were darting about the skie above 
our heads, it i apparently in the:;e mountain that they make their nest . 
The weather wa one of the things that truck every member of the 
mountaineering party mo t profoundly. It really is a place where you can 
experience four eason in one day. l remember one evening going for a 
walk acr s the glacier by moonlight when the air was o cold my teeth 
hurt and the following morning our now cave began to melt away in a 
thaw. The wind can come from nowhere. and go from complete calm to 
lOOmph winds in a few hours. We would lie awake in our tents and listen 
to the roar of the wind approaching, it would build to a crescendo tl1cn 
uddenly srrike the tent, grabbing it and shaking it with all it might. We 

called it the inter-city wind and it was as regular a clockwork .. When the 
pre ure started to ri ewe would suddenly have the worst weather of the 
entire trip, and then when it fell again we would have perfect tranquil 
weather. The change.able nature of the weather meant not only the added 
danger of being caught out in an expo ed po ition on the mountain but 
al o everal enforced snow-cave bound days which were terribly 
fru trating. After three weeks up in the mountains the team regrouped and 
headed back down the glacier to rendezvou with the yacht and find out 
about their adventures. We had pre-arranged a pick up date with them 
back on the beach many week ago. Returning to the beach, where the 
Elephant seal still loafed about and the glacier calved it ice at us with 
even greater frequency, was really quite sati fying. We had achieved a 
great deal as a team, een part of the island rhat only a very privi leged 
few have een and become good friend . We enjoyed our final evening 
before the rest of the world would intervene and pick up the pace. 

Ice ,\.faiden sailed up to the glacier snout to greet us and we were 
picked up by Gemini with our kit and loaded on board. The ailors had 
ucceeded in their aim to circumnavigate the i land and we exchange our 

storie with renewed enthusiasm - a fresh audience for each other's tails 
of daring do! There had been an intent.ion to attempt to cross the island as 
Shackleton had done to reach the whaling stat.ions in his rescue bid from 
Antarctica. The time remaining, and the fact that the return sail to the 
Falklands would be so much more difficult and time consuming meant 
that we simply could not attempt it. With the decision made th terun 
spent several days turning equipment round and re-stowing for the return 
ail. l must admit that I was not particularly looking forward to the return 

sail. Having spent no small time throwing up on the voyage down and the 
re t of the time tired, cold and wet, the small activity and excitement of 

an Ocean pa sage no longer mca urcd up agamst the discomfort endured 
We made short duy sails up the coast to l lusvik harbour and then Prine~ 
Olav harbour and this did nothing to reassure me as I pent most of the 
day trying to stop myself from retching. I have never been sea ick before 
and 1 ha c done ome con iderablc sailing, however, the motion of Jc~ 
Maiden was more than a match for the toughest of stomachs. Both 
Husvik and Prince Olav harbour are also old whaling station and yet arc 
now in some considerable state of disrepair. It is amazing how quickly 
nature ha reclaimed the i land. The fur seal population has rocketed in 
recent years and both harbour were teeming with wildlife when we 
visited. The innocent little fur seal is certainly de crving of a mention 
here if not a complete reas essment of its character. I had alway been 
lead to believe fur eals would be gentle hannless creatures, but 1 am now 
firn1ly convinced they arc the rottwciller of the seal fraternity! They have 
na. ty yellow fang and run at great speed towards you snarling like an 
angry dog. One local 'expert' suggested that they were only playing but 
thi received the scorn that it deserved. Our sail back to the Falklands in 
the end turned out to be really quite enjoyable, if a little drawn out. lt 
took u eight days in total where as five would have been enough, thank 
you. We enjoyed some very fine sailing weather and then experienced our 
first force nine of the trip. We watched an iceberg glide past not thirty 
meters away and Albatrosses followed us most of the way home. We 
eventually sailed in to Mare Harbour to the most wonderful sun et of the 
entire trip. It was almost a if the weather knew that the un was setting 
on our expedition a well. There is so much more that I could write about 
this trip. l have not written about the people and perhaps that is a great 
mistake, for it truly was the expedition members who made the trip so 
special. I could write a hort story on each of the characters in this story 
and what we learned from each other. Rather l hope that I have given you 
a taste of what the trip was like. South Georgia is a truly amazing island 
and it leaves an impression on you like nowhere else. I for one wisb that 
the military presence on the island would continue, if only to give other 
mili tary personnel the opportunity to see such a wonderful place. Sadly 
the opportunities to visit are reducing and increasingly the privileged few 
are there because they have the money to get there. Ex Southern Tartan 
Challenge wa a superbly successful expedition in an intensely 
challenging area of the globe. A place where unpredictable weather and 
its remotenes combine to necessitate good decision-making and 
resourcefulness if you are to survive let alone succeed in what you aim to 
achieve. Not only did we achieve climbing the third highest peak in 
British Territory, but we circumnavigated the island too , and you can 
count on one hand how many yachts have done that. Yet the exercise is 
far from over, even as l type the yacht Ice Maiden is sai ling back to the 
United Kingdom with various different crews. Part of me wishes that 1 
was still aboard ... 

lST (UNITED KINGDOM) ARMOURED DIVISION 
HEADQUARTERS AND SIGNAL REGIMENT 

EXERCI E F LL MOO 1 

212 Signal Squadron conducted their battlecamp 12-16 February 2001. an arduous and informative package covering all aspects of military skills and 

drills required of the soldier and junior commander. 
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SPORT - I TER SQUADRON BOXI G COMPETlTIO 
Durmg the 0rst few ~onths of the year the Squadron boxers have been under oin · · · 

Squadron Boxmg, organised by Lt Madgwi.ck and 21 l Sig Sqn in March All th g b g a g~elhng.fitness regime m order to prepare themselves for the Inter 
and the finals . The night of the finals was excellent with considerable skill a d ~ toxer.s s .owei immense courage and heart in both the preliminary rounds 
Annd Sqn 211 and 212 Sig Sqns. n e ermmation 5 own by all. The evening ended in a draw between the two 

LCpl Wh!sk~y - 212 ? ig Sqn shows his power on his way to 
winning the L1fjht Heavyweight title against 

Sig Simpson of 211 Sig Sqn 

Sig Kibble 
on his way to victory in a hard fought fight 



LCpl Rattenbury 
tries to remove his headset from his eye after a six-hour move 

Cpl 'I am the firestarter the twisted firestarter' Ridgers 
plans to burn down Sennelager Training Area 

IB!EllN !IN "iI'IHilE A'll"If1KC U<CllNTIL~l' 
Some of the displays in the museum are to be upgraded. We have purchased some new cabinets and are looking for donations of exhibits, parapherna· 

ha, images and information on the following subjects: 
The Corps Band; The White Helmets; Prisoners of War (particularly Colditz); Commonwealth Corps of Signals -
Au\tralian/Canadian ew Zealand/ outh African; The Cary Theatre and Troop Entertainment 
Anything you might find on the c subjects could make a big difference! If you can help please contact Stella Mclutyre or Cliff Walters at the Royal 

ignah Museum. Blandford Camp. Dor ct, DTI l 8RH. 
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After two and a. half years in the unit Sig Sue Brydon 
finally discovers where the radios are Sig Rigg r~~----,--------_;d~e:,::s:.!:p'.:'.e~ra:'.t~e'.!ly..!t'.lry'.!!in~g~t~o~p~r_:e~te~nd that he knows what he is doing 

1101 RSM CHRJS HYMAS'S SEND OFF 

Comms Troop on a good dax. Successfully demonstrating the various 
orders of dress available to today s modern soldier 

The Regiment said goodbye to RSM Hymas who left the Regiment on comrni i · · M h Th d · • 
<nioyable, PT and then an All Ranks function in the evening with ticket sale mon~~.0R:~~~~- g~~~g· to c~a~iy. tarted with an RSM s Parade followed by some robust, but 

'Highly polished boots' that will be bulled then 
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DEEPEST SYMPATHY TO 

THE EDITOR OF THE WIRE 
LT COL (Retd) PETER VALDER 

ON THE RECENT DEATH OF 
HIS BELOVED WIFE 

~A NIIIE~ 

Authors alone are responsible for the coment of their articles. The opinions expressed in the articles of thi publication are t110 e of the individual 
authors and do not necessarily renect tlie policy and views. official or olhcrwis , of the Royal ignals or the Mini · try of Defence. This publication 

should be treated with di cretion by the recipient. 
© Crown Copyright 

Disclaimer: No re pon ibility for the quality of goods or services adverti. ed in this magazine can be accepted by the Publi her or their Agent•. 

Advenisements are included 'in good faith '. 
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YOUR ONE DAY'S PAY - WHAT HAPPENED TO IT IN 2000 

I 'TROD TION 
Your One Days Pay is the main . ,.urce of income for Corp. Fund . It is 

vel) en ouraging that in exce of90% of the Corp makes thi generou · 
annual contribution. Officer pay an additional 0.7S of One Day Pay 
ea h y ar into the Officers Fund. The latter i a mandatory ubscription 
under QR' and i u ed in support of Officers activities only. Retired 
Officers may volunteer to pay an annual ubscription of £25 or more and 
thi al o entitles them to receive The WIRE and certain facilities funded 
from the Officers Fund. CO and WOs may ub cribe a fiuther 0.25 
Day' Pay for their own Sergeants - Mes fund. 

P JRPO EOF O RP F ND 
A Tmst Deed is rcgi tered with the Charity Commi ion and set out 

the main purpo e for which Corps Fund may be used. The c are: 

The relief of poverty for all members of the Corp , serving or 
retired. their families and dependents. Thi is the main area of 
expenditure. 

To maintain and improve the phy ical efficiency and morale of the 
Corps at large, e.g.: Fund for port and Ad enture Training etc. 

The payment of donation. to charitable organi ation concerned 
with the welfare of Signallers and their dependent . 

HOW RE CORP FU OS STR CT RED? 
There are three main funds known collectively a the Royal Signal 

Benevolent Fund. These are: 
The Corps Fund (Soldiers activities) 
The Officers Fund (Officers activities) 
The A ociation Fund (Welfare and Benevolence) 

Expenditure can only be made in accordance with the Trust Deed and 
in compliance with Charity Law. 

The chart below how the combined income and expenditure of all 
funds for the Financial Year 2000. 

INCOME 
The total income for the year was £873K. The main ource of income 

was from the subscriptions of Officers and soldiers (£5 l7K). In addition 
mo t subscribers upport their subscription by means of a Gift Aid 
Declaration, previously known as a Covenant, which enables the Corps to 
reclaim tax on subscriptions received at no cost to the subscriber 
(£138K). Income from our investments amo unted to £I60K and 
donations accounted for the final £58K. All legacies and donation are 

allocated to the As ociation Fund for reinvestment. in order to meet the 
cost of future Benevolence. Tax may al o be reclaimed from individual 
donation , however .mall, upportcd by a Gift Aid Declaration. 

EXPENDITURE 
Some £335K. or 38% of income, has been spent on benevolence 10 

support of both the erving and Retired Corp . This includes a grant of 
£26K to the Army Benevolent Fund that gives the orps tremendous 
support in meeting it financia l commitments to those in need. 

The Corps employ a number of personnel including for example the 
Corps Accountant and Welfare Officer and incurs running costs all of 
which amount to£ IO IK. The Royal Signals Institution and I lcritage cost· 
were £33K, and this includes the cost of Lectures and Corp Priles and 
the Insurance and Maintenance of both Corps ilver and Painting . The 
Royal ignal Corps Band wa sub idised by £I 2K. This was mainly 
u ed to upport the Band in a professional way with sheet mu 1c, 
instrument repairs and unifonns. The Band of 34 Sig Regt (V) and the 
Corps Pipe and Drums were also subsidised by £ 11 K and £2K 
respectively. 

The Games Club authori ed expenditure of £47K in support of Corps 
port and the Royal ignal Yacht lub received £5K. The Wire was 
ubsidi ed by £43K. Capita l Grants of £12K were approved by the 

Heritage Committee for the purchase of Corp Paintings and ilver and 
The White Helmets received a loan of £30K toward the co t of new 
motorcycles. 

The fund allocated £43K to Corps Entertainment for such occasion 
a Royal Vi its to Units and the Annual Reunion of the Royal Signals 
Association. Provi ion of £I 52K (See ote I) was made to the erving 
Corps and included £24K for Adventure Training and £54K in grants 
toward various Millennium celebrations. Finally, £58K has been 
invested to help to en ure we can meet our future commitments. 

SUMMARY 
The One Day's Pay Scheme continue to be extremely well supported 

by the Corp and Regimental Headquarters is mo t grateful to those who 
contribute. However, the call on Corps Funds is an ever increasing one 
and every subscription received is both valuable and important to enable 
the current level of support to be maintained. 

It is hoped that this brief explanation of our accounts for 2000 satisfies 
the interest of Sub cribers and i an encouragement to the few who for 
whatever reason, do not currently subscribe. If anyone requires any 
further information plea e ring M r A l a n W ilkinso n , the Corps 
Accountant:, on Blandford Military extension 2086. 

THE ROYAL SIGNALS BENEVO LE T FUND 2000 

Where did the money come from? 

INCOME £k % 

Soldiers' Subscriptions 347 40 

Soldiers' Covenants 93 II 

Officers' Sub criptions 170 19 

Officers' Covenants 45 5 

Investments 105 55 18 

Donations 58 7 

£873k 

OTE: The Association is shown in shaded areas 
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How was the money spent? (All figures ar e in thou ands) 

EXPENDITURE 

A sociation Welfare and 
Benevolence 

Association Grants 
(Army Benevolent Fund etc.) 

Salaries 47 

Running Expenses 14 

Institution 

Heritage 

Band 

Sports 

Wire Subsidy 

Capita l Grants 

Entertainment 9 

Other (Note 1) 

love tment or Carried Forward 

£873K 

OTE 1: 
Adventure Training 
Grants 
Millenni um 
Recruiting 
HQ Officers' Mess 
HQ Sergeants' Mess 

£k 

305 

30 

8 

13 

25 

52 

43 

42 

152 

58 

£k 
26 
2 
3 
33 
19 
5 

% 

35 

3 

23 9 

17 4 

I 

I 

3 

6 

5 

5 

35 5 

17 

6 
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THE LONDON MARATHON 2001 
(W02 Carl Tucker Royal Signals) 

THE TEAM 
Sir Steve Redgrave 
Lady Anne Redgrave 
W02 CSM John Tovey (Para) (V) 
W02 S M Carl Tucker (R SIGNALS) 
Sgt ' Blue' Cole (Para) 
JUO ick Wigram (ULOTC) 
JUO Ben Coxon (ULOTC) 

The !iead of security. of the London Marathon approached W02 John 
Tovey tn February, askmg tf he could field a team to support Steve and 
Anne Redgrave in this year's London Marathon. John a CSM at the 
University of London Officer Training Corps then select~d a team from 
the OTC to assist him. 

Two month later and after much negotiating by John for tree Adidas 
cqu1pme~ll and not nearly enough long training mns the team embarked 
upon their ta k with unprecedented vigour. 

Due to Steve'~ busy schedule s ince the Olympics he and his wife 
Anne had not tramed nearly as much as they would have liked, for the 
marathon. 

They had on average been runni.ng every 2-3 days with one long run of 
two hours per week. However, with a 2-"'.eek skiing holiday, the week 
before the r~ce and. the fact that h~ and his family were all living in a 
caravan, wht~st their house was bemg re-built, they were optimistic of 
achieving their goal of a 4-hour marathon . 
. The day. of the race started well, the team had pent the night in a hotel 
m Greenwich courte y of the sponsor's of the marathon. 

The team was e corted to the VIP enclo ure, where they mixed with 
the ltk~s. of the Redgrave , Steve Rider, eil 'Foxy' Fox and 
personaltttes from the BBC sports and news teams as well as the ' elite' 
athletes. 

At 0900hrs .teve started the wheelchair race and at 09 I 5hrs the ladies 
race. After a quick photo call , see photo) Steve then started the main race 
at 0930hrs, before the team inserted themselves behind the club runners 
for their race. 

The team. tarted at a 9 l/2min mile pace far the first half of the course. 
before the dts~ance started to take its toll on An ne so the pace was cut to 
a steady 11 mms pac.e for mo t of the remaining course. The crowd on 
the d~y were f8!Jtasltc: Wherever the team wa mnning the crowds were 
cheenng u on, tn particular Steve an~ Anne who had time to peak, have 
their photos taken and shake hands w1t.h anyone that came runn ing along . 
T~e team c?mpleted the marathon 111 a respectable 4hr 56mins before 

head mg off with achmg legs for a photo and interview ses ion then onto 
a well deserved leg massage given by ick Wigra m 's girlfrie~d and her 
physiotherapy colleagues: teve and A nne kindly signed a Union Flag 
for the OTC before headmg back to tbetr hotel, whilst the remainder of 
the tean:i were brought back down to earth with a bump and bad to resort 
to public transport to get themselves home. The team would like to 
congratulate Sir S.teve Red grave and his wife La dy Anne after Sir 

teve, name~ 111 this year's Honours Li t, received hi Knighthood on I 
May at Buckingham Palace. 

THE MAN FROM MANN~G AND CAREER MANAGEMENT DIVISION 
rs1gnals1ntcorpsmcmdiv@dial.pipex.com 

(Major S G Hwchinson J\.fBE R SIGNALS} 

With summer arriving in Glasgow (yes it does shine for two days a 
year L!P. here) there have been some significant manning changes within 
the D1v1s1on. On a sad n~)te we bade farewell to Maj Bill Cochra ne who 
finally rettre after servmg the Corps for over 40 years. Bill joined the 
A~my on the 24 Apnl 1957, aged I , The Tories were in power (how 
thmg have changed) and Harold Macmillan was the Prime Minister -
rnmour has it that B ill has a glass cabinet put aside in the Corp Museum. 
Ou.r lo s though is others ~ain and no doubt the golf courses around 
Edinburgh will be domg bnsk business following Bill's retirement. We 
do however welcome Cap t Colin Vaudin who takes over from Maj 
Steve Turnbull as the new 03 Officer (more later). Steve Turnbull 
leaves us for the C ISM Cour e, being lured to the outh by warm 
weather, mental challenge and ailing. As I promised in the last Edition, I 
will .devote the majority of this iteration to the Divisional Reorganisation. 

.Smee its mccption in December 1996 R SIG ALS/INT CORP MCM 
Dtv .ha. remained largely unchanged, with the current establishment 
eontmum,g to reflect the concepts inherited from the M&RO and PB 
?rganisat1on . A a result, we have a d ivisional structure that i not 
ideally uited to either the current or future need of the two Corp . The 
la t few years have also seen a ignificant increa e in the empha i on the 
ac11v.e management of officer and oldier careers which. whil t welcome. 
ha increased the pres ure on this Division. It was to address the e 
factors , together with a de ire lo provide a far more cohesive and 
re~~onsive form of career management, that Col Dyer made a ca e to the 
M

1 

tlttary Secretary for add itional staff in the Division. a ca e that has been 
argely uccessful. 

OFFICER WI G 
The revised trucrure for Officer Wing is a fo llow : 

SOJ Otlicers 

L.S01 Officer - 0 1 Officer w ill be re pon ib le for R JG AL 
1 ~tt tenan 1 Co lo ne l , from Pink List t hrough to th e Bl ue List o r 

retirement. Ile wi ll provide direction and co-ordination to Officer Wing 
~enee~e1d to achieve a more cohe ive service to un its and organisat ions. 

as Wt cad on all policy issues and will deputi c for the Divi ional ol 
· necessary. 
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S01 (LE) R SI GNALS O fficers - o change - responsible for all R 
SIG ALS LE Officers. 

S02 R SIG ALS Officers (from 28 Aug 01) - The 02 Officer will 
upport the Majors co.mmunity whilst having additional re pon ibilities 

for both. the Beige List and Staff Selection. Thi will give a critical 
communtty better dedicated support at a time that they mo t need it. 

S02 INT CORPS Officers - o change - re pon ib le for all I T 
CORPS Officers up to Lieutenant Colonel. 

0 3 R SI GNA LS Offic e r s - The S03 Officer takes over 
respon ibility for the Junior Officer Community, but the majority of 
boarding responsibilities will be retained by the S02 Officer . 

SOLDIER WING 
Within oldier Wing, all R SIG AL Operator Career Employment 

Group.s (CEG) will .be managed from one ection. with the Support CEGs 
being mcorporated into another. Overall. a taut but more flexible tmcture 
will be introduced with re ponsibility for functional area being pas ed to 
the three new Executive Officers (EOs). Ret ired and Regular Officers 
will till provide e ential military judgement and up-to-date experti e 
with Administrative Officers (AOs) acting a the direct interface between 
the Di vi ion and units on the ground. Allocation of trade to \ ings i as 
follows: 

Op Trade Section 

Capt Knight 

Area Sy Op 

Radio Sy Op 

YofS 

I Op 

Supvr I 

Spec Op 

upvr R 

Ling Op (unti l all have 
tran ferre<l to the I T 

ORP or left the 

Support Trade 
Section 

INT CORP 
ection 

Maj (Retd) Campell Maj (Retd) Warlow 

In ti Tech Op Ml 

Fol OpMl(L) 

Dvr 

Elec 

Tech Sup Spe 

RD 

n pecified Po ·ts 
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Direct respon ibilit. for the ay to day management of the R 
IG L oldier Wing element thin the Divi ion will pa to 02 
oldiers '' ith the 01 having over-2..-ching re ponsibility for both the R 
IG AL and I T CORPS components therein. 

CENTRAL PPORT 
The Central upport will look as follow : 

Where feasible, admmistrative tasks, particularly those not requirine 
military judgement. have been centralised within a new, enlarged Central 
Support Wing. The Wing will be headed up by an ll EO and will consist 
of three ections: Cour es Section. upport Section and the Divi ·ional 
Regi try. The Courses cction will continue to be run by an R02 until the 
current incumbent (Maj (Reid) Adamson) fully retires in July 2002. after 
which time, the post wi ll be li lied by an EO. Responsibility for course 
loading will fa ll to three AOs: AO Military Courses AO Trade our cs 
and AO Operator Courses. 

The majori ty of amendments will come into effect on 25 Jun 01 
although the new 02 Office rs will not be in po t until 28 August 2001' 
Likewi e, the ll EO has yet to be recruited although by the time the next 
Edition of Tile WIRE is publi hed there should be a name in the frame. 

In summary, the new structure - which sees a significant enhancement 
of extra ' horsepower' at the middle management level - will meet current 
need and , we hope, provide the depth and flexibility neces ary to 
respond to future manning and career management challenges. Above all 
cl e, it should allow the career managers to concentrate more fully on the 
detailed career management of our people. As such, thi is extreme! ~ 
good new ! For those of you who have not yet realised, R SIGNALS/INT 
CORPS MCM Div has been brought into the 2lst Century and now has 
its own E-Mail Address which is as follows: 

rsignalsintcorpsmcmdiv dial.pipex.com 

The Pilgrimage Trust 
Patron: HRH The Duchess of Kent GCVO 

JOINT SERVICES HOSANNA HOUSE GRO PIN LO RDES 
Recently, Cpl J. Hod on of the Medical Centre - 11 ignal Regiment, 

was able to go to Lourde with the Joint Services Hosanna House Group 
that took a group of di abled ex-servicemen and woman for a week of 
respite care. This was organised in conjunction with the International 
1ilitary Pilgrimage. The 43rd lnternational Military Pilgrimage in 

Lourdes i a spectacle to behold. Over 20,000 ervicemen and women 
descended on the tiny hamlet in the foot of the Pyrenees, France, on the 
weekend of 18-21 May 200 I. All came under an umbrella of peace. 

The International Military Pilgrimage began in 1958 when the French 
authoritie , as a way of celebrating the centenary of Lourdes, and an act 
of reconciliation after the Second World War, invi ted the German 
Military to Lourdes. Over tbe years the pi lgrimage has expanded to 
include over forty nations from Croatia to Australia, Latvia to America. 
Every year more than 3.5 million pilgrims travel to Lourdes from around 
the world. A unique meeting place, it is for the Chri tian revival of his 
faith, for the ick a hope of recovery and for the heart a reason to hope. 
For the Joint Services Hosanna House Group there i no exception as a 
group of disabled servicemen and women were taken to Lourdes in 
conjunction with the International Military Pilgrimage. They were taken 
for a week of respite care and for some with a hope of renewed faith or 
some form of healing whether in body mind or spirit. The guests were 
cared for by volunteers coming from all of the ervices both serving and 
former erving. 

The Joint St:rvices Hosanna Hou e Group was formed five years ago 
as part of the Handicapped Children's Pilgrimage Trust. The guests that 
formed the group represented Broughton House, Combat Stress, St 
Dunstans and the Burma Star A sociation to name a few. The RCPT is a 
charity group, which gives respite care to disabled chi ldren and adults 
throughout the year. Again the Carers are all volunteers and are from all 
walk of life. This year, the JSHHG joined the British contingent of the 
IMP at the opening mass at St Joseph's chapel in the main domain . The 
ervice was lead by the Catholic Bishop to the Forces, F rancis 
Walm~ley. We were also reminded of our baptismal vows when Alec 
Wilson was baptised by the Bishop. 

For the next couple of days both groups would join together and 
parade through the streets to the main Basilica for various services 
ranging from Mass to the Blessing of the Sick. Hotels emptied along the 
narrow streets as people rushed out to watch and clap - 'Le Angla is Les 
Anglais' they exclaimed as they stood in wonder and admiration at the 
spectacle of it all. For the first time the JSHHG guests proudly marched 
with the Bntish contingent displaying medals won in previous conflicts. 
The Royal Tank Regimental Band rounded off the spectacle we had 
ell.perienced throughout the weekend with a marching di play and BBQ 
at Hosanna llouse. torics from erving and former service people were 
shared in the relaxed atmosphere at Hosanna House that over looks 
Lourdes, which is down in the valley. 

The British contingent was waved off from Lourdes station by some of 
the guests before the rest of the J HHG cont inued in Lourdes for a 
further five days. The guests were treated to visits to the seaside Lourdes 
'isit with a history tour and shopping. Visits to the shrine of Our Lady 
were also incorporated into the programme for those who wished to go. 
Evening entertainment' were laid on for the gue ts at the house and 
humour became the order of the day. At the end of the week a solemn 
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ceremony took place at the Cenotaph in Lourde where two wreaths were 
laid in honour of all past fallen comrades both foreign and Briti h Armed 
Forces. One was laid by Ann Pulman, and the other by Maj Gen Peter 
Chambers, who is al o Pre ident of the Joint Services Hosanna House 
Group. As the Last Po t was played and the ilence wept across all those 
stood at the cenotaph, people stopped in wondennent at the respect being 
paid . A moving moment for the Servicemen and Women, who were 
honouring the past that day. After a pleasant and uneventful return to the 
UK the group parted with the swapping of addresse and telephone 
numbers with friendships being forged , and old friendships being 
enhanced. 

The group is always looking for willing volunteers, so if you would 
like to vo lunteer for this outstanding week, with the opportunity to help 
former serving men and women then contact Cpl Hodson on Blandford 
Mil 2446. If you would like to make a monetary donation to help offset 
the cost of next years trip, then please make cheques payable to HCPT 
(JSHHG), and send them to Cpl Hodson, Medical Centre, 11 Sig Regt, 
Blandford Camp. Blandford Forum, Dor et, OT! I 8RH. Your upport for 
this worthwhile charity will be greatly appreciated. 

Cpl Hodson - 11 Signal Regiment, SOSI Hartley - ex-RN 
with members of the Czech Republic Army 

Should you make a purchase as the result 
of seeing an advert in 

The WIRE, please let them know that ~ou 
saw their advert in your Corps Magazine 
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I joined the Royal Corps of Signals as a boy soldier in September 1962 
at Kinn~el Park Cam~, Rhyl !n N Wales. A few years later, May 1996 to 
be p~ec 1se, I decide? 1t was time to begin a second career. So having had 
one J~b for the previous 34 _Years, I stepp~d. into the unknown and applied 
for a JOb as _an Area Orgamser fo r the Bnllsh Heart Foundation (BHF). J 
knew very httle about the chan_ty. However, the job description seemed to 
be JUSt what I had been lookmg for. Here are a few deta ils about the 
roundation. 
. The BH F. is tryin g to s? lve the ques tions surrounding heart and 

circulatory disease - the UK s biggest _killer. It could affect any one of us 
regardless of age, status or occupation ; from mothers and fathers to 
teenagers and bahie~ . Heart and circulatory di ease is responsible for four 
m ten of all deaths m the UK, (one person every two minutes) which has 
one of the highest death rates. in the world. We have learned a great deal 
over the past 40 years - for instance, we can now identify babies with 
heart defec ts even be fore they are born . We now know about the 
damaging effects of smoking, eating fatty food obesity and lack of 
exercise. However, there is still a great deal to l~am about the causes 
prevention, diagnosis and treatment of heart disease. The BHF receive~ 
no gov e_rnment fundin g and is s_upported entirely by voluntary 
contnbut1ons. Thanks to the generosity of the public, the BHF has been 
able to play an important role in such advances as improved heart valve 
replacements, pacemakers and ' clot-bu ting' drugs. 

I know from my time in the Services that many demands are made 
upon your free time (what free time I hear you cry) and that there are 
many equally deserving charities t<;> raise funds for. With your support, 
however, we can advance research mto the causes, prevention, diagnosis 
and. treat~ent of heart. disease. Therefore, if you would like to help by 
g1vmg a httle of your time to organise or take part in a fundraising event. 
you can be sure that your efforts will make a difference, that will benefit 
a great many people today and for generations to come. Contact Rod 
Goddard MBE, British Heart Foundation, Community Fundraising 
239a High Street, Erdington, Birmingham, B23 6SS. Tel: 0121 382 3 I 6S 
or 0800 169 3672, E-mail: Goddard@bhf8 l .demon.co.uk 

WARRANT OFFICER CLASS ONES. C. KEILTY 
ROYAL SIGNALSCORPSREGIMENTALSERGEANTMAJOR 

WOI (CRSM) Keilty joined the Corps a a Junior Signa lman at 
A lbermarle Barracks, Ouston, in September 1978. He trained a a 
Combat Radioman at 8 Sil!nal Regiment Catterick and wa subsequently 
posted to 22nd Signal Regiment, Lipp tadt in April 1980. During his time 
with Echo Troop, 2 Squadron he was promoted to Lance Corporal and 
posted to 7th Signal Regiment. Herford, in May 1983. During thi tour he 
trained on the newly introduced Ptarmigan system and carried out an 
operational tour in the Falkland I land . 

Jn 1986 after promotion to Corporal he was posted to 3rd Armoured 
Divi ion Headquarters and Signal Regiment in Soe t, ser ing as a 
Detachment Commander and Reconnai ance Corporal for Trunk ode 
043._ Having gained promotion to Sergeant he returned to 22nd ignal 
Regiment Ill Augu t 1990 whereupon he deployed on Operation Granby 
attached to the Anny War Grave Service. Returning from the Gul f he 
joined l Squadron as Troop Sergeant of Major Access ode 002. He took 
up the post of Troop Staff ergeant of Trunk ode 0 I 5 in 16 ignal 
~egiment, Krefeld, in July 1992. He remained with 230 ignal Squadron 
m Krefeld as it amalgamated with 7th Signal Regiment iu January 1994. 
In A:pri l 1995 he was selected for promotion and posted to 15th ignal 
Reg1.ment orthern Ireland, where he served as Squadron ergeant Major 
of Headquarter Squadron. He was ubsequently posted to 30th Signal 
Regiment, Bramcote, in February 1997 taking up the appointment of 
Regimental Quartermaster ergeant (Technical). In May 1999 he was 
appointed Regimemal ergeant Major of 2nd ignal Regiment, York. In 
January 200 l he attended the Late Entry Commi sion ing Board in 
Blandford and wa elected fo r commi sioning during the year Apri l 
2002 -March 2003. 

He as umed the appointment of Royal Signal Corp Regimental 
Sergeant Major on 7 May 2001. 

WOI Keilty is married to Raphaela. they have two children Alli on 
aged 14 and Scarlett aged I 0. Ile has a pa ion for adventu rou training. 
which has taken him to places as varied a India, Chile, Argentina. frica 
and the outh Downs competing keenly every year at the Trai lwalker 
(UK) IOOkm Challenge. 

The regi tered Domain Name for the Beverley Boys' Archive - be erleyboysarchive.co.uk 
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ROYAL SIGNALS MUSEUM HERITAGE LOTTERY DRAW 

WI NERS 

I st Mrs Hayler 

2nd Mr Homewood 

3rd Mr Chapman 

4th Mrs Coate-
50 (H) ig qn 

Sth 60(1-1) ig qn 

Mr P. E. Hall 

Mr P. D. Parker 

Mr . Swinfield 

6th Lt Col J. Dryburgh 

Mr B. Budden 

Mr D. A. D. Smith 

THE END OF AN ERA 
Lt Col J. , teed - Chief of Staj)'The Royal School of Signals 

Mr J. Carruthers 

Lt ol Martin 

Miss E. Greenwood 

Today saw the end of an era with retirement of Roy Howe, Carpenter the evenings. The po t, sponsored by the Dorset Education Authorit> 
and Joiner. Rov' a ·sociation with the Corps tarted on 27 September (DEA) provided finance that enabled woodwork to be taught to military 
I 971. when he joined the then named Tra~ning Aid \yorkshop._as a and civilian students from within the Blandford area. Roy gave woodwork 
Carpenter and Joiner. Prior to this. he had trained and gamed e ·pcnence in truction to tudents of all abilities, some of the completed project were 
working for a caravan manufacrunng company, a local butldmg finn and exhibited by the DEA who held Roy 's instructional abilities in high 
the Forestry Cammi sion. . . . . esteem. The classes ceased when Blandford Garrison was upgraded in 

A ·Training Aid' and the title 'Carpenter and Jamer were flexible 1997 and the Workshop was deemed not to continue to function. 
definition , a he was oon to di cover because his skills were soon put to A request was made by his colleague to mention the Workshop Tea 
the te 1. A were hi ·kills of being a cabinet and model maker! Roy Fund. The Work hop Tea fund has been managed by Roy for a number of 
quickly became a valued member of the woodwork team as his Cfll;ft .skill years, at a ~ost of 50p per person per week. This . fund provided the 
developed and he gained in experience. He was also more than willing to workforce with at least 15-20 cups of tea or cofTee, 11 also financed the 
undertake project other than those considered routine. Four examples of Chri tma Lunch, at no extra cost. There are ways and mean ofachie\mg 
hi rangeofabilitie · follow: this .. :···· ·;··periodically Roy would go 'walkabout' to check on customer 

Box Bodi : One of the largest training aid projects produced for relauons ...... . . 
the RSS was identified in 19 9 and finaly came to be manufactured in ince the rebuild in 1997 it i fair to ay that Roy has been pacing 
199-. The box bodie-, located in J Corridor area, are a mock-up FV him elf for retirement, handing some of the carpentry re ponsibilities to 
430 erie of vehicle to provide the ' tudcnt , together with the Radio the other carpenters and concentrating on other dutie . These included, in 
systems fitted and connected to the Racal simulator a feel for working the last three years, ubstituting for the SW Tech Officer, during hi1 
in the back of a 432/436 in imulated ·field' conditions. A coup for the absence , and ensuring that the expense , paint and metal requirements 
RS which many other Units have viewed and copied. All the were demanded on time. He also considereed 'going early' as rumours that 
carpentry was completed by Ro . PPP would happen during his time on the Camp. As most people are aware 

Flag Pole: A flag pole in the Roosevelt Garden required replacing it will happen in the near future! 
and urpri e, surpri e the item was unobtainable at the time. With an Seriously, if you take a walk around the School through classrooms and 
eight metre long sapling upplied and with just the means of an adze office , in fact nearly all the buildings of the RSS, you will see ample 
knife (a crude axe) and a huge amount of skill. Roy produced that evidence of Roy's skills. All completed to a very high standard with just a 
which was required. It lasted many years until the Camp had a few hiding a ·feature' (a past workshop euphemism for cock-up). 
refurbishment in I 997. To fini hon a personal level, Roy is a loving caring husband to his wife 

Roll of Honour Display nits: Cabinet making skill were Carol and father to his children Darren, arah and Claire and a recent 
reauired to manufacture the units for the Garrison Church in order to addition to the family grandson George. Over the years Roy also found 
di 'play the ·Roll of Honour Parchments'. Roy completed the task to time to visit an ex-colleague on a regular ba is. now in his 90s Harry 
hi high tandard . Howells, who 1 am sure has taken great comfort from these meetings, 

17th Century Model of a Signalling Tower: The Mu eum vas reliving the good old days. The word gentle giant, reliable, responsible, 
another customer to benefit from Roy's work. Originally requested to capable, dependable, sometimes grumpy (i t must be said), gives his best, 
act as a musical cigar box, for an outgoing Commander. It was seen willing to help. to please and most important a skilled craftsman, all thee 
and a second box was requested, to be manufactured and housed in the apply io Roy Howe. 
Catterick Museum. Today the model can be seen in the Royal Signals We hould all applaud him for his 29 years of loyalty to the Workshop 
Mu eum in Blandford. and the RSS through the 'o ld days' and recent changeable times, Roy 
·Woodwork - Evening Clas es apart from his daily duties Roy thank you for your time with the Corp . Congratulations Roy the Corps 

embarked on a second career, that of a woodwork instructor for students in wi he you a long and healthy retirement. 
~--~ ....... - ~~~~~~~~~~~~~-..,~~, 
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OFF! ERS 
JU E2001 
Name and Rank 
Capt L. J. Caldcrhead 
Capt B. A. Knight .. . 
Capt . H. Smikle .. . 
Capt D. J. Williams .. . 
Capt A. G. A. Woolaston 

OFFICER 
J LY 2001 
Name and Rank 
Maj L. J. Plumb ... 
Capt . P. Fanning ... . .. 
Capt A. T. Kelly .. . 
Capt D. G. Skimming 
Capt K. T. Wilson ... 
Lt K. P. Simonds 

WOSANDS COS 
JUNE2001 

Unit lo which posted 
HQ SOinC(A) 
CPD C!S SVCS Gp 
3 (UK) Div HQ & Signal Regiment 
16 Air Asslt Bde & Sig Sqn (216) 
642 Signal Troop (Gibraltar) 

Unit to which posted 
14 Signal Regiment (EW) 
14 Signal Regiment (EW) 
660 Sig Tp 11 EOD Regt RLC 
16 Signal Regiment 
I & S 238 Signal Squadron 
Flying Wing SAAY 

Vame a11d Rank Unit to which posted 
A/WO I RD T. W. Comyn The Royal School of Signal 
A'WO I P. F. Gardner . . . Joint ervice Support Unit Digby 
WO 2 RD G. Dewar 249 Signal Squadron (AMF(L)) 
WO 2 RD K. Marsh 14 Signal Regiment (EW) 
WO 2 RD D. Thornton... 2 Signal Regiment 
WO 2 FofS K. P. Curtin 30 Signal Regiment 
WO 2 FofS M. C. Duff Joint ervices Support Unit Digby 
WO 2 FofS D. G. Jones BMATT 
A/WO 2 RD S. R. Morgan... 7 Signal Regiment 
A/WO 2 RD D. !. Sloane . . . 1 (UK) Div Signal Regiment 
A/WO 2 FofS J. W. Chambers. . . . . . 16 Air Asslt Bde & Sig Sqn (216) 
NWO 2 FofS R. L. Clifford ...... 12 Mech Bde & Sig Sqn (228) 
A/WO 2 FofS M. A. Paveley ...... 7 Signal Regiment 
A/WO 2 FofS K. Robinson ..... ... . Joint Services Support Unit Digby 
SSgt RD M.A. Brown... 14 Signal Regiment (EW) 

Sgt J. W. Graham . . . . . . Joint Service Support Unit Digby 
SSgt B. Green . . . . . . . . . I (UK) Div HQ & Signal Regimeat 
SSgt S. A. Jacklin . . . . . . 11 EOD 
SSgt T. R. G. Mcintyre 36 Signal Regiment (V) 
SSgt S. D. Moffet .. . . . . 14 Signal Regiment (EW) 
SSgt M. G. O'Doherty . . . HQ DSSS 
NSSgt YofS P. T. Ashford. . . UK MR SHAPE 
NSSgt C. P. Ashworth... 225 Signal Squadron 
A/SSgt J. R. Brooke 225 Signal Squadron 
NSSgt D. Butler .. . .. . 14 Signal Regiment (EW) 
NSSgt D. B. Langmuir 921 EOD 
A/SS gt L. J. Ma on . . . Army School of Ammo 

R02 CIS CO-ORD POST 
AT 

ALDERSHOT 
Due to the forthcoming retirement of the present incumbent, 

Major (Retired) David Stubbs, an RO i sought for the G6 CIS 
Branch of HQ 4th at Aldershot with effect from 8 August 200 I. The 
office.r will be re pon ible to the Commander G6 Cl for staffi11g 
D1v1s1onal Communication issues, including telephony. radio and 
cryptography policy. He or he will be required to act as the Branch 
co-ordinator and to oversee IT is ues and frequency and Mould 
Radio issues. Other duties include telecommunication ad ice on 
IS:P. MACA and ops, to act a HQ and Branch Security Officer, to 
give support lo Comd G6 as CO HQ 4 Div and to ub titute for him 
as requi.red. Specific rcsponsib ilitie include the co-ordination of 
HQ Military Training and Account lnspectio11s, the supervi ion of 
IT Staff and the co-ordination of Royal ignals Corps i sue in the 
D1v1 s 10~ . He or she will be required to perfom1 military duties 
appropriate to his or her rank, including Duty Staff Officer. 

. Tbe officer hould preferably be an ex-Royal Signals officer 
~1th both re imenlal and staff experience. o formal technical qual-
1fic.ation ar~ required but a broad knowledge of military communi
c.allons and mfom1ation systems i " ential. The officer must be IT 
lucrate. Interested per ons hould contact CM (Pers) 2c (RO) at 
Bath on 01225 449113 or Lt Col P. J. Hryhoruk R ignals on 
94222-2448, DD!, 01252-347448. as soon as possible. 
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Sgt S.D. J. Banks ..... . 
Sgt M. Clayton-Batty ... 
Sgt S. C. Curry . . . . ..... 
Sgt S. R. Gurney 
Sgt S. R. Lewis . . . 
Sgt I. L. Overal . . . . . . . .. 
Sgt M. G. Poyning ..... . 
Sgt A. R. Sims ... ..... . 
Sgt S. J. Willumsen ..... . 
A/Sgt I. Kirkland . . . . .. 

WOSANDS COS 
JULY 2001 
Name and Rank 

16 Signal Regiment 
JSSU (Ayios ikolaos) 
The Royal School of Signals 
HQ DSSS 
259 Signal Squadron 
16 Signal Regiment 
16 Signal Regiment 
7 Armd Bde HQ & Sig Sqn (207) 
Joint Services Support Unit Digby 

.. ... . JHQNorth 

Unit to which posted 
NWOI RSM D. Rook .. . 
NWOl FofS L. D. Marshall .. . 
A/WO I FofS K. Sn1rman 

21 Signal Regiment (Air Support) 
3 (UK) Div HQ & Signal Regiment 
LSPOman 

NWO I A. B. Marchant .. . 
NWO I T. Phillips . . . . . . . .. 
NWOI P.A. Tretheway 
WO 2 RD D. G. Inman ... 
WO 2 RD S. B. Shepherd 

Joint Services Support Unit Digby 
Joint Services Support Unit Digby 
HQDSSS 
8 lnfBde HQ & Sig Sqn (218) 
7 Signal Regiment 

A/WO 2 RD M. P. E. Angove .. . 16 Signal Regiment 
NWO 2 RD G. C. Smith 
NWO 2 RD G. Steel 
SSgt C.F. Brnce ..... . 
SS gt S. Dewhurst ..... . 
SSgt S. M. D. Fairfield .. . 
SSgt J. M. Gorman . . . 
SSgt C. Hinderson ..... . 
SS gt P. S. Latimer ... .. . 
SS gt S. E. Littlefield .. . 
SSgt M. Sala . . . . .... . 
A/SSgt M. J. Cowlard 
A/SS gt A. W. Dutton .. . 
A/SSgt J. E. Kielty .. . 

SSgt K. P. Lawton .. . 
A/SSgt G. A. Sorley 
A/SSgt P. Stroudley 
Sgt S. C. Bonomley 
Sgt A. J.M. Gidden 
Sgt R. I. Hawkins ..... . 
Sgt A. P. Minorczyk 
Sgt C. M. Ramsden ..... . 
Sgt K. J. Roberts 
Sgt S. S. Sanderson ..... . 
Sgt D. J. Thwaite ..... . 
A/Sgt P. A. Grundy ..... . 
A/Sgt A. unall 

16 Air Asslt Bde & Sig Sqn (216) 
15 Signal Regiment 
16 Signal Regiment 
The Royal School of Signals 

ACOSA SHAPE 
31 Signal Regiment (V) 

ATO Comm School Latina 
. ..... DISC Support Unit 
. . . . . . 7 Signal Regiment 
. ..... 280 (UK) Signal Squadron 

The Royal School of Signals 
21 Signal Regiment (Air Support) 
16 Signal Regiment 
30 Signal Regiment 
JSSU (Ayios ikolaos) 
16 Signal Regiment 

...... 14 Signal Regiment (EW) 

. . . . . . 19 Mech Bde HQ & Sig Sqn (209) 

. . . . . . 3 Inf Bde Hq & Sig Sqn (203) 

...... 32 Signal Regiment (V) 

. . . . . . 3 (UK) Div HQ & Signal Regiment 

. . . . . . 30 Signal Regiment 
Rocchan (Balado Bridge) 
IO I LogBdeHQ&SigSqn(261) 
JSSU (Ayio ikolaos) 
249 Signal Squadron (AMF(L)) 

The following items, belonging to Mr Phil Clifford (ex
Corps) are offered for sale. Prices subject to 
'bartering' with current owner, but expected to be 
extremely reasonable. 

(1) Royal Signals Mess Dress Tailored by 
Michael Jay Ltd, complete with Captain Rank. 
(Jacket 40/42 chest, Trousers 36 waist/inside leg 31) 
(Includes waistcoat). 

(2) Service dress tailored by Michael Jay Ltd 
(Jacket 42/44 chest, Trousers 36 waist/29 inside leg) 
(Includes Captain rank insignia) 

(3) Service Dress Hats x2 (Brown & Blue, size 7) 

Enquiries in the first instance should be made to 
Maj R. Patrickson on Blandford Mil 2893 
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o 1 Dress (Blue ) to fit 42/44 chest 

Plea e contact Maj R. V. J. Brannigan 
S02CD & V 

Royal School o~ ~ignals 
Blandford Mil 2421 or C1 11 01258 482421 

01258 459452 (Answer Phone) 
or Fax: 01258 482664 

ROYAL SIGNALS INSPECTION TEAM 
HEADQUARTERS LAND COMMAND 

HQ LA D G6 POLICY & PL ANS 
SAILING WEEK 23 - 30 APR 2001 . 

As part of an HP/Adventure Training_Package _HQ ~~D G6 Pohcy & 
Plans Branch embarked on the Royal Signals Sail Trammg_Week. The 7-
day trip began at Gosport where we boarded our Vi_ctona 34 -. Yach~ 
E SIS from JSASTC. Over the following week we sailed to Lymm~on, 
Weymouth; across Lyme Bay to Dartmouth and back on an ovei:night 
passage to Yarmouth for dinner in the Royal Solent Yacht Club. Fmally 
we ailed in 40-knot winds to Ocean Village m Southampton before 
finally returning 10 Gosport for a 'quick' wash and brush up ofENSIS. 

Four members of the team - Majs Rupert Janes Mo Cooper, Mark 
Billingham and Capt Katrina Reynol~ successfully quah~ed as RYA 
Competent Crew. M ajs Sharon esm1t~ and Charles Bishop both 
extended their experience as RYA Day Skipp_er_s. The_R: SIGNALS_ Sail 
Training Week was a superb adventure sail tra1~mg activity and detai ls of 
future R SIGNALS sai ling events are available on t~e Internet at 
' www.royalsignals.army.org.uk/yacht_club/homepage.htm . The_ tnp was 
thoroughly enjoyed by all although the wea~her was a_ l n~le unkmd ~t the 
beginning of the week. Our thanks to our skippe~, MaJ Richard Qumlan 
who ensured we became familiar with every sail onboard! We fie~ the 
Spinnaker more often and more successfully than any other Yacht m the 
Flotilla! 

HEADQUARTERS 
2 (NATIONAL COMMUNICATIONS) SIGNAL 

BRIGADE 

It has been a busy few months for the Brigade _and the Headquarters in 
particular. Whilst the focus has been ?~ Op Penmsular and th~ foot and 
mouth crisis the HQ bas also hosted v1s1ts from the Master of Signals and 
DCinC LA D, deployed on Ex Horseboe Eagle the Brigade HQ armual 
CPX and on Ex Appalachian Horseshoe the HQ adventure trammg 
exercise in the USA. 

OPERATIO PE INS LAR 
The Brigade operation.al mai n ~~fort s ince March has be~n Op 

Peninsular, although at the time ofwi:1t_mg (s!'lrt of June) the commitment 
is beginning to scale down. The m1t1_al_ Brigade role _was to assist _t he 
Reg ional Brigades who were prov1d mg MAFF wi th a s_up~ortmg 
command and control (C2) infrastructure capable of co-ord 1~atmg the 
civil and military assets employed in the process of carcass disposable. 
LA D directed that the C2 for the deployment should be co_nducted 
uulismg the exis t ing fixed civi li a n and m il itary com !11 unicat~ on s 
mfra tructure. In the event of additional JCS support being required, 
2(. ·ci ig Bde was tasked to be the co-ordinating HQ for the provision 
of IC to the Regional Brigades. However at the c utset of _the deployment 
mobile phones were the chosen form of comms ~or the m1htal)'. teams on 
the ground. This was due to the case of connecuv11}'. that mo~1le ph_ones 
offered, a the military on the ground were requ ired to hase wi th a 
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number of disparate civilian agencies such as MAFF, NFU, c_ontr~ctors 
and farmers. Additionally MAFF were funding the use of mobile P ~~: 
hence there was a greater reliance on the mobile network rather d 
ut il ise military systems. However limited use of MOULD wa_s ma e in 
the 143 (WM) Brigade and 160 (Wales) Brigade areas for wluch 3\ a 
Regt (V) deployed additional MOUL_D assets. t-.:10.st of.the C IS prov~;F 
below Brigade level during the establishment of JOIDt mihtal?' u1: 1~uded 
C2 nodes was s upp li e d and fu nde d by MAFF. This 10 N d 
comprehensive suites of PCs formed together to the _MAFF LA bi~~Y 
faxes . These systems were found to adequate ly provide the cC~anode 
needed to conduct ro utine business. However, a t each d an 
established by the Regional Bri gades, 2 (NC) S 1~ Bde de~ J ~ye ard 
Electronic Messaging Service (EMS) laptop, thi s allowe ~~~ms. 
dep loyed m ilita ry e lements access in to the D_efence lT sy ere 
principally JSIS, increasing their opera~iona l ef'.ecuve~ess, as lhfl/adc 
able to capture di sseminate and share info rmation qu ickly. ThCZ ~e; 
deployed a to t~l of 2 1 EMS terminals to support the deployed . n mel) 
throughout the Regional Brigades who reported t~at they were extrefons 
useful tools to have. Addit ionally tbc TA Nati onal c_ommuni~i~in! 
Regiments and ACISG Squadrons provided EMS techmcal and t ' !SIS 
support to the C2 nodes. The Brigade al~o arrang~d fo r 24 ~~~i~sular 
cover for the static headquarters that were involved 10 the Op 
effort. 
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EXERCISE HORSESHOE EAGLE 
The FA Cup Final weekend in May will be 1emembered by many for 

very different reasons . It was the scorching hot weekend during which 
Liverpool won the C up (but don 't remind the Commander who is a 
staunch Arsena l fa n) but for the Brigade staff it meant Ex Horseshoe 
Eagle, a Brigad_e llQ CPX w h_ic_h took ~lace at South Cerney. The 
Fxercise was designed to be a tram mg exercise for the HQ stafT as we ll as 

1;racticc and further integrate the Regular and TA components of the staff 
branches with in the HQ. The scenario was a simulated deployment to 
Poland as part of a fictional European Force. For Chief of Staff, Maj 
Paul Kelly it was to be his final exercise as COS after two and a half 
years with the Headquarters. 

Brigade Staff gather around the Bird Table during Ex Horseshoe 
Eagle 

EXERCISE APPALACHIAN HORSESHOE 
Ex. Appal_achian I lorscshoe was a Brigade HQ adventurous training 

exerc1s~ which saw five members of the HQ deploy to the USA for 2 
weeks m late May/early June . The lucky five being Lt Col Mike 
Stevenson, Maj lain Brownlee, Capt Gareth Marsh, Capt And 
McCole and Cpl Pete ears. The aim of the exercise was to walk the 
She_ndandoah ational Park section of the 2000-mile long Appalachian 
Trail. 

T~e S~en~ndoah National Park, located in the Blue Ridge Mountains 
of V1rgm1a, 1s world-renowned for its natural beauty (the area was also 
where the film DelivelC.(lnce was filmed) as well as being the location for 
the highest concentration of Black Bears in North America. Despite 
assurances from the HQ resident North American, Maj Pa ul Kelly, that 
Black Bears aren 't that dangerous when compared to the Grizzly variety 
we fortu nately only came across one bear, heading in the opposite 
d1recuon, during our time in the ational Park . The size of the bear 
remains the subject of much debate in the HQ and very much depend on 
who you talk to (and the amount of alcohol consumed), with estimate 
varying between seven and twenty-five foot tall! The as urances 
regarding the relative cuddliness of Black Bears fell on deaf ears as when 
the bear was spotted four members of the team ensured that they were 
moving rapidly in the other direction. The notable exception being Lt 
Col Mi ke Stevenson, who despite his best efforts, couldn't make the bear 
sit sti ll for a decent photograph. 

The second part of the exercise saw the Commander and Chief of taff 
flying out to join us in order to vi it the l l08th (US) Signal Brigade in 
Frederick, Maryland. The 1108tb are our sister brigade in the US and 31 
Sig Regt (V) and l 11 lth (US) Sig Bn (who are one of the two major units 
in the 1108th) have particularly strong links. As well as being given an 
opportunity to visit the unique and enviable US communications facilities 
we were also given a thorough tour of the Gettsyburg Battlefield and the 
opportunity to see the sights of Washington DC. The exerci e also gave 
us the opportunity 10 marvel at the hopping ability of Maj Paul Kelly 
whose choice of designer brightly-coloured casual shirts purchased at the 
Potomac Mills Discount Mall can be best described as 'very orth 
American ' in style! 

THE ROYAL SCHOOL OF SIGNALS 

11 SIGNAL REGIMENT 
I (OUSTON) SQ UADRO 
qn Comd Maj J. G. J. Howes Royal Canadian Signal 

SSM W0 2 (SSM) Andy Ha rr iott 

RHINO T ROOP 
Tp Comd WOI Bob C lubb 
Tp SSgt SSgt Dave Smith 

During the month of May the Troop has been relatively quiet. Cpl Bob 
Love ll has success fully passed his Royal S ignal Detachment 
Commanders course. and I'm sure he ha enjoyed the time away from the 
normal work environment (a well de erved re t), congratulation ! SSgt 
Dave Smith is looking forward to his R&R before he starts his EFP2 at 
the end of May. Da,•e ha been busy reading and putting into practice the 
contents of the Dri ll manual in preparation for the RSA weekend in June. 

SSgt Dave Smith showing he is not really cold! 
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Dave has also started his new hobby of sub-aqua. a sport he di covered 
whilst on holiday in the Maldives back in February. However, the coastal 
water around the outh of England are not quite the same, though not o 
bad now that he has purchased a dry suit! 

The Troop performed well duri ng the Harrogate Cup Ath letic 
competition despite the size of Rhino Tp, which is out numbered by 
three-fold. We achieved ome fine win throughout the day. Particular 
congratulation go to the effort of both 4 x I OOm-relay male and female 
competitors. The male team wa Sig Hodge, Sig Stardy, Sig Wood, and 
Sig Westmoreland. The female team was Sig Mc Mann, ig Ball, Sig 
Hollandot and Sig Stodart. The culmination of the athletic day wa an 
inter troop Tug of War competition. Repre enting RhinofKohima Troop 
were Sig Marshallsay, Sig Thomas, Sig urse, Sig McLoughlin, Sig 
Marshall, Sig Evans, Sig Saunders and Sig Forrester. They performed 
outstandingly on the rope and found a new port to pursue. We ll done. 

W02 (SSM) Andy Harriott just before using his stick to encourage! 

2 (CATIERICK) SQUADRO 
Sqn Comd Maj Loui e Tomkins 
S M W02 ( SM) Spike Haynes 
TRINIDAD A D TOBAGO RI KET TO R 2001 - by ig C 111/ 

You have all seen the picture • people lying on the beach. ha\lng fun 
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playing a bit of cricket. That was me l mont11~ afier j.oining ~le Anny. 
t the end of January I :l.! a ked to . tour Trintdad ' 1th the fl.I ll Am~y 

cri ket ·ide. \ wa deliglw:d to hear tlu as ~he furthest I h.ad ever toure? 
wa · Holland when I wa \ S. l \ a . ure th1< tour was going to be a btt 
diff.:rcnt in more than one way. It all seemed unreal for a.couple of week 
then tliings tarted to get rolling. Letters started coining t.n ~v1t11 dct~tls of 
the tour. flights. accommodation etc. There wa a ~raming_ e ton m 
Tatmton arranged for the weekend before we left. Tht wa for the team 
10 et to know each otller. Mo t of tllem knew each oilier from last season 
bJfor me 1hi wa the first time I had met them. 1 lmcw a couple of them 
hm ing played for tlle Royal ignal and Army under 25 . The n ~ other 

ignal player.. were 2Lt enneck and LCpl Ford, both had experienced 
nn11y cricket before. ome of the real characters of th~ team tood out o.n 
thi weekend, ome for their cricket and some for soc.tal rea on . On ~hts 
weekend all me tour kit was i ued. It wa worth gomg on th~ tour JUSt 
for tlle kit we received and many thank to must go to Capt Gru:ionneau 
who organised all of it. ow we were all ready. for th~ tour. ll 1111 eem 
unreal. one week I was on guard me next l was m Tnntdad. 

The eight and a half-hour flight seemed a long tune but you knew t11e 
tour had started when we tasted the local. beer for 1 he first but not the la t 
time On arrival at tlle airport drinks awaited u and already we could feel 
me J;umidity of the place. The first day brought us our first game and our 
first victory. The police force proved ea y opponents and we ran out easy 
winner thank to a good 49 not out rrom 2Lt Senneck. The econd day 
took u to the Queen parks Oval home of the We t Indies for a net 
practice. ll wa great to be here a the Wes~ Ind~e bad been here the 
week before playing South Africa. It was tlle fi rst time I had ever been to 
a place like thi . We were to return here m the next few day to play 
again t Queens Park CC. The team had really tarted. to bond and we 
notched up four wins from four games. Some outs~dmg perfonnance 
coming from 2Lt enneck and LCpl Ford bri nging u through the 
games. Our lifih was again t Wanderers CC that contained West Indies A 
triali ts. \ ith ome very good cricketers they proved too strong as they 
ran out close winners. Our final game proved easter a we ~an out easy 
winners 10 end tlle tour on a high and end up wnh five wms from six 

gru;e l~ng tour had nearly come to an end, exhausted but still enough 
energy for tlle la t night, a team meal followed by a great evenmg out. On 
reruming I wa pleased to find out that I had been ponsored by BAA. 

ow I look forward to tlle Australia tour in November. Many tllanks to 
Maj Fro t , 1aj Ro s-Hurst, Lt Col Jukes (tour manager) and Capt 
Kenyon who all made the tour possible. 

THE ROYAL SIG ALS YACHT CL B SAIL TRAINING WEEK 
by Sig Gwilliam . . . . 

The crew were; Skipper Maj Rob Gibson , Ma.te Maj Andy 
Whitmore, Cook/Ents Capt Dave Kenyon, ?u~ Colonial Lt Col Dan 
Farmer SA. kippy (broken ankle) MaJ Jim Langly, and fellow 
novice Sig ·Ships cat-always asleep' Ri~k LlweUyn. It was a nonnal 
Friday afternoon in the rest room wa1tmg for knockoff when ?<;aI?t 
Kenyon walked in and said, ' Who wants to go sa1lmg for a wee~. Sig 
Rick LlweUyn and myself eagerly put our hands up and that was 1t, what 
was I going to let myself in for? 

We paraded at the MT at 0700hrs Monday morning and travelled down 
to Gosport on one of tho e lovely army coaches, but it was a nice day. We 
did all of the usual safety briefs and then went and got ?ur wet wellther 
kit. (praying we wouldn't need it) and stowed the ~ations and kit on 
board. After that we then set sail for Leamington wnh the sun on our 
backs and the wind in our faces. At Leamington we all ate thanks to 
culinarv genius of Capt Dave Kenyon and tllen Sig Rick Llwellyn and 
my elf went out for a few beers (no~ a good idea). Ir_i the ~ornmg ~e 
destination was Weymouth and that is when the seas1ckne s kicked m. 
That day \ wondered why I ever even bothered coming and the hangover 
l had from the night before just added to the problem. At ?ne point I was 
hanging over the side feeling ~ough as rough l;Yonderu~g why I had 
\'Olunteered for this. As we got mto Gosport MaJ Rob Gibson assured 
me that it wouldn 't be the same the next day but I didn 't believe him. On 
Wednesday we set sail into a south westerly for Dartmouth and 11 was 
really rough JU 1 past Portland bill, and ';".i th the_ -;vind comi!1g ~r01~ the 
wrong direction we decided to put on t~e iron sat! but we still d1.dn L get 
m till late that night. From Dartmouth ti wa~ on to Yannouth which took 
all day and all night and we had 10 anchor JUSt outside of Yannouth and 
wait for the tide. . 

At Yannouth Sig Rick Llwellyn and I went out for fish ai:id chips and 
then it was time for the dinner at tlle yacht club. After a ntce meal we 
went to a couple of pubs and then the ~rouble .started. Just as we were 
getting on the boat Maj Jim Langly decided to JUmp from the s1.de of the 
pier onto tlle boat twisting his ankle. it wa5 funny. In the mornmg, after 
breakfast, Sig Rick Llwellyn and I both did our competent crew tests iliat 
in\'Ol\'ed a race in a rubber dinghy across the harbour and we all got 
terribly wet. Then off we went to Cowes for lunch and then back to 
Gosport, to hand the boat back in. It wa a week enjoyed by all. 

Life on the ocean wave 

3 (HARROGATE) SQUADRO 
Sqn Comd Maj Andy Duncan . 
SSM W02 ( SM) Dave Bouslield 
DRAGO BOAT RACE 2001 - POOLE HEART APPEAL 
by Sig Ingram ) s n 

On a sunny Sunday morning in May, members of 3 (Harrogate ~t~ 
11 Signal Regiment climbed aboard two 4 tonne trucks and headed 0

8 at 
Poole Park to take part in the Poole II cart Appeal's annual Dragon ° k 
Race. Thirty-three members of both Lightning and Ulster Troops too 
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part in the day's events alongsid.c .s~ch teams ~s the Royal Mannes, 
Tesco, Asda and other. assorted c1v11tan. ~ompa111cs . All in all , twenty
seven teams took part in a very compellt1ve event. 3 Sqn entered three 
teams and each team was as good as the next (bearing in mind that no 
team had done any prior training) and produced some very creditable 
times in the morning trials. oupled with some dubious time keeping and 
Jack of experience, the 11 Signal Regiment team narrowly missed out on 
the Final, but took a well earned fourth place. A Phase Two soldier 
captained each team, and iliey all managed to produce the goods; they 
were Sigs Atkinson , Harper and Hennis. I wou ld like to mention 
everyone individually, .but that would take too long, so with that thought 
m mind I would JUSt ltke to say thank you to LCpl ' Chelsea' Reynolds 
for organising t11e much enjoyed day. Each member of the team acco ted 
the Regiment with ponsorship forms and we raised over £ 1000 for 
charity. 

HARROGATE CUP SWIMMING COMPETITION 
by Sig Finnie 

The evening of 2 1 March saw two buses of hopeful swimmers, 
pluch.ed from the cookhouse after giving the correct (or incorrect?) 
answer to the 'sink or wim' question, descending on Bovington Pool for 
the Harrogate Cup wimming competition. The evening produced an 
exciting and very c lo se run competi ti on with some out landing 
performances from a ll the sq uadron , with limited training 3 Sqn 
managed to provide tough opposition and did themselves proud. ig 
Phillips won the Men's SOm Freestyle, aerodynamically ass isted by his 
wonder trunk . Sig 'Fish boy' Lovell won the IOOm Freestyle, allegedly 
smashing the I minute barrier (is this physically po sible?) while Sig 
Paterson gave an exciting finish to the Women's 50m Breastroke. The 
Men 's 50m Butterfly provided the evenings top entertainment as Sig 

lcEwan {l Sqn) stonned to an easy First with Sig Mason (3 Sqn) and 
Sig Dunno (2 Sqn) g iving very impre sive Second and Third places, 
about a minute later, after what looked like two very pai nful yet 
detennined performance . 3 Sqn were in the lead after the individual 
events. Unfortunately the chain of command race didn't take place due to 
ab ences. l suspect that if 3 Sqn had managed to get LCpl 'Chelsea' 
Reynolds into a pair of speedos and kept the orwegian whaling fleet at 
a safe distance, we may have gained another victory. T he final scores 
were impre sive ly close: 44 - 2 Sqn, 42 - 3 Sqn, 40 - I Sqn. Maj 
Pawlak was quick to congratulate all those taking part for an eventful 
evening and presented prizes to the succe sful competitor . Many thanks 
to the QMSI and his staff for another well organised and well run event. 

The 3 Sqn swimmers were: Men ' Team Sig Clamp, Sig Lovell, ig 
Phillips, Sig Marsh, Sig McSwcen, Sig Cooke, Sig Mason and Sig 
Howarth . Women's Team Sig Finnie, ig Hennis, Sig Patterson, Sig 
Rokavada, Sig Anderson, Sig Ingram, Sig Worthington, Sig Coonan 
and Sig Lomax. 

4 {MILITARY TRAINING) SQUADRO 
Sqn Comd Maj Alan Owen 
SSM W02 (SSM) Kev Read 

The Squadron has seen a number of change over the last few months. 
Capt John Williams has left for his QM 's appointment in 216 Sig Sqn 
and Capt Rod Cowan has taken over, having arrived on commissioning 
from 33 Sig Regt. New arrival also include SSgt Tara Pun who join 
the COs' Cour e as a section OS. Other changes include SSgt Andrea 
Burdus moving aero s 10 ilie RSJCC now that SSgt Richie Long has 
moved to JSIO. SSgt Bill Butler move on to become the SQMS in RSG 
and SSgt Chippy Pomfret has taken hi s place in Mil Trg Tp. 
Congratulations are in order for Sgts Richie Ayling and Nick ' Grumpy' 
Ulley for their recent selection for promotion to Staff ergeant. 

COURSE UPDATES 
RSSC/RSJCC 

The notes for R SC and RSJCC (TDT 4005 and 4006) have been 
rewritten a of May 200 I. These documents set out the cour e aims and 
objectives and define the start ing tandard . Hard copies have been sent 
out to all Royal Signals Uniis in order for students to read them prior to 
attending. If any student does not have acces to a copy then they hould 
call the 4 Sqn Clerk on Blandford Mil 2 191. The joining in tructions for 
both conrses have a lso been rewritten to reflect the new course content. 
There is no longer a requirement for o2 Dre s or best boots to be 
brought on the courses. Co ur e Admin Cell in the RSS end out 
individual copies of the joining instruction to tudents, however, in the 
event of your Adjt or 21 losing them (heaven forbid) then ring the qn 
Clerk for another copy. 

LEADERSHIP COURSE 
The next Leadership course will tart in October 2001 . Course loading 

will be for 20 student . 

TERRITORIAL ARMY COURSES 
The TA team continue with their round of TA recruit com c . Due to 

the pr~ssure of numbers W02 Mick enior and Sgt ·Tank' Sherman 
were detached from their TA units to assist with the last course. De pite 
recruit numbers being lower than expected it still took 'Tank' three week 
longer than anyone else to write his reports. 

TA RECRUIT COUR E 09/00 - A STUDENT'S PERSPECTIVE 
~l' Sig Dorrian 

Before arriving at Blandford l thought a working day was 9 to -
(maybe Sam on a long day!), Sam wa certainly the middle of the 
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night and I had no idea how much one could fit into a single day. These 
concepts were shattered within 24hrs of arriving and I had no idea how l 
was going to survive the next two weeks. I was not in this alone though. 
there. were 32 other souls being punted from pillar to post and l never 
imagmed what help they would be. l soon realised that to succeed on this 
course we would all have to work together. My unit had done quite a lot 
ofpre-cour e training with me, but there was still a lot I had to learn. The 
classroom work was sometimes difficult to take in, but the instructors 
made it all enjoyable. I was really looking forward to the exercise, but 
was not fully prepared for the seasons of Salisbury Plain; I thought I had 
hypothermia on more than one occasion! The exercise itself was hard 
work, but as section 21C l enjoyed the added respon ibility and found it 
chall enging. The course culminated in a Parade, which had to be 
practised for hours. l was really proud to march onto the Parade Square 
with the rest of the course, knowing just what we had achieved in such a 
short period of time. Overall l found the course enjoyable and rewarding. 
It was well organised, demanding and forced you to reach for your limits 
then try to go a bit further. The only tlling l am not in a hurry to repeat is 
the gas chamber, but I do look forward to returning to Blandford on my 
Corporals Course. 

MILITARY TRAINING TROOP 
Tp Comd WOl F. G. Waters 
Tp Sgt Sgt R. A. 0 ' eil 

On taking over as the Troop Commander of the TA Corporal. and 
Recruit Course last August I wanted another challenge, and by God l got 
one! I have to admit I have inherited a very professional and adaptable 
team that require a special type of in tructor, with high standards of 
di cipline and a sense of humour. In March this year course 0010/00 took 
place in Blandford. Due to Foot and Mouili Disease it wa touch and go 
as to whether the cour e was still going to take place, but again a ever 
being the British Army we were well adaptable and changed the 
programme with a flick of a coin. All training was conducted around the 
Blandford Garrison area with a number of different pur uits thrown into 
the programme to make the course a little more interesting. The 
Development team erected a High Wire course to build confidence in ilie 
recruits and all of them fully enjoyed it (probably). Special thanks go 10 
Sgt Dave Uttley and Cpl Tony Brown for their support with thi activity. 
Everyone who passed out is to be congratulated and welcomed to the 
Corps. The Top Student of the course went to Sig Ramsay of 63 Signal 
Sqn who, as an individual, perfonned exceptionally throughout the 2-
week intensive course. A very special thanks goes to Lt Col A. P. R. 
Roberts MBE, CO 40 Sig Regt, who carried out the duties of Reviewing 
Officer. 

Sig Jenkins 33 Signal Regt 
being assisted by Sig Sinclair 38 Sig Regt 
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Sig Sinclair 38 Signal Regt 
on descent from High Wire confidence course 

THE LONDO MARATHO ' 
b_1 W02 P. Tindal. Infantry Advisor - 11 Signal Regi1~1e1~1 

Having watched the Londoi:i Mararhon every Apnl, 1t has always been 
a goal of mine to complete this fantastic run. Bemg posted lo Blandf?rd 
with the Royal chool of Signals. this was too good a chance to miss. 
The application form was sent off with both fingers crossed, but by 
December the bubble had burst and it became obvious that I would have 
to wait until at least next year Then, speaking to a couple at one of the 
many Chri tma parties, I was offered a place to run for the Lords 
Taverners' charity. Sgt Dan~i Thwaite ~as unable to run be~ausi: of 
injury. and ~o ~uddenly I was m. I made a si lent oath to start trammg nght 
away. 

Christmas came and went as did New Year. Back to work after leave 
and I still had done nothing'. The Lords Tavemers' sent me my running 
pack: running vest, shorts, sweatshirt. tracksters and baseball cap. We 
may not be fast, but we will be smart! So it was with heavy legs that I 
tarted the long run to the level of fitness that was required. A bout of flu 

in Januarv lowed the training down for a couple of weeks and further 
problems.arose with the outbreak o~ foot and mouth. Some of the events I 
was to run in as part of my preparation were cancelled and rcstn~t1ons on 
all running routes around camp lead me to do most of ~y tra1~mg on a 
treadmill in the gym. not ideal but it was better than nothing. Mtd March 
sa\\ me at the tart line for the Bath half marathon on a cold, damp 
Sunday. A mode,1 sub l :40 was keeping me on course. Then, at the end 
of March, it arrived. My race number 33910. Not the most nouccablc 
number in the field, but it was mine. Sponsorship was the next problem. 
l la\ing pledged at least £500 it was now that the real trouble started. Tl1e 
Mess at Blandford started me off with £200 and the SQMS of the 

quadron would not let anyone depart without a small donation of a quid. 
The courses that come through the Squadron also helped out by stumping 
up some cash. 

Suddenly the big weekend had arrived, it was time to set off for 
London. At the London Marathon you have to collect your race number 
from London Arena which is an event ;n itself. All the top sporting 
compamcs ha\·c stalls trying to promote their latest sports equipment 
though there arc also plenty of frecbees up for grabs. It was an early night 
on aturday for the 0930hr!> tart the following day. Over 35,000 runners. 
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familv and friends all heading to Greenwich is a nightmare scenario, 
howe~er Connex South Eastern railway have free trains into Greenwich 
and Maze Hill stations which arc ju t a short walk from the start point. 
London has now got three start points: _I ~vas on the red s~art. The time 
pa cd quickly waiting for .the start, 10111111~ the long !me of people 
wanting to use the toilet certainly pa scd 30 minutes. Just before I headed 
into my start pen I heard someone calling m¥ name. Imagine my 
surprisewhen I turn around and. see WO~ Dougie Graham, complete 
with kilt! So after briefly catching up with new l n~ove_d to m_y pen. 
Runners arc put in pens according to their expected fimsh t1_me, w1.th_ ~hat 
in mind I wa surprised to sec three runners carrying a It fe sized m1111 Just 
behind me. 

At 0925hrs we started to edge forward to the start and the~ the gun 
fired. I have heard stories how long it take to cros the start lme but it 
only took me four minutes. Talking later to the people who we.rem pen 9, 
they took 20 minutes to get going. The race tarts off ~y hc,admg through 
Greenwich where the crowd and bands are fantasl!c. It s easy to get 
carried away at this stage, added to the fact th~ ~?ur c. start 1s con 1de;ed 
fa t you mu t keep yourself in check. Dunng 1111t1al miles I wa~ clockmg 
8:30 i h and \ as comfortable. Then at the five-mile pom: I realised that I 
had clocked a 7:25 mile! Who did I think I wa k1ddmg? I had been 
warned about getting carried away and I had not realised how quickly I 
had speeded up. I changed my pace but the damage had been done. I 
knew I would uffcr from that mile later. 

Leaving Greenwich behind we came to the first landmark, Cuttysa_rk. 
Quick wave at the TV camera then head down for the next part. 1 he 
route to Tower Bridge from Cuttysark 1 a long one. Once you are on 11, 
psychology kick in for two reason , firstly you are cro smg the Thame 
10 the amc side of the fini h, and secondly you are very close to the half 
way tage. The crowds at the bridge were fantastic, they mad_e everyone 
feel like a million dollars. In my ca e green and crinkled! Makmg th_e half 
marathon marker at I hour 48 minutes was al o not good ttmc kcepmg. ll 
is at thi stage that you sec the elite runners. _The only difference is they 
are at the 22-mile point and have passed the mfamou Isle of Dogs. The 
Isle of Dog starts at the 16-milc point. Past runners wi ll tell you 1t 1s 
very quiet and little or no crowds; on the contrary l found the crowd wa> 
fanta tic but it was cold very cold. Then on the We tferry Road JUSt past 
the 19-~ile point, bang'. The dreade~ wall. ! didn't ~ust hit_ the wall., I 
smashed into it! ow in tead of grabbing water and dnnkmg 11 while 1111 
running, I wa walking whit t drinking as ! was mcapa_ble of domg two 
things at once. Slogging on and back on The Highway 1t. wa m~ turn to 
be at the 22-mile point when others wer~ at halfway, but 1t only lifted m> 
moral marginally. Back under Tower Bridge, too :1r~d to look up to_ see _if 
anyone was still on it, we passed The Tower. This 1s where a mat 1s laid 
down to help runners over the cobble . Did !t make a difference? ot to 
me, but by this time I was numb from the wa1 t down _anyway. Fmally the 
end was near. Travelling along the Embankment, which had hundreds of 
people, was tremendous. But it was nothing to Birdcage Walk. Every 
runner was treated like a hero from the crowd and 1t only came second to 
the feeling of crossing the line. What. did I ~ee l like? A se~ e of 
achievement? Pride? Yes, but more o, relief that 1! was finished. T1m_e at 
this stage irrelevant, but for the record 4: 11: 14. The total money raised 
was £505. . 

So is London as good as they say? The simple answer 1s ye~ . The 
crowds, bands and party atmosphere is second to none. The org3!11sat1on 
is fantastic , water at every mile, glucose drinks at every five _miles and 
Joe Public handing out every conceivable type of food makes 11 a day to 
remember. Would I do it again? 14 April 2002 is already marked m the 
diary. London Marathon! 

THE LAST ' BRUGGEN 10' - by Sgt Dani Thwaite . 
As it was the last RAF Bruggen I 0 Km road race I thought 1t would be 

a good idea to enter both a male and a fema le team . Once all the 
admini tration had been completed 15 of us went to Bruggcn where we 
met WOl Chris Christie and W02 'Taff' Thomas. lt was a pleasant 
day, although windy, and after WOl Joe Docherty ~nd SSgt Dan 
Burdus had talked tactics some members of the team decided to attempt 
a sub 60-minute race. Despite Sgt Jayne Davies' horror the girls'. team 
intended to break the 75 minute mark. LCpl Sarah Jordan and Sig. Nat 
Curtis both achieved their goal, however Sgt Dani Thwaite just missed 
out with an admirable 77 minutes. All four members of the male team 
(WOt Joe Docherty, W02 'Taff' T homas, SSgt Dan Burdus and Sgt 
Steve ewman) achieved their target. C pl Billy Watts and LCpl 
Griffiths also both finished in good positions. Overall the male te_am 
came second and the girls team came third. Our thanks go to our duuful 
driver Cpl ' Richie' Savage for a safe and pleasant journey! 
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The assembled Team 

REGIME TAL ATHLETICS • 2001 
The Royal Signals has become synonymous with athletics and RSS/11 

Sig Reg! i no exception. ~9ually, our success. over the, years ~n not by 
coincidence. It 1s the ab1ltty to attract the smarter recruit who c 
measured approach and commitment to train will alway ensure that the 
flower will bloom on queue. Athletics is normally associated with 'white 
shirted' officials, suntan lotion and shades. However, this was not the 
scene that greeted the athletes in early March when training tarted in 
earnest. The enthusia m and commitment of the athletes was matched 
only by the intensity of the rain -. it was more like aqua a~robics than 
athletics. Towards the end of Apnl there was a mad but bnef flurry of 
activity down at the track a teams were identified for the Inter Squad~on 
Athletics Championships. It was a very uccessful event - the compctltlon 
was fierce, the stand was packed with supporters and the un put in a rare 
appearance. 3 Squadron won the event but there were some notable 
performance throughout providing an excellent forum for identifying 
new talent for tlie Regimental Team. 

This sea on an initiative has been introduced which hould have far 
reaching consequences. Three coaches from Wimbourne Athletics Club 
have been employed to provide their technical expertise every Tuesday 
evening. Additionally, there is free access to a Blandford Camp based 
pole-vaulting club every Friday evening. The initiative has already 
proved to be a great uccess. It clearly focuse the mind of the athlete and 
fuels bis/her desire for ucce s. The future benefits of athletes bemg 
exposed to quality coaching will be felt in the Corps, Army and in some 
cases beyond. This year 12 ath letes were entered in to the Dorset Co~nty 
Athletic Championships. This wa our fir t measure of progres_ mce 
the Inter - Squadron competition. Each athlete succc sfully achieved a 
seasonal/per onal best and returned to Blandford Camp with 5 Dorset 
County Championship title . . . 

The 5th Division Major Unit Male & Female Team Champ1onsh1p was 
our first team outing this season (23 May 20~1). Again _the sun blessed 
the event with it presence and the stand was ahve with n01sy competitors, 
all willing their team members on. RSS/l l Sig Regimental male team 
were the overall winners with 274 points but 2 l Sig Rcgt kept the 
pres ure on, finishing only 14 points behind. The female team put ii;i an 
equally sterling performance fini hing a runners - up to 3 DSR. Smee 
last season the female team lost some quality athletes through po tings. 
However, the current team fully intends to emulate their succes of la t 
year. 
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The Regimental Athletics Team trains every Monday, Tuesday and 
Thursday evening between 1900 - 21 OOhrs. Everyone is made to feel 
welcome no matter how badly you think you arc at your event. The 
ongoing problem getting athletes off trade training highlights the need to 
have a big squad. Whether you arc a competitor or a spectator. your 
upport b e sential. It is not only a good day out but the individual 

performance you witness will be the result of many months of hard graft. 

Maj Paul Flavel hands over the baton to Sig Griffith 
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263 (HARROGATE) SIGNAL SQUADRON 
ARMY APPRENTICES COLLEGE 

Ql'ADRO, HE DQ RTERS 
qn Comd laj lei Rayner 

. t V 02 John Hogan . . 
Life here at the ollege remain ever busy and with ~reas now opening 

for training. we are now back in bu iness. On the. social tde of lt~c the 
pern1anent staff is recovering from our TCP (tenn1 , croguet and Punms) 
night. "hich was a re. oundmg uccess. not a lot of tenms took place but 
plenty of C & P. 

BRADLEY TROOP - SE IOR TERM 
Tp Comd Capt David Farrimond 
Tp Sgt gt Mark '1cl\1ullan . . . . 

Baby Tp a it·' currently known, i expectmg .its next new amval 111 

the form of 'Baby White' due in July. Baby oph1e Clubb has made her 
debut and has already been supporting the i:roop at the <;:O' Cup. 
Congratulation to atasha and Clubby on their recent mamage. G~ 
luck to gt lcMullan who i probably doing knees to chest on his 
advanced drill course at the moment. 

\ 'ATER KIING - br 3 Sec1io11 
Our whole Troop \Vent water-skiing at Thorpe Park Lake. lt was a treat 

for doing o well the week before. The day was a chance to rellL"X and let 
our hair down, for those of u who have it We arrived at the lak~ and 
received our wet uits. Although it took a long time to get them on, 1t did 
wonders for the figure. The wet suits made us all look mashing, that is 
apart from those who can't be helped, AT Woodward for o!le, who's 
large gut was even more obvious. The people who had no~ k1ed befo_re 
\Vere giYen kneeboard . while the rest of the troop were given two skis. 

gt l\1cMullan showed u all how to ski on two ~kis then on one ski. 
We· re urpri ed that he never shmved us how to skt bare footed. After a 
fe,, attempt AT Sowiak managed to move ~bout 40~n be~ore he s~ 
into the freezing cold water. Everyone was getting to gnps wt th. the kimg 
after a while. and AT Stratton impressed the Troop by taymg on for 
about even lap of the lake. AT Reydon came clo e t? death afl~r AT 
Gordon went traioht over hi head although there wasn t much ms1de to 
damage. So far the "'Troop seemed to pend most of their time in the water 
swimming that also included two Troop Corporals who were worse that 
any of u AT . Capt Farrimond seemed to enjoy himself, we can 
remember him shouting, 'Show me the money,' just before he 
disappeared headfirst into the water, trying to catch fish with his teeth. 
Overall the day was very enjoyable and we all had a great time, even on 
the way home Capt Farrimond kept us entertained by singing (not bad 
for an officer). 

EXERCI E LONDO LEARN 
As a part of our leadership training Bradley Tp, 263 (H) Sig Sqn, went 

on a trip to London. The day was designed so we had to make our way 
around London and complete a number of tasks set by our Troop OC. 
The only problem with the day was that we were not allowed to take any 
money; or our much-needed mobile phones. The only way to achieve 
some of the tasks was to beg the local for their help. Most of the people 
around London were very understanding, giving lLS free food, free taxi 
rides and also letting us help them complete some of their jobs (clean a 
prison cell in a police station). One of our tasks was to visit the fire 
talion and ho pita!. KFC and McDonalds were the best as they gave us a 

bell)' full of food to keep us motivated. During the day most of us got 
lost, even with our free rail/travel ticket and map, the London 
underground was a maze. A lot of the time was spent running around 
from place to place, AT Kain ways more aware of this as she had to walk 
the streets in her socks (high heels are not very good for running in. At 
the end of the day \Ve had all returned back to the bus, except for AT 
Heydon's group that went to the wrong museum and ende~ up an hour 
late. gt \1cMullan was happy, not! All of us had a good time although 
we were ready for bed we could understand why the day was based on 
bemg a Leader and the skills that a leader must have. 

LIFE I ATFC ARBORFIELD 1 THE LAST MILLENlUM 
b; 2 Section 

In the last millennium ifthe weather was poor ponchos were issued as 
waterproofa. There was a hood and no arms, which made it difficult for 
fire maneuver., 111 wet conditions. The ponchos were also for bashers in 
the harbour areas at night There were not many facilitie available for 
map reading, which resulted in lack of orientation. Because of lack of 
funds. resource and time. first aid wasn't a priority. Therefore, when 
d1~ase~ spn:ad, it v.asn't noticed immediately. It is a known fact that 
when casualties were left on their beds to fend for themselves, with no 
medical attention they seemed to live. Those casualties who had 
assistance from the medical staff lost their lives, due to germs that passed 
from the staffs hands to the casualty. Carbine rifles were used. The use of 
machine guns had just started. They used a handle to work the machine 
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gun . Blanco was put on all of their eq.uipment to prc_itect them. Hclm.ets 
were much heavier then they arc now, indeed all eqmpmcnt wa heavier. 
Horses were used to pull the equipment. There was no penicillin available 
at all and sock were placed inside mugs to help keep them dry and stop 
infection passing. There was no running water at all. On!y .officers. used 
swords. When men were enli ted they were given a sh1ll1ng, which is 
equal to I Op. o fruit or vegetables were is ucd and rntion packs 
consi ted of two boiled sweet , hard packed b1scu1ts and milk powder. 
There wa an airdrop every three day , or at lea. t there ""'.as supposed to 
be. The airdrop consisted of clean clothes and extra rations but before 
this happened a flare had to be et off at the point everyone had passed. 
Training consisted of being told to run th~ou~h Ju_ngle Green _(J_G) ~vhere 
mines and traps were planted. o 1f you dtdn t fimsh yc_iur tram mg n was 
becau e you died of standing on a mine or your leg getting chopped off in 
a trap. Life then was much more dang~rou and the Army ""'.as not 
organised at all. It was a matter of going m the Army ready to die. You 
were really lucky if you survived at all. Thank God for rapid change . 

LIFE AS AN APPRENTICE TRADESMA 
I THE CURRENT MILLENNIUM 

As you walk through the main gates oft.he Arn1.y Technical Foundation 
College as an AT with 28 weeks of basic trammg ahead of you. You 
know that only hard work and determination and the. six core value of 
the Army will ee you through - Loyalty, lntegnty, Commitment, 
Courage, Discipline and Respect. Once you have learnt the co~e values 
you tand a good chance of pas ing out of the college as .a potentt~l leader 
in the technical corps of the Anny. To equip the ATs with the skill they 
need to pas out of the college, a variety of excellent facilities are 
provided. These facilities include excellent sporting areas such as a nN 
sports hall, gym, squash courts, flood_lit astro-~rf, i:iany outdoor rugby 
and football pitches and a full-lengt~ mdoor sw1mmmg p~ol. Al o the~e 
i a large learning resources centre with lntef!let access. '!'hts can come m 
handy because you will do a lot of academic work while you are here. 
The training programme is quite hard at the college, but 1~ you try .hard 
you will find it easier in the long run. You will do mostly CLr~utt tra~mng 
and on the odd occasion you will do 4-6 mile tabs carrymg weights 
varying from 21b to 3Slb. You wi_ll also do assault cc_iurses and stretcher 
races. Whilst at the college you will go on four exercises. The e are held 
near Aldershot. You start off with Ex Milkteeth which is just a training 
exercise, while Ex Dragons Teeth is a testing exercise. The .other two 
exercises are done in the senior term. You will do lots of fun things while 
you are at the college like firing live and blank rounds. and also going on 
the SAT range. Things that aren't so nice are thmgs hke NBC (Nuclear, 
Biological and Chemical warfare training). Some of the !es ans can be 
boring too. Up to week seven you have to wear a CRAP hat., th ts ts until 
you pa s your drill test, which is a very proud moment. This 1s when you 
will receive your beret and cap badge. A lot of the troop taff are very 
good, they know when to have a laugh and when to be seriou . The staff 
will treat you well if you work hard for them, your sect10n and your 
trcop. The Army Technical Foundation allege trai.ns the four matn 
technical corps of the Army - The Royal Corps of Signals, T~e Royal 
Engineers, The Royal Logistic Corps and The Royal Electrical and 
Mechanical Engineers. Once you have passed out of t~e College, 
provided you have worked hard during your time here you will be.fit and 
have many VQ in subjects such as IT and core skills. You will also 
have the necessary skills and qualifications to work your way up t~e rank 
structure relatively quickly and eventually, maybe, get a comm1ss1on and 
become an officer. 

A INSIGHT I TO LIFE AT THE AATC 
(ATFC OF THE EXT MILLE I M) 

ln the year 300 I at the Advanced Army Technical College (_A~T~). 
Intake OOA. I am writing this article to inform future ATs what_it 1s hke 
at the college. The Lifestyle at the college is pretty hectic, very ltttle tune 
to yourself. We get up at 0530hrs to parade outside at 0600hr to go 1~ 
scoff. PT every morning is for two hours. You then have a variety .or 
lessons until drink break, then the les ans continue until evcnmg meal. 
Then an evening tab (an average five to six miles) . The .rest of the 
evening we do our admin with a 15-minute NAAFI break in-between. 
Lights out is at 2200hrs. This is our average day. . . . . 

Attitudes within the College ATs must always be positive and w1lhngh 
Any signs of negative attitude and you get sent directly to th.e RS~. '~11 

the possibility of negligent discharge. Tbe attitude towar?s d1scnmmau~n 
of any kind is very strict. Any reported or rumoured mctd~nts will e 
severely dealt with. The accommodation consists of a long wide .corr~~r 
with lockers on one side and individual bed space opposite. .~ 
ablutions are at the end of the corridor. However they are not detached, 1 

is all one room. Each accommodation block can hold ~ single Tro~~ 
(around 30 ATs). Breakfast is at 0620hrs. Breakfast consists of a sing 
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pill . this provides us with what we need to perform our duties of the day. 
At t 300hrs we stop for a drtnk supplement and at I 800hrs we take 
another pill , this is to help our bodies to recover for the next day. Our 
Equipment Our working dress consists of a lightweight inner suit and our 
main protection is a Biosuit, this gives us protection from blasts and 
shrapnel. The Bio-suit integrates with your body to give increased 
~trength. The suit also gives a source of power supply, which can be used 
with telecommunications, equipment. We get given great in depth 
training on them, as they can be quite complicated. The helmets we are 
i sued give complete head protection as well as built in communication 
systems, x I 0 magnification and infrared for night vision. Our personal 
weapon is a combined 5.20 rifle and a 40mm grenade launcher. When 
integrated with the optional display, the rifle can take out an enemy at 
!OOOm. The round is a plastic cased chemically tipped bullet. The 
grenade lau_nchc~ is effective up_ to 1200m ~nd is capable of delivering 
chemical , b1olog1cal and conventional explosives. 

Our Training Programme consists of BC, Drill , PT, Skill at Arms, 
Bio-suit Training, Inter-Planetary Operation , leadership Training, High 
level First Aid Training, exercises and education eg: Maths, IT, and 
Science. I hope thi gives you an insight into life at the AATC and how 
you will be trained. I would be lying if l said that it's easy, but it is 
worthwhile when you pass off. 

PENNEY TROOP - SENIOR TERM 
Tp Comd Lt Miles Booker 
Tp gt CSgt 'Digger' Gardiner RGBW 
EXTERNAL LEADERSffiP - by AT Oxley 

It was around I 400hrs when Penney Tp arrived in Sennybridge, 
exhausted. (They hadn't even done anything yet). The EL ta ff laid down 
the law with a few rules and a briefing, then we all unpacked and ettled 
in . The following morning we set off for the mountains. We learnt a lot of 
na\ igation skills and that we weren ' t as fit as we thought we were. We 
were the only group on Monday to reach the top of a beast, named Tan . l 
felt a sense of ride and physically drained. The next day was the big one -
SNOWDON! It was hard, but we worked as a team and got through it. 
Sadly we didn't reach the summit, but l did nearly die jumping over a 
mineshaft. The walking brought out our strengths and weaknes e . 
Kayaking was the next activity on the agenda. We arrived at Swansea and 
got 'kitted up'. After we had our safety briefing we headed for the surf. I 
was absolutely petrified. The waves were crashing down on to my kayak 
and pushing me to the shore. I began to get in the ' mood' and started to 
ride the waves. I have never enjoyed myself that much before. Overall EL 
has been quite an experience. Different emotions have been rushing 
through my, head like Formula I cars on a racetrack. I have thoroughly 
enjoyed myself and have discovered the new me, (Scary Cat!) 

LEADERSHIP WEEK - by AT Eas1el/ 
I enjoyed leadership week becau e of various reason . The teamwork 

built up between the member of the section, in such a short time, was 
immense. Mainly because of the two tretcher races the section really 
started to learn a lot about each other. In ome cases friend hip became 
closer and others grew apart. The whole week, including the command 
tasks brought out the core values in everybody. The discipline to listen to 
the team leader. The selfless commitment to complete a set task. The 
courage to stick at the job in hand when things get difficult. Loyalty 
towards the team also stood out, as everyone wanted to complete the 
tasks. The survival night was educational, learning about all urvival tips. 
I think it was inlportant to take it in as it could happen to any of u . Tbe 
building of helters, fire etc wa hard work but made easier by teamwork 
and kept the majority of u well through the night. The killing of a 
chicken for dinner was something I would never have done before and it 
tasted good! Leadership week was a good experience and I had a great 
time, a many things we do at the College, people who join adult entry 
don't get the chance to do, so I felt lucky and privileged. 

LEADERSHIP WEEK - by AT Moore 
Leadership is one of the mo t emphas i ed qualities at the Army 

Technical Foundation College and therefore one of the most nnportant 
weeks at the College. It starts with ome briefs from the CO and the qn 
0 about their thoughts about leadership and the qualitie needed to be a 
leader. We were tested to the limit on our leader hip skills and teamwork 
in our first stretcher race in which 110% was required and it was om job 
to en ure everyone was giving it. urvival night tested us again under 
pressure when we had to make our own helter and fire to keep u warm 
for the night. The end of the week was marked with another final 
stretcher race to te t our endurance and how the team had developed 
during the week· it was about heart and determination which everyone 
showed lots of ~nd we all learned how to be a team. Overall it was a 
tiring but fun and successful week and it wa enjoyed thoroughly by the 
whole Troop. 

LEADERSHIP WEEK - by AT Duncan . 
On the first day of leadership week we had a lecture all monung on the 

qualitie. of a leader. Our first lecn1rc was ofT Lt Col D. A. McAvoy. Maj 
Raynor gave the second lecture and the third lecture was by W02 
(SS_M) S. J. Hogan. ll was intere ting finding out about when th~y w~re 
Junior so diers and finding all the qualitie that leaders need or will gam. 
In the afternoon we did some Command Ta ks. We learned the three 
ways you can do them autocratic democratic and ilence. We learned 
that using ju t one of th~se ways \;asn 't good and you had to use at lea t 
autocratic and democratic. The first stretcher race was OK. We learned 
how to work as a team and who were the weakest and trongcr members 
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of the section. On Wednesday we had survival night . We had to kill kin 
and gut a chicken for food. When we got to the training area we had to 
build a shelter using logs and string and a plastic heel. It had to be able 
to keep you dry and warm. We had to build a fire to keep warm and to 
cook our food on. We 111.ade some weapons and some traps to find and get 
food. When it got dark we did night navigation. We were given certain 
bearings and a distance and you had to find a bag and stamp your paper. 
It was quite hard in the dark and even harder if your pacing was out. On 
Thursday we went to Gibraltar Barracks and did command tasks. We 
each had to give people jobs, like time keeping. On Friday was the 
Intersection stretcher race. We had to get certain obstacles over the 
as ault course, do Command tasks and run with the stretcher. The fastest 
section did it in 41 minutes. 3 Section worked really well as a team. As I 
am the weake t member they helped me a lot. I found it really hard, but 
they helped me keep going. Overall I enjoyed Leadership week a lot and I 
learned a lot including how to work in a team and how to motivate 
myself and others and about selfless commitment. 

COTT TP - JUNIOR TERM 
Tp Comd Lt Nick Galle AGC 
Tp Sgt Sgt Amanda Korchel 
VISIT BY WALLY HARRIS MM - 28 MAY 2001 

As part of the Scott Tp Battlefield tour to ormandy, Mr Wally 
Harris MM was asked to lecture the Troop on his experiences of 
Operation Overlord, the codename for the initial operation of Allied 
Liberation of Europe. In 1944 Sgt Harris was a LAD Sergeant with the 
REME supporting the Royal Artillery in their push through northern 
France. The lecture was fascinating and reminded us all of the 
commitment and courage shown by the men of Operation Overlord. in 
the ummer of 1944. It illustrated clearly that the role of war fighting is 
not exclusive to the combat arms. We must all, be proficient in the skills 
of our fundamental trade, soldiering. 

Mr Harris had already played a role in the liberation of Sicily, at Field 
Marshall Montgomery·s request for ' battle hardened troops'. He was to 
be sent on return from the fighting in the Mediterranean, straight into the 
training for the D-Day a sau lt. Mr Harris landed on 6 June 1944 
following the main assault on the beache . Progress in-land was rapid but 
bloody, the Armoured Artillery Reginlent was moving in column through 
the villages of north-we t France when they were contacted by a heavy 
machine gun position from the flank. Mr Harris had the presence of 
mind to dismount from hi vehicle and return fire. The German position 
was manned by 13 enemy troops, once Mr Harris had suppre sed the 
incoming fire he rounded up some of hi men and launched an attack. 
killing the remaining enemy and taking prisoners. For this Mr Harris 
won the Military Medal. Later in the campaign be was also nominated for 
a Victoria Cross. the highest award for gallantry, for saving a Guards 
Officer's life under heavy enemy fire. All this is hard come to terms with 
when being told by an eighty year-old man. One thing that Mr Harris 
was at pains to express, was how destructive war i and why Pha e One 
training is so important. It teaches soldiers drills and skills that one day 
anyone of us may rely upon. at only to save our own live , but also 
tho e around u , regardless of cap badge. After the campaign Mr Harris 
MM came to Arborfield as an in tructor at the College. he remains in 
good health living in Bracknell today. 

Mr Wally Harris MM Lt 'Nice Suit' Galle 
and members of Scott Troop 

LIFE AS A SECTION COMMANDER 
AT THE RMY TECH ICAL FO NDATION OLLEGE 
by Cpl Smwers 

The Brit! h Army is held in very high regard throughout the world. it 
i both re pected and feared. I believe the rea ·on for thi. is simple, 1t 's 
mixnirc of harp discipline, maintenance of high tandard · and above all 
tough training. The claims that today' rmy ha: 'gone -~ft' a~e 
unfounded and are normally levelled by tho.c "ho have no c. penencc 111 
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the trninmg of apprentice . Training. pa~icularly fo r _apprentice . mu t be 
afc. a hievable and above all. progre 1 e. afe trammg, however. does 

not mean boring or unad\ enturous and definit I) does not mean ' oft' . 
You mu. t m3ke life for the apprentice challeng lg, you must push .them 
further than he or she i. u ed to. but you must c ::ow for the apprentice to 
learn. giv them time to profit, u uall from their own mi takes. life. for 
the •cuon commander at the College i more than ju t another p ' Sting, 
·ou have to be fully committed to all a pcct of training the apprentice. 

Good leadership abil ity and \ Cr)' high tanda;d~ are' _a must. Y<?u must 
in pire the a pprentice th ro ugho ut the trarnmg with com m11m cnt. 
nthu, ia m and by leading by e ·ample. ·follow me· rather than ' of'. you 

go' . As a cction commander you must encourage healthy comp~tttton , 
prai e or reward ucce _af!d expo. e poor performance. D.eve lop.111~ the 
\ \ ill to win ' between ind1v1dual . or as a team, will re ult 111 d1sctplmed, 
more motivated old iers. All apprentice regardle of rank , gender or 
ethnic origin mu. t be gi"en an equal chance otherwise you go against a.II 
the rules of team building. ecrion commander mu t be aware of all h1 
or her ubordinates · strengths and weaknesses, recognise the weakne ses 

and be prepared to spend time coaching or giving extra tu ition. At the 
ame time, praising trengths and rewardmg good effort . Humour i. a 

powerful tool in efTe tive training. if it is used wisely. The apprentice will 
retain more information if the training i fun and he or she will be 
looking to learn more. However, the apprentice ·hould not be ridiculed or 
made fun of just so the instructor can get a cheap laugh, nor mu t the 
e sentia l points of training be left out. Discipline i still a major aspect in 
training today's apprentice. As a ection commander you must be entirely 
clear as to what di cip linary powers you are a llowed and what can be 
interpreted as bullying or abuse of authority. Regulations are clear and are 
normally publi hed on order all disciplinary action arc recorded and 
open fo r inspection at any time. The apprentice very quickly learn where 
the l ine in the sand lies with all the ection commanders . Life at the 
College for a section commander i , without dou bt, very hard work, 
however, it i extremely rewarding. Tllrning a civilian into a soldier is a 
long process but i ery rewarding. r still have the utmost respect form} 

ection ommander in train ing and will remember him fo rever, I am sure 
my apprentice feel the ame way 

ARMY TRAINING REGIMENT 
BASSINGBOURN 

1 Q ADRO 
Sqn Comd Maj. F.E. Har greaves 

SM W0 2 (SSM) A.V. S lane. 
The Squadron would like to extend a warm welcome to its late t 

QMS, Sgt (SQ 15} Shaun Fleming and hi wi fe Katie, fresh in from 
34 } Sig Regt (V) in Hartlepool. It eems the new SQMS cannot keep 
away a thi is his econd time at the ATR. True to the Roya l Signals 
tradition of in at the deep end, he competed for the Squadron in the Inter 
Squadron Athletics, played Regimental cricket and cook part in the Tnter
Squadron rowing competition within his first two weeks. At present the 
new QMS i in the process of writing risk assessments, COSHH reports, 
updating she! ing registers and doing all of bis fire checks for the 

quadron (welcome to the Army of the 21 st Century) . 
The quadron would like to say goodbye and congrarulations to the 

outgoing SQMS, SSgt now W02 (SSM) 'Paddy (five lines)' Townley 
who leaves the Squadron to take up his new post as SSM 264 Sig Sqn . 
The 21C. Ca pt Adria n Scott thought that the old SQMS used the 

quadron as his own personnel R+R centre away from 264 Sig Sqn, as he 
must have had the holiest posting in Corps history, seven weeks to be 
precise. Also we wish good luck to Capt Scott during his period standing 
in for the Adjutant. The SSM, W02 (SSM} Tony Slaney has once again 
proved his physical prowess by representing the Squadron in the javelin, 
high jump and 400 metres at the lnter-Squadron Athletics (where the 
Squadron finished in a creditable third place). Also in the Inter-Squadron 
Duathlon (run. bike, run) and rowing competition. 

Meanwhile the OC. Maj Fred Hargreaves has just returned from a 
week's all-inclu ive holiday in Turkey where he has been busy brushing 
up on his tennis and working extremely hard on his suntan. Hope enjoyed 
your well-earned r.::st Boss. 

LPHATROOP 
Tp Comd Capt Sarah Irwin 
Tp Sgt Sgt i Roughton 

The Troop has undergone major restructuring over the last two months. 
Farewells to gt Pa ul Conroy who has been posted to his family in 

orthern Ireland and to Cpl Dave 'NrMDA' Knowler and wife Emma 
who ha\'e gone to 30 Sig Regt. The Troop welcomes Sgt i Roughton, 
hi wife Ka ren and ' bump.' The Troop also welcomes Cpl ' Paddy 
(really Derek)' iell and his family who joined us in March from 14 Sig 
Regt. ' Special mentions' from the last CMS(R) go to Cpl Flo Watts for 
his help on Mid Ex and to the rest of C Tp in general for their lesson 
cover that wa given to us despite their exceptionally busy programme. 
Cpl \fark Brenen. A Tp must be congratulated for his efforts in raising 
O\'er £900 by organising an inter-section basketball competition in 
wheelchairs! The money will go towards the purchase of a wheelchair for 
the Great Britam Wheelchair Basketball team. The friends and relatives 
of the appers (and three Signallers) are thanked for their genero ity. The 
members of A Troop are look ing forward with curiosity to the next 
C:'vt CR}' 

BRAVO T ROO P 
Tp Comd Capt Darren Talbot RE 
Tp gt gt Mac Mcintyre 

Another 35 htgh quality recruits have (nearl y) made it through Phase I 
tram mg as we write ... oi:iiy Fmal Exercise and passing ofT the square left 
to go. Goodbye to possibly the shorte~t tour Troop Commander in the 
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history of the Troop, Capt Darren Talbot (RE) is off to pastures new 
(without green kit) as an area manager fo r Aldi ... but not before poaching 
OC Foxtrot Tp. Capt ·Jacko' Jackson to j oin him in the retail industry. 
Foot & Mouth has caused a few hiccups a lo ng the way, wi th the 
introduction o f new trai ning areas to the ATR programme and the 
cancellation of the traditional Adventure drinking (I mean tra ining!) This 
now takes place locally, but it does brin g dry-s lope skiing into the 
program, along with kayaking at the White Water Centre in ene - a 
truly terrifying experience fo r many of the recruits - but that i the aim of 
adventure train ing isn' t it? Cpl Matt Witham and Cpl ' Smudge' Smith 
are sertl ing in well , both still managing to avo id the dreaded ITG IS 
course so far, although Smudge does have the second part of his OASAA 
course to do in a couple of weeks. Cpl Danny Cooper is currently away 
learning how to achieve the co-ordination of a baby rhino on his Drill 
in tructors course and the rest of the training team (that' ll be Sgt 'Mac' 
Macintyre and Cpl Andy Doyle) are looking forward to a well -deserved 
training break. 

CHARLIB TROO P 
Tp Comd Cap t Ben Howarth 
Tp Sgt Sgt Harry R amsden 

The g lorious Charlie Tp has once more swung into action fo llowing an 
enforced stand-down. ow surviving on a wing and an OC's prayer an 
entirely new team of COs have j oined the merry throng. Bd r ' Is that the 
time?' Cole has begun to amuse with his constant failure to quite make it 
and we are quietly hoping not to have to put thi s on his week twelve 
report! Cpls 'Constant Flow ' Watts and ' Time I was going' West have 
joined the ATR from 3 (UK) Div and thus far are really rising to the 
challenge o f the training environment. Last but far from least is Cpl 
' Where's the gym?' Darby who 's talent on the athletics field was a great 
asset in the inter-Squadron competition. The elusive OC, Capt ' It 's a 
course, honest ' Howarth has been making his absence felt disappearing 
off swimming and coming back tanned for much abuse. Portsmouth, ure 
that ' s not Portugal? Lastly it would be amiss not to mention Sgt ' I'm m 
training' Ra msden for his starring role in the Troop ' Spot the Sergeant in 
the gym and win a pie' competition. Sgt Ra msden is sadly leaving t~e 
Troop at the end of this CMS(R) to go back to the fi eld Army and hos 
sense of spirit and good humour will be sorely missed. 

DELTA TROOP 
Tp Comd Capt H. J. cott 
Tp Sgt Sgt D. K. lcke 

Delta Troop has just waved a fo nd farewe ll to the last intake of 
recruits , who by now will be in B landford ready to start their trade 
training. Almost immediately the new intake has arri ved bringing us 
forty-four Sappers ready to be educated by a Royal Signal training team. 
The last intake went without a hitch despite the best efforts of Foot and 
Mouth disease to interfere w ith the training programme. Notable 
highlights included pending Ex First Night in the woods nex t t? the 
NAAFI, skiing on the dry ski slope at Ip wich for adventurous tra!mng 
and a map reading exercise on the airfield! The adventurous training 
package was memorab le due to the spectacu lar crashes of Cpls ' No 
brake ' Campbell and 'Arctic Warrior ' Bazza rd, who were both out~o~~ 
by ig Burrows who managed to go the entire length of the ski h 
backwards . T hroughout the past twelve weeks Ca pt ' .Kin~ nes 15 

weaknes ' cott has continued to surprise the recruits wtth his novel 
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approach to welfa re !ssues. Mcanwhi l.e Cpl 'Time off' Payton continues 
to work on her tan in Blandford , whilst allegedly completing her Class 
One upgrading course. Cpl ' All the gear ' Gough continues to motivate 
his recruits whilst amassing more equipment than he knows what to do 
with and winning the C_O's competition for Best Section along the way. 
Sgt ' Dougie ' lcke contmues to ext01t money from recrni ts' parents for 
the Na tiona l Deaf Chi.ldre n 's Ch.ar ity, whil st training for the a'rmy 
triathlon m June. Best o f luck Dougie! ------------------------~ 

Delta Troop 
on the ski slope during the Adventure Training package 

ECHO TROOP 
Tp Comd Capt Chris Biddulph 
Tp Sgt Sgt ' Billie' Piper 

This month has yet aga in been an eventful one for Echo 'Echotubbies' 
Troop, I Trg Sqn, wi th the training and Pass off of another twenty-eight 
free pirits going forth to the fie ld Army. The usual characters were there 
to make it an interest ing in take, special thanks to the fo llow ing: Sgt 
'Admin ' Piper, ' is that really my job and what is wrong with going on to 
the RSM 's rehearsa l without a sash'. Cpl 'Haifa job Bob' Green, whose 
belief that work ing hard the last week wil l make up for it, is ju t not 
withstandmg. Of course we cannot forget the actual recruits, so the best 
moment has to go to Sig Harvey who left a very suspic ious pair of 
leopard skin pant in his shell scrape when 'Bugged Out' . Not that he 
was made to wear them fo r a while afterward over his uniform! We 
would like to give a special thanks to Cpl Smith of Bravo Tp. fo r the 
unbreakable morale and help he brought onto our fina l exercise, as our 

own NCO's keep hurting themselves! Finally huge congratulations to our 
robust leader Capt 'Tron-Buttocks' Biddulph, for raising a grand amount 
of money_ for charity at the London Marathon, and managmg a proud 
personal ttme of two hours and forty-nine minutes. 

FOXTROT TROOP 
Tp OC Capt Dave Jackson 
Tp Sgt Sgt Craig Purdon 

Th.is month has seen the mighty trots receive yet another bunch of 
recruits who are JUSt bursting with energy. which is becom ing fa r too 
much for the rapidly aging training team. Hello to Cpl ' Blacky' 
Blacklock fro.m I Div who mu t be at least 100 years old, (and looks 
every day of 1t). Cpl Dale King is sti ll being threatened with his drill 
course but keep~ relying on the old excuse that the dog ate his pace-stick. 
Capt Jackson 1s now much more mature and ens ible now that he has 
reached 26 but hi s claim for benefits to pay Squadron fu nds is falling on 
deaf ears. We have also been joined by Cpl ·Ann Marie' Ambury who 
takes our gmger contmgent up to two along with Sgt Craig 'Strawberry 
Blonde' Purdon. For anybody wishing to contact us we will be either on 
the golf course, the ath letics track or hid ing from SHQ. 

FAREWELL TO THE SQUADRO AND THE CORP 
by W02 (SSM) A. V. Slaney 

I would like to take this opportunity to thank all of the Officers and 
Soldiers wi t~ whom I have served with over my la t 23 years in the 
Army. ln particular are all of those individuals with whom 1 have had the 
hon.our of serving with _here, in I (Tra ining) Squadron at the Army 
Trammg Regiment Ba smgbo1:1rn (especially my life aver Maria, our 
beloved Sqn Clerk). The qua lity of these people here at the Tra ining 
Regiment has been extraordinary and has meant that over the last year I 
could concentrate on my re ettlement and planning for my future outside 
of the Corp. Both Debbie and I will no doubt shed a tear or two as we are 
going through the gates on Friday 20 July 2001 for the last time, but the 
memory of tho e 23 happy years will remain forever. 

Bas ingbourn has been an absolute dream post for my last 3fi years 
and i one that I thoroughly recommend to any fellow Warrant Officer 
who enjoys being around extremely competent people, enjoys a challenge 
and wants a very rewarding and satisfying tour. A final thank you goes to 
W02 (CSM} 'Taff (Junior)' Jolly for acting as my wingman during hi 
time here ' cheers bud '. 

I start my new life as a Police Officer on Monday 23 July 2001 , so 
thankfully I will not have enough time to become maudlin or moro e. I 
do hope that I bump into members of the Corps both past and present in 
my future life and please remember, if you have eight digits in your 
Regimental number you will probably be safe. If you only have six digits, 
chances are you will have dipped out. 

·Good luck, good bunting and goodbye.' 

MULTI-NATIONAL BRIGADE (CENTRE) 
HEADQUARTERS AND SIGNAL SQUADRON 

OPERATION AGRICOLA 5 

Sqn omd Maj Pa ul Peel 
RSM WOt (RSM} Miles Webb 

EWS FROM KO OVO 
There have been split feelings in the Squadron since you read our la t 

entry m The WJRE. There arc ome who wou ld say that they can barely 
re~ember R & R, let alone ever working in Catterick. Others can barely 
beheve that we have already been here 115 days and only have 25 to pu h 
(oh for the short whistle- top summer tours - unlucky 20 Bdc). 

A the tour ha progres ed, thing have become a little ea ier a we 
have learned some of the li tt le trick and easy way around problems. 
However. we have not been short of work, especially as we have recently 
lost a large number of people to R & R. Add to thi the three or four day 
after R & R when people sti II requi re ·motivation· to do any ' ork, and it 
al~ adds up. Our task for the la t few months have not changed much 
with the exception of the location . We' ve pent plenty of time deployed 
out o.f our own Brigade ' s area, working wi th both Bri t and 
~candmav1ans , as well as sitting on hi ll-top si te in peaceful blis with no 

SM to 'find ' jobs for u . 
Once again, it hasn ' t all been work. The Officers, Warrant Officer and 

d ergean.ts · Mess had a number of highly succcs fu l fu nctions, including 
og-racmg, Zu lu, Commitment and Blues Brothers ' night , and the XL 

b~r brought in the Irish Tran port Regiment band and had a charity game 
night. Thanks to initiative and groundwork from W02s Steve Legg and 
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ammy' Sama njoul, a band called ' Silk and Steel' came and gave u an 
open-air concert. playi1.1g for about four hours in total. The guy were a 
lot better singers than the girls, but nobody seemed to care as head were 
continually pointing in the direction of the women. Even C pl Grant 
' Dougie' McDougall from Support Troop claimed to be having a good 
night! 

CIVIL M ILITARY OPERAT IO S - by Capt Alex Clixby. 
Throughout Op Agricola 5, 209 ig qn ha e identified and undenaken 

numerou CMO ta k with the aim of helping the local Kosovan 
population; both tl1c erbian and Albanian communihe . o far, ~ e ha\'C 
managed to raise approximately £4,000 through donation from various 
organisations and from charity event tl1at we have held. One uch event 
was a pon ·ored ab eil down Pri tina's tulle t bui lding, the PTK tower 
that !and at 69 metre . From !hi ab eil 2Lt G ra ham 'The Boy ' 

larke, L Cpl ' haggy' Palmer , LCpl J a e W hitehead and my elf 
raised just under£ 1,000. 

Tbe rcgi tered Domain rune for the Be erley Boy ' 
Archive - be erleyboy archi e.co.uk 
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One last photo to remember them by 
in case 2Lt Clarke's knots aren't quite up to scratch 
(L-R): LCpls 'Shaggy Palmer and Jase Whitehead, 

Capt Alex Clixby and 2Lt Graham Clarke 

In all 6 ·volunteers', from all over the Multi ational B~igade 
(Cenrre) AO, abseiled off the building. T~i inc.luded the OC, Ma.i Pau~ 
Peel and WOl (RS I) liles 'I hate height ! Webb, LCpl ' haggy 
Palmer and LCpl Jase Whitehead also ucce sfully com(l leted the 
grueling ·Mile up, Mile down· sponsored event, where they climbed the 
step from ground floor to roof of the PTK tower and tbcn abs~1led off -
25 time in total! It wa an exceptional effort, although the patr of them 
did look rather worse for wear by the end of it. The money raised ha 
been u ed to purchase an ECG machine for the ho pita! (all the money 
for thi was donated by OS Albania) and six new wooden benches for 
the ho pita! waiting room. 

Sig Danny Watson and LCpl Kelly Wellburn caught on camera 
carrying the newly made benches into Pristina Hospital 

I al o wrote letters to two schools in Darlington asking them for toys 
and games for the children at Pristina hospital. After an assembly visit 
from SSgt ( ow Sergeant Major. well done Jase!) Jase ·Impress the 
children' mithur t , both the teachers and children at Firthmoor and 
Dodmire Junior School decided that they would like to help - who could 
resist that da bing figure in a set of combats?! Both schools managed to 
collect an amazing ten MFO boxes full of toys and games. These were 
delivered bJ Capt imon Br istow, WOI (R M) Miles Webb, SSgt 
'Tug· Wilson, Cpl 'Zippy' Hill REME, LCpl Greg Robinson, LCpl 
Kelly Wellburn. LCpl 'Woody' Wood, Sig Danny Watson, Sig Steve 
ha" , ig ' cissors' Whittaker and myself. The 'kids' were delighted, 

as \\ere the children at the hospital when we tarted handing out toys. It 
v.a> great to ce the youngsters, many of whom have had pretty miserable 
lives, smiling and laughing. 

In order to show parity to the Serbian community, we have now shifted 
our focus to them. Maj Roddy 'Dark Horse' utherland of32 (Scottish) 

1gnal Regiment (V) planned a visit to the Serbian YU project building in 
Pri tina. Approximately 120 Serbians l ive in the YU Project, a 'self 
contained' block of flats near the city centre. The residents cannot really 
leave unless under escort and the building is permanently guarded by 
soldier:. from the UK Battle Group based in the City. The vi it was to 
give toys. food and stationary to the children; it was a great success and 
ended with Maj Sutherland , Capt Simon Bristow, WOl (RSM) Webb 
and my. elf (again) 111vited to the one and only shop for some food and 
dnnk. We could not decline this hospitality e pecially when red wine 
produced at the Serbian Monastery ofGracanica was offered! 

We had a great time and were hosted so nicely by the erbians; I was 
e\ en adopted by a 50 year old Serbian woman, as I looked like her son 
lucky man 1). Thi~ part of the tnp highlighted that the shop didn't have a 
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freezer and could therefore not stock much of the foodstuffs that the 
re ·idents wanted. During the course of our time there and after a few 
gla se of Mon~stcry \ inc. we d.ccided that we :-vould purchase a frccler 
for the shop, us111g our money rat cd 111 the abseil. We later pre ·entcd tht\ 
to a very happy shopkeeper! ~ith just three weeks of th~ tour lc11 to go, 
we still have a few more pro1eets planned at a few crb1an enclaves and 
we also have a spon ·ored I Okm fun run to look forward to. Hopefully we 
can pro ide a bit of happiness for some of the locals of Kosovo. 

HEADQ ARTERSTROOP 
Tp omd Capt Simon Bristow 
Tp gt SSgts Eric Williams ~nd 'Tu~ ' ~ilson . 

Life in l leadquarters Troop has been mterest111g and vaned for the last 
couple of months . In the COMMCE it has been quiet by usual 
standard , especially in the last month, bccau e everybody ingeniously 
decided to take their R & R at the same time. Among those mis ing ·ta 
action' were LCpls Jase Whitehead , Kelly Garrett and Greg 
Robinson who had extended extended leave as hi wife had his 15th 
child. Al 'o gone but not forgouen were Cpl Billy Russell and gt 
'Scarlet Pimpernel' Clarkson, (though it is unknown whether he i on R 
& R or an extended gym break). To fill in the gaps, the COMMCEN 
liberated LCpls ' H ' Dickson and ' Love Machine' Wood from Rover Tp 
and ig Suzie Perkin all the way from COMMCEN Herford. Welcome 
to you all. The e new addi ti ons however couldn't ensure that the 
COMMCE per onnel could break the laws of physic ie be on guard 
duty A D hil1 at the ame time. This minor hi.ccup was mor~ than offiet 
by the major high point of the month: sandwiches 111 the 111ght rations' 
Although it' not certain whether this will be enough for Cpl Billy 'Black 
Hole' Rus ell or LCpl Glen ·Rabid Dig' Armitage! ext door, 
however, it i another end of a quiet month in the CC as the end of the 
tour approache . Hand over note are quickly being scribbled down onto 
random Post-It note and Staff Paul Brannon ha now finally realised 
that it is too late to sort out the ever troublesome Helpdesk, (but with the 
new hand -free kit all we need now are short skirts and nail varnish)! 

The CLEO team has been buy with their DAGGER det (not BALOO, 
Yeoman!!), touring Ko ovo and making sure that everyone can call 
everyone el e. They had trouble but with a little hard work, a lot of 
head-scratching by Sgt Mark Brundle and abso lutely no sleep they 
managed to get everything in and working - well done lads! Cpl 'Ski' 
McK.ie would like to pass hi thank on to the Whitehall operators for all 
the bone calls he has had to deal with including ' Do you have the number 
for Pte Smith? I think he is in the DWR ' 

The OATIS computer network team has al o been busy ensuring that 
the staff all have their work to take home with them. Cpl Kev ' Has !TI) 

hair grown back yet?' Duggan has been keeping the I TRA ET up to 
date (although his wit has not Illeased everyone), and Sgt And.Y 'chat 
ma ter' Mc 'eil has been spendmg more and more time on the internet 
chatting to dirty women under the name of ' Little Man In The Boat'! 

The POLYGO team has been extremely busy sunning themselves. Sig 
'Mikey' Whatmough can't get any browner and the staff of the NCC has 
forootten what Sgt Lenny ·Lord Lucan ' Martin looks like. Some guys 
get"' all the easy jobs, but not as easy as Cpl 'Mac - what i~ his first 
name? ' McMullen who is war-dodging back in the UK following a very 
poofy wri t injury - how did you get it again? 

In the higher echelons, Staff Brannon and Yeoman Wright (but 
mainly Wrong!) have admitted defeat and have finally let the lads get.on 
with it, as everybody else is looking forward to gomg home and leavmg 
the ctwork Control Centre MNB(C} in the capable hands of 7 Bngade. 
Good luck lad , you're going to need it; you have a hard act to follow 1 

Finally, a temporary ·a bientot' to SSgt 'Taff' Williams who ' headed 
back to the UK to prepare Catterick for our return, and welcome to S ~ 
'Tug' Wilson, recently posted into the unit, who' filling his hoes for 
just long enough to join us on the medal parade! 

LCpls Mark Carlisle (3 Div) and Kelly Garrett (19 Bde) officially 
celebrate the joining of augmentees to the Force Signal Squadron 

RADIO T ROOP 
Tp Comd 2Lt Graham Cla rke 
Tp Sgt Sgt Andy Allen 

Spirits are high, the weather is fantastic and sights are finnly . et on th1~ imminent arrival of7 Brigade. Its satisfying to know that we.will be we 
and truly into our leave by the time this issue of The WJRE hits the press, 
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however equally sobering to realize that reading this article in the latest 
WIRE will signify our return from post operational tour leave. Back to the 
present. Certain worrying trends have become apparent over the past 
couple of months; firstly there are an alarming number of 'Slim Shady' 
wannabes sprouting up around the place, claiming sanctuary under the 
fact('?) that their jct black hair naturally goes blonde in the sun. 
Persona lly, I can see the legitimacy of their claim and pointed out to them 
how I experienced a similar problem; omc confidential reports tum from 
·A's to 'B's in the sun ....... how uncanny! The Troop has continued its 
charity work with extraordinary efforts coming from LCpl 'Shaggy' 
Palmer, who partnered by LCpl Jase Whitehead and a sisted by 2Lt 
Graham Clarke and Capt Alex Clixby, organised a highly uccessful 
charity abseil day. Thanks goes out to LBdr 'The Bomb' McKelvie for 
his outstanding efforts, til I ing one of our augmented posts in theatre. 
Good luck with the light gun conversion and enjoy Canada! Also to LCpl 
'She'd get it' Lawson, LCpl ' Mono' Ryan, Sig Daveney, Pte 'Orvil ' 
Knight. Spr 'Marty' Martin and Gnr 'Willy' Wilson for an interesting 
and lively tour. We'd happily have you back anytime ...... cheers lads! 

The Troop welcomes new arrivals LCpls S1 and Sharon Johns from I 
Div, also Cpl Tweddell from 3 Inf Rdc. 17 days to go! Watch-0ut llarry's 
Bar, Jen Galley is amongst those returning. 

SUPPORT TROOP 
Tp Comd Maj Dave Sacrce 

We have been here in Kosovo for just over three months and Support 
Troop have started to draw up handover plans ready for 7 Bdc to come 
and take over. The Troop has taken on extra commitments with the 
deployment of a small detachment of troops to the border in a recent 
skirmish with the (former) baddies, which meant Sgt 1ark ' Daddy' 
Brundle and LCpl Kelbie 'Bert ie' Bassett actually having to do some 
work for once. Goodbye to our beloved members of the Troop \\ho are 
leaving, Cpls Tony ' Papa Hair' Raby and Darren 'Senger' Clough and 
farewell to one of the loudest men ever, Sig Ian ' Ten-men' Garbutt soon 
to be lance corporal. Congratulations to Ian and the best of lu k to Tony 
and Daz on their Class 1 at Blandford. 

xv HEADQUARTERS NORTHERN IRELAND 
AND 

15 SIGNAL REGIMENT 

CO Lt Col M. P. Llewellyn 
R M WOI (RSM) Mc aught 

RHQ ha een even more movement this month, with a big thank you 
and farewell to the Chief Clerk, W02 Andrea Dunford, who is off to 
join her hu band in Germany. They will spend their summer in Ko ovo -
a strange choice for their holiday destination! Our best wishes al o go 
with the Duty Movement Clerk, Mrs Julie Adamson, who i taking a 
two-year sabbatical for the birth of her second child. Very warm 
welcome are extended to Mrs Rosemarie Benson and W02 Lynn 
Mod rick - both of whom have hit the ground running, with no chance of 
a warm up! The Commanding Officer celebrated his se lection for 
promotion to Co lonel in style, allegedly finishing at 0500hr the 
following morning. Congratulations from all of the Regiment. Sir. He ha 
assured us that he will remain in Command for his full tour, and it is 
doubtful that his working hours will reduce. With various top-level 
procedural reviews going on the changes look set to continue within the 
Regt, G6 Branch and HQ I. With the Marching Season almost upon us 
and having had a week of sw1sbine in May, the summer holiday is over. 

MERCURY CUP ATHLETICS - THURSDAY 19 APRIL 2001 
bylCpl Mate 

The Mercury Cup Athletics competition was held in conjunction with 
the CO's Cup Athletics competition on Thursday 19 April 2001 at 
Lisburn Station. For those who aren't sure what the difference is, the 
CO's Cup is a Regimental Inter-Squadron Competition and the Mercury 
Cup i competed for by all the Signal Squadrons within Province. We 
could not have asked for a nicer day for the weather. A a result not only 
did we have all the competitors at this competit ion but many upporters 
too! Although the event was hard fought with some star performance 
throughout, the day certainly belonged to 233 Sig Sqn with undi puted 
victory. Worthy of note is the 233 girls' team who won every event! This 
111cluded the high jump for Cpl ' High Flyer' Louise Parker, and the long 
Jump, triple jump and 400m for LCpl •Leaping' Leah Mates. The I OOm 
and lOOm hurdle were won by LCpl L indsey Rakocevic. who al o won 
the shot putt. LCpl Vanessa Brown steamed her way into an easy first 
place in the 200m. Cpl 'Sonny' Lake triumphed in the 800111 and di cus, 
and the javelin was secured by Cpl Billy Beaumon. Finally the I 500m 
was won by Lt Liz McLellan. As for the men, HQ Sqn put up a trong 
fight including gt B u tle r keeping up hi usual out tanding 
performance all the way. The quadron chain-of-command team trode to 
victory in the final race with Capt Rob Hamilton completing the final 
400n1 with a comfortable lead. With , trong athletes in all tltrcc quadrons 
the male Morrison up team promi cs to be elite. As thi article i 
pub.hshed in August, we'll know by then if the self-confidence was 
JUSllfied! 

If you've lost contact with an old friend, 
serving or retired, whh not put an 

advert in the LOST COMMS column of 
The WIRE? 
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LCpl Buttita (right) powering home to win 
the Mercury Cup 4 x 1 OOm Relay 

I SWIMMING A D WATERPOLO CHAMPIO HIP 
WEDNESDAY 2 1 Y 2001 
by Sig Moore 

The orthem Ireland Swimming and Waterpolo Champion-hip were 
held at Thiepval Bk on Wednesday 2 May 200 I. There were several 
major and minor unit from around the Province competing for the title -
the Regiment fielded a male and female team. The male team won by a 
clear lead and the female fini hed in sixth place. A a con cquence the 
Regimental team will now be competing in the Army Swimming 
Champion hip - congratulation and best of luck to the team on the 27 
Jtme! 

The 15 Sig Regt and HQNI Sp Bn Waterpolo team looking very 
smart in their bonnets! 
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REGl 1ENT L FE CI GTE 1 
hr Lt Li= Mclellan 
· For the econd time the Regiment was represented at the Army 

Fencing hampion. hip held in ldershot over the period 1-4 May 200 I. 
Although some of the more experienced fencers were unable to attend 
due to career course . it wa good to ee sc·mc enthu iastic 'new blood'. 

Regimental grant has enabled the formation of the 'Theipval 
Cavaliers·. The fencing club i nm predominately by members of 15 ig 
Regt. However. all ervice personnel are welcome to be cJulJ member;;. 
The Thiep\'al avaliers already have upport from 25 Engr Regt m 

ntrim and local external unit members include personnel from JCU 
( J), Pioneer . 6 Regt RMP and 39 Inf Bde. Members of the club 
reprc~ented their own unit with tyle at the Anny hampion hip. and 
individual haYe ·ub equently been elected to repre·ent the Anny m the 
inter- ervice at HMS Temeraire. 

Army Fencing Championships - Female Sabre 

REGIME TAL GOLF COl\1PETITIO ' - TH RSDAY 3 MAY 
by Capr Tim Grey 

Unfortunately it eems as though the Regt's involvement within the 
Province Golf competitions is almost over before it has begun! In the l 
AGA Scratch competition the Regt was represented by Sgt Ross 
Menzies (team captain), Maj Jamie Deans, Sgt Lyndon Box and LCpl 
' D inger' Bell. Unfortunately we were drawn against a team from 7 R 
Irish who seem to play rather a lot of golf in . We managed to win one 
of the four matches but are now out of the competition, having fallen at 
the first. Talking of falling at the first, both the I Tp and 225 Sig Sqn 
teams entered into the N1 Handicap competition and were thrashed in the 
first round by 4 R IRISH and 7 R IRISH respectively (it' those semi-pro 
R l ri h again!). However, the G6 ice team managed to \vin their first 
round match against JSG (N1) and so the hopes of the Regiment now rest 
firmly on their boulders. 

NI ATHLETIC CHAMPIONSHIPS - WED NESDAY 9 MAY 
by Sg1 Hopkins 

The orthern Ireland Athletics Championships were held at Thiepval 
Bies on Wednesday 9 May 200 I. The Championships were open to major, 
minor and female teams - although attendance from around the Province 
was poor. The first race started at IOOOhrs with the sun beaming down 
and hardly a cloud in the sky. From the start 15 Sig Regt gained an 
impressive lead in the major Unit competition, securing First and Second 
place in the majority of events. The Ulster weather held out remarkably 
well and by the end of the afternoon most of the team had at least one 
medal each, the team silver and a healthy sun tan. 

Capt Mclean and Capt Foulkes battle it out in the Major Unit 800m 
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CO'S CUP CRICKET COMPETITION-THURSDAY 24 MAY 
by gt Ben:v 

With 225 ig qn bein~ the current CO's Cup trop~y holders and HQ 
qn • cricket veteran · . t111s was the perfect opportunity to ~top 233 ig 

Sqn' current winning streak in thi years CO's Cup Competition. 
Unfortunately this was not to be! 233 ig Sqn romped home to a 2-1 win 
with good batting scores and Capt Gre(s 'sch~ol of bowling' 
demonstrations. In second place was 225 Sig Sqn with a memorable 
batting performance from W02 (Supvr R) 'Big 6' Gardner coupled 
with the steady partnership of Sgt ' Golden Duck' Berry and Cpl 'On the 
chesf Nash. In third place wa HQ Sqn with Sgt Drewett directing play 
and their 'almost' perfect plans! The weather wa perfect and all the 
team played with great enthusiasm and sport manship. 

The 225 Sig Sqn cricket team looking just a little too relaxed in the 
glorious Ulster sunshine 

HEADQUARTERS SQUADRON 
Sqn Comd Maj D. T. H. Wilson 
A/SSM SSgt G ratrick 
COMMCE T ROOP - by LCpl Hayden 
Tp Comd Capt S. A. Dixon 
Tp SSgt SSgt Ripley 

April was a big month of change for COMMCEN Tp. The most 
significant event was the in tallation of AMSCERPS into the 
COMMCE to replace tbe CMS system. This has meant a steep learning 
curve and lots of hard work for all involved in the transition period. We 
have also said farewell to four members of the Tp - C pl 'Richie' Evans, 
S ig Dave G r een , S ig Pippa He nd e r so n and S ig igel ~reen. 
Congratulations to S ig Nigel G reen who is posted on promotion and 
good luck to you all in your new jobs in Gennany. 

M OTOR T RANSPORT T ROOP 
MT SSgt SSgt O ' Brien 

Yet again it has been another busy period for 15 Sig Regt MT. In 
addition to the nonnal jobs we al o had to amalgamate our MT with the 
other main MT in Lisburn Stn to create 54 Tpt Sqn, RLC. Everyone 
worked hard to move all the equipment across to the new MT, less SSgt 
O ' Brien who was on leave! There was a fond farewell function for 
everyone in the MT prior to the move and now everyone has settled in 
fi ne at the new Stn MT and are working hard - 'some things never 
change'. The new OC HQ Sqn, M aj Wilson presented all the departing 
drivers with their Regimental 'Cats'. We'd like to welcome Sig Porter to 
the Troop and would like to congratulate Sig R eveley and Karen on th~1r 
first child Owen . We'd like to bid a fond fa rewell to Sig Stott, Sig 
Reve ley, Sig Dunham , a nd Sig F awcett w ho a re all posted on 
promotion, and L C pl Lister who is posted to 7 S ignal Regiment, we 
wish them all the best at their new Units. 

225 SIG AL SQUADRON 
Sqn Comd Maj M. J . Smith 
SSM W02 {SSM) Thome 
E CHO TROOP 
Tp Comd Capt F. A. W. Stewart 
Tp SSgt SSgt (Supvr R) Piears 

A huge turnover of personnel has kept everyone busy over the last 
period. We wi h JT Sid Churm and Cpl Col West all the very best for 
their future outs ide the Forces and thank them for all their time and effort 
over the past ten years. A big thank you to W02 (Supvr R) Pa~l 
Gardner, SSgt (Supvr R) Dunn and SSgt (Suvpr R) Marrs for their 
combined 12 years service with the Squadron - all the best in your 'ea. Y 
li fe' at JSSU Digby. Many thanks and the best fo r the futu r.e to SSgt 
(Supvr R) Jacklin who has fi nally escaped the stress of be111g T.roop 
Staff Sergeant to move to greater things with EOD - you wi ll be mis ed 
by all of the Troop. Also fa rewell to SSgt (Supvr R) Hill who moves 
across to EOD and congratulations to yourself, SSgt (Supvr R) Bal~a~d 
SSgt (Supvr R) Marrs on your recent successful completwn o t e 
arduous Supvr R Cse. Thank you to the roulement personnel who kee~ 
the pressure off our posted operators - LCpl Buttita, CPO Cook, an 1 
CPO Bevan - it was an experience and a pleasure to hear your nava 
lantern-swinging anecdotes! All the best to Sgt Si Gray who has lefi the 
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Reporters Section and r~oved to 2 Ml Bn, Bulford. Finally thank-you and 
all the best to Capt F1 Stewart who short-tours to become Adjt 31 
(CofL) Sig Regt (V). ' 

Welcome back to Cpl Evans, Cpl Fox and Cpl Kennedy who have 
returned having successfully completed their TI upgrading courses. Also 
congratulations on the completion of your Supvr R Cse and welcome to 
SSgt (Supvr R) Ashworth and SSgt (Supvr R) Brooke, and welcome 
back to SSgt (Supvr R) Ball. Welcome al o to Sgt Wright, Cpl 
Bebbington, Cpl Hauxwell and Cpl Nash who have been posted in. 
Welcome also to Cpl Dingsda le, Cpl Pilgrim, LCpl Baker, LCpl 
Walters and JT Kennedy who have arrived for roulement tours over the 
summer. ongratulation to LCpl Ha ll iday on his well deserved 
. election for promotion . 

On 18 May, Charlie Watch and a small contingent of the Reporters 
Section enjoyed a long and hard paintballing (shooting each other mostly 
in the head!) on a rare sunny day in Ballykinler. The combatants were 
S gt (Supvr R) Paul 'Not in the head again' Rowlands, SSgt Tony 
'Sniper ' Dodds, Sgt Mark 'Gunner' Hopkins, Cpl Dave 'Head Shot' 
Salter, Cpl Ollie 'Not the goggles again' Hardy, Cpl Mai:k 'Where is 
the flag?' Warbur ton, LCpl Chris 'Can ' t see a thing' Telling, LCpl 
'Can't hit me' F letche r and JT Davey ' Cannon Fodder' Hyndman. 
After several hot and gruelling matches the grand finale was a duel at ten 
pace between SSgt (Sup vr R) Rowla nds and JT Hyndma n (only 
because they had paintballs left!). They stood back to back in the heat of 
the sun and SSgt (Supvr R) Rowlands ran his ten paces and shot JT 
Hyndman in the back of the head - he fell to the ground like a bag of 
spuds! When JT Hyndma n came to his senses they had a re-match 
which re ulted in SSgt (Supvr R) Rowla nds being chased by JT 
H)'ndman around the battleground. An excellent day out was had by all 
and nobody left without bruises or war wounds. 

GOLF TROOP 
Tech Adjt Capt R. J. Craig 
FofS W0 2 (FofS) Rober ts 
Tp SSgt SSgt Wilson 

It has been an extremely busy period for G Tp, with all the Troop 
hierarchy changing. We warmly welcome Capt Cra ig, W02 (FofS) 
Roberts, SSgt (FofS) Leach, Cpl G ray, Cpl Caffrey, Cpl Hayward, 
Cpl Pearson, Cpl Carrington and Cpl Barmby. We sadly ay farewells 
to Cpl Matt 'Pie Eater' W illiams who moves on to sunny Blandford and 
SSgt Pa u l 'Who?' Davey who is off to do ome gardening in 
Middlesborough. A big pat on the back goes to the three 'time off boys' 
Sgts John Hatch, Lyndon Box and Craig Brankin on being selected for 
the FofS course. We would like to congratulate Cpl Lee P unyer on 
spending seven weeks on leave with stomach pain - we wi h you a fast 
recovery. 

SUPPORT T ROOP 
Tp Comd Capt P. R. G riffi th 
Tp SSgt Sgt Milne 

Another bu y time for Sp Tp with lots of faces changing. Welcome to 
Cpl 'Pickles' Hayward, LCpl Blundell and Sig J ames. A sad good-bye 
is said to Sgt Dave M ilne who leaves us to move to 12 Ml Coy on 
promotion to Staff Sergeant and Cpl 'Richie' Holmes on his promotion 
to Sergeant. He has moved to Middle Wallop to work with the Diesel 
Pigeon . Finally and most importantly a 'fond farewell' to our NEW 
Volkswagen Pa sat, gone but not forgotten! It has been re-allocated to the 
Commanding Officer. Congratulations to Mrs Alison Graham who was 
awarded the Anny Families Federation Rose Bowl 2001. It must be the 
first time our Alison has ever been stuck for words! Well done to Cpl 
'General Fred' Deas on his engagement to Belinda and on pas ing hi 
R JCC. Tissues were handed out throughout the male population of the 
Squadron when LCpl 'Barbie Doll ' Kendall be.came engaged, a sad day 
mdeed for mankind! Congratu lations to W02 (SSM) 'Technology' 
Thorne on pa sing his CLA!T course. He now use his computer for 
work instead of drying hi towels on it. Thank you very much to Capt Fi 
'I'm a lady' Stewart fo r redecorating the exterior of one of the Squadron 
cars on the way to the airport after W02 {Supvr R) Paul Gardner's 
leaving party. 

233 SIGNAL SQ ADRO 
qn Comd Maj A. N. Walker 

SSM W02 (SSM) Tasker 
Fir t a very warm welcome to our new, permanent SSM fixture, W02 

( SM) Pete Tasker who has joined us from Blandford. The Squadron 
al o thanks SSgt Rob Allen for all the hard work and effort he has put in 
as NSSM over the last period. Yet again, 233 Sig Sqn has been on the 
move. Th is has see n a g rea te r conso li dat io n of th e Sq uadro n 
geogrnphica ll y w ith SflQ , R T p and T M T p occup y ing the now 
refurbished Bldg 3 1. NCC remains 'down under' and poor old I Tp have 
been left behind. but still close at hand, over the road. Adventure Training 
season has arri ved once more and thanks to the efforts of Sgt Mann and 
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SSgt Allen it is well underway de pite the restrictions imposed by Foot 
and Mouth o~tbreaks . Members of the Squadron have recently enjoyed a 
week m Enmsk11lcn at the Adventure Training Centre where there was 
the. opportunity .for va~ou water activities including canoeing and water 
sknn~. By the t11!1e this reaches press Squadron personnel will al. o have 
experienced t~e JOYS of ~ailing onboard the 'Moyle Maiden'. Watch this 
space for stones of sea sickness! 

lNDlA TROOP 
Tp Comd Capt T. Grey 
Tp SSgt gt Menzies 

The last few months have seen nothing out of the ordinary for the 
Troop. However, many exercises are now planned for the end of the year 
1~ far out places such .as Florida and epal. let's hope they come ofT! 
Fi~st.ly our hellos - a big welcome goes out to Cpl Turner who will be 
1ommg the Troop for a short period of time and al o to C pl Mark 
Corber. A goodbye goes out to S gt M ick K nowles who leave the 
Army - all the best to him and his family in his new career with NOKIA. 
Cpl Jeff ' Jeffers' Ford has also left us for bigger (but not better!) things 
within COMMCEN Tp after only a few months and also farewell to 
LCpl Mark 'Ogri ' Manby who leaves us for the delights of 7 Sig Regt. 
The biggest goodbye of all goes to the HQNl Small Computer Section 
(SCS) who join PC Repair within TM Tp. It is with great regret and 
sadness that we bid farewell to SCS who move into the renovated 
Building 31 although with them and SHQ leaving our building we may 
get some peace at last! After a long day at the crea e India Tp won the 
Inter-Troop Cricket for the third year on the trot, so after a less than 
perfect start we are now back on track for success in the McKelvie Cup 
Competition. 

NETWORK CO T ROL CE TRE 
Tp Comd Capt A. Haresign 
Tp SSgt gt Johnson 

We have recently welcomed several new arrivals to the Troop - LCpl 
L indsay Ra kocevic who arrives to us newly promoted and LCpl 
'Dinger' Bell who joins us after successful conversion from ED to an 
In tallations Technician. We also say goodbye to LCpl Jo Keith who 
heads off to 30 Sig Regt. and to W02 (FofS) Rick Gorman who is off to 
'Ssshbh! rll have to shred you ifl tell you'. 

ROMEO TROOP 
Tp Comd Capt R. A. Hamilton 
Tp YofS W02 (Yot'S) Yates 
Tp FofS SSgt{FofS) Collins 

o good stereotypical WIRE article would start without the obligatory 
welcomes. R Tp welcomes W02 (YofS) 'Firestarter' Yates from 40 Sig 
Regt, SSgt (FofS) 'Brewboy· Collins from NIEW and LCpl Hiscock 
who has arrived straight from Blandford. Farewell to W02 {YofS) 'Tac' 
Ba rtlett - a big thank you for all your time and effort to keep the Troop 
going when there was an under-manning problem in the Ops Room -
some things never change. SSgt M udway has left us for TM Tp, as has 
LCpl Lohse who couldn' t hack it and had to move back to his ' tippers 
and pipe· lifestyle! Sgt Woolen has left for civvy street; we wish you, 
Karen and Keira all the very be t and hope the new job goes well. With 
their departure came the obligatory leaving do. This enabled most of the 
Troop to get together fo r the first time ince Christmas and it was 
certainly worth the wait. With plenty of money behind the bar, it wasn't 
long before everyone wa in high pirits, a well-earned rest for the Troop 
after another busy period. On 4 May 200 I those not on e entia l dutie 
boarded all availab le flights to the mainland as part of the I 'ma 
exodus.' to the Anny v avy rugby match. With summer around the 
comer the BBQ' hould be getting cleaned down and prepared for the 
mas arrival of the singlies around to the Pads quarters! 

TECHNICAL MAINTE A CE TROOP 
Tp Comd Lt E. L. McLellan 
Tp SSgt SSgt Mudway 

The Troop continue to move along at its usual hectic pace, reacting to 
the multitude of tasks hitting us from all sides as we ll as re-locating to 
our newly refurbished Troop line . We start off by welcoming our new 
Troop Staff Sergeant - SSgt Dave Mudway from R Tp. We mu t al o 
welcome into the fold all members of SC including Sgt Lynn ergant. 
Cpl Andy Butterfield and Cpl 'Paddy' Brigg who ha e merged with 
PC Repair to reform mall Sy tern· Group. With o many arrival ome 
room has to be made. and so we ay a ad farewell to those that are 
leaving us to move on to pa ture new. Congratulation· to Cpl onny 
Lake who bas now left fo r 11 Sig Regt on her Tl upgrad ing course and 
Cpl Danni Tutton who Gust married) i. joining 259 1g- qn in unny 
Cypru . S gt Flo Jarvis has also left the light to join I Tp. Good luck to 
you all and many thank for all your effort· during your time with the 
best Troop in the Regiment! 
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3 INFANTRY BRIGADE HEADQUARTERS 
AND 

SIGNAL SQUADRON (203) 

qn omd :\faj D. B. Warne 
R\1 \\ Ol (RS I) .'.\l. Maxted 
, QL. \DRO ' HEADQU RTER 
FARE\\ ELL & ARRIVALS 

HQ :ay farewell to Cpl Bennett who has left us to go to Gcrn1an . 
good luck in your ne\\ po ting. Farewell to the old chief clerk (he i old) 

gt Jim , tead who ha gone back to the mainland and i now near hi 
family - good luck Jim in your new po ting. We say welcome to SSgt 
J ohn Crillcv who ha. come from the G2 Branch and has taken O\er as the 
Chief Cieri( for the quadron. Al o congratulation on your promotion to 

taff ergeJnt. 

C OJ\JM'UNI CATIO T ROOP 
Tp Comd 2Lt imon Lord 
Tp gt S gt Lee 'Hoppy' Hopkins 
CORP Kil 'G CH 1PIO SHIPS - ZELL-AM- EE 

The Team departed from Mahon Barracks on Thursday 23 O\ ember to 
catch the O\'ernight ferry from Belfast to Liverpool. The Ford Tran it wa 
packed to bursting point with mo t people seemingly bringing all their 
worldly belonging . From Liverpool the Team made its way toward 
Do\'er with a light diversion \·ia Reading in order to pick up the new team 
skis and 2Lt imon Lord. fresh from hi Troop Commanders Cour e. 2Lt 
Lord looked weary. drained and rather pale; the course had done it job! 

On arrival in Dover we checked into our luxury tran it accommodation 
at Connaught Ban11cks. alarms set for 4am. On route we planned to stop at 
an Amencan PX to stock up on some essential skiing gear, credit card at 
the ready. Once rhe purchases had been made the Team moved on. wallets 
con iderably lighter. Amazingly we did arrive in Zell at the estimated time 
with a little direction from L Cpl Tony Ramwell who had competed there 
the year before. Within Zell there was no snow at all and the Glacier at 
Kaprun had been a te t of everyone's resolve as temperatures plunged well 
below freezing. The decision was made to travel to St Jakob near the Ital
ian border, 11 '2 hours away. The trip was worth it a the conditions were 
good and the slopes were not open to the public, therefore no lift queue ! 
. The first day was an opportunity to find our ski legs. The level of exper

n e ranged from never havmg been on skips up to JSSJ. ig ·Ritchie' 
Squiri:s had the perfect opportunity. as a complete beginner, to tap the 
expert1se of LCpl Tony Ramwell on a one-to-one basis. By the end of the 
day he was snow-ploughing like a dream. Elsewhere on the piste it seemed 
as .though Cpl Ed Chwieseni had Jed the Team slightly astray in his skiing 
a~1hty. On the way ?own he was talking the talk, in reality he most defi
mtel~ .was not walking the walk! The first race day was Individual GS, 
cond1uons were good and the Team was quietly confident. lt was soon 
clear a personal battle .was d~veloping between 2Lt Lord and LCpl 
~an;i'~.e ll .. the latter ~akin& a mistake on the second run , 1-0 Lord. Again 
Sig R1tch1e (Bandit) qmres pulled an impressive 23rd place out of the 
bag in his first ever race after only a week and a half on snow. Unfortu
~ately the result could not be repeated in the Team GS. The be t three 
tt!11es were to count out of the four nominated members. finishing was 
\'ttal. After the first run thmg were looking good, we were in about fifth . 
However, L Cpl Ramwell ~ad a slight n:iishap and fell. The message was 
passed back we all must fimsh. 1t seems m the excitement Sig Squires for
got this and also fell. J 2t.h place, the team captain was not happy. 

After a couple of socia l beer at the weekend all was forgiven and the 
focus was now firm ly on the final week and tbe slalom. By midweek the 
ttme had come. L Cpl Ra mwell profe sed that slalom was his forte, it 
needed to b~ a he was 2-0 down. If th.e final days racing proved to be a 
while out this would. count as both md1v1dual and team slalom, the pres
~ure was on. It was his forte and second in the individual was a medal wor
thy. effort. 2Lt Lord and Cpl Hunter had produced an excellent first run 
seemg him placed 13th. For the second run he decided it would be unethi
cal to be<.L his team captain and graciously finished 65th, well done you. 
We now came to the final day's racing. The culmination of all our hard 
work. the team slalom. Condition were perfect. our waxing technique had 
been carefully honed over the three weeks and if we all stayed upright this 
could be our moment of glory. ~fter run one LCpl Tony 'Slalom' 
Ramwell was fastest on the hill with the rest of the team close behind. 
Then.disaster struck. 9oing out for t~e second run he looked good then, 
half\\ay down, he decided to leave his skis at a gate as he continued for 
another I OOm. An interest i n~ decision.and ~:me that looked as though it had 
cost us a medaL A fler a qu iet chat with his team captain, without chen-y 
b~ndy. he graciously offered to buy the rest of the team drinks. After dri 
\ mg back to the accommodation. th inking only of what could have been, a 
couple of soc_ial beers were decided upon to try and drown our sorrows. 
The other optton of drowning LCpl Tony 'Slalom's my forte' Ramwell in 
Zell Lake was only Just rejected 3-2. 

The final -.eed list was produced, 4-1 Lord . Individual combination 4-2 
L•ird . T~e pnz~s went according to !he form-book with 16 Signal Regi 
men! la}111g claim to almost everyth111g. Then ig ' Ritchie (Darkhorse)' 

qunl-s picked up 'Best ovice' and ·Most Improved'. Things were Jook
mg up ... 'O\\ came the moment of truth, the Team Slalom. First was 16 Sig
nal Regiment. Second came 7 Armd Bde and Third wa 3 ln fBde HQ and 
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ig qn! 2Lt Lord's thank you speech had most clo e to tears or 1t may 
have ju t been rather moky, but it was a glorious moment all the amc 
The journey back to Portadown flew by as each time races were recollect: 
ed the time beca1~1e quicker and qu.icker and the )u.~p bigger and bigger 
. ... but on the honzon errc Chevalier and the D1v1s1onal Championship 
beckoned. 

EXERCISE SPARTAN HIKE 
(DIVI IONAL KllNG CHAMPIO SHIPS), 
VILLENEUVE -FRANCE 

After the Christma and ew Year celebrations it wa time to focus on 
the job .in hand, the Divi .ional kiing Championships in Villeneuve, Serre 
Che a.her., France. O~ Fnday 5 January, 200 I , 2Lt Simon '4-2' Lord, Cpl 

ean 4 pint w~nd.er . Hunter, LCpl To~y 'I ~tepped out of my binding' 
Ramwell and 1g R1tch1e (Master-chef) Sqmres once again left Mahon 
Barra.cks to rcpre ent the Squadrnn and the Brigade .. After a 12-hour jour
ney, 111 our slightly more luxunou Land Rover Dt covery, we hit Vil· 
Jeneu\'e, France. The igns were good, there wa now in the re ort with 
more foreca t. ot o good wa on opening our apartment finding a dog 
and people's clothe lying everywhere. After a quiet chat with the Ski· 
world rep the problem was re olved and we unloaded the kit. The location 
wa ideal with the first slope a mere 50m from our front door. 

' The racing d.id.n 't sta~. for six d~ys, giving u ideal opportunity for 
ome quality trammg. lruually we hired extreme carvers to improve our 

technique and introduce us back into the wing of thing in a lightly more 
light-hearted way. The condition were perfect, good compact now and 
excellent visibility. They seemed to have done the trick as on moving back 
to tandard carvers the difference in the way we skied wa clearly evident. 
Sig Squires soon ettled into his role a top chef preparing a veritable fea t 
each evening, generally pa ta or rice based. thought the flat did have an 
annoying tendency to keep tripping the power as soon a more than two 
electrical a_Ppli.ances were switched on. A definite death trap! 

The mam differences between the Corps and Div Championship was 
firstly the standard of skiers and secondly the number of di ciplines. 01\ 

mcluded were Super G and Downhill. The final seed points achieved in 
Zell am See carried forward to give initial seedings in France. First race 
was the seeding Giant Slalom u ed as a confirmatory check. It was steep 
and very icy particularly if going anywhere lower than 50th. The follO\I· 
ing day was the Individual GS, LCpl Ra mwell in the top 15 and looking 
good. However, a tumble in the second run nullified his hard work. The 
remaining three members ' positions didn't change, all finishing near their 
eeding . Things then went from bad to worse. The Team GS saw LCpl 

Tony 'My Ski Slipped' Ra m well living up to his name and Sig ' Ritchie(! 
d1dn 't ee the gate)' Squir es writing off our chances of glory. 

From the lower ection of the mountain the races moved up to I OOOm 
for the Super G and the Downhill . This was new territory for everyone 
ex.cept LCpl Ra m well and the empha is wa on completing the race. as 
this was to be a combined Individual and Team event. One race, all or 
nothing. At last we all managed to stay on our feet! Again everyone made 
up places but the competit ion was too good to make any significant 
c~anges to our overall position. From Super G we remained up the moun
tam and moved onto two days Downhill training. A prerequisite for being 
able to compete in the main race was being able to complete two runs 
down the 2km course. The conditions continued to improve all the time. in 
fact th.e French maintained it was the best race piste they had for ten years. 
The b1~ test for most people was the jump positioned after five gates, by 
which ttme you had enough speed to get some serious air. There was some 
imp.ressive wipe outs with varying styles being employed over the lip of 
!he ~ump. It eemed that tbe Downhill was about to punish anyone wbo got 
11 slightly wrong. We were right. On race day reports soon made their way 
~ack up to the top that the best racers were struggling to stay upright par· 
t1cularly in the compression at the finish . This wa spread round the team 
and everyone agreed to be careful. 2Lt imon 'Downhill's my Forte' 
Lord proved lo be correct as he finished 24th from a start po ition of 58th. 
Sig .'Ritchie (Banzai)' Squires finished a very creditable 69th from a star1 
pos11Jon of 110th managing to beat Cpl Sean 'l knew J should have waxed 
my .skis' Hunter. L Cpl Tony ' I was going too fast boss' Ramwell yet 
aga111 found himself having a quiet chat, wi thout cherry brandy, with 2Lt 
Lord . 

The big races now over it was back down the mountain and back to 
early starts for the remaining two slalom races. Could LCpl Tony 
'Slalom's my forte' Ramwell del iver the goods again as at the Corps or 
was his bad luck set to continue? He redeemed himself slightly by fi nish· 
mg 21 t from a start position of I 20th and only narrowly missed out on a 
well deserved sn.owballing for be ing most improved on the day by th.e 
~ce of God. With talk of the Army Championships now on everyone' 
lips 21.:t Lord looked in a favorable position to poss ibly qualify. Seeded 
44th with a good team slalom result could sec a la t minute entrance. Aller 
a team talk emphasising the importance of fi nishing the fina l event with 
the orthcrn Ireland trophy within our grasp, it was ti me for the final 
event. After ten days racing everyone was fee ling rather tired but keen LO 
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do well and take the trophy from under the RGBW team's nose Al · 
wa n't to be. A.fter what looked to be a good first nm with the majorit~ ~} 
the top 20 fall ing 2Lt Lor? ~as ly111g 25th. However, at protocol ei ht 
names were rea.d out for m1ss111g the same gate, you can guess who !as 
included ! Despite all invo lved swearing blind they hadn't missed 't th 
protocol j.udges slo?d b~ the gate judge's decision and that was the ~~d 0~ 
that! Again LCpl lony I told you slalom's my forte' Ramwell finished a 
very credible 21st: but by. then it was too late. A sad end to the Divisional 
Chmn~1onsh1ps with no silverware to how for our valiant efforts sav s· 
'R1t~hic (Can .1 come next ~ear?)' Squires who picked up the 2nd\e

1

~ 
novice award tor his Downhill effort. s 

LCpl Tony Ramwell su~denly r~alises he stlll hasn't finished a race 
and that 1s why his start position is 108! 

CHIEF G6 VI IT 
Lt Col Uewellyn, Chief G6, ~hose .to visit 3 Inf Bde HQ and Sig Sqn 

on Valentines Day 200 I. Was th1 an 111d1cation of the caring attitude he 
w1she~ to portray towards the Squadron? The programme for his morning 
\ 1s1t h~d managed to mclude four cban~e parades; a cunning plan devised 
by MaJ ~aul Conn~rs the AO. Followmg coffee and biscuits with the QC 
S~n, Ma~ Duncan The Cat' Warne, the 2IC Capt Andy ' Richie Cun
ningham Par fitt took the helm and launched into hi G3 Ops plan, this 
was planned to last 30mm . However, after .much questioning from Chief 
G6 and much bluffing from the 21C, the timmgs began to lip. Poi ed next 
door was ~Cpl Bruce 'Kevin Costner aka The Bodyguard' Morrison 
ready to deliver bis Peasemore brief. Lt Col Llewellyn seemed impres ed 
from t}1e~e h~ m~ved across the corridor into.the COMMCE where Sig 
Gr~g Diesel P~ice howcd the correct techmque for hredding paper for 
which he has a hidden talent. ' 

. AUhis point2LtSimon 'OTC Sport ' Lor d and SSgtLee 'Hoppy' Hop
!'ins 1~1tei:vene? and guided t~e Chief G6 round to TM Section. Sgt J(jer 
Gilly G1k hnest moved straight m thru ting sets of waterproof clothing 

bame ses, cl1mbmg gear and safety helmets in his direction. After mum~ 
bled excu.ses o~ the waterproof: being a little too restrictive and the har
nesses bemg a little too supportive. in the crotch area, the time had come to 
scale the mast. The scene was ak111 to mans ' first step on the moon. the 
cr?wd waited with ?a1ted breath for the .climb to begin, slowly at first, the 
third plat~onn looming 30m above. Havmg only stopped a couple of time 
to cat~h bis br~ath, or maybe JU i admire the view. he was greeted by LCpl 
L. J . Ey .sir M urray. Lt Col Llewellyn seemed to experience a few 
problems m translaung the required drills, in order to return to tcrra firrna 
due to LCpl. Murray:s · .light' Scottish accent. This was eventually recti~ 
fied and Chief G6 dtd ht be t tarfish impre sion sailing lightly back to 
the rnther. relieved OC qn, RSM , AO, Tp QC et al gathered below. After 
peeling h1msel f out of the protective clothing and equipment, he promi ed 
to go.all the way to the top next time. though no one el e eem to remem
b~r htm .makmg such a statement. However, I'm ure he wouldn't\ ant to 
dt appo111t the lads. 

~t ~ol Llewellyn prays that the harness swaying in the wind 
e ind him does not in fact need to be attached to anything 
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TO GH GUY COMPETITI01 - by Sig Foster 
c Th~ Tough Guy Co!f1petition is an annual challenge as part of the Mer
dl!rl up.~t sounds simple on paper, but predictably in reality it is very 

i erent. un over one day it is designed to test the stamina, dexterity and 
gu

1
tsd .of the Royal Signals soldiers who take part. Despite the title female 

so !ers arc encouraged to enter. • 
First up was the load carry. A IOOlbs stretcher and a !OOlbs ammo box 

to ~f ,carried ov~r a 3km course 111 the fastest possible time. Over all we did 
~e and came •!1 at around 19 minutes, a respectable time. We did not 
o%evcr, have time to pat ourselves on the back as by the time we hacl 

stu ed our lun~s back down our throats we had to be on the next event the 
exercise machmes. Yet again. another event that eemed fairly sim [~ on 
pap~r but not. m reality. The team had to 'travel' as far a po sible ~n the 
~owmg m~chmes and the exercise bikes in half an hour. This worked out to 
e five mmut~s on the .rowen; and another five on the bikes. Let me tell 

you, that burnmg pam m your legs i the best feeling in the world, e pe
c1ally as the next event, wtth only a couple of minutes rest was a multi 
tage fitness test. The ideal being that there would be an ~verage taken 

from the lowest score and the highest score to work out a total. Last but not 
least was the w1mmm~ ev~nt. Fl!llY clothed we had to swim as many 
lengths as humanly pos.s1ble m halt. an hour. Different points were awarded 
for different strokes .wtt~ the max11num score being allocated to the Jane 
that had a burden or m this case a large traffic cone. That's right, apparent
ly. we had no~ had enough punishment. Where do they get the jokers that 
t~tnk the e thmgs up? Thi was our best event and that was ironic as it was 
t e one we were all worried about before we started. 

At t~e end of the wimming we were eventually allowed to relax and 
~ere given abou.t an hour before we had to congregate for the prize giving 
Lil the bar .. De p1te our best efforts we still managed to come third (albeit 
by one J)Olllt) and had !O be drag~ed from the bar screaming and shouting 
and askmg for oppos1llon to be disqualified, (well not really). The rest of 
you should be warned that I have no doubt in my mind that we will be 
back next year. 

SENIORS v J l!NJORS FOOTBALL MATCH - bv Cpl Wayne Topping 
Let's get straight to the point, the ~en!ors were \Veil and truly thrashed. 

o two ways to say 1t, beaten by the JUntors. However Jef tell the whole 
~~ I 

. 1.t was a windy, cold and wet day in February (the 23rd in fact) when the 
JUntors challenged the en_1ors to a good old-fashioned football match. 
They accep.ted of course with the usual ~a~ter, ie: how good do you want 
your CR .this year an~ all the re t of the mtumdatton, which did not effect 
us ~ne bit. So. the. kick-off arrived, and the referee (a Sergeant I might 
add.) blew hi whistle. The first twe~ty minute were quite uneventful, 
with the member of.each team checkmg each other skills. Which didn't 
take long for the Jumors, I can tell you. Tbe deadlock wa finally broken, 
or hould that be the floodgate were opened, by the Juniors and from 
there 1t never topped. The OC, Maj Duncan 'The Cat' Warne, (who was 
the goalkeeper) tota!ly lost the plot. wandering around hi area with the 
ball askmg when his 1x econds started! To which the whole ideline 
screamed tha! they had started five econd ago and that he should throw 
the ball as quickly as possible! The pre sure had obviou Jy got to him. 
The Se111ors were let a few con olation goals just to keep them weet but 
the referee d~cided to help them out by ending off four of our player but 
due to the skill of the Juniors this did not help. · 

Afte~ ~ie match. all players went to the Whynge Inn to partake in a few 
orange Jmces. Overall the .event wa a total ucces and everyone involved 
enjoyed tt. Hopefu~ly th1 will become a regular event with different 
ports, o everyone m the quadron can get a chance to be involved. 

PARACHUTI G - by LCpf Bradshm1• 
0!1 24 March eight members of Comms Tp attended a one-day para

chutmg course held at Ballykelly. Cpl Dave 1\veddell organi ed the event 
and from the offso:t the day looked promising a the cloud were clear and 
the we.ather wa fme, we all hoped that we would be able to get our j ump 
111, wh~ch for mo~t of us would be our very first. We started the day with 
the Jes ons eovcnng amongst other th mg landmg, teering the parachute, 
how to leave the plane a~d the safety a peels. obody' confidence was 
boos!ed by t11e .numb~r of Jes ons that covered what to do if the parachute 
dtdn t open or 1fthe lme. nap~ed, .or what to do if you are going to hit the 
floo_r at 40 mph! T~ I . of landmg m the Loch, crashing into hanger and 
gettmg caught .up m the plane at 3500ft didn 't help either, but we \\ ere 
a urcd by t~e 111 tmctor that the e events were rare and it wa - completely 
a.fe 1fwe.d1d.what we had been -hown! After our final Je - on we waited 

with anu~1pauon as the plane .went up for the first time to check the cloud 
base. Unfortunately we we_re mfonned that jumping didn't look li\'e[y for 
toda~ and after a bnef wait we gave. up, promising t return as soon a 
pos 1ble. A we all completed the train ing succe fully we can return to 
complete o~r JUmp 111 the n~r fut ure and then sub equent jump for a 
mall fee, w1t11only11 bnef refre her needed on th(' skill we learnt. We all 

look fo rward to return ing to Ballykelly this time with a bit more luck on 
complet ing our j ump. 

TECHNICAL MAI TE ANCE TROOP 
This month TM Tp say goodbye to three of it more memorable mem

bers. Sig Jim · e\~ Man' Wright and L pl ·G · P) rah ha\ c \ enturcd cast 
to sun them elves 111 yprus for th ree year . Cpl • Ja c' raddock returns 
to the mainland to co1~mand a Oct in Co\·entry at 35 ig R 'gt (\'). JI 1s 
not lo t W7 do ay a big hello to Cpl Da e O" en. clas ·one technu:ian 
po tcd 111 fro~ II ere ford., Cpl ·Bob· Bowden jo111 us from Blandford 
where he ha JUSt pa scd his Cla - One Technician Course. On the ngging 
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side of life. we are joined by Sig Kin g and LCpl Sankey from yprus. To 
all tho e who have lefl u , good luck for the future, and to all tho e that 
have ju l arrt\'ed. w hope that you have a good two ear . 

T O GH G Y 2001- by gt Danny Steele 
Whal bener way to pend a ery cold. fro. ty January morning than to be 

at· 1r fou ·e Farm' - a place five mile outside Wolverhampton. Ye , it's 
Tough Guy 2001 (the year of the mou·-tache). In tota l there were 4000 of 
u · attempting to complete the course · 16 miles, as the crow files, of the 
mo t difficult terrain and obstacle you could hope to me..:•. Ob taclcs uch 
a · omme Battlefield' (run through fire . l.:ap water trenchc ). 'Dunkirk ' 
( wim the whole lake) and 'Stalag E cape' (belly crawl full body on the 
floor) are definitely not for the faint hearted! 

The Tough Guy Competition ha a long hi tory of fancy dres - from 
ballerina to A troopers. This year it had its first e er football referee. 
Ye ... ME!! Well. when you think of the amount of abu e and torture I suf
fer every week on the pitch, the Tough Guy should be ery easy. 

The course wa difficult enough. but it was good to be able to caurion 
people for time wa ting, cheating and faking injuries - not to mention 
sending people off for using abusive language! During the course I caught 
up with my mate 'Wilkie'. a Tough Guy veteran who has not only com
pleted the course 12 times before, but was ALSO carryi11g a SOlb Bergan! 
A typical Hereford man! The most difficult part of the course was the 
·Dunkirk' obstacle - I was so cold coming out of the lake that ' I felt as 
though I could sing soprano (yes, it was that cold). The secret to getting 
through Tough Guy is to keep going and to have a sense of humour. The 
comradeship is unique to the competition - where el e would you find 
Hell's Angels alongside business executives? I have talked about Tough 
Guy so much that l have managed to rope i11 one new recruit (or wet 
neck', to use the official name), for next year- W02 RQMS Chris Davies 
(Sniper and enior Brecon trained) - l do hope his life as urance is in order 
- he'll need it! So if any of you bellies, boy couts and lanyard commandos 
would like a real challenge then feel free to contact: 
~r Mouse Farm for Unfortunates 

Jenny Walker Lane 
Old Perton 
South Staffordshire 
V.:V6 7HB 

Sqn Comd Maj D. B. Warne 
R M WOI (RSM) A. M. Maxted 
SQ ADRON H ADQ ARTERS 

We say welcome to Cpl McKnigh t R IRlSH who has taken over as the 
Movement Clerk for the Squadron. Congratulations to Cpl Birch and his 
"ife Karen on the birth of their daughter. 

COMM TP 
Tp Comd 2Lt imon Lord 
SSgt gt Lee ' Hoppy' Hopkins 
MERC RY CUP ATHLETICS - by Sig Keny 0 'Connor 

On 19 April 2001 'athletes' from 3 lnfBde HQ and Sig Sqn took part in 
The ~ercury Cup Athletics competition at Thiepval Bks, Lisburn. On 
reachmg Lisburn there were a few surprises fo r all the competitors as they 
fou~d out wha_t event _they had b~en 'volunteered for'. Everyone quickly 
got mto the spmt of thmgs, especially Cpl Wayne Topping, who warmed 
up his lungs by running around the track with a cigarette in his mouth. Cpl 
\1att Dawson ach ieved our only fir t position, in the 11 Om hurdles who 
cxcued at winning his event, finished the race with a spectacular fo~ard 
roll . ' ig 'Lanky Legs Crane' Jones and Sig 'Ritchie' quires attempted 
the lo,ng jump but only mana~ed ~ total_ of 3_m be~een them. LCpl 'Big 
Da\e Terron came a Jue~ third m the Javelin, which was a surprise to us 
all becau e three out of his four throws were disqualified. In the male 4 x 
400~ rel~y the lads :were in a good position until the RQMS, W02 
Oa\IC", tnpped over his own feet and dropped back to last place, unfortu
nately the 21 . Capt Parfi tt, ran an exciting last leg and pulled them back 
to second place. Everyone enjoyed the day laughing at everyone else's 
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porting mishaps. urprisingly the quadron reached a respectable third 
place that rounded off an enjoyable day off work. 

NISAAM 2001 - by Sig Adam King 
23 - 27 April 2001 aw the annual I AAM (Northern Ireland Skill At 

Am1 Meeting) at Ballykinler ranges contested between 3 Inf Bde HQ and 
ig qn. 39 Inf Bde HQ and Sig Sqn, IS Inf Bde HQ and Sig Sqn 8 Inf 

Bde HQ and ig Sqn. The AGC, RMP. Int orp and all of the J~fantry 
Units. The competition~ as made up of a Pistol Shoot, a March and Shoot 
a Combat Shoot and several nom1al Rifle hoots. 3 Inf Bde HQ and Sig 

qn put in a five-man team of crack shot (Hmmmm), gt Rob 
McCorkell, Cpl Dave Owen, LCpl Chri Williams, LCpl Dai Owen 
and Sig Adam King. This was Sig King's econd major kill at arms 
meeting, the fir t being the CORPSAAM of 1998 where he won the Be t 
Yollllg Soldier category. Overall the team did not do itself ju lice, in com
parison to the individual shoot where there was some very good shooting. 
LCpl Chris William and Sig Adam King were placed in the top 20 of 
the individual pistol competition, which was good considering the overall 
tandard . Cpl Dave Owen was placed third in the moving target shoot 

Sig Adam King wa placed in the top ten for the Roupell shoot, which is a 
competition of 100, 200, 300 meter hooting in different positions. LCpl 
Chr is Will iams imprcs ed the team with his overall shooting and the 
speed in which he flew down the range in the falling plate shoot. Sgt Rob 
McCorkell and LCpl Daz Owen had a good FIBUA shoot putting them
selves in the top half of the core sheet. In the overall standings Sig Adam 
King, Cpl Dave Owen and Sgt Rob McCorkell finished in the top 15% 
of orthem Ireland. With some hard work and practice 3 Inf Bde HQ and 
Sig qn hould be able to put in a team which will do well next year and 
maybe even bring back ome ilver wear. 

THE BRIGADIER'S CUP 6-A-SIDE FOOTBALL COMPETITIO 
by LCpl Murray 

The Brigadier 's Cup is a six-event competition being run over a 12 
month period, with one event taking place every other month. Each one is 
being organi ed by a different JNCO. The six different events are Rugby, 
held in February, Football, Badminton in JUJle, Golf in August, Clay 
Pigeon in October and fmally Basketball in December. The competition is 
between Comms Tp. Sp Tp and the Bde HQ. After I had put in a lot of 
hard work to organise the competition, with the occasional little tip from 
the RSM, the 6-a-Side football took place on 27 April at Drumadd Bar
racks, Armagh. The first game was between Comma Tp and Sp Tp; Sp Tp 
won 2-0. Up next Comma Tp again t Bde HQ. The Brigade team won 1-0, 
leaving Comms Tp dov·m and out with both their games lost. So it was on 
to the final game, Bde HQ v Sp Tp. After the final 20mins the score were 
tied at 1-1. It would have to be decided by a penalty shoot out. After only 
even of the cheduled ten penalties Sp Tp came out the victors by 3-1. It 

was then off to the bar for a couple of drinks and time for the OC Sqn, Maj 
Warne, to present the medals to the winning Team. Having already won 
the Rugby, Sp Tp are off to a flying start, however, l am sure Comms Tp 
and Bde HQ are determined to do well in the Badminton to try and pull 
some points back. 

ORTHERN IRELAND ATHLETICS DAY 9 MAY 2001 
by Sig Dave Smart 

A fler a lot of waiting around for the transport, the 3 Inf Bde HQ and Sig 
Sqn athletics team set off to conquer all at Thiepval Bks, Lisburn, the loca
tion for the I Athletics Championships 200 I. On completion of the regis
tration and the Team Captain's briefing, each of the elite team members 
waited with anticipation for their chosen event to start. Capt Cowan 
excelled in the SOOOm and W02 (FofS) Ro s, de pite his age, managed to 
stom1 into a first place position in the 800m. Unfortunately LCpl Morri
son was late for his first event but went on to be victorious in the hot put 
in the afternoon. Cpl ' Sport Billy ' Dawson competed in almost ever) 
event and proved he was a worthy asset to the team by winning nearly all 
of them. Cpl 'Hatch' Ha tcher competed in the javelin and discus events 
and showed 12 Ml Coy what he was made of. Sig 'Marathon Man· Dave 
Smart can econd in the 400m even though there were only two people 
running. Unfortunately Cpl 'Wayne' Topping who competed in the 400m 
hurdles and long jump, couldn't stop for the results and prize giving as he 
had a pressing engagement with FRY. LCpl Sankey exerted himself for 
the 1 OOm event and managed to gain an excellent position. The finale was 
the 4 x 400m relay, our team comprised of Capt Parfitt, Sgt Maxwell, 
Cpl Dawson and LCpl Sankey. As each member of the relay team com· 
ple~ed his leg, it became obvious that the team was going to be victoriou~. 
To mcrease morale the Troop OC, 2Lt Lord turned up to give the team his 
utmost support for the prize giving. All in all an excellent 'day out due to 
perfect weather and team spirit result in 3 Inf Bde HQ and Sig Sqn becom
ing the NI Minor Unit Athlet ics Champions. 

WATER SPORTS DAY - by Sig Dan King . 
The time of year had arrived again for the speed boat and the jct ski to 

be dragged out of the store and some pain inflicted on those stupid enough 
to participate in a bit of 'water sports'. The day got off to a flying st~rt 
(not) when it was di covered that some bright spark had left fue l in the J~I 
ski from last year, which obviously made it run a treat. LCpl Stevie 
'When's the bar open?' Kite and Cpl Marty 'Old Man' Thomas endeav
ored non-the less and successfully got both the boat and the jet ski up and 
running by 1430hrs in the afternoon. Finally with all the kit up and run
ning we attempted to brew it again. Everyone was rea lly impressed wllh 
the high quality pulling power of the wet suits so in the end it was decided 
we would go without, even though the water was Baltic. TL1e sun was out 
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and so were the big boys around the barbecue, LCpl Tony Tm in charge' 
Ra~well, LCpl D~ve Get m my belly' Terron and SSgtCol ' Raw chick
~n 1s good for you Lymburn. After an hour pumping the banana boat up 
Cpl John 'Two can van damme' Blowes collapsed in a heap. We then pro: 
~cede? to venture onto the water fo r all often minutes before it deflated in 
the n11ddlc of Lough Neagh. Towards the end of the day after ten burgers 
four hot do~s an? some ' healthy' sa lad, LCpl Dave Terron decided tog~ 
out on the Jet-skL Afler fi_ve 111111utes he had managed to break it, leaving 
h1msdl stranded m the m1d?Ic of the Lough. The stranded sai lor now had 
to make some. JCt-sk1 ~udd1es to tow him back. Luckily he managed to 
make 11 back m one piece. S?me of us were not so lucky, whi le on the 
banana boat ! managed to split _LCpl Gillian Williams' lip open. By this 
11me_ 1t was nmc for all the achmg sailors to return to camp having had a 
q11ahty day out. 

STARLIGHT CHALLENGE 23 MAY 2001 - by Cpl Neil Hatcher 
On 23 May, 3 In f B~~ I IQ and Sig Sqn entered two teams into a 

6-a-S1dc. football c?mpet1t1011 _to raise money for the Starlight Chi ldrens' 
Foundallon, a charity for termmally ill children . The money goes towards 

a_ trip to Disney World or a computer to give the children something po i
llve to focus on ._ With _this in mind we deployed to Ballykinlcr on a glori
ous sunn:\' mommg :with expectations high. On arrival and looking at the 
fi~tures hst, we nouced a team named 'The Professionals'. There wa;, a 
bnef moment of concern as how they had managed to get a team of pros 
but that thought vamshcd at the sight of six lads running about m curly :;gs and leather ja~kets, definitely Bodie and Doyle, rather than Brady 

d Crnyffi The A Team had a few problems in negotiating the group 
stage~, JUSt ?~e defeat agamst the RMPs, the goals were scored mainly by 
Cpl Robbie R?bson, Pte 'Jim' Ellis and Pte 'Stevie' Wilk inson 
although !hey m1 sed more than they scored. Jn the quarter-final the 
B~1gade dictated the game and scored through Jim Ell is while there were 
stil l missed ch~nces. In the semi-finals we played RTS, who we had 
already beaten m th~ group stage. The game was tense with not many 
chances and was ~ec1ded by a defensive mi take by 2Lt Simon Lord. His 
short back p~ss gifted them the winner, it was a cruel way to fini h but 
everyone en;oyed the day and managed to get a decent tan making a 
change from the_rain. More importantly a lot of money was rai' ed for this 
worthwhile chanty. 

39 INFANTRY BRIGADE HEADQUARTERS AND 
SIGNAL SQUADRON (213) 

Sqn Comd Maj A. R. Knott 
RSM WOl (RSM) S. M. Lockwood 
SQUADRO HEADQUARTERS 

A s_a~ farewe ll i b_id to SSgt Stu Smart AGC who left on 
comm1ss1onmg. We certamly wish you and your family the very best of 
luck 111 the Officer Corp . Into his hoes has stepped SSgt Alan Hatton 
AGC. the new Chief Clerk. Welcome! 

SSgt Hatton demonstrates that he will not be lying down on the job 
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Welcome also lo the new Training Wing S CO, Sgt Paul Conroy, 
who has taken over from ~r Stevie Stoker. He has already made his 
mark on the Squa~ron, cuttmg about and making things happen. Be t 
wishes go to S_tev1e Stoker in his new civilian life. Congratulations to 
C~pt A. J . Smith on.his recent engagement to Miss Catrina Porter. We 
wish you every happmess together and are sure the wedding in St Lucia 
will be perfect. Does she know what she is signing up to? 

EXERCISE MOURNE MINDER 
. Well done to all those who took part in the Unit !TD exercise. The 

b1gge t_ th~k you must go to Sgt Paul Conroy and hi team for their 
authennc First Aid stand, _complete with bleeding, breathing, breaks and 
bums. The team 1s still trymg to remove fake blood from their hands. 

COMMUNICATIO STROOP 
Tp Comd Lt _ Y. Richardson 
Tp SSgt SSgt R . .J , Atherton 

OPERATIO S SECTIO 
Just one welcome this issue, which ~oes to Sig Jan Walker recent ly 

amved J!om 7 Sig Regt, we hope you wi ll be very happy here, especially 
when bemg barman 011e month after arriving. 

On .the farewe~I front _however we have a few. Goodbye to Cpl Kenny 
Pu rd1~ who, after being posted in 1 ovember 2000, came off the 
p~omotto~s board u~sequently losing his new job. then had his next post 
d1 established, and 1s now finally leaving Province fo r unny Cyprus. 
K~nny you have been an as el to SYSCO and Rover Group and we 
wish you well. Farewell also to LCpl Martin Kennie who leaves us on 
promot.ion ~nd goes .to 7 ig Regt. We also congratulate you on your 
recent m~mage to 11 Sarah Wynn and hope you will have a long and 
happy life together. Thank you too fo r your contribution to 
SYSCO f frials and Rover Group. 

La t but not least we say so long to Pte Andy Aitchison RLC also 
leaving u on promotion to. AF ORTH ._ Thank you for all your\ard 
work and long hour 111 dnvmg the Brigade Command. OC Comm 
thanks you a well for giving her lot of practice wri ting character 
refe!ence and _fighting soldiers· comers. Try to stay out of trouble. enjoy 
havmg your tripe back, and don ' t forget u . 

The Crypto Cell have had a trying month with variou in pection 
bemg the. order oft.he day. l! i with. a mile that we can r port they 
passed wuhout a hitch and m fact a glowing report from CDA was 
received. So well done to Cpls 'Del ' Dela ney and Brett G r is t for 
burning the midnight oil in preparation. 

P BLIC ORDER TRAINING 
The 1st Bn A~gyll and outherland Highlanders organi ed a Brigade 

Public Order Tram mg package at Ballykinler Training Centre between 26 
M~rc.h and 6 Apnl 200~. 39 Inf Bde HQ and ig Sqn were allocated a 
tra111111g opportumty with F Company, 9th Bn Roya l Irish. o Rover 
Group and various nullers deployed with the Royal lri h lo ha e bottle 
tone_s and petrol bombs thrown at them in the pouring min. Such wa' 

certam Troop members poor admin that ?n vi iting, the O qundron had 
to lend l11 s gorte'( lo pre ent one 1gnaller from collap ing with 
hypothermia. However, it wa delightful to ee that for once Pte · trctch' 
O 'Hare bad Ii tene? to what he had been instru ted and wore his ex) 
green thermal l e~gmg-. Tie .' n equally pleased when el alight b) a 
petrol bomb, wl11ch burnt his trousers, and hi leg were a\'ed by the 
leggings. However. the end re ult wa that he looked more hke a tramp 
than normal. Well done to Pte Hayley Andrew who managed to put out 
Pte 'Var Hardy, whi l tallowing' tretch' to bum. 
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TE H. 'l AL IAl TE. E ECTION 
o arri,aL thi. month. just the d panure of Sgt Alvin ·Billy' Lilburn. 

He has left the Troop on promotion, ' O congratulation to y~u. but he has 
defected up:tairs to JOin the newly formed Ops Team. 11 ~s 1te' Man~ger. 
The Riggers "ish you well and im ite you to drop m tor the occasional 
coffee. The Technical Maintenance work hop ha e recently been 
unchamcteri tically buy (sarca m don·t oujust I.we it). _nder faultles. 
yet erratic leader·hip for Sgt 'Jonah · Jone!;, team w!!re dispersed 111 the 
country. ide and citie , armed a alway , but not JU I ~Ith the U ·ual 
arsenal but al o bucket of di infectant and bm hes. Ha 111g comi;-cted 
all the ~ecc ary ta king to provide communications_ around the Brigade 
area ,, sat back and waited. onl) to have all the maJOr _e ent c_ancellcd 
due to the wretched Foot and 1outh di ease. Th~ R1gg111g ecuon ~aye 
be n particularly busy preparing for the fonhcom111g Ma~che . Mo. t JObs 
went well apan from ig Derek Slowey and L pl Craig ·Beppe Bate 
getting their in ides cooked whil t up a mast. 

EXERCI E CELTI WARRIOR 
ince the la t edition of The WIRE. tTial ha c taken place of the 

illustrious Chancellor equipment in preparation for Marching ea on 
2001. The exerci e, gamely named Celtic Warrior took place in Province 
and the admin from our end was masterminded by Sgt Paul 'Chancl'.llor 
kno'' it all' Faizey. with the aid of a elect band of merry men. The mght 

ky over Ballykinler Training Centre hone bnghtly w.tth the 1ght .of 
burning cars and echoed to the ound of rioters. ~ontrastmg .great~y ' 1th 
the ound of technician tinkering in vain to receive down-hnk picture . 
Overall the two week proved to be a ucces , although the team were 
·lightly concerned that the only pictur.es some lnfant;ry Companie were 
intere ted in receiving were Leeds United V Depo~1vo la Coruna. On a 
final note concerning the Heli-Teli te t . we would hke to congratulate Lt 
Richardson' keen eye ight on pointing out to u where the helicopter 
had moved to. only to be informed that it was actually a tar! 

PPORTTROOP 
Tp Comd Capt G. Maddison RLC 
WOIC W02 (RQMS) Belam 
RQ IS DEPARTME T . 

Goodbye to Cpl John Da,ies and his wife, Anna, who lea e Province 
for pa ture new. Thank you for all your help both in the stores 
environment and in helping the boy in the Squadron to wm the Corp 
nowboarding Championship . 

COMJC RELIEF 2001 - 16 IARCH 
Red ose Day 200 I and 39 Inf Bde HQ & Sig qn decided to do some 

fund raising. It was a typical day in Lisburn, extremely cold and wmdy, 
o three girls Cpl 'Joole ' Robert . 'Chaz' Charn~~k an~ Rachel 

Jacklin came to work in their pyjamas to get mto the spmt ofthmgs. The 
idea was to walk around camp collecting money. along with our secret 
weapon for tho e who were not feeling too charitable. This ca.me in the 
form ofLCpl John 'More press ups please' Pritchard, who with t~e ~td 
of an exercise mat was ready to give out press ups to any v1ct1m 
un' illing to pay. After a successful day including LC.pl 'Taff' ~ewis 
accosting everyone in the Brigade Headquarters for their ~oney, tr was 
down to the Unit club where bar person LCpl Donna Chivers ensured 
everyone donated even more money. under the threat of !lo donation, no 
drink. In the end a total of £798.24 was rat ed. o a big thank you to 
everyone involved. 

39 Brigade girls strut their stuff 

The farewell to the 1\1T culminated in a ?O's Night in the Hor eshoe 
lub. Peace signs, flowers and glitter transfonned the Club into a disco 

di\a's paradise. The Rover Group maintained usual standards, looking as 
if they had just stepped out of a porn movie, no change there I hear you 
cry. The best outfit award must be given to Cpl at Kemp, who had a 
crowd of admirer following her all-in-one white number, wherever she 
went. The mlbl make-up. yet with the least effort goes to LCpl teve 
Ireson. complete with wounded leg, looking as though he had just 
<acppcd out of the Vietnam war. 
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LCpl Ireson holds LCpl Howell in a death grip to prevent her from 
escaping his clutches 

After everal drinks our head were 'in a pin and our feet would not 
touch the ground'. ln fact ' it felt, like, it. felt like we're in love: . . wen 
done to Cpl Stroud, ably as i ted by Sig Kev Pack, m org.anism~ a 
fantast ic evening of food and dance for all Unit member to enjoy. A JOb 
well done. 

MlNIMlNDER 
The brave and the stupid from 39 Inf Bde HQ and Sig Sqn departed 

from Ballykinler to undertake so!lle special to theatr~ training. Since the 
last edition, they have done this not on.ce, but twice. As always the 
weather in Ballykinler left much to be de ired, however, not this tune for 
the exerci ing Troop snug in their vehic les, but for the 'enemy' who 
happened to be the Offrs. WOs and S c;o of the. Unit, no justice at all 
The training was a complete success with a few 111c1dents o~ note. The 
award for greatest imagination goes to LCpl Tony Moranc1e, who on 
being told there were in a location to carry out .a .techmcal repair, 
proceeded to mime exactly what he would do on amvm~ Ill local!On. In 
his imaginary world he also became bu llet proof and as mv111c1ble as the 
rest of the section. Muppet of the exerci e goes to Pte Steve Elford and 
his section, who on hearing a cat fight spilling into the road, got the 
section to cock their weapons in fear of attack, not the manes! move m 
the world. The bigge t and best award of the exercise is granted to LCpl 
Donna 'Wondenvoman' Chivers. Who not only pushed a car to the side 
of the road wl]ilst the boys hid in the back. but when out numbered three 
to one, continued to point her pistol at the terrified terrorist, Pte Andy 
Aitchi on (not the easie t bloke in the world l? frigh.ten). She re~clled 
bullets with her wri tbands, killed grown men with a flick of her hair and 
still managed to run the bar the fo llowing night - What a girl. 

OPERATIO SEALIO - by Sgt Paul Fai::ey . 
The afternoon of 16 May saw Capt A. J. Smith and myselfawa1trng 

the arrival of a Wessex to fly us to Mosyow Camp and then on lo an RV 
with HMS Brecon in Cal ingford Lough. We were to undertake a senes.of 
Comms Trials for the Royal avy and the Royal Marine , whose. duties 
involve boarding v ferries on their passage in and out of Warrenp.omt. On 
arriving at Moscow two SNO l staff greeted us. They were holdmg what 
looked like two black gimp suits. These, apparently, were Typhoon su~ts. 
requiring us to expel all the air in order that we would not float upside 
down. It was with a certain amount of trepidation that we ltstened to 
instructions on how to inflate the life vests. Try as he may, there was no 
way he could convince me that it could hold a fully equipped solchcr 
afloat. 

Once on the shores of Carlingford Lough, Capt Smith and I had to lug 
a large box of COUGARNET equipment, rifles and personal kit across a 
very roughly pebbled beach and 20m out to a Rigid Raider. Much fu~ 
was had by the spectators, who were determined not to make things c~) 
for us by transferring us to a RIB five minutes later. The JOurney t~ t e 
ferry could only be described as the longest, wettest ro ller-coaster nde l 
have ever experienced, not to mention the boarding of the ferry on a 
rickety rope and rope ladder combination. 1 lowever o~ce on board the 
trials began. What we failed to appreciate was the time ta~en to. 9ct 
around inside the ferry, as the vehicle deck was packe4, was 111te11sihcd 
by the problem of climbing over and under HGV's with a rebro 10 a 
daysack. . he 

After three boarding the water seemed to take 1t toll on t .. 
equipment and our brief insight into how the senior se"'.ice does bu~~e~d 
came to an end. After making our farewells, Capt Smith and I su er d 
one final humiliation by being strapped face to face on a winch cable an 
were lifted as one up to the Wessex hovering above. 
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IILITARY ACTIVITIES 
43rd MILITARY PILGRIMAGE TO LOURDES 

1st (UNITED KINGDOM) 
ARMOURED DIVISION HEADQUARTERS 

AND SIGNAL REGIMENT 

A contingent of 14 soldiers accompanied by the Rev D. H. Kelly represented the Regiment at the 43rd Military Pilgrimage to Lourdes between 16-22 
May 2001. The British Forces Gennany contingent travelled as guests on a train chartered by the Bundeswchr. The train carrying approximately 300 
Briti h. German, orwegian and Dutch soldiers travelled from Berlin to Lourdes with a short stop off in Aschen for the first of many Masses. 

The chosen few prepare to confess, but where's the Padre? 

SPORTS 
I TER SQUADRON HOCKEY COMPETITIO . . . , . . 

In May the Regimental Inter Squadron Hockey Compettton wa contested. A day which can only .be ~escnbed as .scorch10 aw some good hock.ey and 
plenty of team spirit as 20 l, 211. 212 and HQ Squadron battled. for the cu~. It was a clo e mn th1~g m the end with HQ Squadron narrowly takmg the 
honours. 20 l Sig Sqn took the Runners Up slot followed by the mighty 211 Sig Sqn and finally 212 Sig Sqn. 

The victorious HQ Squadron Team 

Capt Johnson demonstrates his unshakable belief that if he hits it up the middle enough times it will surely go in - It didn't! 
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L~~~eil ~.~:e!~~e and gt ·Ollie' Reed took part in the London Mara~on thi . year in order to raise money for Mencap. After several months 
training they both uccc fully completed the marathOJ?· Both of them are undecided which wa harder running the Marathon or collecting the ponsor.;hip 
mone) from the Offi ers, \\'arrant Officers and the emor CO . 

Maj Makepeace demonstrates that he has already got a bit of a 
sweat on to SSgt 'Ollie' Reed 

Maj Makepeace assures Kate Adie he will get her picture in 
The WIRE as he knows the Regimental WIRE notes Officer. 

SSgt Reed knows him also 
and is not too sure that he will make the deadline 

(That decision belongs to the Editor of The WIRE!) 

2 SIGNAL REGIMENT 

co 
RSM 

Lt Col I. Cameron-Mowat 
WOl (RSM) A. J. Frost 

REGil\1ENTAL LEADERSHIP CADRE 
EXERCISE KEY LEADER 11-16 MAY 2001 

Ex Key Leader wa the second week of the lea~ersh~p d_evelopment 
course that had fallen victim to ·foot and mouth earlier 111 the year. 
Garelochhead Scotland was the location with the aim of taking 23 

ignallers into' the field, gening them cold, wet and tired then as essing 
their reactions. Unfortunately as much as gt Pete Preece anempted to 
arrange torrential downpours we were in fact bat~ed in su.nshine, .moved 
into cloud and obtained the morale boosting soakmg only JUSt m time for 
the final attack. The first day of the course concentrated on revision of the 
orders proces and infantry skills. The sections were also introduced t? 
their simulated reserve ammunition burdens that were not to leave their 
ides for the duration of the week (a fine display of initiative was shown 

by tho e who emptied their amm1:1nition boxes of t~e weight!) . . 1:he 
exerci e focused on command rotation wnh each appomtment requmng 
the i suing of orders and the subsequent leading of patrols. producing 
much amusement for the DS in some cases. Lt (now Capt) Jamie oble, 
arriYing at a section's location to recei~e orders was met by ~ section 
commander with a multitude of apologies for not producmg his orders 
due to 'not having a clue'. Timings became a matter for discussion during 
orders with Sig Amritman checking a departure time of 21.00 hour wa 
OK with everyone. o prior engagements? The course culminated with a 
Troop attack at dawn. Sig Pikendra, in the heat of banl.ei lost all po~er 
of talking at less than four hundred words a n11nute .. requmng the calmmg 
touch of acting Sergeant, Sig 'Foghorn' Cleghorn, m order to extract any 
useful mformation. In the meantime Sig 'Ollie' Oliver was seen running 
through the enemy's defensive position dragging a burning trip flare 
behind him. We also unfortunately lost one fine warrior. Sig 'Red' 
Herring had to withdraw to the rear echelons when it was discovered that 
he has an aversion to loud noises! The overall objective of the exercise 
was met. It proved to be tiring and arduous for all those who took part, 
giving an excellent opportunity for potential junior NCOs to shine 
through. 

HEADQ ARTERSSQUADRO 
qn Comd \faj M. Bailes 
SM W02 (SSM) P. Griffiths 

REGIME 'TAL HEADQUARTERS 
The time has come to say farewell and also to offer our congratulations 
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to depaning WOl (RSM) Keilty who leaves to take up the position as 
Corp RSM in Blandford. At the ame time we also say hello and bid 
welcome to WOl (RSM) Frost and wish him a very enjoyable and 
succe sful tour here in York. As you can see from the picture, 2 Signal 
Regiment is keeping up with tradition of only accepting the most dubious 
of characters into thi prestigious post. 

HEADQUARTERS MOTOR TRANSPORT 
MTO Capt Craig 
Tp SSgt SSgt Mills/ SSgt Smith . 

The Troop has been bu_sy getting people from the Regtme~t t,hrough 
their Motorcycle courses m ewca tie. Only one problem, Sig . Flying 
Anael ' Amar managed to wrap himself around a lamp post. Luckily 
the~e was no damage co the motor bike, just to his pride. Also Cpl ·can l 
do thi course?' Findlay and LCpl ' I know which bus it is ' Dickinson 
went to Leconfield with the Master Driver to teach four civilians how to 
drive cross-country. The training went extremely well. In the evenin~, 
both instructor Fin and Dicko had to get a bus back to Beverley, but m 
the true tradition of linemen they got on a bus that only stopped at Bull. 
The re t of the Troop have been getting the vehicles ready for Ex Sa1f 
Sareea and driver training. C pl Pete 'Can I have my LS&G~? 
Longworth has been busy trying to teach the baby Tech how to dnve 
LGV. Ile is still alive Gust) . The servicing bay has been bu y prepanng 
the wagons for Ex Saif Sareea and a few changes have taken place, with 
LCpl Dickinson taking over from Cpl Ba laram and newl.Y _pr_omoted 
Cpl Chris ' I am massive aren't I?' Hanks (REM E) JOinmg the 
inspection team. 

A turn over in personalities over the last couple of months means we 
say farewell to Cpl Billy ' Pod Op' Davidson,_ posted to sunny Brawdy. 
Sig 'Bungle' Blundell is po ted to HQNI 15 S1gs on promotion to Lance 
Corporal (there is hope for us all). Good luck to Sig Tom Rayb_ould n?w 
in civ div and to Capt Rajendra, C pl Balaram, LCpl SanJeev, St~S 
Amar and Dilip, who have gone to help form the new 246 Gurkha S~g 
Sqn. We welcome the new MTO, Capt Craig, who has been posted m 
from 4th Armoured Brigade Headquarters and Signal Squadron (204). 
I le has arrived with his new set of fi les which have now been added. to 
the MT system, which is a now a lot better, unles you a~e. a .technician 
and the answer is still, ' o you can't have a non availabthty . We. also 
welcome LCpl Wayne Musson to the Troop posted in from 14 Signal 
Regiment (EW) with his Charlie fire team p~us reserve._ I have also bee~ 
paid to say hello to .SSgt 'Where 1s he?' Smith posted m from 14 S1gna 
Regiment (EW), allegedly. 
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HQMT - Where have they all gone? 

QUARTERMASTER'S ('.fECHNICAL) DEPARTMENT 
As ever the QM(T) Dept has been a hive of activity, concentrating on 

the build up to Cormorant and the preparation for the up and coming 
Kohima weekend. The Dept wishes to pass on our greetings to W02 Jim 
Stillie and family, who ha taken up the reins as RQMS(G) from W02 
Terry Hague who has apparently moved onto bigger and better things as 
OC ISM Tp. We would also like to welcome Sgt Don Cunningham, who 
has taken up post as our resident gardener. Fond farewells .to Ma rk 
Dunnachie on promotion to Cpl. He has headed off to 249 Sig Sqn ta 

sunny Bulford, (drop us a line from orway, Mark). News from the 
trenches: - Our wanna-be commando/para Sig Crawford Scott, has 
recently completed the regimental cadre course, but alas he didn ' t come 
top. Better luck next year! Crawford. Congratulations to LCpl Claire 
Dawson, on passing her Class I upgrading with a distinction. 

MIKE TROOP 
Tp Comd WOl (FofS) Pete Hodson 
Tp Admin SSgt Steve Swithenbank 

Life in Mike Tp ha been fairly quiet recently with many Troop 
members still away in the Falkland Island . There have been a. few 
change in per onnel with Troop OC, WOl (FofS) Dodd wanglmg a 
posting to CPD in Blandford. Good luck and best wishes from the Troop. 
Hi replacement WOI (FofS) Pete Hodson has taken the helm and we ' re 
sure he will enjoy hi stay in 'sunny' York. Other depanures from the 
Troop aw Cpl Steve 'Or is it orman?' Hayward move, on an mter-
quadron posting to 214 Sig Sqn and Cpl Chris 'Hair Flick' ix on 

return to Civ Div· good luck to both. Welcomes go out to Cpl Dave 
Shilton and Cpl lance Hanson who have arrived from 214 Si~ qn. 
Congratulations go out to Cpl Graham 'Eddy' Waring on pas mg lus 
initial selection for helicopter pilot training with the AAC. Good luck 
with the following stage . Well done, too, to Cpl Jodie 'BOB' \\'.ood for 
passing her RSJCC without even cheating and to Cpl Joe ' Hide that 
Vodka' Abbott, Cpl Davey 'Old Before My Times' Holmes and Cpl 

raig 'Baby Face' Thomas on their recent, long awaited and well earned 
promotions. Get those crate in! 

REGIMENTAL GE ERATOR BAY 
During the month of May the Gene Bay said goo~lbye to Sgt Wyatt on 

well-de erved promotion to Staff Sergeant and po tmg to 219 S1~ qn._ A 
well-rehearsed leaving do wa organised in the form of a 70'. dno di~a 
where Sgt Stanley-Jones was in hi clement! Congratulation to Sig 
Cle~horn who ucce fully achieved econd place in pha e two of the 
Reguncntal Leadership ourse. 
219 SIGNAL SQUAD RO 
Sqn 2IC Capt Henderson 

qn SSM Sgt Wyatt . . 
Well, 1t has been a period of change for 219 1g qn. First there was 

the promotions board for Staff crgeant to W02 and then all the C~ 
were po ted! We say goodbye to SSgt (YofS) Winstanley, SSgt Curtis 
and SSgt (SQMS) 1\1ff on promotion and Sgt (FofS) Leyland bid u 
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farewell with a smug grin as he heads for the beach in Cyprus. In their 
places we welcome SSgt (FofS) Morrison straight from the Foreman's 
Course and SSgt (SQMS) Wyatt from the Regimental Gene Bay. Sgt 
Farley has been given the thankJess task of filling in for the Squadron 
Yeoman, which should stand him in good stead for hi Yeoman' Course 
in June. 

EAGLE TROOP 
Tp SSgt SSgt Messenger 
Tp Sgt Sgt Farley . . 

Firstly, we say hello to C pl Jase Lowes and his family who have 
joined u from 16 Sig Regt. He has already been given the unenviable 
task of sorting out the Radio Relay detachments. LCpl 'Scotty' 
Ashmore, who ha joined us from 4 Armd Bde, is already finding it hard 
to dodge all the jiff job that are floating around. Goodbye to our 
illustriou leader Sut Roy Messenger who ha been po tcd out to C1v 
Div after 22 year i; the Army. We all want to wi h him Good Luck in 
his future career. Sgt Charlie Farley i going down to Blandford on hi 
Yeoman's course - Good Luck on the course and the rest of your tours 
within. the Royal Corps. Cpl 'Slim' Railey i off to 4 Armd Bde. He will 
be sorely mi ed (or will he?) - ee you in Oma~. LCpl ' Benny' Bennett 
ha been posted to 21 ig Regt and congratulations on the birth of your 
little girl. Bridie. Also congratulations to LCpl Dave Hallway who has 
also had a new arrival, a little girl Anna. He has been po ted to JC l. 
And la t but not at all least Sig 'Get the bines out' McGarrity ha been 
posted to I UK ADSR - good luck, take care and congratulations on your 
promotion. 

FALCO TROOP 
Tp Comd Lt Haslewood 
Tp SSgt gt Cassidy . . 

Within Falcon Tp we ay llello to Cpl Billy Kmg, fresh from 3 
Commando Bde Cpl lark Eltringham from 21 ig Rcgt and ig 
Larry Collins f;om 7 !g Regt. We are als? axing goodby_e t? lo~g 
crving Cpl ' Old man Willy· Rushton. who 1s gomg to I Cfv Div! . tg 

Wendy Cooke who i going to I Bn REME. Sig lark Sorraine, gomg 
to 12 Mech Bde and ig ·sob' Zimmerman. A plea goe out to anyone 
who ha. sighted SSgt Gaz 'The carlet Pimpernel ' Cassidy. At the 
moment we believe him to be in the Far Ea t playing rugby for Lhe 
ARMY!! Lt Dave Ha lewood i currently moaning as his troop i n't as 
coo l a he had hoped. Well what do you expect with a troop of ten 
people? 

PPORTTROOP 
•Where i everyone?' is the normal de pcratc cry that can now be 

heard echoing out of the MT Dept. Thi i, due to the quadron tak111~ a 
large amount of men from the MT to the Falk.land to en ~re that c1nl!an 
contractors 'Turners' can do a rea onable JOb of looking after a k\\ 
hillside generators! 

Of the few men that were left behind. it ccms the have also 
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disappeared. pl "Fitz" Fitzgerald is nO\\ on on• course after another 
and i .. eemingly 111capable of managing to tit in a day·s work. Cpl 
"Re. <ttlement King· Gough is too busy trying to g1..t ci ilians to take him 
on \\Ork plac'ment:; for free. unfortunate! he's still waiting for a re ly 
from 'K.FC"! LCpl •\tuz· Mu grave seems to be going through s,'me 
.·ort of n 'nou breakdown due to him continually going down to 

olch ster on a 2-week ·beat-up course· only for him to return and tell 
C\ eryone that he ha~ to go back down and complete it again, · icko! Sig 
•\\ard} • Ward and Sig "Old Lady· Grady have devised a plan to stop 
them from being bored and that i. by appl_ ing to go to 264 later in the 
}Car. ( W"ely \\ ith this fanta tic ability of theirs to overcome problem of 
bor·dom senior management beckons hortly!) 

During this pcnod-of manic acth ity we ha e actually had two new 
arri,al . Sig "This i' grreaat' Flaherty. traight from Boot Camp and Sig 
·Elmo· Keightley from 19 tech Bde who is posted here temporarily. 
Both gentlemen arc fitting in fairly well and are now coming to tcm1 
with the arduou workload that i being constantly thro\\ n at them. 
Things to look forward to are the la ·t minute runaround for Ex Saif 

arcca '' hich should start . hortly and currently there are a few rnmours 
cm:ulating that a group of people require a couple of coaches in Brize 

orton sometime in Augu. t. Unfortunately r e gone and lost the blasted 
piece of paper with all the date. and time on. ever mind. As always. it 
can'' ait! 

21.t IG AL SQU DRO 
·Pt;B NlGHT' - by Sig Hi1chi11 

On Thursday 24 fay 2001, 214 Sqn had a function in the 1AAFI that 
invoh·ed an e'ening of pub games and of cour e lots of drinking. The 
evening wa organi ed by Cpl ·Billy· Morri on and Sig Hitchin. The 
outgoing 2fC. Capt tu Whittley, donated a trophy, a a leaving pre ent 
to the Squadron. LCpls 'Jim" Thurston and ·Geordie· Harri on ran the 
bar 'ery moothly. The dart and the pool competition got the evening 
under way. Cpl ·Billy' Iorrison overlooked the Darts. The Team from 
SHQ Tp was victorious. Pool referee LCpl Ashcroft did his very be t to 
keep the pool teams apart, and just about ucceeded. The victoriou rerun 
came from the combination of Tornado and Roman Troops. The pub quiz 
wa the culmination of the evening. Question ranging from the members 
of the telly tubbies to Russian Revolurionary Politics kept the team 
guessing for the evening. The quiz came down to sudden death between 

HQ Tp and Roman Tp, with SHQ Tp emerging as the ·Inter Troop Pub 
~ight Winners 2001 '. Sig Vint picked up the trophy on behalf of the 
Troop. Thanks go out to Cpl 'Billy" 1orrison for putting o much effort 
into making the evening such a great success. 

RO IANTROOP 
\\ith memories of the famou victory in the Inter Sqn Athletics fading 

fast. the time has come to say the traditional hellos and goodbyes to the 
mighty Roman Trooper . We say a hearty farewell to Cpl 'Ray the 
Destroyer-apparently' MacLeod who has turned to pastures new and 
green and hopefully in the fom1 of a career in telecommunications. All of 
Roman Tp would like to wi h Ray all the very best for the future and if 
you are ever up in the York area do not hesitate to drop in. We are also 
sad to have to say goodbye to ig Da\'e ·E' Sexton who has also decided 
to embark in a career in civilian street. A big Hello and welcome goes out 
to Cpl "I've got my wings too' Loosemore who joins us from the land of 

helicopters. More we! ·ume arc extended lo Sig 'Lofty' Lofthouse and 
Sig 'Is it cos I i a ginger· Hassan. Sgt 'Woohoo give me a beer' Trench 
has also just landed after a busy spell trade training al the funny fami 
AKA 11 ig Regt. 

CEI.:fIC TROOP & VIKI G TROOP 
Over the pa t couple of months the outbreak of fool and mouth has had 

a major impact on our work routine with the majority of exercises having 
to be cancelled. The influx of new Troop members and the limitauons of 
access. to trnining are~s have led to plenty of 'i n house' training. 
includ111g dri er tra1111ng and all aspects of trade train111g. Senior 
Corporal and Lance orporals from the Troop have taken lessons on the 
Switch, Radio Relay and HF. Elements of Celtic and Vik111g Tp 
deployed down to Bramcotc to take part in Ex Cob Ring IL This wa to 
test the interoperability of Ptarmigan with civilian and other MOD 
communication · equipment in preparation for Ex Saif areea. During the 
Exer ise we needed to test the Radio Relay UHF link to its maximum 
capacity of 25kms. Our Exercise IC, b'1 Ford, decided to take it further 
and deployed the Radio Relay detachment 40kms away and sat there 
wondering why the hot was not working. The excrci c wa till a 
ueces with all of the tests being carried out in time. Sadly we have to 
ay goodbye to our Tp OC, Lt Dhan who is off to Blandford on 

promotion to Captain and also lo Sgt Debendra who is ofT to work in 
Dover. Finally the Troop would like to welcome the following straight 
from the factory: Sigs Bikal. Bishwa, Gokul, Jeevan. Milan, Rudra, 
Saindra, Samir, Shambhu, Subodh, Lal and Dipendra 

REGIME TAL RUGBY LEAGUE - by LCpl Lee Turnbull 
Over the last few months myself and OC Rugby League, Maj Jamie 

Compston, have \ orked together to et up a team and ensure entry into 
the Yeoman Cup. Afier this was done, the next task was to teach the 
game to the Rugby Union players who. although keen had much to learn 
of the difference in the codes. For thi task we enlisted the help of Lee 
Crooks, tlie former Great Britain player and coach of York Wasps.We 
now had a team and a coach, but what about the game. We drew 47 Air 
Dispatch Sqn RLC away at RAF Lyneham. Although confident in our 
ability, we arrived somewhat apprehen ively at Lyneham on the morning 
of Friday 11 May. Upon arrival we were greeted and led to the facilitic 
by our ho ts, the team was named and we prepared for the Lask ahead. We 
now knew it wa time to perform or be persecuted! After a very tight and 
well fought 20 minutes LCpl Turnbull fell over the line to open the 
coring with a fall over the line try with Sig Dean 'G inger ' Condren 

adding the extras to bring the score to 6-0. The game continued in the 
same manner for the rest of the half and Cpl Barrington Barnett and Sig 
Condren scored well-worked tries, both converted by Sig Condren. We 
held a convincing 18-0 lead at half time and with a few wise words from 
Maj Compston we went back into battle. After an encouraging start we 
began to lose some of the more experienced player to injury, amongst 
them was Cpl Charlie Kama, LCpl '40-20' Beart and Cpl Barnett We 
tarted to come under pressure but Maj Compston managed to core, 

taking the score to 24-0. Into the final 20 minute all the ubs had been 
used and our lads were tiring. With a couple of late tries, 47 AD qn had 
their tails up and kept the pressure on, but the Impalas held on for a "ell 
worked 24-12 victory. Thi wa an encouraging tart to our Rugby 
League campaign and we look forward to the rest of an enjoyable sea on. 

7 SIGNAL REGIMENT 

co 
RS\! 

Lt Col J. E. Richardson MBE 
WOl (R M) Archer 

The Regiment would like to take this opportunity to say farewell to our 
last R M. WOl (RSMJ teve Smoothy who ha left on commissioning 
and 1s mo\ ing with his family to Blandford. The new 'Badge' in the 
Regiment is WOl CRS'.\it) Archer and he is most welcome in his new 
home. 

\\.\RRA, T OFFICERS' DEVELOPME T PERIOD 
E ER I E BRADBURY CEREBRAL 

On takmg over the Regiment in September 2000, the Commanding 
Otficer, Lt Col Richardson, had announced his intent to organise 
de\clopmcnt periods for both the Officers and Warrant Officers. The 
Wa:rant Officers were to be the guinea pigs, with their development 
peno<l to be run before the Officers' period. Nightmare scenarios began 
to ha~nt the Warrant Officers, encouraged by the CO's reputation for 
enJoymg ph~ 1cal training, coupled with his love of doctrine - the thought 
of command tash. log races, assault courses, estimates and planning 
e ercises kept omc of the tough7st men in the Regiment awake at night. 

1hc level of 111tcresl was ra1~cd when the CO announced that the 
d \clopment period would take place m the K, rather than in Gennany. 
The aim wa' ~o ~ma.den understanding of the Force Development process 
and Ann} _D1g1t1sauon. as \\Cll ~s using historical study as a means of 
trammg. f he final programme mcluded visits to Directorate Gcn.:ral 
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Development and Doctrine al Upavon, Directorate General Land 
Digitization at MOD, and a study period at the ational Army Museum, 
Chelsea. Tbe week wa to be rounded off with a visit to the Tower of 
London to watch the Ceremony of the Keys. 

Having flown into Stansted on the trooping fl ight from Brilggen, the 
CO, Adjt and 13 Warrant Officers were accommodated at the Royal 
Military Academy Sandhur t. This was the first Lime that the majority of 
the group had visited the Academy, which is undoubtedly a most 
impressive training establishment. With the exception of the CO, few of 
us knew anything about the 'Future Army Concept ' and 'force 
Development', but we were enlightened at Upavon. It is comforlm~ to 
know that people much more intelligent than us arc already planning 
what the British Army will look like in several decades time. . 

The group received a presentation entitled 'Information Opera!1on 
during Operation Overlord' from the Senior Lecturer at the Na11onal 
Army Museum. This was thought provoking and stimu lated m~ch 
discussion as to whether offensive and defensive operations usmg 
information have fundamentally changed over the last 60 years. The 
Royal Signals contingent at RMAS hosted us in the Sergeants' Mess on 
the Wednesday evening, ensuring that the Germany based troop~ wer~ 
reminded about British culture. The next day we moved lo Wellington 
Barracks to be briefed on Land Digitization. This subject cncompasse 
the entire Army, not just Royal Signals, and so proved very useful for the 
two AOC Warrant Officers on the Development Period. The debate !hat 
followed centred upon whether or not the vast amounts of informauon, 
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that Digitization will provide, will actually increase or decrease the 
tempo of high intensity operations. 

The highlight of the week for many of us was a visit to the Tower of 
London. Ex Royal Signals Yeomen Warders gave us a guided tour, prior 
to the 'Ceremony ofthe_Keys'. This was a great privilege, which few are 
fortunate enough to witness. Again we were hosted superbly in the 
Yeomen Warders' Club, and were able to reflect on a highly educational 
and enjoyable development period. However, the Regimental Officer 
would probably benefit more from physical tests and planning exercises! 

229 (BERL! ) SIG AL SQUADRON 
Sqn Comd Maj D. L. Webster RA Signals 
SSM W02 (SSM) 'Taff' Burdge 

Another busy period i finally over and all of the Squadrons are now 
back from Operations ~ver eas_with their new medals .. . or are they just 
the same ones as last time? Wllh 231 Sig Sqn back from their brewery 
tour of the South Atlantic, X Ray Troop has been able to return and 229 
Sqn is thankfully returned to its usual size. Many thank to Lt Liz 'YTS' 
Williams and SSgt Jock 'Competitive Dad' Reid for organi ing an 
excellent couple of skiing trips lo Bavaria. Jn all, almost half the 
Squadron got away in the end. Ex Woodland Bear was lightly curtailed 
by the Foot and Mouth epidemic and subsequent training area bans but 
we . till managed lo carry out an element of training. The OC Sqn is 
currently trying to leach us all to play Aussie Rules Football in 
preparation for ANZAC Day, what a trange game, although Sig 'Trev' 
Woodward and LCpl ' I want to be a girlie tech ' Murray seemed to have 
picked it up fairly well. To those who have just left, farewell and enjoy 
your new units or in some cases life in the great big Civ Div and to our 
recently arrived, welcome to the best Squadron in the Regiment! 

229 SIGNAL QUADRON ALPI E SKilNG TRIP 
On 28 January, 15 members of 229 travelled down to Bavaria to the 

Alple Eiblc Lodge for ten days of basic alpine skiing. Apart from the 
grown-ups, gt 'Jock' Reid , SSgt 'Dutch' Holland, SSgt ( SI) Kev 
Mason and SSgt (FofS) ' Boycie' Sutton, no one on the trip had ever 
skied before (or so they said). The lads were all issued with their ski gear 
on the first night with LC pl 'Benjamin John' Pember and LCpl 
·Soloman Abdullah Mohammed Ali' Lafferty who were both given 
bright pink 'Carbon Ladie ' Skis. Sig 'Dangerous Brian· Bell did his 
hardest to break the sound barrier at every opportunity and Sig 'Axle 
Rose' Brown just couldn't manage the IOOm drag lift and found himself 
being laughed at by a bunch of2-year old German kids. Over the ten day 
the entire group picked up the ba ic kills in that they were able to get 
from the top to the bottom of the lope using their skis at ome stage of 
the journey. Jumps of the week have to go to Kev Ma on who managed 
to get so high on one jump that he landed in a tree! All of the group 
managed to pass the final a essment with award going to; Best kier 
Sig ' f haven't done it before honest' Preston, and most improved after 
the first day to Sig ' Maximus' Dee. The Best Endeavour award went to 
Sig 'Welcome to the jungle' Brown and the o Fear award going to Sig 
' Dangerous Brian' Bell. 

231 SIGNAL SQUADRON 
Sqn Comd Maj Ian Hunter 
SSM W02 (SSM) Weaver 

The last ten month have been a turbulent time for the Squadron as 
elements have been simultaneou ly deployed to the Falkland I lands, 
Ko ovo and Bosnia. At time of writing, the quadron ha only been 
recon tituted for a mere eleven days when the JCUFI returnee finished 
their post tour leave. The efforts of those who remained behind (X-Ray 
Tp) arc recognised as they represented the majority of the Squadron. The 
X-Troop disbandment party wa a night to remember and was superbly 
organised by LCpl 'Karaoke King' Lovell who proved to be a mean 
crooner. All tho e from other quadrons who had to endure the painful 
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screams of our Karaoke attempts had a lot of fun. 
The Squadron is eun:emly busying itself with preparing for the ARRC 

exercise season, a summg that the foot and mouth crisis is over by the 
ume that the next exercise is scheduled. ol everything is all work and 
no play. There are a number of overseas Adventurous Training 
expeditions being planned by member of the Squadron. OC Lima Tp, Lt 
'JA_P' Mayne, i_s taking 14 others away to Yosemite National Park, 
California. trekkmg for two weeks in May _ ot to be outdone OC Oscar 
Tp, Lt 'Tr?ublcthwaite' Hebblethwaite, is taking a number of old1ers 
away to Gibraltar later this year whilst S gt 'I"ll go to Oman a top 
eov~r' T~orburn of Radio Tp i · taking the majority of his Troop to 
Belize. Fmally, too numerous to mention individually, farewell to all 
those that have departed the Squadron over the last ten months and 
welcome to all those who have arrived during that time. 

232 SIG AL QUAD RON 
EXERCI E ARRCADE W RRIOR I 

In February the Squadron deployed on Exercise Warrior I at that 
fa~iliar training place - Ayr hire Barracks. When Hotel and Papa Troop 
arrived to set up they found conditions on the car park where they had to 
set up re embled the omme. Papa Troop in particular had the worst 
location and many swamp monsters emerged caked in mud from around 
the Man ite, it was feared at one point by his Troop that 2Lt Endean 
might sink to his neck in the quagmire. 

2Lt Endean in his usual pose 
or perhaps he's a little tired after reaching question 12 on 

'Who wants to be a Millionaire?' 

Meanwhile with the temporary ab ence of the Stonebridge tent (being 
repaired in America) Hotel Troop set about constructing the lIQ build in 
a erie of 12X 18 tent . A u ual working pretty much non-stop they 
managed to build STAR HQ in le than favourable condition . However 
all was not lost and after a uccessful CHOC the tonebridge tent 
returned and STAR was moved indoors to complete the Exerci e. which 
progressed from conventional war-fighting to Peace Support operation . 
A eries of demonstration and mall-scale riot by enraged locals 
en ured that ARRC p Bn with the help of ome of our own Signallers 
were kept bu y protecting the compound. 

Hotel Troop and the CO 
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Meanwhile Delta Troop and Tac Troop dcployco to local training areas 
toe. erci.c the Radio deta hment and the a s._ The te!l'po of the 
E. crcise wa, quite high and with both troop prac 1 mg moving l.ocauon 
at short notice and at night . • etting up a an HQ at each location and 
quite often making use of a Radio Relay Relay in order ~o ensure the I nk. 
By the end of the week e\eryon~·s d~tach~ent drills where much 
improved. Tac Troop then moved into 11 M.a1.n Bravo role and Delta 
Troop conduct d HF. witch and lnmarsat training. 

HEADQ RTERSSQ ADRO 
qn Comd ;\1aj Drain 

1 \ 02 (SS 1) Ewing 
Q RTERM TER' TECHNICAL DEPART lE T 
QM Maj Cory 
RQM W02 tRQMS) Henry . 

A e\·er the department i really bu y. Howev~r, we have made time to 
welcome our latest arrival , Sig Souter and . 1g Blackburn both have 
come straight from Blandford. Good Luck w1she go out to Cpl Clare 
Bo \~ell who goes back to Blandford to do her las I. La~t but not. leas~ 
the department would like to ay a fond farewell to LCpl Girly 1~1rley 
Yalentine who i off to 264(SA ) Sig qn and will hopefully be is ued 
with glove on anival to keep tho e little digits wann. 

Q ARTERMASTER' ADMINISTRATION DEPARTMENT 
QM Maj Doherty 
RQ 1 W02 (RQ 1S) James . . 

What with the move to Bruggen commg up 11 h~ been another busy 
month for our department. faj Pete Doherty conunue to represent the 
Regiment at orienteering. Sgt Dave Howe ha been dcpl~yed to the 
Falklands Island . recent survey uggesting that low flymg a1rc~aft 
make penguin fall over has been thrown into chaos when a similar 
ituation occurred during one of Dave's anecdotes. Have a good t?ur 

Dave. The department recently bid a ad farewell to the longest servmg 
civilian in the accommodation store. Herr Wolfgang Faust has W?rked 
in Bradbury Barracks for 19 years s~rving both 7 and 16. Signal 
Regiments. As a gift he was presented w1tb a years supply of toilet roll 
and light bulbs. 

REGIME TAL MOTOR TRANSPORT 
MTO Capt (MTO) Coatsworth . . . 

The MT would like to say goodbye to LCpl and Sig Christian who 
leave us for the brighter horizons of Herford. A big welcome goes out to 
Sgt ean farriot and bis wife 'sticky' .. uzy ('y!10 ~med that name 
from TU do anything for Robbie competition by siting m a bath of yrup 
for 24hrs}. We also welcome Cpls Jackson and Barnett t? the Troop and 
congratulation to Sgt ·Danoerous Brian' Sheard on bemg selected for 
promotion on the last boa~d. We have to say, 'Get well,' to LCpl 
1cMahon who thought he'd pulled a stomach muse!~ a_nd ended up 

having his appendix out. Two days later Karen W11ltamson was 
complaining of stomach trouble and .to shouts of hypochondriac was 
ru hed imo hospital to have her appendix out. 

TECHNICAL MAINTE A CE TROOP 
Tp Comd WOJ (RFofS) Jenkjns 

A big welcome back goes out to all the lads who have come back from 
the Falkland Islands. Welcome to LCpls Moffat and Edgell and also .Sig 
Howe all aniving from Blandford. Another welcome goes to the amval 
of the new Regimental Foreman WOI ' Jenx ' Jenkins and wife Annette. 
We would like to say farewell to Cpl 'Wingnut' De.nnant, we are ~ure 
231 Sig Sqn will benefit from your technical expertise. Congratulations 
to Cpl Austin on his recent promotion to full corporal. More 
congratulations to LCpl Harvie ?n his ,recent eng~gement and fin~lly 
best of luck (Not required) to Cpl Du ty Hoffman m the Anny Boxmg 
Championships (and his team-mates). 

GE 'ERATOR REPAIR SECTIO ' 
IC Sgt Green 

The GRS are very happy to finally appear in The WIRE as their own 
entity and would like to start by saying welcome back, from another tour 
of Kosovo. to Cpl cott Witts and LCpl Glenn Russell . They have been 
out with 3 Commando Royal Marines, the extra phys has worked 
wonder.. for Glenn. Welcomes go out to Cpl Steve Hall and wife Jo also 
Cpl John Lees and wife Tanja from the Regimental MT. 
Congratulations to mediocre golfer Cpl Craig Bowman on coming off 
the shadO\\ board and picking up a nice little posting to Blandford. 

VI IT OF MAJOR GE ERAL MOORE-BICK CBE • 10 May 2001 
b; Sg1 Brady . . . 

The GOC Maj Gen Moore- Bick CBE v1s1ted 7 Sig Regt on 10 May 
200 I, one of the hottest days of he year so far. One port of call within the 
Regiment v.:a to HQ Sqn. The format of the visit was such that three 
departments withm the Squadron were set up on the Regimental square 
delivering a brief outline of certain tasks carried out by the Squadron, 
whether in barracks or on exercise/deployment. 

The three dcpanments in\'olved were the chefs, LAD and Regimental 
n. WOii ( M) Ewing greeted the GOC on to the square. His stop 

\\3 to the chefs' tent where he was met by the RCWO , WOI 
Goodspeed At this stand there were two teams of two chefs who were to 
prepare a dish in 20 minutes, very reminiscent of the TV programme, 
Rc.idy teady Cook. The stipulations laid down to the chefs were that 
tl cy could spend DM I 0 and then use compo to prepare their dishes. The 
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chefs rnking part were Cpl Walton, Cpl Foulger, Pte Mellay and Pte 
Taber. The GO started the competition with a loud whi tie blast. 

LCpl Johnson looks on as Lt Col J. E. Richardson .MB.E and 
Maj Gen Moore-Bick CBE sample one of the entries 1n the 

HQ Sqn 'Ready Steady Cook Competition 

He then moved on to the LAD and was greeted by Capt Ste1:1hen on 
who explained the operation of the LAD within the Regiment. With Capt 
Stephenson were SSgt Luca , Cpl Hall, LCpl Steers and LCpl Russel. 
He then moved onto the Regt MT and was greeted by Capt Coatsworth 
and SSgt Hay. Their job was to demonstrate the transfer of fuel fr?m 
UBRE and also Hazmat equipment and correct procedures when carrying 
Hazmat. 

Maj Gen More-Bick CBE with Sig Patterson (Regt MT) 
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Due to the nature of the Regt MT attire, a certain degree of sympathy 
was felt tor the girls and boys in the team due to the stifling heat. During 
the visit the GOC took a lot of time out to speak to the soldiers about 
pre' ious deployments that they had recently undertaken, most notably 
Kosovo. After this tand the GOC went to the centre of the makeshift 
arena to sample the chefs culinary delights, and reach a decision of which 
team had produced the best meal. After much delibera tion with the 
Commanding Officer, the Offi cer Co mmanding HQ Sqn and the 
Regimental Sergeant Maj or the decision was made that Cpl Walton 
along with Pte Taller had won. Many thanks to all those who took pan, 
and en ured that this was an enjoyable visit for the GOC. 

HEADQUARTER SQUADRO FUN DAY AND BBQ 
SUNDAY 13th MAY 2001 

This event was organised by the LAD and was a resounding success. 
The parade square was miraculously transformed into the perfect venue 
with a variety of entertainment. To say that we were lucky with the 
weather was the understatement of the year. With the temperature at a 
sweltering 30°C everybody enjoyed themselves to the full, basking in the 
un and maintaining healthy levels of liquid refreshment. As usual the 

chefs exce lled by putt ing on a hearty feast to feed an out tanding 
attendance of over 300 people. The children were kept entertained 
throughout the day by games and dancing, along with a variety of bouncy 
castles and innatables. Cpl Hartill of the LAD kept the older children 
amused with a ' Beat the Keeper ' football competition which was won by 
I2yr old Scott Finley with an amazing ix points. Special thanks have to 
go to Cpl Bevan and Cpl Glowienko of the RMP who brought with them 
Dino the sniffer dog, enjoyed by the children who gazed in awe as Dino 
found hidden objects in a matter of second . Children also received 
wanted posters of them elves a they were photographed sitting on top of 
a Police motorbike. Later in the evening we were all serenaded by the 
karaoke ski lls of Maj ' eil Diamond' Drain and gt Skipper along with 
many others. The day ended at ju t after I 900hrs with everybody aying 
how much they had enjoyed themselves. 

(L-R): Jackie Drain , Susan Hymas, Karren Williams 

QUARTERMASTER ADMINISTRATION OEPARTME T 
QM Maj P. J. Doherty MBE 
RQMS W02 James 
FAREWELL TO RQMS JAMES 
. Those he owe money to will be disappointed to know that Neil Jame 
1s about to breast the tape of a career that has panned 22 years. For the 
best ~art of the la t three year Neil has divided hi . time between 
fulfilling the ro le of RQM Admin and R M, as well a a ple~1ora of 
other tasks within the Regiment. A larger than life character (in more 
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ways than one) he has very much been the backbone in providing in 
barracks support for the soldiers. eil (chew-chew to his friend ) leaves 
the service to settle in the Shrewsbury area where he will satisfy a life 
long fascination with the national rail system and jom the Railway Police. 
The Department saw him off in fine sty le and made a number of 
presentat ions which included : a blue anorak with matching scarf and 
gloves, a tartan pattern unbreakable flask and a year.. subscription to the 
popular monthly periodical the Loco Letchers Combine. We wish him 
Karen and the rest of the family all the very be t for the future. 

The QM(A) Maj Docherty presents RQ James with his leaving gift 

231 SIGNAL SQ ADRON 
Sqn Comd Maj Ian Hunter 
SSM W02 Karl Weaver 

The Squadron is finally close to being the close knit cohesive sub unit 
that it was prior to recent deployments. With exercise commitments in the 
programme for the near future, we hope to be in a position to play hard as 
well as work hard. Lt has been hard graft in Radio Tp recently due the 
Troop not long being reformed after the Bosnia/Falkland deployments, 
in between preparation for Ex Saif areea 2 in Oman. We have also had 
to contend with mad tech being let loose on our vehicle . However, Cpl 
' I love comms' Murphy dazzled us with an excellent STTICS demo it 
just a shame his wife's driving kill are not as good as his lessons! 

On the ocial side of things LC pl ' I'm not panicking' Roberts 
organised a Troop function, which was a great success. however, nobody 
told Cpl 'Big Fi h' Fisher that it was not a fancy dre s theme a he 
turned up in full 70's gear, including afro wig. Al o that night ig 'Silky' 
Wilkie did a fabulous rendition of 'You've lo t that lovin' feelin' which 
made him a big hit with the ladies, as you can well imagine! Overall it 
has to be said that slowly but surely the troop is close to emulating the 
high standards that Radio Tp has previou ly et itself. Quebec Tp i 
currently being baby sat by Sgt ick Asquith while SSgt Tony Black, 
LCpl 'Laney' Lane, LCpl Kerry Roberts and LCpl Sharon 
McCreaddie have all managed to go on a two ~ eek adventurous training 
expedition in California, you lucky, lucky people. 

Well done to all of those who participated in the preparation to achieve 
an outstanding Board of Officers turnout. So for all tho e that did well, 
'well done· and for all or tho e who didn 't do quite so well, 'well done 
an)'\ ay'. This al o goes for the Regimental call-in at 6am on Monday. 
Good luck to Cpl Timothy Dennant who i participating in the 
Sennelager Am1y Athletics Individuals Competition in the IOOm and 
400m in the near future. Finally best wishe to Sig Adam Tasker who 
will grace ARRC p Bn with hi presence, there should be no problem 
stacking blankets for one who ran hi troop MT. To ig icki Brown. 
who is off to 204 ig Sqn - 'how does it reel to be a Tanky? Finally to 
LCpl Marc Ain cough - enjoy Li bum! 

232 SIG AL QUADRO - by 2L1 Vanes a Gal/01rny 
Sqn Comd Maj Baker 

qn SSM \: 02 Bro\\;tt 
The last few months have been incredibly bu y for 232 Sig qn. All 

four troops were in olved in the Board of Officers . at the back end of 
April. Indeed much wa found urplu and al o ~efic1ent and we all now 
wait for the finding to be accumulated and the k11 reallocated around the 
Reoiment. Hot ofTthe tail of the Board of Officers, Hotel Troop deployed 
in ~uppon of Arrcade parten, ~ taff Oflice~ Stud)'. period which gayc 
the Troop plenty of time to enJOY the sun hme while workmg .hard t.o 
provide the ervice that I ig Bde have come to expect. During th1 
week, the GO and the D visited the quadron meeting many of the 
troop · and were nothing bu~ iml?ressed with whaUher saw. T.he q~adron 
are now preparing for the 1mmment R IT exrumnallons winch will lead 
up to Ex Woodland Flight. at the end of June. It' ~ot been all work, 
however with several Rcgunent and quadron functions. An e>.cellcnt 
Squadro~ night in the bar wa lead by Papa Tp. Thi wa a Vicar.; and 
Tart ight. a chance for the soldiers to prove that Army men do trul) 
have a thing for drc sing up a women. There were some c:-.trcmcl) :cal) 
ight that night ment~oning . no name ( ig fulholland) . The da) '. 

festiYities \ ith the Reg1111ent 111 Archie wa fi111 hed otT until the small 
hours in the now much u ed quadron Bar. 
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E. ' ER ISE C . lBl 'ED E IDE VOR 2001 
I:: ercis Combined Ende:nor is an ~ - rcise to document 

mieroperabilit, of command, control. communi·cation and c~mputer 
sy. tem' bet\\ en ATO and Pfil1!lership for Peace (PfP) countries. Tac 
Troop·~ invol\'emcnt in the exerc1 e was a RATT Del chment deployed 
on \\'est Park for 14 da)S. with SSgt Ste c Griffiths , LCpl i_\~ex 
Me\lurray. ig John on, ig B~z 1 ars an_d detachment tec hn~c1an 

pl eil Cansfield. Papa Tp provided support m th~ way of <;pt Min~o , 
LCpl Grant, Sig Laker and ig Wa s who were involved Ill the tnal 
element of the exercise. 

(L-R): SSgt Griffiths, Cpl Cansfield, Sig Mears, Sig Johnson, 
LCpl McMurray 

FINAL PLA I G CO FERE CE SWARTZENBURG 
SWITZERLAND 

Thi year Combined Endeavor involved over 37 countries from The 
Republic of Ireland to Kyrgyzstan. SSgt Griffiths and Cpl Cansfield 
were elected to go to witzerland to learn how to use the equipment and 
to learn about the concept of the exercise. It was a valuable week in 
which they both made friends that helped them out over exercise period. 
Fortunately it was not all work. and after they had sat in No 2 dress 
listening to 37 countries introduce themselves. there was also time to 
sample S\\~ culture, with and evening of fondue and various trips to 
Bern which included a trip to a radio station which run along the same 
lines as STlCJCS or Portishead. 

EXERCISE PHASE 
The exercise took place over the period 10 - 23 May 200 I. The 

exercise location or le t bed was in Lager Aulenbach, Baumholder south 
we t of Frankfurt. We were on a net with six other stations and a ATO 
detachment with our net controlling station being Lithuania. Each day we 
had serials to end and receive as well as having a chat with other 
countries on our net over a Hf modem. During the end of the exercise it 
was a free net in which you could talk to the LAN at Baumholder with 
the HF modem or chat to other countries. We managed to talk to other 
countries as diver e as Russia, France US Marine Corps and The 
Republic of Ireland. Once Endex had been called four members of the 
detachment went down to Baumholder for the final Biwak or BBQ. This 
con isted of each of the 37 nations providing local brew to all 
participant including Kyrgyzstan vodka! The exerci ·e was a re ounding 
ucce s for us and we are all looking forward to next year. 

7 IG AL REGIMENTAL 'GA TRY DOGS' 
by Capt Chris Hymas 

It was 0645hrs on a wet Saturday morning on the 2 June when the 
mighty 7 Signal Regimental Tug of War Team was born. The mighty 
warriors as~embled on the Regimental square ready to do battle in the 
BA(G) Tug of War competition. One of our gladiators had a slight 
problem, S gt 'Jock' Reid had amazingly forgotten his kit claiming it 
was locked in his store. We, however, knew the real reason for this 
supposed missing kit. He was attempting to get out of pulling as he is 
getting on in years. We departed at 0700hrs for 26 Field RA at Mansergh 
Barracks in Guter loh arriving without a hitch for the weigh in under the 
watchful eye of our illustriou coach Capt 'This is hurting me more than 
it is you' Hymas. We went for the weigh in and a few people held their 
breath and e\'erything cl e in , hoping that they would be one of the 
chosen few who were to be allowed on the scales. It was a tense time not 
a word was unered apart from the coach who was moving people on and 
off the scales to gel us nearest to the weight. The Regimental side was 
e\entually entered into all four weights, 560kg, 600kg, 640kg and 680kg. 
Then it was out to the Gladiatorial Arena. We were up against some 
fonnidable competition m the shape of 26 Field RA, 14 Field RA, 2 CS, 
3 RSME and our arch rivals l(UK) ADSR. Throughout the day it was 
apparent how good the Artillery team were as we found to our peril but 
we ga\e a good account of ourselves in all weight categories. 

o 1t came to the end of the competition and we all lined up in our teams 
waiting with bated breath wondering how we had fared in our first 
B CG) competition in many years. ln the 560kg, 600kg and the 680kg we 
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came BA(G) Runners Up 2001 and in the 640kg we were third. All in all 
it was a ery successful day for the 7 ignal Regiment Tug of War Team 
and a in the song 'The only way is up·. The side now look forward to 
the 1 S June where we will be competing in the Morrison Cup in 
Blandford. 

231 SIGNAL SQUADRON 
EXER l E MERCURY RISING BACKSTOP 
bl' Lt Jon 'JA P' Mayne 
· Al 0430hrs on 1 S May 2001 , I 5 intrepid souls from 23 l Sig Sqn set 

out from Krefeld to cale the heights of Yosemite ational Park in 
California. A minibus, plane, bu , plane, taxi, coach, train, coach and 43 
hour journey later we arrived in what ha to be the mo t pectacular 
mountainou area on earth. We were there to carry out nine days of 
arduou unsupported trekking, and climb several of the parks major 
peaks, ri king bear , blister and wor l of all mo quitoes in order 10 

achieve our aim. 

.... 
Nevada falls from the Panorama Trail 

Sig Simpson, LCpl Baynes, LCpl Lane, Sig Ruddy, Sig Heath, 
LCpl Irving, Cpl 'Teenage Dirtbag' Jordan 

Our fir t challenge was to actually climb out of the valley past the 
Vernal and evada waterfalls up to the wilderness area that was to be our 
home for the next nine days. We then made for the top of Half Dome: an 
ascent that usually involved the use of cables that are used as hand rail 
for the final 300ft of the climb. These were unfortunately not yet in place 
as the park had not yet been fully opened for the eason. This did not top 
nine of the 15 members in our group who hauled themselves up to the 
ummit , leaving those who are a little more scared of hei~hts to 

appreciate the views from a lower elevation. For those who made 1t to the 
top the views as well as the climb were quite breathtaking. 

The Corps and National colours fly from the summit of Half Dome 

Our route continued over the summit of Clouds Rest and on to Merced 
Lake before returning to the valley after four days to re-supply on food. 
After a relatively civilised night in an established camp, a shower and 
some very large pizzas, we were off again this time heading out to a far 
less visited area of the park towards Tuolumne Meadows. The day started 
early in order to try and climb the majority of the trail out of the valley 
before midday as the temperature promised to rise to 34°C. 4 hour~. andf 
an almost vertical climb of 4000ft later, we reached the north side o 
Yosemite's main valley, and headed off for Tenaya Lake. 

~)L IJBJR.V1l<C1B W[JLJL 
u 1 JD)JB<C1BMJB31B]f( 
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W02 (SSM) Karl Weaver and Sig Simpson 
climbing out of the valley with the peak of Half Dome 

that was ascended four days previously in the background 

Tenaya Canyon with Half Dome as a backdrop 

We continued to our next objective, the ascent of Mount Hoffman that 
was a day's retum walk from our 'ba e camp' at May Lake. The ascent 
P~.oved_ to be_ a challenge as there was no di tinct path, and the snow cover 
\\as still fairly thick in place . However, the peak was successfully 
conque~ed and we had bagged the highe t peak in the no11hcrn portion of 
the at1onal Park. 
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9 ' • 
The Expedition Ladies! 

LCpls Mcreaddie, Roberts, Schaffer and Clarke 
with Mount Hoffman as a back drop ' 

After Mount Hoffman had been successfully conquered, we started our 
~eturn _to the Valley and with several of the group suffering from 
mcreasmgl)'. large blisters, and rucksacks that didn 'l seem to get any 
lighter de pile the daily con umption of food. everybody wa ready to 
stop walking. The return journey afforded some of the mo t spectacular 
views of the trip so far, but everyone was extremely grateful to get back 
and eat food that didn ' t come out of a bag. 

Sig Ruddy leads the descent past Yosemite Falls, 
The highest waterfall in North America 
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The expedition wa concluded with a period of two day R & R in Lo' 
Angele. \\ ith people e ploring Hollywood Boulevard, Venice Beach, 

niversal tudi and the nighttime delight 'f un et Strip, while the 
girl -pent th •ir hard earned ca h on a shoppi,1g trip to Rodeo Drive in 
BeYcrly Hill . good time was had by all , and it didn' t take too !;mg for 
the bli ·ters and ·1o ·qui to bites to heal! 

E. "ERCISE C PIT L DEVELOPME T - by 2Lt Matt Jone. 
From 4 - < April 2001, 30 Officer from 7 ig Regt accepted the 

difficult challenge of a deYc\opment period in the UK. Headed up by the 
ommanding Officer, thi vi · it was to be centred on hi torical tudy and 

de\ elopment, but al o to encompa s an aspect of cohe ion for the officers 
after a long period of fragmentatio n within the regiment. The final 
programme \\a. to include i'its to the Imperial War Mu eum in 
Lambeth. Au tralia House and much anticipated guided tour of the Tower 
of London. Having undergone an immen ely long journey to London by 
land and sea, we were accommodated at RAF Uxbridge and the firs t 
tages of the a sault were planned. aturday morning aw an early ri e 

for most, a we beaded down to Twickenham for the annual Anny v 
. avy rugby match. The di appointment of an Army defeat was omewhat 
dampened by the many reunions that took place in the ignals bl r 
afterward . 

Monday morning, and o the real work began! We moved to the 
Imperial War foseurn , with the intention of focu ing on oviet and 

Polish campaigns. prior to a battlefield tour planned for later in the 
month. Everyone found the vi it a highly engagi ng experience and 
particular points of intcre t included the Holocaust Experience, and the 
WWI Trench E, perience. We were able to glean a great deal with relation 
to our specialist area as well as some general historical development of 
the Royal ignals. That evening we moved to the Tower of London for a 
guided tour by the Yeoman Warder, M r Alan Fiddes (Royal Signals 
retd). This was undoubtedly one of the high light of the visit, which 
encompa sed the Ceremony of the Keys and a superbly hosted dinner in 
the Yeoman Warders Club, where those present were able to reflect on 
thi highly enjoyable and educational experience. 

The final day of the study period aw a trip into central London to 
Australia Hou e. Organised by Maj Webster (QC 229 Sig Sqn), the aim 
was two fold. Firstly it was ideal opportunity to fo ter relation and links 
with the Australian Anny, thanks to an excellent presentation by Col 
Murra in which he gave an overview of the role of Australian officer 
posted overseas with the British Anny. Secondly, we received a tour of 
the building, including many presentation boards in the main hall 
depicting the various campaigns the Austra lians had participated in over 
the years. A small re t-bitc ensued and then it was off to the Savoy Hotel 
for the annual Corp Dinner Night. Always a big occasion , this year was 
no exception with 7 Sig Regt well represented! It seemed a fitting end to 
a highly thought provoking and tremelldously educational experience. 
Many thanks go to all tho e who helped to organise thi trip. 

JOINT SERVICE SIGNAL UNIT 
(AYIOS NIKOLAOS) 

CO Lt Col R. A. Sharp MBE 
RSM WOl (RSM) D. Richardson 
COMMAND GROUP 

As the long hot summer approaches we continue to receive a large 
llumber of VIP vi its . Recent vis itors have illc luded The Chief of 
Defence Staff, Admiral Sir Michael Boyce, GCB OBE ADC. C in C 
LA D - General Sir Michael Jackson, KCB, CBE, DSO and the 
Commander British Forces Cyprus, Air Vice Marshall T. W. Rimmer 
OBEMA. 

LO G SERVICE & GOOD CO DUCT PRESENTATION 
The Commander British Forces, Cyprus, Air Vice Marshall T. W. 

Rimmer OBE MA visited the Unit to present Long Service and Good 
Conduct medals to Sgt olley and Cpl Roberts and a bar to the Long 
Service and Good Conduct medal to WO Dave Watson. 

Long Service & Good Conduct Presentation 
Back Row (L-R) : Lt Col Sharp, Cpl Roberts, WO Watson, 

Sgt Solley, W01 (RSM) Richardson 
Front Row (L-R): Mrs Roberts, Mrs Watson, 

Air Vice Marshall Rimmer, Mrs Solley 
(all photographs courtesy of Sgt Jo Townsend) 

SCPPORf Q ADRO - by Cpl Scott Wilkie RAF 
qn Comd Maj "1. G. P. Bohanan 

SSM W02 ( M) R. Buxton 
Welcome t~ the Sp Sqn WIRE notes. Forgive me if it's net up to the 

u. ual Royal Signals standard as I am a RAF supplier in the Squadron. I 
didn't even.know the magazine existed until ! was tasked by W02 Rick 
(13, 14, 0 . E, TWO) Buxton to produce a worthy addi tion. For the RAF 
among t us, 13, 14 are not lottery numbers but something to do with 
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marching and getting on parade. The Squadron would like to congratulate 
SSgt 'Scotty (The andbagger)' Cain for winning the Ay Nik Open Golf 
Championship and fending off a strong field of 80 from both Cyprus and 
the UK. As 'Scotty ' is po ted, in July, to 21 Sig Regt be aware that 
there's a bandit with a handicap of l 7 on bis way. Congratulations must 
go to the MT for winning its own Safe Drive Competition held at Ay Nik. 
The Team was captained by Sig Richie ' I'm always Oil keys for PT' 
Bastow, well done. A detailed report appears later in these note . The 
.Squadron Football Team has had yet another successful season reaching 
the Eastern Sovereign Base Area minor unit cup fina l for the second year 
in successioll. The final to be played after the release of these notes. The 
biggest surprise wa that SSgt Gaz ' I'll a lway play cos I'm the 
manager' Steel dropped himself for the semi -final , a big relief to 
everyolle in the team. The Squadron would also like to say a very well 
done to the QC, Maj 'Machine Gun Pete' Bohanan for arriving with a 
car (Audi TT) that any boy racer would be proud of. Surely Sir, a Yaris 
would be more suitable for a man of your seniority. Welcome to the new 
2TC, Flt Lt ·Living on the edge' Harris alld his wife Michaela and also 
to Cpl 'Geordie 'Ever used a camera? (Ye ) the job's your ' Reid and 
family. Farewell to W02 Danny ' Invest your money wisely, don't spend 
it' Thornton, Sue and the boys bound for their fina l tour in York. Well 
that's it from Sp Sqn -suggest maybe a person who actually reads this 
magazine and is Royal Signals wi ll write the next notes. Per Ardva Ad 
Astra 'endeavor to the skie ' oops wrong magazine. 

EXE RCISE YOUNG DRIVE 2001 - by SSgt John 'old ' Driver 
Ex Young Drive 200 1 was the Unit Road Safety and Skilled Driving 

Competition. The event was organised by SSgt John 'aptly named' 
Driver, the MT S CO. An early start and a safety briefing set the teams 
up. The aim of the competi ti on was to highlight areas of advanced 
driving ski lls which personnel can focus future training on with the hope 
of improv ing individual driving skills and reducing road traffic accidents. 
T he compe tit ion invo lved seven s tands and inc lu ded a la dies ' 
manoeuvring and a tick test. 

Stand I - Highway Code Test - Flt Sgt Morris, 840 Sqn 
Stand 2 - Cross Country - Sgt Dorrian, LCpl Elliott, 

Stand 3 -
Stand 4 -
Stand 5 -
Stand 6 -

RTA First Aid 
Manoeuvring 
FMT3 
Saxon Drive 

Sp Sqll 
- Sgt Hill, Cpl Fraser, Sp Sqn 

SSgt Greaves, Sp Sqn 
- Sgt Whitty, 234 Sqn 

Cpl Wild, Pte Godkin 
1 Cheshire 

Stand 7 - Vehicle Marshalling - SSgt Dyson, Sp Sqn 
Seven teams, each having three servicemen/women, elltered a round 

robin format. The popular stand was the Saxon Drive run by Cpl Jase 
Wild from I Cheshire where the Commanding Officer came particularly 
unstuck when dismounting from it. The Cross Country stand was a huge 
success as teams had to follow a route card. Although several teams gav.e 
Sgt ' Bri' Dorrian and LCpl 'Richie' E lliott a bit of a headache a th~i r 
route selection got very close to the boundary of Cyprus and the Turkish 
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Controlled.1'!orthem CYj)ruS. One team got particularly lo t, came in from 
a totally d1flercnt d1rect1oi: and claimed the route card was wrong. Well 
don~ _Team.' A' - 840 Sig .sqn. _T he CO visited all the stands and 
partt~1 pated m the Saxon Dnve with Maj Bohanan who volunteered to 
he his commander - for the first and the last time. As Lt Col Sharp 
jumped off the ~axon he _split _his trousers from front to back and had to 
retreat buck ~o his car hiding his .modesty. The ladies' dri ving competition 
had ten e~tncs, all of a very high standard that just goes to show that 
ladies. ar7 JUSt as good as men. A BBQ followed the prize giving and all 
the winmng team celebrated m the Famagees club. 

First Place Team - Sp Sqn - Cpl McConnell , Cpl Holloway 
Pte Ripley ' 

ccond Place Team - 840 Sqn - Cpl Wilson, Cpl Chesters, SAC 
Geary 
Third Team 
First Individual 
Second Individual 
Third Individual 
First Ladies 
Second Ladies 
Third Ladies 

- Sp Sqn - Cpl Page, Cpl Woods, LCpl Hayward 
Cpl Cross, 234 Sqn 

- Cpl Wilson, 840 Sqn 
Cpl McConnell, RAF Dog Sect 

- Mrs Shaz Greaves 
- Mrs Jo Ridley 
- Mrs Nikki Freeman 

24 HOUR CHA RITY 
BA IC PERSONNEL FITNESS ASSESSMENT 

On 11 Ap_ril a 24-hour charity BPFA took place at the gymnasium. The 
event orgamzed by SSgt (SSO ' Muscle ' Dury and the gyro running a 
BPFA every hour for a 24-hour period. The_ aims were to enable as many 
Army personnel as possible to complete their BPFA I, and to raise money 
for Imperial Cancer Research m the proce s. All military and civilian 
personnel were encouraged to attend and an excellent tum out was seen 
over the 24-hour period. Three teams of two people in each successfully 
com plete.d and p_a sed 24 BPFA's between them raising funds in 
ponsorsh1p by d?mg so. The teams that comprised of SSgt (SSI) Dory 

and W02 Jouglun, SSgt Murney and Cpl Chamberla in, SSgt Greaves 
and LCpl Woods achieved the feat. Despite a certain amount of fatigue 
at the end, all six were reported to have wanted to continue for another 24 
hours. Those a little worse for wear after their exerci e had the 
oppo~u~ity of a mu~b needed massage, and for a small donatioll, Mrs 
Tr~c1 Richardson kindly brought life back to tired legs. A raffle. from 
~v h1ch all fun_ds went to charity, "Yas drawn by the CO. The prizes 
mcluded a cruise, however, the b1ghhgbt was Capt Andy ' I didn ' t do the 
BPFA' Greenfield, (he was too busy), the Adjutant winning a free haircut 
at the_ unit's barbers. Congratulations should go to the gym staff for 
orgamzmg uch a successful event and to all who participated during the 
day. The event brought the total amount of money raised so far this year 
to well over £C200. 

The 24 hrs BPFA runners. 
Back Row (L-R) LCpl Woods, SSgt (SSI) Oury, SSgt Greaves 
Front Row (L-R) SSgt Mumey, W02 Joughin, Cpl Chamberlain 

FLORA LONDON MARATHON 2001- by Cpl Paul Chamberlain 
22 Apr a:-v the 21 ' running of the London Marathon. Cpl 'Grandad' 

~h~mberlam from the gymnasium saw thi a a fi ne opportun ity to 

11
ul ftll a li felong ambition to attempt his first ever marathon and net a free 
ight back to the UK. The chilly conditions at the mass start p~i nt were 

~ vast contrast to_ the fine, warm weather back in Ay ik , but nothing a 
ree cup of PG Tips couldn 't ort out. A che t number displaying 30,684 

meant a start m the company of a pantomime hor e and Elvis Pre ley to 
name but a few. lu reality it resul ted in taking six minutes to actua lly 
c{os the start line. Once underway the fi eld took a while to thin out but 
t 17

1 
atmosphere created by both runners and pectators meant the fi rst ten 

mi es flew by. Cros ing Tower Bridge marked the half-way point and it 
wa~ only at this stage it actua lly began to sink in that to complete the 26.2 
011 c cour e would require a good dea l of grit and determination. Coming 
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into the fina l ~tages was an un forgettable experience. Running past ight!> 
such as Buckmgham ~alace, and streets lined with cheering crowds soon 
made any tiredness disappear and cro sing the finish line in a time of 3 
hours 25 mmutes was _extremely satisfying. Thanks go to all who gave 
su~poJ! and sponsors~1p and enabled a substantial sum to be raised for 
Ch1ldlme. See you all m London next year! 

234 SQUADRON - by the Squadron 2/C 
Sqn Comd Maj A. R. Urwin 
SSM W02 (S M) Smith 
SQUADRON HEADQ ARTERS 

SHQ seems to be busier than ever. LCpl 'Clappedout' Clapson has 
moved _the offi~e around, again! SSM Steve Smith has embarked on a 
Club Diver_ but 1s sull desperately trying to find his buoyancy! Ile can be 
found floatm~ on the surfac~ of t~e Stati~n swimming pool waiting for 
the r_est of his family_ to finish e~ther swimming lessons or life guard 
traming. The ,o<;, M~J Tony rwm completed a grueling I SOmile cycle 
challcn&e cla1mmg his new orthotics and not his age were to blame for 
his Basil Faulty style of walking! Capt ' Lady Tara' Woodbridge has 
been busy orgallizing a Charity Football Tournament as well as charging 
around_ the mountains aga.in, on the 12 SU Walkabout. Capt Forbes 
Gut~rie to~k _a team of eight to Kenya to climb Mt Ki limanjaro and 
despite pred1cuons to the con~rary they all returned safely! The summer 
has at last amved a~d there 1s. plenty to look forward to including the 
Coomber Cup at~leltcs and swimming competitions, the All-Island Raft 
Race and the Stauon Summer Fete, roll on the winter! 

LINESECTIO 
Line Section bids goodbye an~ congratulation to Sig Chris ankey 

who 1s o~to 3 l~fBde HQ and 1g Sqn on promotion, Sig 'I don't moan' 
Zukowski who 1s off to JSSU (Digby) also Oil promotion. Last but not 
least we also say goodbye to Sig 'Fat Ginola' Clark and his family 
(Becky and Adam) who are off to 243 Sig Sqn in sunny Wi lton. It ha 
been a busy time for .the sect i o~ as Sig 'Basil Brush' Molloy just 
manage~ to complete his Leadership course. Sig 'Jacko· Jackson joined 
the Statton Rugby team on a tour to Bulgaria where they managed a 
"".hole three fu ll games of rugby. Sig 'Magoo' Stokes has been away on 
his C~t 5 course wbil.st LCpl 'lam off to London soon' Ridley ha been 
studymg hard for his Class I en trance test. Sig 'I must be unlucky' 
Saether attended a foot and mouth leadership course in Blandford where 
he was taught how to map read back to Brize Norton after a week better 
luck next time 'Richie'. it could only happen to you. ' 

SYSTEM SUPPORT SECTIO 
Cable TV bas been very busy this year and the bellefits at last. are 

begmnmg to show. We have refitted the main distribution head end fixed 
faults, kept_on top on maintenance and even managed to keep some' of the 
wives relatively happy. R.ESU~T! Sgt_ 'Deano· Leach has been keeping 
the c~tldren on camp entertamed with ome War Gaming whi le Cpl 
'Leah Steward has sneaked away on adventurou trai lling to Ea t Africa 
for three weeks. 

ANTENNA SECTIO 
l t ' b_een a bu y \~ i nter in Antenna Section with plenty to keep u 

entertamed. As spri ng arrives (do we have a spr ing?) . the QM's 
Departmellt have been busy refurbi hing the LEC's rest-room and we 
were able to enjoy an afternoon of local cuisine when we presented the 
riggers with the llew keys. Cpl G. Gaber bas left us for Blandford where 
he embarks on his T I course leaving Cpl Geordie Tonks to a ume 
command of the bar where it is quite pos ible we may enjoy a few BBQ's 
over the next few months. 

840 SQUADRON - by Sgt Kev Cooney 
Sqn Comd Sqn Ldr M. Edwards 

The 840 Sqn sole Royal Signal represen tative, Sgt 'Short Cake' 
Cooney has been selected fo r promotion, embarked on an adventure 
tra in ing expedition to Africa and toured Bulgaria with the Unit rugby 
team. othmg else to add. Oh and he' posted to Bulford 

12 SU WALKABOUT - MALE TEAM - by Cpl Fonvood 
Three male teams from the unit entered thi year's competition. W02 

' Rococo' Gianndrea, SSgt ' De mond' Murncy and Cpl 'Olde t of the 
lot' Paul Chamberlain (Ay ik trollers), Sqn Ldr Michael Edward , 
gt Jim Reeves and Cpl Rob Forwood (Mike 's Marauders"). and W02 

Smith, SSgt Francis, and Sgt Gibbon (Mark Thatcher B Team). 

Mike's Marauders 
(L-R): Cpl Forwood, Sqn Ldr Edwards and Sgt Reeves 
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The e\cnt u~df was noteworthy for the fac.t that it mined throughou~ 
pro\ iding ndition. that we:e more ennybndge than ~)'.Pru . The A). 

ik • trolle~ claimed the pnze for first male .team. Mikes Ma~uders 
romped hLlme to a gloriou. third place but sp~cial. note hould be ~1ven to 
' t Jim ReeYes. who achic\'ed after stepping m at the la t mmute to 
; bit: the team to compete. La t butnot least the ~ark Thatcho.;r B Team 

who came in~ ~atisfying 32 with their honour st1ll 111tac1. 

12 L W LKABO T - FEMALE TEAM 
b1 Ct•pr 'Ladr Tara · Woodbridge . , 
· Th~rc i a mall band of people who are currently ba~ed m ~ru who 

in 1 1 011 pu ·hine their bodies to their limit o ·Cr long d1 tances 111 soanng 
t~m~r..1turc.:. The Cypm Walkabout, the I~ U Walk~ow'll and the 12 

L Walkabout arc three taxing and challengu~g navigall?n compet1~1on 
held 111 the area between the Troodo Mounta111 and Ep1 kop1 Garn on. 
On 7 of April. three die hard walkabouters embarked on th~ . latest crazy 
long di·tance orienteering even.t .. a 30 mile grueling compet1t1on that was 
the culmination of week of 1mm111g and the la t of the b1~ three events of 
thi · nature for the intrepid ladi team. 1:he day tarted bnght and early at 
the epicentre in the most pectacular mm torm seen for .week . The sun 
had di appeared; the thunder and lighting wa impres 1ve and ~he ram 
hailed dow11 aero the valleys. Our team, CARM, G I ~', cons1 ted of 
SSgt Pearce ( PTC), Capt Woodbridge and Mrs Maggie Ree on. We 
were the fourth team out of sixty team to leave. the course wa unknown 
and we were given just four minute to mark the map .and escape the 
wire of camp and out onto the open road. Checkpoint One wa a 
straightforward six mile . The route went through Happy Valley and 
down to Paramali. before a sharp left turn and a quick da h t? the 
checkpoint. The route to Checkpoint Two wa n't o flat and not quue so 
ea;y. The route continued aero s the motorway. through the de erted 
village of Paramali and into the bondu. A pamful , teep a cent through 
the thickets brought u to Checkpoint ~wo situated on a windy and wet 
ridgeline. It was here that we bumped mto a few m~n teams who had, 
like us, cho en the most direct route and were suffenng from tl1e. barrage 
of rain and chill of the wind. Checkpoint Three was a fast nm~ m~les over 
the Pano Kavides ridge to Souni. Familiar te1nin made na 1gat1on ea~y 
and it wa not long before we had arrive~ at Checkpo1111 . thre~, still 
miling. Checkpoint three to four was a bonng and a hard six miles on 

the road. It wa all down hill past the dam at Kandou ~nd over an 
extremely boggy field to the waiting Land Rover. Vfe amved a good 
three inche taller with enough mud and clay to bmld a small house. 
5oaked to the skin we took off to complete the most challenging leg from 
Checkpoint Four and Five. Capt Woodbridge and SSgt Pean;e were 
feelino the effect of the downhill tretch. Mrs Reeson, meanwhile, was 
on a ;;;i ion. W e were some three kilometers behind the leading ladies 
team and were determined to catch them over the final ten miles. 
Unfortunately poor route selection meant we ended up trave: ing .acro~s 
some very boggy terrain befor.e arriving at .Checkpoint Five m 
particularly somber moods (cursing and swearing!). At last .we had 
reached the foothills of Episkopi Garrison. The route wa a familiar and 
uphill route that we had completed on previous. Walkdowns. yve raced to 
the base of the Episkopi Golf Balls before h~pmg and waddling our way 
back to the epicentre to the finish. Our_ total !une of ?hrs I~ mmutes was 
well within our target and despite bemg slightly dJSappointed to have 
finished econd in our category. 

WIVF.S' CLUB CHARITY EXERCISE 20121 APRIL 2001 
by Sgt Dave Clwrchwood . . 

The Wives' Club Charity Exercise (Ex Mercury Maiden) took place at 
Scout Wood and the surrounding area over the 20-21 April 200 I. The 
exercise started with the usual welcome, Health & Safety and Basic First 
Aid briefs. The instructors then set about the essential items of 
equipment. The ladies (and one husband) were t~en ' bu~ged out' from 
the Training Wing exerci e tran port to the exercise locauon. Before the 
exercise began there were vicious rumours that the vo lunteers would have 
to capture and kill their own lunch. Fortunately the rumours were put to 
rest when gt Steve Hills taught everyone how to prepare the 24hr 
Ration Packs (as if he know himself). Throughout the day the volunteers 
,,ere subject to a bombardment of information. They were given insight 
on the subject of fir t aid, observation, map reading, movement and 
duues of a entry. This was to prepare them for the night ahead. After the 
e\ening meal they were sent on a simple night navigation exercise in 
'' hich they picked up clues as to the identity of the enemy that were lo be 
111 the area that evening. Once they returned, and after some soup the 
partners were given a briefing on enemy activity that might occur 
throughout the night. A busy night, and after litt le sleep, the partners 
tucked into a hot breakfast and then it was off on the transport to 
complete the remainder of the competition which included a command 
task and quiz. The exercise ended with prize giving and a BBQ at the 
Training Wing. The prize winners were; Miss Julie Gatford (Best Field 

oldicr). Mrs Sharon Lieb and Mrs Kylie Tate (Best Fire Team) and 
Mrs Michelle Ward (Best Effort). 
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The rain cancels play (during the school 
holidays) visit the Royal Signals Museum 

plenty to see and things to do 

Wives(+ husband) with Charity Exercise certificates 

CHARITY FOOTBALL COMPITION 15 APRIL 2001 - hy Sgt Hills 
The tation harity Football Tournament wa held at t~1~ Rugby Club 

Pitches on Sunday 15 April (Easter unday). The competition was made 
up from teams from the Sergeant ' Mess: the ESBA Chefs, th~ !'Y ik 
Ladie Team, the Rugby Club and the Junior ~anks. The compct1!Jon was 
split into two groups, with the top two teams m each group quahfymg for 
the emi-final . The SergeanJS' Mess destroyed the Rugby Club 3-0 m the 
first emi-final and the Junior Rank beat the ESSA Chefs 2-0 111 the 
other. That left the final to be played between the Sergeants' Mes and 
the Junior Rank . The final was a keenly contested match with the 

ergeants' Me taking a 2-0 lead into halftime. T~e Junior Ranks pulled 
a goal back in the second half but a.s. the Sergeants Mess tired, they held 
on to be the winners of the compet111on. The CO was on hand to pre em 
the prizes and thanked everyone for their support and raising money for 
charity. All that' left to be said is, 'Where wa the Officers' Me steam?' 

The Charity football competition winning team 
The Sergeants' Mess 

EXERCISE UHUR PEAK - .JSSU(AN) 
Ex Uhuru Peak was a three-week high altitude trekking expedition to 

Mount Kenya and Mount Kilimanjaro from 5 - 26 March 2001 lead by 
Capt Forbe Guthrie. Mount Kilimanja_ro and. Mount Kenya are the 
highest and second highest mountains m Afnca respectively. Both 
mountains can be climbed by walkers, as oppose.d to ~lunber., and 
therefore offered an excellent opportunity for relatJvely mexpene~ced 
walkers to gain experience of high altitude conditions. The exped1t1on 
was eight strong, all being volunteers fro.m JSSU(A ). The team 
comprised of the following Army and Royal Air Force personnel : 

Capt Forbes Guthrie R SIGNALS 
SSgt (FofS) Dave Coffey R SIGNALS 
Sgt Kev Cooney R SJGNALS 
Sgt Tony Watlington R SIGNALS 

gt Tony Hubbold RAF 
Cpl Jon Olphert RAF 
Cpl Leah Steward R SJGNALS 
LCpl Pat Abel AGC 

Monday afternoon and a group of eight assembled at MT to embark on 
Ex Uhuru Peak. We arrived at Lamaca Airport in good time and ~atched 
carefully to make sure our baggage made it through the wcigh-m. Our 
flight to Dubai was very comfortable,_ arriving in the .sm~ll hours. ~lier 
whiling away seven hours in Dubai Airport we werc_Jettmg off ag~11~ to 
Nairobi . On arrival, a driver from BATLSK (Brit ish Anny Tra1nmg 
Liaison Staff Kenya) met us. The journey took us straight to BATLSK 
Camp where we quickly signed over our accommodation and drew out 
the necessary stores (i.e. Mosquito nets). That afternoon was s1~ent 
sorting out our equipment and liasing with the BATLSK taff. A d~ve~ 
from MT took us into Nairobi so that we could stock up on all the ioo 
we would need for Mount Kenya. After pending a couple ofh?urs filhng 
several shopping trolleys we paid for the food, eventually in Ken.yan 
Shillings, and headed back to camp. SSgt Dave Coffey and Capt Foi b~ 
Guthrie lead the group through rudimentary ropework techniques befo r 
we all packed our kit ready for an early start the next. day. We 11~~ BATLSK in the back of a four-tonne truck for the long Journey to .1 start of our a cent of Mount Kenya - Chogoria. We arrived at the Trans• 
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Motel where we had arranged to meet our local mountain guide, Mr 
John Wachira. Afier waiting over an hour for the guide to show, Capt 
Forbes Guthrie decided to press on without him. ft was now too late to 
attempt any part of the gentle walk through the jungle track, so the 
BATLSK driver was directed to take us all the way up to the park gates. 
At the gates, Capt Forbes Guthrie paid the park and camping fees and 
SSgt Dave Coffey found a suitable s ite to pitch the tents. Just before 
dark, as everyone was preparing to settle down, our guide John turned 
up. l le was disappointed to be told that he would not be paid for that day, 
but everyone was pleased that he did eventually make it. 

The group awoke to discover that what had seemed like a good camp 
site was in fact a water buffalo track! This was to be an 'acclimatisation 
day' to help everyone to get used to the higher altitudes. We set off from 
the Park Gates to Lake Ellis where we all stopped for lunch. After some 
food and the chance to replenish our drinking water we headed up to the 
top of Mugi Hill where we could look down onto the Giant's Billiard 
Table Mountain . We walked back down to the Park Gates where we 
camped for the night again. Everyone got up early, packed their tents and 
set off on the track. After a couple of hours we reached the roadhead, 
where we stopped, and John the guide showed us a beautiful waterfall 
ju ta short distance from the track. It was another hour before the group 
headed off, as the group needed to filter more water from the stream 
before we left. The next leg was a hard climb up to our camp ite at Hall 
Tarns, which we expected to take about four hours. It eventually took 
twice the time we had hoped and we reached the camp ite just as it was 
getting dark. Everyone was exhausted, both from the effects of the 
altitude and from the sheer weight on our backs. Sgt Tony Waddington 
was feeling it the most but we a ll made sure that everyone wa 
administered properly before finishing for the night. 

Sunday morning was a slow start, as the group was still tired from the 
day before, and we had to pend several hours making sure we filtered 
sufficient water supplies for that day. Everyone was feeling much better 
by lunchtime and we packed up and headed off. It was not a long walk to 
the next campsite but it became very steep and most people were feeling 
the effects of the altitude to some extent. On arrival at Simba Tam. gt 
Tony Waddington was complaining of strong headaches. After closely 
monitoring him for another two hours to see if the condition ca ed, it was 
decided to move him down from the altitude in case it was the early 
symptoms of AMS (Acute Mountain Sickness - a potentially lethal 
condition). Capt Forbes G uthrie, SSgt Dave Coffey and Sgt Kev 
Cooney assi t Sgt Tony Waddington down to Shipton ' Camp, a descent 
of about 600m. Once down, a tent was erected and SSgt Dave Coffey 
assi ted Sgt Kev Cooney headed back up to the main group as night fell. 
Capt Forbes Guthrie stayed with Sgt Tony Waddington in the tent to 
ensure that his condit ion did not worsen. At 0200hrs Capt Forbes 
Guthrie, happy that Sgt Tony Waddington had made a sufficient 
recovery to be left alone, climbed back up to rejoin the rest of the party 
for the final accent. The group set off from Simba Tam at 0400hrs for a 
hard two-hour scramble to the top. We all made it ju t before sunri e and 
sat slumped on the peak taking photographs, happy to have made it. From 
Point Lenana we dropped down to Austrian Hut and back round to Simba 
Tarn to take the tents down. We pre ed on down the steep scree slope to 
Shipton's Camp as quickly as possible and topped for an hour to cook 
lunch and filter more water. From Shipton's Camp it was decided to make 
for Old Moses Camp that afternoon a the pro pect of a real bed and a 
porcelain lavatory outweighed the 14km walk. Everyone arrived ~t Old 
Mo es Camp in good piril despite being exhausted and having bh tcred 
feet. The transport was booked to collect the group, and eventually thre~ 
Land Ro ers picked us up at three o'clock in the afternoon. We mad~ 1t 
back to BATLSK at 2000hrs and after getting into our room and eat111g 
our late tea we all enjoyed a well-de erved 'Tusker' beer. 

Wednesday was an admin day for the party. A cl1'.'flce to unpack, cl~an 
and repack all of the equipment ready for Mount K1hmanJaro. Our g~1de 
from Mount Kenya helped us arrange transport and th.e .mandatory guide 
for the trek on Mount Kilimanjaro. At 0700brs a mm1-bus collected us 
and took us to our connecting bus in ai robi . From there the )OUffi?Y wa 
south to the border and on to Arusha where we meet our chief guide for 
Mount Kilimanjaro, Mr Hussein Mbua. The transport wa late in 
arriving and unfortunately we were unable to tart the trek that afternoon 
a we had planned. The guide took u to the librou afari Lodge Hotel for 

the night and wc discussed the revised plan. Hussein and his team 
collected us on Friday morning and moved round to the Park Gates 
dropping some of our baggage off in the near-by Capricorn l lotel . Once 
through the Park Gates we set off for Mandara Hut, which was our camp 
for the night. The route was a gentle three-hour walk through the rain 
forest. After arriving at the hut and taking a short break, we walked up to 
Maundi Crater to help acclimatise, and were fortunate to see several 
monkeys in their natural habitat on the way back down. 

The next stage up to Horombo Hut was an 11 km trek up a fairly 
gradual ascent. Everyone took care to climb as slowly as possible to 
reduce fatigue and help get use to the altitude. After a two-hour break at 
the huts we walked further onto 'Zebra ' Rock. so called, as it had 
naturally been striped black and white. From Horombu Hut we all set off 
for Kibo Hut, which lie at 4,700m, just lower than the height of Mount 
Kenya. It was a slow pace across the arid saddle and everyone was very 
aware of the altirude. Eventually everyone made it to Kibo Hut tired but 
glad to be there. Cpl Leah Steward by this time had begun to suffer 
from a very strong headache. After only 45 minutes, she could bear it no 
longer and SSgt Dave Coffey, Sgt Kev Cooney and an assi tant guide 
helped her down a couple of hundred metres. After an hour rest at that 
height, the symptoms were not easing and she was given one Diamox 
tablet (a drug used to help alleviate the symptoms of AMS), and with the 
help of Flo an assistant guide, descended to Horombu Hut. 

We were up at midnight with our head-torche ready for the final 
ascent to the top of Africa 's highest mountain. This last stage, although 
only 2km in distance, was absolutely exhausting. It took the group about 
five hours before making it onto the crater edge at Gillrnan's Point. It was 
still dark and well below freezing, so everyone was keen to carry on 
around the rim's edge to Uhuru Peak. ft was only another 200metre of 
ascent over a gradual lope, so we set off feeling elated that we had made 
it up the gruelling scree slope and could now see the top. Working our 
way round the path we were confronted by the edge of Rehmann Glacier 
which had crossed over the path. SSgt Dave Coffey stopped the group 
and as the most qualified mountain leader had to decide on the best 
course of action. He bad little choice but to stop the group and not allow 
them to go any further. The group was not qualified nor experienced 
enough to tackle something so hazardous and to turn back. It was an 
immense disappointment for all concerned to have reached the tip of the 
world' highest free-standing mountain, ooly to have to stop metre from 
the very top. However, everyone understood why the decision was made 
and agreed that nothing could be done and they all supported SSgt Dave 
Coffey on a very hard call. Before setting off, we all took the chance to 
take photographs as the sun was rising, and then made our way back 
down to Kibo Hut. At Kibo Hut we topped and rested for a couple of 
hours before setting off down to Horombo Hut where we ate lunch. After 
lunch we cootinucd on down to Mandara Hut which was our campsite for 
the night. 

The final morning on Mount Kilimanjaro we et off down the to Park 
Gates at a leisurely pace. At the gates we all receive certificate for 
reaching Gillman's Point and then proceeded to buy ' been to the top· 
T-shirts. The bus came to collect us aad dropped in at the Capricorn Hotel 
for our bags . We waved good-bye to our guide and et-off for 
Mombassa. Once through the border we get to Voi the vehicle decides to 
breakdown for a couple of hours. Once ome foil from gt Kev's 
cigarette packet is applied to the vehicle failing electrics we were off. 
We got to Mombassa after dark and discovered why people recommend 
that you don ' t drive at night in Ken.ya. We checked into the_·Sun ~· and 
Hotel' for two nights and were bnefed a to bow the all-111clus1ve wa 
mn. All the member of Expedition took full advantage of the hotel's 
facilities, relaxing to 'try to get their physically wreaked bodie back to 
life '. There wa an early tart on Thursday morning to take off to the 
Shimba Hill . two hour outh of Mombassa for a guided afari of the 
park. Unfortunately. no one actually saw any elephant , rhi.nos, giraffe, 
zebra or hippos. The best we saw we some rather llred lookmg gazelles. 
Back at the accommodation that evening, we challenged a group of hotel 
staff to a football match and taught them how the game i played and 
, on. After leaving the hotel we headed into Mombas a to buy our 
souvenirs before boarding the overnight train to airobi . We pent the 
next day unpacking everything aud scrubbing down all of the store 
equipment before we started our journey back home to Cypru . 

14 SIGNAL REGIMENT 
(ELECTRONIC WAREFARE) 

CO Lt Col N. J. Borrill 
RSM W01 (R M) D. L. Palmer 

The officer and soldiers of the Regiment would like to exte1~d a wan:n 
w~lcome to the new Commanding Officer, Lt Col ick Bornll an? his 
wife Chris along with their three chi ldren. Also, farewell and ~e t "1 hes 
to Lt Col David Meyer who leave the Regiment on promotion to take 
over as hief of Staff on Op Monarch in the Former Democratic 
Republic of Congo. 
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HEADQ ARTERS SQ ADRON - by W02 ( Af) Nell'/011 

qn Comd 1aj tanden 
SSM W02 (S M) Newton 

The Squadron would like to welcome the ne\\ qn OC. 1aj John_ 
tanden, who i lowly getting u ed to thee ery day. Im tic and bustle of 
HQ, a far cry from hi previous emplo ment dO\~n m the ·Jccpy.hollow 

of the QM (G) department. HQ_ ay congmtulauons on promotion an~ 
goodbye to SSgt QM Dougie 'My clothes are louder than yours 
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Dougla 3nd welcome to gt Q 1S Dean \\'ilson. Th quadron has 
bi: ·n bu'~ supporting operation in . ierra . Leone an.d Ko. ovo .as w~H as 
e. erci . ._. in Kenva 3nd Cypru . wh1l t ttll supplymg e ·qui tte cmsme 
and a highly efficient equipment maintenance and repair ervicc in can1p 
(R WO. OC L D and TOT all owe me a fiver). Finall / due to the recent 
foot and mouth outbreak we have ha also ·een members of the quadron 
deplo~ed around 11d Wale., carrying ?ut variou di e: .! and demanding 
task> in support of tAFF and the fam1mg community. 

REGIME 'T LR GB 
14 IG ' L REGI IE if (ELE TRONIC WARFARE) RFC 
\THE T LLI N ) - by W02 (S M} Newton 

e" kit. ne" pitch. plenty of players and plenty of fixtures. The 
beginning of the eason wa looking good and thing were looking up. 
Then came the bad news! 
·The pitch i out of bound forthe re t of the ea on'. aid the QM. 
'But ifs only August!'.! replied. 
· ix of the pack are deployed on Op '. aid the coach, gt 'Taff' 
Morgan. 
·But that leaves us with two hookers and a prop', l replied. 
• M it' the MTO, due to the current fuel strike we re unable to supply 
tran port for away fixture .' 
'****!', 1 replied. 
· M. have I told you your po ted?', said OC HQ Sqn. 
·Taff your in charge now'. I replied. 

Despite all the e set backs Sgt "Taff' Morgan and Cpl Stu 'The Bid' 
Kelly managed to keep our heads above water which resulted in the 

tallion. getting through to the first round of the major unit cup, having 
convin.:ingly beaten the econd Battalion. Royal Anglian . The next 
round wa a different story, having drawn 22 Air Defence (The Welsh 
Gunners) away. After the long trek from Brawdy to Kirton-in-Lindsey 
(eight hour ) SSgt eil Sorley warmed us up for the big game. The 
whistle blew for the tart of the game and within two minutes W02 
Craig hrives cored a try between the posts. To put it bluntly, the 
oppo ition was gutted_ The Stallions put up a brave fight but could not 
stop a team who had the Anny crum half and some other excellent 
players. The match ended in a 26 to 7 win for the Wei h Gwmers but the 

tallion turned in a fine performance. The eason has continually been 
hampered by team cancelling games after they had realised where 
Brawdy actually i on the map! If it were not for the few enthusiastic 
individual such a 'Taff' and ·Stu ' who arranged fixture against local 
side , Regimental Rugby would have been none existent. ext season 
\\ill tart on a high with a tour to Belgium and Holland, HQ Sqn look 
forward to retaining the Russ Cup Seven-a-Side trophy and the S COs 
and Officers look forward to the big match against the juniors in 
December (the less aid about last year, the better). Finally, thanks to all 
tho e fossils who have come out of retirement this year (WOl Richie 
Angove). and to the youngsters such as Sig Clive 'I'm not drinking' 
Clayton who have been coerced into playing at short notice. A special 
thank you goes to Capt Rob 'Yellow card' Lane for sin binning me as 
soon a the CO and RSM appeared on the side line in the first round of 
the cup. 

Q ARTERMASTERS (TECHNICAL) DEPARTME T 
by WO.? (RQMS) Gemmell 
QM (Tech) Capt Turnbull 
RQMS (Tech) W02 (RQMS) Gemmell 

Another busy six months for the department, fi r tly the Department 
would like to say welcome to recent arrivals Sig 'Slug ' Owen from 7 Sig 
Regt and Sig 'Spud ' Lockley from Blandford. Secondly to ay farewell 
and good luck to SSgt 'Spike' Hughes who bas moved to be SQMS 245 
Sig Sqn (EW), gt Jan Millham to a recruiters post in Aldershot and 
finally to Cpl Chris Coward and Sig Caz Baddeley to Civvy Street. 
Congratulations go to Sgt Si Ferrer and Cpl Laura Bastin and also to 
Sig Mark Hamblin and Sig Liz Binns on their recent marriages, we 
hope ~he future holds all they wish for. Some recent Regimental 
comm1t'!1ents have seen the Department having to up the tempo including 
the Regimental Board of Officers, a VVlP Visit, the Logistical Support 
lnspection and the Ammunition Inspection, all of which we have come 
through relatively unscathed. Some notab le deployments from the 
Department have included ig Stratton and Cpl Lewis on Op Agricola 
and ig' Owen and Hamblin on Op Peninsular. Having just completed 
the Squadron ITO Training Camp we are all now ITD'd to death and 
ready to face the challenges that lie ahead. 

226 IG AL SQ ADRON (ELECTRO IC WARFARE) 
qn Comd 1aj Gillespie 

S M W02 (S M) Watson 
Q DRO ' HE DQ ARTERS TROOP by W02 (FojS) Amies 

Tp Comd W02 (Fo ) Amies 
Tp Sgt gt Gemmell 

Despite being the smallest Troop in the Squadron we now have a 
command structure to rival Regimental Ops in it's complexity. The Tp 
OC, W02 (FofS) Andy Amies passes informat ion down to the Admin 
Sergeant, gt 'Archie' Gemmell , who passes some of it down to the l/C 
sections, gt 'TafT' Morgan and the MT Sergeant, Sgt 'Taff' Kinsey 
v.ho then pass \\hatever little information is left to the shop floor. 

ongratulations go to the Admin Sergeant who has the same name as the 
RQM .• and isn't afraid to u e this fact to personal advantage, and 
comm1scrauons to 'TafT' Morgan who still hasn 't escaped from the Tech 
Workshop. keep trymg! Aside from dealing with irate farmers this has 
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been an enforced period of inactivity for the Troop, apart from 
·ervicing , PRE, Firs Second Lines etc, etc! The ED Bay has been 
sub tantially reinforced with the arrival of Cpl 'Linford' McSherry and 
LCpl 'Tanker· Thomp on. till the MT Sgt ha managed to claw his 
way onto the LEWT ro ier to resume his parachuting career so at Jca~t 
there is one happy face on the shop floor. Our thank go to TM Tp for 
replacing every Tech who depa1ts, no matter what rank. with a new guy 
traight from the factory. Welcome to L pis 'Unlucky' Peter . • pik~· 

Trearty and 'Who?' Easom. The Squadron Orderly room has adly aid 
goodbye to LCpl 'Gri!T' Hambleton, who ha been replaced by Cpl ·H· 
Clarke (a former member of the Corps who wanted to return lo 
Brawdy). A big hello to the new YofS, W02 Lee Davis, who joined the 
unit in July 2000 but has yet to get a mention in The WIRE, and i' 
chuffed to bit to have a FofS a his Tp 0 ! Fina lly a pica to M M Div 
for more Welsh people to be posted here as there' just not enough 
'Taffs' in the unit! 

OPERATION PENI S LAR - by Sgt Gemmell 
Mid Wales is known to have some of the mo t green and cenic land 

around within the United Kingdom. Member of226 ig Sqn (EW) were 
about io find out how green it really was as they deployed on Op 
Peninsular. Op Peninsular was the support given to the foot and mouth 
crisis by 14 ig Regt (EW) at a most crucial and important time in the 
attack to stop the pread of the disease. On this operation there were no 
medals to be gained, a we were about to find out. After a short briefing 
on the dangers of badgers, to this day we still never understood the logic 
of this as our main task al1ead involved CO\ s and sheep, all the S CO's 
and Driver were unofficially signed in a members of MAFF. We 
deployed to a small village called Montgomery, sorry l meant a town 
called Montgomery (as it had a bank). The owner of the hotel was well 
plea ed to say the least as he had not seen any outsiders for three month> 
and was about to lay off half hi ta ff. The Ops room was soon et up b> 
Capt Higgs from 245 Sig Sqn and his driver LCpl 'Spud' Taylor. With 
all the rooms taken iJ1 the 5 tar hotel (well it seemed like a five tar at 
first) we were issued our rooms with Sgt (Sig) 'Admin' Gemmell and 
his driver Sig C hris Lloyd (famous for being quiet) gaining the famil> 
room. You can guess who kept bumping his head on the beam as he got 
iJ1to his ingle bed. The first LO teams on the ground, led by gt Jeff 
Murray and LCpl Mick McGhee from Romeo Tp, were soon to meet a 
very mixed reaction from the farmers they encountered, as fear fuelled 
by the media and local specu lation. This led to some very angry 
reaction at time with the threat to use force if the Army were to take 
control of their farms. The e fears were oon put to rest as the Team LOs 
set about reassuring the farmers of our intentions and to keep them 
updated with the latest news from the MAFF officials. This proved to be 
a good relationship and we were soon to become very popular in the 
district with our friendly and caring approach to the farmers needs. At 
time this included getting in the shoppiJ1g or delivering the mail, a well 
as building fires and a si ting in the slaughter of their infected animals. 
Meanwhile back at the Welsh Assembly in Cardiff SSgt Eric Head and 
Cpl Steve Birchall (OIC Sharking) were big timing it in a top clas 
hotel and having sandwiches with Big Tony (PM). 

640 SIG AL TROOP (ELECTRONIC WARFARE) 
by LCpl Cranswick 
Tp Comd Flt Lt Rayner 
Tp SSgt SSgt Head 

Since the la t edition a lot of the Troop have gone back to nature but 
not in a way they might have imagined. With the Regiment being 
already involved in the foot and mouth crisi w ith Op Peninsular, 
members of the Troop were finally called into action in the South Wales 
region and like anything else some were more involved than others. God 
know how Cpl teve Birchall made it through two week of the sheer 
hellish Cardiff nightlife; by the look of it he certain ly didn't starve! 
Once again it has been another busy period of comings and goings. 
Good luck to Sgt ' Mad dog ' Mount and Sgt Andy Nichols who are 
both on their Yeoman's course. Tearful farewells to Cpl Steve Frost, 
who is off to Digby's radio room and Sig Adam Welton wbo i turning 
to the civilian side. The Troop new boys are Cpl Paddy Briscoe. Cpl 
Glenn Feeley, Cpl Tommy Scanlan, Cpl Robbo Robson, Cpl Daz 
Pond , LCpl dam Chant and Sig Mick Luxford. Special mentions to 
the boys in RAF blue, JT ' Peanut' Clements and JT ick Wilkin on 
who are sampling the delights of Brawdy for three years and a big G'day 
to Cpl Jason Reid on exchange from the A ustra lian Royal Signals. 
Strewth! The Troop is looking forward to Ex Whale Search in June and 
Ex Eagles Strike in July in which the Troop will no doubt shine in their 
new revamped fonnation. The 640th ride again. 

ROMEO TROOP - by Sgt Dunn 
Tp Comd 2Lt Jones 
Tp SSgt Sgt Murray 

Firstly I want to kick things ofT by welcomi ng back the Troop OC 
after what must surely be the longest Troop Commanders Course on 
record. We have our suspicions that he did two courses just to keep away 
from the Regiment.. .. 

Romeo Tp has seen a good many comings and goings in the past 
couple of months. Start ing with the tearful goodbyes. Farewell , to C~I 
Karl Hickenbotham, leaving us in order to bolster the ranks at the Air 
Warfare Centre in Waddington. Also farewe ll to LCpl Sarah Burton 
(don't call her Shona) who has decided to give up the hard life in .1he 
Royal Signals and see what it is like to slum it with the Roya l Electncal 
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and M.echanical Engineers. Also Sgt Chris Gibbins has taken control 
down m the PRI shop for his last few months in the Regiment before 
being promoted to civilian life. Finally, Sig 'Chops' Copestake who is on 
th~ verge of a move l? Germany. He wish.es his posting would arrive as 
qmckly a the local fire bngadc did at his MQ when a little midnight 
snack went ' Pet~ Tong' in the kitchen. Oh well 'Chops', that 's what home 
insurance cover 1s for. 

Now for the emotional welcomes, a whole scramble of new arrivals. 
Welcome. back to the Troop for Sgt Gav Wilson and wife Tracey. Gav 
served wtth Romeo Tp s~ lo.ng ago even he doesn ' t want to remember it. 
Also welcome to Cpl R1ch1e Canale, don ' t unpack mate you're off to 
Sierra Leone and LCpl Claire Ashdown fresh from 20 Armd Bdc 
Straight from the DIS! factory at Chicksands come LCpls Dan Eva~ 
and J.ustin Eldridge, get some webbing from the SQMS lads you're on 
exc~c1sc tomoi;o~. La t but no means least Sigs Edge, Johnson 232 and 
Wmte. There s J~St about e~ough room to mention that recently the 
Troop have been 1~volve? with the MAFF efforts to ha lt the spread of 
fool a1~d mouth disease m Wales and a very successful HF exercise 
!nvolvmg a .number o_f TA un.its in the Midlands. Those not getting 
involved wtth such. lntle act1v1t1es have been helping to form the 
SPEARHEAD commitment for the Regiment. 

RIGGER M~RSHALLING COURSE - by Sig Rees 
~emg an .a1rmob1le squa,dron it i cs ential for 226 Sig Sqn (EW) to 

tram new Rigger Marshall s (RM). On Tuesday 29 July 2001 we were 
about to find out what ~eing a RM was all about. We entered the camp 
cinema to find Sgt C hris Dun.n, the S9n Heli Handling Instructor, ready 
to ~ake ~s through the theory side of thmgs. Armed with handouts, power 
pomt. hdes an? the worl~s suppl)' of video.s, th~ course had begun. At 
first II w~ a mmefield of mformauon with httle tune to dige t it all. The 
near vertical le~mmg curve levelled .out SOl!1ewhat on Thursday when the 
course put t.heir theory mto practice, usmg a Gazzelle helicopter to 
practice nggmg of strops and underslung loads. The course did well and 
was now lookm.g forward to rigging the Chinook that was booked for the 
next day. Oil Fnday I June the course gathered in one of the hangars for a 
wnttcn exam. Havmg all pas ed successfully, it was time to fly a number 
of different load around the airfield to see if the HUS LE equipment was 
up to the job. The Chinook helicopter arrived on time. All personnel were 
given the safety bnef and S?me useful hint to help with the practical side 
of the course. Out on the airfield the course was split into four teams up 
and ~own the runway. F111al checks were done on the variou 
combmatlon loads that were about to be lifted. These included: 

o Landrover wolf and trailer combination. 
o 16/24 KVA generator, trailer mounted. 
o Tandom fl tonne trailer combination. 

These l!fts were f~rried between the four team on the ground who 
were. puttm.g all their new found theory in to practice. A number of 
Landing Pomt Commanders (LPC) were keeping a watchful eye on the 
newt)' qu~ltfied RMs. The Chinook did a total of 12 lifts, moving the 
combmauon the R~ had n.gged. Thankfully nothing fell off and the 
whole of the practical ess1on went smoothly. Finally the Chinook 
touched down, all course per onnel boarded for a trip down the Welsh 
coa time and back aero the farm land at low level. Once back at camp 
th.e RMs were told they had all passed and were presented with their 
R1~g.er Mar haller Curren~y C~rtificate. A big thank you to Pte ·willy' 
Wllhams who, at short notice pttched up and took omc splendid picture 

LCpl Ashdown doing her best to catch a lift in a Chinook 

A view from the ground. 

of the practical ession in progre . 
237 SIG AL SQ ADRO (ELECTRO IC W. RFARE) 

qn Comd laj Drinkall 
SSM W02 (SSM) Mitchell 

It has been a bu y two months for the premier quadron in the 
Regiment. The decline of foot and mouth has een the boys relca cd from 
Op Peninsular. dutie. wi thin Wales, leaving more avai lable to deploy to 
Sierra Leone mcludmg the qn 21C, Capt Mark Davi , on CA TS a 
well a replacing the odd member of 14 ig Tp when on R&R from their 
on-going tour in Ko. ovo .. Those remaining ha e been getting their !TD 
out of the way and hmben ng up for the Inter-Squadron athletics in which 
they came an impre ive third. We ha,·e had a welcome addition to the 
Squadron in the form of six JTs from RAF Digby. The girls have thrown 
themselves into Squadron life. in particular, competing with great gusto 
on the fema le team 111 the recent Ru · Cup Ath letic: Competition. More 
from them to follow .... 

SQUADRO HEADQ ARTER TROOP - by Sig Mcla11ghli11 
Tp Comd Capt Davis ' 
Tp Sgt Sgt Newton 

The la L fe\\ weeks have been a bu y tran itional pha e for :!37 ig 

[D)(Q)[M iJ ~[E [D)ij~~#\[p[p(Q)ij~ [E[D) ~(Q)[p'tf f(Q)[Rl lf!H] ~ 
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qn·s (E\\') HQ Tp. with a high proportion of our man power. being 
po ted in or out. \ c would like to ·ay goodbye and co~gratulattons. to 
L pl Jim • !!adman' Bradford. who ha de ervcdly gamed promotion 
JUSt after posting to 30 ignal Regiment. And a b lated w~lcome to Sgt 
Brett ·The Invisible fan' Newton who has ince tepped 111 as HQ Tp 
(\ff) O. (we think). We would like to welcome LCpl Glen Ru sell, 
po ted 111 from 7 ignal Regiment. We. would al , hke t? congratula~e 
LCpl Pete 'Teeth· Rus ell on promotion la t . w1•ek w~1l t on .tour 111 

Ko O\O. 237 ig qn (EW) ha recently been 111 olvcd 111 14 Sig Regt 
(EW) Athletic ompetition. ~e M, W02 Dave ·l~tchell.' competed 
in a number of event . including the 400m hurdle. , 111 which he wa 
victoriou-. (Que uon till abound on who wa holding the topwatch). 

ig Graham (Jnr) Luddit al o took part in the 3000m steeple chase for 
HQ Tp, with a omewhat adapted technique to his race. SHQ Tp was 

eagerly cheering on the quadron, including Sgt K v ( 1ac) Macdonald 
- congratulations on his new arrival. baby Connor: LCpl Paul 'Very ' 

trange; Cpl raig · eth' Campbell - the bigge t, loude t care bear of 
the quadron who i in the proce ofre-tradin~ to the Int Corps: and Cpl 
'Paddy' Garvey. who wa too bu y daydreammg about his future leave 
to Acapulco. 

14 SIGNAL TP (E\'\') - OP AGRICOLA (KOSOVO) 
by ig Kerry Burrows 
Tp Comd Lt Waddell 
Tp OpsWO W02 (Supvr R) Osborne 

May has been and gone and June i upon u . Slowly but ur~IY. the 
weeks are flying past. Within the Troop we have !\ o distinct 
em·ironment . Firstly, we have those at the sharp end. The e are the men 
who man the detachments out and about in the country ide and they are 
the Troop' mountain men. uch heroes include Sig Rob 'I know how to 
light a Puffin Billy" Fraser. Cpl Dave :call the ~lackhawk, I've ?een 
bitten by an in ect' Hall and spearheading the ram dances, Cpl Jmna 
Garner. The other environment is Ech and here you'll find all the Ech 
Wallahs, who fondl)' refer to themselves as mong . No really! Other than 
the bo s - Lt Phil 'Mmm doughnuts · ~ addell, and the troops' OpsWO, 
W02 1ike 'What do you mean day off' Osborne - the whole effort in 
upporring the out-dets i held together by IC Rubb Shelter, Cpl Matt ' 

Just for the Men' Turner. The work at both end i constant and most 
days merge into a ort of groundhog-day, but this doesn't happen without 
any comic incidences. Shortly after the visit from CO 14 Sig Regt (EW), 
the real memorable ·classics' occurred. 

As May draws to a close, how could we ever forget Sig Jamie 
'Pattyman' Pateman s pectacular table clearance in the bar? A steady 
flow of verbal poke and !ates - in good humour of course - saw to tbe 
demise of at least half a dozen bottles of beer and ·Pattyman' · 
tempestuous exit from the bar. June arrives and once again our beloved 
' Pattyman· provide the drama: we convinced him that it wa necessary 
to rra,·el ,\;th a hotgun on the roof of the RB44. And so it came to pass 
that he wedged himself between the canvas and the cab, kitted out in his 
body armour and helmet, armed with his LSW! The final part of the 
journey up to the hill top site was particularly rocky and he arrived 
looking pretty haken only to be greeted by a committee of Royal 
Engineers a well as the crew' det. Oh how they laughed. 

Since then, there have been just too many incidents to list, but needless 
to say, the Troop bas been kept entertained. 1ow June has arrived and 
still. there's much of the same. The Troop has moved up into another 
gear, working hard on its latest deployment, but also preparations are 
underway for the troop's recovery to the UK come early July. All in all, 
the tour ha been a good one; lots of laughs and calamities. Yet through 
all of this. the Troop has managed to work through its technical problems 
and above all. maintained its professionalism through and through. 

THE RAF HAVE LA DED AT BRAWDY (AGAIN)! 
by Lt Halpin 

We've got the beach, we've got the surf.. .. and now Brawdy's got the 
Babes! The official line i that 14 Sig Regt (EW) (currently a tad short of 
females) needed more Intercept Operators - so was it a coincidence that 
six out of the eight are women JTs recruited from the dark depths of RAF 
Digby? How come 237 Sig Sqn (EW) managed to nab all the females? 
Morale at 14 Sig Regt has certainly improved with the new arrivals - and 
the girls are welcome~. o! o were they coerced or did they volunteer? Lt 
Halpin invi:stigatcs, grabbing a moment with the bu y new arrivals as 
they take a break in the sun from their Odette Operator's Course: 
'What were your expectations of coming to Brawdy?' 
'We'd heard that it was all about painting tanks - and were even given 
paint bru hes as a leaving presents!', says JT Fegan (237 Sig Sqn). 
'And have you had to use them yet?' 
·well we did paint a generator!' 
JT Clement (226 Sig Sqn (EW)) puts it more succinctly: 
'!was expecting a lot ofbulls**t,' but added straight away, 'It's been fine 
though, the lads accept that we've had different training and make 
allowance for us.' 
'Are you gett111g fed up yet with all the crap RAF jokes?' 
·we give as good as we get; we've got lots of crap army jokes!', JT 
Bame~ (237 Sig qn (EW)) shoots back. Atta Girl. ! 
·so 11's not a· bad as you thought then?' 
'Oh no. we get to see the sun and enjoy it on days like this,' says JT 
Cochrane (237 ig Sqn (EW)) (good attitude), 'and we get the 
opportunity to deploy; it's going to be a much less passive role than at 
Digby', add~ JI Richards (245 ig Sqn (EW)). The lads are both off to 
Oman with 226 Sig qn (EW) in September along with JT Wilkinson 
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(226 ig qn (EW)) while the girls arc heading ofT to Chicksand for six 
month · language tra ining in preparation for deployment to Kosovo next 
year. Dobra Sreca! ince their arrival last month the JTs have been taken 
through a comprehensive Regimental Induction under the watchful eye of 
RAF, Sgt Byrne. As well as doing the two week Odelle Operators' 
Course in tructed by Capt Dave Divine (congratulations on 
commi sioning ir!) and the extremely slim line W01 'Buzz ' Burrrows. 
The girls have certainly been making most of the deligh ts of 
Pembroke hire in their free time, 'We went horse-riding along Newgale 
Beach last weekend, it was fanta tic', enthused JT Cochrane. The girls 
went on to say that the tables would give them a good di count for a 

RAF reclaims Brawdy! The Odette Operator Course 
Back row (L-R) Sgt Byrne, JTs Clements, Cochrane, 

W01 Burrows, JTs Harry, Richards 
Front row (L-R) JTs Angus, Fegan, Barnes, Copley, LCpl Driscoll 

group of ten; here 's your chance lads! What are you waiting for?! 
A DFI ALLY .... 

We look forward to welcoming 14 Sig Tp (EW) back from Kosovo at 
the begining of July. We will be returning as a Squadron early next y~r. 
Before that, elements of the Squadron wi ll deploy in upport of 226 ig 
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. qn (EW) on Ex Saif Sarcca in Oman in September. In the meantime 
there i.s a summ er at Bra.wdy to enjoy ! 237 Sig Sqn (EW) will be 
fe atur1.ng P.ro m1nently Ill the forth c?ming Corps Winds urfing 
Champ1om.h1ps at Dale: Lt Laura Halpm, W02 Tony Watters Sgt 
Brett ewton and Sgt 'Taff' Willumsen will be donning the necc;sary 
rubber (i t's not that hot here) and competing for the Regiment in the 
Novice Event. The 0 Sqn, Maj Dave Drinkall, is keen to get a ladies 
squad together f?r the Army Ca.noe Championships. Finally, good luck to 
all those competing in the Morrison Cup at Blandford on 16 June. 

245 SIGNAL SQUADRON (ELECTRO IC WARFARE) 
qn Comd Maj Hodges 
SM W02 (SSM) Shepherd 

OPERATION PENI SULAR - by Cap/Higgs 
. Between ~arch 27 and April 13 the Regiment deployed three troops 10 

aid MAFF 111 the fight again t foot and mouth disease in Wales. The 
Troops, which were a mix ~rom across all four Squadron , deployed to 
Anglesey, Montgomerysh1rc and Monmouthshire, with a Squadron 
Command element in the MAFF Office in Llandrindod Wells. 

The Anglesey Troop deployed with an initial brief to assist with the 
security of slaughterhouses and disposal sites. It wa not long, however, 
before they found themselves doing the unenviable task of manhandling 
carcasses, so they could be transported from one disposal site to another. 
The Monmouthshire Tp, tasked by the MAFF Office in Llanishen 
initially deployed on mapping tasks, identifying dangerous contact and 
contiguous farms , but they were soon moved on to farm to control 
slaughter and di posal. They were so diligent in controlling site security 

that th~y even. took a. postman who had traycd on tu a su~pected fann 
and stn~pcd him of his clothes and shoes, so that he had to complete hi. 
rounds m. a set of.disposable paper coveralls. fhc Montgomery 1 p 
worked directly with the local Police, Farmers' Unions and Animal 
I lealth Officers on farms around Newtown and Wclshpool, deployed in 
LO teams to farms, where they supervised slaughter men and contractors 
in the work of culling and disposal , as well as securing the site and 
hccnsmg movement. There was hostility from the fanncrs during the first 
few days of the deployment, as they had been told that the Army would 
amve armed and ready to kill animals on sight. Once the teams \\Crc in 
place, and. the wor~ h~d started on the farms they realised that we were 
sympathetic to their situation, and strong ties were soon developed with 
many o~ the fa.rmcrs and their families. The Troop in Montgomeryshire 
was rel1e.ved m place by the HCR, and before we could return to 
barracks, m ~cmbrokcshire, which is in a 'clean· part of the country. we 
were placed in a three-day quarantine in Sennybridge. The time was not 
wasted ~owever and once the vehicles had been thoroughly disinfected 
the Regimental Training Wing provided gripping entertainment in the 
form of ITO training. 

The crisis had be.en in the Press for several weeks before we deployed, 
but ev~n after havmg worked 111 the fanning community it is hard to 
appreciate ho"'. devastating it is for farmers, particularly dairy farmers, to 
have all of their stock destroyed as a precautionary measure. It wa with 
sadness that the Regiment learned that one of the fanners whose tock we 
had. culled took his own life the week after we returned to barracks. 
While many areas of the country have now begun to open up, the crisis i 
not yet over. 

x I 16 SIGNAL REGIMENT 

co 
RSM 

Lt Col Tony Morphet 
WOl(RSM) Fi her 

'The Four Kevins' 
Newly commissioned Capt Fowler with 
Capts Barker, Stainburn and Fitzpatrick 

The photo is of the four Kevins in the Officers Mess, note the weeny 
Kevin clutching hi drink. The photo was taken on the commissioning of 
Capt Kevin Fowler, hortly before he removed his trousers, jumped in 
the pond and got posted to 7 Sig Rcgt. Good luck ill your new job, and 
the subbies of 16 Sig Regt have promised to salute you next time we're 
loitering in Bradbury Barracks. 

230 SIGNAL SQ AD RON 
qn Comd Maj I. Lawrence 
SM W02(SSM) R Hood 

A mention must go here to the quadron Foreman, SSgt (FofS) Bob 
Pace who never gets a mention in The WIRE. 

EXERCISE POLAR BACKSTOP 
On 17 February, 230 Sig qn along with members of 255 Sig qn set 

vu~. on Ex Polar Backstop which wa to be a memorable and exciting 
sk1~ng exercise. Co-ordinnted by Lt 'Everything is under control' 
Kmghtly Brown it was to be a ve1y successfol week that let ome of the 
members of the exercise show some real character. We arri cd at our 
lfdge with Sig 'I'm the driver' Bedford skilfully driving the coach acros 
I 1e snow and missing most of the other traffic on the roads. The slope 
were dommated with skills from Sig 'I can ski really well with out falling' 
ienham , LCpl 'Mad goggles but J can just about tand' Smith, Sgt 

on't I look good' MacKenzie and al o Cpl 'Snow Plough' Roberts and 
ome of the members can still here gt 'Lucky Dice' Wilkin on 

screammg and it i till debated whether he put hi hand in hi pocket all 
week. When it was decided that the members of the exercise would have 
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a night out some of the lads decided to impress the local ladies with tale 
that they were a boy band Cpl 'I can dance' Finney • ig 'Ricky Martin' 
Doherty and LCpl 'I'll stand here and look good' Perry, o a big thanks 
to Random Answer and we hope to hear more from the band in the 
future. However, these were not the only tars of the exercise with Sig 
'Snake' Wood trying his harde t and a big thank you to our entertainers 
Sigs 'Let's.streak in the now' Patman and Ansell , what a random thing 
to do! All m all the exerc1 e was very succes ful and a good time was had 
by all, can't wait for Polar Back top IT. 

Sig 'Lord Billy the Coach Driver' Bedford, and Sig Hatchard 
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A short break during some arduous adventure training 

TR K ODE015 
Tp Comd Lt Knightly Brown 
Tp SSgt S gt 1cNeill . 

Hello and welcome from TN 015. Ifs been a trange month wlln lot 
going on. Unfortunately due 10 the foot and mouth out break (including in 
the female accommodation) most of the exerc1 es have been cancelled 
and the Troop ha been co~centrated mostly on vehicle maintenance 
(allegedly). The Troop ~ecently contributed their effort tow.ards, the 
Leice ter Trophy w1mmmg event, the team members; LCpl Billy T~e 
Fish" lerrick , LCpl ·soar' Bufton, ig ' ot o fish· Irwi_n , ~1g 
'Canoe· Cameron, Cpl ·Halibut' Hall, Sig 'Billy' Bedford and Sig L1 a 
Harris. Finally, Trunk ode 015 would like to ay ~final fareweH to the 
fine t ED in the Corp Sig Hatchard who 1s leavmg us for l Div. and 
Cpl Lowes who has al~ady left for the pasture of2 Sig Regt. 

TR K 'ODE 016 - By Cpl Shackleton 
Tp Comd Lt Pittaway 
Tp SSgt Sgt Shield . . 

Recently life in the Troop ha been nothmg less than the usual thrill , 
piH and ad,·enture we have_ all come to ~xpect, along with a few 

noticeable changes of face within the ranks. Firstly the Troop would hke 
to extend its warmest welcome to the arrival of SSgt Russ 'Haven't I got 
a loud 'oice?' hield into the chair, along with Sgt Bri ' ATO 
Champion' Clark both of' horn have taken well to daily life within the 
Troop. Al owe wish to welcome LCpl 'Paddy' Grills with Sigs ' Jase' 
Holt and ·Felix' Feline. As always the lads have been out gettmg 
inYolved in anything we can, most recently in the Leice ter Trophy 
Swimming Competition with excellent performances from all who 
participated, in particularly Sig ·Warrington Champion' Doherty and Cpl 
·Which wav·s the finish?' Tyrrell. But the greatest applause has to be 
aved for our new taff Sergeant who wasted no time in teaching the 

Regiment the spirit of never giving up under any circumstances! Not 
even when the officials call a false start! Outside of work hours the Troop 
recently tried its hand on the racing track with an afternoon Go-Karting 
were a fierce competition of driving skill was had. In the end there can be 
only one winner and after thirty laps of dog eat dog racing and numerous 
warning LCpl 'Dougie' Douglas and Sig ·J was robbed ' Wilson failed 
to get passed Cpl ·Smiler ' hackleton 10 win the day. A mention also 
bas to be given to, probably the biggest under achiever of the afternoon, 
LCpl 'Crash Test Dummy' McCrum who managed to hit or drive over 
everythmg but the racing line! A very impressive drive for someone 
employed as the Brigadier·s driver! Our congratulations go out to LCpl 
'Exercise begin' Heywood on getting married and to Sig 'Flis' Cull who 
i about to gel married very shortly. Finally our biggest thanks would hke 
to go to L pl ·Tarentino' Walsh who since taking over the bar has 
provided the single soldiers with a second home to find refuge from the 
trials of everyday work. 

PPORTTROOP 
Tp Comd 2Lt Laura Clark 
Tp SSgt Sgt Lewis 

Support Tp lately has undergone the same sporty pursuits as the rest of 
the Squadron. The Morrison Cup Athletics in Herford saw some notable 
performance. , ig Daniel put in a valiant effort in the I OOm hurdles 
again t some tough opposition. Sig Delaney did well and came Third in 
the Pole Vault, and Sigs Ansell and Duffield both put in a massive effort 
in the 4x400m relay. ig Jackson did well in the Discus despite an injury. 
The Leicester Trophy Swimming saw some great and not so great 
performances. Cpl 'Fish' Finney introduced a new swimming stroke to 
us all. Everyone who took part put in a fantastic effort, and brought more 
than a couple of smiles to peoples' faces. ew additions lo the Troop are 

gt Dix from 252 Sig Sqn and 2Lt Clark from RSTCC. Goodbye to 
LCpl Dickeson, Sgt Gudge and gt Reid , good luck to you all. 

255 SIG AL Q ORO 
. q'1 Comd Capt Kevin Barker 

SM W02 ( M) Al Ironside 
Th· Squadron has bid a hearty and sad goodbye to the OC, Maj Tony 

Burgin. who leaves us to travel 'up the road' to join G6 UKSC(G). All of 
u at 255 ig qn wi h Maj Burgin, Cathy, Gemma and Daniel all the 
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very best for the future and_ we expect to ~ee_ you -:cry soon at your 
lea ing 'do". It may look like we are a bit li ght- listed and haven 't 
botherCct putting our hands in our )lockets to send Y<;Jll off in • tyle but we 
hall certainly ensure you get a suitable send-off pnor to the quadron's 

departure to Oman. Even though you have now left I am sure you will be 
glad 10 know that for the second time running the Yeoman has been 
censored and no mention of Winnie the Pooh will be made (oops). On 
behalf of all tbc members of 255 Sig Sqn wc wo~ld like to wish you the 
very be ·1 for the future for both you and the Burgin clan and to thank you 
for steering the Squadron so well. . . 

Also moving is W02 (FofS) Matt Duff. Agam a big thank you and 
goodbye to Matt, Emma. and a~ who arc escaping to heltenham. 
Moving acros to take his place 1 SSgt (FofS) Campbell who has 
transferred over from SCP(R). Thank you to Matt for all you've done for 
the quadron and for your influence in the sale of Visio and other 
assorted oflware package . The Foreman has been an invaluable asset to 
ARR MAJ deployment not least because he oflen doubles up as the 
Tropo Del on account of his ears. Al o departing S.HQ is S gt ' Rocky' 
Hudson who ha wapped with SSgt Jayne Lawrence from 252 Sig Sqn 
(hello). Again a big goodbye to ' Rocky ' and thanks for all your suppon 
over the la l four years. 

The Squadron has gone through some other big changes with our 
numbers swelling con iderably as everyone rushe to be 255 Sig Sqn! We 
have now taken on all CIS respon ibilities for all ARRC ite on 
deployment a CI Tp transfers from 252 Sig Sqn. Hot-footing it behind 
them came Bruggen Tp (formerly H Tp) as they al o became part of the 
gang. For all the new _face a. big welcome_ to 255 Sig Sqn. The q~adron 
can face a bright and mterestmg future which see u not only growmg but 
taking on a greater number and more varied roles. 

MAN TROOP 
Tp Comd 2Lt Brian Jeffery 
Tp SSgt SSgt Fred Fen om . 

Hello to LCpl Phillips joining the Troop from 7 Sig Regt and Sig 
Green traight from the factory, a sad farewell goes to Cpl Kev Parkes 
a he leaves to re-badge to the AGC. Kev will be sadly missed within the 
Troop and we all wish Kev, Vicky and family all the best for the future. 
Congratulations to Sig Do~glas on his _ rec~nt marriage to Lou~se, they 
are now await1no the birth of their first child later th1 year. 
Congratulation al ~ go to Sig Ashley Beardsley on getting married and 
to 2Lt Brian Jeffery on his recent engagement. 

The Troop i now back to strength after tho e attached to BRITFOR 
Troop in Bo nia have returned to sunny Germany. It is an end to an era 
for MA Tp as we have now pas ed the commitment for ARRC main 
back to 7 Sig Regt, to enjoy the role of_ Rear Su!lport Command (RS9 
in tead. The la t few weeks have been mvolved m build up to Ex Saif 
Sareea later tl1is year in the Oman which many members of the Troop 
will be deployed on. In the sporting side Sig Julie Steele has re~e~tly JUSl 
returned from boxing in Herford. After a very close match _Juhe JU l lost 
10 her opponent but our praise goes out to her for, puttmg 111 a top cf!"on 
with the assistance of her coaches, W02 (QMSD Sideshow Bob Price, 
Sgt Rob Kirk and Cpl 'Geordie' Appleby. 

Although the thought of exercise isn't always the mo t appealing a few 
members of MA Tp are resorting to some desperate measures. In the 
duration of one week LCpl Steve Carroll broke hi ankle and underwent 
major surgery, LCpl Evo Boothby broke his arm and Sig Jamie Buyers 
has al o been under the knife after breaking his hand. The sad fact is 
LCpl Carroll and Sig Buyers were playing football for the recently 
founded Stella 'well-hard' football team. This has now been re-named ihe 
shandy 'Well-soft' football team. 

BRUGGEN TROOP 
Tp OC Lt Lee Rickman ( ew boy in the chair) 
Tp SSgt SSgt Gaz Tinsley (Old man of the Troop) 

Well for the third time in two years H Tp, or Bruggen Tps as we arc 
now known have been transferred. In a deal worth million the Crazy 
Gang are n~w on the books of 255 Sig Sqn. We are starting lo feel like 
the ' Stan Colymores' of the Regiment. Hopefully this will be ?Ur la t port 
of call prior to the Troop demise in March 2003. In add1t1on to our 
normal work at RAF Bruggen the Troop is also in line for ome small 
tasks in the more exotic countries such a Oman, Sierra Leone, Turkey, 

orway and Ascension. There is always the call for more Mechs in the 
Balkans this is met by the intrepid crews that flit back and forth under the 
watchful eye ofSSgt 'Bing' Crosby. . 

llello to Lt Rickman, Sig Smart, Sig Ferris, Sig Hanlon, Sig 
Hansen and his wife. Goodbye to Capt Stonier (OC leaving for 2 Sig 
Regt, York - Best wishes from the lads and lasses for the future, Cpl 
Lewis (Back to the LAD), Cpl Shaw (North bound to Herford) , Sig 
Grebby (Now a Mister). . 

On a glorious Sunday the 13 May 200 I the whole Troop and their 
familie fell on to the Fear Dry £NN estate in Bruggen to have the 
traditional BBQ. All was set up by 1300hrs, the volleyball net, the goal 
posts, softball area and of course the bouncy castle for the little ones ~n~ 
the children! They arrived in their droves all suffering_ from i_he Fina 
Football club do with their storie of Ben Mcfaul and Ins amazmg glass 
balancing antics: The beer flowed, nice and cold and plenty of it. The first 
challenge of the day was the singlies versus the wives at voll~yball, aft~r 
some dodgy refereeing from SSgt Gaz Tinsley and Cpl Mick Makin 
and some serious whinging from the Singlies the blokes won 21t_o1_9. 
The quiz was next, Sig 'Taff' Davies had worked all week on th1 , it wah 
going to be testing and tough he boasted (It might even stump the Tee 
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Sgt). However, unfortunately afler one or two light refreshments too 
many, Sig Davies lost the plot and any recollection of the scoring so we 
had to abandon the Quiz. This was much to SSgt Mark herwood's 
disgust, as he wanted l<;> show that behind the b<;>dY and those amazing 
dancing pees was a bram (even though he got Pig and Buucrfly mixed 
up), easily done 1 suppose. Thanks to Ben McFaul, 'Taff' Davies, Mick 
Makin and the guys for a fantastic day. Well done to all who have 
participated in the numerous sports events held lately, especial ly to the 
Basket ball team who won easily the Regiment Trophy, to the Softball 
team who won the Station title . However, commiseration's to the 
volleyball team as they were useless. 

THE METAMORPHJSIS OF CIS TP 
April has been a busy time for the Troop. No sooner than we had 

transferred to 255 Sig Sqn we were also joined by assorted members of 7 
ig Regt. A big welcome to all those who have made the move. With this 

amalgamation came the added responsibility of building and manning 
another headquarters and the Troop is now responsible for undertaking all 
deployable IS tasks for HQ I Sig Bde. It was therefore with some sadness 
(and with little ceremony) that the former Borneo (CIS) Tp was split into 
two parts with the IS element transferring into 255 Sig Sqn on 30 April as 
ClS Tp, whilst COMMCEN BFG and ADA Rheindahlen retain their 
slippers, reformed under control of SHQ 252 Sig Sqn. There i always 
the danger that a Troop that is made up of unrelated elements including 
COMMCEN, Crypto and IS will become fragmented. However, Borneo 
Tp ha maintained a cohe ion and unity that has done it proud. There will 
be a function hortly to mark the occasion. 

SAN TROOP 
Tp Comd Capt 'Admin I A Place In China' Lyons 
Tp gt Sgt 'Through A Straw' Green 

The Troop has been busy with the u ual det maintenance, but ju t to 
keep u happy our new arrival from I ADSR Sig Andy Duncan 
(welcome to the Squadron) put on a fine display of emergency stitching 
for the RSM ' parade. We must say goodbye to Sig 'Mad' Chris Stewart 
who has gone to civ div and also LCpl ' Biff' Fisher who has gone to be 
trained in the dark side of the force at 11 Sig Regt and is retrading to 
Tech. 

EXERCISE BAVARIAN BACKSTOP 
Ex Bavarian Backstop wa a 255 Sig Sqn adventure training exercise 

held (surpri ingly) in Bavaria. The Exercise allowed 40 members of the 
Squadron to take part in either trekking, rock climbing or kayaking, with 
all those who went trekking coming away with their Summer Mountain 
Proficiency qualification. 

LCpls Savage, West and Jefferies overlooking the Alpsee 

The area around Kranzegg provided u with some excellent walk . 
although not everyon e agreed that the views from the top of the 
mountains compen ated for the effort put in to get there! LCpl 'Fred' 
West didn't understand why we couldn't go up in the cable car and then 
walk down! 2Lt Brian Jeffery certainly found his I-day visit to the ex 
very tiring and took every opportunity to top for a breather! 

2Lt Brian Jeffery recovering after an arduous climb 

T~e kayakcrs enjoyed the calm of the Alp ee before progre ing onto 
~ovmg wat , including the weir and rapids at Marienbruck~. LCpl 
Mac' MacDonald particularly enjoyed hi experience of the r~p1ds a ~e 
e~crged from the water (after much pulling on the safety hne by Sig 
Michelle Jelfs!) minu his kayak and paddle! 
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Sig 'Clutch' McCulloch and Sig Mike Grainger 
comparing throwline technique 

The nearby town provided excellent venues for sampling the local 
be_er and the Karting Bahn at Fi chen gave the budding formula one 
drivers a chance to shine! The fa test lap of the evening went to W02 
(FofS) Matt Duff, although the competition was tough! The greatest 
achievement of the evening was not getting thrown off the premises as 
numerous karts attempted to destroy the circuit and each other! Overall 
the ex was a great succe s and a lot of fun was had by all, with the added 
bonus of some of the oldiers gaining qualifications as a re ult of the hard 
work they put in and their enthu iasm. 

252 SIGNAL SQUADRO 
Sqn Comd Maj G. Pickersgill 
SSM W02 ( SM) Hannah 
LIFE IN THE SQ ADRO 

The Squadron ha changed significantly over the last three months. 
losing all its deployable a sets amounting to around half the previous size 
of the Squadron. These have been shifted in their entirety over to 255 Sig 
Sqn which should give them something to do for a change. The Squadron 
now ha 115 personnel that should g ive the OC a bit more time to 
improve his handicap. There have been plenty of adventurou training 
activities going on, some of which are described below: 

EXERCISE BOSUN BACKSTOP 
SAILING AROUND DE MARK 

27 May 2001 - After a six-hour journey to Kiel from JHQ. the crew 
moved into temporary accommodation for a night before we took the 
boat over on Sunday morning. Once showered. we were all ready for 
ome fast food as we were too late for the cookhouse. Once suitable filled 

from McDonalds, we discovered that the bar in the yacht club was open 
and fairly bu y with arrivals for the courses beginning oa Monday. 

28 May 2001 - Whilst Capt Bates wa taking over the boat in the 
morning, we were given the ta k of buying the fresh rations required for 
the first part of the journey. Thi and the loading of all our kit took ome 
time, so we did not really get ettled in the boat until about 11 o"clock. 
We were then hown variou parts of the boat including the odd names 
given to parts of the ails, ropes. navigation equipment etc. After a safety 
brief and lunch we departed Kiel at around I 300hr towards our 
destination, Eckenforde, ju t up the road from Kiel. A good deal of time 
was pent getting u cd to the basic . including teering. changing sails. 
tacking and gibing, and the rules involved in sailing. During the journey 
the wind picked up ignificantly which caused a few worried face 
amongst the novice sailors. Thi was the sign of thing to come. and the 
main ·sail was reefed in o we could control the boat a little better. We 
eventually arrived at Eckenforde at 1700 hrs and spent ome time 
preparing the boat whilst mother-watch prepar d a umptuou paghetti 
bolognaise. 

29 May 2001 - Oh dear, .o thi is what ailing is all about. With winds 
gusting up to 40kts and heavy seas rolling the boat from the out et, we 
had to rig the torn1 jib and did not even raise the main ail because of tl1e 
arriving storm. As the wind wa behind us. the boat rolled with the high 
waves in a way which made e erybody in tantly feel ill. The de tination. 
Marstal in Denmark wa ome 30 miles away o we were trying to 
prepare ourselves for a long journey. Unfortunately it was not long before 
Leon ·chunk ' Crayton wa sick, and this made the re-1 of u feel e en 
worse. Jt was all we could do to top ourselves being ill, . owe were kept 
bu y by trying to control and maintain the boat in the rough ea .. 
Eventually, we arrived at Marsial al 1900hrs and began to get the colour 
back in our face .30 May 2001 - Initially, our de :inat ion wa to be 
Faaborg to the orth West of Marstal on the mainlan:I. fter negotiating 
some very slender deep water route we came out into open water and 
were able to rai e both the mainsail and foresail as the weather wa 
calmer than the previous day. I lo' ever, the wind had hifted con ider:ible 
and we found ourselves heading straight into wind and therefore had to 
keep tacking to head for Faaborg. Aller ·ome hours of this, apt Bates 
realised that it would be unreali tic to achieve Faaborg that da .. o we 
altered course for S enborg to the orth East of u . ailing with the "md 
made the yacht travel quickly, achieving peed - of up to eight knots. We 
arrived at venborg at I OOhrs and immediately began preparing the 
curry that wa eventually gobbled up by the hungry ere\\ . 

31 May 2001 - vcnborg proved to be a beautiful town with many 
friendly people. some of the crew were avid fishcnnan they wanted to 
try out their ft bing kill in the harbour. and were g1Ycn a few houn. Lo 
rry and catch dinner. It wa to our urpri e that they retumcd with four 
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good- 1zcd ft ·h that made their \\ ay to the dinn 'r table later that evening. 
apt Bate tool.. the crew out for the remainder of the day teaching 

:afct) dnll. like man-ovcrbonrd and dropping anchor. As the weather wa, 
fairly calm we ·et full , ai l and practised tacking and gibing, a well as 
>omc of the crew being rai ed in the bo un 's cha • over the , ide of the 
boat. We returned to venborg later that evening ant. ~ooked our fi h (and 
also plenty ofpiua). 

1 June 2001 - We set off from venborg at around 1030hrs IO\ ad 
Rudkobing. a small fishing town to the outh East of venborg. A much 
of the ea around Rudkobing is very shallow, we had to pilot the boat 
through narro'' deep-water channels in order to approach the town. A 
fine day \\Cath r wi e that meant that we all fini hed the day with red 
ca-dog face'. l was given the chance to go up the ma·t in the bo un's 

chai r in order to take ere\\ photo. It proved to be higher up than I 
e pected. aturday night in Rudkobing was an intcre ting affair. Of U1e 
three bars in the town. everybody eemed to congregate in the one place, 
and we ended up playing an impromptu pool tournament. 

2 June 2001 - We began the last and longe t leg of the journey back 
toward Kiel. Unfortunately the wind was direct ly against u that meant 
we eiU1er had to tack all the way back or motor for much of the way and 
hope that the wind swung around a little in order to get some power out 
of the sails. apt Bates wa a little worried about the rime factor and 
decided to motor much of the way. The' eather was more forgiving Ulan 
the outbound journey but we weren't will ing to take any risk thi time 
and the whole cre\\ kept popping ea sicknes tab lets just in ca e. We 
were able to make ome sail power for part of the journey, and returned 
to Ki 1 at around I 930hrs, ju t when another four boats from other 
course were r turning. Capt Bates looked a little flu tered a everyone 
wa watching him rry to reverse the boat into the narrow berthing pace. 
Once the boat wa tidied up ready for handover me next day we all went 
out and had a meal. 

All in all. the expedi tion was great fun. and e eryone gained 
something from it. Although the sea sickness experience will tick in 
e\·eryone's mind. we enjoyed six day·s sailing around the water of 
Denmark and d1 covered that the Danish people were very friendly and 
welcoming to a boat full ofBriti h squaddies. 

RS ST(G) 
Tp Comd WOl (FofS) Briers 
Tp SSgt SSgt Holloway 
EXERCISE TEAM EDIFICE 2001 

Ex Team Edifice was a Roya l Signals System S upport Team 
(Germany) adventurous training exercise which took place in Mayhofen. 
Au-tria over the period 14 - 21 April 2001 and wa ba ed on alpine 
skimg. Sgt ·Cozzy' Co tello organised the event, his in itial brief to all 
the participants was mat all they needed was a pas port and some 'non-
ribbed' socks. The team invited Capt (Tfc) 'Rollover' Roden, Capt 

(TOT) · lecpy' Steven and W02 (SS 1) ' Port Monkey' Hannah all 
from 16 ig Regt . Day One was a 0600hrs we met in the camp. We then 
gleefully ct o!T to Austria. via gt 'Cozzy' Costellos ' hou e so that he 
could collect hi forgotten pas port and ribbed sock (first fine of the 
week). 

On arriving at Mayrhofen, the group was met by the ight of over two 
metres of snow. on the Penken mountain. An absolute blessing e pecially 
in the la ' l week of the ski cason. 

The warm up on the slopes in the first morning ensured all the skung 
participant had regained their 'ski legs' , while Sgt 'Demon' Dix 
disco ercd that snowplough turns are rarely carved, they arc more usually 
ploughed. After lunch gt 'Al ' Costello, set gt ' Dixie' Dix to work 
ploughing the green ' nursery' slope while he led the skier 10th; 
infamou red number even ski-route. This route was to earn the name 
·manic molly 's mighty mogul mountain' as the kiers quickly learned 
that horrible cruddy wet snow on this, un-pisted route. defied all attempt 
to ski parallel. Confidence hattercd we rejoined ' Dixie' on the ursery 
slope. 

Wedne day aw the team on Snow Blades, the c extremely mall skis 
seem very awkward initially but can be mastered within 20 minutes. For 
the whole day the team, irrespective of kiing standard, skied together 
and completed all the lopes. Blades arc great fun and everyone should 
try them. You can even chill out on the slopes wi th the snowboarders! 

The exerci e participant rapidly discovered that SSgt Steve Hollowav 
likes lo tell everyone 'I'm not being funny, right' before his next 
entence. However, his comical posture on tllC slopes and antics during 

the A pre -Ski event , everely disproved thi figure of speech. Thus S gt 
'Charlie Chester' H olloway made an outstanding contribution to the 
week by being nominated, every evening, for thick of the day! W02 
(FofS) ' oory' Edge made a notable contribution by ensuring we could 
always see the other group (day and night) due to hi yellow banana kin 
ski suit. Day Three aw the team trying some jumps. WOl (FofS) ·my 
wri t hurt ' Brier set the standard by attempting a jump and landing on 
hi head yard away from his skis. After this the group decided to 
remodel the jump , to great effect. WOl (FofS) Brier s, W02 (SSM) 
'Port Monkey' Hannah and SSgt ' orman' Carter started a 'buzz the 
snowboarder' competition which proved very challenging. FofS Briers 
being the winner with a total of eight! 

The team was sorry to lo e Capt (Tfc) 'Rollover' Roden when he 
decided to ditch his skis and dive off the black slope breaking hi 
collarbone. The fact that Capt Roden was extracted by pi te machine 
caused an element of jealousy a SSgt 'Charlie Chester' Holloway had 
wanted a ride on it. all week. The week proved a great success with all 
participants bowing considerable improvements in their skiing. Sgt 
·Demon ' Dix was a complete novice on day one and by Day Six was 
skiing well - winning the face planting competition. The Snow conditions 
were excellent and Mayhofen is recommended to all. 

. . . Back Row (L-R) : Sig Glenie, LCpl Berry, LCpl Smith, Cpl lssak 
Fourth Row. Sgt Campbell .. Sig Halliwell , Cpl Durrant, Cpl Ruckledge, LCpl Elkin, LCpl Atkin , Capt Stevens, Sgt Armatage, SSgt Crossing 

Third Row: Cpl Peake, LCpl Fa1thfull, Sig Heywood, Sig Howie Cpl Padam Sgt Coldeck 
Second Row: Mrs Turner, Sgt Philips, Miss Stevens, Mst A. MacDowell, Cpl Hicgover 

Front Row: Cpl Barn, LCpl Dickinson 
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SINGAPORE TROOP PAI T BALLING 2001 
On I Apri l 200 1 ingapore Tp 252 ig Sqn took part in a day's paint 

balling at D Survivor, Roermond . This was to ay farewell to two 
members of the Troop, LC~I ' Ben ' Atkin and LCpl 'Sarah' Dickinson. 
Then d<1y wa arranged by Sig 'Sarah' Howie. 

The excitement started before we even boarded the transport with 
compctitiv.c banl~r between the Army and the RAF members ~f the 
Troop. This contl~ued a ll the. way Lo the paint balling location . We 
arrived and were &1ven our equipment and ammunition, and by this time 
everyone was raring to go. We were split into two equal teams and 
briefed before deploying onto the area. We had barely started when the 
boss, Capt (TOT) ' Scotty ' Steven, was r~moved from the first game, as 
mutmy st~uck th7 Troop and.w~ coated him head to toe in orange paint. 
Also Cpl. Lance Bar was ehmmated very early, this was the per on who 
wa:. naggmg everyone before we started to buy extra ammo, when on the 
area he only managed a handful of rounds himself. This didn't amuse him 
much and sent him into a ulk for the rest of the day. One of the funniest 

memories of the day was when Cpl ' Lee' K ilgour, one of our RAF 
members of the Troop, normally never to be seen at work, could also be 
seen m the area He got so carried away military skills such as dash 
down, crawl etc. that he now considering a proper job with the ARMY. ' 
, ~s ~sual th: two mean, ?rc~n and keen members of the Troop ' gt 
. Leigh Crossmg and .Cpl Mick ' Dur rant got a bit carried away, and 
introduced full on section attacks and battle drills to the area. That didn't 
last long they where both eliminated after a couple of minutes. To top the 
day off Sgt 'Dale' Armitage and Sig 'Geri' Halliwell were determined 
toge~ one anot~er, but were interrupted during their battle as gt 'Dale' 
Armitage received a blo'~ to the rear, much to his discomfort, by a 
member of the Troop \\ho 1s yet to come forward. Thi was an excellent 
da¥ and no matter what team you where on or who you hot it wa all 
~mckl~ forgo_tten unlike the day will be. The Troop would like to thank 
, Sara~ Ho~e for her .ha,rd wor~ to ma~e the ~ay po sible. and to gt 
Dale Arm1tage and Sig Bobby Glenme for driving the transport. 

21 SIGNAL REGIMENT 
(AIR SUPPORT) 

co 
RSM 

Lt Col P Gillespie 
WOl (RSM) A J enkins 

REGIMENTAL HEADQUARTERS 
Recently, there have been many changes in the per onalities within the 

Regimental Headquarters, far too many to write about each one. Suffice 
to ay, congratulations to those who have been promoted or 
commi sioned, a sad farewell to those who have left for pastures new and 
a hearty welcome to those new arrivals. ln short a summary: 

Lt Col Bruce Avison - Previous 21C promoted/po ted 
Maj J ohn M ullender - 21C Welcome. 
Capt Ian H argreaves - Adjt Welcome. 
Capt Ady Knight - Commi sioned due posting. 
Capt Tom Crapper - Previous Adjt Po ted. 
Capt Tim Godden - RAO Leaving me Army to join tile TA. 
Sgt Lancaster - Finance S CO Welcome. 
Mrs Dagma r Atkinson - Left the unit, farewell. 
M rs Edna Clark - Left the unit, farewell. 
Miss Christine Neal - Finance Clerk Welcome. 

With all the comings and going , RHQ has continued to supply the 
excellent service that all have become accustomed to. We successfu lly 
pa ed the SPS inspection - even with a few br idges to cro . We 
managed to deploy Sgts Mick E lliott and Callum Black (Ops S CO) to 
C_Ypus on Ex Lion Sun and Sgt Rob Fuller, who managed to secure 
himself a ix-week tour in S. Africa returned and ha since ecured a 
posting to BMATT for six-month . An extremely busy period. we are all 
lookmg forward ro the next fun-packed period of exce ive working 
hours and unrealistic ti melines. Still no change really! 

EXERCISE LION SUN MAY 2001 
. Ex Lion Sun was an exercise fo r element of 21 Sig Regt (AS) to train 
Ill aspects of Peace upport Opera tions and to take advantage of the 
Adventure Tra ining faci litie on Cyprus. 95 members of the Regiment 
deployed on the exerci e on 9 Apri l, this included attachment from 16 
CS Med Regt, 11 Sig Regt and 14 Sig Regt (EW). An in itia l range 
packa~e. was organi zed and run at RAF Akro ti ri Ranges under the 
supcrv1s1on of SSgt Hayes and Sgt Francis. A number of the deployed 
personnel had to get their APWT' out of the way first and then progres 
on to the Fire Team A essment and MMTR. The trai ning that began 
concurrently with the range work covered all of the basic infantry platoon 
tactics under the expert tuition of Sgt Langridge, gt Kidd and Cpl 
Hook. T~e first weeks training allowed the exerci ing troop to become 
acchmatlzed to Cypru · heal and it terra in a fler the cold and wet of 
Britain winter. Ea ter Weekend ended the fi rst phase of trai ning and 
comm~~ced the confirma to ry pl a too n battle dr ill us in g bl ank 
ammuu1tion and pyrotechnics much to the CBFs annoyance. This tra ining 
developed the lesson learned in the fi rst week and allowed the troops 10 
operate as complete platoons. 

The next pha e of the tra ining was live fi ring at the other encl of the 
Island at the Pyla Ranges. W02 Budding and Sgt Churchward ran this 
with l~e lp on the BATSlM from Sgt Gro1111 and GPMG Overhead fire 
from Sgt Francis and SSgt Hayes. This phase was highlighted a one of 
the i:no t. important and we tried to incorporate as many practice as 
possible mcluding QBR, ISBR, Fire Team Attack, Section Attack. We 
also managed 10 get all the personnel through An1bu h and Sect ion in 
De.f~n e at night, which everybody seemed to enjoy. This phase of 
trammg went exceptionally well apart from the regular fire , which halted 
practices on a regular ba i . With the culmination of the tra ining there 

0a tbe build up to the Fi nal exerci c with Rigid Raider training and 
rders . The final exerci e tarted with the stock Beach Landing at dawn 
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an~ then attack up the high ground where the Enemy provided stiff 
resistance. Cpl Varley's section bearing the brunt of the action on the 
first morning. Later on in the day both Lt MacDonald 's Platoon and 2Lt 
Wadia 's Platoon had to operate together to combat fearsome fi ghting 
from one enemy emplacement. Day Two aw 21t Clemence's Platoon 
having to deal with the 'Valley of Death', a nightmare thra h through 
some of Cyprus's hardest terra in. Day three of the FTX saw a heli 
insertion into another .training area and a long hard log up one of the 
endless valleys attackmg the seemingly invincible Enemy forces. Cpl 
Hook showed hi green side with some amazing move to keep Sgt 
"'.atts' forces at bay. That night was extremely bu y fo r all of the troops 
with haras ment and attacks. The company responded effectively with a 
number of ambushes established which caught out some of the enemy. 
C)! Easoi:i et up an ambush ten yards from where Capt Johnson was 
h1dmg which meant a long and uncomfonable night for him. 

2 Platoon - Better than Alton Towers 
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Th next day began with two dog ections leading a search into a 
·fonner encm) HQ' to find ome hidden infonnation and •Col ( gt) 
' antoro Ha)'es' who was not o cleverly hidden in a bush. Finally the 
FT progressed onto the FIBU attack on Paramali illage. With the 
exception of the Fire upport who failed to insert in time led ably by Sgt 
Black, the attack went very well. The pyrotechnic and amount of blank 
ammunition used meant for an e ·citing and aggre, ·.ve attack. Sgt Maj 
Gil "a seen to enjo) phy ically encouraging ;iJe troops. After the 
cndeaYOI"> of the prcviou. fortnights training the trcop enjoying a well
eamed re t '' ith a trip to Egypt cncompa ing a number of historicai 

itc .. the Pyramid. and the Mu eum in Cairo. Then followed a four-day 
ad\ enture training package conducted hy the like of Sgt Black and Cpl 
Howe which saw all troop working , ·cry hard on acti ities uch as 
water- kiing. wind urfing, ailing. mountain biking and horse riding. 
Overall the e ·erc1:e wa a complete succe . The upport provided by 
element on I land greatly helped the exerci e mi sion en uring that the 
Peace upport Operation was authentic and had reali m. The training wa 
comprehen i,·e but enjoyable and the troop had a thoroughly enjoyable 
time. 

PRESENTATION OF 
THE LO G ERVICE A D GOOD CO D CT 1EDALS 

D Comd. JHC. Brig G. R. Coward OBE UAAC vi ited the Regiment 
on I 5 May. The Regiment took the opportunity to invite him to present 
L GC medals to gt Steve Pattendon, Sgt Dave lurph)', Sgt Mick 
Elliot and Cpl Brian Kellett. At the same presentation a Comd Op 
Agncola's ommendation was presented to Sgt lark Stone AGC, and 
two JHC Commander's Personal Commendation \ ere presented tp Sgt 
lark Ward for hi efforts within 220 Sig Sqn and Mrs Di wain 

(Ofticer Me Manageres ) for her outstanding work. Well done to all 
recipients. 

LCpl 'Val' Vallance proves he doesn't need a bipod 

Front Row (L-R): Mrs Di Swain, Mrs Mott (Steve's Mum), Brig G. R. Coward OBE,Mrs Stone, Mrs Elliot. 
Back Row (L-R): Sgt Mark Ward, SSgt Steve Pattendon, Sgt Dave Murphy, Cpl Brian Kellett, SSgt Mark Stone and Sgt Mick Elliot 

244 SIG AL Q ADRO ' REGIMENTAL ATHLETICS COMPETITIO 
Sqn Comd 1aj David Bizley On l June 2001 the Regiment held its annual inter-Squadron athletics 
S. 1\1 W02 (SSM) Paul Williams competition. Bath University Sports Village was used again as the venue. 
\ ISIT TO . 019 . . Bravo Tp had an excellent representation in the Sqn team with pl Mark 

After bemg told that we had a v1s1t to SO J 9 on J 5 May many of us Smith, LC pl eil Hunter, Sigs Carl Je son Pete Tucker and Andy 
thought that 1t n:ieant a postcode and n~t 'Special Operations 19'. I laving Heigh ton to name but a few. It was an excellent day out and it turned out 
arm_ed in Epping Fores~ we were given a presentation of how they to be a nail-biting competition. All three Squadrons fought hard but the 
pro\ 1de an anned protection force 111 London. We then went on to their decider of the whole contest was the fiDal event - the 4 x 400m. 244 Sig 
SOm range and ~red a ~elect ion of weapons ranging from pump-action Sqn just piped the others to the po t and secured their victory by winning 
shotgun> to sn iper n fl es. A ft er lunch ~e were shown aro und the the overall trophy and the Commanders Cup. The members of the Troop 
helicopter> that ~PY on us fron:i the sky. This mcluded eqmpment such as achieved some good performances. Having recently arrived, SSgt Andy 
infrared cameras ~nd car-tra7k1~~ ~adgets. lt ~vas a very good day out and Gill put his favorite maxim to good use - 'To get ahead shout louder and 
bnlhant for those interested 111 J01mng the police force. run faster than everyone else' - he won the pole vault. Maybe he should 
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change it. to include 'jump higl.1er' as well_! On the subject of jumping, 
LC~I Ne1~ Hunter reached a Div standard. 111 the lligh Jump - well done 
to him. Sig Carl Jesson walked away with a pocket full of silverware 
with a wi~ in the 400111, long jump, triple jump and 4 x 400m. Another 
star wa Sig Pete Tucker who won the SOOOm and I SOOm. 

A~MY FENCING CHAMPIONSHI~S 20~1 - by LCpl Smith 
fhe annual Army Fencing Champ1onsh1p, a three-day event took 

p~ace at the Army Scho~I of Physical i:raining, Aldershot. The 'Royal 
Signals once agam put 111 .a strong contmgent. After having a taste of 
Alder hot hospllahty the night before I managed to make it to the first 
day's compe.tition, 'The Foil': Albeit my weakest discipline ! actually 
managed lo 11nprove m~ rankmg by three places from last year. On the 
second da~ th~ compe1111on started well for me. Having performed well in 
the prehmmanes, I reached the last 32. I fenced against a member of the 
ever-strong RHAC team. In a grueling match I came back to win 15-14 
putting me through to the last ixteen. Unfortunately, in the following 
match I lost. to Lt Col Camp~el! who went on to be runner up in this 
event and winner of the champ1onsh1p. In the afternoon it was the lnter
Corps 3-man team competition in which the R SIG ALS 'A' Team came 
Third. On a lighter note, the Officers v Other Ranks competition took 
place on the final day. The Other Ranks lost by only one point in the final 
match. Who said fencing is an Officers' sport? After a weeks hard 
competition I managed to qua li fy for the Army team. It i now time to 
train and prepare for the coming Tri-Service championships at 
Portsmouth at end of June. find out about Royal ignals competitions 
comact Capt Anderton-Brown 12 Mech Bde Tel: 94222 4432. 

220 IG AL SQUADRON 
Sqn Comd Maj J. D. Forrest 

SM W02 (SSM) N. J. Roberts 
MAPPS UPDATE 

This Squadron was ta ked to carry out the In Service Reliability 
Demonstr~tio~ (lSRD) for PROJECT MAPPS for a period of 12 mon'ths 
commencmg. 111 Jan of th1 year. D Tp collected three air portable node 
from the primary contractor, BAe Systems, in Christchurch in mid 
January. Each node consists of a communications installation and a 
upport inst.allat i o~,_ both mounted on Steyr Daimler Puch, Pinzgauer 6x6 

vehicles. Air mobility tna ls where conducted at RAF Odiham in the la t 
week of January "."i~h one node complete, being successfully airlifted to 
Barton St~cey Trammg Area. Weather conditions and mechanical failings 
of the prime movers prevented all three nodes being lifted. The 
subs~quent plug up and IBDP/ IBCP highlighted problems with the 
upphed draft AESP' . Post Exerci e highlighting of the lack of fonnal 

recovery procedure and the unreliability of the prime movers have in the 
mam. been sorted . The vehicles I st lines inspections, following the 
exercise, and the contractors inspection notes has enabled draft IM!' to 
be produced. The exercise programme has taken a hammering due to the 
'Foot and Mouth' crisis clos ing the countryside. When problems have 
bec_n h~ghhghted and PXR points have been ubmitted. highlighting 
design improvement , ( uch as right angled coax connectors for the VHF 
masts to prevent damage) they have been taken on board and made. The 
re ult is that the Squadron is having considerable influence in the 
improvement and development of the equipment. Thus far, the swi tching 
eqmpment has proved to be excellent with the majority of the problems 
having been on the Government funded equipments. 

EXERCISE GAFF DRAGO 
Ex Gaff Dragon wa a R IG ALS Yacht Club ailing Expedition 

con~ucted along the South Coa t of England. To the six members of the 
Regiment who took part it proved to be an experience omewhere 

between extreme cxhilarauon, total fear and absolute miserv d1..jlcnding 
upon whom you aske~ and ~hen. The high winds and bad " ·eather over 
the first three days of the tnp pushed everyone to their limit<,. I lowcver, 
once we re~ched Dartmouth, the return trip saw the benefit of havmg the 
wmds behind us for our return leg to the Solent. The race back to 
Ya.nnouth and.the nigh! sa~I where highlight5 with the Regimental boat 
b~mg the first 111, all be 1t w.1t~ a bit of an assist. The social side was every 
bll as adventurous as the a1hng. The crews enjoyed a dinner al the Royal 
Solent Yacht Club hosted by the Corps Yacht Club and a night out in 
Southampton. T~c crew's adventures in Southampton will remain the 
exclusive 1!1emor_1es of tho e involved but most proved to be epic. Those 
interested 111 havmg an adventure on the high sea5 or the high street of 
the Southern Coast should contact the Regimental Sailing Officer. 

Ex Gaff Dragon RSYC Sailing Regatta 
off the South Coast of England 

Which Ways Up 
Exercise Gaff Dragon 23 - 29 April 2001 
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CO Lt Col . A. W. Pope 
R M WOI (RSM) Pye 
SUPPORT SQUADRON 

qn Comd Capt G . R. Johnson 
SSM W02 (SSM) Dalton 

'.he S~uadron appears to go ing through a ·calm before the torm' 
penod, aided by the foot and mouth epidemic. The impending tidal wave 
o~ the Regimental Open Day on I July is soon to engulf u as we deal 
with the event and roughly 15,000 visitors. We have aid ome farewells 
over. thi s_ period, most notably to Maj Rod Gladwin who. after 35 years 
se~1 ce, .1s rctiJing to Civvy Street. Our best wishes go with him and his 
wife Shirley. LCpl Maxine McCall has also left us on maternity leave 
and we arc able to give a wam1 welcome to our new M, W02 Ru s 
Dalton. 

256 IG AL SQUADRON 
Sqn omd Maj J. W. Cooper 

SM W02 ( SM) Keen 
'T The Squadron would like to bid a warm farewell to the 0 laj Joe 

he Bear ' Cooper who leave us in two month time. and wi h him and 
Sarai~ all the best a ll the best at The Land Warfare Training Centre. 
Wanmn ter. 
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Maj J . W. Cooper on his Map Reading Refresher Course -
Warminster is to the South 
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.\LPHA TR OP 
Tp omd Flt Lt Paul'\: anna be. gonna be a Corp Boy' Pearce 
Tp gt gt Paul Storey 

-\ big How-dc-Dood\ goe out from lpha Tp here on lub ilkman. 
II'. been a hectic and c"hausting month on the •mny beache. of ierra 
L one. im oh mg ports afternoon and getting well oiled on the 45p 
bottle of tar beer. When time pennit • we get 01!1e work in, beeaus it' 
n tall play! The social life i· helping us to get through this otherwi e 
arduou Op tour. The C E ho\\ wa particularly entertaining, anti we 
owe a massive round of applause to John ny 'Larium · Slap for having the 
ball to get booed off by so many squaddie . On the phy ical side of life, 

pl Paul 'Gipper' Richard on, the Troop PTI. ha forced u to do a 
BPF on th golden beach of Freetown. The result ' ere aided b the 
fact that local were cha ing us, trying t sell African Culture. 
Congratulation on their local promotion from Lance Corporal to 
Corporal to Ben ·1 can drink (hone tr \ illiam and ~ete ·Mon?tone' 

ta inforth ''ho ha had to really work m the ED Dept tlu tour. This wa 
due to the fact that Sig Brad 'HE-M ' 1cCallum keep breaking all 
their power di tribution boxe . The Techs have been rushed off their feet 
too (·tmbathing) under the watchful eye of gt Dave ·Mmmbop' 
Ha nsen . Luckily though Cpl • cou.e· Kismul is ke ping tabs on LCpl 
Rob 'Hone tly man I aren't drunk' W ilson in JTFHQ Mechcon. We say 
farewell to Cpl Bri 'I Lo e Johnny Slap' Rawlings after hi posting to 7 

rmd Bde, and finally a big 1ha11k you goe out to the jiff-job boys and 
girl of I kch Bde HQ & ig Sqn (215) for showing u the ights. Sorry 
to ee you go back to th UK to do exercises on ali bury Plain Training 
Arca, but omebody had to make way for the Big Boy 10 do the 
communicating! 

BRAVO T ROOP 
Tp Comd Sgt lcNai r 
Tp gt Sgt Langan 
EXERC ISE G NNF.L RAM 

Ex Gannel Ram was Bravo Tp 's adventure training for the year. The 
Exerci e was due to take place in ewquay but unfortunately becau e of 
the Foot and Mouth epidemic we had to do some wift re-organisation by 
egregacing the week into daily e\'ents. Monday we et off on our early 

morning adventure to the Imperial War fa eum in London. We arri ed 
midday in London at Chet ea barrack where we met Londoner LCpl 
Tom ·Ant head' Beerling a past member of che Troop. who ' as our 
guide for the day. We eventually made our way to the museum which 
everyone found interesting .... really!. sorry I mean really interesting. It 
wa then decided we would make use of our time in London and the 
group then went their separate ways ome went shopping and others went 
to visit more sight in the capital. The following day was a bit more 
relaxed. the first activity was bowling at the Lakeside Bowling Centre, 
though Sgt Keith 'Happy Days' Langan wasn't feeling too ·clever' !Tom 
the previou day. He wa , however, clever enough to suggest a pot for the 
be t core which he ended up ~ inning, nothing suspiciou there then. The 
afternoon's event wa ice- kating at the Sky Dome in Coventry where we 
watched in envy at the ice kating skill of Sig Matt 'Torvell and Dean ' 

hley who was later sin binned by one of the fourteen year old tewards 
for tearing the ice up. Wedne day's events were rock climbing, abseiling 
and a trapeze jump that again was a fun day. The Troop was split into 
three groups that then took turns on each of the events. After seeing LC pl 
· 111 try anything once' Yoxall scarred for life by the trapeze jump, Sig 
Lou Allen was the only one not to do it, even after loads of constructive 
encouragement by the Troop. Thursday was the last day of our Adventure 
training pent at the Tamworth Snowdome that turned out to be the most 
enjoyable. It wa a first time for everyone in the Troop at snowboarding 
although you wouldn't have thought o after watching S ig C hris 
'Kamikazie' J effers speed down the slope at the rate of a thou and 
gazelles. The best sight of the day was seeing how gracefully Sig Dave 
G riffiss could plough into everyone going up the slope on the ski lift. 
The Troop would like to thank Cpl ichol for organising a great week, 
Al o we would like to welcome LC pl Steve Sharma n and Sig C hris 
Bell into the Troop and say goodbye to C pl eil Coils and S ig Da n 

hore who have both departed to Civ Div. 

EXERC I E Hl1RG HADA CO QUEST (DRAG O ) 
hr Sig I lemming 

This F.xerci e wa a Sub Aqua Diving expedition to the Red Sea 
organised by BUOTC. The aim was to enable all pa11icipants to achieve 
their next diving qualification. 30 Signal Regiment's Cygnet Diving Club 
were offered three slot on the trip and took full advantage. The 
expedition got off to a flying start via the bar at Gatwick airport, followed 
by the mandatory hurry up and 2-hour delay wait. After the 5-hour flight 
to Egypt. the next stop wa Papa's Bar in Hurghada, where we were 
introduced to the local chemical concoction called 'STELLA' (not Artois) 
beer. The next day it was off on our live-aboard boat for the firM of our 
two week long trips. Diving started that day w ith a few groggy and 
seasick bodies. We tarted our shake down d ives to 15 metres and 
progre scd to 35 metres throughout the expedition. First impressions of 
the Red Sea. WOW, clear water with the visi bil ity up to 40 metres. 
1 ropical warm waters, and a multitude of colours and life. The wildlife 
was abundant, notable sightings included: dolphins, several huge moray 
eels (a monster 4m was . een), turtles, large wrasse and groupers, and a 
single sighting of a White Tip Shark. Many 'nasty bea ties' were also 
seen - l.1onfish and their really nasty cou ins the Devil Lionfish (you 
haH! 20 >econds to live 1f they ting you), stonefish, surgeon fish (razor 
harp spines on their tails). The diving locations were varied and 
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numerous. sometimes three locations a day, wi~h many huge coral reef; 
and coral towers. plus cvcral wrecks omc quite notable. The highlight 
of the wreck dives had to be the 'Thistlegorm', a wreck from the Second 
World War, which wa almost halved by a German bomb, inside the 
wreck were Truck , Ammunition, Rifles, Motorcycles. bren gun earners 
and all manner of artefact from the era. harks had till not been seen 
yet so, W02 Al 'J'll bring the harks in clo e' Keen decided it would be 
a good time to sla h his hand to encourage them, fortunately it did not 
work. Drill , kills and exams ended the expedition on the second \\eek. 
where I will never forget the 'Walrus' who tried to drown me. Two weeks 
of unforgettable diving. not to be mis cd if you ever have the oppor!l1nity. 
The Cygnet Diving Club would like to thank BUOTC, WOl (R M) 

teve Dickson and pl Jim Pike for allowing u to partake. 

EXERCI E ARDUOU CYGNET 
30 IG AL REGIME T LEADERSHIP CADRE COURSE 

One of the many Command Tasks - 3 Section at Work 

Thi year's cadre course almost didn 't happen, mainly because of the 
nation' problems with Foot and Mouth. We were very limited, and found 
ourselve doing the exercise pha e on our own camp. This, however, 
didn't make the course any ea ier. If anything it was harder, becau e from 
day to day we never really knew what to expect. The first week was quite 
relaxed but after that. the tempo picked up. We all stayed in our own 
rooms and ate in the cook-house. It was a learning week really, with early 
start and late nights. The hardest thing I found wa giving a speech in 
fron t of a crowd, but with time and practice this ta k became easier as our 
confidence grew. For the second week we stayed in transit 
accommodation (so no home comforts), and bad PT every morning at 
0600hr . All except one morning where myself and a few others were a 
linle late, and it got changed to 0530hrs. That's no fun when you're not 
getting to bed wllil round about one or two every night. By the end of the 
second week every body was absolutely ••****! That's when some 
bright spark decided we were to deploy to Hanger 2 on camp to build a 
command centre. complete with guard room , ops room and briefing 
room. We split into three Sections, one Section on guard, another 
patrolling and a third on QRF. Incidents where et up all over camp and 
we where all given a chance to be the section commander or section 2JC. 
We also rotated the duties o that each section was given a different 
challenge. Guard wa probably the hardest of the three, a it wa the one 
where we had the least sleep. On the final day of the exercise pha e, 
everything kicked off (as you would expect it would) we where attacked 
and had to bug out of location. After a hort tab we went into a new 
location where it was decided we would take our ba e back. It was then a 
imple task of taking out three Sangers and storming through Hanger 2. 

By the end of the exercise phase every one was absolutely hanging._ But 
the course was not over yet. o sooner had we got the cam cream of our 
faces, when it was a quick CFT followed by twice around the assault 
course. Before finishing for the day. The next day we went to the Royal 
Armouries in Leeds. This was so we could all gather information for the 
task we where all given as a fina l presentation before going out _for an 
end of cour e do. This comprised of a curry and a lot of beer! All 111 all I 
think the course went very we ll and a lthough hindered by lack of 
preparation time and areas where we could work, the DS did the be t they 
cou Id for us. 

258 SIG AL SQ UADRO 
Sqn omd M aj P. Dean~ 
SSM W02 (SSM) Forrester 

As per usua l life continues its hectic pace up at SHQ. Firstly, on beha~ 
of a ll the Squadron we would like to congratulate YofS Pete Goodliff an 
his wife Andrea on the birth of Hanna Rose and send all the family our 
kinde t regards. Another addition to the Op Team is the return of Cp: 
' Ronnie' McDona ld as Ops Corporal and we wish his predece sor Cp 
'Gaz' M cKee a ll the best for the future in the depths of D Tp. 
Congratulations also go out from SI IQ to Capt Mog outhe~n ou he~ 
promot ion - 'get the champers in'. A lso congratulations to Sig 'Gmk 
King (now LCpl) and Sig 'Volunteer' Fielding on a very re pectablc first 
and third on the Commanding Officers' Cadre Course - the Squadron ha 
now produced outstanding resu lts on two consecutive cadre courses no 
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other comment necessary! Whilst all this ha been going on the OC, Maj 
Phil Deans, ha managed to fit 111 a Reece to Oman for Ex Saif ereea 
and retumed with valuable _information a.nd not a bad tan either. Things 
have been add1l1onally hectic 111 the adm111 office as Pte icki Mitchell 
has disappeared on an upgrading course. Meanwhile the Squadron has 
carried out an Inter-Troop roll change between JTFl!Q and Spearhead 
RI, with all the fun that it involves. Finally, all the officers would like to 
congratulate 2Lt Jules Tydeman on a most comprehensive set of admin 
111structions (Wot no FRAGO!) and a ll members welcome him to 
25GREAT Sig Sqn. 

DELTA TROOP 
Tp Comd Lt Chris Smith 
Tp SSgt SSgt J im Lyons 

Finally. Delta Tp enjoyed a well earned leave period over April having 
our passports handed back to us so we could go and travel the world at 
will. These countries visited included the United States, Denmark, France 
and Lanzarote. Midway through leave we were unsurprisingly called 
back to camp for a po sible short notice deployment to the war tom state 
of Macedonia. The furthest we got on this 'Operation ', however, was the 
weighing ca les at the Air Mounting Center South Cerney. On return we 
were straight back in to a familiar routine preparing for JTFHQ Ex 
Second Run - a Troop level exercise providing communications with 
VSC 501 , 522 HF, Wotan and other information systems. The Troop is 
now back where it belong at RI readiness awaiting our next task. The 
Troop would like to say goodbye to LCpl Ian 'Not Long' Marsden and 
Cpl M. J. 'Muddy Funkster' Holt due po ting to N. lreland and also to 
LCpl Courtney 'Do it or die' Watts who is leaving to 'police' the streets 
of London. We would also like to welcome LCpl George 'Ski' osinski, 
LCpl Jo Keit h, LCpl 'Dr' Foster and, recently, promoted LCpl Si 
Mackay. Congratulations go to S ig Craig 'Gym Queen' Fielding 
achieving a very creditable Third place on his Regimental Cadre Course. 
The course wa affected this year due to the 'foot and mouth epidemic' 
and, therefore, was held on camp covering all aspects of internal security. 
Congratulations also go to LCpl Matt ' Potent' Green and hi wife who 
recently had twins. He now has the grand total of four children, which is 
more than the rest of the Troop put together. And finally congratulations 
go to Sig 'D A' Mason for not being a father. 

ECHO TROOP 
Tp Comd 2Lt J ules Tydeman 
Tp SSgt SSgt Al Combe 

Echo Tp has had a reasonably quiet few month , with no posting in or 
out. The main event for the Troop has been the take over of the RI 
Spearhead role from Delta Tp and a serie of pager tests and callouts, a 
well as quite a few et-up and tear-down around various barracks. 
During Ex Second Run, the Troop deployed to Avon Camp, Salisbury 
plain, to set-up and test the Spearhead detachments in the field in a 
tactical role. The et-up and operation went moothly thanks to the 
relentless 'Lets et it up here, then tear it down, then set it up again ' 
enthusiasm of gt 'Big Gay' Al Barker. Everyone involved either got to 
hone their already well practiced skills or, for those who were absent 
before, got to learn the kit with a fair amount of hand -on experience. 
LCpl Sarah 'Catherine-Zeta ' James had a 90% learning curve on the 
WOTAN det and the two C R dets led by LCpl Matt ·Gink' King and 
LCpl ' Blinkin' M ick Alla n. It wouldu't be fair to not add to the Ii t of 
names here, the two people who helped u tain the life support of the 
camp: LCpl 'Trots' Trotma n and LC pl 'Sid' W hitelock, who kept 
morale going with unfaltering power supply and several chippy nm . The 
Troop ha once again supplied a number of bod to the regimental rugby 
team for the league season, unfortunately the first excursion wa n 't the 
be t. As well a lo ing to 7 RHA and Sig J ohn 'Kebab' Lawrence 
needed seven stitches to hi head, whi lst L Cpl C hris 'Fluffy' Dunn 
su tained a knee injury and Sig 'Lamby· Lamb a nice cut 10 the eye. The 
Troop now looks forward to handover of the RI ro le to F Tp in July with 
another Ex Tartan Warrior following on its tai l followed plea antly by a 
two week block leave period and in the far foturc Ex Saif areea with the 
rest \)f the British Am1cd Forces. 

FOXTROT TROOP 
Tp omd Capt Mogs Southern 
Tp S gt SSgt Stu F idler 

The Troop would like to ex tend be t wishe for the future to C pl C hri 
'Chappie' C ha pman who bas moved on to pasture new in 16 Signal 
Regiment to work in the cozy confi ne of a nice office job - 'shiny-ar*c '. 
Farewell also goes to Capt Mogs Southern. newly promoted and off to 
sunny 8 Infantry Brigade. A warm welcome is extended to. Capt Bill 
Holbrook who is coming to the troop from 21 ignal Regiment. The 
Troop ha fina lly pa sed on the mantle of JTFHQ to D Tp - Lucky people 
- and we are now ab le to re lax slightly and tum our attention to more 
mundane matters, like leave! Thi should relax u j ust enough before we 
take on pearhead and prepare fo r the ma s exodu to Oman for Ex Saif 
Sareea. 

250 IGNAL QUADRON 
Sqn Comd Maj J. J. Cole 
SSM W02 (S M) Gautam Gurung 
MY FIR T OPERATIONAL TOUR - by Sig Lewis 

pending five and half month in Butmi r Camp in Sarajevo has not 
e.xac1ly been what J expected my first operationa l tour of Bosnia _to be 
hke. Being a mul tinational Camp the first ob tacle to overcome 1 the 
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varied language barriers that are pre~ented daily. However. multitude of 
nationalities is actually one of the plus points of the camp because of the 
vast amount of cultural interaction that this makes pos ible. One example 
of this is that several times a year the JCs of each nationality open their 
doors to the rest of the JC community and allow them to try some of 
their local or national dishes along with some of their national drinks. 
Another example of such benefits was laid on by the German contingent 
at Butmir; this was the annual tradition of the October fest. which was 
open to the entire Camp. This was held in the gym where they laid on 
traditional food, drink and entertainment. Although I had little to no 
experience actually working within the COMMCEN the people I was 
working for gave me the time and benefit or their patience to allow me 
the time to acquire the skills of working in an operational environment. 
Even when nearing the end of the tour, when LCpl Deb and I were the 
only personnel left the atmosphere remained friendly and relaxed in the 
COMMCEN. All in all my time at Butmir and Bosnia a a whole w-as a 
valuable and enjoyable time and has inspired me to look forward to my 
next operational tour with 30 Signal Regiment. 

Relaxing after another hard day in Bosnia 

BRAMCOTE GOLF SO CIETY DAY - 30 MAY 2001 
The Bramcote Golf Society day was held at Brandon Wood on 30 

May, with a field of 27 eager participants. All handicaps had been well 
scrutinised by W0 2 J . P. Pater on, unfortunately not well enough as the 
results below show. Everyone arrived at 0900hr and having received 
their driving range tokens, golf ba lls were soon fly ing in al l direction . 
The first three-ball teed off at I 030hrs with Lt Col ick Pope driving off 
first, the competition was now well under way. Hours later tired but 
happy we sat down for the 'Brandon Buster' and the exploits of the day 
were discu sed. A great day wa had by all and the choice of venue 
proved to be a fair test of golf. 

The CO demonstrating his post-shot pose, which he had clearly 
been practising in the mirror the night before the competition 

(Photo by LCpl Campbel/) 
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The re ult;; were a follows: 
cratch Winner gt Ash lngham 

ratch Runner-up Sgt ndy Dutton 
l landicap Winner Cpl J a e urley 
Handicap Runner-up Cpl Tony Gallagher 

(I 7)90 Gross 
(16)91 Gros 
(22)70 ett 
(24)75 ett 
(on countback) 

Stableford Winner 
tablcford Runner-up 
earest the Pin 

Longest Ori c 
Most Gol f 

- Sgt Brcdan Plant 
- WOl Andy Campbell 
- SSgt Craig Wrath 
- Cpl Dean Buckley 
- SSgt Phil Green 

Apparently the numbers on the right mean something! 

(26) 45 Points 
(28) 39 Point 
(24) 
( 18) 
(28) 

31 (CITY OF LONDON) SIGNAL REGIMENT 
(VOLUNTEERS) 

co 
RM 

Lt ol P. D. Wenlock TD 
WOl (R M) Young 

REGI 1EN1AL HEADQUARTERS 
ince our la t WIRE note we have aid farewell to the Adjutant. Capt 

olin Vaudin. who has moved on to R ignals MCM Div at Glasgow, 
thereby en uring that everyone there i wearing unifom1 by now. We have 
al o had a change of Foreman of ignal with W02 Jamie Harper 
moving to J S Digby and being replaced by W02 Gaz Pearson, who 
has been po ted in from JC I. 

HEADQ ARTERS Q ADRO 
qn omd Maj A. Fergu on 
S 1 \ 0 2 Wickles 
The last thre~ months have been a period of consolidation for the 

quadron, where we have aimed at expan ion, recruitment and tra ining. 
whilst al o upporting the Regiment on tho e exercises that did take place 
despite the foot and mouth re trictions. Recruiting has taken place in the 
Amdale Shopping Centre at Wandsworth. The Squadron had a prime 
location outside the Pound Shop, with a reasonable amount of 'pa ing 
trade'. However. the venture was not very uccessful despite the attention 
of local shoppers. It was surprising how many of tho e who showed any 
intere t were ineligible to enlist. many of whom were Eastern Europeans. 
More recently the recruitment has changed tactic to leafletting outside 
local tube and rail station . There i clearly a knack to leafletting, which 
take about 20 minutes to get to grips with. 

London commuters are creatures who do not engage in conversation 
eye contact, or pleasantries of any type. Holding out our glos y leaflets 
saying 'Are you interested in .... ' received the response of a he.ad down 
fast walk traight past (usually with hands in pocket - the commuters not 
us!). fl was also rather difficuJt to persuade tliose with hands full with 
bopping bags, briefca es etc to show any intere t in taking a leaflet! 

Then there are the crafty ones. who see us at ihe main exit and try to 
divert through the mailer side exit, maybe thinking that we were 
collecting for charity, elling the Big Issue, or conducting market 
research. Tough luck! We had al l exits covered. There is only one way to 
leaflet uccessfully. Don't speak to the public (they don't want to speak to 
you). and just thrust the paper in front of them. They will then 
automatically take it by some kind of reflex action. It is clear that years of 
evolution in the gene pool and social conditioning have resulted in this 
whole tribe of species having lost the ability to communicate. (I can 
almost hear the cynics thinking 'They should make perfect recruits for 
the Corps!'). 

The succes of any quadron depends upon all the individuals within 
it. Everyone brings their ow11 experiences and abilities, and together with 
individual and collective training the sum of these assets is invariably 
greater than its con tituent parts. Within the Squadron there is also 
reliance upon certain key people, to he lp to achieve our a ims. It has 
therefore been very disappointing that the SSM has been w1able to attend 
due to his excessive work commitments, and the newly appointed Troop 
Commander for D Tp has also been unable so far to take up post. The 
lack of uch key personnel inevitably place. a greater burden on the 
remainder. D Tp is particularly important to the Squadron, as it is our 
only Signals Troop, and forms the natural point of entry for most of our 
new recruits at Southfields. Capt Mark Windibank (Sqn 2IC) is now 
ta ked with ensuring that D Tp get the support and training they require. 

gt trickla nd has a key role to play, and is ably supported by Cpl 
H a les. In his civi'ian job C pl Co x has volunteered to undertake 
dangcrou and demanding operation at the front line - he is training to be 
a teacher. We all hope that he achieves his goal, as the education system 
must by crying out for people of his calibre. Our new P I Sgt Carter is 
also ·howing tremendous enthusiasm to develop the team spirit in D Tp, 
and make good use of his many qualifications. However, as is often the 
case the un ung and unseen staff behind the scenes continue to play a 
crucial role. The Quartermaster's Department has been working hard to 
ensure that all their records are transferred onto Unicom. SSgt Trypc has 
dealt with the usual pay queries (eg ·where's my bounty?') with 
extraordinary patience and efficiency. Our own LAD have not only kept 
u on the road, but Sgt Burke al o put together an adventurous tra ining 
Y.eckend for the whole quadron - despite the location hav ing to be 
changed due to Foot & Mouth. We would be lost without the efforts of 
our support tatT. 

Capt G uy Bcwsher deserves special recognition for the success of the 
Regimental Small Bore Target Rifle Team. The Regiment did not have 
such a team until January thi year, and at the risk of embarrassing him, 
he ingle-handc<lly raised, trained, and led the team to some astonishing 
ach1cvemenh. J !ere i hi 0\\-11 account: 
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The Regiment entered two team in the annual smallbore match. Not 
having any Target Rifles ourselves, those wanting to shoot promptly 
joined Chobham and District Rifle and Pistol Club. Thi gave the squad; 
access to a 25metre range, target rifles and associated equipment, plus a 
coach. A members of tl1e club we could legally borrow the rifles. so 
that, having qualified for the finals we could u e them at the London 
UOTC Range. A tense evening of hooting re ulted in our A Team 
winning the District Championship and going forward to the Land 
Command final. The Land Command final was held at Borden, with both 
Regular and TA Team from all UK Di tricts, Northern Ireland and 
Gennany. The six reams rapidly eparated into two groups, the top three, 
followed by a tight group trying lo avoid the wooden poon. Leaving the 
top shots to there own match, 31 ig Regt had a clo e match, changing 
place with the other two competitors on an hourly ba i . In the end we 
gained a slight , but deserved lead and completed a hard fought day in 
fourth place. ot bad for a team with no rifle or equipment i it? The 
team consi ted of Maj K r ishna G urung, Capt G uy Bewshcr (Team 
Capt), SSgt King and LCpl Farqua r on-Rober ts. The Squadron now 
looks forward to our Annual Training Camp at Sali bury Plain, coming 
somewhat earlier in the year than nom1al. Following last years successful 
2 Brigade exercise. we now hope to build up our individual skills that 
will be te ted in Regimemal exerci es. 

41 (PLK) SIGNAL SQUADRON 
Sqn Comd Capt S. O ng 
SSM W02 Watson 
CHANGE OF COMMAND 

The Squadron recently had a change of Command. Maj Toby 
Lan kester left the Squadron to become 21 C of the Regiment. Capt 
Steven Ong, formerly the Sqn 21C took Command of 41 (PLK) Sig qn 
on I April 2001. Capt Ong bas a long history with 41 (PLK) Sig Sqn, 
having originally joined the Squadron as a Signaller in 1990. He was 
commissioned in 1992 whilst serving with 83 Sqn, he served two tours as 
a Tp Comd with 41 Sqn, and returned to the Squadron last year as the 
Squadron 21C. We wish him well in his tour as Sqn Comd. A big 
welcome back too to 'T', Sgt Tania Camp. Formerly a popular member 
of the Squadron, Sgt Camp is returning to the TA after a two-year 
ab ence. Welcome back to the Squadron 'T'! 

VISIT OF BOE COMO 
On 24 April, the Bde Comd, Brig J ackson visited the Squadron. After 

being briefed by the Squadron OC, Capt Ong, he toured the Squadron, 
observed the Drill Night training, and then mer soldiers erving in ihe 
Squadron in the bar over a curry meal. 

LCpl Warren O'Driscoll and SSgt (FofS) Maurice Byrne 
proving technicians do work occasionaly 

REGIME TAL EXERCI E 27 - 29 APRlL 
Being confi ned to the boundarie of the TAC does not stop 41 ( P~K) 

Sig Sqn from communicating! The Apri l exercise found us dismo.untmg 
Lanward equipment into the etas rooms, and rotating jun ior soldiers 3' 
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operators on a personal tu.ition bas is. Cpl Julia May taught us how to 
dismount. the Lanward equipment, whi!st LCpl Chris ' Penelope' Hunter 
gave an mtcrcstmg lesson on the Chirp (ably assisted by his beautiful 
ass i tant, SSgt (FofS) Maurice Byrne). Now just how does that GPS 
work'! 

PLKDIN ER 
Friday 11 May was the annual PLK Association Dinner in the I IQ 

Mess of the Duke of York Barracks. The turnout, as ever, was good, with 
many old and new faces from the Squadron in attendance. Col Keith 
Bruce Smith , Pres ident of the PLK Association welcomed the 
Association's guests, the CO, Lt Col Paul Wenlock, ~nd the Mayor of 
Ken i ~gton an~ Chelsea, Mr Tony Holt. Cpl Julia May presented the 
Assoc1at101~ \~Ith a cheque for over £500, raised by the JR's bar, which 
the Assoc1at1on gratefully received . Col Bruce Smith thanked the 
reti ring Secretary, Mr Alan Easton, for serving as Secretary of the 
A sociation for over 20 years. His succe sor, Mr Steve Bland will be 
doing well , ifhc can manage even half as good an innings! ' 

BRIGADE EXERCISE 11-13 MAY 
The Squadron blow off a few cobwebs at Kenley airfield the following 

day, over the weekend of 12 / 13 May. This was the first time we have 
deployed since the outbreak of FMD, and we took some getting back into 
practice. Cpl Kevin ' I'm bored ' Bedwell decided he didn ' t like the 
colour of the Lanward computer screen, and thought he might press a few 
buttons to see if he could change it, crashing the whole system in the 
process .... The Trg Maj, Maj Tim Cooper aw the funny side of it 
... Not! We decided however, to fully take advantage of the fact that we 
were on a~ a irfield, and 1~ana.ged to fit in a couple of glider flights 
between .shifts. LCp! Pearl Smiley' Sethna proved she too can grin like 
a Che hire Cat, whilst SSgt Bob ' GI Jane' Stanton established, once 
again , that he really doesn ' t have the stomach for flying . .. 

CRETE EXPEDITIO N - by Sgt Brian Traynor 
41 Sqn had a number of members on the recent Regimental mountain

walking expedition to Crete. One of whom was the soon to retire RPS 
SSgt John ' Romeo ' Mackins. SSgt Mackins acquired this nickname 
' Romeo Mackins' whil t away - something to do with a Dutch tourist, but 
he 's being very coy about it. The SSM, W02 Robin ' Hatless' Watson 
had a lucky escape when nearly following hi hat into the dock at Pyraeus 
Harbour. One of the teams did go astray, heading into a valley when they 
hould have been on a mountain ridge. This was not due to poor map 

reading, but more to d0- with the poor quality of Cretian Maps. Hone t! 
All in all the troops returned in better condition than they departed, 
having thoroughly enjoyed the expedition, prompting the quote ·tt's been 
emotional '. 

56 SIGNAL SQUADRON (V) 
Sqn Comd Maj S. Streete 
SSM W0 2 Godden 

We have welcomed 14 new recruits into the Squadron during the last 
two months and hope that they enjoy being a member of the TA in 
Eastbourne. Their training has started but o far, has not been affected by 
the FMD. We welcomed Brig John Powell OBE who came to open the 
refurbished LAD workshop, thank to the SE RFCA. It is now much 
improved and Sgt Gary Windham and his team are busy trying to get it 
dirty again. We were al o visited by Col Chris Argent from 2 (SE) Bde 
who enjoyed reminiscing about what the Squadron had been like when he 
was there a a Tp Comd back in the 70's. 

ATIONAL TERRITORIAL ARMY OPE ' DAY 
Oscars were abundant on 3 1 March as the Squadron moved out into 

Ea tbourne Town Centre to recruit. Two scenarios were prepared and the 
sight of blood and guts, accompanied by heart-rending screams fo llowing 
a ' road tratlic accident' entertained the public. Sig Trish 0 ' ullivan had 
certainly set the scene well by providing lots of simulated injuries and 
masses of 'red nuid'. Throughout thi excitement, Sgt Kevin Young 
seemed to be suffering from verbal diarrhoea as he kept up a running 
commentary about the scenario, the Squadron, the TA, the weather, his 
JOb and anything else that came to mi nd. Sgt T im Odam, who had 
visited every pub, cafe, night-club, tax i rank, sport centre and more in 
the area, delivering posters and flyers about the event, enjoyed spending 
U1e day driv ing around in a cut-down, camouflaged Rover, thank to the 
skills of Sig Ring. It all worked though. a we bad 17 potential recruit 
s1gnmg on three days later! 

RECRUITlNG 
Maintaining this as our main theme, the recrui ting team, headed up by 

2Lt Rob Wood and Sgt Tim Odam repeated the scenario from the TA 
Open Day in Eastbourne at the Ea tbourne Youth Weekend and then 
again in eaford a few week later. The local paper ha been bombarded 
with pictures and stories Uiat ha c ccr1 ainly highl ighted our cau e. Sgt 
Tim Odam also pent the weekend at ewhaven Fort, along with all the 
enthusia ·t in the outh of England, looking at old kit, watching people 
dress up in the o ld uniforms and li stening to all the reminiscing. Qui te a 
weekend! The ca mo un aged la nd rover ha been u ed wide ly a a 
recrui ti ng vehic le, complete with all its recruit ing banner, much to t~e 
embarrassment of the SSM, W02 Kevin Godden . Whenever he 1 
instructed to take it out, he drive without looking at any of the waving 
member of the public and refuses to go via any traffic light in case they 
tum red and he ha to top! 
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TRAINI G 
At las t ~e have been allowed out! Hav ing spent one weekend 

communrcatmg from our garages and another at Bramley, the Del. Comds 
we~e delighted to be able to take their dets our independently with ju t 
th~1r crew, at th~ last Squadron weekend. De pitc the fact this meant 
gom.g back to earmg compo ~tions and spending some time spraying the 
vehicles, boots and anythmg/one else who got 111 the way it was 
preferable to training in barracks. Cpl Jo Reader was very a~u ed to 
talk ~apt .Anthon;r Lamb through changing the frequency on the radio, 
despite bemg 30 miles away and he was delighted to be able to achieve it. 
We 've heard about nothing else since then! 

MAYOR' WEEKE D 
Having been awarded the Freedom of the Town, the OC, Maj arah 

Str~te, as Honorary Freeman. joined the Civic Party on Mayor's Sunday 
whilst the rest of the Squadron showed off their marching skills. 
Fol.lowing.a church service, everyone marched down to the Town Hall for 
an m pectron by the new Mayor. 56 Sig Sqn (V}. lead by Capt Anthony 
Lamb, looked as smart as ever. This was followed by a families lunch 
back at the TAC. 

83 SIG 'AL SQ ADRON (V) 
Sqn Comd Maj J . Carmichael 
SSM W02 Stevenson 
CO GRATUL TIONS 

Con~ratularions to Ct>l J ay East wood-Bell and LCpl Garath Burgess 
on the1.r recent promotions. Both achieved excellent reports on their 
promotion courses. Well done . 

EXERCISE COCKNEYS ELL 18-20 MAY 2001 
Well done to all those who took part in the Squadron Weekend, Ex 

Cockney Snell. As the name suggests the weekend was organized by Cpl 
Tia Snell and was her first Exercise in her new role as potential Squadron 
Yeoman. Ex Cockney Snell involved deploying the Squadron 
Communication assets to locations around Southern England. 
Detachments were scattered between Abingdon, Bramley and Stoney 
Ca tie and were tasked with commun icating and admini tering 
themselves in a tactical environment. We ll done to LCpl Stuart 
Farquhar son-Roberts who invented his own version of an all arms 
tactical BBQ evening! This weekend' Squadron driving award was 
fiercely fought for but finally clinched by S gt Matt Cahill for his 
endeavors in trying to avoid foot and mouth contamination. ot only did 
he leave Abingdon airfield a Squadron plaque but al o a new gate! Thank 
you to SSgt Tony Wringe, the Squadron PSI, who acted as mentor to the 
exerci e offering many words of wisdom. 

SQ UADRO OPE NIGHT 5 JUNE 2001 
A big thank you i extended to Cpl Sid Ahluwalia and his recruiting 

team for their efforts in organizing a successful Open night. The event 
was well publicized in the metro underground paper and an impre ive 
display was set up at the main gate to the TAC. Running concurrently 
with thi event was the hosting of 206 Cb is wick ACF Royal Signal who 
have been invited to join u ihe first Tuesday in each month. The purpo e 
of their visit is to strengthen links and to provide comms tra ining. 
Members of the Squadron also conducted Ex ewman Dundee, a 2 C) 
Sig Bde pon ored HF Communications Exercise run by 2 Sig qn M 
Dundee. Thi was a succe fu l evening with a few names taken of 
potential recruits. Good efforts all round. 

EXERCISE COCKNEY L EVKA-ORI - by Capt Hem)' Taylor 

~ 

Ex Cockney Levka-Ori wa a Regimenta l Le el 3 Adv Trg cxt!rri.·e 
conducted in the remote Levka-Ori mountainou, area of We tern Crete 
over the period 3- 12 May 2001. In all I Territorial and Regular rm)' 
old icrs took part in the e; pedition deploying a two teams led by 'gt 
If Kirkham and Capt Henry Tuylor with a support team led by Sgts 

Wjllic Loch and John ' Romeo' Mackin . 
Over a five day period. the aim wa to complete the high le\ cl E4 trail 

between the vi llages of Petres on tl1e A ki fou plane and Sougia on the 
coa t via the amaria Gorge whit t bae.ging a few peak along the way 
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Ii ·e the OOOf\ 1t Pahcnc . The onl problem \ a that fate took an 
unkind! hand with the weather and the Main party ended up being 
confined to pon at Pirae for 36 hours due t ·1 Force gale raging in the 

egcan. OK for omc who were keen to m..:ximi e the extra curricular 
bar acti\ itie • ncvcnhele we were able to arrive at ouda Bay rind meet 
up '' ith our Greek I 0. or a -ome wag put it. hello LO. Late that 
afternoon we ct off and after a .trenuous climb were able to reach our 
first bh vy site for a good .tart next day. After an early ri c we set off up 
the \1t Kosto knife ridge into a very cold and weather beaten ky. who 
aid that Crete wa a oft touch? After cveral hour of going up and 

down lope \\e hit the oOOOft E4 trail Ene. the only problem was the 
•trair wa liule more than a doued line of omeone· imagination with 
dang rou ere pitche . othing like the beaten trails of the alpine . 

It' as later on that we hn the first of what the LO called ·glaciers· and 
tt wa after everal of the e winter now gullie that we\ ere forced to re
evaluate our progre and decide to drop into a valley sy tern for the 

helter. When I ay drop. I ' as of cour c referring to Cpl Trish 
O' ullhans technique of taking off her 'Green & Grey' Bergen and then 
watching it bounce down the next 2000ft. Why is it that when you are 
looking for a lo t Bergen, it is never the bright ' Red or Purple ' one? What 
then happ ned wa that our valley turned into a ery comp lex cri s 
cros ed ravine and spur area with our only exit blocked by a serie of 
large lime tone sinkhole . Finally after everal more hours of fee ling our 
way acros 'er) broken ground we were able to break through to the 

ialto plateau for a very welcome celebration thanks to the LO who had 
been carrying bottle of wine and brandy. Who ever said, beware of 
Greek bearing gift mu t urely forgive u on this occasion. 

The logi tic in mo,ing both teams and equipment was complicated 
due to the lack of road infra-structure, rugged terrain and the fact that we 
only had one minibu to move the two teams over to the Omolo plateau. 
Thi resulted in the two team trekking down the spectacular Samaria 
Gorge OYer two day before RV ·ing at ea level on the coa tat Agia 

Romali which was made famou. for the WW2 evacuation of over 40.000 
allied troop during the 1941 Battle of Crete. ome climbing was carried 
out in exploring the ancient Turki h fon at the top ofa steep 3000ft chmb 
from this isolated village. However. it wa all too soon before both team 
were forced to recover around to our destination at ougia via the once a 
day ferry, which fonunately was not cancelled ns it was for the next two 
days due to heavy eas. 

The recovery back over the mountains to ooda Bay was not without 
ome appalling weather over the newly made mountain passes. At one 

point our minibus driven by SSgt John Atherton had to contend with 
large rock falls onto the track surface with visibility down to 3-4 feet with 
IOOOft drops on either side. We eventually arrived and had just ufficicnt 
time to visit the British and Commonwealth War Grave site at the head of 
Souda Bay and pay our respect . A very moving but serene setting and it 
wa all too oon before we were boarding our hip to sail back to Athens 
and fly home. 

The final comment i not mine but sums up everyone's feelings, Wo11 
what a week . ... . ....... when do we go back and finish the job? A 
with all exped' this would not be complete without the awards: 

a. We re late a we decided to bag our first peak 
- Sgt Alf Kirkham 
(They got lost and ended up climbing the wrong hill) 

b. Hello LO, whenever he met the Greek Liai on Officer 
- gt Nick 'Matey peeps ' Tuck 

c. For some nimble footwork in dodging a large flying boulder 
- Cpl Jo 'Wot the**** was that?' Reader 

d. 1 wonder what Raki tastes like? Within earshot of our Cretan 
taverna host 
- Sig tella Jennings (What a hang over!) 

32 (SCOTTISH) SIGNAL REGIMENT 
(VOLUNTEERS) 

co 
RS 1 

Lt Col J. K. McKee MBE 
WOl (RSM) S. J. Russell 

RSA GLASGOW BRA CH DRUM HEAD SERVICE 
On Saturday 29 April 2001 the Regiment hosted the Glasgow Branch 

of the RSA for a Drum Head Service and Beating of the Retreat to 
commemorate their 10th Anniversary. The Rev Stephen Blakey held the 
Drum Head service in the Regimental Drill Hall followed by a Beating of 
the Retreat perfonned by the Royal Signal Pipes & Drums. The parade 
wa taken by 1aj Gen Anderson who thanked to Regiment for an 
excellent day. 
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GIRL POWER - THE NEW SPICE GIRL 
In the final month of her tour as RSM, WOl Angie Hilborn, was able 

to form the next Spice Girls when W02 Rowena Clark, W02 orma 
Sproul and W02 Lynn Bertram were either promoted or posted as 
SSMs to make up an all female team with W02 Karen Swan already in 
post as SSM 52 Sig Sqn (V). The RSM 's commissioning and po ting to 3 
(UK) Div and Sig Regt must put her in the frame as Ginger Spice, but 
who do the other four repre ent? 

The Spice Girls 
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HEADQUARTERS QUADRON (VOLU TEERS) 
qn omd laj Cammy Payn 

SSM W02 ornrn Sproul 
EXERCISE G RA D PRIX 2 2001 - by Captain Steve Milsom BEM 
Trg Maj: ' Ops 0, how do you fancy going to Kenya?' 
Ops 0: ·But Sir I've already been ' 
Trg Maj: ·so, I LI need a Jungle Warfare instructor and you've nothing 
better to do. have you?' 
Op 0: 'Er, no Sir ' 

So it was that I found myself 'volunteered' for Ex Grand Prix, an 
Infantry Battle Group training exercise held three times a year in Kenya. 
Sull it wasn't all bad, having been several times before I knew what to 
expect and relished the opportunity as an over 40-year old to till be 
running around with the Infan try! 

Kenya has been a major British Army training location since the Mau 
Mau uprising in the I 950's. Based in Nanuki in the Central l lighland it 
offers a wide range of challenging tra ining environments, ranging from 
d·:sert in the north , rocky Savannah in the Highlands and jungle around 
the slopes of Mount Kenya, with adventure training opportunitie on par 
with that of Cypms. Much of the training takes place at altitude (I OOQfl 
higher than Ben Nevis in places), this coupled with temperatures of 40 C 
in the north, make structured acclimatisa ti on training a mu t. Most 
battalions follow a similar training cycle with a weeks acclimatisation 
training under company arrangements, companies then complete a three 
way round robin of jungle training, li fe firing and adventure training, 
usually run by external PRTs (Permanent Range Teams) thu allowing 
companies to remain at full strength. The exercise culminate with a 
Battle Group live firing FTX at Archers Po t with a battery of 105 Lt. 
guns in suppon. Total exercise duration is !Tom 5-6 weeks. 

A<:. previou ly mentioned I had been 'volunteered· to work with the 
jungle PRT at Kathendini , on the slopes of Mount Kenya. Despite what 
you may have heard to the contrary this is 'Real' jungle, albeit rather 
more plea ant than SE Asia. It i generally drier, cleaner and with 
decidedly fewer creepy-crawlcys, it is also pleasantly cool in the 
evenings. However, it is not without its hazards, elephants and water 
buffalo po ea real danger, e pccially if you get between them and their 
young, and the rivers are prone to flash floods , claiming one soldier 's life 
in 1999. For most soldiers thi was their first experience in the jungle and 
the training was pitched accordingly, with the emphasis on basic kill . 
After a short settling in period, the company was split into platoons and 
during a three-day cycle covered jungle navigation, CQB range and 
urvival, including the laughter and consumption of a goat. The last 

three day were tactical a nd usually involved a patrolling pha e, 
culminating in a 'West Side Boys' scenario camp attack which was very 
apt as the LI were deploying straight to Sierra Leone after the exerci e. 

The adventure training package was well received by everyone, with 
opponunities to participate in a range of activities, from sub aqua diving 
in the Indian Ocean to ascending Mount Kenya, which is Africa's econd 
highest peak. There were also Game Safari and the normal water borne 
activities, which were located at Lake aivasha in the Rift Valley. The 
budgeted Battle Group all up trength is approx. 750 personnel. a figure 
rarely ach ieved due to manpower shortages. Therefore, there are nearly 
always vacancies for individual reinforcement from the TA. The Royal 
Signals element is small , limited to a rear link det provided by 30 ig 
Regt but skilled trade are always in demand, particularly drivers. medic 
and chef . Al o range-qua lified personnel are required for the PRT's, the 
experience of a live Battle Group attack, following up a creeping artillery 
barrage is something every oldier should have at least once! Grand 
Prix's run from ovember 10 March each year and rhe trawl for 
volunteer start several months before each deployment, peak to your 
Training Major and get your name down for the next one! 

Capt Milsom checking out the plant life in Kenya 
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Capt Steve 'Rambo' Milsom during Jungle warfare Training 

DEPART RES/ RRIVALS 
The Regiment would like to wish a warm welcome to the new RSM, 

WOl (RSM) Steve Ru ell and hi wife Tracey, we hope they have a 
great time in Scotland. We would also like to welcome the new PSI Tech 
for HQ Sqn, Cpl lcDonald and his wife Maureen. Congratulation to 
W02 (RQM ) John Addison on his recent promotion and appointment 
as RQMS (V) and to W02 orma Sproul on her appointment a SSM 
HQ Sqn, while the SVWO. WOl Terry McVey, moves to become QC 
Regimental Comd Troop. We wi h them all well and hope they enjoy 
their new appointments. 

51 SIG AL SQ ORO (VOLUNTEERS) 
Sqn Comd Maj Morna Strachan 
SSM W02 (SSM) Lynn Bertram 

The recent ational TA Open Day saw a steady influx of visitor to 
Gordon Barrack, including a visit from Commander 51 Highland 
Brigade. Brig Simon Allen. During his visit the Brigadier wa seen 
chatting with LCpl Ii on McKay. LCpl McKay is due 10 tart flying 
le sons in the near future and is believed to have negotiated a spin in the 
Brigadier's chopper. 

Brig Allen and LCpl MacKay 

EXERCISE MAPLES LTIRE - by gt Ali ' f 'm 01111- at<' Ii. Jami<'scm 
gt ·vodka nortcr · Webb, Sig ·campino· Hardie and m) elf 

deployed as part of Ex Maple alt ire to a surpri ingly sunny Canada The 
Exercise wa fraught with di asters from the \'Cry bcgmning \\ ith no"· 
drift · blocking the road on the way to Milton Kc ncs . crashed 1mi 
Bu on the Forth Road Bridge and a la ·t minute dash to Bice. ter to pick 
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Sgt Ali Jamieson in Canada 

Girlie Tech 
Sgt Ali Jamieson teaching Sgt Webb the Tech Dance in Canada 

up the undelivered Arctic Kit, which subsequently we did not need. We 
had an excellent time in Canada where Sgt Mike Webb introduced the 
locals to. Vodka S!1orting from a teaspoon and Sig Ian Hardie sickened 
us all with Campmo Strawberry and Cream sweets. After attempting to 
snow board, trymg our hand at Husky Dog Sledging and emptying the 
Grabber f-1achine in the local .Pub of all its cuddly toys we reluctantly left 
Canada with twice as much kit as we went out with. 

CO GRAT ' LATIOi S 
Congratulauons to LCpl Ricky 'I'm on my way now' Melia on two 

counh. Firstly on ach1cv111g top student at the Regimental Trade Training 
wee~ held at Redford avalry Barracks in Edinburgh, and to his long 
awaited and well deser,·ed j)romotion. Congratulations also go to ex-

S\il, no'~ Squa.dron Second 111 Command Capt Ian 'Davie' Crockett on 
his -.:omm1s;1on111g. Congratulations to 2Lt Colin ' I'm a rocket scientist' 
Bruce on passing his commissioning course and for achieving top 
tudent trom Aberdeen and sixth overall in Scotland in the recent MTQ 2 

exams. 
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SSM Bertram congratulates OCdt Bruce 
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33 (LANCASHIRE AND CHESHIRE) 
SIGNAL REGIMENT (VOLUNTEERS) 

CO Lt Col E. A. Davis 
R M WOl (RSM) Day 

On 7 April the Regiment took part in a sponsored road relay n m, in 
order to raise money for the British lleart Foundation (BH F). The reason 
fo r choosing the BHF was due to the sudden loss of Maj Mike Brown 
O 80 Sqn, who died so tragica lly last year of a heart attack, at the age of 
42yrs. The re lay- run pa ed through all the Squadrons wi th in the 
Regi ment, starting off at 42 Sqn (Manchester) and fi ni hing at RHQ 
(Liverpool). After a quick photo shoot at 42 Sqn Capt Whelan (PSAO 
42 qn) leading by example volunteered to run the fi rst leg, each leg 
being no longer than three mi les (honest!). Everyth ing was going well 
unt il, of course I know the way, SSgt (Fot'S) Andy Owen set off on his 
leg. The upport vehicle crew being ex tremely considerate allowed him 
to run two miles out of his way before passing on the good news, much to 
the pleasure of Cpl Dave Neal. Upon arrival at 80 Sqn there wa j ust 
time for another photo ca ll and then on to RHQ. At the same time in 
Liverpool W02 (SSM) ' Robbo' Robertson was coordinat ing the leg 
from RI-IQ to 59 Sqn and back. No mi haps or navigational errors this 
time just the weather to contend with. In order to ensure that both sets of 
runners were to finish at RI-IQ together, plit econd timing was required. 
Better late than never 80 Sqn! Then it wa inside for yet more photos. In 
conclusion I would like to thank all those who took part, not ju t the 
runners but also the upport team, not forgetting the BHF for providing 
T-shirts and bal1Jlers. At the time of going to press the final figure raised 
stand at £ 1772.30. 

t ke heart Take part 

80 Signal Squadron 
Back Row (L-R): Cpl Bland, Sgt Birmingham, LCpl Cross, 

Sig Ewan 
Front Row (L-R): Capt Hopkins, Sig Kay, Capt Sirr, Cpl Patton, 

SSM Hale, Sig Dunbarin , Sgt Richards, Sig Patterson, 
SQMS Collister 

42 (CITY OF MANCHESTER) SIGNAL SQUADRON (V) 
Sqn Comd Maj Mica Cummings 
SSM W02 Maurice Aaron 
EXERCISE EBOR MANCUNIA - 15 -18 FEBRUARY 2001 

Ex Ebor Mancunian was a 42 Sig Sqn winter adventurous training 
weekend which took place in the Cairngotm mountains over the period 
15 - 18 February 200 I. Thirty members of the Squadron were ba ed at 
Rothiemurchu Lodge, near Aviemore in lnverne s-shire with the object 
of the exercise being to qualify as many people as po ible a ba ic ski 
proficiency (alpine) skiers. 

Fortunately, the party enjoyed near perfect skiing conditions with deep 
snow and blue skies throughout the four days. The quadron was Juel..')' to 
have the services of SSgt Glenn Martin as the chief instructor, ably 
assisted by Cpl Jo Neal. Glenn has been skiing for many years and is a 
qualified Joint Service Ski Instructor, both ordic and Alpine, as well a 
being a UK Snowsport Alpine Ski Leader. Jo. who is a regular erving 
with 264 (SAS) Sig qn in Hereford, and al o the wife of the qn MT 
NCO, Cpl Dave Neal. h<1d recently qualified as a skiing instructor and 
was cutting her instructional teeth on 42 Sqn. 

The trip proved to be a huge . ucce with every member of the party 
mastering the basics and being able to negotiate fair ly tcep lopes 
wnbout too many 'wipcouts' on the way down. The location could not 
have been beltcr as Rothiemurchus Lodge enjoys an en iable position. 
n~stcd in the heart of the airngorm ju t seven miles from the highland 
village of Aviemore with it excellent ·apres ski' facilitie-. The lodge 
complex is for the exclusive u e of regular and reserve personnel of all 
three erviees and their familic to enjoy outdoor pursuit in ome of the 
mo t beautiful scenery in the Briti h Isles. 
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42 Sqn skiers posing with (front row kneeling) 
SSgt Glenn Martin (Chief Instructor) 

The Novice Class 
(L-R): Cpl Loll Galagher, Sig Francis McAndrew, Cpl Jo Neil 

(Instructor), Sig Susan Clare, Sig Karen Forzatti, 
Sig John Tan, Sig Stuart Ross and Sig Alex Thomas 

'ATIO AL TA OPE DAY (31MARCH2001) 
As part of the TA 1 ational Open day, 42 Sqn opened its door to the 

public on the 31 March 200 I. Various tands di played the Squadron's 
communications equipment and there were plenty of military tand and 
novelty stand to keep the young ters happy. The mo t popular, pro ing 
to be SSgt Bob Duffield 's imulated war games computer tand complete 
with ear plitting ound effect and booming music. The quadron was 
fortunate to have a VIP vi itor on the day in the hape of Brig ndrew 
Durcin , the Deputy Inspector General Territorial Army. He ' a 
accompanied by Lt Col Linda Harrison TD who i an ex-commanding 
officer of 31 (City of London) ig Regt (V) and who i now on the TA 
Inspectorate Staff. They were met on arrival by the CO, Lt Col Elton 
Davi and Sqn Comd •lica Cumming . Although the heaven opened 
and the rain was la hing down as the Brigadier arrived, he none the le 
enjoyed his visit and talked to the majority of the quadron member 
before departing full of hamburgers and chips served from gt Lesley 
Ward's fa t food tall. 

Brig Durcin talking to Officer cadet Charles Vincent 
whilst the Sqn Comd looks on 
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Brig Durcin pictured with ?ur attached Australian Signaller, 
Sig Karen Forzatt1 and Sig Servane Gouda 

who were running the children's indoor assault course stand 

ITD \\"EEKE ·o (21 0 22 APRIL 2001) . . 
The quadroa organi ed an ITD training weekend at ten all Tram~ng 

Camp near York O\er the weekend 21-22 Apnl 2001. Thank to the dnve 
and enthu iasm of our PSI , SSgt Sam Faulds, the weeke~d was a great 
uccess. v.:ith even the weather co-operating and blue sk1e with "'.ann 
un hine per i ting over the whole period . Due to the restnc t1 01JS 

impo ed by the foot and mouth cri i . the Squadron were unable to go on 
the range . but in tead, utilised the Small Anns Tramer ( AT) to carry 
out the PWT. 

'EW M - W02 1A RICE AARONS 
\ 02 laurice Aarons has recently been appointed to the top soldiers 

po t in 42 qn. \faurice has been a member of the Squadron for 24 years 
joining in October 1997 as a Combat Lweman_ and becommg one or the 
mo t reliable and loyal attenders over th1 long penod of lime. 
Maurice ' main claim to fame, is to ha e entertained Her Royal 
Highness, The Prince Royal , to tea in the back _of th_e li~e waggon 
during 33 Sig Regt' Freedom of K.nowsley celebra11ons_ m Liverpool m 
August 19 8. Maurice also took_ part in the 1997 Regimental C~anty 
Expedition which dro\e from Liverpool to Odessa m the Ukrame to 
deliver badly needed medical supplies to the hospital for children who 
had survived the Chernobyl disaster. Maurice is a member of the 
Military Guard Service for our TA_ Cen_tre !~ere i~ Rushoh_ne. Manchester 
and lives in Marple, Stockport wuh his wife G1U and his four chtl~en 
Damon, Alexi , Anika and Sebastian. Originally from Jamaica. he 1s a 
keep fit fanatic and a very keen sportsman. He was ~\~·arded the 
efficiency Medal (TA) in 1989 and has recently qualified for the 
Volunteer Reserve Service Medal (VRSN). 

W02 Maurice Aarons, flanked by two of 42 Sqns Officer Cadets, 
Charles Vincent and Ainsley Clinton 

:9 IG ·. \L QLAORO. 
The last three months have been a time of 'out with the old ' and 'in 

\\Ith the new' for 59 Squadron. Firstly the departu re ofW02 SSM Bob 
Pater\on to take up the role of Senior Instructor with the Regimental 
framing 1 eam folhmed c losely by the departure of the Squadron 
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ommandcr, Maj Chris Heaton who has taken over a_s ccond in 
ommand of the Regiment. All members of the Squadron wish them well 

in their nC\\ roles and thank them for all they huvc clone. The new 
quadron ommandcr Iaj_ John ~ille~ swept in on a strong breeze but 

no one ha yet picked up his potential nickname. The new SSM 1s W02 
SS 1 Paul Williams who jo111s us from 55 Squadron a 11 1 now 
a sumecl he is capable of handling a BIG squadron. 

Welcome to both and we hope their time with the Squadron is a happy 
and productive one. We al o wel~ome into the Squa_dron as 9c A_c~ess 
Troop, Lt Paul Knig~t, who rejoms us af~er a tour 111 Recruit Trammg. 
Finally we must menuon the recent promouon of Capt Tony McFarlane 
who is quoted as saying, ' I can ' t believe it.' Congratulation Tony. 

Lying down on the job again Tony! 

Congrarulation must also go to Sgt Tommy Hankin who is marrying 
long time girlfriend Jan, and to C pl C liff Doyle and LCpl Shantel 
McCourt who al o marry very oon. 

Sgt Tommy Hankin and LCpl Shantel M~Court 
discussing the pros and cons of marriage 
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34 (NORTHERN) SIGNAL REGIMENT 
(VOLUNTEERS) 

CO Lt Col I. D. Westennan 
RSM WOl (RSM) M . Anderson 

An extremely busy period had by all! With the Foot and Mouth Crisis in 
full swing the Regiment has seen a number of its training and 
communication exerci es cancelled due to restricted movement. 
However, in upport of the crisis, TA personnel, including Sgts 
McCluskey, Read haw and Silk, have been ably supporting the regular 
soldiers within the Newcastle area. The unit now look ahead with bated 
breath as to the level of support required in the future and more 
importantly on whether the summer camp is to proceed in its current fonn. 
Watch this space! The RHQ team is in full swing with key player , 
including the Adjutant and RSM now in place, 'ploughing' through ever 
increa ing in trays. 

TA DAY 31 MARCH 2001- FULL EVALUATION 
by WO/ (RSM) Anderson 

After arriving in the Regiment at the end of ovember, the 
Commanding Officer tasked the RSM with the ' mall' matter of 
recruiting. As everyone knows, recruiting is the li feblood of the TA and 
much wa to be spi lled before TA Day cheduled to be held on 31 March 
2001. The RSM looked at his assets (too few to mention!) and liabilitie . 
To his advantage though was a wealth of experience especially from the 
PSAOs and some of the 'old and bold' always willing to put in their 'two 
penny-worth.' There was also a budget that seemed to expand and contract 
faster than that of an Olympic athlete after a hard l OOm sprint. The biggest 
asset of all, however, was the Royal Signals TA Band based out of 50 Sqn 
in Darlington. Liabilitie lay in the competition of the area namely the 
Infantry, Medics, RLC, RMP, REME and the AGC, all vying to 'fish from 
the same pond.' Added to this, wa a certain amount of apathy left over 
from everal previously ' failed' TA Day . And (as much as it pains me to 
say it) Royal Signals communication equipment does not quite fire the 
imagination of a young thrusting 18 year old quite like an 81 mm mortar, a 
giant digger or even a Scania Recovery Vehicle. A fool proof(why was the 
RSM chosen - editor note!) plan needed to be devised and if anyone can 
devise uch a plan then the cunning, machiavellian and pcrhap a little 
original RSM can. 

The Plan - quite simply, the plan had to accentuate the positives and 
decentuate the negatives. The RQMS indented for 'anti-apathy· bags, a 
meeting for delegates from the various surrounding units converged and 
the plan came into fruition. Team were to descend on the Town Centres, 
groups were to hand out freebies and TA memorabilia and assets uch as 
the band would roam and generate interest throughout. The idea of going 
to the local pubs and dropping 'shillings ' into punters mug was tifled on 
origination in that it was unlikely that anyone would emerge from the fir t 
pub and would probably pend all the 'shillings ' in the ·who wa11ts to be a 
millionaire ' machine. The RMP, in their nonnal apprehen ive stance, were 
worried that they would not be able to muster enough to man every town 
centre. ' o problem' said the RSM 'you can visit each locale with a blue 
flashing light and a dog.' SSgt Ollie Hardy RMP then exclaimed that they 
did not have a dog seciion. 'Aha, again not a problem, someone in your 
unit must own a dog, no-one is going to ask for an ID Card. ju t don ' t tum 
up with a Dachshund ' . The Tylle Tees Regiment (Infantry) kindly offered 
to bring some niper but how would we know they were there? At any 
rate everyone agreed they would bring something to the proceedings. 

Mayor of Middlesbrough roints out TA for Open Day . 
Wo1 (RSM) Anderson , Mayor o Middlesbrough Cllr Kat Bevington 

and Lt Col Westerman at the local launch for TA Day 
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Another meeting was called to undo the previous meetmg that included 
North of England RFCA and to order more 'Jammy Dodgers'. By nov.: the 
RSM, WOI (R M) Mark nderson had taken up smoking. golf(trying 
to gain a handicap qualification) and (when the pre ure became too great) 
biting his nails - this was unfortunate a~ they were his toe nails. Cometh 
the hour Cometh the man the list of requirements was confirmed: 
Gazebo 'check', recruiting stand 'check ', t-shins ·check·, remove burnt 
out car from the front of RHQ 'check' (Brambles Fann Middle brough a 
select site if ever there was one!). 

How did TA Day go? Judging from the statistics, not all that bad. Of 
course there were a few hiccup but be a sured that no plan survive 
contact with the enemy. We are still not sure if the Tyne Tee snipers 
showed up. or are we ure if his parents ever found the lillle boy ig 
Meacher 'cammed up'. Judging from the empty box; T- hirts were, 
however. very popular and have been seen down town as a nev. designer 
fashion item. The figures were up to 200% but most importantly the RSM 
has a huge supply of Yorkshire 'Terrier' TA mask available if any ha a 
good use for them. On a more seriou note, we did receive a lot of pres 
exposure. LCpl Becky William on managed to only speak for 20 minutes 
without drawing breath on local rad io. The CO, Lt Col Westerman. had a 
whole hour on BBC Cleveland Radio but managed to mention TA Day 
only once but in the heat of the moment managed to confess to a few 'faux 
pa ' from hi past (transcripts of thi interview are available on the 
internet). The RSM also managed to reach TV starus by appearing on TV 
for longer than W02 (SSM) Pete Griffiths. but then it was only 
Middle brough Footbal l TV and not ational ews. 

49 (WR) SIGNAL SQ ADRO (V) 
Sqn Comd Maj D. E. Sixsmith 
SSM W02 (SSM) Holdstock 

The Squadron would like to welcome the new 21C Squadron Capt 
Angie 'the Adjt's new py' Galli and SSgt Greg 'buzz lightyear' Sharp 
and his wife Jo and family. Congratulation go to Lt Keith Tve got my 
own office now· WilJiams on pas iag his JOTES exam and al o to Sig 
Martin ' Wot no respirator· Tranter on completion of Phase Two Recruit 
training. The Lord Lieutenant Certificates went to Sgts ·Clint' Eastwood, 
Tommy Simp on and Gary Open haw with many congratulation on 
their continued loyal and dedicated service. 

W02 Monaghan, Pie Warner and Cpl Ross with Lt Col Westerman 
at the presentation of their 

Lord Lieutenant Certificates by Lord Gisbrough 
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Sigs Hewitt and Tranter wonder thoughtfully as to, 
'What this pointy thing is?' 

A wam1 welcome i- made from all members of .t9 ig qn to Cpl Craig. 
fTe h from a abbatical and to Pte Smith making the long haul from 
Middle brough. Congratulations are extended to Sgt Dawn ' ow 1 can 
start running again' Malloy and Sgt Frank 'He look ju t like me' Ma on on 
the arrival of their baby boy Ryan. Further congratulations al o go on the 
presentation of medals by the Hon Col. ir Ron orn1an QBE to 49 
personnel during a quadron training weekend held at Hull - Sgt Wilford 
(Ko O\O medal). SSgt Falkinder. Sgts Adcock. Bara s. Openshaw, 
Simp on and Cpl Bedford (TA ervice and Efficiency Medal). 

TA OPEN DAY - LEEDS 
The TA Open Day was a great ucccs with Cpl Andy Mcadley and 

LCpl ocl Wreathall showing potential recruits the wuy up a vcnical 
wall (answers on a po tcard to!), Sig ahcra 'move to the beat' Ramzan 
testing courage on the wall bars and Sig Andy ' Digimon' Barrett 
providing a picture keepsake of the experience. After much discu ·sion and 
relocation, the comms stand was linally set up to the sati faction of 
everyone, that is of course except Sgt Tan ' will someone just make up 
their mind OW' Stuart. 

15 (NORTH EA T) BRIGADE SPORTS DAY -19 MAY 2001 
The Brigade port Day arrived and teams were ha tily formed from 

tho c anxious to participate. It was decided that the quadron would put in 
three team . The squash was going to be vigorously contested, volleyball 
and 5-a- ide Football . male and female, competitions with the tug of war, 
alway an excellent spectator port, would be the grand linalc. The squash 
competition\ ent quite well with SSgt (SQM ) Dave Carr winning all of 
hi games. Unfortunately Lt Keith ' I thought I had him there' Williams 
and SSgt Nobby 'I a wooden bat ok?' Clm·k were not so succe ful. The 
cmi-final were the end of the road for the worthy trio. In the three other 

e ents the Squadron wa eliminated in the first round, despite some heroic 
save from Sgt Mark 'The Cat' Carrick and some unusual saves from 
LCpl Melis a 'Why am I wearing gloves?' Bertuzzi in the respective 5-a
side competition ' . The only hope for redemption was going to be the tug 
of war. The opposition were more than a little concerned when they saw 
the anchorman Sig Gavin '5ft tin and 4 stone wet through' Cran wick's 
attempt to pick up the rope. All things considered 0-2 was not a bad result! 

CHESHIRE HOMES SUMMER FETE - SU DAY 20 MAY 2001 
On unday 20 May fi e intrepid members of the Squadron deployed to 

Cleckheaton. where that is. to take part in the heshire Homes Fete. The 
weather was uperb and the Squadron stand attached a great deal of 
interest, from old war heroes down to the loveable little darlings who tried 
to steal every bit of kit that they had. There appeared to be some genuine 
interest from certain people and they were dispatched with all the relevant 
'come and join u ' information. The team members were Cpl 'Woody' 
Wood, Sig Crannie 'Will I get a mention?' Cranswick, Sig Karen 'Feed 
me now' Ford, Sig Sahera 'Will it be in Vogue magazine?' Ramzan and 
Sig Andy 'Oh no the kid are back' Barrett. A good day wa had by all and 
it is hoped to be a good recruiting tool for the future . 

745 SIG TROOP - HULL DETACHMENT 
Sqn Comd Capt R. Middleton-Powell 
SPSI SSgt Wilford 

The regiment deployed on Ex Spring Eagle in March. ending 745 Sig 
Tp SASfMC to Colchester in order to bold the FTBN to York and to 
provide the interface between Ptarmigan and Euromux to the wannabes 
down there. The remainder of the Troop, not deterred by foot and mouth 
spent a rather claustrophobic weekend in Imphal Barracks, York. With the 
confinement of the barracks the potential for boredom was broken by 
WOl (RSM) Anderson's Defence of a Comms Site lecture (honest!) and 
the release to the Cross Keys bar, courte y of 2 Sig Regt, for the regulation 
two beers. Sig Lau brought an ample supply of home-made Sushi, 
ensuring that 745 Tp dined in style on the exercise (not that there were any 
complaints of the amiy catering provided). The TA Open Day was 
superbly organi ed in Hull by OCdt 'Wedgie' Wedgewood-Jones. It was 
a rip roaring, riotous occasion including a nightline with jungle div.a 
tracks; air rifle booting (with sights only marginally better than a fmr 
ground); the raffle of two, no expense spared mountain bikes (we jest -
financed compliments of ERFCA); and last but certainly by no mean 
least a communication display. Congratulations go out to Sig 'Gizmo' 

The Hull Detachment in all their glory on TA Open Day 
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Evans and Sig ' Sus~i ' Lau who have managed to successful ly survive 
their two week Recruits Cour eat Blandford. 

Sgt 'Clint'Eastwood and LCpl Melissa 'landing pad' Bertuzzi 
display before and after headgear 
for the beret shaping competition 

A briefing and familiari ation weekend was organised for the young 
and not so young Potential Officer of the Regiment by Capt Ruth 
Middelton-Powell. After initial introduction briefings, the PO gave a 
number of wide ranging and interesting presentation to a captive 
audience on such subjects such as the life of an air stewardess, keep fit 
regimes and computer network_s. _All taking from the personal experiences, 
both work and play, of the md1v1duals themselves. Cpl Andy 'I am going 
to write up the command ta k hone t' Meadley and Sgt Ian 'When I' 
Stuart tested the brain and brawn of the uninitiated with a selection of 
command tasks. This proved to be a mo t rewarding exerci e as each of 
the POs learnt a lot about themselves, each other and the staff had an ideal 
opportunity to see them in testing conditions. It must have worked as they 
adapted their new found leadership skill to win first place in the maggot 
race at 90 Squadron's games night later that evening. That weekend, Cpl 
Meadley was also to face the toughe t challenge of the weekend and 
probably his military career - removing an ink filled ecurity tag from 
Capt M-P's jeans. It hould be noted at this time that she was not wearing 
them at the time. The Troop held their annual Bounty Ba h at Mr Cheus 
Chinese Re taurant in Hull. Sgt Rob 'This will make your eyes water' 
Godfrey was to give lessons in the fiae u e of chopstick and LCpl 
Melissa Bertuzzi celebrated her 21 t birthday in style by gate-crashing 
the evening. 

Sgt Godfrey taking the PSI role 
to the extreme 'Hang on I hadn't finished using those!' 
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50 ( ) SIG AL SQ ADRO ' (V) 
Sqn Comd Maj G. Jenning.s 
SSM W02 (SSM) Middleton 

Off .to p~stu_res n~w for the sul!lmcr mont~s are Sigs Alan Ra) ner and 
Freddie 0 Brien with the next six months m the Balkans on FTRS. Our 
smccrcst thoughts go with them and hope they come back safely. 
Congratulations go a number of members from the squadron who have had 
the hono~r of the .Lord Lieutnants Certificates bestowed upon them. gts 
Ross Blmr_ and Mickey Jemmett from 705 SigTp and LCpl Jennv Jones 
form 742 Sig Tp the latest recipients of this prestigious award. Ll Jez Bailey, 
Trunk Node Tp Comd, is also worthy of a mention after successfully 
completing his JOTES exam ran by 15 ( E) Bde at Strensall Trg Centre. 

Sgts Blair and Jemmett receive their Lord Lieutenant's Certificates 

The Squadron recently ho ted the Dep Comd 11 Sig Bde, Col Roger 
Davenport, He spent the day with the Regular taff, dining with them and 
lending a ympathetic ear to their woe and concerns. He stayed on to 
spend some time with the TA members of the quadron on their drill night, 
which included hooting on the 25 metre indoor range. where ig Pat 
Hutton from Debdon Gardens was challenged to a competition by the 
Dep Comd. Still clinging to the faint chance of a career in the TA, the 
overall re ult i not for print, needless to ay the Dep Comd was seen 
supplying liquid refresl1ment at the bar later on! A tour around the 
garages introduced Col Davenport to a good cros · ection of the 
quadron. mo t notably our switch crew, who, when asked by the Dep 

Comd, 'Don't you think it ' exist that you are all girl in the witch?' it 
was thought that he aid 'Don't you think its EXY that you are all girl 
working in the witch?' The crew wa to prefer the latter of the comments. 
The penultimate part of the vi it sa\ a courtesy call on the Band. who as 
always entertained to the highe t standard and the evening concluded 
with all rank partaking ofa sociable beverage in the JRC. As reported in 
the last edition, the quadron ha lost one of its talwart . now W02 
RQMS(V) Pat Bell, who was dined out last month. An excellent tum out 
of past and pre ent member of the Squadron attended to bid her a linal 
farewell. A certain officer. who hall remain narnele , could not attend 
due to work commitment . even en t hi wife to check that W02 Bell had 
finally left! Apparently the RQM (V) had promi·ed the said officer 
'something' for helping her pa s the CFT la t year and he wa ju t 
checking that the coa t wa clear for him to tart attending again. The end 
of training year ha ecn the unu ual scramble to co·nplete ITDs and 
qualify for the COs Certificate of Efficienc,. Due to the foot and Mouth 
crisi permis ion was given to carry out a CFT around the quare at the 
Darlington TAC. Ta kcd with a trusty measuring wheel, the job of 
mea. uring out an accurate course was given to PTI, gt Rob IcCluskey. 
Ile was noted wheeling around tl1e square twenty one time. accurately 
measuring the cour e, much to the mirth of the OC and 21C. 

warm and hearty 50 Squadron welcome goe to the ne" um,·al of 
Cpl (PSI) Craig Straughan. our new Regular ED. who joins u from 2 0 
(UK) Signal quadron in Germany. The quadron would al ·o hl-.e to 
welcome Cpl 'Tommo' and LCpl Anne-l\larie Beattie who ha\e joined 
us from 186 (Tyne Electrical Engineer ) Work hop Company as our ne\\ 
litter and chef respectively. A temporary farewell go to ig .Freddie 
O'Brien and Alan Raynor' ho ha e decided to pend their . ummcr in the 
Balkan · (a good tour and return back afely). SSgt John Ho\\e who is 
enjoying hi tour that much that he has extended to 12 month · (at lc<l~t l11s 
wife is happy!) A pat on the bacl-. must go to the three stalwart ('0, 
who have returned from Blandford following the succc:sful complcllon of 
their Staff Course: Sgts lick Jemmett, Ro Blair and ath ' proat 
Luckily for the lads Sgt ath proat was there to carry them and keep 
them on the straight and nan-m' - well done! 
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E.'ER I :\1 lER EAGLE 
hand picked group of the ;.1adron' fine. t Officers and Os 

mbarked to the deepest dark ·1 D1 nnington for a Brigade CP . Headed 
b apt DaH Ed"ard . the intrepid team got in the mood for annual 
camp with a series of te ' ting scenari s and cro · traming. Thi was the 

quadron's fin.1 meeting with the new Brigade Commander and Sgt Pete 
Robinson \\ill not forget that in a hurry (Top Tip - when red tab appear 
thro\\ one up!) 

EXER I 'E UYELY L RK 
dventure Training in Ke wick has alway been one of the most 

popular\\ eekend: of the training year \\ ith the quadron and this weekend 
\\as n exception. Although limited by Foot and fouth , a limited 
programme wa de\ 1 ed ba ·ed ultimately arow1d the Ke wick Climbing 
Wall. The moming e . ion was dominated by the Oflicers shO\\ ing off 
their canoeing skill on Derwem Water by attempting 10 do an Eskimo roll 
in two foot of water in a Canadian. Thi wa· much to the mirth of the 
onlooking quadron member . Sgt Cath Sproat vowed never to go in a 
canoe again after being ceremoniously dumped in the lake by Sgts Pete 
Robin on and Ro Blair. Quote of the morning came from one of the 
ch ilian in tructors who wa heard to hout, 'Officers. you are going the 
wrong way!' ' . o change there then,' was tl1e cry from the hore. The 
afternoon training took place at the Ke wick Climbing Wall. All tl1e troops 
had a very productive afternoon developing their climbing kills. 
culminating in a climb off that was won by Sig 'Jolmboy' Walton. 
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'I left you in this position! ' 2Lt Paul Denning 
hanging around as usual 

A leis~ely boating adventure 
'We are not amused' 

as Sgts Ross Blair, Cath Sproat and Pete Robinson 
tackle the rapids of Derwent Water, Keswick 

----;;:.:: .............. -
'The Three Amigos' Sigs Sean Byrne, Ant Hollingworth and Jim 

Stevenson in Keswick 

ROYAL ATIONAL LIFEBOAT INSTITUTE OPEN DAY 
The quadron .w.erc invited to attend the annual ~Ll Open Day at 

Tynemouth, proVldmg .power for the outside en1erta111ment, a recruiting 
tand and the opportumty was taken to show off our communication skills 

linking ewca tie to Tynemouth and across the river to outh Shields. The 
CO took tlle opportWlity to visit tlle Squadron and wa last seen cro;sing 
the river' ith 2Lt Paul Denning on the Tyne Ferry, luckily thi time the 
Officers were going the right way. 

OFFICERS' AND SERGEA TS' MESS 
INFORMAL DINNER NIGHT 

The CO, on review of the variou TA Centres under his command 
recently decided to allow various pieces of ilver and photograph to b~ 
returned to 50 Squadron for di play on a daily bas is. These items once 
fonned part of the Regimental ilver of 50 orthumbrian) Divisional 
Signals TA. The Gateshead, Darlington and Middlesbrough Company 
Detachments contested one of the fine pieces, ca lled the Dent Cup, 
annually in a boxing competit ion. In, 1938 the competition was held in the 
Darl ington ba ed Drill Hall being a particularly hard fought conte t, the 
winner on th~t evening being the Middlesbrough Company with 40 points 
beating Darlmgton Company who were runners up with 21 points. In 
honour of this, the Squadron were fortunate 10 have a guest of honour at a 
recently held Dinner ight in the gui e of (2574619 Cpl) Lew Prosser, a 
featherweight boxer and avid TA soldier in his day. During his prestigious 
and dedicated service, Cpl Prosser wa Mentioned in Dispatches twice 
for his crvice during the final year of the Second World War and 
presented with the 1939/45 Star, Africa Star & 8th Army Clasp, Italy Star, 
Defence Medal, War Medal 1939/45 and the Efficiency Medal (T). A 
framed copy of his Mention in Dispatches can now be seen on display in 
the Drill Ha ll. All had a good evening and great opportunity to 'pu ll up a 
sandbag' was had whi lst listening to stories from the Great War. 

A D FI ALLY - ' GUESS WHO'S NOT GOING TO HEAVE ' 
o it is not the new title from the Hearsay Popstar crusade. It is my sad 

duty to inform readers of the Wire about an incident at the Bradford 
Armoury involving one of the squadrons 'young' subal terns and the 
regimental Padre, Capt Chris Burke. Allegedly witnessed by a number of 
the members of the Sergeant's Mess, 2Lt Paul ' Punchy' Denning wa 
seen to swing open the door to the JRC in such a manner as to strike the 
good man of the cloth, the Padre, firmly across the forehead. Later seen 
!eaving the TAC with a beauty of a cut 'n bruise to the forehead, the Padre 
111 future will think twice when accepting an invitation to instruct the 
squadron on Moral Understanding. 2Lt Paul ' Punchy' Denning is 
currently sparring with Prince Nazeem Hammed, in preparation for his 
latest World title fight and has laid down the challenge to all comers at the 
next joint mess dinner to - 'Come and 'av a go if you think you're hard 
enough!' 

90 ( R) SIG AL SQUADRO (V) 
qn Comd Maj R. Lenton 

SSM W02 (SSM) Ward 
The ew Year stared with the trad itional 90 Squadron programme of a 

range weekend to blow away the cobwebs from the Christmas break. 
cwly range qualified Cpl Dave Ross ran the weekend and thanks to the 

obligatory rain and snow, managed to introduce everyone lo the new 
'p~one in a deep puddle' ftring position. S gt Les Stimson lefl with a 
pnntout of a group size, the best of the weekend, and has since shown 11 to 
everyone in the Squadron at eve1y oppo1iunity. There's now a reward for 
anyone who can remove it from his desk unnoticed! Unfortunately SSgt 
Stimson !ias been unable to continue his prowess on the .22 range and 
proved himself unable to hit the proverbial 'barn door ' at 25 metres. 
Undeterred, the Squadron Team of Capt Simon Smith, SSgt Stimson, 
Sgt ~ete Steven on, Cpl Ross, LCpl Stu Wilson and LCpl Gareth 
Martmez took part in the National TA Smallbore Rifle Compet1t1011 
finishing ninth overall. lf only SSgt Stimson had been wearing bis 
shooting glasses ... 

Next on the programme was the Squadron social and quiz. SSgt Alex 
Durnan proved a mine of useless information yet again, even knowuig 
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every trac~ in Capt Smith's dubious music round. It is ~uspected that it 
was ~he pnte o~ b.eer that drov.e SSgt Durnan and his team to victory. This 
year s trade tram mg cycle finished J.ust before the Foot and Mouth forced 
many changes to the overall lram111g plan. Congratulations go to C I 
Carr, Sigs Baxter, Boyle, Dawson, Hannah, Hoad, Lord, Machifi, 
Makey, .Moore and Swan who all have successfully passed their trade 
tests. This means tha.t for the first time _in switch 036 history there ha been 
more than o~e qualified operator. This now means that det comd LCpl 
~aree~a Kmbbs can look forward to shifts of less than 24 hours a day! 
l:x prmg Eagle gave the. newly qua li fied operators a chance to test their 
nc~ found skill , even 1f ~he switch had been sabotaged by 50 Sqn 
beforehand ~nd mhentcd their faults! OC Sqn - Maj Richard Lenton has 
finally go1.h1s long awa1t~d dmmg 111, at an all ranks dinner at the end of 
March. Thi was a splendid do organised by PSAO Capt Ray Duffy and 
S M, W02 (SS.M) Ian W~rd . Capt Jenny Bowes was generous enough 
to help the evening with drmks a~ the Squadron celebrated her promotion. 
Farewell go to Sgt Dave Smith leaving after many years but still 
g~aranteed. to attend f?r a party. or two, S gt Gary Jowers tran ferred out 
ol the Regiment on a secret 1111ss1on' and Capt Simon Smith who leave 
th.e Trunk ode t~ take over the Regimental Recruit Training Team. 
hnall y, congratu lations go to Capt Jenny Bowes and Cpls Graham Belt 
and Steven Kitching on their promotions. 

EXERCISE SPRING SLIDE EBOR - by (then) Lt Bowes 
In ear!y March .34 Sig Regt conducted it annual exercise to in truct 

old1er m the alpme mo?ule o~ tl.1e ~SP (Basic Ski Proficiency) course 
and c~ out arct.1c survival trammg 111 Europe. Maj Les Wood led the 
ex.crc1 e and our m tructor , Capt Mark Brookes and Cpl i Clayton, 
1omed us from MoD Whitehall and 225 Sig Sqn re pcctively. One of the 
~egimc:it's newest m~mber , ig Karen Ford, also performed sterling 
mstrucl!onal du.Ile wtth the complete novices. Karen has travelled the 
world workmg m Canada, Au tralia and New Zealand as well as mo t of 
Europe, and is a civilian ski instructor. A l write she is in Sonthofen 
'converting' her civvy qualifications into Army reeogni ed ones and 
hope~ully she will be paying the system back next eason. SSgt' Rob 
Oeakm (REME) proved a more than capable organi er and can hardly be 
held respon ible for flight delay ! ' 

A!I memb7rs of the party completed and passed the course bar one, Cpl 
J.anue Toppmg (or should that be Toppling?), who decided he wanted a 
n<le m the. blood wagon! .Sympathy was noticeably lacking at the daily 
debrief, with most agreemg that 1t was an extreme form of attention 
eeking, and thankfully Corporal Tis almost walking nonnally again! 

We also_ had a few stunt perfonner amongst the group, led by Capt 
Rut.h. M1ddlet.on-Powen demo.nstratmg her double- omersaulting 
abd1ttes. Later. m very poor ~1 1b1hty, Cpl Andy Meadley skied into a 
dnft by a snow cannon. His k1s stopped abruptly but he didn 't, and it wa 
~nammously ~greed that he hould get the prize for the be t uperman 
1mpre s10n! Sig oel Wrea.than showed us that the quickest way down a 
black run was on his backside - top to bottom. LCpl Becky Williamson 
and Sig 'Jacko' Jackson found out the hard way that the majority of 
nowboarders have no control what oever when they career down the 

mountainside. 
Other notabl.e o~currcnces included Sig Richie Torley's Blue Oyster 

expenence, which mvolved an unknown tree in an unknown hotel lobby! 
W02 (SSM) Ian Ward cut a distinctive figure on the slope in his 
cowboy hat, particularly when trying to rodeo-ride a button lift . And 
fi~ally, yours truly Lt Jenny Bowe demonstrated her uncanny ability to 
wipe out 111 the ~ost crowded places on the pi te. Skiing conditions varied 
from perfect w1tl1 blazmg sun hine to a white out with horizontal now 
shower , and rain , but that' all part of the learning experience, and place 
on next year's exerci e will be highly ought-after. 

11 

Sig Karen Ford looks philosphical as the wayward student is 
strapped into the rescue stretcher 
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The Officer Corps Contingent - NAAFI break, 
and Capt Mark Brookes, Capt Ruth Middleton-Powell and Maj Les 

Wood look knackered already 

. We welcome with open arms, receive with the warme t of greetings and 
wipe a brow to say thank God for the newly arrived Squadron Regular 
personnel in the guise of Sgt (FofS) Walsh, SSgt (SPSI) Gaz William and 
C~I John~on. Every success in their new appointments and it is hoped they 
enJOY their stay with the Regiment in the North East (who knows, they may 
even SUPJ?Orl 'Boro by the end of their tour!) A short distance farewell goe 
to Capt Simon Smith who has now directed all his enthu iasm and wisdom 
to the Recruit Training Team (don't forget us here in Hartlepool when 
d1sh111g out the new blood). 

Training has largely been dampened by the outbreak of Foot and Mouth 
across the regions confining the Squadron to Barracks. Thi has called for 
some innovative planning which the Squadron has managed with their 
normal profes .ionalism. After the succe s of TA Open Day and Sgt Barry 
Hunter 'shoppmg ~or old1~rs at ASDA' newspaper article in the local 
new. paj)er the Re!pmcnt will have to accredit him with the most expo ed 
soldier m all its history! The day was finished with a well-deserved and 
extremely organi ed dinner night with the as istance of Capt Ray Duffy 
and W02 ( SM) lam Ward. The evening wa a resounding uccess and 
enjoyed by all, even Cpl Steven Kitching bra,ring Ille perils of fi shing line 
and talcum powder. This will now be a regular feature of the quadron's 
Annual training progranm1e. 

June was to see the first weekend out of barracks for some three month . 
The Squadron wa accommodated at Halton Camp near Lancaster for an 
adventure-training '~eekend. Activities organised by the newly promoted 
Capt Jenny Bowes mcluded mountain biking, hill walking. climbing and 
potted sports. The laner provided the ri valry between 704 and 741 Troop . 
Over the ame weekend element of the quadron were conducting a recce 
of. unny ~awd~r .Bai:racks, S~uth Wales, home of 14 Signal Regimem. 
Thi was m anttc1pat1on of th1 year's ummer Camp which will focu 
largely on lTDs. adventure traini~g and Regimental level comm training. 
The Squadron also hopes to provide a snidy day on the military history of 
Pembroke with visits to Pembroke Castle and the Gun Museum. 

SSgt (SPSI) Gaz Williams settling into his new post with ease 
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Q ALIT Y TRAlNI G RI ES TO T HE CHALLE . G~ 
At thi · time of year 1 would nonnally be busy conJunng up notes for 

our annual camp dep loyment but thi· will not take place until near the 
end of June. which ha once again left me scraping around for ome 
heart-wanning and uplifting tories. Alas the FMD si tua~ion conti1~ues to. 
bite into the training programme and I am alway a little sceptical ot 
tho e torie a ociated with qua lity training in barracks. Yes we have 
ju t come through a eries of inten ive in pections that have included 
Health & afety. and two very important Equipment Care Inspections on 
our vehicle and comms equipment. All of which resulted in good report 
much to the relief of our afety advi ors and equipment managers but. 
unforrunately, they were nothing to write home about! Meanwhile we did 
ha,·e a ucce ful limited deployment to Donnington over the weekend 
28 29 April to participate in a Bde CPX. . . 

The 21C. Maj Chris Edwards, took advantage of the quiet period over 
the weekend and en ibly called a Me s Meeting and held a recruiting 
eminar. The recruiting eminar in particular provided a useful forum for 
haring & exchanging a number of good ideas amongst quadrons and 

recruiting teams pre ent. 
My mind was clearly on other things over this weekend and I managed 

to rum up on the exerci e in the wrong ki t only _to be met by the Deputy 
Comd who I think wa convinced by my explanation becau e he mv!led me 
to breakfast! But feeling distinctly out of place among t the Bde staff only 
added to my mi ery. Fortuitously the CO Cll:me. to ':11Y rescue! Then the run 
up to the election put a cap on ou_r PR act1v1t1c:s JUSt w~en our rec~1tmg 
initiatives were going into full swmg. In despair I scruum ed the tratmng 
programme for something interesting that had not been cancelled or 
deferred and noted Ex Silver Bullet, which was a military skills and bounty 
weekend planned for the weekend 1/3 June, was still programmed. 

Further research led me to discover that this weekend wa being 
rede igned and transformed into an initiative weekend crammed full of 
unusual challenges (sorry command tasks). These were veiled in secrecy 
but were being put expertly together by the SPSI of 58 Sqn, SSgt Barney 
Balmforth who was co-ordinating the exercise. At la t the cloud of 
despair was beginn ing to lift, there was indeed a story out the~e and 
happily it is provided by the outright winners of the challenge 58 Sig Sqn 
(inside job some may argue). 

What follows is their account (and some may say their fina l challenge) 
of how they snatched victory from the jaws of defeat by one or two 
(maybe more) imaginative but somewhat devious/dubious methods. 

EXERCI E SILVE R BULLET 
This \\as the first Silver Bullet exercise of the new training year and a 

Regimental Exerci e with a difference. It was 58 Sqn 's turn to organise 
the weekend and with re~ent training constraints conventional military 
activitie, would be limited. So ingenuity and secrecy were called for and 

Sgt Barney Balmforth and SSgt Baz Raine began to fonn ulate a plan. 
The only prior infonnation that they would divulge on the exercise was 
that it was an inter Squadron competit ion, involvi ng so me 
leadership/initiative trai ni ng and that unifonns would not be required -
yippee! 

So Friday night arrived, soldiers were assembled at their TAC's and 
under the Starter's orders. The Squadron OCs were given the exercise 
instructions and briefings commenced. Each Squadron's Mission was to 

The famous five recruited - but are they genuine 
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complete 40 weird and wonderful challenges by I 800hr on aturday. 
The c ranged from appearing on ational TV, to meeting their local 
Mayor, to stacking shelves at a upen11arket to dancing in fancy dress to 
the ong YMCA in a night-club - a great boo t for anyone's street cred or 
should that be crud! o each Squadron planned their task . what could be 
accomplished when. which team wou ld go where and who had the bottle 
to do what. 

For 58 Sqn the obvious choice for the dancing queens had to be gt 
Adger Lewis and LCpl Olly O liver who talk.ed their way into ~alcntino. 

ightclub dres ed a a fireman and construction worker to podium dance 
the YM A in front of all their non-TA mates. Other quadrons also 
seemed to have enjoyed this task especia lly Sgt L unny L unn from 48 

qn judging from the photos of him with a pole and a group of new 
dancing friend - are they the Squadron's five potential recruits? Poles of 
a different nature were required for the next task sliding down a Fireman's 
Pole and ' ithout exception all the girls wanted to do this. Sgt Eileen 
Monagan and the team from 48 Sqn seem to have had the best time at 
their local Fire Station with all those hunky firemen - I do hope you let 
them go home eventually. . 

The final event for Friday night was for som one to spend six hours in 
a Police Cell, this proved to be more difficult than first thought as all the 
local police stations were already full at 2000 hours (not with member of 
the Regiment T hasten to add). Obviously breaking the law and having 
soldiers arrested could not be condoned, although some people looked at 
home behind bars especially 95 Sqn' SSM, W02 Pete Mouland. So 58 
used their ecret weapon, the OC. AKA Solicitor J a ne Engla nd who used 
her insider contacts to gain acce s, Sig 'Moorsy' Moors and Sig Chris 
Myers would especially like to thank her for that. 

Sig Peter Cater - All Locked up with nowhere to go 

An early start on Saturday mom ing was needed by all of the teams for 
joumeys to Leeds and Bradford to meet Barney's Dad, for adventures in 
the Wirral to find U boats and go swimming. Whi lst others travelled to 
more exotic places for example West Mid lands afa ri Park to feed 
elephants and snakes. Congratu lation to 89 Sqn and their SSM, W02 
Mick Cla rke who va liantly hopped on his moped and joumcyed on the 
ferry to France to have his photo taken and to Capt Ian Cassell a~so of 
89 Sqn for hi excellent interview on BBC West M idlands Radio. In 
comparison C pl Jean Parr from 58 used 'her litt le grey cells' and 
deten11ined that French soil counted a being part of France Jnd therefore 
the French cemetery just around the comer wou ld take less effort to get to 
(smart girl - but so was 89 Sqn). . 

Task 26 Meeting the Mayor - each Sq uadron had a di ffe rent 
approach to this task. Some ca lled in at the Mayor's chambers, other~ 
phoned the Mayor at home and then some (HQ Sqn 's Cpl 'Cheeky 
Hyde) j ust walk straight up to the Mayor whilst they were tak111g a 
parade in Coventry to say hello and get their photo taken with them. 58 
Sqn would like to than k the Mayor of Newcastl e Unde r Lyme for 
receiving a call at 0900hrs on Saturday mom ing inviting her to come to 
the Squadron and have her photo taken wi th the OC and two of ~er 
soldiers. Postman Pat (Cpl Simon Guy) and Orinoko Womble ( gt 
Wayne Amos). At that moment I wonder what she rea lly thought ofthd 
Squad ron. Over the weekend all forms o f transpo rt were used an 
photographed from fast spom cars (SSgt J. J. Johnson I' m sorry but 
they wi ll not swap your Mondeo for a Ferrari no matter how much W~ 
beg) to steam trai ns. From cana l boa ts to U boa t and from W 
Spitfires to hot ai r ba lloons, which leads nicely on to ... 
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The Womble Challenge 

All hot air balloons were grounded until July so getting a ride in a hot 
air balloon called for improvisation and poetic licence HQ Sqn made a 
balloon in their workshops. The 48 Sqn computer generated a balloon 
ride and OCdt Sally 'Cruella D'Evil' Carroll just pushed ome little 
kids ofT a hot air balloon merry go round to accomplish her aim. On a 
more seriou note all teams had to raise as much money for charity as 
possible . The charities that were chosen were for HQ and 48 
Binningham' Childrens Hospital; for 58 Chatterham's children's ward at 
North Su:fTs Hospital; for 89 it wa Guide Dogs for the Blind and for 95 
Sqn the Encology Unit at the Royal Shrew bury Ho pita!. In mo t ca es 
local radio was used as a method to raise awareness of the TA, to make 
the most impact for raising money for the charities and of course to 
complete task number 8 of the challenge. 

Everyone made it to 58 Sqn for 1800hrs on Saturday and the counting 
began. From the Squadron progress boards HQ, 58 and 95 Sqns appeared 
to have accomplished all of the ta ks but would they all be allowed the 
waiting began for the announcement on Sunday. On Sunday a 
pre entation was given by each of the Squadrons on their adventures over 
the last few days and it illustrated what fun everyone bad been having. 
But there could only be one winner and how appropriate ( ome may ay 
urprising) that it should be the host Sqn, 58. The DS explained that 

although other Squadrons had completed all the events some had been 
disallowed. 58 had clinched the win with the TV appearance from the 
members box at the Old Trafford 'Cricket' Ground of Sgt Adger Lewis 
and Sgt 'Scotty' Scott during the England v Pakistan Match. Awards 
were then presented to the individual from each Squadron that had made 
the most outstanding contribution to the weekend. From HQ it was Cpl 
'Cheeky' Hyde for the Mayor incident from 48 it was Sgt 'Lunny' Lunn 
for bis pole exploits. Then from 58 it was Sig Tracey Stone for her 
dancing prowess, from 89 it was Capt Ian Cassell for the outstanding 
fund raising his Squadron accomp lished. Finally from 95 it was the 
transfonnation of Cpl Tony Blakemore from a mild mannered lightly 
balding TA Corporal to a Marilyn Monroe Sex Goddess - amazing! 

The Blonde Bombshell 

. Overa ll the weekend was cha llenging, rewarding and exce.Hent fun 
with the added bonu of rai sing ju t under £3000 for local chanhe with 
pledges fo r more donations to fo llow. The CO Lt Col Stephen Potter 
wa delighted at how much mora le had impro ed over the weekend and 
how each team accompli hed its c ha ll enges with such vigour and 
cnthusia m and in many ca cs a libera l pread of creativity! 

RECRUITlNG NEW 
Continuing the theme o f qua lity training and initiati ~ t~e. ilver 

Bullet weekend also coincided with the last phase of recruit tratnm~ fo r 
two concurrent courses as well a a recruit induction weekend. It 1, no 
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secret that recruiting ne" blood has taken centre stage over the last few 
months. It was therefore good to see that at last we were beginning to 
reap the benefits of an intensive recruiting campaign that embraced the 
TA Open Day as well as many other Regimental recruiting acti\itics. 
This has resulted in many vacant establishment slots now being filled. Up 
until this weekend, we had been observing recruit pass ofT parades where 
the recruiting team had outnumbered the recruits on parade but 
fortunately. our retention efforts at least were providing a counterbalance 
to this. 

The Course Photo 

This particular pass off parade was also unique in its location at 58 Sig 
Sqns TAC based in ewcastle-Under-Lyme but was understandable as 
the Regimental Challenge weekend was taking place in the ame vicin ity. 
The fact that it had moved from its traditional location in Canley did not 
however deter many proud famil ies and friends who travelled from all 
over the West Midlands to view the parade. which took place on Saturday 
2 June. In the absence of the CO the Training Major, Maj Mick Boxall 
carried out the duties of Inspecting Officer. 

The cap badge presentation 

He presented all thirteen recru its (lucky fo r everyone) with their cap 
badcres and also presented be t recruit a\ ards to Sig Phillipa Holl of '9 

qn"'and ig Sara Whetnall of 5 ig qn who n~cdlc s to say. \\ ere both 
jubilant. Following a course photocell, all recru1t · and thetr m~tru(tor · 
joined familie and friend in the comfort of 58 qn 's Jw1ior Rank lub. 
Here they shared torics of thei r Phase I tra ining over a cup of t<:a or 
omething tronger depending who was celebrating what and no doubt all 

are now eagerly looking forward to their Pha e 2 at Blandford Roundabout. 
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Cpl Paul Kane emerging from his watery encounter 
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Crist what crisis exclaimed Capt Tom Jeffries of 89 Sqn as he led his 
relucu111t Troop or \Olunteers to his pa.rent farm la t Tuesday evening 
just when the> thought they were. go mg . to do a spot of deta~hmcnt 
maintenance! Fortunately, the farm 1s standmg on arable land. which lent 
it elf perfcct.ly to , ome usefUI tactical trainin~ for member~ of his Troop 
and potential detachment commanders 111 preparation for their 
forthcoming cour c. During the evening a number of c?mmand tasks 
were carried out a well as a range of seclion baule dnlls and orders 
group that pro\ ided excellent training value. 

The section battle drill proved memorable in particular as part of the 
course ran through a den e boggy wood that was full of figure eleven 
targets that provided a clo e contact ·cenario. The e were often difficu)t 
to ee. a ig Sarah Bell would acknowledge. he choose to make close 
contact with one or two trees and a couple of bushes. Cpl Paul Kane 
meanwhile will not forget in a hurry his too close contact with a ditch full 
of water that came up to his knees while trying to make contact with 
another target! But it wa · good of him to warn me about it o I could 
keep my feet dry while trying to capture on film everyone else that fell 
into thi watery trap. Luckily for them it wa so dark my camera failed tu 
capture the e magic moment ! . . . . 

Capt Tom Jeffr ie , who has recently JOmcd th~ Re.g1ment alter 
serving with the Regular Anny, was clearly pleased with h1 endeavours 
and ha offered the Regiment the use of his land for future exercise as it 
offers the ideal training facility for both military and comms training. 

El ewherc we were once again ringing those change throughout the 
Regiment both in rank and per ona_lities. Firstly we extend our special 
congratulation to WOI (S ~0) Billy Henderson on h1 selecllon for a 
TA commi ion after attendrng a rigorous selection board. He later 
exclaimed how proud he wa and only wished he could have achieved the 
same goal while serving as a regular soldier. Further congratulations arc 
also extended to Maj Mark Whittingham and SSgt Steve Crooks on 
their recent promotions proving once again that everything comes to 
those who wait patiently. On the personality side we have welcomed back 
to the Regiment Maj Robert Stone who join RHQ as Ops Offr and Cpl 
Dale Denton for his last year of service. While here Cpl Denton will 
hare hi con iderable ED experti e with HQ and 89 Sqn and we 

sincerely hope he enjoys his final tour of duty. It is al o with some 
adne s that we have bade farewell to Maj Steve Pell who leaves the 

Regiment on transfer to the RA A.II Arms. Watchkeepers Pool. .Stele 
joined the Regiment in 19 5 and durmg his sixteen years service with the 
Regiment served with 95 Sqn, RHQ and latterly 89 Sqn as Sqn Comd. 
We all wi h him well in hi new appointment. Finally a belated but very 
special congratulation are extended to our Regi~ental EO. Fin~nce, 
Martin Pointon and hi wife Lorraine on the birth of their twins 
hopefully Martin you may now find yourself to busy to scrutini e those 
attendance sheets too closely! 

EXERCISE SILVER DRAGO 
Ex Silver Dragon was an alpine skiing exerci e that took place in 

Zermau, Switzerland during the period 28 April - 5 May. For the second 
uccessive year Zermatt was cho en in view of its reputation f?r 'all year 

round skiing'. What follows is an account of the exercise provided by the 
organiser SSgt Rod Shelton-Smith. .. 

A last year once again we visited Zermatt for the ann~al skung 
exercise. Only this time we decided to switch the 27-hour rnad JOumey to 
a le s exhausting IO-hour air/rail journey. We finally arrived at Zem~an 
early afternoon on 28 April and after settling in and ski issue a relaxmg 
evening was enjoyed by all 19 participants. The following day we were 
joined by our instructors, Maj Ingrid Holla nd, Maj Andy Talbot and 

Sgt Har ry Ha rrison and then made our way to the slopes already 
divided into groups according to skiing ability. lt was a hard day for both 
instructor and students but at the end of it all, although exhau ted. 
everyone enjoyed every minute. The weather sadly was not good and the 
rest of the week remained the same, which resulted in limited ski tows 
being in operation, and the Breuil -Cervinia ski area in ltaly ~va not 
accessible. Happily, this did not preven t everyone progress ing at a 
tremendous rate. The students who had never been on skis before .in ~h~ 
shapes of Sig C r a ig Poulton, Sgt 'Kev' Hand and W02 'R1clue 
Roberts did wonder what they had let themselves in for. I can report 
though that they coped very well with the conditions, improved on a daily 
ba is and enjoyed the best weather of the week on Friday to complete 
their tests. A couple of stronger skiers, S gt Andy Wilkins and LCpl 
Andy Parry, meanwhi le decided to try snow boarding an? after some 
time and many spectacular falls actually became qu ite proficient. 

LCpl Andy Parry and SSgt Andy Wilkins on the piste 
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Luckily there were no accidents that required medical attention but lots 
of aching muscles required a bit or therapy. Fortunately, Cpl Avril 
For ythe was once again on hand to provide a bit of physio on those 
muscles that had been long redundant. For most of u the Apre ki 
proved to be just as good as any massage (well at least the pain was 
dulled after one or two drinks) .. While Avril was providing us with our 
physica l needs Cpl Karen Dilley ?nee again provided us ~ith our 
nutritional needs and served up a variety of excellent meals designed to 

keep energy levels at their highest. This successful week ended with all 
beginner being awarded the Basic Ski Proficiency Certificate (BSP) and 
some achieved even higher levels of competence. More importantly 
perhaps was that everyone enjoyed themselves in spite of the adverse 
weather condition that had to be endured for most of the week., ow all I 
have to do is recover the£ I 00 shortfall from the Brigade grant - I wonder 
if the CO is in a good, generous and convivial mood! 
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EXERCl E GREAT ESCAPE- HAVE MOD 90, WILL TRAVEL! 
bf' Cpl 'Tex' Bennett, 45 Sig Sqn 
· The weekend of 17118 March was to have been the date for the final 

field exercise weekend of the Regimental JNCO/S CO Cadre on 
STA TA in Norfolk. Unfortunately, the F & M epidemic meant that the 
two PS!s running the Cadre, Sgt 'Tosh' Hodgskins and SSgt Gerry 
McGachy, had to junk their original carefully crafted plans and come up 
with an alternate scenario in order to test the students' initiative, planning 
and confidence. In conditions that closely resembled the secrecy 
surrounding the planning for the D-Day Landings (or so S gt Ron 
Russell said, and he should know as he wa there in '44), they came up 
with Exercise Great E cape. 

S ig Marina S zabo enjoying her mome nt of power 
whi lst issuing a parking ticket in central London 

De pite offers of bribery, extreme deviousness and ba e cunning t~e 
plans remained secret until both Cadre Course assembled at 0330hr m 
the bar of Colchester TAC. The course was placed in teams or two and 
one of three and given a list of item to collect/ta k to perform. 
Examples of the planned activities were the procurement of a ne~ penny 
from the Bank of EDgland, collecting a Union Jack, a menu trom the 
Hard Rock Cafe, work ing in a fa t food re taurant, tea at the Ritz ~nd 
fi nding out how many steps there were to the top of the Wh.1spen.ng 
Gallery in St Paul 's . In addit ion, bonu points were given for things hke 

Cpl Rob Price (he's the scruffy orie on the left) 
giving it maximum volume m public , 

the backing group appears to consist of the PSAO s 
from 44 and HQ Sqns 
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'flying a plane' and appearing on national television. Tasks had scoring 
weights of between 10 and 50 points. and as the picture would suggest, 
each team had their own unique way of interpreting the instruction . All 
the teams were told to 'think laterally' about their tasks and instructed to 
be back at Colchester by 1800 hrs. 

There's always a catch however, and each team member was only 
allowed their MOD 90, a mobile phone. four I Op piece and a Ten Pound 
note. The tenner wa sealed in an envelope which was then laminated -
use of the tenner earned a score of minus 200 points! Each team member 
was then 'processed' by Sgt 'Tosh' Hodgskins and SSgt Anita mith 
for illicit items ecreted upon, and inside, their person before departure. 

The teams were delivered to their various drop points around London 
courtesy of LCpl ta rtin Woollard and LCpl John Hayes and once 
there they started to head into Central London. Thi took varying 
amounts of time; after a th ree mi le walk trying to hitch-hike toward 
Chingford from Junction 26, Cpl Tex Bennett and ig Karen Everitt 
were picked up by a gentleman in his Convertible Saab (with leather seats 
and air-condit ioning) who was heading into work. The gent was 1r 
Eddie Rowlands, a tailor who was heading to his shop in Westminster. 
When it was explained what the pair had to do he rose to the challenge 
and ferried his passenger between their first few tasks - enabling them tO 

chalk up 160 points in about 3/4hr. Eddie even lent the pair a Union Jack 
that flew outside hi shop! 

Other team hitched in or 'blagged' their way in on public tran pon. 
Honorable mention mu t go to Cpl Cook's team who ·negotiated' a one
day tube travel pa s out of London Tran pon - well done lads, that aved 
a lot of shoe leather. 

Cfn Steve Nichols, just before being arrested! 
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Th day progres ed \\ell (at least 3 team met up on Oxford Street) 
'' iU1 omc notable coup.. everal team altempted to get onto national 
1ele\L ion and radio, '' 11 l varying degree of ucce , and the BB . 
Thame Telc'i ion and :ianncl 4 did their best to accommodate. early 
everyone helped flip burger ' behind McDonalds in return for lunch. 
E\eryone managed to receive disposable cameras from 'everal generous 
donors and the e were u ed to record ariou tasks - Cpl Rob Price won 
high marks for being photographed singing ' ith a bu ker (fulfilling the 
·sing in public ' ta k) and launching a paper dart (fulfilling the ·fly a 
plane· task). early everyone wa photographed in front of t11e Landseer 
Lion in Trafalgar quare. with ariou bit of blagged food in hand. 
neatly di charging the 'feed 11 lion ' ta k. Mention must be made of Cpl 
Daz Wilson's clever juxtaposition of a • ign reading 'I come from 
Chels a' with an elderly gentlemen to fulfill the requirement of a photo 
of a hel ca Pen ioner. 

It soon became obvious that the MOD 90 combined wi1h a polite 
reque t worked wonder with the public and, a confidence grew, the 
team managed to achieve the near impo sible. Thi wa confirmed when 
every team had their films developed for free from various photo
developing hops, and a polite reque t to a Anglia Railways guard at 
Liverpool tree1 enabled tllree teams to travel ' ack to Colchester for 
notlling. E\'eryone made it back to Colche ter in the allotted time with no 
dramas, and at the debriefing it was obvious that team had managed to 
complete mo t of the allotted task . Everyone agreed it was a brilliant 
e:-.erci e and great fun too. Both Cadre courses would like to thank ·To h' 
and Gerry for pulling together a fantastic exerci e in a very hort space 
of time, and a big thanks mu t al o go out to all the members of the 
public who bent over backwards to help everyone out. 

HEADQ ARTER Q ADRON - ILFORD 
Sqn Comd Maj Pete Minshall TD 

SM W02 Terry Butler 
The Squadron ha gone from strength 10 trengtll since our last report. 

W02 (SSM) Tony Wells ha managed to avoid retirement and has 
departed for a tour with the LO DI T TA Recruiting Team (how, we 
wonder, will an ageing airborne signaller con ince the young ters that 
joining tlle TA is a good move). His uccessor. W02 (SSM) Terry 
Butler (another ageing ex-para) is now employed full-time regaling 
impressionable young recruits with his war stories, tllough most believe 
him to be talking about WW2 ratller than modem times. SSgt Bill King, 
our erstwhile NRPS SQMS since J 984, has finally been put out to pasture 
altllough he would not go quietly and insisted on several riotous send
offs, and with the la t knees up still to come, we are promised more 
entertainment. Since his enlistment in May of 1962 (on the island of 
Barbados - why, Bill, why?!), SSgt King has served in Aden, Singapore, 
Canada. Germany and Belize, which probably explains his reasons for 
joining this exotic Regiment as a NRPS SQMS in 1984. After eventeen 
years committed and loyal service to the TA in Essex, nobody begrudges 
Bill his retirement and the further opportunity to practice his Golf and 
Badminton kills - good luck mate. Witll Bill 's succes or not yet in post, 
the gap is being filled very well by SSgt Les Eldridge, yet another 
ageing airborne signaller, who has now filled two kips witll red\llldant 
paperwork and keepsakes retained and archived over Bill's long and 
illustrious career in the quadron. 

The Squadron recruiting effort continues apace, with a large influx of 
recruits, many re ulting from local initiatives with Further Education 
Colleges and active recruiting in local town centres. The PSAO has 
continued to play his part in keeping the average age of the Squadron at 
around 40 by uccessful dredging old peoples homes and the like, and the 
Go\'emments 'care in the community' policy has certainly been a boon 
for him. He bas recently secured an Ex-Reg and TA Sgt at the age of 53 
who is raring 10 go - in fact he has made the OC (and himself) feel young 
again, as Sgt Maurice Perry is older than botli. The Squadron recruiting 
team has been strengthened by the addition of Sig 'Reggie' Cullumbine 
and Craftswomen Sarah Wilson, whose ability at recruiting willing and 
able young males is without comparison. In addition a number of 
individuals have con\·inced friends or neighbours that they are not 
involved in illicit activities at weekends, and have enticed them into the 
fold. The Squadron and LAO are now healthier than for ome time with 
vacancies down to single figures and more in the pipeline. 

- Join the Territorial Army; 'uoRo 
Royal Signals arvJ 

Royal Electncal attd ' , 
Mechanical Eng'lttf5 

Telephone 02os 477 7711 

2Lt Ram Manickavasagan and Cpl John Rodwell 
busy recruiting in llford town centre on the TA Open Day 

Ram is looking pleased with himself because, 
for the first time ever, somebody has called him 'Sir' without adding 

' ..... you're making a scene' 
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There haYe been numerous training exercises at Regimental and 
quadron level, trade training and that hardy perrenial, preparation for the 
eemingly endless round of in pection , PRE, RSJT, Tels, etc, etc. To 

date, we have managed to bluff our way through; a cup of tea and a 
friendly face go a long way with the teams. The TA open day on 31 
March 2001 coincided with the quadron hosting the Deputy Mayor and 
Ma oress of Redbridge, and two local member of parliament, the 
Deputy Lieutenant for Tower Hamlet and a number of employer.; for 3 
briefing ably conducted by Maj 'Ford Motor Car ' Peter Minshall and 
Capt 'I am a Scot, o exempt from paying' Gordon hellcy, the 
highlight of the briefing being an animated di cussion between the OC 
and a Guest whom he as umcd to be a Visiting VIP, but who turned out to 
be a pa er by, who came in out of heer curio ity. Still, it's all good for 
heart and minds! 

ocially. the quadron ha had its nom1al round of parties, farewells 
and congratulations on various events. the most recent being a ight at 
the Dogs at Romford Stadium. The OC - lucky man - hosted the 
Squadron at hi own expense to say goodbye to SSgt Bill King in tylc. 
Unfortunately he wasn't the bookie friend on the evening and was 
unable to recoup hi outlay. The quadron would like to congratulate 
WOl (R M) (yet another Para) Dougie Eaglesham on the very welcome 
new of his election for a ommission, and we all look forward to his 
impending departure to 30 CIT in the orth We t of England (sorry we 
should rephrase that to he is looking forward to ..... ) Well done, and well 
de erved. The Adjutant, Capt Russell Edwards has just pulled his 
Majority out of the bag, and he is now looking for a restful posting in an 
operational theatre to recover from this tour - once again, our hearty 
congratulations go to the officer with the only qui ff officially de ignated 
as a V DIFF. 

Pte Tracey Harrington RAMC, for ome time the sole effective 
medic working with the RMO, finally got the reward for long and 
faitlifull ervice to the Regiments medical effectiveness (by not treating 
anyone) and wa re tored to her Regular Army rank of Lance orporal. 
In addition, her years of undetected crime caught up with her, and he got 
tllree years back pay and full bounty for the first time. The drink are on 
you Tracey! 

Personalities within the Squadron continue to change; farewells go to 
Cpl Fisher and Cfn John Roddis of the LAD, who have both decided 
that their familie and jobs come before us - sad people!! A sad farewell 
also goes to W02 (SQM ) Keith Williams (another ex-airborne 
ignaller), latterly AGC, who decided that age and work meant that he 

could no longer get up on weekends for an eight-o-clock tart. Keith's 
departure leave Sgt Linda Cooper AGC as the oldest, oops!!, longest 
serving member of the Squadron. Permanent Staff departures included 
W02 (FofS) Phil Holland all the way to AF ORTH, and soon to depart 
are SSgt (nearly W02) (YofS) Tony Martin from Regt Ops, Sgt Kev 
East from the Tech Wksp and last, but not least, Maj Phil Daisy the 
erstwhile QM who is to retire after 37 years active service. If you are 
acqainted with Phil , you will know what I mean. More of this in a future 
in tallm nt. We welcome W02 (RQMS) Gaz Tuff back to the Regt, and 
Sgt 'Griff' Griffiths to the Sqn as P I and Regt MT Sgt. Sig Clare Hill, 
a Tech Supply Spec by trade, decided that she likes it o much, that she 
accepted a job as the Senior Civilian Storekeeper with the QM (she has a 
professional appointment with the RMO Maj John Jenkin at his 
civilian Psychiatric Practise next week!). Arrivals into the TA are Sgt 
Graham Carroll RAMC, LCpl Kathy Gauthier RLC , Sig Brad 
Bradstreet TM Tp, Sig Suzy Scrace MT Tp, Sig Anena Lee, TM Tp, 
Pte eil Price RAMC, Pte iel Davis AGC, Cfn Bon Igwe REME, Crn 
Chris LeSage REME, Cfn Leon McLeod REME, Sig Mark 
Honeywood MT Tp, Sig Andy Brace TM Tp, Pte Chris Hopkins RLC, 
Sig Lee Plant 817 Tp, Sig Phil Evans MT Tp - a big welcome to the 
best TA Sqn in the Army. 

We now look forward to the Regimental Camp, where the quadron 
motto of work hard- play hard will come to tlle fore. 

54 (EA) SIG AL SQUADRON (V) - CAMBRIDGE, BEDFORD & 
ORWTCH 

Sqn Comd Maj Dennis Prince 
SSM W02 Martin Wright 
SQUADRO UPDATE- by LI Emma Hilyard . 

It has been another bu y few months for 54 Sig Sqn wtth 
communication exercises and socials being 'bountiful', topped _w.ith, yet 
again a bumper number of personnel (92% of the Squadron) attaining and. 
receiving their Bounties!! This is testimony both to the commitment of 
our soldiers and the management team, wi th the role played by S gt Gaz 
Sullivan being particularly noteworthy. The Squadron cont inue to l_ead 
the way in the establishment of communication networks on c~erc1ses 
such as Mars Marathon (where we constituted 40% of the Regimental 
strength) and we continue to strive in the improvement of our Pta~rngan 
interfacing skills and knowledge (Ex Spring Eagle). We also co~tmuc to 
demonstrate our efTecti vencss in housewi fery by attaining satisfactory 
PRE reports. 
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Sig Chris lmpey, who joins the regular Army in July, 
with two of the cadets from Cromwell Company 

at the start of the TA Open Day 
The Ops Officer tries to hog the limelight, as usual 

We recently played ho t to ten year old Francesca Werwiak from 
Spinny School Cherry Hinton, who had won the Look at Life 
competition held on the National TA Open Day (31 March). As part of 
her prize Francesca was given a per onal tour of the oldiers and 
equipment of 757 Signals Troop and 2 Cromwell Company Army Cadet 
Force, where she was introduced to drill, map reading and field craft. At 
the end of the evening Francesca was presented on parade with a 
certificate and a 'Be the Best' Army T- hirt. 

Miss Francesca Werwiak 
'commandeering' one of the Troop's wagons, 
while Ocdt Rik Morley flies the Squadron flag 
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Recent well deserved promotions in the Squadron include tho~c of 
SSgt Martin Wright to W02 (SSM) and Cpls igel ollit (757 Tp) and 
Allan Beach (757 Tp) to the rank of Sergeant. Other recent achievements 
of note are LCpl Carl Blackwell (755 Tp) gaining excellent grades on 
his Corporals Course, Sig John Barker (757 Tp) who came O\'erall 
fourth on his recruits cour e and wa awareded the coveted top 'Field 
Soldier' prize and gt Jo Outlaw, who successful completed her Staffies 
cour e; well done to all concerned. The effort of 757 Troop were 
recognised by winning the 'Bet Troop Award', which was collected on 
behalf of the troop by Lt Roz Keegan (757 Tp QC). 

The cut and thrust of Squadron activities has over-flowed into 
recruitment, and a combination of the TA National Open Day (which saw 
over 300 people through the door across the centres) and active recruiting 
at sites such as Duxford Air show has resulted in a total of 32 new 
soldiers being recruited across the Squadron. These recruits have already 
settled in and are proving to be valuable team member , with many 
already being booked onto their recruit courses. 

(L-R): Sgt D'urso and SSgt Baker - hear no evil, see no evil! 

Social events, too, have been bountiful, the highlights being the 
marriages of Pte Pauline Wilson to Sgt Alan Beach (757 Tp) and LCpl 
Grant Wilson to LCpl Alison Ratcliffe (756 Tp); many congratulation 
to both couples. Jn addition, a very civilised evening wa enjoyed 
between the Officer and Seniors in tandem with their partners and 
special friends at a 'Ladies Dinner ight, and a not so civi li ed but fun 
evening celebrating Cpl Mogg's Mossop 2 lst Birthday. The 755 Troop 
dinner rounded off a hectic few month . 

Sgt Parkinson (PSI Cambridge) 
looking good at the Officers & SNCO's Ladies dinner night 

The coming month promi. e to be equally a busy, as the quadron 
prepares to mobili e for ~nnual Camp. and witli exerci c Bount) Breaker 
just round the comer. Wuh all the c happenmgs a a? farewell mu t be 
extended to Fiona McCarthy who has done a fine JOb tandmg m for 
Dianne Taylor ( 0) whil t on maternit leave, and a warm welcome 
back to Dianne. 

THE LTI JATE I 'COMM NICATION - by Lt E111111a fli(rard 
Hearty congratulations ~o out to Pte Pauline Wil on and gt ~an 

Beach of 757 Troop \ ho lied the knot on 24 February 200 I. after fi,·e 
years of courting! Pte Wilson and Sgt Beach met on their T Recruit· 

our e, where de.pite no intention to get invol ed in a long distance TA 
relation hip. Pte Wilson wa · wept off her feet b) the charm of gt 
Beach'. The special day tarted at the regi ·try ofticc where. urpri mgly 
enough, they were wed. From t~ere they move~ to All . aints hurch, 
Longstanten, where they were piped do\ n the isle b pipers from the 
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Bury Highland Band (in re pee! of Pte Beach's origin in cotland) to 
recei\ ca fom1al ble ing to the delight of friends, family and 757 Troop! 
The spe ial day wa topped off by a reception and ceilidh attended by 
150 friend. and family at the Ollicers Me . Coldhams Lane T C. The 
happy couple described th~1 ; day a , ·Perfect. with wondert\.tl unshine. 
all of our family and friend ... and a gorgeous mea l. There was nothing we 
would have c hanged! · 54 quadron wish the special couple all the 
happine in the future and would like to ay ti e TA i n 't just all 'Work, 
Work, Work'!45 (E l IGNAL SQ UADRO '(VOLUNT EERS) 

I 
(L-R): Sgt Beach and Pie Beach (Nee Wilson) 

on their wedding day 

qn Comd Maj Mike White TD 
SSM W02 ( SM) Louise Walker 

Farewell to the Officer Commanding 45 Sqn, 1aj Bill Shirley who 
has been po ted to II fo rd to a ume the appointment of Regimental Op 
Officer. Also goodbye and good luck to Sgt Bill Scarff, Cpl ' igel 
Hooker and Sigs Carrick, Crockford and Mills who have had to make 
the hard decision to leave the TA. Welcome to the new OC who took over 
on I April. Maj Mike White TD comes to us from Il ford where be has 
been employed as the Regt Ops Officer. Welcome also to the 30 odd 
recruits who are currently going through the recru it training and selection 
proces . It ha (once again) been a busy couple of months for the 
Squadron w ith perso nnel mov in g arou nd and th e number of 
communications commitments never seeming to decrea e! The majority 
of work is now geared to preparing ourselves for the Annual Camp and 
that promise to be very reward ing for all the sold iers attending. Jn 
addition to a visit by HRH The Princess Royal, troops will be given the 
opportunity to participate in a large number of 'personal development' 
courses. which wi ll benefit both individua ls and unit alike. 111e number 
of soldiers regularly attending tra in ing is slowly but surely increasing 
which is good to ee and the increasi ng number of soldiers going 
through recrull training is resulting in some right 'characters' appearing 
on the shop floor. 

ATIO AL TERRITORIAL ARMY DAY - by Cpl Adam Wircomb 
Thi year the ational TA Open Day was held on Saturday 31 March. 

The aim of the Open Day wa to give the public the opportunity to come 
m 1de the wire and see what life is rea lly like in the TA. Part of the grand 
plan was to release a Bedford load of helium balloons from Colchester 

Town entrc but. unfortunately, due to the recent foot and mouth 
outbreak this had to be cancelled. This was a shame as the Officers' Mc s 
had been bookt.-d especially for the amount of hot air that it generates. Sgt 
Bill ScarlT a~1d .'ig Mel ~len were cnt into the to.wn with the recruiting 
cara an to chstnbute the tickets to passers by. This on the promi c that 
they would be entered into a regiona l competition for a magnum of 
champagne if they handed their ticket in at the TA Centre some time that 
day. Other fom1s of advertising included our illustriou PSAO, Capt Rod 
Allen, who got a pot on local radio and put DJ' mashic and Ntcey to 
hamc! We also had large banners made that were hung up around 

Colche ter adverti ing the event. One of the banners wa · put up right 
outside the main gate of 2 Para (much to the disgust of the P I, Sgt 
'Toshy' Hodgskins, who had to go round and put it up again every 
morning). The day tarted quietly which gave us all plenty of time to 
make the final small adjustments to our stands before the arrival of the 
Commanding Officer and RSM. Once 'sucked' through the gate, the 
civilian were confronted with a number of stands depicting everyday life 
in the TA such as: 

NBC : n introduction to Nuclear Biological and hemical warfare 
manned by Cpl Tex Bennett. Thi tand consi ted of a display of all the 
individual protection kit on issue to TA soldiers and a bit of background 
into the history of unconventional warfare. 

Weap o ns: Thi was a static disp lay which gave the public the 
opportunity to get 'hands on' the weapons within the unit. Manned by 
Cpl Ada m Witcomb and LCpl Ian Stra in, weapon uch a the 5.56mm 
rifle, the L W and the 9mm pistol were on show. 

Comm unications: The Squadron set up a comm site on the mam 
quare depicting a typical EA Location. Sgt Rose P rince and Sgt Janet 

L indsey pro ided people with an in igh t into the MUX and Cpl ige 
Hooker, LCpl Martin Woolla rd and Sig Dave Bleck allowed people to 
crawl all over their beloved radio relay detachments all in the hope of 
'catching' a few new recruit . 

A the Squadron Headquarter is located with an RLC detachment in 
Colche ter we were fortunate enough to have a profes ionally run admin 
tent. Free Hot Dog . Burger and Cup of tea were the order of the day 
and anyone trying to locate the RSM didn't have far to look! The day was 
an out and out succes with over 150 people actually coming into the TA 
Centre tha t day. Once you take away the under 16' , over 60's and 
mentally in ane (who we pointed towards the junior officer stand) we 
were left with about 50 people who showed an interest in joining the TA. 
Of the e we now have just over 30 going through the recruit training and 
election proces ! As the day came to an end and we closed the gates on 

the last potential recruit everyone's thoughts were on other thing . W02 
Kev G rove had organised a Squadron function to ay farewell to the 
outgoing OC Sqn, M aj Bill Shirley who has been poached by Regt HQ 
as the new Regt Ops Officer. We loaded our e lves onto coaches and 
headed down to our other TA Centre in Warley to meet up with the other 
half of the Squadron. Just over .100 people turned out that night (we're 
not sure if it's because the OC was so popular or whether people just 
wanted to make sure he was going). The party continued on until the 
early hours and with a live band and disco the time just eemed to fly by 
(for everyone except the SPSI, SSgt Gerry M cGachy, who was stuck 
serving behind the bar all night). That night was also our opportunity to 
ay goodbye to one of the main 'players' within the Squadron over the 

past few years. Sgt Bill ScarlT had finally decided to call it a day and 
hang up bis beret. Bill has been a staunch supporter of the Squadron over 
the time tha t he has been with us, organising func tions, he lping the 
Permanent Staff and generally doing all the th ings we didn't have time to 
do on drill nights. Goodbye Bill and good luck, you will be sorely 
missed. 

STOP PRESS STOP PRESS STOP PRESS 

Our hearty congratulations go out to Sgt 'Tosh' Hodgskins, who has 
recently been lifted off the reserve promot ion list and will move to 35 
Signal Regiment (V) in earl y September as a StafT Sergeant SPSl. Our 
best wi hes go with him and his very supportive wife, Nicki. 

37 SIGNAL REGIMENT (VOLUNTEERS) 

co 
RSM 

Lt Col P. J. Grogan 
WOI M. C. Fisher 

THE FREEDOM 
OF THE '.\.1ETROPOLITA BOROUGH OF DUDLEY 
7 APRIL 2001 

37 Sig Regt has been awarded the Metropolitan Borough of Dudley's 
highelil honour. On 7 April 200 1 the Regiment was given the Freedom of 
Entry into Dudley. This means that the Regiment is allowed to march 
through the Borough, wi th bands play ing, swords drawn and bayonets 
fixed on all ceremonia l occasions. The honour was bestowed on the 
Regiment in recognition of its close links with 87 I Signal Troop. The 
great day was well planned and eagerl y anticipated by all. The weather 
ecmcd to be holding out but with only a few minutes to go before the 

R g1mcn1 stepped off the weather fa iled, and the rain started to fa ll on all 
those high!} polished boots, shoes and well pressed uni forms. This did 
not dampen spirits and all on parade seemed 10 grow those few extra 
melt "· r r.e parade lasted about 45 minutes and as well as fami lies and 
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The Mayor speaks to a member of 67 QOWWY Signal Squadron 
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friends the local people of Dudley turned out in mass lo sec the spectacle. 
The Lord Mayor reviewed the troops and managed to speak to most of 
the soldiers on parade. Aller the review the Regiment marched past the 
tO\\ll hall led by the Commanding Officer, 'Eyes left,' to the assembled 
Vl P's of the Lord Mayor of Dudley, SOinC(A) and the Comd 2(NC) Bde, 
who congratulated the Regiment on a parade well done. The parade was 
;oon over and finished at the town hall were the Regiment was treated 10 
a civic reception and speeches. A further chance to mix and mingle with 
the Lord Mayor, his dignitaries and other VJP guests and enjoy the 
excellent food and drink provided by Dudley council office kitchen staff 

The Regiment on route to Dudley Town Square, 
led by the CO, Lt Col Grogan 

The official signing ceremony (L-R): SOinC(A) - Brig Bu~on OBE, 
Lt Col Grogan, Cllr F. Hunt, the Mayor - Mr A. Davies 

EXERCISE RED DRAGON 12 - 20 NOVEMBER 2000 
by Capt Tony Giles 53(W) Signal Sqn (V) - 37 Signal Reg/ (V~ 

Lt Col Peter Grogan and PO Reid Glennie R took n111e memb?rs 
of 37 and 38 igna l Regiments on an expedit ion t0 haun EL he1k, 
Egypt , to enable those members who were Padi tra ined, to convert to 
BSAC Sports diver and an upgrading of Dive leader qualifications. The 
following members attended the expedition: 
Lt Col Peter Grogan CO 37 ig R.cgt 
PO ReidGlennie R -JS AD Fort Bov1sand 
Capt Tony Giles 37 ig Regt 
Lt Chris Kinvig 3 Sig Regt 
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SSgt Mel Gil~ 37 Sig Rcgt 
SSgt Graeme mith 37 Sig Rcgt 
Sgt Ross Thwaits 37 Sig Rcgt 
LCpl Sarah Swift 38 Sig Regt 
Sig Christina Pollard 37 Sig Regt 
Sig Mark Lewis 37 Sig Regt 
OCdt Simon Young 38 ig Regt 

After much deliberation whether it was on or off due to the political 
situation out there at the time. we were given the go ahead. We left 
Gatwick at I I 30hrs 12 ovembcr 2000 for Egypt, arriving at I 730hrs. A 
short bus ride to the Ocean Lodge Hotel, completed the travelling aspect 
of the trip out. On getting our room and dumpmg of the kit we 
proceeded to ta~tc the Arab water (Stclla/Shakara). Having had an early 
night (Ha), we attended breakfast (0730) and sorted out the dive gear and 
the administration with the Dive College and went off to do what we 
came for (not drinking) but diving. Each day consisted of arriving at the 
boat (0900), loading of equipment, a short boat ride to the dive location, 
training-.- two dive. complete with lunch on board. We would amve back 
at the college at l 800hr. (a quick taste of the Arab water) and finally 
instruction fN two hours which would culminate in a written te t on the 
fifth day. These activities left us two days to do some deep di\·es (30 
metres), plus a night dive for those who wished to do it. The evenings, 
after instmction, were spent on sampling the local cui · ine and ampling 
the local water in the different bar and re$taurants (especially, the a 
much as you could cat, Mongolian restaurant). Afterwards we would 
retire to the roof top lounging area for a good well earned perfumed Arab 
moke, sweet breads and a sprawl. Overall it was an excellent expedition. 

enjoyed by all, with individuals qualifying for B AC Ocean/Sport Diver 
and Dive leader upgrades. From all tho e attending our thanks go to the 
CO 37 Sig Regt, Lt Col Peter G rogan and PO Reid Glennie R for 
arranging this expedition, it wa excellent and roll on the next one, 
("Liveaboard' I believe in January 2002). 

.._ 
LCpl Sarah Swift, boarding after a dive 
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67TH I I Q ADRO . 
Thi edition begins wllh congratulations to Sgt Ian ewell on b~mg 

S\\arded hi Territorial Efficiency Medal. Al o due for congratulations 
arc pl hley Girdler and LCpl Mike Crisp who hav~ been promoted. 
Thi put pl irdler one .. tep do er to becon~mg .Fire CO for the 
entire Regiment. Definitely worthy of a mention 1s ~SI , _SSgt Stef 

e\\ ton on being part of the Army team ' ho were 1ctonous 111 the 
Yolleyball nt the inter services games in ew Zealand. 

Preparation for the Freedom of Dudley Parade had begu!1 before 
Chri. tma · but they ' tepped up a notch \. 1th the quadron m ol ed 
ha\ ing rehean.als at Gamecock Barrack earlier this year. The Parade 
11sclf "ent well with drum being counesy of the Corps band; although 

gt Danny Harford nearly came a cropper whilst marching over. a dra!n 
coYer wearing hobnailed boot . An excellent buffet lunch wa laid on m 
the Mayor' parlour, which was enjoyed by all. Everyone on parade was 
well turned out for a thoroughly enjoyable day despite the weather, I 
managed to aYoid tabbing my elf in the foot with my sword and my 
'eye left' particular!_ plea ed me. . 

Confirmation came through in February that our numbers wtll be 
depleted from October until May next year with ome of our quadron 
member being elected for mobilisation to Bosn ia a. part of 97 
BRITFOR ig Sqn (V). Training for that be~an dunng the m1?dle of May 
at Proteu Barrack (1 hadn't heard of 1t ei ther but 1t 1 north of 

ottingham). with 1aj Cooper proving to everyone that quadron 21Cs 
can till swing over a bottomles chasm with the best of them when they 
need to. Sgt Mansell unfortunately became a ca. ualty ofth.e 'Medicine in 
Vietnan1' Yideo and had to leave the room. H1 complexwn went from 
pale green to bright red a soon as the sun touched him.. . 

A May Ball wa organi ed and held by 871 Troop Ill our tourbndge 
TAC, which by all accounts went well. Judging by the photograph that I 
have een, everyone behaved well and no one got drunk and fell o er ... 
no, really. On Saturday 19 May, Maj 'Dickie' Hall was dined out of the 
Ofllcers· Mess, he left the Squadron late last year to return to RHQ as 
OC RRTT. Maj Hall left as OC of the Squadron that he joined as a 
Signaller: he wa commis ioned from its ranks as SM and wa . a ever, 
the last to leave the bar. 

EXERCISE BANFF DRAGO 24 MARCH - 4 APRIL 2001 
Ex Banff Dragon was a Skiing Exercise held in tl1e Banff Region in 

Canada. The aim of the exercise was to train the soldiers in the Basic Ski 
Proficiency both Alpine and ordic. A total of 17 volunteers of varying 
abilities were elected to anend. Three quali fied in tructors; Capt Joe 
Cox, Sgt Tim Abbot and SSgt Pete Packham were nominated for the 
duration of the exerci e. The exercise was based at Trails End Camp, 
which is part of the British A rmy Training Unit Suffield. The 
accommodation although basic was warm, clean and well equipped with 
training facilitie . 

The Alpine Ski training was carried out at The Fortress Mountain, 
Kanaski. Sunshine Village and St Louise Ski resorts. Each resort had 
excellent skiing facilities and was well organised. The longest waiting 
time in lift queues was only ten minutes, even on bank hol iday! The 

ordic Ski Training was held at the Canmore ordic Ski Centre. The 
treks are well sign posted and cover a distance of 5 to 25km, the centre 

also has hower facilitie . During the training Cpl ' Red' Max Madden 
managed to crash into his wife, he decided it would be cool to hold hands 
whilst skiing. Untamed he then pranged into SSgt Heather ' l don't like 

ordic kiing' Kenny and injured her a well. Later in the exercise he 
decided he needed to ki down a black run despite the recommendations 
!Tom hi in tructor. That afternoon a bruised, hocked and tamed ' Red' 
Max returned to the minibus, explaining that it was something he had to 
do. Sgt George McGregor ~ollowed the sty_lc and took. out the whole 
clas at one tagc ( e. cept the instructor). Despite the c mc1dcnts 15 out of 
17 thieved the Ba ic ki Proficiency. Even the instructors had mishaps. 
Capt Joe Cox entertained a number of snow boarders with some 
unplanned' ki ballet'. Sgt Tim Abbott suffered some hard blows trying 
to keep up with SSgl Pete Packham. OCdt Brian Northfield and Sig 
Lauren Thombs found out that cross-country ski can go extremely fast 
downhill and are harder to control than alpine skis. 

After each day's skiing the bodies were recovered in the various 
Jacuzzis and swimming pools. Evening trip to the town of Canmore 
and Banff allowed tl1e exercise participant to enjoy the local social life 
and country music. On arrival at the ski resorts we were urprised to hear 
the local complaining about the lack of now. After last year's ki 
exercise in Scotland there appeared to be great quantitie of it. 
Throughout tJ1e exercise we were graced with fre h falls of now over 
night followed by ;un during the day. However, the minibus managed to 
struggle through the now during the training, but a heavy fall delayed us 
meeting the aircraft for the journey home. Luckily it al o delayed the 
pilot. Overall the exercise was a great succes . If you can get to Canada 
cheaply, the co t of skiing and vehicle rental is very reasonable compared 
to Europe. 

The whole crew on the slopes 

38 (CITY OF SHEFFIELD) SIGNAL REGIMENT 
(VOLUNTEERS) 

REGI1E TALHEADQ ARTERS 
CO Lt Col igel Harrison MBE 
RSM WOI (RSM} Colin Milne 
46 (CITY OF OTTINGHAM) 

IG AL Q ADR01 (VOL TEERS) 
qn Comd Maj Bob Ward 

SSM W02 ( SM) Vicky Hardy 
EXERCISE MERC RY RAM 

Over recent years 38 (City of Sheffield) Sig Regt (V) has had a lot of 
contact with local Cadet Force units in its catchment area. The 
Commanding Officer, Lt Col igel Harri on MBE, decided that it was 
time the Regiment organised a signalling course for these local units. The 
Regiment ha in its catchment area Cadet Units representing all three 
clements of 11\.1 Armed Forces. It was for this reason that the 
Commanding Officer decided that a Tri-Service Cadet Signall ing Cadre 
would be developed. The cour·e was compiled from the Cadet Signalling 
Handbook and was designed to have Cadets pass out from the course 
with the Basic Radio User Award. The chosen location for the Cadre was 
46th ( ity of Derby) Sig qn (V) TAC. The Cadre had a capacity for 
forty cadets and was designed to include ten instructors from the 
participating units. Applications flooded in from three units, Derbyshire 
ACF, ottingham ACF and 362 Elm Tree Squadron ATC. The Cadre 
actually catered for four officers and adult instructors with thirty-nine 
cadets attending the course. 

Due to the Squadron Officer Commanding, Maj Bob Ward, fulfilling 
Brigade Stall dutie a· 02 G6 CIS, Maj David Tomlinson, Officer 
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Commanding 87th (City of Nottingham) Signal Squadron (Volunteers) 
stepped comfortably in to command the Cadre. The Cadre co-ordinator 
was 2Lt James Hubbard . The instructors chosen for the Cadre were 
members of both the Derby and Nottingham Squadrons. The course 
Sergeant Major was W02 Martin Steedman who was assisted by Sgt 
Richard Alton, Sgt Jameson and Cpl 'fbby' eville. Of course no one 
could forget the mysterious attributes of the PSI (T), Sgt Drew Hall , who 
also made an appearance. Medical cover was provided by SSgt Ward, a 
self-proclaimed 'Witch Doctor', or so we believe. The course was run 
with immense professionalism and was well administered by the SQMc;, 
S gt Alan Landsborough and his team of chefs, Sgt John Simpson and 
LCpl Ian Hayes. During the course, the cadets were visited by Capt 
Mike Morton and the Royal Signals Mobile Presentation Team from 
Blandford. This was a perfect opportuni ty for the Corps to present to a 
captive audience. . 

In all, the Cadre was a great success with all students gaining t11c Ba~1c 
Radio Users Award . The top student was SMI Peter David of Derbyshlfe 
ACF. Thi did not come as a surprise as at the end of the parade he 
announced that he was an ex-regular Signals Platoon instructor. For this 
rea on the top student was amended to LCpl Ben Bembrid~e of 
Derbyshire ACF with an excellent 97% on his final exam. The Regnnent 
and the Squadron enjoyed the weekend thoroughly. Both the cadets and 
the Cadre instructors enjoyed the experience. The hard work paid off ~nd 
I am sure that the Regiment will have no doubt when it comes to running 
Ex Mercury Ram 2. 
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87 (CITY OF OTTlNGHAM) 
JGNAL SQUADRO (VOLU TEERS) 

Sqn Comd Maj David Tomlinson TD 
SSM W02 (SSM) Vicky Hardy 
RECRUIT INTAKE 2018 

Proving that 87 Squadron really is a 'family' unit arc Sgt Craig Toft, 
and Cpl Helen Toft. Cpl Toft manages to combine her role within the 
TA a a pay clerk, with being a mother to three small daughters, and also 
a busy college life training to be an accountant! She said after the bi11h 
of her latest daughter Laura - ' It is a busy Ii fe, but a very rewarding 
one. r find that with Craig's help I can still have a very folfilling part to 
play within the Squadron. She is pictured here with her daughter Laura. 
The Squadron's fir t recruit for 2018! 

2STH ANNIVERSARY FOR CORPORAL DODA 
Cpl Clive Doda joined 87 Signal Squadron 25 years ago thi month. 

He i pictured with Sgt Emma Crogan recovering after completing his 
CFT on a recent weekend. Well done! 
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CHANGT G OC'S AT OTI'l GHAM 
Maj David (Melchctt) Tomlinson moved to RHQ as Operations 

Officer in June. A farewell barbecue and special awards evening was held 
in his honour which was well attended by the squadron, their families and 
friends. A specially commissioned 'farewell' video formed the 
entertainment for the evening and was one of the parting gifts for the 0 . 
Maj John Ahern has now joined the Squadron as OC. We all welcome 
him and wish him well in command of the best Squadron! 

EXERCISE BLUE DAWN 
On the evening of Thursday 17 May, following enough theories to 

blow the fuses of rumour control, a detachment of seven members of 38 
Sig Regt met in the CO's office for a brief on Ex Blue Dawn. Their task 
was to provide communications from the British Embassy, Washington 
DC, back to the K using AMSCERP. Over fish and chips (now luke
warm after the Colonel's brief) an idiot's guide to AM SC ERP wa · found 
to be pitched at a suitable level - even for Lt Tom ·we·ve all had it in us' 
Howes. 

Friday morning saw the detachment whisked off to Heathrow for the 
early morning flight direct to Washington DC, complete with the DPM 
combat briefcase - Virgin Atlantic's second most suspicious piece of 
hand-luggage. LCpl Sally ' What a nice cockpit' F isher and Sig teve 
'Anything With Legs' Weston were given a trip up to the flight deck 
whilst Sgt Julie 'All the telctubbies rolled into one' Moulson refused to 
look out of the window and read the safety booklet for the whole flight. 
On landing in Washington the detachment was met by the advance party; 
SSgt Penny Burns, gt Warren 'Where's my rank slide?' Quinn and 
LCpl Mick 'ID'd for booze - again' Hepworth who duly asked Lt Tom 
'I just can't read American map ' Howes to navigate them to the hotel. 
Which gave everyone a good opportunity to get their bearings. On arrival 
at the British Embassy we were made most welcome, exchanging copies 
of British papers and FHM for information about local takeaways and 
where they'd hidden those diplomatic bags ... Problems with using the 
military telephone network were encountered, as wru expected after an 
earlier reconnaissance visit but no hardware problems were experienced 
when using the American civilian telephone network. Unfortunately the 
latter part of the trial was al o hampered by an addressing problem with 
the AMS at RAF Boddington, a fault that is now being addressed. Whil t 
all of the technical aspects of the exercise were being addressed, the free 
troops worked on the Colonel's ta k of raising each other's morale with 
predictable gusto. A tour of the American civil war battlefield of 
Manassa was taken by all of the troops and thoroughly enjoyed. The 
importance of ground as a factor in the combat estimate was 
exceptionally well demon trated and the shear concentration of force in 
such a mall area proved a real eye-opener. The local beers, noticeably 
Foggy Bottom did a lot to help clo e them again. 

Away from the battlefield. the sight of Wa hington were all 
photographed next to the combat briefcase, along with a rather bemused 
US Marine. Cpl Alex Tm all hopped out' Darbyshire led the way 
through the shopping mall , with Sgt Lee 'But what can l buy the wife 
and kids?' Swift in hot pur uit. With the exception ofLCpl Rob 'It really 
is a scooter' Bromwich raising some eyebrows with Virgin Atlantic's 
most uspicious piece of hand luggage and Lt Tom Howes insi ·ting that 
the 'Virgin· stewardess knew an old school friend, the flight home pa sed 
uneventfully. Landing in time for ome of the detachment to be back in 
work in Sheffield by lunchtime (even if they were till seeing stars and 
stripe from jet-lag) the smile couldn't be wiped off for day ! 

ffe\[Rl ~ VO ruJ 
lRl~~~~V~~~ VOruJR 
~0°V Of if[H]~ 

'WJ n~? 

If not call 01258 482087 you 
may have moved and 

forgotten to let us knaw::_llf5~1 

~r 
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39 (SKINNERS) SIGNAL REGIMENT 
(VOLUNTEERS) 

co 
RM 

Lt ol P. R. Towers 
WOl (RS 0 F. E. Roberts 

REGI IE 'T L TRAINI1 G WEE.KE D 6 
THE Kli ER VI IT 

faerv Year The Ma ter of kinncrs. his Clerk and. Wardens from The 
\\'or;;hipful Company of. kinnei;s. attend the .last Rcg!n~ental week~nd of 
the training year. The primary aim of The Skinners 1 _1t ~s to pre e!lt the 

kinners ,~:ard to the be t Female and Male soldier w11h111 the Regiment 
for the pre\'iou training year as well a to visit the Re~i01ent a a w~o~e. 
The Regiment had much pleasure in welcoming Mr Pbilhp 
Attenborough as The Master of kinners to Colerne on unday 29 Apnl 
200 I. The kinners Award were pre ented a folio\ : 

Be t Female oldier 2000 200 I 

Be t Male older 2000. 200 I 

- LCpl Clare Goodwin 
5 (QOOH) Sig qn (V) 

- Cpl lark Joiner 
47 (MxYeo) Sig qn (V) 

The , i it al o included the opportunity for the ~aster along w!th hi 
fello"' Skinner to speak to the officers and old1ers of the Regimen!, 
e pecially the recruit who emerged from the tacucal phase of ~heir 
'Charlie' weekend to speak to our guests. Th7 afternoon ended with a 
de licious buffet lunch courte y of the Officers Mess 2 l Sig Regt (AS) 
ably assisted by LCpl Buckley. 

The Master of Skinners Mr Phillip Attenborough accompanied by 
Maj John Russell meets some of the recruits 

Congratulation must go to LCpl Clare ' What el e can [win' Good~in 
for winning the Skinners Award thi year. Clare has been an outstandmg 
member of the Squadron but despite her many attributes, catching and 
holding on to things are not, and we will not be selecting her for the 
Squadron Cricket team this year. She needs to work on her hand eye co
ordmauon. Well done. 
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LCpl Clare Goodwin receiving her Skinners award 
from The Master of Skinners 

5 (QOOH) SIGNAL SQ ADRON (V) 
BANll RY & OXFORD 

qn Comd Maj R. tone TD 
S M W02 (SSM) Phillips 
FAREWELLS, HELLOS A D PROMOTIO S . 

It i with some regret that we have to ay farewell to Sgt Chris tuart 
our PSI Tech for the last two years. Chris ha been promoted and has 
joined the British contingent in Sierra Leone. He. ~as been a pi,otal 
person within the quadron on both tech111cal and mi litary ~spects of!A 
work. hris has been at the forerront a our Cultu ra l attaehc encouragmg 
us to go north of the border whenever possible. lie apparently was very 
ucce ful per uading someone, we. had two consecutive annual camp 

up that way. Fol lowing a cultural v1~1t to one _o_f the finest yroducers of 
Scottish exports, he demonstrated his fine ability to rema111 alert at all 
times e pecially during his own briefings. . . 

Capt Dai Jones our. CRS Guru ha been poached. Dai 1s o!f to 31 
Signal Regiment and will _be orely missed b~ th7 quadron. A . well. as 
being the CRS Guru, he 1 renowned for hav111g the knowledge ha~mg 
roamed the treets of London on many occa ions. He will be well u1ted 
a their 'London' Op Officer. Dai , where is the MarI;>le Arch again? A 
wam1 welcome to Capt Ruth Empson who ha re10111ed the Squadron 
after a brief interlude, good to have you back. Welc_ome also to Capt 
Michelle McClung, Ex AGC who takes on OIC Rccru1t111g. 

Sgt Chris Stewart bid farewell by the OC 

Sgt 'Robbie' Hall was promoted by the CO to Staff Sergeant on 
Tuesday 15 May 2001, but fortunate for ' Robbie' he wa called out by 

TL just before the bar opened! Pleased to report that he duly rang the 
bell the following week. 

TERRITORIAL ARMY DAY 
The Squadron set up a recruitment stand in .t~e Town Hall in Banbu!Y 

as part of National TA Day. Squadr.on act1v1t1es mcluded, Sgt David 
Ja r vis-Cleaver's burger stand set up 111 the centre of Banbury m front. of 
a well-known international supplier of burgers. lt was a close. run thmg 
but despite stiff competition the international suppliers retamed their 
pitch. 
.......... I 

Sgt Jarvis-Cleaver selling burgers to Rt Hon Tony Baldry 
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During the day, 2Lt Simon Durtnal demonstrated a certain degree of 
keenness to recrui t anyone who showed the slightest bit of mtcrc t. 
However, it obvious ly worked, the day turned out to be a great recruiting 
success. As a direct result, we now have eight new recruits going through 
training, having already passed their Alpha weekend. 

RECRUITING 
Congratulations to Sigs Damian Deverson, icola Harker, Jonathon 

Godwin, James Osborn and Peter Bennett for succes fully passing 
their recruit training and Sig James Osborn winning the Regimental Best 
Recruit. 

Yeomanry. Extc:nsive pre exercise planning was conducted and briefing 
notes prepared by our guide, Om1andy expert and PSAO Capt David 
Gibson. 

Eighteen members of the quadron assembled at Uxbridge on a 
Thursday night, and once two stragglers had been rounded up set off for 
'somewhere in Southern England' where our landing craft awaited. An 
uneventful night crossing was made (broken only by high level debate 
with other members of the ship's company on orthcrn Ireland politics). 
In the early hours of Friday morning we were reconstituted on the 
bridgehead, with horses well watered (some troopers more so) and keen 
to gain a foothold further inland. Unfortunately "ur stragglers struck 

5 Squadron's new recruits smile for their first WIRE Photo 

47TH (MIDDLESEX YEOMANRY) SIGNAL SQUADRON (V) again and decided to come ashore on foot rather than in the transport . The 
Sqn Comd Maj C. M. Lankester first day's itinerary wa gentle and included the e tabli.hment of camp 

SM W02 M. Gilfrin before visiting our fir t two ites. At Longue we vi ited one of the 
Since the last notes were published there is very little to report. coa tal gun batteries that faced the inva ion force and recreated cenes 

Training ha been hindered by the foot and mouth epidemic, which ha from ·The Longest Day' at the ob ervation bunker on the cliffs. The 
meant little opportunity to train other than in TA Centre . It ha been a Squadron then moved to Arromanches, the .town on Gold Beach where 
very fru trating time for all. The Squadron its~lf remains reason.ably well one of the Mulberry harbours was e tabhshed. Here we v1s1ted the 
recruited and thankfully there arc st ill some high calibre, enthu 1ash.c and museum dedicated to the landing . walked the beach and were refreshed 
well-motivated people coming into the fold. Of greatest worry .1s the in a cafe assisted by the incredible language kill of Sgt Bob ' Babelfi h' 
outflow of experienced soldiers who e civilian jobs are now so hectic that Young. For the e ening · entertamment the Squadron di per ed and 
it precludes time for TA. This is a very worrying trend. However, we found that ormandy appeared to be closed until the holiday cason 
remain optimistic that we can recruit sufficient high qua.lity people to g~t began. Thi could explain why the troop RV.d towards the end of the 
the Squadron back to full strength or just over, a po 1tt0.n.11 was lat in night in ' The Yellow ubmarine '. A bar ?evoted to the Beatles.and 
three years ago. The new changes in the Sq.uadron r~cruitmg team have cham1ingly wallpapered 111 tartan carpet (wluch pleased Ptc Darre~1 The 
brought with them ome excellent idea , which we will be 1mplementmg Hustler' Macfa rlane almo t as much a the pool table on which he 
at tbe earliest opportunity proceeded to win the . hirts fr?m many _ quad~o!1 member ). We also 

The Squadron has recently completed Ex ormandy Yeoman, a encountered our own difficulty m e,tabh hmg a ondgchead here a· entry 
battlefield tour to the om1andy battlefields. lt was a great succ~s and involved bcino examined through a peephole before giving the password, 
certainly helped to integrate the newer members of the . quadron mto the which after ;uch guessing transpired to be ·vive la Fra.nce et le Fo_ur 
fold. The quadron is now preparing for Ex Marc.o_m Yeom'.1°, an llF Fab'. Further delight wa had by the quadron's male choir (star \O<.:ah. t 
conuns exercise utilising the CRS HF voice capab1hty. Thi 1 a f?llo' ig Jon 'Freddie Mercury' Clarke) when the karaoke machine was s 't m 
on exerci e to Ex Eastern Venture in February of thi year, much e11Joyed action, although questions were a ked about the po !-watershed Channel 
by those taking part because they really had to work at the comms 5 nature of the backing video . 
problems that faced them. The following morning a relatively early tart was made and the 

Elsewhere, Sgt Ben Newby is to be congratulated on his achievement quadron headed for Bayeaux. The trip wa enlivened by_ ig_ Sean · f. 
of finish ing top student 011 hi Royal Signal Staff Sergeants Course at rcosote ' Diton"s discovery that he wa not good at tra.velhng 111 the back 
Blandford. Plans are now being made to deploy some. detachme~ts to of a minibus after a night in 'The Yellow ubmarmc' and Sgt Ben 
Germany a part of Ex An·cade Fusion in October. In hnc with this we 'Golden Boy' ewby's map reading kills. In foct o expert did our chief 
are also training operators for service, ith 97 Signal Squadron 111 the na igator how himself to b~ through_ou.t the weekend he \~·as 
Balkans later this year. immediately recommended for a. held comm1 ·s10~1! At Baycux we ns1tcd 

EXERCISE NORMA DY YEOMAN 
Following the uccess of the quadron 's previou trips to Ypre and 

the Somme, it was decided that the 2001 trip should focu on the econd 
World War. Our intent wa to visi t major sites from the ~rmandy 
campaign , and to follow in the foots teps of 4 Squadron Middle ex 
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the excellent Musee de la Bataille de Om1and1c whcre Babelfish \\as 
able to regale variou~ v~teran . with h! . milital') ~xpcncnccs and Lt l\Jatt 
·Mclchett' Watts defimtcly did not fall a lcep 111 the film 'hO\\ . despite 
rumours to the contmry. We then mo\'ed on to the Ba)cux ccmete~. the 
largest from the econd '.Vorld War. Here, 111 the abs.cnce ol an>. 
Middlesex Yeomanry fallen we laid a wreath on the gra\'e of a member of 
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the Queen O" n Oxfordshire Hu ar , now our , ister Squadron 5 
t H) ignal quadron and ob ervcd a min~tc ' ilencc. A poignant 
reminder of the 'all arms· nature of the Jandmg" and battle wa the 
number of Merchant avy grav to be seen in the cemetery in addition 
to tho ·e of the RN. Army and RAF. Our next objective after victualling at 
a lo al upermarket wa Hill 112. the cene of -a month-long battle 
b<:t\\een variou Briti h divi ion" (including 5 D LT, after whom the ite 
has become known as Cornwall Hill) and II Panzer Corps. Here a 
. econd wreath was laid at the 43rd (We ex) Division and • ilence 
ob er• d. The site wa al o interesting for the a embled Officers a a 
TEWT had been held in tlte UK during Officer Training (although Lt 
\lelchett's ugge tion that the be t -trategy wa to ' fom1 square and hoist 
the R gimental colour' wa not taken a the best option). We then mo ed 
to \ 'illers-Bocage, ite of an action involving the British 7th Armoured 
Din ion including 4 Squadron Middle ex Yeomanry. Here, in true 
Yeomanrv tyle, a column of armour had topped for a nice cup of tea 
when an· Panzer commander, Iichael Wittmann, burst from cover 
and in a charge into the town destroyed 49 Briti h vehicles (including the 
entire RHQ element of 4 County of London Yeomanry). All this before 
e caping on foot after hi - own vehicle wa di abled. This site wa of 
particular interest to LCpl Keith ' apour Hazard ' Braun , who had 
studied Wittmann' career in the pa t. At this point it was decided to 
return to camp and divide the quadron so the cultured could vi it the 
Bayeux Tape try and the remainder take ome R&R. Report from the 
bu to Bayeux, handed down !Tom Capt Lisa ·AWOL' Taylor. sugge ted 
that the peed reached in order to get to the musetun before clo ing time 
were every bit a frightening a facing Michael Wittmann . The 
excursion wa - judged a great uccess. The e ening continued in 'The 
Yellow Submarine where the Squadron were greeted as old friends and 
the Male Choir performed again. On a foraging mission ome members 
of the quadron including LCpl Kev 'Tinrin ' McRae discovered the rare 
beast that is a restaurant with absolutely no food available. We were also 
treated to the ight of Lt Dave ·swamp Thing' Cornick and Lt Melchett 
in extremely lively matching Hawaiian hirts, which attracted critici m 
from many including LCpl Cath 'Fa Ilion Police ' Corcoran. He could 
not believe that two supposedly grown-up leaders of men could be eea 
in public in uch item . On the way home it was also rumoured that our 
PSI Tech. Sgt Baz 'Boat\ ain' Kightley was pursued by Norwegian and 
Japane·e fishermen during hi moonlight dip. 

The following morning dawned far too early for some (yes, the 
tragglers again). However, the camp was truck in a timely manner and 

we departed for our final two destinations. This element of the trip 
centred on the airborne assault. partly to please the PSI ·Oop ' SSgt Jay 
'Stumpy· Saunders. The fir t location wa the Merville Battery, scene of 
a,·age fighting after a drop by 9 Para went awry. The museum here was 

housed in the main bunker used dioramas, photographs and paintings to 
bring home the cale of the action. The action was ultimately successful 
for 9 Para even though it tran pired that the gw1s they bad been sent to 
silence were not in fact as formidable as the planners had feared. We then 
moved to Pegasus Bridge where a fine new museum has been built 
covering the airborne action. 

Members of 47 Sig Sqn at the original 'Pegasus Bridge' 

Herc the PST 'Oops' was teased mercilessly by members of the 
quadron pointing out that the objective was taken not by the Paras but 

the Ox & Bucks Light Infantry. Lunch was enjoyed in the Cafe Gondree 
and <?Ur attachment, Maj Toby 'PLK' Lankester was appointed as 
official photographer for the inevitable group shots on the bridge. 
Attempts to recreate the pamting 'Go to it' by Peter Archer were 
frustrated by the volume of traffic coming over the bridge. We then 
performed our exfiltration to Le Havre, following the coast road that 
allowed u to examme more of the beaches from the transport. 'Golden 
Boy' again showed his navigational abilities: at one point Sig Stuart 
'Homer' Morris was heard to say, 'Ifwc pass that McDonald's again can 
we please JUSt go in' The return to the port was accompli hed eventually. 
An attempt to stock up the Squadron's bars was thwarted by {i) the fact 
that ~11 sup<'rmarkcts in France appear to be closed on Sundays, (ii) the 
hea\1ly laden state of the transport and (iii) the enormous queue at the 
Brlllsh-owncd shops on the quayside. Luckily the Squadron tea m 
(featuring gt Lois 'Ian' Lane, the resident music expert) won a return 
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cro sing for later in the year in the onboard quiz so perhaps we wi ll be 
able to return for further explorations and replcns. A fast crossing was 
made and good time achieved in the return to Uxbridge, o an earlier than 
expected dismi al parade was he ld and the Squadron di pcrsed with 
plan already afoot (encouraged by our OC,Maj Carla Lankester) for 
next year ·, trip . Sugge ted dest ination on a postcard, please! 

There are many people to thank for their efforts to make this trip the 
succes it wa (Lois and ' Go lden Boy' made fine breakfast chefs, for 
example: please don ' t transfer to the Really Large Corps). However 
mention must be made of Sgt Young for hi tran lation, which helped 
thing run smoothly, the PSis for their input dttring the preparations for 
the trip and mo t of all of Capt Gibson, without whom the exercise 
would not have been the great learning experience it turned out to be. 

Wreath laying at the 43 Wessex Div memorial at 'Hill 112' 

57th (CITY & COUNTY OF BRISTOL) SIGNAL SQUADRO 
(VOLUNTEERS) 

qn Comd Maj Bill Ruthven 
SSM W02 Jane Tuck 

The Squadron has had a rea onably quiet time over the last few 
months due to the Foot & Mouth, however it did give us the opportunity 
to carry out ome much needed maintenance and equipment care, this 
was closely followed by both a good PRE and RSIT Jn pection. We also 
said farewell to our OC, Maj Mike Webb, and welcomed on promotion 
1aj Bill Ruthven into the chair. A number of the Squadron are nO\ 

actively involved in the build up training with 37 Signal Regiment (V), in 
preparation for 97 (SFOR) Signal Squadron. The remainder have Annual 
Camp on their minds, as the pro pect for a number of going to Germany 
on Ex Arcade Fusion, sounds appealing. 

EXERCISE HORFIBLD WAVELENGTH 1-3 JUNE 2001 
Like almost all other elements of both the Regular and Territorial 

Army, members of 57th (City & County of Bri tol) Signal Squadron had 
endured a frustrating lack of training opportunities in recent months. The 
Foot & Mouth crisis had already forced the cancellation of the annual 
Regimental Comms Ex, Bronze Lynx in March, then the cancellation of 
the ever-popular Ten Tors orienteering competition in May, for which the 
squadron has supplied communications support for several years , 
provided another severe blow. 

ow with the worst of the crisis apparently behind us, there arc two 
Regimental communication exercises to look forward to, in mid-June and 
mid-July. The squadron level training provided by Exercise Horfield 
Wavelength, therefore, provided Squadron personnel with an excellent 
opportunity to get together and practise the skills required for the two 
forthcoming exercises. lt also provided us with a chance to fire our 
annual personal weapons test, as the re laxing of the Foot & Mouth 
restrictions meant that the facilities of Rogiet Moor ranges in Caerwe~t, 
were released to us just two weeks previously, following an earlier 
cancellation. 
Under Maj Bill Ruthven our Officer Commanding, we deployed to a 
field location on Colerne Airfield on Friday I June to undertake o_ur 
weapon handling tests. On Saturday morning, we all departed to Rogiet 
Moor Ranges where we spent most of the day undertaking grouping and 
zeroing practises followed by the APWT. Sgt Richard harp provided ~ 
background activity of radio training for the waiting detail . Fortunately, 
the weather remained warm and su1U1y all day, providing us with perfect, 
and very enjoyable, conditions for firing. I became the ource for a 
moment of humour during one practise, when we had to 'dress il1to the 
fire trench' at the 300 metre point. Being only a little over five feet tall,_ I 
quickly discovered that this trench was a particularly deep one - my chill 
was just about level with the top of the trench! To save me the discomfort 
of having to complete the practise on tiptoe, the range stalT team came to 
my rescue by providing me with a ful l water canister to stand on! Having 
all completed the APWT with some very good scores amongst the final 
results, we then returned to the exercise location for some antenna 
propagation training under our PSI, SSgt Tony Ward. Following this, we 
all enjoyed an excellent barbeque, provided by our PSAO, Capt Joh~ 
Cullen and SQMS, SSgt Alan Oakley, who manfully battled on throug 
the billowing clouds of smoke to dish up a first class supper! The 
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following morning, the Squadron were div ided into sections to undertake 
some practi cal training on antennas, again under the instruction of SSgt 
Ward and gt Sharp. This also provided an introduction to STfCCS (the 
Strike Command integ rated Comm and & Control System), which 
provides operators with an important confidence check by confinning the 
accuracy and range of the antennas being used. One team were able to 
make contact with Scotland, which was a real confidence boost! Around 
mid-day, we returned to Horfield TA for lunch , afte r which we 
completed our final weapon cleaning and equipment checks before 
departing for home. 

All in a ll , an excellent weekend, in perfect conditions fo r a fie ld 
exercise, which provided the new members of the squadron with an 
introduction to radio skills, whilst giving the more established members 
an opportunity to ' blow away the cobwebs ', in preparation for the 
forthcoming regimental exercises. Special thanks are due to SSgt Ward 
and Sgt Sharp for organising the programme and delivering the radio 
instruction. Al o to our colleagues from HQ (North Somerset Yeomanry) 
Squadron W02 Phil Martin (RRTT), W02 (SSM) Phil mith, SSgt 
(SQMS) Nick Marsh and Sgt Kevin Winfield, who made up the range 
·1aff, and also the excellent cook, Pte Jason Anderson. 

The PSAO and SQMS exercising the BBQ, 
despite the lack of X Factor! 

71 (YEOMANRY) SIGNAL REGIMENT 
BEXLEYHEATH 

co 
RSM 

Lt Col S. C. R. Malik 
WOl (RSM) C. D. Tait 

REGIMENTAL HEADQUARTERS 
FAREWELL AND HELLO 

The Regiment says farewell to Lt Col 'Bus Driver' Turner who is off 
to the dizzy heights of MOD Main Building. All ranks of the Regiment 
wish you, Marion and the family all the very best for the future. 

'Ode 10 the outgoing CO' 
The CO soon proved a quick learner 

Leaving nolhing 10 cool, no backburner 
Off 10 Whilehall he s roam in' 

Bui we have made him a Yeoman 
So sort them out, Colonel Turner. 

As one Commanding Officer departs, a new one mu t be found. The 
Regiment is delighted to welcome Lt Col Simon Malik back to the fold 
after his hort spell with 2(NC) Sig Bde. We wish you and your family 
every success in the 'Yeomary' Signal Regiment. 

EWS FROM REGIMENTAL HEADQUARTERS 
ATIONAL MENTORING CONSORTIUM AWARDS 
Over the pa t year the TM, Maj Eric Heritage ha once again been 

tak ing part a a mentor at Greenwich University in the ational 
Mentoring Consortium's national mentoring programme for African, 
Caribbean and Asian undergraduate . Hi work in this field involve him 
acting as a mentor to ethnic minority university students, among t other 
thing , to help them not only prepare them elves for the professional 
world beyond w1iversity but also with their personal development. This 
year Maj Heritage mentored two ethnic minority students at Greenwich 
University. At a recent awards ceremony to mark the end of this year's 
programme and to rccogni e the contributions of all the participating 
mentors, from a wide range of leading organisation and companie , Maj 
Heritage received his certificate from Dame Jocelyn Barrow. At the 
ceremony Dame Jocelyn remarked that she felt that it wa particularly 
important for the Armed Force to participate in such scheme . 

Photo 71/01 
D~me Jocelyn Barrow presenting Maj Eric Herit~Qe with his 

National Mentoring Consortium certificate for part1c1pat1n9 as ~ 
mentor to African, Caribbean and Asian undergraduates 1n their 

national mentoring programme 
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COMMANDING OFFICERS DINING OUT 
The theme for this occasion was a 'Bums Supper' perhaps a bit strange 

for a Southern Regiment, but as the RSM is a top bloke from up north it 
was agreed. The venue was the Me at 16 Regt RA in Woolwich, again a 
little strange for a Signals Regiment! The Commanding Officer arrived 
on time but unfortunately dinner was delayed due to the late arrival of 
W02 (RQMS) Steve Slaney, apparently be bad difficulty in choo ing 
the correct tie for the event? After dinner we were entertained by a 
selection of Bum Poetry and songs, the e were all read by members of 
the Mess, apart from the RSM. guest speaker W02 (RQMS) 'Laird' 
Kenny Scott on loan from 3 (UK) Div (thanks very much Kenny). Sgt 
Judith Charter made an excellent attempt at a Scottish accent for the 
'Selkirk Grace· and SSgt Ian Lapidge must be congratulated on bis very 
southern attempt at the 'The Soldiers Return'. WOl (RS 1) Dougie Tait 
had brewed and nurtured the 'Athole Brose· and indeed placed a health 
warning on the label , but true to 'Yeomanry' tradition no one took a 
blind bit of notice and it wa reported that indeed there were quite a few 
'Sare head 'the next day. From all in the Mess we would like to thank Lt 
Col Turner for all his upport and wish you, Marion and the boy all tbe 
very best in you new appointment and hope to see you all again oon. 

BT SWIMATHO '2001 
For the first time the Regiment entered a team into the BT Swimathon 

to help raise money for various cancer charities. The unit team compri ed 
Cpl ick Trethewey (the CO's driver), Sgt Ian Tomlinson (PSI LAD). 
Lt Bill Handley (OC 207 Royal Signals ACF Detacltment) and Maj Eric 
and Mrs Cathy Heritage (Trg Maj and wife). The team had to swim a 
total of 5000 metre at the Crook Log swimming pool in Bexleybeath. 
For their charitable efforts. the team raised over £250. 

BT Swimathon Team 
Back (L-R): Cpl Nick Trethewey and Lt Bill Handley 

Front (L-R): Mrs Cathy and Maj Eric Heritage 
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Cpl Nick Trethewey demonstrating excellent breaststroke style! 

·THE WORKI G L CH' 
REGIMENTAL YEOMA OF SIGNALS 

There i no fuel in the rumour that the W02 (YofS) Jase Budding and 
' 02 (RQ I ) Steve laney have been appointed a the official 
COMPO te ter for the Regiment. However, there is ome evidence that 
the} ha,·e been nibbli11g at it. 

W02 (YofS) Jase Budding and W02 (ROMS) Steve Slaney 
testing the Compo Lunch 

HEADQ ARTERS 
(KENT A D COG TY OF LONDON YEOMA RY) 

Q ADRO - BEXLEYHEATH 
qn Comd 1aj Pam Suddens 

S M W02 ( SM) Andy Church 
The first and so far only field exercise of the year was Exercise True 

Millennium. This was another col laborative venture between the 
Squadron and the cadets of 107 Det Royal Signals A F. The Squadron 
dep~oycd to a ~ery cold and frosty Thetford training area minus our 
\eh1clcs and hid 111 the woods. The cadets spent the daylight hours 
attemptmg to find the Squadron harbour area with little success. The 
rumour is that they only located the Squadron when darkness fell and 
the~ "ere able to follow the snores coming from 11 certain Corporal's 
ba~hcr (the name i~ being withheld to protect the guilty). 

rhc outbreak of foot and Mouth disease has closed our usual training 
area nc\cnheles~ lleadquaners Squadron has kept busy. Fir tly a team 
entered the Bcxleyheath Mayor's C:harity Bowling Competition and 
helped to raise £2.000 for a local charily. The Squadron team consisted of 
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LCpls Martin ' Hot Shot' Gross, Christina 'Better luck ne\t time' 
Bienek, Tony ·Mad Dog' Williams. Pte Nick Hanlon and Sig Rob 
'Sharp ·hooter' Brazier. 

HQ qn continues to maintain our high public profile during the TA 
National Open Day. On the Saturday, a team deployed to Be'Cleyhcath 
Town entre ' here, as part of our meet the public brief, Pte Nick 'The 
Medic' Hanlon gave a guided tour of the Ambulance. Sig Paul 

waffield made a valiant attempt at convincing the local youth that hts 
arctic gear was the latest fashion in Bexleyheath shopping centre. We 
were honoured by a visit from the Mayor of Bexleyheuth who took a 
keen interest in our stands and really entered into the spirit of the event 
when invited to 'get on ycr bike' he did. ' 

The Ma ter oftbe Drapers Company visited the Squadron for a Medals 
Presentation. Cpl Cavenagh reeei ed the Queen's Volunteer Reserl'e 
medal whilst Cpl Amanda Su ini and Lcp! Mark Butler each received 
their Territorial Efficiency Medal . 

The quadron would like to offer a very warm welcome to our newc t 
members, ig Robert Brazier - the Squadron bowling king, who ha just 
completed hi recruits' course. Sgt Judith Charter ha transferred from 
the LAD HQ qn on her well-deserved promotion and Maj Dave Swan 
TD who returns to the Squadron in order to assume the appointment of 
Regimental VQ officer. Cpl Cavanagh and Lcpl Butler have already 
generated work for Maj Swan a they have each just gained a Class I 
qualification and are taking part in the YQ pilot cheme. 

FROM RSM TO VOLUNTEER 
Our newe t new recruit i Cfn Ben Handley who wi he to become a 

grease monkey and join the L.A.D. Ben has transferred in from the Cadet 
Force where he held the rank of WO I (RSM). orry about your reduction 
in rank Ben but we do not have a vacancy for RSM at the moment. 

LAST B T OT LEAST 
One final mention to Cpl Cavanagh on hi well-deserved promotion 

to Sergeant, tl1e RSM says 'Ring The Bell'. 

68 (INNS OF COURT AND CITY YEOMANRY) 
IGNAL SQUADRON 

WHIPS CROSS AND LINCOLN'S INN 
Sqn Comd faj E. J. H. MarshaU T D 
SSM W02 (SSM) Loi Evans 
DEVIL'S OWN REGATTA 

On 5 May the Inns of Court and City Yeomanry Yacht Squadron 
hosted the 'Devil's Own Invitation Regatta' at Seaview Yacht Club on the 
I le of Wight. Thirteen teams took part in the event, co-ordinated by Race 
Officer Vice Commodore, Maj Richard Gentry, including tbe Essex 
Yeomanry and the Sharpshooters. 

Maj Simon Palmer still manages a smile at Seaview 
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The weather wa rough and gusty first thing in the morning as 
everyone eyed up the opposition and tried to pick the 'Ringers'. whilst 
Capts Ian Wadley and Tom Taylor proved their black powder skill on 
the guns! For the second year running the Royal Yeomanry went home 
with the Carden Decanter. Congratulations to Lt Col Miles Wade, Capt 
Matthew Douglas (Skipper) and the RSM, W01 McGann. The 'Rusty 
Shackle' award for last place went to the I st Bn Gren Gds, Capt 
Youngman-Sullivan and Capt Hender and 2Ll Colli haw, with the 
RHQ Gren Gds improving to Fifih place. The trophies were presented by 
the ommodore !CCV VS, The Earl of Limerick (lion Col) at the 
splendid upper, to whom many thanks are owed to Maj Dick Gentry 
and his channing wife Angela. 

OFFICER'S MESS 
The Officer's Mess continues to provide a focal point for the extended 

Regimental family. Sad farewells go to our Recruiting Officer, Lt Zara 
Hobley, and best wishes to the outgoing 21C, Capt Tim Glover. A sad 
farewell also goes to Squadron stalwart, W02 (SQMS) David orris 
who has retired after some 30 years service. The recent Blues Supper was 
well attended by mess member with all Officers resplendent in their new 
'Swan Neck' spurs. Lt Conor Brindley and Lt ick Donnithorne found 
an ingenious method of pres ure point natural healing. through the den 
application of their 'Swan Necks'. A warm welcome to the new Mess 
Manager, Mr Reg Jones and the Caretaker, Mrs Rose Jones; Mr Jones 
has al o joined the Squadron as Sgt Jones, in a reincarnation of his role 
as late Sergeant RAMC with the Parachute Regiment. 

21C Capt Phill Adams, Lt Nick Donnithorne and 
Miss Rachel Wallis at Blues Supper 

EXERCISE HORSESHOE EAGLE 
With the continuing problem of Foot and Mouth, the weekend of 11-13 

May aw the Squadron deploying to other TAC' as part of the 
Regimental CPX. The exercise wa based upon a Foot and Mouth 
scenario and the May Day Protest situation with our Squadron Command 
Post based in Brighton. Op Officer, Capt Martin Dinan, wa joined in 
the SCP by Sgt Cliff Springer and his Detachment. FFR 2. run by LCpl 
Adrian Wisdom, deployed from Brighton to Chelmsford, the memorable 
event of their weekend being the momentary forgetfulness with regard to 
the radio masts! . 

The OC, Maj Eddie Marshall , being briefed on Exercise Horseshoe 
Eagle by the 21C, Capt Philip Adams 

FFRI, run by LCpl Priddle, was co-located to Bexleyheath from there 
they were deployed to Brentwood. LCpl Crispin was a focal orator when 
member of this detachment persuaded a member of the general pubhc 
that Sig Jesus D'Gurzman was a Gurkha oldicr! Support Troop, under 
the watchful eye of SSgt Terry Gardner , ' in prizes for ti~e 
management a they found enough time to sit in the sun, the proof bcmg 
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their red suntans! Saturday saw all the Officers and the Yeoman pulled 
off the exercise to attend a presentation on the ctwork Management 
Centre (NMC). The group proved their map reading skills in Chelmsford 
and tested the patience of Sgt Steve Canderton who had been nominated 
to drive. The Sergeants were also pulled off the exercise to attend a 
Sergeants' Mess Meeting, leaving the SCP well manned, or so we hear. as 
no senior staff were present! An unusual field weekend, but as close a.~ 
realistic as possible considering the situation. The amazing weather 
contributed towards beaming faces by the end. 

RECR IT TRAI I G 
The recruit's have completed their third weekend. The C weekend was 

held at Hythe ranges with the introduction to live firing and included a 
CFf. which was held around the perimeter of the range complex due to 
the continuing problems with foot and mouth. The D weekend. which is 
the field Exercise weekend will be held over the weekend 15-17 June and 
will complete preparation for the recruit's courses at Blandford in the 
autumn, good luck to you all. 

70 (ESSEX YEOAMA RY) SIGNAL SQUADR01 
CHELMSFORD A D HARLOW 
Sqn Comd Maj Craig Tallents 
SSM W02 (SSM) Paul Humphreys 

The Squadron has been through a busy period over the last few month 
with, Vehicle Servicing, Tracie Training, PRE, TA ational Open day and 
an Officers & SNCOs' dinner night. 

VEHICLE SERVICING A D PRE. 
With a lot of work from both the permanent staff and the TA the 

Squadron achieved a very commendable result from the PRE. Well done 
to all those involved. 

TRADE TRAI I G 
The Trade training cycle is with us again and the majority of the 

Squadron are involved either Teaching or as students. The Trade courses 
were over four weekends during January and February 2001 and we are 
hoping for good results. 

TA NATIONAL OPEN DAY 
Having produced two displays in the Town centres of Chelm ford and 

Harlow for the TA ational Open Day on 31 March 200 I we had 25 
serious enquirie to join the Squadron. Thi wa a uperb effort by Capt 
Michael Wood and SSgt Jim Swain. The displays were warnpecl with 
people very interested in what we do and how we train. 

LCpl Richard Ma.rsh with an interested member of the public 
in the towncentre of Chelmsford on the TA Open Day 

OFFICERS ND S CO' DIN ER NIGHT 
The Officers and S CO' and their ladies gather in the Mess at 

Chelmsford to say farewell to Maj David Swann, Sgt Terry Hackett 
and Sgt farkWood. A lot old storie were told of incidents in the.: pa t 
over bottle of port ( ot all true). A thoroughly cn_1oyable night was had 
by all. 

Maj David Swann (L) and W02 (SSM) Paul Humphreys (R) 
at the Officers and SNCOs' dinner night at Chelmsford 
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BER 'E lAR HES 5-7 lAY 2001 . 
The 42 '' iss International ,:arch took pl~c.e. 111 Be~n~ over the 

"eek nd 5-6 \fay 200 I, with bot! \.iihtary and C1V1han part1c1pan~s ~m 
all 0 ,cr the world. The event required military teams to marc~1 2:> mil~ 
per day over undulating terrain wc~ring uniform a id carry~ng kg m 
weight. The Team spent many evenm~ and .weekends trammg for the 
event around Chelmsford's country 1de while th~ P I , Sgt Ja on 
Barslel avoided driving home to Colchester pr femng to march mstead. 

Ha,·1~g mastered the 12 hour drive to Berne with no problem . 
courtes} of LC pl Ros ugents ~ilig~nt route. plannmg 1t wa ~own to 
he marching and overcoming the mevttable blisters. Our start tt~ne w~ 
0600hrs for both day and with a 30-minute drive to the capital this 
meant it wa. an early reveille - 0345hrs to be preci e! That' not to say 
\\e didn't have ume to ample the ho pitality and culture o~ the local 
town. After a hearty s~,- i brea~fast. mu cli, bread and cheese 1t ,wa.~ um~ 
to get it on . \: c decided to d1 mis our team PTis (LCpl Wunbk 
Marsh) wann up routine opting instead for a wam1 up of our v~I cords 
by gt • ong Mic ·ter'_ Barsley. , eedle to say anned with Ins i>ocket 
book of infantry marchmg ·ongs, we soon o e~an1e the first 2.5 m~les of 
up and down hill and it wa some\ hat.of a rehefto ee the fim h lme on 
Day One having achieved a creditable lime of seven hours. 

Day Two wa more of a g~tty pe_rf?tmance .a mo t of the Tean,i ,~,a~ 
uffering from ome form ol foot m~ury, wh1ch

0 
oft,en_ led S gt Kirk 

Humphries to crave for a re cue vehicle. W0 2 Pip P ieper took great 
delight in informing him there was no such f~cility and to TAB 0 ! 
De pite the fatigue, which was beginning to_ et _m, the Team pmt were 
at an all time high and the march to the fim _h !me ~vas a no_n- top_ ".ocal 
affair taking jn t over ix hours. Local d1gmtanes. sen10r ~1ltta_ry 
Officers. bands and civpop were all there to meet us at the fim h hne with 
the Briti h Defence Attache taking the salute as our team marched past. 
In view of thi · C pl 'Jo parlez-vous' Smjth decided to invite t11e Defence 
Attache to join u for a team photo in French. not rcah mg he wa . a 
Briti h ~erving Officer! A special mention must go to our team PR girl 
L C pl 'Jo' PiJcher who provided the ~earn with a constant source of 
stimulating humour. The team would hke to thank the Swiss Anny for 
their ho pitality and organisation of what _wa a tru ly ,memorable event 
and look forward to the next one in Australia! PSI Wasn t n? 

LCpl Nugent putting his feet up in Switzerland 

20 ARMOURED BRIGADE HEADQUARTERS 
AND 

SIGNAL SQUADRON (200) 

OC Maj I. G. Standen 
RSM WOl(RSM) S. Lawes 

QUADRO HEADQ ARTE RS 
20 Annd Bde HQ and Sig Sqn dined out Maj lain tanden in the 

Warrant Officers and Sergeants Mess. The night started with a photo to 
mark the end of an era followed by a fonnal dinner. 

'Boss, because I'm leaving, 
please let me keep one of these pictures.' 

(L-R): Maj J. Standen and Capt S. Gough in the front is Mrs Lawes 
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After dinner the party kicked off with a disco and ome unexpected 
kareoke by YofS Al Roberts. The Squadron would like to thank Maj lain 
Standen for all the hard work he has put in on hi time as our OC, both 
he and Anna will be missed in the Squadron. We would like to welcome 
Maj Blackwell in to the Squadron. Fond farewe lls also go out to Capt 
Simon Gough who is moving out to Sierra Leone for a year, we would 
like to wish him all the best. We would also like to welcome Capt John 
L ions in to the Squadron. 

'FOOT AND MOUTH' SPORTS TOU R 2001 
The 25 strong squad left Sennelagcr on Su nday 25 March, for a 

combined footba ll and rugby tour. We were to be based at_ lf!!phal 
Barracks in York, right in the heart of the foot and mouth cns1s m ~he 
UK hence the tour's nickname. We arrived early on Monday morn~ng 
tired, but eager to take in the sights of York. A long hard training scs wn 
on the first night took its toll on the squad, with only a couple of the lads 
looking as if they would last the week. 

Cpl Reardon - 'I'm getting too old for all th is training.' 
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Despite this, we departed for Preston to play 5 GS Regt at football on 
the Tue day. After a fearsome game, played on a pitch suitable for scuba 
diving we narrowly lost 5- 1. I lowever, impressive performance from 
Cpl ·s'hotty' Shottbolt and Sgt Jim Bean showed we could improve on 
the disappointment. No rest for the wicked, and the team management 
decided on another training session that even ing in Preston, much to the 
lads dismay! 

On Wednesday morning we trave lled back to York, and began to 
prepare for our next game, rugby versus 2 Sig Regt. This proved to be, as 
expected. the hardest game on the tour, with the Impalas fielding an 
extremely strong side. After holding our own for the first ten minute of 
the game, the trainin& the night before seemed to have left so1!1e of the 
guys sligh tly letharg ic , and the strength of the regimental side came 
through. At the fina.1 whistle we_ cai:nc second, losing 5?-15. The squad 
felt that this score did not do us JUSl1ce and were detenn med to do better 
on the Saturday against Pocklington R.U.F.C. An intense training regime 
was implemented by the managemem for the Friday and all the squad 
perfonncd well during training that evening, some even continued into 
the early hours, showing the commitment of some of the team. This 
seemed to impress the re t of the lads, and we were all in high spirits on 
the afternoon of the game. Spirit, determination, fitness and skill all 
shone through during the game, with all the lads impressing the 
numerous home fans standing on the sideline. A commanding lead at half 
time wa carried on until the final whistle and we ran out convincing 
winners 43-19. Sig Pete Armour and Cpl ' Mo' Morrison howed the 
type of tackling that you see in an international whilst Capt Simon 
Gough could have been mistaken for an England centre with the ball 
skills u ed. The third half was also won by the touring side, many hours 
later, and still suffering from our after match celebrations, we departed 
for home, happy with our victory. Thanks mu t go out to 2 ignal 
Regiment for hosting us all week. To WOI (RSM) Lawes and SSgt Tom 
Gibbins for the admini tration, and to the rest of the squad members for 
an enjoyable and memorable tour. 

_,-~~~~~~~~~-..... 

The Dwarves had played well against the Giants 
Front to Rear: Sgt Bean, Sgt Grifen, Sig Mulligan, LCpl Barnett, 

LCpl Lee 

THE SQUAD 
Capt Gough, WO! (RSM) Lawes, W0 2 (FofS) Dawson, SSgt Low, 

SSgt Gi b b ins, Sgt Bean, Sgt Giffin , Sgt Lee, C pl R eardon , C pl 
Shotbolt, C pl Dunba r, C pl Morrison, C pl Smith, Cpl Trott, LCpl 
Collins, LCpl Barritt, LCpl Moss, LCpl Walker, LCpl Levi, LCpl 
Gregory, LCpl Lewis, ig Armour, Sig Anderton, Sig Mulligan, Sig 
Kean. 

BATTLEFIELD TOUR - EX MAILED FORTRESS 
by 2Lt Nilene Hennessey 

On Exercise Mailed Fortress - Battlefield Tour 
Back (L-R): SSgt Gibbins, Lt Acton, Maj Woodhouse, Sg.t Pagett, 

Sgt Corcoran, 2Lt Hennessey, FofS Dawson, Sgt King, 
Maj Standen, Sgt Northeast, ROMS Beech, YofS Roberts, 

SSgt Ingles, Sgt Haslam 
Front (L-R): Sgt Griffen, Capt Gough, Lt Hughes, Sgt Bean, 

Sgt Croughton 
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On the morning of 23 May 25 Officers and SNCOs gathered at the t\fl 
of 200 Sig Sqn for the start of the seven-hour coach ride to Verdun m 
France. Maj lain t.anden, OC 200 Sig Sqn, had planned an exceptional 
three days for our battlefield tour of Verdun, the study of a battle in 1916 
between the French and the Germans, a battle that resulted in an 
horrendous 700,000 casualties. 

When we first arrived at the sleepy little French town we made our 
way down the ' Vole Sacre· , the French supply !me. This is marked at 
!km intervals with a French helmet on a milestone, and at the height of 
the battle it was calculated that a vehicle was passing a point every 14 
seconds. Visiting the Citadelle next, we found that thi particular sight 
was ideal for placing the battle in perspei.:tive - an audio-visual tour of 
kilometres of freezing, dark, smelly passages, the sickbays, bunks and 
ab lution block was not pleasant. Taken round in buggies of seven 
people, tarting in the dank gloom of the entrance passage, gt Nor theast 
and RAMS Beech promptly got out their smuggled cylumes and waved 
them around happily, peering suspiciously into every comer. By 4pm we 
had finished there and we made our way to what was to be our haunt - a 
pub on the waterfront of the River Meuse. Obviously, the wann sun, well 
priced drinks, scenic riverside and good atmosphere were the lures of the 
haunt and had nothing whatsoever to do with the busty blond waitress 
who worked there. Having seen the Voie Sacre and Citadelle, gt King 
(RLC) was suitably impressed with the French logi tic support - that is, 
until our supper time at Hotel St. Paul came! Not at all channed with 
French cuisine, he wouldn't touch the egg-and-vegetable starter. gt 
Croughton (Master chef) was delighted as this placed his cooking in an 
extraordinarily good light! 

Sgt Croughton - How come this equipment is newer than ours? 

The receptionist gave u a couple of copies of the door code o that 
we'd be able to come back when we p leased. L t. James Acton handed 
the e out to the people who were liable to need them mo t. It o happened 
that Sgt Haslam wa the first to receive the code. At ome ungodly hour 
he decided to trek back to the hotel from the pub. Of course. he had 
promptly Jost the code, so after punching some random numbers in with 
no effect at all, he proceeded to yell at the wind?w above him. I believe 
he even tried clambering up to ome of them, fatl mg m1 erably thank to 
his - uh -tiredne s. He had j ust about given up and was curl ing up for th_e 
night on the doorstep when a couple walked past - they owned t~e bedsit 
next door and invited him in for coffee and offered to call the police to let 
him into the hotel. He hurriedly declined thi offer and opted instead for 
their sofa unti l 0500hrs when the hotel opened again. The couple kept his 
sungla ses as a souvenir. 

With Sgt Ha Jam in zombie mode on Thursday we tarted on our tour 
of the various forts and battlefield . By mid-afternoon we were all forted 
out and given the option of a leisurely walk to t11e bayonet grave. Thi 
included wa lking past a . unny pub courtyard - so many of u were 
committed to the purpose of the tour that we with,tood the temptation 
until the way back, when it wa unanimou ly agreed that it wou ld be rude 
to innore the French hospitality. We made our way back to o_ur rJ\'ers1dc 
caf; at about 4 ' o'c lock and discussed the biza..•e French habtt ofk1ss111g 
each other fou r time in greet ing (SSgt Gibbins has now bought property 
in France). After our Tour Dinner w~ were treated to one and a half ho~trs 
of back-to-back joke by Sgt Bean m the lnsh Pub. After afely gett111g 

gt Ha !em home, we pent our la · t night in the ~otel. We d~parte~ at 
0830hrs the nex t morning for Fort Fcnnont, a fort _m the 1agmot Lme. 
Part of thi vi_ it consisted of n I km long dark trnm JOumey undcrgrou.n~. 
, hich Capt Simon Gough in. i ted was be the ·Goughy-lo\e-tram • 
hould any o f the ·1ovely ladie · · '~ant to kno''· The boredom of_thc 

journey back to Paderborn wa. alleviated by the ':1~dom comment· ot L! 
James Acton. such a. when he bla~dly . · tated frc~hl) _waxed ferreh 
imply becau e the thought cro · ed lus m111d. We am, ed m Padcrbom at 

1 30hrs afler a really great tour of Verdun. complete with good weather 
and good company. We would like to thank Iaj Iain Standen for a \\ell 
pre ented and interesting battlefield tour. 
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The Officers and Seniors posing for a catalogue shot 

THE OPENI G OF THE SQUADRON BAR - by Sig Bevan 
The quadron bar was officially opened recently with a · tars in your 

eye -' theme night, fancy dre s and karaoke. There wa an excellent tum 
out from the quadron with some outrageou co tumes especially from 
the\ illage people ( ig Brown as the gay policeman). 

Apparently this is now al lowed! 
(L-R): Lt Acton as 'Sporty Spice', LCpl Donaghy, Cpl Wilson , 

Sig Brain, Sig Smith and Sig Gordon 

The winner of the competition was Cpl Tris Dunbar who had close 
competition off 2Lt Hennessey both as Geri Hall iwell (the old and the 
new). 
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A small mention must go to Capt Simon Gough and Capt Phil Muir 
for their many aitcmpts at sing ing! Thanks also go out to the bar 
committee for organi ·ing such a fun and enjoyable evening. 

Capt Muir and Capt Gough - 'I'm horny, horny ..... .... .' 

ALPHA TROOP - by Sig 'Flash' Gordon 
Tp Comd Lt S. Hughes 
Tp SSgt SSgt R. D. Burrow 

After the la t few months, April has given the boys in Alpha Tp the 
chance to catch up on work and organise a few functions , repair the 
vehicles and carry out some 
in hou e training. The 'panzer' commanders course took place allo\\ing 
future Rommel to be dragged kicking and screaming through the lessons 
by Cpl John Reardon and Cpl Tris Dunbar. A fond farewell goes out 
to Sig Kate J errnany who has lefl the Corp and transferred a a dental 
nurse. We wi h her all the be t and hope that she finds her job a 
interesting and rewarding as she did here. We would al o like to wish Sig 
Rachel Reeve all the best as he approaches motherhood. 

CADRE COURSE - by Sig Armour 'Cadre Course' 
The very words send potential JNCOs mnning into hiding. This wa 

no different at 200 Sig Sqn when volunteers were required for the Div 
Cadre Course at Haltern Ranges near 0 nabruck. However. strangely 
enough eight willing people were found and shipped off to give the be t 
account possible of both themselves and the unit. Arriving on the Sunday 
night we were anxious to get any leads on what was expected. Sadly none 
were forthcoming. We were experiencing the 'mushroom effect' again. 
Monday came and the pace was easy. We were told this would be the case 
all week as long as we 'played the game'. The lessons begin in earnest 
and it was hard to take everything in that was being read out in a rather 
monotone fashion, but somehow we stayed awake long enough to sit a 
test before doing kit and going to bed. The next few days followed the 
same pattern. Le sons on everything from first aid to the law, with tests at 
the end of each phase to allow a grading procedure to develop. After the 
BPFA resu lts it was clear that there were four people in the running for 
the best student, two of whom, Sig Armour and Sig Bogart, were from 
200 Sig Sqn. Saturday was a relaxed day with an orienteering exerci e, 
followed by a barbecue and a few beer . Sunday morning was a different 
kettle of fish as we began with the old favourite ... yes, you guessed it, a 
stretcher race. The rest of the day was exercise prep for the confirmatory 
exercise over Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday morn ing. Unfortunately 
Sig Smith and Sig Bogart were unable to take part in the exercise due to 
injury. However, Sig Bogart was able to play enemy on the final platoon 
assault on Wednesday morning. The exercise went well and all membPrs 
of 200 Sig Sqn did well, giving a good account of themselves. A special 
congratulation to Sig Armour who was overa ll top student on the course. 
Thanks also go to 204 Sig Sqn for running the tea-day course a well as 
the instructors from 207 Sig Sqn, not forgetting our very own fountain of 
military knowledge, SSgt Low. 

lNTF,R TROOP HOCKEY AND TUG OF WAR COMPETITION 
by Sig Virtue 

The Squadron held a hockey and tug of war tournament recently. It 
was a fun and succes ful day especially for Alpha Tp who beat all t?c 
other teams in the hockey and who were pipped at the post by Mamt 
Troop in the tug of war competition. The hockey team was made up of Lt 
Hughes, gt Giffen, Cpl Morrisson, LCpl Knox (star goalkeeper), 
LCpl Donaghy, ig Virtue and out team captain ig Jermany. The 
competition was a close one and often the games went in to pena.lty 
flicks. We wou ld like to thank Lt Hughes and Cpl Cowley for organ1s111g 
both competition . 
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Alpha Troop's Tug of War Team 

LCpl Levi receiving the Tug of War Cup from Maj Standen 

Sig Jermany receiving the Hockey Cup from Maj Standen 

BFG RUGBY SEVE S COMPETITIO - by Sig Armour 
When the word 'rugby sevens' are normally spoken most people find 

an excuse not to play however in our Squadron this is different as ten 
volunteers offered themselve to the slaughter. We avoided the main 

te~ms 1 RRW and 21 Engr Regt and only had to face 28 Engr Regt. the 
lnsh Guards and the Scots Guards. We had one "'in and two losses and 
we made it in to the plate competition. We beat the ARRC and found 
ourselves competing against the QRH in the semi finals. This was a 
gmd~e match .as the QRll had beaten us in a full match recently. LCpl 
Colhns and Sig Armour ran 111 a load of tnes and we clinched victory. 
The final was against 28 Engr Regt who just beat us. It was a great effort 
by everyone and we bought back some si lverware for the cabinet and 
impressed many people as we had so many trong people from a 
Squadron. 

BRA VO TROOP - by Sig light 
Tp Comd Lt J. Acton 
Tp SSgt SSgt T. Gibbins 

Bravo Tp would like to welcome gt Jay Shuttleworth back 111 to the 
Troop as the new Troop Sergeant and say goodbye to Sgt Eddi e 
Corcoran. We would also like to welcome the new face~ in the Troop, 
LCpl Merrick, ig Ben Day and Sig Matt Mc Ginn. Fond farewells go 
out to Cpl Al Doyle, JCpl Chr is Anderton and Sig H. Harri who will 
all be missed. The Troop arc now completely settled in to their new home 
an~ have been taking part in the Squadron gardening competition. The 
pnze 1s a long weekend. LCpl Tony Lewis and Sig Hayley Armour 
have taken charge of the task and transformed a piece of grass in to a 
work of art. In May the Squadron went adventure training in the Har.i: 
Mountains giving the majority of Alpha and Brava Troop the opportumty 
to get away. We were giyen the option of a week canoeing, climbing or 
hill walkmg. _We would hke to thank Sgt Corcoran for organising uch a 
successful tnp and all his instructors for making it uch an enjoyable 
week . What goes on whilst adventure training stays in the Hartz 
Mountains? 

MORRISO CUP - by Lt James Acton 
On Tuesday 29 May squadrons of the Royal Corps of Signals made 

their way to Herford for the 2001 Morrison Cup. A huge athletics event 
hosted and organi ed by l (UK) ASDR. It was 200 Sig Sqn's chance to 
shine in the limelight. The standard throughout all events was 
outstanding, with some incredible throws and quick time . Everyone who 
entered was guaranteed a point, which were added together to give an 
overall squadron winner. Unfortunately for us at 200 Sig Sqn we didn't 
manage to make it to the top three squadron , but we had our own 
successes with W02 Dawson standing in First position on tbe podium 
for Long Jump and Triple Jump and Capt Gough making Second place 
in the Javelin. A lot of us got close but were pipped at the po t. rm sure r 
can speak fur everyone when I say a fanta ric day wa had by all and 
thank you to Div for doing such a good job in organi ing ir. Running 
alongside the Morri on Cup was a Tug-of-War event. A round robin 
competition o everyone had a lot of pulls. 120 % bard work was put in 
by all the competitor , with a max.imum weight of 640kg we had to lose 
ome of our bigger lads even before they started. A quick shuffle around 

and we were ready to take on the world. After the first pull the team 
reali ed b.ow tough it wa going to be. After a few hour the train was 
showing but everyone fought to the bitter end. Congratulations to 7 Sig 
Sqa for winning, and well done to everyone who took part. 

SUPPORT TROOP 
Tp Cornd Capt K. Jones 
Tp Sgt Sgt A. Haslem 

The MT would like to say farewell to Cpl ·Barney' Barnett and LCpl 
Lez Gearing. Barney ha now been promoted to Corporal and ha been 
po led to Krefeld. Lez ha al o been promoted and posted back to the 
UK. We would like to welcome Sig Dave Smith who has joined u from 
7 Sig Regt. We now have a really mall MT and out of work we can only 
achieve so much. We have entered into the gardening competi tion and we 
will see how we get on. 

4th ARMOURED BRIGADE HEADQUARTERS 
AND 

SIGNAL SQUADRON (204) 

Sqn Comd 
RSM 

Maj G. R. orton 
WO I (RSM) Robinson 

IIRIGADE SIG AL SQUADRO JNCO CADRE COUR E 
by 2Lt llenderso11 

As part of its busy year the quadron ho ted a JNCO Cadre Cour c at 
Haltcrn between 20 and 30 May. 22 tudcnts from 4, 7 and 20 Brigade all 
atte_n?cd the course. which con isled of an inten ive programme of 
rcv1s1on training for potential J COs. With !TD revi ion and copiou 
amounts of testing, the students also attempted. with varying degrees of 
succes , command ta ks, an orienteering competition and a battle run. The 
culmmat1on of the Cadre wa the fina l exercise; here the students were 
assessed on their abi lity to command the remainder of their section, 
through reccc patrols harbor location moves and a final dawn attack. For 
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those who do not know at that time of year it tarts to get light at 0330hrs. 
The mooth running of the course was very much down to the great 
experience and expertise of the like of RSM Ged Robin on. the course 
Chief Instructor and 3 ectio1r D , SSgt Rob ' la ter Chief Lowe, I 
Section's D who proved to have an inexhaustible appetite for range stC\I 
SSgt 'Ollie' Oliver, 2 ection's D our tactics expert. Sgt 'Admin· 
MacGregor, who did an outstanding job running all the admini ·trauon for 
the course and finally Cpl Luke as·istant 2 ection D and one of the skill 
at ann instmctors. A big thank to all, and to tho c who are not mentioned 
but whose help wa · very much appreciated. While the course had a 
number of highlights a few particular effort. de erve a mention. ig 
'Lego' Ward (4Bde) managed to take si:-. hour. to ·complete' a mght 
navigation exerci. c. first class elTort, con ·idcring that he and his team 
failed to find a single checkpoint. and spent mo. t of the night trying to find 
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hi way ba k onto the training area! Sig Butch' Slingsby who found that 
after a number of attempt' a1 r; ·ng on the ranges without his gla es. he is 
more accurate without them. ig ·Royston' Castle (7 Bde) proved to be 
vel) eloquent" hen de cribing the effects of not attending to ones personal 
hygiene, whil ·t ig Ferro spent more time ll)ing to get hi props to 
comply rather than actually pre enting anything; where do you find spare 
torch bulbs then Sig Ferro'? At the end of the coUt c the top tudent award 
"a~ pre ented to ig Armour of 20 Bde HQ & ig qn (200) and the 
a'' ard for best effort \ ent to ig Potts of 4 Annd Bde HQ & Sig Sqn 
(104): "ell done! Overall the course proved to be a tremendous uccess, 
and the quadron end it thank to both 7 and 20 Brigades for their 
upport. 

PAPA TROOP - hy LCpl Dowson 
Tp Comd 2Lt Henderson 
Tp SSgt SSgt Davis 

After Ex Rhino harge the Troop concentrated its efforts towards 1st 
line prep and PRE prep, considering such a bu y time recently l t lines 
and PRE's went very well. On 10 April wc had a Troop Commanders 
Di posal day organised by Cpl igel Stiff (cheers). We went go-cartmg 
which was won by LCpl 'Woggle' Moran, followed by an afternoons 
\ atcr skiing, where the only person to make it succes fully around the 
circuit wa Sig Dan 'Donald ' Tooke (that i on two skis). The Troop main 
effort then shifted towards Mercury 03/0 I the final episode in the Mercury 
Rat trilogy - we hope. We al o hosted the Brigade 's Cadre Course that was 

Rear Row (L-R): LCpl Stapleton, Sig Armstrong, Sig Sheppard, S ig Mulligan, Sig Burdon, S ig Hatton , Sig Kirkby, S ig Ward, Sig Ferrn, 
Sig Smith 

Centre Row (L-R): Sig Castles, Sig Potts, LCpl Shambrook, Sig Hepworth, Sig Tooke, S ig Bogart, Sig Soppitt, S ig Slingsby, Sig Found, 
S ig Rowe, S ig Armour 

Front Row (L-R): Sig Cowan , LCpl Dowson, Cpl Heap, SSgt Oliver, 2Lt Henderson, W01 (RSM) Robinson, SSgt Low, Sgt MacGregor, 
Cpl Luke, Pie Trotter 

0 CARTROOP 
Tp Comd Lt 1.ike Parke 
Tp Sgt gt 'Olly' Oliver 

It has been another busy month for the brave soldiers of 4 Armd Bde 
HQ and ig Sqn (204), with all the preparation for First Lines and for the 
forthcoming Ex Mercury Rat 3. This being the final instalment of the 
trilogy, it would be hard to believe that we were ab le to find time to do 
some hard-core training for the BFG Morrison Cup. Never before has the 
squadron een such a fine body of athletes. The team was not even fully 
picked until the morning of the event, with people being 'j iffed' as they 
•ere about to get on the transport. Cpl 'Polly' Pollitt won the gold in the 

400m hurdles, LCpl Shaun Brierley picked up a bronze in the hammer 
throw and Sig ·Does my bum look big in this'?' Corlett also scooped a 
prize in the ladie shot putt, well done to all three of them. Also how could 
we not let the Corps know about our fuel specialist Sig 'Camp Dave' 
Doble, who owes a crate for 'accidentally' filling the duty Astra up with 
diesel (gue s who'll be wearing the helmet in the bar!), nice one Dave. 

La!;t week the senior Siggys were sent out on a potential JNCO's Cadre 
course. A course feared throughout the Corps for its beastings and its 
many kit inspections. Much panicking and kit preparation happened on the 
weekend leading up to their departure. One and a half weeks later, on their 
return . our very own Sig 'Pottsy' Potts managed to win the 'best effort' 
award. well done 'Pottsy' ! Not bad considering he was only put on at such 
. hort notice, _something to do with someone wanting to parade at the 
guardroom with their 1157 for a week meant that there was an opening for 
the course. 

It eems that the Troop has had a fai r few new arrivals, so its hello to 
· i~ ·9onl'.o' Oldford, ig 'Gwit' Anderson, LCpl icky Brown, Cpl 

llm . cott and LCpl Stu Dickeson, get the beers in lads and lassies! 
~\le'd also like to say good~ye to Cpl Lee Goodwin who has left us to go 
mto the dark unknown ~fCivvy Street, good luck and best wishes! Finally 
we \\<ould all like to wish Cpl ' Dan' Taylor all the best on his Tl. Don't 
get too attached to Blandford, we'll alway have a broken 353 for you to 
fix. A for the rest of us, we will just buckle down and keep oa grafting on 
the fine t armour in the Corps. 
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held at Haltem Lavesum training area for the 3 independent Signal 
Squadrons based in Germany 7, 20, and 4 Brigade. Well done to the 
following Troop members Sigs 'Leggo' Ward, Dan ' Donald ' Tooke and 
' Shep' Sheppard. On Tue day 29 May the Squadron entered a team in the 
Morrison Cup Competition thanks to SSgt 'SLOTH' Davis who organised 
training and sorting the team. I would now like to take this opportunity to 
welcome the following to the Troop the new boss 2Lt Henderson, straight 
from her Troop Conunanders course. Welcomes go out to the following 
Sigs Richardson and Degnan good luck lads, we hope you enjoy your 
time within the unit. Finely a farewell to Cpl Scot Rose and hi family 
who left us for sunny H West in Wales on promotion. What is it like to 
have a part-time job? Good luck mate. In conclusion a busy time yet again 
we are looking forward to the promised quiet time that is somewhere 
around the comer. 

Papa Troop working on their tans as part of the Ex Sail Sareea 
training package 
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16 AIR ASSAULT BRIGADE HEADQUARTERS 
AND 

SIGNAL SQUADRON (216) 

Sqn Comd Maj Neil Fraser 
RSM WOl (R M) C. Drew 

Life in the Brigade and Squadron over the past few months has 
continued to be busy. The exercise programme has begun to kick back in 
post FMD and pnor to the resumption of Brigade level exercises the 
Squadron has managed to get some valuable communications training 
through n number of low level Squadron exercises. 

All Arms Pre-Parachute Selection has continued despite the 
restrictions put in place due to FM D and the Squadron has seen excellent 
results with eleven Squadron personnel and five from outside units off 
the last course. Congratulations go to Sig Kemp of 11 Sig Regt for 
corning top student - this is no mean feat. Well done also goes to those 
recently pa sed on their Basic Parachute Course. Not only has the 
Squadron been working on its communication skills but also a heavy 
priority has been placed on developing air assault skills with the 
following courses being run; rigging course, DZO CO Markers course 
Landing Point Comds course, Chalk Comd course and a number of 
motorbike course . 

Posting in and out remain fluid with a number of key personnel due to 
depart and. amve. Farewells go to W02 (YofS) Craig Jones, who leaves 
on promollon to take over as Regimental YofS at 3 Div, and W02 (FofS) 
Kev Sturman, who also departs on promotion to undertake Loan Service 
in Saudi Arabia. Both are thanked for their efforts during particularly 
busy tours. Farewell also goes to Maj (QM) Steve C larke QM 
QGM+Bar who departs for 2 Stg Regt, but more to follow on him! Good 
luck als_o goes to Sigs Foster, Garvey! Porter and Jones, who all depart 
on postmgs to various units. Po lings m are too numerous to mention but 
a wann welcome goes to all. 

DEPARTURE OF BRIGADIER WALL OBE (6 APRIL 2001) 
Comd 16 Air Asslt. Bde's, Brig Peter WalJ OBE, final few weeks in 

command was a particularly hectic period involving numerous visit , 
covering the length of the country, to the majority of Brigade unit and in 
t~e. margins signing-off important staff work prior to his hand over. His 
v1s1t to the Sguadron took place on 4 April and saw him opening the 
Squadron Heritage Room, named The Drummond Room (after 1aj Gen 
A. J. Deane-Drummond CB DSO MC of WW2 fame and in particular 
Arnhem), and the new Squadron bar, ' The Tab Jan'. Here he was 
presented with hi leaving gift and enjoyed a curry lunch and a couple of 
beers with the rest of the Squadron before da bing off for his next visit. 

On 6 April 2001 the Commander's leaving ceremony from the Mess 
and barracks, ahead of his official handover to Brig W hite-Spunner on 
12 April 2001, took place. Following a champagne breakfast in the 
Officers' Mess the Commander was pulled out of Goojerat Barracks in a 
WMIK by officers in the Brigade. Soldiers lined the route and watched 
on as the reigns of the WMIK were pas ed from the officers of Brigade 
HQ, to 16 CS Med Regt and then finally to the officer of 216 Sig qn, 
who pulled him out of th e gate. On reaching the camp gate, the 
Commander _wal~ed past repre en~atives of all the other Brigade units 
before chmbmg mto a Gazelle helicopter. Despite having been in more 
helicopter ~ides than he ca_n probably remember during hi period of 
command It has eldom 111volved being escorted by two Apache 
Longbow AH-640 Attack Helicopters following a fly past by two Lynx 
and . a further three more Apache's (well done the AAC and REME for 
gettmg so many air frame airborne at any one time). 

'Fraser, pull harder or I' ll shoot you! ' 

It wa a fitting leaving ceremony for the man who oversaw the birth 
~n1 initial development of the Army' latest and arguab ly most potent 
1p ~mg Bngade. Best wi he to Brig Wall OBE, who as umes the post 

oh JFO at PJFIQ. A wam1 welcome also goes to Brig White- punner 
l e new Comd of 16 Air Asslt Bde. 
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The Commander departs Colchester in a Gazelle 
flanked by an AH-64D Apache 

EXERCISE VALMALENCO WARRIOR 2001 
ITALIA PATROL COMPETITIO (24- 28 MAY 2001 ) 
by Cpl Shaw 

lt was with a certain sense of trepidation that ten soldiers departed 
Co~chester for_ Valmalenco,_ a sma_ll and picturesque Italian town ju t 
ms1de the Italian border with Switzerland. The details for the actual 
competitio_n itself were extremely sketchy, as the joining instructions 
were mm11nal to say the lea t. All each team knew was that the 
competition would be held on Saturday 26 May 200 l, and had been 
entered by 85 teams from across ATO, with each team consisting of 
three men. Sgt McAdam, who had been placed in charge of the trip, had 
carefully [>UI together a week-long training package to cover everything 
and anyt_hmg we ~ould anticipate being thrown at the two Squadron 
teams pnor to their departure. The week included assault course work, 
battle skill , c_ommand task ! ~IBUA , first aid, field firing, navigation, 
obstacle crossmg and recogn1llon. Following this well-balanced training 
package, the two teams were . elected. Te_am One compri ed of Cpl 
Shaw, LCpl Blackmore and Sig Allan, with Team Two consisting of 
Cpl B~nson, LCpl Jones and Sig Ryall . A support team also deployed 
cons1 tmg of Sgt McAdam, LCpl Fawcett and Sigs Corbett and Watts 
(it's a hard life). ' 

The first leg of the trip went well, and the Squadron party found itself 
at the stop~vedocation of Reims by early afternoon on the Thursday. 
~er checkmg mto the hotel, it wasn't long before the teams were sitting 
m the sun, ta tl_ng our first contmental lager , watching the beautiful 
French mademoiselles go by_! The next leg of the trip took a little longer 
tha!1 expected (well, about e1gh~ hours longer - top route planning Rob). 
T~1s resu_lted m t~e teams amvmg late and missing the competition 
bnefing (m fact th1 turned out to be something of a ble sing as it had 
been conducted almost entirely in Italian!). A a result in formation had to 
be gleaned from the other British teams, before a much needed meal and 
re t could be enjoyed with a view to an early tart the fo llowing morning. 
Being the last team to regi ter, the Squadron were al o the la t teams to 
set off. Team One cro ed the tart line at 0925hrs, with Team Two onlv 
five minutes behind. As with fellow non-Italian speaking team both 
Squadron team knew very little about the event. As it turned out the 
competition it elf was certainly not the jolly that had half been e · p~cted 
(and hoped for!). Blistering heat combined with a 30km ' in ertion march' 
up and down the Alp was not an ideal start after only a croi sant and a 
~ot ~rink for breakfast. It wasn't long be~ore all involved were taking on 
liquid to battle the effect of heat exhaushon. avigation wa a particular 
problem for all teams as the maps were photocopied and not to cale. 
After lo ing well over an hour searching tl1e mountain ide for a check 
point'. Team One fortunately bumped into a fellow Briti h team (who will 
remam anonymous to protect the guilty!), at which point a GPS was 
sneakily deployed. 

Team 1 Cpl Shaw, LCpl Blackmore and Sig Watts 
fail to realise that Team 2 have, in fact, overtaken them! 
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There \\ere about ten ·tand in all. one of them took longer than five 
minutes and genera lly th y ottld only be described as milirory activitie 
in the \Cf) loo~e · t terms. omc of them were fairl. bizarre. omc were 
laughable, the only thing e 11.>istent with them were none were exactly 
"hat we had anti ipatcd and t ined for. Both teams crossed the fimshmg 
post onh minute apart at around 2000hrs. It had been a long, hard (Ind 
hot clc\'en hours! Howe\'er. both team finishe with all three members 
inta 1. ·c t the teams hobbled off to the hotel to shower, cat and change 
into our o. :! Dre · for the evening party (and what a party it wa ). 

gam. 11 didn't tum out to bee ·actly what had b en expected. II . ecmed 
to be a civil reception for the Italian officers and local dignitaries, 
i1l\ohing much backslapping, hand shaking and double face ki sing! 

nil. the accordion player wa good (i f you like that ort of thing!). Mo t 
team. "ere too tired anyway, and opted for a much-needed early night. 

unday morning 3\\ a remembrance parad and prize gi' ing. 
l.infortunately. neither quadron team picked up any ilverware, but both 
had done well con idcrinl! it wa the quadron 's first attempt at thi 
event. Congratulation go ro Cpl 1ark Benson and hi team, Team Two, 
who came twelfth, beating Team One. led by Cpl haw into eventieth 
position. Both re pectable po ' itions considering that a total of 5 team. 
entered the competition. Overall. out of the UK team the quadron came 
econd and third respectively, being beaten by the RAF Regiment who 

won the C\'Cnt for the sixth year running. ln ummary. it was an enjoyable 
and successful trip for all in olved. Although neither team won. valuable 
points had been picked up for next year (with a 'ie' to making it , where 
possible, a regular fixture for the quadron). ext year will be a. different 
tOI') and the quadron fully expects that some of the fla hy 1lverware 

will be finding a new home in Colche ter. Watch this pace! 

PROV! IO OF CJVPOP FOR 1st B RWF N1 TRAIN! G 
(8 - 12 lay 2001) - by SSgt Ha11011 

A composite Troop from the Squadron , the bulk of\ hich wa 
provided by C Tp. deployed to Stamford Training Area in East Angl ia, 
over the period - 12 May, to act a CIYPOP for The I t Bn Roya l 
Welch Fusiliers during their Pre-Op rural phase training a part of 1ITAT. 
The week tarted with Squadron personnel · igning for cars and other 
equipment needed to act as good upstanding ci tizens (and potential 
trouble makers) in orthern Ireland. This included dummy shotguns. 
banners. flag and balaclavas. 

The fir t erial tarted in the early hours of 9 May. Initially the 
CIVPOP was ta ked with drive through YCP and give the poor Fusiliers 
as hard time as possible - this pre ented little problem. Then thing 
taned to get a bit more erious a weapon and bomb parts were taken 

through the check points to te: t the Green Troop in the earch techniques. 
they had practi ed prior to the exerci e during their in-hou e training. 
Other task included 'dicking' (observation of Green Troops) and actual 
shoot involving a four man ASU. The ASU was led by Cpl Shaw who 
had the misfortune of being caught after one of the incidents - needless to 
say he didn't get caught again! 

C Troop (plus others) take on 1 RWF .. .... single handed 

Despite playing back to back serials everyone managed to get quality 
suntans, due to the weather, and plenty of physical training done. Of 
part~cular note is 0 C Tp, Lt Toby Courage, whose legs appear to be 
gettmg shorter f~om all the running he's been do ing, or is just his 
backside getting bigger! The week ended in the traditional public disorder 
e,·ent (it v.ouldn't be CIYPOP without one). Sig Dunseith managed to 
come into his own on this occasion, managing to whip the crowd up into 
such a frenty that things started to get very real. ot only where the 
wooden bricks thrown at the Fusiliers but also the metal bins they came 
111. The Army line ju t held but the 'soldiers' had to work hard to 
~aintain its integrity. A number of CJYPOP did manage to penetrate the 
hne but were eventually caught by the now very sweaty Fusiliers after 
some D intervention. 

EXERCI E HLOS ADLER (30 APR - 11 MAY 2001) 
With the Foot and Mouth Di ease epidemic continuing to frustrate the 

Bngade exercise programme, the Squadron hl!S sought to conduct its own 
exercise. designed to develop and maintain our key skills. To that end 
each troop conducted its ov.n HF ski lls exercise under to title Ex Schlo s 
Adler. With a base station at Colchester, var ious detachments were 
pu hcd out. to l_ocations all over th_e country in order to practice HF 
k)'\\ave kill\. rhc exercise was mamly conducted using the Squadron's 
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manpack equipment: namely PRC 320, PRC 319 :ind PRC 13 together 
with both Kipling and KL43C for data use. The exercise worked to a 
ru ter de igned in such a way that, throughout the course of three days. 
each of the outstations would achieve re ults for a full 24hr period. 

erials were sent u ing all radios with a variety of different antennas from 
horizon tal dipoles to improvised antennae. The exercise proved a good 
opportunity for the quadron to mamtam and further develop it HF 
experti e. Such expertise is crucia l for providing communications. upport 
to a Brigade which, by its very nature. tends to be spread out over a large 
geographical areas. The experience also proved invaluable to the ne\\.cr 
members of the quadron who have had little chance to work challenging 
HF kywave links. 

EXER 1 E LITTLE WI G (30 APR - 3 MAY 2001) 
Ex Little Wing took place in and around Colehe ter. It was organised 

and run by B Tp, but included in tructors from 35 ig qn, who brought 
with them a Switch and a Central. The overa ll objective of th.: exercise 
was to consolidate and improve the Ptarmigan expertise within the 
Squadron. Radio detachments with SCRA(T) access deployed throughout 
Essex and e tabli hed back to the Central which was located in 
Colche ter. Meanwhile all other Ptarmigan equipment was tested. The 
Squadron tends to get onl y fa irly infrequent access to a witch and thus 
uch opportuni ties to run up equipment are v ital. Crew were able to 

obtain a good deal of hands on experience of the workings of a Switch. 
omething that relatively few operators had previou ly had the chance to 

do. A SA IMC and a Radio Relay were deployed to Woodbridge and 
Wattisham re pecti ely and they al o engineered comm back to the 
Colchc ter based witch. All the Squadron equipment was tested and for 
the crews the exercise was particularly important for maintaining trade 
kill and knowledge. Thanks go to 35 ig Regt (Y) for their support and 

we look fo rward to them ho ting us in the future! 

THE PARACHUTE REGIME T ASSOCIATION VISIT 
(2 MAY 2001) 

Representa ti ves of the Ea t Anglian Branch of The Parachute 
Regiment As ociation Visited the Squadron on 2 May. The Parachute 
Regiment A sociation is an organisation designed to bring together ex
servicemen and contains repre entatives who served in numerou past 
conflicts. The visit involved a brief on the nature and capabilitie of the 
Brigade and 2 16 Sig Sqn in particular, a tour around the Squadron' 
historical room, a curry lunch in the Squadron bar and a chance to see 
Brigade TAC HQ. 

Members of the Parachute Regiment Association 
accompanied by Lt Toby Courage 

The day was a great success and all the association members seemed 
to enjoy themselves greatly. Amongst those visi ting the Squadron was 
one man who s igned up 70 years ago, however, the association al o 
includes Falklands veterans. It was fascinating to hear real life stories 
about past conflicts and experiences. We look fo1ward to seeing members 
of the as ociation for the Caythorpe Reunion in September. 

FAREWELL TO MAJOR (QM) STEVE CLARKE GM QGM+BAR 
HIS LAST J MP WITH 216 SIGNAL SQUADRO 

~~~~~~~~~-

The Squadron parachute trained personnel kitted 
(minus containers) and ready to emplane, 

Maj (QM) Steve Clarke GM QGM+Bar 
is kneeling ninth from the left ...... dodge this one! 
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Maj (QM) Steve Clarke GM QGM+Bar leaves the quadron for the 
final time in Jul to take up post as OC l!Q Sqn at 2 Sig Regt, York. Steve 
has played an integral part in both 216 (Para) Sig Sqn ofS (AB) Bdc and 
the now 216 Sig Sqn of 16 Air Assh Bde over a period that has spanned 
some seventeen years and has seen him as a Tp Sgt, RQMS, RSM and 
QM. More recently he helped managed the transition from 5 (AB) Bde to 

Sgt Dickinson ready to be dispatched as the first 'drifter' 
'Are you sure that this door leads to the Tech Workshops?' 

16 Ai~ Asslt Bde as the QM in 210 Sig Sqn, which subscquentl> became 
216 Sig Sqn, with certain key assets moving from Aldershot. As the QM 
he has been heavily involved in maintaining links with the Old Comrade~ 
Association and has instigated the opening and, indeed. the contents of 
the new Squadron heritage room The Drummond Room. 

It was with his long service at 216 in mind that his 'departure gift' 
from the Squadron was decided. Despite having been parachute trained 
smce 1984 he is not known for his love of parachuting and so it seemed 
nghtly so that the original 'jump dodger' should ha\'c one last 
opportunity to jump with the Squadron. With the weather so clear in the 
b~ild up period prior to the descent few could imagine that on the day the 
wmds would be on the limits and would possibly n."5ult in the jump bemg 
c~ncelled. Steve, ever the optimist, had his fingers crossed but would not 
divulge what he was hoping for! Due to the weather beginning to tum for 
the worst it was announced that the jump would take place first followed 
by the two hours low-level in the Brccon Beacons, a opposed to the 
other way round. Those that have jumped before will realise the 
impl_ications of this decision (needless to say far fewer sick bags were 
required). 

The Squadron was split between two C-130's and would be dispatched 
in ingle sticks of six onto South Cerney DZ. This is certainly more 
appeal ing than an Airborne Task Force jump, which would be manifested 
onto approximate!) twelve C-130' with forty four man sticks di patched 
from each side of the plane thank god for small mercies! The. cope for 
things to go wrong is massively increased as parachutists are di patched 
from each side and the stick ize increases. Before the fitting and 
checking of parachutes individual's containers (bergens packed for 
parachuting) were loaded onto the plane. The QM vaguely remembers 
packing a DPM bergen with 451bs of weight but for some reason was 
handed a plain green bergen (although it had hi name on it) from the 
back of the baggage truck. The weight had also increased to well O\'Cr 
80lbs . .. you ju t can't trust anybody these days .. . RSM! Once airborne 
the C- I 30's navigated straight for the DZ and at P-5 the 'drifters' (lone 
parachutists di patched to establish the effect of wind direction on 
ubsequent drops, of which the QM was the drifter for the econd plane) 

were 'checked-off for equipment ' and moved to 'action stations', i.e., 
stood in the door. A the plane approached the DZ the red light went and 
after a short pause the green light followed and out the drifters went. 
Forty-five seconds later Sgt Dickinson and the QM had landed and were 
making their way to the Squadron rally point for a beer and ome 
champagne while the re t of the Squadron waited their turn to be 
dispatched. Unfortunately the wind were begilllling to increase and only 
after a number of dummy runs could the dispatcher manage to get all 
accept the last sticks out (tho e left on the planes had to endure the two 
hours oflow-level - nice). 

After a number of particularly poor landings (all due to high winds!) 
those that had jumped centred on the Squadron rally DZ marker for a fe1\ 
beers and some champagne. At which point the QM ga\'e hi leaving 
speech and presented the Squadron with a framed commemorative linen 
produced by 3 Para Gp El-Gamil (Suez) A ociation to commemorate 
their operational parachute descent into El-Gamil. faj Steve Clarke will 
be a tremendou lo s to the Squadron; he embodies the very spirit and 
professionalism that all rank hould aspire to and it is with sorry hearts 
we see him depart from the quadron for the last time. 

FUT REEVENT 
The next two months hould prove to be as hectic as ever for the 

quadron. Ex Green Talon, a Brigade FTX. will take place in Jw1e and 
will involve the parachute in ertion of both Lt TAC HQ and Brigade TAC 
HQ. a well as Medium tre s Platforn1s and a Heavy tre Platform. 
Following thi the quadron is going on an adventure training package to 

ewquay at the tail end of June. The package will involve numerous 
activi tie including hiking, mountain biking, kayaking, orienteering, 
rock-climbing and, of course, urfing. July 1 ill ee the quadron 's focus 
swi tch to Ex Eagle Strike. the major Brigade FTX of the year. which will 
practice the full range of air as ault , kill-. 

MOVING OR POSTED? 
DON'T FORGET TO LET 

US KNOW OF ANY 
CHANGE OF ADDRESS 
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12 MECHANIZED BRIGADE HEADQUARTERS 
AND SIGNAL SQUADRON (228) 

mce April 2001 12 Mech Bde HQ & ig qn (228) have been busy 
conducting vanous exerci e in preparation for the coming trip to 
B TU later in the year. A with all training during the recent month . 
foot and mouth di.ea e tried it best to curtail the quadron's activirie . 
However. a little imagination and a lot of hard work by the Op Team 
enabled the quadron to overcome the foot and mouth r striction and 
everal exercise were run including Ex Ace Deal, Ex Ace High and a 
quadron deployment to Blandford to practice Ptannigan SOP . ot only 

thi but the Squadron was able to end t\ o lucky people on Ex Ace 
Americana, a two week battle fie ld tour to the USA to study the 
American civil war run by the Brigade HQ. E Ace Flush, progre ed 
into CAST ( ) during May and early June that invol ed a full quadron 
deployment on to PTA. T he Squadron produced an e,,.cellent 
performance on A T, which wa the first time in a long time that a 
CA T had been conducted wi th the HQ deployed on to the plain. Our 

OPs were verified and the newer members of the Squadron were bought 
up to peed with procedures. Mo t of the recent training has been geared 
for BATUS including 1 BC and tran ition to field firing led by the RSM 
and Sgt 'Dicky' Dyer. After this period we hould be more than 
prepared for the big trip to Canada which, apart from the real thing, is 
about a exciting as it gets. 

Sgt Josie Taylor enjoys a well earned rest 
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Cpl Collins and Cpl Tiplady trying hard to look busy 

EXERCISE ACE VOYAGER I 
Last Ea ter, six members of Bravo Tp and one member of Support Tp 

went ailing to Cypru for two and a half weeks. After some incredibly 
tres ful planning the group gathered at 0230hrs on the morning of the 

departure to leave for Brize orton. The team consisted of LCpl Gemma 
'Rover Queen ' Treen Sig Gareth ' Big' Jones, Sig Gareth ' o Cuff too 
Tuff' Walker, Sig Andy ' Wookie ' Stockdale, Sig Andy 'Mini Me' 
Marshall, and Pte Martin ' All In Stew' O'Brien. We arrived in Cyprus 
to discover that our Yacht was not quite ready. This was not a great 
problem as our kipper was still in the UK. Cpl Darren 'Windy' Gail 
wa joining us once we had prepared the boat and completed some shore 
based training. ig Walker's blagging skills were put to the test acquiring 
transport and Sig Jones and Pte O 'Brien conducted ome (In)Competent 
Crew Training. Once we had assembled all the crew together, we sailed 
away from Akrotiri Mole to explore the Southern Coast of Cyprus. After 
two days of utter calm, we were beginning to chomp at tbe bit. You can 
only unbathe for so long! (Or not at all if you are Sig Stockdale or Sig 
Jones) Little did we know what the Mediterranean weather had in store 
for us. We woke early one morning with the plan to put in a long day's 
ailing back to Paphos. The ftrst leg of the journey went well, until we 

turned the comer of tbe western tip of the i land. From that point on, we 
were fighting head on into a Force 7 wind and a Force 6 sea. Our little 
yacht didn't know what hit it and when ropes started to snap and sails 
started to come loose, we realised how challenging sailing could be. Our 
sailing holiday in the Med had suddenly turned arduous. Finally making 
it back to Paphos after a good few more hour than originally planned, 
the crew meal ashore was richly de erved. All in all, it was a good 
expedition that contained more surprises than we expected. 

EXERCISE ACE VOYAGER ll 
Seven members of the Mighty Alpha Tp deployed on Ex Ace Voyager 

II over the period of 22 April to 6 May 2001. The aim was to sail from 
Cyprus to Rhodes via as many Greek Islands as time wou ld allow. The 
Crew consisted ofSigs 'DF' Fallows, 'Casanova' McGeorge, 'Bad Boy' 
Hide, 'L2' Cros.~ and ' Jim-Bob ' Brant with LCpl 'Ladies' Webster as 
2IC and Lt 'Bad Boss' Dickson as OIC Exped. The journey started o!T 
rather dubiously at RAF Akrotiri Mole when we found out that our boat 
had no floor, engine or sails (on the plus side it did have a leaky head~r 
tank full of vintage human waste). The crew did not let this get in their 
way and in true 'A Team' style managed to make a 56ft speedboat with 
twin cannons and inflatable cabin girls out of an old dustbin and a 
lawnmower engine. Back in the real world we repaired the 38ft Oyster 
Ketch under the expert direction of the Skipper Sgt Martin 'What the 
flip am I doing in Akrotiri' Kendell and Lt 'Filthy-Phil' Drapper. Once 
all supplie were on board the intrepid adventurers set sail. The first 
morning went a little like this; 

1300hrs - We finally set sail for Rhodes. The sun is out, the har
bour is calm and morale is at a premium. 
1310hrs -The sun has gone in, the sea is choppy (and straight on 
the nose), morale is still high - we will not be beaten. 
1320hrs - The wind is Force 7 I Gale Force 8, the boat is all over 
the place, the crew are hanging over the sides orally ditching 
rations - morale is ... wbat the hell are we doing on this poxy 
boat?! (Congratulations to ' Jim-bob' Brant who was the first to be 
sick, closely followed by Chris Webster and Andy Hide.) 
2330hrs - Arrive at Paphos half the men we tarted out as (The 
other half is down the side of the boat). We all fight in our attempt 
to get ashore. O!C exped swears he will never set foot in that boat 
again. 
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ot put ofT by this rather rude introduction to sai ling we carried on to 
Rhodes via Paphos and Ca telirizou. Once in Paphos we began a two-day 
R&R package. The Skipper and Navigator stayed on the boat whilst the 
Alpha .TP boys. deployed to ~al~~aki. Everyone had an except!onal time 
participating in all the act1v1t1cs nor~ a!ly associated with R&R: 
Drinking, leeprng, sunbathing and enJoymg the company of fellow 
tourists. The entire group was on best behavior and made the most of the 
run ashore. Although R&R activities remain highly confidential , special 
mentions go out to Sigs Chris ' I' ll see if I can fit you in my schedule' 
McGeorge, Dan 'Why was that drink free ... ceuuugghhh DONK! ' 
Fallows, Andy ' do you give it large - SLAP' Hide, Jim 'lam watching 
you' Brant, Paul L2 'ooops my pin has fallen out - sorry' Cross and 
LCpl Chris 'Fonzey' Webster. The Journey back via Simi, Tilos, and 
Coral Beach (Cyprus) was outstanding. We had finally gained our sea 
legs and managed to get some good sai ling in. There are several moments 
that we shall all never forget; Sailing next to a School of Paraplegic 
Cows, visiting the Titty-Twister and finally, the sensation we all had 
when we first let the sails down with nothing but the blue sea, warm 
winds and clear sky around us! 

A Troop getting it large in the Titty Twister 

12 MECHANIZED BRIGADE HQ AND IGNAL. Q ADRO 
FOOTBALL TEAM EWS 

On I May 12 Mech Bde HQ & Sig Sqn (228) football team turned out 
for the 4 Div Minor Units Cup Final at the Borden ground against ATR 
Winchester. They came as highly fancied favourites for lifting the cup 
after they had beaten 42 Engr Sqn who were the Army Cup Runner:. up. 
They incidentally had beaten us 5- 1 in the Army up so we knew it 
wasn't going to be easy. 

The game kicked off, and for the fir t 20 minutes we were pinned 
backed in our own half. We were only saved by some stout defending by 
LCpl Mac McGonigle and WOl (RSM) Steve Jackson in his final 
game in the middle of the back four. Maybe his final game ever, who 
knows? After we had weathered the storm we eventually tarted to play 
some football. After a period of pressure, and a few long-range efforts, 
we eventually went ahead with Cpl Joey Collins dancing past the keeper 
to score from close in. Shortly before half time Sgt Mark Watts forced 
the keeper to make a good save with a long range effort which was too 
fierce to hold and Cpl Joey Collins was there again to knock the ball into 
the net from one yard. The second half once again started like the Alamo 
and we were defending for our lives, but again we survived after 
commendable defending by Sig Phil Williams and S gt Sam Parke. We 
started to get back into the game when a penalty was won. Joey Collins 
claimed the honour and promptly sent the keeper the wrong way for his 
hat-trick. ATR Winchester then tarted to crack and their frustration was 
showing. As a result they had a player sent off, after a desperate attempt 
to head the ball out of the keepers hands. They had two or three attempts 
on goal that were all saved well by an in form Cpl ' Cozy' Powell . But 
the best was still to come! Sig 'Kav' Kavanagh broke down the right 
wing and cut the ball back in to the feet of the oncoming LCpl Wayne 
Leach who slammed the ball into the top of the net, ending the game as a 
competition. 

A good time was had by all and we collected the first piece of 
silverware for the trophy cabinet from the CO of ATR Winchester. A 
special note should go to the outstanding performance of Sig Phil 
Williams at right back who was deemed the Managers Man of the Match. 
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SQUADRO HEADQUARTERS 
Sqn Comd Maj Ian Seraph 
SSM W02 (SSM) Melanie Crowther 

Thi period is always the quiet before the storm of Ceremonial season 
for the Squadron. We have been developing our trade skills, learning the 
Lanward HF kit , so we can support 31 Sig Regt (V) on future 
deployments, their summer camp is in Cyprus! The Squadron al o bad 
six intrepid vo lunteers on the basic free fall parachute course, held at 
Netheravon JSPC. They were lucky enough to get two day of good 
jumping weather during the week long course and managed six jump 
each, although none acn1ally managed to get a free fall jump. Sig Toby 
Green and 'Gibbo' Gibson competed hard for the title of worlds lowe t 
parachute packer. Toby's lack of peed was probably down to his lack of 
enthusiasm for throwing him elf out of a plane (he still did the ix jumps 
though - courage or stupidity?) Gibbo's wa ju t being Gibbo! Capt 
Andy Wilson resorted to excu es for why he failed to get a free fall jump 
in; He couldn't pos ibly be not good enough! - his parachute wa very 
new, therefore tiff, which made grabbing the dumy handle much harder 

that was hi tory anyway. 

MIKE TROOP - by Cpl Grills 
Tp Comd Capt (TOT) Bob Nicol 
Tp SSgt SSgt Andy Cannadine 

Wbeu 1 was asked to write the wire notes for the troop, my first 
reaction was ' Oh dash me and Tut'. I said to myself. Being an FTRS 
Corporal (Oh, Ok a STAB then) that T wouldn' t have anything intere ting 
to write. Well, I have been here for three and a half months and I have a 
number of things I could say but the obscene publication act ha n 't been 
repealed (no names no pack drill). Seriously, everyone bas been very 
helpful even to a TA orporal. I hope that by the end of my tour I will 
have been as helpful to them. My job in Mike Troop (Radio Secuon) has 
taken me to interesting places (read army-recruiting po ter ) and al o 
done jobs that the TA wouldn't have a chance to do. I' e enjoyed my 
time here and hope I've made ome friends. Big welcomes to Cpls ' Big 
Baz' Park and Lorraine Dorrien. Sad goodbyes to Sgts Cory Pennicot , 
and Chris Jacobs who is off to unny Cyprus, (It's rough at the top). 

OSCAR TROOP 
Tp Comd Maj (Tfc) Carl Storey 
Tp Sgt Sgt Mandie Eardley . 
. 0 car Tp manning is now more or le s a section and each ll~e the 
inter-troop sporting competitions rear their ugly head panic ct 111 a1~d 
lhe head hunting starts so ba ically anyone with legs and a P.u.lse 1 
borrowed and made a handbag for the day. The softball compe11t1on at 
Battt;rsea Park was cancelled due to the English weather and Plan B was 
put ~nto operation, thi consisted of everyone going to the gym and 
playmg basketball. 
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Oscar Tp wa up first against Radio Tp and we were chomping at the 
bit to get stuck in. Our enthusiasm lasted all of five minutes as we came 
to the conclusion that we were pretty bad at basketball and defence, 
defence, defence was our tactic for the re t of the game. 1 won't mention 
the score. it was pretty embarrassing but the game was fa t and lively and 
e eryone enjoyed themselves running around like headless chicken . 
Next up was Mike Troop and we got our game together and even 
managed to core! With the duck broken, the game was a lot closer and 
some pretty good hooting from LCpl Cath Young kept us in the game 
for a bit. Everyone played out of their socks but Mike Tp were just too 
strong and we lost the game. ever mind we will be back for some 
serious rewengeee 

On a gorgeous ummers day 12 lucky people (including Tfc Offr) 
hurtled down the M25 to Che ington World Of Adventures, a theme 
park with a zoo ( ome members of the squadron are still there), variou 
different zone and the occasional scary ride ,oh and not forgetting the 
log flume (never sit at the front). Mo t of the time was pent trying to win 
a miss piggy doll for LCpl Ayesha 'Wee Yin' Mohammad bui we all 
failed miserably. Thankfully the queues were not as bad as usual but we 
all waited to get onto the Samurai ride. After that blood thumping, 
headache induced ride and being a typical soldier in HM Force the 
majority of us all went to the local ho telry! A good day was had by all. 
However, l will take thi little memory with me, Maj (Tfc) torey who 
has spent his entire Army career doing cary things with the lad at 
Hereford, sitting in a little boat called Typhoon behind a five year old. as 
the ride was actually a kiddies ride. 

RADIO TROOP 
Tp Comd Capt Andy Wilson 
Tp Sgt Sgt Mark Brooksbank 

It'. that time of year that eve1yone ha been looking forward to (not) 
Ceremonial sea on. o break out the boot polish and Bras o to do tho e 
boots and kit and if you ere lucl..-y you may have ome left over for any 
other parades or rehear al which may crop up in the next fe\\ week . 
The Troop welcomes Sig Main. straight from train ing. Also 
congratulations to Cpl Sean Child and wife on the arri al of the newe t 
member of their fami ly; baby Elcann (tho e many leeplc s mght will 
come in handy practice for his Cpls course). We've aid our good-b es to 
Sig Lee Lester after a wift attachment to the Gia Hou e, we wi ·h him 
and Carol all the best at 16 ig Regt. Sig Mags West ha al o lcfi u for 
sunny 3 Inf Bde HQ and ig Sqn. The MT will not be the rune without 
the white-knuckle rides that lags alway eemed to provide, good luck 
with the wedding. 

The Londist Minor Unit football cup finali t this ear were 23 
i<Tnal qadron and o 7 Compan7 Coldstream Guard . There \\as a 

go7id tum out of -upponers who ame to \ atch an interesting game. The 
first half wa quite clo c with only one goal separatmg the two teams. 
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The ·ond half" a· quite iflerent. After conceding another couple of 
goal. 1 Company put u und .• r ~ great deal of pressure. To make matters 
,, n,e our keeper came off 111 lme and the} took a hot at ?oal. T!1e ball 
head ·d for th~ bottom right hand comer our courngeou . captain. Sgt 
~lark ·11 \\Osn't me· Brook bank, dived for the ball, this would have 
been oka} 1f onlv he hadn ·1 u ed his hand to steer the ball clear of the 
11.oal. ot onlv that but he dido 't e'en try to hide the fact and. tood up 
~' ith th ball .in his hands. which gave the referee no alternative but to 
·end him off. We never recovered from thi and an untold amount of 
errors were made. ig Waynl! 'David Jame.' 'Gibbo' Gibso~1 al o made 
an error. which re ulted in another goal being conceded. He picked up ~he 
ball a tier an attack. a the re t of the team turned away and were pu hmg 
up the field a loud cheer was heard from the opposition upporter , we 

looked round to sec the ball in the back of om net. Apparently he dropped 
the ball and the ir ·trikcr took the opportl!llll~ to put thc ball past the 
keeper to score. which was the final hu1111h~t1on of the day. The final 
whistle was blown at the end of a very entertain mg game and both team~ 
to go up and collect. their medals. ?n collcctio.n of our Keepers medal he 
raised it up in the air only to see 1t foll out of his hands and drop to the 
floor to the great delight of the crowd and players. 

The next month or so will be quite busy for the Ceremonial 
contingency of the quadron what with the 9uecn's Birthday, State \isit, 

tate Opening of Parliament, Garden Parties and Beating. Retreat. So 
there is not much time to do anythmg else apart from the bulling of boots. 
polishing of medals and pres ing of unifonn. ot even time to fit in the 
watching of football and cricket. 
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AR:\IY I TER UNIT VOLLEYBALL CO 1.PETITIO 
After craping both a Ladie 'and a Men·~ team together to ta~e part in 

the 5 Div Competition on 1/2 March 2001 m Blandford, and with ome 
tough opponent both team went on to qualify for the Army 
champion hip held in Alder hot on 26i27 Marc!1 .200 I. We turned up 
nice and early o we could get ome warm up trammg done. Looking at 
the oppo ition certainly on the male side it was apparent we needed 1t as 
there wa only one other team that didn't have any Ghurka' in. it and as 
we all know it i there national port and they do have a pas ion for 1t. 
The male team played really well but unfortunately the Ghurka team got 
the better of them and not even LCpl 'Legs' Liddell could fend those 
hit off. The ladie · team was first on the fo llowing morning playing 
Blandford and within the fir t set SSgt Manktelow got injured diving 
around for the ball and had to sit the rest of the day out. The girls played 
excellent wi th gt Jackie Grimes and Sgt Joe C hapman work ing 
brilliantly on the net. Cpl Feet Sheeran eemed to be more comfortable 
kicking the ball (however. it is legal now). Unfortun~te ly we came aw~y 
,,;th no medals but everyone enjoyed the games and 11 looks hke \ e will 
have them on the run next year after some training. Well done! 

S PERGAMES 2001 
by SSgt Lindsey Manktelow and Sgt Paul Webster 

Some ix month ago Sgt Paul Webster was told by the Army Karate 
Chairman that they were having an overseas trip to ew Zealand playing 
port against other crown services uch as t~e avy, Fire. service, Prison 

Service, RAF and the Police. He was asked 1f he would hke to represent 
the Am1y in th i the first competition of its kind. Of course he said. 'Ye~, ' 
and plans were set in motion to pay for the trip. Paul told me of the mp 
so I had a look on the internet and got some information sent over as it 

ounded a great opportunity. On looking at the brochure that displayed 
some 60 port that were to be played l found the Volleyball p~ckage and 
thought right let' get the Army team over. After speakrng to the 
Volleyball Chairman it wa agreed it would be an ideal opportunity for a 
tour. We managed to convince eight volunteers to join us both male and 
female three of which were Royal Signals tho c being myself, SSgt 
Steph ewton and Sgt ikki Hawtree. o the trip was going ahead! 

The Volleyball team was following the Karate team out a day later and 
we set off on 2 March 200 I looking forward to a great holiday. It was 
amazing once we got there it was everything you would expect. ew 
Zealand to be like. The Karate Team set to work tra111111g immediately 
and had three training essions per day much to their distre . The 
volleyball team however had better plans luckily for them beach 
Volleyball is excellent training o that' what we did and got a good tan in 
the proce s as well as ome sightseeing. 

The day arrived for the volleyball team to compete we got up nice and 
early put on our new Army track uils and job lot red bags were carried 
and off we went. The competition wa awesome with some excellent 
standard of Volleyball being played luckily all that training paid off as the 
Briti h Army walked away with Gold and are now ranked as 
International Crown Services Champions and the support of the Karate 
team was superb. 

A few days later it was the British Army Karate Team's tum to come 
up trumps with the volleyball team supporting. ~twas amazing around.36 
Gold medals were won with Sgt Web te r kicking the only Ru sian 
competitors butt (and he was apparently a world champion at ~omething) 
along with a few others. He achieved two Gold medals and a Stiver. In all 
it was an extremely successful trip proving that the Army really can BE 
THE BEST! 
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(ALLIED COMMAND EUROPE MOBILE FORCE (LAND)) 

qn Comd 1aj David Hudson 
S M W02 (S 1) Shean Dewar 

Although supposedly a quiet time of year the Squadron has managed 
to fill its days with all manner of things, ranging from recruiting support. 
mter-troop compeutions and good old train ing. A job load of lads went 
over to Ede, Holland to complete an eight-week !S IS System 
Administrator training course. A few Squadron members took part in a 
short overnighter called Ex Lame Duck that comprised of a runway, 
pretend dodgy plane and then gett ing attacked by 'men in black'. It 
pro\ ided some excitement. Many preparati ons have sta rted in the 
planning of the summer dep loyment out to Turkey in October later thi 
year. startmg with the Commanders Reece. This was attended by W02 
(Yo ) Kerr, W02 (FofS) Holyoak and the 2IC, Capt Teri Downes, lots 
of dmmg, hard work and eating of bread and olives (by the 21C and FofS 
respect1\ely). All three managed to get beasted into the ground by Col 

)moods of G6 ll Q AMF( L) when runn ing around the Golf club 
5round just a tad undulating! Additionally several individuals in the 
Troop., have taken the opportunity to get home for a few weeks on the 

allsfied Soldier scheme and do their bit for Corps recruit ing, well done 
gent~. 

A social highlight of the period wa the Inter-Troop 7-a-side Rugby 
Competition that was won convincingly by SI IQ (the team was st rongly 
lead b) the mighty new \\02 (FofS) Coffey). T he majority of us, 
ho\'.e\cr, la/cd in the beautiful sunshine trying hard to top up our untans 
then filled our bellic wi th a wonderfully cooked Bar-B-Quc. The whole 
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event was organised in honour of the leaving SSM. W02 (SSM) ~ar.·h 
managed a short speech and gratefu lly received a press ie from the Jumor 
ranks - much appreciated gentlemen and women. 

It must be a busy t ime at Glasgow as there have been many 
movement in and out of the Squadron. A generous welcome goes out to 
the fresh faced W02 (SSM) Dewar, SSgt (YofS) ' Penfold' Holden (on 
promotion) and W02 (FofS) 'Sexy Rugby Legs' Coffey. About umc we 
got rid of the old and brought in the new! Welcome goes out .10 S~t 

uttall , LCpl Archer, LCpl Dransfield , L Cpl Perry, LCpl Hewitt, Sig 
Smith times two, Sig Samson, Sig Sewell , Sig Morgan, Sig Spendlo.v~ 
and Sig Thompson. A big welcome back to LC pl 'Saw the light Sco111e 
Scott returning from CIVDlV having only j ust left early last ye'.°" and 
arms are open for Cpl 'Cabbie H' Henderson on FTRS from 51 Sig Sqn 
(V). A serious thanks and goodbye to Cpl Stevie ' Dam good PTl and all 
round good egg - bagnut' Baigent, LC1>l Brodie and Sig Tom Gam~~e 
off to CIVDIV. Others off to pa tures new: LCpl Karl Turner 628, Sig 
James and Sig Vaux . A huge change in the Sq uad ron hierarchy has 
occurred with three big players leaving us behind. W02 (SSM) Ke~ 
Marsh off to 14 Sig Regt, W02 (FotS) Holyoak to RSS, Blandford an 
S gt (YofS) Hughes to HAC in London. Thanks fo r all the hard work, 
hope all goes well in your new jobs. 

WHITHER 249? - by Maj D. B. I Judson . 
The speculation remains. 249 will move to Brug~en . 249 will mrfive to 

Swanton Mor ley. to Catterick, to Co lernc. Talking with ex-0 icer. 
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Commanding of the Squadron it is clear that there has always been a plan 
to move the Squadron. It is also clear that we have remained in Bui ford 
for nearl y 25 years, indeed we celebrate our 25th anniversary in 
November thi year. The crystal ball remains clouded and there is no 
definitive answer. NATO's Immediate Reaction Task Force Land trial 
comes to a close in December and the NATO Force Structure Review 
reports early next year. Both of these will shape the future for the 
quadron. On the immediate horizon we return to Norway for 3 months 

m 2002 and there are exercises in Poland and the Ukraine later that year 
to look forward to. 

249 SIG AL SQ ADRO (AMF(L)) 
SYSTEM ADMI ISTRATOR TRAIN! GI HOLLA D 
bl' Cpl C. A. Gala/in 
· In July 2000 seven members from the Squadron deployed to Ede, 

Holland to be trained as system administrators by the Royal ethcrlands 
Army at their School of Signals. On arrival we really didn't know what to 
expect from the Dutch Army, perhaps people with long hair and beards 
smoking wacky backy would greet us? Thankfully our worrie were laid 
to rest when we saw a soldier with bright blue hair and an earring 
stagging on at the main gate ! Our initial brief before leaving England by 
, gt Frank 'Where's my lash gone' Ba ker was to work hard throughout 
the week and to enjoy ourselves at the weekend, so as not to give the 
Dutch the wrong impres ion about us Brits! The first day of the cour e 
laid the foundation for the re t of time spent in Holland. The classroom 
was full of even trainees who were bleary eyed and a little tired from the 
previou nights activities, as we endeavoured to ample the Dutch way of 
life, in the none herbal sen e of the word. 

The weeks passed quickly as we worked hard long hour trying to 
cram a much knowledge into our heads, knowing that the weekend 
would bring rest and relaxation! On the e weekends we tried to visit as 
many of the historic areas near to u , these included The Para Museum in 
Arnhem. a trip to the la t day of the Nijmegan Marche and of course the 
Van Gogh Mu eum in AMSTERDAM. However, several member of the 
course were like kiddies in a sweet shop as they strayed to some of the 

' ,._. 

less respectable areas of the city to admire the beautiful glowmg red 
li ghts . Whilst trying to build Anglo/Dutch relationships Sig Dave 
'Flaming Zambuca' Harris managed to bum his entire lower face one 
night, this put a dampener on his liaison building as he then spent the 
next three weeks inside and telling us he had fallen over. 

The course got more and more intense as the Dutch raised the tempo. 
By the end of the four weeks we had all become proficient in configuring 
servers and workstations in preparation for any AMF(L) deployment. A 
second course has since been to Holland and the squadron no\v has 15 
trained system administrators, and as can be expected there are plenty of 
candidates for the third course! 

EXERCISE HILL TOP TROT 2001 by LCpl A. G. Huggeu 
Exercise Hill Top Trot wa~ a seven-day map reading and na' igation 

exercise held in the highlands of cotland from the 22 - 29 1ay 200 I. 
After some hectic re-scheduling due to the foot and mouth crisis we set 
off for sunny Scotland on the morning of the 22nd. The lengthy JOumey 
to Kinlochleven was very scenic for LCpl ·"l'uggct ' Huggett, especially 
as he did all the driving while Sig Dan ·Route election' Crumbley and 
Sig Kerr slept off a well deserved hangover after a brief overnight stay in 
Middlesborough. After arriving late evening on the 23rd we got Sig Kerr 
to talk to the locals and get us some supplies for the followi ng weeks 
training. Sig 'Scottie' Kerr had no problem speaking the language and 
did very well with the suppl ies. The training went Vet) well, the weather 
was perfect which contributed much to the ea e of map reading (no 
challenge there then!). On the second day after reaching a pot height I 
asked Sig ·Route Selection' Crumbley what way he would like to take 
us down the mountain. Two hours later, after climbing down a 800m rock 
face, he agreed that perhap that it wasn't quite the be t and easiest way 
to get down! Overall. the exercise went very well and thanks go out to 
YofS (TD) Hughes for getting us the training c learance at such short 
notice and Sgt Tony Pinder Royal Marines for looking after everyone at 
Kinlockleven. I'm afra id there are no gory photos to bless you with. 
maybe next time! 

251 SIGNAL SQUADRON 

qn Comd M aj John Oakes 
Welcome to the squadron to Cpl Russ Craig who is posted from 39 Inf 

Bde. Unfortunately he has arrived during the wettest spring in years. 
Far.:well to Cpl Roy ·1 run with the girl ' Hanbidge who is posted to 4 
Arrnd Bde, and LCpl Jules Dolan who is in Blandford retrading. Our 
congratulations to Sgt Pam M itchell for coming off the Staff Sergeant 
Board, and to LCpl Brendan M cllduff for making the grade on hi Cla 
3 PTI course. 

CORPS CROSS-CO T RY CHAMPIO SHIPS 
21 SIG AL REGIME T COLE RNE 31 JANUARY 2001 

251 Sig Sqn sent an exceptionally trong team this year, no doubt 
helped by the arriva l of LCpl Davies. All team members had undertaken a 
rigorous twelve-week training programme and had abstained from pies 
and alcohol throughout the fest ive period. The Fema le Team con i red of 
Sgt Pam Mitchell, Sgt Fran Poulson, LCpl Jules Dolan and LCpl Ruth 
'Cry tat Tip ' Harkness . The male team con isled of W02 (SSM) Gary 
Smith, Cpl Mark Sheath, Cpl Andy ' I feel ick', LCpl Mark 'My feet 
hurt' Igo and L Cpl Steve 'Just one more cigarette' Davies. Both teams 
acquitted themselve excellently. The Male Team, al though competing in 
the Minor Units category, managed to shame a Major Unit by beat ing 
them. Some comment was heard afterward about the superior tandard of 
other units transport. 

EXERCISE WINTE R WARRIOR 
14-28 FEBRUARY AND 14-28 M RCH - HOCHFILZEN AUSTRIA 
by lCpl Davies 

The Squadron sent fo ur members on Ex Winter Warrior th is year. Sgt 
Pam 'Skigodess' Mitchell and Cpl Roy Hanbidge attended the first 
course that was an intermediat<: standard cour e. LCpl Mark · lcep 
out~ide ' Igo and LCpl Steve ' Bambi on ice' Davies a~tendcd the l a~er 
basic cour e. All fo ur passed their respective courses with LCpl Davies 
surpri ing everyone, not lea t myself. by being put forward for h ~ s Alpine 
Silver award. ormal service was resumed however when I finished the 
course with the Bronze award. 

The quali ty and depth of the now at Hochfilzcn was, not unexpectedly, 
poor and the situation worsened at the beginning of the .ccond wee~. 
Foutunatcly the course wa flexible enough for us lo be moved to te111 
Platte, 45mins up the road. The condition there were fa r better and we 
even had some blizzards the fir t snow we had seen in the ten days we had 
been there. The skiing at' tein Platte wa exce llent with plenty of good red 
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runs and a superb black mogul run, which saw off the majori ty of people 
on the course. Surpri ingly there were no limbs broken during the 
fortnight and only one ho pita! vis it for a minor leg injury. which I am 
denying any involvement in. The course wa notable for beating the 
previous record for people in a train on the tide at the local pool with 32 
people. even better than the previous record. The management of the pool 
failed to understand the importance of this achievement and an 
understanding wa reached that saw the course having an earl ier than 
planned tea. 

The journey back was a lively affair with at lea t two more how i n~ of 
Ghost,. Dirty Dancing twice and we all lost count of how many time 
Grease was on. Eventually omeone wrested control of the video from the 
girl at the front of the bu . 

Please do not ask for photographs sent for 
publication in The WIRE to be returned, 

unless they are really irreplaceable. 

Contributors should be aware of the fact 
that although every care is taken with 

contributions, they should not risk losing 
photographs which cannot be replaced. 

Contributors should also be aware that 
unless digital photos are saved to disk at a 

minimum of 300 dpi mono and 400dpi 
coloured, they will not be used. 
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259 SIGNAL SQUADRON 

1r Alan Taylor. an old boy from Airfield Troop, wbo vi ited during 
February. Alan. who now lives in Bumage Mancbe.ster and owns a pub 
called The Sun in September. came to see how tl11ngs had changed at 
Akrotiri. Going out on a faults crew he soon found that the fundamentals 
don't change and be enjoyed bis trip around the stauon that be had not 
een ince he left in 1974. 

HODGESO HIELD RUGBY - by Sig G. Prigmore-ski 
On 2 April 200 I, members of 259 Sig . Sqn picked up a. rather round 

rugby ball and went bead to bead agains t each other lU \~hat was 
promised to be the grudge match of the week. The four teams mcludmg 
SHQ lead by SSM Tredwell , EPI Tp with their leader Sig Wittr , 
Dhekelia Tp with no apparent captain and of course AFD Tp, lead by Sig 
Gav 'I'm not vain at all but how's my hair' Prigmore-ski. 

It was a promising start for aU Troops except Dhekelia ~vho didn't \~in 
a match and limped of the field after the first game. SHQ s team (which 
included members from anywhere other than SHQ) put up a valiant. eff?n 
for a bunch of OAP's which paid off when they won, on a techmcahty 
mind you, (they cored more the most). The modest AFD.Tp (under ~av 
Prigmore- ki) , who were vi ciously robbed of the ti.tie for a !•ttle 
misdemeanour that up et the referee, e\'en though Gav Prigmore-ski had 
trained the side so well. All in all it was a good day apart from all the 
troops parading at the med-centre the next morning. ever mind lads, 
heads up, only eleven months and three weeks and you'll all be back out 
there, or have bi ff chits in hand?. 

We would also like to welcome SSgt Danny Cain and family to the 
Troop from Paderbom, and say cheerio to ig James Milevski-hoof, 
\\ho's off to JCUNI, and not forgetting FofS eil McGre(\or whose 
looking forward to some lime in s-unny Blandford. Congratulat10ns are m 
order for Cpl (soon to be Sergeant) 'Cow' Paterson for passing the 
RSJCC. Unfortunately 'Cow' Pat is still missing presumed dead, last 
een taking a wrong tum in Pond Bottom on exercise. 

DHEKELIA TROOP 
Tp Comd Capt Colin 'George' Alexander 
Tp S gt gt Sean 'Taff' Bryant 
DEPART RES 

A fond farewell and good luck to Sig Lynn 'Mrs Bate' Marshall o~to 
Civvy Street in Aldershot. where she shouldn't have.anr trouble getun.g 
work. Al o ig Matthew 'Hoop (basket ball) wamor tables on his 
posting to Ireland, good luck to the both of you. Also soon to go is Sgt 
Ritchie 'internet geek' 1u grove and Cpl Brent 'skin ' Readhead , but 
there only going as far as Epi Troop but good luck anyway. 

RRI AL 
A warm welcome this month to new boys ig Jim ' Who you looking 

at?' Wright from 3Bde I, ig Kieren 'Gary Glitter' Johnson from 
I Div Germany and Sig Wayne 'Where am !, what am I, who am l?' 
Davies coming tra1ght from the factory. Hope you all enjoy your tour's 
and manage to fit a bit of work in. Also a warm Troop welcome to LCpl 

olin ' trcs~ Head' impson's wife and daughter, Becky and Kirsty. 
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PROMOTIONS 
Well done to SSgt Sean ·Taff' Bryant on coming off the Vo(0.2 board, 

more worrying is the fact he appears to be ~omg throu~h a m1dltfe cnsis 
and is now sporting a short young pers~n haircut and ht first tatt~o: ve~ 
worrying indeed . peakmg of worry111g beha~1our. Sgt Tony ! m m 
love' Cecil has been acting weird lately what with his frequent v1s1ts to 
the welfare officer. who happens to be a lady. 

NEWS IN BRIEF 
Well done to Sig Gareth 'Welsh Romeo ' Davis and . Si~ Chr~s 'Your 

name's not down your not coming in' Hodgson on their bid to improve 
east west relations and make the world a afcr place to ltvc. Another well 
done to Mr Terry 'Eric Clapton' Brice, Mr Simon Dunn and Mr 
Graham MacDougall on recently completing an FA coachin~ cour e, 
maybe the Bitsa team might win for a ch.anpe. A. congratulation must 
at o go out to Sig Kye 'Trocadero Margarita Topping .who recently got 
engaged while on leave and also got the tour extension he was after. 
Cheers also to Cpl Brent 'Psycho' Readhead and. Sig Wayne 'That'll be 
the floor again' Davies on their attempts to mgrauate the Troop upon tl1e 
Che hire's, well done lads. Congratulations must go to LCpl Tom ' Po h 
Honey Monter ' Cockerill for havin~ the .l~rge . t nork 's on thefalan~. A 
get well 0011 to Mr Terry 'El Manarch1 Brice after your little btt of 
pugilism in the local club. 

Welcome back to LCpl Sid ' Tech' James and S ig Ben 'Mech' 
Tierney from the ISDX course they have ju t completed. A special 
congratulations is due to Sig Ben ' The Cranium' Tierney for coming 
higher t11an LCpl Sid 'Demolition Derby' James on a Tech Course. Yet 
u Mech's are still only on the low pay band. Strange but true? An 'about 
time' must go out to LCpl Gordon 'Odd Ball' Pyrah and crew for 
finally finishing the test hut rewire, well nearly fimshmg, and only two 
week behind schedule, great work fella you've don~ us proud. Last but 
by no means least a hello to Cpl Jim 'What no. car? Stocks m the sunny 
Falkland Islands on his double tour that he bizarrely volunteered for. I 
mean what ane per on would rather stay there than in sunny Cyprus, 
mind 'you at least it meant r didn ' t have to go so cheers mate. l'll get you 
a beer in for that when you get back. 

In ca c the re t of the Troop feel left out here's a quick hello to them 
all, Sgt Ritchie 'l was an AT.S~t Maj.or me ' Ave~~· Sgt Tony Tll be 
walking everywhere for a while Cecil, Sgt Stu I ve got to be m by 
7pm' Foster gt Si 'nee Hulland' Nichol on, Cpl Graham 'The Wedge' 
Dorwood Cpl David 'Mac' Macullam, Cpl Kurt 'Foggarty' Molden, 
Cpl Hugh 'Hefner' Taylor, LCpl Piers 'I ~ant to be a PTI 1!1e ' Da.w, 
LCpl Dave King, LCpl Chris Rowland, Sig Steve Baxter, Sig J?amel 
Bishop, Sig John 'trocadero special' Dent, Sig Ben 'the flash' Mitchell 
and Sig Andy Pyle. The notes, this ~onth were comptl~d by the ever 
brilliant, always cool Cpl Gaz The big. red fat controller Watson. The 
wittiest and funnie t man ever to walk this Earth and a top geezer to boot. 

PS. See you all in the bar. 
PPS. I'm wasted in this job me. 
PPPS. Oh yeah, Cpl Hogg's gone to Germany. 

EPISKOPI TROOP - by LCpl Reade 
Epi Tp being the sport-billy troop of the Squadron has had an eventful 

last month with seven of the Troop entering the J 2SU Walkabout 
Competition. In the worst weather, with ferocious thunderstorms all day, 
we all completed the arduous long distance orienteering event an.d Sig 
Campbell's team nearly won. Another event was the Cyprus all island 
seven rugby competition which yet again our Troop represented the 
Squadron and did better than we thought, but no meda.ls. On a sadder 
note we would all like to wish all the best to our departmg lme sergent, 
Sgt •A T' Tranter as he's leaving us to go to civvie street and a nonnal 
life, good luck in whatever you do mate. 

259 JNCO CADRE COURSE 2001 - by LCpl 'Rock' Hudson CO , 
This month has been eventful in 259 Sig Sqn, for the Jumor 

1 Section in action 
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and Signallers, with a gruelling cadre course or!?a~iscd by Lt Covey
Crump. During the one-week course we spl it mto three sections 
comprising of: 
Section I. Sig 'Welsh Gwa' Le Cras 

Sig 'Swat' Tierney 

Section 2. 

Sig 'Taff' Davis 
Sig 'Mint Cake' Kendall 

Sig ' Kenny' Campbell 
Sig 'Gurkin' McGurk 
Sig ' Bonus Boy ' Baxter 
LCpl 'Richie' Berry 
LCpl 'Campy' Varley 

This is not a holiday shot! . 
The island in the background contained an amm~ box, w~1ch had 

to be retrieved, good job we had our swimming cozz1es 

Section 3. Sig "Ship Cat" Wells 
LCpl "Rock" Hudson 
LCpl "Twitch" Fell 
LCpl "Fossie" Foster 
LCpl "Taff' James 

Tbe action packed course was split down into three parts. First of all 
was the lessons phase where in the morning we. we~e bea ted half to 
death by Sig Prigmore including log runs and circu!ts. After that we 
were put in a classroom and taught about cbaractenshc.s of a leader and 
preparing for our own les o~s. Aft~r all the ~heory 1t c~me ~ound to 
giving our own lessons on vanou sub1ect eg. Sig Le Cra ba 1c Welsh 
lesson teaching us chat up lines and how to order a pmt. 
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The second phase consisted of a I 5 mile yomp around the Airfield m 
Akrotiri, interspersed with six (very!) welcome breaks at Comrn~nd Ta~k 
po ts. The day proved to be taxing both phy ically and. more often than 
not, mentally! 

Enthusiasm and moral was at a high as Sig Wells and Sig Le Cras 
were convinced the command task was impossible 

Capt Alexander and Sgt Cecil don't quite get the hang of the 
lessons they taught! 

_, 
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The enemy play an active role! 

The course in~ertion by helicopter pro' ided an initial morale boo t that 
\\a soon de troyed by a delightful stretcher race ... oop CASEVAC. 
lndiYidual were as es ed throughout on their command and leadership 
potential "ith ig T ierney fini hing top overall. The b t ection overall 
wa Section 3, winning a crate of beer, nice one! 

Sig Tierney - The lean green fighting machine 

F RTHER l'liOTES F ROM 259 SIG AL QUADRO 
AIRHELD TROOP 
Tp SSgt SSgt Danny 'I love PT' Cain 

Airfield Tp would first like to say good luck to Sig ' J !oward' Kendall 
and h1 · ne'' wife Stacey and hope that they enjoy their new life as pads 
on RAF Akrotm. Th~re ha_ve been a few new arrivals in the mighty 
fighting Airfield Tp. mcluding our new SSgt Danny 'l Jove PT' Cain 
and FofS Owen 'Where\ my T shirt?' Leyland, we hope they all enjoy 
t~e suns~inc postin&. We would also like to say goodbye to Lt Sarah 

O\ey-Cru_mp heading off to Germany as she now leaves the Troop with 
no women in 11.'' hat so ever. Al o, a goodbye to C pl Danny Rudd as he 
h:~\es for 30 1g Rcgt, we arc sure he will fit in with the non-stop brew 
drinking attitude of the relemechs al 30 Signal Regiment. Tennis was the 
order of the day on 14 May m the form of a Squadron tennis competition, 
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a lthough a l mo t a ll of the Squadron were more interested in the 
strawberries and cream than the sport it elf. Ex Young Drive set out to 
pr_o e the kills of the Airfield dri vers with. Sig Kendall re-wnting the 
H1ghwa) Code and ho,, mg all the otl~er driver _that 1t 1s possible to go 
round the roundabout Ill any direc11on. Credit where credit is due 
however, he has doubled the Airfield Troop Trophy cabinet by adding ~ 
fine wooden spoon. We would now like to wish good luck to the Troop 
members taking pan in the upcoming po11ing events, a football cup final 
and the International Akrotiri rugby tens, because everybody knows that 
259 Sig qn is nothing without the mighty fighting Airfield Troop! 

DHEKELIA TROOP 
Tp Comd Capt Colin ' George ' Alexander 
Tp SSgt Sgt Sean 'George Clooncy' Bryant 

EW I BRIEF 
Thi month ha been a quiet one for the troops at the sharp end of the 

Island. Dhk Tp won the Squadron driving competition with ease. thank~ 
to the driving skills of Mt· Terry 'El Tel' Brice, LCpl Martin ' Baggy' 
Bag haw and Sig Chris ·.c ~nd I! ' Hodgso~. Si~ John 'Trocadero Boy' 
Dent also did well m the 111~ 1v1dua l mghl dnve with some expert parking 
kills! Courses completed tl11s mon th include a data comms course. which 

wa attended by Capt Colin 'George' Alexander, good to see him trying 
to improve hi trade sl..ills. LCpl Tom 'Vanes a' Cockerill and Sig 
Gareth ·Fault Installer' Davi al o attended the ame course. A special 
congratulation must al o go to LCpl Dave 'Polly PE Pants' King, igs 
Daniel 'Chewbacca' Bishop, Chris ·Podium Dancer ' Hodgson, Ben 
·Speedy· Mitchell, Ben ·Gwar Lapper' T ierney and Andy 'The Count' 
Pyle on completion of their confined pace course. Due to the troops 
hard work Sgt Sean ' Peak Cond it ion· Bryant decided that some 
adventure training was needed and promptly got himself on a diving 
course. The re t of the Troop still thinks that he i too old to apply to join 
the SBS! Cpl David ·Mac' McCallum also enjoyed himself recently on 
a Kayak course, putting that much effort in that he bust a rib. The Troop 
would like to ay goodbye to Sig Baxter. Good luck on his new posting 
in Epi Tp. Also a big congratulations must go to Sig Gareth 'Shotgun' 
Davis on hi upcoming east-we t marriage. Good luck to you and z~na. 
The guys in the Line Section would also like to welcome back Cpl 'Big 
Red' Watson. 

EPISKOPI TROOP 
The Summer is on it's way here in Cypru , and the tourists are arriving 

in their thousands. A busy month for the Epi kopi Tp which began with 
the arrival of an 81b 7oz bundle of noi e for Sgt Dave Street and Helen. 
Welcome to the Troop Grace Alice Street. I'm sure you'll be learning 
basic drill on the ame day you learn to walk. Still on new arrival . 
welcome to Cyprus Sig Mark Finlay, Cpl Danni Tuton and Cpl Pete 
Sorrell. one of them wasting any time in their familiarisation drills of 
the Limmasol Nightlife. Welcome a lso to Sig Baxter following his 
tran fer to our Troop. A huge farewell goe out o Robert 'Rab' Russell 
after six years in the Troop. He' off to a sunny place we've heard of 
called Scotland. We wonder if Carl T indall and Sgt Pete Szeremeta 
have been poached to work at MNCP for their technical knowledge or the 
fact that their port kill are now in the hand of SHQ troop for the 
Hodgson Shield, more on that in a moment. 

ow it' time for ome Medical News. Congratulations to LCpl Phil 
Parish on his successful operation of a delicate nature, and LCpl Dan 
O'Connell for finally undergoing the dreaded snip. On a more serious 
note, we all send our best wishes to Sig Mark Witty who won't be 
returning to the Troop before being posted to Blandford. He is currently 
laid up in England, his leg in plaster following a routine rugby tackle, 
good luck Mark. Speaking of Rugby, good luck to the 259 Vipers who, 
as I write this, are giving their all in the Akrotiri I O's. Epi Tp failed to 
win the Winter Compendium so I won't write about that, but the Hodgson 
Shield Basketball and Volleyball take place on the 30th o hopefully I'll 
have better news next month. 

Exercise Young Drive 2001 provided a good day fuelled with tension 
and inter-troop competition. Despite a team from Dhekelia winning, 
Teams from Epi kopi Tp came home in second, third and fiflh place to 
give us overall victory. Following this, the next week we were back in the 
driving scat in the lsland· wide Exercise Safe Drive. Cpl John Mercer, 
LCpl Phil Paris h and LCpl Paul Fox drove vehicles from Go-Kai ts to 
huge Cranes. They passed more cones than an Ice-cream man at 
Skegness. Their best event was a 90km night drive across the bondoo 
collecting letters along a set route. Congratuations to LCpl Phil Parish 
(Third mention this month - that's a bell ring!) who is officially the 
fourth best driver on Cyprus! We wish we could say the same for LCpl 
Scott Varley who defied the laws of gravity and rolled the Radio 
Section's beloved lzuzu Twin Cab. Well done to LCpl Dan Reade and 
Sig George Form a n who managed 15 jumps on their parachute course. 
Geor ge, now believing he can fly, learnt his lesson on a bungee jump 
with no bungee into the sea down at Happy Va lley . silly boy. A fin~l 
word goes to Sig W ill Le Cras and Sig George For ma n who are tb1s 
month's winners in the block car crashing competition. Who will be 
next? 

1 KO RBR AND 259 SIG AL SQUADRON 
ARMY CLIM BING CHAMPIO SHIPS - 2001 

On 3 May 2001 two teams from I KORBR and 259 ig Sqn left RAF 
Akrotiri to journey to deepest darkest Wales in order to compete in the 
Army Climbing Championships 200 I. The teams consisted of Capt 
Peter Kay, Lt Darren G raves, 2Lt Kate M ilner, Sgt John Newman, 
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Bdr Joe Cawood, Pte Mark Stevens, Sig Peter Goddard and Sig Phil 
Harris. The one-day event was held in the Welsh International Climbing 
Centre in Cardiff and consisted of four categories: VS, HVS, E l and E2. 
Each person ~ntered as an individual in his or her respective categories, 
as well as taking part 111 the team event. 
· The day of the competition kicked off with the Very Severe (VS) 
ategory. 2Lt Milner, Sgt Newman, Bdr Cawood, Pte Stevens and Sig 

Harris all were entered in this event. ln total there were 50 competitors 
and so the decision was made to make the route harder and put the people 
who made the top of the route into the next category up. gt ewman 
and Sig Harris had obviously underestimated themselves as they new to 
the top of the route. The other three pinged just before clipping into the 
top of the route saving them from the I IVS category, but putting them in 
the top 12 and hence the VS final. All the competitors in the final reached 
approximately the same height but 2Lt Milner and Bdr Cawood 
managed a couple of inches further and won the Regular Army VS and 
the TA V categories, respectively. 

The next event was tl1e Hard Very Severe (HVS) category, in which all 
other member of the team competed. Once again, the initial round wa a 
very closely fought event, consisting of approximately 40 competitors. 
Capt Kay and Lt Grave both reached the top section of the route , 
narrowly missing out on a place in the final . Sig Godda rd a!1d the l\~o 
who were initially in the VS section, Sgt ewman an.d Sig Harris. 
valiantly fought off the competition and found themselves m the_ final. ~ll 
three members of the team did incredibly well, coming away w1th a third 
place, Sig Goddard, and a fourth place. Sig Harris. 

Finally the team from the KORBR entered in the overall_team 
competition. This con isted of a speed climb up two r~ute , touehm~ a 
lllany of the numbered tags as pos ible. Each competitor had to chmb 
both routes as many time as possible in order to gam the m.ost pomts. 
The team made a valiant effort and came a ery creditable sixth out of 
eighteen, in a very hard fought competition. All in all, the two team had 
an excellent championships. All the training in Cyprus took place on a 
wall a third of the size of the one in Wales, and, unlike the other entrant , 
we had never seen the routes before. Despite the e underlying factors we 
came away with two first place award , and ix out of tl.1c ei_ght team 
members reached the final of their category. ot bad for 1x weeks 
trnining! 

EXERCISE YOUNG DRIVE 2001 
EX.ER ISE REVIEW 
by LCp/ Paul Fox. Team Captain. The Ant! fill Moh 
(Overall Runners up) . . . 

Any competition within the quadron will always raise _rivalry 
between the different Troops, but in the case of Ex Young Dn c, the 
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competitive spirit was fuelled to a new level by the fact that each Troop 
put in three teams. Withm Ep1 Tp, tensions were running high prior to, 
and during the event with each team convinced it wa going to win. Lt 
was obvious this was going to be a good day. Below, are a few word., on 
each of the stands from the eyes of the 'Ant Hill Mob' 

The Surprise Stand: Being the first team to face the surprise stand, 
we had no idea what to expect. A driving test was the last thing on our 
minds and the nerves quickly set in. Everybody considers themselves a 
good driver, but it's a different story under exam conditions when years 
of bad habits stand out like a soar thumb. Our team had mixed re~uhs 
from this event but we all agreed how difficult it was to be put under the 
spotlight once again. It makes you think! 

First Parade Inspection: This stand reprc ented another thing that we 
do every day and once again asks the question. 'Are we good at it?' We 
were obviously extra careful not to mis anything out on the Land Rover 
and the ' Ant Hill Mob' did okay here. The lesson to be learnt here i if 
we can do that good a job of it on the competition. then are we that 
thorough every day with the veh icles at work? A good stand. 

MT Documents: We found this stand to be more of a training se sion 
than a test. ot only were we filling in the daily part of the works ticket 
but completing at the end of a month. I personally came away from this 
stand having learnt a lot more about works tickets. 

Highway Code Test: A little common sense was required here as we 
sat at the Laptop and answered 35 questions from the Highway Code. 
Most were straight forward, given some thought, but a few were quite 
taxing and required debating to reach the correct an wer. The 'Ant Hill 
Mob' wanted to appeal one of our wrong answers, but a· Cpl 1ercer 
pointed out, The CD ROM is a DVLA one and he didn't write the 
questions. Who were we to argue? 

RTA Scene: This taud was probably the most feared by all teams. It 
gave the biggest opportunity to mess up the mo t. obody \~anted to do 
badly here. We decided that I would control traffic and rmg for help 
whilst the over two dealt with the ca ualty( ). Our plan took a back seat 
from the start, as we couldn't find the casualty who was walking around 
with a head injury. Thi turned out to be our lowe t core a we fumbled 
with the injured man and carried out other procedures in the wrong ord~r. 
But the important thing was that we learnt the correct way to deal with 
thi ituation bould we come acros it in the real world. 

FMT 3 Docum ents : After completing the RTA stand \\C then 
followed it up by filling out the actual fonns th~t we would use had 11 of 
been us that crashed the car. I lope fully omethmg .that we ne\ er "oul~ 
have to do. You'd think that it would be ea y fill mg 111 boxe h_ke, ·name , 
•time of accident'. But given the ·hort pace of time we had. II ~ro"cd to 
be more challenging than first thought. A the la ·t th mg on the torn1 \\a' 
the ketch, the, c got qmte interesting as our tim.: ran out. 
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Light \'ehicle tanoeuvring: Di appointingly, only one member of 
the team wa allowed to drive on thi stand. HO\' ever. the other two 
helped b) guiding the driver from the out ide and be negotiated a t:niler 
through variou. ob tacle . Even under the extra pre sure of havmg a 
video camera recording our every move. the ·Ant Hill Mob' walked away 
with full mark .. 

LG 1anoeuvring: Our final tand, and one that we knew we had to 
do well on to land a chance of winning the competition. Thi required 
good teamwork a our chosen !river controlled a 4.tonne truck it~ and out 
of cone whilst blindfolded. It got quHe frustra tmg a our dnver was 
receiving in truction from all angle . To make matters worse, we were 
being timed, also without his vi ion, and all that vibration, the driver 

couldn't even tell when he was moving. An average score marked the end 
of the competition as we drove back to the Jimmy club to await the 
results, but not before we all had a go in that Bedford. 

After talking to other teams. it is quite obvious that every one had a 
good time and leamt omething from the exercise. The rivalry between 
teams within the troop and the squadron makes any competition fun, and 
to learn about something as important as MT and road safety can only be 
a good thing. The only negative point that I heard about the day was that 
there could be more actual driving, but people understand that manpower 
and resource are limited. However, thi point did not spoil u good day. 
'The Ant Hill Mob' will return next year and the competition won't see 
us for du t! 

101 LOGISTIC BRIGADE HEADQUARTERS 
& 

SIGNAL SQUADRON (261) 

qn Comd Maj M. Baines 
RS ~ WOl C. J. de.ll 

\ ith the second birthday of the ~quadron fast approaching, the unit 
remains al continuou high readiness and is heavi ly committed 
upporting the HQ of both 10 1 and 102 Logis ti c Brigades. The 
quadron paraded together on 18 May for the fina l time before the tart 

of the deployment to Ex aif Sareea LI'· ith 102 Logistic Brigade HQ. 
The RSM drilled the troop for the o2 Dre parade that went very well. 
Thi was followed by a photograph at the Well ington Memorial where 
the RSM wa allegedly seen earlier, levelling the tree with a chainsaw! 

W01 (RSM) Eric Udell - The Man in Charge 

The first itreps are arriving from Oman sent by Foreman Sue 
pencer and the second tranche has deployed on RAF deluxe airlines 

loaded down with sun-tan lotion and insect repellant. As this goes to 
press one third of the Squadron is supporting enabl ing tasks in Salalah 
and Thumrait and the remainder deploy to Oman in July. Congratulate 
S gt Joe Crowe MBE on the award of his MBE for service in Northern 
Ireland appointed in the recent Operational Honours List. Congratulations 
al~o to the OC, Maj Mark Baines and his wife Jo on the birth of their 
fourth child, Oliver. 

I OPERATORS 
02 CIS Maj 'Tommy' Baldwin 
. 'CO Sgt Al Harris 
261 ig qn I Team deployed on Ex Lucky Sentinel, a coalition 

exercise mvolvmg the US and Kuwait armed forces in Kuwait in support 
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of IO I Logistic Brigade Headquarters. The team consisted of SSgt 'Mr 
MS Office ' Harris, Sgt Craig ' Where's my Cisco course?' Elsdon and 
Cpl Andy 'ATacCS solitare support team ' Monger, under the leadership 
of Maj Tommy ' I'm slowly trying to round off all the edge of my car ' 
Baldwin, S02 G3 CIS . 

Sgt Craig Elsdon, Maj Tommy Baldwin, Cpl Andy Manger and 
SSgt Al Harris 

At no great expense the team provided an T LAN, interfacing with 
the American CLA , using commercial IT equipment and carried out a 
trial of what's left of the ACSAS software package. Although extremely 
busy the team took the opportunity to get around some of the Gulf war 
locations including the Tank Boneyard and Kuwait City in an American 
Blackhawk Helicopter. We quickly learnt that the American Colonels do 
not understand our sense of humour - not a first for us! 

ALPHA TROOP 
Tp Comd 2Lt Cas Wootten 
Tp Sgt SSgt Joe Crowe MBE 

cw arrivals al the Troop of the glorious 261 Sig Sqn are LCpls Jez 
Skelhorn and 'Scotty too Hotty ' Steel from 21 Sig Regt (AS), LCpl 
'Robbo ' Robertson from 7 Sig Regt and LCpl Tom Beerling from 30 
Sig Regt. We also have Sigs Liam Frater, Ben 'Night-Prowler' 
Lightowler, Colin Corry, Mick Keating, Steve Durose and Rob ' I am 
not going on holiday' Gilbey. 

FOOTBALL - by LCpl Skelhorn 
The first season for 261 Sig Sqn started slowly but after some vigorous 

training we got a good squad together and started winning some n;atche ; 
The job of SSgt Joe Crowe MBE (Team Manager) and Sgt Ch1~0 
Towers (Team Captain) was made harder by the fact we were wmnmg 
with a scratch team and losing with a full selection - the best laid plans 
..... We found that 'The Donkey of the Match' was evenly spread but Sig 
Jamie Bramald was frequently ' Man of the Match '. It was a successful 
first season for the Squadron as we reached the semi-final of the cup and 
runners-up in the league. 

EXERCISE MOUNTAIN KING TIGER - CLIMBING IN SPAIN 
by lCpl Hanks 

At the beginning of April the Squadron deployed in. th~ oldest 
minibuses in the army to Spain for a couple of weeks rock clunbmg lead 
by 2Lt Wootten. The programme was climbing every day that actually 
left little time for drinking! The climbing was increasingly challengu1g 
and the routes were all checked in advance, incorporating amazing 
scenery. We built up from Rock Cl imbing Proficiency to ta.c~ling Gra~e 8 
climbs by some of the group. lt was an excellent exped1lion climbing, 
sunshine and some cracking nights out; many thanks to the orfanisc~ 
2Lt Wootten and Cpl 'Fitz' Fitzpatrick and our instructors Mitch an 
,John. 
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tlPPORT TROOP 
Tp Comd/QM Maj Peter Beauchamp RLC 
Tp SSgt S gt Martin Stebbing 

The Troop has been beavering away for Ex Sai f Sareea II with stores 
arriving daily by the truckload. The QM was last seen looking like an 
Andrex puppy buried under the reams of paper accompanying it all! The 
Troop recently constructed the really, really BFOT on the square - with 

an equally big name the Joint Force Logistic Component Headquarter~ 
It was like a giant Mecano set with instructions so a the ram lashed 
down directions and guidance were given and eventually 1t all vent up. 
The next job was the ISO containers and thanks to Cpl 'Billy' Baker's 
comfort box arriving late, a crow bar had to be used; RQ'.\1S Jim Alger 
liked that a lot! 

280(UNITED KINGDOM) 
SIGNAL SQUADRON 

Sqn Comd 
RSM 

Maj Jim Harris 
WOl (RSM) Craig Kearney 

JULIET TROOP 
Tp Comd 2Lt Jim Barber 
Tp SSgt SSgt Kev Roberts 

Firstly let us start with the new arrivals that have been sentenced to 
three years of soft labour al Juliet Tp. Lt Jim Barber the new Tp Comd, 
Cpls 'Richie' Brown, 'Slim' Humphreys and 'Shaky ' Wilson, LCpls 
Brown, Price, Hurdman and LeMay, greetings to you all. Farewells to 
gt Greg 'Val' Valentine who escapes back to civvie freedom and Cpl 

·Kez' Brown who moves all the way to 7 Sig Regt (Football Tp) - lets 
see if they can get any work out of him! Al o a temporary departure to 
Sig Gaz Watson who goes to Bo nia for a few months, minus one 
evebrow and head hair compliments from LCpl Rhys Hughes, who' 
aiso porting a very short haircut, the perils of drink and hair clippers in 
close proximity. 

The day-to-day excitement that i life at Juliet troop continues without 
stop. The members of the Squadron Football Team, (Sgt Valentine, Cpl 
Dempster Cpl Brown and LCpl Donaldson) return back to work .a~er 
ccmpletion of a successful season. Cpl Gore has become duty dnvmg 
in tructor 'famming' new members of the Troop on driving Landrovers 
and Mere G.D's. With special mention to LCpl Lee Hurdman's ability 
to kangaroo a GD with oi l-smooth gear changes and manage to nearly 
maim two cyclists! Other driving skills worth mentioning include LCpl 
Alex Brown discovering that a Landrover doesn't work very well with no 
batteries in it! , or even Cpl Jay Dempster, top tip its best not to attempt 
lo drive a 5 ton OAF away when it ha no brake pipes attached! 

Victorious 
280 (UK) Signal Squadron BFG Minor Units Football Champions 

(Cup and League) 

Other members of the Troop have just returned from the . ATO 
exerci e Combined Endeavour that con isled of three week dnnkmg 
copious amounts of alcohol, partying, and working. apparent.ly . 
Highlights of the exercise were unnamed persons di playing great dnvmg 
kills and overcoming parking problem and Cpl Jez 'The Diplomat ' 

Greenlee and his love for all thing American. Other Troop m~mbers 
have recently represented the quadron in the Morri on Cup athletic . 
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Divine Intervention? 
Sig Parrington demonstrates how to walk over the water-jump 

in the 3000m Steeple Chase 

The Squadron finished up as runners up to 211 Sig qn with Sig Angie 
Fewster claiming four medal , the highest number in the team. Other 
team members included Sig Kimberley, LCpl Chacksfield , LCpl 
Donaldson. LCpl Hubble. LCpl Humby LCpl Moore. and Cpl 
Jackson. Finally everyone at the Troop would like to end. their best 
wishe to LCpl 'Errol' Flynn in his recovery from his car accident and a 
speedy return back to work. 

Nice Smile! 
Cpl (now OCdt) Timmy Mallett after completing the last 

'Bruggen 11 O' 
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KILOTR OP 
Tp Comd apt Lindsey Calderhead/Lt Covey-Crump 
Tp gt at Graham WeaYers 

Yet another ucce sful and entertaining fe, months have kept the 
·Kilo Troop Po y' awake. faerci e Cobalt Flash 2 took the tough and 
hardened working m mb· away. namely Cpl Pearce, Sig James, <;::pt 
Baber, LCpl Pearmain. Sig Pollock and LCpl Jones who were located 
at the · tella' det! \ ith sleep taking priority over comm the rare 
sigh1ing of L pl 'Keep out the un · Pearmain was a major attraction for 
thee. ercise. 

There haYe been many recent deparrure from the Troop tarting with a 
fare\\ ell to gt ·Big Lug ' Porter, Beth and family. With elf induced 
terminal illne a farewell go to ig tevie 'gut ·Lloyd. Best of luck m 
his hon life! Other farewell go to keep 'em gues ing ig Dave 
·Mi ing' '.\1achin . If anyone has een this man could they plea e report 
back to the quadron. He re embl a rat! A big fare\ ell goes to our two 
year Troop Commander Capt Calderhead who i moving to pa rures 
new at HQ OinC(A) in Blandford. A big thank you goe to her for the 
contributions to the smooth running of Kilo Tp. 

Hellos go to Cpl Spike 'Long jump' Milliken and LCpl Dennis 
·Jakey' eymour. Other ne\ Troop members include Sig Lee ' Happy 
Hard ore' Meadowcroft. LCpl ·Richie ( ational debt of Uga nda)' 
Ingram and Sig Adam 'The Embryo' progiss. Finally to add to our 
ever-expanding Troop a big hello goe.s to the new Tp OC. Lt Covey
Crump. Welcome back goes to the e\•en rounder figure of LCpl Jimmy 
McGrory. Also congratulation go to LCpl Ryan 'Let me g? bo!ue' 
Clarke who has just received hi golden medal award for air miles. 
Congratulation go to ig Donna 'Peter' Beardsley who doesn't luckily 
carry the handsome features of her name.sake. We wish you all the be tin 
your marriage. 

SUPPORT TROOP 
QM Capt Mark Toms 
RQM W02 (RQMS) Kev Innes 

The quadron recently had an Inter Troop Athletics day where the 
Troop did fantastically well coming an overall 4th (admittedly out of four 
but hey. we did win the Chain of Command and ate the most burgers). rt 
was a glorious day, fun and sun wa bad by all. Support Troop would like 
to welcome its new arrival , tl1e first being the new QM & Troop Comd 

Capt Mark chofield and his family. pl Brent Grindrod and LCpl 
Rob Newing also join u . both chefs in the RLC, and finally LCpl Paul 
Denham, ig ·Rag · Ragni :we AR LIN!f::S ', LCpl Tony Masun, Cpl 
Slim Humphreys. LCpl eil Hagger and Sig Andy Ravenscroft or the 
MT, Welcome al l. The Troop would like to say farewell and good luck to 
some personnel who have left for more exciting climes the first being the 
QM Capt Steve Toms who on getting his Majority up has gone back to 
the valleys (14 Signal Regiment EW). Cpl Bri Woolley has also departed 
to god' country! Ireland (according to LCpl 'Shine on' Mooney), 
Cpls Dave Pendleton, Craig ·or Straughan, Mark 'Sibby' Sibbald 
and ig Mike 'Whippet' Roberts leave us and the MT. 

1 t SIGNAL BRIGADE BATTLEFIELD TOUR TO POLAND 
bJ12lt Jim Barber 
· The tour started in unusual fa hion with three highly informative 

presentation given by the ubalterns from the three regiments and 
battalion . Thi wa a very necessary procedure due to the somewhat 
ob cure nature of the planned battlefields and for those who were slightly 
more learned than my elf a chance to refresh on the characters and 
personalities in olved. This study day (hosted excellently by 16 Signal 
Regiment) erved also to introduce the other members of the tour 
including the first of the two lecturers, Dr Paul Lataw ki, who, proved 
all concei ed idea about academic . 

So, feeling a lot wiser about our Polish friends the fifty-eight membcn; 
of the tour climbed aboard the sleeper (sauna) at Duisburg and headed for 
War aw, the centre of the tour programme. The well-oiled cogs of the 
programme showed, as little effort was needed to book us into the Hotel 
Mecure and get the tour into full swing. Tuesday morning came and the 
tour began in earnest as we moved south and followed two fast paced 
operations (one Polish and the other the immense Red Army of 1944). 
Wedne day brought on a day of urban conflict in the city itself and 
further proved the arduous condition that face any force that attempts to 
fight in a built-up area. Thursday was olely dedicated to the Red Anny 
monster as it tactically closed on tl1e azi occupied capital and attempted 
to encircle the city. · 

The atmosphere was one of adventure on the final night and 
anticipation for the train journey home. All expectations were surpassed 
from this my first battlefield tour and hopefully not my last. Many thanks 
to 16 Signal Regiment for organising a spectacular tour and l will highly 
recommend the trip to anyone else. 

JOINT COMMUNICATIONS UNIT 
FALKLAND ISLANDS 

A I TRODUCTIO FROM UNIT HEADQUARTERS 
QC Maj A. B. Stocker 
USM W02 (USM) Renshaw 

The time has just flown by since we arrived. Yet strangely, everyone 
eem to have fitted in well, and we at UHQ have become one happy 

family. Like any family there are always upsets and failings out. Happily, 
these only ever really occur when the QC and USM start battling it out at 
the bowling alley. 

There i a real spirit of jointism within JCUFI and there is a tinge of 
purple to each and every one of us. Within JCUFI there is a Flight 
Lieutenant, Paul 'Foggy' Croft, in charge of A Flight, a Naval Warrant 
Officer, 'Mac' McKie in charge ofB Division and our own Lt Jay 'Blunt' 
Croslegh in charge of C Troop. The changes to the names of the Troops 
are the concept of Maj 'The Don' Stocker who wishes to preserve the 
joint nature of the unit and who's blood runs Deep Purple in his veins. 
Acrually, he's more of a U2 man. With this list of personnel, we must 
mention our new 2IC, Flt Lt igel Bevan. He arrived two weeks early in 
order to take over the role following the early departure of our last 2IC. He 
has already been in trumental in co-ordinating the refurbishment of the 
bar, and I'm sure that his presence will be greatly appreciated. At the same 
time. we cannot omit to mention the departing of W02 (FofS) Paul 
'Southern Hemisphere' Hubble who has been in the islands for 20 
months. He will be off to P Wing to be gradually reintroduced into society. 
His replacement, in May, will be W02 (FofS) Mark Todd. 

It was the Foreman who devised all the cunning and testing injecL~ in 
our recent exerci e, Ex Nimble Ram Tl. This was JCUFl's chance to test all 
our systems and fault procedures, as well as information reponing. All this 
\~hilst bemg simultaneously invaded by the enemy! Everyone completed 
the exercise well and there was a real sense of achievement felt within the 
unit. We all learned something, and every section now feels comfortable 
and confident that they would be able to perform their job in time of war. 
During normal working time, everyone is kept bu y, and people' tours are 
fl}tng past, as there is no time to sit and twiddle your thumbs. 

If _it's not work that is keeping us ~usy, there are plenty of other things 
ke<.-ptng us out of trouble. As a umt, we have been on lots of outings 
>1lr~ady. There wru. erious competition during the Go-Kaning and no, 
neither the OC nor the USM are at all competitive! One of the most 
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memorable visits involved FS Dave 'Dressage' Edwards, Lt Croslegh 
and 2Lt Stevens coming face to face with a huge, growling sea lion on one 
of the helicopter trips to Sea lion I land. They did not stop talking about 
their terrifying'brush with death ' for ages. We have also been hor e riding 
(sore rear all round} and have had numerous evenings frequenting the 
JCUFI bar, the newly refurbished, Sharkies. Trips for the future include 
helicopter trips to Saunders Island, another boat trip round Mere Harbour 
and anything else that the Ops Officer, 2Lt Alex ' Pasty ' Stevens, can get 
by fluttering her eyelashes! All in all, it is so far so good for the tour. We 
just all hope that the rest of the tour passes as quickly as the fir t hal~. 
Thanks to all the work everyone has contributed towards the tour unul 
now, and watch out York, we will be back in August 

Sig Rudkin just beats the others to the finishing line 

I FA TRY FAMILIARISATIO DAY - 28 FEBR ARY 2001 
by LCpl Monk . 

On 28 February members of JCUFI were invited to take part 1,n 911 

infantry familiarisation day to be hosted by the Falkland Islands Resident 
Infantry Company, B Company of !st Battalion Cheshire R~giment. Th.e 
object of the day was to give us an insight into how an mfantry umt 
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operates in a theatre like the Falklands, with demonstrations and hands-on 
experience of some. weaponry a~d equipment that the Signals would 
rarely, if ever, come mto ~on tact with. 

The day kicked off with a slight delay due to an unhealthy fluid leak 
coming from somewhere import8:nt on the Chinook. But soon we were off 
to Onion Range on the other 1de of Mount Pleasant Peak about five 
minutes fl ying time away. Upon arrival, the formalities were taken care of, 
where to stand, where not to stand, what to touch, and the days events 
began. The Ches hires began with a demonstration of a section level attack 
on two po itions. While this was going on the Platoon Commander gave a 
commentary of what we were watching. Giving explanations of what each 
member of the section's role was and how he or she fitted into the picture 
of the attack. As the attack drew lo a close the Grenadier advanced to 
unlea h what was possibly the quiete t grenade in ATO. Nonetheless it 
was interesting to see such an attack from a stand off perspective. 

LCpl Monk, Bravo Division, and his new favourite toy 

The second part of the afternoon was what we had really come for. On 
offer to us were such weapons as the SA80, LSW, GPMG, 9mm pistol, 
sniper rifle, and the SOcal machine gun, which had almost everyone 
feeling strangely horny. Once split into group we each got the opportunity 
to have a play with the weapons, including firing the GPMG from the hip 
and shoulder positions. Mock targets were set up so we could hear that 
satisfying ' tink ' as the 9mm rounds of the Browning hit the target plate. 
The chance to fire the SA 0 on automatic at figure 11 target less than fifty 
metres away was also given to u on one of the stands, but next to firing 
the SO cal and GPMG it wa relegated to the back seat All the guy from 
the Cheshires were really helpful in an wering question and showing us 
the ropes, and all were enthusiastic and keen to help, despite them having 
to get the weapons cleaned again at the end of the day, not an enviable task 
by any means. 

LCpl Monk - Such concentration 

All in all it was a very enjoyable day. The weather managed to stay 
1~ann and dry and they even managed to tape up the leak on the Chinook 
tor us to do some low level tactical flying through the hills on the way 
back to MPA. Many thank to all the members of the Che hire Regiment 
for a great day. 

FITI'EST TEAM 
The spine chilling criousnes of the situation hit us the moment 7 ig 

Regt left for home ... the Falklands valuable comm were now left entirely 
m our hands. Oh dear.,, Headed up by Sgt ' epalcse Warrior ' hya1.n the 
tea111 had little choice but to finds its feet., .and fa t! All the pressure 111 the 
world seemed to be resting on our few, but broad shoulders. 
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Individual character· and skills were quickly identtficd within the 
workshop. LCpl Helen 'Lil' ' Caplin soon established herself as the 
resident digital exchange Doctor. While Cpl tef 'I'm not a Gurkha' 
Sabuda immediately started hi personal mission to spend every given 
second at work ridding the world of faults. Unfortunately the remainder of 
the magnificent six seem only to excel at things that don't actually relate to 
work. Cpl Si 'Troy Bagley' Brewington is currently working hard at hi 
quest to become the undefeated JCUFI bowling champion. LCpl cott 
'Ron Jeremy' Wilson is single handily keeping up morale within the 
Section with his uncanny natural abilities of not only being able to do 
absolutely everything wrong, but also taking ages to do it. We must 
confe s, for someone who seems to show such limited intelligence when it 
comes to his job, his capacity to answer general knowledge question~ 
correctly is nothing short of phenomenal. Meanwhile Cpl Gil 'Dtrk 
Digglcr ' Gittins till looks to be lost now he's back in the workshop after 
his extended ' holiday' working in the gym. He also seems to be showing 
signs of po t traumatic stress disorder having had to replace his cherished 
tight white vest and tracksuit top with the more familiar untform worn by 
today 's Army. 

Oh, and remember ... ifyou 've got a problem. and no one else can help. 
and you can find them, then maybe you can hire the FITTEST team. 

LI ESECTIO 
S CO IC Sgt Cascarino 

Farewell to 231 Sig Sqn - back to sunny 7 Sig Regt in Krefcld, and a 
hearty welcome to 219 Sig Sqn from 2 Sig Rcgt ba ed at wet and windy 
York! With the changeover of the roulement Signal Sqns, life at the harp 
end (the world of the Telemechs) has been turned upside down. In the 
space of one week, the whole of the section's manpower. with the 
exception of Sgt 'Fatboy' Ca carino and Cpl Jim ·Fatboy2' tocks ha\'e 
departed and have been replaced by Meehs from the far-flung comers of 
the Telemechs' World. We have truly encompassed the etho of inter
regiment co-operation within the section, from 16 Sig Regt we say hello to 
Cpl Declan 'Death from above' faher along with ig Steve 'Gwaa I' 
Kite and Sig Jules 'Gwaa 2' Grieves. From 14 Sig Regt, we say hello to 
LCpl Nige ' Road-kill' Gerrish, Sigs Chris Turnbull Chris 'Van Damm ' 
Rutter, Andy Poole and Andy Davis. From 259 Sig Sqn we say hello to 
LCpl Chris Palmer. From 30 Sig Regt we welcome LCpl Darren 
'Fatboy 3 - Gwaa 3' Richardson and last and not least our friendly Sys 
Op Storeman, Sig Si 'U M' mole' Fry from 2 Sig Regt. 

As ever the workload ha not changed and the Line Dogs are busy as 
ever, the ongoing project in the accommodation is drawing to a painful 
close, and the new guy are earning their spl!rs gashing in a variety of job , 
from faults to SWS and back again! To the Line Sergeant's dismay, 
nobody wants to go out with him during the week as the whole ection has 
embarked on a fitne s craze, better late than never lads! 

I 'm sure that in the months to come these pages will be filled with tales 
of wonder and delight, e pecially when.Rainbow Section' has had time to 
tart performing! Adio ! 

CHARLIE TROOP 
Tp Comd Lt Cro legh 
Tp 21C SSgt Eden 

After all the month waiting for this to happen. 219 Sig Sqn finally took 
over from 231 ig Sqn, 7 Sig Regt at Charlie Tp. Help! Once the 
handover/takeo er was complete. the lads and ladie got straight into the 
routine of daily, mind numbing work. Such work was feeding the cat and 
deciding whose rum it was to make the brew . Anyway, 219 Sig qn · first 
test was Ex imble Ram, with, all of JCUFI being put through their pace
in different cenarios. However, when the exerci e was finally over, all of 
Charlie Tp had learnt very valuable le ons - I think! Jn the coming 
months, Charlie Tp ha a few more exerci es coming up and with all the 
fa t and furiou daily work coming our way, it looks like Charlie Tp will 
be busy until the end of the tour. 

BRA 0 DIVISION 
Divi ion OC WO kKie 

It has been a busy two month since taking over Bravo Div JCUF! from 
7 Sig Regt. In early February as the handover/take.over drew to a clo c the 
new Bravo Div, under the watchful eye of the 7 Sig Regt members due to 
finish their tour, began exerci e imble Ram. imble Ram was u ed to 
give the 2 ig Regt personnel the chance to go through the \\Ork they 
would be doing over the following ix month and to be able to air any 
queries or problem with the experience of the departing unit. '7- .lot of 
experience was gained on the three-day exe~1 e and fault , we~ m1ectcd 
to imulate mo t cenarios. from powt>r failures to full c1rcmt outage . 
'i ith imble Ram finished and 7 ig Regt well on their way back to 
Krefeld we were able to get settled int•) some sort of routine and get on 
with the job in hand. To 'ay there is a bit o~ a Icai:ning curve would be an 
understatement it \ a near ven1caL But with a bll of wearing and omc 
precision use of a hammer we can safel, say the all new Bravo Di' i no' 
in control. 

There ha been plenty to keep us occupied while not on hi ft. A couple 
of us were giYen the opportunity to go flying with 1312 flight m the ~ 130 
to do some air drops over the MPA and to see the I land · from a d1ficrcnt 
perspective. After a fair.amount of ann twi ting the ~ilot fi.nally,broke and 
let us have a go at playmg Top Gtm. Mmd you he did \\a1t until w' \\ere 
well over the outh at Atlantic ·o there wa le ·· danger of us craslung hi. 
plane. ecdle to say we all got back without a scnitch and tall storie: of 
u dog fighting our way across the ca .soon filled the bar. On 2 ~cbntal) 
the RIC took us up to Onion range to give us ome hand on c pcncncc on 
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ome weaponry we don ·t . ee in the ignal too often. The opportun.ity' as 
laid on for us to fire weapon such a the GP 1G and .50cal machine gun 
followed by ome low level flying with the Chinook through the valleys 
around the Mount Plea ant Complex. 

unday 1 March saw the Bravo Divi ion world Go-Kart:ing 
champion hip. Despite the rain throughout n~o . t of ~he day, a great u~e 
wa had by all who attendl!C!. The day wa pht mto , 1x heat to determmc 
who would go onto the cmi-finals and who would find themse!ve in the 
·Dri,ing 1is Dai y' cup. Everyone managro to get plenty of time on the 
track although I don' t think David Coulthard ha got n~uch to w.orry ab?ut 
ju ·t yet. Congratulation to LCpl 'Sta ' Constdant1 on an 1mpre 1ve 
victory. even more impres ive , . as hi ability to keep a big daft grin ?n h1 
face for e,·ery one of hi lap . Looking ahead at what i to come. 1mble 
Ram II i at the end of the month o with the added bonu of an Op For to 
come after us as well a~ the FofS. harkies bar reopens after refurbishment 
on 30 March which hould have a good size Bravo Div turnout. 

IT CELL 
Signal element being headed by Sgt Mick ' igel Man ell" Stoneman, 

clo ely upported by Cpl Paul ' Can I go back LO Campito' Brown, Cpl 
Ian ·1 will get mas ive' Waterworth, LCpl Penny Edwards and LCpl 
Matt ·1 really am a DJ' Lutkin. Working alongside crabs, er RAF 
personnel and being employed to provide IT support for over 2000 PCs on 
the island; the cell run like a well oiled thing that hould be well oiled! 

The cell ha been extremely bu y, aided by th"' changeover of even 
personnel in ju t four weeks. The cell has a total compliment of ten. 
However morale i at an all time high, aided by timulation banter and 
conversa;ion like, ·Did you put service pack on that PC?' which always 
provokes reactions from the oppo ite sex in which they generally walk 
away! However, getting into this 'geeks club' ain'_t a~ ~y as it n;iay.se~m 
a F G are required LO go through a rigorous m1t1auon. The m1oanon 
being that of getting extremely lagered and being presented in Sharky bar 
wearing very modem looking outfits made of computer hardware ~d 
logo . However, the crab, er RAF element do get a late tart the mommg 
after. Well, they do need their beauty leep! 

RAD CO 
We arrived here at last, after the long 18-hour flight from the UK that, 

for ome, wa quite an experience. After the weeklong handover/takeover 
from 7 Sig Regt it was time to put our feet up and have an easy tour. Or so 
we thought. With Exercises imble Ram and Purple trike within our first 
three weeks in theatre, life has been anything but easy. imble Ram was 
purely a JCUFI exercise, which tested us on our crash-out procedures and 
our general all-round ability. It was only for a weekend, but luckily, the 
Foreman managed to cram in enough serials to last us a week! 

Ex Purple Strike came one week later. This is a large Infantry exercise 
that takes place three times a year, and we were tasked to provide comros 
for Excon and the exercise controller. On his second day in theatre Cpl 
'Dave' Hallway deployed traight to Excon to immediately suffer the 
delights of the islands. Along with LCpl 'Cal' Calam and Sig 'Al ' 
Allardyce, they managed to keep Excon going. Well most of the time, 
anyway. With the exerci e controller, went LCpl 'John' Kama and Sig 
'Chris' Woods, who got plenty of exercise tabbing round the island with 
the man-packs. After the post-exercise shake out, work began on getting 
our new FFRs up to scratch. This kept us all busy for a few weeks, along 
with learning our crash-out procedures, wbicb the Foreman and SSgt 
Peters were very keen for us to learn. We learnt the reason why at 6am one 
Friday when we were all kicked out of bed for a crash-out exercise. So, we 
deployed with our crash-out kit for however long it took. Luckily Sig 
·Becky' Greenhalgh bad all her supplies for 72 hours in the field. A 
leeping bag! She claimed he would cuddle up to LCpl 'Jay' Jones if she 

got cold. Unfortunately, everything did not go to plan and a week later, the 
ame thing happened again, this time at lunchtime instead of the 

unsociable early hours. This went a lot better, yet we are still on our toes, 
waiting for the next time. 

Socially, R.adconhas been very strong, supporting Sharkies every week, 
as well as anywhere else that will take us. On top of that, we've had an 
afternoon of go-karting fo llowed by a BBQ, which was enjoyed by all. 
Looking forward, we have another four exercises over the next four 
months so, if nothing else, we wil l be kept busy. Lastly, we must say hello 
to the six guys manning the hilltop sites at Campito, Sig 'Al' AJlardyce, 
LCpl 'Chris' torey and Cpl 'Jib' Ablott. Then up at Mount Adam we 
ha\e ig 'Bob' Zimmerman, LCpl 'Dave' MeHugh and LCpl 'Phil -
how many fags can 1 smoke in a week' Hensal. 

THE HILLTOP ITES 
dam: Mount Adam has been manned by 2 Sig Regt lads for nearly 

two months now, and we've seen a lot of faces come and go, so Mount 
Adam would like to say goodbye to the following people. LCpl 'Wanna 
be TG' Storey, as he wi ll now be a crewman at the other hilltop site of 
Mount Campito. Unluckily for Campito, this change in crew wi ll have no 
affect on the nightly quiz, which Mount Adam is dominating at the 
moment! Also we would like to give LCpl 'Press the prestle' McHugh a 
warm welcome to Mt Adam as he might be a help on the quiz side. We 
would also like to say goodbye to ig 'The be t TG in the Corps - NOT, 
no taste buds' Zimmerman as he will be truly not missed. After endless 
attempts of Murder-by-Curry, we would like to wish him all the best with 
hi. new posting. Last. but not least, another warm welcome goes to Sig 
Greenhalgh . She's ju.st very recently joined us, and has not yet been 
nicknamed. We are sure, however, that she will be a great asset to the 
Adam Quiz Team. 
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C~mpito: \ye have b~en up h~re '.or seven weeks now an? are JU t 
tarting to get mto a rouune. Cpl Jib Ablott has started tra1mng in the 

gym we have up here with LCpl 'Chris (I wannabe a P.T.l., I've got the 
blue hirt and everytbin~)' ~torey, while Sig 'A l ~fry all food including 
Cornflake )' Allnrdyce 1s still convalescmg from 1115 recent operation. We 
would like to thank all our overnight guests for bringing rcfrc hmenl~ with 
them so they didn ' t have to drink the water we haven't got. 

CRYPTOGRAPHIC DISTRIBUTION AGENCY (CDA) 
As with all departments in JCUFI the past few months have been 

extremely busy for DA including several arri_vals and departure . Capt 
Steve Holt took over from Capt Lee Kelley 111 January wi th all 
conversations changing from marathon running to the latest tactics u ed 
by Bobby Rob on. February and March have been taken-up by preparing 
and deploying on exercises, ship~ and hilltop it~ ~d the Annual Crypto 
In pection. As a completely tn-serv1ce organisation the difference in 
terminology has brought it own rewards with the navy LOM(C) (Cpl 
equivalent) completely at ea when trying to under land what a RAF 
borrower i doing with BATCO. The Department continue· to be 
repre ented in all sports and activities from LOM(C) 'Elkie' Brookes 
completing in the march and shoot to Capt 'Shearer' Holt in anything that 
get him out of the office. 

ROCK CLIMBlNG IN STANLEY - LCpl Kumar Limbu 
To refresh mind and body, to take a break from daily hectic work and 

to add a new height on adventurous skill, seven interested personnel from 
JCUFI Sqn drove down to Stanley on 13 April. We left MPA around 
1600hrs. Ops Officer. 2Lt Steven , organized the rock climbing sc sion. 
An hour later we arrived at Hillside Camp in Stanley. QMSI C. 
Hamilton and his assistant, Cpl Karen Martin, welcomed and gave u a 
brief about next day 's programme right after tea . The brief was 
impre sive and friendly, although we had choice on other adventure 
activities such as mountain biking, hill walking, kayaking etc. However, 
we stuck to our title plan. When accommodation wa orted we decided 
to have a night out in Stanley, which happened to be an unforgettable 
night for me. 

We had an early start next morning. We had loaded essential kit and 
equipment into the Land Rover. Roughly I 5 minutes drive from Stanley, 
we parked the vehicle and walked up to the huge Rock. eedless to say 
there is no shortage of rock in the Falkland I lands. Jn tructor, Karen, 
gave us a afety brief before setting up. The weather was teasing us the 
moment we got out of the Rover. It's been drizzling, windy and cold day. 
Regardless of the adverse weather for such training we were 
single-minded and determined to climb the Rock. I think the desire that 
the team produced to make a fun of the es ion in such bad weather was 
something rarely achievable. 2Lt Stevens showed real courage to climb 
the hardest course of three although once, she was hanging like an 
astronaut working outside the space craft, and following the in tructions 
given from below. Believe me, sometimes following the given 
instructions may not be that easy. We called a halt to the rock climbing 
for lunch at I 230hrs. 

While having tasty food cooked by St. Helenians at Hillside Camp, we 
decided to do kayaking instead of the initially planned abseiling. In 
summary it was a good fun , we have plenty to laugh at and remember. ! 
feel sorry for the guys who have missed this opportunity through being 
lazy, still you've got some time before winter really commences 

'Soldier, you climb; I fly.' 
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1 (ROYAL BUCKINGHAMSHIRE YEOMANRY) 
SIGNAL SQUADRON (SPECIAL 

COMMUNICATIONS) 

Sqn Comd Maj S. Gregory 
SSM W02 (SSM) D. Scott 

Another hectic month of exerci e and operational commitments has 
been intersper ed with a greater than normal series of welcomes and 
farewells. The Squadron welcomes the several members to its fold: Cpl 
John Fawcett and LCpl Paul C lark.e.are congratulated for successfu.lly 
completing SC Course 2/00. In add111on, the Squadron welcome S1gs 
Yates Dunmore, Holden and Orton. Extended congratulations go to 
Cpl 'Scouse' .Hardy and Cheryl for the birth .of Christopher and 
Thomas, s imilarly Cpl Jay Fawcett on the arrival of a baby boy in 

recent weeks. A sad farewell goes with SSgt 'Deano' Poole after 8-9 
year in pecial Commun ications. He is now attached to 39 Sig Regt for 
12 months. Our best wishes go to him and his family. gt Kev Heaton 
leaves the Squadron for his Yeoman of Signals Course and Cpl Ian 
Grant and Luke Stanley head for Hill Enterpri es to try their luck 
out ide of The WIRE. Special congratulations go to Cpl Stu Penman on 
notification in April of hi award of the Joint Commander's 
Commendation for Distinguished Service on operations overseas. A well 
de erved recognition. 

NEW HONORARY COLONEL - by Sgt Jase Broome 
Sir Lawrence Verney TD DL recently retired as Honorary Colonel of 

the quadron. Sir Lawrence worked hard on behalf of the unit and is 
warmly thanked for all of his support. Sir ige.l Mobbs KStJ JP has 
been appointed as the new Honorary Colonel and 1s warmly welcomed by 
all ranks . Sir Nigel visited the Squadron on I May where he was bnefcd 
on the unit' peace and war roles and given a full tour of the unit. The 
tour tarted and finished in the Squadron bar where most ranks were to be 
found. The Squadron looks forward to seeing Sir igel again on exercise 
later in the year and wish to formally welcome him to the unit. 

SPECIAL COMMUNICATION COURSE 2/00 - by Cpl John Fawceu 
The start of ovember saw myself and five others form up at 

Bletchley for the 16 weeks of SC Course 2/00. The course was split up 
into three phases under the watchful control of SSgt ' Deano' Poole, Sgt 
Si Marvel and LCpl Mark 'Test' Gower. The content of the course 
remained unknown to the students apart from one common theme - the 
dreaded skills . 

Phase I of the course concentrated mainly on basic communications 
skill , electrical safety, ba ie test equipment and .antenna-making. This 
gave LCpl Paul 'Fantastic' Clarke the opportunity to demonstrate his 
'Scis or-hands' skills in ably destroying a perfectly good TFD - an 
astonishingly good effort rewarded by the donati?n of .a lab. P~ase I 
ended with Christmas leave but not before bemg given a series of 
complex presentation titles and progress tests. 

Phase 2 of the Course saw us straight into further skill and a broader 
range of teaching and testing. The Unit new equipment trial gave u a 
chance to get out on the ground around the UK and put new levels. of 
kills to the test. The opportunity to 'trial' some local. food a_nd d;ullc 

establishment was not missed and thanks must go to MaJ Charbe Miller 
for the regular provision of Comish Pasty AAFI breaks .. On return from 
the trial , a great deal of time and effort went mto learn.mg ome of the 
unit's specia li st equipment before going into present~t1on and cut-off 
ski lls te ts. At this point, I would like to thank all .age.ac1es throughout th.e 
Corps and in industry who helped the students with mfom1at1on for their 
projects. · · 

Phase 3 comprised fur ther skills detailed training on classified 
equipment, methods and concepts. Thi '~a in~erspersed with a healthy 
dose of booting and short course out 1de of the unit. '.he final test 
exercise was across Canada after which fmal test were camed out before 
being notified of our results. Before fin ishing, I wou~d like to tha.nk the 
Traming Wing and all instructors for tl1eir guidance, hne and a s1stance 
in the course. 

FUTURE SPECIAL COMMUNICATIONS COURSES - YojS 
At the time of going to press we see the. completion of another 

successful Special Communication ourse, with students deploying to 
~outh Africa for their part in the fin~! exercise. l_f y~u feel you have ";hat 
1t take to pursue a career in specia l commumcations then call 94-40 
8517/8/6. Dates to put in your diary are: 
Assessment Courses: 28 Augu t -7 September 200 I 

2 1 January - I February 2002 
26 August - 6 September 2002 
20 - 3 I January 2003 

pecial Communication our es: 19 ovember 200 I 
8 April 2002 
I ovembcr 2002 
14 April 2003 . 

Anyone who missed out on a I ignal Squadron ( pe~1al 
Communications) pre et1tation can visit the Squadron for an SC overview 
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by calling the Training Wing on 94240 8517 or 01908 638517. Likewise, 
suitable Officers and SNCOs are welcome to attend any briefings held at 
the Squadron. 

LCpl Paul Clarke struggles to remember SC Course Lesson 4 
'Words of more than two syllables' 

EXTRACTS FROM EXERCISE GLOBAL LYNX 3 
CANADA GENERAL 

March saw most elements of the Unit on exercise in Canada on Global 
Lynx 3. This served as a Headquarter Special Commu_nications staff 
exerci e and dual served a the end of course text exercise for Special 
Communications Course 2/00. The Exerci e was coloured not only by, at 
times, harsh winter condition , but also by the welcome news of 
promotion notification for SSgt (F?fS) Ted Heath to Warrant Officer 
Class 2 and Sgts Sin1on Wesseldme, Darren Podmore and Simon 
Marvel to Staff Sergeant. Congratulations to them all. 

MAIN BASE STATIO (GOOSE BAY) - by Sgt Simon Man•el 
On 2 March, 12 personnel from the Squadron landed in the Barren 

Wastes of Goose Bay, Canada not to be welcomed by the RAF but by the 
Compulsory Drug Testing Team. Once this formality was complete, all 
personnel moved up to the acconunodation and settled in ready for the 
hard work ahead. The next day everyone on the operator and technical 
ide of the detachment chipped in to get the location up and running 

ready for the communication phase of the exercise to begin. Once et up 
and running. communications went particularly well over some 
unfeasibly Jong link . The only major challenge of each day was the 
continually clearing of the eve~ mcreasmg amount of now on the 
re istors. This task had to be camed out at mtervals of between 15 - 30 
minutes. ot everyone wa di appointed at thi as it enabled LC:pl Dave 
Carrington and Cpl 1 Shrewsbury the chance to wear their GIMP 
mask and the other amazing kit i sued by Sgt Dave Thoma of the 
RQMS Department. Following an ever-increasing flow of visitors from 
the Squadron hierarchy and Staff Officers from HQSC, the welcome 
order to clo e comms wa received ten day~ later. After a ucces ful 
communication exercise all per onnel went on ome well-earned 
continuation training, takmg part in acti ities uch a Skii!1g and 

kidooing. A pecial memion must go to the talent of L . pl Bri Jones 
for his forever-impres iw performances on .the slope . I It efforts. were 
much appreciated as the slope groomer machme was very often not 111 u e 
and him going down the lopes on his back with .hi ski .at th~ top much 
improved the standard of the slope . Annther 1mpre s1\e sight of the 
exercise was t11at of the RQM trymg de pcrately. to unrave.1 the pawer 
cable from around the blade of the snow-clearmg machm.e wllhout 
anyone noticing what he had done. Unfortunately everythmg 1 on both 
video and camera. 

FIELD DETATCHMENT 3 - by L pl Paul Clarke 
The det deployed to Canadian Force Ba .e Kingston on the hore- of 

lake Ontario for the first phase of the exerc1 ·e. Weather wa better than 
expected, with a bit of chilly breeze making life slightly uncomfortable 
(-15). Antenna set up wn ~ore of a challe~1ge than u ual, as tl1e permnfro :t 
proved slightly too mu~h hke concrete, ta~mg a .co~~lc of stake a. the first 
ca ualties of the e ·erc1sc. Comms were boom mg mto oosc Bay almost 
as soon a we had et up, and the deployment of a ne'' antenna for 
field trial confirmed our f.,ars that it wa working fine .. ~w we had t? get 
ome work done, kicking off the econd clement ol the e. crc1 e -
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communicating from Kingston to Goo e Bay, this was very succe sful. 
The third element of the e\.ercise involved a move to the capital city 
Otta\\ a and a , ct up on the roof of a major building of intere. t in the 
centre of the capital. Accommodation was in the plu,h Lord Elgin Hotel 
nearby. omebody had to do it! The run up to the Canadian t Patrick"s 
Day celebration was\\ 1 w1derway, making for an extremely wann and 
ho pitable environmem or us to look forward to nfier work wa over. 
Aficr ende:-. wa called. the Det set out to the mountainou region of 
Quebec for a few day' kiing and no-. boarding, re ulting in more 
brui. cs and ba he. between the three of the Det than the six nation final. 
This was pl Mick Peace' excu e to retire to the ma sage and 
aromatherapy uite, but it i generally accepted that this decision had 
something to do with the ma eur! 

FIELD DETAT HME 'T 2 - by LCpl Mark Gower 
Camp hilo wa the chosen initial site for Field Det 2 which featured 

Sgt Deano Poole. my elf, Cpl Jay Fawcett and LCpl Brown. The 
decision to abandon pole crossing for now trenche proved welcome 
and comm acros the country were soon in and working for the HQSC 
cenario pha e to begin. The off-shift activities saw Det members trying 

to trike a workable balance between recycling a vast amount of quality 
Canadian food and making use of the excellent phy ical training 
facilities. A lOOOkm drive later in a dubious Dodge caravan saw the Det 
ctting up in \ aimwight for the next phase of the exerci e. Local concern 

about the potential introduction of Foot and Mouth Disease turned quite 
real and quickly saw the Del members disinfecting all clothing and 
equipment. onethele , comms came in a dream and an experimental 
6600km hot direct to UK proved ucce ful. This proved to be a most 
valuable exerci e for the team. HQSC and the course student . It i only 
hoped that somewhere a little closer to the equator will be the chosen 
location for the next Global Lynx. 

J.\Fl~ vou ~~c~~v~~~ voll.U~ 
C©l?V O:F u[HJ~ w~~~1 

If not call 01258 482087 you may 
have moved and forgotten to let us 
know or perhaps you need to renew 

your subscription 

' 
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Field Det 3 find friends in Ontario 

Cpl Mick Peace and Sgt Simon Wesseldine not convincing 
anybody 

·-· . ,. 

JOINT SERVICES SUPPORT UNIT DIGBY 
RAF DIGBY 

ISQ ADRO 
With the sheer amount of arrivals and departures within the Squadron 

oflate, you would expect the normal working environment to be severely 
affected. ot so! It is a true testament to the quadron that life goes on as 
it always has, with the minimum of fuss and bother. The Squadron has 
been involved in variou charity events of late, including the obligatory 
Red o ·e Day and the McMillan urses Charity Night. Both of these 
event were well attended and raised some much needed revenue for 
these particular charities. Sgt 'Daz' Winfteld made his own personal 
contribution to the charity effort, by completing the London Marathon in 
a very re pectable sub 4 hour . A big well done goes to all those involved 
m the charity effort. Other notable achievements over tbe last two month 
have been in the Commanding Officers Cup Competition. Despite the 
ever present problem of trying to find enough competitors for each 
particular discipline, the Squadron has produced so me excellent 
performances. Particular praise must go to those Squadron members who 
completed in the Superstars and Log Race competitions, finishing second 
and first respectively. The Squadron was also victorious in the recent 
March and Shoot competition. We are now looking forward to the next 
competition. tbe Inter Squadron Swimming competition. We are sure that 
under the expert guidance of Sgt Merritt and Cpl Lisa Gibbons, we can 
repeat the success of late. 

~ C WAT H PAI TBALL 16 MAY 2001 
The quadron had the ideal preparation for tbe March and Shoot 

competition as A and C watches went to war! On the outskirts of 
Anca ter, the cnes of battle could be heard as the paint-ball day began. 

fter a Jes, than confident drive to the area by Cpl 'Waft' Ashton, we 
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were presented with our coveralls (not meant to be worn by anybody over 
tbe height of 6ft 2', as Sgt 'Lanky' Stevenson will testify). Suitably 
dressed in our 'protective' equipment, battle commenced. The old aying 
that 'no plan ever survives first contact' certainly applied as some of the 
scenarios turned into all out and indiscriminate slaughter. Various people 
were rapidly noted for their own personal qualities. JT 'Sniper' Dell 
proved to be an excellent asset to her team, inflicting some heavy 
casualties in her omewhat unconventional style. SSgt 'Bernie' Topham 
initially took the easy and less painful option by honing his 'section m 
defense' kill . This tactic, whilst effective at the start, proved to be a 
most painful experience judging by the cuts and bruising to his head and 
jaw! As the games progressed, others began to develop their own skill · 
Sgt 'Stealth' Donnachie perfecting the quiet, flanking maneuver, as 
opposed to Cpl 'Gav' Brown who preferred the full frontal assault, often 
ending in his own painful demise. Meanwhile, JT Carla 'Sit and wait' 
Casement preferred the waiting game, producing some noticeable 
casualties. 

There were the inevitable comedy moments. Of particular note was the 
individual battle between SSgt ' REMF' Topham and Cpl 'Waft' Ashton 
conducted at a distance of approximately two paces around a tyre! o 
kills were reported due to the poor weapon skills of both individuals, the 
battle only ending when Cpl Ashton was sbot in the back by JT Paul 
'Maverick' McCormick. The day ended exchanging brui e and \~ar 
stories over a couple of shandies, after another less than confident dnve 
home by Cpl 'Waft' Ashton. Many thanks go to Cpl Ashton for 
organising such an excellent day out. . 

The arrival and departures arc too numerous for all to be mcnt1oncd, 
but we say a fond fairwell to the following; Cpl Jim Ford (14 Sig Regt), 
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Cpl Martin Goulden (civvy street), Cpl ' Gav' Brown (Naples), LCpl 
Sommerville, and JTs Copley, Fegan and Cochran (all 14 Sig Regt). A 
huge hello goes to the following; SSgt 'Paddy' Brown, Cpl Ali Phillips, 
LCpls Phil McKenna, C h e Aylward, ' Fitzy' Fitzgerald, ' Berty' 
Lancaster, Pete Walsh, atalie Young, Buxton, Barber and Baxter. 
Lust, but by no means least, special congratulations go to th~ Sqn OC, 
Maj 'Monty' Mountford, who has become a proud father (agam). We all 
wish him well in his new 'venture' . 

2SQUADRON 
Since the la t edition, the Squadron's Royal Signal's personnel have 

been boosted to nine with the arrival of Cpl ' Mally' Mallinson after a 
long course at Exeter University, so the goaty beard has had to go! We 
also welcome Cpl Gaz Leadbitter and Cpl Jon Seaton back after their 
detachment in the sunny Falklands. 

3SQUADRON 
HELLO'S AND GOODBYES 

We' ll start at the very top and welcome Sqn Ldr Andy Gudgeon who 
has taken the helm here at 3 Sqn. His mission is to demolish the existing 
establishment and to build a smooth-running and well-oiled machine -
good luck to him! There has been a change in the Co-ord's chair with the 
detachment to the Falkland Islands ofW02 (Supvr R) Frank Dalton, he 
took up the post of OPSWO at JSSU(Fl). His chair has been filled by 
\\02 (Supvr R) Dave Fuller, so the Squadron's email intray has now 
been reduced by half. W02 Russ Dalton has moved on to be replaced by 
W02 Smudge Smith a the new RQMS, so the boys in Log Support 
Group have now got a chance to put some of their PT kit away! W02 
( upvr R) Andy Marchant has arrived fresh from his tour in the 
Falklands, he has moved into the ' caring and sharing' department of 
OOD and i waiting on his promotion to WOl - congratulations on that. 
Training Flight has continued to provide the Squadrons with capable 
operator , turning the fresh-faced youngsters from DSSS, Chicksand 
into jaded and (somewhat) educated old sweats. WOI (Supvr R) Paul 
Skeith is currently away on resettlement (how long!) and is due to be 
replaced by WOI (Supvr R) Troy Phillips from EOD, so the Flight 
would like to welcome him. 

4SQUADRON 
It has been a quite period for the Squadron as Foot and Mouth put paid 

to most of the training plan . However, this has allowed u the time to 
recover from a myriad of leaving functions. Mo t recently, we bid a fond 
farewell to SSgt Mark Finch, who leaves the Corps after 24 years 
(including boy service). All the members of the Squadron wish him the 
be t of luck in the IT industry. 

651 SIG AL TROOP 
It would be fair to say that the Troop has seen its fair share of arrivals 

and departures over the last three months, each member of the Troop 
adding their own unique 'boo-boo' to the Troop archives of 'f wi h I 

hadn ' t done that' . How can we forget the arrival of gt 'I knew 1 had 
some hand luggage', who halfway up the mountain realised he had 
unwittingly left his rifle at the Theatre Arrival Centre (DOI I!). Or the OC 
who drove 30km to check an ISO container ha\ing unwittingly forgotten 
the keys (DOH!), the names have been omitted to protect the innocent (or 
was that to protect the author?). Going quickly onto departures, the Troop 
said it sad farewells to Capt 'H' Hutton who was well known for 
wearing dodgy hats and sailors uniforms . .. . but that's another story and 
we the Troop still have the photographs of that most excellent leaving do. 
Another sad farewell to JT Mel 'I guess that would be unleaded' Wirth, 
who 's design of the now infamous 651 Signal Troop tee shirt has become 
an instant hit and a 'must have· fashion accessory. 

Like politics, the weather in Kosovo has been unpredictable, v.ith 
Easter Sunday seeing the detachment under a foot of snow and with 
Brigade declaring 'Spring' and recalling all snow chains! Saying that the 
summer has finally arrived and those extra camp beds, courtesy of the 
QM are now put to good use. The Troop has also had it fair share of 
VlPs, including a recent visit from Brig Tadier (COMBRITFOR). The 
Brigadier was particularly impressed with the initiative shown by the 
members of the Troop in the building of the new BBQ area and troop bar, 
much credit must go to Sgt Martin 'DlY" Clewlow and Cpl Stevie' un
God' Read for their sterling efforts in this department. Apart from the 
u ual Troop operations, 651 played host and provided logistical support 
to a Rebroadcast (VHF) element of 1-508 Airborne Battalion during Ex 
Dynamic Response (29April-9 May), an annual multinational exercise. 
During the exercise the Troop loaned a Wolf Defender to provide 'battery 
charging' facility to the 1-508 detachment, an wiusual sight! The Colonel 
of the Battalion vi ited the site and presented 651 with a ceremonial coin 
to express his thanks and appreciation during the exerci e. 

The departure of Capt 'H" has seen the arrival ofW02 (Sup r Radio) 
Eddie Fisher who's first task was to shift the 'dreaded· portaloos 
inherited from two previous OCs, the phrase the sh**tv end of the stick 
comes to mind. The new OC i coming to grips with the operation, 
however, he has yet to be convinced to impo e the suntan order as 
recommended by Cpl Stevie Read, combat shorts and flip-flops! Other 
new arrivals include arrival LCpl April Tm having a blonde day' 
Holtbain, fir t tour for her, and doing well with it, although we hope 
Winnie the Pooh gets better oon. The Troop is enjoying a 'fitnes fad' at 
the moment; it's not unusual to ee members of the Troop challenging the 
Goles Hill - definitely not for the faint hearted! Finally Cpl Gareth T II 
be in the Gym -really!' Davies. supposed to meet his replacement off 
the Aircraft today, ooh not today sir, you'll have to do a few more days 
on your tour, he might tum up later in the week! Not at all funny for him, 
mildly amusing for the rest of us. till Gareth the bar will mis you for 
sure! 

Soon the start of Jw1e, and the unofficial Goles half marathon. which 
involves running all the way down the mountain to the main road, turning 
round, running all the way back up to the top ..... then doing it all again! 
Definitely only hard nuts to apply for this one, which i why only two of 
the Troop have risen to the challenge, good luck 
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The Association commullicales ll'ilh its Branches a11d individual member. 1hro11gh the pages o/The WIRE, which co11fai11 accounts of Branch aljairs 01 

well as a.forecast of Association evenls. . . . , .. · . . . . ., , 
Branch Secretaries are a ked 10 check thal 1heir Branch Members receive s11ffic1en1 copies o/The WIRE. Aswcw11on HQ can anange/01 cop1<s lo h~ 

delivered in bulk to Branch Secretaries for further distribution ifthi is conve11ie111: ii helps us to m•e c:11 po tage. 
Da1es of Branch event can always be publi /Jed in The WIREand hould be ubmilled to the Ed1101: We al o welcome lener. , ':!</.uests 10 comact old 
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photographs, al least once a year. 

NOTES FROM THE AO'S DESK 
Branch News: Maj Steve Clarke has been po ted and ha handed 

over ecretarial dutie of the Airborne ignal s A sn to Capt Mark 
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Rou e. Mark is the ITO at 16 ir A It Bde ig qn (216) at 
Colche'ter. John Smart ha uccceded Tom Davies a· Hon ccretary of 
the windon Branch. John can be contacted at: 52 1ah·ern Rd. wmdon 

2 1 AT. Tel: 0 I r-335430. \: e wi h Tom all the be. t on hi move to 
live in Cornwall. 

Corps Carol Sen-ice: ft ha been ncces ary to change the date of this 
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cJr orp' C. rol en ice. It \•ill now be held on Monda) 1- December, 
starting a u ·ual at I l)Qhrs. in t tephen with t John .. Roch~ ter. Row. 
\\'e. tmin ·ter. Thi will be follo11 ed by herry and mmce pies m the 
nearb) hurch Hall. Al! erving. an:! fonner members of the Corp , plus 
thelf fam1lie . are cord1all) mv1tco to attend. Apolog1e are offered lo 
tho. e 11 ho ha1·c already made accor.. nodarion arrangements using the old 
date. 

enotaph Parade - Remembrance Sunday 11 'u\'ember 2001: A 
hmited upply of ticket for the Cenotaph Parade i a ailable from this 
office. II \\ho have erved under command of Briti h Force , plus War 
\Vido11s Widowers are elig1bl . Mich ael A imable has. once again, 
kind!) agre d to act a the Corps co-ordinator and members attending the 
Parade hould fall in under the ' R IG · board, which Michael will be 
holding. \>larch off i at I 0 I Ohrs. First Aid. lavatories and refre hments 
arc available at Horse Guards Parade. 

F ield of Remembrance: The opening ceremony for this year · Field 
at \\ e tmin · ter Abbey will take place at appro · imate ly ll20hrs on 
Thur da) 8 'ovember and all those attending hould be in place by 
11 OOhrs. Her Maje ty Queen E lizabeth T he Q ueen Mother and other 
members of the Royal Hou ehold ha e indicated their intention of 
attending. The Field will then remain open until I 600hrs 15 ovember. 
During the time the Field is open. crosse may be laid on the Corps plot 
in memorv of loved ones. The Corp plot is number 57. which is just 
in ide the West Gate (a per last year). Crosses 1 ill be laid by 
A ociation HQ on behalf of all Branche of the R A. Immediately 
following the ceremony. all those attending are cordially invited to join 
:Maj Gen Tony Boyle. Chainnan of the RSA, for refreshments in Chel ea 
Barrack . courte y of 23 Sig qn. 11 is hoped to provide uansport from 
We tminster Abbey to Chelsea Barracks. 

Annual R eunion: Over 600 members, plus 350 guest , attended the 
A ociation ' annual reunion, which was held at Blandford Camp over 
the weekend 23/24 June. During corching weather, members enjoyed the 
no" traditional Princess Royal Day Parade by the serving oldiers of 11 
Sig Regt. The tandard of drill amongst the oldier was such that several 
members openly shed a tear of pride. One old comrade commented, 
' There' nowt wrong with the Corp these day when they can perform 
like that.' We were plea ed to see everal proud parents of soldiers in the 
audience. Following the Parade, As ociation members met and enjoyed a 
pint with the o ldie r in the Semaphore Arm . The afternoon arena 
di play tarted with a bang when the 'Museum Living History Society ' 
put on a re-enactment of target spotting, using a 25pound field gun and an 
Auster. The Corp Band, the Corps Pipes and Drums and the TA Band 
put on their usual polished perfonnance and the White Helmets thrilled 
u with a how of their skills. Those of you who saw LCpl Hildreth take 
a fall from his machine (indeed it ran him over) wi ll be pleased to know 
that he uffered only bruising and was re leased from ho pita! after 
overnight observation. The six finalists for the annual standard bearers' 
compet it ion were: John 1umford ( Readi ng) , Barry M o od y 
(Scarborough), Bill Mc amara (Glasgow), Peter Howells (Swindon), 
Harry Dnncan ewcastle) and Michael Hawkins (Bri to!). Such was 
the c loseness of the scores at the end that the j udges had to ' count back' 
through the preliminary heats to detenn ine the winner. Barry Moody 
pipped John Mumford by the s li mmest of margins to hold th e 
champion's cup for the next year. Both were presented wi th an engraved 
ilver salver by the Master of Signals. Thanks go to the Corps RSM 

(WOl Sean Keilty) plus his judges: WOl George Coffin and RSA 
Member Mrs Jillian Hurst. for running the competition. The Master 
also presented the A ldershot Branch (Fred Bridges) and West London 
Branch (Harry Ruff) with the ' 75 Year Pennant' for their standard. This 
wa to mark 75 years in existence for both Branches. Following the 
Playing of Retreat Ceremony, members enjoyed entertainment, buffet and 
a renewal of old friendships in the Sergeants' Mess until the wee hours of 
Sunday morning. Our thanks go to WOJ (RSM) Harry Kemp for 
opening the Mess doors to the old comrades. The Sunday began with a 
church service, with the Chaplain Gene ral. The Vene rable John 
Blackbum, attending as our VlP guest. Many will remember him from 
his day at Carterick Garrison and the Apprent ices College at Harrogate. 
The Corps RSM took great delight in 'beasting' members whilst they 
were fonning up for the traditional March Past. His threats of jail for less 
than 100% effort worked wonders -even our In-Pensioner guests, Buck 
Ta ylor and Doug Woollford kept in step with the beat of the Corps 
Band. The Association 's recently built Memorial Rock Garden was then 
dedicated by the Association Chaplain and good friend Peter Clemmett. 
Families will now be able to scalier the ashes of thei r loved ones over the 
garden. The Memorial Garden was built with donations from Branches 
and affiliated associations and o ur tha nks go to them for their 
contributions. All in all , the Reunion was an outstanding success and our 
thanks go to e eryone who worked so hard to ensure things went 
smoothly. Our thanks a lso go those members who travelled from afar to 
attend and for making their own accom modat ion arrangements. For 
Ivana from Glasgow Branch - next year, could you leave the Guinness 
perfume at home. Make a dairy note for next year's Reunion at Blandford 

29/30 J E 2002. IT'S NEVER TOO E ARLY TO BOOK 
YO R ACCOMMODATION 

' Register of po.stings': It was pleasing to ee that the Assn HQ's 
'Re~1.tcr of members' postings' wa instrumental in reuniting several 
for~cr pals over the Reunion weekend. If you haven ' t yet recorded 
details of your postings whilst with the Corps - why? 

• ·ew Life 1 e mbers: A warm welcome is ex te nded to t he 
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undcnnentioned Life Members. enrolled since the last WIRE. We wb.h 
every uccess with their ' second career' to those who have recc111ly left 
the Corps. It is hoped that all !n .the 'R.HQ Branch' will consider joining 
their local branch of the Assoc1ahon. 
Rank& ame 

ig Jim Owens 
ig Ted Wilders 

gt Woodie Power 
Cpl Alan Seaton 
WO I Dave Warburton 

gt Brian Ireland 
gt Lee Perry 

W02 Peter Van Den Broek 
W02 Mervyn Gass 
Cpl Kev Gillman 

Sgt eil Fi her 
gt Mick Han on 

Sgt Jason Cook 
Cpl Mark Balkham 
Cpl Steven Hoffman 
Cpl Sam Saunders 
LCpl George May 
Sig Mike Payne 

gtP.J. M.Jeffries 
Lt Col Brian O'Connor 

ig L. J. Hartzig 
LCpl Dave Cunliffe 
WPte E. M. Norton 
SSgt Robert Carroll 
Sgt Chri Garrill 
SSgt I. M. Logan 
Cpl Graham Parkhill 
SSgt Joy Phipps 
Sig Adam Richardson 
Cpl Dean Spiers 
LCpl Ken Holifield 
Sig 'Wedge' Wilson 
Cpl Martin Parkin on 
W02 Seb Wi le 
Pte Lynne Frew 
Pte Sandra Forsythe 
Sgt Mike Humber 
Lt Sara Banks 
W02 Mo el on 
Pte Jenny elson 
LCpl Paul Dunkley 
Sig Lloyd Crooker 
Sgt Paul George 
Sig Kent Mossop 
Capt Norman Bain 
Cpl Jim Tierney 
Cpl John Bland 
Capt David Wild 
LCpl Terry Rowles 
Sgt William Martin 
SSgt Ian Burton 
Sgt Bill Wild 
Cpl Rob Bum 
Sig Harry Cleverley 
Cpl Mike Scott 
Maj Derek McConnell 
SSgt Bob Heaselgrave 
Sig Mel Brown 
Sig Peter Mitchell 
Capt Bob Bousfield 
Sig Alan Ha ll 
LCpl Ina Anderson 
Sig Matt Bates 
Cpl Philip Alger 
SSgt John Coles BEM 
Cpl Mark Brown 
LCpl Allan Busby 
SSgt Dave Campbell 
Sgt Alex Cannichael 
Sig Craig Carr 
Sgt Terry Carter 
Sig Dave Chubb 
SSgt Bob Clair 
Cpl Peter Clark 
Sgt Peter Clarkson 
Cpl Lisa Clayton 
LCpl John Cotton 
Cpl Tim Cox 
Sig Kevin Wells 
SSgt Allan Burnett 
Cpl Robert Charl ton 
Lt Col Gary Smith 
W02 Ray White 
Sig Chris Wood 
Sig Dav id Carmichael 
Sgt R11sscll Dodd 

Service 
RHQ 
RHQ 
RHQ 
Birmingham 

heffic ld 
R.HQ 
Bri to! 
RHQ 
RHQ 
RHQ 
RHQ 
RHQ 
RHQ 
RHQ 
RHQ 
RHQ 
Chesterfield 
Beverley Ex-Boys As n 
North London 
RHQ 
12/ 15/18AFSRA n 
RHQ 
Derby 
RHQ 
RHQ 
RHQ 
RHQ 
RHQ 
RHQ 
RHQ 
RHQ 
Loughborough 
RHQ 
RHQ 
Glasgow 
Glasgow 
RHQ 
East Kent 
RHQ 
RHQ 
RHQ 
RHQ 
RHQ 
RHQ 
RHQ 
RHQ 
RHQ 
RHQ 
RHQ 

ottingham 
RHQ 
RHQ 
RHQ 
West London 
RHQ 
Birmingham 
Birmingham 
Reading 
Reading 
RHQ 
Beverley Ex-Boys Assn 
RHQ 
RHQ 
RHQ 
RHQ 
RHQ 
RHQ 
RHQ 
RHQ 
RHQ 
RHQ 
RHQ 
RHQ 
RHQ 
RHQ 
RHQ 
RHQ 
RHQ 
RHQ 
RHQ 
RHQ 
RHQ 
Eastbourne 
RHQ 
RHQ 
RHQ 

Branch 
1952-54 
1955-65 
1977-93 
1966-91 
1956-91 
1950-71 

1990-date 
1983-01 
1963-01 
1989-01 
1977-01 
1991-01 
1990-01 
1990-01 
1990-01 
1962-01 
1951-53 
1951-61 
1946-48 
1953-91 
1946-48 
1976-88 
1956-58 
1977-01 
1977-01 
1977-01 
1991-01 
1978-01 
1997-01 
1987-01 
1951-53 
1949-50 
1987-99 
1985-01 
1976-80 
1976-81 
1967-78 
196 -72 
1961-86 
1964-67 
1954-56 
1953-55 
1976-01 
1999-01 
1977-01 
1980-88 
1978-85 
1966-98 
1950-52 
1941-47 
1984-01 
1955-78 
1991 -01 
1960-62 
1966-77 

1970-date 
1969-99 
1946-48 
1947-49 
1974-01 
1948-51 
1986-94 
1987-94 
1983-94 
1970-94 
1978-94 
1984-94 
1972-94 
1969-94 
1988-94 
1972-94 
1990-94 
1970-94 
1980-94 
1970-94 
1982-94 
1985-94 
1979-94 
1988-94 
1972-94 
1984-94 
1983-01 
1968-01 
1961 -65 
199 1-01 
1977-01 
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LCpl Richie Horan RJIQ 1993-01 Capt Lee Hendricks RHQ 1989-01 

Capt Mick Turnbull RHQ 1985- Capt Imogen Mulholland RHQ 1998-01 

dote Maj Gerry Hegarty RJ!Q 1969-01 

Sig Daniel Yates RHQ 1996-01 Lt Col Bob Binham RHQ 1969-01 

Sig I !ugh Richardson RJIQ 1955-60 Capt Lee Wookey RHQ 1976-01 
LCpl Ronald Batchelor RI-IQ 1951-53 Capt Kyle Barker RIIQ 1994-01 

WO! John Godwin RHQ 1959-83 Maj Guy Bennett RJIQ 1988-01 

gt Mike Wheeler East Kent 1964-75 Lt Col Richard Thurston RHQ 1974-01 

Sig John Black Glasgow 1992-93 Maj Carole Rankin RHQ 1990-01 

Cpl Tina Siddall(Hayward) RHQ 1970-76 SSgt Nick Bell RHQ 1977-01 

Cpl Paul Brinklow RHQ 1960-65 Cpl Albert Saunders Scarborough 1944-48 

Maj Paul Robertshaw RHQ 1967-01 SSgt Maurice Fidoe Derby 1968-88 

Maj Ronnie Allan RHQ 1971-01 Sig Ron Sear RHQ 1947-49 

Capt Peter Young RHQ 1996-01 

ROYAL CORPS OF SIGNALS; NORTH CHINA SIGNALS SECTION IN THE 1930s 
Peter W. Curtis - June 2001 

'Wotcher me old China', that much hackneyed slice of rhyming 
Cockney s lang could well describe the interesting, va ried and quite 
unexpected replies Peter Curtis received from his enquiry regarding the 

orth China Signals Section in the 1930s. Peter , readers may recall 
wrote to The WIRE (Apri l edition) hopefully seeking new and views 
about the orth China Signal Section in which his father Sgt ' Bill ' 
Curtis had served in Tientsin ( 1934) and where Peter wa born. Four 
replie were received including two from former soldier who saw 
service in t~e NCSS in the 1930s. 

The Curtis children and others 
outside Mimosa Court, Tientsin in 1934 

Fir t to respond was Edga r Harrison OBE MC BEM(Mil), who now 
lives in Bath and who saw service in Tientsin, Shanghai, Shanhaikuan 
and briefly ii{ the Hong Kong Signals Section. Edgar told Peter that the 
re pon ibility of the orth China Signal Section was threefold: 

I) To maintain WIT communication with Hong Kong. 
2) To maintain part of the landline to Peking, 
3) To maintain Wff communication with Shanhaikuan between 

the months of May and October. 
From his memory Edga r believed that the Sections complement was, 

in addition to the OC, a Sergeant Foreman of Signals, a Corporal, a Lance 
Corporal and fourteen other ranks . E dgar was intrigued by Peter 's 
father' regimenta l number and uggest that he may have been on gmally 
in the RE Signals. 

The next letter was from Ron Larby of easdon N. W. London who 
infonned Peter that his own father served in Tientsin, Shanghai and then 
llong Kong as a farr ier with the 2nd Battalion Scotts Guards. ~on is. of 
the firm belief that Briti h troops of Brigade strength were m Chma 
because of the throes of the Civil War between the forces of General 
Chiang Kia Shek and the forces of S un Yet ~in and variou .war lords: lt 
was feared that the fighting would spill over mto the tnternat1onal tradmg 
concessions and settlements, therefore the British Anny was called upon 
to ensure the safety of lives and property. Ron Larby told Peter of a very 
interesting anecdote, in that whilst in Shanghai, in the l 9~0s, guard. n?cn 
were approached by the Shanghai Prison Service with a view to enhsttng 
into the SPS when their anny engagements came to an end. . 

Pe te r a l o received a time ly postcard fro m a Lee E dmger of 
Harrogate, who believe it o r not. was on a cruise (pos ibly on a 's low 
boat to China' !) pass ing through the Suez Canal when .Th~ WI RE arl.Jcle 
caugh t hi eye. Lee in formed Peter that a long with hi s 1ster he was .a 
'Tientsin child '. His fa ther was paymaster in the RAPC. Both Lee and hts 
sister went to the multi national Grammar School. 

The final letter came from Capt Frank Law on of Manchester, who, 
like Edgar Harrison . aw service in the Tien ts in Signal ecti?n i~ 1937. 
Frank jo ined the R in 1934 (the yea r of Peter Cur lis bi rth Ill 

Tientsin). Now 83 years old Frank in fonned Peter .that he wa on duty at 
the recreational unit at Shanhaikuan when he received the me age th~ t 
Great Brita in was at war , ith Germany. The original me sage form ts 
now in the Signal Mu cum at Blandfo rd c.aml?. Frank a l~o confinn.ed 
that the Tientsi n Signal Section was to mammm commumcauon with 
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Tientsin (HX8)Peking-Shanghai-bong Kong (GH 4) on a No 6 
Transmitter and a Post Office Transmitter from the British Embassy in 
Peking. 

Alas there was no response from any other per on who, li ke Peter. was 
born in Tientsin. Looking through some old back numbers of The WIRE 
magazines there is a report in the February 1934 edition from the orth 
China Signals Section correspondent, which congrat ul ates the 
Commanding Officer, Lt WhitewayWilkinson and his wife, on the birth 
of a baby girl. So there is at least one other birth beside_ Peter 's. in 
Tientsin in 1934. evertheless the letters were very helpful m colounng 
in a picture of what life was like, in an anny garrison, in China, in the 
1930s. Finally three troop hips were mentioned in the letters, ' HT 
Dilwarra ', ' HT Georgie ' and the ' City of Marsei lles,' mo t, Peter 
suggests in this article. stopping off in Hong Kong, Colombo and Port 
Said, before pas ing through the Suez Canal bound for ' Bl ighry'. 

Peter Curtis outside Mimosa Court (now Ronghau Lane) in 19~1 
Note the scaffolding where houses were under structural repair 

as a result of the 1977 earthquake 

ERROR CORRECTION 
In June's Issue page 249, article 'Lest We Forget'. Two errors 
were printed. Albert Thurling was a Lanc.e Corporal and not a 
Signalman. Also it was the MoD that provided the stone not the 
War Graves Commission. 
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DARLINGTON BRANCH 
l\ !embers of the A sociation were in itcd to atte:id a joi~ll Officer · 

and crgeant · 1e Dinner at the Bradford Armoune • Darlmgton T~C 
on niurday 9 June 2001. Along with serving members of the respect! c 
me ·c of the Parachute Association, the R A h~d a very enjoyable 
e'cning hosted b 1aj Graham J<!nnings and h~s taff. Lt Col Ian 
\\'e terman. O 34 ig Regt (V). t ok the opportumty to present for:i1er 

gt Tomm) Williamson with hi Vol.unteer and Reserve ervice 
1edal (\ R 1) during the cvemng. The h1ghhgh1 of the cvenmg was the 

pre entation of the Dent Cup by former. Cp l Le'." Prosser of 
1iddle:brough Company 50 orthumbnan) D1v1 1onal Signal Regiment 

T to laj Graham Jennings of 50 ) .1gnal quadron (Y) .. Lew had 
helped to \\in thi~ trophy a p~rt of a boxmg compet1t1on ,back m 193 . 
"hil ·1 en ing \\1th the Regiment. Our warme l thanks go lo MaJ 
Jenning and the members of the Officers and . erge~nt · Mes e for a 
mar.ellou night and look forward to future functions wuh them. 

The CO 34 Sig Reg! (V), (Cpl) Lew Prosser, .Mr Ron Bot~am and 
OC 50 (N) Sig Sqn (V) after an enjoyable nights entertainment 

DERBY BRANCH 
It's now sometime since we last appeared in The WIRE. lt ha taken u 

a while 10 sort things out after the old Chainnan."s, death. but I'm now 
glad to ay we are getting tl1ere. Amongst other thmgs we ~ave ele~ted a 
new Chainnan, Sgt Alan Landsborough, who many will reco~1.se ~s 
the current RPS SQMS at 46 Signal Squadron and the new President is 
the old PSAO, Capt Cliff Royston-Webb. Who said we at 46 don ' t keep 
thing in the family? 

At the recent AGM we took the trouble to streamline the Committee 
with the retirement of our talwart Treasurer, Capt E rnest Willia,ms who 
decided to call it a day at 78 years young. However, he continues to 
attend our monthly meetings, replaced by Sgt Jeff Almond. Our long-
uffering Secretary still remains as always Joy Elliott. March. 2001 saw 

our annual RSA Dinner, which for the first time was held outside the TA 
Centre at a local hotel where the CO of 38 Signal Regiment, Lt Col . P. 
Harrison MBE R Signals was our guest o~ honour. Some 44 m.emb.ers 
and friends sat down to di!lller and a good lime was bad. by all, JUdgmg 
by the noise! The meal being excellent and much catchmg up with the 
happenings and whereabouts of old friends took place.. . 

Finally I would like to remind the readers both servmg and re11red that 
we meet at the Sergeants' Mess King way TA Centre Derby on the third 
Wednesday of every month at l 930brs. I know there are m~ny of you 
who li\e in the area but perhaps you don't know of our meetings? Why 
don't you come along and join us, you' ll be sure of a warm welcome, and 
you never know you might even get to like it? 

EAST KENT BRANCH 

OCIAL 
A record 18 Members of the Branch attended the Association AGM at 

Chelsea Barrack where many old acquaintances were revived and where 
the catering in the fonn of a tasty and plentiful bulTet brought ~ most 
successful Meeting to an end and the Branch returned to the wi lds of 
Kent. Our Chairman, John Ballantyne, together with his Committee 
continued to entertain us by leading a detachment from the Branch 
(dressed appropriately) in enlivening the proceedings at the 

ing-Along-a-Sound-of-Music at the Marlowe Theatre in Canterbury. 
John was enchanting in his lederhosen and his wife, Marion, was 
suitably irreverent as a nun. As was Marie, the wife of a previous 
Chairman - she preferring to pretend to be a local -vicar. There were 
Buddhist prie~ts, Officers from the Kriegsmarin together with as orted 
extras from the Branch making up a jolly crowd. Our Hon Sec was most 
distinguished as an escapee from a Tyrolean Hunting Lodge whose 
di.:wfcning vocal accompaniment must have brought a tear to the eye of 
\fos Julie ndrews (and many others). In May, 44 Meml>er took to the 
RI\ er at Grave end and made their way up the Thames to the site of the 
London hyc where some, with a head for heights, enjoyed the 
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magnificent view from on high. Others rcmainc? on tcrra firma and 
wandered about until the aeronauts came down from their pods. The 
motor ve · cl POl:ohontas was then reboardcd and she then trnnsportcd our 
party back down river to the accompaniment of a delicious buffet served 
by the kipper and his crew. a most successful day. 

EW 1EMBERS 
John Ridler was a ational Serviceman from July 1949 to July 1951 , 

ef\ ing with 16 R. Signals Troop. attached to C .qn. 5 Dra~oon Guards 
in BAOR. Brian Roalf served a a National erv1c~m~n wuh the Radio 
Relay Troop in 4 Div ig .Regt in 195916?. o-111c1de.ntally, he was 
serving in the Troop at the lime that Don Crisp, the previous Chamnan, 
wa the Troop Staff ergeant. 

AND YET MORE SOCIAL . 
John Ballantyne and his C~mmittee have come up with yet another 

innovative medium of entertamment and a goodly mob of hairy and 
mu cular Bamdancing Members converged on an un u pecti~g Village 
Hall to give vent to their native toe tapp111g and thigh slapping. They 
were accompanied by their hu bands wh.o also threw them elves about a 
bit. Our next ventures are (a) the A sociat1on. Reunion at Blandford and 
(b) the Annual Cricket M~tch i.n July. both being looked forward to with 
eager anticipation and which will be reported upon m the next issue. 

EAST DEVON BRANCH 
The Branch took part in the celebration in Phear Park, .Ex.mouth. over 

the weekend 9-1 O June witli a tall run by members selling bnc a brae 
and generally promoting the Corp . On the Sunday a parade of more than 
400 marched through the street of Exmouth .led by the band of the Royal 
marines - Lymp tone. Followed by a lone piper, who headed a group of 
veterans to Phear Park where a new Wall of Remembrance wa unveiled. 
The Branch, amongst others, laid a wreath 10 pay tribute to the . ervice ?f 
the unforgettable part played by Briti h and Amencan servicemen m 

orthem France on 6 June, 1944 - D Day. . 
The Branch would like to welcome any ex.-serv10g and ervmg 

members of the Corps who live in the East Devon area, and invites them 
to meet with them at the RAFA Club, Ex.mouth on the third Tuesday of 
each month, 7 .30 for 8.00, wives and partners are welcome. We also have 
several events coming up. See our website for more details. 

w\V'.v.rsigsexmouthgroup.supanet.com 

GLASGOW BRANCH 
The AGM of the Branch was held on 17 April. ~00 I. T~e Branch 
President, Maj Gen A. A. G. Anderson C B, pres1dmg: ln. ht . ~penmg 
remarks the President congratulated the Branch on ach1evmg •.t s tenth 
anniversary, and the tremendous effort that has been put m~o this by the 
committee and members alike. He particularly mentioned, Btll Taylor the 
former Chairman Eric and Ivana the Treasurer and Secrectary. He 
praised the turnout of members and associate members and said, 'There 
are many others of you who have made a maj~r contribu.tion. besides, and 
the continuing support of the active members~1p ~nd their wives ha been 
a major factor in your success .. You have maintained an excellent record 
for participation in the reu111on at Cattenck and Bl~ndfor~. m the 
Remembrance Day in Glasgow and for the many and.vaned social events 
you organise '. He continued, ' V<!e are now look111$ forward to the 
blessing of the standard on 28 Apn l, and th is perhaps, 1s a SU1table pmnt 
at which to remind ourselves, what tremendous support we get from 32 
Scottish Signal Regiment throughout the year. In particular, for the ~se of 
their premises and facilities, and the warm welcome extended to us. 

Prior to the AGM business, the president thanked WOl (RSM) A. 
Hilborn of 32 Sig Regt for her co-operation and support of the Branch. 
The members congratulated her on her commission to the rank of 
Captain. A 'Jimmy' set in a crysta l was presented to her with a. b~se 
inscibed ' Presented to RSM A. Hilborn by the Royal Signals Assoc1a11on 
Glasgo~ Branch'. She leaves with best wishes, being .roundly applauded 
by the members. Angie thanked the M~m.bers and said she had enjoyed 
her stay with 32 Sig Regt and the ssoc1at1on with the Branch Members. 
She then introduced her successor, WOl (RSM) Steve Russel who was 
applauded by the members. He intimated that he would hope to carry on 
the co-operation between the Branch and the Regiment, as had his 
predecessors. The Branch Members gave a very warm welcome to teve 
his wife Tracey and their family to Glasgow. 

Ivana Muir, Maj Gen A. A. G. Anderson CB, Joe Keegan 
and Eric McWaters at the Branch AGM 
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At the AGM there were 76 Members and Associate Members in 
attendance with apologies received from several members. The minutes 
from the AGM 2000 were passed. The Branch Chairman, Joe Keegan, 
thanked Committee Members Eric and Ivana, for their support and hard 
work. J lc also thanked the ladies of the Branch for their ex.cellcnt catering 
arrangements, a big thank you to Bill Taylor for his help and guidance 
throughout the year, and the Branch Members for their support over the 
last year. I le reported that during the past year he had been privileged to 
work closely with 32 ig Regt . The Regiment and the Association had 
bonded well, and he would like to take this opportunity of thanking all 
member · of 32 ig Rcgt for their help and assistance. As Joe had 
indicated at the AGM in May 2000 that he would not be seeking 
re-election as Chairman at the 200 I AGM , it came as a surprise that he 
had allowed his name to be put forward for the post, against the 
nomination of Eric Mc Waters as a candidate for Chairman. In the voting 
Joe was successfu l, and will remain a Chairman for a further two years. 
The Branch ccrctary, Ivana Muir gave a report on Membership. he 
will detennine by May of this year, the number of members who arc fully 
paid up. then he will put on a separate list those member who will be 
regarded as lap ed member until they paid their fees. Ivana wished to 
record her thanks to Peter Cuckow at Blandford, for his assistance 
during the year, e pecially when the Branch Members had their visit to 
the Annual Reunion last year. Her report states we have been busy 
socialising, mentioning the various functions arranged over the year by 
the committee. 

This year is the Tenth Anniversary of the founding of the Branch, to 
celebrate the event, there will be a drumhead service, beating retreat, a 
upper and di co, this with an arrangement by the CO of 32 Sig Rcgt, Lt 

Col J. K McKee MBE. Ivana thanked all the members for their upport, 
a king them to remember we have had ten good year , let' have another 
ten good ones. The Treasurer, Eric McWaters, reported that he wa 
happy to say that the Branch funds were healthy. Each member was given 
a copy of the balance heet before the start of the meeting. He thanked all 
member and friends for their continued financial support over the year, 
enabling him to pay the bill on time, and to continue to maintain a sound 
tatus with our uppliers. The balance sheet shows that the main financial 

base of the Branch i dependent upon Branch Member ' fees, therefore 
all Members hould support the Branch and wherever po sible encourage 
new members to join up. He willingly accepted Member • fees after the 
meeting. 

Under AOCB there was a discus ion and explanation of the items 
brought up in the AGM 2000, regarding a couple of changes in the 
Branch Rules, these were now accepted. It was also agreed that when a 
member reaches the age of 80 he/she should not be required to pay 
Branch Membership fees. This scribe having reached that age was in full 
agreement. There being no further bu iness, the president thanked the 
members for their attendance, and wishing the Branch every success in 
the future, closed the meeting. The members then retired to a grand buffet 
spread, which had been prepared by Betty Taylor and Annice Mcwaters 
the Members appreciate their efforts very much. It takes a lot of hard 
work and many hour of preparation, to produce trays of a variety of 
sandwiches and rolls, with fre h coffee and tea available. 

NORTHERN IRELAND BRANCH 
To anyone who looked in vain in the June issue for my usual notes, 

unfortunately although I faxed them across ten day early, on 5 Apri~ (a. I 
was going on holiday) , for some unknown reason they were m1sla1d 
between the fax and the Editorial office, which is downstairs. hence no 

orthern Ireland notes . That being o I mu t repeat two of the unprinted 
items. Firstly the passing of Peter Youll 's wife for which we extend our 
deepest sympathy to Pete. Secondly our thanks to Bill Craig for his 
excellent work in reducing our Branch bye-law to pocket size. If any 
Member (or indeed any other Branch) requires a copy please contact our 
Hon ec, Ian Wolfe. The Branch annual formal dinner wa held in 
Clonaver TAVR Centre on Good Friday, 13 Apri l 2001 (ie: just after I 
had submitted my last article to The WIRE). The writer, unfortunately, 
was unable to attend but it would appear to have been a most ucce ful 
evening. During the dinner the prize winning Ravenhill Flute Band once 
again provided some very suitable music. After the u ual toast the 
Chairman, John Brown introduced the gue t of honour. Lt Col 1. P. 
Llewellyn, Commandcr ' Comms [and CO 15 ig Regt who .uitably 
replied. We wi h Lt Col A. P. R. Roberts MBE. ex-CO 40 (U) Sig Regt 
(V) well on his recent posting and welcome Lt Col Robert Kelly, as the 
new CO 40 (U) Sig Regt (Y). Branch office bearers Lt Col lRetd) Terry 
Lightfoot (Branch Rep to the Central Committee), Maj (Retd) Bill 
Douglas (Branch President) and Maj (Retd) Noel Johnston (Branch 
Vice-President) were pleased to have attended hi din ing in recently. w_e 
would al ·o like to welcome WOJ (RSM) G. C. . Keane to 40 (U) 1g 
Regt (V) and were glad he was able to attend our recent Branch meeting. 

Our TAVR Members have left for Annual Camp including the Branch 
lion Sec and Branch Treasurer leaving our next meeting rather deplet?d. 
!he day after the meeting our contingent left for the Blandfo~d Reun10n 
in two car (via the cross channel fe rry of course), and wereJomed byd1e 
ervmg members on the last day of amp. More in the next WIRE art~cle 

when we have the u. ual report on the Reunion from our Reunion 
Organiser, Edgar McCall . Once again if you are reading The WIRE and 
~re m orthern Ireland, then if you arc not already a Branch member or 
indeed arc sti ll serving, you arc welcome to join u any tlurd Wednesday 
of the month in Clonaver TAVR Centre Belfa t. 
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SHROPSHIRE BRANCH 
It's been quite some time since the Shrop hire Branch featured in The 

WIRE. However, the decision by the Central Committee of the RSA to 
award three Branch stalwarts with the 50 Years Badge is. we believe, a 
cause for celebration. Especial ly when our Chairman, John Wall 
managed to persuade the Mayor of Shrewsbury, Cllr Peter Jones, to 
make the presentations in the lovely setting of Shrewsbury Ca tie, now 
an excellent military museum. Originally cheduled to receive this 
prestigious honour were our Chainnan, Maj (Retd) John Wall MBE TD 
JP. our Treasurer, WOI {Retd) Phil Johnson and our 'General 
Factotum", Sgt (Retd) Colin MacMillan. 

Preparations had all been made. fine weather ordered. the Press 
infonned, then poor old Phil's migraine started playing up and much to 
everyone' disappointment. he wa~ forced to pull out of the ceremony at 
the last minute. This was a great pity because the Mayor had done his 
homework, and both he and the Mayoress made excellent host , 
personally serving refreshments to all their guests. Accompanying the 
recipients were their wives Philomena and Jane, Vice Chairman Reg 
Clark and his wife Eve, Emyr Edwards, Derek Evans, and Maj {Retd) 
Brian lvison Area 2 Repre entative. When making the presentations the 
Mayor said how delighted he was to present the Awards on behalf of the 
Central Commiuee. For the benefit of his other guest , he then read out 
the personal leuer signed by the Chairman, Maj Gen A. H. Boyle CB, 
and a brief summary of John's and Colin 's backgrounds and careers. The 
Branch wa delighted that both our local papers the Shropshire tar and 
the Shrewsbury Chronicle had sent along photographer to cover the 
proceedings. We need all the publicity we can get if we are to attract new 
members. Although Phil John on mi sed the civic ceremony. he was 
well enough later to bring his wife Thea along to the Abbey Hotel in 
Shrewsbury, to join John and Philomena Wall and Colin and Jane 
MacMillan for an informal celebratory dinner at which John Wall 
presented Phil with his SO Badge. 

Following the pre entation of the 50 Year Badge by the Mayor of 
Shrewsbury, Cllr Peter Jones to John Wall (Chairman) and Colin 
MacM illa n. The Mayor pose for a group photograph out ide the 
entrance to Shrewsbury Ca tie Military Mu eum. Left to right Emyr 
Edward , John Wall, Colin MacMillan, Philomena Wall , Jane 
MacMillan, The Mayor Councillor Peter Jones, The layores Mr 
1argaret Jones, Brian l vi on, Reg Clark. 



The rec ipient pose for photograph out ide the Abbey Hotel 
hre" sbury after entenaining their wive. to a celebration dinner. Left to 

right Phil and Thea John on. John and Philomena Wall , Colin and Jane 
lac 1illan. 

Reference ha been made in these notes to the military mu eum in 
hrew bury Ca tie. hropshire is full of imere·ting place to vi it, and 

anyone touring in th locali1 · i trongly recommended to add the Ca tie 
to their itinerary. included ui the wealth of memorabilia accumulated by 
all the County regiment , is the e hibit appertaining to the brop hire 
Yeomanry, who's family history is perpetuated by 95 ( hrop hire 
Yeomanry) ignal quadron (V). Having made the effort to as ure our 
friends that the hrop hire Branch is alive and kicking, despite the 
advancing years of our active members . ow it' time for the 
commercial. lfhaving read the e notes, any member living in Shropshire 
or adjacent countie feel motivated enough to come along to our 
meetings, they ' ill be made mo-t welcome. We meet in the WO ' and 

gt · Me 5 Div HQ Coptbornc Barrack , Shrewsbury, on the third 
Friday of each month at 1930hrs, with the exception of June. July, and 
Augu t. For funher information, please contact the following : 

Chairman-John Wall Tel. 01743 350606 Mobile 0790 500 5717 
ecretary-Brian Podmore Tel. 01538 3 1695 Mobile 0771 197 7676 

Email; GzeroVNU@aol.com 
Or visit the Branch Web ite on www.rovalsignalsassociation.or .uk 

SOUTHAMPTON BRANCH 
The Branch Annual Lunch went ahead as planned on Sunday 29 April 

2001. It took place at King Court Masonic Centre at Chandlers Ford. 
This was the first time that we had u ed this venue and all the members 
were suitably impre sed. The consen u of opinion was, that it be kept in 
mind for future functions. Our Guests of Honour were Maj Gen Tony 
Boyle CB, the Chairman of the Royal Signal As ociation and his 
charming wife A~n . 

Top Table 

A ~otal of 69 members a~d guests. mcluding members from Salisbury, 
Reading , Aldershot and Winchester Branches sat down and tucked into 
and excellent lunch. The raffie, organised and carried out with style by 
Ruth Dear, Vera Packer and Janet Mitchell, raised the magnificent sum 
of £132 to swell the coffers. Several prizes for the raffle had been kindly 
donat:<J by the family of the late Len Hill. After the toasts, the response 
was given b)'. Ton)'. Boy.le, w~o gave a short amusing speech in which he 
expressed his delight m bemg at the function. Since taking over as 
Cha_irman he has attended other Branch meetings around the country 
gettmg to know and understand the strengths and weaknesses of the RSA. 
He tated that he would like to ee greater membership and closer links 
between the RSA and the Corps. In particular he intended to address the 
problem of accomodation for RSA members at Blandford during the 
annual get-together. 

. All in all the function was a succe. s, all credit and thanks to Chris, 
1d, Tony and the rest, who worked so hard to bring it all together. 

KOREA REMEMBERED - by ex-W02 Norman D. Davies 
On 16 April 200 I, I returned to Korea as a member of the British 

Korean Veterans Association, Wessex Branch. lt was the first time J had 
returned to Korea ·incc I left in May 1952. This year's reunion was to 
commemorate the 50th Anniversary of the involvement of the British and 
Commonwealth Troops in the war. Jn particular the commemoration of 
the Battle of the lmjin River. A battle in which I took part as a member of 
the 29th, lnde~ndent Infantry Brigade, Signal Squadron, serving at the 
Bngade. Tacucal H~adquaners. Over the eight days l attended 
ceremome and service from Pusan to the 38th Parallel including several 
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~attle · ites involving 29 Brigade. At the Gloucester Memorial at Solma-n 
1n the presence of the Duke ?f York. Gen Si.r Farrar-Hoc kle 
Ambassadors and many d1g1111ancs, we veteran lmed up and marcl yci 
o er 'Gloucester Bridge' and up to tl.1e. ~iemorial to be greeted by the ~e 
Honour Guard and the ROK 25th D1vi 1011 Band. Afler the speeches and 
addres e , the Duke of York spoke, ending with a message from th 
Queen. There fo llowed the Service of Remem~rance, the Last Pos~ 
played by a Royal Manne Bugler and wreath laymg while a UK Pipe 
played a !ament. _The ceremony ended with the veteraus presentin~ 

cholar l11ps to High School children, on a one to one basis. It wa 3 
most moving and emotional event and I am not ashamed to admit that I 
was mo.ved to tears a my memories mingled with the event in which I 
was takmg part . 

After the ceremony we proceeded to 'Ca tie Hill ' where the G to ters 
made their famou la t stand. Here, among the trenches, dugouts and gun 
pit from 50 years ago, we were given a briefing on the battle by Gen Sir 
Farrar-Hockley, who at the time, was Captain, Adjutant of the Glosters 
and who was taken prisoner by the Chinese. Standing there looking down 
a t the lmjin River as it snaked its way along the valley, I also 
remembered the four members of the Signals Squadron who formed the 
Rear Link Radio Crew attached to the Glosters and who were also taken 
prisoner. They were LCpl Jennings, UCpl Ward, Sig Cairns and 
Driver Miles. 

Two days later we were in the area covered by the Northumberland 
Fusilier , Royal Ul ter Rifles and the 8 Hu sars during April 1951 , the 
west flank of 29 !3rigade. Also in this area the Brigade Tactical HQ was 
sited, with the heights of Kamak-san between and the Gloster's positions 
in the east. In these hill and valleys the Brigade fought the rearguard 
act~on that bought t~e for UN fo~ces to fall back, regroup and top the 
Chmese from retaking Seoul agam. From the briefing given by the 8 
Hussars, RNF and RUR veterans and my own memories, we were able to 
recons~ct some of the actions at that time although, after 50 years, the 
change m terrain and the advent of civilisation made it a bit difficult. The 
terrible experience that the infantry and tank crews went through cau ed 
several of them to break down as they remembered and who could blame 
them. During the first big retreat from Pyongyang in December/January 
1951, and in early January, the Royal Ul ter Rifles and 'Cromwell' tanks 
of the 8th Hussars, fought against overwhelming odds in the area known 
as 'Happy Valley ' at Chaegunghyon. 240 Officer and Riflemen were 
killed or missing and about 20 tanks were knocked out and abandoned. 

With us on the coach, apart from the veterans from the RUR and 
Hussars, was a serving RUR Major. He had come out on behalf of the 
Regiment and was attempting to locate areas of action involving the 
RUR's during the war. In particularly he wanted to locate, as near as 
possible, the area of 'Happy Valley' and where a Memorial had been 
raised to the men who had died there. Long ago The Memorial itself had 
been taken back to Ireland to the RUR Depot at Ballymena. The veteran 
who had fought and survived the action reconnoitred and finally agreed 
on a spot, which seemed central to the area of the battle. It was there that 
we held a service, laid wreaths and with the Last Post being played by a 
Royal Marine Bugler, paid our respects to the lad that had died. 

A day al Panmunjom and the Demilitarised Zone brought home the 
fact that we were st ill only in a truce s ituation . This seemed to be 
emphasised by the constant attention paid to us by the North Korean 
guards and military personnel. We did the grand tour around the Advance 
Camp manned by the UN Command Security Battalion; the Conference 
R~om ; the Joint Security Area and the Bridge of o Return. Most 
poignant part of the visit was seeing the Freedom Bridge across which 
12,773 prisoners of war walked after the war including several members 
of the Glosters who were in our party. One can only imagine how they 
felt. 

In Pusan, veterans from UK, Austra lia, New Zealand, Canada and the 
Philippines attended the Korean National Cemetery for one of the more 
mem?rable .and moving occasions. Jn the cemetery lie the bodies of2,300 
men mcludmg 885 from the UK. I had seen the cemetery in the medic, 
read. about it, been to ld about it by those who had visited before, but 
not~mg prepared me for the feeling when I actua lly stepped through. the 
Ma!n Gate. It was a feeling of overwhelmiag sadness. The United 
Nations Command Ceremony was onducted in the morning. The Duke 
of York made a speech ending with a message from the Queen. Gen 
Thomas A. Schwartz, Commander in Chief UN Command, ROK!US 
Command and US Forces Korea, and Gen Sir' Anthony Farrar-Hockley 
along with other dignitaries also addressed the veterans and gue ts. After 
lunch the UK and Commonwea lth Veterans marched on for the 
Commonwealth Ceremony and Service, aga in in the presence of ~rince 
Andrew. After the ceremony he walked among the graves speakmg.to 
the veterans. Most moving was the personal tributes being paid by family 
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111em~crs and regimental comrades by the laying of wreaths and the 
pl~ntmg of wooden crosses. As. a personal duty, l located the graves and 
paid my respects to the Royal Signals lads who had died. 

In lighter moments we a ttended a Garden Party at the British 
Ambassador's Residence in. the presenc~ of the Duke of York and Roger 
Moor~- Vcterans.,grey hatred or baldmg and bemedalled, circulated; 
swapping.war stones, while the lad1es.(bless them) vied to be noticed by 
the cel ebr~lles . It was an exce llent. affa ir with a buffet and drinks befitting 
the occasion. Ilighlight of the visit was a Cocktail Party and Banquet 
hosted by Gen Lee, Sang-Hoon, ROK Army Retd Chairman The 
Korean Veterans Association and in the pre ence' of the Duke of York 
Gen ir Farrar-Hockley and Ambassadors from countries involved i~ 
the Wllf· It was a glittering evening at. the 'Hotel Shilla', Seoul's premier 
hotel. rh1s wa a great success at which 8 1 UK Veterans were presented 
with the Korean Veteran's Medal for ervice during the war. 

Oyer the 50 yea rs many words have been written about that ' Forgotten 
War . However, I have always felt that the role of the Royal Signals in 
~hat c'?nfhct was_ s01:newhat overshadowed. Talking to journalists and TV 
mterviewer whil~ m Korea mad~ that pretty obvious. They seemed to 
have ~o conce~tion or mterest. m t~e communications aspect of the 
conflict. Ex -Sig Ron La~by 1~ hi s book, 'S ignal s to the Right -
Am1oured Corps to the Left and m my own book ' Red Winds from the 

onh', sought to give some. insight into the Royal Signals actions and 
mvolvcment. Perhaps this arttcle will al o serve as a reminder of the vital 
role that the Corp played in Korea and other conflicts. 

REUNIONS 

BEVERLEY EX-BOYS ASSOCIATION 
Our Reunion this year wiH be held at the Lensbury at Teddington Lock 

on Saturday, 6 October. Tickets and full details can be obtained from 
Tony Hull on 01202-770261. 
~e have received th~ following report from our member, Jim Batt: 

I v1S1ted Beverley agam for the third time this year, exactly fifty-one 
year~ after I firs.I went there as a boy soldier. This time it was a very 
auspicious occasion, the date was IO May 2001, and it wa to witness the 
ceremony for the end of term of office of the Mayor of Beverley, NevilJe 
Holgate, who bas served the town for the period 2000-2001. It was also 
to celebrate the accession to this high office of Councillor Birt for the 
period 2001-2002. The ceremony took the form of a speech by the 
out~Ollljl M~yor, followed by the nomination of the new Mayor and the 
vonng m of the new candidate by the full Council. As there had oaly 
been one nommation, there then followed a speech by the new Mayor in 
acceptance of the office. In his speech the new Mayor spoke of all the 
terlmg work done by Neville for the town and its re idents. I met both 

the new Mayor and his wife, the Mayores , who I am sure will do a very 
good job, but Neville will be a hard act to follow. After the peeches there 
follo~ed the hand1~g over of the robes and chains of office by the 
outgomg Mayor to his succe~sor, who donned the same, having divested 
himself of the. robes and chams of office of Deputy Mayor. 1nunediately 
before the robmg ceremony Neville's last words as Mayor were 'We will 
now_d~srobe,' which caused laughter from the crowded ;ssemb ly, 
cons1stmg of Council members, church dignitaries, ACF, couts, press 
and members of the public. On completion of all ceremonies and Council 
business, I, along with a number of other people, was invited to the 
Mayor 's Parlour for a buffet and wine. r was there as an invited member 
of the Beverley Ex-Boys A sociation and was introduced to quite a 
number of people. r made sure that our Association was well promoted. 
Neville has been a good friend to the Beverley Ex-Boys and be was 
tellmg people of our pre ence in the town between 19-0-1955, and the 
fact that we have now formed an a ociation. The new Mayor appears to 
be a decent chap and r feel there is no rea on for us not to have a good 
ongomg relationship with him. It was explained that our Secretary, Tony 
Hull, could not at.tend due to his wife (our Assistant Secretary) Beryl's 
incapacity followmg a knee operation . eville and l1i wife both sent 
their best wishes to Beryl for a speedy recovery. Neville reiterated hi 
wi ·h to continue his as ociation with BEBA, although be i no longer 
Mayor he remains a Councillor and still want a pern1anent reminder of 
o~r presence in the town all tho e year ago. Ken Loft, the Mace Bearer. 
will con tinue in this office. He oversaw the ceremonie of the 
handov~r/takeover of Mayor and his responsibi lities include seeing the 
Mayor 1s properly robed and is where he should be at the right time. 

Last but not least, the meeting took place in the Beverley Guildhall. 
~he fir t time ince its refurbishment, and what an impre sive building it 
1 ~ · ! had an enjoyable time meeting old friend and new, amongst the 
C1V1han population and they look fo1ward to meeting us all, hopefully for 
nexi year' Reunion. 

12th/15th/18th AIR FORMATION SIGNAL 
REGIMENTS ASSOCIATION 

th 3t members of the Association, their wives and gue t , as embled at 
/ orth tafford Hotel, Stoke-on-Trent, for their annual reunion and 
inner on aturday, 12 May. The first to arrive were Ron Thomp on, 

who had left Fort William at 3.30am, and Ray Foulds who he had picked 
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up as he sp~d through Glasgow on his way south. Arthur and Betty 
Thomas arrived so~ewhat later from Wolverhampton, Arthur bearing 
the South StafTor?shire Branch Standard that presided proudly over the 
ce lebrat 1 ~ns. Part1cular!y welcome were Andrew and ylvia 1cKowen. 
Andrew s fatbe~, Ma~ George M~Kowen MBE, commanded J Coy, 
15th Air Fonnallon Signals, from Its formation until it disbanded after 
VE Day. 

Chairman, Gerald Evans, in welcoming all to the reunion remarked 
on t~e good heart of the asso~iation with more members att~nding the 
reumon each year ~nd ~ gr?wmg membership rapidly approaching 200. 
He called for a mmute s silence in memory of Ron Pritchard John 
Warke, John Farrier, Daniel Clements and John Johnson , n~ws of 
whose passmg had_ been. received since the last reunion. Colin Morgan 
then made a mo vmg tribute to all those who had contributed to the 
success of the assoc iation. He brought blushes to the cheeks to those 
present and doubtless red ears to Paul Quinn, the energetic organiser of 
the South .~ast Area lunches who had recently taken on the additional 
task of editmg the association newsletter. After dinner Alan Johnson 
one of the founder members of Air Formation Signals in the Middle East 
(3 GHQ & 3 AFS) ~nd later a member of 18 AFS in Europe, treated us to 
a shde show chartmg the development of the trade of Dispatch Rider. 
F~om the early days when . they wore Service Dress Caps and greatcoats 
with only a blue and white armband to indicate who they were. He 
showed a number of photographs of members of the Bar-None Motor 
Cycle Club, of which he was also a founder member and described how 
~e club came to be formed in the Middle East and ~amed thus because 

one shall be barred from membership'. In his audience were a number 
o~ past me!11bers of ~e club, RAF and Military Police as well as Royal 
Signals. H1 presentat!on ~as .follow~ by a barrage of questions. Alan, 
who is now in his 80 s, suit ndes a vmtage motorcycle a big port AJS 
almost as old as himself! ' ' 

As the staff at the orth Stafford have always made us very welcome 
and ~s the venue and ti.ming suit so many of our members, next year's 
reunion has already been booked and will take place over the weekend 
I !/12th May, 2002, at Stoke-on-Trent. All past member of the 12th 15th 
and 18th Air Formation Signal.s, their sister Air Formation Signal 'units 
and CAFSO Staff who served in the UK, Europe or Middle East will be 
wel~ome. Contact Colin Morgan (01554-774638) for membership 
details. 

CALLING ALL EX ROYAL SIGNALS 
SERVICEMEN FROM 

7TH AND 11 TH ARMOURED DIVISIONS 
WHO SERVED IN THE 

BERGEN-HOHNE/HAMBURG AREA 
IN 1945 

7th Armoured Briga?e 1-Teadquaners and Signal Squadron 
(207), based Lil _Hohne Ga~nson, Bergen Belsen are looking for 
any Ex Royal Signal Servicemen who served in thi area during 
the latter tages of World War 2. We would like to contact them 
concerning the history of Royal Signals participation during the 
fightLDg through this area and on to Hamburg. This Unit is due to 
r~tum to 1-lohne ~om Ko ovo in ovember this year and is plan
nmg to take pan Lil a Remembrance Service and Commemoration 
as part of 7th Armoured Brigade. ft is likely to be a memorable 
event. hould anyone who erved a pan of the 7th and 11th 
Armoured Division, both of whom liberated thi area, be interest
ed in taking part then they hould comae! WOI (RSM) Mark 
Ti.vey on 0049 5051 962555 ?r 962267, fax 962422. The hi tory of 
th1 Formallon and of the action that took place in thi area is deep 
eated and memorable. ~any pe?ple died during the latter tages 

of the war, even after ha mg sttrvived for so long. We will remem
ber them. Florcat Jerboa. 

STHANNUAL 
GENERAL MEETING & REUNION 
LANGELEBEN REUNION BRANCH 

25TH-28TH MAY 2001 
SOTH ANNIVERSARY CELEBRATIONS 
The th AGM and reunion v as held in Konigsluuer Gern1any over the 

weekend 25-2 May to coincide with the local ' hutzenfest '. Thi 
reunion was al o to mark the 50th anniversary of the e ·tablishment of the 
Langeleben Camp in 1951. The Avalon Konig hof Hotel wa the venue 
for our di1t11er and dance on the evening of Friday 25 lay enjoyed b} 
112 members and gue ts, many of them had not met since the l 950s-60 
and many old friend. hips where rene' ed. On the Saturday afier the AGM 
~v~ all n.1et at the Kai erdom where local bands where pla ing prior 10 
JOmmg 111 the march through the treet to th town hall in the market 

quare. Our comingent led by two tandard bearer and our Pre id nt. 
Maj Gen Peter Baldwin CBE, were considered the smm1e t on parade 
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e'en though our average age api:iroached 60 (old ~o ldiers and all that) . 
Afler Cl\ ic . peeche by the huu.!nmei. ter and the Burgenne1s1er. H.crr 
Arnulf Baumann. the march continued on to the marquee m the. fes11wl 
sne where an af\ernoon and evening of drinking, ea:•ng and. danc111g wllh 
ihe local cemented the unique relation hip that we have with the people 
of Konig I utt er. unday, for mo, t of us, ' a. a day of rest and 
recuperation af\er the exces e of arurday. many o f our members went to 
La.ngelebcn to take a la 1 look at the old camp b fore the rede elopment 
due in the coming month . take place. The weather o er the whole 
wed.end wa glorfou~ and quite a few of our m.embers and guests tay~d 
on for a fc\\ da to vi it Berlin and to travel mto the old Ea t .German 
zone or into th·e Harz 1ountains. A report of our SOth Ann.1".ersary 
Reunion appeared "ith photograph . in the local p_r~ s .. al o pra1smg the 
comfort given to the local population by the Bntl h army during the 
uncertain time of the ·cold war'. 

LOSTCOMMS 
lis Lucille Cross would like to hear from anyone who ser ed with 

her fa th er. the fo rme r Cpl (Telep.rinter ~perator) Peter ~ro s 
(nicknamed J immy) in the fo llowrng talion ; Beverley 19:> J/S3, 
Woolwi h 1953.'SS. Malaya 1956/S9, Gloucester 1960/61, Hounslow 
1962 64, ingapore 1964/67 and Germany 1967/69: In particular, she 
would like 10 hear from Alan Sarnge and Alan Swmbank, ~oth good 
friend of Peter. Anyone who can help is asked to conta;t Lucille at, 29 
Hunters Road. Clayton-le-Wood . Leyland, Lanes, PR25 _TT. 

1r J. Frvett of 24 Garrick Way, IPSWICH, IP! ~ 1G, is trying to 
trace an old friend. David Shorter. He knew David m Tokyo. Japan 
1946 and he was a regular soldier. Anyone who can help please con
tact :\Ir Fryett at the above address. 

Ex- 'F ' Company Boy 2327716 Ken elmes (June ·38 - 1arch '4_1) 
would like to meet hi apprentice friend 23~77?? George Stokes ~am. 
We last erved together in the War Office Signals Anny Cham Stahon at 
Kiddermin ter in 1942. Our service was due to end when we were 26 m 
1949 50 (when I left) . If any reader can recall George please contact Ken 
at 3S Cornwall Road. Sali bury. Wiltshire, SP! 3 H or Tel: 01 722 
335503. 
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The photo is of ' Able Troop ', 6 Armoured Division & Signal 
Regiment, Bunde, BAOR 22. It was taken in August I 9S3, on 
the occasion of LCpl 'Geordie' Nairn, departing for demob. 
The wood carving is a giveaway, it was liberated by ' Able ' 
Troop whilst on exercise in Schleswig I lolstein, but put under 
close arrest in the guardroom on our return to camp. It 
inevitably ended up in the Sergeants' Mess, but it was kindly 
loaned back 10 u for the above photo. Some of the faces in the 
photo belong 10 R. Dunkerly, A. Buck, ' Scou. e' Edwar.dson, 
M. FoNha", J. Fish. As most of them and myself are m our 
seventies I fear this may be the last chance for me to contact 
them If any of you should see this please write to me, Mr F. 

·aim at 12 Lancrcost Drive, ewcastle/Tyne, ES 2DE 

CORRESPONDENCE 

From: Richard ,J. Smith 
' \\/hales Farm' 
Gonon 
CHEDDO FlTZPAINE. Nr. Taunton, 
Somerset 
TA28LL 

Dear ir. . . 
Ila ing been given your name by the Mu cum Arch1v1~1 . I wnte m the 

hope that you and your Readers may. be. a~lc to help. One of !l'Y mtere:sts 
i research into Mi litary History and md1v1duals ofparhcular mterest. 

To this end I am endeavoring to research the late Sgt Arthur H. Gra}, 
who erved with the Royal ignal duri.ng ~o~ld War 2. lie wa scnmg 
al Canerick when he won the Area emor B1 lhards. Tourn~ment wnh the 
Warrant Officers' and crgea.nts' Mess, School of Signal , m 1940141 and 
I 942. A World War 2 War Medal was awarded to S.gt ~ray but a 
certificate tatcs that he did not live long enough to receive 1t 111 person 
There is no record of his dea th at the Commonwealth War Graves 
Commi ion and as I am not a relative I will be unable to get information 
from Hayes. It has been suggested that a note i ~1 The W!RfF magazine 
a king that anyone who knew Sgt Gray or can give me any mformat1on 
about him to kindly contact me. 

1 hope that you don't think me impe11inen1 but I have no other avenues 
left. As a matter of interest, if my thoughts arc correct, Sgt G ray ~ay 
well have erved in The Boer War, World War I and World War 2, which 
is some achievement indeed. 

[ am fu lly prepared to cooperate with any reque t you may have wnh 
regards to my research. 
With very be t wishe ....... .. .. 

From: Mary Christina Liddiard 
I a elson Road 
Daybrook 

ollingham 
GS 6JE 

Dear Sir, 
The Photo below was taken in Korea, I 9S l-S3. My husband wa Dvr 

Jesse Liddiard, 22250646. He i on the right of the photo. Does anyone 
know who the other three men are. 
Yours Sincerely ........ .. .. 

From: Capt Frank Lawson 
3 Guardian Mews 
Cotteril Close 
Maple Road 
Brooklands 
MANCllESTER 
M23 9HY 

Dear Sir, 
Royal Corps of Signals 

orth China Signals Section - Tientsin 1934 . 
J refer to your article in The WIRE regarding T.ienstin an~ would ~~6 t~ 

inform you that I was posted to Hong Kong Signal Secllon in 1 he 
travelled out on the maiden voyage of HT Dilwara and 1 ret11med to 

1 

UK in 1940 via I IT Georgie that was the last troopship out of l lonf Kon~ 
before the Japanese invaded. I joined the Royal Co~s of.Signa 5 i~ial 
June 1934 - your Birthday Year - and now 83! and J0111ed }ientsinBritish 
Section in 1937 . The HQ was 10 Downrng Street 111 the . din 
Concess ion, each country having its own concess ion. I remaine 
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Tientsin and Peking (Beijing) during 193 7-40 operating the B1 itish 
Emba sy with the UK and other worldwide nets. I was on duty at a 
recreational Unit al Shanhaikwan (the Eastern end of The Great Wall) 
when J received the message that Great Britain was at war with Germany. 
The original Message form is in the Signals Museum at Blandford 
Forum. 

J am an active Pres ident of the Royal Signals Association Sale Branch 
Manchester that meets the second Tuesday each mollth. 1 regret that I am 
not familiar with any of the names wh ich were referred to but would 
appreciate being in touch with any members who may read The WIRE. 

The function o f the !l ong Kong and Tientsin Signal 
ection was to maintain communications with Tientsin 

(HX8)-Peking-Shanghai-HongKong (GllN4) on a No 6 Transmitter and a 
p0 t Office Transmitter from the British Embassy in Peking. I am unable 
to answer the query as to the reasons for the British being in China in the 
1930s. no doubt it requ ires a politica l answer. I am sure that there are 
many stories that could be exchanged but space dictates the issue. I look 
forward to your rep ly. 
Yours Sincerely and fra terna lly ......... 

DONATIONS 
RSA Eastbourne 
RSA Huddersfield 
Certa Cito Lodge 
David & Katie Hopkins 
238 Signal quadron 
A. V. Brand, Funeral Directors 
in memory of Maj Eric Chaffey ... 
Mrs W. A. & Mr P. A. Rashid 
in memory of Maj Eric Chaffey ... 

.£ IS0.00 

.£ 50.00 

.£ 10.00 

.£ S0.00 

.£ 86.47 

W. A. Ramsay in memory of Maj Bob Ai tken 
Mr L. D. Moodie MBE 

.£ 10.00 

.£ 20.00 

.£ 20.00 

in memory of his on Sgt A. M. Moodie 
H. R. White in memory of Brig D. White QBE 
19 Signal Regiment Association 

.£ 100.00 

.£ 100.00 

.£ 25.00 

.£ S.00 

.£ 364.00 

.£ 100.00 

in memory of Col J. Stuart-U her ......... .. . 
RSA Bournemouth in memory of Mr K. M. Bartlett .. . 
From friends in memory of Mr L. H. Hill ........... . 
Mrs G. Rapsey in memory of Lt Col F. G. G. Rapsey 

LAST POST 
Church - LCpl W. D. Church 
Collins - Maj D. B. Collins 
Crosby - SSgt J. W. Crosby 
Dilworth - Sgt G. Dolworth 
Fullard - Sgt D. R. FulJard 
Jones - Cpl E .W. Jones 
Moodie - Sgt A. M. Moodie 
Nevin - Sig A. E. evin 
Ramm - Sig D. E. A. Ramm 

luart-Usher - Col J. Stuart-Usher 
Wales - Sgt A. D. Wales 
Whyman - Maj G. J. Whyman 

Served 1986/94 Died June '97 
Served 1948/85 Died 01 /06/01 
Served 1943/60 Died 14106/0 I 
Se.rved 1937/46 Died 29/05/01 
Served 1943/47 Died 19/0S/O I 
Served 1937/47 Died May '01 
Served Died 18/0S/O I 

erved 1939/46 Died 31 /0S/01 
Served 1948/72 Died 30/06/0l 
Served l927/S5 Died 29/0S/01 
Served 1940/46 Died 2S/04/01 

erved 19??/0l Died o-/06/01 

Collins - Maj (TOT Retired) David ' Rastus' COLLINS, late R Signal . 
David was born in Blaina, Monmouthshire in 1933. He enli ted as a 
Boy oldier at Maid tone in 1948 and then joined 1 TR in Catterick. 
From the e early days, fri end and comrade called him 'Rastus'. In 
I 9S I, trained a a Line Mechanic, he was posted to Germany. He subse
quently served in the Far East, the Middle East, and in Europe .. He wa 
promoted Sergeant in 1953, and became a Foreman of Signal 111 1964 
(Foremans ' Course number 20). He wa promoted Warrant Officer 
Class 2 (FofS) in 1969, and Warrant Officer Clas I 0'ofS) in 197~ . 
David was commissioned and promoted Captam (Techmcal Officer) m 
1976. He met June who wa a teacher with the British Force Educa
tion ervice in Herford, Gennany in 1976. They were man:ied in 1979. 
Posted to Shetland in 19 3, David was promoted to MaJor (Ton to 
command the NATO Forward catter Sites at Mossy Hill , Collarfirth 
Hill and Saxa Vord. Both he and June fell in love with the orthem 
Isles. Among his dutie as QC Shetland, David wa frequently called 
upon to host VIP vi it from ATO Bigwigs. There wa also a Royal 
Visit by The Princess Anne. In I 98S, a his tour of duty neared it' end, 
rather than move away from hi beloved Shetland, David took early 
retirement. He and June bought a cottage in Virkic, not far from the 
'Maybury ' Admin Ba e. His Regular Army Service totalled 37 years, 
19S days. 
In retirement David turned hi · hand to woodturning and metalwork. 
The re ults of hi labours were ucce fu lly displayed and sold at local 
Craft Fairs. Like o many ex technical types, he also pottered with h1 
tape!di c/cassettc-rccorders, radio , computers and latterly the Internet 
... and there was alway PROPER MUSIC in hi hou e. A mall but 
~roductive kitchen garden held a team of egg-laying duck . June et a 
hne table and any visitor to •Firs ' were a sured of upcrb food excel
lent wine and splendid company. ·Rastus', when on form , wa a rac~n
tcur par excellence! Upon rai ing a Shetland Branch of the Royal 1~
nals Association in 1994, pro pcctivc members voted . that Dav1_d 
become President. He thoroughly enjoyed the monthly e 10ns with h1 
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Branch members at the Legion in Lerwick. One of his duties was 10 
conduct Maj Gen Alan Yeoman, the then Association President, on his 
visit to Shetland in 1998. 
In the early 1990s David fought Prostate Cancer. He suffered a heart 
attack in l 99S and overcame the heart-bypass-surgery that followed. 
Becoming an OAP in 1998 was no problem. for it meant he could enjoy 
a Pensioner's Pint at the Legion. Life in the Shetlands for David and 
June was 'Just Wonderful!' Then, in the winter of2000 David became 
increasingly unwell. In February 2001 he attended the Royal Infirmary 
in Aberdeen. where it was confirmed that his cancer had returned. I le 
came home to the Shetlands. With June con tantly by hi side, he was 
visited by family members and friends, from far and near. He was 
touched by the many message of ympathy and support that were sem 
him. After a brief respite David passed away peacefully on 1June200 1. 
Hi comrades in the Shetlands and elsewhere. send their sincere com
miserat ions to June and the family. RIP ' Rastus'. 

Lees - Maj (TOT) A. J. ' Leo· Lees who died aged 77 served in the Corp , 
in variou capacities, for over 50 years. He was a big man in every way 
- noted fo r bringing the highe t standards to everything he did. By 
nature he was a modest person with a great ense of humour. 
Albert John Lees was born on 8 September 1923. In 1938, at the age 

of 16, he entered Boys Service. During World War 2 he served with the 
Special Forces. He was caprured by the Germans in Greece and made 
three eparate attempts to escape captivity but wa recaprured on every 
occas ion leading to long pells of solitary confinement. He was eventu
ally relea ed by the Ru sians and made his own way home to the UK. 
After the war he continued to erve in a variety of po ting where his 
technical abili ty became increa ingly recogni ed. In 1961 , after nearly 
23 years in the ranks, he was commi sioned a TOT. He spem his fir t 
two years as an officer with 7 Signal Regiment in Herford returning to 
the UK in 1963 where he joined 8 ignal Regiment. In 1964 he joined 
HQ COMCA in the UK before a happy tour in Malta. 1n 1974 he 
spent a hort time as the TOT of the School of Signals prior to joining 
Trial Squadron. There fo llowed a posting to Hong Kong where he 
spent three and a half year with 27 Signal Regiment. In 1976 he began 
hi last tour as a erving officer with 4 Signal Group in Rhcindahlen. 
Although he hung up his uniform in late 197 , he was to continue hi 
ervice to the Corp a an RO in Germany, eventually retiring at the age 

of 67. 
In hi younger day he wa a very fine portsman - he repre ented both 
the Corps and the Arn1y at Rugby. He wa the most commiued of 
oldi·ers: the Army wa his life to which he always di played the mo t 

po itive of attitudes. He wa a great family man and it is to his wife, 
June, and 10 hi family that the Corp extends it condolence and good 
wishe at this ad time. 
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Henr} - atberine beloved wi fe of Maj (Retd) Padd Henr y MBE, 
d1c.d 11 1a} 200 I at 1 John· Ho. pi ta I, Livingston, after a short 
illne 

t cKenzie - John 'Mac' 1cK nzic, died in Peterborough Hospital on 4 
May 2001 at!er a year long m1ggle. borne toically and with great dig
nity, at the age of 56 again t leukaemia. J ohn joined lhe Junior Leaders 
at Denbury, ewton Abbot in 1960 and erved in th Royal Signal in 
the .K. Gem1any (especially Bmggen where he had fond memories) 
and ingapore. An active and competi tive sportsman participated in 
mo t p0rts however, excelled in mgby " '.here he represented t~e Army 
and the Royal ignal . He lef\ the Corps m 197 to tart anew m Peter
borough but he never lo t touch with the corps and his tme friend , who 
stayed with him to the end. John, to all who kne\ him, wa a tme gen
tleman. a very loyal friend. a wonderful husband to L inda and a doting 
fatller to his daughters Loui e and Gail . In the la t everal years he took 
great delight in pending time with hi three granddaughters Kelly, 
Kayleigh and Aimee. He wi ll always hold a pecial place in our h arts 
and memories. 

evin - Mr . E. 'Ted' evin. lt i with deep regret that the Liverpool 
Branch of the Royal ignal Association announces the death of A. E. 
Nevin. Ted pa ed away on 1 May 2001 at Arrow Park hospital on the 

Wirral. Ted enli tcd at the age of 17 years in the SSth Divi ion Signals 
in 1939. He trained a a Lineman and then he went on to acheive his 
boyhood ambition as a DR (no doubt the IOMTT had greatly enter
ta ined him). ln 1942 he sai led from Liverpool on the P&O liner 
Moolta11 for the middle east, via the ape. Where he took part in the 

icily landings. He was ho pitali cd on the Elder Dempster liner Aha 
after receiving a shrapnel wound at Catania. I le returned to the Italian 
mainland to serve with the 11th Corps of the US 5th Army. Following 
hi army ervice Ted, being the caring person he was, gave a great 
amount of his time to the local Briti h Legion . A very large attendance 
at hi last farewell confirmed thi s. We at the Liverpool Branch offer our 
sincere condolence to his widow Isla . son Keith and daughter Kim. 

Am bro e - William ·Bill ' Ambrose pas cd away on 20 June 200 I , afier a 
long il lnes cau ed by a bra in tumour. Bill was a Harrogate apprentice 
between January 196 1 and December 1963 and went on to serve in the 
Corp until December 197 1 as a Radio Relay Technician reaching the 
rank of Sergeant. On leaving the service Bill spent 2fi years with the 
Trans Arabian Pipeline Co. in Saudi Arabia, before j oining Racal Com
munication Ltd in 1974, with whom he was employed until hi s death. 
Initially employed a an Overseas Insta llations Engineer, Bill rose to 
become a Technical Manager, before moving, in 1991 , into Project 
Management. 
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COMMUNICATIONS SECURITY TRAINING 
AND ADVISORY TEAM 

QC Capt Jerry Hughes 
YofS SSgt (YofS) Steve Rimer 

After returning from Ex Prairie Eagle, a four-week exerci e in Poland, 
the Team took advantage of some excellent adventure tra ini ng and 
sporting activities. Well done to the QC YofS and Cpl Robson for 
completing the Rotterdam Marathon. Congratulations to Stu Mac.kie and 

fic.k Gee on their promotion to Lance Corporal and to ick Robson for 
passing his PTI course. f arewell and best wishes to LCpl Al Smale
Saunders and fi ancee Theresa, hope you both enjoy Herford. It is 
goodbye to Cpl Nick Robson and the best of luck at 14 Sig Regt (EW). 
The Team welcomes Sig Dave Green who recently arri ved from JS Sig 
Regt. 

EXERCISE PRAIRIE EAGLE 2001 - by LCpl Mick Gee 
Ye , it's that time of the year again, when we go to sunny Poland, but 

omeone or something was trying to stop us from going. Five days to 
deployment, ·Sorry Boss no Gucci command vehicle, it's getting back
loaded tomorrow.' Then on the morning of the said deployment the FFR 
decided that it had seen enough of Poland and didn't want to start. It was 
0300hrs and things were a bit frantic. evertheless we left Sennelager on 
time, albei t le s two vehicles and a trailer! During the long journey we 
had a chance to grab a quick shower, Mick 'Greengrass' Gee, dropped a 
large adjustable spanner on his big toe! He i the only per on I know that 
carries a Pan 3A in his wash-bag, I dread to think what he uses the 
breakdown fl ag for! When we arrived at DPTA, Poland we were issued 
with the most important bit of kit ' our meal ticket'. We went to our new 
found site which was recced by Yeoman Steve ' Capt Darl ing' H illier 
and set-up the complex. Things were quite noisy that night due to the 
armour cutting about the area, but it all became clear in the morning as 
we were info rmed that we had pitched up in a tank range, thank you 
Darling. Then there was the fie ld promot ion of Stu 'Blowfly ' Mackie 
who was the victim of an ongoing troop windup helped along by Dave 
'Pcnkmfe Surgery' 1oorhead. The days of scheming came to an end as 
the OC. Jerry ' General Melchet ' Hughes bahhhhh, presented Stu with 
his tape, congratulations LCpl Mackie. A ment ion must go to ick 
'Thru h' Robson, I am glad that you brought that Blandford dipole along 
with }OU and enough paper to supply a regiment! 

CM C ADVENT RE TRAI ING - BAVARIA - by LCpl Stu Mackie 
A summer approaches the lads from COMSECTAT joined the CMSC 

contingent fo r a very enjoyable week's adventure tra ining in Bavaria . 
Before it started Dave ' Meathead ' Moorhead dropped a clanger by 
announcing he couldn ' t actually do any adventure training because of his 
in groY.ing toenail ! The fi rst night was a ' quiet night in ' at the lodge bar, 
(mmmm!). The first days activity was a gruelling days hill walking and 
LCpl tu ' JD and Coke' Mackie and Cpl Dave ' Stabilisers' Storey 
joined Cpl Martin Reed bringing up the rear of the team, ' Aren ' t you 

upposed to be on your Summer Mountain Leaders course in a fortnight 
Martin'>' On '< ednesday morning we set off early for a day's mountain 
biking, a quali ty day enjoyed by everyone, except Dave ' Kamikaze' 
Green . He managed to launch h imself from his bike and end up a 
mix ture of cogs, limbs and a chain all tied together, but miraculously he 
was able to get up dust himself o ff and carry on, despi te the blood 
gushmg from his wounds! We got back to the lodge in one piece though 
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and then rounded the week off nicely with a day white water rafting 
which everyone agreed was awe ome, apart from Sig Dave M oorhead 
who nearly drowned . A big thanks goes to SSgt (YofS) Del 
Goodenough for arranging the week. 

Sgt Phil Smithson, Capt Jerry Hughes, SSgt (YofS) Steve Hillier, 
Cpl Nick Robson 

EXERCISE LONELY SKI Il - by LCpl Al Smale-Saunders 
The Exercise consisted of six days of alpine skiing in and around the 

French boarder town of Cha tel. The team included Maj Mark Winston· 
Davies (CMSC), Capt Windy Millar (CMSC), SSgt (YofS) Steve 
Hillier (COMSECTAT), Cpl Dave Storey (CMSC) and LCpl Al Smale· 
Saunders (COMSECTAT). The journey down was uneventful (except for 
the mad driving and nightmare parking in Chatel town centre) and by. 7 
o ' clock in the evening we bad got our accommodation, skis and li ft 
passe . The first day on the slope was free ski where old ski ing le~s 
where re-discovered and dusted o fT. It was soon clear that the slopes in 
the resort were certainly not fo r beginners, even the junior slopes were 
ei ther steep, narrow or both. Our instructor was a Frenchman named 
Alain who farmed cattle on the slopes in the summer and pulled some of 
the craziest stun ts on the slope in the winter. We were also with a tiumber 
of French skiers, most of who were in the twilight o f their years, b11t 
generally were very good, and a dodgy Dutch couple. The first morning 
of lessons were spent showing Ala in what we could do, which, compared 
to him, was very little and by the end of the day everyone was woru out. 
The next day it appeared that Dave Storey had not been totally correct 
about hi s abil ity and he was moved down a group, which amused us 
greatly. For the top group, Alain took us off piste for some more madness 
and had us doing j umps off cliffs and skiing over mogul fields. As the 
week progressed, we all improved noticeably in most aspects of .our 
skiing, but by the end of the trip everyone wa tired due to the hard skung 
we had been doing, and most were glad when we headed back. A lot was 
learnt from the lessons by all and we became better skiers fo~ it. Ma~Y 
thanks go to Maj Mark Winston-Davies for organising the tnp, and 11 e 
look forward to the 11ext trip in the future. 
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BOWMAN 
br Maj A. R. Blackwell 

Most readers will have an opinion on BO WM A - pr<''>ably everal. Thi article aims to pread some facts about BOWMA .. . the fir .l being that 
man) :oldiers will see it in their current unit within their current tour. On 19 July •. the Seer tary of State for Defence announced that Computing Devices 

anada ( D ) had won the recent BOWMA competition. This is not the first lime that a company ha been elected to supply BOWMAN; there arc, 
hO\ ever ome ke difference thi time. . . 

fi r~t 'the seleciion followed an intense competition between three ma1or defence compames. 
eco~d , the contract will be to . upply BOWM (that i , provide equipment in tall it on vehicle , ship and aircratl across all three Services, provide 

initial training and upport the ' ystcm). not merely conduct further re earch and development. . . . 
fi nally, and perhap mo t importantly, the initial costs and timescale are fixed. In other words, BOWMA is real. o what will 1t be? In broad terms, 
BO\ MA i: 

A ecure oice and data ervice down to half section level. 
The ba i for the ub equent Digitisation of the land battlespace. . . . 

BOWMA will compri c: voice and data HF and VHF combat net radio (CJ'.'.R); a~ UHF High Capacity D~ta Radio. (HCDR) and a Local Area Sub
sy tern (LA ). The BO\ MA family al o includes the Tactical Groun.d to Air radio (PRC 346), accepted into service tn November 199~ and used 
operationally in the Balkan and Sierra Leone and the Per onal Role Radio (PRC 343) accepted into erv1ce tn Augu t 2001 and currently being fielded. 
BOWMA can be viewed in ) tem term : 

Wide area systems 
(non -BOWMAN) eg: 

P tannigan, FALCO , 

RITS, C ORMORA T, 
Sky e t 5, c iv ilian lines 

Vl 
11) 
(.) 

~ LAS 
~ ,........ 

High Capacity Data Radio Secure. Data only. 

(llTNTDR) 

VHF CNR Secure. Voice and data. GPS. 

(llT radios) 

HF CNR Secure. Voice and data. GPS. 

(Hanis radios) 

Personal Role Radio Insecure voice. (UHF) 

(Marconi H4855) 

TacGA Radio 
(Raytheon MXF430) 

Insecure voice. (VHF/UHF) 

Applique GPS and crypto options. 

The heart of the ystem i the LAS. This will replace the current Clansman harness, Ptarmigan .cabling _within and between Hq vehi~les, intercom 
cabling and the wide range of ad-hoc cabl ing required for currently fielded computer networks. One 1.nformation bearer ~~twee~ veh1cte.s will replace the 
miles of cabling that curremly form tangled and fault-prone webs around deployed HQs. The LAS will provide connectivity w1thm vehicles f~r all v01ce 
and data ervices, and connectivity between vehicles and with non-BOWMAN systems. Thus, for example, a Satcom detachment may connect dtrectly mto 
a brigade HQ via the BOWMA LAS, or a staff officer may make a call over Ptannigan via the LAS. lndeed, only one radio per net even needs to be 
switched on in order to serve an entire cabled-up HQ .. . fewer masts, antennae, generators (and duty operators ' sitting on set'?). 

The High Capacity Data Radio is a new capability, designed to meet the communication needs of the vastly increased amount of data. that w.ill be passed 
in future. Whi lst future trunk systems are ideally suited to transport data at formation HQ and above, a more mobile and fluid network 1s required at lower 
tactical levels. The HCDR network wi ll be a self-managing (from the user's per pective), ecure network which will automatically route data around the 
battlefield in the most efficient manner. 

The secure voice and data service, based on combat net radio, will replace the current Clansman ystem. The way in which we organize our radio nets 
will probably not change much - they are, after all, linked more to the operational chain of command than the technology involved - but all HF and VHF 
radios will be combined voice and data capable, and all will be secure. BATCO will only need to be issued to the Corps Museum and we will be able ~o 
exchange data all the way down to half section level, as opposed to regimentaVbattalion HQ. All manpack combat net radios will have a GP~ chip 
embedded, which will provide conventional GPS functionality (own location, navigation, etc) as well as providing data for automatic transm1ss1on of 
locations in order to provide an accurate 'friendly picture' of where our own troop are - situation awareness. Vehicle equipped with BOWMA will have 
one GPS per vehicle. . 

The Per onal Role Radio ... The PRR is a short range (-SOOm), insecure voice radio for use within sections and other small teams. It 1s a new 
capability and will enhance low level command and control - what we currently do by shouting, hand signals, whistles, flares and the like. Some 45,000 are 
being purchased and i sued at the rate of2,000 per month during 2002 and 2003. Royal Signals units will receive PRR to enhance the local defence ofHQs 
and some isolated detachments. 

lntroduction ... The first two years of introduction (2003-2004) will see an incremental programme of conversion, tarting with a mechanized battalion 
being converted and undergoing trials, and building up to a full brigade by the end of two years, with trialing being an almost continuous activity alongside 
conversion and training. If all goes well, the next three years will see the remainder of Defence converted. Units in the Formation Readiness Cycle (FRC) 
Y.ill be c1mverted in their Training Year and non-FRC units overlaid in the same three year period. The high level fielding plan as it currently affects the 
Corps i : 

2002 I 2003 I 2004 I 2005 1 2006 I 2007 

Summary I First brigade & trials I I Main Fielding 

Development Design 
lines and 

Trials fi eld TFTs Bn TFT Bde Bde 
proving OFT OFT OFT 

12 Mech Bde I First Bn I R em ainder I 
Div HQ and Sig Regts OJ LO 
Armd Bdes I 7x I I 20x I m 
Mech Bdes I 19x I I l x I 
C do and AA Bdes 13 Cdo Bde I 16 AA Bde I 
Sig Bdes I I', 2x and 11 x 

Pers onal Role Radio PRR Fielding I 
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o what? ... Many readers will sc~ BOWMA in thei r un it in their current tour. It is real , and it is happening now. So what effect will it have on us? 
Apart from thc_o.bv1ous ones -l!Q~ will be set up and .take!! down fa ter. the Yeoman won ' t need to account for BATCO, the Foreman won't need to spend 
hours .ca~mbahsmg Cla.nsl!1an rad10.s, and GPS and s1tuat.io.n awareness will make it obvious when the new Troop Commander ha~ got hopele sly lost 
there 1s hkdy to be a s1gn1ficant sl~1ll from. operat ing 1nd1v1dual sets an.d intrusive maintenance to network management, supervisory duties and accurate 
asset trnckm.g. The enorn10us leap m capability that BOWMAN will bnng requires expert management if the services arc to be easy for u ers to operate. 
T.he emphasis of our work .will move away f~om ' work.mg the r~di.o ' to 'managing the system'. BOWMAN has been designed to be flexible to meet many 
different sc~nanos the .different configurations are virtually hmJtlcss and future operators and supervisors will need to understand what the underlying 
technology 1 ~ capa~lc of tn order to get the. best out of the syste1!1· Ma~y parts of the system, notably the HCDR network, are completely new concepts. · o
onc m their nght rmnd would currently claun to offer .the defimt1ve gu1.de t? getting the best out of such a system and we will clearly have a lot to learn. The 
"'°" ofBOWMAN w•ll ho mo" 'iidmg " "' uplootmg •I"'"' i< will ho •ho"' fam;li~i<y wi<h ilio h•rto•• 

.__ 
C!...: hitC?. HC!lmC!ts 

OPE INGSHOW 
On returning to Blandford, our training was hampered further by the 

Foot & Mouth outbreaks and more injuries , namely ig Marcus 
Kershaw (fractured wrist) and Sig Carl Potter (fractured elbow), both of 
whom had accidents di mounting from the ' 3 Bike Fan '. With the 
knock-on-effect caused by the problem o far, it was only logical for the 
team management to decide on a postponement of the Opening Show. 
Invitations were changed and arrangements were made for the how to 
now proceed on 18 May. The weather began to improve and the training 
moved along nicely. There were quite a few changes to the show thi year 
with an increase of riders to the Opening Ride, the Irish Whip and the 
Charlie 's Diamond and with the addition of the Honda spon ored 400cc 
race quad . Rehearsals came and went, albeit with a few hiccup (no 
change there then!) and before we knew it, it was Friday morning and the 

Cpl Malin and S ig 'Me rry' Scott at the front on a Tra ining Day 

Lads were getting ready to perfonn. The atmosphere in the garage prior 
to the show was excellent, with the Army Pres Team on-site, there were 
cameras clicking, camcorder rolling, interviews being conducted and 
people in various poses strutting their stuff and giving their cheekiest 
grins in the name of 'publicity'. Time came for the show to commence. 
the Band was playing, the SOinC arrived and at 1130, twenty Triumph 
Tiger 750's thundered onto Hawke Square for the Opening Ride. The 
show went very well indeed and the crowd was very apprecia tive 
(probably of the unusually nice weather as well as the performance). 
Before you could say 'Cor look at that fire!!', the show wa over and 
another three people joined the prestigious ranks of the wearers of the 
much coveted White Helmet. Congratulations to: Capt Kyra ' Betty 
Boop' McAnulty, Cpl Steve 'The Hat' Girling and LCpl James Brown 
·aaaoooww'. 

LCpl 'Scouse' o Le ary at the Opening Show on one of the Team's new CCMs 600 jump bikes (604Es) - British of course! 
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THE ROYAL SIGNALS MUSEUM 

HERO' I TER VI ITS THE ROYAL lG AL M SEUM 

\tr Florrie Egan. the i ter of Cpl T homas Waters. Royal ignals hero of the D-Day landi~~ • paid an unexpected visit with her family to the Royal 
ignals Mu cum at Blandford on 13 Augu t 200 I. pl T homas ~ater~ was awarded the Military Medal after rescue mg a colleague ~nd repeatedl.Y 

repaiting communi ation line under . niper fire on the Bcnouv1lle Bridge (later rcn_amed Pegasus Bndge)_ over the acn Canal. His gallantry 1s 
remembered in the famou Corps painting 'Go To It· by Peter Archer . Mrs Egan, who 1s 3, wa one of ten c~11ldren. she was very close to her brother, 
Tom, four years her enior, who died in 1956. he i een here with Sgt Brewin and Cpl M_acDonald of Radio Sy tems Group who were keen to meet 
Florrie having re-enacted the Nommndy As aull and Tom Walter 's heroic effort on 6 June tlus year (see the front cover). The family had many anecdotes 
told to them by Tom to add to the well-known story. A new display on 216 ig Sqn i being prepared and will soon be on view in the museum. 

THE PREE TA~T~l~O~N;{)O~F~..;;;;;........~_..._.....-..._~~~~~~~---.=::=;:~~:::==~· 
THE PE 'GELLY MEDALS TO THE 1USEUM 

His son Raymond and Christopher recently pre ented the medals of 
gt Leslie Ralph Pengelly MVO to the Museum. Leslie Pengelly was 

called up in 194 l for wartime service and after training at Catterick was 
drafted to Singapore where he served until 1944 before tran ferring to 
India and Burma where he was. amongst other things, an air courier. In 
1945 he was in Singapore at the time of the surrender. In 1948, after 
discharge from the Corps, he took up employment at the Buckingham 
Palace Post Office where he remained until 1956. He then worked with 
the General Po t Office as a Personnel Manager but returned in tile mid
l 970s to Royal duty and hecame the Court Post Master. He retired in 
1981 and was appointed Member of the Royal Victorian Order for his 
ser. ice . He was also awarded the order of the Legion of Merit fo r his 
services during the state visit of Monsieur Mitterand. Leslie Pengelly 
died in ovemeber 2000 aged 79 and Col (Retd) Cliff Walters accepted 
hi· medals on behalf of the Corps. 

Bill and Maggie Maughan present the medals of Lt Col Charles 
Maughan MBE TD to Col (Retd) Cliff Walters 
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Raymond and Hilary Pengelly, Col (Retd) Cliff Walters . 
and Christopher and Christina Pengelly at the medal presentation 

PRESE TATIO OF 
THE MA GHA MEDALS TO TlfE M SE M 

Lt Col Charles Maughan MBE TD was a wartime member of the 
Royal Signals. He was born in 19 11 and when World War II call up was 
inevitable he joined the TA and was commissioned into 50th (N) Motor 
Division Signals in Darl ington. He was desperate to serve in an active 
theatre but hearing di fficul ties became a barrier and his fi rst tllree years 
of war service were mainly in the tra ining organisation. Never daunted, 
he ' kicked up a great fuss' and eventually boarded the Queen Maiy liner 
on a passage to Egypt. Here he served in Cairo and went on to join the 
invas ion o f Sicily with 13 Corps in August 1943. The outcome was a 
fasc inating wartime career with the 8th Army. He fought the whole ~fthc 
Italian campaign through Sicil y, Cassino, .R01~e, Florence and Tn i:ste. 
Charles was no ordinary officer and he mamtamed a very detailed d1 ~ry, 
of many vo lumes, relating his explo its and experiences of the wartune 
campaign. He was appointed MB E fo r bis services in Europe. He became 
CO of 13 Corps Signals in 1945 and was demobbed after the war. ~e 
emigrated to cw Zealand in 1958 where he died and wa la id to rest 111 
Wellington in 1978. His son Bill and daughter- in-law Maggie recently 
presented his fa ther's diaries, medals and other items of interest to the 
Museum. The diaries are packed with Charles ' personal thoughts as the 
war progressed. We are very grateful fo r these donation. which are an 
important addition to our historical records. 
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KEEPING IT IN THE FAMILY - IN THE CORPS 

Sig J.E. Godwin (Right) 

In 1978 Sig M. God win ~oined the .corps (following hi fathers 
footsteps) and smce comp.letmg. his basic training in Catterick orth 
Yorkshire, ~e ha, served. w1~h units 111 Germany. Belize, Cyprus and tile 
UK. Capt Blod .G.o~wm is currently the Quartermaster Technical Isl 
(UK) Annoured D1v1s1on HQ & Signal Regiment, ba ed in Herford. 

Capt M. Godwin - Busy at work 

OFFICERS 
AUGUST2001 
Name and Rank 
Maj N. R. . Caleb ... 
Maj P. E. J. Drew 
Maj . W. Gill ... 
Maj P. K. Gorford 
Capt S. A. Ba on 
Capt A. Jenkins ... 
Capt A. J. Rickman 
Capt A. M. Taylor .. . 
Capt G. Tomlinson .. . 

OFF! ERS 
SEPTEMBE R 2001 
Name and Rank 
Col A. W. Merrick MB E 
Lt Col S. P. Hunt 
Maj L. V. Tomkins ::: ... 

WO A D SN OS 
AU(,UST 200 1 
Name and Rank 

WO I FofS R. J. Wymer .. . 
W02 RD . R. Furnival .. . 
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Unit to which posted 
JACIG(AE) 
G6 HQLA D 
D/Bowman 
lndiv Trg Pol, DI Trg Pol (A) 
Joint Staff Div J6 HQ BF Cypru 
15 Signal Regiment 
Jo int Comms Unit orthem Ireland 
Civil Affair Group 
RHQ AFNORTH 

Unit to which posted 
BLO France 

JA IG (AE) 
HQ BFFI 

Unit 10 which posted 
CPD CIS vcs Gp 
ATR Ba. singbourn 

In J~nuary 1999 Sig J. L. Godwin joined the Corps (following hi~ 
~andfather and fathers footsteps) and after completing his basic traimng 
111 Bassmgboum, he moved .on to Blandford to carry out his trade training 
a~ a Sytem.s Operator. He 1s now serving with 232 Signal quadron 7 
Signal Regiment, currently based in Krefcld. · 

Sig J. L. Godwin - Suited Up (NBC Style). 

Finally ~n April 2001 Sig L F. Godwin became the latest member of 
the Godwm. Clan to enlist mto the Corps (following his grandfather, 
fatller and b.1g brothers foot teps), Liam passed out of Ba singbourn on 
20 July and 1 currently undergoing trade training at Blandford. 

Sig L. F. Godwin (shortly before his Pass Off Parade) 

W0 2 RD K. P. lnnes ... 
W02 RD I. H. Pennell 

gt M. K. Abraham 
SSgt A. E. Buckle 

Sgt S. Cain 
S gt R. D. Long 
S gt P. McDonald 

Sgt M. I. Pavier .. . 
SSgt M. imcock .. . 

SSgt R. J. Ayling 
gt . J. Crooks 

SSgt P. G. Mitchell 
SSgt . J. Ulley ... 

gtM.A. Bell ...... 
Sgt M. A. J. Brown 

gt D. A. Cascarino 
Sat D. P. Churchward 

gt K. A. ooney 
Sgt P. P. Corcoran 

gt . P. Dade ... 
gt A. J. Dawes 
gt . P. Duplock 
gt K. P. Ea t 

Sgt J. P. Ford 
gt . Hayes 

BMMKuwait 
The Royal chool of Signal 
16 ignal Regiment 
I (UK) Div H9 & ignal Regiment 
21 1gnal Regiment (Air upport) 
JS !O Chick ands 
60 Signal quadron (V) 
7 ignal Regnnent 
14 ignal Regiment (E \\!) 
14 ignal Regiment (E\\) 
14 ignal Regiment (EW) 
15 Signal Regiment 
16 ignal Regiment 
39 Signal Regiment (V) 
7 Signal Regiment 
RHQ AF orth 
I ignal quadron 
3 ( K) Di' I IQ & ignal R.:giment 
7 rmd Bde HQ ' ig qn (207) 
2 ignal Regiment 
RHQ f. orth 
, ln~Bde HQ ig, qn (2ld 
14 1gnal Regiment (FW) 
I (UK) Oh HQ · ignal Regiment 
14 ignal Regiment(! \\ ) ~ 
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. Kempton 
.. Key ... 
. R. . farvel 

gt 1. Meaden 
gt R. Midgle) ... . .. 
gt G. A. Paver 
gt L. Rotherforth ... 
gt . Rowe ..... . 
gt G. . orley 
gt D. A. treet 
gt M. A. Trotter 
gt A. T. D. Waddington 
gt P. A. Waters 
gt D. J. Wind or ... 
gt A. V ood 

WO A D COS 
EPTE 1BER 2001 
'ame and Rank 

A /VO I RD A. P. Staniford 
W02 RD M. A. Giles ... . .. 
W02 RD A. Hartley ... . .. 
W02 RD P. Robson 

/./02 RD M. A. Sherwood ... 
gt J. Barr ........ . 

Sgt A. M. Chester 
Sgt R. A. Dickinson 

gt R. C. Eden 
Sgt A. S. Egan 

gt A. C. Fensom .. . 
S gt G. P. Hud on .. . 
SSgt C. D. R. Kitchener 

Sgt G. J. Low ... . .. 
SSgt A. MacPherson 
SSgt . P. orris 
SSgt . Taylor ... . .. 

Sgt D. J. Turner ... 
SSgt C. A. Bremner 

Al Sgt M. K. MacPhee 

31 ignal Regiment ( ) 
21 Signal Regiment (Air Support) 
' (UK) Div HQ & ignal Regiment 
; SE orthwood 
21 ignal Regiment (Air upport) 
JHQ Centre 
RHQ AF orth 
The Royal School of ignal 
JSS (Ayio· ikolao ) 
225 Signal quadron 
34 orthem) ignal Regiment (V) 
I (UK) Div HQ & ignal Regiment 
14 Signal Regiment (E\ ) 
ATR Ba singboum 
BATU 

Unit to which posted 
14 ignal Regiment (EW) 
4CIT 
14 Signal Regiment (EW) 
33 Signal Regiment (V) 
The Royal chool of ignals 
Comm Proj Div 
21 Signal Regiment (Air upport) 
39 ignal Regiment (V) 
2 Signal Regiment 
2 ignal Regiment 
20 Annd Bde HQ & ig qn (200) 
HQARRC . 
20 Am1d Bde HQ & Sig Sqn (200) 
3 (UK) Div HQ & Signal Regiment 
SHAPE ACE Comm ec 
14 Signal Regiment (EW) 
2 Signal Regiment 
16 Signal Regiment 
40 Signal Regiment (V) 
16 Signal Regiment 

gtC. M. Ogg ... 
Sgt A. D. Smith 

Sgt G. T. Bevan .. . 
gt L. D. Box .. . 
gt C. J. Brankin 
gt P. J. hall is .. . 

Sgt . P. Chell .. . 
gt M. J. Clarke 

Sgt D. W. Cook .. . 
gt H. Dunlop .. . 
gt G. E. Dunston 

Sgt M. L. Ebdon 
Sgt D. J. Eyes .. . 

gt M. Famfield 
Sgt .I. Hatch 
Sgt R. G. Howe .. . 

gt P. J. Howl .. . 
gt P. F. Hughes 

Sgt M. J. Hunt .. . 
Sgt S. W. King .. . 
Sgt P. J. Landregan ... 

gt P. J. Levick ... 
Sgt R. L. Milligan 
Sgt M. J. O'Hara 
Sgt P. Oulton 
Sgt A. C. Paling 
Sgt S. R. Pope .. . 

gt N. Roberts .. . 
Sgt . T. hrimpton 

gt G. G. utherland 
Sgt G. R. Tibbetts 
Sgt C. F. Usher ... 
Sgt K. M. Waring 
Sgt A. J. Wat on 
Sgt . J. Watt ... 
Sgt M. P. Whittaker 
SgtM. Yuill ... .. . 

gtM. Allen .. . 
A/Sgt R. J. Smith ... 

34 (Northern) Signal Regiment (Y) 
The Royal chool of ignals 
HQ OinC(A) 
The Royal School of Signals 
TI1e Royal chool of Signals 
JHQ South 
ACOS J6 PJHQ (UK) 
The Royal School of Signals 
The Royal School of Signals 
HQ SOinC{A) 
The Royal School of Signal 
The Royal School of Signal 
The Royal School of Signals 
The Royal School of Signals 
The Royal School of Signals 
2 Signal Regiment 
The Royal School of Signals 
The Royal School of Signals 
The Royal School of Signals 
16 Signal Regiment 
The Royal School of Signals 
The Royal School of Signals 

SE Northwood 
The Royal School of Signals 
2 Signal Regiment 
21 Signal Regiment (Air Support) 
21 Signal Regiment (Air Support) 
15 Signal Regiment 
The Royal School of Signals 
The Royal School of Signals 
The Royal School of Signals 
The Royal School of Signal 
The Royal School of Signals 
17CIT 
3 (UK) Div HQ & Signal Regiment 
3 (UK) Div HQ & Signal Regiment 
7 Signal Regiment 
600 Signal Troop 
JSSU (Ayios Nikolaos) 

eortf.>S eArtOL SErtVIeE 
NEW DATE Jl0NDAY 

IT DEeEJIBEft. 2001 
1800hrs, Church of St Stephen with t John, Rochester Row, Westminster, London 

ew singers for the choir please contact Lt Col John Chambers on Tel: 020 7405 2644 
or E-mail: jwilton@mtgb.demon.co.uk 

A[) JfJE 

HEADQUARTERS UNITED KINGDOM SUPPORT COMMAND 
(GERMANY) 

DRIVI G RAJ GREET MARCHING TEAMS AT IJMEGE 
by Nigel Sargeant 

Driving rain greeted some 40,000 marchers - among them over 1,300 
Briti h Servicemen and women - during the 85th Nijmegen Marches in 
Holland last week. Blazing heat and dazzling sunshine are the usual order 
of the day at the 'Vierdaagsc ', the annual 4-Day marching epic that takes 
place every July. However, this extraordinary mix of fun and foot-slogging 
- which attracts people from all over the world to take on four 40km 
circuits around the beautiful Dutch town ofNijmegen - this year sunstroke 
and heat ~xhaustion were replaced by exposure and rrequent drenchings. 

t11l, nothing could dampen everyone's traditional high spirits. 
The weather might not have been over-welcoming but the hospitality 

from the Dutch townsfolk at the biggest event in their annual calendar was 
as superb as ever. Many of the onlookers live along the route and declare a 
four-day holiday as normal life cheerfully gives way to d non-stop festival. 
Bar., work flat out and children hand out sweets and cakes to the walkers! 
The Marches kicked off in fine style with the Flag Parade, a traditional 
show !>f pomp and pageantry at ijmegen 's sports stadium, where 
enthusiastic cro':"ds ~atched teams from each participating nation march 
p~st bearing their national flag. A few hours sleep and then the marching 
kicked off for real on Day I, with the first 1eams setting off at 4am to crack 
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half the course in the cool. Crowds of well wishers lined every step of the 
route ensuring a fun atmosphere, however hard the going got. 

The Vierdaagse is all about extreme - whether excessive heat, rain, 
staggering numbers, or one-off surprises and this year was no dillcrent. 
The oldest marcher by far was Dutch lady and local celebrity An nie 
Berkhout, who this year was taking part in her 65th march, having 
clocked up nine even before WW2! Out of the total marchers, some 5,500 
military personnel from 23 countries took part. For the second year 
running, UK fielded the biggest Military Contingent, several hundred up 
on last year. Almost l 00 teams of Regular, Reserve and Cadet marche~ 
from all three Services took to the ta1111ac. Such a large tum-out inevitably 
calls for huge admin back-up and, as in previous years, both Army and 
RAF Support Staff were out in force to give the marchers food, welfare 
and medical support every painful step of the way. Operating out of 
Heumensord Dutch military camp, which rapidly turned into a mud-bath 
after the torrential rain, a 130 strong team coordinated by Rhcindahlen 
based HQ UKSC(G) included medics, chefs, RMP staff and Army dog 
handlers. 

Maj Mal Biggs, Officer Commanding the British Military Contingent 
commented, 'With a heavy workload, not helped by the weather, it was all 
about team effort by both the Anny and RAF staff. Particular thanks 
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should go to coll.cagues ~aj Pete Williams and Sqn Ldr Phil Tyler. An 
added complication to this year's operation was that our attendance at the 
Marches was not confirmed until I June, owing to the Foot and Mouth 
cri is.' 

A .key ta k for the back up team is to run Rest Areas around the circuits, 
ofTenng much needed refreshments and first aid - above all blister 
treatment - !o the ~l~ousands of Service marchers who stream past each 
day. Th.c Bn~1~h military reception teams always welcome Canadian and 
Australian military i;iarchers,_ as well as British Bobbies, and this year was 
no.different! The Brill.sh med.1c treated some 1,100 injuries great or small 
ch1e~.Y bliste.rs but ~1th ~ fa ir smattering of knee injuries, pressure sore~ 
and 11nmcrs1on foot , with the Foot and Mouth situation ia UK having 
re~uced people 's opportunity to train. LCpl Stephen Torley, working 
with .a team from Holme based A Sqn I CSMR said, 'It's vital to tart 
trammg at least three mon~s before to harden the feet, and above all select 
the nght foon;car, especially ':"hen marching through pouring rain for 
hours on end. Good preparauon was very much on the minds of a 
threesome from 3 Batta lion REME. Sgts Bob Cowan and Liam Cates 
and Cpl Steve Bowron regarded Nijmegen as excellent training for the 
' !DATA Sport Extreme 350', .a t?u~h tre.~ through the deep snow of 
Ala ka next February. Bob said, With NtJmegen and then spending a 
harsh winter on operational tour in the Balkan we feel we ' ll be well 
prepared. ' The team is looking for backers - pho~e Paderbom mil 3726! 

Other BFG teams this year included 7 Sig Regt, 2 CS Re!,'1 Wkl.ps REME, 
37 Sqn RAF Regt and I (UK) ADSR. Not to be outdone was gt Tony 
Knott froll? G3 ~Q UKSC(G), marching for his ninth year and attending 
as an ind1v1dual , The marches get me out of the office! I want to crack a 
dcca~e of marches next year before retiring.' 

. •Jmegen is alway.s marked by music and the British contribution was 
as. ~mple as e.ver. Beside th~ numerous bagpipers from the many Scottish 
military contm~ents, the Ml!ldcn Band of the Queen 's Divi ion were on 
hand for ~oth lighthearted and more Jloignant occasions. They provided 
accompaniment to a fonnal wreath layl!lg ceremony at ijmegen's Allied 
War. Cemetery, where both the British and Canadian contingents - who 
trad1t1onally .wor~ together at the Marches - laid wreaths to remember 
those who died m the War. That evening the Band laid on a show of 
~arching and music when GOC UKSC{G) and his HQ staff hosted VIP 
v 1s~tors to . a Reception . ~t Heumensord. Back at the marching route, the 
fimshing line for the m1h~ry teams each day is always at Heumensford's 
huge Beer Hall. Chee.red in by tho e already across the finish line every 
team is welcomed w1_th ome. fr~e !iquid refreshment. For many' of the 
walkers, however, their top pnonty 1s a long sleep before hitting the road 
again. As the 85th Nijmegen Marche came to a close the usual defiant 
vow. was to be heard echoing around, 'We 'll be back next year.' 0 will the 
Rheindahlen back up team! 

HEADQUARTERS SIGNAL OFFICER IN CHIEF (ARMY) 
TRAILWALKER (UK-) 2001 
21 JlJLY -A FU DAY 0 T BY THE CORP RSM 
. My yearly jaunt down to the Trailwalker (UK) IOOkm race started not 
m the usual manner in that viewing a Pas Off Parade at ATR Pirbright 
preceded it. Junior soldiers of the Corps and 28 other cap badges put on a 
fine display. Many of the 19 Signallers on parade reported to Blandford 
after a couple of days respite, we welcome them i11to the fold with open 
anns. 

At1er a fitful night 's sleep at Thomey Island the team consisting of 
myself and three members of 2nd Signal Regiment; SSgt Paul Jude, 
SSgt Angus Macpherson MBE and SSgt Chris Symonds made our 
way to the start line. After many hello how are you's to our fellow 
runa~rs and epalese race or~ani ers tbe f1!Ce began in perfect running 
cond1t1ons at 0700hr . Tbe aim was to fim sh better than our previou 
year's time of 13hrs 34mins, little did we know what lay ahead. 

. After cn11sing through the first two check points at Harting Down and 
Hilltop Fann we pushed on to Littleton Farm, this was the telling point in 
our aa.d ot.h~r teams race. u.nbeknown to the race organisers a local 
mountain b1kmg race wa takmg place with very similar signs to ours 
adrenaline got the better of common sense. one and a half hours late w~ 
arrived at Checkpoint 3, dehydrated and furious with ourselves. As much 
a we tried to put our mistake behind u , the extra JOkm had taken its toll . 

It soon becam~ apparent that our goal for the day would be to finish, 
regar~les~ of time. as a team ?f fou.r. We persevered, one checkpoint 
blendmg mto another, up the killer hill to Checkpoint 7 at Truleigh the 
63km marker pas ed and a wann meal inside us we were back to our old 
selve - The t.eam is probably the mo ~ experienced Trailwalker (UK) 
contenders with 11_ races between us. This began to show dividends as the 
final fiv~ checkpoints were consumed with a tight team perfonnance and 
outstandm~ support from Sgt Pete Preece and Cpl 'Mac' McDougall 
from 2nd Signal Regiment Training Wing. 
. I OOkms completed, we know we were better than our 16 hour finish 

lime but at t~e end o~ the day we finished as a team, battered and brui ed 
but conten.t in our JOmt efforts and mutual support. Trailwalker (UK) is 
are exceptional event for tho e who ellher want to te t themselves or just 
enJOY the fantastic scenery of the South Downs. [ know where J will be 
on 6-7 July 2002, hope to ee you there . 
PRESE TATIO OF LEEMA ROAD PRINT 
FROM 2 SIG AL REGIME T 

2n.d Signal Regiment hav~ kin~ly donated .a .print of their recently 
unveiled Leeman Road pamtmg. Pictured rece1 rng the presentation on 
behalf of the HQ Officers ' Me is the SOinC(A), his COS. Col G. J. T. 
Rafferty and the Corps RSM. The print was gratefully accepted by the 
SOmC(A) and now bang in HQ Officers Mess. 

HEADQUARTERS 
11 SIGNAL BRIGADE 

Co111d 
cos 
DCOS 

Brig C. L. Le Gallais CBE 
1aj R. P. Wilson 

Maj R. C. Young 

HAIL & FAREWELL 
The Headquarters is going through its annual clear-out and bringing in 

new blood ready to meet the challenges of the coming year. Sadly, we bid 
farewell to Lt Col teve Hunt who i moving to the intriguing world of 
JA lG. I-le mu t, however, pass the ·recognition ' course to be accepted 
as a true spotter and wearer of the coveted anorak. Capt John Hiorns 
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was al o dined out prior to taking up hi new appointment at 21 ig Regt 
(AS). Having pent the pa t two years travelling between the Balkan and 
Christchurch he is looking to a well earned rest at Coleme! Good luck to 
you both and of cour e to 1ary and Kath . We al o welcome 1aj 
George Burrow who replaces Maj Rab Young (no' D O ) a - the 
. 02 Lo~ p and Capt Mark Edwards a the 03 EC. Enjoy your tay 
m Donnington. 

LATE EWS 
Lt Col te t' Hunt pa ed tl1e cour e but hi po -ting to JA JG has 
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been delayed for a re~ month . Hi. idea of ~oing on gar~ening ~eave has 
been thwarted and he i • now the 0 I Project Officer m 11 1g Bde -
unluck •. 

EXER I E Al F AREEA ii -THE TORY SO F R! . 
1eeting , meetings and more meeting and for g?od luck we will have 

a video-conference every week... . The excr~1 e 1 . c~rtainly gathering 
pace. Brig C harles ha been on a fact findmg m1 s1on to . Oman and 
confirmed his accommodation arrangements for the ex~rc1, e. He ha, 
infom1ed us that Arabic for tent i spelt m-e-s-s! Capt Mick Its sorted. 
Purve ha now handed o er all respon !bility for. deployment to. MaJ 
George • o it ' not' Burrow who i quickly finding out the rea!tty. of 
b ing a taff Officer. pectrum Management i in the .hands of 1aJ D!ck 
Gamble who wa di patched to Oman with the unenv1abl~ ta k ofsortmg 
out the bu ines of frequency management for all exerc1. m.g compo~ents 
and BFBS. Hi last, ord of ·1 won't be back un.ttl 1t fixed are 
worrying! Our first man on the ground i gt Ray King who deployed 

this week. He has the task of controlling the Theatre Distribution Agency. 
He ha taken lot of books with him. 

CO GRATULATIONS . . 
We welcome back Cpl Steve Piper who has JUSl passed both his 

Junior ommand Course at Blandford and his EFP. He is now taking a 
well-earned re t back in the Crypto Room, or is he hidin& from the S03 
COMSEC? ongratulation are also ex~end~d to C pl Sn~on .Emm.ett 
who has ju t had the good news that his wife, haro.n, is with child. 
Those who know Cpl Emmett will know how much this means to them 
both. 

STOP PRES , 
We have just been informed that WOl FofS Pete 'Ratty Stowell has 

been awarded the M BE for his work in this Headquarters. Excellent news 
and well deserved. 

HEADQUARTERS 2 (NATIONAL COMMUNICATIONS) 
SIGNAL BRIGADE & LAND INFORMATION 

ASSURANCE GROUP (VOLUNTEERS) 

V.'bo? You may have noticed a new formation flash appearing - the 
EW flash uperimposed on the Land word. That means you have come 
into contact with the LlAG - Land Information Assurance G~up - a n.ew 
TA specialist unit formed to provide independent advice on t~fonnatlon 
assurance matters. The group, commanded by Lt Col John Kirby O~E, 
i an All Arms unit currently consisting of23 TA Officers who wo~k m a 
range of fields covering IT, security ai:d related consultancy. It is a R 

JG ALS ponsored pecialist unit and 1s under command of 2 CN.C) Sig 
Bde, but i directly tasked by G6 HQ LAND: LIAG was formed m July 
1999 as a r ult of the Strategic Defence Review and ~pent the rest of the 
training year recruiting and writing procedures. In 1ts first operational 
year (Training Year 2000/0 I) the Group carried out a numbe~ of lA ~ks, 
including an !A Review of the !SIS an~ Land CSS(R) 10fonn~t10n 
systems with site isits to Brecon, Sennybndge.' Shrewsbury and "".ilto~, 
another IA Review on the ARRC systems dunng Ex Arrcade Fuston m 
Germany and drafting a paper for SOinC (A) on .Land Component IA. 
The current training year has seen the first operational deployment of a 
team to Ko ovo to carry out a review of the Op Agncola Theatre 
Information System (OATIS) and a review of APC Glasgow's AFOS 
ystem. 

AN 1 AL CAMP IN PRISTINA? 
T he Kosovo task is an excellent exam ple: of how the Arm.y can 

capitali e 011 skills and experience no t readily ava ilable w1thm the 
Regular Army. A team of 6 (Majs Afan Evans and John Tydeman, and 
Capts Brian McMillan, Ed Moses John Pringle and Ian Sneyd) went 
through a fast-track mobilisation ~rocedure and deployed to Pnstma for 
12 days. The task involved lookmg at the way that mfonn~t10n ~as 
processed, protected and managed, and the team left a l!st ?f ac!ton. pomts 
for implementation. The team also loo~ed at the secunty 1mphcattons of 
the increasing use of the Internet. Whilst ~ere, the team v1S1 ted all ~he 
main UK site throughout MNB(C), and wi ll cal!Y out a follow up v1s1t 
later in the year. Kosovo has been the firs~ operation~! theatre to ~ave the 
benefit of such a review, and the group wi ll be carry~g out a sumlar task 
in Bosnia at the end of the year when 97(SFOR) Sig Sqn (V) take on 
responsibility for ClS in that theatre. 

PROBLEMS WITH YOUR PAY? 
With a cry of, 'Go orth young man,' (_well probab!y not too much 

young in the equation any more) LIAG cam ed out a review of the Army 
Personnel Centre (APC) Glasgow. The team (Majs John Burnage, J~hn 
Bo ley, Chris Barrington Brown, John n:ogan and Capt Brtan 
McM'illan [local liaison officer, restaurant.guide a~~ networks guru]) 
spent a week in Gia gow looking at the mynad of crillcal personnel, pay 
and management systems in use there. APC is an excellent example of 

how bu iness is supported by well managed and integrated IS platforms. 
The review went extremely well and the numerous Pay and MCM 
divisions were welcoming and helpful to the. extreme (hold the enemy 
close and deny him manoeuvre?). One of the h1ghhghts oflhe review. wa 
the visit to the Document Handling Centre (DHC), its air of tranqmll1o/ 
and quiet efficiency probably belies tl1e amount ~f hard work .and fr~nttc 
activity that actuaJly goes on there! After supportmg both the recce and 
the full review our thanks must go to Willie G raham and his team from 
APC IS uppon. They were excellent 'hosts' and given their 1mmment 
outsourcing to EDS, together with the plethora of checks/audits t~at have 
gone on during the past few months, are sl!ll remarkably cheerful. 
THE F T RE . 

Information Assurance is not a black art, but the days of be.mg able to 
depend on infonnation being protected by placin~ computers m a locked 
room are over. The group's skills - co~ermg secunty strategy, 
compliance consultancy, penetration testing, security architecture, 
network m~agement and forensi~ ~nvestigation - are exactly. those used 
by industry to contribute to a hohstic approach to prot~ctmg mforma~1.on 
systems. The point.of contac~ for any quenes on LIAG s role, capab1htte. 
and advice on taskmg is MaJ Alan Evans, S02 Co-ord, on Cosham Mil 
(94382) 4322, Civil 0 1225 8 14322. The Group 's E-mail address is 
liagoffice@tinyonl ine.co.uk 

LIAG Team in Kosovo 

ROYAL SIGNALS INSPECTION TEAM 
HEADQUARTERS LAND COMMAND 

oc 
FofS 

1aj (TOT) Plumb 
W02 (FofS) Marston-Wl'ston 

HELLO "JEW BOYS 
The Team warmly welcomes its new arrivals SSgt Rod Main and his 

family and Cpl farcus Bartrip. Both bring new qual ities to the Teai:n 
and the more astute reader will notice that both bring firsts for RSIT. This 
1s a WIRE exclusive. Cpl Marcus Bartrip is the first JNCO on the team 
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and SSgt Rod Main is the fi rst FTRS on the Team (Disclaimer - thi is 
the truth to the best of my knowledge hav ing done 4t***all research);~~ 
wish them well as they progress under the watchful eye of Sgt John 
Daddy' Payne. 

UB AQ A GOLF AND BBQ . date 
The most noticeable thing that happened between RSIT sell111~ a h 1 for a Golf & BBQ day was a heat wave. The most noticeable thing l a 
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happened on RSlTs Golf & BBQ days was torrential rain. However, 
when did rain ever stop RSlT speed us up a bit maybe but never top us. 
Maj Gig 'The Teacher' Plumb and his partner gt Suren 'The Pupil' 
Rai et the early pace but were soon hampered by the unrelenting 
downpour, allowing W02 Andy ' Gore-Tex' Marston-Weston and S gt 
Rod • ever Again' Main to lead the way. Sgt Tim Mayner and Sgt 
Paul Hughes made up the numbers and kept the water features stocked 
up on golf balls. Confident that the rain could not get any heavier the 
team waded on through the course in their waterproof cotton trousers and 
polo shirts, but to our amazement the God kept the rain coming heavier 
and heavier. 

BRAVING BRAWDY 
July saw RS ITs jet set lifestyle take them to the end of the world as we 

know it, or Brawdy as it is commonly called throughout the Corp . The 
week's activities were slightly undermined by having to do some sort of 
in pection at some point and very good it was too, wasn't it Sgt Paul 'No 
Fault Found' Hughes. When employed in a high pressure, all action, 
demanding unit such as RSlT the need for a new buzz is a constant 
search. In this case our earch ended at the Brawdy indoor Go-Karting 
centre. The first heat saw Andy Marston-Weston, Paul Hughes, Tim 
Mayner and Rod Main at the grid. The only thing faster than this bunch 
of sp~ed demons was the track owner trying to find his insurance policy 
(and a pa sing snail) as he watched tbe carnage unfold. The eventual 
"inner was W 02 A ndy Ma rston-Weston, closely followed by gt 
Tim-Mayner whilst SSgt Rod 'Racing Snake ' Main and gt Paul 

' Demolition Derby' Hughes acted out scenes from Mad Max. 
The seconi:l heat saw two generations of the Plumb family go head to 

head with Maj Gig ' ommg Through' P lumb and son Rodd} Plumb. 
Also racing was Harry 'Two Foots' Roberts and gt uren 'Sunday 
Driver' Rai. Maj Gig Plum b wa>ted no time overtaking all on his way to 
the starting grid. It was a fiercely fought contest between the two Plumb~ 
as they regularly passed Sgt Suren Rai on his merry way and Harry put 
everyone to shame in the Mad Max stakes. Maj Gig Plumb took the 
chequered flag with son Roddy coming second. So onto the final, W02 
Andy 'Faster Than The Speed Of Light' Marston-We ton took the lead 
early followed by 1aj Gig ' ot Quite Faster Than The Speed Of Light' 
Plumb followed by Roddy 'Nearly as fast as light, but faster than Tim 
Mayner' Plumb followed by gt Tim 'Man On A Mission' Mayner . A 
the race progressed Sgt Tim 'Ram Raider' Mayner saw his opportunity 
and sent Roddy Plumb crashing into the sidings to over take for third 
spot. Suddenly winning didn't seem important to Roddy Plumb any 
more as his face told the story that taking T im Mayner out of the game 
would be much more rewarding. There was to be no more over taking 
though and W 0 2 And y Mars ton-Wes ton was crowned RSIT 
Go-Karting Champion. Sgt T im May11ers mis-spent youth came into 
good use as he clocked up the fastest lap of the day. 

So as another block of inspections draw to an end for RSIT and the 
weary team members look forward to a little breather, you can sleep 
safely knowing that come September we will be back on the road coming 
to a Unit near you. 

JI 

THE ROYAL SCHOOL OF SIGNALS 
AND 

11 SIGNAL REGIMENT 

HEADQ ARTERS 
The Public Private Partnership (PPP) remains the key focus for the HQ 

and more recently how the PPP interacts with the Defence Training 
Review (DTR). Both of these projects will substantially change the face 
of the Royal School of Signals over the coming years. On the sporting 
front the Staff As istant WO l Roberts (AGC), has had a busy swimming 
season competing in various Masters Swimming Championship and has 
now been selected for the Welsh Masters Team. The School' own 
Triathlon Ma ter in the shape of the Garrison Security Warrant Officer, 
WOI Pat Weir (MPGS), has had a very busy period buildi~g up .for the 
Championsh ips in September, in addition he be very acuve with the 
School's Sport for all Triathlon programme. 

RADIO SYSTEM GRO P - Q ADRO HEADQ ARTERS 
Sqn Comd Maj I. G. Favager 

The last few months have been quite bu y with a large turnover of 
courses with in the Group. Due to the Foot and Mouth disease we had to 
cancel our annual Battle Camp at Oakhampton, we will just have to make 
next yea rs Cam p a li ttl e bit longer and more adventu.ro u ! 
Congratulations are in order for WO! (FofS) Rkh Conway on tak mg on 
the task of the Corps Foreman, to get over the shock he took a holid~y 
some where in the Indian Ocean. A big hello goes to SSgt (SQMS) Bill 
Butler, who has j ust come from 4 Mil Trg Sqn . Con~ratulauon and 
fa rewell to W02 (RQMS) B. J. Forbes-Wilson on being selected for 
promotion, he apparently is now an official blanket stacker. 

COMMAND SECTIO 
Although June/July has seen no major Com~rnnd Cour .e come 

through Command ection it has till been a relatively bu y l!me. 1:he 
Section have been kept busy with the plethora of Cadet Courses which 
descend upon the School at thi time each year and k~ep S~t · teve' 
Burrows and CSgt ' John ' M iller RM occupied. Jn add1tt~n : m n:1ctors 
have been involved in . everal minor course such a "The C1v1l Designers 
CoUJ e', which not only sec military instructors teaching civilians, but 
also generates much needed income for the School. Tiu penod ha also 
seen many pre ent.ations/cxercises being updated to en ure we are Ill lme 
with the ever changing doctrine of the British Army. In closmg, ~ he 
Section would like to bid a warm welcome to W02 (YofS) Paul Wb1te, 
who has recently taken over a the R G YofS. A fo nd farewell to Capt 

eil Sutherland RM who move down the corridor to tart a CLAIT 
cour e or is that a CISM Course! 

OPERATJO S SECTIO - by Sgt Morgan 
HIO Mr Tony Luckman 
Dept YofS gt (Yol ) Dave Thomas . . 

It has been a busy period fo r Operator Section! MaJO~ changes to. the 
Basic Radio Operators syllabu involve a ll in tructors in some serious 
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'tweaking'. The changes are taking affect as I write, and should re ult in 
a more rounded course that better prepares the student fo r thei r final 
exercise. The syllabus is not the only thing that Sgt Charlie Henson ha 
been getting to grip with, and the section would like to congratulate him 
and Debbie on the birth of Sophie Mai. Obviously a Hen on, ophie 
Mai ha Debbie's eye , no e and feet and C ha rlie 's hairsty le! Bob 

lcLaren ha made hi long awaited return from convalescence and 
resumes bi place in the Radio Procedure room. He now has two 
ti tanium hip joint that enable him to re umc his infamou 'greased 
ferret' parry trick, but has the unfo rtunate side effect of era ing any 
ecure equipment with in I 00 meters of hi location. In clo ing. the 
ection would like to bid a fond farewell to gt Shaun Gibson on his 

departure to ( nigger) Bo nia. All the best mate, and thank for all the 
hard work on the LA . 

EQUIPME T SECTIO 
HIO Mr Peter Braithwaite 

The last ix month ha een a big turnover in personnel from the 
section. First of all the farewel l , Sgt Mark Ashmcade who left the 
Army to work a a technical trainer, Cpl Den Sutherland who al. o ldi 
the Am1y to work for Ci co. and fi nally most recent of all , the ect1on tic 

Sot Pete Sanderson was posted to Germany. We wi h all of the above 
tbe'"best of luck for the future. A fo r ne' arrival , we would like to 
welcome Sgt 'F la h ' Gordon who joins u from Cyprus. gt Caz 
Dunstone from Gem1any and also Sgt Smith who i posted to the ection 
in September for a 2-year tint. At the moment of wri ting we have no 
replacement for the Section 21C. The next six month looks to be ju ·t as 
hectic with almost half the ection leaving/po ted and no replacements 
due until ne t Easter. gt Gaz Dunstone is only paying u a flying v1 n 
as he start hi Foremans course in eptcmber, Sgt Gareth Dearden 1 · 
po ted in ovember and in January Sgt Dan Cole l?a' cs the ".'-rm.» 
Because it takes an average of three month to tram an Ill lructor, 1! will 
be interesting to ee what happen in the fo llowi ng month· with the 
increa e in the number of courses pas ing through the ection 

THE OLDE T GALLA TRY AWARD 
MENTIO ED I DE PATCHES 

Until the introduction of the fi rst ga llantry medal, the ictorin Cro s in 
1856, the only formal means by which a Bri tish military commander 
could recognise ga llant or di tinguished ser i e in operation - was the 
Ment ion in De patchc . To th i· day it re~ain a nrnrk of d i sti 11c110~. 
res rved ince 1993 olely for those who display par11cular gallantry in 
action. It i an award that i · marked by an ak leaf badge worn on the 
campaign medal ribbon. Cpl John \ ozniak, Royal Corps of ignals. 
wa Mentioned in De patches. Whilst en ing at 7 Armd Bde, Cpl 
Wozniak wa deployed on Operation . in Ko o' o. When he armed m 
Theatre, he wa • a signed a radio operator for Brig Richard • hirrelT, 
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ommander 1ultinational Brigade ( entre) in Kosovo. In Gracanica on 
6 June when a ho tile crowd endangered the lives of his commander, t~eir 
interpreter and driver. he acted with ~e~t couf'.lgc a~~ prescn.ce of.nund. 
As the incident unfolded. he first mamtamcd hi po ihon at hi radio and 
called for a i tance. Th n when the po ition became unstable he took 
action. When the Commander' driver \\'<" attacked by the crowd' 
ringleader. and hots were fired. Cpl Wozniak took careful aim, fired and 
, •o'Unded the attacker thereby enabling those it was hi duty to r rotect to 
withdraw safely. 

The Chief Instructor - Lt Col R. W. Batho 
presents the citation to Cpl Wozniak 

R.\DE TROOP - CO ID/ OLDIER TRAINING 
So what have we been up to. where ha e we been and what's new .in 

the world of the elite ATRA training team? Well as per the nonn sull 
working hard to get through the motmtain of students that the chool send 
our , ay whether they be phase 2/3 students, potential YofS, FofS, or 
Troop C~mmanders. We've also had a cri~ket match (JNCO' v SNCO' 
and Officers) and from that we have to believe that Capt Suthedand RM 
and FofS Conway have been on some kind of grenade throwing course. 
nice bowling gents. Hats off to Cpl 'Parky'. Parkinson 29 for I, Cpl 
' cou e· Lloyd hitting 84 not-out. 16 of wluch were off 0 E of Capt 

utherland's grenade throwing overs. Unfortunately the match wa n"t 
decided due to rain topping play, a rematch is organised. So where have 
we been? Soldier Training have managed to get no further than our 
favourite ni san huts down at Piddlehinton. apart from one or two who 
have been helping out Comd Trg down at the annual Cadet Camp in 

ewquay, now that' got to be the same as three weeks on holiday. 
Recently was the promotion board to Sergeant. of which RSG took four, 
and a huge WELL DO E to Cpls Foster'. Lockwood, Shaw and Smith, 
also congratulations to Sgt Bell for his promotion to Staff Sergeant. ow 
let's not forget those blessed people posted into our outfit, Sig Barrow 
from JCUNI and LCpl Dodd from the White Helmet . Onto those 
leaving u for pastures new, Sig Groves - N Ireland here I come, Cpls 
Cozens and Wharrier, who's the tmlucky one off to Southampton. Good 
luck fella in your new careers. Finally congratulations to those who have 
dropped the bun from the oven, Kim and Jase Kent with baby Molly 
and ngela and Paul Cooper with baby Ben. 

OPER.\TIONS SECTIO. 
These notes were written by Sig Douglas from RSBR 001020 who 
al/ended training form 29 January -29 June 2001. This soldier was 
nominated for the Outstanding Student Award. · 

I arrived here at Blandford not knowing what to expect for my trade 
training as it was going to be a new experience. The first part of the RS 
Op course was a five-week module in FMVT. which consisted of military 
organisation, me sage preparation, message handling and keyboard skills. 
These subjects were taught by computer o you went at your own speed 
but had target dates to meet. This worked quiet well, as instructors were 
on hand to help if needed. 

The radio module started with an initial brief from the course 
co-ordinater who explained very briefly what the course entai led and 
where to go if we had any problems. We got straight into doing, voice 
procedure and CLA1 SMA HF/VHF radio's, as it was obviously the 
main part of our trade. We went over the basics in voice procedure and 
learning BATCO before putting it all into practice this also included 
making calls to another station and replying to them. Learning it in a 
classroom and then doing it practically worked really well as everything 
was fre h in the mind and you understood why you were using that 
procedure. There were five students to one instructor on a net. This 
method was used for RATT, which came at the end of the course after 
Radex, the same instructors that taught us voice procedure also taught us 
RATT and this helped as we already knew them. 

I found the theory behind antennas and propagation very intense and 
hard to get to grips with at first, as it seemed to be thrown at us in the first 
few periods. Once we actually got our hands on die equipment everything 
fell into place. I really enjoyed doing the practical side of the antennas as 
I feel you learn more that way. There was a lot to the theory side, which I 
feel could have been spread out more. The course did go to Area Systems 
Group and learn Ptannigan. We never really got hands on the equipment 
until later when we went on exerci e. During the build up to the exercise 
we were taught a lot about secure VHF and crypto '!??was interesting. I 
thmk the fact that you had to be so aware about what you were doing 
made 1l all the more interesting to learn. We also learned a little bit about 
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rebro 's but like everything else we had learned it made things easier once 
you got hand on. 

Our two-week excrci e out in the field had to be the best part of the 
course, as everything we learned in the cla sroo~ wa put i~to practice. 
We were tested on our antennas, rcbro 's, det routine m the h rst week a, 
well as selling up and tearing down a dct. The second week was more 
scenario ba ed and this was enjoyable. the instructors were able to stand 
back and prompt us ' hen we needed it. Overall , I would say that the 
cour e was very interesting although a lot more practical experience 
would help us for going to out working units. I feel I know the basic of 
my trade and I can"t wait to get to my working unit. 

LJFE l BLA DFORD 
bl' Cpl Lloyd who is a permanent staff i11str11ctor 
· To many of us within the Corp , Blandford is seen a the Mecca for 

course uch as RSJCC. Crypto, and obviously the start of a new career 
for many Phase 2 trainees. Apart fom1 hard work what doe 11 Signal 
Regiment/Royal School of i&nals/and Blandford have to offer? . . 

Starting my career at 30 Sig Regt back m, ovember I ?92 ameni~tes 
throughout the Regiment and Blandford, An lntercstrng Georgian 
Town', were al least somewhat lacking. Needles to say with continual 
operational tour and exercises, t ime to your elf for extra cumcular 
activitie was somewhat limited . I averaged of my four year tour, 
approximately only two years at Blandford/Bramcote. Six mont~s home, 
six month away etc. Not much now I know, compared with some 
Regiment commitments . However, thr~>Ugh time Blandford and the 
current Regiment have changed cons1derabl:y. Not only hav.e.the 
forbidding Anson and Benbow blocks been demolished but also acuv111e 
out ide of work have become numerou . 

The Garrison itself boa ts not only a bowling alley, cinema, sub aqua 
dive club hobbies club, stable , shooting club, a tro pitch, Corp cricket 
ground b~t al o an extensive range of facilities come to think of it, if you 
play it - the amenity is there. You just need the self-mottvatton . The 
Blandford area boasts a superb 18-hole golf course, rugby club, hockey 
team at four levels including a mixed team. Socially there are m excess 
of six re taurants from Turkish to ltalian within the town. If by chance 
t:hi exten ive range of extra curricular activity or social life is not to your 
liking, then within driving distance you have Bournemouth, Poole, 
Weymouth . .. . need I say anymore? On the whole a I. look back over the 
la t nine year and compare it to today's current situation, l find my pare 
time out taken up with numerous activitie , be it ~ith civilian dubs or 
military. What does Blandford have to offer you? Fmd out next lime your 
down here by going past the first and last watering bole. 

KUK.RI TROOP VISIT TO AFV CIS SCHOOL BOVINGTO ' 
by Cpl MacDonald 

Kukri Tp would like to welcome Cpl Des Bill and Cpl Treena 
Hewson to the Troop as they managed to e cape from SYSEX Tp. Al o a 
farewell goes to Cpl Eric Cas ee who bas gone over to SYSEX Tp on 
his promotion to Sergeant. It is not often Kukri Tp manage to get away 
from work and visit 'the outside world' but that changed on 23 Apnl 
when we bomb-bursted onto the AFV ClS School at Bovington (all ten of 
us). A good day was had by all which ~on.sisted ?f us flying around the 
training area in a Challenger U and a Sc1m1tar whtcb had the same effect 
as trying to stop grit getting in your mouth whilst on a bucking bronco. 
We were also shown just how little room there is to move around when 
the tank is on the battlefield and getting rounds off (glad l ' m not a tank1e, 
give me an air-conditioned Switch any day, I might even do pan-bash). 
We al o learnt not to stand too close the Challenger II when it is firing. 
(this we learnt whilst trying to get a Troop photo) as. the. pure fire power 
is overwhelming as SSgt Openshaw found out to hi distress. After the 
disp lay of 'big boys toys ' it was down to the simulators to see what 11 .was. 
like to try aiming and firing for ourselves. To be honest after a bit ol 
practice, we found it remarkab ly easy to aim,. laser target and get a round 
off in a very short space of tune . In fac t 1t was that easy, even Cpl 
Hew on managed to blow things up (although she did spend a lot of11me 
trying to shoot a helicopter out of the sky). At the end of the .day, 
everybody had a great time and it was educational for all. I would highly 
recommend people to try this sort of visit to find out more ab.out. the 
Army in which we work and the units that we provide commumcattons 
for. 

YSEXTROOP 
Tp Comd WOJ (FofS) Joe Docherty 
Tp YofS SSgt (YofS) Gaz Lane 

The Troop continues to endure the hardships of Blandford, and the 
prevailing wind up on the airfield continues to blow as strong as ever ( 0 

I am reliably infonned by the troops.) But it isn't all hard work, Recen_tly 
the Troop went on a little trip to France ca lled 'Ex Fleetmg Dragon ' . lhe 
aim of the exerc ise was to take Phase 2 soldiers and the over-w.o~k.cd 
instructors away for some well earned R &R. The full range of act1v.11tes 
included, Windsurfing, Body Boarding, Trekking, Sea Surfing, Dingy 
Sailing and Kayaking. In the evening other activities were arranged to 
keep us amused these were Beach Volleyball, Command Tasks and the 
best one of all was Stargazing. The weather was great and most of tbe 
instructors managed to get either the sa iling or winds~rfing oi:r to a fine 
art. LCpl 'Lucky' Leanne Derrick deserves a special mention as she 
managed to rip all her ligaments in one foot on the sec.ond da_Y-. t:lowever. 
the up-side was she didn't miss out on any of the evenmg act1v1t1es as '{t 
carried her on a bed down to the beach giving the boss a chance .to 
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some PT into the programme as the slow plod to the beach turned into a 
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timed stretcher race. We would li ke to take this opportunity to welcome 
Cpl Chris Glenard, Cpl Prem Premkumar, LCpl at Whitmore, SSgt 
(YofS) Gaz 'When 1.. ' Lane to the Troop, Sgt Cordon 'Smudge' mith 
and la t but certainly not least Sig Kev Reeves. Unfortunately we have to 
say goodbye o some more main players: W02 (YofS) Paul ' I am off to 
Disney aga in this year ' White, unfortunately we couldn ' tjack up bis post 
10 (UK) Div, as we know he really wanted to go there. Maybe next time 
Paul. Cpl ' Has m:y tan faded from France :yet?' Steve McBride, LCpl 
Jim Bonney who 1s promoted on posung, his antics with the guitar will 
be sadly missed and LCpl ' Special Forces McNab Griff' Griffith . We 
wish them good luck and all the best in their new jobs. 

RED B LL MO TATN MAYHEM 2001 
The Red Bull Mountain Mayhem is a 24-hour Mountain Bike Team 

Endurance Race held at Sandwell Park near Birmingham and is raced 
over a I 0-mile cross-country circuit. The race is run as a relay of four 
riders r iding round the clock and competing against a fie ld of 360 
profess ional and amateur teams. This year 's event was held over the 
weekend of 23/24 June and saw the first appearance of an Anny team as 
well a the second appearance of an RSS/11 Signal Regiment team . 
Training for the event was badly hampered due to the Foot and Mouth 
crisis so all rider had to endure road training for the two months (never 
again) leading up to the race. The Army team was captained by Cpl M. 
'Tomo' Thompson (11 Sig Regt MT) with Cpl San-Segundo (SEM E 
Borden previously 11 Sig Regt) , Cpl mith (22 Eng Regt) and LCpl 
Caville (59 Cdo RE). The Team completed 34 laps, some 340 mile and 
came 12th overall , second in the Sports class and first in the Services 
team. The RSS/ 11 Sig Regt team consisted of Maj ' Kenny' Brown QLR, 
Capt 'A-G ' Allison-Green KORBR, W02 (YofS) ' Jon ' Evans (HQ 

OinC (A), and LCpl ' Lee' Cote ( l l Sig Regt MT). The team completed 
28 laps, some 280 miles and came 96th in the Sports Class. 

Both teams were given excellent around the clock administrative and 
mechanical support by Mr John Lewis who instructs Mountain Biking in 
the ' Sport for All ' programme and LCpl ' Stu' Could (RADEX Tp). 
Both of whom had to work extremely hard to keep the bikes going for the 
24 hours of the race. Special thanks from Lee Cote who 's bike was 
practically rebuilt prior to the start of the race. 

ight riding was an interesting experience for all riders particularly for 
Jon Evans and Lee Cote who had never ridden with lights before the 
event (good preparation). Surprisingly the night lap times were virtually 
the same as those achieved during the daylight. All the riders felt a sense 
of achievement on completing the race and the camaraderie and 
encouragement from all teams was exceptional. There are few 
opportunities for amateurs to race alongside world champions and factory 
teams, this is certainly one of them. Gary Fisher who rode in a celebrity 
team sponsored the race: other professional teams included the Giant 
World Team (winners), Dianond Back, Helly Hansen and the Kona (Ford 
Focus) team. 

EXERCISE DROP ZO E VICTOR 
Ex Drop Zone Victor was the recreation of a wartime parachute drop 

onto the site of the Merville Battery in Normandy, France. Sgt Brewin 
and Cpl MacDonald of Radio Systems Group were invited to participate. 
The drop was conducted in the uniform of the WW2 Briti h airborne 
soldier and the aircraft were WW2 vintage DC3 Dakota' . The drop was 
in the presence of veterans of 9th Parachute Bn who attacked the Battery 
on 6 June 1944. 47 (Air Dispatch) Squadron Royal Logi tic Corps 
dispatched the jumpers onto the Drop Zone. All the canopies used were 
military round canopies but modified to be teerable. early fifty men 
dropped from two aircraft, sadly with one injury. The airdrop completed 

gt Brewin and Cpl MacDonald had the u e of the original Pega us 
Bridge for a photo hoot arranged in conjunction with the Royal Signal 
Mu eum and the Pega us Bridge Museum. 

Sgt Brewin and Cpl MacDonald pose beside one of the DC3 s 

ORMA DY AS AULT 
The briefing was simple: 

'l want this quick, 110 mucking about in the doorway, just go and keep 
on going till you've left the aircraft!' 

The engine throbbed loudly, the aircraft lifted off moothly and we 
were away. The Dakota banked steeply and we headed ea~tward to\ a~d 
the Caen Canal. The aircraft was filled witl1 24 parachuttst , all wearing 
full WW2 British airborne unifonn and equipment, about to recreate a 
jump from 6 June 1944. A further 24 stood and watched us take off, their 
tum would come later. 
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. Cpl MacDonald ' Mac' was at next to Sgt Brewin, just behind the 
JUmp door, we watched as we manoeuvred into line with the aen anal, 
shortly after that we observed Pegasu Bridge passing beneath us, 2500ft 
below. We carried on, following the glistening Canal up to the coast. The 
tide wa out, we passed well over the sludgy coastline and were soon 
over open sea, the aircraft turned and slowly dropped to our drop height 
as we approached the French coast, then it began : 

'Port Stick, Stand up .... Hook up.' hearts rac ing now as we 
~u~bersomely stood up, the weight of our canopies and reserve making 
1t difficult to do anything quickly. The starboard stick watching us and 
wishing blue skies and safe landings 

' Number off.' We numbered off, twelve down to one ' Two minutes.' 
'Action Stations ...... First Man in the door .... Red 011.' pulses rai ed, 

'Mac ' moved into the doorway, adopting his position, Sgt Brcwin's feet 
were bes ide his, intending to follow him hot on his tails, the wind 
blowing the hess ian in Mac 's helmet wildly as he gazed out over the 
horizon . Sgt Brewin pushed his static line closer to the dispatcher; 
everyone bunching closer together, 'Fifteen seconds.' 

From the doorway the gun casements of the battery and the smoke 
from the Drop Zone could clearly be seen, then it began, ' Green 
011 ••• Go!' 'Mac' left the aircraft, no hesitation, Sgt Brewin followed 
instantly, not aware of whether he had been told to go or slapped on the 
back or not. a blur of colour and noise as the slip tream caught us. the 
ru h of air drowning out the noise of the Pratt and Whitney engines of the 
Dakota. We shouted out our drills, sensing the canopies deploying we 
looked up, beautiful round green canopies above filling with air, no 
twists, perfect deployments. Sgt Brewin looked around, 'Mac' was close, 
Sgt Brewin could see a collision was about to happen and houted to 
' Mac' 'Steer Left!' 

' Mac' tried steering left but it was it too late, Sgt Brewin, with little 
time, opened his legs as wide as he could to prevent himself going deep 
inside 'Mac's' lines, his left foot went in and was momentarily trapped. 
' Mac's ' canopy half collapsed, gt Brewin's canopy was failing, he 
extracted his foot ju t as his canopy completely collapsed and he staned 
to fall rapidly. 'Mac', completely composed, did not need to deploy his 
reserve as his canopy started filling with air again, he watched in silence 
as Sgt Brewin plummeted below, his canopy streaming, then, as 
suddenly as it began, it wa over, the canopy inflated and both came 
down normally. ow clear from each other, their canopies functioning 
correctly, they looked around, picking where they wanted to land, this 
was an unprepared Drop Zone with a host of obstacles. 

Boarding the aircraft prior to jumping, 
authentically dressed in WW2 uniform 

'Mac' landed in a field of crops while gt Brewin landed in a dry, 
ploughed field, rolling on their fronts and pulling in their line they 
collapsed their canopies as the re t of their stick landed around them. 
They field packed their canopies, throwing them onto a Villie jeep 
waiting to collect canopies and leg bags and marched off to the R point 
a tl1e second tick were coming down. A parachute landed in a hor e 
paddock, tartling the horse into a dusty stampede, then. the fir ·t two 
tick down, the aircraft circled and then headed back to pick up the next 

two sticks. the next drop wou ld be in another 20 minute . From the R 
·Mac' and Sgt Brewin were taken to the original Pegasu Bridge where 
tl1ey recreated the scene of the Corp painting 'Go to it" and the story of 
Cpl Thomas Waters MM . After this had been filmed by the mu eum 
Sgt Brewin and Cpl MacDonald laid a wreath on the bridge, completely 
unrehearsed the drill was perfect. 

r-<~~~~~~~~-

Cpl MacDonald 
recreates part of the story of Cpl Thomas Waters MM 
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The mission over it wa time to recover back to the airfield to recover 
the deplo) ment bag · and repack parachute . The next jump. should it 
come off will be onto Ginkle Heath in eptember. gt Brewin and Cpl 
'1acDonald would not have been able to participate in the i ormandy 
airdrop without the upport of their ~SM and 0 _and \~ ithout funding 
from the 1 I ig Regt PRI and would hke to lTer their gra11 tude for all the 
a. i umce they received. 

ll IG. 'AL REGI IE. T 
CO Lt Col R. G. icholson 
R M WOI L. D. Kemp 

quadron around the Regiment are no' breathing a igh of relief 
following the completion of another ' illy sea ·on' comprising the Royal 

ignal ·A · ociation weekend . Morr ison Cup. OinC' Conference, 
Garri on Cocktail Party, Collingwood Memorial ervice and a host of 
other events that we admini ter. The e commitment - merely add spice to 
life in 11 ig Rel!.t while our core bu ine remain : 

'To Prepare soldier al the Royal School of Sig11als 
for their operatio11a/ role ' 

The following articles will how that even with 'a full diary ' there is 
the opportunity to participate in a wide varieyY of activities while serving 
in Blandford. With quadron trength toppmg the 500 strong mark we 
need the best JNCOs to fill the po ts of Troop Cadre. o, if you think that 
you have the nece sary high qualities required and want a challenginl?; job 
with the bonu of adding wider expe-rience to your career profile then get 
your po ting preference letter to MCM Div now! 

ATHLETlC br Cpl. R1111er 
In recent yeari the Royal chool of Signal 11 ign~l Regiment ha 

built up a reputation a being a force to be reckoned wi th on the ~y 
athletic circuit. and this ea on has been no di fferent. It all began with an 
inter- quadron compe tition to revea l any hidden ta lent within the 
regiment. ig Mc ween, the young good looking one, or o he tell s us, 

of units allcnding. The 5000m was perhap the most gri pping race of the 
day. FofS Docherty battled it out with Sig Tucker from 21 Sig Rcgt. and 
won a very narrow victory (0.6 seconds). Meanwhile, Cpl. Nikki Dean 
de troyed the field in her SOOOm race despi te the 2 ig Regt hype. Sig 
'le ween won both I 00 and 200m. In the 3000 m-steep lc chase, an 

amazing run from SSgt M ick Openshaw saw him overhaul most of the 
other competitors, to fi nally take third p lace. WOl Coffin was a surprise 
contender in the triple jump. By taking second place, he reminded the 
Army athletics world that contrary to popular opinion. he was any thing 
but fi nished! ig ' I mu t tretch off in front of the bandstand ' Edwards, 
defini tely cut the mustard in the IOOm hurd le , while Cpl ' unny' Lake 
di co ered she was a natural, when she wa 'jiffed' for the 400m hurdle. 
at the la t minute. Winning the re lay event confirmed RSS/ 11 ig Regt 's 
male and female teams as the Morrison up Champions fo r 2001 . Th~re 
was an extended ' competition break ' between the Morrison Cup and the 
Semi Finals. Routine of training wa broken up with a weekend training 
camp. There were lectures on sports p ychology/phy iology in Princess 
Mary Hall (PMH), beach volleyba ll and fro lic on Sandbank s Beach. 

The Army Semi-fi nals were held al Colchester and despite a slight 
mishap with the baton change in both the ladi es and the men' relay 
e ents, both teams quali fied for the anny fi nals in Aldershot. All the top 
cla athletes crawled out of the woodwork for the am1y finals, and it was 
undoubted ly our mo t challenging competition of the season. The men 's 
4x 1 OOm team came third with an amazing time of 44.6 seconds, which 
demonstrates the quality o f athlete competing. The ladies team took fifth 
place overall , which was very creditable given the number of female 
competing. Cpl Dean won the SOOOm race comfortably. Sig Tagilala 
won both the discus and shot achieving a ' personal best' in the latter. The 
men 's team, Captained by SSgt Dan Burd us, took a well-deserved third 
po ition overa ll and came away with ye t another trophy. Th is is an 
outstanding achie ement when you consider that the RSS/ 11 Sig Regt 
athletic team is developed from scratch each year. All that remains is to 
celebrate our uccess in a way the army know best? 

The Morrison Cup 2001 Male and Female Team winners 

convincingly dominated all the sprinting events, while ig Tagilala, our I 'TER ATIO AL BlATHALO COM PETITION 
superwoman m bermuda shorts, transformed the throwing events into by Sig Clamp, Ulster Troop 3 Sqn 11 Sig Reg/ . . . 
something quite special. Similarly, ig E mosi who 's previous occupation Sig Andrew Clamp was recently selected to represent Great Bntam m 
as a spear fishennan explains his extraordinary ability with a javelin. It the National Junior team for the up and coming sport of Biathlon. His 
was a good day for everyone, with plenty of sunshine and bags-full of first competition for the squad was held earl ier this year in South Afnca. 
good atmosphere. A special mention to Cpl 'Beef' Reath who didn ' t An amaz ing achievement for a youn g oldicr current ly undergoing 
quite make the andpit on the triple jump, but definite thumbs up for training here at Blandford. Thi s multi-discipline event consists of a 
wearing his chicken cha sing su it! By the end of the competition , i 500metre run followed by a 200metre swim and finishes with another 
everyone was showing distinct sign of sunburn, with many red faces at i SOOmctre run. 
the prize givmg ceremony. Cpl ' Compo' Crompton demonstrated a few I arrived at the airport five hours early. Either l was nervous of missing 
mteresting drill moves as he collected his medal from the CO and just as the plane or I had driven too quickly with exc itement! A soon a the 
Cpl Heath thought his day couldn't get any worse, he went to collect his other member of the squad arrived I introduced myself and together we 
medal for being the fifth member of the 4x400m team! went through to the Departure Lounge ready to start the adventure of a 

In the aftermath of the competition Capt Black, Master at Arms, took lifetime. The plane was spacious and comfortable whi le the food sadly 
the athletics team firmly under his wing. There weren't many volunteers fell into the 'cardboard cui sine' category. When we arrived 111 Port 
for the pole vault, but thanks to some expert coaching and much Elizabeth the weather was fantastic, a complete contrast to the grey sk!e 
sunbathing on the crash mat, Sig Dale Smith is now quite handy with his of Britain we had left behind. Over the next four days we got to grips 
pole! There was also a lack of hammer throwers in the Regiment, but we with the surf (acclimatisation and getting over jetlag). An excellent surf 
eventually pcn,uadcd Cpl 'Plod' Wardle to leave the war Hammer club beach was only five minutes slow walk from the room so we had plenty 
and compete in the 5 Di~ Championship where he achieved a very of opportunity to pract ice turning around the buoys and beating .u1e waves 
commendable second. This competition was held in Blandford again, and in and out. We also trained by running along the route and considered our 
brought with it yet more sunshine and a gold medal for the men 's team. race tactics. 
Th" ladies tea~ secured a very well deserved silver medal , despite Saturday and the competition arrived almost too soon and at 6.~0a .m . l 
e\cryone doubling up on events. tried to have some breakfa t but I was too nervous. I fe lt sick and 

Traming stepped up a gear as the Morrison Cup loon1ed ahead, and couldn ' t even fi nish my coffee. I checked that I had everything and made 
p c1ah t coaches from Wimboume Athletics Club were drafted in. The my way to the beach. Everything had already started and the temperature 
ci,sions were often relentless and ig Griffiths liked to show us what he had risen enough to be comfortable fo r weari ng swimming trunks in the 

had eaten for dinner that day! Despi te the cold and wet weather, the shade. At 8 .20 a.m . I was on the start line. I had checked over my 
\lorrision Cup wa~ once again a massive success, with a record number transition box, second yellow on the left, and I knew what I had to do. 
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The gun went and all the nervousness was forgotten. l wa focused on 
catch ing the guy in front. The lSOOmetre run was very fast and in the 
heat I had trouble breathing, I had a good transition and hit the surf hard. 
The swim went well and I caught a wave to bring me right back to the 
shore. the final nm was tough but I finished strong in eleventh place. The 
night that fo llowed was simply the best booze up ever as a pint only cost 
50 pence ! Sunday was a res t day but Monday was an Aqu a thon 
consisting of a 2500metrc run, IOOOmetre swim and a 2500metrc run to 
fin ish. This race went even smoother as I had acclimatised and I came 
home in six th place, a much happier man. 

The presentation was amazing. It was held in a top casino with waiters 
an~ a pain~ed ceil ing. Now I look forward to the world championships, 
which are m September m Bonn, Germany, for which I have also been 
selected. The whole trip was fantastic and an amazing chance fo r me to 
get to grips ."'.'ith my sport. The people were great, the beer was cheap and 
the compe1111on fierce! It was really worth the training and who knows 
where the next challenge cou ld take me! 

Sig Clamp and Howard Jones after the main competition 

I (0 STON) SQUADRO 
Sqn Comd Maj J . G. J . Howes Royal Canadian Signals 
SSM W02 (SSM) Andy Harriott 
ARMY GOLF CHAMPO SHIP 2001 - by Sig David Lewis 

A group of nine soldier fro m 1 (Ouston) Sqn volunteered to help 
work and marshal at Saunton Golf Club to assi t with the 200 I Arn1y 
Champion hip . It kept us busy fo r a week and we got to mi s out on all 
of the block inspections back at camp (what a hame). Our SSM, W02 
Andy Harriott took part in the competition and we all really hoped that 
he wou ld do we ll ; beca use you know what they say, '*#*# runs 
downhil l.' I wa very interested in Golf before attending ( ad) and found 
my elf clutching an Army Gol f Association application form in the hope 
that I would get to play in future cham pion ships . We tayed in 
Fremington Barracks and lived in the ' sheds' whilst coping with the early 
morning that were worse than average. The village outside of camp was 
not too bad as long as you could appreciate a good game of 'shove half
penny' lo pub league tandard. Overall we enjoyed the week de pile the 
SSM being present. . .. .... .. .. . .. .. with Golf Club instead of a pace tick. 

The Proud Team 
(L-R): Sigs Bain, Carter, Curtis, Watt and Lee, Cpl Hemley, 

Sigs Lewis, Hopwood, Carter and Smith 

EXERC ISE O USTON WARRIOR - J UNE 2001 
by Cpl Bob Lovell 

Anyone who is reading th is article is all loo aware of the impact that 
the Foot and MouU1 crisis has had on om ability to conduct normal field 
training in order to meet annual training directives. I (Ouston) quadron 
m Blandford wa not exempt from thi crisis and squadron members have 
not been ab le to carry out their tanda rd military training exercise . 
Therefore, in order to achieve one of the aims of these exercise , which is 
to demonstrate the values and standard expected of a soldier, the 
Squadron deployed 011 Ex Ouston Warrior to Holton Lee. Holton Lee is a 
650-acre retreat estate specifically dedicated for di abled person where 
they can go to rela and receive appropriate health care. It 1s al o an ideal 
location for organisation to conduct team-buildi ng activities. The 
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exercise, controlled by WOl Bob Clubb, took the form of civil aid and 
we were tasked to clear and construct a path through the forest, some 
400m plus, to an Iron-age hut. In addition the exercise objectives 
mcluded the construction of a parking lot. 

Due to the heat and conditions th is was not going to be an easy task 
but the Squadron, Cadre and Phase 2's alike (total strength of 76 all 
ranks), dug m and took to the task overlooked by Maj Jeff Howes and 
W02 (SSM) Andy Harriott. With some onsite experti e provided by the 
Holton Lee staff. a quick lesson on how to construct a level path through 
thick _bush wa prov!ded on the eve of the deployment. Early the next 
morning all hands literally dug in to try and achieve all the exercise 
objectives within 36 hours. This entailed moving approximately 120 
tonnes (yes tonnes) of crushed M3 as foundation for the path. It w~ n't 
long before the heavy machinery was brought out; these included rollers, 
an_d mini front-end diggers/loaders. The SSM, a DIY expert (in his own 
mmd), ensured that he had first crack at all the big Tonka toys. It wa a 
struggle to get 'Bob the Builder ' (SSM) off this kit and we were only 
successful once he bad managed to break each item! 

That even ing, after a good day of grafting, potted sports were in order 
and the Squadron staff took on any challengers on the vo lleyball court . It 
1 with re~et we report that the Team made up of expert volley-ballers 
from St Vmcent made their mark and eliminated the staff but not without 
a struggle. The cadre were entertained by sketches and karaoke affair by 
the Phase 2s and congratulations must go to Sigs Kirby, Price, Revcley 
and Ross on a well thought out re-enactment of the RSA weekend. The 
next momi_ng started with a field church service by the Regimental padre 
Capt David Moss, who attempted to prayer away our aches and pains 
from the day before. The remainder of the day was spent completing the 
path and parking lot and putting the fi ni shing toucbe on a j ob well done. 
SSgt Dave McCuUoch 's ab ence was noted and his arrival on the final 
day was received with a good bout of Cadre banter. Sgt 'Twiggie ' T\\igg 
and Cpl Bob Lovell took on a managerial role and could be spotted 
driving around in a dune buggy for mo t of the weekend occasionally 
stoppmg for water breaks but rarely een working. Cpls Barney Rumble 
and Glen Lyon worked tirelessly for the two days and appeared to be 
enjoying themselves a little too much; maybe finding their true vocation 
in li fe? 

Finally, a hearty well done must go out to all members of the exercise 
whose efforts have made it possible for future gue ts to enjoy the natural 
beauty of Holton Lee. 

The OC, Major Jeff Howes asks And how do you use this? 

2 (CATTERICK) Q ADRO CHARITY F 'D RAISI G 
Over the last year 2 (Catterick) Sqn 11 Sig Regt have been striving to 

raise money for the RNll. The final effort was held on 2 Augu t 2001 , a 
fund-raising event in the form ofa Go-Kart Grand Prix. Thi pro,·ed to be 
a great ucces raising £3000 on the day and taking the total to o\·er 
£ 11000 in the year. To take part in the Go-Kart Grand Prix, each Course 
within the quadron had to rai e the entrance fee and then take part in the 
heats to qualify for the final. The order of event for the Finals Day was 
omewhat hampered by the weather, but the more rain meant more fun on 

the track. The art of driving the karts in tead of era hing them wa 
definitely required! The po ition after the emi final left Sigs Treagust, 
Tipping and Edward fighting for the top spot. The crowd first had to 
watch the celebrity race, betv een the OC 2 quadron. ~laj ·1 drive a 
BMW' Tomkins and C pl 'Yogi' Welch . The race was very close, so 
close that the OC pu hed C pl V elch off the track ... cheating? OC 2 qn'! 

urely not? l 'm sure that U1e be t driver on the day won ...... 

The Winner-Sig Turbo Tipping, 
Runner Up - Sig Smile Treagust, Third Place - Sig Edwards 
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Th final race "a over 30 lap -: ;i; lead in~ po it ion changed hands 
man} time as all three dri' ers fought again t eacl~ other and the 
condition (well it wa July!). The weather got progre ! ''el~ w~r e, bu~ 
with the safct) car ju t about to make an appear~nce, 1g Tippmg took 
first place. lo el) followed in by ig Treagust 111 . '7ond and finally m 
third plact.>, ig Edward . Then ii really tarted to ra~n . 

The 2 l C quadron. Capt Dave Kenyon prov1.ded refreshment at 
·M Jimmys'. The BBQ and Bar\ ere a \ elcome s1~bt even though we 
were oaked The R LI _ tand with a Class D Lifeboat got lots of 
attention. mainly due to it being dry un~er ~ marquee! 1:hank _mu t go to 

pl Velch for organizing the day· act1v1t1es that culnunated .m the hand 
over of a heque for £11,000 to 1r Eric Fr eman, Vice Pre 1dent of the 
R LI. 

Maj Louise Tomkins handing over the cheque for £11,000 
to Mr Eric Freeman - Vice-President of the RNLI 

JG ALLER WORTHINGTO W1038915 
ig Worthington from lnverne , was awarded a 2: I Honours Degree 

in Busine s Studies in 1998. She joined the Royal Corps of Signals on 12 
January 2000, starting Phase One Training on 7 February. After 
completing Pba e One Training. she arrived at The Royal School of 

ignal on 2 May, to commence Phase Two Training. Because o~ ~er 
educational record. he was fast tracked through the Common Techmc1an 
Phase (CTP) A (Math), joining CTPB 008 and SEPE 012 to complete 
the Theory phase of her course. On 8 January 2001, Sig Worthington 
started the Equipment Phase as a member of Systems Engineering 
Technician (Radio) Course SRBR 012, successfully finishing on 11 June. 
Throughout her time in Blandford be has impressed all her instructors by 
her maturity, intelligence and hard work. achieving an outstanding set of 
re ults in both theory and practical as essments. She is also a keen 
sportswoman. taking part in variou events at all levels, up to and 
including the Army. This award of the Lightning Trophy is in recognition 
of her qualities as an outstanding student. 

Sig Worthington with the Lightning Trophy 

POTE!'\Tl L O FFICER WORK EXPERIE CE WEEK 
TR W l 'CHE. TER - 18 - 22 J E 2001 
During the week of 18 to 22 June 2001, Sigs Worthington and Finnie 

jo111ed the Army Youth Team (AYT) in ATR Winchester to act as 
chaperones for 34 potential officers aged between 14 and 18. These 
young people had shown an interest in joining the Army and were to be 
provided with an opportunity to spend a week being gently introduced to 
the life. This gentle introduction started with a BPFA, donning of 
coveralls, coloured tags and 0530hrs start, culminating at the end of the 
week with a full locker/block inspection with clothe even being folded 
A4 size! The AYT is made up of volunteers from the !st Battalion 
RGBW based 111 Chepstow and are re ponsible for recruiting youngsters 
from the south into the Army. They produce a programme of mi litary and 
adventure training activities including, avigation, Escape and Evasion, 
Rock-Climbing, Swimming, Assault Course and Command Tasks. These 
together \\ ith classroom based lessons such as current affair group 
discu sions and Time and Space problems made up the week's timetable. 
The week wa rounded off with a dinner at the Officers Mess providing 
an enjoyable insight into the social life of a young Officer. 
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4 (MILITARY TRAlNI G) SQUADRON SHQ 
At long last the OC. Maj Alan Owen, has found ·A Real Job' (his 

quote) in Ko ·ovo for three months. The Squadron will sadly miss him 
well for a day or two at least. As he has only been married to Hannah ro; 
about a month, he may miss him a little more! The 21C, Capt Rod 
Cowan ha started to eat properly and now weigh eight stone. The SSM, 
W02 Kev Read, ha organi ed a reunion in Majorca for Mid-August, so 
by the time you read this edition of The WIRE you would have mi sed the 
party. Some ongratulations arc in order on the promotion front. Well 
done to Sgts ick Utley and Richie Ayling on promotion to ta ff 
Sergeant, may they enjoy their new post in 16 Sig Regt and 14 ig Regt 
respectively. Cpl Russ Heynes and Cpl Steve Riley have been selected 
for promotion to Sgt Gabby, Cpl Heynes ', wife is really pleased. We say 
farewell to Sgt Lee Tinsell who leaves the Corps for a new life in the 

etherland ; we wish both him and hi family all the best. 
Congratulations to SSgt Mark Em merson for passing his education 
course; now when it comes to counting he no longer requires his fingers 
and toe ! 

4 (MILITARY TRAINJ G) SQU .DRO REU IO DI ER 
FRIDAY 30 OVEMBER 2001 

If you have been or, in some cases, still are a member of 4 (Military 
Training) qn otherwise known to the oldies out there as CO 
Leadership Wing. then ... 

'YOU CANNOT AFFORD TO MISS THIS OPPORTUNlTY' 
There is to be a reunion of the squadron/wing at the Ibiza bar, 

Semaphore Arms in Blandford camp on Friday 30 November 200 l. 
l f you are interested in attending please contact one of the following 
perso1111el for further detail : 

Capt Cowan (9) 43 71 Ext 2184 
W02 (SSM) K. Read Ext 2501 
S gt Whitworth Ext 29 6/2187 
Sqn Clerk Ext 2191 

If you know of any other personnel who you have tayed in contact 
with, it would be greatly appreciated if you could pass this information 
onto them. We look forward to your call! 

EXERCISE CA TABRIA DRAGO 
2-13 J LY 2001 - Bdr Lloyd 

Due to foot and mouth putting a halt to most of the adventure training 
in the UK it was decided that a change of location to carry out some level 
3 to 4 training was the way forward. A cave proficiency cour e would be 
run in the Cantabrian Mountains in Northern Spain, aimed at novice 
cavers from the Phase 2 trainees. Cp l Tony Brown set the wheels in 
motion, and after much preparation and paperwork , the expedition 
tarted to take hape and The Cantabrian Dragon was born. 

Bdr Mick Lloyd and Sgt Dave Ottley entering the Calaca System 

After a morale boosting over night ferry crossing everyone arr~ved at 
the base location, only miles from one of the wor lds biggest 
concentration of caves. The next day saw us carrying out recce , 
checking safety gear and issuing all the paraph~rnalia that goes al_ong 
with caving. The course started in style by entenng the cathedral sized 
entrance of the Canuela system. . 

Some 'hairy' moments followed as traverses and abseils were 
negotiated. Snippets of conversation . .. 'Here is a map and compass, now 
see if you can get us to this place.' A few hours later ... 'Ok Jet's try here 
instead.' [it takes a while to understand the scale of things underground]. 

SSgt 'Chippy' Pomfret became a little concerned as ig 'Florence 
Nightingale' Hennis singed abseil ropes with her naked name ca~ing 
lamp; the smell of burning rope can send your adrenal gland mto 
overtime! Several days of 'big trips ' made sure everyone had the best 
underground experience they could ever have with their clothes on .. 
The course ended in fine style by descending 'Torca de Tonio'. This wa_s 
led by, Bdr Mick Lloyd and assisted by Cpl 'JR' Whitmey: The abseil 
alone was the height of two Blackpool Towers and 11 took 111ne hours to 
complete the whole trip. All students passed the cour e and s.everal have 
shown an interest in improving their skills by joining the Gar~1son Caving 
club. Overall an exciting and challenging experience was enjoyed by all, 
successfully achieving the aims of Adventurous Training. 

1 STR EXTER AL DEVELOPME T T ROOP 
ROYAL SIG AL STAFF E RG EANT COURSE (TA) 0.1 /01 
by Sgt Ben Newby, 
47 (Middlesex Yeomamy) Sig Sqn, 39 (Skinners) Sig Regt (V) 

On the twenty first of Apri l this year, 27 Sergeants from the TA Corps 
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booked into Blandford for the Royal Signals Sta IT Sergeants Course (TA) 
No.1/0 1. Each ofu was lo em.bark on the fin_al compulsory military 
course of our TA careers, quahfy111g us to serve 111 the most senior NCO 
appointments within our squadrons. The re latively hi gh turnout was 
prob~bly due to the fact th~ course ha_dn ' t been run fo r nearly a year. In 
thi s ume the staff of 4 Military Tra111111g Squadron have aligned the TA 
course wi th the current regular course, w ithin the constraints of the 
existing TA Training Objectives. This review of the course is intended to 
illustrate the content and emphasis of the current course, and perhaps 
dispel ome of the myths and horror stories of the past which may have 
discouraged some people from attending. 

RSSSC(TA) No. 110 I was particularly impacted upon by the Foot and 
Mouth outbreak and the resulting limitations on training area availability. 
Jn common with the recruits and corporals course, we assembled at 
Blandford for a Saturday afternoon start. The remainder of the first day 
was taken up with briefings and kit issue. It was immediately apparent 
that the course would not be a rerun of the two junior courses, in terms of 
the level of 'top down ' discipline imposed by the instructors. As mature 
well-di ciplined SNCOs with high personal standards, but the clea; 
intention wa to treat us as senior oldiers ... unless we fell hort of the 
behavior expected! The first day was rounded off by a chance to meet the 
in tructors infom1ally in the Mess for drinks in the evening, and certain 
students were even given a guided Lour ofBlandford 's nightspots later on. 

The fir t week was a mixture of practical and class room work , 
covering a very wide range of subjects. The emphasis was always on 
using the limited time available giving the TA students what they would 
need most in their unit . For instance the Internal Security exercise was 
based around a scenario of being duty SNCO during a major Incident, the 
Defence Writing package was based around the paperwork needed to 
upport a weekend 's training, and the Drill lessons were focused on 

running a squadron parade correctly. A new element to the course, which 
i carried over from the Regular Army course, is a whole day allocated to 
leadership training. This day started with some basic leadership theory 
and les ons in rope management and then moved into a serie of 
command tasks , culminating in an inter-section command task 
competition over the old as ault course. This was held early in the week 
and contributed well to getting the students working in teams, and al o 
allowed ome an early opportunity to have a go at leading. Another new 
experience to most was using defence store . Half a day was spent on a 
Defence TEWT, filling andbags, learning to build Sanger and 
constructing everal types of barbed wire ob tacles. Most agreed it was a 
lot harder work than it looked, and 'wiring· was an excellent way to shred 
a combat uit! Other first week subjects included Map Reading, NBC, 
Military Law, Sergeants' Mess Organi ation, and Administration in the 
field. Probably the most important subject was Tactics. The main aim was 
to familiarise everyone with commander battle procedure, the quick 
estimate and the orders proces . These skills would be tested on an 
individual basis during the field phase in the second week, so in the first 
week they were built up by demonstrations, walk through talk through 
and group based tasks. ln addition to the Defence TEWT and command 
tasks the other physical activities of the first week were the inevitable 
mid week As ault Course and the finale to the week ' Exercise Burden 
Retrieval'. 

Following this final physical event on Friday a more enjoyable time 
wa had during a practical lesson on 'Me Life' held in the Corps 
Sergeant ' Mess during 'Happy Hour'. fn fact, I think we were happy for 

several more hours after that! The next time we reported for duty was 
unday morning, with Saturday used for personal admin and homework, 

as well as a little more socialising. On Sunday there was more Defence 
writing and an Orienteering exercise. The second week kicked off on 
M~nday with written exams on the academic subjects and practice 
dehvenn~ patrol orders. Early on Tuesday we deployed to Piddle-Hinton 
for Exercise Shakeout, a I 2hour work up exerci e to revi e anti ambush 
drills, defence, preliminary and confirmatory orders, and minor tactic . 
Ex S.harp ~hock commenced immediately following that on Tuesday 
even111g with a move back to the airfield training area at Blandford. 
Although ~he exercise was short (no longer than a typical TA weekend), it 
was very 111tensive. The tempo maintained can be judged from the fact 
that 111 36 hours, 27 people went through command appointments. ot 
many people went to sle~p during the exerci e, and some didn't even get 
time for a meal. By the time we were cleaning our weapons on Thursday 
afternoon a few were dozing off in mid pull-through (painful!). There 
was just tune for a couple of hours sleep before the end of course dinner 
in the Mess. a full formal dinner in Me s Kit (no cam cream behind the 
ears). The speeches were mercifully brief, and Red Bull was almost as 
popular as Port, but a good time was had by all. The two weeks ended 
with the i sue of photos and results. 

In summary, the well-kept secret is that the TA Staff Sergeant's Course 
is actually enjoyable. The homework is manageable, you don't have to 
have superhuman fitness, and with a I ittle forward planning and effort 
most evenings can end with a few beers in the Mess. More importantly, 
no matter what your current level of experience or ability the course will 
develop you into a better SNCO. The course should not be een as a hoop 
to jump through in order to get promotion. It is more of a stepping stone 
to help you improve your knowledge and professionalism. I would 
particularly recommend it to recently promoted Sergeants. There i a 
common attitude that you do the RSSSC when you are an experienced 
Sergeant and you consider yourself ready for promotion to Staff Sergeant. 
I think that this misse the point. Although it does qualify you for 
promotion, the main value of the course is to make you a better Sergeant. 
As a new Sergeant the course will boo t your confidence and knowledge 
early, and allow you to make a better contribution to your unit. 
HARROGATE .DRILL COMP ETITIO 2001 
by W02 (SSM) Bousfie/d 

After months of training for the Princess Royal Day Parade it was time 
to try and fit in just a little more drill and hold the Drill competition on 
Saturday 9 July 2001. The order for the competition had already been 
drawn and 3 Sqn were to be fir t on with an early start and breakfast at 
0630hrs. Traditional lubrication was admini tered just before the 
competition with the hope of raising fighting prit and instilling the will 
to win. Having done many competitions before, I must say that this was 
by far the highest standard of competition that I have had the plea ure of 
being involved in? During the inspection pha e the quad reduced 
somewhat in size. Permission to march past in slow and quick time would 
not have been required if not for those individual who regained 
themselves and allowed the squad to complete a very close fought 
competition. The result of the competition was that 3 Sqn were overall 
winners with I Sqn a close econd and 2 Sqn in third place. The 
competition involved months of hard work and preparation. All over and 
above the trade traini ng requirements of the participating soldier and 
everyone who took part should be extremely proud of themselves and the 
standards that were achieved. 

MULTINATIONAL BRIGADE (CENTRE) 
HEADQUARTERS 

AND 
SIGNAL SQUADRON (207) 

Sqn Comd 
RM 

Maj Mark Roberts 
WO ! (R M) Dean 'George Clooney' Ewing 

PRE DEPLOYME T TRAJ lNG A D ACTTVITlE 
by 2Lt K,11·e11 Moore 

Arri_ving fresh from my Troop ommander cour e an? de ignared a. 
0 Wire ote (Can't wait till you come back Johnny Kid!) I thought 1t 
only fair that I write the opening paragraph to this edition' in ert. The 
Squadron is TOA with 19 Mech Bde a at 27 June on Op Agricola 6 and 
the run up to the deployment has been far from slow. Our first challenge 
was Ex Rats Revelry, a two day OC's dispo al which included an mlercst 
day about the local area Bergen - Holme and an inter-squadron port 
competition, the final compet ition of the day was the Gun Run, a great 
oppo11unity to get very muddy and carry heavy U1ings. 
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Alpha Troop complete the big push at the end of the Gun Run 
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Our next fa t ball was the i it of ommander in Chief Land. Gen Sir 
like Jackson . for which ' e were given a week to prepare. Gen 

Jackson Yi ited the quadron and received briefing from the Chief of 
taff - Maj Richard Williams. 03 Oo D - Capt Bertie \: illiams and 
03 Trg - apt Jn e Etherington. Alpha Tp worked hard to prepare the 

Headquarters the preYio115 day and subsequently, each soldier had the 
chance to talk to Gen Jackson. 

Congratulations go to WOl (Ex R 1 Mark .tanley Tivey who 
enjoved hi - commis ioning 'breakfa t' on 2 May, he 1 now to be known 
as c·apt 1arkus t Jean Tivine. . 

Final!). the quadron must be congratulated on their hard efT?rt 
dunng the A ault Course competition of 31 May. it pro ed to be a little 
cheek:Y. o tl1anks to Cpl 'Jean Luke' Pickard a~d Cpl 'Pot YofS ' Olver 
for their effort in it organi ation. Everyone enjoyed the opportunity to 
get very muddy and carry heavy things. again . As if by ~hance, the 
competition coincided with the visit of Brig 1cDowell. Havmg watc~ed 
the competition and congratulated the guys' hard efforts. he took .the t11~1e 
to peak freely to the quadron on any is !-1 of concern. The mam ~op1cs 
included Pay 2000 and the new Royal 1gnals Trade .srructure. W1~out 
further adieu. I will pa s you on to the Troops for their ne\~S and views. 

ee you next edition with some bot off the pre Ko ovo act10n! 
~------. 

Honestly Brigadier, it was this big! 
The OC explains his recent fishing trip to Brig McDowell 

DEPLOYME 'T 0 1 GRJCOLA 6 - LI Kare11 Moore 
Having tied up all the loose ends in Hohne and having left the Rear 

Party a massive list of jobs to do in our ab ence, the deployment to 
Pristina began. For ease, the rroops were re-formed and are now as 
follows: Rover Troop (mainly operator ), HQ Troop (Comms/IS gurus 
and tech ) and Echelon/Support Troop (MT, LAD etc). The majority of 
the Squadron deployed on the Advance Party on 20 June and the Main 
Body flew to Tues aloniki in Greece the day after. As I write this, we've 
been in Theatre almost a month. The initial rush appears to have passed 
and already we've deployed the HQ in support of Task Force Viking. 
Currently there is a huge range of communications that we are 
re ponsible for in Theatre and plenty of cross training of operators. The 
R&R plot has now tarted - much to everyone's delight, but they tell me 
that Ko ovo ha n'l changed much ince last year! 

HE DQ RTERSTROOP 
Tp Comd 2Lt Johnny Nichol 
Tp Sgt SSgt Sandy Sanderson 
THE CLEO Brr 

Some things never change, it's July, we're in Kosovo and it's hot. 
Saying that, this year many of the techs who were in the rub shelter from 
hell last year, now get the pleasure of air con in the NCC on the Cleo 
Hclpdesk. Its certainly been a baptism of fire for the Cleo team, with the 
FRT guys seeing more of Kosovo in four weeks than most Ko ovars will 
ever see. The team of eight was soon down to seven when LCpl Laura 
'3 haps' Ward went ick with a stomach ache and was rnshed lo Camp 
Uondsteel to have her appendix out. Get well soon Laura. The re t of the 
shift are battling on with Cpl Si 'Jnr' Hogg and Cpl Rob 'Doughboy' 
Pilsbul) up at all hours fixing faults on FRT. The joys ofHelpdesk work 
are being embraced by Cpl 'Tommo' Thomasson, LCpl 'Fi nbar ' 
Saunder and LCpl 'Son of FofSIMassive HEED' Hamilton and Sgt 
·Sungod' Clark getting the best of both worlds, (he always seems to be 
on FRT when the sun is out). 

In the light of our current manning issues 7 ABSS are proud to 
present LCpl Sonof Foreman Hamilton, our first successful clone! 
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Sig Burrell (1ADSR) stocks up the guard-post water supplies 

A big hello to the guy at the Cor ham Hub doing a sterling job of 
explaining how to fix the kit, even though most of the faults have been at 
your end! It 's amazing the types of calls you get at the Helpdesk.eg: 

CLEO desk: 'Good afternoon, Cleo Helpdesk how can I help you?' 
Intelligent Female: 'Thank you, I was wondering if you could put me in 
touch with someone. ' 
CLEO desk: 'Okay, do you have a contact number? ' 
Intelligent Female: Tm afraid not, he 's a oldier based in Kosovo. do 
you know him, bis name is Martin Hoyle?' . . 
CLEO desk: ' o, I'm afraid I don't, do you have any more mformallon?' 
Intelligent Female: 'Sorry no, is that a problem?' 
CLEO desk: 'Well, it's like a king if you lmow of Dave Smith, he works 
in London.' 
Intelligent Female: 'Okay, o it wa a bit ofa illy question then.' 
CLEO desk: 'Just a little bit yes.' 
lntelligent Female: 'Thank you for your help, goodbye.' 
CLEO desk: ' Goodbye.' 

Fingers crossed we ' ll have a few more 'weakest link~ ' calling. over the 
course of the tour, if not, we've got a few here to be gettJng on with. 

BRAVO TROOP 
Welcome to SSgt ' Ade' Sim , Hilary and Briana, Sig ' Stevie' Barton 

and Sig ' Prof O'Connor to the Troop. Congratulations and goodbye to 
SSgt ' Dave' Sloane, Loma, Martin and Robyn who go to .I (UK} Annd 
Div on promotion, good luck for the future . Congratulations to LCpl 
' Jonno' Johnston and Claire on their recent marriage and welcome back 
to che Troop Cpl ' Pants ' Underwood, Cpl 'Sam' Margie and LCpl 
'Tommo' Thompson after having various holidays in Blandford. Having 
had our role on Ex Rhino Charge vastly reduced, the OC directed that a 
two-day period would be dedicated to an. interest day. and. an inter-troop 
sports competition. The interest day consisted of an historical bnefing of 
the Bergen-Hahne area and a visit to Belsen Gedenkstatte conducted by 
the then RSM, WOl Mark Tivey. 

Following this, the Squadron was briefed on Op Agricola 6. The 
inter-troop sports competition took place on April 26 and included rugby, 
hockey, shooting and a gun-run. Winning Troops for. each event were: 
Rugby - Support Troop, Hockey - Bravo Troop, Sbooti_ng - B~vo Troop, 
Gun Run - Operations/Equipment Support Troop. Specrnl mention should 
be made to Cpl ' Daz' Margie of Alpha Tp who broke his collar bone 
during the rugby after 106kg of Cpl 'My tea's a salad' O 'Ma hony 
landed on top of him. Despite Cpl Margie's valiant efforts the troop sllll 
failed to win a game. 

ROVER TROOP 
Tp Comd Lt Karen Moore 
Tp SSgt SSgt Andy Buckle 

Firstly 'Welcome' to all our augmentees from I ADSR who have 
helped grea tl y with our manning of Theatre assets , they are: Cpl 
'Smudger' Smith, LCpl ' Spec Task' Roberts, LCpl 'Bernie' Burns and 
Sigs 'B uzz' Burrell, 'Wes' Doyle, 'Sticky' Vickers, 'SOP ' Rigg, 
'Booty' Booth, 'Dodgy' Hodgcson, Towell, Wilson, Handley, Wilkes, 
Sims and Cooper. Also who could forget our Saturday and Sunday boys 
LCpl Lawson and LCpl Ryan . That'll be a crate each please! Talk about 
hit tbe ground running. o sooner .had we sorted out th? Tank. Park, 
offices and stores into a neat and soldierly like fashion then 11 was tune to 
deploy on Exercise. All the usual preparation was completed and we were 
given Orders for the Exercise the evening before deployment. Our 
nominated location was only about IOkm 's away and I'm pleased to say 
it was an Engr vehicle that failed to start on the move out. Armed with 
our porn star like issue sunglasse we rolled out the gates of lun .Lm.es, 
contributing heavily to the massive pollution around the town. Fm~mg 
the location was no great drama but positioning the vehicles was a mmor 
(ok, major) difficulty. Each small bush was hiding a fair ·ize tree stump 
that usually took a few goings over with 14 tonnes of armour before ll 
was finally beaten. Once in position the set up began. They say only mad 
dogs and Englishmen go out in the mid-day sun, make that: mad dogs, 
Englishmen and 7 Armd Bde HQ and Sig Sqn. After five hours \ye ~v.ere 
finally finished. The heat bad taken its toll and our extra responsibthlle~. 
(an extra tent here, few more tables there, 30 SIGS Det here, few air 
conditioners there) had increased our set up rim.e. by about four hour~. 
The next day was a demonstration day. Many v1s1tors v1s1ted the Hq s 
including the local Scandinavian Battalions and the Battle Group RSV s. 
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The fina l day consisted of the HQ in its ~Emergency Response Role' . 
Around ;45 members o f the Kosovo Protection Corps visited the HQ. The 
main effort was .to demonstrate how Command and Contro l is achieved in 
a deployed env1ro1~ment. The EOD, RMP and Medical Corps joined us 
and the demonstration went well. 

The OC explains the role of the Emergency Control Centre 
to the KPC 

ECHELO /SUPPORT TROOP 
Tp Comd Maj Jon Duckworth 
Tp SSgt SSgt Jim 'BFBS ' Pritchard 

. No ' hellos ' or )~odbyes '. On Monday 28 May, WOI (RSM) Mark 
T1vey was Comm1ss1oned. The Squadron paraded at 0600hr in the QM's 
compound for an OR's breakfa t, the RSM joined in around 0630hrs. 

He was given ome un-ironed uniform and a 2Lt rank lide not great 
for hin:i b.ut ~heer joy fo~ 2Lt ' Duty Subby' Moore. The next phase of his 
comm1ss1onmg, came in the form of an etiquette test which he failed 
mi erably, not being able to identify the correct cutlery set in front of him 
or the drinks given to him either. 

2Lt Tivey attempts to eat peas in an officer like fashion 

. He wa given the chance to redeem himself by an wering a few 
1nte_llectual questions, again he failed mi erably but thankfully Sig 
' Bngbt Spark ' Ardley was able to assist. At around 0730hrs his 
ernbarras ment came to an end and he wa promoted to Captain but first 

had to open a bottle of champers with a sword, apparently it can be done 
but Capt Markus St Jean Tivine simply smashed the neck ofTthe bottle. 

He was promptly given the appointments of OC Rear Party/Families 
Officer and. Welfa re Officer and waved the Squadronn ofT to OPTAG. 
Congratulations and Good Luck from all the Squadron. 

Having arrived at Pristina APOD on a dull wet Wednesday aflcmoon, 
the Support Tp Advance Party boarded the coach bound for Slim Lmcs 
TFA. The next morning heralded the start of a busy week and eventually 
the HOTO of MNB (C) ig Sqn accounts was complete. 

The official RSM s Handover/Takeover 

Several interior design projects ensued and by the end of the econd 
week we were all expecting Carol Smiley and the rest of the Changing 
Rooms Crew to make a guest appearance. The Department soon settled 
mto some early starts and late finishes and before we knew it the Pre-LSI 
wa upon us, cheers BOWO. 

It's not all work, we have managed a visit to the American PX at Camp 
Bondsteel for a couple of hour's relaxation and the customary Burger 
King. At the time of writing we have yet to tart the R&R plot although 
Sig. 'Llo~d' Holmes has man~ged ~o get himself away on Adventure 
Trammg Ill Brae, ~o doubt he will enJOY his time away and will hopefully 
get chance to try bis hand at 'life la ff up -hill skiing! ·. 

To boost the local economy here in Pristina, Sig Cheryl Smyth ha 
made 1t her task to purchase as many Paradigm phone cards as is feasibly 
pos ible and Sig 'Tug' Wilson has purchased as many CD's a the 'local 
tore' can possibly supply him with. 

We. have bad a new addition. to the Department recently, ig Wilson 
came mto the office with a tort~1se he had found on the path out ide, how 
d1sappomted he was when he discovered it was not a mince pie. To cheer 
;rug' ,u.P we had a na~ing se ion for the tortoi e. We finally ettled on 
Ross m hononr of Sig Ardley, the Smres Accountant we left behind in 

Germany. o need to worry Sig Ardley, we won't expect you to keep up 
the work rate of 'Ross' when we get back! Finally. Vets who need 
practice, ig 'Lloyd· Holmes who thought a tortoi e couldn't urvive if it 
didn ' t have enough water to swim in! Also there wa ig Chervl Smyth 
who asked, 'Do they ever come out of their hell?' What would Rolf 
Harris say? 

HEADQUARTERS NORTHERN IRELAND 
AND 

15 SIGNAL REGIMENT 

co 
RSM 

Lt Col M . P. Llewellyn OBE 
WOl (RSM) Mc aught 

By the time you read this the Regt 21C. Maj Nick alcb will be with 
JACIG. We wish him every success with mo ing hou e and his new job, 
and owe him a big debt of thllllkS for the copious amount of paperwork 
he ma.naged to get through. The Adjt, Capt Annabel Taylor, will be 
unrha1ned from the telephone and CA H terminal and starting a new 
hfe with the Civil Affairs Group, on her way to Sierra Leone to find out 
how the locals celebrate the rainy season. After a two year rainy season in 
NJ only the temperature is expected to change. (To all tho c who have 
supported me during the la t 12 month you have my eternal gratitude -
you have kept me sane and managed to keep the gremlin at bay!). 
Welcome to the new 21C, Maj Alan rringcr, back to hi home county at 
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last , but thi time with Ulrika - good luck with the acclimatisation and 
congratulations on your marriage. Welcome al o to the new AdJt, apt 
Katie Caie and hu band tuart - I'm not ure hO\\ you will juggle 
horses, dogs and the in tray but best of luck! You'll need it! ot content 
with being congratulated for sdection for promotion to Colonel m the lu. t 
entry, the CO hu been awarded an OBE for hi preYiou appointment m 
UK C(G}. What ' the next cxeuse for champagne? ( lore gt Tc h. 
would definitely be a good tart for a celebration!). The marching :cason 
furore wa louder than the riot·, but the new challenge will be faced\\ hen 
the variou partic. respond to the recent propo als for the implementation 
of the Good Friday Agreement, which will have far reaching 
con equence whiche er 1 ay the decision fall . \ ho will be nt tonnont 
by the time thi goe to print? s the GO told the juniors during 111. 
recent visit to the Regiment the only thing we con be sure of is that the 
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mil nary ''ill cope with whatever is tl1rown at u . And l5 ig Regt will 
al o cope with anything- even the HQ I staff coming back on trcngth! 

\10RR£ 0 ' C P - FRlD YISJ E2001 
Thi year the Regiment ent a team of what ' a pre~ominately a. 'jack 

of all trade , ma ters of none· to compete 111 the Morrison. Cup. \ 1th .an 
early morning tart, we et off to unny Blandford (a untque Georgian 
town by all account ) from Li bum. ThP. crossing over t~c lri h .ea was 
not too kind to u·. but the bar .tali wc-e accommodatmg, makmg the 
long drive in the back of the m!nibu More bearable. ln preparation for 
the following day' events. 15 1g Regt forbade the re ting 0fbod1~s and 
instead opted for frequenting with the local trom ~o~rnemou~: with. the 
added luxury of not having to clear pub and remam m surreputtou httle 
group . The day of the ompetition tarted with the pole ault where Cpl 
Dave 'Burnt Hands Sambuccas· alter and Cpl Ian ·Fan' Welsh found 
the going tough and did not manage to get anywhere n.ear the bar to jump 
it. but had a laugh trying. Whil t the Team were warmmg up for the track 
events, the field event were ongoing \ ith ome members doing well in 
their cho. en events including gt 1ark 'FYEo· Hopkins and Cpl 'Boz' 
Litster rn the long jump and triple jump. The ladies did very \ ell 
keeping the point coming in. for the team. The team cored valua?le 
point in the track event , with good. runs by Jay Lowe, C~pt Rieb 
Craio and Ca pt Fiona tewart . With the day pa srng quickly we 
watch"'ed a the other teams core went creeping pa t ours, but our hopes 
didn't fade as gt Karl Hannah retained his t~tle in tl1e di cus. W~en the 
competition came to a close it was not a surpnse to find that 11 1g Regt 
had won the Cup (again). We were happy with our day's work, coming 
ixth out of nine teams in the major unit competition. After a fe, 

celebratory beer the team et off the following morning on the long 
journey back to orthern Ireland, vowing to have more ucces in next 
year' competition. 

Cpl Lake receives the baton from Cpl Toner in the 400m relay, 
with Cpl Welsh looking on from the sidelines 

EXERCISE MAIDE FIN 15-28 JUNE 2001 
Ex Maiden Finn was a 233 Sig Sqn Adventurous Training exercise 

held around the Coastal waters of orthem Ireland. The aim of the 
exercise was to introduce ovices to sailing and to reach a level capable 
of achieving their competent crew. 
The Crew: Skipper LCpl 'Mac' McFarland RYA Day skipper 

Mate Capt Lucy Thirsk RYA Day skipper 
Crew Sgt ' ige' Cathrew ovice 
Crew Cpl 'Mini' mith Novice 
Crew LCpl 'Stan' Stanbam Novice 

The crew all assembled in SHQ with bags packed ready to go. We 
eventually managed to drag the 2JC away from her in tray and headed for 
HMS Caroline in Belfast harbour, where we boarded the 'Gerona', a 35ft 
Trade winds yacht which was to be our borne for the next five days. After 
checking over the yacht' inventory and stowing away our rations and 
personal belongings, the kipper and first-mate gave the novice crew a 
guided tour of the yacht. We were taught safety procedures: how to send 
a MAYDAY message (a great confidence booster!), a few nautical terms; 
pointy bit at the front - 'Bow'. left and right - ' Port and Starboard' and 
handy hin'" to help us on our Voyage - ' Don't throw up into wind'. 
Sailing into Belfast Lough we carried out Man over board drills. The next 
five days produced various weather and sea conditions which the novice 
crew was taught to deal with. Each crewmember took it in turns to carry 
out different jobs on board to maximise their experience. Each day we 
made our way to a different port to berth for the night, making it to 
Bangor, Carrickfergus, Portaferry and finally into Strangford Lough. The 
novice members of the crew all reached a suit.able standard of knowledge 
to achieve their competent crew and everyone agreed that they were keen 
to pursue thi sport. Overall it was a very challenging week but enjoyed 
by all 

\1CKEL\ TE C P HOOTING COMPETITIO - by Sgt Wood 
On 29 June 2001 the 233 Sig Sqn Inter Troop Shooting Competition 

"as held at Ballykinler Training Centre. The competition was divided 
into four shoots run on two ranges. Each Troop provided four 'expert 
hots' each of which had to include a J CO for the Fire Team 

Asse,sment The Teams were drawn off to the two ranges with TM Tp 
and 'CC Tp going onto the Pistol range first. The shoots here comprised 
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the Pi to! APWA (CI) followed by Pistol Competition shoot No.2. The 
ccond hoot was a high scoring event, which in the end made all the 

difference to the result . Meanwhile India Tp and Romeo Tp went across 
to the Rifle range where a Rifle APWT (TS) wa followed up by a Fire 
Team A se sment (with a reduced run). Due to the fact that only Romeo 
Tp had SU AT they were penalised by IS% on their rifle scores. TI1c 
weather could not have been better as the morning was warm and unny 
with a quick shower just before the Fire Team Asse sment run. The run 
wa only a mile long and Cpl Mick Partridge ran the team ju t hard 
enough to get a weal up prior to donning their helmets and INIBA vc ts 
for the shoot. 25lb of webbing was carried throughout. Surprisingly 
enough Romeo Tp made a clean sweep of the event even with their 
penalty only being beaten on tl1e Pistol APWA by India Tp. This minor 
defeat may be attributed to too many computer game or the influence of 
a defected Romeo Trooper, gt ' Tug' Wilson. The winning score was 
I I 06 points with tl1e other Troops gaining between 833 and 911 points. 

OFFICER V E IOR CRICKET MATCH 
The annual Officers v Seniors cricket match was scheduled to coincide 

with Op Ca le 2, a restricted leave period so .that the maximu11? amount of 
Regimental pet onnel could be on hand to witness what was billed lo be a 
gargantuan battle of pride and hon?ur betw.een tl1e two Mess~s . TI1e pre
match build up wa tense, culm111at111g 111 the Commandmg Officer 
pulling out at the eleventh hour to personally attend to ome pressing G6 
i ue (yeah!) what foresight the CO proved to have! The Semors won the 
toss and elected to bat. The RSM demonstrated from the off exactly why 
Scotland are not leading lights in the gentleman's game, by scoring an 
impres i e two before being bowled by Capt ' Quack' Grey. A few 
weekend as Orderly Officer should wipe that grin off hi face ir! The 
Seniors then went on to build a re pectable I S9 all out in their allotted 20 
overs de pite tl1e attraction of the officers secret weapon Capt 'Scrap
yard Challenge' Strawbridge and hi slobbering Doberman Pincher, now 
affectionately known to all who played as 'Git ' . otable perfonnances 
with the bat were put in by W02 (RQMS) 'Look at the size of my 
willow' Hartley, Sgt 'Drew ' Drewitt and gt 'I don't want to bat' 
Harri . The pick of the officers bowling were Capt 'Quack' Grey and 
Capt 'l can't bowl' Griffiths, the latter taking two wickets in one over. 
After a short break for Pimms and sarnies it was then the tum of the 
Officers to bat. Let's not labour the point, but after a brief spell of 
outstanding bowling by the Seniors the Officers found them elves in that 
typically Engli b cricket situation of wobbling on the brink of total 
humiliation, 21 all out after 11 overs! The only notable performance was 
the CO' ability to foresee the outcome, who e absence no doubt saved 
him weeks of ribbing from the RSM. The beautiful sound of leather on 
willow is omething the Regimental Officers can only dream about, ~h 
well there's always next year! 

OPENING OF 233 SIG AL SQ UADRO REFURBISHED LINE 
BY THE GOC NORTHERN IRELAND - by Capt R. A. Hamilton 

Over the past twelve months, Building 31 has been refurbished to re
accommodate 233 Sig Sqn SHQ and TM Tp and to allow Romeo Tp to 
move from the secure compound into the HQ I compound. The new 
facility includes flood wiring to allow maximum acces to IT ervices, an 
IT systems repair area, car bays for installing vehicle fits and an 
abundance of room for Romeo Tp to carry out their work. The building 
was handed across to 233 Sig Sqn in June 200 I and officially opened by 
the General Officer Commanding orthern Ireland, Lt Gen A. S. H. 
Irwin CBE on 2 Augu t 200 I. The GOC wa welcomed by the CO and 
the RSM and received an update on 15 Sig Regt. The GOC was then 
escorted across to 233 Sig Sqn where he was met by personnel from SHQ 
before officially opening the building. A tour was conducted of the new 
facility with TM Tp first. There the GOC was shown a display of the n.ew 
rigging equipment, visited the car fits bay and was given a demonstration 
by the installation techs of phone line maintenance. The.GOC then went 
on to visit Romeo Tp where he saw some of the specialist equipment 
used by the Troop before being taken to the Peake Inn wh~re he had 
sandwiches with junior members of all three Squadrons of 15 Sig Regt. 

.and this one allows me to download pornography at 512Kbs. 

HEADQUARTERSSQUADRO 
Sqn Comd Maj D. T. H. Wilson 

We bid a fond farewell to a host of members of HQ Sqn. The squadro~ 
would like to wish an enjoyable time at their next unit to the following. 
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WOI (R M) Balsdon (on promotion to Capta in) , W02 (RQMS) 
'Dave' Inman, 21 Capt Howell-Walmsley, SSgt 'Icky' Gratrick Sgt 
' Rocky ' Mountain, and Sigs 'Nick ' Hawke, ' Stevo ' tcvenson' and 
' Mally' Malllnson. All. of whom will be sor~ly missed. A big hello' goes 
to the new members of the squadron who will no doubt enjoy their time 
here in HQ S.qn. :.Velco~11e to the new RSM, WOI Mc aught, 2IC Capt 
Dixon and 111s wife Shirley, W02 (SSM) 'Gary' Steele CDA's newest 
member Cpl 'Shane' Hepworth and his wife Diane. C Troop 's latest 
addition s to the nut-house Cpl ' Jeff' Ford and L/Cpl 'Shacks ' 

hackleton . Last but not least, the sweetest thing to hit ilie QM's Dept 
Sig ' Aimee' Acock. Make the most of your 2-year break from the reai 
world and enjoy your time here with the Squadron! 

225 SIG AL SQUADRO 
qn omd Maj M. J. Smith 

ECHO TROOP 
Tp omd Post Gapped 

The Troop said goodbye to Capt Fiona ' Does my bum look big in 
this '. tewart as OC which ~eave~ her spot vacant (no change there then) 
until her r.eplacement arrives rn September. On the sporting front 
congratulattons go out to the troop members who aided in the winning of 
the CO 's Cup Hockey. On the athletics track Sgt Hopkins came in 
second for the I 00 and 200m at the Mercury Cup Competition. On a 
more sombre note, the Troop ends it best wishes to Cpl Lisa haw and 
wish her a peedy recovery. Our thoughts also go out to LCpl Lee 
Buttita who was injured in a car accident in early July. 

A Watch would hke to welcome Sgt (Supervisor Radio) Andy Ball 
fresh from his Promotion course, and back to I for a second round. We 
also welcome Sgt Berry, Cpl Bebbington , Cpl Flatman, Cpl 
Hauxwell, LCpl Howard, LCpl tephenson and LCpl Walters. Fond 
farewells to ~Sgt (Supvr R) Dunn to JSSU Digby, S gt (Supvr R) HilJ to 
11 EOD Regiment, ~pl Heather Carter, Cpl Jim Hobson, Cpl Scanlan 
and LCpl cott. Ad1os to Cpl Cartwright who has gone onto the QRF. 

B Watch ha had a sub tantial tum-around of personnel with the arrival 
of S gt (Supvr R) 'Ash' Ashworth, Cpl Patton, LCpl Fenton LCpl 
MiUer, LCpls Baker and JT Casement. B Watch says goodbye 'to Cpl 
'Dinger' Bell and Cpl West who have headed to pastures new in Civ Div. 

C Watch welcomes Cpl Kennedy back from his upgrading course. 
Congratulations are in order for Cpl Polton who has been selected for 
promotion to Sergeant. 

D Watch says goodbye to Cpl F leming who goes back to the mainland 
and hello to SSgt (Supvr R) Brooke, Cpl 'Sniffy. Booth and the return 
of Cpl 'Foxy' Fox from his difficult upgrading course at Chicksands. 

GOLF TROOP 
Tech Adjt Capt R. J. Craig 

Last month the Troop went to the Lake Di trict to do some 
adventurous activities, including hill walking (which felt like mountains) 
climbing, abseiling and dodging wind and rain. During one of the breaks 
from the arduous training one of our Troop members came out of the 
dwarf-loving closet. Sgt Jon 'Snatch' Hatch ha shown us all, with style 
and panache, his ability to charm and excite the smaller members of 
society. The Troop would like to say a sorry fa rewell to Sgt 'Snatch' 
Hatch, gt 'Linda' Box and Sgt 'It's your wife on the phone again' 
Brankin, who are all leaving us for the easy ride Foreman's course in 
Blandford. Additionally, goodbyes are extended to Sgt 'Big Boy' Spike 
MiUigan who is off to his bonnie homeland of Scotland on posting and 
Sgt 'Pbilthy' McLeish, who is 'off home' to his mother squadron of264. 
The Troop is pleased to welcome a few new members, Cp l Paul 
'Caffers' Caffrey, C pl Ollie Gray and fresh from the shady beaches of 
Cyprus, Cpl 'Pickles' Hayward. La t but not least a belated welcome to 
our two new bosses, Foreman of Signals 'Taff but not Wei h' Roberts 
and Foreman of Signals 'l didn't know that!' Leach, we all look forward 
to working for you both . .... . 

UPPORT TROOP 
Tp Comd Capt P. R. Griffiths 

As normal Support Tp have managed to bluff through another few 
months by looking busy and getting as many brownie points as physically 
possible. The MT is still managing to keep its fingers firmly on the 
Squadron's vehicle fleet although this ha proved to be a hard task with 
Troop members like Cpl 'Rammer ' Deas, using civilian car to slow 
do~vn, rather than using the brake supplied! There have been a few 
amvals and departures wiiliin the Troop. A big wann welcome goes to 
LCpl Kris Blundell who has joined us from JCU{NI) and Sig ' Jame y' 
James who comes from 249 Sig Sqn and has gone straight on hi 
Tailoresses course. Farewell to LCpl 'Angry' (JY 747) Fisher who i 
once again on leave, maybe ometime before you finally depart you could 
hand in your arrival proforma. Finally, congratulations to Sgt Vicky 'I 
don't feel pregnant' Dumbell and Simon, on their unexpected but very 
welcome news of the patter of tiny feet. May all your problem be little 
ones. 

233 IGNAL QUADRO 
Sqn Comd Maj A. . Walker 

The sporting events tbi year for 233 Sig qn have definitely been 
omcthing to rave about! The quadron ha outshone itself in the CO's 

Cup co~pctitions. It has managed to win every event ? far in the 2001 
compention. Keep it up we are about half way to wmmng the Cup! The 
Squadron would like to say a fond farewell to gt Rob Allen . who ha 
moved to J U{NI) to enable him to stay in Province to end ht career. 
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Thanks for standing in as SSM whilst 1 Dun eith was taken ill. and 
welcome to W02 (SSM) Tasker and family who have arrived from 
Blandford. Hope you enjoy your time in the Province. 

ROMEO TROOP - by LCpl A. Jones 
Tp Comd Capt R. A. Hamilton 

The trophy cabinet is bulging again with successes m the McKelv1e 
Cup swimming, shooting & hockey competitions. Keep this up and we 
could be keeping the cup! 

The Troop would like to congratulate Cpl 'Tony' Davie , for coming 
off the recent Sergeants' Board, and LCpls 'Bede' Gladish and 'Bu ter 
Gonad ' Brown for finding their second tech stripe in a com flakes box. 
We would also like to say hello to LCpl Jones from 216 Sig Sqn, and 
LCpl~ Feldman and Roberts who have arrived tra1ght from the factory. 
We wish all the best to Sgt 'Tug' Wilson who couldn't hack the pace of 
R?meo and selec.ted for the ea y life of India Tp. Al o Cpl 'Lestor' 
R1ch~rdson. movmg onward and upwards to another unit, Cpl 'Bede' 
Gladish takmg on the challenge of JCU{NJ), and Cpl 'Si' Well tead 
and 'Matty' Rudland posted to 249 Sqn and Blandford re pectively, 
good luck lads. A final congratulation to LCpl Bostock with a new 
addition to his ever growing family. With the fast turnover in personnel, 
the chance has arisen to have a couple of excellent parties including the 
troo~ summer b~sh organised by Cpl Davies. The fancy dre do lasted 
all mght long, w1tl1 all scores being settled on an inflatable gladiator duel. 
!he bo s did not seem so happy, however, with the fancy dres idea when 
111 a subsequent inspection of the lines by CO l S Sig Regt all the 
Ghostbuster packs descended on him on opening a rigging locker. June 
w~s a very busy month, .with the Troop move into the HQNI compound. 
With. only four days g1ye~ between access to the new building and 
hand111g ovi:r the old bu1ldmg, the Troop worked particularly hard and 
had the eqmpment up and running in the minimal amount of time. Once 
everything was installed, attention was turned to decorating the ' rest and 
recuperation' room which now looks quite the part and would be ideal for 
having a couple of beers in (shame about the lack of a licen e). 

The biggest drama in Romeo Tp 
choosing the right weapon to suit the occasion and your mood 

INDIA TROOP - by Cpl J. Medcrafi 
Tp Comd Capt T. Grey 
Tp Sgt SSgt K. D. 'Icky' Gratrick 

The past few month have been relatively quiet for India Tp but there 
have been the u ual hellos and goodbyes within the Troop. Firstly we 
mu t say our goodbyes. Data Entry would like to ay goodbye to LCpl 
Mark 'Ogri' Manby who has gone to 7 Sig Regt. Let' just hope iliat the 
mighty 7 Sig Regt bas enough food for you Mark! Cpl 'Jeffers' Ford 
and Sgt Ross 'Jack of all Trades' Menzies are moving to COMM CE 
Tp. Let' ju t hope that you don 't get acked from there too Ro 
(apparently Cpl Jason 'Ha litosis' icbolls i following you)! Don't 
forget to remind them that you have a problem typing in PASSWORD 
Ross! Sgt Ian 'Bandito' C lark is hortly to be po ted to 14 ig Regt, 
what's 14 Sigs' BFPO number Jan? There have been five arrivals in the 
Troop. gt Mick 'Software King ' toneman returns to u again after an 
apparently lovely ix months in the Falkland I lands and gt John 
Lester join u from JSSU Digby - both a System Admini trators. We 
have had two defection from the other Troops in the quadron, namely 
SSgt 'Flo' Jarvis from TM Troop and gt 'Tug' \ ii on from Romeo Tp 
- at least you boy know which ide your bread i buttered! Last but by 
no means lea t, S gt 'Icky' Gratrick has arrived in the Troop and i · 
making an instant impre sion. The Troop ha been doing a lot of 
ociali ing of late. Thi i primarily due to the three promotions within 

the Troop. Congratulations go to Capt Tim Grey and Cpl 'Toff' Lucas. 
Cpl Justin Medcraft (author) wa al o succe fully elected for 
promotion to Sergeant upon po ting. Well done to you all. gts Ros 
'Super COMMCE boy' Menzies and Ian 'Chest Poker ' lark ha,·e 
al o completed and pa ed their ergeant cour e at Blandford . 
Congratulation go to you as well. ig Phil 'Pre ·t n' Brocken i about to 
take the big leap and detect from the block into becoming a ·Pad'. Good 
luck fella! Finally, well done to gt Ian '2 , yeah right!' lark for 
winning the l -hole Stableford competition in the Troop olf Day. He's 
the only person who's been able to play golf con i tcntly in pro\ince for 
two years and till be playing off a handicap of 2 . gt 'Tug' \\.ii on 
achieved the longest drive, thi wa only because he was the onl} person 
playmg who actually hit the fairway (and it wa the only one he hu • II 
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Ja} !). \\ 02 ( up r I ) Kev lcHugh got 'nearest to the pin.' and Sgt 
J ff Thomas managed to omchow nap a club. Congratulations mu t 
al o go to gt 'Flo' Jarvis for winning the reddest head competition. He 
and pl 'Billy' Beaumont got the wor t score ever recorded in the 
hbior of the course and that was using a tee on every shot! The 
comvetition was organi ed by gt. chtcve' impson, was a resow1ding 
succe and an excellent end off for gt' Ian Clark and Ross Menzies 
who will both be mi sed. 

TE H ' I AL 'lAll TE ' N E TROOP 
Tp Comd Lt E. L. McL Ian 

In time honoured tradition let' tart off with the arrivals and 
departure . First off the arrival and it's hello to Sgt Dave Mudwa. 
"ho has handed his purs in to the QM and joined u from Romeo Tp 
to fill the po t of Troop taff ergeam. Also it's hello to LCpl Steve 

dam on and LCpl Scott Deas who have recently joined u from R 
Blandford after completing their Cla 3 Courses. Goodbye to Cpl Chris 
·D-0-double G' Holt and gt Phil 'Dolly' Parton who will hortly be 
leaving u for ' Civ Div ' after they complete their re ettlement cour es. 
(good luck!). Congratul ation to gt 1 ick Goodwin , Cpl Danny 

hovelton and Cpl Lee 'Rocky' Khair on their recent promotion 
Welcome back to all the people who are rejoining u after completing 
cour e-. gt 'Fred' F a rnfie ld who has returned after succe sfully 
completing hi ergeants Course, (though you wouldn't think o from the 
amount of time he' pent in work!) and will soon be off again on hi 
Foreman's Course. Cpl Pherris Baldwin came and went having received 

a quick po ting. Also welcome back to LCpl Steve 'Stretch' Hicklin 
who has recently completed his cla s I Telcmech cour e, (so doe n't Uiat 
now make him an Installations technician?!) . Cpl Andy Butterfield who 
ha returned from his ' Dettie ' course and la t but not least pl Lee 
' Rod.')' ' Khair, who ha rejoined u after completing 'P Company'. Last 
but not least i the Troop's annual barbecue, which this year wa held at 
the Peak Inn on Lisburn station's notoriou ' trip'. Arguably the best 
feature of this year's barbecue was the ' Bouncy Castle' that wa arranged 
by Cpl Danny Shovelton. This seemed to provide houi of endless fun 
for the 'kids' and U1e married personnels children as well ! There was no 
shortage of food thi year either. there was enough to feed three Troops! 
Overall though a good time was had by all and we look forward to next 
year's barbecue, which will hopefully be even better still. 

NETWORK CONTROL CE TRE TROOP 
Tp Comd Capt A. Haresign 

The Troop says farewell to LCpl ' Willy' Wilson, off to sunny 
Caterrick with 19 Mech. Cpl 'Taff' Edwards posted to 1 UK Civ Div 
afier the best three years of his life in the NCC. We also welcome ig 
'Gaz· Hitching from 16 ig Regt and LCpl 'Murk' Aincough from 7 

ig Regt. They are both lookiag forward to the next two years. The Troop 
is current ly looking forward to their Adventurous Training in Newquay. 
Originally planned a water-sports, it is now five-a-side football and 
BBQs on the beach if Cpl Steve Lowery can organise that in lwo 
month. 

3 INFANTRY BRIGADE HEADQUARTERS 
AND 

SIGNAL SQUADRON (203) 

Sqn Comd 
RM 

'laj D. B. Warne R SIG ALS 
WOl (RSM) A. M. 1axted 

CO 1 'lSTROOP 
Tp Comd 2Lt Simon Lord 
Tp SSgt Sgt Lee ·FlC!PPY' Hopkins 
TR.AJLWALKER 2001- by 2lt Simon lord 

Quite why [ had decided to volunteer for Trailwalker again, I am not 
really sure. Having arrived in J last year to be told by the 21C I was 
expected, and not wishing to be out done, I graciously accepted the 
challenge. It all went well and Cpl Si 'I've done this three times already ' 
Hurst and I completed the I OOkrn ahead of our other three reams. It was 
actually quite enjoyable and very sociable. J could do that again, or so I 
thought This year proved to be somewhat more of a challenge. Eighteen 
personnel made the journey from sunay Portadown to Petersfield. Twelve 
runners and a six-man admin party. Cornms Troop 'A' consisted of Capt 

ndy ' Ritchie Cunningham' Parfi tt, 2Lt Simon ' OIC Sport' Lord, SSgt 
Let> 'Floppy' Hopkins and LCpl Chris 'Mountain-Goat Boy' ankey. 
The Support Troop Team consisted of Cpl John 'There She' Blowes, 
Cpl Gaz 'I could have finished' Harris, Cpl Ritchie 'Knackered Knees ' 
Birch and Sig Dave ·Marathon Man' Smart. The Wombles Team 
con isted of Brig 'More Brufen' Graham, Capt Scott ' Do l talk a lot?' 
Richard on, W02 Mark ' BOWO' Lavers and SSgt Mark 'Mustn't 
Grumble (much!) Corner. The day before the run was spent in Guilford 
soaking up the sun. I had arranged for our three teams to reside at SEME 
Borden and, after convincing 1he QM that Brig Graham was in fact one 
of the team members and it wasn't a spelling error on my part, we settled 
down for an early night in preparation for the 0700hrs start. 

The 150 teams or so taking part came from all walks of life, both 
civilian and military. After registration there is an air of anticipation as 
the teams eye up the opposition and aim to pour as much High Five down 
their neck as pos ib le. Being the only member of my team to have 
completed the event I advi ed a steady start, looking for a fin ishing time 
in the region of 14 hours. The mile circuit around Mahon Barracks is not 
the ideal training ground for such an event as the undulating South 
Downs Way soon take its toll on the knees, particularly the down hill 
sections. Soon we were up with the leaders at a teady I Okm/hour pace; 
thmgs ''ere not going qu ite according to plan. By Checkpoint 4 (36 km) 
we were still at IOkm/hour pace and I had seen Cpl Si Tm never doing 
this again' Hur t, doing ii again! The other two teams were 
approximately 30mins behind us , taking things al a slightly more 
leisurely pace. The route to Checkpoint S is the longest leg at 12.Skm 
"ith a long steady climb from Amberley to Washington. This proved to 
be my undoing as on the downhill section my knee seized forcing me to 
retire at 50km. ot happy! On arrival, I was informed by gt Rob 'Large 
Belt Buckle' McCorkell that the entire Sp Tp team had retired due to 
mjury at Checkpoint 4. Trailwalker 2001 was taking no prisoners! As the 
\\alking wounded were ferried to SEME thinking what only could have 
been. the Wombles and three quarters ofComms Tp 'A' soldiered on. 

The bad luck didn't end there. Surely the most unlucky person to enter 
lrailwalker 2001 was S gt Lee ·unlucky Hoppy ' Hopkins. He twisted 
his ankle and had to retire at Checkpoint I 0, with only 8.Skrn to go! He 
ha also managed to catch a rather smart tan by running most of the event 
in a vc~t; he still has the sunburn to prove it. o it was left to Sgt Mark 
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' Do you fancy coming to Blackpool? Corner and his Womblers lo show 
us how it should be done finishing in a very re pectable l 4hrs 46mins. 
They even managed to overtake Capt Andy ' Hot Pants' Parfitt and 
LC pl Ch ris ' Sir, please don ' t make me do this again' Sa nkey who 
finished in I 5hrs 7mins. As the dates for next year are 6-7 July 2002, it 
looks as though Drumcree will have to take precedence, though if 
anything changes l have a fee ling we may be back for some more 
puni hment. OK, its ju t me then ........ lads? 

PS could I say a big thank you on behalf of all members of 3lnf Bde 
HQ and Sig Sqn to Lt Yam and hi team for organising the event, and my 
apologie for being weak and unmilitary like. 

ROVER GRO P - by LCpl Sluman 
After what seemed to be a short year, Drumcree illy season was upon 

us again, meaning it was time for the Rover Group to swing into action. 
Formed to provide 3 inf Bde's Commander with protection both on foot 
and vehicle borne, whilst out and about on the streets of Portadown. 

Everyone, bar LCpl Bruce ' The one that got away' Morrison was 
new to the group this year, meaning training tarted early in March to 
ensure our drills were slick. However, due to the dreaded foot and mouth 
outbreak, we were unable to deploy to Ballykinler as planned. Instead we 
were reduced to bombing around camp with weary dog walkers looking 
on in dismay! With Drumcree rapidly approaching we managed to grab 
one las t training day in Ballykinler, graced by the presence of the 
bodyguards in order to polish off our well rehearsed drills. 

Our first deployment was for the march on Saturday 26 May that 
proved to be qu ite disappointing, returning to camp after less than an 
hour on the ground. However, it was probably for the best as our veteran 
rad io operator (LCpl Morrison) had already asked Syscon to 'contact u 
on landing' -over a li ve CNR net! The lock-in camp arrived and Rover 
Group was raring to go. Why then did it come as no surprise for the hurry 
up and wait syndrome to take affect for the first four days! How many 
times can you first works a snatch without moving it? Day Five saw.us 
leap to the command of the Brigadier with deployments coming in thick 
and fast, averaging twice a day from an hour up to eight hours on the 
ground. After the first few dep loyments it became apparent that the 
Brigadier preferred to wa lk rather than ride which meant we would find 
ourselves tabbing through the s treets of Portadown , keeping our 
patrolling skills up to scratch, and if we could, our head down! 

During our deployments we met no resistance or vio lence from the 
locals, indeed anything of interest happening always seemed to occur ten 
minutes after getting back to camp, much to the disappointment of Cpl 
'Setch' Sctchfield who was becoming very attached to hi baton gun. 
Lucki ly Drumcree passed without any major inc iden ts and life ha.s 
returned to normality. Well done to all those who formed Rover Group, it 
was a worthwhi le experience for all concerned. 

ADVE TURE TRAINI G PE HALE CAMP 2001 - by LCpl Sank 
After a long and dreary ride from Portadowll to Newquay by f~rry and 

slow moving minibus, the boys of 3IBSS were all fee ling rather tired and 
out of it. Recuperated after a few hour's kip the week's events started 
with rock c limbing and abseiling around the cliffs of Penha.le Camp. 
Through the week various members of the group picked up nicknames. 
'Catalogue Man ' ( ig King) picked hi up in the car park before leaving 
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Ireland tl~rough his many different poses! While rock climbing LCpl 
Sankey picked up the name 'Mountain-Goat Boy' for his rapid ascent of 
tl~c roe~ face. Then came. 'Free-fall Man' (Pte Wilkinson) named after 
his rnp1d descent and hitting the deck and para rolling in the sand! The 
day had go~1e well and the sun was shining brightly and did so all week 
The followmg day the group participated in what was supposed to be ~ 
troll round the cliff faces for about 15 miles but 'Two Tone Man' Cpl 

Howard. had invented .a new distance called the 'Howie mile ' which 
resulted m the gr?up domg close on thirty miles instead! Morale ~as high 
though because Random Man' LCpl Good was being his usual madly 
funny self,, and the sun was. beammg and everyone had good tans, except 
of course Two Tone _Man who looked rather daft with a very tanned 
head and legs but nothmg else! Af!er th~ days walking it was decided that 
tl11s ~a~ ~o be ,se!ect1on week, with Sig Squires 'Jap Sniper, Luke the 
gook g1vmg a Big Brother ' commentary! 

Day Three saw .the gro~p participate in a spot of mountain biking! To 
?1ake thmgs m~re i~te~estmg on .route, 'Mountai.n-Goat Boy' ankey and 
Free-Fall Man Wilkinson decided to play chicken with the oncoming 

fences th~t ~ere o~ly ,big enough to get one bike through. It led to 
an key chppmg Wilke s back tyre and flying off into the fence and the 

whole group nearly falling off laughing! More was to come but to top the 
day off 'Luke the gook' lost his pedal and continued on Postman Pat style 
side mounted, by the end everyone had sore butts from the hardened 
seat ! Day Four of election had the boys in a 'You've been framed' style 
cano7ing session, if.only ther~ had been a camcorder present! 'Catalogue 
Man spent the day m circles, Random Man' spent most of the day in the 
water instead of the canoe a did Steve the chef, and 'Luke the gook' 

whilst rafted decided to break ~ance in his canoe whipping out three other 
peo~le ~ he fell! At one po111t we thought the Merlin helicopter was 
commg m to help because we were all in the water' 

. Day Five was probably the be t day as the gr~up went hor e riding 
~v1th ve~ little knowledge of the sport in the group! Comments such as, 
Where re the breaks?' and, 'Where 's reverse?' were coming from the 

mouth .of 'Taff Man' ( gt Drew) and for such a big guy you've never 
seen him so scared! The best bit of the day though was when one of the 
horses got spooked and sent all the other horses into a sprinting frenzy 
with the lads holdmg on for dear hfe screaming profanities, then they all 
topped suddenly and had a communal toilet session! 

In the afternoon the group participated in a clay pigeon shoot with a 
~mall pot for the w!nner. 'Luke .the gook' was looking odds on but 
Mountam Goat Boy came out with a great shoot to take the winnings. 

However, young Squires still had the last laugh when he shouts to the 
b?ys for a catalogue pose and disappear when the mound he stands on 
slides do~ the hill! Like all good Adventure Training there has to be a 
do to fim~h the week and the boys went to cwquay to a new place 
ca!led Spnngboks where we indulged in some good food and plenty of 
dnnk!. Saturday was a free day and the lads had planned a pot of body 
boarding a the ea ha~ been right for it all week except of cour e 
Saturda)'. mom.mg when 1t was flat as a pancake. but you can't win them 
all! All 1~ all U ~~ a great week with good weather, top bunch of lads 
and quality act1V1t1es. The lads would like to say thanks to the DS for 
their efforts and a bi~ t~anks and goodbye to _'Taff Man' S gt Drew for 
whom has served his time and completed his final adventure training 
exerc1 e. 

The Team 

39 INFANTRY BRIGADE HEADQUARTERS AND 
SIGNAL SQUADRON (213) 

Sqn Comd 1aj A. R. Knott 
RSM WOt (RSM) S. M. Lockwood 
SQUADRON HEADQUARTERS 

Well done to all those members of the Squadron who took part in the 
preparntion and the seeing to fruition of the Brigade Commander's 
Cockail Party at Hil borough Castle. In particular, thank you to W02 
(RQM ) Belam for his hard work in the week and days leading up to 
the event. Your contribution ensured all concerned had a uper evening. 
Congratulations to WO! (RSM) Lockwood and hi wife Dawn on the 
~eccnt .birth of their on Oliver . They led the way in a stampede of births 
mcludmg ~ baby girl, E ryn for Pte Jeff Fleming and hi wife Julie, 
C?ngratulatmns to you both. Congratulations also to Cpl Paul Ryan on 
h1 recent election for promotion to ergeant, we would like to wish 
your receiving Uni t the very best of luck! Well done to the 39 Brigade 
Female Rounders Team who reta ined the trophy in the orthern Jreland 
Inter-Unit Rounders competition, once again defeating 15 Sig Regt in the 
final. 

COMMU ICATIO 'STROOP 
Tp Comd Lt S. Y. Richardson 
Tp SSgt S gt R. Atherton 
OPERATIO S ECTION - ARRIVAL AND DEPARTURES 

Firstly a big welcome back to Cpl Mandie Smith who returns from 
her Class I course in time for the Marching Sea on, before being po ted. 
Welcomes must also go to LCpl Stu Welton and ig Al Allardyce, who 
unfortunately have beea thrown in at the deep end arri ing in the middle 
of POJP. We hope you will enjoy your time with us. Only one farewe ll 
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thi month. which goes to Cpl Andy olan, who leave us for civvie 
street and the grand ole US of A. Some people have all the luck! Thank 
you for your endeavours in Y CO and good luck to you. 

SECTION EW 
The beginning of July aw the tart of the Marching ea on, a bu y 

time for the Mu broom in Y CO , along with the re t of the 
Squadron. Thi year proved no different and although it seem to have 
passed off fai rly quietly. thi doe not mean that the reconfiguration of 
talk-through and con tant telephone ringing has been any le · strc·sful. 
A sen e of humour ha definitely been a requiremem recently, especially 
with the apparent increa e in Bergen run . The AAFI i rapidly running 
out of Radox, all thank. to Cpl ' Padd · Bevan don "t forget, we kno\\ 
where you live 'Paddy'. 

ROVERGRO P 
The last two months have been excellent for Rover Gp with e\ernl 

deployments . Many involved the u ual Green 1ove, escort111<> the 
Chancellor Downlink vehicle to it final de tination, and then picking it 
up again. Thi : however, ha not been \~ithout it drama , mamly due to 
1he lack of drivers, bu1 al o due to havmg two of the top CO\ Cr entric, 
posted out of the Unit and the replacement being kept in Gennany. So a 
belated welcome to Pte 'Ken' Barlow who am\eS to us from ARRC ·r 
Bn. For once we mu t thank the Technician· for lending u. ~pare 
manpower in the forms of LCpl Rob Dilger and L pl 'Ted' Tedb\ who 
came out \ ith us. But ' e bid a sad farewell to Pte 'Val' Hard) \\ho 
leave us fo r a new career a a Ori er Rad Op. Your, 'Why )e fans.' 
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hall be mis ed in the Crew Room and we wish you the very be t for the 
future . The highlight this period ha been the u age of Rover •P by the 
GOC ( I) during the troubles in the Ardoyne. We had a delighttUl cargo 
of a plethora of high-ranking Officers, so we v ere all on our be t 
behaviour, well done to Pte · tretch' O'Hare for managing to keep his 
comment to himself for o er four houri;' 

TE 1-t: IC L MAJ TE CE ECTlO 
ARRIVAL 'D DEPART RES 

We must say goodbye 10 two of the more prominent m mbers of the 
FRT ection, gt Lee Rotherforth , who pent more time in a boat than 
he e\er did at work. and Cpl 'Chaz' Charnock. The fonner is moving to 

HAPE. where hopefully he will not relap e to his old ways with tongue 
piercing and dyed hair. The latter i off to terrorise recruit , look out 
tho e at ATR Bas ingboumc. The whole department wishe you both 
well and thank you for your Fixed System endeavours. A big Tech style 
welc me to LCpl Kate nderson, arriving on her first posting from 
ba ic training. 

per the re t of the Troop, our time has either been spent on ACFT 
training. (l 5 technicians looking as though they were part of the 
demonstration of the early, late and dangerous ymptoms of nerve agent 
poisoning) or going out on any task available. The Section al o bas 
managed to go on a multitude of Adventure Training, between them 
either throwing them elve out of a plane, racing around in the olent or 
even worse, falling into Stanford Loch. The les fortunate meml:iers have 
been heavily involved with the protection of the Chancellor Downlink 
vehicle on the Ardoyne, shielding it from paint, stones brick and petrol 
bombs, praying that the vehicle will tart again to go out on just one more 
ta k. With one more month to go before the end of this year's marches, 
we are fighting hard, to ensure we come out the other end in one peace. 

RIGGING SECTJO 
Welcome back to LCpl Scott 'Shergar' Tomblin from hi Cla I 

lnstallation Technician course in Blandford and a further welcome to his 
wife Zoe who now accompanies him. Congratulations to Sig Derek 
Slowey and hi wife Gillian on the birth of their tiny 4lb baby Kieran. 
We hope he gets bigger very quickly! On the work front thi month the 
usual jobs for marching season has been undertaken, with the Section 
being deployed on a regular ba is. Aside from this, the Section has 
undertaken the biggest job in recent times in the shape of a new mast and 
building fit at RAF Aldergrove. This job consisted of 25 Antennae and 
feeders over a two-week period. involving numerous early starts and late 
finishes to meet the deadline set by the RAF. We would like to thank in 
this instance LCpl Lyndsey Tm allergic 10 vodka' Byrne who managed 
to fracture her k'llll on a rare day off, ensuring she was unable to do any 
of the work. Now that this job is complete we have entered a quieter 
period so can now look forward to Sig Dean Roberts, leaving us for a 
cosy number in Cyprus. Don't forget 'Robbo' that on duty you are 
required to stand - it should hold you in good stead for years to come. We 
wish you well for the future. 

EXERCISE CELTIC AVENGER 2 
The week commencing 25-29 June 2001 , saw the third public order 

training (POT) package to be conducted in Ballykiler training village. 
Before the exercising troops arrived, Cpl 'Paddy' Bevan and LCpl Chris 
Lord deployed to establish reliable and robust communications. This 
entailed having two Ops Rooms, the first being a Bn TAC Ops and the 
second Bde Fwd Ops. Both were to have VH and UHF Cougarnet 
c~pabil!ties •. facsimile and the Chancellor portable ground station, all 
s1mulatmg hve operations. The set up was going well until LCpl 'Arc 
Welder' Lord mistook his cricket bat soldering iron for a precision tool. 
Don't worry ·Lordy', you won't be a baby Tech forever. Many thanks to 

gt Paul Faizey who ensured the job was completed. For the duration of 
!he exercise, an operator was required to assist in Bde Fwd Ops, which 
JUSt happened to be the best viewpoint on the training area. As comms 
'":ere good . ig Ian Walker found time to relax and enjoy the spectacular 
view. The night sky over Ballykinler village hone brightly with the sight 
of burning cars, petrol bomb fireworks and the added volume of the 
rioters chants, added a realistic touch. ln all a very successful week for all 
involved. 

lJPPOlff TROOP 
Tp Comd Capt G. Maddison RLC 
WOJC W02 (RQM ) Belam 
RQM DEPARTMENT - ARRIVALS AND DEPARTURES 
. As the ~arching .Season gets into full swing, the Department breaths a 

sigh of relief as reinforcements arrive to bolster our recently depleted 
staff. We welco~e Cpl Jase Hawkswortb who has just arrived from 4 
Bde. Congratulations on your recent selection for promotion to Sergeant 
you will be staying: Welcome also to LCpl 'Deaks' Deakin, newly 
prom_oted from 16 Sig Regt. Unfortunately arrivals mean departures, as 
we bid a !iad farewell to Cpl Rick herriff (www.ricksherrilT.co.uk) who 
leaves us for a plum posting to AFNORTH. The loss of Ricks ' unique 
approach to customer service will be noticeable. God help AFNORTH. 
\ 02 (RQM ) Belam has just returned from the Queen's Royal Garden 
Par_iy a! Buckingham Palace. He informed the Squadron that Her 
MaJei.ty s marquees are much larger and more difficult to erect than the 
Bde Comd's. He al o commented that we should count ourselves lucky 
that we only cater for 200 at the Cocktail party as opposed to 2000+ at 
the Royal Garden Parties. 
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ROYAL SIGNAL EAVIEW REGATTA (ISLE OF WIGHT) 
gt Terry Mcintyre, Sgt Lee Rotherforth, and Cpl Ian Burgoo 

were the 39 Bde representative fo r the Corps Regatta in June, managing 
to take time off during a very busy period. On arriving quayside, after the 
initial brief from the race official , it was di covered that one of the crews 
wa a man short. So in stepped our very own QC, Maj Andy Knott, who 
took some time out from hi own leave to come down and give the team 
ome much needed support on the firs t day. After a shaky start we 

finished the fi rst day with a well-deserved third place. We undertook a 
hard nights training in some of Rydes public establishments, before 
carrying o~ the following day where we left off the previous night, with 
another third place. The actual day of the Regatta found the team with 
everything to prove. After a very close fini sh lo the regatta, we narrowly 
defeated 63 Sig Sqn to lift the cup. The helm of the crew SSgt Terry 
Mcln!)•re al o won a Silver Salver for the highe t scoring helmsman. 

Due to the tremendous effort put in by the crew, we were asked to 
return the following week to compete in the Glover Cup, a two-day 
regatta in which teams from the Royal Signals, Royal Artillery, and the 
Royal Engineers take part. After a 500-mile journey from Stranraer we 
were greeted with the worst accommodation in Ryde. So after a couple of 
hours in the local pub we decided to move to a new hotel, but not before 
Sgt Lee Rotherforth handed out a few points on hotel cleanline s. On 
our return to Seaview Yacht Club we found ourselves teamed with Maj 
Fred Calvert, a salty Seaview veteran having sailed in the e events for 
the last 30 years. As a crew we were quite strong, winning two of the four 
race in which we competed, but due to some ab ences the team didn 't 
ha e the strength in depth needed to win the regatta. After the two days 
we had a nights rest before the long journey back to Northern Ireland. 
The crew would like to extend their thanks to The Royal Signals Yacht 
Club and Seaview Yacht Club for organising such an enjoyable event. 

39 I FANTRY BRIGADE DINGHY CHALLENGE 
Several representatives from both Brigade and Signal Squadron 

undertook a long ailing course led by SSgt Terry ' Sea Dog' Mcintyre. 
A Royal Yacht Association (RYA) Level 2 dinghy sailing qualification 
would allow them to helm a dinghy under no supervision, providing they 
completed the course. lt was designed to te t their hand eye co ordination 
to the very max.imum, for some it would be too much, but all boldly 
embarked on the course with a joyful ea shanty in their throats and fear 
in their minds. The first day brought much theory work and all involved 
were anxious to get on the water. When the moment finally came LCpl 
' Musto' Ireson showed us his skill by falling in before he was even off 
the jetty. 

Three intrepid sailors took to the water, as three more watched on from 
the relative safety of the powerboat; time to unfurl the sail; in goes Cpl 
' Half a job' Beedoo . The look on his face was one to be remembered. 
That water must have been cold. The first day ended, after another plunge 
by Cpl eil Beedon, to the delight of the rest of us who managed to stay 
dry. Day Two was a relatively dry day for all as we were introduced to 
racing and the fine nuances of the upwind beat. All wa to be won or lost 
there, some got the hang of it quickly, others did not as LCpl 'Monty' 
Montieth slowly faded into the distance. Day Three incorporated a great 
lesson on sailing in light winds, as we all struggled to undertake even the 
shortest of racecourses. The highlight of the day was the dry capsize 
practice, although why you would want to purposefully capsize only tbe 
gods will know. Day Four, the day we had all been waiting for, the 
forecast was gale force winds; the enthusiasm was high. Under the advice 
of the instructor we headed out of the marina with our sails reefed but as 
soon as we reached open water they were unfurled in a flash. With our 
sails tight in and the boat leaning right over, to the point where the ail 
was skimming the water, we leaned out in an attempt to overtake the 
boats in front of us. There were a few minor altercations one in particular 
when LCpl Tony Morancie and LCpl 'Tedders' Tedby, where the 
former almost out tacked the latter, resulting in one person in the water 
and the majority of a sai l covering the cockpit of the other boat. 

Nothing could have really topped that day, apart from discovering that 
LCpl 'Monty' Montieth had knocked himself out during a gybe tum. We 
finished the day in Daft Eddy's and stories of SSgt Terry Mcintyre's 
greatness were abounding. Friday was a washout as the winds were too 
strong for our level of experience, so the assessment was carried out in 
the classroom. All in all though it was a good course and I can encourage 
anybody to have a go. 

EXERCISE FALLING FIN 
As the name suggests this exercise was an introduction to Parachuting 

at the Services Parachuting Centre in Ballykelly. The initial training was 
essential, form filling in (to relieve the centre of any responsibility should 
you die), videos and slide shows of what to do when all goes well and 
when it does not. The girls in the group, who are apparently immortal, 
decided to fall asleep during the apparently irrelevant life saving 
malfunction drills lesson. After the lessons, it was off to the simulation 
room to jump out of a wooden box , apparently a full size copy of a Ce na 
plane. Amazingly for a bunch of supposedly intelligent people, it was 
incredible to see how many struggled to count to four before checking 
their canopy. Then followed the harness and landing drills. W02 (Yo!S) 

ick Wood gave the landings demonstration en route to gaining the 
'Teachers Pet' award. Unfortunately due to bad weather we were unable 
to jump that day. · 

On Day Two, spirits were high with people looking forward to their 
first jump. However, once kitted up a few nerves were starting to show. 
The first four up were Cpl Bruce ' Once is enough' ob le, LCpl Tony 
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Murphy, Sig Gordon ":allace and W02 (YofS) ick Wood. Once they 
managed to pnze Bruce s hand away from the handle they al l exited at 
3.500 ft. 

The one and only time the group smiled before throwing 
themselves out of a plane 

The second run cons i~ed of LCpl Donna ' Lara Croft ' ChiHr , Cpl 
~~ul Ryan, (exped orgamser), L_Cpl Ton) Lewis and LCpl Ale ander 
Sick Note Gardner. Once agam all ex.1ted and landed safely de pite a 

couple of ~ists in their line. The second Jump separated the men from 
the boys with LCJ?l arah Howell, Cpl Bruce oble and LCpl Zander 
Gardner all feigning ex_cuscs to not leave the plane. The re t of the group 
manage~ three or four Jumps that day. progres ing to Dummy Pulls, in 
preparation for fr~ fall. The_ final da):' was again a wash out with only 
LCpl J?o.nna Chivers ma.naging to ex.ll the plane into a grey abyss and 
then pndmj: herself on being the only one brave (stupid) enough for this 
act of herois1!1. Many_ thank:; fro~ the group to Cpl Paul Ryan who was 
the_ i;nastermmd behind this project, for his endeavours, we are now 
waJtmg for the centre to reopen, so we can progress to free fall and jump 
from even greater heights - the skies are not safe. 

8 INFANTRY BRIGADE HEADQUARTERS 
AND 

SIGNAL SQUADRON (218) 

Sqn Comd Maj F. E. R. Whicbelo 
RSM WOl (RSM) P. Fleming 

SQUADRON HEADQ ARTERSffRAJ ING WlNG 
A warm welcome is extended to the new 2 IC, Capt 'Mogs ' outhern 

who has replac~d Capt Gareth Lamb. Welcome to S gt ' Knobby' 
Clarke and family all the way from Lisburn. Farewell to W02 Dave 
Palmer on promotion he goes t? the Bde HQ. Congratulations to Sgt 
Dave Forest on being awarded hIS LS&GC Medal. The presentation was 
made by the Dept Comd of 8 lnf Bde HQ. Congratulation to Mrs 
Heather F leming on the award of the GOC' S commendation for her 
outstanding contributions to the welfare support given to the families in 
Londonderry. A huge well done to Pte Stef Hart on the award of her 
Combined Service Coloui:s for Judo in her first year of Army Service. 

he also _achieved Combined Service Champion Individual and Team 
Event ~mner of the Welsh Open, Winner of the avy Open, Second 
place m .the American/Canadian Open. and selection to represent 
Scotland m the Commonwealth Games in Manche ter next year. 

TRAINING WING 
SNCO JC Sgt Paul Hounsell 

_Farewell to Sgt 'Dunk' Windsor on posting to Ba singboume, we 
wish Dunk and the family all the best. Congratulation to Sgt Paul 
Rounsell on his recent promotion to ergeant and his move to Trg Wing. 
As ever Trg Wing is at it bu iest with Range , ITD(A) Trg for the Bde 
HQ Staff and a joint RUC/Army Range Day and yet another Ex. Lady 
Warrior. The planning is relentless for the next TTD (A) Camp and the 
Sqn Battle Camp at Warcop in ovember 2001. 
EXERCISE LADY WARRIOR 21 - 22 JULY 01 

It wa a glorious morning and the un was hining for a change, it was 
0830hr and Ballykelly wa woken to the sound of marching feet. The 
sow1d wa bemg generated by the ladies of 8 Inf Bde HQ & Sig qn, 1 
Coldstream Guards and a Fijian contingent of 1 Royal Scots. Under the 
watchful eye of Sgt Pau l Walledge the ladies exacted a myriad of 
movements. 

This was by all account more professional than the Guard could have 
performed. Then it was off on a round robin of stand tarting with the 
SAT, then onto live firing under the uper i ion of Lt lan Lowther and 
~ gt Bob Watson, the girl had the opportunity to fire A80, Pi · tol 

mm, LSW, MPS and HK53. Stand 3 awaited them with LCpl Mark 
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Lund and Sig ' Bi sy ' Bishop testing there skills at Driving and 
Commanding Armoured Saxon Fighting Vehicles. Stand 4 and time for 
the ladies Driving Skills to be put to the test in the Skid Car. ow that 
their lunch ~ad been bro_ught bac~ up, off to the Assault Cour e they 
went, with signed indemnity form m hand and a safety brief Sgt 'Dunk' 
Windsor put them through their paces. ' 

?W time was. gening on an~ it was time to head off to Fort Bragg at 
MaJPlltga~ Training C:entre. Thi was to be home for the night, here the 
ladies cam~d out ~echon Ba~le Drills with a Left Flanking Attack on the 
enemy pos1t1on with deva tatmg effect. After a well earned shower it was 
time to relax and have some refreshments and some elf provided 
eatertainmen~. such as P~~. ' Elvis' Qu'.1rry, Sgt ' Rugby Songs' Walledge 
and the contmgent of F1J1ans entertamed us with traditional songs and 
dance . Sunday wa oa us and time for the ladies to be hown the Art of 
Se~ Defence by Sgt 'Watch my pecks' Windsor. To round the morning 
off 1t was llme for them to try their hand at Clay Pigeon shooting \vilh the 
RSM. After lots of cartridges and lots of Clays, it was time to head for 
the Beeches club and meet with the families for a well-earned drink and 
buffet. The ladies and staff had a fantastic weekend. 

On the Assault course, Are you having a Giraffe? 
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FFlCER I . 'CO V J IO R R G BY 
On I August 2001 a cla h of titanic proportion took place upon a 

rugb pitch in Londonderry. Tbc Officers and COs · had laid down the 
gauntlet for a 10·- rugby match. \: ho would win'? The o ld, bold and 
overweight or the youthful , eag r and inexperienced. The day turned out 
to be warm and muggy. ideal ti .. runn ing rugby, if . omeone could be 
found willing to run. With zimmer frame fim1ly in place the enior·s 
team kicked off. The juniors exerted earl pre ur a they strove to put 
the fos. ils in their place. The o ld ~tch-marked defence held and two 
breakaway tries by the Brigade Chief of taff. M aj Kemp and Ca pt 

hri hudley rocked the confidence of the junior team. They rallied 
well with trie ei ther ide of half time by Cpl Dunc Gourley and Sig 
ldri Da ic . The game was now finely ba lanced at 12-12 . This 
however. wa the fina l core for the juniors and tries by W02 (FofS) 
Bob Vowles, gt Dunc Wind or and a second for Capt Chudle_, sealed 
their fate. The final core was 34-1 2. a convincing win for the Officers 
and cniors. The day was well fi ni. hed wi th a good third half, which wa 
enjoyed by all. Thanks go to the newly promoted Sgt Pa ul Hounsell who 
fi na ll y worked out where his bread was buttered. Thi match said 
farewell from the quadron Rugby Team. to a number of players. They 
will all be adly mi ed a the new ea on rears it head. 

OFFJCERSJS, COS JUNIOR RUGBY 
On 1 August 2001 a cla h of titanic proportions took place upon a 

rugby pitch in Londonderry. TI1c Officers and S 1C0s bad laid down the 
gauntlet fo r a !Os rugby match. Who would wi n? The old bold and 
overweight or the youthful, eager and inexperienced. The day turned out 
to be W3ml and muggy, ideal for running rugby. if omeone could be 
found who wa will ing to run. With Zimmer frame finnly in place the 

eniors' team kicked off. The Juniors exerted early pressure as they 
trove to put the fo si ls in their place. The old tretch marked defence 

held and two breakaway trie by faj Kemp and Capt Chudley rocked 
the confidence of the Junior team. They rallied well with Irie either ide 
of half time by Cpl Gourley and Sig Davies. The game wa now finely 
balanced at 12-12. Thi~. however, was the final core for tbe Juniors and 
tries by W 0 2 (FofS) owles gt Windsor and a second fo r Capt 
Chudley, sealed their fate. The final core was 34-12, a convincing win 
for the Officers and Seniors. The day wa well finished with a good third 
half, which was enjoyed by all . Thanks go to the newly promoted Sgt 
Paul Hounsell wbo finally worked out wbere his bread was buttered. 
Thi match said farewell from die Squadron rugby team, to a number of 
players. They will all be -adly mi sed as the oew eason rears it head. 

I 

Sig Idris Davies tries unsuccessfully 
to evade Sgt Eddie Porter and Capt Chris Chudley 

ENIOR RANKS VJ "/TOR RA KS CRJCKET 
Thursda:r 28 June 200 I? a date etched in the minds of many a cricket 

fa n. Not mce the bodyhne tour was such devasta tion realised . The 
junior> took to the field with a look of trepidation led by Cpl Steve Bin ks 
afte.r ig 'SJ.' S herrin-Jones had lost the appetite for a battle. The 

emors. fielding an all-star team led by W0 2 (YofS) Bill Ba rnes soon 
ripped in t? the j uniors' top order and eventually reduced the team to 
tears ~m.sh tng on 35 all out (yes, thirty fi ve!). The seniors started well 
and w1thm fi ve overs had overtaken the opposing core. At the end of the 
afternoon, after letting the juniors bat for a second innings, humiliation 
Yoas complete. Many fine performances were evident from the Seniors 
ir.c l.udmg Sgt _Dave Fo rrest (RLC) and W 02 (Fof ) Bob Vowles: 
battmg out their allotted over . The juniors had neglected the training 
cs ions on offer from ~pl Lee Goldsmith and that eventually told , 

however, they did all achieve a decent suntan a~ they were field ing for so 
long! The rematr h 1s programmed, so watch this space. 
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COMM ICATIO STROOP - by S gt Steve Maye/I 
Tp Comd 2Lt ·Whippet' Wi lson 
Tp gt gt Steve tayell 

The Troop has once aga in come through another marching sea on 
un cathed (probably more by luck dian anything else!) . Now the work is 
over, the hifl workers can once again lay back and enjoy MTV as nonnal 
- some people have no consideration. We've even found time for a party 
or t\ o in between thunderstorms ! Firstly a few sad farewells. Our 
outgoing Tp 0 (and quadron Recruiting Officer!), Lt Ia n ' Loopy' 
Lowther, is lea ing u and the Corps to join the Royal Anglians, oop , 1 
mean the olds tream Guards, or anyone e lse who will offer him 
something better before he ha ·igned the line! .Be t of luck and enjoy the 
Brccon Beacons! Sgt Ka rl ' Cadburys ' O verton is also on his way with 
family and kitchen sink to Herford a Provo Sergeant to paint rocks or 
clamp cars or something! This is a temporary appointment though as hi 
Crown i in die bag - very well done for that. Sgt Tony C aulfield has 
al o ' done one· , again with promotion, to Blandford with wife and a new 
baby. Enjoy the new job and die ' challenges' it may/will bring! Welcome 
to 2Lt Wilson who, before he leaves in 2003, has vowed to beat the OC 

qn on a BPFA - keep taking the pills boss! Also welcome to Sgt Paul 
Walled ge and family including the new add ition, to Sgt ' Flanders ' 
F lanighan from Romeo Tp and to Sgt Adi Duplock on their arrival to 
the Troop. 

E GINEERING SECTION 
The date wa set (again!), the venue wa booked, and finally on 20 

Ju ly 200 I , the dreaded Engineering Section Training Day happened. All 
were given a 20min lecture to prepare and present - some lucky enough 
to have the Brigade Commander and 0 Sqn present. The announcement 
wa greeted with cries of, ' What, tand up, talk, what in front of people, 
you ' re j oking right' - wrong! Some took it in their tride, some were 
quietly apprehen ive, other more o! The day was a real uccess, 
organi ed to introduce the new members of the Troop to different area of 
the job that they might encounter day to day - like erecting a zip mast 
with your trou ers round your ankles! 
OPE RATOR ECTIO 

On 25 July 2001 , Operator Section organised the Squadron Pub Game 
ight between the Senior and Juniors he ld in the Waterside Inn. Thi 

will now be an annual event a Cpl M ick ' Fix it ' Breydin from Syscon 
produced a tunning Gun Carriage Trophy that the Seniors thought would 
look great sat in the Foy le View Club. Unfortuna tely they had not 
anticipated the levels of skill, accuracy and just good old fashion cheating 
that the Juniors team would produce on the night. S ig Rob ' Shaky' 
Vaughan had some very worrying moments on the Giant Jenga and Pie 
' Quazi ' Q uarry produced some great win for h is team on the table 
foo tball by definitely not pinning! Eventually, the challenge from the 
Seniors crumbled and waned as the excess levels of alcohol took hold 
and normal bodily movement became impaired. This was so graphically 
demonstrated by Capt Southern's dismal performance on the crazy golf1 
'We romped home to a landslide victory, tough luck old ies - you ' ve had 
your day!' as LCpl Ian Tra nter so nicely put it! We were graciou in 
defeat though and never once was the threat of extras or dirty jobs ever 
mentioned to the victorious Juniors - wait ti ll the next duties conference! 

COMMCE - by Cpl Kenny Irwin 
Another exciting st int in the COMMCE that is slowly being taken 

over by Te le Op Radio 's - what's the worl d coming too! The new 
AMSCERP message sy tern has lessened the workload considerably, 
mainly due to it not working - at least the office has had a new coat of 
paint! Sig Stu ' Bad Boy' Pla nt is keeping us all amu ed with his off duty 
antics, ig Angie Graham has found a new tra ining partner who gives 
her a good work out in the gym ! Cpl C ra ig Law is moving next door to 
the murky world of Crypto and anoraks so it's all change at the moment. 
LCpl C hr is Howell's off to civ div and Sig Lee Davison will be leaving 
us for the drier weather o f Catterick. Hello to LCpls Andy Morgan, Tel 
Bacon and Chris Anderton who, by the way, after three months is sti ll 
wai ti ng far hi s MVO and a clean supply of un derpa nts to arrive! 
Welcome to LCpl "The Colonel' Calvert on his long move from Syscon 
(if he ever shows up in the office - we' re beginning to think that he may 
be with LCpl Ander ton' s MFO!). 

If not call O 1258 482087 you may 
have moved and forgotten to let us 
know or perhaps you need to renew 

your subscription 
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EXERCISE RAPID E DEAVO UR 

1st (UNITED KINGDOM) 
ARMOURED DIVISION HEADQUARTERS 

AND SIGNAL REGIMENT 

Ex Rapid Endeavour wa a week long Exerc.ise base.d at Sennelager Training Camp involving all four Squadrons from the Regiment and Divisional Staff 
and elements of 4 Armd Bde. ft succeeded in highlighting any areas of concern before the forthcoming deployment to Oman for Ex Saif Serea. 

Cpl Teale 
of 211 Sig Sqn adds his delicate touch to solve the power problem 

Sig Kibble of 211 Sig Sqn is deservedly proud as he receiv~s a 
GOC 1 (UK) ADSR commendation for his courageous and timely 

First Aid to a fellow soldier 
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Cpl Band Camp Moore from 211 Sig Sqn draws on his 12 months 
of training and experience to change a fuse 
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QLADRO. \1'.\1ER DYE, "Tl E TRAI I G . f B'l\'aria to conduct their annual ummer adventure training. Activitie were based 
June a\\ _01, 211. 212 and ~Q S :$deploy to vanou_, P~0S ~h ' '·n 'at the end. The weather was better for some than for others and some good 

around climbing, trekking, canoeing an.J ome white \\ate1 ra mg rown 1 • 

qualification> we~ gained. 

Cpl Mac Phearson of 211 Sig Sqn ponders_ which way now, 
clearly unaware that a photo 1s being taken 

::~ 
LCpl Jocky Wilson from 211 Sig Sqn 
demonstrating his skill with a paddle 

Sig Chamber~ and other members of 211 Sig Sqn 
on the way to the top 

Beautiful day, beautiful scenery, beautiful members of 211 Signal Squadron pose for the photo 
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3 (UNITED KINGDOM) HEADQUARTERS 
AND SIGNAL REGIMENT 

co 
RSM 

Lt Col Phil Davies 
WOI Chris Kidd 

REGIMENTAL HE DQUARTERS A D OPERATIO STEAM 
The Regiment is proud to announce to the Corps that we are the new 

holders of the Birtwistlc Sporting Pennant. Of course angling is a sport! 
With leave now upon us the Regiment is deserted apart from essential 
personnel and the Quartermaster (Technical) Capt Dave tachini 
working his normal extended August hours in those famous tracksuit 
bottoms. With the Troops all sunning it up and going large (Adjt please 
explain this expression to the CO and 2IC) in Ibiza. Mansfield and 
Coventry it is left to this lonely author to give a round up of an 
enonnously busy Regimental Summer. 

EXERCISE SPRING FORAY 
Apart from the safe return of the Palatine and Agricola personnel the 

most significant event of the summer was Ex Spring Foray. Significant in 
that it was the first time that many of the younger soldiers had deployed 
for a two-week period and secondly that it is the only time that anyone 
can remember the Ops Officer, Capt Lloyd Golley, purting two working 
days back to back. The exercise was successful in spite of every effort of 
sabotage by 202 Sqn under the guidance of Stand in Sqn Comd, Capt 
'Shaky by name and Shaky by nature ' hakespeare. This is a good time 
to say farewell to the real Sqn Comd of 202 Sqn, Maj Al 'Mine's a 
Cheeseburger' Long, who leaves u to start Staff College. He will be 
sadly missed ... . .. .... .. especially by Tam and Sandes! The success of the 
exercise was largely due to the hard work of the Ops pairing of Capt Al 
Patterson and Capt Pete Lowe. Both disappear from the Regiment oon, 
Al to Wilton, and Pete to seek his fortune out of combat 95. The good 
news is that they will leave behind their prize possessions for the good of 
those remaining .... . .. . ...... Pete gives us his Equipment Care Policy, and 
Al's wife Sue will continue to do discipline(nice thought!) in RHQ . ow 
who's got the better deal ? ..... 

Ex Spring Foray ends with 202 Sqn 
making an Armoured Assault on the Unit Training Warrant Officer 
W02 Paddy Happy Days Morrow .. And who can blame them! 

SPORTS ROU D UP 
3 (UK) Div HQ and Sig Regt has yet another international athlete in i_ts 

midst. SSgt Paula ;Oueen of the OSC' . latheson_ already ~uni:ier Up_ LO 

the Anny Triathlon and the team captam of the v1ctonous .> Div Ladies 
Divisional Biathlon ( wim/run) team recently qualified to repr~e~t _her 
age group in the World Duathlon (run/bike/run) Champ m R1mm1 m 
September 200 I. ........ Just reward for pending the whole of thi years 
sports grant on Gucci tops and shorts .. ... Congratulation ! 

What all those cups for little old me . 
2Lt Alisa Labram (Ladies Athletics Captain) 

collects the Army Ladies Inter Unit Runners Up Cup 
with the cheesiest of girlie grins 
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SSgt Matheson also helped our female athletics team to Runners Up 
spot in the Army Finals where special mention must also go to Cpl 
Sophie ' [ can beat the 21C' Morris for outstanding displays over 400 and 
800m.Cpl Morris was also the Ladies Combined Services Individual 
Champion at 800 and l 500m. The men were never going to wm in the 
face of some quality opposition that had not pent the previous two 
weeks on an armoured package deal on Salisbury Plain. They did well to 
make the final and were just 15 points short of RSME in eventh place 
(There were only seven!) Pride of place must go to our established 
distance runners with LCpl ' Even the RSM doesn ' t know me' Smith 
coming second in the A String Steeplechase. 

Cpl Morris might be able to run but she hasn t got tatts like these 
LCpl Real Men don t train with girls Smith Runner Up in the 

Steeplechase in the Army Inter Unit Finals 

The younger and the older generation combined forces to enter a team 
(The first in Regimental Corporate memory) in the Trailwalker I OOkm 
race along the Southdowns. o mean feat by anyone's standards. The old 
were W02 Strudwick 'Congrats on the promotion· and SSgt Turner, 
and the young were two Signallers from the now out of use OOU section 
in HQ Squadron. A total of 19 hours later who fared the best ? . . . .. ow 
that would be telling! 
REGIME TAL HELLOS A D FAREWELLS 

Just when we thought we knew what we were suppo ed to be doing! 
Starting from the top. or so he would have you believe! Capt 'Taff' 
Watts scored a double whammy on the promotion and staff college 
lottery and ca hes in hi bonus ball with a po ting to HQ L D for a 
year. Still it could have been worse he could have been !loing to 202 Sqn. 
Congratulations also to W02 'Paddy' Morrow who JOtn SSM HQ Sqn 
on the re erve promotion list and is po ted to the TA sometime in ~he 
Autumn. According to the understated UTWO, never has a promotion 
been more de erved. 202 qn welcome W02 ( 1) Wakeling and 
eagerly await the arrival of Maj Roy Freeman. Inkerman Tp has now 
completed the move from 206 Sqn and in a light reshuffie of Troop 
Comds 2Lt Becky Jacques ha left for her Troop Commanders Course 
Jeavina Lt Sean Lumley as the lone subaltern. In the meantime Capt 
Shake~peare continues to wear a thousand hat but still found ti1~e to 
become engaged earlier in the year. he mu t be mad! Congratulation . 
206 Sqn also find a boy in a man's job as 1aj Bill Ad ett leaves for 
another month in the Falklands. Maj James Langley take over in 
theatre leaving Capt Gareth Kemp holding the baby. Gareth i , 
however, a man who hides his light under a bushel and ha recently been 
found to excel at both cricket and the pole vault much to the 21C s 
delight!). Other Officers in 206 qn u ed to be a rarity but are_ now 
actually extinct with the loss of 2Lt Emms Metcalfe temporarily to 
Blandford. 222 qn are managing to hold on to their OC qn Maj Bert 
Appleton until ovember when he swap his full time military 
employment and hi part time work as a. ational Triathlon Coach 
.... ... ....... or i· it the other way around! He 1 a man of many talent not 
least a a second hand car salesman. He\ ill be orely mi·sed by the 
Squadron the Regiment and indeed the rmy. 21C apt icky James 
ha also ~ioved on to the Royal School of ignals. and continui ty m the 
Squadron i provided by 2-Lts Simon mi th . and lisa Labra~1 with of 
course a little help from W02 ( M) Matt The Fosbury Flop ~uttall. 
2Lt Steve • loset Athlete' Knight has also temporarily departed for his 
' ailing .... opp sorry Troop Commanders course. cc you in six month . 

202 SIGNAL Q ADR01 
qn Comd Maj Al Long 
SM \ 02 ( 1) omyns 
202 qn faced a busy month lar!lely developing their S?!d1enng kills . 

It all began with a three day Regimental patrol compellllon. m>olnng 
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mam camouflaged ignallcn; tabbing around camp. being l~d to war by 
the (Hu ·tnou: leaden; of the likes of Lt Lumley and Lt Irwin . Fo.ot and 
\louth re trictions meant the compe1ition wa held within the wire but 
de.pite this an excellent pack~ge ~..,a put together. rang1~g fr_o.m ; B 
and RTA scenario to bayonet 11ghtmg. The latter pro ed a beastlll!jl and 
' gt i\lcGrnil reached new thresholds ofphy ical enduranc.e. De p1te the 

obligatory gripes. Sig Hydes affim1ed thts was one of lus best weeks 

here. ~ . 
hortly aft r. the quadron deployed t<: Hythc and Lydd ior their 

annual battle camp con i ting of a weekloug range_ package. under the 
direction of R commando gt Blanchette. Agarn pre- deployment 
trnining had been curtailed due to foot and mouth, thus unfortunately the 
APWT was conducted on the first day. The ability of ig Duffy and LCpl 
Cloughton to ingle-handedly expend the Unit' ammunition quota f~r 
the year on their nth attempt at the AP\ T went unsurpas ed. Six 
fortunate indi\'idual were cho en to be the GPMG gunners although Sgt 
Garner quickly reali ed a photo opportunity. The increa ed confidence in 
weapon handling and the opportunity to undertake more ad _a.need hoot 
pro\'ed of significant value to all. An Inter- ec~~n comp~t~llon tormed 
by C pl Newcombe's Section finished off the military rrammg. followed 
by a well-de erved quadron barbeque. . 

Finally congratulation to Capt hake peare on ht promotion and 
hello and goodbye to SM Comyns. 

206 IGNAL Q ADRO 
qn Comd Maj Bill Adsett 

M W02 ( SM) Paul Buckley 
Q ADRO HE DQUARTERS . . . 

The quadron ·aid farewell to W02 (SSM) Tom nnth and hts family 
and welcomed the new SSM, W02 (SSM) Paul Buckley from 4 Armd 
Bde in Osnabruck. Tom and hi family have moved to I (UK) Div HQ & 

ig Regt in Herford and we wish Tom well in his new appointment a the 
Regimental ergeant Major. 

INKERMAN TROOP 
Tp Comd Sgt iick Angove 
Tp gt Sgt 'Smudge' mitJJ 

It has been another bu y month for the ·fighting Elite' but we must 
tart by saying congratulation to SSgt Mick (Angry) A ngove on his 
election to W02, and not forgetting Cpl Kev ·Old Man Rivers' Conlon 

on receiving his LS&GC (I 5 years without getting caught}. We welcome 
the return of LCpl Julie ·Tue Welsh Dragon' Cornfield on passing her 
Class I at Blandford. The month starred with l st lines and everyone stuck 
outside in the arctic spring weather due to the contractors that were 
refitting the garage with a heating system just in time for the summer. 
Everything was geared towards HRH' visit at the end of March. All was 
going to plan until ig Mick 'One on One with the great one' Davis was 
rasked to guard it for a full 60 minutes. During this time disaster struck. 
An SO call was sent and when rescue team arrived Sig Davis was found 
with the cam net around his ears and roaring with laughter. The day of the 
vi it arrived and a full blown active net was up and running with 
colourful voice procedure and everyone in pristine kit, courtesy of SSgt 

ngo e's inspection (Name tags and Tricorns all pre ent Staff). Finally 
lnkerman Tp would like to welcome W02 (SSM) Buckley to the 
Squadron and although sideburns are an on going issue, we hope he 
enjoys his tay with the Squadron. 

MO TROOP - by Sig Mawer 
Tp Comd 2Lt Emmalean Metcalfe 
Tp Sgt gt John Batts 

The Troop would like to welcome 2Lt Metcalfe from Sandhurst, Sig 
Hanratty and Sig Morgan both posted in from the School. The tears 
were flowing when we aid farewell to Sig Harris on his way to Civ Div. 
We missed him when he wasn't AWOL. 

E ERCISE IRO DANCE- ITO WEEK 
The new arrival a Sig Morgan really impressed C pl Fraser on drill, 

ig Morgan showed everyone how to slow-march by moving his arms 
shoulder high at the same time, thi s surely deserves a crate? Ex Iron 
Dance was a chance for tbe Squadron to Complete 11 subjects oflTO's in 
one week. On the last evening their was a BBQ and a quiz washed dowTI 
with a couple of drinks. lnkerman Tp won the Quiz, and we are informed 
that within their team was a ringer however it was nice to see that Cpl 

haun Thoma was m the ame dress as the rest of the quadron for 
once. 

CAMBRA I TROOP - by Cpl Jenh Jenkinson 
Tp Comd gt Chris Laughlin 
Tp Sgt gt Phil Cooper 

ITD week started on the Monday with the advance party leaving to 
take over Rollerstone Camp some nine miles from Bulford. Lunch out of 
the way and training started. Sgt Smith carried out weapon handling test 
and we were blessed with a medic from the medical centre to carry out 
Heal_th training. The secon~ day started, as did the third and fourth day, 
that ts pl .az Lane and h1 round of PT. SSgt Mick Angove started the 
~~cond day with d~gs and alcohol abuse and Cpl Fraser used the spare 
time and early evenings to prepare a team for the Drill Competition only 
to find that this will now take place in eptember. Wedne day and 
rhur,_day w_ere the days that.everyone had been looking forward to, NBC 
and First. aiJ wtth gt Mick Angove and gt John Batts, the most 
notable bit was when ig Oliver 's mobile phone rang prior to entering 
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the Gas chamber. 
11 TER SQUADRO SWIMMING GALA - Cpl Sophie Morris 

A morning away from the garages you would think that everyone 
would jump at the chance well not here. Volunteers were slow to come 
forward and we had to resort to pressure from the new SSM. A great 
morning was had by all and everyone put in outstanding performances. It 
ju t happened that the other Squadrons had the better swimmer in their 
team . Of course you always have the one that stand out and 206 qn 
certainly did. ig Bungle Morgan kept everyone in his race on their toes 
with hi hairy che l and fal e tarted on every occasion. One of the 

quadron had to come la t, and we are not ashamed that it was us. 
Please remember it' not the winning but the taking part that counts. 

222 TG L QUADRO 
qn omd Maj Bert Appleton 
SM W02 Matt uttall 
Q ADRON HEADQ ARTER TROOP 

Tp Comd Capt icky James 
Tp S gt SSgt Paula Matheson 

The faces continue to change in SHQ Tp with the arrival of gt 
(FofS) li en from Blandford, LC pis C la n cy from 2 16 Sig Sqn , 
Brownsword, Graham, Robson and Southall straight from the factory 
at Blandford. Leaving SHQ Tp are SSgt (Yof S) Rouse to Northern 
Ireland, LCpl Vasey who is working in the gym prior to his PT! Class 3 
cour e and finally goodbye to Sig Yates who is now a civilian . 
Congratu lations to LCpls French , Perrin, Taylor, W hi tehead and 
Young on their recent promotion to Corporal. Congratulation are also in 
order for LCpl Gra ha m on selection to goalkeeper for the Corps 
Football Team and SSgt Matheson who ha been selected to repre ent 
Great Britain at Duathlon. The Troop performed very well in Inter 

quadron Athletics and wimming competition . Special congratulation 
to the SSM, W02 uttall who revisited his youthful prowess on the high 
jump by coming second. 

ADE TROOP 
Tp Comd 2Lt Steve Knight 
Tp SSgt SSgt Shaun Littlefield 

With Foot and Mouth sweeping the country over the last few months 
we have been fairly restricted in our activities. However the Troop are 
extremely grateful to Sgt Pickering for organising the aptly named Ex 

aval Ta te, a trip to HMS Collingwood in Portsmouth. 

EXERCI E AVAL TASTE 
On day one we arrived in Portsmouth and the first port of call was 

HMS Victory. Upon entering the Flagship the all too familiar sound of a 
mobile phone in Sig Washer's pocket was heard. lt was his better half 
finding out how many females were on the trip with him! During the tour 
we were shown where Admiral Lord Nelson was injured and later died. 
Some of the methods of punishment used were fairly harsh - we shall 
definitely be adopting the cat'o'nine tails as a standard tool within the 
Troop. The afternoon was spent at HMS Collingwood learning about 

aval communications. Day two wa spent being shown around HMS 
Invincible and HMS Grafton. The day was most enjoyable, especially 
when we realised that Sigs Sharp, MeKelvie and Greener had been left 
behind on HMS In vincible. As with the previous evening we reflected on 
the events of the day over a few drinks in a election of the local pubs and 
bars. The final morning was pent on the submarine HMS Alliance with a 
Captain Birdseye look-alike giving an interesting tour. A cracking vi it 
and a relieving break from work in the garages. Congratulations to LCpls 
Martin and Melia on gaining their first stripes and to Sig Copland for 
gaining his first child. A warm welcome to the new arriva ls in the Troop, 
namely 2Lt Knight who is shortly departing to Blandford for l11s Troop 
Commander's course, S ig Littlewood , S ig Husband and LCpl 
Fairbairn . Also we say farewell to Sgt Cook and Cpl Fearns who are 
now gainfu lly employed as civi lians and SSgt Littlefield who i posted -
watch out 7 Sig Regt! 

SHARJAR TROOP 
Tp Comd 2Lt Simon Smith 
Tp SSgt SSgt Bru Baker 

The recent out break of foot and mouth may have put a stop to the 
usual round of exercise and training but Sharjah Tp have been as busy a 
ever. April saw the Troop beavering away for the visit by the Colonel in 
Chief HRH Princess Anne. This was followed by the first of the years 
big exercises, however, instead of being the usual eomms exerci e, the 
empha is was on military ski lls with various stands including first aid, 
MT and a march and shoot in w hich members of the Troop threw 
themselves into with excellent resu lts. The Troop 's strong sports persons 
were in full effect too with LCpl 'Ginge' Davis, Sigs Taylor, Hinson and 
Wildes all doing outstanding in the Regimental Boxing helping bring the 
trophy to 222 SQN. LCpl Davis was in action again this time with Cpl 
Mace as they took part in the Corps sai ling doing very well. The past few 
months the Troop has said goodbye to Cpl Jack Hawkins and Sig .Matt 

almon who are off to seek their fortune as civilians and LCpl Steve 
Vose on his posting to Blandford Sys/Ex. While welcom ing Sig Phcasy 
into the Troop. 

OMAN TROOP 
Tp Comd 2Lt Alisa Labram 
Tp SSgt SSgt Daph Clash 

Things have been very hectic for the Troop over the last few months, 
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main ly wi th a radical shuffiing of characters leaving for pastures new and 
the arri va ls of new people from various places. So firs tly a warm 
wel~omc ~o Sig's Brown, ' Elvis' Costello and how could we ever forget 
our 1llustnous leader 2Lt Labram who is now fully in the hot seat after 
completing her Troop Commanders ' Course at sunny Blandford. A fond 
farewell w.as given to fou~ main men. of the Troop all together. Cpl 
Nccrews kmdly arranged his own leavmg do at the local legion, which 
greatly benefited , LCpls Brady and Web ter who were also moving on. 
The two ma1or events were the CAST Exercise in Warminster with 12 
Mech Bde and the Princess Royal visit on the 30 March 2001. This 
inc lude d HRH Princess Anne having a guided tour around the 
Regiment, where she was fortunate enough to meet members from the 
best Troop in the Army - O_man. Those members of the Troop whose 
photographs were published m the local newspaper have paid ' Royally' 
for their sins! The Troop also welcome back SSgt Daph Clash - (still in 
one piece), who ha been away training with the Briti h Winter Olympic 
Team 111 lnnsbruck, at her chosen event, the smgle skeleton . Finally the 
Tro.op did itself P.roud by showing off some excellent pers~nal 
performances m the. 111ter-Squadron Athletics C:ompetition. ig teed was 
dt creetly told that 1fhe won the 800 metres his extras might be wavered 
(which he has had co_nstantly for t_he last six months). He promptly 
destroyed the field, which was a credible performance not to mention his 
400 metres in the 4 x 400m relay. Also to 2Lt Lab;am who proved to 
everyone that she certainly is the good all rounder. Not only a hurdler but 
also winning the print too! We all move on now to RSIT, after saying 
goodbye to Cpl Stu Manaton, who leaves us to be a civilian, and ig 

teve Leach, who moves to I Div HQ and Sig Regt. 

MA AIRAH T ROOP 
Tp Comd 2Lt Ben Norton 
Tp Sgt Sgt Smith 

The SCRA (C) Troop is soon to be officially fonned (to be Masirah 
Tp) on tbe 26 June 2001 (Masirah Day). May the Troop be successful in 
everything it does! The departures from Masirah Troop include Cpl Jack 
Hawkins leaving the army for good, best of luck to Jack and hi wife 
Natalie for the future. Also LCpl Cornfield on his way to 7 Sig Regt as 
we speak, all the best to him and hi wife Julie. Arrival to the Troop 
include Sig M ullet from 7 Sig Regt, Germany. 

Exercise Red Tricorn 1 Bayonet Stand 
Sgt Shilton encourages LCpl Cornfield 
(The one with the head) to fight back 

RED TRICORN I - by LCpl Connell 
On 2 May 2001 the senior members of3 (UK) DSR set out to put each 

of their teams through a rigorou competiiion. The aim of this 
competition wa to test teamwork. leadership kill , mental and phy ical 
agility, and ome basic soldiering sk ills. Each of the four squadrons (202, 
206, 222 and HQ) plit their 'volunteers' into three team . Each team had 
to pull together to score as many points as they could to out-do the 
opposition teams from the other squadron . As the participating teams 
were soon to find out, pain and suffering were to become the shadow 
lurking behind every team member. Here follow the list of activitie 
undertaken: 

Basic Survival Skills - This consi ted of plucking, preparing and 
cooking dead chicken and erecting a helter. 
Driving - Most of the participants did not seem able to drive a 
remote contro l car. let alone negotiate a landrover around the 
large orange cones in the middle of the road! But l must admit 
the lad ies did quite well , di counting the four cone hit while 
adjusting U1eir hair of coUJ e! 
Command Task - Do I need to say any more? 

BC - Every ·oldier's nightmare, '9 seconds?' 
Bayonet Training - The PT! 's that thought that they got 
everyone aggressive before the performance . They actually 
completely wore u out so U1at a 12 year old could beat you up 
and teal your beer money! . 
Trailer Run - This consisted of a 600m track o er which to run a 
fl trai ler, 600 m's you say? Ha, a trifle. Well try adding cam net 
tunne ls, ammo boxe , barrels and the world's largest mutant 
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molehills into the equation, and if you arc not achmg by the end, 
then Metropolis is missing a superhero' 
First ~id - The teams had to attend to a very realistic and nasty 
car accident that. Needless to say the familie of the fake victims 
would have sued for every penny! 
Kit _Inspection - This was to ensure the participants weren't 
tabbmg around with polystyrene in their bergans. 
Mental Agility - A mixture of general knowledge, history, 
geography, English, math, memory, and computer game,. 

On the final day there was a 6-mile tab followed by a 2Sm clay plate 
shoot. It was a very hot day but amongst the weat and the energetic 
screams of the young officers, each soldier had an impressive urge to 
win. Ex Red Tricorn I was a good platform to exercise those long 
forgotten skills and give the newer soldiers a chance to take command of 
a team. It was a thoroughly enjoyable, but hard working exercise and all 
the teams were delighted to collap c in the bar for a few beers after the 
presentation and CO's speech. 
NEWS FROM THE BALKA. S 
BRITISH FORCES SIG L TROOP 
OPERATIO PALATINE 
Tp Comd Capt B. H. Bryan 
TSM W02 (T M) K. P. Greenwood 
THE VIEW FROM HERE 

The British Forces Signal Troop (Britfor Sig Tp) was handed over 
fro'!! 1_6 Sig Regt to a composite Troop from 3 (UK) DSR at the 
begmnmg of March. The advance party left RAF Lyneham on a dark 
Sunday morning in sub-zero temperatures, and clambered onto the 
Hercules clad in fleeces, down jackets and gloves and braced ourselves 
for the Balkan winteF that we would no doubt find 3000 mile South. 
Wrong! As the tailgate was lowered in Banja Luka we were greeted by a 
~lue sky and a hot sun, and temperatures m the 20's. After a quick change 
mto shirtsleeve order, we made our way to Banja Luka letal Factory, 
home of HQ BRlTFOR and the Signal Troop. 

Since the hand over of the signals assets to the Dutch Signal Battalion 
last year, the number of Royal Signals Personnel in theatre has been 
reduced to around 60, with an decrepit fleet of GS Rovers, (which were 
all overdue servicing when we took over, and VORd the day that 16 Sig 
Regt left theatre - Thanks). LCpl Tara Kenny was too embarras ed to be 
the MT rep for them and so we are happy to announce that our 
justification for white fleet ha been approved (probably due to being the 
only Signals unit in theatre not to have totalled a wagon yet). So we are 
looking forward, with the anticipation of parents to be. to the delivery of 
our shiny new Land Cruisers. (No, CIPIT you are not borrowing them, 
not even once, apparently they are not amphibious). All the departments 
are now well and truly ioto their work routine , with some teep learning 
curves involved. 

The warm weather has spurred some of the troop into frantic activity. 
and the patch of grass and mud that we inherited at the rear of the troop 
lioes is slowly being turned into something that Alan Titchmarsh would 
be proud of. In true Tll scratch your back' style. we ensured the 
Engineers had cable TV installed in their new Co-Ri-Mec as a priority, 
and they have reciprocated the favour by building us some decking, 
between the barbecue area and the water feature. It's not all work here 
though. The Troop have entered every sporting competition that has been 
run and the 5-a-side team enjoyed thrashing the StafT Officers from HQ 
Britfor in a game resembling a playground scrap. Brui ed shins and fat 
lip now recovering. 

RED 0 E DAY - by LCpl Stevie Lawrence 
Friday 16 March was Red ose Day for Comic Relief and very fe\ 

people out here in this multi-national camp knew that, as it is only well 
known back in the UK. o I went on a one-man mi sion with my red 
nose and 'special' beret, with a Corps blazer badge the size of the Eiffel 
Tower, to collect a much money as I could during the day. t first there 
were a lot of strange looks (and alutes) from pa sing foreign troops, but 
news oon got around about what l was doing, and all nationalitie gave 
what they could. Within one hour, I collected over DM350 (£120) and by 
the end of the day had managed to collect D 11,088 (£350) which wa 
phoned into Comic Relief to help the total raised reach over £10 Million. 
(I even managed to sell my red no e to an Australian for DM20). I would 
like to thank everyone in HQ BRlTFOR for their upport and all tho e in 
Banja Luka Metal Factory who kindly donated to thi worthwhile cause. 

' 

LCpl Lawrence complete with Red Nose and dosh 



3 (UK) Div HQ and Sig Reg! takes over as BRITFOR Signal Troop March 2001 

7 SIGNAL REGIMENT 

Lt Col Richardson and Capt Hymas 
at the official forming of the Regimental Tug-of-War Team 

At 0800hrs 2 July 2001 several members of 7 Si g Regt Male and 
Female Tug 0 War Teams and two members of I (UK) Div HQ & Sig 
Regt, departed for Blandford to meet up with the rest of the Corps Tug 0 
War Squad for a nvo-week intensive training camp led by Capt Chris 
H ymas and Sgt ' Jock ' Reid, who this time actually remembered bis 
boots! 

We arrived in Blandford and our first training session started on the 
Monday morning with a jog around the famous sites and landmarks of 
Blandford Garrison. This was not, however, a sight seeing tour organised 
by the coach, but a fat burning run which was to be completed most 
mornings. After the run it was our own time until the first rope session of 
the day, which started at l 200hrs daily. This was a two-hour session, 
which usually left Cpl 'Hitch' Aitchison crying on the rope! The Female 
Team was heard to say that there was no way they were going to get the 
concrete barrel up the gantry but by the time they left, they managed it no 
problem. Our next session on the rope started at I 700hrs where our squad 
w~ greatly incrca ed by the lads and lass's of I I Sig Regt. Another t>Vo
hour beasting on the rope and as u ual pl Aitchison was left in tatters 
after Capt Hymas took it easy on us. Training was hard all week but it 
wa~ necessary as we were told that on Sunday we would be going to St 
Mayben in Cornwall for a competition. However, we did manage to have 
a few been. on a night time just to wind down after some hard rope work. 

unday came and we set off for St Mayben not knowi:ig what to expect, 
as . ome of us had never experienced civilian competition. 

. We gave a good account of ourselves in the male competitions notably 
wmnmg the 600kg event and the girls did well coming third in the female 
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competition. The coach was happy but did inform us that training started 
a t l 200br the next day as we were preparing for the Inter Corps 
tournament, taking place in Chatham on the Wednesday. The day of the 
Inter Corps came and we arri ved at Chatham early to weigh in, we made 
all the weights even putting in B Teams for the 600kg and 640kg. We 
were competing against the Royal Artillery, Royal Engineers and the 
RLC. The girl 's team did exceptionally well coming second in the Inter 
Corps, but the Arti llery proved too strong in the male competitions and 
won the 2001 Inter Corps Champion hip. All in all, everyone enjoyed 
taking part in the Corps Training Camp and many new friends were 
made, it was hard work but worthwhile. Hopefully next year will be our 
year to take the inter Corp title if we keep training hard. 

REGIME TAL SWIMMING AND WATERPOLO 
by WO! (FojS) Jenkins 

Once aga in the Swimming and Waterpolo sea son was fa st 
approaching. We had attempted to train in the local fac ilities but without 
much success and were reduced to early morning sessions in the open-air 
swimming pool on camp. The teams were a good mixture of youth and 
experience, and we were hop ing to achieve e ncouraging results. 
Unfortunately due to a lack of entran ts the Zone Championships did not 
take place and all of those teams that entered met in Hohne on 12-13 June 
for the BA(G) Swimm ing and Waterpolo Championships. Again the entry 
list was disappointing with only three male swimming teams entered and 
two water-polo teams . However, the compet ition for the femal e 
swimming was much stronger with eight team entered. 

2Lt Vanessa Galloway (Female Team Captain) 
being presented with the Championship Cup 
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Due to the numbers invol ved it was dec id ed to ho ld all of the 
competitions on the first day. After the completion of the indi vidual 
events of both team swimming competitions the men ' and women's 
teams were both in first place wi th notable male performances from Sig 
Reddy I OO~ltrs Backstroke , S ig M usgrave 50mtrs Butterfly, WOI 
(FofS) Jenkins 1 OOmtrs Freesty le and Cpl Simons 200mtr Individual 
Medley. Notab le female perfo rmances came from Sig Hardy 50mtrs 
Backstroke and 2Lt Galloway 200mtrs Individual Medley. Strength in 
depth proved to be the deciding facto r, the Women 's team continued in 
the vein in which they had sta1ted and ran out worthy winners whilst the 
male team was narrowly defeated by 16 Sig Regt who had su'perior and 
younger, strength in the relays. ' 

British Army (Germany) Women's Team Swimming Champions 
Back Row (L-R): Lt Hebblethwaite, Sig Hutton, LCpl Schafer 

Front Row (L-R): Sig Hardy, 2Lt Galloway, Sgt Lees 

The Waterpolo Final was contested bet>Veen 7 Sig Regt and 16 Sig 
Regt being the only two teams to enter. A hard fo ught and competitive 
game saw 7 Sig Regt run out victors with a 4-2 score line. 16 Sig Regt 
will cla im we had an unfair advantage, but they chose to have a female 
goalkeeper and leave half of their starting even in Rheindahlen. Better 
luck next year lads! This meant that all of our teams had qualjfied for the 
Army Championship in Aldershot, but due to exercise commitments we 
were unable to take our places. However, the above resu lt and in 
particular the women' team victory en ured an enjoyable and rewarding 
season. 

Men's Waterpolo Champions 
Back Row (L-R): W01 (YofS) Ewart, Cpl Turner, Sig Scott, 

Cpl Scullion, Cpl Hine, Cpl Scarcliffe, Sig Reddy, Sig Musgrave, 
Capt Coatsworth 

Front Row (L-R) : SSgt Mason, W01 (FofS) Jenkins, Cpl Simons 

' LJ MEG A MARC HES 17 - 21 J LY 2001 
Nijmegen Marches ha arrived yet again. An event in which 40,000 

civilian , 16 different Armed Forces including 1,270 members of the 
British Forces and 13 members of 7 Sig Regt took part. Each competitor 
was requ ired to carry 25 lb around 100 miles of ijmegen · fine t 
cobbled road over four days. We all arrived early Sunday morn ing ready 
for a week of hard graft. After fi nally removing ig ·Muzzy' Musgrave's 
feet from the beer tent, Sgt ' Dangerous Brian' Sheard ga c the Team a 
' Do's and Don' t ' brief. Having woken up from that, W02 ( SM) ·TafT' 
Burdge insi tcd we have no less than 50lb. in our bergans as he was 
going back to the UK next week and needed . ome pending money! 
Monday was a recovery and admin day. We had our feet strapped and 
t ~ped, the medics do ing a grea t job and the feet-strapping wasn ' t bad 
either. ~coff was fantastic too, apparently, so our team must have been 
going to the wrong cookhouse. Oh and ihe weather! A sore point for pl 
'Taff ' ' imons (PT!) who turned up with a large bag of co metic and 
suntan cream, on ly to find July i Monsoon sea on in Holland. Once 
settled in, the mighty 7 Sig Rcgt were ready for action . 
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7 Signal Regiment's Nijmegan Marching Team 

Day One, 100 mile to go. ' Don' t worry lads, it ' ll ju t be a bimble,' we 
were told. Yeah cheer ! The game plan was simple, a slow start and if we 
were sti ll feeling good on Day Three we'd speed it up slightly. W02 
(SSM) Burdge had different ideas though. No way was 3 Para going to 
beat the mighty '7'. The fir t day was a hock. twenty-five miles couldn' t 
be this long, could it? We beat the Paras after upping our pace. Marching 
twenty-five miles in seven hours is an excellent time. The civilians were 
loving the fan tastic atmo phere around ijmegen on the first day of the 
marches, not to mention the amount of stickers and autographs we were 
handing out. 

Day Two, 75 miles to go. Now were raring to go, bring it on. LCpl 
' Beedie, Beedie ' Beed ie and Sig Jim lderman shuffied to the start 
point like !>Vo li ttle old ladies. Aches and pains were already starting to 
how. The team pushed around Day Two in style though a little lower 

than the previous day, nine hours was our eventual completion time. The 
cobbled streets of Holland just don "t have the same appeal any more. 

Day Three, 50 miles to go. More little old ladies hobbled to the start 
point. Day Three was the hardest for a lot of the lads, and a day too far 
for !>VO of our team. Cfn S teve Asquith and LCpl ' Robbo' Robinson 
volunteered for the admin job but have vowed that ijmegen 2002 i the 
year for them. 

Day Four. 25 miles to go. Friday was the last day of the marche , a day 
of mental robustne and phy ical endurance. LCpl Jim Brown and 
LCpl J imm y E dgell (two potential driver lineman in the making) 
leading the way. The crowd came out in full force to cheer us in. Spirits 
were lifted and morale was high. We were all informed by Sgt Brian 
Sheard , the Finish is only l .Skrn from the railway line. (although did I 
forget to mention the rai lway line was 5km away!). The march itself is 
ti ll a blur to a lot of us but we got a medal and a few blisters for our 

efforts. 
Although a massive ucces , never again will the same team compete 

in the Nijmegen Marcbe so special mention go to: Sig Mu grave for 
finishing, despite being in severe pain on Day Two with shin splints, be 
completed the remaining 75 miles. LCpl ' Laney ' Lane for running in 
circles around the Team taking photos and Sig Howe for flying the flag in 
tyle. 

EXERCISE MURC RIAL MARITIME DIAMOND 
Ex Murcurial Maritime Diamond wa the Royal Corp of Signals· 

Annual Sailing Regatta, racing from Keil in Germany around the Dani b 
coast. The Regatta wa held over 15 -26 July 2001. The winning 7 ig 
Regt Team consi ted of 

Cpl Shillito 229 Signal Squadron 
LCpl Rodmell 229 Signal Squadron 
LCpl Stevens 229 Signal quadron 
LCpl Turner 229 Signal Squadron 

ig Walters 229 Signal Squadron . 
Cfn Pyort LAD 

The majority of the crew had been sai ling once or twice before and 
saw this as a good opportunity to delve deeper into the port and to come 
away with recogni ed qualifications. The ten-day course began from the 
moment they took over the yacht, for the 7 ig Regt team a 35ft yacht 
called Petrel. There were seven yachts altogether with crews from I 
Mech Bde HQ & ig qn, 7 Amd Bde HQ & Sig qn, 30 ig Regt, 11 
Sig Regt, 2 ig Regt and l(UK)AD R. The fir t few day were pent 
getting some hands-on experience of what was required . The racing 
started oon after and 7 ig Regt's boat Petrel, under kipper 1ick 
Pattern performed well in perfect conditions. too perfect on some 
occa ions a the wind wa replaced by warm Baltic un hinc (ye. it doe 
ex i t). The ere• weren' t complaining n it pro, ided a chance for them to 
practice their knots and sa il craft as well as top up on their tan ! The first 
race was around the can at Arhu which 7 ig Regt won con\ mcingly 

· although two other yachts, G111111et and Pintail, throughout the week 
provided them wi th omc close call . The combined expertise gave the 
crew a resounding victory at the end of the course ' ith everyone gaining 
their ompetent Crew qualification , even C fn · marty' Pyott who 
howed great enthu ia m and determination to -ucceed. pl ' 'elly' 

Shillito was the entertainment' oflicer a he wa familiar'' 1th the cour.;e 
content and route. L pl 'loon 'ten marks· Rodmell , the ~hip" cook. 
did a great job of making the ship's cat last the whole ten da) s. rustling 
up a ariet of ta ty dishe . The Regatta not only ga~c the ere'' the 
opportunity to compete in a sporting event but als the opp rtumt) to 
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experience the culture of Denmark and the joy of offshore sailing. They 
all look forward to defending the title next year! 

R \1\' FOOTBALL A 0 I TIO TO R OF BRAZIL 200 I 
br LCpl \loffcu 
• The quad a embled at layton Barrack hefore heading off for 

Heathrow irport. From there the team Oew to Rio de Janeiro topping 
off at an Paolo on the ' ay. On arriving in Rio we checked into our 
accommodation where we would be staying in for the duration of the 
tour. and received a ecurity brief about the problem that are in and 
around Rio today. The first training con i ted of the Team going down to 
Copacabana Beach to have an acclimati ation training ession. Our first 
game was agam t the Ex-Pat , and the weather wa omething the Team 
would certainly haYe to get used to. The game wa played in a very 
·portmg manner with the Am1y winning 11-1. The Team then got to 
experience the real Brazilian tyle of football by going to the Brazilian 
equivalent of the FA Cup with Flamengo facing a co de Gama. The e 
t'\O teanr are the greate t of rival , with each team's fans singing and 
dancing for the whole 90min . Flamengo were the winners at the end of 
the 90min making them winners for the third time in a row. After the 
game the street were full of people singing and dancing about 
Flamengo' rriumphant win. 

LCpl Allan Moffat sitting in the Maracana Stadium, Rio de Janeiro 

Our first major game came again t the Brazilian avy. The Team was 
all really up for tbi game. Both teams battled it out throughout, but the 
Arn1y found it hard to adapt to their style of football, as we eemed to 
play a more physical type of game. In the end the avy came out on top 
with a late winner although the Anny put up a good fight. The final 
core, 2-1. We had another game the following day against the Viva Rio 

Champions. This was a team from around Rio that came out winners in a 
recent tournament. They were all people that lived in the slums of Rio o 
were not well equipped for the game at all, so we presented them with a 
strip before the game. The match proceeded well with plenty of skill and 
teamwork coming from both sides, but the Anny was to be victorious this 
time, winning 4-1. After the game we were invited up to the shanty town 
areas for a BBQ. When we arrived there was plenty of food laid out on 
the table and plenty of their upponers there to enjoy it also. After we had 
some food and said our farewells, the team took a walk down through the 
area that they lived in. It was bard to imagine how these people could live 
in such conditions day in day out. 

The Team earned on with regular training at Fortaleza de Sao Joao 
Anny Barracks, which is the PT training school in Rio. The Team then 
came up against the Botafogo junior team. These were the players that 
were hoping to make it to the top of Brazilian football so our team was 
aware that they would be quick and skilful. The game didn't seem to go 
the way we had wished for as the junior team played exceptionally well 
with the Anny doing a lot of chasing. Although the Army didn't give up 
and got very close to winning the game, the Botafogo lads came out 
lucky and got the winning goal on the last kick of the game making the 
final core 2-1. 

The Team still had two games to go so there wasn't much time for 
relaxing with the biggest game of the tour coming up. First though was 
the match agamst the Air Force that we were expecting to be a bit harder 
than the avy game. We were right, the Force seemed to be more 
orgamsed but the Anny wa just as good if not better. The game was 
quick. and exciung with both team scoring and coming close on many 
occasions but the game was to finish 2-2, which seemed a fa ir result but 
the Anny were till slightly down as we felt we should have won. It was 
then time for some relaxation before our next match, so we got together 
and travelled up to see one of the even wonders of the world, the Jesus 
statue on the mountain top. It was an amazing sight, as it was so high you 
could ~cc the whole of Ri?. After that everyone was free to go hopping 
for gilts for family and fnends back home. Then it was back to training 
the next mornmg for our last but most important game, the Brazilian 

nny. 
There wa · a big build up to the game with many spectators includi ng a 

t\\O 5tar General. from the Bra:i:ilian Anny. The teams lined up before the 
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game to shake hands before kic k-oft~ exchanging gifts as they passed. 
The game kicked off and both teams got straight into it. It wasn' t long 
befor~ the first goal, which. came from. the Brazilians but the Army 
weren t that long to follow with the equaliser. Both teams kept battling it 
out but the Brazi lian Army had too much pace and skill and ran away 
with the match. winning 5-1 . The British Army played very well 
throughout the whole game but it just wa n·t our day. Afterwards both 
teams exchanged shirts as a momento and gathered as a whole for a final 
BBQ. There was plenty of fun and laughter with both side trying to out 
play each other with their own style of music, which l think the Brits 
won! The tour wa a thoroughly enjoyable time for all involved and they 
gained aluable experience in a different environment. The Briti ·h Am1y 
played exceptionally well throughout, putting a good name around Brazil 
for ourselve . 

BRADBURY FAYRE- by Capt R. Francis 
7 ig Regt held its la t annual Bradbury Fayre in Krefeld on 14 July. 

The event had been organised and run by 229 (Berlin) Sig Sqn, with a lot 
of help from the other departments wilhin the Regiment. The day wa a 
huge succes de pite the best efforts of the weather - it is unlikely that we 
will cc heavier rain all year. Planning had begun in earnest months 
before with Maj Dan Webster, QC of229 Sig Sqn at the helm. His remit 
wa clear, make it the biggest and best ever - a ta k that he took to heart, 
immediately plannmg an open day of RASS proportions, except on West 
Park. The final product aw no fewer than four bouncy castles, dozens of 
exhibitors, vehicle displays, beat the goalie type stands, electric cars for 
the kids and enough food to feed an Army. 

There was more tentage than even the biggest cout jamboree and 
enough beer to sink a battleship, all that we needed was a nice sunny day. 
Well , it rained .. . and rained yet despite the weather, in the region of 
2000 people came through the gates detennined to make a go of it. The 
kids couldn't have been happier bouncing on the four 'bouncy swimming 
pools' that had been created and the battery operated cars on the MT 
stand were particularly popular. 

SPLAT! Sumo Wrestling at The Bradbury Fayre 

BFBS brought their Roadshow alo ng with a couple of DJs who 
entertained the crowd, and in the centre ring the three of the quadrons 
fought it out in the Tug of War and two Radio Relay crews from 229 Sig 
Sqn competed in the radio relay race. HQ Sqn won the Tug of War, 
looking by far the most professional team in their matching outfits. 

231 Signal Squadron Tug-of-War Team 
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231 Sqn. came second having ~iven HQ Sqn a run for their money in 
the final with by far the best looking team, 229 (Berlin) Sig Sqn coming a 
very credible third (out of three). 

229 Signal Squadron Tug-of-War Team 

232 Sig Sqn chose not to compete. The Radio Relay Race was won by 
Cpl 'Eyeball Pa.ul' .N uttley an? his crew but both teams put in 
tremendous effort in difficult co~d1t1ons. Overall, despite the weather, the 
day could be descnbed as a maJor succes . Not only did the members of 
tht: Regiment and their families have an interesting if damp day out but 
so too did many members of the local Gennan community who ventured 
into the camp to join in the fun. It was the last time that the open day will 
be held in Krefeld with the move to Bruggen early next year and as such 
was an important landmark in the Regiment's history. 

229 (BERLIN) SIGNAL SQUADRO 
Sqn Comd Maj D. L. Webster RA Signals 
SSM W02 (SSM) 'Taff' Burdge 

The la t two months have been a particularly busy period in 229 Sig 
Sqn (available for functions, fetes, weddings .... ) We finally managed to 
get tbe Squadron on exercise to practice our primary role, and even had 
the bonus of getting comets in ... eventually. The Squadron has been 
involved in a multitude of regimental taskings over tbe last few months, 
most recently the organization of the regimental open day 'The Bradbury 
Fayre' which despite the best efforts of the weather, was an amazing 
succe s. Tbe Sqn Comd is now seriously con idering a career in function 
management when he returns to Australia at Christmas. The Squadron 
has also had a number of notable sporting successes; The SQMS, SSgt 
'Competitive Dad' Reid took the Regimental Tug of War Team back to 
the Morrison Cup UK with great result before managing the Corps 
training camp at Blandford. Cpl Ne il 'Nelly' Shilito took a team to the 
Corps Regatta up at Kiel that came back with all the trophies available 
both team and individual - congratulations chaps but no you can't take 
anymore time off to go sailing. Congratulations also go to the SSM for 
trudging around the Nijmegen Marches with the Regimental Marching 
Team, an excellent effort at his age. 

CHARLIE TROOP 
Tp Comd Lt Chris Dixon 
Tp SSgt SSgt Littlefield 
CHARLIE TROOP DAY OUT 

After a bard couple of months in the garages, on exercise and 
preparing for Bradbury Fayre, the OC, Lt 'Chris' Dixon decided that a 
reward for all the effort was needed and a trip was arranged by Cpl Tony 
'It' true' Booth. Kern Wasserland, a converted nuclear Power Station 
close to the border that has funfairs, restaurants and theme bars all
inclusive for a small fee seemed the ides location and the idea was 
quickly sold to the Troop. The day of the trip arrived and was made all 
the more exciting by the arrival of the CDT team. After a mad dash for 
the gates, which ended in us returning to the gym, we were eventually all 
processed even Sig 'But I ju t can't go!' Dunn. On arrival at Kern 
Wasserland it was time to check in and then explore. The restaurant wa 
soon found and after being refreshed by the food and drink it wa time 
for the real fun to begin. Tbe quad bikes were an instant hit with gt 
Littlefield and Sgt Cumberland, who raced until the latter's superior 
riding ski ll s aw him lose by fa lling off El ewhere on the course Sig Cox 
was having trouble finding the accelerator. The fun fair also provided 
entertainment until rain topped play. It was then time to retire in ide to 
enjoy the free arcades and bowling with impressive cores by Sig 'Ming' 
Leeming and Sig ' I' ll have a coke' Recs . After a quick bower and 
change it was to the western theme bar where the event of the day were 
retold over a few beer . A night pent in the inclusive three tar 
accommodation allowed us all to return to K.rcfeld much refreshed! 

WHISKEY TROOP 
Tp Comd Lt Liz Will iams 
Tp SSgt SSgt Willie Scoots 
WHISKEY TROOP DAY OUT· by Cpl Nat Tumey . 

Early on in June I wa tasked with organising a Troop day out wtth the 
aim of rallying the Troops morale after a particularly busy period of RSIT 
and exercise. o with that in mind I decided to take the Troop away 
skiing and snowboarding in the middle of summer! Early on the morning 
of the 5 July the troop were up and eager to get going. We left camp in a 
long ?Onvoy of civvi cars and went up lo Bot1rop-bo.y. On am val we ha.d 
the ngmarole of paying and getting everyone kitted out. w11h their 
respective equipment. Thank to Sig Duckworth for speakmg h1 best 
G~nnan and getting every one the right size kit. Once the rules had been 
laid down for the day, everyone went and got into their respective outfit 
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and promptly started to sweat buckets! Once on the slope the 
snowboarders came with me and the skiers went off and did their best at 
trying to kill themselves and any one else daft enough to take to the 
slopes when 20 squaddies are on it. We then spent the first half an hour 
laughmg at Sgt Jase Wood's impres ion of a really bad snow boarder 
who managed to take out a good thirty meters of the slalom course, well 
done Jase! After everyone had been warned about the unique system at 
the Alpine Centre for getting you back to the top of the slope, I took great 
pleasure in watching the lads trying to get on a eonveyer belt lift system. 
At the top of the slopes it was time for a bit of entertainment, as we took 
ten , or was it thirty minutes to sit and watch Sig 'Earth Worm Jim' 
Spotswood and LCpl John Matthews getting up and falling straight 
back down, bruising various parts of their bodies. After several runs, all 
of the lads were getting down to business and were hurtling dawn the 
slopes at a decent pace with the usual soldier mentality! After a rather 
long lunch it was back to busines and out on to the jumps. A special 
mention goes to Sig Richies for his amazing impression of a pro-boarder 
with years of experience of jumping. He sat at the top of the jump with 
all the civilian boarders, watched one go over the jump and thought he 
would give it a go. Needles to say he didn't appear quite so professional. 
careering into the path of a German, who promptly poked him with a ski 
pole and told him to get out of the way. After lots of runs and time spent 
watching potential 'Franz Clammers' the lads decided to call it a day and 
head back to Krefeld. Every one agreed that it had been a worthwhile 
experience for the middle of summer and would definitely be up for it 
again, minus the bruises of course! So will all of Whiskey Tp be in the 
Anny Skiing and Snow Boarding Teams this coming winter eason? 
Perhaps not! But well done to the lads for making it a day to, remember. 

MTROOP 
Tp SSgt Position vacant applicants welcome! 

The Troop are now leaderless with both Sgt'Tams Davies and S gt 
'Bacon butties on the nightshift' Evans abandoning ship to return to the 
UK. Congratulations go to Sgt Adam Wright McCarthy on the birth of 
his twins. The tech workshop ha now successfully re-ruled a PA 
specialists - providers of sound systems and projection for any and all 
Regimental events and are still recovering from actually having to do 
physical labour setting up the Bradbury Fair although their ·wiggly wire' 
stand was surprisingly successful. 

EXERCISE E 1ESJS BACKSTOP 
232 SIG AL SQUADRO ' ADVENTURE TRAINING 

During July, members of 232 Sig Sqn deployed on the annual summer 
adventure training programme. The fin;t week saw half of tbe Squadron 
setting up tents on the American campsite in Garmi ch Partenkirchen in 
order to carry out a number of activities including trekking, kayaking and 
climbing. It became evident during the week that the weather was, to put 
it mildly a complete wash out! With the campsite oon resembling the 
Somme battlefield, the Squadron continued to train in the rain and many 
per onnel gained qualifications in various activitie . One of the highlights 
of the week was undoubtedly Pte Burnett's (from ARRC Support 
Battalion) cooking who was released from The Savoy in order to provide 
the Squadron with umptuou fea ts every night. A oon as the tran pan 
left for camp on the changeover day the un came out and continued to 
shine down for the whole of the econd week. We had now relocated to 
Drei Muhlen Lodge in Bavaria due to one or two of the instructors having 
developed trench-foot and water-logging of the brain. Having dried them 
out, the econd week proved to be ju t as fruitful a the first. Many 
thanks to the ia tructors especially Cpl 'Vince· Carling from ITC at 
Catterick for his kyaking instruction, which came in e pecially useful 
around the campsite, and 2Lt Graeme Endean's in pirational trekking 
instruction! 
THE 232 SIGNAL SQ AD RON SUMMER BALL 

13 June came around. as usual , a lot more quickly than tho e 
organising the event had given credit for. Final numbers were "till being 
ettled that morning (nothing changes there then!), decorations had been 

bought and now there was ju t the ta k of jazzing the place up (and 
making it ·oldier proof). A team made up of the S CO and Officers 
from the quadron pent the best part of a day filling helium balloon and 
trying to make the venue resemble the theme of Jame' Bond. By about 
three o'clock it wa done and to be honest it wa a job well done. The 
troops began arriving at six thirty - keen to take advantage of the free 
pre-dinner drinks. It 's quite amazing how well everyone crub up. ome 
people were hardly recognisable out of unifonn. Following a quadron 
photograph on the grand tand, everyane filtered into the re taurant for the 
night ' entertainment. Throughout dinner there was entertainment by 
table magician , a sorcerer complete with nakes and the main attraction 
wa 'Girl Talk' an all girl band who wore very little and ang loudly 

eedle to say they went down a treat with the lad , even blagging a 
plush meal at McDonald from ome lucky fellO\\ ! The night went 
extremely' ell with dancing until five. A big thank you i nece·sary to 
the Squadron 2IC, Capt fichele Hanlon , who organised mo t of the 
event and Sgt Geoff Overend who pent the best part of a week running 
round liken man po es ed to get money out of all of the troops. 
231 IGNAL QUADRO 

qn Comd Maj l. . Hunter 
SSM W02 ( M) K. V eaver 
EXERCI E WOODLA, D FLIGHT 

Ex Woodland Flight went well de pite the injuries u tained by the 
willing olunteers for the Red Devil ' ho couldn't help training from the 
roofs of ihe quadron vehicle ; and Sig ' It wa · contaminated fuel' 
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Jackson needing a bit of a rcfu: her on the 1 SOOw gene! little advice 
from the ma, ter driver to LC pl Paul Haye , when you carry out a first 
worl..: parade on 1 e vehicle don't forget that Y?U. must check the ~railer 
a well. To gt • : epy· squith, too bad on m1ssmg out on the pnze of 
The Golden Blankt and one lat bit of advice goes out to LCpl 'Where's 
my cam net gone'." Lane. eed I say more ... ? Congratulations on a good 
e erc1.e with a few laughs. 

RADI O T ROOP' D 0 T 
Radio Tp ha· had a bu y couple of months with in pection., _c ·ercise, 

Bradbury Fayre, preparing for Ex Saif arrcca 11 and so decided that 
Kemwa · r wonderland ' ould be the etting for the ' team building' 
exerci e. The day and night included bo\ ling, wine ta ting (don't worry 
lad you'll get the hang of the chee e board soon!) and oth_er cultural 
actiYities. ios • mudge' mitb and · hack · Shackleton decided racmg 
the plastic sphinx wa a good idea, to which gt e bitt replied, ·Behave 
yourselves.' before zig zagging off to the wrong hotel! We wo~ld hke t~ 
, i h LC pl 'Watch l can bend my leg in fifty d1fferen1 d1rec11ons 
1arlbourgh a speedy reco ery. 

0 C R T ROOP' P I! TBALL DAY 
by Sig Proudman . . 

Following an enonnou ly heavy workload, It wa start ing to become 
apparent that 0 car Tp wa i~ dire ~eed of a. morale day. The Troop 
therefore decided to go parntballmg at Dike Farm m Maasbree 

etherland·. LCpl nd y Corn fi eld . a new member of the T~O?P· 
arranged the day. o we headed off to the unny etherlan~. Arnvm!!> 
there we waited for the SSM and a few others who were leavmg 11 a bit 
late but once they had finally arrived we headed in ide where everyone 
began talking tactics. We had our brief then everyone got kined up ready 
for action! The teams were (cheating) reds versus blues, the SSM (W0 2 
Ka rl ·Trapper' Weaver) and Lt Harriet Hebblethwaite picked the 
teams. However, it turned out the SSM wanted all tl1e radio operators, o 
it wa Oscar Tp (blue) v Radio Tp (red) again. We had decided to have a 
laugh and ju t attack Radio Tp but the SSM had other plans. T~e first 
gan1e was elimination, one hit and you're out. The econd was getting the 
other team's flag and putting it in your base. Once again we decided to 
attack. but the SSM had further plan , deciding Lo do a full on section 
attack, which was completely unexpected. B lue men after blue men were 
con tantly houting 'hie' a the reds came from everywhere. As the game 
progres ed it became clear the SSM was clearly shooting people when 
they were walking out, and not going out when he was upposed to, as 
were a few others. However the SSM was hit cleanly right on the head by 
1r (LCpl) Jenkinson , but wiped of the paint and earned on until the 

umpire sent him away in disgrace as was Sig Bibby who was following 
the SSM's ways. At the end of a grea t day out everyone compared 
hideous bruise , and we can't forget the two D's in the 'safe area' by Lt 
Hebblethwaite and female LCpl ·Competitive' Cornfield. 

ARMY FLY FISHING CHAMPJO SHIP 
by W02 (SSM) Karl Weaver 

Over a three-day period in June, tl1ree members of 23 1 Sig Sqn took 
part in the Anny Fly Fishing Championship held at Rutland Water in the 
UK. The Team con isted of W02 (SSM) Karl W eaver, Sgt 1 ick 

squith and Sig Steve Barber. With only the SSM having fished at 
competitive level before, it was a big learning curve for the other two 
team member , and a lot of information to take on board. With a field of 
OYer seventy individuals and 16 three-man teams, this was a bit of a tall 
order, but with team tactics and the right flies, all went well over the three 
days. At the presentations on the final day, Jack Charlton the famous 
footballer, him elf a keen angler was there to present the prizes. The team 
from 7 Sig Regt won the Anny Team Championships and W02 (SSM) 
Weaver was placed third individuall y. 

W02 (SSM) Karl Weaver (and rods) showing off 
the achievements of a lifetime s dedication to fly fishing 

(Not shown - A lifetime s dedication to poaching!) 

TECHN IC L MAJNTE1 A 'CE TROOP 
Tp Comd WOl(FofS) Jenkins 

A with all departments within the Regiment, the past three month 
ha been an extremely busy period for TM Tp. We have conducted a 
Troop reorganisation to treamline maintenance activities and ensure 
continuity of work and training for all Troop personnel deployed on Ex 
Woodland Flight; and imultaneously hosted RSIT, EC! and EST(A) 
inspection . On the ocial front it has also been hectic, with HQ Sqn 
BBQ, and Troop leaving functions as well as providing the PA and power 
facilitie for the Bradbury Fair. On the sports field various Troop 
member have been involved in Regimental Swimming and Waterpolo, 
Tug of War, and LCpl Moffat and Sig Rizza took part in the Army 
Football Tour to Brazil! We have had a couple of new arrivals, LCpl 

heehan and Nicola, and LCpl Shirley posted in from 232 Sig Sqn, 
welcome. Departures include Cpl teve Tu rner and Cpl Dan Hire who 
depart for their T I cour e. and finally C pl 'Dusty' Hoffman who has 
seen the greener gras and is leaving the service. We wish all of them the 
best ofluck for the future. 

QUARTERMASTER(A) DEPARTME T - by Cpl Jo Quinn 
QM(T) Capt 1 eil Coatswor th 

The Department has been through a major change over the last few 
weeks, with various key per onnel leaving and arriving. Firstly a fond 
farewell from all the department to QM(A), Maj Pete Doherty, who has 
left us 10 take up his new job as 2 IC 16 Sig Regt in JHQ. Al o, 
RQMS(A) W02 eil J ames has left after completing 22 years service_ to 
join the transport police back in the U.K. The occasion wa marked with 
a leaving lunch and drinks in the chefs ' bar, which continued into the 
squadron bar. It was noted that Sig Mar k '2 pints' Bradbury couldn't 
stand the pace and retired to his bed, even before one of our civilians! A 
big friend ly QM(A) welcome to Maj (QM) Bob 'Call me dynamic' 
Taylor who has joined us from 16 Sig Regt, and W 0 2 (RQMS) 'Gingc' 
Morgan who has joined us from the hectic world of SHAPE. Let's hope 
that they can handle their new appointments, as the Regiment begins to 
prepare for the move to Bruggen. o pressure! Welcome back to Cpl Des 
'Queen Mum' Lang, who came back to work voluntarily even though he 
was still on sick leave. Rumour has it he's after his MBE. 
Congratulations Lo Sgt ·Dusty' Miller and family, after the arrival of their 
baby daughter Lari ssa Sar a h . Another new arrival to mention has 
travelled all the way from SQMS 232 Sig Sqn to join our happy little 
fami ly. Sig Danny Carter - the unstoppable has landed, and has spent his 
first few weeks trying to impre s u by constantly using his initiative. 
This has been worrying the Department, which was so used to Sig 
Bradbury, who has left us to join SQMS HQ. Only joking Brads, you 
and your stories from the weekends will be mis ed. 

JOINT SERVICE SIGNAL UNIT 
(AYIOS NIKOLAOS) 

co 
RSM 

Lt Col R. • harp MBE 
WOI (R M) D. Richardson 

OM'\1 D G RO P 
As the summer temperatures reached boiling point the Unit prepared 

for a nymg vi. 1t from the ecretary of State for Defence, Mr Geoff 
Hoon. Accompanied by the Commander British Forces Cyprus, Air Vice 
\1ar hall T. \\. Rimmer OBE MA, the Secretary of State received an 
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update on Unit procedures and current issues. Fortunately it was also the 
hottest day of the yea r so the a ir-condition ing issue carried a lo_l of 
credibil ity. Overseeing this visit, and for the last of numerous previous 
VIP visits was the Provost Corporal, C pl Pete Woods . He has been 
se lected for promotion and due to return to the Pioneer Corps'. RLC 
Training Depot. Cpl Woods was also kept busy right up to his I~ t 
working day a the Unit Detention entre also had a visitor. As be said, 
'it was the perfect way to fi ni h his tour'. 
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The Provost team - Laurel and Hardy 
Sgt Caprio (L) and Cpl Woods (R) 

SUPPORT SQ UADRO 
Sqn Comd Maj M. G. P. Bohanan 
SSM W02 (SSM) R. Buxton 
llELLOS/GOOD-BYES/CO GRAT LATIONS 

All ranks would like to welcome the following to the Squadron, the 
new Second in Command F lt Lt John Harris, (RAF Regt) the new 
Families officer Capt Roy Zaman (QLR) (Retd), W0 2 (RQM ) Andy 
Dick, SSgt Gair Sorley, Sgt Paul Grundy, LCpl Connaire and finally 
SAC (Baldrick) Dou gherty. We wish them and their families an 
enjoyable tour. There are still a number of posts waiting to be filled to 
replace past members but the QM's Department have a sured us that 
cardboard replacements will be available once the part number is 
received. We bid a fond farewell to the following, W0 2 (UAOW O) 
Rick 'Mr Bean' Mi lls (Can't wait to ee the photo in the Kilt), SSgt Gaz 
Steel and Sgt Dave Churcbward who both leave on promotion. S gt 
Scott Cain, Sgt Tony Waddington, Cpl Tiny Adams and finally to 
LCpl's W illie Williams and Dave Collins who also leave on promotion. 
We wish you and your families the be t for the future. Congratulations go 
to Cpl's Tiny Adams, John F reeman and Pete Woods on their recent 
selection for Promotion to Sergeant, and to gt Tony Caprio and wife 
J ackie on the birth of their daughter India G race, and to LCpl Andy 
Kinnaird and wife Emma on the birth of their on Ethan. 

I TER SQUADRO ATHLETIC 
gt Ian Williams (AGC-SPS) led the squadron to victory by a clear 

majority in the Inter Squadron Competition. The male 4 x 100 and 4 x 
400 teams fini hed the race and were back having tea and biscuits before 
the others were in sight. The female team won the majority of the event 
with individual efforts coming from SSgt Tracy Staddon winning the 
Shot Putt and Long Jump, and LCpl Julie Wright, for winning the IOOm 
hurdles, high jump, 3000m and 4x400 relay. Thanks mu t go to the 
attached am1s and wives for their participation 011 the day. 

SUMMER C RUISE 
The Squadron ummer function this year was a buffet meal followed 

by a cruise from Ayia apa harbour to Cape Greco then onto Famagusta 
point. The day was a roaring uccess and thanks should go to Cpls John 
Freeman, cit Fraser, teve Scaby and SAC Spence Spencer for all 
their hard work. 
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SSgt Jennings (R) showing new boy W02 (RQMS) Dick (L) how to 
drink Keo 

CHARITY FOOTBALL MATCH 
Mr Steve Gibson Chainnan of Middlesborough FC brought a select 

XI to play a charity football match against JSSU(AN). The event was in 
support of the charity Wireless for the Blind. The first half team consi ted 
of Support Sqn FC players. The Team Manager Sgt Caz tee! (now 
SSM at IS Sig Regt) utilised the event as build-up training pnor to a cup 
final match, later that month. Excellent team play and goals scored by gt 
Steve Hills (RAF Regt) and Cpl Tony Cover (RLC), gave the first half 
side a 2-1 lead. The second half ide made up from 234 and 840 Sqn 
players continued to be as exciting with two goal from LCpl Paul 
Ridgeway (234) in the la t ten minutes, making the final score 4 - l to 
the home side. The event itself was a complete success, which managed 
to raise over £500 for the charity. 

ADVE TURE TRAINING 
The Squadron are now into their econd month of one-day adventure 

training packages. The day consists of Sea Kayaking, Dingy Sailing, 
Water Ski ing and the Powerboat inflatable called ' The Screamer'. The 
water sports are held in the morning at the Tunnel Beach Water Sports 
Club, Epi kopi. The OC, Maj Bohanan, is leading the way on the water 
skiing, bowing that there's nothing to it however, some individuals just 
don't seem to reali e that when you fall you must let go of the rope. (Pte 
Chadwick). Sgt Sean Paddison (RLC) now realises how the 'Screamer' 
got it name, as he joined Cpl Andrea Shaw (RAF) for a go. Ear 
defenders are recommended. Lcpl Julie Wright (AGC) took thing a 
little bit far when cries from the shore shouted. 'Get them off'; they 
actually meant the passengers from the ' creamer'. The afternoon's 
Adventure is a 6-mile walk in the Troodos Mountains following the trails, 
which cut into the mountains. Whilst the route is all down hill it brings in 
some excellent viewpoints and gives tho e taking part a chance to chat 
with the OC on a casual note. The route is planned so that it finishes at a 
Taverna where all can have a well-earned drink and something to eat. 
whilst discussing the day's activities. 

BULGARIA R GBY TRIP 2001 - by Cpl 'Boris' Wade 
After nine month of planning the JSSU( ) rugby team 'The Stags· 

kicked off their 200 I Bulgarian Rugby Tour. The team of 21 compri ed 
players from all three Services although the Royal Signal repre entation 
of 33% was due to them being the better players! The flight to Bulgaria 
had a slight bitch as we had to go via the Czech Republic with an added 
18-hour wait for a connection flight. This meant however that the tean1 
was able to take in the picturesque city of Prague and it wa here in 
Prague Castle that gt Kev ·Pee Pot Pete' Cooney actually found a hou e 
for which even he wa too big to get in. We then pa ed over the Charle 
Bridge, the backdrop to many fil m including 'Mi sion lmpos ible'. 
After an excellent meal of traditional Goula h and Dumplings (and of
course a quick ing-song) we pas ed through Wenceslas Square to catch 
our transport. A flight to ophia saw some out tanding di plays of power 
kipping , particularly b)'. Cpl Paul 'P ickle ' H ayward w_hich meant 
though that when we arrived we could all dump our bags m our hotel 
rooms and retire for a nightcap. Our wann-up game wa again t the 

ational Sport Academy Student XVs. Thi proved to be a harder match 
than was initially thought and there were light! difference in the 
understanding of the rule . Infringements were common and con tant 
off ide play at the ruck area prevented the game flowing. A trend 
followed on tour ' ere there were obviou diffe rences between the 
refereeing standards of UK and Bulgaria referees. otable perfonnances 
though came from our c::.nter' . Sig ·wacko ' Jackson and C pl I ·1 
never sleep' Gaw for ome uperb running. fter the match it wa into 
the third ha lf with tour bats on and songbook out. We ucceeded in 
winning this half convincingly. Pre cntation were made to the local ide 
and to who ~ e thought was Man of the match; Lhi went to the man with 
the black eye. (He \ on' t want to mix it so 9uickly next time)! . . 

Onto our las t match which wa agarnst the current Prem1ersh1p 
Champion . Preparation for thi had not gone to plan with many players 
suffering from the ch ange of diet. Our game uffered from a lack of 
energy, our opponent , the A were by far a f~ ·ter . ide and their quicl.. 
move aw our downfall. A hard fought pcnod of pres ure though 
applied by the tags j ust before half time aw little reward. 1milar 
pre urc in the econd half also fai led to trouble the score-keeper 
although Cpl ' Boris' Wade wru 1ransfonned into a era ·h ball :pec1ali't 
and on -e era l time ran headfirst th rough numerous Bulgarian' lie 
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ame out battered and brui 'ed, but then after recent going -on that ' as 
nothing new. pl Andy' ngry' Johnson aLo howed ome of his recent 
ex client form. which got him int•'l the Cypm nny team but took out 

ne of our own players by ac id~11 . A defeat by 4 - 0 and it wa off to 
make the pre ·entations. Thank to all the lad from the A who were 
perfect hosts and demon trated that although e poke different 
language , we began to understand each other better as the night w~nt on. 

Thursday 26 pril and the real rea on we had gone to Bulgaria. We 
were off to the Orphan Homo.: for hildren with Learning Di abilitie in 
the 1ihalt i village. Here we gave them the clothe , toys and other items 
for which charity work over the past nine month had provided. The Unit 
portathlon had raised a con iderable amount, but money had also been 

raised by a charity auction organized by the 840 qn Charitie 
Committee. upport was also received from as far away a tl1c USA and 
England. Our vi it gained a lot of publicity within the capital ophi~ and 
the Orphan are group who spon or the orphanage. A a result ofth1 we 
had a few extra Bulgarian celebrities travelling with u to record and 
document the event for both national T and radio. It wa an emotional 
day for all the team and no-one left ' ithout a lump in his throat. 

arurday 2 April wa the day of the Bulgarian 7' tournament. A group 
of ten tean1s from Bulgaria al!ended the event which was run within the 
ground of the SA. From the tart it was clear Lady uck wa not to 
look upon u that day as our first match was drawn again t the A and 
after a 'not too humiliating' defeat we played games again t team more 
our level. This included our fir t win thank to gt Phil ' I 'm the new 
Tiny· Ellwood. Hi huge height prevented a wild ball from pa sing over 
hi head and enabling the Bulgarian to score in the dying econd . This 
final game which resulted in a win, was the culmination of an excellent 
tour 10 Bulgaria. Tba11k must go out to all the people at JSSU(A ) who 
helped rai e money for the tour and the orphan charity. Finally a big 
thank you to CPO ·Taff ' drop the shoulder' Thomas (Royal avy Club 
Chairman) and to Flt gt Ben ·r drop to tbe floor' Court (RAF and Tour 
Manager) for their efforts in making it all happen. 

EXERCI E H RU PEAK 
Ex Uburu Peak was a three-week high altitude trekking expedition to 

Mount Kenya and Mount Kilimanjaro from 5-26 March 2001 lead by 
Capt Forbes Guthrie. Mount Kilimanjaro and Mount Kenya are the 
highest and second highest mountains in Africa re pectively. Both 
mountain can be climbed by walkers, as opposed to climbers, and 
therefore offered an excellent opportunity for relatively inexperienced 
walkers to gain experience of high al titude conditions. TI1e expedition 
was eight strong. all being volunteers from JSSU(A ). The team 
comprised of the following Army and Royal Air Force personnel: 

Capt Forbes Guthrie R SIG ALS 
gt (FofS) Dave Coffey R SIGNALS 

Sgt Kev Cooney R SIGNALS 
Sgt Tony Wadington R SIGNALS 

gt Tony Hub bold RAF 
Cpl Jon Olphert RAF 
Cpl Leab teward R SIG ALS 
LCpl Pat Abel AGC 

Monday afternoon and a group of eight assembled at MT to embark on 
Ex Uburu Peak. We arrived at Lamaca Airport in good time and watched 
carefully to make ure our baggage made it through the weigh-in. Our 
flight to Dubai was very comfortable, arriving in the small hour . After 
whiling away seven hours in Dubai Airport we were jetting off again to 

airobi. On arrival, a driver from BATLSK (British Army Training 
Liaison Staff Kenya) met us. The journey took u straight to BATLSK 
Camp where we quickly signed over our accommodation and drew out 
the nece sary store (i.e. Mosquito nets). That afternoon was pent 
sorting out our equipment and liai ing with tbe BATLSK staff. A driver 
from the MT took us into airob1 so that we could stock up on all the 
food we would need for Mount Kenya. After spending a couple of hours 
filling everal shopping trolleys we paid for the food, eventually in 
Kenyan billings. and headed back to camp. SSgt Dave Coffey and Capt 
f orbe Guthrie lead the group through the rudimentaries of some basic 
rope-work techniques before we all packed our kit ready for an early start 
the next day. We left BATLSK in the back of a four-tonne truck for the 
long journey to the start of our ascent of Mount Kenya - Chogoria. We 
arrived at the Tran it Motel where we had arranged to meet our local 
m~untain guide, Mr John Wachira . After waiting over an hour for the 
guide to show, Capt Forbes Guthrie decided to press on without him. It 
was now too late to attempt any part of the gentle walk through the jungle 
track, so the BATLSK driver was directed to take us all the way up to the 
park ~ates. At the gate , Capt Forbes Guthrie paid the park and 
camping fee and gt Dave Coffey found a suitable si re to pitch the 
te~ts. Just before dark, a everyone wa preparing to settle down, our 
guide John turned up. He was disappointed to be told that he would not 
be paid for that day, but everyone was pleased that he did eventually 
make 11. 
. The group awoke to di cover that what had seemed like a good camp 
Ile was m fact a water buffalo track! This was to be an 'acclimatisation 

day'. to help everyone to get used to the higher altitudes. We set off from 
the Park Gates to Lake Ellis where we all stopped for lunch. After some 
food and the ch.ance to replenish our drinking water we beaded up to the 
top of ~ug1 Hill where we could look down onto the Giant's Billiard 
Table 1ountain. We walked back down to the Park Gates where we 
camped for the mght again. Everyone got up early packed their tent and 
s.:t off on the track. A tier a couple of hours we ~cached the Roadhead, 
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where we ,topped and John, the guide, showed us a beautiful waterfall 
just a hort distance from the track. It was another hour before the group 
headed off, a the group needed to filter more water from the stream 
before we left. The next leg was a hard climb up to our camp ite at Hall 
Tarns, which we expected to take about four hours. It eventually took 
twice the, time we had hoped and we reached the campsite just as it was 
getting dark. Everyone was exhausted, both from the effect· of the 
altitude and from the sheer weight on our backs. Sgt Tony Waddington 
wa feeling it the mo t but we all made ure that everyone was 
administered properly before finishing for the night. 

unday morning was a low start, as the group was till tired from the 
day before, and we bad to pend everal hours making sure we filtered 
sufficient water supplies for that day. Everyone wa feeling much better 
by lunchtime and we packed up and headed off. It wa not a long walk to 
the next camp ite but it became very steep and most people were feeling 
the effect of the altitude to some extent. On arrival at Simba Tam, gt 
Ton Waddington wa complaining of strong headaches. Afler clo cly 
monitoring him for another two hours to ec if the condition eased, it was 
decided to move him down from the altitude in case it was the early 
symptoms of AMS (Acute Mountain Sickne s - a potentially lethal 
condition). Capt Forbes Guthrie, SSgt Dave Coffey and gt Kev 
Cooney a si ted Sgt Ton Waddington down to Shipton' Camp, a 
de cent of about 600mtr . Once down, a tent was erected and S gt Dave 
Coffey and gt Kev Cooney headed back up to rejoin the main group as 
night fe ll. Capt Forbes Guthrie tayed with Sgt Tony Waddington in 
the tent to ensure that his condition did not worsen. 

At 0200hrs Capt Forbes Guthrie, happy that gt Tony Waddington 
had made a sufficient recovery to be left alone, climbed back up to rejoin 
the rest of the party for the final ascent. The group set off from Simba 
Tam at 0400brs for a hard two-hour scramble to the top. We all made it 
ju t before sunrise and at slumped on the peak taking photographs, 
happy to have made it. From Point Lenana we dropped down to Austrian 
Hut and back round to Simba Tam to take the tents down. We pressed on 
down the steep scree slope to Shipton's Camp a quickly a possible and 
toppedfor an hour to cook lunch and filter more water. From Sbipton's 

Camp it was decided to make for Old Moses Camp that afternoon as the 
prospect of a real bed and a porcelain lavatory outweighed the 14krn 
walk. Everyone arrived at Old Mo es Camp in good spiri t despite being 
exhausted and ha ing blistered feet. 

The transport was booked to collect the group, and eventually three 
Land Rover picked us up three o'clock in the afternoon. We made it 
back to BATLSK at 2000hrs and after getting into our rooms and eating 
our late tea we all enjoyed a well-deserved 'Tu ker' beer. Wedne day was 
an admin day for the party. A chance to unpack, clean and repack all of 
the equipment ready for Mount Kilimanjaro. Our guide from Mount 
Kenya helped us arrange transport and the mandatory guides for the trek 
on Mount Kilimanjaro. At 0700hrs a mini-bus collected u and took us to 
our connecting bus in airobi. From there the journey was south to the 
border and on to Arusha where we meet our chief guide for Mount 
Kilimanjaro, Mr Hussein Mbua . The transport was late in arriving and 
unfortunately we were w1able to start the trek that afternoon as we had 
planned. The Guide took u to the fibrou Safari Lodge Hotel for the night 
and we discussed the revised plan. Hus ein and his team collected us on 
Friday morning and moved round to the Park Gates dropping some ofour 
baggage off in the near-by Capricorn Hotel. Once through the Park Gates 
we set off for Mandara Hut, which was our camp for the night. The route 
was a gentle three-hour walk through the rain forest. After arriving at the 
hut and taking a hort break, we walked up to Maundi Crater to help 
acclimatise, and were fortunate to see several monkeys in their natural 
habitat on the way back down. 

The next stage up to Horombo Hut was an 11 km trek up a fairly 
gradual ascent. Everyone took care to climb as s lowly as possible to 
reduce fatigue and help get use to the altitude. After a two -hour break at 
the Huts we walked further on to 'Zebra' Rock, so called, as it had 
naturally been striped black and white. From Horombu Hut we all set off 
for Kibo Hut, which lies at 4,700m, just lower than the height of Mount 
Kenya. It was a slow pace across the arid saddle and everyone was very 
aware of the altitude. Eventually everyone made it to Kibo Hut tired but 
glad to be there. Cpl Leah Steward by this time had begun to suffer 
from a very strong headache. After only 45 minutes, she could bear it no 
longer and Sgt Dave Coffey, Sgt Kev Cooney and an assi tant guide 
helped her down a couple of hundred metres. After an hour rest at that 
height, the symptoms were not easing and she was given one Diamox 
tablet (a drug used to help alleviate the symptoms of AMS}, and with the 
help of Flo an assistant guide, descended to Horombu Hut. We were up at 
midnight with our head-torches ready for the final ascent to the top of 
Africa's highest mountain. This last stage, although only 2km in distance, 
was absolutely exhausting. It took the group about five hours before 
making it onto the crater edge at Gillman 's Point. It was still dark and 
well below freezing, so everyone was keen to carry on around the rim' 
edge to Uhuru Peak. It was only another 200 metres of ascend over a 
gradual slope, so we set off feeling elated that we had made it up the 
gruelling cree slope and could now see the top. Working our way round 
the path we were confronted by the edge of Rebmann Glacier which had 
crossed over the path . SSgt Dave Coffey stopped the group and as the 
mo t qualified mountain leader bad to decide on the best course of action. 
He had little choice but to stop the group and not allow them to go any 
further. The group was not qualified nor experienced enough to tackle 
something so hazardous and so we had to tum back. It was an immense 
disappointment for all concerned to have reached the tip of the world' 
highest free standing mountain, only to have to stop metres from the very 
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top. However, everyone understood why the decision was made agreed 
that nothing could be. done, and supported SSgt Dave Coffey 01; a very 
hard call. Before settmg off, we all took the chance to take photographs 
as the sun was nsmg, and then made our way back down to Kibo Hut. At 
Kibo Hut we stopped and rested for a couple of hours before setting off 
down to Horombo Hut where we ate lunch. After lunch we continued on 
down to Mandara Hut which was our campsite for the night. 

The final morning on Mount Kilimanjaro and we set off down to the 
Park Gates at a leisurely pace. At the gates we all receive certificates for 
reaching Gillman's Point and then proceed to buy 'been to the top' 
T- bins. A bu came to collect us and dropped in at the Capricorn Hotel 
for our bags. We wave good-bye to our guides and set-off for Mombassa. 
Once through the border we get to Voi where the vehicle decides to 
breakdown for a .coup I~ of hours. On~e some foil from Sgt Kev Cooney's 
cigarette packet 1s applied lo the vehicles failing electrics we were off We 

got to Mombassa after dark and discovered why people recommend that 
you don't drive at night in Kenya. We checked into the ' un n· and 
Hotel' for two nights and were briefed as to bow the all-inclusive re~ort 
wa~ ~n. Ail th~ members of Expedition take full advantage of the hotel's 
fac1htte , relaxmg and try to get their physically wreked bodies back to 
h~e. There was an early start on Thursday morning to take off to himba 
Hills, two-hours South of Mombassa for a guided Safari of the park. 
Unfortunately, no one actually saw any Elephants, Rhinos. Giraffe, Zebra 
or Hippos. The be t we saw we some rather tired looking Gazelle. Back 
at the accommodation that evening, we challenged a group of hotel staff 
to a football match and taught them how the game is played and won. 
After leaving the hotel we headed into Momba sa to buy our ouvenirs 
before boarding the overnight train to airobi. We spent the next day 
unpacking everything and tubbing down all of the stores equipment 
before we started our journey back home to Cypru . 

14 SIGNAL REGIMENT 
(ELECTRONIC WAREFARE) 

co 
RSM 

Lt Col . J. Borrill 
WOl (R M) D. L. Palmer 

OFFSHORE SAILING (EXERCISE MERC RY AIL) -by Sig Keen 
kipper Sgt 'Stop breaking my boat' Kendall 

Mate Maj 'Best breakfast in ATO ever' Bradshaw 
Crew LCpl 'Ouch my b***** head' Strange 

Sig 'I there such a thing as a MacDonald Sail Through?' Keen 
Sig ' I don't get sea sick bone t mum' Hall 
Sig 'I can do a handbrake tum in a boat without even trying' 
Morrison 

It started off a two skippers, two lads who have sailed a few times 
before and two lads two who have never sailed before and one Corp 
yacht named Skywave. We arrived at Go port at lunchtime quickly moved 
into the boat, prepared, went shopping, had a brew and then left port. The 
first leg was a night ail to Brixham, o we plit into two hift and 
cracked on. 

The crew of Skywave on arrival at Dale after a hard sail! 
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This was an interesting part of the exercise a the majority of u hadn't 
had much night sailing experience. The next day we went from Brixbam 
to Plymouth Yacht Haven. This was far more interesting a we had the 
first bouts of sea- icknes . There were a few different shades of green 
face in the cockpit that day!! Funnily enough, the only one who 
suffered were those who had gone out the night before. Could that be 
down to coincidence? Nab! l don't think o. The next leg wa from 
Plymouth to St Mary's on the Scilly Isles. During this leg, SJ..y.rave made 
its fastest passage of the entire trip. Something to do with the wind! (And 
the crew of course!). We stayed off the Scilly Isles for two days, enjoying 
the area and seeing the sights. (Bars, beaches, sea etc. - lovely). LCpl 
Strange won't forget the place in a while. He managed to make contact 
with the same low beam 4 times! It was good entertainment for all tho e 
watching. The last leg of the trip was from St Mary 's to Dale, in time to 
meet up with everybody else taking part in Ex Mercury ail. It was a 
thirty-hour trip o we split back into our shift (watch) routine. We were 
accompanied during thi part of the trip by a school of dolphin . They 
unfortunately left as we got clo e to Pembrokeshire. 

During the trip we covered 448 nautical miles over eight day of 
sailing. Everyone on the crew enjoyed the trip, and will all sail again. 
Apart from the fact that the skipper will not let us go with him because 
we kept breaking his boat (well I suppose it belongs to the Royal 
Signals)! 

EXERCISE MERCURY SAIL 2001 
un, ea, wind and entbu iasm - all that were required for the Royal 

Corp of Signal Annual Sailing Event, Ex Mercury ail 2001, hosted by 
14 Sig Regt (EW) at Dale near Haverfordwe tin Pembroke hire. ea. we 
had plenty of it, Dale is a perfect location in the Pembrokeshire ational 
Park at which to conduct ail training and for the more advanced to put 
their skill to the te t. Sun we certainly had (for the fir t three days). 
Wind, well we had enough to train for the fir t three days, and more than 
enough for the final two day on which the regatta wa held. A for 
enthu iasm, all tho e personnel who entered bad a fantastic time. not only 
during the ail training, but al o on the full social programme. 

The idea for the event was hatched la t year when the Royal ignal 
Yacht Club held a meeting at Blandford to di cus the scope of a ail 
training event for Corp members. and where it was to be held. The aim 
tated by the Admiral of the R YC (The OinC(A)) was that where 

pos ible, personnel who attended tlie ail training week would lea\e with 
some sort of sailing qualification. The event wa to con ist of all three 
sailing di ciplines of Dinghy Sailing. Windsurfing and Offshore ailing. 
To that end, Skywave, the Corps Dehler 35 foot yacht wa made available 
for tl1e duration of the event and a Level 3 adventurou training cxerci e 
(Ex Maritime Dragon) was arranged for personnel from 14 ig Regt 
(EW) to travel from Go port to Dale and then return on conclu ion of the 
sail training during Ex Mercury ail. The Wind urfing element would 
con i t of ovice 'ail training followed by the Royal ignals 
Wind urfing Champion hip . Finally, th Dinghy ·ailing clement \\Ould 
be plit into two part., ovice ail Training followed by a O\ ice 
Regatta and the ad\'anced ail training (racing, a ymmctric ailing and 
advanced technique ) followed by the Royal ignals Dinghy Regatta. 

Dates were finally arranged for the 11-15 June 200 I and units 
infonned of the event. Equipment wa begged, borrowed and acquired, 
ne' equipment was collected, telephone call were made and much 
preparation followed . Personnel assembled in Brawdy Lane· Bo" lmg 
Alley from a far afield a II PE, Krefeld, 13ulford. llereford. I and 
Blandford on I 0 June 200 I and the event wa officiall) declared open b) 
the 14 ig Regt (EW) ailing Officer. laj Jonathan Gilll'spie. The 
Monday Morning dawned with gloriou ·un 'hi ne and after a brief 
introductory tour of D 1le, ail Training started. Below arc some of the 
personal accounts of the event from the perspectiYe of those taking part. 
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'\OVI E ILl G 0 RSE - by SSgt Ted Wlzichelo 
'\hoy there me heartie ! Li ten in to these tales of daring-do, of the 

eleven tudents ' ho gathered for a ailing extravaganza at Dale, 
Pembroke hire for Ex Mercury ail 2001. Personnel from all over the 
globe (well a little bit of Eu•ope) and of all colours (including RAF) 
gathered. J1: Ruth opley, J lene Cochrane and Mar Fegan steeled 
themsel\'e for what they thought would be a week unning them elv 
on a large yacht, urrounded b eunuch·(!) a1\d drinking Spice Rum 
ome\\ here in the Bermuda Triangle. But, no, all we had to ail in were 

bath tub equipped with metal poles and handkerchiefs. mo t of which 
ha\'e now been de troyed a unseaworthy ... Ye , you've guessed it -
Toppers were our floating chariots. Meanwhile. the PICO 's remained on 
di play pri tine and parkling in their packaging. However, this was not 
to put off our intrepid sailors, even though we had a flat calm for two 
days. The in tructors: WO! (YolS) 'Taff' Owens - in tructing in a racing 
po ition from hi 470, pl And. Anderton and Mr Jerry 'Quiet Man' 
Roberts took great pleasure in introducing u all to the plea ures of 
cap ize drill and elf and crew re cue in both the Toppers and later the 
Bosun . 

By Day Two all of us had gained our sea legs, apart from ig James 
Bain, who managed to be ea ·ick on the bu ride to Dale. Wednesday 
morning dawned with a gentle breeze, and by lunch time we had to reef 
the ail · to prevent the JT' being swept off to the Bennuda of their 
dream . Meanwhile, Lt Elizabeth McLellan vied (or was it vowed) to 
run down as many wind urfers as possible. Cpl Andy Andertons' game 
of man overboard proved to be the highlight of the day. The objective 
being to pick up as many buoy as po ible. As honourable cavaliers and 
' ith equal opportunitie in mind the rest of the course members managed 
to run down JT Jo Cochrane after he had capsized. eedless to say, the 
buoys Jo had originally picked up were oon re-distributed among t the 
fleet. Thursday developed into a windy day (top end of a Force 2?), 
where the more hardy students managed to make use of the weather to 
hone their kills for rage day, although Sig Dave Thompson tried to re
arrange the shape of a boom with his head. This meant that he had to 
assist on the comminee boat for the final day racing. 

Friday arrived, and Dale had never seen anything like it before, as 
Toppers. Bosuns and even the wind urfers readied themselves for a 
whole day of racing. Miraculously, no colli ion occurred. The novices 
were looking forward to testing their new slcills and eagerly watched the 
intennediace/ad anced c-0urse busying themselve with their triangle and 
sausages (courses that is). The races themselve were a mixture of 
excitement and panic at the start line, as racers fow1d themselves heading 
into wind, capsizing and even one sinking. Manoeuvring through the 
maelstrom and mayhem was Sgt Ted 'How did I get here? Wbichelo 
who managed to win the first three races outright. However, the 
competition soon honed up, with Sigs Richard Clayton, David 
·Tommo' Thompson, Gary Polhill and Rob Beddows all putting up fine 
perfonnance on a day when the novices completed six races in all. The 
final re ult were: I st place SSgt Ted Whichelo 

2nd place Sig James Bain 
3rd place Sig Richard Clayton 

On behalf of all those on the novice course, we had an excellent week, 
both on and off the water, and the sport of sailing cannot be too highly 
recommended. See you all on the water! 

ROYAL SIG1 ALS WINDSURF! G CHAMPIO SHIPS 
by Cpl 'H' Clarke A GC 

. F?r !he first time the Royal ~ignals aimed to bring all three sailing 
d1sc1pl111es together o~shore, dmghy and windsurfing - to one single 
locauon at Dale, a beautiful sheltered bay in Pembrokeshire. So 9 o'clock 
Monday morning saw a gathering of windsurfers. But the hard-core 
'p:ofe sio~al' element .were to be disappointed - there was virtually no 
wmd. While !hese ~us1ed themselves putting their rigs together, tearing 
t~em apart, d1scussmg them (all of which took tl1ree days until the wind 
picked up) the amateurs of the party were introduced to SSgt orm 
Finnegan, our instructor for the Level 1/2 course. The course was held 
over the first two days and while in theory it all seems straightforward 
the reality is anything but. ' 

Maj Peter Bowles 
Look I've invented a new way to sail! 
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Once we had become accustomed to the physical agony associated 
with learning 10 windsu.rf we were ready to race and the team evc111 was 
held on Wednesday. This was the lull before the storm, before this point 
the winds had been very light (Force I - 2). So the novices were ill 
prepared for Thursday/Friday when tl1c winds picked up on shore to add 
insult to injury cau ing extre mel y rough water, making it nigh on 
impossible to even stand on the board, let alone sa il it ! 

... Em ... HELP! 

Of course, sheer brute determination won out and we all managed to 
race the course , some keeping more closely to the Race Officers 
instructions than others. All in all a fantastic week - tiring but satisfying. 
•ow we ' re all ready to hit the Anny Championships in July. 

237 SIG AL SQ ADRO (ELECTRO IC WARFARE) 
Sqn Comd Maj Drinkall 
SSM W02 (SSM) M itchell 

With the completion of the Squadron's first deployment to Kosovo (no 
doubt the first of many!!) and of course Op Peninsular deployments !hi 
has been a particularly busy period. Squadron commitments for the 
remainder of the year involve exerc ises on Salisbury Plain, Catterick, 
Germany, Cyprus and also providing manpower in support of 245 Sig 
Sqn (EW) for Ex SaifSareea II in Oman. 

It s all in a day s work! 

Fond farewells go to the many who are heading for pastures new: 
Capt 'Tigger' Coleman to civvy street (a lawyer no doubt!), Capt 'Cuff 
man' Waddell to 2 l Sig Reg! (also be t wishes on your forthcoming 
marriage), W02 (YolS) Thomas finally off to Oman for two years (few 
strings pulled there then!) SSgt Sue Jackson to Northern Ireland, Sgt 
'Taff' Willumsen to JSSU, LCpl Hancock to 16 Air Asslt Bde, and 
finally Sig 'Junior' Ludditt (after only three year decided this was not 
the life for him, all the best junior!). Wannest of welcomes to all the RAF 
who have recently been posted in, all l am sure will be a great boost lo 
our linguistic capability. LCpl's Rice, Burgoyne, tedman and Sig 
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Churchcr to Tango Tp,. Cpl Na rey to Victor Tp and last but not least 
LCpb R~ssell. an? W1lhan!s to Sf-IQ. Best. wishes go ~o Cpl 'Tommy' 
Tucker and Sig Pea .s 1~e P~ rry on their forthcoming marriage in 
August. Adventure tra111111g this year was organised by Cpl 'Tommy' 
Tucker in Anglesey. Apparently a super two days wa had by all. A 
special thank you has to go to LCpl 'Disco' Driscoll for his entertaini ng 
display of acrobatics into the river. 

With tl~e formati~n of the Regimental Recruiting Team, the Squadron 
has been persuade~ to part with ~me of its manpower. The QC Sqn has 
taken on the appo1111ment of Regimental Recruiting Officer with the 
Team itself ~eing headed up by W02 (Supvr R) Tony Watters. Things 
are progressmg on schedule and the Team wi ll be open for business in the 
very near fut ure!! The length and breadth of the UK is at the Team's 
mercy so it won't be long before the miles start to pile up. 

ROYAL IG ALS DINGHY CHAMPJO SHIP 
b) IVOJ (YojS) Owens 

Er, isn t something missing? 

For the intem1ediat advanced dinghy course, tl1i was the culmination 
of Ex Mercury Sail. The previous three days had been a mixture of 
advanced and racing skills, including spinnaker work, asymmetric ailing 
kills in Laser 2000 and La er Strato , tarts, racing courses and rounding 

the ~vindward mark (or chaos corner according to Maj Les Plumb). 
Five crew were available on a day where the wind wa gusting at 29 

knots (or the 'top end of a 2' according to Cpl 'Windy' Gale) and the 
Race Officer, Maj (TOT) Dave Ellis ably as ·isted by gt Martin 
Kendall , prepared himself on Sl.y wave (the committee boat) to start the 
first race. Just before the tart, Cpl 'Windy' Gale had a bit ofa nightmare 
a hi Jib gave way, and ome pretty quick repairs were neces ary. 
Meanwhile the start sequence ' as underway with ' larboard' being 
yelled acros the water (who said W02 (FofS) Alex Groves couldn ' t 
shout?), although I think Majs Alf Thomas and Jonathan Gillespie 
chose to ignore him! All of a sudden the race wa · underway, with the 
usual rnelee at the start, the first boat around the windward mark wa 
hehned by WOJ (YolS) Owens and crewed by Pte ·Willy' Williams 
(who should have been in the navy U1e way he repeated all instruction ! !) 
and closely followed by Cpl 'Windy' Gale. Maj Le Plumb and ig 
Russ Mowatt gave quite an impre ive, if somewhat unu uni 
d~monstration of how to round the gybe mark, and their face were a 
picture! Three laps of this followed, and unfortunately Cpl 'Windy' Gal~ 
h~d a further breakage , hich put the end to his race for the day. The 
w111ners of the fir t race were ·Taff' Owens and 'Willy' \ illiams, 
however due to the increasing wind conditions, further racing was 
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cancelled until the following day. Fnday dawned with perfect sailing 
conditions, not only were the advanced course on the starting line, but a 
further eight Topper from the novice course. Starting all of a sudden 
took on a whole new perspective as the Bosun fleet weaved 111 and out of 
the Topper fleet trying not to run them down. 

Maj Jonathon Gillespie 
Look at me , I haven t fallen out of my boat...yet! 

otable crews on the Friday morning were ig Ru s Mowatt/Maj Les 
Plumb and Cpl Windy Gale/Sig Katy Allen. All the prowes that the 
first boat of the previou day must have blown away with the wind. and 
the competition was wide open, with 'Windy' and Katy winning both of 
the morning race . Lunch time came and crews were busy rectifying 
problems and trying to sort out skills etc. Thing were now neck and neck 
between 'Windy'/Katy and 'Taff'/'Willy' and competition was tight. 
However. as ' Windy' approached the fini h line on the 4th and final race 
of the day, 'Taft~ managed 10 force him up to windward, thereby stalling 
him. This resulted in Windy getting a third place behind Sig Russ 
Mowatt and Maj Les Plumb in 2nd and 'Taff'/'Willy' in first. This final 
re ult meant that WOI (YofS) 'Taff' Owens and Pte 'Willy' WiUiams 
won the event by one point! Final placing were: 

1st WO I (YofS) ·Taff' Owens/Pte 'Willy' Williams 
2nd Cpl Windy' Gale/Sig Katy Allen 
3rd Sig Russ Mowatt/Maj Les Plumb 
4th Maj Alf Thomas/Jonathan Gillespie and W02 (FolS) 

Groves/ gt tu Taylor. 
· The entire week proved to be a great uccess, not only on the water. 

but also off it during the social event . Everybody who took part, whether 
novice, advanced, wind-surfer or off: bore aid that they had enjoyed it 
and all are looking forward to participating in more events. It is expected 
that a further Royal Corp of Signals Sailing Event will be held in 2002 
and all members of the Royal ignal are welcome, watch out for further 
detail . Detail of farther training course available can be found in the 
relevant DCl/JSP. Sailing is a worthwhile exhilarating port (you try 
hanging off a trapeze wire of a 470 in a Force 5, or tying to keep an 
asymmetric Laser 2000 from capsizing, or lining up with 30 other boat 
on the tart line) and what i more , the Army provides man) 
opportunitie for ailing. Further detail can be found in Unit Trainmg 
\i ing . Go on try it out, you never know you ma enjoy it! 

ARMY I TER IT GOLF CHAMPJO SHIP RE LT 
After qualifying a regional champions of Wale . the 14 ig Regt 

(EW) Army Golf sociation ( GA) Golf Team competed in the nny 
Inter Unit Finals over the period 3-6 July 200 I. Thi competition i 
played otT cratch and attracts the top golfers from the Army. The fir.st 
day wa a pre-qualifier. 14 Sig Regt (EW) won through as one of the top 
eight teams in the Army with, 11 Sig Regt, AGA Centre, Tpt Regt 
RLC, 3 (UK) AD R, I LI, 7 R !ri h and 12 Reg! RA la t years m1y 
Champion . 14 ig Regt (EW) drew 12 Regt R in the quarter finals. the 
match ended in a drm at 2-2. LCpl Gibson (TM Tp) had been pre
selected for the uddcn death play off After three nail biting hole· 14 ig 
Regt (EW) was beaten by one pun. L pl Gibson played outstanding golf 
under inten e pressure and was beaten by a ruling that went against hun 
rather than his opponent. 7 R Irish beat 12 RA in the final. 
Congratulation. to all the team members who competed as part of the 
Regiment' G Golf Team in the qualifiers und in the finals 
Outstanding performances warrant individual congratulations to pl 
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anders who won all hi matche in the qualifiers and the final and to 
L pl Gib on who had the best individual score on the first day and the 

ond be t individual score on the la t dav. Tbe team con i ted of: 
WOI (FofS) A. H. Phill ips - HQ qn Regt Ops 

gt D. E enden - HQ qn UR (T) 
Cpl . a nders - HQ qn LAD 

pl K. Daco ta -237 ig qn (EW) 
L pl D. G ibson - HQ qn TM Tp 

226 JG, L Q Al>RO (ELECTRO ' IC WARFARE) 
qn Comd 1aj Gillespie 

M W02 ( SM) Watson 
Q ADRO H EADQUARTERS T R OOP 

Tp Comd W02 (FofS) Amies 
Tp gt gt Kinsey 

June wa an exciting cime for HQ Tp a we embarked to Lancashire 
for our yearly Adventure Training. The Troop 's planned adventure 
training trip to Bavaria wa cancelled, however we were allowed to travel 
to the Lake District. Thi wa the first time that the Troop wa able to get 
together for everal month due to other commitments and a good time 
wa ' had by one and all. The Troop is poi ed ready to accept gratuitou 
thank from the two EW Troop for preparing thei r vehicle and 
equipment for trip to unnier climes (which we haven't even been 
im'ited on!). Hello to LCpl C hris Cook who arrived from 1 (UK) ADSR 
and wa immediately drafted into the Regimental Football Team a a 
ubstantial reinforcement to the defence. Fare'vell to our erstwhile Sqn 

Clerk, P te 'Jimmy' Williams, who is of to have fun with 9 Para Sqn RE. 
Finally a big welcome back to LCpl Drew Connor after his ix month 
tour of Headley Court. 

C F CAMP - by Sgt Archie Gemmell 
A team of five personnel from the Sqn led by Sgt A rchie Gemmell 

with C pls Gaz Moore, cott Rose, Dave Briscoe and Sig Owen Jones 
descended upon Leak Training Camp to support 160 Bde for the annual 
Combined Cadet Force (CCF) Summer Camp. We were to make a great 
impact on the camp by etting up a Brigade tyle HQ and establishing our 
claim to half the camp area for our mast erecting and cam and 
concealment area . With Cpl Rose teaching rebroadcasting and VHF 
communications in the blistering heat of 32 degrees the cadets soon 
found that sitting in a landrover in the summer heat was no fun but this 
was soon resolved when they got to the next stand dea ling in 12 Meter 
mast erecting with Cpl G az Moore. During this le son cadetS found out 
how the safety measures they have to take when erecting 12 metre ma t . 
Also what a long stand tood for when they were sent to visit Cpl Dave 
Brisco e and Sig Owe n Jones at the Cam and concea lment tand . 
Apologies go to 640 Troop for all the scratches on the landrover that we 
borrowed, but over 300 cadets cammed it up duru1g the two weeks. I'm 
ure that all the CCF Cadets and Instructors in 160 Bde area are now 

competent in the u e of the PRC 320 and the use of STICICS, as taught 
by gt rcbie Gemmell, it' amazing what a 320 will tune to (lend me 
your gla ses young man!). A big thanks goes to all the team from Sgt 
Gemmell for being highly professional in their approach to the Cadets 
and Staff during the two weeks of the camp. 

RO 1EO T ROOP 
Tp Comd 2Lt Jon es 
Tp SSgt SSgt M urray 

Another frantically busy couple of months for the Troop ([ know we 
always say its busy, but we really mean it this time!!), more about that 
later .though. Firstly lets get the arrivals done, after a glut of newcomers 
last time we only have ~vo new bods to introduce. A big welcome to Sgt 

teH Bottomley, commg LO us from J SS Oakley. Steve's wife (the 
other gt Bot;tomley) ~ also come to .226 Sig Sqn (EW) but is working 
on the dark 1de (640 Sig Tp ). Retummg to the Romeo Tp fo ld is SSgt 
( ~pvr R) teve Moffet. S tev~ comes to us from Digby and w ill be 
filhng the role ofTp IntWO, a big welcome to him and his wife Pauline. 

We must, how~ver'. bid .a fond farewell to a number of Troop stalwarts. 
Taken from us m his pnmc was SSgt (now W02) Mark Wilson. Mark 
has taken a quick trip over the water to work with 225 Sig Sqn. Cpl Stu 
Latham i doing crab impression and has moved ideways to a po ition 
of immense power, that i to say he is now working in the SQMS dept. 
For t~~ last few days, he has been heard wandering aro~nd the garage 
practl mg the phrase, Sony mate, but tores arc for stormg ain 't they?' 
Adios also to Sig 'Johnno· Johnson, posted out to J UN I with a nice 
new hiny tape waiting for him on arriva l in the province. Best wishes 
·Johnno', from all in Romeo Tp. The man at Kellogs cereals must have 
been in particularly good spirit this month. Not only did Sig Johnson 
come up trumps but Sig C live Clayton was also on the receiving end ofa 
promotion. Each year 14 Sig Regt (EW) hold a cadre course, the reward 
for top student being a much coveted first stripe. A big well done to Sig 
(now LCpl) Clayton for coming top. Now what is it that we have been 
so bu y with for the la t couple of months. Traditionally, Romeo Tp visit 
the Air Warfare Centre at Waddington each year. Thi visit coincide with 
the Airshow held at the same location. Due to Foot & Mouth restrictions 
around the country, the Waddington Airshow was to be the first of the 
year and as uch was guaranteed to attract big crowds. We travelled up in 
slow Lime on Tue day. no major incidents en ured that we all managed to 
arrive in one piece. Wednesday morning saw the DIS! trade embroiled in 
briefs on the role of the AWC. Meanwhile SSgt Geoff M ur r ay organised 
the non DISI 's and convinced them to go for a six mile run. Sometimes 
it's good to be DISI... . 

ow for the main event of the day, the annual AWC vs Romeo Tp 
football match. ormally the result of this match is a foregone conclusion 
with the AWC coming out on top. First impre sions for thi year would 
seem to confirm this, the AWC team were parading about during the 
warm up in their matching tops all looking very professional. Meanwhile 
Romeo Tp looked like they were sponsored by Steptoe & Son. Once the 
whi tle blew however, thing started to go very wrong for the AWC. 
Romeo Tp stunned everyone (ourselves included) by knocking in two top 
class goals before halftime. These were courtesy of Sig Dave Ward and 
SSgt Geoff M urray (there's life in the old dog yet!). AWC had a bit of a 
team talk at halftime and came out fighting. The score line ee-sawed like 
a ee- aw thing. From 2-0 to 2-1, then 3-1 (the golden boot of ig Dave 
Ward again) until AWC struck a couple of killer blows and levelled the 
score at 3-3. With only a miJrnte or so of play left the honours were equal 
and A WC seemed happy to e cape at that. However, Sig Dave Ward 
(you know what 's coming don ' t you) had other ideas. A bli tering run 
down route one saw him cutting through the AWC defence like they 
weren ' t there and burying the ball in the back of the net. AWC hung their 
heads and the crowd went wild (both of them). A resounding 4-3 victory 
to Romeo Tp, lets see if we can do it again next year. After the 
excitement of Wednesday we deployed the two Pinemarten detachments 
to their exercise locations at RAF Digby and RAF Cranwell on Thursday. 
The Pinemarten crews were able to conduct some very useful training 
over the next three days while the NCC detachment practised their 
analytical and command roles. 

We seem to be blowing the Troop trumpet rather loudly this month but 
to be honest there has been a great dea l going on. The letter RSJT have 
often caused brave men to blanch and many a knee to tremble. Such was 
the case when it was announced that the Royal Signals In pection Team 
was to pay thei r annual visit to 14 Sig Regt (EW). The weeks preceding 
the inspection saw all members of the Troop p itching in and lending a 
hand to get the chosen detachments up to scratch . Everyone's hard work 
seems to have been rewarded by the results of the RSIT which made very 
pleasing reading. Another event fast approaching is Ex Saif Sareea II. 
This very large sca le exercise is being held in Oman starting around the 
beginning of September and going on for about two month . It has 
mainly been 245 Sig Sqn (EW) heading up the deployment, however a 
reques t was made for Non Comms ELTNT support and a Jamming 
capability which only 226 Sig Sqn (EW) are ab le to provide. As anyone 
who is involved with Ex Saif Sareea II will tell you, getting ready for a 
desert trip is a long process. This coupled with the RSIT inspection and 
Waddington trip has made for an interesting (if frantic) time. 

x I 16 SIGNAL REGIMENT 

co 
RSM 

Lt Col A. Morphet 
WOl (RSM) . Fisher 

The l~t couple of m?nth have seen a great deal of activity around 
Krefold Lmes a the Regiment took the opportunity to exploit a gap in the 
exerc1 e programme to catch up on more domestic items. 
, Ex Green Gam~it, the Regimental Battle Camp, took place in June at 

\iolge!sang Trammg Area an~ proved to be a popular and rewarding 
experience for all. The Belgmm ru n range complex in the Ardennes 
region of Germany offered plenty of scope Lo both sharpen existing skills 
and develop new ones. 

The FIBUA ra.nge 1~ particul~r g.ave .a number of the younger 
per!>Onnel a first ghmpse mto operatmg m this type of environment and a 
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busy and persistent enemy provided plenty of rea lism. Other acti vities in 
the programme included fi ring the GPMG, the Tank Roll Over and the 
Tank Ki ll ing Range, which gave the students an opportuni ty to throw 
some petrol bombs, an activity that appealed to the more destructi ve. Of 
course no battle camp would be complete without the traditional assault 
course competi tion and this one was no di fferent. The sections were put 
through thei r paces th rough the notorious Volgelsang obstacle course 
which proved cha llenging to say the least. 

The final add ress was given al thi s stand just a ft er the studen ts 
witnessed the DS team launch their effort around the course, to the 
encouragement of all , of course. July also saw a number of high profile 
visits that included the CinC Land, the Bishop to the Armed Forces and 
the Mayor of Leicester. 
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the eight teams competing. The men's water polo team made the final and 
was a close second to t~e strong SEAE Team from Bordon. The icing on 
the cake was the selcctton of Cpl Barr, LCpl Thornton and Sigs Peart 
and Parsons for the army squad. An excellent sea. on and richl) desef\ed 
for all the hard work and effort put in during training. 

O~her external succcss~s have in~luded a respectable showmg at thi 
year s ~omson Cup, ~em1-fi.naltsts m the BA(G) Rugby League Cup and 
m .boxmg, a recent wm agamst the Support Battalion ARRC (see next 
ed1t10~ fo r full story). On the domestic fro nt, the Le icester Trophy 
At~leucs produced ome excellent results as did final event in the 
Leicester Trophy sports competition the obstacle course. forced march. 
The honours for the overa ll Leicester Trophy Competition that runs over 
the year, went to SCPR Troop 252 Squadron. 

WSig Howie of SCP(R) collects the Leicester Trophy 
from the Lord Mayor of Leicester, Cllr John Allen 

The Re~iment goe into suspended animation for several weeks(with 
the exception .of course of 252 Sqn as they correctly point out in their 
WIRE notes) m August and re-charges its batteries for what will be a 
testing time to come. The bulk of 230 quadron plus other element 
disappear off to the Oman on Ex aif Seria until ovember whil t the 
remainder channel their energies towards the ARRC exerci es this 
coming September and of course the imminent move to Bruggen in early 
2002. 

Members of the successful Regimental Swimming Squad display some of the silverware 

There was the usual bout of activity on the sports and worth particular HE DQUA RTER SQ ADRO, 
comment wa the achievements of the Regimental wimming quad qn Comd \ilaj A. J. G. Richards 
who, for the second year run ning, enjoyed a great deal of succes . In the M W02 ( S 1) A. Baird 
BA(G) Fina ls a t Ho hn e th e men won the Major Unit S\ immi ng HQ quadron the upporting element within the Regimcm have been 
competition with notable performance by Sigs Ayres and Peart. they working hard and buzzing as the ummer come· to an end, whether fi . mg 
were also runner -up in the water polo fi nal. In the ladies swimming veh icles in the L D with Ca p t R ey nolds and WOl (A \I ) · tu· 
competit ion strong perfo rmances by Lcpl Thornton and Sigs Gros and impson leading, or bending back all the bust Communication kit 111 T'vl 
Parsons aw the team fin i h as runners-up. Both teams then returned to Troop under the guidance of WOI (FofS) Lc\\ endon , then \IC ha'c the 
Aldershot fo r the Army Champion hips. always Strapped QM' Department with Maj cott} Ha ndibodc and 

The competi t ion in UK was particularly s trong this year with the Capt Paul Horton ably a si ted b V 0 2 (RQ 1 (A)) l a rk G ile and 
RMAS the domi nant fac tor in bot h the male and female swimming W02 (RQ 1S(T)) Coleman. having to find and issue the new equipment 
competitions. StirliJ1g performances from all the girls and. in part icular when they can't be fixed. How do we get anywhere? The ~IT nm by ·1 
LCpl Beveridge and Sig Parsons, saw them finish a creditable fourth of live for rugby ' W02 ( 1TWO) 'The Mayor Of Lei ·ester ga\ c me 111 
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\',arrant' te"'art. of course th y are worked off their foet as gt ndy 
Ha)ll'r 1s m The frg \\ing . All these upport E lement have been 
\\ orl..ing to max and I'm . ure all the Field quadron appreciate them. 

OODBYE A. ·o HELLO' 
Firstly \\ ay a fond furewell to 'laj Bob Taylor posted to QM· in 7 

1g Regt. thank you for all the work you did as OC qn, and b e to W02 
(RQ;\1 (A)) Giles off to train some Cadets omewhere. Hello to W02 
(. I) • ngry' Mick An. rove po ted in as Training Wing M, and hi 
to our ne" M 0011 to W02 (S 1) 'I love CPR' Leigh rossing, 
for a note our pre ent S . going to be RQM (A). 

230 JG 'AL Q ORO 
qn omd 1aj I. Lawrence 

M W02 ( S 1) R. Hood 
TR NK NODE 015 
Tp C'omd Lt R. Knightly Brown 
Tp Sgt S gt J. Mc 'eill 

Fare\\ells go out to LCpl Gav Denham who is going to be the 
brigadier ' driver ( la1·e) and congratulation on his promotion . 
Welcome · to ig Wood and cott. we hope it i n ' t too much of an 
ordeal coming straight from Blandford. 

EXERCI E WHITE JAVLI ' - by Sig lmi11 
Congratulations on a succe sful e ·erci e that wa n 't without it 

hiccup . However, every thing went well , and valuable training was 
gained in preparation for Ex aif areea 2 when the Squadron will deploy 
to Oman. pecial thanks will go out to Cpl ·Jump Out Of Any Mo ing 
Vehicle' Hall for not injuring himself and lasting the full exercise. It i 
hoped that it provided a mall ta te of what it is like to work in the heat 
ready for Oman, however not nearly a hot! I 1 ould like to add that Lt 
Knightly Brown would have loved to have been there. however he was 
tom away to do much needed training in the sun. no not military but that 
of the water variety and plenty of unning. 

LEICE TER TROPHY ATHLETICS 
The Troop also did very well in this year' athletics, despite the Jack of 

personnel in the Troop who was able to compete in the competition, so a 
big thank-you to all involved. Especially Sig 'Massive' Baron and hi 
huge throw from the javelin of two meters, which was certainly enough 
to launch the troop in to sixth place in the competition. The heroic effort 
from LCpl 1errick, who gained three stone from the water jump to take 
him up to seven stone good effort. The speed merchants who came third 
in the IOOm relay were igs Baron, lnvin, Doherty and also LCpl 
WilJie Filson so congratulations to all those involved. Finally a big 
thank-you goe to Lord Bedford for yet another well organised 
Squadron function. which was higb.ly succe sful and enjoyed by every 
one. Especially some of the women who experienced the mechanical bull 
for the first time in their lives. f'm ure it won't be their last. 

EXERCI E COMBI. 'ED E1 DE YOUR 
Exercise Combined Endeavour is a joint interoperability exercise run 

in the spirit of Partnership for Peace. I Sig Bde took representatives from 
7 and 16 Sig Regts to enjoy the hospitality of the Americans. This was an 
opportunity for u to test our civilian switches, Promina and HiCom with 
other nation . The evening were spent improving the Human 
Interoperability side of things with barbeques, trips down the Rhine and 
theme nights. C pl Birkbeck was awarded the 'coin' for most valued 
member of the delegation. Other valuable members of the tea, included 
W02 (F of ) 'American Liason' Edge, gt 'BBQ King' Spruce and 
Cpl 'Admin' Tait. The exercise was a success communications wise and 
al o ocially, definitely recommended to anyone who is available next 
year. The highlight could be running with the US marines at 0500 .... and 
beating them! 

TR NK . 'ODE 016 
Tp Comd Lt Sara h Pitta way 
Tp gt SSgt Russ hield 
. This has been a busy couple of months for the Troop as we have been 
tn\'Olved all sortS of exciting things such as Regimental Banle Camp (Ex 
9ree~ Gambit) the Morrison Cup ath letics and a plethora of other 
mordmately pleasurable events. Since we have been able to deploy on 
exercise now that it has been confinned that none of us have foot and 
mouth di ea e we have been out and about. Ex Green Gambit and Ex 
White Javelin. were separated by only one week, which was just long 
enough our kit and vehicles turned around. Ex White Javelin saw us 
preparing for Ex Sil , as temperatures wared. Despite the heat, ticks and 

. gt ·~oss Hog' S hi e ld 's rancid cigar smoke we managed to 
communicate and hold the Squadron's comms together. Congratulations 
go to · gt and Mrs hield for the birth of their third child. Welcome too 
to ig. Matthews who joins us from the factory at Blandford, we have 
sent h_im o~to CRA Troop to deploy on S II. Looking foiward we have 
a boxmg. night, assault course competition and families day before taking 
leav~ prior to our deployment to Oman in September. We will clearly 
continue to be busy which is how we like it! 

TR K OD 017-byLCp/K11eale 
Tp Comd 2Lt L. lark 
Tp . Sgt gt A. Le"'is 
. The pa t two months has seen a whole host of changes for the newly 
formed Trunk ode 017. Previou ly upport Tp, we were set the 
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unenviabk task of formi ng an effective Trunk Node in limited time with 
limited resources for Ex Saif areea II. Whether this has been achieved 
remains to be een, bu t at the moment we are quietly confident (?). The 
fi rst two week of June saw The Regiment deploying to Vogelsang for 
our Regimenta l battlecamp. Afier a couple of weeks in camp, we were 
back out again for Ex White Javelin to face a week in the blistering heat 
t1y ing to get comms. ot a great di tance to travel , for the newly formed 
T 0 17, in fac t j ust a ten-minute drive to Ayrshire Barracks. For the next 
couple of days much to our delight and to that of the local takeaways 
courtc.sy of ig ' Clutch' McCulloch we taycd put , while 'the rest of the 
trunk nodes moved locations. We knew it had to come eventually and on 
Thursday, with a slight detour around Germany we arrived at the disu ·ed 
Bracht Fi re tation. thank to S gt ' DAD ' Lewis's excellent map reading 
skills. Quite what the holiday-makers in the adjoining campsite made of 
us we don ' t know but at least. the roller bladers gave the guard omething 
to look at. Finally, Endex arrived on the Fnday and the Wall and Willow 
wa opened for the quadron' entertainment. ext stop the place that all 
of the ·Gingers ' (Sig Harris, Cpl Callander) have been fearing, Oman. 
The list of hello ' for Trunk ode 01 7 is quite lengthy due to most of the 
Troop coming from 255 Sqn. The only goodbye is for S ig Maskell who 
leaves on promotion to 7 Bde after a whopping three week with the 
Troop. 

RADIO TROOP 
Tp Comd 2Lt Brian Jeffery 
Tp gt gt Dean Royle 

Radio Tp ha just been formed from members of 255 Sig Sqn, 16 Sig 
Regt and 231 Sig qn, 7 Sig Regt for the deployment to Ex Sa if Sareca 2 
in eptember under 230 Sig qn (+). The Troop will be supplying HF 
communications initially on the MSR for the move of as ets for the 
exercise. During June the Troop began the first part of it training in the 
re ision and practi e of the use of Kipling, a two-day package took place 
was put together and taught by LCpl Jock Mee. The following week was 
a training week prior to Ex White Javelin, the first (and la t) chance to 
work on exercise as a troop prior to deployment. The week included a 
PACEX around the JHQ area and te ting of the equipment to FMS 
Bampton in the UK. The Troop also had the delight of trying to learn 
ome ba ic Arabic from Sgt Rob Kirk , who also had the far more 

difficult task of trying to teach it. Fortunately Sig Lightly has just 
completed his Arabic course o at least there will be omebody in the 
Troop who can speak the language by the time we deploy! On Sunday I 
July the Troop deployed on Ex White Javelin; the exercise was ba ed 
around the local area and kind permission was given to u e real estate in 
Sennelager, Hohne and Herford. RA.DEX Troop provided assi tance in 
testing our communications to an exercise that they were running in 
Cornwall. The exercise was a great chance to let the new troop prove that 
HF communications are far better than trunk! But it wa tiring being the 
only troop to maintain communications all week. Problems did ari e 
though when ig Wilkie realised that the view of a couple in the wood 
behind his detachment was far more interesting than the exerci e. Cpl 
Osmond and ig Jamie Buyers decided to test the LAD when a trailer 
tyre blew up on the route 61, making their trip to Hohne la t even longer. 
All in all the exercise was a good chance to practise the skills and drill 
of the Troop and respective detachments - ext stop Oman. 

EXERCI E GREE GAMBIT 200J - by Cpl Ruck/edge 
Ex Green Gambit this year was at the Vogelsang training camp on the 

Belgian border and wa a run through of the defence of a comms site. 252 
Sqn were tasked with playing the role of bad guys (enemy), and were 
commanded by 2Lt 'Baby Face' Swift and the infantry hero SM Baird. 

The first two days were taken up with revision of basic infantry skills, 
which included occupying a harbour area , observation positions and 
patrolling. The next four days were used to put the skills into practice by 
disrupting the friendly force in their task of setting up and maintaining a 
communications site. Even though confronted by a vastly numerically 
superior force the ' bad guys' cau. ed significant disruption to the ' good 
guys' and successfully evaded capture (with a few notable exceptions) 
until the final day, when in a brilliant tactical move the CO ordered them 
to surrender. Then followed the usual humiliation handed out to captured 
personnel. The tactics of sandbags and zip ties, along with mental abu. e 
handed out during the interrogation procedure (ever heard of the Geneva 
convention?) proved unsuccessful, as even Sgt ick Campbell remained 
closed mouthed and the 'good guys' ga ined no useful information 
through their 'torture tactics '. 

Who needs MILAN? 
A member of one of the Sections on the tank killing range 

with his trusty cocktail 
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The exercise wa~ rounded up with a chance to shoot things, set fire to 
things and blow tl11ngs up, where they too~ part in a GPMG range and 
even got run over by a tank, t~1 s was an enjoyable way of rounding up a 
succcssfu! exercise. The evening of the last day was enjoyed by all as 
many senior ranks ~ere made f1mo f in performances carried out by the 
four troop . These included a ' Blind Date' sketch and a ' Jim ' ll Fix [t ' 
sketch where the RSM was pres.ented wi th a Jim' ll Fix It' badge, which 
was. well re~e1ved a he was rejected three times as a child (by Jimmy 
Saville that 1s). Some of the baddest members of the enemy included Sig 
Dave T m injured ' Dean, Sig arah ' God I' m indispensable ' Howie 
LCpl Al ' Unflappable ' Berry, LCpl Wayne 'No Pain' Addison and Sig 
Danni ' Having A Blonde Day' Foster. As a footnote it should be noted 
that the most notable attack from the ' bad guys' was a suicidal attack on a 
FfB UA village where a number of casualties were ustained, mainly due 
to the 'inspired' leadership of 2Lt ' Friendly Fire' Swift. A tip for the 
future, re.member where those persons giving covering fire are located, it 
i useful in any given combat situation. 

2Lt Laura Clark about to be run over by a 50 ton Leopard 

255 SIGNAL SQ ADRO 
Sqn Comd Capt Kevin Barker 
SSM W02 (SSM) Al Ironside 

The Squadron ha bid a hearty and sad goodbye to the OC, Maj Tony 
Burgin, who leaves us to travel ' up the road ' to join G6 UKSC(G) 
having handed over to the new OC, Capt Kevin Barker. All of us at 255 
wish Maj Burgin, Cathy, Gemma and Daniel all the very best for the 
future . As you have now left I am ure you will be glad to know that the 
Yeoman has now ceased to be censored however you can be reas ured 
that no mention of 'Winnie the Pooh' or• Anton'will be made (oops). On 
behalf of all the members of 255 Sqn we would like to wish you the very 
best for the future for both you and the Burgin clan and to thank you for 
steering the Squadron so well. Also moving i W02 (FofS) Matt 'My 
Diagrams g In The Tait' Duff. Again a big thank you and goodbye to 
Matt, Emma and Sam who are escaping to Cheltenham. Moving aero 
to take his place i SSgt (FofS) Campbell who has tran ferred over from 
SCP(R). Thank you to Matt for all you ' ve done for t11e Sqn and for your 
intluence in the sale of Yi io and other assorted oftware packages. The 
Foreman has been an invaluable asset to ARRC MAIN deployments not 
least because he oflen doubles up as tbe Tropo det on accow1t of bis ears. 
Also departing SHQ is SSgt Rocky Hudson who ha swapped with Sgt 
Jayne Lawrence from 252 ig Sqn (hello). Again, a big goodbye to 
Rocky and thanks for all your support over the last four years. The 

quadron has gone through ome other big changes with our numbers 
swelling con iderably as everyone ru hes to be 255 ig Sqn! We have 
now taken on all CfS responsibilities for all ARRC sites on deployment 
a I Tp tran fer from 252 Sig qn. Hot-footing it behind them came 
Bruggen Tp (formerly H Tp) as they also became part of the ever
increasing gang which now tand at a little hort of 200 members. For 
all the new faces a big welcome to 255 Sig Sqn. The Squadron can face a 
bright and intere ting future which see u not only growing but taking on 
a greater number and more varied roles. 

MAN TROOP 
Tp omd 2Lt Brian Jeffery 
Tp S gt S gt Fred Fensom 

llello to LCpl Phillips joining the Troop from 7 ig Regt and ig 
Green traight from the factory, a sad farewell goes to Cpl Kev Parkes 
a he leaves to re-badge to the AGC. Kev will be sadly mis ed within the 
Troop and we all wish Kev, Vicky and family all the be t for the future . 
Congratulations to Sig Douglas on his recent marriage to Louise, they 
are now awaiting the birth a child later thi year. ongratulatlons al o go 
lo Sig Ashley Beardsley on getting married and to 2Lt Brian Jeffery on 
hi recent engagement. ft i an end to an era for MA . Tp as we ha~e now 
passed the commitment for ARRC main back to 7 1g Regt, to enJOY the 
role of Rear upport Command (R C) instead. The la t few weeks have 
been involved in the build up to Ex Saif Sareea in the .om~n t11~t 111a1~y 
members of the Troop will be deployed on. In the porting side 1g Juhe 

tcele ha recently just returned from boxing in Herford. After a very 
close match Julie just lo t to her opponent but our prmse goes out to her 
for putting in a top effort with the a si tance of her coache W~2 
(QM I) 'Sideshow Bob' Price, gt Rob Kirk and Cp l 'Goerd1e' 
Appleby . Although the thought of exerci c isn't alway the mo t 
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appealing a few members of MA troop are resortmg to some de~perate 
measures. In the duration of one week LCpl Steve Carroll broke his 
ankle and underwent major surgery, LCpl Evo Boothby broke his arm 
and Sig Jamie Buyer has also been under the knife after breaking hi 
hand. The sad fact is LCpl Carroll and ig Buyers were playing football 
for the recently founded tella 'well-hard' football team. This has now 
been re-named the shandy ' Well-soft' football team. 

BRUGGE TROOP 
Tp OC Lt Lee Rickman 
Tp SSgt SSgt Gaz Tinsley 
LIFE AT BRUGGE 

(New boy in the chair) 
(Old man of the Troop) 

Well for the third time in two years H Troop or Bruggen Troops as we 
are now known have been transferred, m a deal worth millions the Crazy 
Gang are now on the books of 255 Sig Sqn. We are starting to feel like 
the ' Stan Colymores' of the Regt. Hopefully this will be our last port of 
call prior to the Troop demise in March 2003. In addition to our normal 
work at RAF Bruggen the Troop is also in line for some small tasks in the 
more exotic countries such as Oman, Sierra Leone, Turkey, orway and 
Ascension. There is always the call for more Mechs in the Balkan this is 
met by the intrepid crews that flit back and forth under the watchful eye 
of Sgt Bing Cro by. 

HELLO' 
Lt Rickman, Sig Smart, ig Ferris, Sig Hanlon, Sig Han en and Wife 
GOODBYES 
Capt Stonier (OC leaving for 2 Sig Regt, York - Best wi he from the 
lads and lasses for the future. 
Cpl Lewis (Back to the LAD). Cpl Shaw (North bound to Herford), ig 
Grebby (Now a Mister). 

CISTROOP 
THE METAMORPHlSIS OF CIS TROOP 

It has been a busy time for the Troop . o sooner than we had 
transferred to 255 Sig Sqn were also joined by assorted members of 7 Sig 
Regt. A big welcome to all those who have made the move. With thi 
amalgamation came the added responsibility of building and manning 
another headquarters and the Tp is now responsible for undertaking all 
deployable IS tasks for HQ I Sig Bde. It was therefore with some sadne s 
(and with linle ceremony) that the former Borneo (CIS) Tp was split into 
two parts with the IS element transferring into 255 Sig Sqn on 30 Apr as 
CIS Tp, whilst Commcen BFG and ADA Rheindahlen retain their 
slippers, reformed under control of SHQ 252 Sig Sqn. There is always 
the danger tha,t a Troop that is made up of unrelated elements including 
Commcen, Crypto and IS will become fragmented, however Borneo Tp 
has maintained a cohesion and unity that ha done it proud. There will be 
a function shortly to mark the occasion. 

SAN TROOP 
Tp Comd Capt 'Admin ls A Place ln China' Lyons 
Tp Sgt Sgt 'Through A Straw' Green 

The Troop bas been busy with the usual det maintainance, but ju t to 
keep us happy our new arrival from l ADSR ig Andy Duncan 
(welcome to the Squadron) put on a fine di play of emergency stiching 
for the RSM's parade. We mu t say goodbye to ig 'Mad' Chri Stewart 
who ha gone to civ div and al o LCpl 'Biff' Fisher who has gone to be 
trained in the dark ide of the force at 11 Sig Regt and is retrading to tech. 

EXERCISE BAVARIAN BACKSTOP 
Ex Bavarian Backstop was a 255 Sig Sqn adventure training exercise 

held (surpri ingly) in Bavaria. The Exerci e allowed 40 members of the 
quadron to take part in either trekking, rock climbing or kayaking, with 

all those who went trekking coming away with their wnmer Mountain 
Proficiency qualification. The area around Kranzegg provided us with 
ome excellent walk , although not everyone agreed that the view from 

the top of the mountain compen ated for the effort put in to get there! 
LCpl 'Fred' West didn't understand why we couldn't go up in the cable 
car and then walk down! 2Lt Brian Jeffery certainly found his I-Day 
vi it to the ex very tiring and took every opportunity to stop for a 
breather! The kayakers enjoyed the calm of the Alp ee before progres ing 
onto moving water, including the weir and rapids at Marienbrucke. LCpl 
' Mac' MacDonald particularly enjoyed hi - experience of the rapid as he 
emerged from the water (afler much pulling on the ·afety line by ig 
Michelle Jelfs!) minus his kayak and paddle! The nearby town provided 
excellent venue for ampling the local beer and the Karting Bahn at 
Fisehen gave the budding formula one drivers a chance to hinc! The 
fa test lap of the evening went to W02 (FofS) tart Duff, although the 
competition wa tough! The greatest achievement of the e1·ening was not 
getting thrown off the premise as numerou kart attempted to de troy 
the circuit and each other! Overall thee wa a great succe and a lot of 
fun was had by all, with the added bonu of some of the oldiers gaining 
qualification a a re ult of the hard work they put in and their 
enthusiasm. 

252 SIG AL SQ ADRO 1 

Sqn Comd Maj G. Pickersgill 
M W02 (S 'I) Hannah 
The quadron ha changed ignificantly over the last three months, 

losing all it deployable as·ets amounting to around half the quadron. 
previou size. These have been ·hifted in their entirety over to 255 1g 

qn which .hould give them something to do for a change. The quadron 
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nO\\ has 150 pcr.onnel. which h uld give the 0 even more time to 
improve Ins golf handicap. \J are -till without a shadow of a doubt the 
harde t \\ orking quadron in the Regiment - 24hr i:ianning in the 
O~t KE, and CP(R). as an example whilst th lteld quadrons 

di.appear on block leave! That aid ' e have still managed to relea e 
people on a regular ba i to go away for port , adventurou trainin.g 
a tivitic. and even more ·fun' military training. For a quadron. which 1s 
so far flung, the e activities arc a vital part of our liv~ , which keep the 
:pirit · high and the will to win at the front of our mind . This etho 
cannot be bencr demon trated b)' SCP(R). \ inners, for the tltird year, of 
the Leicester Trophy. CP(R) once again howed a determination and 
pride 111 the face of public opinion. 'They are only shift workers', to take 
a highly de er\'ed victory by 16 point . Congratulation to all in the 
Troop and e:pecially to gt Leigh Crossing who leaves u as a 
Leicester Trophy Champion on promotion to become SSM HQ oy 

EXERCI EBO 1 B CK TOP 
AILI 'G RO ND DE •T RK 

After a six-hour journey from JHQ to Kiel. the crew moved into 
temporary accommodation for the night before the boat wa taken over 
the following morning. \ hil t Capt Bates was taking over the boat , we 
were gi\·en the task of buying the fresh ration required for the first part 
of the journey. Thi and the loading of all our kit took ome time, so we 
did not really get senled in the boat until about l I o'clock . We were then 
shown variou part of the 'c el including the odd nam given to part 
of the ail . ropes. navigation equipment etc. After a safety brief and 
lunch we departed Kiel at around l 300hr toward our de ti nation, 
Eckenforde, ju t up the road from Kiel. A good deal of time wa spent 
getting u ed to the ba ics, including teering. changing ails, tacking .and 
gibing, and the rules involved in sai ling. During the journey the wmd 
picked up ignificantly which cau ed a few worried faces. Oh dear, o 
thi i what ailing i all about. With winds gusting up to 40 knots and 
heavy ea rolling the boat from the out et, we had to rig the s1on11 jib 
and did not even rai e the main ail because of the arriving storm. As the 
wind was behind us, the boat rolled with the high waves in a way that 
made everybody instantly feel ill. This was the sign of things 10 come, 
and the main ail was reefed in so we could control the boat a little better. 
We eventually arrived at Eckenforde at l 700hrs and spent ome time 
preparing the boat whil t mother-watch prepared sumptuous spaghetti 
bolognai e. The econd day' destination, Marstal in Denmark, was ome 
30 miles away so we were trying to prepare ourselve for a long journey. 
Unfortunately it was not long before Leon 'Chunks' Crayton was sick, 
and this made the rest of u feel even worse. It was all we could do to 
top our elves being ill, so we were kept busy by trying to control and 

maintain the boat in the rough seas. Eventually, we arrived at Marstal at 
l 900hrs and began to get the colour back in our faces. 

Initially, our next destination was to be Faaborg to the orth West of 
Marstal on the mainland. After negotiating some very slender deep-water 
routes we came out into open water and were able to raise both the 
main ail and foresail as the weather was calmer than the previous day. 
However. the wind had shifted considerable and we found ourselves 
heading straight into wind and therefore had to keep tacking to head for 
Faaborg. After some hours of this, Capt Bates rea li sed that it would be 
unreali tic to achieve Faaborg that day. owe altered course for Svenborg 
to the ortheast. Sailing with the wind made the yacht travel quickly, 
achieving speeds of up to 8 knots. We arrived at Svenborg at l 800hr and 
immediately began preparing the curry that was eventually gobbled up by 
the hungry crew. Svenborg proved to be a beautiful town with many 
friendly people. As some of the crew were avid fisherman they wanted to 
try out their fishing skill in the harbour. and were given a few hours to 
try and cat h dinm:r. It was to our surprise that they returned with four 
good ized fish that made their way to the diner table later that evening. 
Capt Bates took the crew out for the remainder of the day teaching 
safety drills like man-overboard and dropping anchor. As the weather was 
fairly calm we set full sail and practised tacking and gibing, as well as 
orne of the crew being raised in the bosun's chair over the side of the 

boat. We returned to Svenborg later that evening and cooked our fish (and 
also plenty of pizza). 

We et ofT from venborg at around I 030hrs the next day, towards 
Rudkobing, a small fishing town to the South East of Svenborg. As much 
of the ea around Rudkobing is very shallow, we had 10 pilot the boat 
through narrow deep-water channels in order to approach the Lown. A 
fine day weather wise meant that we all fini bed the day with red sea-dog 
faces. I was given the chance to go up the mast in the boson's chai r in 
order to take crew photo. ft proved to be higher up than I expected. 

aturday night in Rudkobing was an interesting affair. Of the three bars 
in the town, everybody eemed to congregate in the one place, and we 
ended up playing an impromptu pool tournament. 

We began the la l and longest leg of the journey back towards Kiel. 
Unfortunately the wind was directly against us that meant we either had 
to tack all the way back or motor for much of the way and hope that the 
wind swung around a little in order to get some power out of the ails. 

apt Bates was a little worried about the time factor and decided to 
motor mu.ch of the way. The weather was more forgiving than the 
outbound Journey but we weren't willing to take any risks this time and 
the whole crew kept popping sea sickness tablets just in case. We were 
able to make some ~ii power for part of the journey, and returned 10 Kiel 
at around 1930 hr , JU t when another four boats from other courses were 
returning. apt Bate looked a little flustered as everyone was watching 
him try to reverse the boat into the narrow berthing space. Once the boat 
\\as tidied up ready for handover the next day we all went out and had a 
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meal. II in all. the expedition was great fun , and everyone ga ined 
omcthing fro m it. Although the ea ickness experience will st ick in 

everyonc.,.s m ind, wc enjoyed i · day's sailing around the wa ters of 
Denmark and dLcovercd that the Dani h people were ve1y friendly and 
welcommg to a boat full of British squaddie . 

RS ST(G) 
QC WOI (FofS) Briers 
Tp gt gt Holloway 
EXERCISE TEAM EDIFICE 

E · Team Edifice was a Roy a l Signals System Support Team 
(Germany) ad enturous training exerci e that took place in Mayhofcn, 
Austria over the period 14-21 April 2001 and was based on alpine skiing 

gt ' Cozzy ' Costello organi ed the event, his initial brief to all the 
participant was that all they needed was a passport and some ' non
ribbed· ocks. The team invited Capt (Tfc) 'Rollover ' Roden, Capt 
(TOT) ·Sleepy' Steven and W02 (S M) 'Port Monkey' Hannah . Day 
one wa a 0600hrs meet in camp. We then gleefully set off to Au tria , via 

gt ' Cozzy ' Costello ' hou e so that he could collect his forgouen 
pa port and ribbed ocks (first fine of the week). On arriving at 
Mayrhofen, the group was met by the ight of over two metres of now, 
on the Penken mountain. An absolute blessing especially in the la L week 
of the ski sea on. The warm up on the lopes in the first morning ensured 
all the skiing participant had regained their ' ski leg ', while Sgt 
'Demon' Dix discovered that nowplough turn are rarely carved, they 
are more usually ploughed. After lunch Sgt 'Al' Costello, et gt 'Dixie' 
Dix to work, ploughing the green ·nursery' slope while he led the skiers 
to the infamou red number 7 ki-route. This route was to earn the name 
'manic molly ' mighty mogul mountain' as the kiers quickly learned 
that horrible cruddy wet snow on this, off- piste route, defied all attempts 
to ki parallel. Confidence shattered we rejoined ' Dixie' on the Nur ety 
slope. 

Wedne day saw the team on Snow Blades, these extremely small skis 
seem very awkward initially but can be ma tered within 20 minute . For 
the whole day the team, irrespective of skiing standard, skied together 
and completed all the slopes. Blade are great fun and everyone should 
try them. You can even chill out on the slopes with the nowboarders! 
The exercise participants rapidly di covered that SSgt Steve Holloway 
likes to tell everyone Tm not being funny, right' before his next 
entence. However, his comical postures on the lopes and antics during 

the A pre -Ski events, severely di proved this figure of speech. Thu SSgt 
'Charlie Chester' Holloway made an outstanding contribution to the 
week by being nominated, every evening, for dick of the day! W02 
(FofS) 'Sooty' Edge made a notable contribution by ea uring we could 
always see the other group (day and night) due to his yellow banana skin 
ski suit. 

Day Three aw the Team trying some jump . WOI (FofS) ' My Wri l 
Hurts' Briers set the standard by attempting a jump and landing on his 
bead yards away from his skis. After this the group decided to remodel 
the jumps, to great effect. WOI (FofS) Briers, W02 (SSM) ' Port 
Monkey' Hannah and SSgt ·Norman' Carter started a 'buzz the 
snowboarder ' competition, which proved very challenging. FofS Briers 
being the winner with a total of eight! The Team was sorry to lo e Capt 
(Tfc) 'Rollover' Roden when he decided to ditch hi · skis and dive off the 
black lope breaking hi collarbone. The fact that Capt Roden was 
extracted by piste machine caused an element of jealousy as SSgt 
'Charlie Chester' Holloway had wanted a ride on it, a ll week. The week 
proved a great success with all participants showing considerable 
improvements in their skiing. gt ' Demon ' Dix was a complete novice 
on day one and by day 6 was kiing well - winn ing the face planting 
competition. The Snow conditions were excellent and Mayhofcn i 
recommended to all. 

SI GAPORE BACK TOP - by Sig Mel Gros 
Bavaria 'the hills of death' is where we s ta rted, a lone band of 

adventures set on a journey of discovery. Led by the enigmatic S M 
'Rick' Hannah and the amateur bodybuilder SSgt 'Leigh ' C rossing, also 
known as 'Foggy'. The party was made up of two sections. Jn the first 
section, led by SSgt C rossi ng was, Sgt'Steve'Colbeck who has a similar 
resemblance to Mr Burns of the Simpsons , C pl Gav 'Random' 
Ruckledge, Cp l Dan 'Mad Welsh Man' Peake, Cpl 'V' Gough, Sig 
' Geri' Halliwell and myself. The second section was led by SM 
Hannah , this included Cpl 'Adam ' Dixon, Cpl Mick ' Leather Head ' 
Durrant, S ig 'BM' Dea n, Sig ' Jay' Jennings and Sig 'Eminem' 
McKella. 

We arrived at the Drei Muhlen Lodge in Wertach at approximately 
I 5: IS after an 8-hour long drive, it was lik e a g ho t town, the 
accommodation was excellent but we had to run round the showers to get 
wet! The first three days consisted of hill walking, (why walk up a 
mountain when you just come back down the other side). The hills were 
steep and the mosquitoes were mad for our blood but we didn 't give up. 
And kept a smile on our faces for the duration. We all took turns map 
reading, how could we ever forget to orientate our map to the ground? 

gt Cro sing kept reminding us! But even he got confused with a bll of 
map theory, he went fifty-fifty and got the wrong answer all he had to ay 
was 'l isten to me I am a map readin g instructor J should know'. 
Throughout our stay there were a lot of memorable moments such as the 
raging rapids that everyone hated as we capsized, everyone was gasping 
for air, as it was so cold. · 

The one thing we will all remember is, 'the slide of pain'. We set ofT 
on a two-day bill walk, and stopped at a nearby car park for a break near 
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a Toboggan ride, which a number of U$ decided to have a go at. Sgt 
Collbeck, Cpl Durrant and Cpl Peake, went up the slide first closely 
foll owed by Sig Halliwell and myself who got in a Toboggan together. 
We knew we would pick up speed so we allowed a di stance to open up 
before we set off. As we descended we approached a blind corner, where 
un known to us a build up had occurred due to slower people on the 
course. Among this build up were Sgt Colbeck and Cpl Peake. We came 
around the corner and went s traight into the back of Cpl Peake's 
Toboggan, who 's toboggan then went up gt Colbeck's back leaving him 
with a nasty case of friction burns all up his rear (ouch!) This is going to 

hu1t he thought, he wasn't wrong. But these wcren ' t the only people up to 
no good, Cpl Ruckledge bought a hat and walking stick (of pam) he 
ca ll ed the m, afte r purch as ing the m later that day went back, and 
exchanged his hat for a dry one as his feather got wet. This exercise wa.~ 
very much enjoyable and we took away from it what we put into 11, even 
though we had a few near death experiences. At the end of the day 
everyone learned a great deal and received their mountain proficiency 
certificate. To this end we owe a lot of thanks to the organiser , gt 
Crossing, and to SM Hannah . Without these the exercise would not 
have been possible. 

21 SIGNAL REGIMENT 
(AIR SUPPORT) 

CO Lt Col I. Hooper 
RSM WOI (RSM) D, Rook 

O ver the last few month s RHQ has virtually had a complete 
changeover of its team. In particular a welcome to the new CO, Lt Col 
Hooper and WOl (RSM) Rook and farewell to Lt Col Gillespie and 
WOI Jenkins. On the Regimental Admin Office front new arrivals Capt 
Barker RAO, Sgt tainton, Sgt Lancaster and LCpl Cross. Farewells 
go to Ca pt Godden, Sgt Fuller and Cpl Bailey on his promotion to 
Sergeant. 

A SAD FARWELL TO THE CO A D RSM 
On Friday 13 July 2001 it wa time Lo bid farewell to the CO, Lt Col 

Gillespie and WOI (RSM) Jenkins from the Regiment. The send off 
wa in the form of a TAB as opposed 10 a formal parade. The Regiment 
set off at the double complete with rucksacks , arriving after a short 
arduous distance to where a table had been laid out with a few bottles of 
champagne. The CO joined by the mo t junior in each rank made a toast 
10 the Regiment and from this point we set off again back into the run. 
After completing a further two circuits of the 4x4 driver training area the 
welcome ound of a Chinook wa heard over bead. Thi was the next 
pha e of the send off. The Regiment lined the Tarmac and waved 
goodbye to the CO and RSM as the Chinook took to the sky with the CO 
and RSM both sat hanging on for grim death on the tailgate. On return 
the CO and RSM both remarked that that was the Heli ride of their live 
At this stage they thought it was all over, but what they didn ' t know was 
that the Regiment had now formed up again and were waiting for them 
both to drive pa t in a go-kart and helicopter that had been made by our 
REME boys. The R M sat in the go-kart with the CO at the controls of 
the Helicopter. They set off with the RSM towing the CO along the road, 
both of them looking a little bewildered in the direction of the Officers' 
Me s followed by a huge cheer from the Regiment. The CO and RSM 
will both be sadly mis ed by all in the Regiment. Lt Col Gillespie will 
shortly be leaving the Army and during his spare time he is intending to 
try his hand a land cape gardening. We wish him and his wife Fiona and 
baby Cameron the very be t for the future. The Regiment would also 
like to wish the same for WOJ Jenkins and his wife Annette, when they 
move to orthern Ireland and IS Sig Regt where the now Capt Jenkins 
takes up his new post as RCMO. 

RECRUITL G EFFORT 
COLER E ACTIVITE WEEK AND BOVI GTON FAIR 

During the week 3-7 July 200 1 the Regiment hosted and assiste? with 
the olerne activitie week. This i a we k dedicated to the recruitment 
of potential soldiers. The week saw approximately 350 sch?ol children 
each day visiting tands from a variety of Corp and Regiments. The 

orp. was we ll repre entcd by member of the R MPT boo ted by 
members from A Tp 244 Sig Sqn, 14 ig Regl (EW) and 3 ADSR. The 
activity week finished with an excellent Regimental Open Day. The 
following week saw our recruiting efforts pushed ev.en further when we 
sent a team of ten to the Bovington Army areers Fair for a week. Under 
the guidance of Lt Clement , 244 ig qn, the team ran a number of 
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stands for up to 350 school children each day. Thi proved a great ucce s 
with a number of School children showing a particular interest in the 
pos ibility of joining Royal Signals. Both weeks culminated in a total of 
700 man-hour toward the recruiting effort. 

220 IG L Q ADRON 
Sqn Comd Maj Jim Forrest 
SSM W02 (S M) ige Roberts 

The Squadron has been as busy as ever with commitments, including 
the MAPPS trial and deploying on Ex Saif Sereea. umerous extra 
activities have taken place in the last couple of months for the Squadron, 
including : recruiting for the Corps. on show at the Royal Military 
Academy aadhurst, sailing in the Solen!, a battlefield tour to Crete, 
running stands at the Open Day, and representing the Regiment in 
athletics and swimming. The Squadron has een lot of faces come and 
go recently, especially amongst the hierarchy. Capt John 'Get in your 
box!' Fraser has completed his sentence as Sqn 21C moving on to the 
Joint Command Staff Course at Scbrivenham. The boss himself, Maj Jim 
Forrest, i also off having been po ted as Chief of Staff at JSU Corsham. 
To take control we welcome Maj 1annings as QC and Capt Waddell as 
the new Sqn 2JC. Unfortunately as so many people have been leaving, 
the Squadron has been forced to hold quite a few leaving drinks - never 
mind! 

DELTA TROOP 
Tp Comd 2Lt Jez Wadia 
Tp SSgt Sgt Mark Gilbert 

First of all. a huge 'Big Up ' to Sgt Lee Franci on hi recent 
promotion. A big, big welcome to the new characters in the Troop: LCpl 
'Swanny' Swan, LCpl Matt ' I like driving over bikes' Burton. LCpl 
Carl 'Benny' Bennett, LCpl ' ikki 'Alright La· Donnelly, Sig Chris 
'Rude Boy' Fieldi ng, Cpl John 'Strange · McCone, ig Danny Parker, 
Sig Dan Jones , Sig Gemma Coel and Sig Adam Ryan. A fond farewell 
to LCpl teve ·The Chin ' Smith, who i giving into the dark side and 
rejoining the civilian community. Another farewell to Sgt Adi Watts who 
left the Troop on promotion to Staff ergeant to tart his YofS course at 
Blandford. Delta Tp ha been exceptionally busy over the last couple of 
months, but we managed to ort oui at least one Troop Day Out. Off the 
Troop went for a bimble along the Bradford-upon-A~on canaL 
Coincidentally the walk ended up at a pub, as u ual, w11h certain 
members of the Troop cooling ofT in the river, allegedly. The 'dunk tank' 
tand run by Delta Tp. as part of the Regimental Open Day wa a great 
ucce . Willing volunteer (?), including the CO, R M, Adjt, Provo t 

Sergeant and all the Troop HQ to name a few. spent roughly half an hour 
each getting wet for a good cau c. Thank you to all of tho e vho were 
dunked, for taking pan and being good ports! 

:.--=.. 

The Regiment gets its revenge on Capt Pete Griffiths 
at the Delta Troop Dunk Tank on the Regimental Open Day 
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GO LF TROOP 
Tp omd 2Lt Catherine J ardine 
Tp gt gt \ ayne Hayes 

The Troop bid a fond farewell to Cpl Paul Howe on po ting and Cpl 
'Denz· J ames a he leave the army for pastures new in 'ci ie treet' 
(Who's gonna ort out troop admin now?). Additionally a temporary 
farewell to gt 'Daz' Kidd a he join our detachment on Op Agricola. 
The Troop warmly welcomes Cpl 'Hector' Heathcoate and Sig 'Paul' 
White. Congratulation go to LCpl ' tu' Tucker on hi recent promotion 
to Corporal. The Troop ha been involved in several activities including 
Ex Eagle (why don't the RAF wear cam cream?) Lift, a Joint Helicopter 
Command Exerci e located at Keevil airfield and South Cerney, and 
continued pre-deployment training for Ex aif Sareea for a total of one 
third of the troop. o overall a fairly busy rime! The Regimental open day 
aw Golf and Charlie troops join force to build and run a tented .22 air 

rifle range. To say it wa popular is an understatement After deducting 
out initial outlay (including hiring 20 hay bales from a local farmer) the 
tand made a healthy profit of £79 to go to a selection of charitie . 

S PPORT TROOP - by Cpl Tltisby 
Tp Comd Capt John Fraser 
Tp SSgt gt teve Pattenden 

This has been a very hectic period for Support Tp with Ex aif ereea 
looming and 16 Air As It Bde's Exerci es Eagles trike and Eagle Lift. 
Due to all the latter, there ha been chaos in the Ops room, and the 
spillage of many brew in the Tech work hop . However, the Troop has 
managed at lea t one day out of the hangar, deploying to the hills for a 
day. Yeoman Bentle led from the front, dragging the Troop around a 
14-mile circuit and a couple of well needed refreshment tops on tile way. 
After the quadron football competition we have di covered that we own 
some of the stars, namely the top header SSgt Pattenden, SSgt Sala who 
uses pure brute force and LCpl 'Budgie' Burgess a ma ter of skill and 
speed. The MT is still going strong, so strong they can never make any of 
the PT se sions. They also have a new addition in to their clan. S ig 
'Maestro' Shirley - nice name! The MT is at present being led by C pl 
·Grandad' Clement and Cpl 'Bruce' Lee, standing in for Sgt 'Mackum' 
Jobson away on the Royal Signals Sergeants course. Farewell to the 
SQMS, SSgt ' Bruiser' a la, who i off back to the fatherland to 280(v) 

ig qn and good luck to S gt 'Monkey' Eza rd who takes over the 
SQMS post. We also welcome Yeoman Parr, formerly known a 
"Gripper', and the operators will find out why later. Settling in to the 
Troop well are LCpl Helen ·Hatchback' Coupe, now in charge of the 
Radio section of the tech workshops, and also the Tech brew boy Cpl 
Jim Thisby - aka Iraqi tank Commander. Looking ahead life is only 
going to get busier for Support Tp! 

244 JG 'AL SQ ADRO 
Sqn Comd Maj David Bizley 
SSM W02 (SSM) Paul Williams 

The Squadron is now preparing for its deployment to Oman on Ex Saif 
Sareea in early September. With Alpha Tp deploying to Turkey over the 
same period and our continued presence in Kosovo, the Squadron will 
indeed be spread to the high winds. The summer b.as a lso seen our 
participation in various recruiting fai rs, w ith the Troops showing 
them elves off at the Colerne and Bovington Activities Weeks as well as 
at our Regimental Open Day. The Squadron would like to bid a big 
farewell to Capt Andy Arthurton who leaves the Regiment to enjoy 
JCSC and welcomes Capt Andy Hill from 7 Armd Bde as our new 21C. 
The Squadron al o welcomes 2Lt Zoe White who will take command of 
the newly formed Hotel Tp later this year. 

ALPHA TROOP 
Tp Comd Capt Pete Brunton 
Tp S. gt Sgt Phil Render 

Goodbye to Capt 'Wild Bill' Holbrook who is off to 30 Sig Regt and 
also farewell to Cpl 'Stu' Hunt who leaves us for Civ Div: good luck to 
you and your family. Welcome to Sig 'Mark' Hankey, S ig 'Abs' 
Absolom and ig cott who've all arrived from Blandford and to the 
new boss Capt Pete Brunton who joins us from 1 Mech Bde. The Foot 
and Mouth epidemic caused a gap in our exercise programme that we 
filled with training, courses and personal development. This included a 
day of paint-balling organised by ig 'Sid'Reynolds resulting in more 
than a few bruises amongst the Troop. 

LA. 'CE CORPORAL VALLANCE TN CA ADA 
When asked if I would like to go to Canada for two weeks 1 j umped at 

the chance. A week _later I found myself attached to 624 TACP (FAC) to 
provide Forward Air Control support and target acquisit ion for 2 Sqn 
RAF. T?e t~a!11 consisted of Maj ick Sparks, LCpl Andy 'I collect 
he~mets Famngton, LCpl Paul Sirett and myself. Aller a flight from 
Bnze 'orton we eventually arrived in Goose Bay, Labrador, where we 
11nmed1atel}'. unpacked and recce'd our location. Tlie next day we got a 
nde 111 a helicopter out to the training area and dropped off wi th sufficient 
food and hqu1d refreshment to last the week in a cabin in the middle of 
nowhere. Late~ that day we set out to climb the adjacent hill to set up the 
La er1Range hnder (LTM). The Tornadoes came in fast and furious and 
nearly al~ay~ hit their. targets of dummy tanks and command bunkers on 
a m~k a1rstnp, droppmg I OOOlb concrete bombs. The econd week was 
pr~cucally the same as the first, ~ut thi~ time 2 Sqn were dropping laser 
guided bomb over our heads, which miraculously flew over us and on to 
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the target. Despite the horrendous mosquitoes and horse flies that ate us 
alive, I learnt a great deal and would gladly go back tomo1Tow. 

LCpl Vallance laser targets for Tornadoes 

LANCE CO RPORAL MURPHY I AUSTRALIA 
Ha ing being elected to play in the Corps Basketball Tour to 

Australia I started my 23-hour flight to Melbourne, followed by an hours 
drive to our camp at Pukkapanyol. Expecting an early night after uch an 
epic joumey we instead had a night out with the Rugby Club! Following 
a week's worth of training in the gym with our slave driver of a coach, 
WO l Fors 'Kev' Moi r , our first game was disappointing, receiving the 
thrashing of our lives from the local chool team. We gradually improved 
until both male and female teams were able to give a good showing in the 
Victoria State Competition at the end of the tour. l spent the weekend off 
in Melbourne and decided that I couldn't come all the way to Australia 
and not see the home of my favourite soap opera. We promptly found the 
one and only Ramsey treet complete with the ca t of Neighbour I 
even managed to get my picture taken in the Robin on Family kitchen! 

LCpl Fi Murphy (far right) 
in the Robinson s kitchen from the TV Soap Neighbours 

BRAVO TROOP 
Tp Comd 2Lt Neil C lem ents 
Tp SSgt Sgt Andy G ill 

The Troop has recently been enhanced by the addition of Cpl Dave 
Halbert, LCpl Tracy Walker and Sigs Gareth El by and Phil Butler. 
Our thanks also go to those who have departed recently, C pl ' Speedy' 
Speed , who on promotion to Sergeant managed to get posted all the way 
to the hanger next door. Also Sig Ben 'Scotty' Scott, who is leaving us to 
go to 30 Sig Regt, and Sig Tammy Yates who leaves us for civvy street. 
Special mention must go to C pl Mark 'Smudge' Smith who managed to 
convince the RAF that he was Officer material and now goes to RAF 
Cranwell where they wi ll teach him how to use a knife and fo rk properly. 
Finally, after a gruelli ng course at RAF Ben o n C pl Dave Halbert 
became a Landing Point Commander and Sigs 'Oxo' O xley and Mickey 
Young qualified as Rigger Marshallers. With this much act ivity ii was 
surprising that we managed time for anything else but some of the troops 
managed to get away sail ing in rbe Solen! for a few days. 

Cpl Dave Halbert getting to grips with a Puma 
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IIEADQUARTERS SQ ADRO 
21 JGNAL REGIMENT (AS) OPE DAY - 7 .J LY 2001 
Report by W02 (SSM) Chapman 
Chairman Maj T. A. Dean 
Event 21C Capt A. Masson 
Events/Catering W02 (l~CWO) M. B. Jessel 
Event Site W02 (SSM) A. A. Chapman 

The Regimental Open .Day for 2001 was planned for 7 July and after 
the first .ma1or co-ord1nat111g conference at the beginning of the year, the 
preparation · began 111 earnest. As usual HQ Sqn took the brunt of the 
organi ing, but we were .quite happy as it made a change from counting 
blankets and load1ng rations. Many of the faces from the previous year 
had changed so it was down lo the new team to start from scratch and 
make it the best open day so far. Most of the major military acts were 
already booked, but after Foot and Mouth cancellations, some funny hand 
shakes and a little nudge nudge, wink wink from W02 'M' Jessel and 
Capt Masson, the line up for the main arena started to take shape. This 
was to comprise of the Red Arrows, the RAF Falcon Parachute Display 
Team, the Band of the Hussars and Light Dragoons and the Royal Signals 
White Helmets. Not a bad line up for a Regimental Open Day. The week 
before the event, the Regiment was al o hosting the Service Activitie 
Week, with stand and displays from mo t of the different arm of the 
forces. The week comprised of vi it from youth groups throughout the 
UK, allowing kids to get an insight into the British Am1y. 

The preparation did not go that smoothly, as the tent that had been 
requested went off on exercise to Oman. However, with the reas uring 
words ' It's orted,' from S gt 'Scouse, Ducking and Diving ' Deegan the 
tents started to appear. A new light also shone in the Regiment as Sgt 
'Spence' O rd showed off skills in advertising normally only seen before 
in Fleet Street. The planning conferences came and went, the ulcers grew 
and grew but the week finally arrived, as did the Activitie Displays. On 
the Monday confusion reigned, as displays and the Regiment attempted 
to find out what was going on, waiting until eventually the external 
organisers finally turned up and pointed u all in the right direction. The 
build of the site went amazingly well with the weather hot and sunny all 
week. However, on Friday the first Monsoon arrived. The weather started 
to clear late in the afternoon in time for the Chinook to arrive at low 
level , which blew all the neatly stacked bale of hay from one of the 
displays, all over the site and clear over the top of one of the hangers. It 
arrival as one of the main di play did bring a mile to our face ince the 
Red Arrows were fog bound in Ireland, and the RAF Falcons were tuck 
in Belgium. Then the White Helmet arrived, ' Hurraaah!' 

7 July arrived and what a glorious morning it was. The organisers were 
on site at 0430hr a some of the fair rides were late in arriving. By 
0700hrs the ground and tents were nice and dry as were the tall holders 
from around Wiltshire, who were arriving to set up get ready for the 
opening at IOOOhrs. The call went out on the radio to open the gates at 
ten and the long awaited Open Day began. The fir t good news of the day 
arrived with the Red Arrows and RAF Falcons confirming that they could 
now make the event and then the White Helmets giving the thumbs up to 
the ground conditions. Things were looking up! By 1230hrs, when the 
Band of the Hussars and Light Dragoons took to the arena, the crowd 
were getting bigger and the ticket vendors at both entrances were 
working flat out. The best sign of succe s was W0 2 'Dusty' Miller and 
W02 'Glen' Hollas, both in charge of the finance. rubbing their bands; 
always a good sign of raising lot of money. 

LCpl Smith and Sig Elsby 
I know that Sgt Maj Chapman said to wear waterproofs 

but th is is ridiculous 

The Whi te I lelmet rode on at 1400hrs ju t as a light hower hit the 
show. The team captain sa id it was planned by the organisers to see a few 
spills but our hopes were da hed, not one. The long awaited Red Arrow. 
flew in at 15 1 Shrs and due to increasing low cloud performed one of the 
!owe t and mo t breath taking disp lay anyone had ever een before. w_e 
were concerned that the ferris wheel wi th the fun fai r w.ould get 111 their 
way but not a chance. As the Red Arrows di play fi ni hcd the biggest, 
darkest cloud ever to be seen at olerne arrived and o did Mon oon 
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number two, with thunder and lightning to match. Everyone ran for 
cover, some to their cars, mo t into the tents, but the kids thought it 
would be fun to slide down the roads, m the rivers of water that were 
flooding the site. The organisers ran out to check the stall-holders, who 
were quite happy chatting to those who had taken shelter in their tents. 

eedless to say the beer tent was full (mainly by the Regiment) . The 
storm eased off, and to our amazement a Cl30 appeared overhead, bang 
on time, as the RAF Falcons parachuted into the arena. To jump in such a 
storm was very impressive and they received the biggest cheer of the day 
as our departing Commanding Officer, Lt Col P G illespie, took the 
salute. 

The Open Day finished at I 700hrs and as the wet and weary visitors 
made they way back to their cars, the fatigue party took a well-earned 
break in the beer tent. It didn't seem to matter what the weather threw at 
us during the last hour of the event. It didn ' t dampen anyone's pirit, as 1t 
was still hot, sunny and humid the vast majority of the time. making the 
day a huge success. A huge thank you is owed to all the members of the 
fatigue party who worked hard all week through rain and shine. Also 
many thanks to all the mtlitary and civilian stall holder for their 
contribution and support to such a succe sful event. The sums are still 
being done, but the money raised for charity looks likely to be the bigge t 
total so far. We have already started planning next years Regimental 
Open Day and watch this pace as it promises to be even bigger! 

M IKE T ROOP - by Cpl Rob Murray & LCpl Pat Eason 
Tp Comd WO I Fors 'Paul' Lewis 
Tp SSgt S gt 'Spence' Ord 

With the recent influx of Class 3 Techs and Meehs, TM Tp has swelled 
to such an extent that we are considering becoming an independent 
squadron. On the work ide of life the Troop ha been kept extremely 
busy, the Mechs have, under the watchful eye of Cpl Pete ·That co ts this 
much' Ric ha rd s, been busy rewiring the Officer ' and Sergeants' 
Messes. Back in the workshop the shelve are being cleared of faulty 
equipment for the fast approaching Ex Saif Sereea. 

Congratulations are sent out to the swimmers within the troop 
including LCpl A ndy Barnard, LC pl Paul 'Stavros· Angelidi and 
LCpl Cora Field who were among the Regiment' succes ful swimming 
team in the Army Swimming Champion hips. Taking third place in the 
male event and second place in the female event. Per onal 
congratulations go to LCpl Paul 'Stavros' ngelidi for becoming the 
fastest male swimmer in the Anny on open water gaining third overall in 
the Inter Service Long Di tance Championships. Congratulations also to 
LCpl Steve Hadley and his wife on the birth of their baby boy. The final 
congratulation to LCpl Chri Yapp on taking the plunge and tying the 
knot with bis new wife Amy. ow on to the welcomes. a big hello hug to 
the new Regimental Foreman, WOl (FofS) Paul L ewi who has joined 
the Troop from Cyprus. LCpl K ev :vloss, LCpl . eil Ey re and ig 
Tasker new TeleMech/ Insta llation Techs and LCpl Cora Field Sy Eng 
Tech. On to the sad business of farewells and it is a teary eyed farewell to 
Capt Ady Knight who has headed for pasture new. Goodbye to Cpl 
Rob M urray returning to Blandford for his C la I. The la t two 
goodbyes are to Cpl Keith Gilbert and Cpl Mark Taylor both are off to 
the big wide world ofCiv Div. To end, promotion j u tin congratulation 
to LC pl Eddie Waring, and also Cpl Ron Evans, Cpl Matt Jenning , 
Cpl Alli Smith for gaining their second stripe , the Regiment can leep 
ea y at night when these three are guard commanders! 

REGIME T L ATHLETICS-bySig Cooce 
OIC Maj Jim Forrest & Capt lee Mas on 

The ath letics ea on tarted for 21 Sig Regt (AS) at the 5 Div athletic 
competition. For most of the team it was either the first day back after 
leave or a day off exercise. evertheless, team spirit was high and we 
oon managed to fill the events. lt was a great succes . The male and 

female teams fini hed econd and fourth respectively. This gave the team. 
as a whole, a place in the Army emi-final and also omething to aim 
for. The next hurdle wa the Morri on Cup. 

Sgt Daz Kidd flying through the air on his way to victory 

Mea nwhile trai ning wa hard and the In te r quadron Ath lellcs 
Competit ion gave the team captain. Capt la son, a chance to search for 
any hidden talent within the squadrons. With the upport of the re t of 
the Regiment we headed down to Blandford Camp for a rain da on the 
track. E en though the weather \ as awfu l 21 ig Regt yet again proved 
to have a wi nn ing side. Wi th both team fini hing econd and 1 
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members of the team being .elected for the Anny Inter-Corps Athletics. 
including some of the old and bald, gt 'Taff' lctavisb, Cpl 'Fred the 
head' Hazard and gt ·Wayne, competitive dad' Haye . everal junior 
members of the team competed at the rmy Individual Athletics. They 
achieved three tir.,t place from ig Rowland Heighton and Jesson and 
third and fourth from igs Cartwright and Tucker. ot only individually 
but al o a a team, the Regiment bas chieved amazing re ults during thi 
years athletics sea on. The latest update i that we \ ere ery successful 
in the Anny emi-FinnL held at olche ter and mad..: it through to the 

nny inter Unit Finals. The final re ult wa that the women gained fifth 
place and the men, de pite being down a fc\ key player , came fourth 
O\erall. An excellent pcrfonnance by all who competed at every tage. 
Herc· to next year and even belier re ults! 

Sig Julia Cartwright finishes the relay with support from her team 

REGIME 'TAL \' IM 'llNG 
The transfonnation of the Unit's Swimming and Water Polo ucce s 

ha been a complete tum-around from previous years. From being ju t a 
competing team falling during the early rounds, we are now strong 
contenders for the Anny Inter-Unit Champion title in both male and 
female competitions and the water polo. 

The Regiment made a clean sweep at the 5 Div Championships in 
female, male and the polo competitions. LCpl 'horse lover' Angelidi and 
2Lt Catherine Jardine aka ·Jardine the Sardine' also become the 5 Div 
50m Open Sprint Champion . The next tage was tlie Anny Semi-Finals, 
where the competition was tougher, but the results were excellent, the 
females finishing econd and the men in tl1ird place. The Polo team did 
exceptionally well, making tl1e final but unfortunately loosing to SEAE -

who were the eventual Anny Champions. The Army Finals, held at the 
new Aldcrshot Complex, resulted in brilliant performance for both 
teams. The females finished second and the men finishing in third place 
an outstanding result for the Regiment. Well done to all tho e who 
competed! 

The Annual Inter- e1vices Long Distance Swimming hampionships 
2001. which took place in Lake Bala, Wales, was another succes for the 
Regiment. Four members from 21 Sig Regt (AS) ventured to do the I.S
mile wim in the lake (crazy fools!). In a field of around 60 competitors 
and after a few apprehensive words prior to the race, the end re ults wcr~ 
a credit to all competitor . 2Lt Jardine came in third , winning the 
women' ombined ervice and Army Freestyle title, LCpl 'Can't 
believe I wa beaten by a girl' Angelidi came in fourth winning the 
Men's Freestyle Am1y title and Cpl 'Who made me do this anyway?' 
Lee came Am1y Runner-up in the Brea t- troke discipline. Sig Albury 
also did cry well to finish in the lop half of the field. 

After the success of the Regiment' eason, congratulations goes to 
Capt.' An.gry player' Griffiths, Cpl. Lee and ig Smith for Army 
selecuon 111 Polo. Further congratulation goe to 2Lt Jardine, LCpl 
Angelidi, ig Fayers and Sig Parker , who made the Army and 
Combined ervice wimming team. 

A big thank you and well done to all those who swam thi year, and we 
can now look forward to equal success in the Inter-Corps in November. 

OPERATIO 'AGRJCOLA DETACHME T 
MARCH - JULY 2001 
Det Comd SSgt Russ Ezard 

The Detachment has een some of the bu iest times in recent periods 
which proved to be challenging due to tl1e deployment of the Spec Task 
vehicle and tl1e inevitable changeover of Regimental personnel. The Spec 
Task vehicle has been u ed in a multitude of roles over the period. 

Firstly in its everyday role of providing comms coverage in the event 
of an IRT callout, which sadly happened when one of the two Puma 
crashed in bad weather in mountainous terrain in the south of the country. 
Comm trials have been carried out from various HLS sites, leading to 
the eventual deployment on Op Salisbury and immediate redeployment 
onto Op Eagle. 

Unfortunately due to the strain of every day life the detachment broke 
two personnel and sub equently they became two more statistics for the 
aero med team. One of the two, a Sig 'Clear if you're quick' Lake, will 
be by now reading up on safety distance . Coping witlJ the RAF can be a 
constant strain in the way they live compared to the Army, but every 
effort i made to remind them of the way ahead. 

Especially when it comes to physical training, a the detachment ho ts 
PT session of which we are normally the only personnel attending. The 
emphasis on personal fitness was shown on the inaugural APOD half 
marathon in which Sig Bailey romped home in a time of I hr I 9mins. 

30 SIGNAL REGIMENT 

co 
RSM 

Lt Col ' . A. W. Pope 
\ 01 (RSM) R. J. Pye 

. UPPORT Q ADRON 
Sqn Comd Maj R. C. Cory 
S M W02 ( SM) Dalton 

The quadron said farewell to Maj Rod Gladwin on retirement to 
take up the po ition of RAO ATR Lithcfield. On 19 June, Maj Ray Cory 
a umed command of the Squadron, relieving the tand-in OC (Capt 
Gary Johnson) of his time in command, allowing him to finalise the 
Regimental Open Day. 

The R~~imental Open Day was placed in jeopardy due to the Foot & 
Mouth cns1s. However 111 true style, a management team of W02 (SSM) 
Ru~s Dalt?n and Sgt Craig Wrath were put together, under the 'skilful 
gu1dan~e of C.apt Gary Jo h nso n . They started the process of 
confirm111~ possible attendees, organi.sing publicity and amassing the 
stores required to hold an Open Day wtth up to I 0,000 people auending. 
All went well and the event finally had the go-ahead on Monday 4 June, 
leanng exactly four weeks to put the final plans into place. 
. \\02 ( M) R uss Da lton and SSgt C ra ig Wrath then set about the 
mtncate plans of getting .some 85 stal Is and displays into the windbreaks, 
no small feat when the size of real estate would change on a daily basis. 
Fmally the day dawne? and all was in place, by this time the SSM lost a 
re\\ .more hairs from his head, and S gt C raig Wrath had gained a HND 
111 d1plomac~" The tents were up, the car park ing areas sorted out and all 
roam attractions confirmed; we awaited the first stalls to arrive. From 
0600 1~30 on the un?ay streams of cars arrived to set up, followed by 
the openmg to the public at 1030. The weather was kind to us and the 
day pa.ssed off without any visible catastrophe. The Corps Band 
cntcrta111cd us well, and the finale of the Royal Artillery Parachute 
D1 play t~am was extremel.Y. well received. T~rougbout the day in the 
region of I 0,~00 people v1s1ted the event, ra1s111g nearly £I 0,000 for 
\ anous chant1cs. 1 he event was declared a success and all that remained 
\\a .to return the wmdbreah to their original condition. We are all 
look mg forward to plannmg next years event! 
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256 JG , AL 
Sqn Comd 
SSM 
A TROO P 

Q ADRON 
Maj J. W. Cooper 
W02 (SSM) A. Keen 

Tp Comd Flt Lt Paul 'RAF' Pearce 
Tp SSgt SSgt Paul 'The Maggot' Storey 
OPERATIO ILK.MAJ 

Life continues as normal on this arduous operational tour, now 
renamed Club Silkman. Unfortunately for us , after taking each 
opportunity to squeeze a few 'sun-hours' in amongst the hectic workload, 
the tans are gradually fading as we now find ourselves subjected to one 
million feet of rain per day. There is still time though for Sig 'Brad' 
MacCallum to catch and torture the famous 'Press-Up' Lizards. 

This hasn't interrupted the extra-curricu lar activities however, with 
guys gelling out and about up-country as often as possible. Cpl Pau l 
'Gipper' Richardson escorted the boss on an EOD picnic to Port Loko, 
watching the destruction of a 5001b Gui nean bomb whilst enjoying a 
warm spam sandwich on the bonnet ofa G/S. LCpl Dan 'Nobby' Clarke 
spent a night in the jungle at Benguema learning how to build an 'A'
Frame bivi and slaughter innocent chickens. Meanwhile Sig Stu '22 
B&Q' Hemming put hi finely tuned close-combat skills to good use 
when he single-handedly pulled the J2 Field Human Int team to safety 
during a nearby ' contact' with rebels. We later learnt that the contact was 
actually taking place about three countries away, but we let Stu have his 
moment of glory temporari ly. The closest thing to armed combat so far 
was when Flt Lt Paul 'Penguin ' Pearce was engaged by an angry night· 
fighter with two loaded beer bottles, which she proceeded to pour over 
his head. This annoyed SSgt Paul 'Maggot' torey, main ly becau e they 
were his beers. 

Socially, things are picking up. Si gs John 'Jar-Jar Binks' Roberts, Al 
'What do you Mean I'm Not Going Home Now?' Nees am, Adam 
'Swampy' F latman and Colin 'Lari um Kid' Robertson have already 
recently celebrated their birthdays. Just time left now to say farewell to 
·Maggot', 'Matt', 'Neese', Kate, 'PJ' Stainers, Adam, Dave, 'Geezer', 
'Scouse' and Hemming and welcome into theatre 'Gaz Shuck', 'Robbo', 
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Craig, icky, LCpl lladdrell, Sig George, LCpl Hogg and Holly. 
Watch out for the next exciting epi. ode ......... 

CHARLIE TROOP - by Sig Roger Livesey 
Tp omd Lt Lucy Pim 
Tp SSgt SSgt Phil Joyce 
EXERCISE JMC, CAPE WRATH, SCOTLA D: 17 -29 JU E 2001 

We began our mammoth drive to the north of Scotland in the early 
hours of Sunday morning with an overnight stop planned in Edinburgh; 
eleven hours later we arrived, minus one vehicle (due to technical 
problems). We finally reached Cape Wrath on the Monday afternoon 
having driven all the way from Edinburgh wearing cam cream. The next 
two weeks were spent fully tactical (not our usual cushy number) 
providing a VSC 501 with ICC supporting 9 AAC on a JMC exercise 
involving the USS Enterprise carrier group. Whilst the rest of the lads 
were living in tents eating ration packs, LCpl 'Gray' Wootton managed 
to get himself flown onto HMS Chatham for a shower and some decent 
rood. Even though we were looked after quite well by the R 0 of9 AAC 
after two weeks in the field we couldn't wait to get back to civilisation. 

Sigs Chignell & Marsden searching for the bird 

EXERCISE CYGNET CHANNEL, ALDERNEY: 16 - 27 J LY 2001 
You could tell from the way it began that thi was going to be a relaxed 

exercise, oaking up the rays during an 8-hour trip aero the English 
Channel onboard a landing craft. The Troop wa going to Alderney for a 
comms exercise to be followed by a pot of liaison work with the 
islanders. The first week was a non-tactical C R exerci e with three 
detachments moving locations around the island. This involved spending 
some time with the local militia explaining our job, and doing a pot of 
sun-bathing as we were never far from the beach when off-shift! The 
second week wa more laid back, de ignated a a community relations 
week - we played cricket, football and golf against the local team and 
even though we weren't very succes fut we put up a good fight. To help 
out the locals we spent a day weeding - they were trying to clear an area, 
and we provided the perfect manpower for the job! We also pent a day 
mountain biking and caving around the islands WW2 defence - we are 
now fairly sure that Sig 'Banksy' Banks is scared of tl1e dark. The lads 
would al o like to thank Sig 'Chiggers' Chignell for. the .lengths he went 
to in ensuring free food and beer for us all! By the lime 11 came to. leave 
we had made such an impression that we had hoard of wome~ wavmg u 
off as we boarded the landing craft. ln all we had a great lime and we 
have the suntans to prove it! 

258 SIG AL QUADRO 
Sqn Comd Maj P. D.cans 
SSM W02 (S M) Forre ter 
SQ ADRO HEADQUARTER EWS 

The Squadron has spent the last few month.s holdin& two Comms 
Troops, plus Support Troop oldier, at RI mannmg the Jomt Task Force 
Headquarter (JTFHQ) Sig Sqn and Spearhead Lead Element ( LE). 
There has al o been time to compete in Trailwalker (UK) 2001 with 1x 
Squadron members dispersed amongst the three Regimental teams: 
Nijmegan 200 I (commendable second. !JI ace!) an? the orps Regatta. 
There have also been adventurous tra1mng exercises and ~ttachments 
with the Royal Navy! We are now on countdown to Ex a1f Sareca 11 
where the 'globe trotters' will meet up with the rest of the Royal Corps of 
Signals in Oman ... 

DELTA T ROO P 
Tp Comd Lt Chris mi th 
Tp SSgt Sgt J im Lyons . 

De pite our usual commitments. the Troop .has ma.na&cd to squeeze. m 
a we k's adventurous training in Fort Wilham enJoy111g the cott1 h 
Summer yes, it rained every day except the d,;parture day! The Troop 
discovered it is not just officer with maps who get lo.t. as sever.al 
members found themselves 'navigational challenged'. Other than lull 
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walking, they tested their aquatic skill with some canoemg and scaled 
some rocks which LCpl 'Elvi legs· Pennock excelled at. S gt L}On\ 
organized some abseiling off a bridge into a river, this was until LCpl 
·Fearless' Foster tried to take the bridge with her by hanging on to 1t for 
dear life. Our new Troop Corporal, Cpl 'Gaz' '\1ckee, skived the rock 
climbing with a kidney stone and has also managed to squeeze in a bit of 
post-adventurous training leave at Wrexham General Hospital. The Troop 
welcomes back LCpl Maybank from his short notice ORLT deployment 
to Macedonia after singly handedly trying to sort the Balkans problem 
out! Sig Fielding returns form his trip to the Baltic after his short 
attachment to HMS Illustrious where he 'worked alongside the avy'. 
The Troop has also provided a commitment to the Corps Regatta in Kiel 
with Sig McKinnell earning his sea legs. A big WELL DO E goes to 
those members of the Troop involved in Trailwakcr UK with the Lt 
Smith entering as part of the 'Taxi for 4' team and LCpl Foster and ig 
Phillips as representatives of the female teams 'Too Hot .. .' and • ... To 
Handle'. Congratulations to ig Phillips in completing the IOOkm injury 
free, plus the additional 20km - just for the hell of it! 

ECHO TROOP 
Tp Comd 2Lt Laura Smith 
Tp SSgt gt Al Combe 

Echo Tp have had two new arrivals in the troop in the form of 2Lt 
Smith (fresh from RSS) and Sig 'Mally' Mallinson (who has come to us 
from over the water). We've aid farewell to LCpl 'Blinkin' Mick Allan 
who's been sent off to JCU on an early posting. Leaving us shortly are 
LCpl Michelle 'Cilia' Black who is going to Blandford, and we al o 
loose LCpl Arron Donnelly, Sig John 'Kebab ' Lawrence and ig 
Adam 'Flashdance' Toner - tlJey are about to join the great unwashed 
and probably sign on! Only joking and good luck in Civvy Street. LCpls 
Matt 'Gink' King and Lee 'Black Economy' im mons had a cushy 
three weeks, courtesy of the Royal avy aboard HMS Illustrious 
travelling around the Baltic. Sgt ' Big Gay' Al Barker has finally 
returned to us after six weeks away doing every cour e under the un and 
re-instilled his ruthle s cleanlines regime into the Troop. Whil t C pl 
Tony 'Bones' Gallagher has been sent away on his detties in Blandford, 
he has managed to stay on the cour e, whether this is a good or bad thing 
for him, we have yet to see! 

ATIACHMENT TO HM ILLUSTRJOUS - by LCpl Lee S immons 
An opportunity arose for two member of Echo Tp to go on an 

exchange vi it to HMS Jl/ustrious. On finding out ilia! the fleet flagship 
will be running a hore in 0 lo and Stockholm LCpls Matt 'Cider Visor' 
King and Lee 'I've got a problem with go-go bars' immon hastily put 
their names down and were lucky enough to be accepted. o with words 
of warning ringing in our ears and useful advice about urviving at ea 
like 'remember to sleep on your back with your mouth clo ed!' off we 
went on our three weeks booze cruise communication exchange. Our 
first port of call wa Plymouth here we were continuously stared at as the 
'avy looked on in awe of DPM uniform and we laughed at their 

bellbortoms and greeted everyone with a friendly, ·Hello ailor!' and o 
the banter continued on for three weeks. C hief Yeoman Harris had 
drawn up an interesting itinerary which was to how us all about how the 

avy works at sea and included such activities as working.in their 
equivalent to our Commcens, checkmg out the goalkeeper Gattlmg guns 
and we even went through variou war ccnario . A week into the trip 
and the lack of land had taken it toll so we were glad to arrive in 0 lo. 
Before we left for our jaunt we heard there would be some sort of royal 
vi it; we were expecting the King of orway to come aboard, only to be 
shocked to find out it was HM Queen Elizabeth n to meet the troop . 
As we never had any o 2 dres with u we mi ed out on the vi it. 
instead we were conveniently hidden away like a ylum eekers o as not 
to tand out. After the state vi it we were allowed bore leave for five 
days. So with LCpl Matt King in pursuit for the only woman in his life 
'Stella' we ran a hore. The time in Oslo pa sed all too quickly and it 
wouldn't be long till our next hore leave in tockholm. Th~ three week 
had pa ed u by in a haze and we had to return back to Bhghty, lightly 
more cultured, slightly wi er and well an~ truly kint! Thank to t~e 
entire avy and everyone concerned w ith the exchange for their 
ho pitality, kindness and above all a good laugh. 

... -~-... Ir 

LCpl Simmons takes on the Capt of HMS l/lustrious 
in a thumb-wrestling match 
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FOXTROT TROOP - by LCpl 'D , iry' Thu•aites 
Tp omd apt 'Des· Holbr• >k 
Tp gt gt nita mith . . 

C\\ arrival to the Troop are Capt Holbrook from 21 1g Rcgt and 
gt mith from the Regimental tramin;; wing. The T"OOp has recently 

said goodbye to Lt outhern who has gone to Inf Bde HQ and ig 
quadron on promotion as the 21 and S gt Fidler who has left us for 

th green them of the training wing. oon to be leaving u are Cpl eil 
Har ri on and ig dam Langton who are going to orthern Ireland on 
promotion: Cpl Jim tewart who i going to 249 ig qn (AMFL) to 
become an arctic warrior; and ig ·soon to be Mister ' Moore who is 
going back to ciwy trcet. At the beginning of May mo t of the JNCO 
from the Troop were on their Clas 2 to I crammer so a big 
congratulations go out to LCpls 'Franky" Langford. Kelly 1aclean, Del 
Jackson, Andy rmitage and my elf(Danny Tbwaite ) who all passed. 

traight after the 2 to 1 cranuner mo t of the Troop were involved in the 
Regimcmal shooting camp Ex Swan Connection in Lydd and Hythe 
where we were able to go on .ome exciting ranges uch as urban shoots, 
FIBUA. and cction defence plu many more. The exercise la Led for two 
weeks and a lot of ammo wa fired! Mo t of the Troop is now on the 

pearhead Lead Element (SLE) ro Ler, now until Ex Saif areea in 
eptember. Lastly, a big congratulations goes out to Sig Craig Wilkinson 

and hi fiancee, Maxin, who have just had a baby boy called Oscar. 

FO 'TROT T ROOP AILING - by Sig Adam Langton 
S gt mitb arranged fur seven of us io pend a couple of day away 

from the hanger to ample the delight of offi hore ailing. So the lucky 
fe\\ of us departed Bramcote on a hot, unny afternoon and headed for 
Gosport. On arrival we were met by Cpl ' Windy' Gale who introduced 
us to yacht Peta u , which was to be our home for the couple of days. 
Once he had taken u through the many safety points we were able ro 
move our baggage on board and fight for our bunks. ext morning was 
an early start although most had had little Jeep due to Sig J im ' usat' 
King's ewer-like noring. Whilst we got the boat ready for sea, Cpl 
Paul Roberts and LCpl Andy 'Fridge· Ar mitage went and carried out a 
local upennarket sweep for our rations. By 11ine o'clock we had left 
harbour and were hoping for fair winds to carry us to Brighton. Once 
under way. the real ailing started with everybody keen to have a go at 
the helm and to learn which rope had to be pulled and when. The winds, 
unfortunately, were not in our favour for our proposed port of Brighton, 
so our passage plans were changed for Lymington. This enabled u to 
learn anchor drill when we stopped off for lunch in a small bay off the 
Isle of Wight. Some of the hardier members of the crew decided to brave 
the British summer and go swimming. We also altempted halyard 
S\\'!ng~ng which involves standing high on the front of the yacht and 
swmgmg out on the halyard before returning to the yacht. This also 
mvolved igs Ma r k Lawren ce and Jim K in g indul<>ing in some 
'gurning' before letting go! After lunch we upped anchor :nd beaded for 
Lymington, which was a long pas age up a narrow, shallow river where 

ig teph 1cGinn enjoyed playing 'chicken' with the ferric . The next 
morning LCpl Andy Arm ita ge, finalist of last year's master chef, 
cooked us baked beans and hard boiled egg, unbeknown to him others 
loped off for a bacon butty in a local shop! All too oon we set sail for 

our ho~e port of Gosport. On berthing at JSASTC the bad bit came -
crubbmg the decks!! The yacht was soon in 'ship shape'. o that only 

left us to thank Cpl 'Windy' Gale for hi time and catch tl1e tran port 
home. 

PPORTTROOP 
Tp Comd Capt Rae 
Tp S gt gt Lawton 

The Troop would like to wish SSgt Andy Dutton all the best at 21 Sig 
Reg_i and fare~ell to <;pl Andy Moffat, LCpl 'Bart' Homer, LCpl 'Sly' 
Morne and . 1g C bns Bradst reet who are on their way to Civ Div. 
Congratulations go to LCpl Aa ron 'ess ling on getting married to 

harna and LCpl 'The Legend' Slade on his upcoming marriage to 
Don!1.t. Be_st of luck to you both! A big hello to SSgt 'Yorkie' Lawton 
on his posting from 3 (UK) DSR. The Troop is very busy at the moment 
t~mg to get everything _readr for Ex Saif Sareea 11 (Sun tan lotion, Baby 
Oil, etc.). The Troop 1s still filling all the usual commitments and 
everyone thoroughly enjoys being on RI readiness for 12 months+. 

EXERCISE MERC RIAL MARJTrME DRAGO 
. Ex Me~curi~I _Maritime Dragon wa the name given for the Royal 
1~nal _a1_l Trammg Wee~, ~hich is conducted every year at the Anny 
ail Trammg Centre at Kiel m Germany. Royal Signal units compete in 

vanou race around the area of the Baltic Sea from the period 16-25 
July. 30 1g Regt, headed up by 258 Sig Sqn, entered a crew of seven 
perso~nel. Al! th.e ~rew,bar one were.nov ice sailor a~d our skipper Maj 
Bob C<><:kta1ls R Us Appleton did an excellent JOb of moulding us 
mto effi_c1ent competent crew. The first few days were spent gelling to 
gnps with how ~o handle the boat, tie the correct knots in the various 
ropes and learnmg general seamanship. This came more naturally to 
·omc tha~ others as Cpl 'Pass The Seasickness Pills' Mason found out. 
On the third day we had o_ur first go at racing. Everything went well at 
first u~t1l: under t~e expertise of Sig 'Scouse - it' ripping' McGloughoin 
an~ . 1g Br~mm1c f>Ull It harder then' Hurl , we managed to rip our 
Spinnaker ~11 nearly m half. eedless to say we came last but made up 
for ll at th_e po~t -race drinks_ where Sig 'I'm never drinking again' Malia 
was definitely first past the hnc. The first race seemed to set the scene for 
all the other races and we only managed to achieve '.In overall fifth 
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po ition out of seven. All on the boat would agree that the fun aboard 
yacht Widgeon eountcrncted our poor racing achievements; it was a great 
c ·pcrience and particular thanks go to Maj Bob Appleton for putting up 
with u. for the duration of the exercise. 

The Nijmegan team at the feet of power, the end of the marching 

' lJMEGA 2001 
The Team departed Bramcote at 0500hrs on tl1e Saturday morning for 

Harwich, we had a light delay due LCpl Gaz ' The Blister ' Prydie and 
Sig tu 'Axe Murderer' Mason' administration. Once on the way it was 
a clear run down to Harwich arriving there three hours ea rly. A soon as 
we were on the ferry we started acc lima tisation training. This was 
mvaluable, a the Team had three days close target recce' on ijmegan 
town centre, before the marches began. This was probably the most 
training we had done a we were constantly on our feet, sampling the 
local delights, with LCpl Richie 'Surfer' Maybank getting the be t view 
of the country ide. With the marches starting on Tuesday, the Monday 
was spent orting out admin and de-taxing. This gave Sig tu Mason 
time to buy a towel, due to his amazing admin he left his in Bramcote 
that will teach him to panic pack prior to deploying anywhere. 

The first day of the marches had us starting at 0630hrs, one of the last 
team's led out by the team captain W02 (SSM) 'Fozzy' Forrester. Due 
to ihe late start time the team got caught up with many of the civvy 
marches and the going was very, very slow, even Cpl Lee ' Gunner' 
Gl~ves got told to slow down - which isn ' t heard very often! The only 
savmg grace was that the weather had at least cleared up. By the time we 
had got to the ten-mile point, certain quotes could be beard, Tm never 
doing this again'. By the end of the first day the whole Team was feeling 
the worst for wear, on completion of the first 25 miles, the Team sorted 
out there admin and blisters, and replened on pizzas and kebabs. 

The second day's marches started at 0600hrs and again we got caught 
up with the mass of civvy walkers, unfortunately the weather wa not 
with us and we got soaked. Due to injury we lo t one of the team at a 
checkpoint, which meant that Cpl Lee ' I've put on half a stone whilst 
marching'_ Glaves had to catch up with the Team. We got to checkpoint 
two thmk.ing that we would have at least an hour wait for him, o we 
settled down to wait. Five minutes into the break, the dreams are 
shattered as he turns up. The rest of the day went well with the team 
making good time even over the cobbled streets. The highlight of the day 
was stopp111g to have our picture taken with a big pink bunny rabbit and 
Sig 'Song Bird' Fielding coaxing the Team to sing all the way around. 
The day was rounded off again by another glorious pizza. 

The start of the third day saw three more team members retire due to 
injury. The remainder cracked on setting a good pace with moral quite 
high. The route found the only hills in Holland and to help the team get 
up ~hem Cpl Peter ' Did l tell you I've been on ops but l don ' t like 
talkmg about them?' ykcs starting the chant ' We eat hills, push harder" . 
It helps you stop thinking about your feet and get up the hills with all the 
civvies parting in front of the team to let you through. The day was yet 
again finished with a pizza and sleep. The la t day was a 'do and die' 
effort for tbe whole team start ing at 0400hrs. The Team made good time 
even with the difTerent walking styles: Sig Paul 'Shockwaves' Howells 
and ig Ian 'Stig' Atkins tied first place for the stupid-walking award 
and Sig Andy 'The Bladder ' Jordan-W hite spending most of the day 
running to the neare t tree. With the last fi nal push, the team was the 
econd Regular team to finish . It was then time for medals and a trip to 

the beer tent for a couple of well deserved sociable drinks. Being the last 
night th~ whole team (except Sig Ian 'Stig' Atkins who lost his Bergen 
and decides to wear his Regimental T-shirt as underwear and was put to 
bed) went to Nijmegan to say there farewells before the 0500hrs start for 
the journey home. otes compiled by: Cpl 'Stalwart' Stewart. 

250 SIG AL SQ UADRO 
Sqn Comd Maj J. J . Cole 
SSM W0 2 (SSM) G uatam Gurung 
T RAILWALKE R 2001 

As . people arc no doubt awa re Trail walker is a QG SIGNALS 
orga~1sed I 09km_ endurance run that had it's origins in Hong Kong. First 
run 111 1981 1t raised more than £7 million for the Gurkha Welfare trust 
before the colony was handed back in 1997. The fi rst Trai lwalker (UK) 
was run in 1997 along the South Downs Way from Pctersfield to 
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Brighton. It has grown in stature since then and has raised £130 000 to 
date for the GWT. This year's event took place on 21-22 July 200 I. The 
start date had been delayed due to the foot and mouth crisis and the 
entailing difficulties in getting permiss ion to cross the appropriate 
farmer's l_and. Some 220 Officers and Men from across QG Signal!> 
deployed 111 support of the event and 119 teams participated. The event 
'Yas won by a team ~rom 250 Gurkha Signal Squadron in an impressive 
time of 11 hrs and 6m111s. Teams from the QOGLR and QGE came second 
and third respectively. 

The winning team from 250 Gurkha Signal Squadron with SSM, 
OC and 21C seated 

250 GURKHA SIGNAL SQUADRO 
ARE CROWNED CHAMPIONS OF THE EPAL C P 2001 
by Sgt S11rje G1m111g 

20 years of hurt ended in tearful triumph at I 625hrs on aturday 7 July 
2001 at Gamecock Barracks, home of the Queen' Gurkha Signals/30 
Signal Regiment when 250 Gurkha Signal Squadron were crowned 
champions o_f the Nepal Cup Football Tournament 200 I, after defeating 
69 Gurkha Field Squadron QGE m a nerve-racking final. The epal Cup 
was first introduced in 1948 following the formation of the Brigade of 
Gurkhas in the Briti h Army as an annual inter-unit football competition. 
Since it inception, it has been contested for annually except in I 97 I and 
1995 when the Brigade moved to Hong Kong and UK respectively. fn the 
United Kingdom the cup was re urrected as a knockout competition 
between all UK based Gurkha Units/Sub-Units. The fir t competition 
took place on I September 1998. 

The QGS Team. competing in their first final since 1988, silenced the 
QGE crowd by nettin~ two early goals within I 5mins of play. With a 2-0 
lead at almost half-lime courtesy of goals apiece from igs Kishan 
Gurun_g and eeraj Ra_i the whole Regiment looked a though the 
memones of two successive defeats to QGE and B Coy 1 RGR in penalty 
shoot-outs m the 1999 and 2000 first rounds were about to be laid to rest 
and the Regiment's increasingly long wait to lift the trophy was about to 
be ended. However, spurred on by a late revival by their crowd during the 
early play of second half, QGE (nine time winners and pre-tournament 
favourite managed to equalise). 

In term of . epal Cup finals, it was undoubtedly proving to be the 
mo _t nervc-rackmg showdowns for everyone. Watching it all in a tate of 
anxiety was a crowd the like of which I have never seen before. We were 
very certain that QGE_ will always be a hard nut Lo crack as they kept 
attacking us from all directions. Once agai n, an upset looked to be on the 
cards but gallantly _led by Cpl Anjankumar Gu rung, the Team Captam 
and a veteran of this 1011rnament, we fought back. We not only stemmed 
th~ <;>n !aught but cheekily started a series of counter-attacks with long 
sm~mg runs down each flank. Hard work finally paid off as ig eeraj 
Rat scored agam to give us a 3-2 lead. In addition to these, heroics 
between the posts by LCpl Hariba hadur Limbu prevented the QGE 
:ream from. snatching another late equaliser and thereby forcing the game 
mto ~xtra-hme. The moment final~y came when the predatory boot of ig 
Rabm Gurung scored on a 84-mmute mark to drive the home crowd all 
bonkers again. Although QGE scored to make the score 4-3 with two 
minutes of play remaining, but it was all too late. 

The Nepal Cup Trophy was presented to gt urje G urung, Team 
M~ager/Coach, by the Guest of Honour, Col Brigade of Gurkhas. ig 
D1pendra Gu ru ng was declared as 'Man-of-the-Match' for his 
o~tstanding a ll round performance and sportsmanship. This magic day 
will always be remembered as one of the greatest days of all in the 
history of the Queen's Gurkha Signals. The losing streak against QGE in 
this competition since the ' 90s finally came to a halt on this very day. 
Understandably, there are three sporting arenas within the Brigade of 
Gurkha where every Gurkha soldier would dream of becoming a tar -
Trailwalker. Sisley Shooting and epal Cup. The Regiment itself ha 
been a dominant force on Trailwalker and Bisley Shooting. The one and 
only porting achievement that bas eluded us for such a long period was 
the epal Cup. Therefore, everyone's main effort was to win the epal 
Cup this year. To achieve thi , we produced the best team we could and. 
on the day, the better team won. 

Last but not the least thi unforgettable achievement would not have 
been pos ible without the incredible support provided by the supporters. 
It goes without saying that it was the outstanding contribution from 
Capt(QGO) Santa Pun, OIC Nepal Cup 2001, that inspired us to glory 
and therefore, dedicate this victory to him and wish him good luck in the 
future as he is retiring from the army in mid-September tbi year. 

Winning formula - 250 Gurkha Signal Squadron, with the OC and 21C, 
celebrate winning the Nepal Cup Tournament 2001 at Gamecock Barracks 

31 (CITY OF LONDON) SIGNAL REGIMENT 
(VOLUNTEERS) 

co 
RSM 

Lt Col P. D. Wenlock T D 
WOI (R M) Young 

HEADQUARTER Q UA DRO 
Sqn Comd 1aj Alec Ferguson 

M W02 ( SM) C la rke 
There have been only two topics of conversation in HQ qn over the 

la t couple of month - Recruiting and Annual Camp. The effort to fully 
recruit D Tp and the other element of HQ qn carried on at a fa t pace. 
Our recruiting team trategica lly placed themselve al local tube and rail 
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stations on Tuesday nights to catch those happy commuters on their \\a 
home from work, offering th~m a more fulfilling exi ·ten e within the T . 
Having already u ed this tactic before, our recruiter. quickly distributed 
all available leaflet to likely looking candidate:. Thi tactic seems to 
bear fruit in that for half an hours work we nO\\ expect to get two or three 
recrui~ turning in through the gate of outhfields T each \\eek (no\\ 
it' ju ta question ofke ping hold of them!). 

While the recru iting ·tutT wa lcfl to carry on their ommendahlc work. 
the re t of HQ qn turned their attention to nnual amp. I IQ qn had to 
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en ure that there were enough ~erviceable vehicle available as well a all 
the u. unl matters to attend to . ch as ration , ammunition, pay. spare kit 
and quipment. Once thi. wa~ quared away, (in double quick time), by 
our c,·cr-efTcetive . tafT. we relaxed in the know! 'dge that all we need do 
\\a. tum up. 

Whilst waiting for the rigours of nnual Camp to start, the LAD 
organised an ad' cnture training weekend in cent.ral London (the 
country ide till being out of bounds due to the contmued pre ence of 
F , 1). ' ot many mountain· . rapids or ki slope around there!' I hear 
vou cry .. . how wrong could you be! The LAD organised an excellent 
package, with a climbing wall and abseil facilities in Mile End . . canoeing 
in Kingston. orienteering on \ imbledon Common and a dry k1 slope at 
Aldershot. Thi. wa rounded off with BBQ & beer at outhfields TAC. 
Evervone who attended thoroughly enjoyed themsel es and our thank 
and congratulation go to the LAD ta ff for organising the weekend. 

REGIME 'T L N AL C 1P - ALISB RY PLAr 
1 

Before we knew it (not even time for eight more 0 Gp ). nnual 
Camp was upon us . Thi year we were at unny (believe it or not! ) 

ali bury Plain and more specifically the palatial su1TOunding of Knook 
Camp. Thi. Annual Camp was memorable for a number of rea o~s. 
Firstly that all the HQ , taff, whatever their rank. took a full and acttve 
role in the training and exercise phase·. econdly, there were ome tar 
performance put in by pecific individuals and thirdly. HQ Sqn won the 
Duche s ofGlouce ter Cup (DoG Cup). 

Brig N . C. Jackson MBE chats to SSgt Wringe 
on the Advance to Contact phase of the camp 

The training phase of camp was used to ensure that all personnel were 
re-acquainted with their infantry skills and that they could take part in the 
field-firing phase. 111is was more than a slight hock to some members of 
HQ Sqn, however all seemed to enjoy it. 

Charlie's Angels launch themselves 
into the Exercise phase of Summer Camp 

The main Exercise phase combined both infantry and trade skills. The 
exercising Troop enjoyed live firing, helicopter moves and a very 
rcalbtic Ci\l:x prepared by 3 Ml Bn. In the meantime those members of 
!IQ Sqn ta~ked with enemy1 DS roles were kept permanently busy thanks 
to the very demanding Exercise plan orchestrated by the TM. 
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LCpl Renaud tries to liaise with the local militia 
through the MILO on the Civ Ex scenario set up by 3 Ml Bn 

The tar performer during this phase wa Capt Bewsher who no 
matter how many times he wa shot, never eemed to die! Al o renowned 
for his unwill ingness to do anything other than CTR' on the exercising 
Tp . Immediately following the Exerci e pha e the Regt held the annual 
DoG Cup . Thi was a hotl y contested competition with HQ Sqn 
producing the victorious team. The Trophy wa presented by Col Power, 
TA Col LO DIST (N). 

The victorious HQ Sqn team with the Duchess of Gloucester Cup 
Top Row (L-R): W02 (RQMS) Lothian , Capt Windibank, 

Sgt Crowhurst 
Bottom Row (L-R): Sig Carrick, Cpl Man Down Hales, 

Crft Johnson 

At the presentation of the- DoG Cup, there were also presentations 
made to a number of HQ Sqn personnel. The QM (V) Capt Fred 
Southey TEM was awarded the TD as was Maj Mahoney (ex-OC HQ 
Sqn). These were received for 32 years exemplary Service to the 
Territorial Anny and it is quite a rarity to be presented both the TEM .and 
TD - congratulations and many thanks to you both for such deterrnmcd 
and loyal Service. SSgt Alleyne received hi Volunteer Reserve Service 
Medal, and Sgt Carter was awarded the Accumulated Campaign Service 
Medal for his previous operationa l Service in orthern lreland. 
Congratulations to you all. 
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Capt Fred Southey wearing his TEM and TD 

On retuming to Southfields TAC, HQ Sqn had a post camp dinner at 
which a cup was presented to Cpl Hales for ' Best soldier in HQ Sqn'. 
Since Camp there have been a few personnel changes with the RQMS 
(V) W02 Clarke taking over as HQ Sqn SSM and SQMS SSgt 
Browning moving across to be SQMS of the QM's Dept. Unfortunately 
we have also said farewell to the TM, Maj Tim Cooper, who has move-0 
to MoD. We would like to thank him for all hi effort and wi h him 
every success in the future. We also welcome to the Regiment our new 
Adjt, Capt Fiona Stewart, and new Tech PSls SSgt Gorman and Sgt 
Kempton. We hope you enjoy your time with the Regiment. The main 
effort now for the Regiment is to build on the experiences of Camp and 
keep training fun , while sti ll working flat out to fully recruit in HQ Sqn. 

41 (PLK) SIG AL SQUADRO 
Sqn Comd Maj Steven Ong 
SSM W02 (SSM) Watson 
FREEDOM OF CROYDO PARADE 

On Saturday 23 June 200 I, all TA Units in the Croydon area marched 
through the town cemre having been granted the Freedom of the Borough 
of Croydon. The parade involved over I 00 marching troop and ten 
military vehicles. 151 Regt RLC led the proce sion, followed by 41 
(PLK) Sig Sqn, vehicles from C Sqn RY and a Troop from 10 Para. The 
alute wa taken by Hi Worshipful the Mayor of Croydon, Ir Peter 

Hopsun on the teps of the Town Hall. The Mayor then ho ted a 
reception in the Fairfield Halls for all those involved in the parade, before 
soldiers, friends and families of 41 (PLK) Sig qn enjoyed a curry buffet 
back at the TAC. 

41 (PLK) Sig Sqn smartly turned out for the Free~om of Croydon 
parade, Maj Steven Ong the only person 1n step! 
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A AL CAMP 2001 - YPR S DETACHMENT 
Whilst most of the Regt worked hard on Salisbury Plain, a few were 

lucky enough to deploy to Cyprus in order to test our LA WARD 
equipment from the WSBA. Lt Debs 'Sightseeing' peakman, gt 
Willie ' Undercover' Loch, Sgt Del 'Casper' Trotter, Cpl Julia 'Lric 's 
Girl ' May, Cpl Maria ' lim Shady' Traynor, Cpl 'Ollie orth, Cpl Jo 
' Shopaholic ' Butler, LCpl Chris 'Penelope' Hunter, Sig Jo 'Jolly 
Juggler' Gaskill, Sig Kris 'T Shirt ' Todd and Sig Arianne 'General' 
Fournier all bravely volunteered to spend their Annual Camp 
acclimatis ing in Cyprus. instead of deploying with their re pective 
Squadrons to Salisbury Plain! Contrary to what most of the Regiment 
think, this was no holiday, but an arduous test of stamina and survival. 

The Cyprus detachment 
on their arduous test of stamina and survival ! 

After a few initial problems of kit not arriving, broken fixtures, foot
pumps not working, power failures and wiring problems, we eventually 
managed to communicate! We nearly encountered a further problem on 
day 3 when a young RA guard asked Cpl Traynor to move the l 7merre 
mast. A rare di play of patience and control was hown by her, as she 
calmly uttered the words. 'You'll have to see my Tp OC about that!" We 
succes fully maintained our link between Cyprus and the UK for the 
duration of the Ex, but unfortunately were unable to complete the econd 
part of our aim due to the failure of a keyboard on our econd 
LA WARD sy tern. We should have been te ting the LA WARD 
equipment between Episkopi and Dhekalia, but wi th one set of kit not 
working, thi proved impo sib le. Instead, we decided to fully take 
advantage of the extra manpower this generated, and ee as much of the 
W BA as possible. We vi ited various places of interest in ide the 
WSBA, and tried our hand at knee boarding, water kiing, wake 
boarding, and para ccnding. 

SSgt Willie 'undercover' Loch 
taking advantage of the adventure training facilities in Cyprus 

Sgt Del ' asper' Trotter was ~een to buy two round~ of dnnk in the 
fortnight we were there (ye . two!). Maybe it' because he' ·. leavmg that 
thi. remarkable incident occurre ! Our thanks go to 259 1g qn. who 
kindly let LCpl Chri ·Penelope· Hunter play in their Tech Work hop, 
and to 12 U (RAF) who invited our operators to spend a couple of hi ft~ 
in their COMMCE . A ver interesting i it and hopefully a u ·eful 
experience was had by all. 

C01 GRAT L TIO 
Congratulations to gt Simon May on hi promotion into the 

ergeants" Me s (Watch out - the) can take your Mc. s Bill b): Direct 
Debit now!), Cpl Maria ' lim hady' Traynor on her ·e ond smpe. and 
to LCpl cott Fisher on his promotion from ignallcr II an: well 
de·erved, and well earned. Jluge congratulations arc also due to ·ig Kris 
·T hirt' Todd who was named Regimental old1er of the Year at 1h1 
year' · Annual amp. ig Todd wa m ardcd a c!1eq.ue for £125 from the 
Worshipful ompany of lnnholdcrs. and \\ 1ll be mnted to the lnnholdcrs 
Dinner early nc ·t year. 
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56 IG. L Q ADRON (\') 
qn omd Maj arah treete 

1 W02 ( M) Godden 
We have " omcd several new recruits into the qn and they are now 

undergoing their recruit training with 2 ( E) Bde. With the F&M 
restriction ea ed. they arc now at>lc to complete all five weekends before 
going to their Recruits Course at Blandford. Thi has come as a welcome 
relief to ig 1:Json. who ha waited ince Feb to complete her pre
Blandford training. Break eem to be in fa hion and having had two 
broken leg , we are all now wondering who is going to be neX;t! S~t 
Dickie Bonner wa very unlucky to break hi femur when compleung his 
march and hoot at the beginning of June. but after a tay at Frimley Park 
Ho pita! , i nO\\ home again. His leg ha been pinned internally and he is 
ever hopeful that he will not have to use hi crutche when he goes up the 
ai le next month to get married. congratultion in advance, for thi event. 
'.\laddie Loch, the wife of our PSI, SSgt Willie Loch was the econd one 
to break a leg. he waited until he was on Annual Camp in Cyprus but 
naturally, he chose to fulfil hi commitment to the TA and remam where 
he wa rather than cut short 11is tay on the island! he was grateful for 
the upport of the P AO, Capt Ian lurray, who en ured she had a 
wheelchair and cups of tea. 

COLLECTIO ' FOR THE ABF 
Ai D HELP GIVE1 TO THE SUMME R FET E, MAJ HOU SE, 
ROYAL BRITISH LEGI01 1 RSI 'G HOME BEXHrLL. 

On 1 July 2001, three members of 56 Sig Sqn held a treet collection 
for the Army Benevolent Fund, in Bexhill-on-Sea raising over £100. The 
collection also provided an ideal opportunity to raise the public image of 
the TA in Bex.hill, ' hich is a good recruiting area for the quadron. Later 
on in the day, Lt Keiron Francis, Sgt Tim Odam and Sig Gavin Dalton 
then provided their services to the Royal British Legion' Mais House 
nursing home for their ummer fete. An 18 x 24 army tent pro 1ded the 
ideal shelter for the Lirtle Common British Legion Band and Standard 
party. The gue t of honour at the fete was Mr David Dimbleby. Many 
·old oldier' stories kept the three younger soldiers amu ed and nearly all 
the veterans were surprised that the rank slides were worn on the chest 
with CS95 not as on the boulders as during their mi litary days! Next on 
the list of public appearance for Squadron personnel is Airshow 2001 to 
be held in Eastbourne in mid August 

ANN ALCA 1P 
This was hailed as one of the best ever camps, despite the threat of it 

being ·infantry-based '. Indeed, it was enjoyed so much that many felt 
they wou ld prefe r to carry on rather than re- fo rm as a Troop to 
'communicate'. Lt Kieron Francis enjoyed the opportun ity to get 
cammed up and LCpl Gardyne and LCpl Dalton thought it was great to 
shoot at the OC and take her prisoner, until they realised that she did not 
smoke! Capt Anthony Lamb was in his element as part of the CTR, 
spying on the platoon and LCpl Hewitt and LCpl Hawes relished the 
opportunity to return to their roots and dig trenches again ! Morale was 
high as they entered the final attack, knowing that they were going to 
win, particularly as the enemy only had blank rounds! 
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Maj Sarah Streete commands 
the final Company attack of the Exercise 

with her able singaller Lt Paul Ukpai 

D CHE S OF GLO UCESRER CUP 
The lo s of the DOG Cup crown at the end of a comical day did not 

dampen the spirit of either of the 56 Sig Sqn teams. This ~as generally 
inspired by 2Lt Rob Wood's horrendous knowledge of mthtary am1our 
and added to by a spectacular 'crash and burn' by Sig Prescott on the 
motor cycle stand. Such behaviour caused morale to hit an all time high 
and as the Sea King came in to tran port the teams to the next stand, the 
pilot fe lt secure in the knowledge that they were completely safe from 
any Javelin fi re! De pite such fa ilings, LCpl Paul ' Citroen' Renaud kept 
hold of his teddy bear - and his rank (for now!). 
A N AL CA 1P 2001 THROUGH THE EYES OF A RECRUJT 
by ig Prescott 

High Spots - Riding in a Mk 5 Sea King, Riding in a Chinook, takmg 
part in a live firing exercise, OBUA Tra ini~g, Motor Cycle Riding, 
Dri v in g a 432 ADC , Infantry phase durin g Ex Merc ury Wand , 
Regimental Smoker, getting paid to do something I really enjoy! 

Low Spots - Accommodation at Knook Camp (better in the field !), 
Guard Duty - but someone has to do it! 

ummary - At the tart, I fel t a bit out of place as 1 did not know 
many people, having joined only a few weeks earlier. As the days went 
on, I found that you just start chatting to people and that a lot of people 
are on the same wavelength. Camp gave me a great opportunity to bond 
with and really become part of my Squadron. It turned me from being 
' Sig Prescott who had just fini hed recruit training' to being nicknamed 
· USAT' and becoming one of the lads . 

83 (LONDON) SIGNAL SQUADRO (V) 
Sqn Comd Maj Julian Carmichael 
SSM W02 Stevenson 
EXERCISE COSSACK E XPRESS - by SSg t Mat Cahill 

Ex Cossack Expre s was the fi rst out of area dep loyment of the 
Regiment' Lanward HF equipment in support of The Rifle Volunteers in 
the Ukraine. Operators from all three Squadron were brought together 
for the Exercise. The Team flew at IOOOhrs on Saturday 9 June 2001 after 
a hairy journey to the AMCS with L Cpl Paul ' l got my drivers licence in 
a cornflake packet ' tarbrook. The fl ight into Ukra ine was uneventful 
unless you have a fear of flying! The RAF had insta lled the latest model 
of 'strange noise generators ' which had a few people convinced that the 
wings were about io full offi 

Once we touched down in Lviv the coach ride to Central City Camp 
which was about an hour long quickly gave you an in ight into the 
condi tion of this former Soviet state. There are c lear social divisions 
between town and countryside and the aging infrastructure i struggling 
to cope with the demands of a newly independent country. Mo t of the 
population is involved in sub istence farming and almost all of the land 
that we saw on the drive had been converted into smal l family ized 
plots. On arrival at the Camp we found that our advance party, LCpl 
Rich ' Arthur Daley· Baldwin, had already off- loaded all the equipment 
and set up the COMMCEN, including the I 7m masts! He had had some 
help from a co llection of Private so ldiers who had been fool ish enough to 
be caught looking like they had nothing better to do. He had also made 
some useful contacts with the ATO, RMP det and the local mafia! We had 
a series of briefings fro m the Embassy staff to keep us up-dated on 
security issues and were made to fee l extremely welcome by our hosts. 
During our off shi ft ti me there was plenty to keep busy with , most 
notably a project to help renovate an orphanage and Cpl Gary ' Look 
lads, I've fo und a snake' Carey was involved in relay ing Oooring for 
them! LCpls Starbrook and Hornibrook went to a fi repower demo and 
also had a crack at handling a selection of foreign weapons, some were 
handled more competently than others! (How bad is the wound on your 
thumb H?) LCpl Baldwin helped the ATO in lay ing charges for the 
above. Meanwhile there was a strange outbreak of 'sti ckering ' - Royal 
Signals stickers were appearing with monotonous regu lari ty on innocent 
victims backs and on various pieces of equip!J1ent! 

Cpl Steve ' The Slug Balancer ' Taylor, our PSJ Tech, won the ' tache
growing contest ' hands down with a quite disgusting display of top lip 
hair. Before we knew it the Exercise was over and the kit packed away 
for transport home, all that was left was some R&R in Lviv. The town 
itself is steeped in history but suffered from the Soviet sty le of industrial 
development encroaching on the old city center. After the sightseeing it 
was time to buy cheap gifts and even cheaper booze! Wi th the help of 
some pre-arranged instructions in Ukraine fo r cab drivers and our ' please 
do not arrest th is squadd ie' cards fo r the Police, everybody made it back 
to the hote l in one piece a fter an excellent night out. Back in camp the 
local wi ldlife seemed more than interested in u, - huge flying things and 
Cpl Gary Carey's dramatic entrance with his new ' friend ', a seriously 
unhappy snake, which prompted a dramatic ex it by everyone else! After 
two weeks o f continual ra in it was time to say goodbye to 'sunny' 
Ukraine. The RAF police had turned up to check hand luggage and r. was 
relieved that 1 bad talked LCpl Hornibrook out of buying the Ukra 1111an 
special forces ' bayonet that turns into a pistol thing' ! The fli ght home 
was uneventful broken only by the lads trying to spot their homes when 
we over new London. 

The registered Domain Name for the Beverley 
Boys' Archive - beverleyboysarchive.co.uk 
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32 (SCOTTISH) SIGNAL REGIMENT 
(VOLUNTEERS) 

co 
RSM 

Lt Col J . K. McKee MBE 
WOl (RSM) S. J . Russell 

HEADQUARTERSSQ UADRO (V) 
Sqn Comd Maj 'Cammy' Payn 
S M W 0 2 orma p roul 
KFOR STAFF MAKE FRIENDS I ' PRISTI A 

Anastas ija Stosiae holding teddy bea r with Maj Roddy Sutherland 
YU Proje ct Community Centre, Pris tina 22 May 2001 

Maj ' Roddy' Sutherla nd is currently detached from Headquarter 
Squadron and is serving as a Staff Officer in the Headquarters of the 
Multinational Brigade (Centre) based in Kosovo. Before he went out to 
Kosovo with KFOR, 'Roddy' had heard a BBC Radio programme that 
featured a small Serbian community living in Pri tina. There are only 160 
Serbs still in Pristina and they are all housed in a single apartment block 
called the YU Project. When he arrived in Ko ovo, he decided to arrange 
a meeting with some of the community _leaders of the YU Project to ~ffer 
assistance to the young chi ldren who hve there. There are sttl l tensions 
between the Serb community and the local Albanians, but KFO R are 
working hard to un ite all ethn ic groups living in Ko ovo: When ' Roddy' 
and fellow members of hi Brigade arrived at the YU Pro1ect, some oftbe 
Serb children were playing basketball with the Albanian children. Th~y 
challenged the KFOR team to a game; something ' Roddy ' and his 
colleagues thought would be a walkover. After they were well and truly 
trounced, everyone made their way to the local community centre, where 
the Brigade staff distributed goodies that they had brought to all ~he 
children. These included fre h fruit and orange juice. a well as drawmg 
books, coloured pen and penci ls. Capt Alex Clixby, the Adjut'.l"t of20? 
Sig Sqn, even produced a bag of teddy bears, which were an Ill tant .~It 
with the younger ch ild ren; so much so that 3_-year-~ ld Anastas11a 
Stosiae refused to let go of her bear e~en when_ it -:vas_tlme to go to b.ed! 
After a very pleasant evening of Serbian hosp1tahty m the YU _Project 
shop, ' Roddy' and the rest of the team left for their camp, prom1 mg to 

return aga in before the end of their tour. 

51 SIG AL SQUADRO (V) 
Sqn Comd Maj Morna Strachan 
SSM W02 (S M) Lynn Benram 

There are a lot of cha nges to the Squad ron , both recent a ~d 
forthcoming. Welcome to Lt Milne Weir from 52 ' Soap Dodger ' 1g 
Sqn and Lt Chris Buckley from Aberdeen Universities OTC. W~lcon~e 
also to our new PST, SSgt Andy Minorczyk ' ho J?lll us foll~wmg h1, 
recent promotion. F inally, we welcome back MaJ Andrew Tommo 
Thompson TD from Tayforth OTC, a our new quadron Commander: 
Farewell to Maj Morna Strachan TD, who leave us aft~r several years 
of dedicated service as our Squadron Commander lo JOlll A?erdeei~ 
Univers ities OTC as Training Major. Farewell also to Cpl _Cabby 
Henderson who leaves on FTRS with 249 Sig Sqn. C_oni~ra~ulallons are 
in order for Capt ' Davey ' Crockett on hi s comm1 ss1onmg and h1 
appointment as Sqn 21C and also to 2Lt Colin Bruce, who u~cessfull y 
passed out of RMAS. Capt Linda Duncan TD welcomes hnn as her 
Troop 21C and looks forward to putting her feet up and crackmg the 
whip. 

EXERCISE TARTAN TERRAJ . . 
even member of the Squadron took part in thi Adv~nture i:rammg 

exercise and walked part of the Speyside Way from ~uck1e to A;v1emo~, 
a distance o f 85 miles. The Squadron team consisted o f ~1~ Suzi~ 
Thompson, ig Ian Hardie, Cpl ' Cabbie' Henderson, gt · ~ irhe Tech 
Jamieson, SSgt ' Houdini ' hand, Maj ' I' m off to the OT Strachan 
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and Pte 'Cookie ' Kelly. The route passed through local landmarks uch 
as the Baxter 's Food Company (jam and scones stop), pa~t the Glenlivet 
distillery and on to Aviemore. A good time was had by all. despite the 
blisters. 

Posing at Buckie - Start point of the Speyside Wa y 
Back Row (L-R): SSgt Shand , Maj Strachan , S ig Thompson, 

S ig Hardie 
Front Row (L-R): Lt Col McKee, Cpl Henderson , Sgt Jamieson 

S ig Hardie , S ig Thompson obscuring Sgt Jamieson, SS~t Shand, 
Cpl Henderson . Walking between Nethybridge and Av1emore 

REGIMENTAL SKILL AT R 1. MEETJ G 
The RSAAM was held al Fort George range and congratulation go to 

the Squadron hooting team con isting of .Sgt_ Law on, Cpl !-f c.nder on, 
LCpl Davidson and Sig Hardie on wmm ng the Assoc1ahon _Cup. 
Congratulations also go to Sig Hardie and Cpl Henderson w~o achieved 
best shot in the s ociation Cup and LSW shoot respective ly. The 
Squadron sports team, which con i ted o f the sh_o?ting team. plu the 
SSM and Sgt Mike Webb won the um-hoc competi tion. 

Regimental SAAM Team display their trophies 
(with members of the Squadron Sports Team) 

Back Row (L-R): W02 (SSM) Bertram, Capt Crockett, 
LCpl Simpson , Sgt Burnett , Pie Kelly, Cpl Richards on_, Sgt \.\'.ebb 

Front Row (L-R): LCpl Davidson, Cpl Henderson, Sig Hardie, 
Sgt Lawson 
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G RDO ' B RRA K F MILIE ' DAY 
Around 7,000 people attended the Gordon Barracks Families· day in 

berd c11, which featured ·tand. from the Regular Army, including 14 
(E\\') s·g Regt, 249 ig qn, the recruiting team from Blandford and 
tand trom the T and C'<1det . The quadron provided a display stand 

and a dozen member of the quadron to meet the public and explain 
about their trade and role. ig Bakewell looked particularly war-like and 
was an instant attraction with some of the day' younger isitors. A Maj 
Gen Robert Gordon. GO econd Division visited thi event, it wa 
also an e cellent opportunity to hold a medal presentation ceremony and 
.cveral members of the quadron were among the recipient . Cpl Ian 
Brigg , gt Denny 1cLaren and Cpl Craig dward received the 

R I, while gt Trevor King was pre cnted with hi long o erdue 
Eft'iciency Medal and the Lord Lieutenant' Certificate. 

LCpl Davidson and S ig Bakewell 
posing at Gordon Barracks Families Day 

52 ' lG1 L SQ ADRO (V) 
qn Comd Maj Donny Gordon 

M W02 (SSM) Karen wan 
The ummcr month have seen the arrival of our new Squadron Tech 

P I, gt John McKeown and two new Troop 21Cs in the fon11 of 2Lts 
Ale~ Wright and lain Davidson coming in from HQ Sqn (V). The Weir 
brothers are a l o handing over command of N RS Troop with the 
outgoing Lt Milne Weir heading off to pastures new in Aberdeen and Lt 
Ewan Weir moving to the Squadron from his previous posting as OC 
RRTT - welcome to one and all. The quadron completed the nm up to 
the ummer tand-down with a burst of activi ty as Foot and Mouth 
restriction were gradually lifted and long standing events were 
re cheduled. One of the highlights among the e events was the quadron 
Ad enture Training and Phy ical Training weekend at the end of May 
where we carried out a walk along the route of the Crinan Canal on th~ 
Saturday and \ ere dragged around the RMR endurance course in Largs. 
This arduou weekend was closely followed by the Regimental AAM 
and Inter-Squadron weekend in June, which has already worked its way 
into quadron lore. Here we. won . the Roupel Cup, the Graham Trophy 
and the Whittaker Cup, the p1stol tttles and the fallmg plates competition. 
The kill at Arm proved the warm-up to the real event with th 

quadron winning the Volleyball , the Tug o' War and mo t importantly 
the Football titles. ' 

WhJJ not paJJ JJOUr 
snlJstription IJJJ 

Direct Debit? 

33 (LANCASHIRE AND CHESHIRE) 
SIGNAL REGIMENT (VOLUNTEERS) 

co 
RSM 

Lt Col Elton Davis 
WO! Day 

RECl 1E TAL HEADQUARTERS 
& 55 ( 1ER EYSIDE) TC AL SQ A.ORO 1 

qn Comd :Maj W. Wyper 
SM W02 (SSM) M. Robertson 

33. Sig Regt deployed to RAF Machrihanish (where?) Scotland, Mull 
of Kmty.re 23 June - 7 July, where 55 Sqn answered the Regiment's call 
for admm. The fir t day that the Regiment arrived, confusion reigned. 
'Beds! What beds?' More importantly toilet rolls were a carce 
commodity. When gt McCorm ic~ arrived with 'Andrex' everybody 
wa relieved . The first week was mtense militaryand trade traini ng, 
looked after by gt Kenny 'Two Phone' Smitlt and W02 Bob 'Brave 
Heart' Patterson. ' 

W02 AQMS. Mally Poole, wondering what happened to his hair 
(1t was there when we left this morning!) 
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Week Two adventure training went smoothly organised by the Trg 
Maj, Maj Hailstone. Mountain biking was run by W02 AQMS Mally 
Poole, whose impression of John Wayne was a sight to behold after his 
daily 25-mile trek. o falls or scrapes were encountered on the rock 
climbing ably run by SSgt Glen Martin . All got wet on the water skiing 
run by W02 Phil Daniels. The hill walking went according to plan, as 
nobody got lost. 

1:he Colonel's week long course ended with all students being dropped 
ofT m Glasgow for 48 hours with a £20 note and a sleeping bag plus a list 
of tasks they had to complete with blagging at a height. All enjoyed their 
little jolly. A points system wa introduced for tasks completed such as 
Act on Stage in a Theatre l 000 pts, appear on Local Radio 25000 pts etc. 

OC, Maj Bill Wyper attempting to smile like 
Eric Pollard of Emmerdale farm 
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PT was organised every morning at 6.30 am. As the days progre sed 
Capt 'Doc' Shoaib and Sgt Arthur ' Karaoke King' Garnett's caseload 
lengthened with the sick and lame. 

David McPherson is pictured (second left) after the cheque 
from Cpl Paul Fahey (L), SSM Mick Robertson (second right} 

and Major Chris Heaton (R). 

David used use his purpose-built trike on a ride from Campbeltown to 
Machrihani. h to rai. e fund for the senior .citizens. His fund-raising 
efforts received a kick- tart when the 33 Signal Regiment donated a 
cheque for £ l 00, rai ed from donations from the shuttle runs into 
Campbel town. 

59 (CITY OF LI VERPOOL) IG AL SQ ADRO 
qn Comd Maj J. Miller 

M W02 (SSM) P. Williams 
Annual Camp this year proved to be very successful, especially for 59 

Sig Sqn. The trai ni ng apart, 59 Sqn managed to thrash the other 
squadrons on the games afternoon after R&R. This was no doubt to our 
superior strength, which of course was by no means an unfair advantage. 

The winning Rugby Team 
Rear (L-R): Cpl Matt Riley, Sig Kev White , Sig Geoff Cox, 

SSgt Brian Heslop, LCpl Richie Murphy 
Front (L-R): Sig Martin Hankin , Sig James Duff, Sig Paulo Goulart 

The afternoon, arranged by Lt Paul Knight, included football, rugby, 
ofiball and volleyball. 59 Sqn managed to easily win all four events. and 

were pre ented with our winnings later that night. Much invaluable vocal 
support was given to the team by SSM Paul Williams, although none of 
thi would be repeatable. 

80 (CHESHIRE YEOMANRY) IG AL QUADRO ' (V) 
Sqn Comd Maj D. Titheridge 
SSM W02 ( SM) F. Hale 
EXERCISE WHEAT HEAF RO E 2 
A UAL CAMP-24 J E - 7 J LY 
CO'S CADRE (OFFICEJVWO/S 'CO TRAI1 TNC P CK CE) 
by O!Cdt Claire Southworth 

After Spending ten months in the South of France, and. only having 
one week to re -adju s t to England, going on excrc.1 c to RAF 
Machnhanish on the Mull of Kintyre for two weeks was quite a hock t~ 
the .system! It was definitely a trange feeling pultmg on the green k11 
agam, and having to make the effort to look presentable. The worst part 
was trying to get up at 6am every morning for much needed PT. 
. ot really knowing what l would be doing. due to my late return, I was 
mfonned l would be following the O 's Cadre. The Course wa mamly 
nm for Senior NCOs and Officers, so as an Officer adet, 1t was all new 
to me. and omctimes quite mind-boggling! There were of course the few 
who couldn't make it in on time permanent Duty tudent S M P. 
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Williams, and others who JUSt couldn't stay awake through the O's 
lectures Capt K. irr. My solution was to team up with l t S. £~an 
and poke each other in the ribs every so often. Definitely recommended if 
you can keep a straight face! The lectures covered everything from the 
roll of the pre ent day TA unit and what the future holds for us, to Media 
Ops a~d Summary Dealings. The experience gamcJ from the Media Ops 
exerc1s.e, where everyone had to give a press conference, was very 
mterestmg, and I'm sure that S M Robertson has learnt valuable lesson!> 
in restraint, after being provoked so much he nearly started beating up the 
actmg press representatives. 

The final 48.hours c;ifthe course was spent on Ex Commander. Gallop. 
We were spht mto pairs, each given a 24-hour ration pack. a di ·posable 
camera. £20 emergency money and a list of 40 tasks with varying point' 
. cores, the highest 4000 points for having a photo taken with ean 
Connary. Despite much blagging, no one actually managed to complete 
this. one with the real Sean. However, Lt P. Knight and 2Lt D. Fenwick 
achieved the second highest scorer, the First Minister of Scotland. The 
First Minister was not all too amused though when told he was second to 
Sean Connary, and after that he, would not allow any other teams to ee 
him. (There was, however, a mention in the Sunday Times of the mcident 
the following weekend). 

Lt Paul Knight and 2Lt Danny Fenwick 
meeting the First Minister of Scotland 

When a many tasks as possible were completed, everyone had to 
ensure they were back in barracks and ready to give a presentation by 
I lam Friday. The most spectacular return made by Maj Miller and SSgt 
Duffield managing to somehow get a flight back from Glasgow, although 
the circumstances are a little suspect, (How was the flight paid for)? 

After all presentations were complete, with much heck.ling from other 
teams. there followed a short adjudication and the announcement was 
made. The Top Blaggers who managed to amass around 240 000 points, 
and only just managed to get back in time, were Maj David Titheridge 
and SSM Paul William . The lo·ers, much to my di may, were Lt S. 
Evans and myself. As a forfeit. Lt Evan had to en ure the first te t 
rugby match between the British and lrish Lions and Australia wa 
recorded and presented to the CO by 1300 on the Saturday afternoon. My 
forfei t wa to ensure that the CO did not find out the result of the match 
before he watched it. Both tasks were completed, God only knows how I 
managed mine, but I'm now dubbed the CO' badow! However, ome 
people were not impres ed when the final few minute of the match h:iJ 
not been recorded. By thi time, Lt Evans wa already past Glasgow, o 
no one could skin him for the mi hap! 

Maj Titheridge, blowing his trumpet over his win 



MILIT RY TRAI 'l ' G - bl' ig A .. Dowling 
T'le course was run by Capt Hopkins from 0 ig Sqn (V) for tho e 

from 1he Regiment who didn·1 need to compl_ete tra~e tra1~111.g . The 
md lt consi ted of ignalrnen to orporal with vary111g ab1hues. On 

the e'erci c. the infam u bog monsters of Machrihani h took out two 
people b wallowing their feet and hurting knees. ome were also taken 
out b the amazing quality of cottish waler. All on the adven~rous 
training. "hich followed in the second week, had fim. The most en.1oyed 
being 1he 16-mile walk over the beautiful hill . ccing all the foresuy 
commi sion • hard work and the breath taking view of the fog and mist. 
We followed a inglc track, and completed the Mull of Kintyre oast to 
Coa t. I still can't quite understand why a GP was produced. It didn"t 
work. but we weren ·1 by any mean lost! Then on the other ide glorious 
un hine and plenty of flie met u . while waiting for the trnn port . 

Trade Training - by Cpl R .. Haddock 
ummer camp for 33 ig Regt (V) \ a . due to the Foot and Mouth 

crisi u ed a a good opportunity to train new operators for the Regiment. 

The course was controlled by Sgt Ken mith in cotland at the old s 
avy cal compound at RAF Macrahanish, with his chief instructor 

S gt Paul Langley (Radio Relay), gt Phil Price (Sys Op) etc. and their 
various in tructors. The fo rtnight was a. uccess with a grand total of eight 
new Radio Relay Ops, including Sig. Dave 'Dangerous' Dougherty, his 
brother ig. Paul ' Plug ' Dougherty, and Sig, Ian ' Isaiah ' Parsons. 
There were also four Sys Ops tniined, these included Sig ancy ' ever 

leep' Dunbavin, and also a loo e collection of EDs , including Sig 
Ji mmy ' Gia s Bac k · Wa lke r . Th e cour c con s isted of s ix days 
continuou tra ining followed by a days R&R, followed by 3fi days 
training and a 36hr confirmatory comms ex . Which, although there was 
con idcrable type three interference, enabled the new operator 10 
trengthen and confim1 their new found kill s, which are to be further 

worked upon on cxerci e in Augu t. During the R&R phase, both 
students and instructors alike, made ample u e of the local ho telries aOer 
taking part in various activities. including a round of go lf organised by 
Sgt Paul 'Mad Dog· Bermingham and a trip lo Gia gow by minibus. 

34 (NORTHERN) SIGNAL REGIMENT 
(VOLUNTEERS) 

co 
RSM 

Lt Col I. D. Westerman 
WO! (RSM) M. Anderson 

READQUARTERSSQ ADRO 
Sqn Comd Maj C. Jones 
S M gt I. Cairnes 

The epidemic of Foot and Mouth caused the cancellation of the 11 Sig 
Bde COMMEX Flying Eagle. ot to be thwarted, the Op Team led by 
the much mis ed Training Major, Maj George Whyman and his team 
Capt Mike Bryden , W02 (F ofS ) Young and W02 (A YofS) 
1cKinnon put together the alternative, Ex Grounded Eagle due to the 

fact that this exerci e was flying nowhere fast . Due to the hard work and 
dedication of the upport team a number of thank you comments hould 
be made. Than.ks go to the key personnel that ensured the camp went as 
well as it did. There was W02 (RCWO) Berry and his team of chefs for 
consistently pro iding excellent catering. Then there was the 
administration and organisation of the large tented area provided by the 
RQMS team of W02 (RQMS) Bell and W02 (RQMS (V)) Bell. ,(Yes 
this doe cau e endless problems and no they are aot related), with the 
co-ordination of the QM Maj Les 'has anyone seen my 7 iron' Wood. 
There were also the pay parades that ent glw11 faces away miling to the 
credit of Capt Keith Sherburn, Capt Carl Freeland and the RAO staff 
working hard behind the scenes. Of course not forgetting to mention 
WOt Dave 'I've got my 7 iron' McGurk and the MT and LAD team for 
ensuring everyone got to and from Camp afely. Often undervalued as a 
whole the Annual Camp this year was the greatest of successes by the 
hard work and dedication put in by all - meals, mai l, money, medical , 
motor transport and many more. 

49 (WR) IG, L Q DRO {V) 
qn Comd Maj D. E. Sixsmith 

SSM W02 (SSM) Holdstock 
A warm felt welcome go to a plethora of new recruits that joined the 

Regiment during the latest fast track course run during Annual Camp; 
igs Ambler, Bryant, Frose, Hook, Hopper, Jaboro, Murphy, Parker, 
era inghe and Shippin. Well done to all and good luck for your future 

TA career! Congratu lations also go to the well deserved and newly 
promoted LCpls Andy Barrett, Ross Pemble, Rich Torley, Lodge and 
Courtney. For being the 'best Siggies' on Annual Camp Sig Sahera 
Ramzan and ig Ben 'G izmo' Evan and all those that pas ed their 
driving tests during camp the Squadron congratulate them. 

EXERCISE GROU OED EAGLE 
A~1 AL CAMP A 49 Q i PERSPECTIVE 

Once again the Foot and Mouth Crisis a!Tects the training programme 
with Annual Camp being held at Cawdor Barracks in Brawdy, courtesy of 
14 Sig Regt (EW). The Camp was in the fonn of three phases; Exercise, 
ITD and Adventure Training. 49 Sqn were fortunate enough to have the 
phases in the order as listed here and therefore began with the cornms 
exercise. The _Exercise was used as a teaching and learning phase and to 
try and cstabhsh a form of Sqn SOPs. Memorable moments included Sig 
Maj ' I can't let go' Jaboro on being told to throw the moke grenade. 
Thi was in the short period there was to utilise the pyro that had been 
taken on camp what Coast Guard? What local farmers? What police? 
What Welsh Boy Choir? 

On the ITDs a new side to ig ahera 'Anne Robinson ' Ramzan who 
was found dispatching the weakest links in double quick time during the 
CFT Brig ~igel Wood , ecretary of the Yorkshire and Humber RFCA, 
was regaled Y.llh Sgt John 'It's a funny thing' Barrass ' life history 
dunng the coastal walk, thereby aving the rest of the walkers. The 
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quadron potted port event included uch wide-ranging activitie as 
hopscotch, javelin throwing and an alternative pitch and putt golf. The 
team con isting of OCdt Karen ' I must win' Ford, Cpl eil Malloy and 
S ig Bing erasi nghe won the event. Wooden poons went to LCpl 
James 'Bad at everything' Lutkin, Sig Mark · o am l ' Clarkson and 
Sig Maj ' And me too' Jaboro. 

Thi wa to be the la t camp with the Sqn for the OC, Maj David 
Sixsmith as he move across to unnier climes in HQ qn as the Training 
Major. He was presented with a picture commemorating his 13-year 
service and be t wishes go with him from all at 49 Sqn. He did, however, 
take a well-deserved bath in the nearby water tank which proved to be 
quite chilly! 

745 SIG AL TROOP - HULL DETACHME T 
Sqn Comd Capt R. Middleton-Powell 

Sgt Godfrey on the last train home 

A worthwhile and encouraging turnout from the Troop members on 
camp meant that all had a good ti me. The Troop ro unded up a number of 
prizes over the two-week period. First prize in the ' Who can ask th~ 
stupidest q uest ion' competition wen t to LCpl James ' Pa s the ball 
Lutkin for his question posed to Comd 11 Sig Bde, ·who are you and 
what do you do?' Wa it his own attempt to get hi own back for the 
numerous occasions he has been asked , ' How long have you been m the 
TA and what do you do in civvy street?' Fir t prize in the ' how to attack a 
trunk node' competition went to Cpl eil ' ta lk a good battle' Malloy. 
Great plan, j ust a pity the practical element 10 the attack did not quite go 
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lO plan . Oh well , at ~east the fire support team enjoyed using up what 
seemed to be an etermty of pyro although they were a lot less enthusiastic 
about the weapon cleaning. Unfortunately, gt Rob 'Albert Gid frey ' 
Godfrey could only manage second place in the ' Who 's the messiest' 
competition. He was well and truly beaten to the post by SSgt Ian ' Fair 
weath e r B iker ' Midd lemiss wh o co ns tantl y ga ined points fo r 
maintaining the mo t untidy bed space in Wa les. Never mind Sgt 
Godfrey, there is always next year! Whilst on the subject uy and picture 
the scene as the Regiment sleep oblivious to everything except the sound 
of an early morning lark singing a dawn chorus. Suddenly, the morning 
quiet i shattered by the sound of the reveille reverberating around the old 
aircraft hangar that i the accommodation tented area. This was courtesy 
of Sig Dan 'The Man ' Stead and his trumpet for tunes that is once he 
got the correct tune for reveill e. More volume will be needed next time to 
drown out the dulcet tones of gt Tommy 'BFAT' Simpson 's snoring. 
Thank go to LCpl Wilkinson and Sig Bibby who were attached from 
HQ Sqn to the Troop for the duration of camp - hope you enjoyed it! 

SO (N) SIGNAL SQUADRO (V) 
Sqn Comd Maj G. Jennings 
SSM W02 (SSM) Middleton 
EXERCJ E GROUNDED EAGLE 
A AL CAMP A 49 SQUADRO PERSPECTIVE 

As previously mentioned, the Annual Camp was plit into three main 
areas - ITD Trg, Sqn Trg, and Adv Trg. The ITD training was planned 
and co-ordinated by the SSM with the only encouragement needed by the 
troops was the thought of that bounty at the end of the training year. 
Apart from the normal ITDs a number of other items of intere t were 
slipped into the programme in an attempt to make it more interesting and 
rnried . For the lucky one this included a Helicopter familiarisation 
training (jolly!) in a Puma thanks to our friend at RAF Ben on. 

The CO glad to be back on Terra Firma from a Puma Heli ride 

During the ITD phase the Sqn hosted the Comd 11 Sig Bde, Brig_ Le 
Callais. He toured a number of stand , meeting instructors and soldiers 
alike, being most impressed by the well prepared BFAT stand and the 
almost theatrical skills seen by the Regimental FofS, W02 (FofS (V)) 
Land who is tho ught to be applying for RADA after this _latest 
performance. Squadron training followed the .ITD phase with an 
organi ed military interest day. This included a v1s1t to the H~usehold 
Cavalry Regiment at Castlemartin Training Ranges in the morn~g. The 
troops were given the opportunity to clamber all over a vanety of 
vehicles including Spartans, Sultans and Scimita.rs. The hardest ta k of 
the day was removing ex-tankic gt Gary F letcher from the area - 'once 
a tankic always a tankic!' During the afternoon the Squad~on .had the 
pleasure of a vi it around 14 ig Regt (EW). Here W02 Ahsta1r cott 
briefed all on the delights of Odette EW followed ~y a look a.round the 
kit and then S gt John Winn and his staff for their pre entahon of the 
Barracuda EW kit. Adventure Training saw the quadron embarking on a 
three-day Adv Trg phase. ome had better weather conditi?n than others 
and enjoyed a marvelous walk around the ~embroke hire. coast from 
Solva to White ands - Capt Steve Wayman 1 still recovering with Sgt 
Steph 'Ravanel li' Gibson at the half way pomt on day one. o .1her 
activities included surfing, a boat trip around Ram ey Island and a mp to 
Heatherton Country Park. 

CO with new promotees . 
(l to R) Sgt Jemmett, Capt Bailey, CO, Lt Denning, SSgt Spoat 

The Squadron ocial wa held at Brawdy Lanes following the Inst day 
of adv trg. Ten-pin bowling wa the ord_er of the day and the CO ,and 
SVWO were the main gue t of the evenmg. The Lanes staff prepared a 
fine buffet and more than enough was cofTed by the qn gannets. The 
grudge games match including table foo tball, bo' ling and pool between 
the Officer (messrs Wayman, Edward and Bailey) and the COs 
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(messrs Robinson, Blair and Jemmett) resulted in a clo~c victory for the 
Officers, going down to the very last frame of pool. Highlight of the night 
was whe n the CO promot ed four of our finest stalwart \\ith 
congratulations going to newly promoted Capt Jez Baile.i-. Lt Paul 
Denning, SSgt Cath Sproat and Sgt Karen Jemmett. Well done to all' 

Finally the two-week period was completed with the Comms Exercise. 
The Squadron deployed the Trunk and Access assets on Ex Kid aper m 
and around the Pembrokeshire area . Access had the short move from 
Brawdy out to Templeton Airfield and the T travelled a liule further a 
field to Trenorgan Farm, Castlemartin. Once comms were in and 
working, the exercise introduced a 'role reversal· for a number of key 
appomtmcnts. Sgt Karen ' Capt' Jemmett took the Tp Comd's job and 
Capt Jez ' Sig' Bailey became a Central Crewman. taking this role very 
seriously as he saw it as an opportunity to actually learn omething. ·Sig' 
Bailey promptly turned off his mobile, went to bed and got up I Ofi hours 
later, just like a nonnal Central operator! At Access, L pl John • ig' 
Wightman took command and Lt Paul 'Sig· Denning got stuck mto 
cam and comms as a trainee Radio Relay operator. All in all a very 
valuable portion of the Exercise which all participants found both 
educational and beneficial. Leaving their initial locations, both assets 
moved back to Brawdy airfield, the TN going via Templeton Airfield 
where they were promptly subjected to an attack by 'Free French 
Resistance Fighters ' in the guise of Capt Dave 'Pierre' Edwards and 
W02 (SSM) 'Jean-Paul' M iddleton. Unfortunately for the terrorist:; they 
had not anticipated the ferociousness of Sgt Dave 'Mad-Dog· Brown 
wielding his wooden club with cries of infringements again t the Geneva 
Convention . Sgt Mickey ' Hannibal Lector' Jemn1ett took the 
opportunity to practice stress positions and omcthing unmentionable 
with a thistle on them - don't even go there! The exercise finished with a 
comprehensive turn around on Brawdy Airfield where all were visited by 
the Hon Col, Sir 'orman. the Regimental TOT and FofS (VJ. 

The CO in his wisdom requested a Regimental Dinner out of the norm 
by having a joint Officers· Mess and Warrant Officers' and Sergeants' 
Mess Dinner. An excellent yet rather unorthodox evening saw 1aj 'Taff' 
Watts taking the ro le of Mr Vice and leaving us enthralled by his 
rendition of Men of Harlech. ot to be outdone the CO and RSM did an 
impressive 'Not the 34 ews' which et the standard for ome very 
entertaining kits, the majori ty involving members of SO Sqn, forthwith 
to be known as Comms and Comedy Sqn. 'Star of the ight' has to go to 
Sgt Peter 'Absolutley Loopy' Robinson for his role in the 'Alternative 
White Helmets.' The CO. however. was heard to ay to Lt Paul ' o 
theatrical ability what oever' Denning that he should not bother giving 
up the day job just yet. Editorial en itivity prevents the ~roduction of 
photos taken of the march back from the me s m the mornmg except to 
say that a good night aad morning was had by all! 

90 (NR) SIG AL SQ ADRON (V) 
Sqn Comd Maj R. Lenton 
SSM W02 (SSM) Ward 

A mall note not related to camp must be a congratulatory comment 
from the Regiment for the uccessful application for PSAO 90 Sqn, Capt 
Ray Duffy, with hi appointment as a member of the Queen's Yeoman of 
the Guard. Well done and nice unifonn! 

PSAO 90 Sqn, Capt Duffy 
appointed as a Queen s Yeoman of the Guard 

From Flying Eagle to rounded Eagle the c;iuadro? found 11self m 
deepest, dark st Wale · on Brawdy 1rfield fo~ th1 . year · Annual Camp._ 
A varied and intere ting programme was pronded and the opportumt. ot 
hitching a ride on a vi iting Puma hchcopter wa · gladly taken b all 
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thi: m ludcd L pl Becky Williamson and ig Helen Keen who were so 
.nthu 1astic they in isted on a econd ride. Following on from the uccc s 
at hri tma , 90 qn once again pro,·ed the are the be ·t beat 49 qn into 
ubmission on th•• sport field . Credit hould be given to the Shinty. 

Football and Orienteering team . who all perfonned extremely well under 
tiff competition. A day· Go-Karting revealed some demon driver . 

particularly those frustrated one who do not hold full driving licences yet! 
pl Jer11 arr received the dubiou privilege of being the only person 

to be black-flagged and therefore found him elf being beaten by all 
including the females! The final battle of the cars wa between the OC, 

Maj Richard Lenton and Cpl Kev Pountain . Under-hand and un fa ir 
tactics were employed as the OC was taken out on a particularly sharp 
bend . Cpl Pountain was his usual mode t self when accepting the 
winner ' trophy. The outcome of the Adv Trg now means the Squadron 
have five cert ified (or is that certifiable!) ' urfing dudes'. SSgt John 
(FofS) Wa lsh, Cpl ' Granny ' Groundsell, Cpl ' Johno ' Johnson, Cpl 
'Ed ' Law and Sig 'Who 's pinched my carpets?' Farrington were all 
bitten by the ·surf' up' bug. They now have the wet uits and training 
boards and it will only be a matter of time before their cars grow roof 
rack and sprout full size boards. 

i 35 SIGNAL REGIMENT 
(VOLUNTEERS) 

co 
RM 

xxxv 

Lt Col . J. Potter TD 
WOI (RSM) J . T. Cauldwell 

PL L ' AILI 'G 
Doubts that annual camp would ever take place were quickly dispelled 

when reporting in tructions were i sued ome week before deployment 
10 all members of the Regiment announcing a long overdue Mobilisation 
Exerci e. The exercise. which was designed to represent a Regimental 
mobili ation through a T 1C. would launch our move to alisbury Plain 
to participate in Ex Flying Eagle. Here we would engage in ome u eful 
joint comm training with our regular counterparts from 3 (UK) Div Sig 
Regt. Thi was Lo be a unique annual camp and a first for the Regiment a 
it wa Lo be split into two distinct but separate phases. The first pha e on 

ali bury Plain in July wa devoted to mobilisation and comm training 
and thi is to be followed by a econd phase in September/October at 
Wathgill. While Phase I was comm orientated Phase 2 will concentrate 
on trade. military and leadership training - omething to look forward to 
some would argue provided another FMD crisis does not get in the way! 

The CO in a rare moment of relaxation 

The fir t phase, which took place during the period 30 June-7 July 
well! extremely well. The mobilisation exercise made everyone aware of 
how the new Reserve Forces Act affected the TA and how important it 
wa to practice crucial administrative procedures. The SPS team in 
paf!icular led by faj Mark Whittingham and Capt John Middler ably 
a ISled by the RAOWO, W02 John Watson, and his team of Admin 
Officers learnt some valuable lessons. These included the true definition 
of a Sibling and ome team building les ons in relation to the number of 
additional staff they think they need to expand their organisation! 
Although one or two till think COLI is a tomach complaint - well in a 
sense it is if you don't receive it, and most were disappointed to learn that 
the Call Ou.t G~atuity is just not paid for an exercise! Following this 
u eful but vital mterlude Det Comds and their crews concentrated on the 
ta k of carrying out final checks on their installations. After which 
movement briefings took place in preparation for the long drive to 
ali~bury Plain via Hullavington transit camp. Here all elements of the 

Regiment benefited from a plug up ex and other useful training before 
deploying to SPTA. 

. l_'d walk a million. miles for one of your smiles 
Sig Phillipa Holt and Hilary Baxter relaxing between shifts 
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I would like to say that this move went without a hitch but 
unfortunately a traffic accident occurred on the M5 southbound involving 
a 95 Sqn vehicle driven by W02 Ritchie Roberts and his co driver ig 
Steven mith from 5 qn. They were driving the la t vehicle in a 
packet when a civilian vehicle collided with the back of the trailer they 
were towing causing it to collide with the central re ervation . The trailer 
ended up on its side ejecting its contents over the motorway. The Land 
Rover it elf pun round facing the oncoming traffic and completely 
blocked the outside lane. Fortunately W02 Roberts who, under the most 
difficult and harrowing circum tances, remained calm and maintained 
control over bis vehicle and brought it safely to a halt. He then took 
control of the incident ensuring the injured civilian driver was treated 
immediately and traffic controlled safely until the police, ambulance and 
recovery ervice arrived. The police in particular have heaped great 
prai e on them both on the way they handled the incident that ensured the 
safety of many others at the cene. The remainder of the week pa ed by 
without any other mishap and each Squadron ettled down comfortably to 
their operational roles and routines and by all accounts communicated 
well, a well as enjoying the heat wave. Our illustrious technicians, who 
have a reputation to maintain, meanwhile spent most of the exercise with 
little to do as equipment failures and problems were remarkably low and 
retreated from the tropical heat in the comfo1t of an air conditioned ERV. 
The joint comms venture with 3 (UK) Div Sig Regt also went well and, 
de pite one or two hitches, the relief in place of TN 078 with TN 037 was 
deemed a huge success and highlighted how well the TA and Regular 
Army can work together. Everyone agrees that joint efforts of this nature 
can only trengthen this vital partnership. Even SSgt Andy Lloyd, 48 
Sqn's SPSI wa pleasantly surprised at how well it went, but whatever 
you do don't raise the is ue of time and motion with him, you may not 
Ii ke the response! 

A happy threesome from 48 Squadron 

Elsewhere the ex went like clockwork and everything clicked into 
place, which impressed our mo t notable visitor Comd 143 Bdc, Brig 
Andrew Meek. He spent a whole day with the Regiment on Tuesday 3 
July and visited as many locations that he could cram in accompanied by 
the CO, Lt Col Stephen Potter. This enjoyable and productive week 
ended all too quickly with endex being declared late on Thursday. After 

Commander 143 Brigade with Sgt Scott of 58 Squadron 
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various de-briefs and turnaround we a ll made our way back to our 
rcspccli e T-'.\ 's, via Hullavington once more, in the early hours of 
Friday mormng. To sustam us on our Journey an excellent haverbag 
packed wi th goodic was provided. by the QM Dept - although the 
veggies were not too pleased by the high meat content, cest la vie! At the 
end of this phase of annual camp the traditional rest and recuperation 
period was replaced by a relaxing post exercise party in each TAC and 
after a long hard Saturday we returned home to our families and our now 
beginning to look forward toward September and something completely 
different. 

TERRITORIAL ARMY FOUNDATIO CO RSE 
It docs pay Lo be politically correct especially as Phase One Recruit 

Training is now correctly called the TA Foundation Course which takes 
place at Regimental level. 

RO NDABOUT 
While Terry Douglas is still reeling from his well earned elcV'.itilln to 

SVWO, congratulations are also extended to W02 \1artin Thacker on 
his recent promotion and appointment as.., M of HQ qn. Also a belated 
congratulauons to W02 Nav Muhammad who has taken over the rems 
as SSM of 48 Sqn replacing W02 Carol Eden who moved m with the 
ever expanding Ops Team in RI-IQ. Elsewhere 1aj Chris Edward~ our 
newly appointed 21C has finally handed over the rems of power as Op~ 
Offr to Maj Robert tone and we have welcomed Capt Jo Evans a 
Adjutant replacing Capt Bob Lovett who is posted to HQ LA D he 
would argue for a rest Jo unfortunately is only with us for six months as 
she has chosen to join another gigantic Corp the AGC. Finally -a special 
congratulations is extended to 2Lt Sally Carroll of 58 Sqn ha\ing 
. uccessfully graduated from RMAS and being appointed to a TA Group 
A commission. 

The Course Photo 

ormally this course would take place over four or five weekends but 
annual camp presented another unique opportunity to invite our newly 
attested recruits to attend a crammer course to coincide with annual 
training on the SPTA. The RRTT headed by Lt Skip Whalley deployed 
directly to Westdown Camp accompanied by eleven aspiring recruits 
drawn from all Squadrons. The week offered huge benefits as it allowed 
the recruits to carry out even day continuation training thus removing 
the usual monthly breaks between weekend . This naturally resulted in 
far better trained recruits than normal even though they still took a 
lifetime to put the Corp badge into their berets - win ome lose ome! 
The Recruit Pass-Off Parade also coincided with the Regimental return 
from annual camp and took place at Ganley TA Centre at du k on a warm 
summer evening on Friday 6 July. The inspecting officer, Lt Col tephen 
Potter, presented the award of Best Recruit to a proud and jubilant Sig 
Carl Moore of 95 Sqn. The CO then sprang a well planned surpri e on 
the parade commander W02 Terr . Douglas by announcing and 
promulgating his promotion to WOI (SVWO). Terry for once in hi life 
was pcechless. Fortunately for him though he choo e thi particular 
parade to wear his new Combat 95 having being forced to abandon hi 
beloved desert combat . 

RE CHING THEIR PEAK 
By the time this edition of The WIRE goe to pre s, the Haupsberg 

Dragon team headed by Capt Alec Rodgers and gt (FofS) teve 
Brown will be well into their expedition to Kenya. Here the expedition 
will trek the Chogoria route that will culminate with a physically 
demanding and daunting ascent of Mount Kenya obtaining an altitude of 
4800m. It has to be said their efforts to get there have gone through many 
trials and tribulations - not least the selection and training phases, which 
have led to a few di appointment . Many volunteered to participate in 
this expedition and all have gone through tough selection, a e ment and 
training to ecure their places. Preparatory training ha been exhausting 
and has consisted of many rigorou weekends in Wales and el ewhere 
with the final election weekend taking place in Snowdonia during the 
weekend 20/22 July. Here aspiring expedition members negotiated three 
peak in torrential rain that included an overnight wilderne~s camp 
having to descend an almo t vertical 200m to the campsite. Everyone 
who attended this phy ically exhau ting weekend ga e it their best shot 
ill their final efforts to be selected and can all be extremely proud of their 
achievements. fter many deliberations, tl1e final team of twenty-three 
members has now been cho en and they will commence their journey to 
K.enya on 18 September. 

36 SIGNAL REGIMENT (VOLUNTEERS) 

co 
RM 

Lt Col W. D. L. Brown TD 
WOI Dougie Eaglesham 

EWS FROM THE PUZZLE PALACE 
REGI 1ENTAL HEADQ RTERS . 

An~ual Camp is always a bu y period for any ~A Reg11nen.t, but a 
combmation of the FMD epidemic and a Royal v1 11 m~de this ye~rs 
event particularly challenging, especially in RHQ. Overscemg everythmg 
from about 50,000 feet was the TM, Maj 'J imee ' Sykc . who proved to 
be his normal , unflappable self. Our Adjutant, Capt Rousell Ed\\ ~r~es~ 
had been nominated a the RPO (Rotund Project Officer) for the v1s1t of 
the Princess Royal, and all the hard work that he had put in during the 
previous three month came to fruition on the day. The Regimental 21 , 
Maj Dove Witson VD, was under intense scrutiny during the first week 
ns evcral people, T he Princess Roya l included, tried de j)Crately to find 
out what he actually does for a living (apart from playmg golf). The 
RQMS, W02 Gaz Tuff, made his huge pre ence f~lt, and the vital kit 
ncees ary for the vi it miraculou ly appeared well beforehand: tl1ou.gh the 
RQMS (V), W02 Eddie Kiekars , soon started to tear his ha1r out. 
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During all thi time the QM, Maj Phil Dai ey, and l M, WO 1 Dougie 
Eagle ham . quietly got on with ta ks commen urate with their 
experience, rank and appointments - and tl1en after they had cut the gra' 
and erected tl1e tents, they started on the weeds in the driYeway! After a 
huge amount of hard work and meticulous planning. II ford T C wa 
finally prepared for th" arri,al of the TA personnel for the start of their 
camp, followed closely by The Princess Royal fter much wailing and 
gna hing of teeth (mainly by the Ops Officer. Maj Will~ hurley). all 
the component part of nnual Camp went n:a~onably ·moothl}. a~ they 
normally do. 

HEADQ RTERS Q ADRO - ILFORD 
qn omd l :1j Pete linshall 

M W02 Terry Lambert-Butler BBC 
Well. that's Annual Camp O\·er for another year. und \\hat a Camp it 

wa ! Due to the Foot and louth Epidemic, the Regiment ''as obliged to 
reammgc it plan for Ex Flying Falcon, the 11 ig Bde FT.· that \\a_- to 
have been bu ed initially around T T before rdocatmg to pomh 

orth. The enforced change· kd to \\eek one of camp bemg rel0<:at.;d 10 
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llford T entre, where we were to be honoured by a visit from our 
~ lone! m Chief. though other locations uch a Colche ter, Woolwich 
..nd We t Tofts amp were al o utilised for disparate training needs. As a 
direct con equence of the e changes the P AO. Capt Ern ie Feasey, 
nearly had a ncn ou breakdown when his plan for a restful camp went 
traight out of the window. However. at1er hi ' plea for the relocation of 

the Royal vi it to any other T C fell on deaf ears (The Adjt is booked in 
for a hearing te t) he had to ettle down and get tuck in, along with the 
re-t of the quadron. The qn Comd, Maj Peter 'Mad Major' Minshall 
d cided that thi wa ju t the time to take his annual holiday and departed 
for the U A for four weeks. (I'll be back when it ' a ll ready, he was 
heard to mutter as he di appeared over the horizon). The 21 and QM(V) 
Capt Gordon • ot another crumb' helley adopted the tortoise attitude 
i.e go into your hell. and it will be alright on the day - the Me sing Plan 
he left lying around was found and proved to be workable, if a little 
frayed at the edge . The S M. W02 Terry · Blue Wings of Glory' 
Butler, ro e to the occa ion. He coaxed, organi. ed, planned and (ably 
as i ted by the P I gt Jim Pollin and PSI Sgt 'Griff' Griffiths) 
en ured that all of the Squadron would be in the right place, at the right 
time, with the right kit. 

Much wheeling and d aling with various agencies produced a plan (on 
a rather large ' fag packet') and many La king and rehearsals to make 
ure that it would all work. We were never sure whether we were on Plan 

A, B, C or Z, o many ver ions exis ted, depending on who was 
delegating to who! In the end, it all seemed to work, a the visit was a 
gloriou ucces- which made all the hard work, weeding and bandinage 
worth\ hile. Much of the work prior to the vi it_ in particular the grounds 
maintenance and social life in the bar, was due to the terling efforts of 
Mi s (Pte) Caroline Evans. our gorgeou resident caretaker. After 
pending several weeks not knowing whether he was ·dyed. bored or 

countersunk', he was still able to switch between stroppy civilian to 
dutiful oldier like a chameleon. She deserves the prize for the best split 
personality of the camp. The Royal Luncheon was ably orchestrated by 
the Ma ter Chef, Sgt • orma Miller-Kight, and her team of chefs, and 
the ervice was co-ordinated by Sgt Linda 'Mum ' Cooper whose skill 
and diplomacy in briefing eight disparate individual (on Royal Service) 
had 10 be admired. Linda never rai e her vo ice, he just suggests 
LOUDLY. Once the Royal Visil was over. the Lemmings flew the nest to 
Woolwich and a hard earned R&R before deploying onto a RegimenLal 
FTX ov~r private land in East Anglia. This left the PSAO, the RAO, Maj 
John 1xon with hts Pay Team of SSgt Trevor Fra nklin , Sgt Sue 
Vicary and Pre Caroline Evans (her again) to sort out the money and to 
hold tbe fort at llford. During this quiet(?) period, they organised and 
delivered RAO and Administrative training to the Regimental Civilian 
and Military Clerical Staff - this wa a trial run for the future 
development of such training within the Regiment, and it was adjudged 
to be a ~uccess. The QM, 1aj Phil Daisey, organised a Regimental 
Stocktaking at the drop of a hat to mark his handover to bis successor 
(arriving any day no~. or so we are led to believe by MCM Div) Capt 
Geoff Woodcock. This was complicated by the tran ition of the accounts 
to UNICOCKUP!!, oops UNICOM. All the boots, socks, nuts and bolts 
have been counted to the last minutia, and some poor soul has now got to 
key the whole lot in. Good luck to you, Clare! 

Camp was rounded with a Regimental Smoker and entertainment at 
Woolwich, followed by the Regimental Sports Day for the Commanding 
Officei;; Cup (covered elsewh~re) - suffice it to say, the Squadron put up 
~ sterling performance, but JUSt lost out in every event to youth and 
mexP_Cnence. Some of the sterner warriors of the Squadron got slightly 
bent m the process. W02 Keith Smith forgot that Ballet Practise takes 
place on a dance floor and not a slippery football pitch and somehow 
man?ged to fr~cture som~ bones _in his fo.ot. The OC, Maj 'Storming 
Bull Peter Minshall strained a ligament JUSt thmkrng about playing a 
game, and the qps Officer, Ma~ Bill 'I'm a former trucky' Shirley was 
taken out by a hidden sruper dunng a very physical game of softba ll - it's 
normally cars that he bends, rat11er than hamstrings. Sig (now LCpl) 
Reggie Cullum~ine, ig Charley Meredew and Pte Johnny Walker 
attended the Regimental JNCO Cadre and participated in the Regimental 
Guard of Honour for the Colonel in Chief. Reggie finished as top student 
and was promoted I<? Lance Corporal at the end of Camp as just reward 
for her efforts a big well done lo a soldier with a big future ahead of 
her. Pte Johnn y Walker appreciated the su pport of his younger 
contempoi;anes w~o encouraged him throughout, especially as nis initial 
contact dnlls cons1 ted of forming a square - good on yer Grandad! Cpl 
Michael Egunjobi managed to complete the BC lnstruciors Course and 
can now shout ~A , GA~, GAS. louder than any one else. Sgt Roberts, 
LCpl Cullumbme and Stgs Painter, Pemberton Hill Meredew and 
\.1ann completed the Driver tra ining module to attain full trade status 
Arou~~ all of .this, the normal life of the squadron has continued. Ou~ 
recru1llng contmu~ to bear fruit , with little or no wastage. The Sqn and 
LAD have now gamed some 15 new members in the last three months, 
with th~ loss of only one - albeit on transfer to another unit as a 
parachutist. We have another eight in the system, with 4 more positive 
enquires from .the latest weekends recruiting. 

.All good thmg~ come to an end, and regardless of the new blood there 
will always be s~me ad departures. We have just said a sad and tearful 
farewell (of JOY 111 ~ome cases) to Maj Phil Daisey, who is to retire from 
the Army after 37 years outstanding service. Phil is well known 
throughout the Army, never mi.nd the Corps, and he was seen off in some 
tyle An Officers Mess Drnner started the ball rolling (though 

unfo,rtunatcly there was ~~ quiz to en.tertain the assembled brain cell(s)) 
and a Permanent tafl' Dmmg Out which brought back various characters 
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from his criminal past. The roll of honour/dishonour included, among 1 
others. Col (soon to be Brigadier) T im lnshaw. Capt Gary Mason and 
Ex-WO! Steve Buxton. The event was s lickly organised by W02 
(RQ_M ) Caz Tuff, who i proving to be a 'ma siv.e ' presence within the 
Rcg11nent, and was an enormous success. We wish Phil and hi · wife 
Gerry good fortune for the future, especi'ally in his reincarnation as the 
02 (RO) Camp Commandant at STA TA. where we will meet him 

often on Regimental Training. 

The good, the bad and the departing QM, 
Maj Phi l Daisey (front row, fifth from right with the white socks on') 

Other departures include the Regimental YofS, SSgt Tony Martin, off 
on promotion to 2 Div Sig Regt with l1is family - he needs the rest. Ton} 
has had an exceptionally difficult tour, which has meant he ha had to l>C 
extremely flexible and has organi ed Regimental Comms and Training in 
an exemplary manner. His post is to be gapped, and gt Karen Ellams 
ha had to step onto the soapbox and assume the mantle of YofS pro-tern. 
Still , POHR is some compensation for making more cups of tea. The 
RAOWO, w .02 Gordon Cameron has decided that working in uniform 
no longer uns his mallly figure and ha decided to retire to a Civilian 
appointment in a school, where they all wear uniform and he does not 
have to. We await his uccessor with interest. Sgt Tim Gamble has 
finally worked his ticket and i to be medically discharged a month ahead 
~f hi normal discharge having signed off la t year. Tim is a larger than 
life character, bavmg been taken from the ame mould as Billy Bunter, 
and has suffered a large degree of ill health in recent times - we wi h him 
and hi family well back home in the dark orth. Another Regular soldier 
off on his travels is Sgt Kevin East, who move down to Blandford and 
the Royal Signal Display Team - lock up your daughters! Kev has been 
an extremely popular 1!1ember o.f .the Regiment (and that' aying 
somethmg, given that he ts a Techmc1an) who has always tried his naked 
best. to fit into the local community. even when somnambulating (get your 
?-icuonary out, Kev) - all the best, matey. SSgt Terry Mcintyre arrives 
m TM Tp lo cover the vacant FofS post - he has been put straight into the 
deep end with Euromux ' Out of Use', RSIT, ECI etc all ongoing. Other 
arrivals are SSgt Les E ldridge from TA to NRPS as the permanent 
SQMS, leaving room for Sgt Babs Babester to move over from MT to 
become SQMS(V) - now Babs, you don't actually have to take off your 
socks to count them. 

COMMA DING OFFICERS CUP 2001 
by Cpl Dave Worsfold (CO's driver and residelll beast maste1) 

.The end of Annual Camp was looming, and that could mean only one 
thmg - the CO's Cup was back on t11e agenda! The weather had been non
stop sunshine from the first day of camp, and this constant heat was 
starting to take its toll on the officers and soldiers (even the Adjutant had 
lost half a po~nd in weight). I decided, therefore, to ask the padre, Maj 
Eaton, to put m a demand for some rain up to the Great QM in the ky (I 
knew that Quarter Master is an RD appointment , which is as close to God 
as you can get). Maj Eaton really came up trump on the big day, and the 
heavens opened for about one hour, which was just enough time to bring 
the temperature down to a reasonable level. 

The Regiment paraded at 08.00hrs in Woolwich SLation Gynu1asium 
(God's Temple) for the initial brief on the days events. I immediately 
noticed that the boys and girls did not look at their best and then reali.ed 
tha~ it had been the Regimental smoker the night before. A couple of 
whistle blasts soon got the attention of the assembled throng and after a 
quick pep talk t11ey soon realised the day had actually begun. ' 

The morning's events started at 08. l 5hrs and consisted of Volleyball. 
Softball and 6-a-side association football, all very physical events which 
produce copious amounts of sweat (Angels Nectar), helping clear the 
body of beer (Devil's Urine) which had been consumed the night before. 
HQ. Sqn was undoubtedly the superior Softball Team, winning all three of 
the1~ matches. Th~ Team. was very professional , studying the oppositio.n's 
tactics and changmg their own accord111gly - Sgt Jim Pollitt's bowhng 
techmque also proved to be extremely effective. The only thing missing 
was the chewing tobacco (though Pte Caroline Evans was seen with a 
big wad in her hand at one stage during the day) and the teams' spit bin. 

Bri~ D. R. '"'.llson visited the Regiment whilst the afternoon's events 
were m full swmg. Thal non-contact sport known as basketball was 
played 111 Lhe Gymnasium and the spectators had a chance to talk to Brig 
Wilson in between the fearlessly fought battles on court. The day' 
events were starting to take its toll on the participat ing officer and 
soldiers, as many of them were playing in every match, but the high spnts 
of the TA came to the forefront when the Tug-o-War, which was the final 
event, began. After the penultimate event had been completed, all four 
Squadro~s were in with a chance of lifting the Commanding Officer 
Cup, which was all that I could have hoped for. The tension built as the 
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first two teams dres~ed ofl' on the rope. There was a deathly silence as the 
teams took the stram, a~d then 1 gave the command PULL and all hell 
bro~e loose, (or at least it sounded like 1t). From that one word the entire 
Regm1en~ found the en.ergy to shout and encourage their quadrons 1 
have no idea wh~rc this frc~h 1.mpetus came from, perhaps the padre's 
mate had somcthm!I to. do wt th 1t, but it .was a commendable effort from 
everyone. A C?mbmauon of good technique, true grit, dctcm1ination and 
pride saw 45 Sig Sqn, who.were previously lying in third position before 
the Tug-0-War began, pulling themselves mto first position overall. Well 
done to everyone from Colchester and Warley for giving us an excellent 
finale to what was an enjoyable day. 

Sig Aktash receives the Trophy from the CO 
on behalf of the OC 45 Sig Sqn, 

Cpl Worsfold tenses up and looks good in the background 

44 (CI QUE PORTS) JG AL SQ ADRO (V) 
OUTHE1 D & GREY 

Sqn Comd Maj Mork Banker T D 
SSM W02 ea! Fawsett 

After a considerab le period of ab ence, a big 'Hello' From 44 Sig Sqn. 
The Squadron of late has been gearing its main effort towards Annual 
Camp, which due to the current F&M crisis, was split between various 
locations around E sex and Suffolk. Prior lo Summer Camp, on 2/3 June 
the. Squadron underwent familiari ation training on the Gazelle 
helicopter. Our hosts for the weekend were 666 Sqn Am1y Air Corps, 
based at Netheravon. The weekends training consisted of heli-loading 
dnlls with underslung loads and all of the associated safety points this 
entailed. After conducting dry and live drills, each member of the 
Squadron was given the chance to experience a flight in a Gazelle, which 
was something many of the oldiers had never had the opportunity to do. 
On completion of the days training, 666 Sqn kindly ornanised a horse 
racing evening, which wa enjoyed by all, with the exc-eption of those 
who lost money! (All of us . . . ) A great time was bad by all. and our 
thanks go to 666 Sqn for the excellent training and hospitality they 
provided. On 27 June, the Squadron took part in the visit to the Regiment 
of our Colonel-in-Chief, The Princess Royal. The Squadron stand was a 
great succe s, with many members of the Squadron taking part. The stand 
traced the history of 44 (CP) Sig Sqn, with oldiers dres ed and equipped 
as their predecessors would have been throughout the centuries. Some of 
the older member of the Squadron carried their roles off better than 
others, with certain individuals (Sgt Bathurst, Cpl Jones, Sig Dunham 
etc ... ) looking like extra from Dads' Arn1y! 

Members of the Squadron 
showing their big guns off to the Colonel in Chief 

Equipment to furnish the stand was kindly provided by the Corps 
Mu~cum and Coalhouse Fort, Tilbury. The day was enjoyed by all , 
particularly tho c ·oldicrs and familie who were fortunate to meet HRH 
The Princess Royal in person. Finally, our congratulations go out t.o gt 
Trev Franklin and gt Jeff Suckling on being elected for promotion to 

tafTScrgeant. More from 44 in the next i ue ... .. . 

A AL CAM P 2001 - P ERSONAL REFLECTIO 
by Sig Ma1111 (HQ Sq11adro11) 

Saturday 23 June - the first day of Camp 200 1. Camp with a difference 
- our Colonel in hicf, HRH The Princess Royal i due to arrive at 36 
(E) Sig Regt (V) TA llford on Wednesday 26 June. 
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Last year the Regiment had centralised traming in Castle Martin, 
Wales, but due to Foot and Mouth the Regiment 1s to be split up between 
the different centr~ - namely Colchester, llford, STA TA and Woolwich 
over the next fortmght. I'm on two weeks Driver training m Colchester 
un.der t~e command ofW02 (MTWO) Stevo Kentish, who u ed to be a 
driver 111 the Royal Corps of Transport; successful completion of this 
course .will see me qualified as a 82 Driver, Licence Category C'. 
Followmg parade and debrief. the Driver course and Cad1e cour'c 
candidates were taken to their locations on the back of a 4-tonner. heads 
buried 1.n books or rest.ing, with eager anticipation as to what lay ahead. 
The Driver course arnved at Colchester and said their good byes and 
good lucks to the Cadre Course, who all had a CFT to look forward to on 
am val at STA TA with lots of Drill practice thrown in for good measure. 
They ~ave a tough few days ahead and will be the Guard of Honour for 
the amval of The Princess Royal on Wednesday. 

Wednesday's ~ast approaching with personnel busily finalismg the 
weeks of preparation for the royal v.isit. ig zabo - Colchester's ewing 
machm1~t, has al.so been busy, sewmg nametags and regimental flashes 
onto shirts and Jackets . Wednesday morning parade - all are looking 
smart. There's an air of excitement and nervou ne s as we are taken to 
llford. On arrival we are greeted with the newly transformed llford TAC -
fit fo~ a Princ.e s! An impressive array of stands have been laid out, 
show1~~ the different troops - past, present, young and old side by side. 
Beaullful bouquets ~nd plants are on display, and security is tight, with 
the police and Special Forces in attendance. All eye went skywards as 
T~e Princess Royal was flown in by Helicopter l<l outh Park. then 
driven to the TAC. Cheers from the crowd of family and friends invited 
to attend HRH The Princess Royal's first visit to Headquarters. 

The Guard of Honour provides an outstanding royal salute under the 
command of 2Lt St.urt, prior to The Princes Royal's tour of the TAC 
and lands, after which she has her picture taken with the Regiment. Then 
it's lunch with a handful of soldiers from each squadron., and I'm lucky 
enough to be one of those individuals picked to meet The Princess 
Royal. She is pleasant and easy going and soon puts everyone at their 
ease as she finds out a bit more about the people benind the Regiment -
when they joined; why: what jobs they do, both ciwi and TA. 

Sig Mann, with other members of HQ Squadron, 
meet the Princess Royal 

· With lunch over, T he Princes Royal's visit i complete. he wave 
good-bye to the crowd and is whisked away. leaving everyone with fond 
memories. The re t of camp proceed ' ith almost every candidate 
gaining their B2 or B3 Driver qualification and/or their Category B, C, 
C+E or D licence. Special thanks to the in tructors, especially Sgt 
Outlaw and gt Butler who's dedicated in !ruction en ured my second 
camp with the Regiment has proved to be succes ful. once again. 

45 (E) SIG L QU ORO (V) - COL HESTER & WARLEY 
, qn Comd Maj Mikey Whitey TD 

The Regiment newly appointed Honorary Colonel, Col . P. Foakc 
TD DL, took the opportunity during Ex Mars 1arathon to vi. it the 
Squadron. During the visit he took the oportunity to promote and 
commis ion, W02 1ark McKenzie Bell to Captai;·. 

REGIME TAL GOLF 0 IET - by S gt (SQMSJ Ron 'Tex' R11sst!ll 
There i only one thing to do after a very busy week at nnual amp 

play golf1 Logistic , hangovers and further preperation for week two saw 
the field whittled down to only nine enthusia t.. Maj Pete Min hall and 
Capt Len Carr led the way in their 'buggy'. with Capt Gordon helbey 
and 'lllj Davie Witsom bringing up the rear. uperb weather combined 
with a new course. the outh E ,ex Golf and Country Club, made for a 
really good day. The honours on thi occa ·ion, however, went to the 
middle pairings with SSgt Gerry l\'lcGachy winning the ncare ·t the pm 
competition, on a 190 yard par 3, and W02 Martin \\right cont111uing 
hi steady improvement ( ome of our older readers may perhaps 
remember Martin from the Falkland 1 land campaign, the Iranian 
Emba sy in 19 0 or El lamcin). The overall winner was , gt Ron 
Russell who, at long la · t and to the relief of mo t other Regimental 
players, has been caught and cut. Our inccrc thank: go to Maj Pete 
Minshall who organi ed the event we should do it more often' 
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J , OC DRE 0 RE- AMP200J 
b.1· ig (Noll' LCp/J Reggie C11/lumbi11e - Top t11de111 

The J · O Cadre our e amp 200 I pro ed to be one of the 
highlights of my TA career. Fourteen iggie !Tom various squadrons of 
36 ig Reg ( ). all willing and eager to learn the leader hip skill 
ne ded to become a 0. volunteered for the course. And the reward 
for their endea\'our - a tick in the box for promotion to Lance Corporal 
and the prize for Top Field oldi r and Top Student, which would lead 
to instant promotion. The cour e wa kicked off with our PTI, Cpl 
Wor fold, puning u through our pace with the TA FT. ig Burton 
took thi as a personal challenge, and all her training paid off a she led 
from the front. pl \ orsfold then puni hed us daily with PT and 
Command Ta k . At the end of each le son we were exhau ted and he 
was miling (PTI have a trange en e of humour). 

\ e were ta ked to prepare a five-minute le on on our cho -en topic. 
There proved to be an array of ubject , from Pte Walker ' talk on len 
cap to ig Bleck' hilariou paper plan lesson. We learnt all about bird 
watching from ig Fraser (when he is not watching birds, he i thinking 
about them). and ig Bathurst entertained u with her theorie on 
personal cam. ot unreasonably, Sgt 1arlowe decided we needed a bit 
of help. After te.acbing us some basic instructing techniques and how to 
chair a di cu ion, we set to work on a ten-minute lesson, and choo ing 
topic for the clas to talk about. After applying all of Sgt 1arlowe·s 
theory, our le on improved immeasurably. Sig lmpey's 'All You Ever 
Wanted To Know About Challenger 2 But Were Afraid To A k lesson. 
howed he has the maldngs of a recognition instructor. We learnt basic 

Dutch from ig Bland, and can now confidently go to any pub in 
Holland and order a beer ('Waar i de bar'). The di cu sion group was 
great: ig 1eredew chaired a passionate debate on animal te ting and 

ig Pemberton dazzled u with his knowledge of the law (you would 
ne er gues he works for the court in Civvy Street). The conversation 
carried on after the le on were fini hed, which really helped us get to 
know each other better. 

54 (EA) SIG AL SQUADRON (V) 
CAMBRIDGE, BEDFORD & ORWICH 

qn Comd 1aj Dennis Prawnce 
S M W02 Martin Wright 

TILL WORKJNG 
The quadron main effort over the pa t few months has, of course 

been Annual Camp ba ed in llford and on the STANTA training grounds: 
The Sguad~on mounted impressive di play. of our equipment and history 
m conJuncuon with Regimental stand helpmg to make the Royal v1 it by 
The Princess Royal. an out tanding success. Jn addition to the hard work 
in planning and constructing the stands. our oldiers managed to 
complete driver training (all categories), MT skills, NBC, BITS and 
Junior Cadre courses. ig Collins 754 Tp (Bedford) ucce sfully passing 
his Cat B first time! Rumour has it that not only are Sgt Beach and Sig 
Brocklebank now expert Cat C driver but al o have fir t cla s toe 
dipping kill as they found time to paddle whi lst practising their driving 
skills around the coastal area . It 's not all work, work, work . . . hey boy ! 
Sig Malloy of 757 Tp (Cambridge) conducted himself in exemplary 
fa hion on his Junior Cadre Course by finishing in ccond place and 
attaining the Best Field oldier award. On the BC Cadre 54 continued 
its tradition of leading the way with Cpl Blackwell, 755 Tp (Norwich), 
coming top of his course, and on the recruits course Sig O 'Brien (755 
Tp) wa award Be t Academic Soldier. LCpl Crawford and LCpl 
Barnes al o doing the Squadron proud by successfully completing their 
Corporal course . 

A alway 54 have put much effort into recruiting over recent month 
with 757 and 755 Tp mounting displays at Duxford and Mildenhall 
respectively. During which time 755 Tp raised £50 for the Army 
Benevolent Fund through running qua ar and face painting for the public, 
in conjunction with their recruiting. Charity events have also been in the 
mind of 757 Tp, 18 of which managing to successfully complete the 
London to Cambridge bike ride with supporters of the Marie Curie Trust. 
The weather held out well, as did the legs and bottoms of the Troop, 

Students a nd Instructors from the Regime ntal Junior NCO Cadre Course surround two passing REMFS in the form of the CO and RSM 

gt Parkinson certainly had his work cut as he was our drill instructor 
for the week. ot only that, he had to prepare us to act as the Honour 
Guard for a Royal Visit by H RH T he Princess Royal. None of us had 
p~rformed any sort of rifle drill before but Sgt Pa rkinson persevered 
with us, and when the time came to fix bayonets the first aid kit was 
never far away (no major injuries). On the day all went well as our 
friend and families cheered and clapped as we marched away - J do 
believe it brought a tear to my eye! We were all very proud to have the 
opportunity to perform a royal salute as TA soldiers, and the hours of 
hard "'.Ork on the Dri~I .square, the bruises and sore arms were definitely 
worth 11. We were split mto patrols for the final exercise; our mis ion was 
to set up an OP observing a rebel force in an air contro l tower. In the late 
hours we received a radio message - our rations had been dropped 
out ide the wood we were in - so the rummage search patrol went out to 
hunt for ~ur sup~er (I ~ave never looked forward to eating compo rations 
o much m my hfe). Sig Brockleba nk led the CTR armed with a neatly 

rolled ball of string to make his measurements of gates and fences. As 
dawn approached we planned our attack on the control tower. Sig Impey 
. ig Brockleba nk a.nd ig M alloy (Best Field Soldier) and myself wen; 
m fir t. When th~ signal came we seized control of the tower and just as 
we thought the JOb was done, pl Worsfold sprang the last surprise 
(~Tis always have the last laugh) - a gruell ing stretcher run. This gave 

1g moker and h1 team the opportunity to demonstrate some of the best 
qualiues o~ a 1A soldier; teamwork, encouragement and true stubborn 
dctermmatton. I would like to take this opportunity on behalf of the 
J C<? Cadre Course Camp 200 I to thank g t Ma rl owe, gt 
Parkm son, C pl Worsfold and C pl Price for all their hard work and 
patience. ~ student i only as good as his instructor, and these guys were 
. pot On . By the way, Top Student went to me LC pl 'Reggie' 
ull umbine. ' 
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although some were definitely limping on the Thursday after! July has 
also seen 54 hos t their annual Summer Ball at Coldhams Lane, 
Cambridge. The evening was a resounding success with guests and 
soldiers alike partying to the resounding tunes of Rickie Martin to well 
into the early hours of Sunday morning. If the level of hangovers on the 
Sunday was anything to go by, it was a good night. 

Final words before we close for this quarter are heart felt 
Congratulations to Sgt Beach and Pte Beach (757 Tp) on the birth of 
their first baby girl, A mm ie. Mother, daughter and dad all doing 
extremely well. IL is good to see wee Ammie has the lungs to make it to 
Sergeant Uust like her dad)! Further congratulations to the now SSgt 
Du rso (754), C pl Bl ackwell (755) aDd LCpl Everitt (757) on their 
recent promotions and a wann welcome to the Officers mess for the now 
OC dt Spurl ing (754). A sad goodbye to Sig lmpey (757) who leaves u 
in order to join the REME in the Regs. Fina lly best of luck to Sig Fraser 
(757) who is due to run in the Three Peaks Challenge. You're mad! 

lS YO R FIT ESS READY FO R THE CHALLE GE? 
by Lt Hilyard 

I have kept it quiet for many years but, alas, the secret must come out. 
I am one of those spotters that starts to dribble with excitement when 
names like Soloman and Blue Eskimo are banded in my pr'sence. I often 
spend hours poring over outdoor magazines dreaming of the new kit l 
would buy and places I would go if on ly the TA would pay me more! So 
when I finally convinced a friend to attempt an Introductory weekend 
Adventure Racing Camp, no sooner had he agreed in principle then. we 
were om If I had seen their slogan (this title) I wou ld have thought twice! 

After a long drive to the Forest of Dean we arrived at the centre for 
Trail Plus, the organisation nmning the camp, and wow what a welcome! 
Food and beer waiting for us with hospita lity beyond what is necessary. 
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The weekend~ pr~grar~me was explained and we were invited to join the 
group for the optional 7am run. So Saturday started and we opted in for 
the run. Urggh! A few minutes i~ and I was breathing through my ears, J 
wondered what I had let myself m for. I was wnh a bunch of seriously fit 
people. 1 was going to die! At breakfast we met the folks who'd opted out 
of the ru.n, and boy what a . crowd. The backgrounds were varied ranging 
from serious runner and tn -athletes to folks who 'd not ridden bikes since 
being 18 (now aged 35). My fitness was probably mid to low end of the 
group. So the da,Y began. We were. ~iven lesso.ns in map reading (no 
officer an~ map Jokes .please), ~bse1lmg, Canad~an canoeing, mountain 
bike handlmg and runnmg techniques. We were given tuition and practice 
time in all disciplines. The hills that we wer<l running down were to me 
unbelievably steep. To the extent that before the camp I wouid hav~ 
tentatively bab)'. stepped .my way down, but here I was not just running 
down thei:i butJui:npmg.hke a maniac down them. The bike handling was 
great, agam the hills bemg steep enough to cause the bikes to tip if you 
did not distribute your weight properly. Through the tuition T finally 
learnt how to bunny hop my bike over obstacle , albeit haphazardly! 
More practice needed I think! So a much enjoyed day came to a close, 
and we returned to the centre for a well-earned shower and food. As we 
at down (in varying degrees of discomfort from aching muscles) to a 

fantastic meal and wine l. felt pretty good, give or take a stiff quad 
(thigh). Soon the conver atlon flowed as freely as the wine, offering the 
opportunity to get to know our fellow competitors and nutters. Maps and 
equipment ready, my race group were chomping at the bit for the next 
days race ... (massive exaggeration). The concept of adventure racing 
revolves around glorified orienteering in tandem with biking as well as 
running with compulsory stands with physical and mental challenges. For 
my group the first challenge for one member was being able to walk due 
to her aching body! We started with anxiety as the whole of the other 
teams went a different way to us! I breathed a sigh of relief as we cut 
them up having taken a short cut! 

The race was off, and we dedicated ourselves to obtaining the 
checkpoints and 'boy' did it involve some fun cro s-country! Through 
the day we scaled slagheaps, crawled through (and under) fencing, ran 
gullies, balanced over fallen logs, ran rivers and climbed through culverts 
and pipelines and if like me you take a more direct route to islands ... 
swimming! We were low but methodical and finally finished in third 
place beating much fitter individuals. The reason we did so well was not 
our physical but mental strength. We were slow but did not get lo t. We 
were three strangers but were united in a love of being outdoors and 
having a good time through adventure training. For some they enjoyed 
the experience but would not wish to repeat it, for most.. .. Bring on the 
next race! The weekend was fantastic well organised and friendly 
offering the opportunity to combine sport with ocialising with like 
minded, slightly mad individuals. I would strongly recommend it. 

0 TOUR DOW UNDER WITH THE FUSILIERS 
by Sgt Kev East 

It was the start of another working week at 36 Sig Regt when I 
received a phone call from the Training Major, Maj Jim Sykes, to come 
straight up to his office. So up to bis office I marched, armed with a 
dozen excu es to get out of the impending task I was sure J was about to 
receive. On walking into his office he asked 'what would you think if you 
were offered a trip to Au tralia to play rugby for the Royal Regiment of 
Fusiliers, as well as watching the British Lions play the Au ies. 

Sgt Kev East enjoys a bit of culture 
(L-R): Cpl Bell RRF, Sgt Kev East and Cpl Vinning D&D 

I was given the day to think about it. as an immediate answer and the 
money was required by the end of the week. After a long deliberation (ten 
minutes) the cheque was on the TM's de k and I wa oon to be on my 
way to the land down under. After meeting up with the team, I di covered 
that the squad consisted of 28 personnel , four of whom were guests from 
other Regiments and Corps, myself included. We had a briefing that night 
on tour rules, and at that point I realised that I had forgotten my ladie 
underwear, and apparently Rugby tours are not the same without said 
ladies underwear (and who am I to argue with rugby protocol?) . I was 
gutted; as a good Technician I normally always travel with a least two 
complete sets of matching lingerie. The next morning we all awoke at 
0530hrs and set off for Heathrow airport, After a gruelling 27hrs flight 
we arrived in Sydney, Australia. We were taken to our four tar hotel in 
down town Sydney, situated in a suburb called Kings Cro s, an area 
known for its late nights and red lights (not of the Traffic variety, Griff 
and Jason). 

The first eight days of the tour were extremely hectic. ln that time we 
had three games, all against top class civilian team . Unfortunately we 
only managed to win one game, however, they were all closely fought 
and physical and we managed to keep our heads held high. Then the 
highlight of the tour came - the third and final test of the Lions tour. With 
the eries tied at one game each, we couldn't have had it any better. The 
stadium was awesome, and the atmosphere was like nothing that I had 
experienced before. 

We all know the result, so in the after match entertainment we showed 
the Aus ies how to drink and sing songs which included 'We cam here 
with a backpack, you came here with a ball and chain' and many other 
grear classics. The final game of the tour was the fir t against an 
Ausrralian Anny team (3 Royal Australian Regiment). This was by far 
the mo t physical game, with numerou players leaving the pitch through 
injury, mostly due to the tremendous tackling. The three weeks soon 
ended, and on reflection they have to be rated as some of the be t 
memorie of my army career thus far - a trip of a lifetime was bad by all. 
I would like to take thi opportunity to thank everyone in the R giment 
for covering for me while I was away - cheers guys. 

38 (CITY OF SHEFFIELD) SIGNAL REGIMENT 
(VOLUNTEERS) 

' BRAVO, ECHO, ALPHA, ROMEO-OVER ' 
Derby Territorials on operation 'Carpathian Express' will be packing 

the bare necessitie - while their hosts keep the local bears at ease. Rob 
Bromwich and his friends are stuffing every spare comer in their kit ba~s 
with teddy bears as presents for deprived children in Romania. After their 
visit to one of the orphanages, near Soveja, the part-time oldiers will b_e 
heading into the highlands for ground breaki11g military maneuvers. The.1r 
Romanian army ho t ' biggest worry is that a grumpy black mountam 
be.ar might try to eat one of them. LCpl Bromwich (25), from Oakwood, 
said, 'We've got a huge supply of cuddly toys to band out to the children, 
but not enough cargo space to carry them. We've all been trying to figure 
out which bits of kit to leave at home o we can make more room m our 
rucksack for toys. We're all really looking forwar? to meeting. the 
youngsters after we fly out, on Friday (June 29). We simply can watt to 
get stuck into the military manoeuvres.' . . 

LCp l Brom wich a technician in civilian life, has been 111 the 
Tcrrit.oria l Army for i2 years. He is among 12 member,s of Derby-based 
46 Sig Sqn taking part in the exerci es in Romama. They will be 
deploying over ea for the first time a unique new computer controlled 
communications network. The Kingsway-based Signallers are the world 
leaders in the developing the system that can speed. up ba ttlefie ld 
communica ti o ns ten-fo ld . Their adaptation of ordinary per ona l 
computers to drive the mi litary's latest signal equipment ha also 
reduced by 70 per cent the time it takes to train new Si~allers. . 

The part-time soldiers' two-week stint in Romania, m searmg 38 
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degrees of heat. will culminate in the cool of the mountains, around 
Molena. There they will be operating under armed guard in a 
ten-square-mile fenced compound. Both wire and rifles are nece ary 
precaution against ferocious bears. 

Bear necessities 
LCpl Rob Bromwich from Oakwood, who serves with 46 Sig Sqn 
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101\'TOOMA.' 
ollingham Territorial tephen haw can hardly wait for his 

merican dvenrurc to tum into a mission to Oman. The 21-ycar-old 
ity-ba c Royal ignaller i pending hi summer sharing people: 

e. citcm nt at the region 's famou theme park. However, when !us 
h:mporary job end at the auraction, near like ton, he will be swapping 
fun and make believe for the real adventure of a lifetime in the Middle 
Ea t. ig ha''' Triumph Road-based part-time military unit L the 
world leader in military computer-operated data tran mis ion ystems. 
The Briti h Anny ha utili ed the e pertise of civilian peciali ts erving 
with the unit 10 create a network that can speed up balllefield 
communication by 900 per cent. When Sig haw head off for Oman an 
entire armoured di i ion will be depending on his skill to keep them on 
track. He aid, ' I'll be working with a Signal team taking part in a huge 
army exerci e. Our job will be to keep a radio watch along a main upply 
route running right aero s the country. If any tanks or supply ehicle get 
in 10 difficultie they will be relying on u to call in heavy recovery 
support to help them.' Sig Shaw. from like 1011. said that with desert 
temperatures oaring into the fortiei , acce s 10 immediate assistance wa 
vi tal for the s ldiers and their machinery. He added that he wa aiming 
for a full-time career in the regular army. erving with the Territorials 
had been the perfect way to find out what military life wa like first. 

Sig Stephen Shaw from llkestone 

39 (SKINNERS) SIGNAL REGIMENT 
(VOLUNTEERS) 

CO Lt Col P. R. Towers 1A M C 
R M WOl(R 1) F. Roberts 

RHQ is undergoing significant tunnoil as two key characte1 move on 
and are replaced. Firstly to 1aj 'Butch' Maycock, the Training Major, a 
sad farewell, and secondly lo the Adjutant, Capt ick Feet who 11ot only 
moves onto warmer pa tures in HQ Cyprus, but takes with him hi new 
wife Rachel (many congratulation from all in the Regiment). Good luck 
10 you all! Linked of cour e are greetings to the incoming Training 
Major, Maj Mackay and Adjutant, Capt Ja on 1 icbols. Mention must 
be made of two individuals of 47 Sig Sqn; gt Bob Young who recently 
spent two weeks on an exciting exchange with the US ational Guard (in 
the US, of cow-se!) and of LCpl Spittle who has just returned from four 
months in Mongolia with Raleigh lnternarional (full articles below). In 
additjon, there ha been a very colourful Medal Award Ceremony for 5 
Sig Sqn, Squadron exercise deployments and a Squadron Battlefield tour 
by 47 Sig Sqn. Looking forward to the winter? Despite the promises of 
potentially inclement weather, the Regiment looks forward to the 
mobilisation and deployment of 16 individuals to the Balkans as part of 
the composite 97 Sig Sqn - the first of its kind for a long time! Also in 
October is Annual Camp, this year to Bodney Camp (STANTA), in 
Thetford, Kent - the program is shaping up well and it looks to be a busy 
camp indeed! 

5 (Q EE ' OWN OXFORDSIDRE HUSSAR ) 
IGNAL QUADRO ' (B NBURY & O~'FORD) 
The Squadron bid farewell to Maj Robert Stone TD Royal Signals on 

20 July 2001 and we wish him every success in his new appointment as 
the 21 Ops Officer of 35th Sig Regt. Robert has served in 5 Sig Sqn as 
a Troop Commander and Second in Command. The Squadron would like 
to thank him for efforts during his tenure as Officer Commanding and 
also for his extremely generous presentations of a Perso11ality Board and 
Lance. We would also like to express our appreciation to his wife, Sarah 
for the excellent BBQ held at their home in June this year. 

Maj Stone explaining the role of an OC to his son George 
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We welcome Maj Richard Belbin as Officer ommanding and wish 
him a succes fol tour of duty in Banbury. We also have with us for a 
three-month FTRS Sergeant Drew Hall from 46th (City of Derby) Signal 
Squadron filling the vacant PSl (Tech) post. Congratulations to Cpl 
Danny Palmer, C pl Lizzy Matthews AGC, LCpl Max Sample AGC 
and LCpl Mike Bayer on their respective promotion . 

MEDALS GALORE! 

Medal Recipients 
Sgt Mark Taylor, Sgt Gordon Shields, Colonel John Bridgeman , 
Major Robert Stone , Lord Lt, Cpl John Smith , Sgt Paul Milner, 

Sgt David Jarvis Cleaver RLC , Sgt Chris Minchella, SSgt Judith 
Phillips, W02 Ray Phillips 

Colonel John Bridgeman CSE TD DL receiving the Lance from Maj 
Robert Stone TD 
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On Tuesday 17 July 2001 the Lord Lieutenant for Oxfordshire Mr 
Hugo Brunner presented medals and certificates to serving and' past 
members of the Squadron. Our Honorary C?lonel, John Bridgeman 
CBE TD OL also presented NELC Certificates to two supporting 
employers in the_ area. T~e evening was a. splendid affair with 80 guests 
including the High Sheriff for Oxfordslme, Lady McLintock, RFCA 
Secretary Brig Powell , Deputy Commander 2 Sig Bde, Col Chris 
Laurence TD and Deputy Commander 145 (HC) Brigade Col G. s. 
Smith TD . Banbury Town and Cherwell District Council were 
represented. A number of civi lian employers were in attendance and most 
importantly the families and friends of those receiving their awards, 
congratulations to all. 

Maj Robert Stone 
receiving his farewe ll gift from Sig Nicola Harker 

47 (MI DDLESEX YEOMANRY) SIG AL SQU DRON 
(UXBRJDGE) 
Sqn Comd Maj C. M. Lankester 

Despite the hindrance of Foot and Mouth, the Squadron remain 
reasonably well recruited, we cont inue to recruit high calibre. enthusiastic 
and well-motivated people. The battle to retain oldier whose civilian 
jobs become more hectic and demanding continues and we are optimistic 
that we can regain full strength this year. Elsewhere, gt Ben ewby is 
to be congratulated on his achievement of finishing top student on his 
Royal Signals Staff Sergeants Cour e at Blandford The Squadron has had 
everal exciting tl1ings occurring these pa t few months, with a highly 

successful Squadron battlefield tour to Norma11dy (see below); a 
deployment to Salisbury Plain and Sheffield on Ex Mercury Skirmi h, 
and NCRS(+) exercise. A real chance to practice comm skills_ in a 
tactical environment, special mention must be made of our affiliated 
cadet detachment who provided a strong force to simulate the guard force 
that would inevitably be deployed to such a communication site. They 
performed splendidly under Lt fark Hinks their new detach'!1ent 
commander and many are the war tories going the rounds al Uxbndge: 
Looking forward , the squadron i now preparing for _Ex Mar~?m 
Yeoman, an HF comms exerci e utilising the CRS HF voice capab1hty. 
This i a follow on exercise to Exercise Ea tern Venture in February of 
thi year, much enjoyed by those taking part because they really had to 
work at the comms problems that faced them. 

SQUADRO BATTLE FIELD TOUR 
EXERCISE ORMANDY YEOMAN 

Following the ucccss of the Squadron's previous trip to Ypre and 
the Somme, it wa decided that the 11ext trip sbould focus on the Second 
World War. Our i11tent wa to visit major sites from the ormandy 
campaign, and to fo llow io the footsteps of 4 Squadron Midd_lesex 
Yeomanry. Extensive pre-exercise planning was conducted and bnefi~g 
notes prepared by our guide. ormandy expert and PSAO, Capt David 
'Don't call me Dave ' Gibson . Eighteen member of the quadron 
assembled at Uxbridge on a Thursday night, and once two tragglers had 
been rounded up et off for ' somewhere i11 Southern England' where our 
landing craft awaited. An uneventful night crossing was made (broken 
only by high level debate with other members of the ship's ~ompany on 

orthem Ireland politics). In the early hours of Fnday mom111g we were 
reconstituted on the bridgehead, with horse well watered (some troopers 
more so) and keen to gain a foothold further inland. Unfortunately o~ir 
stragglers struck again and decided to come a hore on foot rather than 111 
the transport laid on. . 

The first day 's itinera1y was gentle and included the e tabh hmen_t of 
camp before visiting our fir. t two ite . . At Longues we v1s1ted one ot the 
coastal gun batteries that faced the invas ion force and recreatc_d .scene 
from 'The Longest Day' at the observat ion bunker on the chff · The 
quadron then moved to Arromanches, the town on Gold Beach where 

one of the Mulberry harbours was estab li hed. Here we n itcd the 
museum dedicated to the landings, walked on the be_ach and were 
~cfreshed in a cafes assi ted by the incredible lan~uage skill of gt Bob 
Babelfi h' Young. For the evening'. enterta111ment the qu~dron 

di per ed and found that ormandy appeared to be close~ unu~ the 
hohday season began. Thi could explain why the troops RV d tO\\Ord 
the end of the night in 'The Yellow Submarine'. A bar devoted 10 the 
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Beatles and charmingly wallpapered in tartan carpet (which pleased Ptt 
Darren 'The Hustler ' MacFarlane almost as much as the pool table on 
which he proceeded to win the shirts from many Squadron member..). \ e 
also encountered our own difficulty in establi hing a bridgehead here a~ 
entry involved being examined through a peephole before giving the 
password, which after much guessing transpired to be, 'Vive la Fran1.:e et 
le Four Fab ·. Further delight was had by the Squadron's male choir (star 
vocalist Sig Jon 'Freddie Mercury' Clarke) when the karaoke machme 
was set in action, although questions were ahked about the post
watershed Channel 5 nature of the backing videos. 

The following morning a relatively early start was made and the 
Squadron headed for Bayeaux. The trip was enlivenec! by lg ean 'M. 
Creosote' Diton's discovery that he was not good at travelling in the back 
of a minibu.~ after a night in The Yellow Submarine and gt Ben 'Golden 
Boy ' ewby's map reading skills. In fact o expert did our chief 
navigator show himself throughout the weekend he was immediately 
recommended for a field commission! At Bayeux we visited the excellent 
Musee de la Bataille de ormandie where Babelfish was able to regale 
various veterans with his military experiences and Lt Matt 'Melcheu· 
Watts definitely did not fall asleep in the film show, despite rumour.. to 
the contrary. We then moved on to the Bayeux cemetery, the large ·t from 
the Second World War. Here, in the absence of any Middlesex Yeomanry 
fallen we laid a wreath on the grave of a member of the Queens Own 
Oxfordshire Hus ars, now our sister Squadron S (QOOll) Signal 
Squadron and observed a minute's silence. A poignant reminder of the 
'all arms' nature of the landings and battle was the number of Mercham 

avy graves to be seen in the cemetery in addition to those of the R . 
Army and RAF. Our next objective after victualling at a local 
supermarket was Hill 112, the cene of a month-long battle between 
various British divisions (i ncluding S DCLI, after whom the ite has 
become known as Comwall Hill) and 11 SS Panzer Corps. Here a econd 
wreath was laid at the 43 rd (Wessex) Division and silence observed. The 
site was also interesting for the assembled Officers as a TEWT had been 
held in the UK during Officer Training (although Lt Melchett's 
suggestion that the best strategy was to 'form qua re and hoist the 
Regimental colours' was not taken as the best option). We then moved to 
Villers-Bocage, site of an action involving the British 7 Armd Div 
including 4 Sqn Middlesex Yeomanry. Here, in true Yeomanry style. a 
column of armour had stopped for a nice cup of tea when an SS Panzer 
commander, Michael Wittmann, burst from cover. He charged into the 
town de troyed 49 Briti h vehicle (including the e11tire RHQ element of 
4 County of London Yeomanry) before escaping on foot after hi own 
vehicle was di abled. This ite was of particular intere t to LCpl Keith 
'Vapour Hazard' Braun, who had studied Wittmann 's career in the pa t. 

At this point it was decided to return to camp and divide the quadron 
so the cultured could vi it the Bayeux Tapesrry and the remainder take 
some R&R. Reports from the bus to Bayeux handed down from Capt 
Lisa ' AWOL' Taylor sugge ted that the speeds reached in order to get to 
the museum before closing time were every bit as frightening as facing 
Michael Wittmann. The excursion was judged a great succe s. The 
evening continued in 'The Yellow Submarine' where the. quadron were 
greeted as old friends and the Male Choir performed again. On a foraging 
mission some members of the Squadron including LCpl Kev 'Tinlin ' 
McRae discovered the rare beast that is a restaurant with ab olutely no 
food available. We were also treated to the sight of Lt D!lve 'Swamp 
Thing· Cornick and Lt Mclchett in extremely lively matching Hawaiian 
shirt, which attracted critici m from man:>'. including LCpl Ca th 
·fa hion Police' Corcoran, who could not believe that two uppo edly 
grown-up leaders of men could be seen in public in such item~ . On 1h: 
way home it was al o rumoured that our P I Tech, Sgt Baz ·Boatswam 
Kightley was pursued by orwegian and Japanese Ii hermen during hi 
moonlight dip. 

The following morning dawned far too early for ome (ye . the 
straggler again) but camp was truck in a timely manner and we 
departed for our final two destinations. This element of the trip centred 
on the irborne assaul t, partly to plea e the P I 'Oops ' gt Jay 
'Stumpy' Saunders. The first location was the Merville Battery. cene of 
avage fighting after a drop by 9 ~ara went awry. The mu eum_hc_re was 

housed in the main bunker used diorama , photographs and pamtmg to 
bring home the cale of the action. which wa ultimately ucce sful_ for 9 
Par:1 even though it tran pired that the guns they h~d been ent to silence 
were not in fact a. formidable a the plann rs had teared. We then moved 
to Peoa u Bridge where a fine new mu eum ha been built covcnng th<: 
airbo~e action. Here the PSI 'Oop 'wa teased mercilcs I> by members 
of fr1e Squadron pointing out tha! the objective was tak~n not by the P~_
but the Ox & Buck Light lntantry. Lunch wa enjoyed tn the Cale 
Gondree and our attachment. 1aj Toby 'PLK' Lanke ter wa!> appomted 
as official photographer for the inevitable group hots on the bridge. 
Attempts 10 recreate the painting 'Go to it' by Peter rcher were 
frustrated by the volu1m: of traffic coming over the bridge We then 
performed our exfiltration to Le Havre, folio\ ing the coa t road that 
allowed us to examine more of the beachc from the transport . 'Golden 
Boy' again howed hi navigational abilitie : at one point ig tuart 
'Homer' Morris was heard to say, 'If we pa s that Mi:Donuld'. agam can 
we plea e ju t go in ? · The return 10 the p<>rt wa accomplished 
e entuall y, although an attempt to tock up the quadron' bar wa: 
thwarted by (i} the fact that all upermarket 111 France appcarto be 
closed on undays (ii) the heavily laden tate of the transport and (~11) the 
enormou queue at tht: Briti ·h-owned shop on th quay ·idc. L~cl..1ly the 

quudron team (featuring. gt I.:ois ·Ian' L~nc. the re 1dcn1 mus1 e. p.:rt) 
won a retum crossing for later 111 the year m the onboard qu11 :o p<'rhaps 
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we "ill be able to return for further explorations and replen . A fa t 
cro ing wa made and good time achieved in the return to Uxbridge. so 
an earlier than expected di.mi sal parade wa held and the Squadron 
di persed with plan already afoot (encouraged by our 0 , Maj Carla 
Lanke er) for ne t year' trip. ugge Led de tinations on a po tcard , 
plea e! ntere are many people to thank for their effort to make this trip 
th ucce it wa (Lois and 'Golden Boy' made fine breakfa t chefs, for 
example: please don't tran fer to the Really Large Corps). Howe er, 
overall mention mu t be made of Sgt Young for his translat ion, which 
helped thing run moothly, the P Is for their input during the 
preparations for the trip and most of all of Capt Gibson, without whom 
the exercise would not have been the great learning experience it turned 
out to be. 

OT TIONAL G ARD EXCHANGE JULY 2001 
by Sg1 Bob Yo11ng - 47 (A1:r >ea) Sig Sqn 

Get all my tuff in the car ready to go co the TA Centre ... ... . do l really 
need all this tuft'? I go via RAF Uxbridge to meet my ho t gt Ray 
Reynold U G and we et off via Heathrow, bound for Washington 
DC. I meet up with Warrant Officer Terry Werley the US ational 
Guard represWJtative, who helps to organise the exchange programme, 
and act a the point of contact for all the British personnel whil t they 
are in the State . With my ho t, we were then airborne to Des Moines, the 
state capital of Iowa, via St Loui , arriving late evening. We had been 
told during the briefing in March, that the first thing most ervicemen 
notice in America wa the heat, and believe me they weren't wrong! 
Even arriving at De Moines at IOpm at night it i till over 80 degree 
and the humidity i really apping! The overnight accommodation in an 
air-conditioned room was a welcome relief. On aturday my host took 
me to Iowa City (Indian country), and then a drive up to the Amana 
Colonies (an old 19th century Germanic colony). After meeting my host' 
family, we check in at a baseball game where I am honoured with the 
'first pitch', having been introduced to a crowd of 10,000 as 'Sgt Bob 
Young of the Queens Territorial Army from Oxbridge'. I manage to pitch 
the ball without disgracing myself, although I don't think that they'll be 
looking to ign me up just yet! I literally 'melt' back into the crowd to 
watch the rest of the game. 

Sunday morning sees the start of the trip to the exercise area, only 
about 1000 miles to go. We bead for South Dakota via Sioux City and 
Sioux Falls, missing a tornado on route. The plains are very dusty, very 
dry, full of cattle and very little else especially people! Following an 
overnight stop, we head for Elsworth Air Force Base, where there are an 
awful lot (25) of BI Bombers (and at $200 Million per aircraft, that 's an 
awful lot of aircraft). After looking around the aircraft. it is off to Mount 
Rushmore, eventually arriving at Camp Guernsey in Wyoming in the 
early evening where we meet the rest of the battalion. I switch from 
touri t mode to military mode. 

On Tuesday, my host and T vis it some radio dets. Quite interesting, 
how they use their masts. They are all hand cranked with directional 
ropes attached, which are used to focus in their SHF antennae. This 
procedure sometimes seems to take them forever. The other thing that 
was really noticeable was the sheer weight of the masts, probably about 
twice or three times the weight of our own. The weather becomes a 
highlight on the Wednesday night; 22 people were struck by lightning out 
on the training area, it was a miracle that no one was killed. We got 
flooded out (memories of England). l have been volunteered to act as 
enemy during one of their combat training tests, the test being how they 
react to effective enemy fire. One thing that was really noticeable was 
their whole ethos to training, because it appears that much of their 
training revolves around their trade, with less emphas is on other parts of 
the military yllabus, especially the infantry side of soldiering. The heat 
did finally take it toll and I had to retire for the afternoon. 

During the weekend, I decided to look up a couple of British soldiers, 
who were also participating in the Echange Programme and were out on 
the same training area. We found their parent unit fairly easily, and came 
acrnss an MLRS unit (grid square removal company) that was co-located 
wnh them. TI1eir hospitality was outstanding and l had a wonderful few 
hours being allowed to drive the power unit and be shown how the 
system wor_ked. Sadly we had to leave but found our compatriots nearby, 
demon tratmg the advantages of combat 95 webbing. Their parent unit 
offered us all ~he chan~e to fire thl'. 15?MM field howitzer, and again it 
wa a fantastic expenence and highlighted the great hospitality and 
warmth that the US soldiers howed me throughout my stay. Monday was 
my other 'must do' day, namely the watching of the 'Million Dollar 
Minute' . This was where the employers of the National Guard got to 
meet the military Top-Brass, with the million dollar minute being a salvo 
of rockets from a battery of MLRS's ... This was absolutely amazing and 
afte~ards I presented a regimental plaque to the head of the Army 

at1onal Guard - Lt Gen chulz! Monday was also endex and how 
quickly a week passed! 

Tu~sday morning, my host and I acted as an advance party for the 
battali~n recovery back to C:heyenn_e, the state capital of Wyoming. 
Followmg a fast tum-round, 1t was tune for the presentations, tea and 
medals. After all the presentations, it is my turn to be wheeled out in 
front of the battalion, where I receive a 'Certificate of Appreciation' from 
the Lt ol Feld_man, the CO, which was in 'recognition of my vivid and 
thoughtful deb.nefings during the combat training tests' . Wednesday was 
recovery day (m more enses than one!) It was reveille at 0530hrs so that 
I can fly ~ack to Washington at 0630hrs, via Denver and Chicago. 
Th~r day 1s a. chance to see Washington, particularly Fort Mayer and 
Arlington auonal Cemetery, and the tourist si tes and statues of the city. 
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It i al o a chance to catch up with the re t of the Bri tish contingent and 
wap ' torie (as one does). With my body and suitcase · weighing almost 

the ame, I am sad to leave the U A. I have so many grea t memories and 
have met so many nice people. Of cour-e I wi ll be go ing back to the US 
next year! If only li fe was that simple. All I can say is that these two 
weeks ha c been the best of my life. 

FROM XBRJDGE TO ULAANBAATAAR - FOUR MONTHS I 
MO GOLIA 
by LCpl Spittle 47 Sig (Mx >eo) Sq11, 39 Sig Regt 

Mongolia - one of the mo t desolate and wild countrie in the world 
perceived by most to be the back of beyond. When I received the phon~ 
call from Raleigh International asking me if l would accept the po ition 
of Assistant Logistics Manager for the April to June expedition this year 
I had no he itation in saying yes. ' 

'Raleigh J11tematio11al is a youth development charity which inspires 
p eople from all backgrounds a11d 11atio11alities to discover their fu ll 
p otential by working togeth er 011 chal/e11g i11g environmen tal and 
community projects around the world. ' 

The young people who take part in the expeditions are 17- 25 year old 
from a variety of backgrounds, they all participate in three phases . a 
community, an environmental and an adventure phase. The sta ff team 
con isted of the following - Expedition Leader (live in country and is 
employed by Raleigh}, Logi tics Manager (i contracted to Raleigh for 
two expedition ), Deputy Expedition Leader, seven x Project Managers, 
six x A si tant Project Managers, two x Builders, eight x Medics, three x 
As i tant Logistic Managers , Accountant , Administrator, Publ ic 
Relations Officer and Photographer who are all volunteer raff. As part of 
my ALM role J was also to be the Communications Officer for the 
expedition. 

Pre Expedition - The logistics team arrives in country early in order to 
allow them to prepare the equipment , food etc before th e ma in 
complement of staff arrive and staff training begins. One of the first tasks 
was to empty the container from England which had all of the food from 
London for both expeditions rurming in Mongolia in 200 I, all the new 
tools for the building sites as well as various other bit and pieces. It took 
a day (in the now!) to unload and then we had to sort everything. In the 
first few days I also visited the Black Market (so called due to colour) -
the main ource of everything in Mongolia from Apples to Yurts 
(Mongolian felts tents aka Gers). Due to Foot and Mouth in North 
Eastern Mongolia it was decided to move both the environmental project 
down to the Gobi desert and to have a secondary field ba e down there as 
well. This wa to host Venturer Induction and Changeovers and would 
have staff based there throughouL each phase. This decision meant that 
the Logistics team would have a slightly different role than first 
anticipated. 1nstead of pending most of our time in UB and travelling out 
to the sites and organising re-supply from UB we would be operating 
from Southern Field Base (SFB). This meant that re-supplies were much 
harder to obtain and transport as it was a fifteen-hour drive from UB 
along roads that wouldn't even warrant being called a track back in 
England. There was a local town - Dalanzadgad (DZ) where we could 
buy most things but not in the bulk we required. We therefore had to buy 
all of the local food (pasta, rice, milk and other staple ) and sort it and the 
food from London into project groups for transportation down to the 
Gobi. This isn ' t normally done until it i required. All equipment and kit 
that might have been needed i.e: spares al o needed to be sorted and 
made ready to be moved down to the Gobi. We also had to buy all the 
stock to ensure that Tuck Shop was adequately stocked and run during 
Induction and changeovers. Trying to work out how many bar of 
chocola te, cans, bottles of moisturiser, tubes of toothpaste films and 
cigarettes amongst other things the expedition arc going to require is a 
headache of the largest order. Everything needed to be bought in UB and 
transported down as we wouldn ' t be ab le to find it in DZ. 

Staff Induction - l had to teach the staff about HF communications 
and the radios we were go ing to be using. The radios also needed to be 
programmed and checked and the kits made out for each group. The 
radios we used were made by an Australian company called SMC and 
were called HF90s. My brief was to teach the rest of the staff basic voice 
procedure, basic antennas and propagation, how to use the radios and 
how to deal with any problems. In Mongolia the only way to 
communicate is by radio, therefore every staff member bad to be 
competent and confident in using them because in an emergency that 
would be the only way of communication between the group and field 
base. Once the project staff had deployed the listening watch was then 
activated in Field Base. This was my next job - to ensure al l staff 
remaining al Field Base knew how the system worked there. On arrival at 
SFB (about 60mins after leaving DZ) we discovered tl1at the trucks that 
had transported everything from food to meths from UB had arrived -
there was no rest! We unloaded the trucks then put the food away in the 
food ger, and put most other things in the storage ger. One of the first 
things l discovered was that a dipole had been set up using two po_les 
usually used for tying horses to! However, as masts they were proving 
remarkably effective. This dipole worked and all groups could be picked 
up as could FB. Excellent - one less job for me! Over the next couple of 
days we sorted food, moved food, sorted and moved food and then 
moved it again! Nonnally back to where it had come from! The staff 
returned from their recces with kit requests left, right and centre ~o we 
dealt with those, placated and cajoled staff as they realised that this and 
that wasn't possible and then the one word appeared that sends shiver~ 
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down my spi ne even now - TENTS. Quite an innocuous word really. I 
was trying to allocate tents as fai rly as possible as we hadn't enough. I 
managed it only a fter one sta fT group came back and assured me you 
could fit four people in a three magi Hyperspace. 

Venturer Induction - Now came the bit l was dreadi ng - I was to 
teach I 00 17 - 25 year olds how to use a radio. I had cunningly forgotten 
all my notes so had to rely on memory and luckily it didn ' t let me down. l 
didn ' t teach them as much detail as the staff- just basic VP, how the 
radios worked and what the dipole did and safety issues. 

Phase I - During phase one I was b'.15ed at SFB with Paul , Albert one 
of the other ALMS and Jane - a medic. We had to ensure that the trek 
groups were suppo~ed ade.quately as well as trying to source food and 
po sible spare e_qu1pment 1~ case anything got broken. Supporting the 
trekking groups mvolved domg three food drops as they couldn 't carry 21 
days food with them. We agreed food drop locations with the groups over 
the radio then headed out and located the e places and endeavored to 
leave the food there. At SFB we had a generator which allowed us to 
have an eight-way battery charger charging them batteries constantly. 
This allowed us to collect the trekking groups batteries and replace them 
with charged ones during the food drop . During this phase we also had a 
great deal of difficulty with one of the channels we were operating with 
and T had to try to work out a better system for the next phase. IL was 
dec ided not to use this channel for the rest of the expedition and as a 
result comms were much better. The radios were al o proving to be 
somewhat troublesome during this phase, however it was all stuff that the 
groups could fix. Sadly the groups didn ' t realise this, so during this phase 
I put together a ' Troubleshooting Guide ' for the project - there were 
significantly less problem next phase. The weather at SFB proved to be 
the toughest thing to overcome - the wind was constant at about 40mph 
and on some days we had gusts of I OOmph with 80mph constant. 
Walking around proves to be somewhat challenging in these conditions. 
We also bad temperatures below freezing, snow and blizzards, but we 
also days of bright sun and nice weather, however it was still windy. At 
the changeover between Pha e I and 2 I ran through everything with the 
project staff individually and covered any issues they might have. I also 
checked all equipment and is ued charged batteries where necessary. 
Changeover also means that the Logistics team also have sort out the 
food for the next phase and deal with any kit I equipment issues that 
arise. 

Phase 2 - My ' phase out', (i.e: away from my role) I found myself in 
one of three folgons heading to Togrog -home of A I. Togrog is a small 
town in the north of the Gobi where we were building a Straw Bale 
Medical Clinic for them so they had a purpose built medical facility. 
Raleigh has a contract with the UNDP to build four of these clinics a year 
until 2003 - 16 in total. It was the hardest phase I did a the work was 

very physical and we did long hours on the site. Despite problems with 
the straw bales not arriving on time and rain (in the de crt?) we managed 
and left at the end of the phase having finished the inside walls which 
you have to stuff with straw and the outside walls which uses traw bales 
as. very big bricks. During this phase the venturers also get to interact 
with the community and we spent evenings in local workers (we had six 
local workers on site with us) gcrs, playing with the local children in the 
afte~ school club. playing sport against the townspeople and generally 
gettmg to know them. 

Phase 3 - T wa~ to pend this phase at FB in UB. We were packing up 
SFB this phase and all the spare food and equipment was commg back up 
Lo UB . In order to save costs it had been decided that the next 
expedition 's food for the trekkers was to go down to DZ in the vehicles 
that were to bring our remaining food and equipment back up. I as the 
only member of the Log~ team in UB was responsible for arranging the 
buying of local food and the sorting of the food into groups and pha e~ . 
In the absence of the DEL I also had to arrange the drivers for the nm and 
negotiate their contracts with them which i always an expenence. 
During the rest of the phase l had to generally prepare kit and food for the 
next expedition. I had to equate spending on Tuck Shop to what we made, 
write reports and clear up. I arranged the provisions for the end of the 
expedition. This involved buying the food for endex, being held at Terelj 
- an hour outside UB. We could provide fresh food for everyone as it 
could be transported. Menus had to be arranged and quantities calculated 
although we could always buy more if necessary. 

Endex - The last few day of the expedition are Endex - the venturers 
all come together for debriefing, a day in UB, the endex party and slide 
show. However, we as Logs have to en ure all the kit is returned and is 
serviceable for the next expedition, any spare food i returned and added 
to the next expedition ' allocations. l also had to ensure all radio 
equipment was still usable although there was some new equipment 
coming out with the new staff Endex was remarkably mooth and the 
fresh food went very well after all the dehydrated food they had been 
eating! Jn the hack of beyond (Outer Mongolia) I experienced things that 
very few people will and l am one of a privileged few hundred to vi it 
there this year. Temperatures ranging from -20 to +40, scenery ranging 
from desert to forest, extreme material poverty, a complete contrast from 
winter to summer and l shared it with some great people. Raleigh in 
Mongolia was everything I expected and more. everything T dreaded and 
more. 

If anyone i interested in taking part in a Raleigh expedition further 
details can be obtained from the website 
www.raleighintematioml.org.uk or phoning the following number - 0208 
7371 8585. 

71 (YEOMANRY) SIGNAL REGIMENT 
BEXLEYHEATH 

co 
RSM 

Lt Col S. R. C. Malik 
WOl (RSM) C. D. Tait 

HELLOS A D FAREWELL 
Tbe Regiment ays farewell to Maj Eric Heritage and his wife Cathy 

who move from South East London to orth We t London to take up an 
appointment in the J6 Branch at PJHQ in orthwood. To replace _him _a 
Training Major, the Regiment welcomes Maj Stu Boyne and h1 _wife 
Helen and hope you have a successful tour with the Yeomanry 1gnal 
Regiment. 

REGIME TAL AWARDS 
At the end of the recent Regimental OBUA exercise, Ex Phoenix 

Kestrel, at Longmoor Camp, the O took the opportunity r.o pre ent a 
number of major awards. The first wa the trophy for the soldier who l~ad 
achieved the best placing on the Blandford (or equi~alent A~to/ erv1ce 

chool) 2-week Recruits ourse during the prevtous trammg year 
(TYOO). This year the trophy was awarded jointly to Sig Hutchings ?f 68 
(ICCY) Sig Sqn and ig Mackay of 70 (EY) Sig Sqn, who both aclueved 
a second place on their Recruits Course at Blandford. 

----- I 

Lt Col Malik presents Sig Hutchins 
with the best Blandford Recruit Trophy 
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The co·s Trophy (initially presented by Lt Col Brown in 1981) for 
the Warrant Officer or S CO who has given extra Service to the 
Regiment during the previous training year. This year was awarded to Sgt 
Lakin of 68 (ICCY) Sig Sqn. Among t his key achievements during the 
year wa Top Student award on his Class 2 Trade Training Course. 

·Finally. the Drapers Cup. which is awarded annually to the Squadron 
achie ing the highe t percentage of Fit for Role results at the end of the 
last training year. Thi year it was won by 265 (KCLY} ig qn. 
Excellent FFR results were achieved by all quadrons, but 265 (KCLY) 
Sig Sqn managed to achieve 7 % of their soldiers qualified as FFR 
during the last training year (TYOO). 

Sig Murray receives the Drapers Cup from Lt Col Malik 
on behalf of this years winners, 265 (KCI Y) Sig Sqn 



EXER I E PHOE 'IX RECR 1T 2/01 
Al the end of the latest Regimental Recruit ourse, Ex Phoenix 

Recruit 2:01, a total of21 recruit~ managed succc sfully to complete the 
course. \t a recent Regimental traini11g weekend at Longmoor Camp. the 
CO took the opportunity to pre e;it each of the new recruit with their 
course completion certificate. 

Lt Col Malik presents new recruits with their course certificates 
after completing the recent Regimental Recru it Training Course 

REGIME! TAL \-1SITORS D Y 
~e Regiment played host to a variety of visitors during a Regimental 

1ram1r.ig. weekend at Lor.igmoor Camp on Saturday 16 June 2001. Military 
and c1v1~1an repre entanve from a variety of organisations with a vested 
interest m the Regiment braved the inclement weather to see the unit in 
action on one of it training weekends. 

Lt Alex Downing (right) sports a jaunty he lmet 
whilst briefing Deputy Comd 2 (SE) Inf Bde 

ME1 TORlNG 
At a recent ceremony at .Greenwich University Maj E ric Heritage 

was pr~ ented wit~ a certificate of recognition for supporting the 
~n~vers1ty m_entoring programme. Each year major organisations are 
invited to provide staff to act as mentors for black and Asian students at 
the University. This was the third year in a row that the Training Major 
had supported the scheme on behalf of the Regiment. 

Maj Eric Heritage receives his certificate of recognition 
for acting as a mentor for the 

University of Greenwich Mentoring Coordinator, Beverley Crooks 

265 (KENT & CO • TY OF LO DO ' YEOMA RY) SIG AL 
Q ADRO. - BEXLEYHEATH 

Sqn omd '\1aj Keith Duffy-Pennv 
SSM W02 ( SM) tuart McHenery 
\. . L CAMP 2001 - EXERCI E MARBLE TOR 

Well the day had finally arrived when Vlaj Kieth 'DP' Duffy-Penny 
11:ot :he chance to lead the Regimental deployment to Gibraltar, it's a hard 
l~f~. All and sundry paraded at Bexleyheath TAC on the evening of 
fnday 14 July with expectation high on the agenda. There were some 
pale face~ on show from pl Paul 'First time abroad' York and Sig 
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Ca sie 'Do we re_ally ~ave to fly' Murray, who were both really lookin 
forward to the flight in the H~rc. Aller chewing the cud, following th~ 
mandatory docs check an? obligatory on the bus o!T the bus, we departed 
for oulh Cerney Mounting Centre at 2200hrs. (The troops pirits were 
111gh ~s there was no 13-hour drive up the MI for deployment to Camp). 

This was all pretty muc_h new ground to all of u , as the majority had 
never flown w1tl~ R!'F airways before, although the feeling was that 

outh Cerney ~1dn t really compare that favourably with Gatwick 
dep~rturc , particularly as there was a 4-hour wait. Thi was soon put 
behind u' i:fte~ a hearty breakf~st _followed_ by a hasty departure to RAF 
Lyneham. Exc1tef.11enl ' as cont111uing to build for the virgin flyer among 
the party, especially LC pl Jack 'Oooh my back' Stabler who was 
concerned whether his feet would be able to touch the floor or not. 

Then our fate was put in the hands of the Loadies, with LCpl Chrissie 
'Do l really sound like Madonna?' Bienek doing a sterling medics job in 
calmmg.everyone do':"n. Ear defenders were at the ready and it was lime 
to go, with many a grimace and C_pl Amanda 'Vice Grip' Susini holding 
on to everyone around for dear h fe. Suddenly in the distance the Rock 
loome? and we were on the ground. The stresses of work were 
1mmed1ately forgotten_ as we deplaned into the 32 degree heat and it wa. 
down to ~?rk unloading all ?f the kit ably lead by Sgt Micky ' I'm too 
old for this Conn. The _remamder of the afternoon wa a ca ual intro to 
Gibraltar and all that 1t could offer us for both training and social 
purpo es. 

DOW TO B Sl 'E S 
The next morning it was green kit on and down to busines . The first 

two days had been programmed to refre h the troop in the ba ic kills 
that would be reqmred for the forthcoming exercise. Thi consisted of 
Tunnel Clearance_ drills, lead. by the Gibraltar Regiment, OBUA drill , 
Platoon basic tactics and the mfamou Rock Run. This gave everyone a 
chance to sample the climate we were to be exposed to for the following 
12 day : The ~ock Run wa a torturou affair, three miles straight up with 
no respite, which was a well fought battle between Cpl Adrian 'Oh no 
y<_>u don,'t' Keeble, the eventual wi!1~er, and Pte ick 'Ca~ 't believe I got 
pipped Hanlo n . Once the trammg was complete 11 was time to 
commence the Ex phase, the troops were split into three platoons for the 
9-day round robin package, which comprised three 3-day phases. 

Pha e I Admin assistance to 642 Signal Troop, R&R and sport 
day. 

Pha e 2 Beach assault, Tunnel patrol, defensive position, OP and 
OBUA assault 

Phase 3 Defensiv~ position Ops, Occupy & Fortify village, 
Defend village, beach extraction. 

642 Sig Tp couldn't believe their luck, three groups of 30 willing 
volunteers lo use as dog'~ bodies for a day, for decorating, office 
clearance and. even painting the OC 's carpet! The sports day was 
mterspersed with JOlh~s organised by PSAO Capt Mike 'Ned' Kelly, 
using contacts from his former 2 Para days to get us thrown about in 
Chinooks and Hercules. Much to Cpl Jo 'Can't believe my luck' Smith 
wbo landed on the laps of a group of parachutists, waiting to deploy from 
a Cl30, after a negatwe G turn. We're still trying to get the smile off her 
face! 

Tb~ beach assaults brought many varied responses from all concerned, 
especially when 11 became apparent that the Royal avy's idea of waist 
high w~ter was .most people's idea of shoulder high. Giving a memorable 
!esson 1~ ensuring ~II of your webbing contents are weatherproof S gt 
St111key Lynch will soon need to purchase a new Mobile phone as the 

one he was given for the Exercise was not a waterproof type! Cpl 
Amanda 'Water Wings ' Susini gave a tunning underwater performance 
after ~epartinl? the boat , when just tbe top of her Kevlar was in view. 
Once in location patrol orders were disseminated only for Cpl Barry 
Morse to 111form WOI Keith 'Snoozy ' Wrate that he couldn't possibly 
patrol as requested as the relevant part of his map had disintegrated after 
the beach assault. After days of planning from the platoons it was time 
for the ~nd of stand OBUA assault/defence, with two platoons battling it 
out aga111st each other. There were many fine war stories accompanying 
the three battles, most of which were totally unbelievable. Then came 
Cpl Pete 'Oops' Y~ung's finest hour, on approaching a local agent the 
challenge of Echo Sierra was raised to which he replied, 'Hold on I'll just 
get my noteb_ook!' much to the dismay of the DS, who gave him a few 
structured points on where be had gone wrong! 

It was hats off to all OS who spent nine continuous days in the field, 
namely SSgt John 'Stinkey' Lynch, W02 Yof S Ja on 'I'm not a cadet ' 
Budding, Sgt Fred 'Did you know I'm ex infantry?' Simkins and Sgt 
Dave _'WaveY_' Pryke. At tbe end of this extremely demanding 9-day 
Exerc.1se all mvolved agreed it had been, a successful and rewarding 
exp~rience as everyone's skill levels have va tly improved. Given th~ 
cho1~e fo~ future camps it was agreed that they shou ld all be held in 
sunnier climes! Many tales wi ll follow in the next issue directly from the 
performing platoons. 

70 (E EX YEOMA RY) IG AL SQUADRO - CHELMSFORD 
Sqn Comd Maj Craig Tallents 
SSM W02 (SSM) Paul Humphreys 

. The Squadron has been th.rough a busy period over the last few months 
with Re~ru1t lnductio~ weekends, Ranges and ITD's, Regimental Visitors 
day, Caribbean Ex~rc1 e and our main Annual Camp in Gibraltar. . 

Recruit Induction Weekends: The Squadron have nine new recruits 
who attended the Regimental Induction weekends in May and June 2001. 

Range and ITO Weekend: Fifty members of the Squadron went to 
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Pirbright rang~s and completed a series of ITD's. During the weekend the 
Squadron decided to go out to the local hostelry for some well earned 
R&R. The OC. (Maj .Craig Tallents) could not join his men as he had 
forg~tten .to bring civilian clothes with him. He had to stay in and catch 
up with his paper work. (Ahhh). 

Regimental Visitors Day_: The Regiment hosted a visi tor 's day al 
Lon.gmoo~ 1n June 2001 with guests from all locations where the 
Regnnent 1s deployed. The guests were shown round a number of stands 
which includ~d military training and communication skills. A uperb 
lunch V'.a laid on for all by the QM and the gue ts left with a good 
imprcs ion of the Squadron and its capabilities. 

Exerc~se Phoenix Echo: Sgh Jason Barlsey (SP I) and Kirk 
Humphrtes_(Yots) found themselves attached to our sister Squadron (68 
(IC~CY) Signal Squadron) for a two week Exercise in the Caribbean 
during th~ month of July. The rum punch stories arc still being told. 

Exercise Marble i::or: Twenty-four all ranks jomed a composite 
Squadron from the Regiment to attend Ex Marble Tor in Gibraltar during 
July 2001. The ex_crcisc consisting of military training coupled with water 
sports and R&R 111 Spa111. A full report will be in the next edition with 
photographs that do not lie. 

Finally: The Squadron bad its annual Pay and Docs inspection and 
thank to a lot of hard work by gt David Gaul and Mrs Marget 

utbeam the Squadron AO, passed it with flying colours. 

20 ARMOURED BRIGADE HEADQUARTERS 
AND 

SIGNAL SQUADRON (200) 

qn Comd 
RSM 

Capt P. Muir 
W01 (RSM) . Lawes 

SQ ADRO HEADQUARTERS 
The Squadron Headquarters would like to send out a special thank you 

to Capt Ben Fitch for the wonderful leaving present that he bought and 
left for one of the soldier to a emble. His £10 Ikea shelf will be 
trea ured in SHQ forever alongside all the other pre entalions that have 
been made to the Squadron! 

ATTACHME T WITH 20 ARMOURED BRlGADE 
HEADQ ARTERS A D SIG AL SQUADRO (200) 
by OCdt Ewan K Watson 

It was from 1-14 June 200 I that I attended my first Potential Officer 
(PO) attachment with the army, and fortunately it wa with the Royal 
Corps o_f Signals ar.id 200 Sig Sqn. It wa to become a very educational, 
111lerestmg and enjoyable two weeks. I was lucky enough to meet in 
Stan tead airport departure lounge, Lee Chamberlain who was al o on a 
PO's attachment with 200 Sig Sqn. We immediately got on well together 
and he was to become a good friend during my time in Germany. 

Any nerves I was feeling prior to my first attachment were 
extinguished upon arrival in Paderbom by two warm smi les, followed by 
a barbecue and a couple of sociable drink . The couple of sociable drinks 
were strangely remini cent of the familiari ation vi it I had with the 
signals except minus the beams. The next day, instead of an as ault 
course, we pent in the centre of Paderborn, the large majority of it in 
C&A 's in preparation for the uperbly organised Rubik's cube party. It 
was a brilliant night full of food, drink, clothe swapping and German 
culture. The following morning we were introduced to some more 
German culture with a visit to Wewelsburg and the old SS castle. On the 
first Tuesday 1 was kitted out ready for the FIBUA exerci e which was to 
be the highlight of our attachment. It was a superb experience, learning 
how to clear room , building and villages from an enemy but al o how 
lo defend building through sniper positions, booby trap and other 
equally ingeniou methods. 

It wa during this week that I had my first insight into the lifestyle and 
professionalism of the soldiers. A great bunch of lad who provided me 
with a good education into the kill of oldiering in the short time 
available. I must thank them for their patience due to my inexperience. 
although 1 did seem to prove u eful when it came 10 carrying the heavier 
pieces of weapomy. When things get tough at Sandhursl it will be the c 
two weeks that I look back on to keep me going, thanks to Lt ofia 
Hughes, Lt James Acton and 2Lt Ilene Hennessey. 

THE PADERBORN PAIR - by 2Lt Lee Chamberlain 
A~er having spent only 48 hours on Gem1an oil. I found myself at the 

Officers' Mes Rubik Cube party dre sed in the style of the legendary Sir 
Junmy Saville! This was an 80's party with a difference and invol ed 
wearing any item of cloth ing as long a its colour wa represented on a 
Rubik Cube. The resulting combination of attire was therefore extremely 
111teresting to say the lea t. Following a delightful meal, myself and 
fellow Officer Cadet, Ewan Watson, witne,sed some of the trangest 
dancing we have ever seen or taken part in. We jigged along to a variety 
of 1980'. classics whilst al the amc time consuming a remarkable blend 
of suspect alcoholic be erage. What better start could anyone wi h for on 
an attachment with 200 ig Sqn? Hosted by Lts ofia Hughes, James 
Ac ton and 2Lt ilenc Hennessey, we were given the opportunity lo 
spend the lirst few days of our visit experiencing local life in Paderborn 
and to ab orb the hi toric cuhure in the surrounding areas. Personally, the 
mo t impressive highlight wa the ca tie al nearby Wewel burg. Hitler 
and Himmler intended it to be used by the S as the Centre for 
instruction on ' ult and Terror '. In preparation for the next week of 
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activity, we were i sued with kit and then embarked on a Squadron tour 
conducted by 2Lt ' ilene Hennessey who introduced us to the QC, RSM. 
all of the S COs and JNCOs and many of the Signallers. We also took 
part in Squadron PT and were able to call in al the MT, LAD and then 
subsequently receive a thorough brief on the Squadrons fleet of 43s. 

The next day, we et off on Exercise Urban Dragon, which was a 7-day 
FIBUA exercise set in the area of Hammelburg. We stepped aboard our 
designated Land Rover driven by LCpl Collins and went on our way to 
join an impre sive array of military vehicle . From Barker Barrack , the 
Gre_en fleet convoy then drove the 280km down to the training area. On 
arrival at the camp, we were allocated a room in the Soldiers 
accommodation, which provided an excellent opportunity to know them 
in more depth. We shared living space with Cpls Dave ' ix, LCpl Keith 
Knox LCpl John Merrick and LCpl Walker and Sigs Matt McGinn, 
Ben Day and Mills. lt certainly opened our eyes to the fun and game of 
Soldier life! During thi time, J also ob erved the professionalism, 
competence and high level of intelligence of tradesmen in the Royal 
Signals. It made me appreciate how much of a privilege it would be to 
command such high-calibre troops. 

The Exercise itself was highly organised and the level of instruction 
offered by IRRW wa second to none. The S COs provided expert 
tuition taught with the priceless combination of experience. knowledge 
and an endle s sen e of humour. The package covered Offen ive Ops. 
Defensive Ops, and practical exercise training. A a TA Infantry Officer, 
l felt fortunate to be included in uch a large- cale event. The village. 
around which the scenario wa set, wa extremely realistic due to it 
history as an inhabited area prior to 1939. During the war, it wa taken 
over by the Wermacht to enable them to hone their own FIBUA kills. 
The roles played by the QRH in their Challenger 2s and the Royal 
Engineers in their 43 and Diggers added an extra lifelike dimen ion by 
providing an in ight into the 'All Ann Battle' that would en ue in a real 
FIBUA environment. 

On completion of our weeklong adventure, we arri ed back in 
Paderborn and, yet again, were extremely well ho led by the ubaltems 
of200 Signal Squadron. De pite a tiring week, they continued to make us 
feel welcome and made ure also that we ended our stay a well a it 
began. Our last night in Paderborn was pent in a local Vietname e 
restaurant and a jolly nice meal we had loo! I would like to thank all 
those who made my stay a memorable one and I hope that I will be 
offered the chance to meet and work with ome of them in the future! 

ALPHA TROOP - by Sig Nicholls 
Tp Comd Lt . Hughes 
Tp S gt SSgt R. D. Burrows 

Now where does this one go? LCpl Donaghy 



Firstly the Troop would like to congratulate Cpl Ian Wilson on being 
elected for promotion to ergeant. They would a lso like to welcome 

L pl Lane and i icholls and say goodbye to LCpl Gaz Collins who 
i moving to 7 ig Regt, all the best for the future. We would al o like to 
welcome back LCpl tu Dodge, LCpl 'Taff' Barritt and ig Garry 
Harrison who have returned from their exploits in Barus, Canada. The 
recent month have once again been hectic in Alpha Tp. Early June we 
deployed on Ex Urban Dragon with l RRW. This was an infantry FIBUA 
exerci e in Hammelburg that involved us learning both the a saull and 
defence of built up area (AKA Fl H - Fighting ln omebodys Hou e! ). 
After a ucce sful even day in FIBUA training we returned and then 
deployed on a Brigade CAST Exerci e. 

Once again the Troop performance wa out landing as the main 
complex and received thanks from the Commander down. After a long 
weekend the Troop was then involved in the Commander' Challenge. 
After the fun came the work once more and now the Troop are preparing 
for R IT and looking forward to ummer leave. 

COM 1ANDER' CHALLE GE 
by Sig Karl Hepworth, Cpl ChrisCowley & Sig Pete Armour 

The Commander' Challenge was a series of both military and sporting 
competitions involving all the Unit in the Brigade. For Alpha Tp this 
meant that once again the fit people in the Troop carry the load. The first 
event was the March and hoot, the same old faces came to the forefront 
a Cpl ·Mo' forrison along side Cpl Ro s Thubron put together a 
team. The event con isted of a I 5km march, then the ob tacle course 
where all was going well until we left LCpl Gaz Collins (a massive 5ft 
4inches tall) as the last man to go over the 12ft wall! eedless to ay he 
didn't make it which meant more penalty points. From there we sauntered 
to the shoot as the squad began to break up due to fatigue, blisters and 
general weakness. At the shoot we were down four men, but it wouldn' t 
have made much difference as we may as well have thrown our rounds at 
the target . All that said we did complete the 15km march and manage to 
core a fifty- percent average on the shoot. Well done all of those who 

took part. 
Day Two saw the sporting events take place. The Squadron entered a 

volleyball team and came third. Al o rugby, football and hockey teams. 

Volleyball Team 
Check us out, are we cool in these shades or what? 

Sadly due to the previous day's exploits the performance at all levels 
was not \\'hat-it s ~ould have been. The rugby team managed fourth , 
thanks mamly to Sig Pete Armour (Alpha) who scored two tries against 
the mighty I RRW and also in the plate final against the REME. 

Do you think that we look like male models? 

Unfortuna.tely the hockey _did _not include the star of last year's 
tournament 1g Weller, who with his tremendous girth made an excellent 
ball topper. e".ertheless a each team descended upon us and beat us 
each ume, we did by the end of the matches get the hang of the sign 
language that I'm sure the re~eree was making up! Despite our poor 
resulh we tned our best and did enjoy the day, and one lesson that was 
learnt was _that although new ball stopper Sig Nathan Fearn looked like 
the M1chchn man, pads are a must in hockey! 
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J?ar Th~ee was the battl e:: run whi ch surpri s ing ly enough saw the 
maJonty o t the people who did the March and Shoot once again donning 
combats and water bottles for another run around the woods. A straight 
race against another team beginning with a IOOm Bedford push followed 
by 3km with a stretcher. 3km with a log. 3km with ammo boxes before a 
short sprint to the fini h. Again Alpha Tp took the lead a the squad was 
ably led by the scary and at times sadistic Lt Sofia Hughes. A good 
effort by all involved aw us finish with the squad intac t (minus a 
genuine injury) only nine minutes behind the winners IRRW. 

The final day wa more of a family fun day and it included a chain of 
command race and the biathlon where Lt Jame Acton , ig Steph 
Bogart and Sig Kev .Beavis put in an excellent effort . The Tug Of War 
competition was next and bearing in mind that the quadron has roughly 
J 00 personnel to select from. Half of them are sick, lame and lazy, while 
the other ~alf now re ~mblcd a cene from ' the living dead ' after having 
competed 111 all the maJor physical event , the squad was obviously of the 
highest calibre. The event wa an open weight event, which the other five 
teams all took full advantage of. A the day progres ed, however, it 
proved that our greater strength and technique was the winning formula . 
After pulling against four teams and only losing one end out of twelve 
we progressed to the deciding pull against the heaviest and mo t powerful 
looking team, pre tournament favourites the RRW. We beat them with 
ea_se in the end winning two to one, thus clinching the Squadrons only 
wm throughout the whole week. Thank you and well done to all those 
involved 

THE SQ ADRON SUMMER FUNCTIO - by Sig Al Smith 
The Squadron summer ball took place on Friday 13 July. The theme 

for the evening was a Hawaiian Beach party. There were the usual no 
non en e white chinos and blue shirts from some of the les daring 
members of the Unit . However, there was a good effort from mo t 
peoP_le, a p~cial mentions mus_t go to Sig 'Fla h ' Gordon who despite 
requmng a httle work on applying fake tan and a serious full body wax, 
turned up as a convincing beach babe. One that in the right light and after 
a few beers would set any blind quaddie's pulse racing; LCpl Gaz 
Collins donned a wet suit and SSgt Russ Burrows wore a set of fin 
equal in size to his own height. The function committee clubbed together 
and managed to all come as lifeguards with personalized T-shirts ranging 
from ' B ig Al' (Sgt Lee) to somebody who thought they re embled 
' George Clooney' (SSgt Low) but we think he looked more like Grandpa 
Smurf! The function was well decorated with a beachfront on the 
entrance, a BBQ out the back and the entertainment was excellent. All in 
all it was a fantastic party. 

EXERCISE URBAN DRAGON - by 2Lt Nilene Hennessey 
Our FIBUA exercise with the RRW and QRH in Hammelburg, South 

Germany, began on 6 June with a five hour long journey from Paderbom. 
We arrived at General Heusinger Kaserne and had the evening to sort our 
rooms and k it out. The first day dawned fine and we set off with 
webbing, daysacks and rifles in a 4-tonner for the village. What a village! 
One expected children to dash across the road after a football or people to 
start making their way to work, it was that big. We were plit down into 
our platoons and taken through the different lessons of section and 
platoon offensive of a building - how to place mou ehole charges, throw 
grenades, climb up rope ladders etc. 

The real fun began the next day, with some section attacks. 2 Section I 
Plat~on, led ~y Cpl Dave ix was the first to run through the river (yes, 
the ~1ver one mev_1~b_l y runs through at least three times a day, even if it 's 
not m the close v1cm1ty) . Thus began Cpl John Merrick's trend of being 
slotted in the first five minutes of every attack. Smart move though, as he 
lay sunning himself whi le the rest of us were hurling ourselves down 
trapdoors. We broke for lunch and then resumed attacks, that afternoon 
culminating in a platoon assau lt. One morning began with a 4 :30 am, 
12km tab into the vi llage. We were very pleased with this news. On 
arrival at the village we were changing shirts and boots when someone 
noticed Lt Sofia Hughes and 2Lt ilene Hennessey had toenail polish 
on. The RRW and QRH were thoroughly delighted with this example of 
women in the infantry, and the girls didn't get off lightly. It was after the 
tab that we experienced a true example of an entrepreneur, when an RRW 
CS gt produced frozen juices that he had tabbed with, to sell to dehydrated 
soldiers! 

The next day was really hard work, building defences against the 
enemy. Although we all worked fantas ti cally together as a team, there 
were the inevitable assassinations by our own men when their leaders lost 
the plot. Warriors were used to casevac us to the RV where DS were 
waiting with the TES kit 'god guns'. The final assault of the exercise 
began at 2am, with a brief tab into the village, and a dawn attack. That 
was a long day. It was just our luck that the C hief of Staff and the 
Brigadier strolled past as the enemy surprised us and popped a grenade 
1Dto the river we were sitting in, thereby killing just about everyone. Cpl 
Merrick, of course, hadn't been in the equation from the start. 

After endex was ca lled, the purely onerous task of sweeping and 
scrubbing the village began. That evening was a barbequc for all and the 
next morn1Dg began the long drive back to Paderborn. It wa a fantastic 
ex~~cise, enjoyed by all, and the Signals, in their efforts, enthu iasm and 
spmt, proved themselves equal to any of the infantecrs. 

THE GAP YEAR COMMISSION - by 2Lt Nilene Hennessey 
Although I have seven weeks left with the squadron (including the 

month long summer leave) I have been asked to write about my 
experiences during my Gap Year. Having been labelled the Squadron (or 
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even_ Garrison) a~venture ~ra in ing offic~r with good reason, I realise that 
relatmg my expenences will be both a lime-consuming and daunting task. 
So here goes. 

2Lt Hennessey Proof for the RSM that 2Lt Nilene Hennessey 
did wear her unifrom at least once! 

After my four days in Germany before Christmas leave I was horrified 
at what I'd let my elf in for. This seemingly absurd reaction wa solely 
due to the Sergeants to Officers function held in the Nato Me s the 
function that wa my introduction to ergeants. However, when, o~ my 
ren1m to Germany ID January, l was told I wa going kiing in Chamonix 
I swiftly changed my mind. There I met Lt ofia Hughe and Lt Jame~ 
Acton, the two troop commanders I would be shadowing thi year. They 
have been grea_t to shadow, albeit not always doing the conventional troop 
commander th1Dgs. When I returned from the Alps Maj Iain Standen, 
our OC, said he would not give me a Troop (a it would tie me down) 
and, 1f I wanted to go on any cour es, I need only say. He very quickly 
regretted saying that as his de k groaned under the weight of my sheaf of 
adventure training applica_tions. A parac_huting course at Bad Lippspringe 
and a paraghdmg course ID Bavaria w1ftly ensued. I felt that learning a 
bit of German would help and after the Germar. course Easter leave came 
and went. Weekends to Prague, Berlin and Amsterdam were imperative 
in improving my education, as were all the dinner nights and squadron 
functions during the year. The Army V avy rugby match and Corps 
Dinner igbt, followed by the Battlefield Tour were rea l tests of bar 
stamina, and after this year university will be tame. 

The FIBUA exercise in Hammelburg in June was definitely something 
to write home about, it was good to have included that in my Gap year. 
Capt Phil Muir, our 21C, organised two attachments for me in the UK. 
following my scuba diving cour e in Kiel. The e attachment were with a 
Gurkha Squadron at 30 Signal Regiment, and 238 Signal quadron in 
London. Both were really good attachment , each for a week, and, among 
other thing , I enjoyed numerou barbeques with the Gurkha and a 
Garden Party in London. Through careful planning I managed to get back 
in time for our squadron summer function - it was well worth the effort! 
Although I had to do an a ault course for charity at 9:30 the next 
moming . . . The Summer Ball the following evening may be a defining 
factor in the decision to join the arn1y after university. 

To end the Gap year is a competent crew cour e a few day before I 
leave for St Andrews. I uppo e it ' little wonder that my biggest wind up 
wa when Capt Phil Muir ealled me in one day and aid that he'd had a 
phone call from the Budget Officer at Div. He had called to say that our 
Squadron 's entire adventure training budget had been u ed up thank to, 
1t seemed, one person, and no one else could go on any more course .. . 

Probably one of the be t thing of my Gap Year ha been meeting 
people all the time. I was really lucky to get po ted to where I did, as 
things are always happening and the people are such fun , making my year 
the success it was. !fl could do my Gap Year all over again, I would do it 
the same way. 

BRAVO TROOP - by LCpl Jones 
Tp Comd Lt J. cton 
Tp SSgt SSgt T. Gibbins 

Yet again another busy few months for Bravo Tp, ranging from CAST 
exercise to Squadron athletic . and now, ju t squeezed in to the 
programme before summer leave - R IT! With people tasked for JOTE 
and a Combined Cadet Force visit manpower in the garages has been at 
an all time low. However, this was not a problem with the usual Bravo Tp 
enthusia m, and work was completed in double quick time (the Pad 
couldn' t bear to miss Emmerdale). The promi e of four week ' ummer 
leave fa t approaching means morale is al o at a record high. . 

Welcomes go to Sigs Aaron Young, Andy Mills, Ben Day and Matt 
McGinn, all straight from the factory. Also new to the troop is LCpl 
Brett Merrick who is ready for some hard work having left the 
COMMCE at 251 Sig qn for a real unit. Huge congratulations al o go 
to Cpl~ Ross Thubron and Ray Till (who i no longer the oldest full 
screw m the world) on their election for promotion to ergeant. Well 
done .to both of you. Finally, congratulation to LCpl imon Jones and 
his wife on the birth of their first on Dylan. 

EXERCISE URBAN DRAGO - by Sig Riley 
This joint exerci e comprised element of I RRW, the QRH. 35 Engr 
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and of course 2~ Armd Bde HQ and ig Sqn (200). The eight day 
package was designed to teach and train soldiers in the art of FIB A 
warfa re: bu! ld ing de fence, assaulting a bui lding and all the training 
required to_ Jump through ~indows, lay booby traps and fill sandbags. 
The exerc ise _cul minated to a final assault involvmg a battlegroup 
attack.on the vi llage of Hammelburg, once a real village which was tak n 
over by the German army during the Second World War and has been 
used fo r training ever since. The exerci se honed and brought out those 
s k ill s wh ich most m ay have thought lost fore ver. From platoon 
commanders down t~ the i!1dividuals within the sections, everyone who 
took _part ID the exercise gamed valuable experience, not least of the high 
attnllon rate m urban warfare. The exercise even featured on the BFB 
television program ·scene Here ' . However, fame wa only attained by 
one squadron m_ember: LCpl Levi. The RRW were surprised to ee grit 
a~d determmallon that they had never expected to find in the Royal 
Signals. The quadron may never by the same again ... 

Who are those scary looking soldiers? 
... .Its 2 Platoon 200 Signal Squadron .. . 

COMMANDERS CHALLE GE - by Sig Bogart 
Fortunately l was already training for the Nijmegen marches which 

helped when I volunteered for the March and Sboot competition. The 
march itself flew by with only one of our soldiers going down with heat 
troke. The only . advice I can offer i not to wear lycra shorts in high 

temperature . Blisters are every soldier's worst nightmare and having 
learnt from a previou bad experience my feet were taped up and looked 
like a mummy' . 

Wednesday saw the Squadron take part in all the team sports and you 
could only get out of this one if you had a broken leg. Due to being uch 
a small unit every man and hi dog bad to take part. Some of us had not 
played hockey and the other games since being at school and I am ure 
those tick were a lot longer back then. The day after the sports 
competition was a nightmare having been burnt by the hot un: RSM and 
tomato 11re two words that come to mind. I was looking forward to a 
really good beasting and the Battle Run on Thursday was a great way to 
get one. Tho e ammo boxes were a little on the light ide though. The 
few fit people left to compete that were not dying from one form of injury 
or another were pushing them elves 'to the max'. The team stragglers 
need to cut down on the pie for next year as the team i only as fast as its 
slowest member. How nice it would have been to win the battle run . 
Watch out next year RRW! 

Tired and aching I got to Friday and had a biathlon race to look 
forward to. I wish I had known that racing bikes were allowed on the 
mooth road a peddling like a mad woman for forty minute in top gear 

at the back was not my idea of fun on knobbly mountain bike tyre . I 
certainly think when the more experienced people gave me the advice to 
low down at the tart of the run I should have paid more attention. As 

when I jumped off my bike my legs felt like they belonged to someone 
from Pluto and I was certainly pleased to get to the finish alive. We had 
reached the end and it wa great to have a beer at the family's barbecue. 
All in all given the opportunity to do it all over again along with the other 
dedicated oldiers in the quadron I would have no he itation in saying 
ye . 
MAI TE A CE TROOP - by LCpl 'Tangle' Evan 
Tp Comd Capt John Lyons 
Tp gt SSgt Bob Low 

There has been a lot happening in the Troop recently. with ariou 
arrivals and leaving function k eping us busy on mo t weekend , but 
only when we 're not out toasting to our sporting prowess. Of the ariou 
inter troop competition that ha e taken place in the last few month 
we've done pretty well, winning the athletic and tug of war. lo ing the 
hockey on goal difference, and t-ven though it ha nothing to do with 
port we were most definitely robbed in the gardening. When added 

together all these result mean that we have been crowned 'CHAM PIO · 
Troop. 
The Brigade recently held a commander· challenge. ' here. despite 
being the mallest unit, w till managed to field team in all event . Our 
Troop made up the bulk of the tug of war and volleyball team , with the 
quadron coming ftrst and econd re pectively. It hould have been two 

first but I t11ink the 'Topgun' volleyball team spent too mu h of the day 
trying and fai ling to look cool! 

Farewell to our old Troop ommander. Capt Gough, who ha left for 
the unnier climes of Sierra Leone and welcome to apt L) ons \\ho we 
haven't ccn yet but have been a ured that he has been here for a month 
now. We al o say goodbye to gt Brown and Sig Richardson - who no" 
outrank u all as civ ies - pl Plant, Cpl Watmuff, LCpl 'TJ' Ward, 

ig Currie and Sig Keen who have all been p ·ted out (although ig 
Currie is coming back as a newly qualified medic). Congratulations to 
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gt i\lcFaul and LCpl foxwell who ha e been promoted and posted. 
Wei ome to gt Pagett and gt King who've been rrying to make us 

all more effic1 nt. Well done to LCpl ulliYan and S ig Pearson for 
g tting po ted hi lf an hour from their old po· ting in Herford. alihough 
with Cpl Daley al ·o becoming a PT! we have two loo many 111 the Troop 

now. Welcome to LCpl Austin, ig Wills and Sig Malcolm all from 
Blandford. Al o congratu lation to Cpl Reid on promotion and LCpl 
Boydell for nearly getting his econd but ending up_ on a. three-month 
bender instead. Finally good luck to Cpl Trott on l11 s 111tens1ve retraining 
after a three-month tour in the Squadron bar. if you need any help don't 
hesitate to ask. we ran the bar for you anyway. 

1 MECHANIZED BRIGADE HEADQUARTERS 
AND SIGNAL SQUADRON (215) 

EXERCl E CANTER TRAIL 21- 25 MAY -by Sig Beny 
The week began with an introduction to the horses that we would be 

looking after all week. We were then shown what was expe~ted of us each 
morning mucking out. grooming and as ig Cole called 1t First W?rk~ The 
Horse! Ready and waiting. nervously because mo t of u e had~ t ndden 
before we lead the horses into the arena we were shown the basic of how 
to mo~t up, top and then began with laps of ~e cho?I. The ~ftemo?n 
wa again another le on, but the horses were a little hveher th1 time, with 
my horse, Denny, doing hi own thing and going for a ca~ ter around the 
chool. which soon woke up the rest of the horse and nders. Tuesday 

began the same but Sig Jack was given a lazy horse, and desp~te legs and 
arms flapping he could not get it g?ing, Houston was not mov111g .. Horse 
were then \Yapped which re ult.ed 111 a more energetlc horse and Sig Jack 
doing the wall of death around the indoor riding school and a .red bum 
from hi bouncing up and down and a sore throat from shout111g top. 
much like Rab C esbit. Thi re ulted in him dismounting and going for a 
ulk in the comer, and numerous request for the return of his Blackpool 

beach donkey. Thi didn't top him from riding for the re L of the week. 
However later on in the week while riding Denny the same happened 
again, thi' rime jwnping off into the ~ide .of tl1e chool. Moving a. step on, 
we then did confidence exerci es, which included rolly polys to d1 mount, 
and birthday game.s for Sig Emma Lawton an apple bobbing race with 
Sig Lisa Lawton and her cheeky little horse called Rabbit proving t~ be 
tars. The final test of confidence and skill was our attempt LO rry 1umpmg, 

with Sig Cole proving that his balance and skill wasn 't that good in tl_Ie 
end. All had an enjoyable week, with even Sig Jack aying that he will 
attempt LO ride again despite his fast experiences with different horses. 

EXERCI E TIDAL WAVE 24-30/ MAY 2001 - by LCpl Clarke 
Newquay and Cornwall were the setting for the Run to the Sun festival , 

the ewquay Surf Festival and 215 Sig Sqn's Adventure Trai~ing 
Exercise. On arrival at ewquay, our new home for the week, we decided 
it was rime for some well earned R&R, so we ser out to familiarise 
ourselves with the local area and the local haunts. On Sunday we attended 
a Normandy Veterans A sociarion parade at Bod.min, to which we had 
been invited by LCpl 'Swan1py' Libby's grandfather. A parade that was 
thought to be a mall church parade with a kneeler being dedicated lo the 
Royal Corps of Signals. How wrong could we be? IL wasn ' t unril our 
arrival that the minor detail that had been conveniently left oul came to 
light. Being the senior service attending the parade (senior to the RAF and 
the US avy) we were told we were to lead it. Our brave IC Exercise Sgt 
·Phil' hawcross was also told he was to take the parade, so with his drill 
head firmly in place we began a march through the town centre ofBodmin 
towards the church where the kneeler was being dedicated. After the 
parade we were all invi ted back to the reception LO chat to the veterans, 
many of which were former members of the Corps, and also to exchange 
·war stories' . Al o in true tradition the members of the corps, veterans 
included, were first in and last to leave the bar. After charming the catering 
tafT we managed to convince them that the substantial leftovers of the 

buffet would be better off in our hands. So heavily laden with our new 
evening meal we set off back to 'ewquay for the rest of the trip. The 
following two days included intensive surfing tuition, firstly on the beach 
practicing our techniques, then let loose on the Atlantic Ocean. After 
brnving the 'tropical' conditions of tl1e water, we picked it up quite quick 
with a few of u progre sing further than the others with instructor pushing 
us along with more advanced lessons. The prestigious award for the most 
impre ive wipe-out went LO ig Bobby 'Washout' Wisely for succeeding 
in making a complete fool of himself in front of everyone, not only the rest 
of the party and the instructors but also everyone on the beach. LCpl 
'Ally' Johnston volunteered to be the duty chef for the trip (a much 
appreciated BBQ every night - Thanks 'Ally'). 

EXERCI ERO Ml G LINK 
Ex Roaming Link, was a medium range HF Exercise designed to teach 

and refresh a number of skills including Voice Procedure, Kipling and 
Antenna erection and siting. Each Det was to deploy with a complete YRC 
321 fit, and a PRC 320, so that the newer members of the Squadron would 
be able to augment their theory knowledge, with practical experience. On 
the morning of 30th April 4 FFR detachments (one running as excon, in 
op ), ran a dubiously succes fut PACER. After completion of this Phase, 3 
of the Det deployed to various locations around the country. The West 
Det origmally deployed orth to Colerne under the capable command of 
Cpl ean 'I've got comm.' Kelly, with a very long journey (al l of one 
hour). The . 'orthern Det under the command of Cpl Al ' I've also got 
comm ' Taylor, deployed to Callerick. The Southern Det deployed to 
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Colche ter. under the command of Cpl 'Yep, comms are still in' 
DunbaYand. Excon was ably commanded by LCpl Ali ' What, no comms' 
Johnston! The first road move took two of the Det a substantial amount 
of time to reach, so comm were not to be e tablished until 0800hrs on 
Tue day morning. Bright and early on Tuesday morning began the second 
phase of the Exercise, which was to start with an antenna exercise on the 
321 and a VP exercise on the 320. After the out dets had peedily 
e tablished comms with each other, they were able to sit back and wait for 
excon to come up on the net. So we waited, and waited and waited. What 
the out det did not know was that excon had moved location from the Ops 
Room to the Training Wing. Due to this huge road move (all of ISOm), 
certain faults had been put into the system (namely the antenna), which 
when found and rectified enabled excon to start directing the erial . The 
exerci es ran fairly smoothly with all member of the dets, including 
attached Technician and ED's either trying their hand on the net or 
helping change the antenna , as directed by excon. The junior ignallers 
on the det were able to gain first band experience of the antennas they had 
been told o much about in training, and for the more experienced 
members, ome _valuable refresher training wa taking place. The Antenna 
exerci e involved almo t all of the commonly used antennas, but by 
orientating them in what according to the textbook would be the 
completely wrong direction and connectino/disconnecting the 
cow1terpoise the Signallers were able to truly expenen?e what work and 
what doesn ' t and more importantly, why. The next day rnvolved usmg the 
Kipling DED, the equipment that the Signallers had only been introduced 
to on the previous Friday! Although the enals were ~ot complete.d, the 
exercise flowed fairly well. By the end of the exercise, the previously 
inexperienced Signallers were now almost Kipl in~ experts. Once ~he 
serials were completed the dets mcrea ed the range mvolved by movmg 
to their secondary locarions. Once in place the erials were repeated and 
flowed as well as they bad done in the previous locations. The Exerci e 
had been a uccess on all account , and all involved from the most senior 
members to the newest, were able to show each other a trick or two. 
Valuable lessons were learned that will come into pracrice once the nom1al 
exercise cycle gets back on track after Foot And Mouth. 

BATTLE CAMP/CADRE CO RSE 
EXERCISE BOLD PROTECTOR 

This year's battle camp was two weeks on the south coast and combined 
with the Squadron Cadre Course, a due to foot and mouth we had to 
cancel tl1e one planned for earlier in the year. It was also thefir t hme that 
the new OC, Maj John Botterill got to see the Squadron 111 action. The 
first week was spent doing preparatory training, with the Cadre Course 
'Racal Platoon ' learning the basics of CTR's and patrolling, under the 
watchful eye of the RSM. ' Caen Platoon' re-learnt the basic of defending a 
comms site and turned their hand Lo weapon handling- with both platoons 
most unskilfully avoiding the eager drill lessons of the new RQMS •. W02 
Douglas. The field exercise wa the culmination of the week, despite ig 
'Where is that CWS and Radio thingy?' Jack, rrying hi best to have 
endex called earl y by losing all the kit he was ·issued. Congratu lations. to 
Sig Podesta for Top Student, lo whit Sig Tinsley being Be t Field Soldier 
and Sig 'Battlefield Tour ' Haddock being awarded Best Endeavour. 

The second week was then onto the Northern lreland Ranges and Lydd 
and Hythe. This package proved to be the excellent, despite the i~it~al set 
back of zeroing, and Sgt Manleys inabi lity to stay standing w1th111 the 
Urban Range due to one or two loud bangs! The week gave the 
opportunity to practice live firing within close confines. 
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EXERCISE KIWI LA DI G - BATTLEFIELD TOUR ARNHEM 
by Lt Damon Tay/01; New Zealand Army 

On 14 July twenty of us set ail from the United Kingdom, the 
destination was the sleepy Dutch town of Arnhem. Ex Kiwi Landing (I 
did not choose the name, contrary to popular beliefl), a battlefield tour of 
the 1944 airborne. campaign Op Market Garden wa_s to_ provide an insight 
into the mechamsms of war, through the exammallon of the British 
Army's last recorded major defeat. The contingent consisted mainly of 
Signallers and Junior NCO's, with different soldiers giving presentations 
at each site we visited as to what had occurred there. The standard of these 
presentations was excellent, and clearly a lot of work had been put into 
them. After a somewhat touch and go journey to make the ferry sailing out 
of Harwich (last vehicle on, and the ship cast off before we had managed 
to get off the vehicle deck) we arrived at Hook of Holland around l 600hrs 
local time. After some risque dri ving by Cpl 'They drive on the right in 
Europe!' Anderson , and some dodgy navigation by yours truly (never 
trust an officer with a map I've been told) we finally arrived at our 
de tination, a camping ground on the outskirts of Arnhem. This would 
have been ideal, had it not been for the weather, which was absolutely 
atrocious, and saw the contingent putting up their tents in a torrential down 
pour, and then cowering in the back of the mini vans. Some quick 
reconnaissance uncovered a restaurant and bar in the camping ground, and 
it wa unilaterally agreed that a nice warm bar was more inviting than a 
cold tent. 

The next morning saw the contingent tart the tour proper, visiting 
landing and drop zones at Ginkel Heath and Wolthieze. before moving 
onto the Airborne Museum, housed in the Hartienstien Hotel, location of 
the British Di visional HQ during the battle. It was here that one got a feel 
for what the campaign involved, the sheer desperatenes of it all towards 
the end, and the amazing courage of the men who fought against 
overwhelming odds. The afternoon was rounded off with a visit to the 
Allied Cemetery at Oosterbeek, which is the final resting-place of over 
1700 of tho e who died in the battle. The fir t thing that struck me on 
entering the cemetery was the noise, there was none, not even the birds 
seemed to ing. Walking amongst the headstone proved a moving 
experience, looking at the age of those who died, many of them not twenty 
years of age, and some whose inscriptions read simply 'A soldier of the 
War, known unto god'. All cap badges are represented within the 
Cemetery, from infanrry to PTI's, Signal to legal corp. Also buried here 
are a large number of al lied airman, who showed incredible bravery on the 
second and third days of the invasion, by flying into drop zones whose 
locations were by now known to the Germans. Amongst these aircrew are 
buried the remains of four ew Zealand aircrew, the only Kiwi killed in 
the action. Other nations were also involved in the campaign, the dead 
from the Polish Parachute Brigade, who were dropped on the wrong ide 
of the Rhine, the Canadians whose engineers courageously evacuated men 
acros the Rhine under heavy enemy fire, and also members of the 
Australian forces are all represented in the cemetery. The following 
morning the contingent made its way into Arnhem to visit the bridge itself. 
The bridge was courageously defended by the only unit to make it that far 
from the drop zone, Lt Col John Frosts 2nd Battalion, and who e men 
were either killed during the battle or captured by the Germans when the 
allied forces decided to call it a day. Today the bridge i called the John 
Frost Bridge, and is just one of tl1e many memorials scattered around 
Arnhem and the outlying, demonstrating the gratitude of the people of 
Arnhem to those who fought for their freedom and unselfishly gave there 
live as heroes during Op Market Garden. 

I arrived in the United Kingdom on 27 May, on attachment to I Mech 
Bde HQ and Sig Sqn (215) from the ew Zealand Army as part of Ex 
Long Look, a reciprocal exchange exercise which see members of the 
Anned forces of New Zealand and Australia wappingjob for a period of 
three and a half months with their British counterparts. Due LO the amount 
of questions l have received over the past two month from soldier aad 
officers of my host unit, I have decided to focu~ thi article on the 
similarities and the difference between our two nations Defence Forces. 
The first simi larity struck me before we had even arrived in the UK, and I 

must say It is good to see that the RAF, like the RNZAF, has a tendency to 
break down mysteriously in exotic locations for undetermined period of 
time. However, five days in Sydney staying in a barrack room m the 
suburbs probably doesn't hold the same novelty for a Kiwi a~ the five day 
the RAF flight crew spent in an inner city hotel. Funnily enough when it 
looked like the Tristar was about to break down in Oman, all the stop· 
were pulled to get us out of there as fast as humanely possible. Anyway, 
the RAF flight crew were very friendly, and understanding of the 
frustration that many of us were feelmg (compounded by being stu k on a 
plane outnumbered 2-1 by Australians), and we arrived at RAF Bnze 

orton in the very early hours of Sunday morning. Upon arriving in 
Tidworth, I was taken back by the size of the Garrison. With approx 5,000 
troops in the area this exceeded the size of the NZ Army within the one 
Garrison. Also having armed soldiers manning the gate on the camp 
struck home the very real threat of a terrorist attack, something that does 
n·ot rate quite as high back home on the threat-o-meter. After a quick 
introduction with the key personalities of the unit, I was taken up 10 the 
garages by the units other Troop OC, Lt Adam Clons, and introduced to 
my Troop SSgt, Chris Coates. The first thing tl1at grabbed my attention 
was gt Coates' name plaque on bis desk, which simply read ' SSgt C. 
Coates AIRBORNE', 'Good god, what have a got myself into?' I thought 
to myself. I was to be for the duration of my stay, the Troop Commander of 
Sabre Troop, I Mech Bde's Main HQ complex. This wa to be something 
completely new for me. 

The New Zealand Anny numbers around 4,800 regular force, on paper, 
and i organised around two 'Land Force Groups' . The e compri e of a RF 
InfBn, several Territorial Bn's, and all the CS and CSS that goes with a Bn 
Group (minus tanks and Army Air Aviation, which we do not haveJ. 
Therefore a Land Force Group is by no means a Brigade. Al o since 
August of 1999 the, Z Army bas been committed to providing a 
Battalion Group of around 700 troop to peace enforcement operarions 
within East Timor. This, combined with other UN duties, sees the majority 
of our Army either on operations, preparing for operations, or on leave 
following operations, at any one Lime. Therefore since I have been 
commissioned (June I 999), our Army has not deployed a Land Force 
Group into the field on Exercise. hence I have never seen a Formation 
Headquarters. and now I was to be responsible for a Mechanised ones. As 
daunting as it seemed for me at the time an Army is an Army, and it i 
reassuring to see that some of the problems we have back home in regards 
to an old and fa il ing vehicle fleet, and old and sometime unreliable radio 
equipment are mirrored in the Briti h Army. Al o a Troop i still a Troop, 
with the ame amount of soldiers to command, it is just getting to know 
the job, which proved to be the hard part. My Troop back in Z i 
primarily concerned with providing Comms, not with the establishment of 
a Field HQ, as this task is carried out by our Army's Logistic Units. 
However. over here I have found that the job i concerned primarily with 
moving; the setting up, and the running of the Main HQ. ever in my life 
did I think that as a Signal Officer I would have to ite a Field Kitchen! 
Two week after arriving l deployed on Ex Black Triangle, the Squadron's 
first deployment since returning from Sii;rra Leone. This proved to be an 
interesting two weeks and a real eye opener for yours truly. Thankfully 
Staff Coates was there to point me in the right direction (that is in the 
oppo ite direction from paths of the RSM and Op Team) until l had a grip 
on what I was doing. Ex Black Triangle prpved to be invaluable in 
preparing the Squadron for what proves LO be a very busy exercising 
period over the month of September, when the Brigade Staff deploy with 
u for the first time under the new Brigatle Commander, Brig layall. 

l have to say that my time in the UK has been an invaluable experience 
for myself, and has opened my eyes to a lot of different way of doing 
thing , and different ways of thinking. ome good, some not so good. I 
have also been very impres ed with the standard of the soldiers within I 
Mech Bde and Sig Sqn (215), and have not met a more profe ional and 
focu ed group of people anY\ here. I believe that as Signallers there is a lot 
of thing that we can learn from each other, and I will return to Aotearoa 
with fond memories of my time with the Briti h Army. 

16 AIR ASSAULT BRIGADE HEADQUARTERS 
AND 

SIGNAL SQUADRON (216) 

Sqn Comd Maj eil Fraser 
RSM WOI (RSM) C. Drew . . 

Whilst many would have believed it near impossible, the pace ofhfe 111 

the Squadron has increa ed still further in recent we"k a we have been 
preparing for our first full quadron operationa l deployment. The 
~ot7ntial tasking has een the re our es of the quadron stretched to the 
hnut and ha proved quite a challenge for our already pushed Op. Team. 
However, the possibility of such a deploy111ent represents a ti:e.nw~dous 
opportunity for the Squadron and Brigade to pro. e 1t ability in an 
operational environment. Along side all this plannmg and preparatory 
work the pa t two months have also een the quadron deploy on two 
Brigade exercises a troop level training exercise and also conduct a 

quadron adventurous training package. 
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EXERCISE GREE TALO ' - by gt Bruce Tliom1011 
Ex Green Talon took place in and around PTA over the period 11-1 5 

June. lt wa primarily a 3 Para Bde exerci c. however. Brigade HQ u ed 
it as an opportunity to exerci e th~ Brigade T C elements. .u h n 
hakcout had not been undertaken ' mce the Fool and Mouth D1sea ·c 

outbreak. It was al o the first opportunity for the new Bde omd, Brig 
White- punner, to jump with Light TA HQ, and hence get a feel for 
what the TA element of the quadron hav' to o!Ter him. 

First there wa an airborne insertion of the Brigade Light TA HQ on 
to Everliegh DZ. Follo\ ing thi Light TA HQ went through their et up 
and e tablished communication to a rear link team worl..mg \\ ith 3 
PARA (lead by LCpl Tb~.rpe) and via 1: C T to the ~xercise F fB 
Whil t the Brigade stall, quadron h1crnrch) and Light TA HQ 
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operator from C Tp were invol ed in thi shake-out exercise, the 
Brigade TA 'v1edium tre Platfom1 (M P) rigging team was working 
hard preparing for the heavy drop which wa to be undertaken on the next 
pha fthe e ercis . 

ft r a great deal of spanner ba,hing the M P riggers managed to get 
the platform ready for t!.c in.ertion, although they did have problems 
fitting all the kit on to it. I wa amazed that it came in well under the 
weight limit. It certainly \ as quite an achievement considering that it 
took LCpl Blackmore, ig berrington and myself most of the first 
morning, ju t to load all of Cpl Finn's ration on to the .ide stores. 

The next pha e of the exerci e wa the Parachute Insertion of Light 
T C HQ and Brigade TAC HQ. The weather condition were excellent 
and all went well. On arri ing at the M P we aw tltat our vehicles had 
made the des ent without any major damage. 

Following the heavy drop Brigade TAC 
is de-rigged for deployment 

However, the same could not be said for the HCR cimitar that landed 
upside down clo e to our MSP. This was a sight that did not eem to 
please the Bde Comd! After a quick de-rig we moved off to establish 
Brigade TAC HQ, then took control, after which the Bde Comd vi ited to 
ee at first hand how his TAC HQ operated in the field. From there Light 

TAC HQ completed their tour of Salisbury Plain and were recovered to 
the FMB. The exercise proved to be an excellent rua out during a period 
when there had been so few real exercise opportunities, following the 
outbreak of Foot and Mouth Disease. 

Brigade Light TAC rallies on the Drop Zone 

EXERCI E P IN TIGER - by Capt John Griffiths 
The aim of adventure training is to develop character and teamwork by 

putting people in challenging and arduous situations and environments. 
This was obviously at the forefront of everyone's mind as approximately 
half of the Squadron deployed to Penhale Camp, near Newquay, in 
gorgeous June sunshine. Traditional activities such as trekking, climbing 
and kayaking were mixed with surfing, mountain biking and orienteering 
to provide a bu y but not too frantic ten days. 

gt ash Wainwright and Cpl Al MacKay from JSSU Digby kindly 
accompani.ed us to .~rovide .a high level of instruction for the canoeing 
and chmbmg act1v1ttes, whilst other members of the Squadron middle 
management dusted off their various qualifications to ensure they secured 
a good week and a half in Cornwall. Any preconceptions that the 
expedition was going to turn into nothing more than a holiday were 
cruelly da he_d at 0630hrs on the Monday morning when everyone 
paraded for a JOg down to the beach and a quick enforced dip in the sea. 
Luckily no one had ventured into ewquay the night before and so 
everyone. turned up fc:eling ~eady for whatever the day could throw at 
them. This early mornmg swim proved to be such a popular idea that the 
D were forced to continue the tradi ti on for the remainder of the 
exercise. gt Eglington and LCpl Hodgett provided further evidence 
that th.e week wasn't going to be the rest period that some were 
~xpect1_ng. gt. ~glington, limping into the cook house, expressed an 
111terest111gly ortgmal vocabulary when it was suggested that the trekking 
wa~n't .too arduous. Meanwhile, LCpl Hodgetts managed to find a 
hohdaymg pensioner to ride his bike up the hill whilst be tried to chat up 
the haples gentleman's wife. Further entertainment was to be had at the 
climbing site where some people displayed a curious lack of enthusiasm 
for anempting the Tyrolean traverse set up acros a yawning chasm. Sgt 

mitb bowed that not all paratroopers, especially those from Hereford 
are fearless when it comes to heights. However, to his credit he did gei 
aero ~ with only a few whimpers. 
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Preparing to go over the top 
The abseiling stance on Exercise Puin Tiger 

The orienteering proved to be an excellent opportunity for Cpl 
tojanovic to top up his suntan as he completed his arduou ta k of 

setting groups off orienteering and then meeting them at the pub when 
they fini hed. His role did take on a slightly more serious aspect howevc1 
when it appeared that Sgts Greenwood and Makings needed~ 
paramedic crash team to resuscitate them when they finally completed the 
course. Fortunately, Cpl Stojanovic was on hand to administer two pints 
of fluid each that eemed to revive them sufficiently before being bedded 
down for a few hours rest. Incredibly, they had both made a complete 
recovery in time for that evening. The urfing day kept everyone amu ed, 
especially when local lad SSgt Goldsworthy pulled out bis 1980s wet,;uit 
and took on the mantle of translator for communications between 216 
Sqn and the surfing instructor . These blonde haired and blue-eyed 
radical guys and gal , all of whom seemed to have been employed as 
extra in 'Point Break', did their best to in truct Colchester s fmest in the 
an of 'riding waves', 'catching tube ' etc. Predictably, most of the 
Squadron decided to concentrate on perfecting 'wiping out' instead. Sgt 
Dimmock proved to be particularly proficient at this manoeuvre. 

Sig Shaw manoeuvres his kayak to pose for the camera 

EXERCISE CHARLIE'S ANGELS 
Ex Charlie's Angels wa a Troop level exercise undertaken by C Tp, 

whose primary role is to provide the Brigade HQ for the ABTF. It took 
place mainly on Crowborough Trg Area, though outstations were located 
at Coleme and Colchester in order to anchor HF nets. The exercise was 
designed to give Brigade TAC HQ elements a challenging shake out and 
also to practise specific skills such as air ski lls, contact drills and the use 
of the manpack rebroadcast station. On 3 July the Troop set off for 
Crowborough Trg Area and, following a full recce, established Brigade 
Tac HQ. The HQ was probed during the night to test extraction drills 
before embarking on an air movement phase using a Chinook the 
following day. Following this, the vehicle borne Tac HQ practised the 
establishment of a hide whilst Light Tac HQ, which is based on man
packed sets, maintained communications to the outstations. This then led 
into an HQ movement phase with the vehicle borne Brigade TAC HQ and 
Light TAC HQ being alternately bounced around the training area. An 
enemy force ambushed both elements in order to practise contact drills. 
The Troop then moved into a man-pack rebroadcast station shake out 
phase designed to test the use of this vital ABTF asset. The exercise 
finished with a I Omile tab before the Troop returned to Colchester feeling 
much better prepared for whatever it is to be faced with in the future. 

AIRBORNE OFFICERS' DINNER 2001 
This year's Airborne Officers ' Dinner coincided with the 60th 

Anniversary of Airborne Forces. The occasion was appropriately marked 
by an impressive gathering of personalities from the past and present at 
Caythorpe; the home of the I st Airborne Div Sigs during the latter stages 
of World War 11 and the location of the annual reunion pilgrimage, which 
is sponsored by 216 Sig Sqn. The evening began with an update by the 
OC 216 Sig Sqn, Maj Neil Fraser, on the Squadron's activities and an 
overview of the many significant issues with which it is faced following 
the fo rmation of 16 Air Assau lt Bde. This was followed by a group 
photograph in front of Caythorpe Court. With the light fading fast 
everyone then moved to the bar to catch up on old times and to enjoy 
some well needed throat lubrication prior to the tart of the dinner itself: 
The evening was a magnificent occasion, superbly organised by. M~J 
Steve C larke and Capt Mark Rouse (who wasted no oppo1tunity in 
selling the wares of the Squadron PRT). The role of head-waiter w~s 
admirably performed by SSgt J. J. Walker whose call of 'dinner !s 
served' could be heard across the county. He steadfastly carried out his 
dutie until 0430hrs when the last of the guests tell the bar. It is hoped 
that this event will continue to be so well supported in tbe future . The 
Squadron looks forward to meeting a good number of the guest at the 
annual Caythorpe wee~end in September. 
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12 MECHANIZED BRIGADE HEADQUARTERS AND 
SIGNAL SQUADRON (228) 

Once again the newest Brigade HQ & Sig Sqn in the Corps lived up to 
its reputation of exercising hard, working hard and playing hard. Ex Ace 
Flush and the ensuing CAST saw the full Brigade HQ deployed onto 
SPTA making sure that the Foot & Mouth restrictions hadn't affected our 
kills of communicating moving cros country and living in the field. No 

sooner were we back than the mammoth task of cleaning all our vehicles 
for quarantine in Ludgershall began. This is to ensure that we don't take 
Foot & Mouth with us over to Canada, the last present the farmers on the 
Canadian Prairie would want from us! At the ame time, a large part of 
the Sqn wa back on Salisbury Plain supporting the Welsh Guards on Ex 
Wessex Warrior. 

Once the cleaning was over and all our vehicles were sat in quarantine 
in Ludgcrshall the weapons and the low level tactics refresher training 
began. This was led and controlled by WOl (RSM) Ian Carter and the 
Training wing team, Sgt Barker, Cpl Berry and LCpl Chorlton. The 
aim of this was to get every oldier in the Squadron qualified up to stage 
4 field firing in preparation for the Special to Arm training in BATUS. 
Thi will include a live fire defence of the Brigade HQ, a fire team 
obstacle course and live pinto! mounted GPMG firing whilst on the 
move. 

Many of the Squadron used their advance weapons and tactic training 
to good effect at the 'Wild Wild West' Summer Ball. After a healthy 
campfire supper of sausages and beans, the cowboys and cowgirls ettled 
in for a long night of drinking, Rodeo riding, line dancing, all 
interspersed with showdowns, gunfights and fast-draws. The whole 
Squadron made an immense effort, from SSgt 'Dicky' Dyer and his A Tp 
Gang who organised the whole thing to all those who turned up in 
costume. A special mention should be made of Sig 'Call me Susan at 
weekends' McGeorge who was undoubtedly the Belle of the Ball. 

EXERCISE ACE FLUSBJCAST 
Ex Ace Flush was a 4-day Squadron beat up on SPTA. It was a 

challenging exercise in which we rehearsed the more adventurous aspects 
of armoured life. The highlight have to be driving Battened Down, using 
peri copes as our only form of vision. and tearing down in 3Romeo - a 
very sweaty experience. All squadron members gained a lot from it, 
e pecially Cpl C hris 'PTI' Bonham and Sig 'Weener' Grochowina, 
who got geographically embarrassed and threw a track about 20kms from 
where they should have been. ] 

A special mention must also go to Sgt Ray Pendrich who liked 
driving Battened Down o much that he carried on for 30 minutes after 
the order had been given to lift hatches. The exercise then led into the 
Brigade CAST which ventured away from the normal building at 
Warminster onto SPTA (something that hadn't been done in a long time). 
The aim, to give the Brigade Staff and the HQ support element the 
chance to conduct a CAST whil t injecting the realism of movement and 
logistics. 

The Squadron was te ted on their military skills, receiving further 
NBC attacks and an infiltration of the HQ by the Royal Navy on a map 
exerci e. o one noticed the dummy they had deposited within our 
complex until the following morning when SSgt 'Dicky' Dyer a ked 
why Sig 'Ricky' Martin wa leaning against a wall instead of getting his 
head down . Only their mothers could tell them apart! We were then 
joined by an elite squad from 249 Sig Sqn, many thanks to Cpl Wilcoxon 
and Sigs Woodward, Whitelaw, Moorley, Polhill and Thompson who 
were a credit to their unit. We also had support from Sigs Best and 
Gallagher, representing the COM EC monitoring team and 3 Div who 
provided Radcon and Ptarmigan - Thank you for your hard work. After 
the Brigade Endex was called, the Squadron embarked on a cro s-country 
trek to the washdowns where we entered stage one of the vehicle prep for 
BATUS (and fitted in a few beer around a bonfire). 

The exercise provided to be a total success and was made even more 
memorable by a visit from the CDS who flew in to ee how the Army' 
newe t Brigade was getting on. 

EXERCISE WESSEX WARRIOR 
ever tiring of Exercises, a mixed group consisting of !!!embers of all 

three troops deployed on Ex Wessex Warrior exactly hve days after 
returning from Ex Ace Flush. Thur day 14 June saw the group gather and 
deploy to Westdown Camp. Everyone was happy to be non-tac, ap~rt 
from LCpl Jess Limbert, Sig 'Bor Walker and Sig 'Drunken' D11nk1~ , 
on HQ BSG who deployed fully armed and cammed up: Once the Radio 
Room was set up and tested the exercise settled down mto rouune. The 
Staff came and went as only Staff can do and dramas such. a , '~he~ are 
the brews? ' and, 'Can you get my HF radio to stop making th1 h! mg 
noi e?' were dealt with ea ily enough. Thanks to Cp! 'What the 
problem?' Bonham for running Conlffis Ops without breakmg weat. Out 
?n the plain , LCpl Al Booker, ig 'Bumy' Burfield, LCpl Gemma 
Rover-Queen' Treen and Sig Dan 'The Man' Tasker, all on the rebros, 
pent their time avoiding the battle groups and the re-supply rover. At 

least someone was working hard! The battles progre sed, the 
Battlcgroups fought , the taff planned and we stagged on. Another ta k 
completed! 
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CA ADA WASHDOW 
Jn preparation for BATUS and in the current climate of Foot and 

Mouth Disease, it was decreed that all of the Panzer must be cleaned. 
ot just cleaned but cleaned. To that end, on Tuesday 12 June, bright and 

early, the squadron paraded in coveralls and goretex, well armed with 
cleaning materials to begin the wash down. Capt Joe Cox was in overall 
control and launched everyone off to begin the mammoth task. Although 
we all thought that we were fully prepared for the enormity of cleaning 
every single bit of dust from every vehicle, we were not. Canada's 
stringent entry standards required the vehicles to be completely free from 
dirt. As the fortnight progressed and as the working weekend passed, 
Groundhog Day really set in. Teddies were thrown and senses of hwnour 
lost. However, the task was accomplished, all the standards were met and 
the Squadron lent back and surveyed its handiwork. Every armoured 
vehicle, OAF, FFR and trailer stood lined up and gleaming. A hard job 
achieved with humour and determination. Well done everyone! 

Sig Thomas starts on the underside of his umpteenth OAF 

TRAINING FOR WAR 
by LCpl Andy Middle, Cpl Caz Little and Sig Frankie Collins 

After a long hard r.vo weeks of solid washing down vehicles all day 
every day, we tarted our pre BATUS range package. The first part of the 
training involved the Squadron deploying to the local training area and 
practising pairs fire and manoeuvre techniques as well a fire control 
orders. The first lesson of the day was given by Cpl Jim Berrey and Cpl 
'Trig' Hunter on Fire Control Orders. After a lot of umming and arrring 
and short burst' of enthusia m it all came flooding back. The award for 
the be t fire control order in our view would have too go to ig ' kip 
Rat' Lynch after deafening u all with a very loud but not o precise 
order. The rest of the day wa spent sweating running up and down the 
area practising Pairs Fire and Manoeuvre. 

The next two week involved us all doing le on on LAW 94 and 
Grenade. The practise of the grenade throwing was the highlight of the 
lessons, which involved u setting up a mini range on the gra just 
outside Montgomery Lines. After a textbook di play of accuracy from 
Sig Phil Williams everyone then had a go. Sig 'Dead Eye' ollins was 
by far the wor t, on hi fir t attempt almo t taking out the ci ilian 
population on the road out ide camp. When asked to post a second 
grenade, he crawled up to a tyre and managed to get the grenade to 
bounce back out ne t to him. The LAW 94 le ons went well and the 
newe t arrival in the quadron LCpl 'Huckleberry' MinLa bowed just 
how well people coming from training can adapt to ever changing and 
varied training in the bu iest and newest quadron in the U.K. 

Then followed the Fire Team A e sment. After a nice little guided 
tour of the Royal lilitary Academy Sandhurst which including lo al 
facilities and attraction by Capt 'and on your le fl ... · Rodger we ·et of 
up the range. It oon became clear that we needed to employ more of The 
Marksman hip Principles afler a blinding di play from LCpl · ouldn"t 
hit a barn door' Bailey. Further training wa provided for tho e who 
needed it. The rest of the trnimng saw us going back onto the ranges to 
complete GPMG live firing. Thi was new to u all. a mo t of us have 
never fired one before and we are all looking forward to the real thing in 
BATUS. 

ARMY FOOTBALL AS 0 IATlO TO R OF BRAZIL 
by Cpl Collin 

On Wednesday 23 of May, players and ta ff of the Army F embarhd 
on a joumey of a lifetime to Rio de Janeiro, Brazil. Out of the 30 tour 
members there were even repre cntatives from the Royal ignal . The. e 
were Capt Ian Higgin 2 ig Regt, gt Paul lford 6 B Rcme. gt 
Dean Roughen 642 ig Tp, Cpl Joe Collins 12 Mech Bde HQ and 1g 

qn (22 ), LCpl Wes O 'Connor 2 8 ig qn, LCpl Brian \lotTal and 
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ig Barry Rizz both of 7 ig Regt. 
Th tour omprised of ' ix football matche again t variou levels of 

oppo ition in which we won three :ind lost three, coring 23 goals for and 
conceding ten. When the team' ·asn ' t playing or on familiarisation 
training on Copacabana Beach we managed to fi t in ome valuable 
ight eeing. The main ones being a trip by cable car up the Sugar Loaf 

mountain approximately 300m in height to watch the ugar loaf undown, 
a ight never to be forgotten. A day out at the Maracana Football tadium 
to watch the Rio up Final in front of an amazing 90,000 + crowd 
between Flamengo and Vasco De Gama in which Flamengo won the 
game with a la,t minute free kick. \ e then isited the world famou 
Coco ado (Jesu Christ) tatue, which was an ideal chance for photos not 
only of the tatue but al o the excellent view. of Rio. 

Per,onally for me, the most intere ting day out was after we had 
played a match again t a local team called Viva Rio. Thi wa a team 
made up of 16-21 year olds from the local Favela ( !um area) with which 
the local government' ould pay the families of these youngsters to place 
them back into school. After thi match we were escorted up the Favela, 
which they called "Little Viemam' by the police to ee where and how 
these people Ii ed. A BBQ ' as put on and we had a chance lo meet 
around 100-150 yow1g ters on this cbeme. All in all this was a trip never 
to be forgotten e pecially the 3 tour members who where held up at knife 
point, ig Rizza being one of them, and not only for the different style of 
football but al o for the different tyle of culture. 

A CE, SIO ' ISLA1 DS - by Sig Brewster 
A a member of 12 Mech Bde HQ & Sig Sqn (228) I wa happy to 

accept a project in the A cen ion island . The task we were given wa to 
replace a 500-meter length of fibre optic cable that was kinked with a 
new cable and also to terminate the end and four other joints along its 
lay. Thi would have been ea ily achieved if not for a few major problem 
thar occurred firstly the late flight. 

The trip tarted at Brize Norton where I met up with SSgt Laverie and 
five other Telernech and Installation Techs from 252 Sig Sqn Bruggan 
Tp. On arrival to Brize I was told that the flight was delayed by 26 hours 
due to technical problems, and I was sent back to Montgomery lines. 26 

hours later and back at Brizc I discovered that there wa another delay by 
14 hours and a tay at the Gateway house awaiting me. Finally we left the 
UK after a 40-hour delay and landed al the Ascension islands at midnight 
almost two day late. 

Work tarted at 0800 hours on Wednesday with the stripping out of the 
old cable that wa kinked and we started to replace it with another cable 
of a different make. While this was going on a team was sent up to the 
antenna site to tern1inate the cable there. That night after a thirteen-hour 
workday and lack of sunlight we topped to v isit the local bar. On 
Thursday we finished in tailing the cable into the COMCEN and started 
to terminate it 10 the equipment. With the far end at the antenna site 
tern1inated the team doing the pl icing moved down to the next joint and 
tarted to terminate it. We finished off that day also with a visit to the 

local for a few jar . Friday started out badly with the information that 1hat 
the splicer were set at the wrong etting for the temperature and the 
constant wind was blowing sand into the joints. Thi meant that the joints 
done out ide had to be redone. However, Friday night i a night to relax 
o al about seven we headed off to the capital of the island, Georgetown 

a mall American base that housed the majority of the American posted 
there. Being the capital it consisted of a police station, a few shops and a 
bar called the VC. With about one thousand people staying there the pub 
was full and lively, and as ambassadors of the Corps we soon all joined 
in. Saturday morning wa set aside for fishing but it was oon di covered 
that the idea of ft hing in rough sea while hung over was a bad idea. 
This is probably why nothing was caught but plenty of half digested 
breakfa t went overboard. By Saturday afternoon and feeling only 
sl ightly better we started again with tl1e splicers. This soon stopped when 
it wa di covered that one of the plicers had stopped working due to a 
battery problem. This meant that the last splicer had to be u ed in shifts 
all though the night and beyond, until Sunday afternoon when we had to 
top and pack up for the trip back to the UK. 

I found the project thoroughly enjoyable and a change from the u ual 
task of laying cable on exercise or repa iring faults with radio ystems. 
Even with the project unfini hed it was still an achievement to have done 
as much as we did in rhe little time made available to us and after the 
problems chat occurred. 

238 (LONDON) SIGNAL SQUADRON 

Q ADRO HEADQ ARTERS 
Sqn Comd Maj Ian Seraph 
SSM W02 (SSM) Melanie Crowther 
Yot"S W02 (YofS) ·eil Stewart 

The Squadron never really got chance to breath in June with, a blur of 
Ceremonial parades and rehearsals, ending with a major recruiting event 
All in, we were involved in four parades for the Queens Birthday Parade, 
two parades for the Official visit of the President of South Africa and Mrs 
Mbeki and two parades fo r State Opening of Parliament; all within a 
three week period! June ended with the high profile Redbridge 
Tow'llJCounty show, with over 25000 visitors per day over the weekend. 
Among t the many exhibitor there, the Army was represented by the 
RA, RGJ, Infantry recruiting team, RLC and our own 238 (London) Sig 
Sqn recruiting ream. We did a good job of impressing the stand judges 
with our variety of kit, from Ceremonial Visor Radios, CNR and Mould 
to the Green Harley's and Service De patch Bikes; Good enough to win 
first prize for best Exhibitor, which came with a couple of well received 
bottles of bubbly! 

Breakfast time! 
(L-R) : Cpl Chris Bain, Cpl Baz Park, SSgt Tommy Burns 

and W02 Mel Crowther 

July i the time of Roy.al Gard~n Parties at Buckingham Palace, we 
~I o fitted ~ quadron socia l day into the calendar. Starting with a very 
inform~! cncket match won by the Op Officer's, Maj (Tfc) Carl torey, 
team. Following that we had a BBQ, video horse racing and a disco to 
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ro und the evening om The end of July saw 238 (London) Sig Sqn 
deploying on the first of two Adventure training exercise's, this one to 
Scotland. 12 intrepid volunteers set off on Ex Tartan Cockaey to Blair 
Athol!, Perthshire. The whole week was excellently supported by the 2-
man Admin Team, Cpls C hris Bain and Baz Park who cooked, served, 
shopped and drove us around. 

There were nine trekkers from Chelsea; Capt Andy Wilson , W02 
Mel Crowther, SSgt Tommy Burns and Ian Tait, Sgt Mandie Eardley, 
LCpls Jay Dine, Dave Stevenson and JP Thomas and ig Matt Pegg. 
The tenth trekker came in the form of Sgt Marie M cChesney, from 2 Sig 
Regt. With LCpl JP 'About lk.m to go - honest' Thomas due on his 
Mountain Leader course immediately after the exercise, he wa given 
responsibi lity of group leader, witl1 SSgt Tommy 'WJSMEL, done it all 
before, twice' Burns and Capt Andy Wilson watching from the rear. 
After the long drive up to Scotland on Friday, we had two 'warm up' 1-
day routes over the weekend, returning each t1ight to tbe very comfortable 
Blair Castle Caravan Park. Early Monday morning we set out on a 3-day 
hike, covering over 60km of isolated terrain. It had become apparent 
during the I-day routes that LCpl JP ' head down and TAB' Thomas was 
incapable of setting a 'scenic ' pace that all could enjoy, so he ' d been 
banned from physica lly leading the group. Unfortunately Day One still 
proved very gruelling, as we had to negotiate a large section of valley that 
had become a boulder field after some previous landslide activity. ext 
time SSgt Tommy 'This wasn't here eight years ago!' Burns will insist 
on a more recent recce. The group walked back into Blair Castle Caravan 
Park very tired on Wednesday evening, but soon found energy when 
thoughts turned to the evening ahead in the local watering holes! 

On top of the World I 
(L-R): SSgt Ian Jait, LCpl Jay Dine, Sig Matt Pegg, 

Capt Andy Wilson , LCpl Dave Stevenson and LCpl J. P. Thomas 
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MIKE TROOP 
Tp Comd Capt (TOT) Kevin Wilson 
Tp Sgt SSgt Andy Cannadine 

Mike Tp would like. to say good luck and farewell to Capt (TOT) Bob 
icol , who's off to c1vvy street, Sgt Cory Pennicott to Corsham and 

LCpl Aeysha Muhammad who is off to sunny Cyprus. The Troop 
would like to welcome Capt (TOT) Kevin Wilson who has come to us 
on commissioning as the new Troop Commander from 3 (UK) Div Sgt 
Christine Giles who has joined the ACISG work hops from Corsham 
Cpl Lorraine Dorrian who has also joined the ACISG workshops fro~ 
243 Sig Sqn and also Cpl Angela Thicket who will be arriving soon 
fresh off her TI. 

The PA Team enjoyed the Queen 's Birthday Parade slightly more than 
the rest of us, as they watched the event from the comfort of the S02 
G6's office sippin~ champ.agne while the rest of the military 
representauves got a little wet in the extreme weather conditions. As the 
c~remonial sea on has almost finished it has been a period of chilling out, 
with many of the Troop going on leave, courses and adventure training. 
Cpl JP T homas, LCpl Jay Dine, LCpl Aeysha Muhammad, Sig Tim 
Peacock and Sig Sam Robin on have all completed their Riggers course. 
Who said there were no masts in London? Sgt Andy Carnegie and Sig 
Andy Milne have been seconded to rhe RLI project team and will be on 
the road until November. 

Unfortunately Radio Troop have failed to organi e any sports in the 
la t couple of montl1s, have they finally reali ed they cannot beat us at 
anything? So no prize to mention here. 

Tp Comd Maj (Tfc) Carl Storey 
Tp Sgt Sgt Mandie Eardley 

A warm welcome from the troop is given to Cpl. Richard 'Richie' 
Applegarth who comes here via 7 Sig Regt and first action will be to 
prise the Bergen off his back and to issue him a set of green army 
slippers. A sad farewell also goes to Cpl Annette 'Ches' McChesney 
one of the 'quieter' members of the Troop, who is going off to sunny 
JHQ with 16 Sig Regt. She would like to mention all the guys and gals 
who attended her leaving drinks and who did not try to resuscitate her 
after she was carried back from the local ho telry at 2000hr and put to 
bed, she knows who you are! She missed a very good night by all 
accounts. As there are only six military personnel within the Troop not 
much has been happening. Sgt Mandie Eardley bas been in the Yot"S 
chair for the pa t few weeks and already the hair loss i kicking in with 
all the pres ure of the job, but she is cutting down to 60 fags a day! 238 
Sig Sqn are mounting expeditions to (B la ir Athol!) Scotland and 
(Halifax) Canada. The very very lucky sole representative from the 
handbag contingent within the squadron is Sgt 'Can I go sir please plea e 
please sir can I go plea e, and can my whippet come a well she is 
airplane trained' Eardley. She will be using the hills of ·Scotia' and 
'Nova Scotia' to train for her up and coming Sergeants course (cue scary 
mu ic). 

RADJOTROOP 
Tp Comd Capt Andy Wilson 
Tp Sgt Sgt Mark Brooksbank 

All is fine in the Troop and we must welcome Sig hri Reeve from 
21 Sig .Regt, and congratulations to LCpl Grant Mockett for his recent 
promohon. Now that the Ceremonial sea. on is coming to a close, we can 
take a few paragraphs to reflect on the success of the events. Firstly the 
Queen's Birthday Parade, was the event that gave birth to the Radio Tp 
synchronised Swim!11ing Team. With the rain falling in sheets, it gave the 
Troop the opportunity to get the Nol Dress washed for free, However, all 
went well and the Troop carried out the task as efficiently as al vays. 

Ceremonial Splendour! 
LCpl Shaun Dinsdale, getting wet on the Mall, 

during the Queen s Birthday Parade 

The Second event was the visit by the President of outh Africa and 
his wife, thi was held in Windsor, with again no problem and weather 
that wa a lot more pleasing. Another event we did was the State opening 
of Parliament, thi took the normal form, that happens every October. but 
as this wa a General Election, it happened in June. The weather again 
was quite nice, especially grateful were Sgt Bob Garlick and Cpl Shaun 
as they were 200ft up Victoria tower in the Palace of We tminster, it 
could have been quite cold. With three Palace garden parties done, the 
Troop has been really bu y, but till we managed to fit in the usual banter, 
with the Troop rest room designed and painted by Lawrence Lewelyn 
Parker! 

243 SIGNAL SQUADRON 

ROYAL SIGNALS BASKETBALL TOUR 
A STRALlA 15 J E - 2 J ULY 2001 

In o ember 2000 at the Intcrcorps Ba ketball Championships the 
que tion was put to all players whether they wanted to go on tour in 
2001. After some discussion on individual re ponsibilitie it was agreed 
by all that a tour would go ahead with the location TBC. The location for 
me had already been et as Australia and all that would be required was 
support from my in theatre Au tralian Army contacts. My first pon of 
call was to Lt Col Tony Cotton, whom I had coached along side at the 
State and National championship in Au tralia. During the intervening 
period Tony, to my urpri e, was now the pre idem of the Au tralian 
Defence Force Basketball A sociation (ADFBA), hopefully life would be 
easier. Next, the tough decision of which level of competition would be 
appropriate for the Corps Team. l reque tcd an in itation to a State lnter
Scrvice Tournament and it was sugge ted that Victoria tate would 
provide the necessary cha ll enge, being one of the tronger state 
competitions. The Victorian State Committee sent the invitation and we 
duly accepted, rude not to. ow to sort out, who would be available for 
the tour? Even after all the discu sions that had taken place during the 
last Inter-Corp Championships, some player till failed to reply in a 
tunely manner or not at all omc individuals would definitely not be 
go~~ ' 

At this point , I would like to thank all units for the support they gave 
to the playe1 , both acknowledging tliat this wa a chance in a lifetime for 
them and the funding without which I have no doubt that some would not 
have been ab le to attend. It was fi nally agreed and the numbers settkd out 
at ten men, nine women, flights paid for and everything et in tone. 
Well, this so called stone sudde nly became molten as one male .and 
female player withdrew al the ninth hour. LCpl Cbloe Cowan, decided 
that her lass I course was more important, ig am Hayward .was the 
econd to withdraw. The final numbers were now definitely et. nine men 

and eight women were already for the tour. 
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\Ve were flying out of London Heathrow at 0630hrs with a check in 
time of 0430hrs so accommodation was booked at the London transit 
centre, RAF Uxbijdge. All players. except fo r Cpl 'Jonah or hould we 
say Warren' Jones who arranged train passage direct to LHR. arriYed at 
RAF U bridge early evening and we u ed the few hour prior to 
departure to reunite old tie . It ha been at lea t ten years ince the 
Matless twin , W02 (FofS) 'Ar and S gt ·R ' Matless had been on 
tour together. Thi meant that on ly thre out of the party of 17 had cen 
them together. This would be a les on in recognition for the remainder. 
0-IOOhrs tran port departs fo r LHR. As we arrived at Terminal 2 the 
\ aving arm of Jonah were clearly seen. 'It' OK Coach I know where 
we have to check in, l conft.rmt>d it with that guy at the de k, check in 
starts at 0525hrs.' We queued for the ne t hour, thing i there wa no 
indication that our flight co1 pany wa at the e check in de ·ks. It wa · no 
surpri e that when check in started we were to ld. ' orry ir but you have 
to check in at the de ks furthe r up,' good start Jonah . Flying with Lauda 
Air, the route consi ted of a hort hop to Vienna. a change of aircraft onto 
Melbourne with a plash and da h at Kuala Lumpa. 

We arrived in Melbourne at I 530hrs aturday 16 June, local time. to 
be met by Capt Kurt Rezek. Kurt caught the ball when the committee 
dropped it during the organi ·ation of the tour, it ha to be aid. that 
without Kurt 's intervention ' e would not ha e been gomg on tour. He 
handed out arrival pack to all players and we were c cortcd to the coach 
that would rran port u to Puckapunyal, a military garrison approximately 
I fi hrs from Melbourne. 

The joumey saw a number of players taking this opportunity to catch n 
little hut eye. That was until we arri , ·ed at Pucka when everyone got hi. 
or her fir t glimp·e of the Kangaroo . As expected a omment on ho\\ 
cute they looked as they bounced aero , the ground and ettled do\\ n to 
graze. One thing about roo is you must not let their appearance lead you 
to think that they are cute and cuddly, because the ·e vermin can do some 
serious damage if you get too clo c. which the Team would be briefed on 
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hortly. n admm brief on Pucka by Lt Pete Moore who made everyone 
aware that Puc :i wa a safe haven for roo where nom1ally they would 
be hunted a vermin. Pete also infonned all that becau e of thi they were 
braver than normal. This meant thq had a habit of re iding close to the 
buildings for better grazing. One thing to note if the e animal square up 
to you, you take an alternative route becau e they will lean back on their 
mil for balance. pull you in clo e with their upper arms and kick out with 
their hind quarters. The re ult being the individual loosing their tomach 
on the nail on t11eir feet. 

unday, the first day of training in preparation for the inter- ervices 
tournament commen ed at 0900hrs. number of drill were run to place 
everyone into the right frame of mind for the tour ahead and to get rid of 
the cobweb-, especially for those players that have not picked up a ball 
ince la t ovember. The training ession \ as warming down in 

preparation for lunch. when, nap. pop, Arrrrgh and we picked up our 
fir t injury of the tour. Capt (TOT) ev mikle was on the grow1d 
writhing around doing his impression of all~· from when Ha.rry met 
Sally. The Team displayed true concern when 11 happened a h1 Team 
shouted, ·Don't just lie there pass the ball!' Seriously though, ev 
snapped his Achille , which meant su;gery and hospital food for his 
period in Australia, ·Sorry ev.' 

Tuesday saw the player turn up for training in a positive mood if not 
slightly jaded, the ky was blue but the gym Baltic, never in my years of 
entenng a gym have I been in a gym a cold as thi · one. Winter in 
Victoria has temperature below zero at night with temperature in the 
high teens during the day. We also bade farewell to ev as he was carted 
off to a hospital in Melbourne for his surgery to reattach his Achilles. 
Tuesday's trai ning was constructive, analysing the mistakes made the 
night before and quc tioning why arc we not as quick to the ball. A new 
incentive was introduced to encourage more concentration on the shots 
taken during training. A total of six ty shots were taken by all players. 
batche of ten from ix different position , if a player failed to hit any of 
his/her ten shots, 0 from 10. it would co l t11em a pizza slab. That evening 
aw the male and fema le teams compete against pick up teams from 

around the Pucka area. The ladies made up for their previous lo wi th a 
re ounding win. The guy on the other hand were playing against a team 
t11at gave them space to control the rotation of the ball and therefore make 
the correct hot election. However. they natchcd their shots and the ball 
rotation was slow and uninvenrive. The guys lost the game but lessons 
were learnt. The Wagoners failed to open that evening so the Team settled 
for a block party. Wedne day saw training intensify, with only a morning 
session all player committed themselves I 00% preparing for that 
evening's games. After lunch the quad visited the quaint Au tralian 

Some of the team relaxing in KL lounge on route 

The afternoon training session was a bit low key as the impact of 
. ev's injury hit home. The session passed by with no further injuries. 
That evening saw the team contemplating the loss of ev over a few 
wets. 

Nev relaxing after a traumatic morning 

Monday saw the teams preparing themselves for the evening games. 
Two training session were held, one morning, one afternoon, things 
looked good ..... ...... How wrong we were, that evening saw the 
Seymour Blasters take to the court as our opposition. These are what are 
clas ed as a Country Town Team. However, their Team had the majority 
of players from the state Under 18's Squad. A shell-shocked performance 
by both teams as the Blasters displayed some serious youth and speed. 
Aller two very hard fought game both the men and women lost. After 
the game our opposition were invited to attend the post game 
refreshments at the _'\\:'agoners' which is a local bar on camp. However, 
the numbers were hm1ted due to the age of our opposition and the fact 
that the player's parents were there to take them home. We arrived at the 
'Wagoners' in a down beat mood after our defeat, but Kurt and Pete 
were there lighting the log fires awaiting our arrival and after a few 
'Coldie,' the evenings games commenced. The children's play area 
became a source of fun for all present. The Squad bonded well that night 
as the games progressed but according to AJ & R we did not bond as 
well as they would have liked? 
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country town of 'Seymour'. Now Seymour i like a town from the Wild 
West except they have tarmac roads and paths not sand/dirt and wooden 
boardwalks as in the Wild West. This town had a few shop , which 
interested all especially the sports and c lothes shops. That evenings 
games were against the Military area base teams, the ladies competed 
hard and ran out winners again, the guys on the other hand carried on 
from where they left o!T the night before. Thursday saw the squad wit11 a 
day of relaxation, no training, no games, well no basketball anyway. With 
a kind donation from an ex-corps member, Mr. Ed Massey we ventured 
on a tour of the local winery or two. On behalf of the team I would like to 
thank Ed for his donation. The tour would consist of visiting four 
vineyards, whose history varies from a few decades to over a century. 
Australian wines arc making an impact here in the UK at the moment o 
this was an ideal opportunity to taste some of Au tralia 's top exports. 

The Squad sampling the delights of one of the winery's 

I lopefully now we are able to tell our Semillon (a light to full-b?died 
wine with a crisp aroma of subtle grassy overtones) from our Sau 1gnon 
Blanc (an aromatic dry pungent aroma with a crisp a paragus like sce~I, 
slightly tarty), white wine for the uneducated. Or the Grenachc (a fnuty 
full-bodied wine with a peppery rounded flavoured) from the Merlot 
(aromas and flavours of plum and black cherry with a lingering fim h). 
The other members of the tour were more interested in consuming as 
many different wines as possible. At the end of the afternoon everyone 
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had enjoyed the delights of the Australian Red and White and for some 
of us it flowed across a more informed pallet. The final ~ineyard of the 
day ~as the 'Tahbilk '. Established i~ 1860 it is Victoria's oldest winery 
and vmeyard. Now the wmes on ofter had little or no difference to the 
others, maybe our nose and pallet had numbed. However it did have 
three ports of outstanding quality, those who tasted thes~ ports were 
act11ally taken back by their quality and some of us now own a bottle or 
two. TI1e afternoon went well and all this was a wanner in the bank for 
the evening's activities ahead. We returned to the barracks with 
enough time to eat, shower and shave (including the ladies) prior to 
jumping back onto the transport ~nd heading for the bright lights of 
Seymour. Now remember what I likened Seymour to earlier the Wild 
West but with a tarmac surface. The recommended night-sp~t was the 
' Prince '. The evening ended with a few individuals in fine song and 
required a nudge to keep the noise down once we had entered the 
barracks. Capt Angela Aylward has a fine voice and felt he should 
share her vocal talents with all nationalities regardless of time or location. 

Friday morning saw a number of player's rise with bleary eyes and not 
looking forward to the coach journey to Maygar Bks, Broadmeadows, 

orth Melbourne. We arnved at the barracks and immediately ofI loaded 
our kit and headed for the city. The Team divided up and carried out the 
tourist thing, taking in some of the spectacular sights and shops on offer. 
After an afternoon of sight seeing and shopping we had arranged to meet 
Kurt at the start of the walk way into 'Colonial Stadium ' to see an 
Au tralian Rules football game. Colonial stadium is one of Melbourne's 
many sporting stadiums, in-fact it was the same stadium in which the 
Lion were beaten by the Wallabies recently. The game was watched by 
all with little or no comprehension of the rules but the 'Collingwood 
Magpies ' resoundingly beat ' The West Coast Eagle '. Onto po t game 
entertainment, some of the team who had over indulged the night before 
were now feeling the effects of lack of sleep and lipped away to catch 
ome hut eye, ilie others headed for the bright lights and spinning wheels 

of Australia 's biggest casino, the 'Crown'. Mixed fortunes for all that 
visited the casino. 

Sunday l 200hrs we climbed a bus and headed off to RAAF William 
in Laverton, a SW suburb of Melbourne. This was to be one of the 
turning points in the lour. The RAAF along with the Anny in Victoria has 
historically been strong and we were visiting one of the major station in 
the tate. We arrived two hours prior to the game and the guys were up 
first. 1 fi hrs prior to jump ball and the guys started to warm up, now 
traditionally the Corps Team's warm up has been short and sweet but on 
this occasion our warm up started I fi hrs prior to the tip off. This early 
start had a positive effect on the mental approach to iliis game. The team 
was quietly pleased when an invalid hopped ilirough the front door to 
watch the games. We all were happy to see ev having not had his 
company since he had hi operation. From the tip off the guys ran the 
floor wiili a belief not seen within ilie team for a number of years, all 
players rotated through and ail had a positive influence on the game. The 
RAAF Team ran hard against us but our strength on the boards and speed 
on fast break was consistent and we completed the game with our first 
win. The ladies on the other hand were up against a team that consisted of 
players who all could dribble and shoot. Within the first few minutes of 
the game Vicki rolled her ankle and was ruled out for the remainder of 
the game, luckily this was just a twinge but this had a positive impact on 
forcing the player whom had less belief in their skills to utilise untapped 
resources. The ladies fought hard but unfortunately lost. Sunday night 
saw everyone in a subdued mood, primarily because of the night time 
activitie over the previou week wa catching up with t11em, so a night at 
the pictures was in order. Monday 0730hrs we were collected by ABSIG 
'Fletch' Fletcher a naval guy for our visit to HMAS Cerberus. On route 
we visited the construction yards of Tennix the contractors ship-yard 
where we looked at the communications that were to be in tailed into 
their new tealth ships and that was utili ed on their current fleet. We then 
continued our tour of Naval e tabli hments by visiting different element 
ofHMAS Cerberus. 

The Squad at HMAS Cerberus 

The aftemoo11 games against HMAS Cerberus had mixed result~. The 
guys again were up fir t and within 12 minute the referee had enously 
upset the coach (who was getting ome game time and oxygen ~rom ~c 
medics at each end ju t in case.) by handing out four fouls 111 quick 
ucccssion. This resulted in the teddy 's head being thrown in one comer, 

dummy in another and hi own body to the floor behind the mat , not a 
pretty sight. The guy lost this one handsomely, but t11.is broug~t home the 
requirement for them to maintain di cipline, keep their head in the game 
and not let the referee 's pysch them out of their game. The ladie ~njoyed 
the game and continue to show their killer in tinct by hammering the 
Naval Ladies Team. These mixed re ults required some light refrc hment 
post game to analy e what went wrong. 
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The ladies team after their thrashing of the Naval ladies 

Tuesday was a day of total rest prior to the tournament. Day One of the 
tournament, two games for both the male and female teams, ilie ladies 
were up first against the Anny. A hard fought game by the ladies during 
which the forwards defended well and capitalised on trong rebounding. 
Credit has to go for this to Capts Terri ' I own the boards' Downes, 
Angela ' If you come inside I'll bounce you out' Aylward, Cpls 'Burty -
I like lycra' Burtenshaw and Ross ' Don't double dog dare me' Beattie, 
Sig Steph 'My wisdom teeth are the reason I look like a chipmunk' 
Jackson. Once the boards were secured the speed and agility of the 
guards ensured that the game stayed in their favour a they ran out 
winners. Credit for speed and agility must go to, Cpl Vicki 'I will chase 
you down like a terrier' Moran and Emily 'My legs naturally do thar 
when I run' Letchford, LCpl Fiona TH see my rellies ') Murphy. 

The guys were up next against the Squad who beat them on Monday -
the avy. The avy team had lost a couple of their players but this did 
not take away from the resounding win the guys had over them. The 
Anny and RAAF were watching the game with interest as they got an 
indication of what the weeks previous training and games had achieved -
a team that is committed to each other with belief in them elve as a 
team. The second game for the ladies against the RAAF wa a copy of 
Sunday's game where although ilie ladies competed hard ilie RAAF had a 
more complete team that meant they lost. The guys' last game of the day 
was against the Army. Earlier in the day the Army and the RAAF 
competed in a closely fought game in which ilie Anny were winners by a 
big margin. after witnes ing our destruction of the avy. The Army came 
out aggressively and physically hard trying to intimidate within the paint. 
In the pre-tournament game we played the majority of the Army players, 
on two occasions and we were convincingly beaten on both occasions, o 
the Army were rightly confident ofilieir ability to beat u . However. this 
did not concern the team, this was a new game with new tactics, ilie game 
wa hard fought. There was a feeling iliat our opposition did not want us 
to reach the final, with a possibility of becoming the Inter-Service 
Champions. All players were out 'tanding and played a hard phy ical 
game finally overturning the Army by nine points, another good win. 
Both the ladie and men' teams were through to the final regardle of 
the game cheduled for the following day. That evening all the quad 
headed to the bar in high spirits after a succes ful days play. At this point 
in the diary, I would like to thank all members of the Squad for the heart 
felt gift you pre ented, it is a gift that will remain with me for many days 
to come and ilie ball ha already found itself a place on the ideboard. 
Due to Ms Paltrows entry thanks could not be expressed. MA 'Y 
THANKS TO YOU ALL. Our hosts/oppo ition on tlie other hand had 
omething to reflect on and quite a few of them did not join u in the bar 

for the evening' festivitie but took themselves to bed in preparation for 
another day' competition. 

It was ju t before the first game that we had to ay farewell to Fiona as 
he had to return to the UK for a wedding, Fiona, you don't know what 

you missed out on over the next two days. Another ab entee Wa.!i ev. by 
all account he and the padre were out vi iting ome local churche to ta.kc 
in a bra rubbing or two and discus some of the stain gla windows on 
di play in the locality. The r.icn were up first on the la t day of the 
tournament again t the RAAF. 

The RAAF had already lost to us once and were ob\'iou ly looking to 
over turn our last encounter. They had al o been told about our game 
against ilie Anny and were taken back when they were told that we had 
beaten them. P ychologically we had the upper hand but they had 
brought in a few fresh face , or were they uppo ed to be ringers. 

All the players reli hcd the phy ical challenge that thi game pre·ented 
and once we had a lead did not look back running out winners by a few 
basket . Onto the finals and the ladie were up fir · t against a 
upp lemented RAAF team. The lad.ies started off e tremely well 

competing hard for the boards and restnctmg the RAAF to out 1dc hot , 
the only thing that the ladie lacked wa there hots dropping for them. 
They fought hard throughout the final but the RAAF broke our ladie 
back a - fatigue set in and their fo t break and full court pre s became \'Cf) 

succe ful. U LUCKY L DIE but you did us proud and you\\ ill ne\·er 
meet a team like that at the Inter-Corps. The guy were up next again't 
the Army. s the players took to the floor the atmosphere could. ha\ e 
been cut with a knife and the ladies along with e\. were outstandmg Ill 
their vocal upport for the guys. The Army a with the ladie RAAF team 
had additional players tum up for the final. From the lip ofl' the guys ran 
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the floor hard di playing our prowe a a fa t brea~ team, complemented 
in and around the board \\; h hard physical blockmg out. The lad. were 
a tually in tin tively looking for a man to block out before hunt111g for 
the ball off the rebound or collecting it from beneath the basket as 1t falls 
through. In the first hnlf U1e guy put a 12 point margin up very quickly 
then after 4 very quick foul Jonah wn itting on the ben~~ for all but the 
la t five minutes of U1e game. The Anny o er the remaining minutes of 
the first half clawed their way back into the gam~ and at _half. time we 
were 34 point apiece. The second half' a a eta sic and h1stoncally _the 
Corps Team would have. started 10\ , g~ne do' n by a number of point 
and then would ha e failed to recover from a poor start. However, this 
was a different team from the tip off in the second half the team 
competed and e,·en when they went down by nine point stayed calm and 
controlled as they came back to beat them 65-5~ . \heylayers celebrated 
a most notable win and in the excitement the girls disappointment was 
forgotten a all quad members sang 'Champi?nee, championee' . The 
evening aw all tournament player~ celebrating a ery hard fought 
competition. but the comment that will stay with me for man:J'. year to 
come wa , ·Your Team turned up and after the ~rst few warm u~ gam~s 
we actually que tioned whether you had the ability to compete_ with us m 
thi tournament, Your players played hard and deserved the_ wm and _tlus 
now gives us omething to think about _Prior to the C?mbmed . erv1ces 
Champion hip in September.' The evemng la red long into the mght. . 

The final day in Pucka saw both the male and female teams competmg 
again t the ele ted Combined ervice team . All players turned up, but 

afler the win the day before this game did not have the same appeal and 
this howed in the perfonnance both team. went down to heavy losse . 
Aller the games and the closing speeches ~ve retire? to our room· to clear 
thing away and mount the c~ach for o_ur Journey mto Melbourne for the 
teams la t night in Australia . All said tl~c1r farewell ~nd expressed 
incere gratitude to Kurt for all his effort in the orgam a11011 of the tour. 

We left Pucka for the last time on route to Melbourne the accommodation 
arrangement had been bidden from the players and when we arrived at 
the front foyer of the Holiday lnn, a 4 star hotel at the centre of the city, 
there were a few wide mouthed gold fish around. 

The following day was our last look around Melbourne prior to 
departure. The flight seemed longer and more uncomfortable this time 
round probably because we were on our way back to reality. On return 
and absolutely jet lagged the confinnation _came through t~at cv and 

teve would follow in a couple of days. A 1t nirned out their return was 
with Quantas and first class all the w~y. At least you go_t one perk from 
your trip down under ev. A a parting note l "".ould hke to than_k the 
players for fronting all costs when requested, which enab l ~d the timely 
booking of flight , all before the promised funding matenahsed. upport 
to individuals came from individual units and the Anny ports Control 
Board to them many thanks. With the excellent results from the 
touma:nent we have already been invited back to defend our title next 
year. Is this a viable venture and will the Corp upport u thi time 
round? Question to be answered. Watch this space. 

Standing (L-R): W02 (FofS) AJ Matless, SSgt RC Matless, Cpl Jo~ah_ Jones, Cpl _Ross Beattie, LCpl . Ally Way, LCpl Jock_ Donaldson 
Sitting (L-R}: LCpl Fiona Murphy, Cpls Burty Burtenshaw, Jae Binnie, Capt Tern Downes, LCpl Emily Letchford , Cpl V1ck1 Moran, 

Capt Angela Aylward, Sig Steph Jackson and LCpl Steve Miller 

249 SIGNAL SQUADRON 
(ALLIED COMMAND EUROPE MOBILE FORCE (LAND)) 

Sqn Comd 
SSM 

Maj David Hudson 
W02 (SSM) Shean Dewar 

It ha been a hectic summer and everyone is thoroughly looking 
foiward to block leave. The comings and goings of personnel has slowed 
to a trickle, a welcome to the Squadron goes out to LCpl Drabwell, 
LCpl Maybank, LCpl teward and Cfn Yorke. Welcome back LCpl 
Lovell you must have really liked it here to get posted back! Goodbye 
and thanks to gt Brown, Cpl Wilcockson and Sig Bailey - all off to 
Gennany and cheerio to ig icholl. Big congratulations to Cpl 'Baz' 
Bot~right, Cpl 'Robbo' Robin on , Cpl Cleworth , Cpl Walsh, Cpl 
Meek, Cpl 'Steph' tephenson and Cpl Kenny for their recent selection 
for promotion. We must also say a sad farewell to our illustrious leader 
'.\1aj David Rud on , he's done us proud, good luck in your next 
appointment - you are welcome back anytime!! 

• 'VQ CHIEVEME T -bySSgt (YojS) M Holden 
The Squadron is committed to providing educational training for our 

oldiers and has bad some success in the VQ field. The NVQ 
a sessment for operators takes approximately a year and consists of 
interviews, written tasks and a practical assessment. Tt is now a common 
ight to see soldiers wandering around the Squadron lines clutching NVQ 
que~tionnaire , hoping to badger their Troop Commander into signing 
cert1ficates of competency. Recent success includes Sig 'Got out' 
Gamgee, ig 'Willie' Whitelaw and ig 'Tommo' Thompson, who have 
all pa' ed their VQ level 3 in communications, gaining them a trendy 
'Modern apprenticeship in communications'. Well done. 
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CROSS TRAlNING VISIT TO RAF KINLOSS 
by Cpl 'What rank am I today' Robinson 

After some 13 hours drive through the bleakest parts of Scotland we 
arrived ti red but happy at RAF Kinloss. Several well deserved beers later 
we retired to our beds in preparation for the next three days cross 
training. 

Tuesday started with a brief on 20 I Squadron RAF, their role and a 
familiarisation to the base. Then it was on to the pan to look around a 
Nimrod, where we had a walk through/talk through of the various pieces 
of equipment and the jobs of the members of the crew. After lunch we 
visited Simu lator Sq uadron and were given a demonstration of the 
Nimrod simulator 'The best video game north of ewcastle'. All of.us 
had a go at flying and land ing - test ing the patience of th e Seni~r 
Engineer, John Allan. Particular mention must go to ig ' What's this 
button do?' Rockett, who managed to fly through a thunder torm and 
LCpl Rich Hewitt, who not only landed with two engines on fire, but 
also lost all hydraulic systems. However, the best landing of the day h~s 
to go to Sgt ev 'You Brits are killing me' Donohue, our resident Aussie 
on Exercise Long Look. . 

Wednesday saw us visit Air Traffic Control and 8 1 Signals Umt, to 
check out and work all the comms kit. Needless to say all the operators 
now want to transfer as there are no frequency changes, antennas are 
fixed and require minimal maintenance, and on top of all that they only 
work a four-day shi fl and then get four days offi After dinner the ~ads 
took off to Elgin to sample the delights of Joanna 's Bar, the local night 
spot, frequen ted by some of the local delicacies, needless to say grab a 
growler was the order of the day. 
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On Thursday we took to the skies, or at least 200 feet of it, to fly with 
201 quadron, tracking sub and merchant vessels, dropping sonar buoys, 
taking lots of sneaky photos and watching Sig i.ck Hanraty fill lots of 
sick bag . Some eight hours later we all landed safely and hit the bar in 
order to say thank you and our goodbyes. Special thanks must go to TSU 
for getting us the slowest mini bus in the world , the Squadron MT for the 
agency card that didn ' t work, and especially Sgt Si Holden at 201 
quadron, for organising the visit and hosting us all so well. 

On patrol above the Irish Sea - top cover for Search and Rescue 

FREE FALL PARACHUTE COURSE - by LCpl 'Pez ' Peny 
On Sunday I July seven member of the Squadron and 2Lt Mander 

RLC, left Bulford to participate in a two week Basic Freefall Course at 
Bad Lippspringe, Sennelager, Gennany. Pre-cour e expectations were 
high, we all thought that we would be budding freefall experts by the end 
of week two. How little did we know? 

The first couple of days involved ground training, bow to enter and 
ex.it the aircraft safely, how to steer and land, and relentless calls of look, 
locate, peel, punch, pull, arch . Our nerves were to get worse as on the 
first lift Rifleman Barton missed the drop zone and landed on a factory 
roof, sustaining minor injuries to him elf and minimal damage to the 
roof. Eventua lly it was our tum, on one lift myself, Cpl 'Blind as a bat' 
Robertson and Sig 'Peppy le Peau' Wildman all sat anxiously. ' Peppy' 
was first out of the door with his face full of fear, but out he went, as did 
the rest of us with just gravity and landings to master. After a few jumps 
we till all thought we would graduate from static line to free-fall, but the 
weather turned for the worse at the weekend. While Sig 'Grey man' 
Heritage, Cpl Robertson and Cpl 'Admin' O'Donnell sampled the 
seedy tourist attractions of Hannover, the rest of the course made do with 
Paderbome. 

Following the weekend the weather wa still bad, so we spent the day 
playing sports. The footballers were staying clear of Lt 'Chopper' 
Fayers whose enthusiasm and lack of skill had left several of the 
opposite side with some serious bruises. After a number of days lost we 
eventually resumed nonnal parachuting. By the end of the course we bad 
all managed to get in nine jumps (of the parachute variety), with Sig 
'Grey man' Heritage the only one to progress on to freefall. We al o 
managed to ma ter parachute packing. with tho e lovely bungees (or 
elastic bands to the rest of the world) which was a major problem at the 
beginning of week one. All in all it wa a very rewarding two weeks, 
which was only made possible by the enthusia m and patience of the 
parachute instructors and assistants, our than.ks to them all. 

RMY EXPEDITJO FOR CHOOLS AND KAPE TO R 
by Cpl P. Robenson. Oscar Troop 

On Thursday 7 June 2001 , 249 Sig Sqn (AMF(L) deployed their elite 
recruiting team to Scotland on a ten-day AES (Army Expedition For 
Schools). The team included Cpl 'Colgate ' Robertson, L pl 'Diesel' 
Perry, ig 'Funky Chicken' Lawson and not to forget ig 'Talk A Lot" 
Crumbley. The drive to Scotland was in two phases, first was a top over 
in Catterick and then drive up to Aberdeen on the Friday morning. The 
convoy to Catterick was interesting with Sig 'Talk A LOl' Crumbley' 
dodgey driving, nearly taking out car after car (licence check please). ot 
to mention the potential PT! gag he pulled on the OC. Friday morning ~e 
had to drive up to Aberdeen along with the MRT (Main Recmiting Team) 
from Blandford. 

The elite Recruiting Team 
(L-R): Sig Talk a lot Crumbley, LCpl Diesel Perry, 

Cpl Colgate Robertson and Sig Funky Chicken Lawson 
(Hard work or what lads) 

The accomodation was first clas in Aberdeen, we were sharing 
student lines, on suite ingle rooms (superb). We took it easy on Friday 
night (honestly) as Saturday was our first set up for the hungry civie . 
Saturday was very successful for the Squadron, managing to get a lot of 
interest from potential recruits. 

The next stop was to be the capital city of Edinburgh, were we bad a 
three day expedition for the schools, we didn 't do too bad a far as 
recruiting went in Edinburgh either, but it wasn't easy having young 16 
year olds all over us. The night life in Edinburgh was to prove an eye 
opener to the lads from outh of the border, as they couldn't believe just 
how good a Wedne day night could be, just watching Sig 'funky 
Chicken' Lawson dance was entertaining enough for me. With Sig 'Talk 
A Lot' Crumbley gasing non-stop, [ couldn't wait to cut my ties with 
him, only one problem, were in the same Troop (nightmare). Once the 
Edinburgh recruiting pba e was complete, it was off to the Ea t End of 
Glasgow. On the Saturday we had an Open Day at Glasgow Green. The 
public didn't eem a keen as they had been in Edinburgh, therefore I 
decided to take the lads to see the mighty Celtic Park, mostly becau e 
LCpl 'Die el' Per ry said that Derby County' ground was bigger. l oon 
had him ga ping in disbelief at the sheer size of the stadium. All in all the 
recruiting went very well from a quadron point of view, with a work 
hard play hard mentality all the team had a quality time, surely we had 
done enough to retain the recruiting pennant for the econd year in a row? 

251 SIGNAL SQUADRON 

Sqn Comd Maj ' Wally ' Drain 
SSM W02 Gary Smith 
HAIL A D FAREWELL 

A warm welcome goes out to the new 0 Sqn, Maj 'Wally Drain and 
his fami ly who join u from 7 Sig Regt and farewell to Maj (TOT) John 
Oakes who leaves u to join HQ Land Command Wilton. I o a. farewell 
to Capt (Retd) Katie Munnoch who leaves the quadron after nme yea:s 
service. Best wi bes also to Sgt Stu anderson who bas left us for 242 1g 
Sqn and LCpl Ruth Harkness who leaves us for sunny civvy street. 

EXERCISE CHATURANGA, 23 -30 JU E 2001 
Once again this year 25 1 Sig Sqn took part in the International. A ault 

Course Challenge at Tournai , Belgium. This year we entered a mixed ~nd 
an individual male team. Visiting Belgium were, W02 (YofS) Billy 
'Yo~'rc not getting me up there' Cardwell, W02, (SSM) Garr 'P.opeye' 
Smith, SSgt Rick 'Sexy Body' Owen, Sgt Pam 'I m not drunk M1!chell, 
Sgt Loz 'Balance Mon.key' Moore, Sgt Stu 'Far too excitable' 
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Exercise Chaturanga 
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anderson. pl Russ Tm not knackered· raig, LCpl Mark 'Wl!erc an; 
1?· Igo, L pl teve 'Omelette 3 m • Davies and. LCpl Brendan Loser 
\1clldufT. . 

Tue exerch~ got off to an eventful tart on the f. t mght when LCpl 
1ark 'ThcWanderer· Igo pent all night trying to get .back to the barracks 

after inadvertent I getting a taxi to another town 15 nulc aw~y. The team 
then got straight into an arduous training che~ulc th~t cons1 ted. of sev~n 
hours a day on the a ' ault course. That pumsh111g reg1me_wa nurrored 111 
the e\·ening\ acti\'ities in the town centre. After completing a co":fidence 
course on the Wedne day morning we i ited Ypre Ba.ttlelield sites and 
the Commonwealth War Graves a part of an excursion orgam ed by 
W02 (YofS) Billy Cardwell and S gt Rick Owen who al o acted~ our 
guide for the day. Our male and mixed teams were both entered 111 the 
competition on the Thursday. Our mixed team went ofT first at 0930hrs. 
Tuey completed the course in 22 minutes and. came a very respectable 
econd in their competition. Our male team kicked off at. 1I30hrs and 

fini hed with a highly commendable time of 27 minute , tlu put them. m 
the rop half of an extremely competiti e international line up of Pohce 

WAT and pecial Force entrants. 

A special mention must ?e m~de of LCpl Br.e! ' I AM A ~T~' Mcllduff, 
for unnerving accuracy with his hootmg ability and wmmng the best 
sniper trophy. We left T~urnai, and a few broken hearts on. the aturday, 
stopping ofT on the way for one bottle ofw111e and twenty cigarettes each, 
them home to unny Aldershot. 

OC's DI l GOUT A D THE 21C's LEAVING LU CHEO 
The quadron dined out Maj (TOT) John 0.ak~s at the WO ' and ~t' 

Mess on 13 July. This was an all ranks and c1v1han perso1mcl occasion. 
The evening wa a highly enjoyable one in which the .quadron showed its 
appreciation and wished Maj O~k.es all the best at Wilton. Th~ Squadron 
and friends had a very entertammg afternoon on the occa ion of the 
leaving of the 21C, Capt (Retd) Katie 'Loadsamoncy' Munnoch. The 
meal took place at St Omer Barracks, Aldershot on 21 June. 

HEADQ ARTER 4 DlVTSJO - F DAY 
The Divi ion held it annual ' Fun Day' on Thu1 day 19 July. The day' 

events included an 'Assault Course' suitable for non-military personnel , 
various fun activities and finished off with a tug-of-war competition. A 
plea ant and enjoyable day was had by all. 

259 SIGNAL SQUADRON 

Q ADRO ' READQ ARTERS - by The Chief 
qn Comd 1aj J. H . . Fraser 

SSM \ 02 D. Tredwell 
Fir t a welcome to the new YofS Chris 'Who love you baby' Green, 

(who said Kojak was dead), and his wife Sarah and daughter Bethany, 
fresh from unny Blandford. The old Yeoman, Clint Barker has j ust 
completed his HOTO and now ONLY has two months to sort his personal 
admin out before heading off with wife Jan and daughters Emily and 
Kaliah to 2 Sig Bde, all the best fo r the future. The new 2IC, Capt 
Angela Aylward ha felt the pressure of work from the OC and is 
presently on a sabbatical i~ Australia. with the Corps' t~m; the SSM 
Dick ·The Ref· Tredwell 1s also feeling the stress and is presently m 
Jordan, refereeing at King Abdullah II's rugby tournament. It's a hard 
life! The Squadron's athletic team has just returned fonn our first tnp to 
the Morrison Cup in Blandford. Led by the coach Sgt Kev Joyce, the 
team can feel ju tly proud of their efforts and enthusiasm. The Squadron 
now looks forward to a busy forecast of events, leading up to battlecamp 
in ovember. 

AIRFlELD TROOP - by Sig Adam Holley 
Tp SSgt SSgt D. Cain 

Airfield Tp would first like to say a big welcome back to LCpl 
'Mogsey' Morris from his six-month Class I course in Blandford. A 
well de erved slap on the back for Sgt Kev Waring on passing the FofS 
entrance and completing bis RSSC all in one go. We would al o like to 
congratulate Cpl 'Roll a twincab' Atherton on his new foun~ twincab 
display kill . Also ig Pete Goddard on his recen~ly acquired r?ck
climbing qualifications. ow he may be able to scale bis own head with a 
climbing party. The mighty fighting Airfield Mecbs would like to let the 
world know.how our Tech Dept are getting on. The fault response time is 
now down to ju t two weeks, not bad lads. So a big round of applause for 
the following, gt Kev ' Big Boy' Waring, Cpl Steve 'Little Boy' Bilby, 
Cpl Paul 'Rock'n'roll' Creeley and finally LCpl Tim 'You've not seen 
me' Berry. Finally a big shout out to our lads who represented the 
Squadron in the Morrison Cup in Blandford, well done lads, nice one. 

DHEKELIA TROOP 
Tp Comd Capt C. Alexander 
Tp S gt gt T. Bryant 

The last month or so ha seen Dhekelia Tp excelling in various 
activities. At the beginning of the month, the 111ter-squadron 
basketball/volleyball competition was held at Episkopi. The Olympic 
standard team consisted of LCpl Piers 'Grandad' Daw, ig Jim ' Julian 
Clarey' Wirght, LCpl David ' Polly P Pant' King, Cpl Graham 'The 
Wedge' Dornard, gt Tony 'Cessac' Cecil and LCpl Martin 'Loser' 
Bagsha" . We proceeded to thrash our opponents into submission with 
little effort and claimed the trophy. Next was the basketball where the 
team consisted of the above players wi th rolling subs of Sig Ben 'Speedy 
Gonzales' Mitchell, Sig John ' My dads ai rborne, I think?' Dent and Sig 
Kieran 'Youth Worker' John on. Despite LCpl Dave 'Cat weasle' King 
sustaimng a lethal thumb injury and being stretchered off the court, the 
team lam-dunked their way to victory. On the social side of things, the 
beginning of the month saw ig Gareth 'Shotgun blues' Davis getting 
married to Xenia, breaking down the barriers in Soviet/Welsh diplomacy. 
Congratulations to the pair of them. Good luck to Cpl Kurt 'David 
b ex' \folden, who is currently loving life in unny Blandford, on his 
Det Commanders course. Other news includes Cpl Gaz Watson who has 
recently taken up a new hobby ... namely 'naked shopping'! Also, a big 
hello to new boy, ig Derek 'War Stories' Burness, posted in from 30 
Sig Regt and to 81 'Dads Army' Sig Sqn who arrived recently for their 
yearly holiday m umfonn! 
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EPISKOPI T ROOP 
Tp Comd 2Lt K. L. Milner 
Tp SSgt Sgt G. Mathieson 

First of all we would all Like to say a big Cyprus hello to Sgt Steve 
Lewis who first experienced Epi Tp on a call out at daft 'o cl_ock in tbe 
morning. Also to Cpl Kenny Purdie w.ho ha already experienced the 
brilliant nightlife in Limasol by going with the lad on one of their .mid
week drinking sessions .... Did you leave your alarm clock back m N. 
Ireland though Kenny?! For some reason while ig Steve Baxter wa at 
hi mate wedding in Dhekelia he decided to try and apply .for tunt 
masters when a articulated wagon drove over the front end of h1 car and 
totally deformed his shoulder. He is out of ho pita! now so get well soon 
Steve and get some work done! 

Sgt Joyce and Family 

A 259 Sig Sqn family has experienced their second bru . h with ct.anger 
in just over a month when they came close to lo ing theu- home 111 the 
Episkopi fire last Thursday. It was only last month whilst cnJOY!ng a 
family day out at Mount Olympus that they were attacked and th~ir pet 
dog Sammi savaged by wild dogs. During the Epi kop1 fire, Kevlll ar;~ 
Andrea Joyce a11d their two children Steven (9) and arah (8) cou 
only flee to leave their possessions in the hands of station fire-fighters 
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battling to stop the raging fire from engulfin g homes on the new 
Lionheart estate. Flames licked within metres of their married quarter at 
41 Sherwood Lane as they were evacuated to safety. 

After finishing work a usual at lunchtime, Kevin had driven home to 
join the family preparing for daughter, arah's eighth birthday 
celebrations the following day. Kevin says 'Whilst indoors we heard 
what sounded like gunfire outside, Sarah went into the garden to 
investigate and moments later raced back in terror screaming lire, lire! 
Going into our garden I could see enormous flames advancing in a 
crimson wall across the Bondu toward us, trees and shrubs crackling and 
exploding in the inten e heat, the children were terrified. Firefighters 
were already at work behind I KORBR accommodation building and 
some of them had to avoid the fire circling them as the wind changed 
direction and drove the flame aero s areas where men had stood seconds 
before. Realising we had little time, Andrea and I quickly closed all the 
shutters and doors and were preparing to leave when the police arrived 
and told everyone to evacuate to the area of the AAFl , we gathered up 
the children and Sammi and ran to safety. 

As he left the house, Kevin , who ha recently served in Northern 
Ireland maintained the presence of mind to quickly collect a bag 
containing all the family's important documents. Kevin explains that it is 
common for service families in the Province to keep a 'grab bag' handy, 
containing the essentials in case of a bomb scare. It is just something he 
decided to continue here in Cyprus having heard report of how quickly 
the Paramali estate was engulfed in 1998. It was ix o'clock in the 
evening before the family was able to return to their home and Kevin was 
called in to his unit for fire fighting duties. After all the excitement, 

arah 's eighth birthday celebrations pas ed without a hitch. She got an 
inflatable dingy from mum, dad and teven and spent Sunday a welcome 
day at Watermania in Limassol. 

MORRIS01 CUP 2001 - by Sgt Kev Joyce 
WHE SUNSHINE CAME TO BLA 'DFORD 

With cries of, 'You ain't a man if you ain ' t got a tan,' and, 'What's all 
this grey cloud stuff? ' the Squadron Athletic Team made its Morrison 
Cup debut. The team consisted of: 
W02 (SSM) Dickie Tredwell 3000m Steeplecha e 
SSgt Danny Cain 440m hurdle 400m relay 
Sgt George Henry Discus 
Cpl Steve Bilby 400m/400m relay 
LCpl Rich Berry Long/Triple jump 
LCpl Steve Hudson I 00/200m 
LCpl Phil Parish 400m relay 
Sig Kenny Campbell 800m/400m relay 

ig Mark Findlay hot/javelin 
Sig Keith Forman I !Om hurdle 5000m 
Sig Adam Huber High jump/pole vault 
Sig Gav Prigmore Hammer/ 1500rn 
Sgt Kev Joyce Team Captain/coach/driver 

Team selection was based on the ' pulse and pound' principle; if you've 
got a pulse you're in, and the heads and tails on a pound coin determined 
who did the pole vault and 5000m. Special mentions to Gav Prigmore's 
efforts in the I 500m, which he led for the majority of the race before 
falling foul to a last minute purt from another and came in a highly 
creditable second place. Also to Adam Huber for his have.a-go attitude 
towards being coined for the pole vault, a completely new event to him. 
Overall, of the four minor units competing, we finished a resounding last 
place. However, we returned to Cyprus with a number of things in tact. 
our tans, the knowledge that we have the basis of a good team for the 
future, and the moral victory over the minor unit closer to Blandford, 
who hadn't the courage to enter. We now look forward to the All Hand 
competition in Cyprus, in September, with a view to returning 11ext year, 
better prepared and ready to win. No longer will we hear the cries of 
' losers from the WSBA' - WE WILL BE BACK! 

259 SIG AL SQ ADRO 
WINS A RA.Ff OF TROPHIES AT CESSAC BEACH 

Dhekelia Tp of 259 ig Sqn took major honours at this year's Annual 
62 Cyprus Support Squadron Royal Engineers All Island Raft Race by 
rowing off with three of the six coveted trophie including best overall 
raft, at CESSAC Beach, Dhckelia on Saturday 23 June. With five rafts. 
259 Sig Sqn fielded the largest single unit entry in the competition with 
vessel designs ranging through Titanic (which was appropriate), human 
anatomy, a catamaran and Jimmy's floating bed to a pink Barbie car. 
Ba ed on the design of last year's e11try, the Dhekelia Tp winning 'best 
male' 'A Team' raft was crewed by Cpl Graham Dorward Cpl Hugh 
Taylor, LCpl Martin Bagshaw and LCpl Piers Daw, who were dressed 
as Hannibal, BA, Face and Murdoch. According to the crew, the raft, 
which was made from cardboard tri wall MFO boxe , was a very la t 
minute affair, but they did have the benefit of Cpl Taylor 's dad Guy 
being a boat builder by trade. During the race. the raft did suffer some 
structural damage and was taking on water by the end but water proofing 
gaffer tape and gloss paint helped keep it together. The Dhekelia Tp lads 
say they are amazed and proud to have taken the Holy Grail of rafting 
accolades, 'The Shipwreck Trophy' 

Dbekelia Troop wives; Amanda Bryant, Nicola Fo ter, Emma 
Readhead and Carol Purvi dressed as very fetching Barbie dolls picked 
up the best raft design trophy. They decided to enter the raft race and 
throw dow11 a challenge to their old archrivals: the Episkopi wives. 
Dhekelia wives' pink Barbie car design was finally decided upon after 
two meetings and several bottles of wine and was subsequently put 
together from bits and pieces found in and around the married quarters. 
The Barbie raft came in fourth beating the Episkopi wives 'Jimmy's 
Babes' into fifth place. The challenge is still on for next year so look out 
Cyprus, 259 Signal Squadron have got their sails set on a course to sink 
the rest and take every trophy in 2002! 

101 LOGISTIC BRIGADE HEADQUARTERS 
& 

SIGNAL SQUADRON (261) 

Sqn Comd 
OC (des) 
RSM 

Maj Mark Baines 
Maj Matt Fensom 
WOl (R M) C. J. Udell 

A LO G HOT SUMMER! 
The Squadron i now fully up and running and ha been exceedingly 

busy throughout this summer, providing support to both I 0 I and I 02 
Logistic Brigades. 2Lt 'Caz' Wootten led an advance party. to start 
setting up theatre communications in Oman for Ex Sa1fSareea II 111 May. 

The winning raft builders 
Cfn Dixon, LCpl Wright, Sig Chowdhry, u;;pl Marshall, 

Sig Shields and LCpl McGuck1n 
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The OC, Maj Mark Baines in a break between sandstorms 
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1eanwhile LCpl 'lronfists' McGuckin and ig Jordan 'When do we 
get to u e th~ GPMG?' Gray escorted the vehicle on the ea Centurion 
via , ·arious bars m icily. Foreman ue pencer moved o fa t her boots 
famou~ly melt I n the dock ide at alalah - this was a sign of things to 
come! The JFLog Forward HQ then mo ed up the Jebel to Thumrait 
where gt Al Dummer uperviscd many a nocturnal tent building pany. 
The and-torn1 then came in to blow away many of the l x24 tent , not 
great for morale. Exa perated, Capt arah Pedder then e caped fi-om 
theatre to get married. returning later a Capt Mor head - much to the 
confu ion of the ta ff of I 02 Log Bde, who were till melting in 
Thumrait. Meanwhile, the guys still waiting to deploy kept ea h other 
amused doing leadership training. LCpl ' Bendy' keggs proved it wa 
ea y to fall off log and LCpl Cole proved he could wim like a fish after 
doing well in the raft building competion. 

C pl · immo' impsoo , Sig 'junior· impson, Sig Tm the boss' 
Fielding, and ig ·Don't you throw those spears at me' Bromhead all 
did an excellent job of helping the local Cub pack and ensuring the OC 
remained totally surpri ed by his dining out in the WO and Sgts Mess. 

In July the •A' Team deployed into the middle of the Omani desert for 
a pot of cros country dri ing. On offer were the normal Landrover, 
OAF and DROP vehicles. Cpl Jo ' I would rather be behind my desk' 
Hammick particularly di liked the hill tails - typical clerk. 

Cpl 'Stinking Tech' Rhodes aw hi dull Life flash before his eye 
when he a Imo t toppled a OAF. He did thi under the 'careful' 
supervi ion of Cpl 'Taff' Lean. LCpl Tom 'The Whinging Welshman' 
Hanks won the concurrent activity- a left-handed throwing competition. 
He obviou ly played it for a geek. a good day out oftentsville. 

Sig Watson modelling Shemagh and issue goggles 

As this goes to press W02 (YofS) Pat Smith and W02 (RQMS) ' o 
more heat casualties' lger continued with the thankless task of bui lding 
the huge JFLogC MAIN HQ at Camp South. 'South Park' wi ll by now 
have seen most of 4 Armd Bde and I (UK) Div pass through it - what a 
lovely place. Cpl Ronnie Cuthbert and Sig Chowdry were late 
contenders in the andbag filling championships, but came nowhere near 
beating Cpl 'who turned the lights out' Lean ! 

LCpl 'Rommel' Beerling won the shaped hat competition and Sig 
'Santa's Helper' hepley was voted man most in need of wearing a 
Shemagh. 

ALPHA TROOP 
June wa a bu y month for Alpha Troop with the remaining equipment 

being out-loaded to OMAN on the new RAF C17, plus more member of 
the Troop were dispatched to help the troop OC 2Lt ' az' Wootten. That 
completed we thought we would get on with some military training and 
chill out, however, this was not to be the case. The Brigade Commander 
was so impressed with the Squadron effort on JOTES last year he decided 
to pas the ta k once again to the OC, Maj Mark Baines, who in tum 
passed it to Alpha Tp, which was now down to 15 of a possible 43, with 
no equipment. Easy ta k, get ome: tents, portable toilets, a DC generator, 
C+E drivers, three mini-bus es with drivers, four site e corts, four guards 
and don't forget to di infect everything. 

Ring, Ring, Alpha Troop ir! 'Chico' it's 'Pat ' (W02 (YofS) Pat 
Smith) JOTES! Yeah! I need seven operators and some radios. What like 
the radios that we don't have? Yeah! Okay, no problem, leave it to me. A 
ta k for Cpl Andy Carr me thinks. Here come the Top Hat and Magic 
Wand trick. 

Ring, Ring, Alpha Troop Sir! Do you run the Squadron Football 
Team? Ye sir. Good the Brigade Commander wants to put a Brigade 6-a
side Competition together and the Squadron is to enter two male and one 
female team, can you son it out? No problem, what day? Monday 25th! 
The day before we deploy for JOTES? Yeah! Great! 

Ring, Ring, Alpha Troop Sir! Fancy getting involved in painting a 
Special eeds School in Portsmouth, bit of KAPE? Sure Chief, when? 

ext week before JOTES! (Can't say no to that can we), Okay. It doesn't 
rain but it pours spring to mind! Off to Futcher School we go to tackle 
the KAPE task first Simple job, 'anything outside that don't move, paint 
it'. The work wa carried out with enthusiasm and vigour, only 
interrupted by 5-a-side football with the children at their break times. Sig 
Liam Frater impres ed that be could weave his way through the 
wheelchairs to score, sad. After two days we had painted the play area, 
bins and 600 meters of metalled safety railings in school colours. Task 
complete, we were invited to attend the chool as embly where army 
baseball caps and pencil cases were handed over to the head teacher. 
Secondly, the football competition, to be held in Colchester. Kick off at 
lOOOhrs best leave here at about 6am then. Team arrives at the coach les 
Sgt Sha un Fa rdy. Oh! no here he comes with his 'jim-jams' still on 
rubbing his eye's chuntering something about breakfast. The Team 
faired okay considering we were up again t regiments. The Squadron first 
team came runners up in the plate, with the second team happy to come 
fifth, and no not out of five. The female team also faired well gaining a 
lot of upport, especially when they had to change their shirts on the pitch 
to stop a clash of colours. Our thanks go out to Pte Cathy Ferguson on a 
fine display of control. 

Theo on to JOTES, kit assembled from around tbe Brigade, transport 
ready to go, Alpha Troop in the starting blocks with C pl 'Tommo' 
T homa at the helm. Mission, set everything up, conduct the training, 
tear it down, move location, set it up again, conduct the exam, tear it 
down and go home, and don't cock it up as the Brigade Commander, 
COS, OC Sqn and Bde RSM will be there, no pressure then, what's a 
career anyway. 

Finally, hatching, matching and dispatching. Congratulations go to Sgt 
'Chico' Towers and wife Maria on the birth of their third son. Good bye 
to LCpl Ross Sutherland who has seen the light, all the best mate. 
Welcome's to Sigs Colin Corry, M ick Kea ting and 'Simmo' Simpson, 
all from the factory, enjoy your time here. 

A LO G HOT AUT MN? 
Sgt 'Chico' Towers has been left holding the baby and the fort with a 

small rear party. Sgt 'time for a run' T hwaite bas taken over the Training 
ro le, so there's lots of good stuff to look forward to when the unit 
eventually returns to Aldershot. Several other new faces are eagerly 
awaited over the Autumn and most can look fo1ward to a spell in the sun. 

The Squadron will sec most of the Corps passing through Oman this 
year - we'll be the guys with the suntans who have gone totally native! 
Meanwhile WOI (RSM) Udell has got the boxing training in hand and 
the cross-country and football teams have plenty of sand hills to train on. 
This year is a high readiness year, so is next year, and the year 
after. ..... .. so come and join the fun 

280(UNITED KINGDOM) 
SIGNAL SQUADRON 

qn Comd Maj Jim Harri 
RSM . WOl (RSM) Craig Kearney 

Life 111 unny t Ti:inis has continued at a blistering pace as the move 
to RAF Briiggen draws closer and the commitments to NATO firm up. 
De p1te this the Squadron has foun d time to enjoy a very successful 
athletic and footba ll season, conduct adventure tra ining and fos ter our 
strong Anglo-German ties. 

c.s 
IC eel SSgt (FofS) Paul 'Skippy' Stevens 

Life ha been as hectic as ever in Comms Support since the last time of 
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writing we have all been havi ng so much fu n! Time has been spent 
getting used to the fast moving pace of NATO and getting new feet under 
old tables. A lot of experience has sadly moved on to pastures new, yet 
with the introduction of Cpl Sarah 'Swimmer ' Finney and Cpl John 
' Doc' Savage the ection hopes to carry on the good work. Busy times 
are ahead for the section wi th various exercises to support and courses ~o 
attend. Although we are ex tremely busy, fo r a small section there is 
always time for port; with athletics, swimming, golf and basketball to 
mention a few. All members are now looking forward to the proposed 
move to Briiggen, none more o than the golfer in the Section. 
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JULIET TROOP 
Tp Comd 2Lt Jim Barber 

As always, the introduction should begin with the voluntary 
contributions of the new members lo the Troop. A warm welcome to 
LCpl Trevor Carter, LCpl Louise Hatlsworth and ig Vikki Seymour. 
Also it is good to sec that LCpl McAlpine has enjoyed the taxing 
cndea~ours tlia.t Kosovo threw at him. It has one~ again been a relatively 
busy time w1th111 the Troop and the Squadron, ma111ly on the national side 
though. In early July the Squadron conducted an excellent ITO camp at 
Bockenberge Camp utilising some of the instructors from within the 
troop. Cpl ikki 'Should be RD' Roberts and LCpl Esther 'More DKP 
J, RSM' Humby ran (literally) the much dreaded NB stand very well. 
The Troop OC eventually managed to visit the 5-man O&M team in 
Banja Luka to find the usual suspects enjoying their time there. We 
would all like to pass on our best wishe on to LCpl Martyn 'Errol' 
Flynn who i up and walking again and also to his wife, Michelle as 
they arc expecting tl1eir first child at the start of August. ' 

KJLOTROOP 
Tp Comd Capt Sarah Covey-Crump 

Kilo Tp is going strong with more new additions than departures, 
which is always a bonus. Firstly our two new technicians LCpl 'Fingers' 
Egerton and LCpl H utchinson who ha taken up po ition as the resident 
Golf Pro. Al o welcome to Sgt 'Andy ' Butterfield and hi wife Cherrie 
and Cpl ' Blondie' Shepherd who recently arrived from nearby 16 Sig 
Regt. Sad goodbyes to two of our Corporals Cpl 'no leave passes' 
Cunningham and his wife Liz and Cpl ' Sniffer' Grant both departing 
for the UK. Congratulations go to LCpl 'Richie' Ingram who recently 
married Carolyn, best of luck to both of you and to Sgt 'Paraglider 
extraordinaire' Cattle on your promotion. Finally good luck to Sgt 'look 
at me' Walsh , Cpl 'dangerou driver' Har rison, LCpl 'Wire brush ' 
Booth, Sig 'not all there' R olf and Sig ' I never get drunk' Pollock who 
are off to Bosnia, hope you have a good tour, don't worry if you get 
bored you've got our visit to look forward to. 

SUPPORT TROOP 
QM Capt Mark Schofield 

Comd 1st Sig Bde and Rhone Garrison - Brig David McDonald 
presents W02 (ROMS) Innes with his Warrant 

A warm welcome to Cap t 'Mark' Schofield replacing Capt 'Steve' 
Toms, things will never be the same again. W0 2 'Dutch' Holland has 
arrived all the way from 7 Sig Regt to replace W02 'Kev' Innes who is 
off to warmer clin1ates in Kuwait. Prior to hi departure W0 2 Innes was 
presented with his Warrant from Comd Isl Sig Bde (SOinC(A) Des), 
Brig David M cDowall. Congratulations (to both of you!). Sgt Mark 

ala has arrived from 21 Sig Regt who has taken over the vacant job of 
Sp Tp Staff Sergeant. The brother in arms LCpls Pa ul Denham and 
'Mase' M ason have arrived from 12 Mech Bde and John M cMahon and 

ig 'Dav' Evan s from 7 ig Regt. We ay goodbye to Cpl Mark 
Sibba ld, Cpl C raig Straughan and Sig 'Whippet' Roberts. Finally 
congratulations go to LCpl Gavin Beatty on hi marriage to Brigida. 

Presentation to the HPZ Special Needs School , Forstwald 
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The Squadron has always enjoyed close links with the local 
community and played a full part in fo termg good Anglo-German 
relations. This period has been no exception and has een members of the 
Squadron present money raised during the Bemer-Distantz March to the 
HPZ special needs school and take part in the annual Schutzenfc t. 
Fortunately for Capt Sarah ' 12 bore' Covey-Crump he didn't shoot 
down the commemorative bird and win the dubious honour of becoming 
the 'Schutzenkonig' (Shooting King) and the associated costs - £2001) for 
two y~ars! The Schutzenball turned out to be an unforgct1able experience, 
especially for Capt Fraser 'Waltzing Matilda' Reid who demonstrated 
his prowess on the dance floor. 

ADVE TURE TRAINING 
Aft~r an eight-hour drive in a minibus we arrived at our lodge in 

Bavana all geared up to get cracking with a week's Adventure Training. 
~fter our arrivals brief that covered every rule known to man we gathered 
111 the bar. We were all dull and depressed until we tarted playing nail , 
having a few drinks and staggering the short distance to our bunk beds. 

Day 1: Bright and early in the morning we were up in the store to be 
met by Camp Dave our climbing instructor, after collecting our 
equipment it was a short drive to the rock we were climbing. Camp Dave 
et a very difficult climb that we all completed apart from LC pl 

'Cliffhanger' Hurdman who showed us his moves as he proceeded to do 
some disco dancing on an underhang. That wasn't as funny as eeing the 
faces of LCpl ' Dj' Seymour and ig 'Gaz' James before they did an 
abseil, but we all came home with a smile on our face. 

Day 2: Not too happy this morning 'cos we had a day Hill walking 
which everyone loves, OT! The highlight of the day wa walking down 
a track and hearing bells ringing in the distance. Slowly the ringing was 
getting louder and faster when all of a sudden about 30 enormous cows 
came stampeding at us down a field, we were chased for about 500metres 
until the end of their field, very amusing. 

Day 3: The boys were off River Kayaking with SI 'Mandy' Jason 
who thought she had a group of competent Kayakers! We set off down 
the river and it was obvious LC pl Seymour and Hurdm a n had 
exaggerated about their previous experience. After being briefed up on 
our capsize drills Dj got it a bit wrong when shouting capsize himself 
whilst tipping over and running out of breath underwater, we had never 
seen anyone get out of a Kayak as quick in our live . 

Final Day: We went white water rafting in Austria and on the down 
the river we had wars between boats which spiced it up a bit. Apart from 
Sig 'Sandancer' Rolf nearly drowning the SI, but apart from that it was 
very good fun. a special congratulation to LCpl Seymour for getting the 
prize scalp of Cpl 'Ears' R ober ts out of her raft and making everyone' 
day. Then it was the return journey to camp after one last night on the 
town, all in all a good week. 

PARAGLIDING - by LCpl Denham and Sig Sinclair 
On 2 July a group of crazy maniac embarked on a ten-day cour e to 

the Bavarian Alps where they would undergo their most terrifying 
experience ever known to mankind Paragliding! The head honcho, Sgt 
Daz 'The Awesome Sky God' Cattle lead thi group of warriors down to 
the Alps to experience something that he has been doing for the last 18 
months. The firs t three days many of the students spent more time 
chewing grass then achieving anything else, this was because of the 
almighty strength of the Glider pulling them through many acres of fields 
face down, with only there two front teeth to stop them. The tudent who 
perfected the two teeth stop to a tee was Cpl Yan 'know everything 
about nothing' icholas wbo later redeemed him elf to be worthy of the 
name 'Sky God'. Day 4, 5 and 6 were the most tiri ng of days, because of 
con tantly walking up and falling down the tecpe t hill God created. 
After many attempts we tarted getting higher, (higher than the fence in 
the next field) and before long, personal kills started to take over. Cpl 
Ben 'Run like my gran' Permain was probably the overall best student 
at the launch (NOT) and Sig Adam 'O trich Legs' progi did very well 
too after hi Para glider collapsed on one side at a very high altitude 
(About 20 feet) . Days 7 and 8 we were ra ined in, and consequently 
grounded for one evening. All of us felt like our wing had been clipped. 
with not mucb to do except theory, except for one evening when ig 
Donna 'Trash the bathroom' Beards ley found alternative entertainment. 
Days 9 and 10 were make or break days for the pilot , a the top 5% went 
to the mountain and the remainder went to God's hill for more re-medial 
flying. Out of the first group there wa only LCpl Neil 'The Fan Man' 
Haggar who although ready to go wa unable to launch due to bad 
weaiher. Every one who attended the course had a fanta tic time and 
managed to pa a elementary pilots, but the question on everyone' 
mind was would LCpl T 'Terrified' Turner launch him elf off the 
mounta in? 

ATHLETIC E 0 2001 
280 (U K) ig Sqn 's recent succe sin the Minor units Athletic· enabled 

both the male and female tea m to compete in the Army Athletic 
Champion hip held in Alder hot on 25 July 2001. The eason really all 
tarted with the Inter Troop Athletics Competit ion that took place at 

Krefeld on 25 April 200 I . We were able to select a quad to reprc. ent the 
quadron in the BFG Morri on Cup that wa run by I UK AD R in 

Herford on 29 May 2001. This wa our first ta te of ucccss with the 
male team fini hing runner up in the ompctition out of a field of 15 

quadron- from various ignals unit aeros· Gemiany. The femal team 
proved their worth with ome excellent re ult and a bag full of medal. Ill 

the ladies individual competition. The achievemen~ were well dcsem:d 
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e, pe iall becau e they had to compete against regimental oppo ition .. 
It wa here' e had our first experience of the new qn YofS , S gt Tim 

·Hurdling' Tomk.inson. H arrived in the unit on the Monday and wa 
representing the quadron at the e ent on !he Wedne day ~nd all becau e 
he mentioned that he had hurdled a few bme before. Bemg the modes t 
on of chap that he i . he failed to let on that he had hur~led at combined 

·ervice le\·el. ub equently Tim was our lethal weapon m both the 11 Om 
and 400m hurdles and high jump. guaranteeit1g a win every time. Our 
duance runner con i ted of Cpl latty 'lapped again ' Baber in the 
5000m and WOl (R 1) Craig 'Thi l The Last Time' K.earney in the 

OOOm teeplecha e, proving we could bold our own at tlus level. Capt 
Lindsey 'Can Only Do Long Distance Calderhead. proved to be our 
ecret ~eapon in the ladie 3000m, winning in convincing tyle. The 4 x 

400m relay dream team came to fruition con isting o f SSgt Tim 
'Hurdling ' Tomkin on, LCpl Dai 'PT Corp to be' Jones, LCpl Chax 
'The Tamworth mooth Boy" Chacksfield, and ig Glen 'l"m better than 
you' Jame . Due to course commitments Cpl Daz 'Legionna ire ' 
Rickard tepped into the role ofLCpl Jones and e.nsured the ?ream team 
maintained their tatu a a force ID be reckoned w!lh. The ladie 4xl00m 
relay team al o proved to be no slouches as t11.e t,eam. con isting of Sg~ 
1andy Bite your bum' Mason, LCp l Mane Smile plea e bobby 
loore, ig arah ·Brickhou e· Kimberley and Sig ngie ' Social Hand 

Grenade' Fewster. 
iiTI:J911!~11ll'~IDl~----=::----i 

The Squadron Athletics Team 
Looking fresh before their night out in Bournemouth 

Our next port of call was to take part in the UK Morrison cup. 
Crammed into two minibu es we made the formidable journey from 
K.refeld over to Blandford. Everyone was full of optimism and raring to 
go after our recent triumph in Germany, or was it due to the promise of a 
night out in Bournemouth that was raising the enthusiasm. Whatever the 
incentive the results poke for themselves as the male team again finished 
runners up and the female team finished in fourth place after seeing off 
various major unit teams. It was here that LCpl Moore was all smiles, as 
she jumped at the opporrunity to run the 5000m for the girls and 
relinquish her l SOOm and 800m roles. Sig Kimberley found her new 
vocation in athletic as she stormed around the track in both the 400m 
and the 400m hurdles. Sgt Mandy Mason donned her Nike lycras to 
attempt an unwelcome sprint in the 800m and Capt Calderhead finally 
managed to sneak away from lessons to pick up valuable points in the 
l SOOm. Sig Fewster managed to drag herself away from her cigarettes 
and put in good performances in the 200m and the high jump. S ig 
Sharon 'I can ' t do the 1500m' Young made her own way from leave to 
meet up with the team and provide us with some speed in the I OOm. Sig 
Gareth 'Can' t Get A Word In Edge Ways' James provided consistency 
in the 200m whilst his namesake (no relation) ig Glen 'Limp Wrist' 
James showed he could cut the mustard in the 400m. Sig Bri ' Woolly 

Back' Par r ington held his own in the SOOm and ig Dave ' Penci l Neck' 
Kruczek ' kept up the good work in the IOOm. L C pl eil 'Orange Peel ' 
G ritt leapt at the chance to repre ent us in the long j ump. 

On returning to Germany we were again gearing ourselves up for the 
forthcoming BA (G) Major a nd M inor Inter Unit Team Athletics 
Championships in Sennelager. Exercise and opera tional commitments 
forced many units to pull out al the last minute. The lack of competi tion 
did not diminish the enthu iasm or the team pirit in any way and it was 
quite apparent as we took both the male and the female winners trophic 
back to K.refeld with u . More importantly this was our qualifying ticket 
to the Army Championship in Aldershot. It was a clo e run competition 
with the outcome resting on the 4x400m relay. The ' Dream team' again 
prov ided the goods w ith a convincing win on the day. Both team's 
perfonnance in the field was fairly consistent with Sgt Barney 'Velcro 
back ' Barnett hurling hi hammer, Cpl Andy ' Jacko ' Jackson throwing 
hi shot and LCpl Rees Hughes letting off steam by throwing the javelin 
and the discu . Cpl Ritchie ' Silver fox' Brown used his speed power and 
easily won the triple jump and came within tenth of a second to finish 
econd in the IOOm. LCpl 'Chax' Chacksfield regamed hi bottle and 

compo ure to give us points on the board in the pole vault; a di cipline 
where for ome reason everyone appeared to shy away! 

The ladie field performers included LCpl E ter ' Quiet A A Mou e' 
Humb throwing the discus and the j avelin and ig Jo ' I can fit my fist 
in my mouth ' Gill throwing the shot. Sig Julie ' Where 's My Car?' 
Kavanagh leapt for joy in the longjun1p and Sgt Mandy Mason showed 
off her APTC talents by triumphing in the triple jump. ig Vicky 'aka 

olin Jackson ' Seymour showed her hidden talents in the ladie IOOm 
hurdles, a bit of coaching from the Yeoman will have her well sorted for 
next sea on. With both teams quali fy ing we were whisked back to UK to 
take part in the Army Championships in Aldershot. A no expen e spared 
air- conditioned coach made the journey a little more bearable, although 
the video packing in as we pulled out of camp didn ' t help - time to sleep! 

The competition in Aldershot was of an extremely high standard. The 
male team finished third in the minor units and the girls fini shed ixth in 
the combined major and minor units ladies competition. Although we 
were competing against incredible opposition the teams again put in 
100% effort. Sgt Tim Tomkinson again provided us with three wins in 
the hurdles and high jump. LCpl Jones managed to get a day off from his 
PTI course and jun1p to success in the long jump and slot back into the 
4x400m relay team to help the ' dream team' run another superb race. Sgt 
Steve ' book me a late coff' Temp leman was by now our l 500m 
candidate and ran a hard log in very warm conditions. LCpl Louise 
· ew Girl ln Town' Hallsworth put points on the board in the long jump 
and triple jump for the girls . LCpl Sally 'Biker ' Hubble brave ly 
volunteered to run the 5000m due to our prev ious runners being 
unavailable. This was the first occasion during the season where at the 
prize giving we did not receive any award . It was a val iant effort in a 
competition where as a minor unit we can safely say we held our heads 
high. The season certainly proved we have the capability to compete at 
all level . For a small Squadron who has varying commitments to ATO 
we managed to enter a male and female team in all competition both in 
Germany and UK. 

FOOTBALL SEASO 2000-2001 - by Maj (Retd) Bob Lockwood MBE 
The Squadron football team had an outstanding eason that culminated 

in a I- 0 win over 7 Armd Bde HQ & Sig Sqn in the League Play Off 
Final. The Cup fina l versus 24 Regt RLC was played at Rheindahlen 
Stadium, after the first attempt at Sennelager was snowed off, and 
resulted in a 1- 0 win after a thrilling match which went into extra time. 
ln between the Cup and League Finals the Squadron travelled to the UK 
to play 42 Independent Survey Sqn RE in the Semi-final of the Army 
Cup (UK Section). After an excellent game, which included extra time, 
the Squadron were beaten 4-3 on penalties. The lads took the defeat in a 
sporting manner and wished 42 Sqn the be t in the Final at Alder. hot. 
The Football Officer and Team Manager, Maj (Rctd) Bob Lockwood 
MBE, would like to thank all the players, staff and the Squadron upport 
for making the season one to remember. 

JOINT COMMUNICATIONS UNIT 
FALKLAND ISLANDS 

OCJCUFl 
UM 

Maj Ashle tocker 
W02 (S M) ' Rennie' Ren haw 

JC Fl CHARJTIE FEBR ARY-A GU T 2001 
by Sgt (UQMS) Dave llowe 

The two nominated Charities for 219 Signal Squadron 's roulement 
were MT D and the Galacto aemia Support Group. JCUFI and myself, as 
OIC Charities, set out to outdo all that have come and gone before us. On 
5 ~lay, Cpl' i' Brewington, LCpl 'Mark ' Beal, JT 'Touchy' Feely and 
myself organised a Fancy Dress function with a Raffle, Rank Slide 
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Auction and to round it all off, a sortie in a F3 Tornado. LCpl 'Butch ' 
Richardson, Line Section won the sortie and the rest of the lad from .the 
Section were amused by the thought of an underslung load going 
supersonic. Cpl ' Cazza ' Johnstone and SAC ' Mickey' Brogan paid for 
the privilege of taking charge of Cha rlie Tp . LC pls 'Mat the Boy' 
Lutkin and 'Stav ' Consdanti out bid all to become USM and OC JCUFI 
for the day. 2Lt 'Pasfy ' Stevens enterta ined the party when she had.her 
head shaved (No 3 after a little goading from the crowd). A good mght 
was had by all with over £1000 being raised by those who took part and 
attended. 
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On 15 fo ~1c, the J U FI ' t 'fri nians ably escorted by Sgt ' Tony' 
Hartley, visited all and sundry m Mount Pleasant Complex with their 
co llection boxes. No door was left unopened or avenue or alleyway 
visited. The girls were kept under stri ct control by Headmaster, PO (RS) 
'Thomo' Thompson, who had them pose for pictures and the like. The 
gi rls conduct~d themselves in true ~ ady:l i ke fashion desp ite the cruel 
weather conditions and had a great ume m the process. The girls raised 
£1100 between them. My thanks goes out to the ' Staff' and in particular 
to Cpl ' Cazza ' Johnstone, LCpl's ' He len' Caplin and ' Pen ny ' 
Edwards, WOM (C)'s 'Carrie' Smith, 'Beccy' Manning and ' Karen' 
Pratley and Sigs ' Beccy' Greenhalgh and 'Mel ' Rudkin. Well done the 
gi rl s. Friday 13 July cam~ and "'.ent with all the usual superstition; SSgt 
'Eve' Eden was left nu:smg a dislocated shoulder. For a select group of 
Officers and SNCOs, 1t meant the count up of the votes fo r a public 
'Gunging' organised by Sig ' Beccy' Greenhalgh . Sharkies Bar was fu ll 
of last minute voters and those eagerly awaiti ng the result. The USM 
W02 (SSM) ' Rennie' Renshaw wa well in front, on a personal note, i 
had no vo tes but Lt ' Jay ' Croslegh insul ted his Line Section, by 
mentioning it was now 'a girly trade' and with that, went any chance of 
avoiding the slime. Cpl 'Cazza ' Johnstone and LCpl 'Stav' Consdanti 
emptied the fi rst two buckets over the OC Charlie Troop and it was left to 
Sig ' Jules ' Grieves (Line section) to fini h the job, which be did with 
style. A big well done to Sig ' Beccy' Greenhalgh for organising the 
event, raising £250 and thanks to those who volunteered to take part. 

Throughout the last few months l ran a £ 1 'Lucky Number ' Draw, 
which was drawn on Fridays in Sharkies. l managed to rai se nearly £400 
for the Charities and made the lucky winner over £30 better off for the 
wee ke nd . My tha nks goes out to all those, pas t and present who 
supported the venture. During 2 19 Signal Squadron's tenure as the Army 
Element of JCUFl, we managed to raise the 'Princely' sum of £6500 for 
our Charities, the gauntlet bas well and truly been laid down, that's if any 
future Unit, dares to take up the challenge of matching our efforts? 

UNIT lfEADQUARTERS 
OC Maj Ashley Stocker 
USM W02 (SSM) ' Rennie' Renshaw 
LIFE AT THE SHARP END - by Cpl 'Carol Smilie' Johnstone 

2 February 200 I, 219 Sig Sqn eventually landed in MPA. JCUFI UHQ 
was quiet, like a Wild West ghost town, then. Maj 'David Beckham' 
Stocker took the kick off and things have not stopped happening since. 
The USM , W02 ' Rennie or STA D UP ' Renshaw took control of 

harkies and PT ('I want them bleeding from their eye '). The admin cell 
(Cell being the correct word) was then given a face-lift by Sgt ' Shaney 
Boy/Hand Grenade or Chiefy-Keeky' Carnell and was professionally run 
by Cpl 'Carol Smilie ' Johnstone. Due to the fact that ' Shany' boy could 
only handle three months working with 'Carol Smile ', his replacement 
wa sent all the way from Sunny Shape, Sgt ' It 's a Muppet or Chieftain' 
Moy. Not forgetting UHQ wa a combined service environment, the 
2lC 's post was gapped for a few weeks and then the arrival of Flt Lt 
'Straight Jacket' Bevan arrived and wa a ray of sun hine to UHQ. The 
21C A Flt was another valuable asset to UHQ. Flt gt 'How we laughed 
or GPMG ' Edwards, filling our days with torie about bow he was 
attacked by Sealion 's and survived to tell the ta!e. ot forgetting 2Lt 
'Pa ty' Stevens who worked as the Ops Officer/JC Day trips, three times 
a week, for four months. The crowd is on the pitch, they think it's all 
over, ' IT IS NOW'. 

UQMS DEPARTMENT - by Sgt (UQMS) 'Dave' Howe 
After only a few days in theatre, it became apparent to LCpl 'Gaz' 

Warner and myself that the routine , uneventful tour we both had 
expected was not about to materialise. What followed wa 6 months of 
hard but rewarding work, with plenty of time for laughs along the way. 
'Gaz' Warner had the day off to go flying around in a Cl30 Hercules and 
ended up examining the inside of an in-flight ick bag, he wa suppo ed 
to be hanging out the back of the plane but felt more secure at down! 

The highlight of the tour for the both of us came during Exercise 'imble 
Ram II. As a department, we were given the job of the enemy force for 
the exercise with LCpl '$10' Kumar and lg 'Si-Frenchman' Fry from 
Charl ie Troop. T don't think four people could have been as le s welcome 
during a week's exercise as we were. Al ' our' End-Ex, we had a good 
laugh at the thought that everybody else would be 'Stood to' when we 
were ge~ing our admin squared away or our heads down. orry fo l k.~, it 's 
a rotten JOb but someone's got to do it. 

ALPHA FLIGHT 
OC Flt Lt Paul Croft 
Flt Sgt FS Rick McCall 
RADCO ' - by Cpl 'Cal ' Ca/am 

lt has been a time of change during 2 Sig Regt 's tour of the Falklands, 
and on 16 May the Theatre Command net was shut down leading to the 
clo ure of the two hilltop Rcbro sites, Adam and Campito. This in tum 
led to the closure of Radcon and the opportunity for some of the guys to 
go home earl y. Before this could happen Radcon had to fit in three 
exerc ises along wi th clearing kit from the Radcon inventory, a task 
carried out with no little effort by LCpl ' Di Don' t be so rude' Turner. 

The fi rst exercise Nimble Ram 2 was a JCUFI exercise practising 
comms and defence training. Lessons learnt from this exerci e were: 

I . If you 've got 28 maps out of29 then the one your mis ing is the 
one you need, 

2. Red lights fixed to masts on the horizon don't usually count as a 
threat to your location. 

Ex Cape Petrel is a BFFI wide exercise held regularly to practice the 
defence of MPA, fortunately Radcon weren ' t playing this time, as we 
were busy closing down the Rebro sites. We did, however, have to 
provide comms and sent a three-man det to exercise control with Cpl 
Jono ' Easy Son' Hanes leading the way. Given that he was working at 
Excon you 'd think Cpl Hanes would be aware of any intelligence but no, 
not our ' Jono ' his lack of pas word knowledge led to him being lifted by 
the RMP. Still he was better off than Sig 1ickey 'Sar Bals Thomson 
who just happened to be passing the guardroom, when the enemy 
attacked. He was pulled over and, de pile his pleas of not playing was 
slotted without compassion. Endex was called prematurely although 
contrary to popular belief this was not because SSgt 'Shaky' Peters had 
failed to pack his comb in his bergen. After the exercise it was time to say 
farewell to another of our number who had managed to escape the 
Falklands and the regiment. After postings to 14 and 2 Sig Regt LCpl 
Jay 'The one we didn't mind getting away' Jones was posted to 11 Sig 
Regt and with postings like that Jay must feel truly popular. 

By now days to do were getting very few. For some of the guys at 
least. The last major mark on the calendar was Ex Purple Strike, an 
exercise of confirmatory training for the resident infantry company. Once 
again we deployed a detachment to exercise control, this time headed up 
by SSgt 'Scouse Pleased to meet you ' Peters. A man who's inimitable 
telephone-style ensured that the exercise was administered moothly. 
Al o deployed was Sig Chri ' What I don ' t know about anything you can 
write on the back of a stamp' Woods who was lucky enough to go for a 
bimble with the ACOS. Although after endex 'Woodsy' did get to rest his 
feet as be and I borrowed some quads to ride up the mountain. 
Unfortunately we managed to ftnd some terrain too tricky for the quads 
and spent a good 45 minutes digging them out. During the exercise the 
ecure HF was provided by Sig Thomson, whilst steadying the ship 

during Radcon·s last stand were LCpl Chris 'Taxi Driver' Storey and 
LCpl Al 'Can you send the last I 0 minutes of the battle again?" 
Allardyce. With that exerci e over and everything quared away the 
coa 'I wa cleared for people to go home and the remainder to move over 
to Sy con. Just time for a quick goodbye to Al Allardyce who ' po ted to 

orthern Ireland as bi idies were too long for him to go anywhere el e. 
o to all at Radcon, leaving or staying WELL DO E. We can all move 

on now be it to Sy con or home happy in the knowledge that Radcon' 
been le,ft in the capable paw of Stumpy the cat. 

~--:::::---~~~~-, .. Sllf"'!I__, 

RADCON locks it's doors 
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BRA\'0 DIYI ION 
0 B DI WO (R ) 'Mac' 'lckie 

The hando\er of the Annv element in B Di takes place in Augu t 
after a ucce tul tour by a i'.nix of three separate Royal Signals units, 
headed up by ~ 9 Sig qn. The contingent included pe;-;onnel from 14 

ig Regt and c Ii t celebrit LC'pl Monk from 30 ~g Re~t tagg_mg 
along. The entire Anny element benefited from working Tn-S~rv1ce, 
although ome people took more time adjusting to it than oth7rs did. We 
are all in for a big culture shock when we get back to our Regiments a 1t 
mean the end of our 2-hour standard RAF NAAFl break. Throughout 
the tour B Div per onnel managed to get i1~ olved in wide range_ of 
interesting event . These included Hercule fltghts with the RAF wluch 
entailed hanging off the back tailgate dropping ,andbags al target and a 
bit of flying practice over the outh Atlantic. There were also e eral 
range days organised by the infantry where cveral ap~alltng Ram~o 
impression were carried out firing a GPMG from the lup. The 2 1g 
Regt lad would like to especially thank the ginger werewolfLCpl Lavin 
and kebab alesman (late all the profit ) LCpl Condstanti for attendi~g, 
as that is about all they managed. L pl Condstantis' mam contnbut1on 
, as the raising of Troop morale when be deprived. Sgt ' Always secoi:id' 
David on of victory in the B Div Go-Cart grand pnx. We would al o hke 
to congratulate LCpl 'The whole worl<ls out to get me' Ru sell on his 
promotion to full Corporal. A speciaf mention goes our. to Cpl Caz 
Edmond on who joined us late from RADCO . We ll enjoy that slab. 
From a COMMCEN point of view thank mu t go to Sgt Tony Hartley 
for the magnificent day when St Trinians invaded M:PA, he managed to 
encourage most of the JCUFI females to dress up and parade around the 
messes and bars a St Trinian schoolgirl , ably a isted by the 
Headmaster PO(RS) Greg Thom on RN, all for charity of course. 

CHARLIE T ROOP 
OC CTp Lt J ay Croslegh 
Tp SSgt SSgt Eve Eden 

By I February 2001 the training was complete and the waiting was 
over, the time had arrived to take the long haul flight to the South 
Atlantic, in order to relieve 7 Sig Regt after a job well done, for a well 
deserved re t. After a week of handover/takeover we found ourselves on 
our first exercise of the tour - Ex Nimble Ram. Thi was a confirmatory 
exercise which involved a number of injects from W 0 2 (FofS) Hubble 
(Who bad been here o long the locals had is ued him is own wooly hat) 
to asse s whether we had picked up the knowledge that would be 
required in the next six months. The exercise went well , 7 Sig Regt 
handed over the keys and returned to BFG. The 188 days away from our 
loved ones had begun. After the initia l 2-week period everyone had 
managed to adjust their body clocks to the South Atlantic, all but S gt 
'Wide awake at 0430hrs' Eden. So ix weeks later when we entered into 
our econd exercise - imble Ram II SSgt ' Wot no sleep ' Eden was 
used to having little sleep. The same cannot be said for Sgt 'Is that a 
mattress attached to my back? ' Stoneman, who was seen at startex and 
then again at endex. By which time be was suffering from withdrawal 
symptoms having not touched a PC for five days. Yet again JCUFI 
adapted themselves exceptionally well to the comms injects and to 
defending their AORs against W 0 2 (USM) Renshaw and bis enemy 
task force. Ex Cape Petrel was our next mi lestone to cross. In comparison 
to the build up training in imble Ram I and II, this proved no problem 
for either Charlie Tp or JCUFI as a whole. As all our reporting chains had 
been tried and tested as well as all other procedures and contingency 
plans. JCUFT once again came up trumps when put up against it. All in 
all it ha been a successful tour for the current members of JCUFI, lets 
just hope that when 3 Div arrive next week, that we can guide them in the 
right direction so that the highest of standards that we have set are 
maintained throughout their tour. Enjoy Christmas 259 Sig Sqn. 

LINE ECTIO 1 
- by Sgt D. A. Cascarillo 

THE END OF N ERA 
As Augu t approaches at a rapid rate of knots, all thoughts seem to be 

on the impending departure of 219 Sig Sqn back to 2 Sig Regt at York. 
ot oat Line Section! During the tenure of the fighting 2l9th, Line 

Section has comprised of personnel from no less than six different Royal 
Signals Unit . This has to be a first in tbe history of Charlie Troop 
JCUFI. In all, 18 Line Section personnel have, at different times, been 
welcomed with open arms by 2 19 Sig Sqn, all in the last six months. It 
has been a busy six months ( 12 months for the author!) and a lot has been 
achieved. We have totally rewired the accommodation blocks, and spent a 
lot of time sorting out records for the impending Project Lambeth. All of 
this achieved in add ition to as isting in two major fibre optic projects. It 
mu t be said that all of this could not have been achieved without the 
guidance and help of OC C Tp - Lt Jay C roslegh and his 2IC - SSgt 
Carl Eden. - There is no truth in the rumour that commanding Telemechs 
is the ki s of death! Thanks must also go to the 2 19 Sig Sqn Admin team 
comprising of, gts hane Carnell and Duncan Moy, and of course our 
' Pay Chick', Cpl Caroline Johnstone. W02 (U M) 'Rennie' Renshaw 
has al o been allocated a special place in Line Section member's hearts, 
due to his limitless patience and advice! Certa inly an occasion to 
celebrate, never before have so many individual Units contributed to 
JCUFI Line Section manning. Once again, heartfelt thanks to a ll 
member of 219 Sig Sqn for ensuring that we all felt like 'one of the 
family' 

FITTE T TEAM - by LCpl Wilson 
ection IC Sgt Shyam 

After a highly uccessful period of providing comms, fixing phones, 
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maintaining chicles and making brews it was time for JCUFl's finest -
harlie Tp to let off some steam at the go-karting track. Pride and ego's 

were at stake here none more than W02 (USM) Ren shaw's . who 
decided to add a touch of 'war of the mon tcr trucks' to the occasion, by 
completely driving over the kart of Cpl Gil ' Robbie X' Gittins. This 

hun t cemed to in pire Cpl Gittins into getting hi own back , 
unfortunately hi chosen victim wa LCpl cott ·Dog· Wilson, who was 
viciously rammed into the crowd of quickly scattering spectators. This 
event seemed to effect LCpl 'There 's omething up with thi s car' 
Wilson's confidence as he slipped away to last position to be crowned 
' driving Miss Daisy ' . The linal was a highly ten e affair with Cpl i 
'Coulthard" Brewington leading all the way only to be pipped at the post 
by LCpl Caz 'The Storeman' Warner. Who needs Monaco when you've 
got the Falklands? ext in line was the fancy dre s night in Sharkies, 
each rerun nominated omeone to draw the their respective theme. The 
FIITEST Team got Romans. Much to the appreciation of everyone, UHQ 
got St. Trinnians, which meant the USM and all of the Squadron Officers 
and S CO's had to make them elves look like school girls, not a 
difficult a you would imagine. The night went well and everyone who 
took part enjoyed themselves, e pecially the Sergeant Major who played 
his part a bit too well complete with a hockey stick and pony tail s. 

Ever since jCUF.I was taken over back in February, a lot of money ha. 
been raised for different charities, this is due mainly to the work done by 
the charity committee headed up by gt Dave ·Do I really have to give 
all this money away?' Howe. One night in particular springs to mind. 
The idea wa a simple one, but as far a having a good time while raising 
money goes i till to be beaten. Sig Becky ' Well I am blonde'' 
Greenhalgh put in a lot of bard work and thankfully it paid off, literally. 
The night that would culminate in the utter humiliation of a prominent 
quadron figure started off with people paying a pound to cast a vote. The 

person with the mo t votes got gunged. All wa going as it hould, with 
the USM getting the most vote , until Lt ' Did I say that out loud?' 
Croslegh aid that Line Section were a bunch of girl . Line ection put 
their plan into action and basically bought the gunge buckets by casting 
an overwhelming amount of votes for OC C Tp. He got gunged. 

IT CELL - by LCpl Lutkin 
Section IC Sgt Stoneman 

EW YEARS EVE (FALKLANDS STYLE) 
Like everything in the Falkland I lands thing are done differently to 

the way they are in the UK. Firstly you have to get used to Tri-Service 
slang theo you have to get u ed to the weather and the southern
hemisphere. Being that June is the middle of winter in the Falklands it 
seemed only right that we should bring in the ew Year again with 
another party which was to raise money for charity. It was decided that 
the party should be fancy dress and that every section shou ld have a 
different theme. After a lot of deliberation and thought eight themes were 
thought of varying from the village people to clowns. Unaware to the 
senior LCpl 'I'm arctic trained, the best paid Lance Corporal in the 
Corps, private job, etc, etc' L utkin had been attending a Paul Daniel's 
master class and rigged the themes so that UHQ pulled out St. Trinians. 
USM Renshaw looked very fetching in a skirt (photos available). The 
night went swimmingly with plenty of things to talk about and look at the 
nex.t day. A big thank you goes out to all the peqple who helped organi e 
the event, and congratulations to the IT Cell for best dressed ection 
(which wasn't a fix honest) as the boys from YMCA. All the boys 
camped up for the role, some more convincingly than others, notably Cpl 
' Don't call me Ginger' Waterworth and Cpl 'l'm smoking a fag' Brown 
were more than accurate as the YMCA workmen. Sgt ' Mick, but that's a 
story for another day' toneman (our illustriou leader from I 5 Sig Regt) 
dressed as the YMCA cowboy, the only flaw in an otherwi e damn fine 
plan would be that most people couldn 't remember there being a cowboy 
in YMCA. The only person mis ing on the night was LCpl 'I'm from 
Birkenhead ' Edwards who was far too busy sunning herself on her R 
and R (finally) in the Ascension Island. With just over a month to go all 
the IT geeks are eagerly awaiting a return to York and a well deserved 
computer free break. 

POWER SECTION - by Sig Hilton 
IC Power/ MT gt Davies 

Power Section consisted of LCpl Kumar Limbu, Sig 'Butch ' Hilton, 
Sig Del W hite and headed up by the all-important Sgt Dylan 'Shadwell ' 
Davies. Power section has also gained an extra member, LCpl Caz 
Warner , who was attached to the section from tbe UQ MS department on 
an everyday re lease basis. The Section entered the Falklands on a 
mission, in true ED style. The going got so tough that ha lf way through 
one man had to be replaced, exit LCpl Kumar enter LCpl Morris. From 
that point onwards, standards began to slip, as well as LCpl Morris's 
clothes, say no more. Sig 'Victor Meldrew' W hite has become well 
renowned throughout the Falklands for hav ing an excellent relationship 
with his chair, we think he has actually taken root. The MT in all its many 
busy moments has a saying, 'Can't move for wagons, what colour do you 
want? ' The MT has been on a few good joll ies. One of these was a day 
with the Resident Infantry Company, this involved firing every weapon 
that they had avai lab le, these included the Browning 9mm, SA 80, 
GPMG, Sniper rifle and the massive 50.cal (nice) . We a lso had a 
demonstration of bow they wou ld perform a section attack on several 
enemy positions. We ended the session with a tactica l night back on .a 
Chinook. Another involved hanging out of the back of a Hercules while it 
was flown far to close to the ground for anybody who happens to enjoy 
his or her life. In addition, we have had many a visit to Port Stanley. 
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JOINT SERVICES SUPPORT UNIT DIGBY 
RAF DIGBY 

EXERCISE TYROLEA TROT 
J9 MAY-04 JUNE 2001 

Anny and RAF personnel from JSSU Digby recently participated on 
ExTyrolean Trot 200 I, a major expedition conducted in the Hochfilzen 
area o~ the Tyrol in Au~tr!a . The exercise took place in two phases, each 
compns10g of 12 parttc1pants. Those personnel taking part were as 
fo llows: 
OC Expedition - Capt B. J . Spiers 
Week One Week 1\vo 
W02 (FofS) Mick Murphy W02 (RQM ) 'Smudge' Smith 
CT Al 'Two Scoops ' Thorpe Sgt Steve 'Tommo?' larshall 
gt Roy Ellis Cpl Kyah ' Was that my Suitcase?' Dick 
gt Bob Gillis Cpl Martin ' Shaven Monkey ' Sweeney 

Sgt Rick 'King Cobra' Sugden Cpl Daz ' Innuendo' Thorpe 
Cpl Daz Bartlect Cpl John Roberts 
Cpl Craig ' piderman' Ednient Cpl Kelly ' Heidi' Fitzgibbon 
Cpl Mark 'JB ' Hutchings LCpl ' Arfur ' Daley 
Cpl Graham Rowell LCpl Charlie Mc aJJy 
LCpl Mark Cinnamond LCpl Ben Macklm 
JT Ian ' Village' Bentley LCpl Tommo 'Let go Naked ' Thomson 
JT Andy Crowther LCpl Becky 'Cheesey Grin' Wyatt 
Both weeks undertook training as a virtual mirror image of each other. 
Here is a short diary of the events: 

Saturday & Sunday - The Journey Out: On completion of a 
som7wha_t marathon journey, taking us to Dover. through France, 
Belgmm, Holland, Germany and finally Austria, we arrive as a rumpled, 
travel we~ 12 person team to be welcomed by the expedition organiser, 
Capt Spiers, and the staff at our accommodation. A rest and a quick 
sleep was the order of the day, to ready our elves for the week 's 
activitie . 

Monday - Mountain Biking: This involved a mammoth cycle ride 
amongst the beautiful scenery of the Tyrol up mountains and down the 
?ther side at breathtaking speed, covering a distance of 40km, which 
mcluded lunch at a mountain lake retreat. The evening con isted of local 
hospitality at Adelweiss, a nearby Au trian watering hole! 

Tuesday - Climbing & Body Experience: Tuesday saw us about to 
start on the real confidence testers! We split into two evenly matched 
teams. Indoor climbing wall , a must for those novices amongst us who 
needed to learn the knots and safety aspects required. Then out to the 
body experience, which included a death slide, confidence swing, 
command tasks and a purpose built 40m tall concrete tower. On a bigb, 
we headed to ' Bunnys ', home to the local Au tralian expats this time, for 
an extremely rowdy night of games and singing. 

CT Al Thorpe shows how it s done 
while Capt Barry Spiers looks on 
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Wednesday - Paragliding & Advanced Climbing: There were some 
sore heads and delicate stomachs around a we took on ome extra 
curricular act~vity - n~mely pa1agliding. Our tandem pilots" took us up 
~he mountam m the ski hft where they strapped us into harnesses. Time to 
jump off_ a ~crfectl_Y good mountain!! An incredible feeling - floating 
300~ up m air so still and _quiet you could easi ly hold a conversation. On 
neanng the ground the pilots treated us to some spin and spirals -
lovely! 1:he aftc;:rnoon saw _us take on some difficult climbing routes, a 
trave~se mvolvmg safety ~mes and an abseil , an excellent progressive 
lea,rnmg c~rve. Ln the evenmg some managed another night out, this time 
m Cheers , however, the majority were glad of an early night. 
Th~rsday - Canyoning: This day saw us donning very unflattering 

wetsuits and helmets for a day of canyoning - basically following the 
course of a mountam river downstream. This involved a lot of scrambling 
on and off we~ rocks, jumping and tiding into pools and abseiling down 
waterfalls. This took a few of us well out of our 'comfort zones' with 
people bravely overcoming their fears of heights and water, as well as 
some accidental mishaps - for example running Out of rope while still ten 
feet off the ground! Also, the instructors rook great pleasure in making u 
lmger under freezmg waterfalls for photo opportunities. At the end of the 
day a hungry, cold and tired but happy group headed back for dinner and 
another early night. 
Frid~y- Mountain Trekking:Another worrisome day for some - the 

mountam walk. Of course the weather decided to turn at this point and 
we manage to have rain at the lower altitudes and as we reach 2000m thi 
turned to driving snow. Despite this some of the crazier individual 
decid~d to bav~ a dip in the lake, in ~aters so cold that claims of polar 
bear s1ghhngs m the water seemed quite plausible! Then we had a choice 
- an easy_\".alk to one of the summit , or a harder one encompassing two. 
Evenly d1v1ded, we set off. On the harder walk we spent a lot of time on 
all fours scrambling along spurs with precipitous drops on either side -
again _a t~t of personal fears for ome. Jokes and banter stopped as our 
Austrian instructor warned us to concentrate on what we were doing. 
However, our reward was to reach the summit on which stood a crucifix. 
We reached the second Swnmit in a blizzard. which we were all keen to 
get out of, then hurriedly headed back to the cafe, where we found the 
other group getting friendly with a bottle of red wine! Later we made the 
most of our last night out by going to Bunny's where a very good live 
band was playing. and having a very rowdy night out. 

Saturday - W hite-Water Rafti ng: Another set of ore head got into 
the bus for the long drive to the white water rafting are.a. The long drive 
got even longer as due to some dodgy directions we ended up in Italy! 
Some were happy to jump outju t to set foot on Italian soil, wbil t the rest 
of us contemplated pizza and wine. Finally we arrived and dre sed in 
wetsuit , life jackets and helmets. looking uncannily like we were about 
to be fired out of a cannon, we got in to our boats. Four people opted for 
the smaller boat which promised a scarier ride - which they certainly got. 

ot long after starting, the boat cap ized, trapping an intrepid adventurer 
underwater. but skilled boatman hip wa the order of the day and all 
found them elves safely on board eventually. The bigger boat. to our 
re lief, wa much afer - still we were all ready for a calming beer 
afterwards. Tbe evening aw us packing and saying goodbye to our 
excellent instructors Marcus and Riccie, and our kindly ho te Chris ta, 
before a BBQ and another round of game . We challenged each other to 
table and blow football as well as ome messy game invol ing flour and 
water. We were aware though, that a long journey wa to follow, o we 
retired early. 

Sunday - T he Journey Home: Most of the team ' lept a lot on the way 
back, but the top off at the PX was a welcome break. with the 
opportunity to make a few purcna c . In a way we were all pleased to be 
back after the long drive, but .vc still bad our memorie of a fanta tic 
week. Many thank go to the QM, Capt Barry Spier for organi i1 g 
what was probably the mo t activitic packed adventure training an of 
u have seen or will see for some time to come. • 

J Q ADRO - by W02 (Supvr R) P. Sandford 
Sqn Comd Maj T. M . P. Mountford, Roya l Signal 
SSM W02 (Supn R) Phil Sandford 

Well, the one thing that appear to remain constant within I qn b 
quite imply that nothing ever remain con tant. We'\ e seen a lot of 
coming and goings within the Squadron and will take thi opportunity to 
ny a fond farewell to our outgoing 0 , 'laj 'Monty' 1ountford , who 

departs at the end of Augu t for a stint at Shri enham. ' Mont'y brought a 
unique and forward th inking a pect of management to I qn. (he went 
through four 21 's in the pace of n year) which ha · certainly left us in a 
better po. ition to cope with the change ' currently being experienced 
within the Unit. ll is replacement, 1aj Andy Barrow,\\ ill be joining the 
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quadron toward the end of October and will have the di tinct 
mi fortune, and uphill ta k of oning ut the chao created by Monty 
during hi reign. Both the Flt n~drs ~nd the OpsWO arc currently 
completing an 10D spon ored holiday m the Balka~s. Their post are 
being ably covered by ot Paul Dunn recently amved from Ireland, 

gt Daz Winfield, and "gt Rob Hare, that' when they ~n fin.d the 
tim to actually do ome work in between the Corp and talion Cncket, 
rugby and golf that they all pla •. COMMI IO r .G OF WOI KELL~ 

On the 6 July, WOl ndy 'Bear' Kell made ht last trtp to the gt s 
1es at Digby. for a final breakfasting out. At high noon, he was 

delivered via Bear cage to tl1e front of Officers' mes and signed over by 
gt' mes CMC, WO 'eil mith RN to LtCol Sharman. There ' as a 
light deliberation whil t we looked for the key t? the cage, and Bear wa 

momentarily faced with the pro peel of lunch-m-cage. Fortunately for 
Bear, Maj Bob Hodge 'found' tl1e key. allowing him into ~he bar .to 
maintain hi alcohol le\·el. The Officer 's mes ub equently dumcd h1!11 
in during the Officer ' summer lunch that afternoon. where we also .said 
goodbye to Capt Charlie Roberts, who is off to take over oip at~mg 
at Blandford. and how up occasionally at C2W wmg. By an mcred1ble 

feat of endurance. Bear wa la t seen in the ross Bar Club at '.!300hrs, 
although he claims not to remember anything after 1600, not so much of 
a surpri se when you con idcr what he had been drinking. We all wish 
Bear the best for his new job at 660 1g Tp (EOD). 

Lt Col Sharman and Gp Capt Kira lfy congratulate 
Capt Andy 'Bear' Kelly on receiving his commission. 

1 (ROYAL BUCKINGHAMSHIRE YEOMANRY) 
SIGNAL SQUADRON (SPECIAL 

COMMUNICATIONS) 

qn Comd Maj S. Gregory 
SM W02 ( SM) D. cott 

IN BRrEF ......... .. 
The early summer months has een the u ual array of training, trial , 

travelling interspersed with the relentle s but welcome l~ne-up of 
operation and exerci e . The end of July marked the completion of SC 
Cour e 1/01 and as such the fo llowing five ' survivors' are both 
congrarulated and welcomed into the Squadron: Sgt Sid Clewor~h from 
249 (AMF(L)) Sig Sqn Cpl A.I MacMillan from 264 (SAS) Sig Sqn, 
LCpl Timmy 'Medallion ' Samuel from 7 Sig Regt, LCpl Ton. Burton 
and ig Ceri Taylor from 21 (AS) Sig .Regt. July al o m~rked t?e latest 
round of equipment user trial for the unit war role capab1hty prOJeCt. The 
overall re ults prompted a reaction of cautious optimism from W02 
(Fot ) Chris 'Ted' Carl Heath. The trial were preceded by a working 
vi it from GOC 4 Di vi ion for a series of briefings followed by a tour of 
the Special Projects Unit and meetlng some of the ream. 

The Squadron bids a warm farewell to the following members who 
have recently beaded far pastures new. They are Sgt Darren Podosere on 
promotion to DISC Chick ands, gt Simon Marvel on promotion co 3 
Div Sig Regt, LCpl ' Mush' ' eal on promotion to AFNOR7N and LCpl 
Lee Kemp to try his band outside the wire. All are wished well. In 
addition to the Last Special Communications Course, SSgt Dave 
Churchward and his family are welcomed in from JSSU(A ) in 
addition to Sgt Jo Morton and Jannette. 

August represented a reasonably healthy month for promotions for 
which credit and congrarulations to several of the Unit. Promoted to 
Sergeant were Cpl Mick ' The Bomber' Peace and Cpl Sid Cleworth. 
Cpl ean ' Saga' Avis was also selected for promotion. Mr Chris Ricken 
took promotion to CAO. Promoted to Corporal were LCpls Sonja and Al 
1ac fillan (in which order?) in addition to LCpl Craig eal. ig 

Burton is congratulated on his promotion to Lance Corporal. 

EXERCI E GLOBAL LYN JANUARY 2001 - by Cpl Gaz Woolley 
The end of course exerci e for SC Course 1/01 was a comms test 

exercise based in the UK, ESBA Cyprus and the Northern regions of 
South Africa. 

Sig Taylor briefs SANDF Generals on BCC39 

The base station was quickly erected with a co-located comms Ops and 
Excon in Dhekelia which supponed all communications systems used on 
the exercise. The field detachments soon followed and after they had 
ct-up and enjoyed their first of many cold South African mornings the 
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Communications pha e of the exercise began with Sgt Marvel, Cpl Avis 
and Cpl Woolley generating traffic and maintaining a constant pac~ for 
the field detachment . This initially proved difficult with localised 
problems with one of the field detachments in Pretoria. !he problem was 
oon re olved and it wasn't long before a comprehensive synopsis was 

generated detailing the be t frequencies for e.ach fie!? detachm~nt 
through a 24hr period. Thi proved to be beneficial later m the exercise 
when the field detachments were moving and comms needed to be 
established quickly. The Ba e crew then enjoyed a few days R+R which 
mostly involved sunbathing and enlightened Sgt Simon Marvel on the 
dangers of sun bathing with a bandanna on (nice tan line aero s !he 
forehead). o plan survives contact with a 250 Watt Amp and following 
some necessary head scratching, the two field detachments executed a 
thoroughly unconfusing and eamless move of locations. The teams. were 
tested in communications specific serials that culmmated ma series of 
technical briefing and presentations to the SA DF Staff to whom thank 
must go for their upport throughout the whole exercise. 

LCpl Burton tries his hand at HF and snake-avoidance 

EXERCISE MO TAI LYNX 
Somewhat closer to home this time, 21 members of the Squadron 

dashed up to North Wales led by Lt Anne Williams for a welcome 
weekend of hiking, rock-climbing and white-water rafting. Th~ pla~ 
featuring 'we' ll wa lk different ways and swap key in the middle 
actually worked and the walkers eitjoyed a hearty trek across the Welsh 
I 000 Peaks Race route headed up by OC 633 and LCpl Evans. The slabs 
of Tryfan set the venue for some top-roping and leading under the keen 
eye of SSgt Dave ' Pro ' Churchward. After a couple of hours, th~ Welsh 
weather couldn ' t resi tan appearance and so t11e climbers headed into the 
Plas-Y-Brenin indoor wall to tackle the archway challenge. '."n 
astoni hingly good chili from the AO lefi the team with an uncanny thirst 
that could only be quenched by a number of tonics in the Capel Cung 
metropolis. A last down the river marked the end of a ucccssful and 
most enjoyable weekend. 
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81 SIGNAL SQUADRON (VOLUNTEERS) 

qn Comd Maj Craig Tillotson TO 
SSM W02 Innes Penman 

For tho e uninitiated 81 Sig Sqn (V) is formed from l 2 Officers and 170 
OR 'Specialist' volunteer with an annual commitment of 19-days. We 
recntit UK-wide from the telecommunications industry i.e., BT, Vodafone 
one2one, Nokia, Celine! and others. Four days military training ar~ 
completed at a UK Camp and the remaining 15 days on deployment 
working on live cable and exchange projects in theatres such as Cyprus, 
Falklands, Ascen ion, Gibraltar and possibly next year Brunei, 
TcleMcchs/lnstallation Techs or SETS leaving the service? Feel you may 
have something to offer? Then why not contact the PSAO, Capt Ian 
Dudding on 01225-8 1-4799. The Squadron welcomes our new Honorary 
Colonel , Brig Martin Roberts OBE (late R SIGNAL ), the PSAO -
Capt Ian Dudding and W02 Eddie Kingston. 

OCCER GLORY FOR THE SQUAORO 
Belated ews - In December last year the quadron played its fir t 

competitive football match. The team beat Exeter UOTC in the final of the 
outh West District TA Football Competition. Goals from Sig John 

Vincent and Sig Dave Flynn (2) were enough to lift tbe cup. The Team 
went on to represent the District in the semi-final of the TA National 
Champion hips. Unfortunately 203 Field Ambulance beat us by l- 0, a 
creditable result that gives hope for next year. 

0 T OF CAMP TRACNI G (OOCD - ALTCAR 2001 
The four-day camp at ALTCAR forms the mandatory training skills 

requirements for Squadron per onnel. ITD' , vaccinations, medicals, 
documentation, planning and social functions are put to the test. God bless 
our clerks, Medical Officer and Chefs! Members of the Squadron appear 
from all corners of the country including orthem Ireland by ' Hire Car', 
' Plane', 'Taxi ' and 'Train' and in one instance, from Scarborough, by HM 
Taxi service driven by our new PSAO! The Squadron ettled down into, 
what is now, a well-practised and rigorous routine of military kills 
training. The pre-planned and robust schedule of events prepared by our 
illustrious 21 C, Capt Ian Calvert, was executed with much aplomb and 
proved to be highly uccessful with a I 00% pass rate. Our OOCT visitors 
this year were Col Laurence the Deputy Commander 2 C) Sig Bde and 
our new CO ACISG, Lt Col Simon Leigh R SIG ALS who also attended 
our Officers Mess Dinner Night. During the dinner we dinned out a 
number of long serving members of the Squadron, our Hon Col, Col 
Richard Marriott OBE, the past PSAOs, Capt John Harris, Capt 
Matthew Yates, WOI 'I have been here for ever' (FofS) George 
Johnson MBE, SSgt Ian Johnson and Sgt Geoff Mann. We wish them 
all well and hope to see them return with the Old and Bold. 

854TROOP 

Col Marriott and Capt Harris 
'mmmmm' I still think I did the right thing 

Like the rest of the Squadron tl1e soldier of 54 Tp come from all over 
the country. However, 854 do have a strong Liverpool contingent o 
ALTCAR is right on the doorstep for many. Last years winner of the 
internal 'Selectors Trophy' could only manage 5th this year. ot 
disheartened at seeing the trophy awarded to 7 6 Tp and the prize of ·a 
chance to win a signed champion hip dans board' they con oled 
themselves by organising a pool championship during the Squadron party. 
ensuring their win by only allowing 854 Tp member to enter! . 

. Being a specialist Troop it sometimes takes time to make an impact 
wnh such a hort training period. Full marks to LCpl Kang who wasted 
no time in being fir t to be late on pamde! 0 dt Mike Reynolds ha to be 
mentioned for his hout for help from the fire trench. It wa clear.that his 
plea to search his burgeon for his car defenders woul~ p~ ve fruitless t.o 
~ny onlooker! They were on his head! Lt Kennedy will, hve to regret ht. 
1mp,atient call to the operator of the target in lane one. How ha:d can :t 
be? was his cry when t11e target was raised at last. I le then took h1 !urn m 
the butts and managed to be the last to rai e his target on .each ?~ca ion! 

The range staff added a colour blind test and mo a1c trammg to the 
ITD's a many of the soldier where clearly confu ed by the three colours 
used on the targetry. One soldier eemcd to have written hi name on the 
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tar!!e.t. However, it is unclear which one as he even got that wrong. The 
trainmg worked and the targetry was re tored to its former glory 

856TROOP 
It was great to have the Troop back together for the first time ince our 

uccessful deployment to Gibraltar during 2000. The new training year 
also brought with it some key personnel changes and in particular OCdt 
Tom Bond ('shaken but not stirred! '). Whilst the Troop passed their 
zeroing shoot (with plenty of room for improvement) we once again 
excelled in the singing during the CFT, fast becoming 856 ' trongest 
e:vent (I mean !TD). Whilst the rendition of 'Who let the dogs out' every 
lime we passed another Troop did get a little repetitive. Despite not 
collecting any silverware this year, the Troop excelled with the premier 
howing oftbe Troop video. The film was shot at this winter's 856 social 

gathering in the hospitable town of ewcastle. 

EXERCISE APHRODITE - CYPR S - 7 MAY 19 J LY 2001 
854TROOP 
Tp Comd Capt Steve Clout 
Tp SSgt SSgt Marty Allen 

Once again 854 Tp deployed to Cypms over a three-week period to 
provide expert telecommunications support to 259 Sig Sqn at Episkopi. 
Under command of Capt Steve Clout and OCdt Mark McKnight the 
32-strong team of volunteers were based at either Episkopi or Dhekelia 
Garrisons. Arriving by VC I 0 from a cool Brize Nonon to the blistering 
beat at Akrotiri . The Troop got down to the task of upgrading the ' Bucks' 
and 'Pine Trees ' test huts. The ' Pine Trees' upgrade was a fairly 
straightforward task however; the ' Bucks' upgrade was not and tested the 
expeni e of the team to the full. The Troop started work at the break of 
dawn each day in order to at least beat some of the blistering hear. Most 
days we avemged a solid ten-hours non- top. For one, Matt Bevan, 
working all the hours he could (UK mode) wa sadly under the 
misconception he was going to be paid 'overtime'! The old adage -'you're 
in the Anny now' comes to mind. The upport received from all 
departments within 259 Sig Sqn was once again excellent. Many a strong 
friend hip amongst fellow tradesmen was rekindled and the effon shown 
by both Regular and TA IT and SET in completing all ta ks was 
outstanding. During the late afternoon there wa time for play. The Troop 
made be t use of the facilities offered by 259 Sig Sqn and the Island itsel( 
Together with the Telemechs of 259 ig Sqn, the lads got together for a 
'Telemechs convention'. This involved a 'Crane Bungee Jump'. Jetskiing, 
Wind urfmg, Banana Boating and, would you believe it, a Giant Donut' 
ride at the rear of a powerboat! All thi for the co tly sum of £10, 
Blackpool eat your bean out. 

856TROOP 
Tp Comd Lt Andy Kennedy 'Fanta tic' 
S gt SSgt Richie For ter 

Following on from 856 Tp's successful deployment to Gibraltar last 
year, the Troop was once again to be deployed under the care of FofS Phil 
Murnane and Sgt AI Rosser. Lt Andy Kennedy, supported, or rather 
hindered by OCdt Tom '007' Bond, led the 26 strong team of 
telecommunication pecialist TA oldiers to Sunny Cyprus to complete a 
major cabling project. The main tasking for 856 Tp was the provi ion of a 
I OOpr cable over a pole route acros Happy Valley to Pammali, which was 
severely damaged during a huge Garri on fire in the ummer of 1998. and 
had been repaired with a temporary cable. The route compri,ed of the 
most treacherous terrain and the tunnels and cliffi encountered on route 
provided a spectacular backdrop for the work under the direction of Sgt 
Eamon 'Superwoman ' Reid and gt Tony· haft' Blatcher. De pite the 
hostile condition such a soaring temperatures in exce s of 32°C, and the 
SBA Security E ·ercise, the job wa sncce fully completed to the u ual 
high standard associated with 81 ig Sqn. Due to the profe sionalism of all 
the soldiers in 56 Tp we were constantly ahead of schedule with tl1e 
project , and o the lad willingly took on extra work. Our deployment 
fortunately coincided with the visit of Lt Col Simon Leigh to Cypru . 
After walking the route and m eting members of the troop he wa 
delighted with the quantity and standard of work bemg produced. 56 Tp 
are renowned for the 'work hard. play hard' policy. Following their 
out tanding work effon , the lad let their hair down in a night to be 
remembered. Following the succe s of the 856 Troop Bad Ta te ight m 
Gibralter last year. a mi ion to go one better was undertaken. Month of 
covert email, phone call and recce's on fancy dress hop• would 
determine the succes of uper I leroe. ight. A the date came closer 
ten·ion begnn to tum to panic buying at\ omen's and hardware bop all 
over Cypru . Work for the day was complete; tores and work tickets 
clo·ed down. Finally, the big night wa here. ostumc. began to be 
released from their hiding places, makeup/body paint wa · applied and the 
five minute photo call bello' ed through the block. Three. sorry two 

upermen and one upen oman ( gt Reid played the pan of a woman 
with uncanny enthusia m!). two Zorro's, Bravehcart, Indiana Jones. a 
Mu kctcer. Rambo 11, Rocky IH. Fred Flintsione, haft. Bob the Builder, 
Denni the Menace, Bruce Lee, uper cou c, Kevin and Perry, plus I\\ o 
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bloke in wig and the lnvi ible man who nobody ·aw came out of their 
room for a kn minute photo session. Then beer in one hand and beer in 
U1e other, on the bus and off to our de lination. Look of shock and horror 
on the drivers going in the oppos:te direction only added to the atmosphere 
on the bu •. More by luck than anything cl e, no crashes were reported! 
Parking pace found, we de-bussed. and the charge for the bar only caused 
chao among t the crowded treets as everybody topped to tare and 
laugh. Both upermen battled for uperwoman ' affections. Bob the 
Builder entertained/scared U1e kid . Zorro 1 and 2 duelled in the street 
joined by Bm,·eheart and anyone el e wiU1 a uitable prop. Rocky Ul and 

Rambo II discu cd which was Sly's best film, a debate that no one could 
win. After that things get a bit cloudy and I can't comment any more for 
fear of recrimination . A fan tastic time was had by all - bettering this one 
will be hard! 

F TURE 2001/2002 
In eptember this year 854 Troop deploy to Gibraltar, October 786 

Troop deploy to Germany (pos ibly for the la t time), in January 2002 and 
857 Troop deploy to the Falklands and in May/June 2002 two to three 
troops may deploy to Brunei for a project currently in the planning stages. 

600 SIGNAL TROOP 

HAIL 'D FAREWELL 
The Troop i bidding a fond farewell to everal key members. wi th Cpl 

Jase\ ells and ig adie Kennedy off to Civ Div. We wish them well and 
thank them for their bard work within I.he Troop, and al o for the upport 
they gave to Troop ocial functions. Sgt Paul Green has defected to 
UKNDA along with Mrs Sandra Sheppard, who had until recently been 
tbe R fT clerk. We hope all goes well for them in their new high tech 
building, a mere half a mile from the Troop! We wi h good luck and 
congratulation to WOl Mark Harris, who ha been selected for a 
comrnis ion and is hortly to take up his po ition in Blandford. Amongst 
other thing , 1ark managed the JSU Corsham football team, in piring 
them to win the league and reach the cup final this sea on. ot bad 
considering that he is a Coventry fan. Finally we wish good luck and 
congratulations to \ 02 (FofS) ·sensei' Bob Wymer, wbo appears to 
have won the lottery, since he has been selected for promotion to WO I, 
achieved a black belt in karate, ecured a posting to Cyprus, and prior to 
turning up for duty, is getting married. He says of his new MQ in Cyprus, 
'. .. its got loads of room so if you are ever in the area .. : See you late 
August then, Bob! New arrivals in the Troop are Sgt' JC' Cordery, who 
has taken over the reins as the Troop Staffy, and W02 (FofS) Ian Walling 
who replaces karate kid Bob Wymer as RSSST Foreman. We also have 
another druid in the Troop, fr 'Taff' Rowles, who is the new ES Team 
PTO. Welcome to the Troop, and we hope you all enjoy your time in 
Corshani 

A hearty hello to Sgt Dave 'Leave Pass' Doody who has arrived in the 
Troop from le.ave. We wish you and your family a successful tour in 
Corsham. RSSST(UK) have recently been allocated two 'technicians' 
straight from the factory. On hearing this from the OC, a bar brawl broke 
out in the RSSST Team office, and after the dust had settled, SSgt Dave 
'Leave Pass' Doody and SSgt Ian 'Arkela' Munford emerged victorious. 
They now look fonvard with glee to the joys of having their boots cleaned 
and uniform pres ed daily instead of monthly! Congratulations are in 
order to Cpl 'Trigger' Smith on bis marriage to Martina, he has also been 
selected for promotion to Sergeant, and the jammy geezer is posted to 
Cyprus! All the best for the future and see you in seven years time in 
Blandford as the new Corps RSM! Stay off the cockernelli wine! We bid 
farewell to S gt Dave Doody who is off on leave again - probably. 

DOWN 'DER (AGAIN) 
The OC, Maj Ron Kirkwood, seized the opportunity to escape down 

south, for a second time, under the auspices of yet another ABCA 
(American, British, Canadian and Australian) Planning Conference. The 
destination this tin1e was New Zealand (the hosts being an associate 
member) and SSgt (FofS) Gaz 'I can do thai' Walton drew the short 
straw, and accompanied the boss as technical adviser and chief bag carrier. 
This was much to the annoyance of W02 (FofS) Bob 'You're posted to 
Cypru , what do you want to go to ew Zealand for?' Wymer, who bad 
previously been earmarked for this task and subsequently, had to return his 
unused Oight tickets. Good planning with the travel arrangements 
provided the UK lET (AKA 600 Sig Tp) with two free days Get-lag 
recovery period) prior to the conference. This free time was put to good 
use and enabled some sightseeing to take place. The arrival of the 
remaining UK delegates provided us with the opportunity to complete the 
600 Sig Tp v HQ Land G6 golf challenge match (which bad previously 
been cancelled due to Foot and Mouth restrictions). Gaz 'TI1e Bandit' 
Walton completed a stunning first nine holes and Maj ' Pancho (he was 
al o a bandit)' Kirkwood put together an equally impressive all-round 
performance to complete 7 - 6 victory (for non-golfers that equates to 
seven holes won with six holes to play) against Lt Col Silk and Maj 
Mark Cornell. 

The conference began on a cold grey morning, with the delegates being 
treated to a Maori welcoming party, which included the 'HA.KA', singing 
and the typical Moari greeting of 'touching noses' . The two main 
conferences (CID BOREALIS PC3 & 9th QWIG CIS) progressed well, 
with the five nations IET's running a background conference to resolve the 
tec~mcal i~sues . All five nations cooperated well, and taskings for each 
nation dunng ~he exercise (which is taking place in Ontario, Canada in 
2002) along with general exercise format were agreed. 

The two_ confere_nces were intertwined with social events to help foster 
good workmg relations, two rest days and A ZAC Day. The social events 
include~. a 'meet an~ greet' i~breaker, a visit to a winery and an evening 
o_f trad1t_1onal Maori e~tertamment, whilst the rest days afforded more 
s1ght~mg opportumhes and a boating trip to partake in some whale 
watchmg. A ZAC Day, on which the Soldiers of Australia and ew 
Zealand are remembered, falls on the 25 April (the day of the Gallipoli 
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Landing ). Whilst A ZAC Day i very imilar in many respects to our 
own Remembrance Day it's format is slightly different. The day begins at 
0530hrs with coffee and rum followed by a dawn parade at 0600hrs. Upon 
completion of the parade breakfast i served and the Bar i opened. Many 
of the delegates took this opportunity to visit the local RSA (Returned 
Serviceman' Association) Z's equivalent of the Briti h Legion. The 
conferences drew to a close and many thanks were passed to our hosts for 
the excellent hospitality, facilities and admini tration. Roll on October 
200 I when ABCA PC4 take place in De Moins, Iowa, USA 

OPERATIO SILKMA - PROJECT IZAR 
26 MARCH - 27 APRIL 2001 - by SSgt Kev Wosika 

Project 1ZAR i the commerciali ation of the communication 
infrastructure in support of JTFHQ, based within the Sierra Leone Army 
HQ in Freetown and Benguema Training Centre (BTC), replacing 30 Sig 
Regt's communication equipment. The project utili ed Cable & Wireless 
satellite bearers and Promina equipment, which is used on Project 
MYRA/CLEO in Ule Balkan , providing DFTS/PATRO and data circuit 
including Internet via Ule Corsham Hub. 

The project began way back in January 0 I. The three comms containers 
were fitted and tested by BAE System Christchurch and then handed over 
to Ule Military, where prior to deployment an operational readiness test 
was carried out by CPD and 600 Sig Tp. Once that was completed an 
installation team was assembled from 30 Sig Regt, CPD, ALPO, HQ Land 
and two lucky guys from 600 Sig Tp. On 29 March we packed our sun tan 
lotion and the strongest insect repellent and departed UK from Brize 
Norton with an overnight stop in Dakar, and then finally landing at Lunghi 
Airport. While waiting for the briefing plenty of water was issued and this 
was to be our companion throughout the month. 1t was then onto the 
vehicles on our intrepid journey to the docks via a mexi-float and a !hour 
crossing. Our accommodation was first the RFA Sir Percival then the RFS 
SirTristram where the air conditioning was a 'god send'. 

Travelling each day to JTFHQ was an experience in that the base was 
on tlle other side of Freetown, which was about 5 miles away, and taking 
one to two hours on a good day to get there. What with mall streets, open 
sewers and overcrowding driving was very nerve racking. Cpl Steve 
' Drive that minibu ' Mottram did bis best, and lam sure a few grey hairs 
started to appear. SSgt Kev 'Yorkie Bar' Wosika did have the use of a 
OAF and it was amazing to see how people and vehicles got out of the 
way. Anyway work was intensive and involved installing ducting and a 
huge amount of wiring around the complex. The conditions were very hot 
and tiring but it was a credit to the amalgamation ofTelemechs and Techs 
that work was completed on schedule. Maj 'Laid Back' Pritchard 
overlooked the work whilst Capt ' It 's my train set' Hazelwood and Capt 
' I'm off to Gibraltar' Woolaston worked on the hand-over documents and 
many other 'interesting tllings '. Days off were given and o it was off to 
the beach to get some rays. Once we found our ba e on the beach the local 
traders swamped us with all tbe trinkets and the only way to get rid of 
them was to buy. Mr Chris 'Claims Direct' Ashcroft suffered from 
sunburn and so spent most of his time in U1e shade. The Telemecbs were 
on their, ' ... must get a really good tan so let's use the chip pan oil. ' The 
sea was warm and the beach was great, not a bad way to spend our days 
off. 

Comms containers arrived and Mr C hris ' Powerman ' Ashcroft 
checked them for task-worthiness . Circuits were installed and tested by 
Sgt Paul Landregan and SSgt Kev Wosika, apparently both known as 
the 'Chuckle Brothers'. After initial little problems the system was 
commissioned and all Staff were pleased with the quality of comms. BTC 
was the next task, once again infrastructure was in place by the time the 
comms container arrived and a welfare internet eafe was set up, lucky I LI. 
However, we did have a problem witll finding the satellite, the question 
raised was - ls the satellite on that bearing because our backs are killing us 
and it's damn hot? Banging heads we found the wave-guide on the wrong 
orientation (Who did that?), once that was sorted the path was e tablished. 
The comros container did have a hiccup in that a power fault had occurred 
but that was only temporary and soon overcome. M r Chris ' I'm not going 
near it' Ashcroft, was to find out that he was tasked to travel back to 
Sierra Leone to repair the fault. Whilst at BTC we were lucky to sec the 
Sierra Leone Army pass off parade, some 760 soldiers on the qua re with 
temperatures touching the 40's. It was an honour to see bow professional 
they were, well done to the Ghurkas (2 RGR). With both sites in and 
working it was soon time to go home. When we arrived back in UK on 27 
April there was a cold spell and that spelt disaster and colds soon 
developed. Well at least we had tans to show off. All in all it was a job well 
done. 
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Normal day in Freetown ----

Benguema Training Centre 

LCFE AT THE HUB - by LCpl Gaz Morris 
When I volunteered to go to Bosnia, I only had three things on my 

mind. Firstly, I was getting out of ' unny ' Bulford for four months. 
Secondly, I'd be getting paid more. Finally, I could work on my tan so I 
wouldn't look li~e your typical Briti h tourist when I go on holiday d:mng 
summer leave. Little dad I know, that after working on my base tan for ten 
weeks I'd get sent back to the UK to man the Operational Systems Control 
(OSC), h.ere i~ Corsham, to actually do some work proper. However, once 
I had arnve_d m 600 Tp I was quietly surprised at what I found. ot only 
was I working alongside Myra and Cleo Technicians, I was also workino 
with the_ technical knowledge. of t~e RSSST team. Who, according to th~ 
Op Agricola manpower are mferior to themselves! The shift ' etwork 
Controller', SSgt Sean ' Did 1 tell you I was going to SHAPE' Fairfield 
was most helpful from the moment I arrived here. His in-depth knowledge 
of the Myra and Cleo systems was second to none! My shift IC, Cpl Tom 
'Little man, big voice' Millard, however, has taught me a lot for which l 
would like to thank him. ' 
. Life here", in the hub, keeps your technical skills up to date and also 
improves them no end. People, who haven't worked here have a common 
misconception that all we do all is monitor the pretty colours on the 
creen, and don ' t have a clue what we are on about. Let me tell you. I've 

been out to theatre and what I learned out there in ten weeks. i nowhere 
near the amount that 1 've learned in ten day of getting here. Also, the 
OSC in Corsham is the Network Control Centre (NCC), for Op Silkman, 
Agricola , Palatine and is the anchor point for the Ptarmigan Hub too. The 
bot~om line i that the OSC is here to give technical experti e and 
ass1 lance to all the previously mentioned operational theatres. Every 
smgle circuit, be it, Myra, Cleo, lzar, the internet, MMARS, G2 data is 
monitored from here. We work with faults in-theatre and out of theatre. 
Any fault that occurs to any of the y terns out in theatre is dealt witll in a 
swift profes ional manner. We are supported all the way up the hierarchy 
due to the importance of this post. Along the way we've been able to pick 
up valuable knowledge from the advice we ' ve had from the RSSST team. 
In addition to this, we work with outside agencies such a , Cable and 
Wireless, BT Inca, Whitehall, Boddington and GOSCC . Everyday tllat I 
work here is a pleasure. I'm working with the most hi-tech equipment the 
~nuy ha , which surely must hold whoever works here in the near future 
m good stead, as this post is the ' place to be' if you want to work with the 
most up-to-date comms equipment. 

I'm reluctant to leave when my time come to an end here becau e I'll 
be going back to ' sunny' J UK Div and Sig Regt, to yet again, play about 
on the back of a twenty year old Radio Relay wagon and sweep garage 
floors! 

CC BALKANS MOVES TO COR HAM - by SSgt SMD Fail.field 
. Having volounteered to be deployed to Bosnia with 3 (UK) Div HQ & 
1g Regt, it was with a little anticipation that I found myself in a technician 

Staff Sergeant role as the l NCC situated at Banja Luka metal factory 
(B~MF~. Before I knew it, I wa on a Hercules (with a fellow pa enger 
bemg sack next to me), on route to Banja Luka airfield. The Myra 
technicians arrived some two week later and it was a major shock to the 

system to find that three of the tech's were immediately stood by to go 
back I? the UK, to man the proposed NCC Balkans from the Cor ham 
Sattelhte Hub. When the time came and Cpl Tom Millard pl \1ark 
~rner an~ LCpl G_az Morris were returned to England. l w~s kept bu~y. 
with a tasking of domg the UNTAT presentations. This little ploy, dad not 
work, as I soon realised that as the IC of the CC, I would ulumatcly be 
on my way to Corsham my elf. 
T~e to m~ predictio~ I foun~ myself on a flight back to the UK, havmg 

on_ly JUSt arnved back m Bosma, from my week off, doing the UNTAT 
briefings. I bade a fond farewell to all at BLMF and having completed just 
enou~ days for a gong, got onto a trooper flight. On arrival at Corsham I 
was mtroduced to 'the baby shift', LCpl ndy 'Muscles' Kay and Cpl 
Gareth Howell from 19 Mech Bde HQ & Sig Sqn. Nicknamed the baby 
shaft beca~se both became fathers whilst serving at Corsham. 
congr!ltulataons to them and their partners from all at 600 Troop I was 
then mtroduced to tlle final member of the team Cpl Pete Mayhead 
another member of 3 (UK) Div HQ & Sig Regt. He had volounteered for~ 
tour of Kosovo witll 19 Mech Bde, only to find himself working with 3 
(UK) Div personnel, just down the road at Corsham. 

Work started in earnest with establishing the procedure to be employed 
at the Hub, now that the decision to man it had been directed by HQ 
LAND. Once the Theatres accepted that the networks were controlled by 
Corsham. a good work routine was established. LCpl Gaz 'I'm outa here' 
England was soon to be sacked and replaced by LCpl ' Ginger Deva· 
Morris. Life hasn't been all work and no play though. A tunnel tour of the 
Corsham bunker was sugge ted by Cpl Tom 'The Tunnel Rat' Millard. 
This proved to be very interesting and lead us all to believe that 'Area 51 • 
does exist and that Elvis and a group of aliens are underneath the site. Cpl 
Pet~ 'Safe Hands ' Mayhead, has found some pare time to assist with the 
station football t_eam as the goal keeper, but it was not bis fault that the 
team lost 7 - 0 m tlle league final. or was it LCpl Andy 'The Body' 
Kay's fault has he. only came on at half time (a the Orange carrier). 
Further congratulations go to LCpl Kay on passing his Clas I entrance. 
Good luck to members of I ADSR and 7 Armd Bde when they takeover 
the roulement. 

EXPEDITIO 'PADDLE CRAZY' - by SSgt 'Taff' Evans 
As part of a Team Building event 600 Sig Tp were about to depart to the 

surnn;ier cltmates of Wales on Exped 'Paddle Crazy'. It was a one nighter 
sleepmg m tents close to the River Wye in Symonds Yat. The Troop 
paraded eager to set off and start the adventure, however, the start was 
delayed due to missing sleeping bags (apparently PCGC had worn them 
out). SSgt Ian lun_ford was unable to fire up the well-tuned minibu , 
hence tlle Troop decided to do a bit of Rugby training and push tart the 
vehicle. Things would have been a lot better had the Troop's REME 
representative been on band, but unfortunately W02 AQMS Chris 
Rawlins broke down on the way into camp and had to be recovered by the 
RAC. 

The lightly depleted Troop finally departed along the M4 and into 
Wales. Luckily for us we were led in by the OC, Maj Ron Kirkwood, and 
the Troop Staffy J. C. Cordery. f.YVe only got lost once). At the campsite 
the two PTls. Sgt Steve loore and Cpl Tara Dancey met us and briefed 
u on the day's and night's events. The first IA was to get kitted out in what 
was going to be our life aving jackets, at least it came in very handy for 
Mr 'Taff Rowles one of our PTO' who enjoyed bathing in the Wye more 
!han anrone else. We arrived at our launch pad where we got some expert 
mstruction on the dos and don'ts of Kayaking. Unfortunately WOI (YofS) 
Mark Harris (now Captain) and Sgt Paul Green turned a blind eye to 
what wa being said. 

The first stretch of River was calm and easy apart from S gt Ian 
1unford up etting one of the locals and steering into the poor man' 

fishing line. We eventually got to our first stop point which happened to be 
near a pub surety thi was the tart of Team Building. We eventually got 
back on to the River where the two PTl's had some games set up ready for 
u such as taking away half our canoe's, after mo t people had a drenching 
we eventually got back in our correct kayak's and off we went again. From 
this point on l sat in the same kayak as U1e Padre surely if he can't walk on 
water maybe the kayak can. After everal attempts by SSgt (FofS) Gaz 
Walton to tip up all the kayak's on the river he only failed on two. one of 
tho e included Cpl ' Radar· 'oott who invented a bad back from nowhere 
and SSgt 'Tafl' Evans and the Padre, God wa definitely on their side. 

Back at the campsite it was time for erecting our leepi ' .g 
accommodation, getting show red and changed ready for the night's 
entertairunent which were Barbecue, Pub and taff J. C. Cordery's 
nighttime swimming. pparcntly looking for a bracelet he'd lo t. others 
thought he'd found a secret way into the local pub, via the river. The 
following day wa pent clearing up the egg banjo's, drying off the tent 
and push starting the minibu for our journey back to Corsham. Overall 
the day was a complete ucce s and role on the next Team Builder will 
apparently be heep shearing in the Valleys. 

CADET FORCES SIGNALS ADVISOR AND NATIONAL ACF/CCF 
INTER-DISTRICT RADIO NET 

0.1CO1PANY 
CAMBRIDGESHIRE ARMY CADET FORCE 
GRA TI G OF THE FREEDOM OF MAR H TOW 
By Maj Mark Knight, Company Commander 

Sunday 29 April 2001 aw the March Detachment of o. I Company, 
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Cambridge hire Army adet Force proudly accept the Freedom of the 
Town in what I believe to be a fir t for a Royal ignals Badged 
Dctacluncnt {I thi true?). The Detachment, under the command of Capt 
Trevor Longmuir. was granted thi i,·ic Honor for it ' upport to the 
Town in it community events over a period of ome 40 years. Cadets 
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fr.:i m the D tachment upported by repre entatives from each of the nine 
Detachment , lead \\f the o. l Company Corp o f Drum marched 
through the treet of the Town with bayonets fixed, S\ ords drawn and 
drum beating. The croll presentation w~s mad~ by Cllr Barry ':V~Ies. 
Mayor of March who then carried out an m·pecllOn of the Cadet JOmed 
by the Lord Lieutenant of Cambridgeshire a nd H o n. C?l on~l of 
Cambridg hire CF, Col Jame Crowden K t J, _JP. ~BJ Kmght, 
Officer Commanding, o. I Company pre ented an mscnbed bronzed 

GOLF 
CELEBRITY AMATEUR GOLF EVE T (CAGE) 2001 
10 JULY 2001 

report by Col (Retd) Cliff Walters, Chairman, CAGE 2001. 
The ninth CAGE was held on 10 July 2001 at Ashley Wood Gol f Club, 

Blandford. Its aim has always been to raise funds for charity and on this 
occasion the beneficiaries were the Museum Education Project and three 
local chools for children with special need . During the course of the 
day we were able to host the bead teachers of all three school and show 
them bow the funds are rai ed for this extremely good cause. The Save 
The Children charity had been supported for the previou three years. lo 
recognition of this support Col (R etd) Cliff Walters , the CAGE 
Chairman, was invited to a reception on 23 January 200 I held by Save 
The Children where he had been presented to their President, Her Roya l 
Highne The Princess Royal. This recognised that CAGE had been one 
of their major contributors in Dorset and the South. The event tarted on 
Monday evening with a cod.-rail party sponsored by lntegris (a name 
change from the previous year's Bull Information Sy terns). The 
cricketers were present in great numbers aided and abetted by Col Tom 
Richard on who is about to take up the po t of Chief Executive of 
Gloucester CCC. They included Don Shepherd, Brian Taylor, Merv 
Kitchen Tony Brown, Roy Palmer, Alan CastelJ Brian Close and Reg 

impson. We also welcomed Fred Titmus for the first time, in all about 
80 golfers met in preparation for the followi ng day. Alenia Marconi 
generously offered main sponsorship agajn this year. The competition had 
extra bight as ICL had sponsored a car for a hole-in-one at the l 8th hole. 

tatute to the Town to mark the occasion. Mar h Detachment was 
re-badged Royal Signals in 1996 and provide the signals upport to 
Cambridge hire Army Cadet Force. It ' pride is a County based UllF 
Repeater System enabling comm un ica tions across ambridge ·hire. 

pecial mention was al o made of a former Adul t Instructor and now 
Civil ian lnstrnctor, Robin Minuet who bas seen some 47 yeal'l' with the 
March Detachment. He joined the parade to a round of applause. 

Unfortunately the car wa not won but the fi rst person off the tee, drian 
Markham (21) of VEGA, was closest at 30 inches, fo r which he won 
neare t the pin. Although the weathem1an had forecast poor condition · 
we were glad be wa once again wrong and we were able to complete the 
day in comparative drynes . This did not help the TRE D 2 team wh 
managed to lose two balls on the chipping competition! The event's prize 
giving wa followed by a quick dash to change for the Dinner Night at 
which the Corps Band played. Entertainment was ' Cage Traditional' with 
everyone in fine tune for the four 'anthems' and a fully attentive audience 
to listen to Ala n Ha ncock who told us the one about. .. We are also 
grateful to Sodexho for sponsoring the Dinner Night and BAE Defence 

ystem who donated CAGE handkerchiefs which everyone had to wear 
in DJ. Our thanks also go to Joan Robson, President of the A hley Wood 
Golf Club, and all member for thei r support fo r the event: the course 
was in excellent condition. Sponsor thi year were: 
Aleoia Marconi Systems Integris 
Sodexho !CL Defence 
BT Ignite Dresdner K.leinwort Was erstein 
Thompson Marconi Sonar Trend Communications 

ortel etworks Systematic 
Astrium BAe Systems 
EDS Defence ITT Defence 
Lockheed Martin Syntegra 
Vega Bank of Ireland 
Thales TRW Systems 
Marandon Engineering Marconi Communications 
Azlan Training 

Patron: HRH T he Princess Royal 

President: The Master of Signals 

Chairman: Major General A.H. Boyle CB 

Vice Chairman: Brig . F. Wood Areal; Brig W. H. Backhouse Area 2; Brig S. G. M. Gordon Area 3 ; Big K. H. Old Area 4; 
Brig P. J . Evans CBE Area 5; Lt Col J. G. Billingham Wales; Maj R. Sampson CBE Scotland ; Lt Col C. N. Lightfoot N Ireland 

General ecretary and Trea urer: Col A. R. Carter MBE 
Welfare Secretary: Mrs J. Cornick 

Assistant General Secretary: Lt Col I. J . Hamilton 
Administrative Officer: Mr P. J. Cuckow (Membership & Records) 

Association Office, RHQ Royal Signals, Blandford Camp, Blandford Forum, Dorset DTll 8RR. Telephone: M ilitary System (9) 4371 2090 or 
01258 48 2090. Welfare Secretary Telephone: Military System (9) 4371 2089 or 01258 48 2089. 

All contributions for Tire WIREshould be addressed to the Editor and any queries referred to him on extensions 2079 or 2085. 
Internet: www.royalsignals.army.org.uk/museum/rsa.htm 

The Association communicates with its Branches and individual members through the pages of The WIRE, which contains account of Branch aj]'airs as 
well as a forecast of Association events. 

Branch Secretaries are asked to check that their Branch Members receive sufficient copies of The WIRE. Association HQ can arrange for copies to be 
delivered in bulk to Branch Secretaries for further distribution if this is convenient: ii helps us to save on postage. 

Dates of Branch events can always be published in The WTREand should be submitted to the Edito1: We also welcome letters, requests to contact old 
comrades and announcements of births, marriages and deaths. We hope that each Branch will contribute a short account of its activities, pref erably with 
photographs, at least once a year. 

OTES FROM THE AO'S DESK 
Branch News: It came as a great shock to us all to hear that .John 

Knott had died whilst in office as Hon Secretary of the ewark Branch. 
John had dedicated a large part of his life to the Association, the RBL 
and the local community and had only a week before bis death attended a 
reception at Buckingham Palace to acknowledge his dedication and hard 
work. Did you serve at Herford in 7 Sig Regt, 4 Div Sig Regt or 7 Sig 
Regt? Jim loan i trying to start an association for those who served at 
Herford. He has forged links with the Stadt and would like to hear from 
anyone intcre ted in joining his venture. Call Jim on 01324-626173. Last 
month l told you of that John mart had succeeded Tom Davie as Hon 
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Sec of the Swindon Branch . The right address was printed for John but 
the phone number was incorrect. The correct number is 01793-335430. 

Corps Carol Service: No apologies for again reminding eve~yone 
about the Corps Carol Service, which is to be held al St Stephen with St 
John, Rochester Row, Westminster on Monday 17 December 200 I. All 
serving and retired members of the Corps, plus their families , are most 
welcome to join in the service, which starts at 1800 hours. Not only is 
this an extremely enjoyable event, but it is a good opportunity to meet 
new friends and old. 

AGM: The next AGM will be held in London on Saturday 7th April 
2002. Branches should note that any proposa l that affects Asso?iation 
rules, must be received by the General Secretary in plenty o~ time in 
order that all other branches may have tbc benefit of advance not1fica11on. 
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Full detail s of the AGM will appear in the December issue of The WIRE. 
111 the meantime, Branches might like to start thinking about sending a 
representative to the meeting. 

Reunion Weekend: 

The Master presents the trophy to Barry Moody, for winning the 
Standard Bearers Competition, the Corps RSM looks on 

Harry Ruff receives the 75 Year Pennant on behalf of the 
West London Branch, Fred Bridges (Aldershot) waits for 

the Master to present a similar pennant to him 

'Welcome back' : A new item for readers ' iotere t - below you will 
see a list of Life Members who have been welcomed back in to the fold 
after many years of non contact. 
Brian Streetly 196 l-70 
David Allan 1976-81 
Robert Chapman 1964-77 
David Meadow 1969-75 
Bill Milsom 1963-72 

ew Life Members: A wann welcome is extended to the following 
recently enrolled Life Members. All are ·RHQ ' Branch, except where 
shown. fortunately owing to a lack of pace only half the Ii t ha been 
printed, the rest will appear in December ' is ue. 

Rank and Name 
W02 Grant Proctor 
Cpl Ally Munro 
Cpl Chris Greenhill 
Sgt John Ackerley 
LCpl Darren Battye 
Sgt Jonno Blood 
Cpl Richard Charley 
Cpl Colin Cunningham 
Sgt James Cuthbert 
Cpl Willie Davies 
Cpl Phil Drake 
W02 Paul Duffy 
Cpl Mick Duggan 
Cpl Michael Dyer 
Cpl Geordie Eastick 
Cpl Philip Eaton 
W02 Ted Edwards 
W02 Bill Erskine 
W02 Gary Euington 
Cpl Lee Evans 
Sig Gary Ewart 
LCpl Darren Fennell 
Sgt Barrie Foster 
SSgt Gary Foster 
Cpl Harry Fellows 
Cpl Neil Francis 
SSgt Paul Freeman 
Sig Adam Fumi s 
Cpl Dave Gascoyne 
SSgt Terry German 
SSgt Jim Gilmour 
LCpl Adrian Glover 
LCpl Graham Goodall 
Sgt Chris Gray 
Sig Martin Griffin 
Cpl Colin Hale 
Sgt Jim Harris 
Sgt Rob Hood 
Sgt Rab Home 
SSgt Ian Horton 
Sgt Raymond lddles 
Cpl Sam James 
SSgt Ken Jones 
Sgt Dave Keevasb 
LCpl Alec Keown 
LCpl Liam Kerr 
LCpl Adrian Lane 
Cpl Ian Marshall 
Sgt Paul Matthews 
Sgt Glenn Maycock 
Cpl Robert McCormick 
Sgt Den Morri 

gt Steve Munday 
Cpl David adin 

Sgt Dave orman 
Cpl Paul Oliver 
Cpl John Owen 
S gt Roy Partington 

Branch 

Harrogate 
Harrogate 

Service 
1984-01 
1986-01 
1963-79 
1974-94 
1982-94 
1978-94 
1985-94 
1984-94 
1980-94 
1976-94 
1982-94 
1971-94 
1985-94 
1979-94 
1980-94 
1982-94 
1976-94 
1972-94 
197 1-94 
1988-94 
1990-94 
1983-94 
1977-94 
1977-94 
1972-94 
1978-94 
1969-94 
1984-94 
1981-94 
1972-94 
1965-94 
1983-94 
I 983-94 
1978-94 
1989-94 
1972-94 
1977-94 
1979-94 
1975-94 
1975-94 
1976-94 
1972-94 
1972-94 
1976-94 
1984-94 
1985-94 
1983-94 
1984-94 
1977-94 
1977-94 
1978-94 
1976-94 
1983-94 
1974-94 
1972-94 
1980-94 
1981 -94 
1971-94 

GENERALS AT PLAY 
Col P Randall MBE, TD 

As a junior Lieutenant attached to 8th Am1y HQ in the desert, I have a 
vivid recollection nearly 60 years after the event, of seeing tbe 8th Army, 
United State and Home Force Generals at work and play. We were 
stationed five mile out of Tripoli in February 1943, at the express 
decision of Gen Bernard Montgomery, as he did not wi h his troop to 
'Go soft'. We could have done with a little comfort, but of all the officers 
!n the 8th Army Signals, I was destined to wallow in luxury for two day 
m the mo t exalted company. 

It came about this way. My Colonel sent for me and informed me that 
'Monty' was holding a 2-day eminar in Tripoli to demon trate ' How I 
won the Battle of Alamein '. One of his biographer wrote a chapter 
headed 'A most conceited week-end '. The Allied and American General 
were to rub shoulders at the Del Mehari Hotel and a Medical Officer and 
a Signal Officer were to be billeted there to attend to hea lth , security and 
communications; in my ca e, two telephone . One thing i certain. the 
noto.riously cantankerous Gen George Patton didn 't think muc_b of th.e 
seminar and after it was over said, ' !may be old, I may be stoop1d, but 1t 
didn't mean a dam thing to me!' . 
. On the first day, ' Monty' delivered a wonderful lecture 011 his plan and 
tt re ults. This wa followed by a talk by hi Corp Commandc~ and 
s~le.ctcd Divisional General . There were questions, but any cn1t<:1sm 
d1stmctly muted. We have had plenty ince. It wa certainly a glonou 
example of self-adverti . ement. After thi exciting day, I found my elf 111 

a luxurious bedroom marked ·signal Officer' and pent the first ten 
nunutes in seeing water now from tap for the fir t time for . ome I 
months. Electricity and a bed seemed to me the height of hedonism. The 
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General dined in the splendid restaurant and although there was bully 
beef on the menu, Algerian and Tripolitanian wine flowed like water .. 
The Medical Officer and I sat at a eparate table in a dark comer and 
observed the Generals ·at play'. ' Monty' wa not there but the re t "ere. 
Their names now fgurc in Military History. The only one to speak to me 
wa a lightly exhi larated Gen George Patton. who mu t ilave thought I 
was a Briti h enior officer. He referred to the succes ful demolition of 
the French Battle hip 'Jean Bart off the cost of orth Africa, in the e 
unforgettable word ·, • ay iree, we blew the arsc out of the Jean Bart at 
Casablanca.· I wa · truck dumb and gracefully retired. Wine flowed unt il 
past midnight and, a the Medical Officer and I left our senior , I wa 
pleased to note Gen Horrocks doing hi party trick of standing on hi 
head drinking a pint of beer! That night. the Luftwaffe bombed Tripoli 
Harbour. The alarm sounded and a bevy of General arrived in the Hotel 
foyer, in dre ing gowns and pyjamas. The e article of clothing were 
unknown in the th Army and I cowered in my underpant . a poor 
adverti ement for my Regiment. 

I had to distribute the agenda for the conference and, prudently taking 
receipt , collected some valuable autograph which one day I will hand 
over to the Imperial War Museum. I don't know if this vi ·it to the 
'fle hpots' of Tripoli a isted the war effort but, for me. it was an 
unforgettable and amu ing experience. This year, I attended a pre ·tig1ou · 
di1111er at Shrivcaham, dedicated to the Battle of lamein. For the second 
time in my li fe, I , at down with the Army Commander and I amused m 
next door neighbours by recounting the lamein Dinner held by 'Mont) · 
in Tripoli so many years ago. 
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ALDERSHOT BRA CH 
In 1ay we had an attendance of nearly a hundred al our annual Quiz 

ight ably organi cd b • eville Lyons, a. 1sted by Caro~e Thomas, 
delgard 1os • Jean Hicks and the Commlltec .. The gathenng mcluded 

team from · erving unit · and from the Read1n& and West London 
Branche . th honours going to a team from the Gamson ~ess. 

In June a number of our 1embers attended the Reunion weekend at 
Blandford, Fred Bridges carrying our tandard very creditably ~nd 
receiving the 75 Year Pennant on behalf of the Branch. Afh:r the Mommg 

er. ice our Chainnan, Noel Mos and Fred and Jean Bridges attended 
the Dedication of the As ociation Rockery by Gen Tony Boyle. 

In July we enjo ·ed a delightful evening on the Ba ing tok~ Cana.! in 
the form of a crui e and a buffet supper aboard the cabin cru1 er 
· .\IERLJ r. The · trawbcrrie and cream and the wine all added to the 
idyllic etling. We wonder if we ha e created As ociation h1~tory by 
ha ing two event with two picnics in one day, for that .1 how 11 turned 
out one month thi ummer. While we could not wish 1t to appear that 
there i any lack of co-ordination in the Committee, our A1:1gust event 
became fused with that which should have followed had 1t not been 
dictated by the Corp Band programme. a it was, ~II went very happily. 
We had an exceptionally large attendance at the _Fmal Rehear ~I of the 

overeign's Parade at andburst. There were parties from Readmg, East 
Kent_ outhampton. We t London and thi year for the first time a large 
party from the West Kent Korean Veteran As ociation. After the _parade, 
all credit being given to the cadets for an excellent turnout, we adJo~ed 
to the Cricket Pavilion to picnic. The hailstonn that followed did not~mg 
to dampen our spirits. Fortunately, fine weather followed m the ey-enmg, 
when a large party gathered in the grounds of Kneller !'I.a~! to enJOY our 
evening repa t prior to the Concert. There were three v1s1tmg band , one 
wa our own Corps Band, who gave their .us.ual superb perfom1ance. 

We appreciate ' Paddy· Verdon g1v1ng .u his support for the 
Sovereign's Parade, although he now has renred from Sandhurst and 
moved from our area. However they are not too far away and we shall 
ah ays be plea ed to see him and Barbara on as many occasions a they 
are able to join us. 

EAST KENT BRANCH 
The Branch has been busily involved in a number of functions since 

the la t edition. Due to the imagination and hard work of the ComIIllttee 
and in particular the Hon Sec whose efforts are in large a part the reason 
for the succes of the social scene and the enjoyment of the Members. 

To celebrate the Tenth Anniversary of the birth of the Branch the 
Chairman and bis Committee organised a Barn Dance in a local village 
hall which was attended by 48 Members together wi th none other than 
the Regimental Secretary, Col Andrew Carter and Mrs Carter . The ball 
was decorated with balloons in Corps colours, straw bales, assorted fann 
implements and the participants were dressed .appropriately in the sort of 
things that thigh-slapping barn dancers wear, mcludmg ten &allon hats to 
match the 20 gallon thirsts whipped up by the frenetic dancmg. To mark 
the Anniversary a special cake was in evidence and cut by the Founder 
Chainnen. Lt Col Bert Sawyer with a sword provided by the Hon Sec, 
Maj Gen Joh n Bad cock, who no doubt unearthed it from bis GI 098 
cupboard or perhaps from his workshop! Col Ca rte~ was also kind 
enough to present Roy Andrews with the Honorary Life Membership 
Badge of the RSA for his services both to the Branch and as South Fa.st 
Repre entative of the Central Committee. A toast was drunk 111 

champagne procured at a considerable discount by incent and Mar~on 
de Rose during one of their forays across the Channel, after which 
merriment then recommenced until the midnight hour was struck. 

34 Members attended the Blandford Reunion this year. They enjoyed a 
most memorable day of glorious weather and a superb parade, followed 
by many more attractions more numerous to mention. Many of those 
attending made a weekend of it and stayed in B&Bs, lapping up the 
delights of Dorset. 

The Annual Branch Cricket Match, originally intended some two years 
ago to be a challenge match with any other Branch willing to take us on -
but nobody was, was held at the Duke of York 's Royal Military School in 
Dover on Sunday 8 July. The weather was indifferent but the cricket was 
anything but: Two teams, one beaded up by the Chairman, John 
Ba llantyne, and the other captained by Donald C risp in the absence of 
the Vice Chainnan, Mrs J o Barrett who was too busy selling strawberry 
and cream teas, took to the field. II must be said that there were a large 
number of sons, daughters, grandsons and granddaughters in both teams. 
This was re ponsible in no small measure for the unusually athletic 
perfonnance of both teams. The result? I like to think that the 126 scored 
by the Vice Chainnan's team was enough to win but there was the usual 
skullduggery by J ohn Bqllantyne which mystified everyone and it was 
generally agreed that it didn't mutter - it had been a great day. To add to 
the pleasure, the sun came out just as stumps were drawn! 

It 1s with great sadness that l must report the sudden death of Mike 
PaHle) on 10 July. Mike was a dedicated Radio Ham and was due to 
take part m a demonstration of World War 2 SOE communications work 
later in the month. He will be sadly missed. 

Regular readers of the adventures of the East Kent Branch may recall 
that at about this time last year the Committee donned Roman military 
•arb and demonstrated their version of foot drill, guard mounting, the 
:ection in Defence, the Section in Defence, the Section in Attack, the 
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Section in Disarray and much else. to the delight of the multitude 
enjoying a BBQ in the grounds of the I Ion Sec' home. Clearly thi~ has 
greatcd a precedent which demaned omcthing even more adventurous 
and ambitious thi year and o, on 12 August, 82 Members and guests 
once again gathered in John and Gill Badcock's garden to enJoy a 
deliciou BBQ and also to witness the latest brainchild of the Hon Sec 
~ hich proved to be a gripping re-enactment of and action during World 
War 2 by Members of the gallant Stodmarsh-o.n-Sea Platoon of the Home 
Guard! Nail biting stuff, which had the aud1e!1ce on the edge of their 
eats. A II this was planned and rehearsed 111 grea t secrecy by the 

Committee who performed like the old troupers that they arc. Our Hon 
Treas, Ted Drake, wa the pinnacle of pomposity as. apt M~inwaruing, 
John Badcock wa his usual urbane elf a Sgt Wilson, Mike Barrett 
provided a commentary and was holier th.an th?u as the Vicar, or'!1an 
Davidsonpredicted that all 'were doomed a Sig Fraser. Doreen Ahson 
was Principle Boy a Sig Pike whilst ~ike's mother was played e9ually 
delightfully by Ma~ion B~llantyne . Vincent de Rose urp.as ed him elf 
as the immently rncontment Sig Godfrey. Our.Chairman, John 
Ballantyne enjoyed him elf a LCpl Jonesand was JU t as daft. II was 
John who .;,anufactured replica .303 Lee-Enfield rifles of the period to 
add a little realism to go with the hairy khaki battledresses. Trevor 
Allison made a dastardly U-Boat Captain and George Cooper gallantly 
stood in at the last moment a the ARP Warden. Maureen Davidson 
prompted di erectly fromthe wing and David Geery, bless him, staged 
managed and produced lo perfection as only and ex-BBC man could. 
Towards the end of the programme, which ended to great applause and 
curtain calls, a police patrol car slid ominously to a halt on the drive. The 
Committee searched in vain for their Equity Cardswh1l I John 
Ballantyne promised faithfully that he would decomission his rifles 
immediately. However, it tran pired that it was only Peter Haskins, 
Branch Member and policeman of thi pari h, who had been newly 
promoted to ergeanl flashing his stripes, Po er! . . . . . 

ews of Members: Lt Col Mike Barrett ostensibly v1s1tmg ht 
daughter in Wiltshire to celebrate his 70th birtbd~y, w_as shocked and 
amazed to di cover that his wife, Jo , together with his daughter had 
ecretly arranged for the occas_ion to be a Curry Lunch Party with old and 

Gurkha friends - together with a Gurkha Piper, Many Happy returns 
Mike. 

Vale: Sadly we have to report the death of two stalwarts of the Branch. 
Mike Pavely passed away uddenly on 10 July and Dennis ~urphy d~ed 
a week later. Both will be sadly missed, not only by their re pecuve 
families but also by their many friends within the Branch. 

GLASGOW BRANCH 
The Branch celebrated the Tenth Anniversary of it's founding with a 

blessing of the Standard, a parade, beating retreat, and the Last Post. Held 
on 28 April 2001 at Jardine Street, Gia gow, Headquarters of.32 
(Scottish) Signal Regiment (V), by kind permission of the commandmg 
officer, Lt Col J. K. McKee MB E. Lt Col McKee arranged this to be a 
training day, in order to have his troop on parade, lo allend to all the 
various functions in support of the Branch ceremony. 

The drumhead service took place in the drill hall, using the drum~ of 
32 Sig Regt. Maj Rev S. A. Bla key RA, C h D, conducted the service. 
The Branch committee produced a booklet showing the order of service, 
with explanations of the Drumhead Service and Beating Retreat, also a 
short history of the Royal Corps of Signals, from it's origin as part ~f the 
Signal Company of The Royal Engineers. The booklet had a prmted 
acknowledgement on behalf of the Branch Members, from The B~anch 
President, Maj Gen A. A. G. Anderson CB, of the support of MaJ R3c~ S. A. Blakey, Lt C ol J . K. McKee M BE - CO and all ranks of 
Scottish Signal Regiment. (V), for their logisti cal _help and .support. T~e 
Royal Corps of Signals Pipes and Drums, by k1~d perm1ss1on oft c 
Royal Corps of Signals, the loan from the Royal Bnush Legion cotland, 
(Gamock Valley Branch), of their Queens Colour, and the Bugler, Mr ~· 
C raig. The opening hymn ' Praise My Soul The King Of Hea_ven · 
followed by saying confession and then absolution. The branch president, 
Maj Gen Anderson CB read the lesson. The 23rd Psalm was then su~g 
followed by the act of Remembra nce with the Last Post and Revcd e 
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played by the bugler. The piper then played a lament, 'The Flowers Of 
The Fores/·. The Chaplain gave the address and the Branch Secretary, 
Ivana Muir, presented the roll of honour of deceased Branch Members. 
The hymn 'Guide Me', was followed by the sayi ng of the Apostles 
Creed. The Chaplain then blessed the standard. The saying of The Lord's 
Prayer by the congregation, with The Collect Of The Corps Of Royal 
Signals, said by past and present members of the Corps, before the final 
hymn, 'Onward Chris1ia11 Soldiers·. The dipping of both Standards 
during the National Anthem, followed by the blessing, which ended the 
ervice. The branch standard wa paraded by Bill Mc amara with the 

Queens Colour paraded by Bill Taylor the escorts were branch Members 
Ian Woods and Michael Moulder. The collection taken up during the 
service amounted to £217. At the subsequent Branch meeting it was 
agreed by the Members, to round this figure up to £250 to be sent to 
Royal Signals Headquarters for The Corps Benevolent Fund. 

After the service the congregation went on to the parade ground. The 
Pipes and Drums of the Corps were assembled, and the Branch Members 
marched to the top end of the parade ground to watch the Ceremony of 
Beating The Retreat. The Pipes and Drums marched on to the tunes of 
Steam Boat, Bugle Hom, and The Glendarluel Highlanders. The bugler 
played The Last Post at the lowering of the flag. Thi was followed by a 
selection of pipe tunes. Before the march off, Maj Gen Anderson CB, 
President of the Branch, presented a silver tankard with the Corps badge 
motif, with an inscription, as a memento of the occasion, from the RSA 
Glasgow Branch, to the Rev Maj Blakey. He also presented a claymore, 
a gift from the Royal Corps of Signals Pipes and Drums, to Gurkha Sgt 
Piper Tamanay Singh, who was leaving the Corps after erving for 21 
years. The Members then marched off preceded by the Corps Pipes and 
Drums and the Colour Party. The pipes were playing 'Scotland The 
Brave· and 'The Rowan Tree'. Maj Gen A. A. G. Ander on CB, took 
the salute of the Pipe and Drums and Branch Members as they pa sed 
the aluting ba e. -

After being di missed the members, families and guests went to the 
field kitchen, manned by members of the Regiment to enjoy a choice of 
curries, BBQ sausages, chicken or chop , with a variety of sweet courses. 
The members thank W02 Master Chef John Wren and bis chefs, for 
providing all these choices. The day wa rounded off with a disco. The 
bar function being in the capable hand of Sgt Danny Beattie. A raftle 
was held the proceeds of which an1ounted to £200, which was pas ed to 
Capt Keith Anderson of 32 ig Regt to help well the monies for the 
Erskine Hospital Millennium Fund, the Branch Committee expre s many 
thanks to donors of prizes for the raffle. 

Lt Col J K McKee MBE, the CO of32 Scotti h Signal Regiment (V), 
with WOl (SVWO) Te rry McVey in attendance, pre ented to the 
Branch Chairman, Joe Keegan, a statuette of a Royal Signals oldier, 
with his SA80, as a memento of the 10th Anniversary Celebration of the 
founding of the Branch. Joe accepted the gi fl with thanks on behalf. of t~e 
Branch Members. The statuette will be kept m a gla s fronted cabmel 111 
the WOs' and Sgts ' mess of 32 Sig Regt with their own ilvcrware, 
available for Branch Members to see and appreciate. It was an excellent 
and thoughtful gesture by the Colonel and members of 32 ig Regt, it 
shows the rapport between the members of the Regiment and Branch 
Member as mentioned by the Branch Pre ident. Thanks mu I al~o go to 
the Committee for producing a first clas boo~let, much apprec1.atecl by 
the member , families and gue t , a a souvenir of the tenth anniversary 
celebration. On behalf of the Branch, Maj Gen A. A. G. Ander on CB, 
President of the Glasgow Branch, extended a wann hearted '\ ell done ' 
and 'Thanks' to all Branch Members their families, gue I and the 
congregation, for their genero ity to the collection during the ervice. 

LEEDS AND DISTRICT BRANCH 
On I July the Branch held its annual Mid ummer Chur h ervice in 

ew arlton Barracks. Thi event is held to commemorate the losses 
incurred by members of the orps ince 3 September 1 ~39, and was 
conducted in an admirable fas hion by the R ev Ken Pillar, emor 
chaplain at I 5th North Eastern Brigade; now re ident at York. (One does 
not need a very long memory to recall it being. the home of orthern 
Command, but that i another story, for another ume and place). round 
60 members and friends attended the service and lunch, which thank to 
our uperb committee, was once again a great uccc . Again, ~ur 
Treasurer, M rs Margaret Ega n, read one of the (ditlicult) le ons, whilst 
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managing to keep the collection and lunch money in two separate piles. 
Ken aylor, our new Branch Standard Bearer, made a successful debut. 
Following Eric Dawson i no easy job, but after over 20 years in the post 
he had received his marching orders from Mrs Sally Da,~son . After all, 
60 years married, and 60 years a member of Royal Signals, in one guise 
or another, is a record of which any family can be proud. They received 
an appropriate gift from the Branch. The Branch continues to hold regular 
lunches, monies collected going to help subsidise other functions, as well 
as assisting the Corps Benevolent Fund. Two recent visits have been to 
the Yorkshire Air Museum at Elvington and Eden Camp near Milton, 
both being a great credit to their organisations. The Branch President 
attended the inaugural parade al the Army Foundation College at 
Pennypot Lane, Harrogate, having done his best to try and save the 
church buildings. but greater political forces prevailed. We are very 
pleased to record that our friend John Blackburn is Chaplain General, 
obviously Leeds Branch RSA ha ome influence in the scheme of 
things. In keeping with the pre enl trend, although an extremely active 
Brancb, we do not recruit many new members. Unlike politicians we live 
in a world of reality. However, we will keep trying our best and the 
Branch thanks its members for their loyal support. We send greeting to all 
other Branches and members of the Corps Association. 

MANCHESTER BRANCH 
A full allocation of members travelled to Blandford in June to the 

hottest RSA weekend since the Princess Royal vi ited in 1995. On 
Saturday we enjoyed our first treat, a spectacular Prince s Royal Day 
Parade from 11 Sig Regt. Our congratulations to them and RSM Kemp. 
We were very proud of you.(there is no truth in the rumour that our 
Chairman and Secretary bribed their way into the YIP seats that 
morning). The afternoon arena display was, a usual. varied and 
interesting. After that we spent a convivial evening in the WOs & Sgts 
Mess. This year they had the air conditioning on. We were joined by 
Majs Chris Reynold Jone and Jim Lawson who both visited the bar 
on our bebalf. T he Master and Maj Genera l Tony Boyle visited our 
comer. Later on the Branch practice of moderation wa well 
demonstrated this year when J oe J ennings made the weekend complete 
by turning out for the unday Church Parade and March Past. We all 
agreed that it was well worth the long drive down and sincere thanks to 
the car owners and drivers who got us there and back safely. Life 
President, Maj Jack Holmes. ha exclusively told this cribe that, owing 
to the government's generou heating allowances be will not be flying 
south this winter. 

NORFOLK BRANCH 
The Blandford Reunion i now over for another year and those of u 

from the orfolk Branch who attended would like to record our 
appreciation and thanks to everyone at RHQ who laid it all on fo r us. The 
display on Hawke Square by the Corps Band and the Pipes and Drum , 
also the marching, was magnificent. The White Helmets gave their usual 
daring di play. it was all o good and we was o proud to be part of it all 
that one tends to run out of uperlative . There was one happening worth 
recording our Vice Chairman. Mike Snowling, along with Brian Ireland 
were on their way to Blandford when the camper they were using broke 
down at Duxford, which i about 160 mile from the Reunion. The fault 
couldn't be repaired so Mike with true Royal Signals resolve captured a 
taxicab which happened to be pa sing and arrived at Blandford fairly late 
in the evening. like was a bit coy regarding the cost but it mu· t have 
been quite a bit. To end the tale, when Mike and Brian went to what they 
thought was their allocated barracks they burst in on our ecretary' wife, 

Irs Tina obbs and her friend just getting ready for the social evening 
in the Sergeants' Me s. II was the wrong room so blu hes all round. ot a 
good start for Mike and Brian. We still get very good attendance at 
meetings and the 'E pri t de Corps' i very much alive. Our needy and 
ick are vi ited and looked after by our Welfare Officer, R eg Hannant, 

who doe a excellent job. We look foreward to our next visit that is the 
'Shuttleworth Collection' of WWI planes etc in September. I enclo ea 
photo taken in the Sergeant ' Me s at Blandford. it show from left to 
right: M rs Tina obbs, Trea urer - Richard Green, Hon . Sec - tev~ 
'obb , past Chaim1an - Frank Mortlock and Master of Signal - 1aJ 

Gen I. O. J . prackling OBE, all enjoying themselve . 

(L-R): Tina Nobbs, Richard Green, Steve Nobbs, Frank Mortlock, 
Maj Gen I. 0. J. Sprackling 
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NORTHERN IRELAND BRANCH 
40 ignal Regimeni (V) had their ' ummer rece s, and we use the 

TAVR camp for our monthly meetings. it was derided to have no meeting 
in July and o there i very little to report thi month. . 

The Branch was , again, well repre ented at the Blandford Reunion 
"ith a total of thirteen Members attending. ot all tra el led together, our 
Chairman - John Brown and Bill Craig travelling by air while Bill 
Ogden came up from Lanca hire and 1ark Barn. s trav~lled a. few ya~s 
within Blandford. Our erving TAVR Members. Jim Retlly (Vice Chatr}. 
Jan Wolfe (Hon ec) and Chris Montgomery attended tra1ght from 
T YR Annual Camp. The remaining ix, Edgar McCall, Harry _tanle., 
Glen Greer and Jim Weir travelled in two cars supplied and dnven by 

ndv Leishman and John Loveday. They cro sed over on the Liverpool 
boat: night ailing, on Thursday 21 June and rerumed home on Monday 
25 June. Jim Reilly very ably stood in for the Branch tandard Bearer 
both at the church ervice and the main parade. All appear to have 
enjoyed the weekend particularly when meeting with old friends again. 
The thank of the Branch go, once more to our Branch Reumon 
Organi er - Edgar McCall, for all his hard work over the pa t year. He 
ha already started to look at next year. Our thank al o goe to Peter 
C uckow at RHQ and to all who put so much into the organi ation of the 
event each year. . . . 

Once again if you are reading The WIRE and v1 11 onhem Ireland. 1f 
you are not a Branch Member or indeed are still . erving. you are 
welcome to join u any third Wedne day of the month m Clonaver TA YR 
Centre in BelfasL 

SCARBOROUGH BRANCH 
In June we enjoyed an informal dinner with 46 members and guests in 

attendance. It was a particularly memorable occa ion for Mike Stanger 
a the Branch President, George Rushb , presented him with the 50 Year 
Badge and Certificate, and his wife Pam Stanger , wa presented with a 
bouquet of flowers. Al o, at this occasion, two members' wives. Teresa 
Jewell and Linda Pennock, were presented with certificate and flowers 
in incere appreciarion of valuable service to the Branch. 

..--..--~~~~..----..,...--, 

SOUTHAMPTON & DISTRICT BRANCH 
Regretfully and with sadness we have to report the death of another of 

our Members. William C harles Hill, who passed away on 12 July 2001, 
after a long illness that he endured with great fortitude. Bill was the elder 
brother of ig Len Hill, who died in February of this year. The funeral 
attended by his wife J ean, his family and Members of the Branch was 
held at outhampton Crematorium on Teusday 24 July 2001 at I 140hrs. 
The Branch tandard was di played together with the Standard of the 
'Market Garden' A sociation. The lesson and eulogy were read by 
Branch Member and fellow freemason, Arthur Pratt. Bill is survived by 
his wife , Jean, two sons - Peter and Tony, four grandchildren and one 
great grandaughter. He will be missed by many people. He was always a 
'Perfect Gentleman'. 

At the Branch ommittee Meeting and Social, held on 7 August 200 I , 
there was a good rumout to welcome our President, Brig Johnny Clinch 
and to prematurely wi h him a very happy 80th Bithday on 15 August. 
The occasion was marked by the presentation of a birthday cake and the 
inharmonious rendering of 'Happy Birthday'. Johnny was most 
appreciative and 'insisted?' that all Member should have a slice. The 
cake, 1,1,hich wa truly delicious, was baked by Tony Packer, son of 

eorge and Vera Packer. The tcing and decoration were in the colours 
of the Royal Corp~ of ignals and were surmounted by an iced ' Jimmy' 
and the words ·Happy 80th Birthday'. 
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President Johnny Clinch with Chairman Sid Smith 

The Branch is thriving and over the past months everal social event 
have taken place. In part·icular I mcnrion the Lunch and River crui eon 
the olent and up the River Ramble . Lunch wa partaken at Harry 
Ramsden's Restaurant, arguably the best fi h and chips around. The 
crui e was excellent, in warm and sunny weather and was made more 
enjoyable by the expert running commentary from one of the cre~v. At a 
Skittle evening held on 27 July 200 l , a grand total of £50 wa rm ed for 
the Corps Benevolent Fund. 

WEST LONDON BRANCH 
We still enjoy a very creditable attendance at our meetings that are 

held on the last Friday of the month at the Richmond British Legion on 
the A3 I 6 and usually are followed by a bingo ession or a quiz. Outside 
events are ometime thin on the ground in the summer months but we 
are the pioneers of the Association in organising an annual visit to the 
Tower of London and a morning Church Parade with the Pensioners at 
the Royal Ho pita! Chelsea. This is a Branch occasion but one at which 
friends from other Branches are alway welcomed. A number of our 
Members attended the annual Reunion at Blandford, although being 
within commuting distance most found their vi it limited to one of the 
two days. ln any event, tho e of u who attended all enjoyed their visit 
and we thank our host Regiment for organising the weekend. 

31 SIGNAL REGIMENT ASSOCIATION 
Our European trip this year was to Ypres and the surrounding area. We 

tayed in Lille because there appeared to be more bars available. We 
attended the 'Last Post' ceremony at the Menin Gate, where we met up 
with several serving members of the Regiment, who had participated in 
an earlier parade. A great weekend was had by all. 

On 19 July the Association was hosted by Lt Col Paul Wcnlock at the 
Regiment 's 'Visitors Day '. The day started with an update of the 
Regiment's activities, followed by coffee and a trip into the backwood . 
There we watched the serving so ldiers land by helicopter and rescue a 
VIP, who was being held prisoner. There was lots of. make and ba~gs 
which made an impressive scene. Afterwards we enjoyed a very nice 
lunch accompanied by the Adjutant, Capt F iona Stewart, our new 
Liaison Officer. Our thanks a lso go to the RSM, WOl Andy Young, who 
kept us out of trouble. . 

Col Donald C rawford, who has not been too well recently, sends his 
best wishes to all Association Members and thanks everyone who has 
phoned, written or E-mailed him. 

At one of the Ypres monuments 

THE MIDDLESEX YEOMANRY 
ASSOCIATION 

A quiet summer saw everyone off on holiday leaving our Secretary. 
Andrew Bridge , to catch up on the paperwork. Graham Kneafscy 1· 
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putting the final touches to the Assoc~ation Newsletter, he is always 
took111g for good stones from Assoc1at1on Members. The Band is still 
going strong, but could be stronger. Their first public engagement thi s 
year was the Hampton Carnival on 9 June. We said farewell to two very 
loyal Band Members, BQMS Bob Lowe and SSgt Charlie Hill . Both 
will be missed a~d we wish. them .a happy retirement. Maj Chris 
Reynolds-Jones will be orgams111g thi s year's annual dinner which will 
be on Friday 19 October. ' 

12TH/15TH/18TH AIR FORMATION 
SIGNAL REGIMENTS ASSOCIATION 

The morning of Saturday 7 July dawned misty and the outline of the 
Chinook helicopter, that had landed only a few hundred yards away the 
evening before, could barely be distinguished. By 0730hrs the site was a 
bu tic of ac tivity a the tall-holders started to arrive and set up their 
tails. After a hurried breakfast Dennis Egan and Hasso Eesanann 

arrived to assemble the special event radio station, GB4AF . 2 lst Signal 
Regiment Open Day 200 I wa getting under way. 

We, Pat and Maureen Soward, had arrived during a rain torm of 
tropical dimensions the e:vening before and had watched young soldiers, 
soaked to the sk111, erect111g the aenal ma ts for the station and putting 
fin1sh111g touches to the tails and tents. By opening time Colin Morgan 
had set up the display of photographs of the Bar-None Motor Cycle Club 
from Canal Zone days , the RSARS display was in place and the 
as ociation regalia was on display. Dennis Isaac of 19 Signal Regiment 
As ociation, arrived soon after opening time and Maj Tom Dean, QC 
HQ Squadron, wore a beaming smile of relief as the sun shone and the 
vi itors started to pour in. 

Roy Clark and Gethyn Jennings, who found themselves doing most 
of the operating whilst Dennis and Has o entertained our visitors, were 
joined by John with his mobile station. In all they operated for nearly 
even hours making some 85 contacts on 2, 20 and 40metres in the USA, 

Canada, UK and nearly half of these contacts were made on CW: who 
said that Morse is dead. 

The Bar- one Club photographs attracted much attention and Colin 
had a constant stream of visitors, many of whose parent or other 
relatives had served in the Canal Zone or in Air Fom1ation Signals. ln the 
meantime Pam Morgan had setup shop making tea, coffee, sandwiche 
and ticky bun for the workforce using the facilitie in her motor 
caravan. A sociation Chairman , Gerald Vans moved between the 
displays assisting where the pressure wa greatest whilst Maureen 
Soward was hard at work elling copies of Swing That Lamp and other 
item to boost a ociation funds. The 12th/15th/18th Air Formation 
Signal Regiments A ociation and the 19th Signal Regiment Association 
showed the flag and may have even recruited one or two new members! 

Arena displays included military bands followed by the White Helmets 
who were slowed dawn a little by the wet grass but never-the-les 
rendering their usual parkling performance on quad bikes a well as 
motor cycles. Although it must be said, the quad bikes spent much of 
their time with only two wheels in contact with the ground! The Red 
Arrows gave a slightly faster perfom1ance in three dimensions although 
low cloud somewhat cramped their style. As they disappeared into the 
unset, the heavens opened once more, the radio stations were rapidly 

dismantled as thunder and lightning strode the skies and our di play tents 
a urned the role of refugee camps as oaked pectators sought to escape 
the deluge. As the rain eased the RAF free-fall parachute team dropped 
in , hitting the arena with unerring accuracy. In all a great day with 
side hows too numerous to mention. It was Tan Dean's day and he will 
be hard pressed to better hi own act next year! To show our appreciation 
to him for conjuring radio ma ts out of thin air and for going out of his 
way to help us, he was presented with an association tic that we hope he 
will wear with pride on many occasions. To conclude, this i now well 
established as a Regimental Open Day not to be mi ed. 

~ A ~ 

~ •• 

lt i 25 year ince di bandment 
Join us for a bumper Reunion 

l2/ 13/14th April 2002 Jarvis Hotel 
Loughborough Leice tershire 

Partners arc welcome 

For further detail contact: 
Roy Andrews on 01227 264551 
E-mai l: roypat.andrew @ic24.net 

new web page: 
www.260 igsqnsam.ablcgratis.co.uk 
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The Club is holding its annual reunion at Butlin 's kcgncs 
from Friday 9 ovember to Monday 12 ovcmbcr. 

Were you a member of 16 Signal Regiment 
during the 1960s? 

If so you might be interested in joining our reunion club. 
We meet once a year but of course many members are now 
renewing old friendships and keep in contact with one 
another throughout the year. This year will be our ixth 
reunion and the club is going from strength to trength with 
about 70 paid up members and about 250 on the contact list. 
If you are intere ted in attending the reunion please contact 

Gordon Harper - 01302 844246 
He will liaise with Butlin's to arrange accommodation. If 
you would like more information on the club plea e contact 

Ted and Hazel Hebden - 01706 842829 
or E-mail - tedhebden@bigfoot.com 

you will also find them on their website: 
www.the-60 - I 6ers.fsnet.co.uk 

LOSTCOMMS 
Anyone having any information about G. H. S. Balman who erved 

with the Royal Signals/12th Royal Lancers in 1937/38, i asked to 
contact Peter Wilcox, 114A The Esplanade, BRIGHTO 3186, 
Australia, Fax: 613 9592 9607 or E-mail: willcox@bigpond.net.au 

AWTC, Guilford. Anyone who served here (all names held) between 
22 June - August 1992, Intake 571. Platoons 4,5,6 and training staff to 
contact Gnr 1 icky Cullwick,QHQ Bty, 5 Regt RA, Mame Barracks. 
Catterick, OLIO 7 P. For the forthcoming 10th Anniversary Reunion 
(dependant on replies). 

C live Legg is re earching into his grandfather' First World War 
service in the ignal Service. There is very little information on the 'L' 
Signal Battalion, that he served in between January 1918 and June 1919. 
If anybody has any information about this Unit please could they contact 
him.at the following address: 

Flat4 
96 De Bemoir Road 

London, I 4E 

DO YOU KNOW THESE EX CORPS MEMBERS? 

The Royal Signal Mu emn ha recently acquired medal that have 
been awarded to the following ex Royal Signal personnel 

2589 02 Sgt William Ball BEM who served in onh-West Europe 
during World War II 

23791443 Sig C. G. Mei ally who served in Brunei and Borneo post 
World War ll 

23733949 Cpl . V. obey who erved in orthern Ireland. with the 
United ation in ypru and wa in Jordan in 1970 during the lid
dle East cri is with yria. 

It is the Mu eum' policy to put all medal on display in the Medal 
Gallery and to include a hort history of the oldicr" ervice in the 
Medal Memoir Book. Unfortunate ly we have been unable to trace the 
soldiers through the Defence Records Officer as infomiation about 
them can only be released with their or their next of kin's permi - ion. 
Can you help u trace them? All corre pondence hould be addre . ed 
to the Mu eum. Contacts arc: 

Museum urator ( 1i Stella laclnty re) Tel: 0125 4 2164 
Medal Repre entative (Lt Col (Retd) 1. Butler :\1BE) 
Tel: 0 1258 454 74 
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:\1arcus hown would like to find .ome rriend of hi late father, who 
el'\cd in the Royal ignal . Can any of you help? 

ational PrVice friend of Bob hown 

My dad, Bob C hown (actuall . Ronald) did his_National Ser ice in 
the Royal ignal in Cyprus and Egypt tlsmahu), .t9:i 1-53 (1 could be out 
by a year on tho ·e dates). 1 just wondcre~ 1 fth~re.1s anyone ou! there who 
kne'' him in hi youth? My only rea on 1s ~uno~1ty. My dad died m 1999 
and I just have thi d~ ire, which rm s.ure 1s quite common after a death, 
to know about the thmg that made 111111 ' ho he wa · . Thanks. I can be 
contacted on E-mail: MChown@compu el'\1e.com 

CORRESPONDENCE 

from: Mrs .A. ea t 
25 andown Avenue 
DAGE HAM 
Es ex 
RMJO 8XD 
Tel: 020-8592-6846 
E-mail: aneal@cwctv.net 
+Audn25 @sol.com 

Dear ir, . 
Thank you for purring detail regarding my late father Cpl Richard 

Wallace 6084502. 2nd Am1y Signal in your WI~. Although I have not 
heard !Tom anyone who knew or could give any mformanon regardmg 
hi time in Stalag XXA or XXB, I did hear from someone who had been 
to Poland and taken photos of Royal Corp of Signals graves. They 
would have sent one to me, but for the fact that I had just been to visit 
and had my own . However, I did the ame and have a photo of the 
headstones of Sig Cecil '1cCormack, 2339053 Royal Corp of Signals, 
25 December 1940. Age 32, son of J oseph and Georgina McCormack 
of Belfast, orthem Ireland and Sig J a me Sa muel Laing Redpath 
2580531 Slst Divi ion 27 September 1940 Age: 22. l fthere are any of 
the relatives of these two Signalmen who would like copies of the photos 
l will willingly send them. Many thanks, 
Yours Sincerely ....... . 

From: Stan Crowther 
15 Clifton Crescent South 
ROTHERHAM 
S65 2AR 

Dear Sir. 
The reference in the la t Newsletter to an enquiry from the Charmel 

Islqnds Occupation Society about a German Signals Bunker in quemsey 
certainly brought back memories for me, although. l was not m~olved 
with the bunker itself. 1 was a member of 4P High Speed Wireless 
Section (always known as 'Four Pipe - the 'P' standing for Permanent) 
and we had been selected by the War Office for the first-ever operat10nal 
use of radio teleprinters. Our job was to be sending war correspondents' 
copy although, in the event, we also handled a great deal of Army traffic 
and many hundreds of civilian telegrams. We landed from an LST at 
Lancresse Bay on the north coast of the i. land. It was during the. early 
hours of the morning, after the Royal Engineers bad blown a bole in the 
huge concrete wall the Germans had built. We made our way to our 
allocated site - a field in St. Martin's parish from which our rhombic 
aerials could be beamed towards Salisbury. By 0600hrs, early-rising local 
re idents were amazed to find a full-scale wireless station up and 
operating in the villa_ge - a good two hours before the highly publicised 
official liberation took place in St. Peter Port. 
Yours Faithfully ........ . . .. . 

From: M r J . Mason 
60 Aron Road 
NUNEATO 
Warwickshire 
CVllSEJ 

Dear Sir, 
Please find enclosed a photograph of my Silver Wedding celebrations, 

held at the ex-servicemen's club in uneaton, on 3 April 2001. In the 
photograph can be seen Ex Sgt J . H. Mason 23878554, with his twin 
sons Paul and tephen. They were born at BMH Rinteln whilst I was 
stationed at RAF Gutersloh. My last posting was with 21 Sig Regt. My 
son Anthony - between myself and Margaret was born in Fiji. I was 
one of the many Fijians who signed up in Fiji in 1961. 

The reason for the letter, apart from saying, ' Hi! ' to all who might 
remember u , i to get our photograph in Th~ WI!?E. A . lovely way to 
complete the celebrations of our Silver Wedding m Apnl. Also I have 
now completed the London Marathon four times 1989, '91, '99 and 2000. 
not bad going for an old ' Hairy'. 
Yours faithfully .. ........ . 

From: Col (Retd) J. D. Bromley OBE 
Candlewyck Cottage 
THORNBURY 

r. Bromyard 
Herefordshire 
HR74 J 
Tel/Fax o: 01885 410373 

Dear Sir, . . . 
During a recent holiday in orway, l had the opportunity to visit the 

War Grave Cemetery at Narvik. It wa here that a large naval battle. was 
fought in the Second World War. Amongst the gr~ves of British 
Servicemen I found a lone Signalman, o.2588496 Signal.man A. E. 
Sykes aged 39, who died on 24 May 1940. l forward p?otograph ~f.the 
grave and the cemetery that may be of use m. passing to surv1vmg 
relatives or for Corps Records. The cemetery was immaculately kept, and 
overlooked the large fjord where the battle was fought. The Brit_ish 
Cemetery was surrounded by cemeteries of other nations mcludmg 
German casualties. 
Yours .. ... . 

Narvik War Cemetary - Norway 
Sig A. E. Sykes grave is in the back row 4th from the left 

From: Robert Shaw 
73 Kanowna Avenue 
Redcliffe 6104 
Western Australia 

Dear Editor, 
Thought I would drop you a line to see if you are interested in what the 

Royal Si~nals in this part of the world are doing. In ovember la t year 
after a v1s1l to the UK to attend a couple of reunions, the first was the 
British Korean Veterans A ociation at a weekend in Blackpool on 15 
October and then the Ex-boys reunion on the last weekend in October at 
Derby. During my visit I al o visited the Royal Signals Museum at 
Blandford, and while I was there spotted the new Bronze Jimmy, so I 
purchased two lo present to the two Royal Australian Signals Squadron 
station in Perth WA. 

The reason for the presentation was the 75 birthday of the Royal 
Australian Signals and to thank the Squadrons for all the help they have 
give the Australian Signals A ociation over the many years I have beea 
a member of the Association. l have enclosed three photos the first, taken 
after the presentation with the OC, Maj Steve inclair of I 09 Signals 
Squadron, and SM Ma rk Salmon of 152 Signal Squadron (the OC 
being unavailable at the time of the presentation) and myself. The econd, 
myself with the bearer of the Prince Ann' banner, thi was the first 
time the banner had been in WA. 

The third photo is the Princess Ann' banner with its guard of honour. I 
hope that you will be able to use all or some of the photos in The WIRE. 

For your information I am an ex Royal Signals retired in 1971 after 26 
years with t~e Corps with the rank of W02. I emigrated to Australia six 
~ys aft.er d1sch'.ifged, been in Perth all the time, spent 20 years working 
m the 011 fields m the North West of WA, as a Radio Officer on Oil rigs, 
Shore base and Platforms. I retired eight years ago and now train dogs for 
obedience work. Many evening are spent on the Intemet keeping in 
contact w1tb the many ex-boys via E-mail and surfing the net. There are 
four ex-boys living in Perth area, George Punnett, Charlie Leggett, 
T~rry Beare, myself and Betty Angell, the wife of John Angell who 
died four years ago and we till keep in touch with her. We get together 
three or ~our times a year, depending on what we are doing, or when an 
ex-boy visits us here in WA, then we meet for a lunch, and invite the 
visitor. We bad one in 2000 when Don Marsh from New Zealand visited. 
H~ came here in the April, the same week as Anzac Day and marched 
with the Royal Australian Signals, which is a big event here. This year 
we had Ken Woods and Bill Leech visit us in January and To ny 
Bermingham (ex-Beverley Boy) visit us in April, he also marched on 
A~c Day. We have one more visitor this year Don Herring who will be 
with us m December but only for a couple of days, but we will arrange a 
lunch so he can meet us all, I am sure there will be plenty to talk about 
over this lunch. 
Yours truly ........ . 

DONATIONS 
Marjorie Riggs ... ... .£ 10.00 

60.00 
54.00 
50.00 
60.00 
10.00 

RSA Leeds ... ... ... .£ 
RSA Peterborough ... .£ 
RSA outhampton .£ 
Revd G. H. Paton .£ 
Anthony Morgan .£ 
David Meadows... .£ I.SO 

10.00 
50.00 
10.00 

Certa Cito Lodge ... ... .. . .£ 
56 Division OCA Despatch Riders Motorcycle Display Team £ 
M r K. V. Morgan .. . ... ... ... ... ... ... ... .. . ... .£ 
Mr & M rs K. R. M. Fenwick-Beadle 
in memory of Sgt W. D. Audley ... ... ... ... ... . .. 
Mr C. C ru mp in memory of Capt P. G. D. Kermedy ... 
Mr D. C. Lamber t in memory of Capt P. G. D. Kennedy 
The estate of Har ry William 'Pedler' Palmer 

.... £ 20.00 

. ... £ 50.00 

.... £ 250.00 

.... £10541.99 
The Marsh Mercer Pension Fund 
in memory of Mr H. W. Palmer ........ . .. . .. . . .. .£ 30.00 

LAST POST 
Audley - Sgt W. D. Audley Served 194 164 Died 28/07/01 

Died 09/07/01 
Died 28/07/01 
Died 10108101 
Died 1207/01 
Died 27/04/01 
Died 06/04/0l 
Died 12/06/0 I 

Bir ch all - 1r N. K. Birchall Served 
Brown - Col K. Brown OBE, TD Served 
Buxton - W0 2 R. J . Buxton Served 1955/77 
Collier - WOJ N. C. Collier Served 1950/73 
Connor - Capt H. E. Connor Served 1960/84 
Dormon - B. W. S. Dormon Served 
F inlayson - W 0 2 S. Finlayson Served 1943/72 
Golothan - Col J .E. Golothan CBE, ERD. TD 

Hill - LCpl W. C. Hill 
Hood • WOJ R. J. B. Hood 
Knott - LCpl J. Knott 
Lavers - Maj W. A. Laver 
Leonard - Lt Col P. Leonard 
MacDonald - Maj W. MacDonald 

lurphy - Sgt D. E . F. M urphy 
ixon - SSgt D. M. ixon 

Pavely - Sig M. C. Pavely 
Phillips • W02 P. I. Phillips 
Raymond - gt J . H. Raymond 
Scott - Lt Col J. F. cott 
Shipp - Sgt J . F. Shipp 
Short - Sig J. Short 

pooncr • Lt Col P. A. pooner 
umner - Sig . Sumner 

Valle - Lt Col V. C. alle 
Wadham - Cpl M. V. Wadham 
Woolgar - gt J. II. E. Woolga r 

Wrate - Cpl A. V. Wrate 

Served 1939/64 Died June 'O I 
Served 1938/45 Died 12/07.01 

erved 1932/59 Died 16/0 /01 
Served 1942/46 Died 05/0 /01 
Served 1937170 Died 25/06/01 
Served 1955 4 Died 06,0 <OJ 
Served 1939175 Died 05,'0 .01 
Served 1954157 Died 17/07 'O I 

erved 1959/date Died 25/07/01 
Served 1948/50 Died 10/07/01 
Served 1952/85 Died 22108/0 I 
Servded 1938/46 Died 18/08/0 I 
Served 1929/65 Died 01/08:01 

erved 1951/66 Died 18/0 10 I 
Sel'\•ed 1992/94 Died ov '99 

en·ed 1951/92 Died 12'07 01 
Sen·ed 1-)42/46 Died 09107 01 
Smed 1938173 Died 14/07 01 

el'\·ed 1942/47 Died 13 07 01 
IM, BE l 

med 1935/6 Died 23 0 01 
med 1950/?? Died29104 01 

Hill-Cpl William C harle Hill was born in 1917. He was the elder broth
er of Sig Len Hill who died in Febmary of this year. Bill joincd the Ter
ritorial Am1y before the war and was embodied into the Regular Anny 
on I September 1939. Ile erved as an Operator Wirele and Line 
(OWL) in the 43rd Wessex Divisional ignals until 1942 when the 
I 28th Infantry Brigade to whi h he wa attached. left the 43rd Division 
to become an Independent Brigade. The Brigade evennially joined the 
46th Division and took part in the Invasion of orth frica. Bill . ub"e
quently joined the th Armoured Brigade and cl'\ed in the desert. Dur
ing the Invasion of Italy, Bill wa a member of the Beach Part) at the 
landing at alemo. His unit returned to England in preparatton for the 
landings on the French mainland on D-Duy + 6. Bill Cl'\ ed throughout 
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many battle-~ in om1andy: many time being attached to his old Divi-
1on the 43rd. Hi unit, the th Armoured brigade took part in the push 

up through "Hell ' highway' towards Arnhem in 'Operation Market 
Garden '. The th Annoured B;-igade al o took part in the action to 
clear the West Bank of the Rhine prior to cro sing and eventually the 
many a tion into Gem1any and the final urrendcr. 
Bill wa demobili ed in 1946 and returned to hi pre-war career with a 
Gentleman'· Outfitters in outhampton. He joined this fim1 as a shop 
boy in 1932 on leaving chool and tayed with them until hi retirement 
in 19 2, by which time he had been the manager for a number of year. 
Bill wa a Life Member of the Royal ignal A ociation and a loyal 
member of the outhampton and Di trict Branch. He was al o a mem
ber of the 'Market Garden' As ociation, and a freema on. 

Knott - LCpl John Knott wa born on 15 February 1923 in William 
treet. ewark where his fatter had a baker's shop. They moved to 

Balderton in 1930 when they opened the bakery in Smith Street. John 
went to Magnus Grammer School until he wa - 16. He then worked with 
hi dad and al o pent many happy hours playing cricket for Balderton 
and ewark. When war broke out, J ho wa in t11e Home Guard w1til 
he was old enough to join the anuy when he joined the Royal Corps of 
Signals. He trained at Huddersfield where he met Audrey who, at the 
time, was waiting for a call up date for the WAAFs, where be would 
train a a photographer. He went to India in 1942 erving at the Head
quarters in Delhi. John returned to England in 1945 and married 
Audrey on 13 October. They have been married for 56 years. He took 
up work with hi father again and played rugby for ewark and cricket 
- which wa hi pas ion. John and Audrey both joined the British 
Legion and John joined the e\ ark Branch of the Royal ignals As o
ciation. He has served as Treasurer for the Balderton Branch of the 
British Legion and in variety of other offices ever since his retirement. 
John loved bras bands and marcl1ing in parade . Only a few weeks ago 
he marched at the annual service for ottinghamshire British Legion at 

outhwell Minster. Audrey took photos, she was very proud. John was 
a diabetic for 41 years but he was a very positive thinking person and 
did not consider himself disabled in any way. In July this year be had 
the honour of being invited, with Audrey, to a Buckingham Palace Gar
den Party, in recognition of the many years he had served the British 
Legion. He was so thrilled to have the honour and they had a wonderful 
day. He was awarded the Gold Badge last year. John was a loyal and 
Launch member of the ewark Branch for many years. For the last 

three and a half years he has been a most efficient secretary of the 
Branch and he carried out his duties with great enthusiasm. He will be 
orely mi sed. 

llZ'."::lr.:il~~!'"":x~7'~:>----~.,.,l"'"C"""ll'!~ 

Collier - ·orman Charles 'Taff' Collier - It is with regret that we report 
the death of WO orman C harles Collier, affectionately known as 
'Taff'. Norman died on 12 Ju ly 2001, in the Royal Hampshire County 
Hospital after being ill for some months. 
Bon;i in Cardiff in Al!gust 1933, orman joined the Boys Training 
Regiment at Beverley m 1950. On posting to GCHQ he met and subse
quently married Alice. They later had two daughters Ann and Shan. 
Other J?OStings took , ' orman to Egypt, Gloucester, Aden, Harrogate 
and Wmche ter. By ilie end of his 23 years of service he held ilie 
appointment o~ Foreman of Signals. On retirement !Tom the Corps or
man worked m many exotic places. He spent time in Tehran and 
Bahram working for Cable and Wireles . 

orman reti~ed fron:i p~id employment aged 55 but was not the type to 
11 around. His hobbies mcluded DIY, gardening, computers and radios 

but. most recently, CCTV and charting the weather on a satellite link. 
Bemg a Welshman 'orman gave a good rendition of quite a few songs 
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with the best of them at social event and family gatherings. 
The funeral service took place al outhampton Crematorium on 19 July 
with the Branch Standard on parade. Members of the Winchester 
Branch of the RSA, friends, neighbours and family were all present. 

orman and Alice's daughter Ann, her husband Kevin and the grand
children Amirah, Jack, David and Ben travelled from Bahrain to 
attend and their other daughter ban came home from Australia. After 
the ervicc all were inviteed back to the fami ly home for home-made 
fare. We sat in their beautiful garden and admired some of orman 's 
work and his well kept fish-pond and pondered a while some fond 
memories. orman was a well loved and re pected family man who 
will be orely mis ed. We olTer sincere condolences to Alice and the 
fa mily. 

Finlayson - gt Stanley Finlayson joined the Corps in 1943 was 
demobbed in 1947 and rejoined, starting from Signalman, in 1950. He 
retired in 1972 as W02 (RQMS). During hi time in the Corps he took 
part in the D-Day landings and served in India. After hi retirement he 
joined the Camou tie Branch of the Royal British Legion. 

Malcolm - Capt William Fraser Malcolm, who rendered distinguished 
service throughout the Second World War, served with the Corps from 
1939 to 1946, died on 24 July 200 l . Bill served with the British Expedi
tionary Force and was evacuated from Calais during the retreat to 
Dunkirk. Shortly afterwards he was commissioned and served with 11 
L ofC Signals under those great Commanding Officers Lt Col Gilbert 
Metson MC, Lt Col Harry Kirkaldy OBE and Lt Col ' Inky ' Udell 
MBE during the invasions of North Africa and Italy. Bill commanded a 
Line Section and maintained the Line Communications for both the 5th 
and the 8th Armies up the spine of Italy. He was a big man in every 
sense of the word and a natural leader. Afier the war he took up teaching 
in Edinburgh and had a book on Metallurgy published. He kept up with 
his golf to within a year of his death , at the age of ninety, having been 
predeceased by his wife, Louise, a year previou ly. To his daughter, 
Carole in Austral ia, and bis son William and their families we extend 
our condolences. 
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© Crown Copyright 
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THE MASTER'S CHRISTMAS MESSAGE 
l had every hope that after the tunn0il of the Millennial period. our 

watchword for 2001 would be ·stability'. ,ome hope! 

But, until the horrors of 11 eptembcr. thing were moving forward 
vcl) much according to plan. Opcrattonal deployment had been reduced 
to something lik1.: a manageable I ~I. wtth !h. TA taking on even more of 
the burden with the ground breaking dec1 10n to send 97 quadron to 
Bo-nia. De-motivating delay in training were being reduced and there 
wa · light at the end of the equipment tunnel wi th real progre on the 
Bowman Project. 

Post 11 eptember, the mood ha become more ombre an? new 
unc 1taintie prevail. But, with recent operational · ucces es 111 the 
Balkan . Ea t Timor and ierra Leone under our belt . I have every 
confidence that these challenge that come to u by way of the fight 
again t terrorism. will be met with equal protes ionalism and tyle. 

Whatever happens on the operational front However. we are keen lo 
make 2002 a vear of celebration . The Queen 's Golden Jubilee will be one 
in which we shall all hare and in June we hall mark the ii er Jubilee of 
The Prince Royar appointment a our Colonel in Chief with a major 
e\·enL 

Thi Chri tma Regular oldiers. Territorial and Old Comrad_e wil_l _be 
as one in thmking of their comrade deployed abroad and of their fam1he 
at home. Annie and I will be thinking of them too. 

FROM US BOTH, HAVE A VERY HAPPY CHRISTMAS AND A HAPPY NEW YEAR. 

SOINC(A)'s CHRISTMAS MESSAGE 
200 I has proved a dramatic, and for many a traumatic, year. As well as. the recent well 

publicised events, the Foot and Mouth epidemic swept the country causmg wide pread 
di tress· floods deva rated extensive areas of the orth, South, East and West, and an 
extensi~e bombing campaign was mounted by so called. ' di sident republicans' , not to 
mention disorder in ome northern towns and, of course, m Ul ter. 

It is easy in the wake of the US tragedy and its aftermath ofopcration in Afgh~nistan 
to forget that by far the larger part of the Anny has been deployed on operauons to 
alleviate the impact of some of these domestic events. 

In all of these, as well as in the coalition operation again t bin Laden, the orps i 
well to the fore and our efforts are well recognised. 2nd Signal Regiment was awarded 
the Freedom of the City of York in recognition of their effort during_the flood , and 
elements of 2nd ( ational Communications) ignal Brigade were crucial to control of 
the fight against Foot and Mouth. Northern freland units have continued to support 
operations against domestic terrorism, as have many other elements of the Corp. uch as 
our soldiers working with 11 Explosive Ordnance Disposal Battalion ('the Army bomb 
squad'). 

On behalf' of all of the soldiers of the Corps wherever they may be serving, I_ would 
like to express our sincere thanks to all of our families for their support which ha 
sustained us during the difficult year. Christmas is a time for families and~ hope that all 
of you who arc able to be together thi Chns1mas can share a very good tune. To tho c 
who have to be parted, I hope that it will not be for too long and that you will be fortified 
by good wishes of family and friends (and no doubt the odd touch of Chnstmas cheer!). 

FROM LAURETTE AND ME, A VERY HAPPY CHRISTMAS WHEREVER YOU ARE 
AND BEST WISHES AND GOOD FORTUNE IN THE JUBILEE YEAR OF 2002. 

ROYAL SIGNALS MUSEUM 

PRESE TATION TO THE MUSE M 
By Col (Reid) Cliff Walters, Museum Director 

Author Louis Meulstec, who works in telecommunications in the 
etherlands, i~ well known to the Royal Signals Museum and to military 

radio cnthu 1a ts . Over a number of years he has carried out a 
considerab le amount of re earch into military communication 
equipment. Thi h~ resulted in many erudite articles in specialist 
1oumals and magazines. He has also had a number of books published 
much of which were researched in the Museum. 

Hi latest tome is Volume 3 of Wireless for the Warrior - RECEPTIO 
SETS. It gives considerable detail on 65 different sets elating back to the 
Second World Wa~. Many of them will be very familiar to members of 
the Corp and whilst ~ot a ll of them can be covered here a trip down 
memory lane may excite some old sold iers. There is a photograph of a 

ergeant (m BD ofcour e) operating an Rl07 and Wireless Sender 012 
from a 3-ton lorry. It is also shown with a WS 33 and a 53 Set. Tho e 
who operated the Am1y Wireles Chain or COMCA will also know the 
R212/EIO combination. LARKSPUR is also fully represented with the 
DI l/R230 illustrated m both an Airtcch container (which l per onally 
recollect from up-country Aden) and that famous K9. The Cl l/R2JO and 
C4 I /R222 get the full treatment and lead on to the C50/R236 (in a fish 
fner) which as we all know was part of an interim ystem which la tcd 
more than an ' interim time ' ! 

Thi i an exceptionally well researched book which follow on from 
Volume I - Wireless Sets No I to 88, and Volume 2 - tandard Sets of 
WWII. We are very grateful to Loui for thi research that is excellent 
reference material for the Corps. All volumes are on ale in the Mu eum 
and much of the equipment is also on di play. Louis al o has a web ite. Col Cliff Walters receives a copy of his book from Louis Meulstee 

THE MAN FROM MANNING AND CAREER MANAGEMENT DIVISION 
Maj . G Hutchinson MBE - rsignalsinrcorpsmcmdiv@dial.pipex.com 

With the Divisional Reorganisation complete we welcome some new 
staff to the Divi ion. Maj Bob O 'Hara has moved from HQ ARRC to 
replace your truly (hi golf wing already seems to be improving) and 
three Executive Officers (EOs), Niall Montgomery, Tommy Taylor and 
Chris Wallis have arrived to bolster oldier Wing. Allan Morgan has 
been appointed as the new HEO and Patrica Lang joins us a the AA 
Support Trade Section. All in all these changes represent a major tep 
forward in the way in which we carry out our businc , the principle 
benefactors hopefully being the Officers and Soldier of the Corps today. 
As a Division we have always been very grateful for the opportunity for 
our civilian taff to participate in unit visits; the last few month have 
been no exception. With visits to Cypru . 34 Signal Regiment and 521 
EOD our staff have given a valuable insight into the working of R 
SIGNALS units. Not only is it good for u to get out and e)(perience first 
hand what i happening in the Field Anny but also it gives oldier on the 
ground the opportunity to meet at fir t hand the Desk Officer 
intrinsically involved in the management of their careers. Breaking with 
tradi tion and following on from an extremely succes ful visit to Cypru 
this submi sion will foeu on the taff visit to 259 ignal quadron and 
JSSU(AN). 

MCM DIV VISIT TO .JSSU (AYIOS IKOLAO ) 
A D 259 SIGNAL SQUAD RO ' 
Chris Wallis - EO Support Trade Wing 

The MCM Team departed from Glasgow Airport at l 700hrs on unday 
~September. After a long wait and a slight delay at Heathrow we an-ived 
111 Larnaca some 12 hours later. We were picked up by the Adjutant 
J SU(A ), Capt Andy Greenfield and WOI (RS 1) Rkhardson. On 
an-ival at JSSU(AN) we had an hour and a ha!( to freshen up and unpack 
prior to meeting the CO at 0800hrs - I didn't think that thing were meant 
to happen thi quickly in Cypms. After a warm welcome from Lt Col 
Sharp we were taken on a brief visit of the QM ·s Department and 

upport quadron. Maj Mick Bohanan wa cager to explain what 
puni hments he had planned for Elaine Easton who wa apparently 
respon iblc for some ' horrendous' posting in his pre-eommi ioned 
days. All retribution was planned for the following Thursday and thinly 
di guised as 'Adventurous Training '. By lunchtime a combination of 
Jetlag and a general inability to tay awake any longer led to four 
members of the paity, Bill tee!, Elaine Easton , Elaine Strachan and 
Michelle McLean all reti ring to the pool side for a yprioi tyle • icsta·. 
I, ou the other hand , pent the afternoon with th djt and R M 
organi iug ihe following morning businc s. 

Monday evening wn spent firstly at 2nd George' restaurant and 
latterly at the Orange Grove Bar. Dinner wa quite imply superb 
although I suspect the ridiculously cheap Kir and brandy was a much the 
rea on for Sgt 'Ginge' Dyson booking thi particular e tablishment. 
After moving on to the Orange Gro e and enjoying some more local 
hospitality Bill, Elaine Easto n and myself decided that a rea nably 
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early night wa the en ible option. Michelle and Elaine Strachan 
decided othen i c and headed off to a ' top' Cypriot nightclub in Protare 
with Si~ Chris Bunn . I think the con ensus was that the term ·nightclub' 
wa bemg used rather loo ely - Gia gow was fast becoming a distant 
memorv. 

PT began at 061 Shrs on Tuesday morning. Many promises from other 
party members that they would attend failed to materiali e and alas I wa 
the only vi itor to attend - perhaps Gia gow wa· n't that bad - ready for 
the rush to the coffee point chaps! The rest of the day was used meeting 
soldiers from the relevant trade groups, one of the highlights of our visit. 
We arrived back at Ayio ikolaos just in time for dinner. An evening' 
sociali ing with the CO'. en ued, with the cabaret provided by -gt 
'Super Sonic' orlcy. Mr yio 1ikolao in waiting. and we all had an 
enjoyable evening. 

An 0600hr departure time meant a few, hall we say ·overly tired· 
travellers, headed for a day ho ted by 259 ig Sqn. An early morning 
briefing with Maj Fraser wa followed by a trip up to the ummit of 
Troodo Mountain to visit both Troodo and Olympus . tation. and our 
thank go to 2Lt 1ilner and Cpl Mercer for accompanying u . Yet 
again we were given a valuable insight into the rigours of life in ypru • 
a un hine posting it i - easy it certainly i not. Dinner wa arranged in 
Chris' Kebab shop on the krotiri strip, where we were accompanied by 
Cpl 1ercer and some of the J CO's from both irficld anJ Episkop1 
Troops. While omc of the J CO' headed o!T to Lima ol the others 
took the chance to get to knO\\ the desk officers primarily responsible for 
the organisation of their posting . fter much hilarity (not necc. sarily 
a ociated with their po ·tings) we embarked on an eventful hike back to 
RAF krotiri , promised all the way that we would find a taxi! 

On the Thur day they took pny on u a,d a much-needed late start 
meant we arrived at the Akrotiri Water k1 l11b after 0900h1 · and linked 
up again with the Aclvcnturou · Training gr up from J U(A ). Elaine 
Strachan and lichelle were railroaded onto the ·banana boat· and 
'donut' before the re tofu had managed to get our beach tl'"cls out1 I 
had ju t at down for a quiet moment of relaxation when \\02 RQ\lS 

ndy Dick kindly volunteered me for the beach \"Olleyball team . \ 
thoroughly action packed morning wa. followed by the promi. c of a 
gentle meander down a small cc1ion of the Troodos lountain. llo\\ 
wrong we were! W02 Rick Bu'\ton had a ·sured u that the walk would 
take u ' approximately 30-35 minutes . c'O odd mmutcs and one quite 
dra tic '' rong turning later we arri,·ed at the Trout Fann and the pka urc 
of an air conditioned cur. 

A quiet final night . due to complete e haustion more than an~ thin!! 
el e, wa enjoyed by all. Howc,·cr. I had received a mes. aue that \laj 
Bohanan, 0 p qn. required to cc myself and E la ine Fa,ton 11 
0730hrs on Friday morning and we were a bit apprchcns1\"c .1 · to the 
rea on for his rcqut! t. We arrh·cd on time after breakfa. t to be greeted b~ 
the Maj Bohanan as well as Capt \ndy Greenfield Throughout the 
pre' ious day Rick Btl\tnn hnd taken numcrou. photouraphs .1nJ 
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produced a PowerPoint pre cntation of our d\cnturous Training which 
pro\ ed \Cf) entertaining for all concerned. 

We eYentually relUrned to Glasgo" on the Friday night completely 
e:xhau,ted. The Yisit had been great fun and given u- a uniquie insight 
mto a ·soldier · lot in Cypru '. It a l o put face to R Books and 
hopefully ga\ e the , oldiers an oppo11unity to . ce thlll we arc not the ogres 
that we arc made out to be - well, not all of u-! Overall a fantastic time 
was had b> all and pecial thank mu t go apt Gr('enfield, WO! R M 
Richard on and all who looked after u · so well at J U and 259 ig 

qn. 

(L-R): Elaine Strachan, Michelle Mclean, Elaine Easton, Chris 
Wallis. Bill Steele 

ROYAL SIGNALS ASSOCIATION 
ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING 

By kind pennission of the OC 238 Sig Sqn, the 
next RSA AGM will be held on: 

Saturday 6 April 2002 
in hel ea Banacks, Chel ea Bridge Road, London. 

The meeting starts at 1030hr and tea/coffee will be 
a ailable from 0930hr . All Life Members of the 
Association are eligible and most welcome to attend 
the meeting, which should end at around 1300hrs. 

[All points for the Agenda mu t be received in the 
A ociation HQ at Blandford by 1 March 2002. The 
nearest underground tation i Sloane Square and 
parking i available in the ban-acks (name and vehicle 
detail are to be ent to Association HQ beforehand).] 

THE GURKHA DISSERTATION 
'THE CALL OF ENGLAND' 

SCHOOL'S PHOTOGRAPHER 
GAL ' f:\TERJ ATIOI'\AL RECOG ' fTI01 
l11trod11ctio11 bv Lt Col (Reid) MacD011ald 

tephen Oiding i a photographer at the Royal School of Signal , an 
Operating DiYision of the Anny Training and Recruiting Agency. For 
long acknowledged by chool ·taff as an excellent photographer willing 
to giYe his time and advice to create the best image, it wa only recently 
that the full extent of hi talents came Lo light. Stephen is in fact a highly 
qualified, internationally recognized photographer and lecturer who has 
been exhibited worldwide by a number of institutions. An Associate or 
the British In titute of Profession al Photography and the Royal 
Photographic ociety, he recent.ly crowned his academic achievements by 
gaining a BA (Hon ) Degree I st in Photographic Media Studies. In 
recognition of gaining a degree in a work related ubject he was awarded 
£700 under the MOD spon ored special bonus scheme. Having gained a 
Certificate of Education in 1994. he has also been a part time lecturer in 
photography at the Arts Institute of Bournemouth. His Dis ertation 
ubject wa the Professional and Cultural Assimilation of the Gurkha 
oldier in the Briti h Army, which was researched and photographed in 

Nepal, providing an mteresting and exciting visual record of a people 
who haYe become an integral part of our military culture. The Photo 
Imaging Education Association of 1 orth America and the Association of 
Photographers have exhibited his work worldwide and his portraiture of 
actor Richard Wilson appears in the July issue of the British Journal of 
Photography. His opportunity to realize the Warhol theory that almost 
everyone has 15 minutes of fame in their life came when Gy les 
Brandreth, the broadcaster included him in his radio program. Whereas 
the front cover of Vogue might be enticing wc can only hope that we 
benefit from his expertise and profes ionali:.m for a long time to come. 

Buddhiman Gurung with J. P. Cross in the background 
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Jn addition Lo cour e work my Honours Degree studies included a 
elf-originated project referred to as the 'MCP' or (Major 

Communication Project), which would be a research ubject negotiated 
with the course supervi or, for this, my subject of research was to explore 
the ocial and profe ional integration of the Gurkha soldier into the 
British Anny. The project examine cultura l a similation contextualised 
by a brief look at Anglo epalese hi tory since the treaty of Segouli in 
1816 through to contemporary welfare, profes ional and cultural is ue . 
In a bid to formalise a coherent and balanced body of research I felt the 
need to visit the Gurkha homeland and take note and compare the social 
and profe ional differences that exi t between epalese and Western 
culture . My visit to Nepal was also to include an interview with the 
much respected Engli hman Lt Col J.P. Cross now retired and living in 
Pokhara. (pictured with me in Pokhara). ___________ _ 

It was 26 December 2000 when I set ofT from Kathmandu airport 
heading for Pokhara in Western Nepal on a journey to meet tbe famous J. 
P. Cross, and to interview the man on matters ' Gurkha' . After the hort 
50 minutes flight, in no time at all 1 found myself in the Pardy district of 
Pokhara and arrived at the very presentable 'Tibet Re 01t Guest Hous~·· 
As soon as I introduced myself the receptioni t cried out 'Sahib, ~h1b 
Colonel Cross want you to phone him straightaway.' It was at this poml 1 
reali ed that I wasn't on his trail, but he onto mine. Within minute I was 
talking to the man on the phone to arrange an interview time with him. 
and sure enough it wa to be the following morning at I0.30am. The next 
day my taxi drove me across the other side of town which took about 25 
minutes weaving tl1rough the cows, chickens, cats and dogs on the road, 
and with my hands tightly gripping the door handles of the car for 
stability, we would swerve and alternate between driving on the left and 
right ide of the road, a concept of good road sen c having completdY 
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c_luded the tax i driver. ~inally, at the side of the road I recognised the 
I 1grn;e of~ i:ian who~c picture 1 had seen in books in England. the modem 
day D~ L1v1ngstonc I presumed. .uddenly his outstretched arm wielding 
a walkmg s.11ck summoned the taxi to an abrupt halt , from that point on 
my perception of J. P. Cross ~as to be changed and every minute that 
follo~cd ma?e me look upon h11n a~ most would, a paragon. 

This fon111dablc litc~a!y figure, .lmguist and authority on Gurkhas and 
the e~alese. way of hie, ~as I feared , about to eat me alive with his 
per~ept1vc mmd and expertise, and me, with so little knowledge on the 
subject .10 d~fcnd my elf. However._ as each minute went on he put me at 
case w ith l11s charm and hosp11ahty. I was quickly introduced to his 
adopted son, Buddhiman Gurung and his wife Shim Kumari and their 
children. All three men sat o~ the balcony and were ervcd mid morning 
tea on a w~rm Pokhara mornmg. J. P. Cros.s for most of his military life 
ha been lmked to the qurkh.as through his tours of duty in India and 
throughout Asia, .a.nd with his flair for languages he was an obvious 
ch_o1ce f?r the position or ORO in charge of recruiting Gurkhas. The late 
King Birendra of ep.al. grac.iously bestowed a unique honour upon 
C:oloncl Cross by perm1lt1ng him to settle permanently in the mountain 
kingdom, wi th his adopted family in Pokhara, situated approximately one 
hundred and sixty kilom~lres west of Kathmandu. In ovember 1976 
atler be111g 111 the army thirty-three years Colonel J. P. Cross tarted his 
last ~nny post as Di trict Officer in charge of Recruiting (DOR) Ile took 
up his po t ba ed at Pakhhawa Camp 111 charge of British interests in 

epal. J. ~- Cross was responsible fC?r rccr:uiting half of the requirement 
for the Bngade of G_urkhas and dcalmg with pay and pen ion for over 
ten thousand ex-serv1ce1~en .throughout we tern epal. Within his role a 
DOR he was also the ma111 hnk between serving oldiers and their homes 
m epal. Under ~is control were twelve Area Welfare Centres taffed by 
ex-servicemen with whom he had regular contact in order to carry out 
these .welf~re ta k . ee below two photo howing fir t the 
Co111m1ss1onmg Ceremony and then the Attestation Ceremony. 

A prcviou ly mentioned, my 'M P' \ a aimed at illustrating aspects 
of the ~rof'c ·sional, social and cultural life or the Gurkhas, making 
comparisons between England and epal and how the young rurkha 
so ldiers adapt to a new environment. For these Ncpaksc recruit the 
learnmg curve is steep and they will be making the transition from a third 
world .country to one of the We -t"s leading commercinl and industrial 
countncs in a relatively short time. l have avoided political issue and 
have looked into the background from which the e genteel warriors have 
emerged, and how their reputation as fighters without fear ha LOod the 
test of time. Their reputation of being professional and tenacious lighters 
precedes them wherever they go in the world, be it in times or conflict or 
111 a :rcace Keeping ' role. The unflinching Gurkha characteristic of 
~ant111g to achieve perfection in 1.:very pursuit is evident even down to 
tune spent 111 lei ure for each Thursday evening at the ·Hobbie· lub · I 
lead the camera club on Blandford amp for Pha c 2 soldie1 , here at the 
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camera club one can see the incredible motivation the Gurkhas ha\e. l"m 
sure most of these Gurkha see time out of traditional education as a 
sheer ~astc . . His hunger for knowledge i. insatiable and he will try and 
t~ agam until he succeeds. f-or the young Gurkha ·old1er life in the West 
will be difficult ancl .he will ha".e to quickly learn the ways of the West 
and start to study ~c1en11fic su.bJCCts that arc not presented in his native 
tongue. In the r?l~llvely short lime between hill selection in • cpal and his 
fir~t t~rm oftrammg he would have laid down his scythe and picked up a 
c1en11fic calculator. 
. Pastoral care will ?c. provided by a Pundit (Regimental Prie ·t) who 

will look after the. rchg1ous matters concerning marriages. berea\cment. 
ceremomal and spmtual chut1es. Due to the small number of Gurl\has on 
~he vanous ca.mps, it is n_ot possible to allocate a Pundit to each camp. 
mstead, there 1s o.ne ~und11 to cover the south of Lngland and he i ba,ed 
~t 1 RGR hom~hffe m Kent where there is an established temple. There 
1 also a Pundit who covers the north and he is based at Catterick. 
Pastoral care is. also given with regular visits by the Gurkha Major 10 
discus welfare issues with the young Gurkha . 

Welfare Issues being addressed by a Gurkha Major 

From the moment the Gurkha first get through ba ic training they are 
encouraged IC? pursue sporting activities, and Taekwondo i a particular 
favoun~e. This sport has .. a large following on Blandford Camp and its 
Sense1 1 Gurkha S0 t BtJendra Guru no. who holds several awards in 
Taekw.ond~. includ.ing Winner of the Briti h Army Taekwo~do 
Champ1onsh1ps held 111 Hong Kong. porting acti\ itie include cycling. 
football and many other . 

Taekwondo Training on Blandford Camp 

During my stay in epal while out and about photogmphmg 111 the 
Pokhara area 1 came ucross, by complete surprise orporal \'ishal Pun 
and his fiance, Vis hal, was then a Lance Corporal nnd on ka\ e to \ j,it 
hi family and liancc. 

The regi tercd Domain ame for the Be\ crlcy B ) , 
Archive - bcvcrlcyboy archive.co.uk 
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His help was most generous and appreciated e pecially as it had been a 
long time since he had la t seen his fiance and family. It is to this affect 
that I must e. pre my heartfelt and special thanks to Visha l, I 
under.land that Vishal is now serving at 30 Signal Regiment, Bramcote, 
as a h:chnician. The following people have also given me great support 
and help in my Gurkha studies and they too have my incere thanks; from 
30 Signal Regiment, Brnmeote - Brig Lee (pictured with Gurkha MaJor 
at Attestation) and l\1aj 'avindra Bikram Gurung; from Pokhara Nepal 
Lt Col (Retd) J . P. Cross OBE and Buddhiman Gurung; also Brig 
(Rctd ) J. II. Gr iffi n l:lSc C E FE!, Co l K. Hadfi e ld - former 
C ommandcr Royal School of Signals Col (Rctd) A.Car ter Regimental 

ccretary the Royal Corps of Signals, Blandford Camp. Ca pt Ya m 
Bahadur Rana, apt Kri hna Bahadur Gurung, W02 Toi Bahadur 
Khamcha and his family, SSgt G. an Ba had ur Tamang, • gt Bijcndra 
Gurung, gt Ark umar, Cpl Visha l Pun, Mrs Gilli an G utte ridge -
\Vinchc~tcr Museum, \1r. unhil G urung - Buddha Airlines Kathmandu, 
'.\tr Sunhil Sakya - Kathmandu Guest house, Kathmandu, M r Bi ll 
:\orman, \1r Hemant Thapa - Pokhara 'epal. 

The ( rurkha Di scrtation entitled 'The Call of England' is in excess of 
I ,000 v.ords and this brief draft doesn't touch the surface of my 
dis ertation but ll is hoped \\ill enable me to outline the fact that there 
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were of course many people who I am grateful to for their help in 
enabling me to gather research material for a subject I find_ fascinating, I 
would also like to thank Lt Col MacDonald for putting my name 
forward for thi citation and ubsequently ommander Ewbank and bis 
Ofliccr for sanctioning the citation and la t but by no means least Mr 
Richard Rogers ( ivil Admin Officer) Blandford Camp. 

©!XIQJJOO©!XI @lF ®'TI' ®'TI'~fFl!XI~ Wll'TI'!XI ®'TI' .JJ@!XI 
OO@©!Xl~®'TI'~OO OO@W~ W~®NOOO®'TI'~OO 

'lJ ®®® !Xl@QJJOO® "' ®!Xl~OOOOW &i IMIOOO©~ fFlll~® 
&\~OOW&\00@® 

ROYAL SIGNALS DINNER CLUB 

ANNUAL LONDON DINNER 
TUESDAY 14 MAY 2002 

THE SAVOY 

APPLICATIONS FOR TICKETS 
TO 

RHQ ROYAL SIGNALS 

CAN YOU HELP? 

A silver tray has been found in British Columbia, 
Canada 
inscribed 

Presented to Major J. C. Alcock R. Signals 
by the Officers of City of London Signals, 

November 1954 

If anyone has any history of this please contact 
the Corps Property Manager 

RHQ R. Signals, 
Blandfo rd Camp 

DT11 8RH 
Tel: 01258 482036 

\VltJJ not paJJ JJOllf 
sullstription llJJ 
Dfreel DelJft? 

BinfJ 01258 482071 
and we will send 11011 a farm 
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W_QRD ON_ THE GROUND - MASTERING A MOUNTAI 
hy AT Jo11es. 3 Section, 15 Pl, C Coy, 263 (Harrogate) Signal Squadron, Army Apprentices College 

Army Adventurous Training? ~tmds li~e fun, however, it is designed 
to push your personal fear to the hm1t. This is a story of tears, fears and 
teamwork. It lakes place on the north face of Mt Trafan. Mr ' Hughy' 
Richards is the team leader, the team consists of, AT 'Adam• Dohertv. 
AT 'Rachel ' Harper, AT ' Michael ' Dixon , AT 'Alan' Doorbar and 
myself AT ' lairc' Jones, we arc the team, the soldiers in training 'the 
lambs to the slaughter'. The 'Task' sounds easy enough, scramble up Mt. 
Trafan. Stood at the bottom looking up it didn't seem too difficult a 
gentle sl~pe a.t the bottom and a little .steeper towards the top, so the te~m 
set off with high hopes. Forty-five minutes later we reached what looked 
like the top. That wasn't too hard? Then we realised it is a small ridge 
near the bottom and no-where the top at all ! OK. not a drama, the team 
shrugs its' houldcrs and trudge on. An hour and a half later with legs 

achn:ig, we are suddenly looking up at 15 ~ rocks. then it hit us we have 
to_chmb? o decent handgrips and no safety rope, you can't make us do 
this'! They could make us do this and they did! Fifteen minutes later I 
find myself frozen, clinging to a rock for dear life and I think what am I 
doing here?' How will I possibly do this? Well the answer is teamwork; 
the rest of my team is there for my support. One mans fear is another 
mans strength, as they say. AT 'Ben' Dohert) wru; there for me all the 
way. he helped me conquer the mountain a. I was dragged from my 
'comfort zone '. Four hours later and it was all over. The climbing of Mt 
Trafan i definitely an experience I will never forget. I learnt a valuable 
lesson, no matter who you are or what your fears arc, with a bit of extra 
effort and a lot of teamwork you can achieve anything. 

~ 
,~~ 
~ ~ITISH SAFETY COUNCIL 

SIGNALS MEN JOIN THE SAFETY ELITE 

W~2 (RQM~) Dave lnma.n, RO~ . with 8 Inf Bdc and ig Sqn 
(218) 1s to receive the prest1g1ou British afety Council Diploma in 

afety Management. W02 Inman will receive his award later this year 
at a ceremony in London . 

. In a message of congratulations to successful delegates, the Council's 
Director General, David Ballard aid, 'Good safety i good bu ine sand 
ca.n save firms hundreds of thou ands of pound . In achieving the 
Diploma 1n Sa.fcty Management, Mr Inman has hown a big 
co1.n1111tment. to improving health and safety in the workplace. Proper 
trammg 1s vital for people at all levels of a company. a accidents and 
illnesses at work cost this country up to£ 18 billion every year.' 
~any company directors and managers are unaware of how big the 

savmgs from good safety management can be. The Baker Group in 
orthampton hire has een it in urance premiums drop from £400,000 

to £150,000 in just three years and orwich Ci ty Council' City Work 
departn_ient is aving £60.000 a year becau e of their good afety records. 
The .Diploma .1s an mternat10nally recognised qualification, which 
pro\.1des domam knowledge for the ational Vocational Qualification in 
Occupation~! Health and Safety Practice. Delegates study afety law, 
communications, advanced afety management, occupational health and 
hygiene and total loss control (risk management). They mu t pa an 
exam ii1 order to gain a Diploma. 

James Smiley, Motor Transport Officer at 37 Signal Regiment (V) in 
Redditch, has received the prestigious British Safety Council Diploma in 
afety Management at an awards ceremony at Trinity Hou e, London. 

OFFICER 
OCTOBER 200 1 
Name a11d Ra11k 
Lt Col R. . Clapp ..... . 
Capt D. T. Eaglesham ... 
Capt K. J. A. Es on ...... 
Capt G. W. A. John ton 

OFF! ER 
OVEMBER 2001 

Nume a11d Rank 
Col R. J. Evan OBE 
Col E. M. Flint .. . .. . 
Capt M. J. Morton .. . 

WO A DS CO 
0 TOBER 200 1 
Name and Rank 
A/WO I FofS M. M. M. Mc allum 
A/WO 2 FofS . D. Metcalfe ... 
SSgt A. P. Cheesman 
S gt P. S. Gaiisidc ... 

Sgt K. Roberts 
A/ gt A. L. Korchel 
A/SSgt J. P. Mc abb 
Sgt T. R. J. Austin ... 
Sgt M . R. J. Brundle 
Sgt . A. larkc 

gt A. David on 
gt P. E. Farrington 

Sgt S. Jenner ... ... ... 
Sgt I. D. M. MacDonald 

gt A. P. MeBean ... ... 
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Unit to which posted 
D/Bowman DPA 
36 ignal Regiment (V) 
HS Royal chool of ignal 
I MechBdeHQ& ig qn(215) 

Unit to which posted 
RHQAF OUTH 
G6 HQLA D 
16AirA ltBde& ig qn(216) 

Unit to which posted 
HQ OinC(A) 
8lnfBdeHQ&Sig qn(218) 
7 ignal Regiment 
2 0 (UK) ignal Squadron 
R.HQ Afnorth 
IS ignal Regiment 
14 ignal Regiment (EW) 
BM TT (Freetown) icrra Leone 
I (UK) Div HQ & Sig Regt 
11 Cadet Training Team 
399 U (Army Element) 
249 ignal quadron ( MF(L)) 
3 ( K) Div HQ & ig Rcgt 

FCO London 
30 ignal Regiment 

M~ miley was among 42 safety profe ional who were pre ented with 
their awards. They pas ed an exam in order to gain their Diploma. 

David Ballard (R), Director General of the British Safety Council, 
presents a Diploma in Safety Management to James Smiley 

gt M. P. Pryce ... . .. 
Sgt J. Shuttleworth 

gt P .. Amie 
gt D. J. Berry ... 
gt J. A. Fame ... 

WOSA DS 0 
0 EM BER2001 

Name a11d Rank 
WO 2 FofS M. D. Arundel ... 
gt M. Frangleton 
gt . . lexander-High 

Sgt I. onlan .. . 
Sgt G. Cullen .. . 

gt J. Mason 
gt D. Brodie 
gt A.G. Doe 
gt K. P. Overton 

SSgt M. R. Eastman 
Sgt G. F. COit ... 

gt S. \ . Foord 
gt P. T. Faizey ... 
gt . C. Butler 

, gt L. J. Coldwell 
gt I. . Fincham 
gt M. R. Brook bank ... 
gt D. E. Leak 
gt C. A. Marlo\\ ... 
gt . J. nape ...... .. . 
gt M. C. Jack on ..... . 

Al gt . \II . parrow .. . 
gt M. D. Thompson 
gt P. D. llounsell ... 

21 Signal Regiment ( ir upport) 
14 ignal Regiment (EW) 
60 ignal Squadron (V) 
The Royal chool of ignal 
36 Signal Regiment ( ) 

Unit 10 which po.ired 
RHQ Afnorth 
I Military lmelligence Ba1talion 
12 Mech Bde HQ & ig qn (22 
7 ignal Regiment 
I (UK) Di\ HQ · ig Regt 
15 ignal Regiment 
16 ignal Regiment 
IOI Log Bdc HQ · ' 1g qn 
I (UK) Di\ HQ<' ig Regt 
The Royal chool of ignal 
600 ignal Troop 
J Digby 
HQ OinC( l 
31 (CofL) ignal Regiment(\') 
3 (UK) Div HQ ig Rcgt 
RHQ fsouth 
HM Collingwood 

... J (Ayio ikolaos) 
21 1gnal Regunent (. \ir. uppon) 
The Royal chool of · 1gnal. 

igs Trg Wing 'TCRl\1 
2 ignal Regiment 

lnfBdc HQ • '1g qn (21,) 
I (uK) Di\ HQ<' 'ig Rcgt 
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HEADQUARTERS SIGNAL OFFICER IN CHIEF (ARMY) 

TRI L 
TpComd 
Tp gt 

UPPORT TROOP 
apt James 
gt Downing 

For Trials upport Troop the la t few months ha e been rela tive ly 
quiet. t the present moment the Troop are going out on recce . This is in 
preparallon for an up and coming Bowman Trial which commence later 
next year. In be1ween this pl 'John' Jenkin~ and members of2 ignal 
Regiment ha,·e just trialed a field electric power supply generator (Feps 
Gen). This generator could be a replacement for 8/12kw, 16i24kw and 
40k w generators. 

In bcmeen Trials members of the troop have been able to pursue other 
actiYitie . ig ·Carr Renshaw flew to Cyprus to train with the Army 

wimming team. Cpl 'Andy' Parrott and ig 'Charlotte ' Driscoll have 
been elected to participate in the British Army Antarctic Expedition 
200112002. They would tart sai ling in Gran Canaria and go through to 
Rio De Janeiro. 

Finally some welcome and goodbye . We would like to welcome 
LCpl ' Richie' Cranswick from 14 ignal Regt, Sig ' ev' evens from 
15 ignal Regt and Sig · arr Renshaw from I (UK) Armd Di v and 
ignal Regt. Goodbyes to LC pl 'H ' Haywood to 2 1 ignal Regt, L pl 

' Bob' Roberts to 11 EOD, Cpl 'Andy' Lane to HQNI , WO 2 Yeoman 
Evans to HQ I and last but no means lea t Capt. ·Ja on' Kennedy who 
is on a CI M cour e Blandford. With the final goodbyes going to LCpl 
· Ronn ie' Allan and Cpl 'Ma rtin' Heap who are leaving u for the 
civilian world of telecommunications. 

INFOSEC COMMAND 
NACOSA 
SHAPE 

Comd 
Contributor 

Col Peter Pa rfitt 
W02(FofS) Alex Gro e 

BACKC RO ' D 
I IFOSEC Command came into being in eptember 1999, replacing its 

predece or ACE COMMSEC and taking on a number of new roles. mo t 
of which have 'ATO wide responsibilitie . It is situated at SHAPE 
headquarters in Belgium. The Command is a Tri- e1vice and 
multinational organi ation, with erving personnel coming from most of 
the 'ATO nation . The first Colonel to command the new organi ation, 
Peter Parfitt. arrived after a brief pell as the Chieflnstructor at the Royal 

chool of Signal . The Commander of ACE COMMSEC, Lt Col (TOT) 
And re\\ Robertson, ub equemly became Deputy Commander and Chief 
Technical Officer. 

ROLE 
I FO EC Command i the operational Information ecurity Command 

for ATO and it is the only organisation with ATO wide fNFOSEC 
responsibility. The Command upporlS all oftbe ATO Civil and military 
bodies, including Allied Command Europe (ACE) and Allied Command 
Atlantic (ACLANT). If you are after Computer Security, Crypto, 
TEMPEST or COMSEC technical upport, then look no further. We 
haven't gone public. private yet, but don't be surprised if your credit card 
details are required in the not too distant future! 

ORCANI ATIO 
After small refinements since it inception, INFOSEC Command is 

currently organised into Computer Security (COMPUSEC), Crypto, 
Implementation and Vulnerability Branches. Vulnerability Branch itself 
encompas c both Tran mi sion Security (TRA 1SEC) and Emission 
Security (EMSEC). Above tl1e Branche reside the Operations Cell and 
the Plan and Support Cell. The current establishment of 86 personnel 
includes seven serving Royal ignals personnel and four ex-Corp 
members working in , ATO civilian post within the Command. The 
Corps therefore has a very significant part to play in the conduct of 
I FO EC within ATO. 

RR l\'AL /DEPART RE 
The Command welcomed two newcomers thi year, Sgt Chris 0' eill 

and gt Angus '.\1 cPherson, in the process saying farewell to Sgt 
tephcn 'Chalkic' W hite, taking an inimitable brand of humour and an 

endle~s supply of bawdy jokes with him, and SSgt Stuart Taylor, who's 
prowess at obtaining the unobtainable wa well noted. ' o Sir, your not 
allowed to have that desk, however, give me a little bit of time and let me 
sec what I can do .... .' We wish them all the best in their new posts. 

CTIVITY 
This year has been extremely busy for all the Branches. Since 

I. FOSE Command's creation. the changes in policy and requirements 
have meant new manpower. equipment and especially new skill sets to be 
pulled in. This ha~ created a very dynamic environment. OMPUSEC 
ha\C been steadily increasing their resource~ to manage intrusion 
detection, virus re~ponse and other COMP SEC issues. This has 
prumptcd a move to put as much useful data a possible into a ATO 
Computer Lmergency Response Team (CERT) website, to try and give the 
"1dc.r AT9 c.ustomers as much infom1ation as possible. The NATO 
Cl Rf llsdf. with recent World events and the continuing real threat to 
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ATO's etwork infrastructure . ha taken on a much added ignificance. 
When it finally arrives, it will in no mall part be due to the efforts of Lt 
Col (TOT) Drew Robertson . 

The other branches haven't exactly been asleep either. Crypto 
Management Branch, beaded by Mr Alan Huey (ex R igs FofS) are 
currently gearing up their Systems Management Centre (SMC) in 
preparation for the new ato uclear Command and Control Reporting 
Sy tern (N CCRS), which i due to tart operating in the first quarter 
2002. The SMC will be the bub of a host of a new generation of Internet 
Protocol (IP) based Crypto distribution sy tems. Standing with his screw 
driver in hand. should any of this breakdown, will be Sgt Derek 'Pi! bury 

Implementation Branch, headed by Mr John Tatman (ex R Sigs Tech) 
has a hug workload carrying out the ite surveys of all the ATO nations, 
configuring of equipment and eventual installation for a varieiy of 
different projects. A mammoth ta k! However, they do have two highly 
experienced engineers in Mr Vince Thomas (ex R Sigs FofS) and Mr 
T im Terry (ex R Sigs Tech) to en ure that everything runs smoothly. So 
moothly, in fact that John and Tim both squeezed in a bit of time to do 

some sightseeing in kopje, FYROM in June, after KFOR put in an urgent 
request for a Tran portable Secure Communications Box, or the 'Tatman 
Box' as it more fondly came to be named. 

Vulnerability Branch is a fairly new amalgamation of the two 
disciplines of Emission and Tran mission vulnerability within the 
Command. Emis ion Security ha gone about its important task of 
canying out TEMPEST site and equipment survey with it's new zoning 
equipment, well looked after by gt Clcn Shipman, who ha just 
received a refre her course to INFOS EC Command after undertaking back 
to back tours to Turkey, Greece, Italy ... It ' a hard life for some! The la t 
ection TRANSEC. is by no means the least though. This year has. een the 

arrival of a completely new modern Digital Monitoring System (DM ) 
that has the ability to monitor virtua lly every modem Digital Exchange. 
The new lightweight system will occupy the very experienced and capable 
hands and ears of Sgt J ud ith Chapple and Sgt C hris 0 ' eil. The OM 
promises to bring a much sharper perspective to transmission 
vulnerabi litie within NATO. Something that enlightened Commanders 
have been crying out for, for ome time. 

Sgt Chris O'Neill receives his ACM for NI from Col Peter Parfitt. 
flanked by Lt Col Andrew Robertson 
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SO "IAL ACTI ITIE 
A 0ro posting is no l?nger the 'cushy' number thm \VC u ·c(.( to dream 

of gcttmg at s~mc stage m our C<Jrcers. The overseas allowances cnn be 
barely be de .c~1bed as adequate. Travel to and from the K is a rip-off and 
~he opportu11111cs for duty trm·cl have almost disappeared. Fortunate!) ,, c 
m I FO EC Command have managed to find ways or enjoying life and 
n~~c more so than Sgt tuart Taylor. Whilst here. he entered the 

iJmegan marches, went on three ailing expeditions and for thc last two 
year · entered a Sl!APE cross-country team into the UK C(G) cross 
country league. This year along with W02 (FofS) Alex Groves, the 
c?mm1ttce memb~~ for the SHAPE Sailing lub, he also entered the Royal 

1gnals .orps Sail mg e~ent at Dale. In some of the wildest weather ever 
seen at this event and wuh survival as much a factor a the race itself. the 
team managed to take a creditab le Fourth place. ot bad for a cr~tch 
crew. At least we could say that our capsize drills were pretty slick. They 
n.eed .to be, after a giant gust of wmd took the boat and dumped it on its 
side, JUSt as the whole fleet was making an enforced dash for home I 

. There is noth~ng like a little bit of international competition to ~reate a 
bll of fun, especially that most multi-national of sporting events - football 
(or soccer for our American friends). We run an annual tournament and 
even manage to get the girls to participate. With a strong contingent of 
Dutch and German as well as UK personnel , this i u ually a hotly 
conte ted to.urnamcnt. The UK Team hown below is drawn from all three 
services, with o.ne RN and two RAF lads combining with the four R 

1gnals men. This was of course followed by the obligatory barbeque with 

The Bri t Team 
(L-R}: CPO Ge~rge Spence, Sgt Derek Smeaton. Sgt Neil Kirk, 

Sgt Stephen White, Flt Sgt Chris Haw, W02 (FofS} Alex Groves, 
SSgt Stuart Taylor 

IE (()) JF Jf 0 AJINJI 

ARMY TRAINING REGIMENT 
BASSINGBOURN 

CORP REPRESE TATIO 
The CorJ)S is curr~ntl:t very. well represented within Wray Coy with no 

!es than eight: Maj Rick Licence - OC, Capt Emma Bruce - 21C 
W02 'Taff' Jolly - CSM, Sgt Jacky Collins - Pl Sgt Aisne Pl. Cpi 

cott West - Sect Comdr Somme Pl, Cpl Paul later - Sect Comdr 
Aisne Pl and Cpls Andy Doyle and Alan Hyland - Sect Comdr 's Mon 
Pl. 

OUR CURRE T ROLE 
M~ny of the Co~s are unaware of tlie role Wray Coy plays in ATR 

Bas. mgbourn and, 1f the truth be known, so arc many of Lho e within the 
environment. That is until they join us on detachment from the other 
training ub-unit after that it's difficult to get rid of them. Pre ently, 
Wray Coy consists of a platoon respon ible for the Pei onal Development 
(PD) aspect fo~ all recruits enterin!l Bassingbourn who are not quite up to 
the mark physically or psycholog1cally. A further platoon is responsible 
for the rehabilitation of recruit suffering long term injuries and tliere is 
al o a platoon dedicated to delivering the Common Military yllabu 
(CMS (R)) to recruits who are Junior Entrant . 

THE FUTURE 
Wray <:;oy is to become the econd School Leavers ' cheme training 

~ompany 111 Bas mgbourn from the Autumn of this year and will hand all 
II current responsibilities over to HQ Coy on the 12 ovember. The 
scheme is de igned for recruii aged between 16 years and I month to 17 
years and 6 month . It lasts for 29 week with tbrcc weeks leave included 
and is ba ed on CMS(R), but with an education package and an enhanced 
adventurous training package included. Wray Coy will remain a diverse 
organisation with a staff made up from 12 different cap badges and 
rccn111s destined for RAC, RA, Foot Gd . cot Div, Kings Div. Queens 
Div, POW Div and Lt Div plit into four platoon : Mame, omme, Vimy 
and Ypres. If nothing else we will provide a more colourful ambience to 
the barracks. 

SPORT! G ACHIEVEME T 
Despite having le s than half the manpower of the other sub-unit , 

Wray Coy manage to do remarkably well in the annual inter Coy/ qn 
sport competition. Afler five events, of a 12-cvent slog, Wray Coy lie 
cc?nd just one point adrift of HQ Cot gainst his better judgement, 

Maj Rick Licence was talked out ofrc11rement to iron the cricket white 
and replace the cork tuds in the football boots and. a a result, wa 
forced to service and polish the zimmcr frame. Fir t in duathlon and 
second in athletics and cricket has provided the foundation for u , 
however, the magnificent effort by our two team in the prestigiou · 
March and hoot Competition - which ecurcd an overall first place has 
been t~e most noteworthy. The O ha developed an almost manic grin 
ever smcc, not least because it has. understandably, been the gi en right 
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of C (Queens Div) Coy ?f Infantry to win it every year for the past fi e 
years. r:viar~power con tramts meant that ergeant Major 'Taff" Jolly had 
to receive mstrucll?ns from the CQMS - Colour Sergeant Paul Wi lkins 
- on bow to put bis webbmg together. Whilst it wa all down to a team 
~Ffort, pecial mention mu t go to Cp l Paul later who beat the 
mfanteers hands down (at their bread and butter event) on finding the 
target and winning the Best Overall hot. 

Wray Company March and Shoot Team 2001 
Back Row: Cpl Laws PWRR, Cpl_Doyle A.SIGNALS, Cpl Palmer 

RE, Cpl Gilbert RE 
Front Row: Cpl Slater A.SIGNALS, SSgt Galbraith APTC. W02 

(CSM} Jolly A.SIGNALS, Cpl Harris R.ANGLIAN 

Royal Signals Museum E-mail: 
royalsig nalsmuseu m@army. mod. uk 
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263 (HARROGATE) SIGNAL SQUADRON 
ARMY APPRENTICES COLLEGE 

, QLADRO. HEADQ RTERS 
qn Comd '\laj lei Ra~ ner 
- 1 W02 John Hogan 
With one "eek to go before a well deserved leave, it i> all tat ion go. 

go. uo' Along "ith the u ual end of term madnes the College is also 
und~moino a- re tru turing. The four quadrons/Companic are being 
:unal<>amnfed into three training Companie and one HQ Company. Thi 
mea; a lot of oflice changing and the reorgani ing of ompanies. all of 
which will have to be completed before the tart of next term. 

The quadron enjoyed its summer ba h recently, ably organised by 
Cpl Trcgunna. It can be said that all the parent got a good night's sleep 
after the kid had tired them elves out on the Bouncy Castle and the 

umo \\'re tling. In fact Cpl Wornbam gets a gold star for admin, as hi 
three little girl were seen at the end of the night, rolling their Ieeping 
bag· out and getting ome hut eye on the gra while the party 
continued. 

The quadron says a fond farewell to Penney Troop Training Team 
\\ho are mo,·ing lock. stock and barrel to the REM E's, Carlise Company 
( Coy next term). confu ed yet? Farewell also. to Capt Liz Warhurst, 
who moves with them. Farewell to Sgt 'laud. Korchel. who moves on 
promotion to IS ig Regt. Also we say goodbye to Cpl (now ergeant) 
\\heeler, who move· back to hi Battalion . Farewell finally to Capt 
·ro·t It Pierre· Farrimond who leaves the Army next month. 

PENNEY T ROOP - SENIOR TERM 
Tp Comd Capt :\files Booker 
Tp Sgt C gt 'Digger· Gardiner RGBW 
THE BATTLEFIELD TO R - by AT Perehinec 

The idea of getting out of bed at 0345hr scared me - and it till does 
when I think back. How to manage it? I think it was the excitement of 
going to Belgium that got me up. All my kit wa packed and my clothes 
were immaculately pre sed. 0430hr I was ready to go. The bu wa 
waiting on the Drill Square and it looked very 'Gucci', and proved to be 
so when we got on it. It was my first time in the Eurotunnel and I found 
that it wa hot and boring. However, 30 minute later \Ve were in France. 
The fir t place we visited was called 'Toe H', a place where oldiers 
could get back to reality during the Great War. A gentleman briefed us on 
the history of the building. He told us of the many people that visited 
'Toe H'. I could tell he was proud to be part of it. He spoke very highly 
of a man who u ed to work there called 'Tubby'. 'Tubby· was a Padre, a 
person who would confront your problems. The man claimed that 
'Tubby' was like 'Robin Hood', he sto le from the officers to pay for the 
-oldiers. The next place was a Museum. It wa full of objects and peoples 
per onal belonging , wbich I found very interesting. We then visited a 
WW'Y. Briti h cemetery I couldn't believe how sad I felt, I had mixed 
emotions, at first l was gutted, but then proud. We visi ted a lot more of 
these cemeteries. l had the same feelings throughout. Each cemetery had 
a different tory. The one that sticks in my head was a tory about a boy 
who was 14 year~ old and in the front line. We tayed in a hotel that 
night. I wa glad to have a duvet, even if it was for one night. We 
tra\elled to the Somme and were told what happened there. I had pictures 
in my head of what happened there, I would have been so scared. We 
visited the Menin Gate, and at 2000hrs the Remembrance Parade took 
place. I felt really proud during the minute of silence. I'm glad that we 
remember those that died for us. After this we started for home. We 
stopped at the Duty Free, to get sweets, cigareues and hot food. 

BATTLEFIELD OF THE OMME - bv AT Jenner 
I can't say that I have ever seen anythi11g that has deva tated me more 

than the Battlefields and graveyards of the First World War. Before the 
trip. WW I was just a book and a way to bore me in history but when I 
saw the row upon row of graves and the thousand of name engraved 
into the many memorial it hit me how much death and carnage the war 
caused. l can not e\'en begin to imagine how it affected the families of the 
dead soldiers that gave their hves in the defence of this country and the 
welfare of the many gen1;rations to follow. 

BR OLEY TROOP - , E ·10R TROOP 
Tp Comd Capt David Farrimond 
Tp Sgt . gt '.\<tark 1cMullan 

Once again the busy term comes to an end. llowevcr, as this term 
closes so does a chapter in the history of the Royal Corps of Signals. 263 
(Harrogate) 1gnal Squadron will be disbanded and the training teams 
w11hin it will be merged into A, B and Company's along with training 
teams from the RE, REML, RLC. It is a merger that most of us are 
• pprchcns1ve about, however keen we are to under take it. It also means 
the end of Bradley Troop named after Bradley quadron at Harrogate and 
of course Maj Ccn P. E. '\1. Bradley C B C BE DSO. Life in Bradley 
lroop, (AKA. Baby Troop), has been fast and furiou . A the name 
uggc ts babies have played a major roll in the lives of the pennanent 
tafT and luckily not the apprentices. gt McMullan had already led the 

'\ay wuh h1~ and Rosie's baby .Jack. Time off work for scans. ante-natal 
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cla sc . cans, more can and other baby type thin gs have been 
commonplace amongst the three expectant fathers in the Troop. The first 
to arrive was baby Sophie, who belonged to Cpl Mick C lu bb. Next to 
arrive wa baby Tzabelle daughter of Cpl Jackie White and inbound 
within the next couple of weeks i baby number three in the Troop 
belonging to L gt Kev McDowall G. A well as the babies, their has 
al o been two member of the Troop, Cpl Jackie White and Cpl Dave 
Sawyers, selected for promotion to Sergeant. Both will be moving on at 
Christmas. s well as the apprentices, also moving on to pasture new 1s 
Capt David Farrimond who has certainly been put off babies. 

EXERCI E JA ' ERS JOY - by AT Hole 
For u-, Ex Janner Joy was a bit of a daunting pro peel. We were going 

to be commanding a ection of men into attacks, OP's and patrols. We 
left camp on Wednesday evening and after an hour and a hairs bus ride 
we arrived at the drop off point. We unloaded our bergan from the 
pantec , cammed ourselve up and got on our way. As soon as we set ofT 
our trouble began. We left the drop ofT point and took a wrong turning! 
Capt Farrimond reali ed the mistake straight away and ran to the front 
of the patrol to put us on the right track. We patrolled about 2kms and 
reached our ERV. The Sect Comd and the Troop OC left the nap 
ambush to recce the harbour area. Once the re t of the Troop had moved 
into the harbour area it was so dark you couldn't sec you ' re hand in front 
of you're face. The next morning we 'stood to' at 0430hr and then had 
half an hour to admin ourselve . Next up on the agenda was digging in. 
We soon found out that digging into chalk with huge tree roots in it wa 
not a fun job! We dug all morning. Then we received orders to set up an 
Op to observe enemy mov!'!ment in the northern part of the training area. 
The Op went well and we got back to the harbour at I 900hr , 
di appointed we did not ee any enemy activity. Our excitement rose 
again when we found out that we had to go and carry on digging shell
scrape . What a prospect! We eventually finished digging and got some 
food down u . Then ii wa down to the nightly routine of stag and sleep. 

The next day promised to be enjoyable. We were to patrol around a 
route visiting different stands uch as ection attack , BC and first aid. 
We patrolled to the first stand, which wa a section attack. We patrolled 
along a track and came under fire. o one could see the enemy, which 
made the attack more difficult tben it already was. The second tand, was 
a re t stand, we got ome food down u , had a cigarette and were ready to 
go again. We patrolled to another ection attack stand, which went a lot 
better as we could see the enemy from the start and knew what options 
we had open. Our fourth stand was a BC stand. We stopped about I OOm 
short of the stand to get our IPE on. When we arrived at the stand the 
ergeant there told us that all training had been suspended due to the heat. 

It was unfortunate and we went back to the harbour area and were told we 
were going to get orders and do some map reading revision. After the 
revi ion we received orders for a big company attack that wa to happen 
at first light the next day. We then had to write and deliver our orders. 
After rehearsals for the night activities we et off for the attack at about 
2230hrs. We patrolled around the area to our hasty harbour and at about 
0 I OOhrs we were told we had an hour and a half to get some sleep. We 
left the hasty harbour at 0230hrs to head for a bergen cache, we arrived at 
the cache at about 0345hrs. We were then to get in position ready to give 
covering lire to other platoons that were attacking before us. At around 
0425hrs all hell broke loose and there wa smoke, bangs and people 
running around everywhere. From our position it looked ve1y impre sive. 

ext it was our tum . We ran forward , got into position and we were 
itching to get some of the action . We moved ofT I Section on the lefi, 2 
Section on the right and 3 Section behind. We moved along a tree line, 
dry firing and moving in Sections, we wheeled round and aw our 
objectives. Once the position had been taken we regrouped and bugged 
out. We patrolled back to the bergen cache and set ofTtowards the pick up 
point, what a feeling. 

We were on our way back to camp to have a shower and hopefully 
grab some sleep! Everyone el e was at the pick up point when we got 
there, so we cleared our weapons and at down and cleaned our rifles. 
Soon enough the coaches arrived and we were on our way back to 
Arborfield. Finally we could get some sleep. 

OUR TIME AT THE ATFC I , DRAWING TO A CLOSE 
by AT Gordon 

Only a couple of weeks, now, before passing off. I don 't really know 
whether I should be feeling relieved that we have nearly passed out and 
we have finished all of that hard training, or fee l nervous in case we all 
muck up on the day. We have come this far and it would be a shame ifwc 
made fools of ourselves now. We are the la t ever Bradley Troop that 
there is going to be in the College and we all want to be remembered. Not 
for falli)1g over each other on the parade quare, but for looking smart and 
putting on a good performance. Most of the training has been okay and it 
does not seem to have done too much damage. Apart from the fact that 
we have the smallest Troop now. About 15 people have left, not bad. We 
have had our good days and our bad days. The fear of pass off goes 
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through us all every day. The dreaded sound of the drill instructors voice 
goes through us cv.en before Y"c et foot on the Drill Square. lt is one of 
those thmgs lhal gives you mghtmarcs. It has been quite hard to choose 
what trade we want lo do. We visited 3(UK) ADSR la t week and it 
really opened our eyes to the future. It wasn't what we expected because 
il looked bonng and not much was going on. However, we did get to sit 
on n tank and ~ct ou'. photographs taken. All o( our parents arc really 
proud of. us ~ettmg this far (we hope). Half of them did not expect us to. 

111ce bcmg 111 the college we have all changed so much it is unbelievable 
and all for the better. 

COMPETE T CREW AT HALF TERM 
by ATs S11111111erjield & Heydo11 

We arrived at the Joint Service Adventmous Sail Training Centre 
(JSA. TC) on the 25 June 200 I not really sure what to expect. That 
mornmg we learned the basics of sailing and safety at sea and also 
collected our 'Gucci' gear and our rations. We then went to look at our 
home for the week and to AT 'Ethel' Peak's dismay there wa not 
enough room for her last make-up bag. We got settled in and met our 
Skipper Sgt 'Boggy' Marsh from the REME and we were soon on our 
way. We sailed most of the afternoon learning the basics. Eventually we 
moored up at Cowes on the Isle of Wight and enjoyed a wonderful meal 
cooked by AT Reydon and AT Summerfield. The JSASTC clerk had 
already chatted up AT 'Sweetie' Su mmerfield. That night we went 
ashore for a well-deserved coke before returning to the boat exhausted. 

The Day 2 tarted bright and early and we all awoke to a nice brew 
made by Capt ' Doc' Farrimond. The day ' ailing was quite hard but 
the weather compensated f?r that and we managed to get a quick sly bit 
of sun bathmg m. That mght we stopped in Yarmouth after coming 
through what we thought wa a bad storm which we later found out was 
nothing compared to what was in store for us. This took us by surpri e. as 
we had been sunbathing all day. 

Day 3 started off well until we went to park up along the Hanible river 
and Capt 'Doc' Farrimond realised that he needed a bit of remedial 
parking. After a few choice words with the harbour master we were soon 
on our way to our next destina~ion Lymington. Lymington wa a beautiful 
place and the sun hme made 1t all the better especially our tans . After a 
quick walk round the town quay we put the ails back up and headed for 
the. channel on our way to Poole harbour. Suddenly we were in a Force 6. 
Thi~ was a very amusing part of the sailing trip becau e some people 
realised that they .couldn ' t keep their food down. AT Holding wa the 
first to start bl.owmg ch~nks. Capt ' Doc' Farrimond living up to the 
name was looking after him, but he soon realised that he was not immune 
lo it either and started hurling himself. The next to chuck wa T 'Hang 
on for Dear Life' McLa ughin but the rest of us went to lunch. After 
sev.eral attempts w.e rnanage.d to attach a line to the buoy. It was then 
while we were takmg the ail down we realised the halyard wa still at 
the top of the mast and the ail wa at the bottom. This meant someone 
wa going to have to climb the mast and T Summerfield was the man 
for the job. After a spot of lunch we pulled up in the marina at Cowe to 
tart the long haul to the top of the mast. This was really hard work for 

everyone and we were all glad when it was over. We were then allowed 
30 minutes ashore but some of us were gone for a little bit longer due to 
navigational problems in finding the boat. We then left Cowes and made 
our way to meet our hardest challenge yet, the Beaulieu River. Thi was 
basically a zig~zag ;i.vcr where we had to constantly change direction. 
This 1s known m sa1hng terms a tacking. After a few minor hitche we 
were soon at the end of the river and getting ready to moor up for the 
mght. We spent the evening relaxing and AT Holding kept u anlu ed by 
howing us his fishing techniques or lack of as the case may be. 
.The last day was quite a quiet day and we started the day with a gentle 

sail back down the Beaulieu River. It was not a difficult thi time as the 
wind wa on our side. We sailed out into the channel and decided to 
anchor up for lunch. Once we had finished lunch we had a quick le on 
on the art on navigation and bearings. We then sailed back to Gosport and 
stopped in Portsmouth on the way for a quick drink a bore to ay thank 
you to the 'sk ipper ' . Once into port we had the dreaded job of cleaning 
the boat. After a number of hour working on the boat we caught the 
ferry into Portsmouth and went for a nice Chinese meal. This wa after a 
lot of red faces and burning tongue . We slept our final night on the boat 
before heading back to camp the next day with the British Lions on the 
radio keeping us awake. All of us who attended the course received our 
competent crew ce11ilicates and all of would definitely ail again. lt wa a 
succe ful week and not a wa tcd halftcm1. 

SCOTT TROOP - J , lOR TER I 
Tp Comd Lt 'ick Galle AGC 
Tp Sgt gt Amanda Korchel 
EXTER, A':- LE DER HIP WEEK-byATO 'Nei/ 

I really enjoyed EL because it was great to have a chilled out week and 
to get the chan~e to take part in different activities. The first part of the 
"".eek .we spen.t 111 orth Wales. During our time there we camped out and 
did h!ll walk111g. I thought climbing Mount Snowdon was a fantastic 
expenence .. l found .the climb all right, although it was quite challengmg 
at some pomts, but 11 wa . worth it when we made 11 lo the top. The view 
from th~ lop was amazmg. -:1'he last part of the week was spent at 
S~nn}'.bndge. During our tay m South Wales we did kayaking and rock 
chmbmg. '.he best activity was the skit night were we got a chance to 
take the m1ck out ?four troop staff, which was very amusing and I was 
pleased when Section 4 has finally won something. On the last day we 
went to a theme part called Oakwood Park, which was good too. Overall 
I thought the week wa very good. 
HELP 0 T DAY AT RAVE ' WOOD - by AT Heardh· 
. My first thoughts about visi.tin.g Ravenswood were not much, I thought 
it was ~omg to be one b~g bmldmg full of seriou ly ill people, but when 
we a'.nved I was s urprised to see such a big, open place. I enjoyed 
workmg on the garden and painting the fences with other AT's but I 
enjoyed talking to the handicapped people and taking care of them mo t. 
It gave me some self- atisfaction knowing that I was helping omeone 
le~s fortunate than me. The whole day was a uccess in my eye and f 
thmk everybody else felt the same. I'm glad l went because the whole 
day let me exp.erience different things both physic;lly and mentally. It 
changed my views on a lot of thmg and made me realise that I'm 
fortunate being able to do just the everyday things as well as being 
fortunate enou~h to be able to join the British Army. I wouldn't ay' o' 
if the opportumty arose again to help that centre or any other and r hope 
Scott Troop can help again in the near future. 

RAVE SWOOD HOME -byATMcEwan 
When we got there everyone was in good spirit and keen to get started. 

Our Troop was plit into a number of groups and my group were taken to 
this small bungalow to do some work in the garden. The helper who 
worked at this particular house were really helpful and ea y to talk to. 
~hey _were very reas u.ring a they told us a little about everyone who 
hved m th~ house so this made !11e.feel more at ease. My job was to paint 
a fence wh1l t the others were d1ggmg flowerbeds around the perimeter of 
the garden. I ~eally enjoyed myselfrhroughout the whole day becau e the 
staff was havmg a laugh .wuh us and everyone was putting in o much 
effort to get the JObs fim hed. It felt great when we aw our fini hed 
result at the end of the day and the taff thanked us. They eemed really 
pleased with what we had done. The residents were really cheerful and 
excited to ee us all and this made me feel important. It was great to ee 
all theLr face at the very end of the day when the water fountain had been 
completed. They had face of delight and it made the whole day 
worthwhile. 

C COMPANY - ALL CHA GE 
. Moderni ation has occurred, the College ha updated and streamlined 
itself - we have been reformatted. What wa 263 (Harrogate) Signal 
Squadron i now C Company. Although the name has changed and ome 
per onahue ha e wapped companys. the Corp pre ence remains a 
strong as ever headed up by Maj lei Ray nor with the a si tance of 
W02 (CSM) J~hn Hogan . Life within the College remains busy with 
~he doors open!ng wider and number of ATs entering the College 
fncrea mg steadily. The new format for the College enables the ATs to 
receive trai!ling from a variety ?f cap ba~ge within the one training 
team, allowmg the ATs the expenence of different arn1s of the crvice. rt 
al o ha the po itive ide of enabling the in tructors to work clo ely with 
other arm . improving their own instructing kills and knowledge ba e. 
1:he change took place formally on !O September 2001 and already the 
signs are howmg 1t to be a ucce s with the R ignal in tructors proying 
them elve to be of the highe t calibre and good ambassadors for the 
Corps. Within the Corp fami ly at the College we say farewell and best 
wishes to Capt David Farrimand who escapes to ' IVDIV' and gt 
Mandy Korcheal who departs on promotion to 15 ignal Regiment. On 
the hello ide of the coin, welcome to Capt John Mayne and pl Davis 
who have quickly establi hed them elve in the training team enjoying 
the pleasure of rborfield and Reading. It ha been requested that I 
infom1 you that Capt Liz Warhurst is still at Arborfield flying the fiao 
for the Royal Corps of ignals. " 

MOVING OR POSTED 
DON'T FORGET TO LET US KNOW 
WHENEVER YOU HAVE A CHANGE 

OF ADDRESS 
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THE ROYAL SCHOOL OF SIGNALS 
AND 

11 SIGNAL REGIMENT 

HEADQ DI l 10 section (Jim going not to far away to CPD and Lee to iv Di\). 
Congratulation and a fond farewell to gt Ash Doc and hi wife 
Chri tine on the birth of their son Thomas who arc soon to leave us on 
po ting and promotion to IOI Log Bde. Finally a farewell goes to W02 

Fro m the le ft: Mr Alex Ferg uson {late RE) - Leadership and Management Development Advisor 
Mrs Tric ia Norton - Headquarters Cle rk, Mr Roger Puffett - Technical Equipment Manager 

Lt Col Roger Batho - Chief Instructor, Maj Peter Bowles - TA Advisor 
Mr Mic k Thornton - S enior Instructio nal Officer, SSgt Lynne Camm - TA Course Design and Validation 
Maj Nigel Walke r RGBW - o utgoing All Arms Advisor, Maj {Retd) Alan Thompson - Training Adjutant 

AREA SY TE 1 GRO P (Fof S) teve Davi who moves over to ommand training. Hello ' are 
OC 1aj G. H. Hume extended to the new OC Troop Capt (Tfc) Mar k Harris, Sgt Ajit and 
S M W02 . eil Roome Bahrat who join us from 2 Sig Regt and gt Si King from 16 Sig Regt. 
SYSEX TROOP Last but not least, congratulations go to gt Jed Bromley and his wife 
Tp Comd WO! (Fof S ) Joe Docherty Rosanne on the birth of their daughter La na . 
Tp Sgt gt Paul Meredith 

The Troop still proceeds to give its best in training personnel sent to us 
from the classroom. The last ASBR course to come through Sysex wa 
dealt with a difference; we had over 19 Gurkha Soldiers (Can we have 
ome !es ons on speaking . epali please?) However, in the past few 

weeks the Troop has been very busy in preparing for the Screening and 
R IT tcams.(let's hope it goes OK). As with all Troops we have to ay 
goodbye and welcomes so here goes: Systems Garage - We say goodbye 
to · hiftey' Ian Rutland who i off on his YofS Cour e, good luck to you 
and thanks for all your help in the Sy terns Garage . LC pl Pa ul 
Buchanan who by the time this is put to print will be in Civvy Street 
good uck to you too ; from the ED Bay - We say welcome to the 
following, C pl Pa ul Plant, C pl Pre m, LCpl Lee Whetton and Sig 
Garath Ta) lor; from the Tech Bay C pl ' Bamey ' Bhawani and LCpl 
• am Richa rds and say good bye to CPI 'My stores' Mick Case, all the 
best in Gennany. 

B TTLEAX E TROOP 
Tp Comd apt (Tfc) Mark Harris 
fp gt • Sgt 'Dobbo' Dobbins 

The Troop ha~ had a busy period with Screening and RS!T back to 
back along with a very hectic training period . The Christchurch Building 
facility under the wing of S gt 'Foggy ' Dewhurst received the most 
attcnuon from the inspecting team and managed 10 survive the pen for 
an the~ year. Battleaxe Tp has seen many of the old in tructors leave to 
pa,turcs m:w. We say goodbye and good luck to Sgt Mark Yuill of the 
famed Radio Relay cction; . Sgt .Jim Barr and gt Lee Coffil of FCSS 
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K KRI TROO P 
Tp Comd W02 YofS 'Shady' Ruddock 

Kukri Tp are busily preparing for that annual joy called creening and 
RSIT, and just at the time when you most need technicians, Sgt 'Pies' 
J a mes manages to time the birth of triplets . The Troop would like to 
congratulate both J oe and Pa ul , we just wonder if they know what they 
have let themselves in for. We welcome W02 (FofS) Steve Davis who 
has moved across from Battleaxe Tp to join the Command Training Team 
and we will hortly be saying farewell to C pl Des Hill who is going on 
his Class One course and Sgt Trev Austin who has volunteered for a tour 
in Sierra Leone. 

CO M BAT PPORT T ROOP 
Tp Comd Capt Ohan bahadur G urung 
Tp SSgt SSgt Pa ul Parkes 

Combat Support Tp (CST) would like to say hello to Capt Dhan and 
his family who arri ved from 2 Sig Regt. We wish fond farewe ll to Capt 
Krishna and his family who is posted to 30 ig Regt. Combat Support 
Tp has also een the departure of a member of it 's Civi li an st~ff, ~r 
Gerald Gallagher who has been returned to Scotland by the lm1111grat1on 
Service of Dorset, we wish him every success for the future. Also a good 
luck to gt F udge M cphee and Family posted on promotion to 16 1g 
Regt. Cable Systems . ay a big Hello to C pl Ganesh from 30 Sig Regt. 
welcome back to M r Richard Taylor who fooli hly dec ided that he was 
not going to remove his services from the ivil ervice and ha~ stayed 
put. Power Section says hello to gt Amrit who arrived from 2 Sig Rcgt, 
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they will also say hello to Sgt Craig Bowman from 7 Sig Rcgt when he 
has stopped Volleyball and Golfing it. 

EXERCISE DRAGO LONG HAUL - 30 JULY - 3 A G T 2001 
hy Sgt M. Wright 

~~ Dragon Long '.laul was a n Arca Sys tems Group adventure 
~rammg/walkmg exercise for four days along the South West Coast path 
m Devon and Dorset, staymg at W~ke Regis tented camp, Weymouth. 

Day ~ne the ~oup, t~~t compnsed of four instructors from Battleaxe 
troo~, eight S?ld1ers awaitmg trade training and our driver LCpl hubbs 
(Elvis) Clarridge de~artcd Bl~ndford camp nice and early to the live star 
luxury t~nlcd ca~p JUSL outside Weymouth. That proved to be a good 
locat1011 m the middle of ~he holiday season where much socialising with 
the locals . and many tounsts was. attempted._ Once we had acquired our 
camp beds for the four man tents 1t was on with the walking boots for our 
first walk from Weym.outh to .west Bay. The weather for the four day 
was hot, damn hot, which was ideal for a good squaddic suntan but not so 
good for tabbmg up and down hills all day every day. 
D~y Two ,and a few of the walkers were looking tired (was it the 

previous .day s walk or the previous nights activitie ?) but we were soon 
111 the mm1 bus and off to the start point at Kimmeridge bay. It wasn' t 
long mto the walk before we could see the undulations of the coastal path 
that lay ahead of us. It wa at this point that a couple of the walker 
fronted by, SSgt Mark 'D~ugh~ ut' Ba~rass started giving the organiser 

gt Max Mountam Goat Wright a bit of a hard time about the brisk 
pace of the walk. All wa resolved over a swig of water and a sau age roll 
ove~ lookmg the stunn ing south coa t scenery and it was soon packs on 
agam, Phew. The route today would take us through Lulworth ranges 
(that were closed at the tune) and stoppmg for lunch at the picturesque 
Lulworth cove._ Whil t taking a well deserved lunch break a couple of the 
wa~kers supe"'.1sed by ~gt Mark 'It would look better from a mini bu ' 
Yuill decided 1t was a little too much to walk in one day and threw the 
to~el m. A further four hours west and the walkers met back up with the 
1111111 bu crew at a stunning pub in Osmington Mills where a couple of 
well deserved 'shandies' were sunk. 

Day Three wa going lo be another day of undulations from Budliegh 
Salterton to Beer but first we had to wait for our visitor to accompany 
u . A soon a the OC - Maj Grant Hume, the SSM - W02 eil Roome 
and th_e Troop Foreman: .wo2 Steve Davi had found their way to our 
camp 1t wa all m the 1111111 bu e again for the hon 2-hour cabbie to the 
start point. That didn't eem to impress the OC much and it wasn't until 
later that I realised he had already been travelling for two hours already 
oops. oon into the walk it was easy to ee who had the fre h legs as th~ 
OC, SSM and Foreman were up front trying to et the pace. Lunch was 
taken on the breezy sea front at Channouth where yet again a couple of 
thdads were ~n~ing the going a little too arduous and took the ea y 
ophon of t~e mm1 bu for. the remainder of the journey. Then ii was off 
agam up hill for another hilly and cenic route to Beer. There were ome 
doubt if the old tolwort SSgt Jim 'Are we nearly there yet' Barr would 
complete the re t of the week, or in fac t the day, but he impre sed with a 
steady, 1f a little s low at times pace to the end. Another days walk 
completed and a very well deserved beer in Beer was quaffed. 

Day Four and all legs were now quite tired, but it wa the last walkino 
day and most of the undulations had been ironed out for the ridge-way 
walk from West Bextington to Osminglon. Lunch was taken at the Hardy 
Monument and aU walker were more than pleased when we arrived al 
our final destmallon, a total of approximately 60 up and down miles over 
the four da.ys. In ummary an excellent week wa had by all and ha · been 
good practice for next years walk along the great wall of China. 

EXERCISE TOPHAM HATT 01.06 
by Sgt Lougher Combo! Support Troop 

This Year's Ex Topham llau ·aw nine Class 3 Insta llation Technicians 
from Ulster Tp_, 3 qn being deployed to Swanage Railway on one of the 
more challengmg task . een i~ recent years. The Excrci e, led by gt 
Lougher , lllcludcd the 111stallation of a telegraph pole route along with a 
twenty Pair Aerial Cable, which was to enhance the Telecommunications 
cable network along ide the Railway. 

Sigs Ke rr a nd S tephe ns on tens ion the aerial ca ble 
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The Exer~ise pal'.y travelled daily from Blandford Camp to the 'ordcn 
P~rk, and ~1de talion, Sgt 'Lex'_ Lougher taking Driving advice from 
Sig tevo tephenson who hav111g recently passed his dri~ing test and 
seem~d to have become an expert over-night! We began with the 
unenviable task of digging the Telegraph pole holes, however, the group 
be~ng 7onstantly assured by Sig Dave 'Your alright mate' Ker r and ig 
Mike Local Boy - I know a great place for lunch' Goddard seemed 10 
keep every ones spirits high. 

.As the week progressed.' some of our number started to get familiar 
with the locals, to mention one Sig tu Neilands having a close 
enco~nter with the local bee population - one trip 10 the medical centre 
commg up. Through old fash!oned hard graft, ig Jeremy ckrill 's 
compe_tent pole skills and 1g ·welshboy' Long' cable st ripping 
expertise, the. task slowly neared completion. We were filmed and 
photographed m nearly every position and the exercise party now feel as 
if ~h~y are qualified to undc~ake m a '!1odelling career; ig Andy Cook 
bemg the best qualified for th1 role! With telegraph poles vertical and the 
cable suspended and tested, the exerci e drew to a close. With ig 
Tho'!1as Veale .and Sig ·Phil' Collins being welcomed to the local train
spottmg fraternity; all that remained was to say a pecial thanks to WO I 
(RSM) Frank R?bcrts an~ all at Swanage Railway for looking after us 
during our short time workmg on the 'Chain Gang' 

Exercise Topham Hatt 01 .06 led by Sgt Douglas (centre) 

11 SIG 'AL REGIMENT - I (0 STON) SQ U DRO ' 
Sqn Comd 1aj J. G. J. Howe Royal Canadian Signals 
SSM W02 ( S I) Andy Harriott 
SQ ADRO ' CADRE SO UTH COAST WALK 

The majority of the Sqn Cadre managed to escape the pre ure of 
work for the afternoon of Wednesday 3 October and complete a hort 
se~tion of th~ Sout.hem C?astal Path. The day was thankfully dry and the 
gomg ea y, 1f a hllle wmdy. The short path we walked included the 
highest point along the entire rnute: Gold Cap at a massive I 90m high. 
C.pl Bob Lovell truggled with the wmd ru hmg through hi hair but 
tnumph~ntly reached the top (perhap a high point in hi career). After a 
ch~lle_ngmg walk uch as this the only true method of Briti h Anny team 
bulldmg was adopted: we went to the pub. Whil t con uminQ a pre 
ordered me~I of excel.lent v~lue (Capt Phil Connor had a whole-duck!) 
and quenclung our thirst without water, ' e agreed that morale e ion 
sue~ a these were e ential ~o maintain sanity within a hectic training 
env1r~rnment. The day wa improved con iderably by Mr , 'orman 
Harrison of dnver trammg who kept all amu ed throughout the e\'ening 
with his own brand of flowing humour. 

3 (HARROGATE) Q U DRO ' 
qn Comd 1aj A. Hoensch 
SM \V0 2 (S M) D. Bousefield 

EXE RC I E HARROG TE FOLLEY 5-7 OCTOBER 2001 
Ex Harrogate Folly took place over the weekend 5 7 October. Linder 

the watchful eyes of the quadron Cadre and assi ·tance from the Tech 
Upgraders the quadron bur t onto that well-known training area of 
Blandford Camp. Following a period of weapon and harbour drill 
in truction the ections were deployed to the ergeant le· woods to 
begin the exerci e in came t and lo put into practic what had been 
rcvi cd earlier in the evening. aturday morning brought changeable 
weather a . the secuon. patrolled out and up to the mnge to begin the 
round robm phase of the c ercisc. Thi consi tcd o ; a Pistol :tand, 
unanued combat with L pl 'Kung Fu' Reynold (the man \\ho claims to 
be a Chet ea fa n but can' t cat a kebab), a section attack stand with pl 
'G unnie' mith a nd 'ombat 11nival with Cpl ·F anders ch1cJ..cn 
murderer· JcBride. The Pistol tand entailed teaching the ,tudents to 
fire the 9111111 pi tol in preparation for firing in the afternoon Amaz1112l) 
all managed to puss their WI IT fir ' t time! oncurrcntl) L pl ·11ong 
Kong Fuey' Reynolds demonstrated and practi ed on \ ;mou> students 
j u t how easy it i' to disarm. maim. injure. and genera II beat people up. 
The Combat sunwnl tand proved to be a great fa\'ouritc \\ ith the 
obligatory sacrificial chickens and rabbits. The sections then set about 
producing fresh meat. with only a fe" green face . (the student that 1. ). 
C pl lcBride nlso let out of the bag that the nettle tea C\ er, one ",1. 
enjoying so much wm;. in fact, PG Tips! pl ·Gunnic' Smith \ (Of the 
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Green HO\\ards) tand deserve. a pecial mention. Following an Infantry 
stYk brief and und r his expert eye, the troops took it in turns to ' bunker 
bust' up the 11111. gh ing the tudent the ?PPOrtunity to practice their war 
cnes. some proving to be more effective than others. The afternoon 
brought a different tack even though the maj?rity wa firing the pistol for 
the first time of their military career. Groupmg were vaned, some were 
·Jame$ Bond' like whilst other were more akin to a blunderbu s 
grouping! That night. encouraged by a erv relieved score for England, 
the Troop. mo,ed back to occupy the harbour area and get set for the 
night exerci c. Thi involved a Clo.c Target Reece and basic patrolling 
out to an cnem) location; all kill practiced through the day w re used to 
good effect and proved to be quite ucce 'ful. However. thank to careful 
iting of trip \\ire and booby trap nearly every section was rumbled on 

the objecth·e .... resulting in a lot of startled bunnie. and rapid exit ! 
Followino a bu y and ' el night the section regrouped at the Go-Kart 
track for~ well planned March and hoot competition (Actually due to 
the range a\ailability this wa a' hoot and March event!'). ontrolled by 
WO! hri , aylor, the a sembled throng learnt their fate and et off 
ection by ection. The ranges were followed by variou other technical 
tands finishing up with that well-known military acti ity of combat Go-

Karting. Fortunately the weather held off long enough for five of the six 
ections to comp te on the track but by lunch-time the hea ens opened 

producing a downpour of torrential rain bringing a halt to the acti ities. 
This roncluded a most ucce ful and clearly enjoyable weekend 
exercise. 

EXERCI E CORNI H DRAGON 2001 
by W02 (QMSI) R. C Whitaker 

Way back near the beginning of the year I was ta ked to organi e a 
Regimental Adventure Training exerci e for 11 Sig Regt pennanent taff. 
Having recently been on a climbing weekend to Penhale in Cornwall I 
decided that this wa probably the be 1 option for an exercise ofthi type 
due to it only being a 3 hour drive away and al o the fact that the UK 
equivalent oflBIZA is located five miles away- namely 1ewquay. After 
the normal planning and clearance being granted we were due to conduct 
the exerci e in early May, however due to the foot and mouth disease 
outbreak we had to cancel a we would not even be allowed to conduct a 
recce to the area. After this bomb hell I quickly got in contact with Adv 
Trg Group (Gennany) and booked a 10-day package at one of the lodges 
located in Wertach. Bavaria. Again the Regl gave full support and quite a 
lot of funding to the exercise and funnily enough all 40 places were filled. 
Approximately a month before departure foot and mouth di ease forced 
u to cancel this exercise also. At this tage it was looking grim as to 
whether or not we would actually get any adventure training at all, 
fortunately enough we received a signal informing us that Cornwall had 
reopened for adventure training, so yet again the wheel were put in 
motion and bookings made for tl1e middle two weeks of September at 
Penhale Training Camp. 

Ex Comi h Dragon 2001 was designed primarily to give members of 
11 Sig Regt cadre a break from the normal camp routine and exposure to 
adventurous activities. The activities included Coastal Path Walking, 
Rock Climbing, Mountain Biking and Coasteering. The activities 
followed a round robin fonnat with all participants joining together to 
take part in the coasteering on the Thursday. The first package consisted 
of a mix of individuals from Bd Sp Sqn and 2 Sqn, it seemed at the time 
that 2 Sqn had closed down as most of their command element were in 
Penhale. After being split down into the various groups the local 
hostelries were sampled and much talk about the activities to come 
ensued. After area onably early wakeup and breakfast the groups headed 
for thei r various locations. with the climbers heading for Sennen Cove 
with gt ' i' Mcallister , the bikers heading for the camel trail in 
Wadebridge and the walkers heading off for a 12 mile section of the 
coa tal path with the QMSI and Cpl Douglas. The walking group set out 
al a steady pace taking in the fantastic views across the Atlantic. At the 
first refreshment break it was mentioned that we would be meeting the 
climbers in a Pub in ennen for our pick up, subsequently the pace was 
increased substantially to a pace that wou ld make pre para look slow 
(well lower than normal Spike in joke), this was fine for the members 
of the group that were carrying very liule in way of equipment, however 
the duty sherpa, Cpl Carty, 2 Sqn was carrying at least three fla ks and 
various other items hence he did struggle a little, or was it the fact that he 
got stuck behind the group of old age pensioners and couldn't overtake 
for fear of knocking one of them into the sea. As the week went on the 
weather held out until the final day that was the coasteering day, as 
booked the ca was rough and the wind was high which made for a good 
days activities. When booking this activity the company was told that due 
to th~ nature of the individuals taking part it needed to be exciting 
especially a 1t was the la t event of the week, they did not let us down. 

Coastcering is a relatively new activity which consists of individuals 
do~ning wet uits, buoyancy aids and climbing helmets and navigating 
their way around a chosen part of the Comish coast both in and out of the 
sea. once individuals have managed to extract themselves out of the ea 
and up cliff edges to a suitable heig~t, the norm is them to plunge back 
mto the freez111g depths and then swim on to the next part. This activity 
wa o~tstand111g and addressed all the aims of adventure training, 
pnmanly fear management, the sight of 13 soldiers bobbing up and down 
111 a 6ft swell I Oft away fror_n where waves are crashing in is certainly 
fca~some, co_mbmcd with this the amount of swimming both with and 
agamst the :1de certamly tested participant determination fitness and 
w imming ability Coasteering certainly put tho ·e taking part' in situation 

that they were not comfortable with particularly when jumping from a 
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30fi cliff into a 6f1 swell; it wa just what was required and all individuals 
taking part should be congratulated on the effort and determination 
shown. Fortunately no injuries were sustained and everyone made it back 
in one piece till on a high from the adrena line that had been rushing 
through their system - it was a good way to finish the week. 

Sgt Tapcey (aged 48!) 4 Sqn - Deep Water Entry 

The second week followed the ame template as the fir t but with 
slightly less participants taking part, again fini hing the week on a high 
after the coasteering that was done in glorious unshine but was equally 
exciting. As the organiser of the exerci e I was glad io fini h without any 
serious injuries to those taking part, the only two injuries being sustained 
were by instructors being caught slightly off balance whilst mountain 
biking. 

All in all the two packages achieved the aim that were set out to be 
achieved, which were to get people away from the normal routine and 
provide reasonably challenging activities. Even though this was a 
relatively low-key exercise tho e that took part overcame the various 
challenges set. It is a true fact tliat individuals can be seen in a different 
light when taken out of their comfort zone, for the e reasons adventure 
tra ining is an invaluable tool as well as having a positive effect on 
retention. Finally all those that took part in the exercise would like to 
thank all those that supported Ex Cornish Dragon 200 I. 
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MULTINATIONAL BRIGADE (CENTRE) 
HEADQUARTERS 

AND 
SIGNAL SQUADRON (207) 

Sqn Comd 
RSM 

Maj Mark Roberts 
WOl (RSM) Dean Ewing 

AGRICOLA 6 -THE TOUR CO Tl UES - bv Lt Karen Moore 
The pace of life out here is fast as you can expect but everyone seem 

to be happy that they 're kept bu y. The RnR plot seemed to end as soon 
a 11 had begun but many a smiling face can be seen in civilian clothe on 
the morning of their flight, conversely, many a dour face can be seen on 
return. 

RSM Dean Ewing practices his disguise for Op Mutley 

We've had a few personality changes and VIP vi it a plenty to prepare 
for, mcludmg GOC I UK Armd Div an~ tl1e Master of Signals (more 
about these later). We've also had a commitment to train the Ko ovo 
Protection Corps,. a_ two-week package where they were taught by 
Squadron personalities about basic communications skill . So, we·ve 
been far from quiet, with just over a month to push till our end of tour 
you might think we're on wind down. no such luck. There' still time to 
fit in a couple of HQ deployments and a Board of Officers. Roll on 
Christmas! 

The OC gets some driver training 

ROVER T ROOP 
Tp Comd Lt K111·cn Moore 
Tp gt Sgt Eddie Corcoran 

Pir tly, welcomes to gt ·Eddie' Corcoran who join. u. from 20 
Bde, unlike his name ake, no-one has heard him inging yet! Wclcomo: 
also to LCpl 'Jay' Pres ton from 7 ig Rcgt and ig 'Whilf' 1illcr from 
the factory. Goodbye go to gt 'Andy' Buckle, Julie and the kids' ho 
have finally gone to I (UK) AD R after a long wait. The HQ ha 
deployed a number of times, mainly on Troop level deployments, anyone 
who ha n't seen it yet can book through Lt Moore (although numbers are 
expected to be minimal). The most recent set-up being for the Master of 
Signal who visited the quadron between 17- 19 cptember. The fir ' t 
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night he joined us for a Squadron BBQ and took time to speak with most 
of the S9uadron .. The foll?w}_ng day he, visited the various departments 
and received a bnef on their m Theatre role. Having been introduced to 
Rover Troop we went for lea and biscuits. Unfortunately, there were none 
of the M_ast~r's favourite chocolate bourbons left due to Cp l •Jim 
Bourbon 0 Mahony bemg stood too close to the bi cuit table The 
Troop hot-foot~d. it out onto the area to set up the HQ, soon after h~ left.. 
The Master v1 1te? us again the next morning to ee u in action and 
f?llo~v!ng a fantastic lunch in the field he departed. We hope he enjoyed 
his v1s11 as much as we did. 
. We've also done a fair amount of Civil Military Op work giving out 

aid to the needy. Before we deployed, a collection of clothes and toys was 
held. Fa11111te from tbe Squadron emptied their attics and cellars and 
together_ ~anaged to collect SOO+kg of paraphernalia and transported it 
all to Pnst_111a - Kosovo. On aturday 14 July, member the Troop assisted 
111 the sort mg of all the clothe etc. to be distributed. 

The CMO Sorting Team at work 

. Organi ations that have_ benefited from the donations b:y the families 
mclude: Hea lth Education TB Project, Minority Familie • a de
in tinttio~alisation. facility for children in the nearby village of Laplje 
Selo, Sht1111e Hospital and the bandoned Infants and Babies Charity. 

Lt Moore shares some food with a child from the 
deinstitutionalisation facility 

In addi tion. the quadron has also a · ·isted the Y Commun it} Pro_icl't 
in Pri t111a and u local chool in Donjc Branica. 
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ig Roy Ca. tie. with an appreciative pupil !Tom Livragone chool 

Although the collection has now been di tributed . . the work hasn.'t 
.topped. Ongoing projects include assistance to a Primary chool m 
LiYragone village that our pre~ece ors. 19 Mech .Bde and other 1g~al 
unit ·, will be plea·ed to hear 1 now .fully refurbished .. The beneficiary 
organisa11on have been very gi:ateful mdeed for 1h.e a· 1 lance they have 
received and the troop· have enjoyed domg omcthmg d1 fferent. 

The QC, Maj Ma rk Roberts , at the opening of Livragone S chool 

As if that wasn't enough we were al o tasked with training the Kosovo 
Protection Corp . well, tJ1e YolS 'Jase' Phillips was tasked, who m tum 
tasked g t ·Gaz' Dixon , who in tum tasked C pls ·Daz' Ma~gle and 
·Ollie' Olver. E\entuallv a two-week traming package was devised and 
through an interpreter the Team final ly got their mes age across, although 

something wa definitely lo ·1 in the translation of frequency. velocity and 
wavelength! Practical ma t erecting and antennas went down a treat as 
did the end of cour e photo, which we till haven ' t seen due to the lo tin 
cyber pace computer wizardry of Ollie! 

HEADQ ARTER TROOP 
Tp Comd 2Lt Johnny 'Ace' icol 
Tp Sgt Sgt andy and crson 
THE YSCO /RATS 'CC BIT 

This bit of HQ Troop i undcnandably a little confused. The name has 
changed three time but the job has stayed the same. Fir t we were CC 
( etwork Control Centre), next we were Regional Application Theatre 

ystems (conveniently RAT ) and finally we've settled on Syscon 
( y tem ontrol and the same as our la tyn1r!) '.he job itselfi large for 
a team of 20 and i · es enllally the provision of IT for MNB (C). Tl11S 
come in cveral forms including the OATI (Op Agricola Theatre 
Information ystcm) WAN, the internet ystem both busine s and 
welfare tandalone etworks and PC ' and of course the beloved 
General 'IT enquiries. yscon IC, S gt 'cro sed water pistols ' McKenzie 
is currently drowning his .orrows on discovering that LCpl ' Rosco ' Ross 
i soon to be po ted . Postings cem to be a vm1s at the moment and we 
will say our goodbyes to LCpl 'L.A. looks' Jardine who is off to 19 
Mech Bde the Webmaster Cpl 'Stalker' Mor timer po ted to JCUNI , 
LCpl • Jcss'e' Jc sop who i off home to Spain, never to return from iv 
Div, and last but not least, Sig· Ja e' Knight who will generally harass 21 
Sig Regt . Good luck to you all for the future. 

ECHELO PPO RT T ROOP 
Tp Comd Maj Jon Duckworth 
Tp S gt S gt Jim ' BFB ' Pri.tchard . 

Thing in upport Trooi> have certainly be7n hottmg up. The MT has 
been Mting the 206 B Vehicles that we hold 111 Theatre. Th.e LAD have 
been inspecting and repairing tJ1e aforementioned 206 B Vehicles plus the 
Armour. The chefs have been kept hugely busy with their succc ful 
' Theme ights ' organi ed by the Ma ter Chef, Sgt ' Taff' R owlands, 
they've raised money which will be use.d to buy books, pens and pencil 
for the school in Livragone. One of thetr mo t successful events was the 
·Celebrity Chef Day'. The normal chefs were given a day off (ok •. I 
exaggerate. 3/4 of a day) and disappeared to Camp Bond Steel and m 
walked Celebrity Chefs . Apparently. the bacon cooked by the 
Quartermaster was the best yet and the RSM 's porrid.ge wa 
un urpas able. Thanks to all who a sisted in the chefing for giving up 
their own time to allow the chef: some down time. Last week the Uml 
was subject to an LSI and this week ha been Board of Officer in 

preparation for our return. There has, however, been some time .for 
members of the Troop to participate in a numb~r of sporting .a~t1v1ttes: 

Sot 'Jim' P ritchard won the ·pole moking' with no compellt1on '.ro~ 
anyone else, Sgt ·Poodle· Lister i his neare~t contender an? 1s 1~ 
training at the moment do111g plenty Egyptian PT . . LC pl Kate 
Hopkinson's volleyball team 'Kate's Kittens ' are al o domg well 111 the 
inter-troop competition. 

JE 

HEADQUARTERS NORTHERN IRELAND 
AND 

15 SIGNAL REGIMENT 

CO Lt Col 1. P. Lle~ell vn OBE 
RSM W OI (RS I) '\1c 'aught 

incc the last edition of The WIRE the Regimental programme has 
been packed · ith visits, sporting compe titions, the CO's Cup 
Comp tition and various exercises, including one for the wives. Thi 
busy period has ensured that the new comers to RHQ, the Regt 21C Maj 
\Ian Strin ge r , the Adjt Capt Ka ty C aie and the RCMO Capt A l 
Jenkin have had to put their desk driving skills to the test. 

CO' S C P S HOOT !. ' G CO M PETITIO 
30 ALGlJST 2001 

The CO\ Cup shooting competition took place at Ballykin ler Training 
Centre on 30 August 200 I. The first team away was llQ Sqn fo llowed by 
225 Sig qn, and bringing up the rear was 233 Sig Sqn. 225 S ig Sqn 
began the morning with a fire team assessment, a 500m run in three 
mmutc-. 1.1.ith all male carrying 25lb and females carrying 201bs, helmet 
and Combat Body Annour. A two-minute interval was given to the teams 
pnor to firing to organise the two fire teams in an advance to contact 
format10n from the 350m point. 233 Sig Sqn won thi part of the 
compet·uon followed closely by 225 Sig Sqn and then HQ qn. ext was 
the .\d\anced PiMol shoot and Anti Body Armour hoot, 225 Sig Sqn 
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proved themselves the more accurate shot with the 9mm Browning 
winning this event comfortably. C pl M a rk ""'.arburton went some w.ay 
to save face by shoot ing a figure I I target in half as 1t turned7 Clmt 
Eastwood eat your heart out. The shotgu~ event was very close w1!h HQ 
Sqn ga ining top marks on 80- hit , 225 Sig Sqn with 79. and 233 Sig Sqn 
with 78. Team Leader S gt Tony Dodd got lrnnself mto a big fluster, 
fo rgetti ng to re lease his safe ty catc h 4 times, w hi ch made us a." 
laugh .. . not. C pl Rod 'Eagle Eye' R?uchy, not being put off by the ram 
in the sl igh test put in a very cred ible shoot ma tched o nl y by team 
member C apt Paul 'Swift A rm, D irty Harry' Griffiths: T hen cam~ a 
moving target shoot, again scoring quite c lose, with 233 Sig Sqn wmnmg 
and the other two Squadrons comi ng joint econd. The ommand mg 
Officer presented meda ls to all of the member of the competmg teams 
(The Regimental PR! must be bursti ng at the seams). T he go ld mcdaL 
were presented to 225 Sig qn, with Si lver and Bronze gomg to 233 Sig 
Sqn and HQ qn respectively. The trophy was presented to and gratefully 
received by the you nges t team mem ber! pl 'O ll y'. Gray. 1.t w~s 
promptly buffed up and replaced fo r the third yea r runnmg back 1.n ~~~ 
Sig Sqn's bulging trophy cabinet. Better luck nex t year 233! The wmnin~ 
team consis ted of Capt Griffiths , S gt Dodds , Cpl Gra y, ~P 1 Ha ywood , Cpl Rouch y, Cpl enior, pl Warburton a nd L P 
McPbee. 
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CO'S REGIME TAL FOOTBALL COMPETITIO 
13 SEPTEM BER 2001 - hy Sgt Simpson 

On a bright sunny afiemoon the member of 15 Sig Regt gathered in 
Thiepval Barracks to contest the annual CO' cup football competition. 
The opening event saw 233 pitched against 225 Signal Sqn and a hard 
fought battle saw 225 take their one and only chance and scored from a 
corner straight into the squadron goal. De pite a late rally by 233, they 
could not break down the opposition's I I-man defence that was 
marshalled by a determined S gt Dave Wilson. 

The second match saw llQ Sqn play 225 Sig Sqn. In a one sided affair 
a confident 225 dominated the match, scoring two goals in each half. Sgt 

tcve Anderson's elderly HQ Sqn team began to suffer in the second 
half and only a vintage display by WOI (RSM) Mc aught in the heart 
of the HQ Sqn defence kept the scores respectable, the final result being a 
4-0 victory to 225 Sig Sqn. The final match of the competition was the 
wooden spoon match between 233 and HQ Sqn. Well refereed by SSgt 
Lee Carsley and gt 'Buck' Roger (AKA The teletubbic ), 233 started 
to produce some excellent football, with SSgt ' Icky' Gratrick ruling the 
midfield and producing some excellent through balls for the squadrons 
triker SSgt 'Alex ' Alexander H igh. Although he had plenty of chances 
to score, he chose the more difficult option of missing. Once the RSM 
had been sub tituted (afier five minutes), 233 stepped up a gear, much to 
the delight of a large travelling support !Tom the squadron. At half time 
the 0-0 scoreline flattered HQ Sqn, a few choice word from Sgt 'Harry' 
Harris and 233 came out all guns blazing, and scored an excellent goal 
mid way through the second half. This inspired W02 (S M) Steele to 
begin HQ's fight back, and the midfield tussle between him and SSgt 
' Icky' Gratrick proved to be one of the best of the competition. 

A further goal for 233 put them 2-0 up and they began to sit back on 
their laurels. HQ Sqn quickly puni hed with a counter-attack that 
produced an excellent goal and in pired a period of su tained pre sure 
that they hoped would produce the equaliser. However, the fight back was 
too late and with HQ qn now playing like the competition winners the 
final whistle was blown and once again had to settle for third place. The 
Regiment then retired to the hospitality of Sgt Man n' Peake Lnn for the 
competition prize giving. The trophy was presented to 225 Sig qn as the 
competition winners. This victory for 225 Sig Sqn has stopped 233 from 
the predicted porting white wa h that the CO's cup competition was in 
danger of becoming. A special mention must go to Sgt ' Drew' Drewitt 
from HQ Sqn who spent tbe two matches running around and failed to 
touch the ball once. 

THE BIG BREW P • 20 SEPTEMBER 2001 
On 20 eptember 200 I, 225 Sig Sqn opened its doors to SAFA for 

the annual 'Big Brew Up,' the order of the day 'to rai e money for 
SAFA by drinking tea. ' The attending personnel were asked to pay £1 

which would buy them a hot cup of tea or coffee, and a sticky bun. Our 
gue ts included SSAFA ( 1) key personnel who were happy to escape 
from Belfa t for the morning. At 1030hrs a photo call was held and all 
tJ1ose attending were gathered together along with the Regt UWO Capt 
Dickso n and W OJ ( RSM) Mc a ug h t. This gathering wa for a 
photograph for 'Soldier Magazine' (look out for that one); the R M waits 
with baited breath for his inclusion in Soldier Magazine pouring tea. 
Although the money raised was not in the million , the £ 150 that we did 
generate from the ale of tea and buns wa greatly received by SSA FA. a 
fun-filled morning was had by mo t but the other had to go back to 
work ... Thank mu t go to W02 ( SM) 'Buy a bun now· Thorne and 

gt ' It worked out in the end' Bol ton who brought the whole thing 
together. W 02 ( M) T horn e e en put up ome tents! (Oh yes he 
did ... ). 

'Anyone for a cuppa?' Brew Boy · Capt Steve Dickson 
pouring over SSAFA key personnel 

01 C(A) VISIT 3-5 0 TOBER 2001 
The SOinC ( ) and Mrs L. Burton vi ited o rthen.1 Ireland for three 

days, thi kept the R M out of trouble in the week. pn?r to the event a 
he wrote and re-wrote the vi ·it programme numerou umes. Fortunately 
the action packed vi it programme went a moothly a a~y programi~1e 
doc , wi th on ly minor alteration to ti ming on the day. Thi. ta1ted with 
the arriva l llight that landed ten minute late. Met by the AdJ I, C apt Katy 
Caie, and the R M WOI (R M) 1c aught. the programme tarted 111 
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earnest with the SOinC(A) receiving briefings from G6. and then \elSiting 
HQ Sqn and 233 ig Sqn, the first day was then rounded ofT \\ ith a dmner 
at the CO's house. 

Day Two brought a visit to both 218 and 203 . ig Sqns. thankfully the 
weather held off and with no leaves on the track or rain spots on the 
windshield, the Puma for the day, successfully 'taxied' the \isitors from 
A to B. One part of this day included presenting the prize at the 
'Mercury Cup' March and Shoot organised by 203 Sig qn . It is therefore 
not surprising that they eventually won the day. It was however a very 
close call, both 208 and 203 Sig qn were tied prior to the March, but 
instead of the March acting as the decisive contest, it only complicated 
matters when both teams tied exactly on time impossible l hear you say. 
but true. Therefore the result was decided in the Shoot and this is where 
203 Sig Sqn clinched the prize. with 208 and 233 Sig qn taking ·econd 
and third place respectively. More detail will not be covered, as I am sure 
203 Sig Sqn can and will blow their own trumpet better than I can. To 
remain in theme. thi day finished in the Lisburn Officers Me ·s with a 
Ladies Dinner ight; with pipers kindly provided by CO 40 ig Regt (V). 

With many a sore head. (though the SOinC(A) and the CO did not 
seem to suffer), the final day of the visit had the OinC(A) visit 203 ig 
Sqn, JCU 1),321 EOD Sqn (RLC) and our own very special 225 Sig 
Sqn. and this time, not finished by a boozy evening but split by a lunch in 
the WO and Sgts Mess, hosted by the RSM. However, just so that the day 
did not end in an anticlimax, it ended very rapidly when it was realised 
that the SOinC(A)'s return flight was 45minutes earlier than expected. 
This time instead of helicopters the OinC(A) with the Corp RSM in hot 
pur uit, 'flew' (without breaking any speed limits) to the airport with 20 
minutes to pare. Well done to the drivers! 

Ir was 3 October 2001 a Wednesday afternoon and I wa at at the Tx 
desk in the COMMCE with LCpl 'Daz' Ba rrett. Thi was no ordinary 
afternoon the COMMCE was spotles (not a paper shred in site). The 
time was 1430hrs and we were waiting for the SOinC(A), Brig Burton, 
to arrive. True to form he arrived on time at I 5 I Ohrs! Due to the size of 
his entourage it wa doubtful that we would all be able to fit 11110 our 
small COMMCE . but somehow we all did with room to spare. S gt 
Ka ren Ripley, g t Steve Anderson and Cpl ·Jeffer ' Ford delivered 
well-rehearsed peeches. Then Cpl Ford skilfully howed the SOinC(A) 
around the COMMCE given him a full brief on AMSCERP and each 
of the po ition . The OinC{A) spoke to all the o ldiers who had been 
chosen from a cast of thou ands (well 20 anyway) on hi ft that day. The 
SOinC(A) showed a genuine interest in each oldier· thought and 
career . ig ' Chri ' ewbold was given extra pecial attention due to 
him being a Radio Relay employed within a busy COMMCE . Once it 
was time for the SOinC(A) to depart farewells were exchanged and he 
thanked all concerned for their time. Some of the newer oldiers were left 
with a better understanding that the hierarchy really does how a genuine 
interest in the careers. even at his level. Overall the vi it went without 
mi hap or crisi and we let out a sigh of relief. Can't wait until the next 
one. Honest! 

Thank must go to all those who had a part to play in the succe ful 

SOinC(A) and Cpl 'Baz' Hopgood ' 
. . ... and tha t Sir, is how you win a t Solitaire.' 

vi. it for both the Qin ( ) and Mrs Burton who both eemed to enjoy 
thei r stay. Mrs Carol Llewellyn mu t be given a iold tar for not onl_ 
ho· ting and cate ring for the vi it in her home but for her intrepid 
deployment onto Ex Dragon's Recon the day afier th· Oin (A) and 
Mrs Burton lcfi. 

EXERCI E DR GON' RE 0 ' 6-7 0 TOBER 2001 
by Sgt Drewel/ 

A~ound one of the many meeting table. that adorr I - 1g R •gt, .1 

deci·ion was made to a llow the wive~ the chance of tnking part in a 
weekend of activi ties to give them an idea of what their -,pousc' got up 
to. The date wa • et and all that was needed \\8S :ome willing \ olunteers 
to rake up tJ1c cha llenge. fier much boulder 'loping and dodging ('ap t 

teve ·Big uff·' Dickson, W02 ( 1) 'Huge Cuff.· tf.>el. gt 'Id.)· 
Gratrick, pl Danny ' Lambchop· Pear on nnd myself \\ere the chlNm 
men. So. on one fi ne October morning around 9 o'ck k we all gathered 
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m anti 1pation for wi\e ·· pouse.· partner · and anyone ~l~e that.looked 
lost. me ladies amvcd for the weekend, and after the 1111tial bnef they 
loaded their clanking bergans onto the chariot that had been provided. A 
<>ent le and carcl'n.>e fourncy to Ballykinler, which can only be understood 
proper!} if you .i t in a cupboard nnd tum the light off wlu tc. somcon.e 
bangs on th door for an hour! Once they had changed into their 
hu·bands \\ Orst fi tt ing combat. the wive . whom we shall name and 
hame at the end. \\Cre taken to the 25m rang to indulge in the art of 

turning li\ c rounds into empty ca es. At the same ti me a this acti iry 
\\ as running. they also had a go on the shotgun courte y of Tl c Trappers 

hotgun dub and an introduction to rations b Capt teve 'Big Cuff:· 
Did.~on him elf. fte r they had completed the morning's period. they 
mo\ cd to the Troop helter to engage in the long lo t art of 'basha 
building·, led superbly by W02 ( S 1) 'Huge Cuffs' tee!. Once they 
had learned how to make a hotel in the woods. we moved them to the 
Demolit ions area for wha t can only be de cribed as a teeth rattling 
presentauon by 321 EOD RLC. . . . 

The time had come fo r the ladies to ca t and drrnk and make their 

'Who le t the women drive?' 
(L-R) : Carol Llewellyn, Cindy Cathrew, Dawn Davis, 

Angela Rouchy, Jackie Walsh, Christy Robinson , 
Paula Carrington, Tina Peel, Jo Storm 

home, o off to the woods they went. After a short time and many 
profanities, they emerged all rhe better for getting some hot food and a 
bre\\. Just in time to go off and play hide and seek with 'big and huge 
cuff: '. Oh how we laughed. at the various state of cam and concealment 
that would have made most of the instructors ' tum into jellies! The only 
thing left to do before it got too dark was to light some cyhunes to show 
the now tired and hungry ladies how to find their bashas when night 
came. All too soon the dawn had arr ived and it was a slight ly less 
cheerful crowd that welcomed the instructors to begin the final day' fun 
and game . . A morning of command tasks. search and observation le on 
was greeted with the sa me emhusia m as the ladies bad shown the 
previou day. To round things off we let them move back to Lisburn in 
the minibus so they could ee where they had been for the last 36 hours, 
(hO\\ nice we are). 

So the ladie arrived back afely in The Peake Inn for a feast laid on by 
the andhurst Restaurant. All that remained was for the CO to present the 
certificate to those that had taken part, and of course for the hu bands to 
be bored stiff with all the war tories that their wives had brought back 
\\ith them. To all those that helped in the et-up and running of this 
weekend and the list i very long, but the beer call is coming so here 
goes, gt ' Pedro ' O'Bri en, Sgts Rog Bradley. ' Smudge ' Smith , 
1icky '\1ann and Debbie (Pedros's Sidekick) McKinley, Cpl Danny 

'Lambchop' Pearson. and of course the ladies: Tina Peel, Jackie Walsh, 
Jo torm , Christ. Robinson . Cindy Cathrew, Paula Carrington, 
Dann Davies, Carol Llewell n and last but not least Angela Rouchy. 
When the 1d a first came up, ! thought it might be a 'jiff job' however, 
thank to the upport that we had setting up and running thi adventure it 
was with out doubt one of the best laughs I have had in a long time. To all 
those that escaped being named, well done! To all those that helped many 
thanks. without your help and understanding weekends like this would go 
the way oft' e Do Do. 

HEADQ ARTER. Q ADRO . . 
qn Comd Maj D. T. H. Wilson 

SS\11 W02 ( SM) G. teel 
It has been a busy few months for the Squadron. continuing to support 

the Regiment over th e busy Marching Season . In the CO 's Cup 
competition the Squadron came a credible thi rd in both the march and 
shoot and the football. 

'\lOTOR TRA ' PORT TROOP 
MT SSgt Sgt P. O'Brien 
PORT TRAl'\l"IJG 5-7 EPTEMBER 2001 
h1 LCpl Jones 

It was an early start on Wedne day, with everybody meeting at the 
armour) to collect the weapons. There was an air of uncertainty about 
v.hat to expect from the PORT package with lots of different rumours 
flying around a \\hat we would actuall y be doing. As we got to 
Mag11ligan Training Arca we SS\\ that the DS had already pre-booked the 
ram clouds. We had plenty of time to look around, get changed into 
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C 95, and square our admin away. The block was adequate, apart from 
the showers that were obviously there ju t for show. ext we were 
briefod on the programme for the rest of the day and what was expected 
of u; (mainly to hit the target ), before being ·p lit down into three 
se tion . I was placed in to 3 cction. with C pl ' tcf' C rouchman as 
cc tion commander. Looki ng around a t th e secti on l was quietly 

confident that we were in a strong pos it ion to do well. The rest of the clay 
consisted of revi ion on WHT's and section ba ttle d ril Is. The day's 
programme fini ·hed with an interesting brief from the RU 's Regional 

upport Unit, who talked to u abou t their ro le and passed around ome 
of the weaponry and equipment they use. This put some mi les on the 
tired faces of the lads a they got their hands on HK-G3 7.62. plus shot 
gun etc. After a long day the lad had j u t enough energy to make it to 
the AAFI for a couple of quiet beer , whi le watching England beat 

lbania 2-0. WOI (R I) Mc aught wa not so happy with hi . team 's 
performance (Scotland). and we hope it would not afTect us on Day Two 
of the exerci c. 

Another early start on Thursday, with the day's events compri ing of a 
'round robin ' on different ranges u ing a variety of weapon systems. All 
were points based with prizes for be t hot, best section and of course 
worst shot. My section started with the moving target sangcr shoot. an 
intere ting shoot wi th not much being hit but we had a lot more ucccss 
on the nex t range. On the .I. Advanced Pistol Shoot, we scored well , 
de pite our magazine being tampered with, ( I 0 rounds instead of 12). 
The D were harsh and did not award any extra point and feeling rather 
b itt e r we moved to the next range . On th e MPS/ Pis to l shoot, two 
magazi ne were is ued for each weapon and fired at speed from 25 
metre . The whole ection did well with Cpl Crouch man getting the 
highe t core for the day with 65 out of 7 1. With the section feeling 
confident with them elve we moved to the Training village. As the stand 
was centred on my day-to-day job, I let the other lad get hand on with 
the kit and helped Lalk them through their ski ll s and drills. this was a 
good chance for the lads to ee some of the E M equipment that the 
infantry carry. The final point hoot of the day wa down at the IB R, 
which was personally my favouri te range. Di fferent obstacles to tactica lly 
fi re from. unfortunately due to a lack of time only half the section made it 
onto the range, but those of us who did cored well. That night we went 
back onto the IBSR in Platoon strength for a defensive night shoot. When 
the action started, there was lot of moke, fl a h bangs and gunfire going 
on. It gave a small insight into the heer chao of a frontline battle, with 
ection commanders finding it hard to keep control of their trigger-happy 

men. 
Day 3, all that was left was the fire team assessment, falli ng plate 

Cpl Rudd receives the Best Shot Trophy from the CO 

Sgt Al Bolton assists 
by coaching younger members of the Regiment 

competition and then clear all of the ranges . We were last to go on the 
two mile march and kept a good healthy pace for the first three quarters 
of the course, then brought it right down to a walk for the last quarter to 
lower our heart rate for the range section. Another good effort by the 
lads and we were more than happy with our score . After cleaning all the 
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train ing a~ea. we jumped on our transport and headed back to camp. Ju t 
the exercise smoker and weapon cleaning to do then the weekend was 
ours . . All the weapons were thick with carbon and took some heavy 
c~c~ nrng. At 1400hrs cv~rybo?y met at the Peake Inn, for the pri.::e 
giving. Cpl C rouchman JU. t missed out on best shot with one section 

pl ' Deano' Rudd pipping him to the prize. But ou; ·cction was clear 
winners in ~he bes.t section competition and after collecting our medals 
we made. a b- line for the BBQ. I t~ink most would agree that it was a 
worthwl11le package and a lot was gamed from it. 

Winning Section 
Cpl. Crouchman (Sect Comd), Cpl Caffrey, Cpl Hayward , 

Cpl Senior, Cpl Hophood , LC~pl Hiscock, LCpl Barton, LCpl Jones, 
Sig Stratton 

225 SIG AL SQUADRO . 
qn Comd Maj M. J. Smith 

SSM W02 (SSM) R. Thorne 
The last few months have een the Squadron upporting the Security 

Forces ann ual Marching Season effort. On top of the opera ti onal 
commitments, the Squadron ha continued with its winning streak. The 
Squadron perfo rmed ex tremely well in the CO' Cup Competition, 
!,'Tllbbmg victory from 233 Sig Sqn in shooting and football. 

ECHO TROOP 
Tp Comd W02 ( M) Nettleship 
Tp SSgt SSgt ( upvr R) IR Piears 

Welcome to LCpls Holden, Fenton, Hyder, Moun tford Murray and 
Thomas who are joining us straight from the factory. Congratulations to 
LCpl Holden who interpreted the no military kit in his hand lue.gage as 
don 't bring any mil itary kit at all ! Welcomes are also ex tended to Cp l 
Patton, LCpl tephenson and LCpl Hildreth. Sgt teve Ayres is off to 
the Antarcti c expedition with the Anny for the next four months, surely 
there are eas ier way to get out of work? Sgt Hopkins and Sgt 
Chambers have both uccess fully completed their crgeants course. 
After a bu y period over the marching eason its time to ay goodbye to 
our surge manpower, LCpl Millar and 4 RAF bod Cpl Ander on. Cpl 
Fleming, JT Casement and J T Gill. Thank for all the work they put in 
duri ng the brief time they were attached to the Squadron. We also say 
goodbye to JT Kennedy and LCpl Baker. Howard . Boyden and 
Walters . However, in a strange twi t of fate the four happy Lance 
Corporal are all posted back onto permanent strength for two years after 
a few weeks off. Mind you it ha to be asked how LCpl Baker got on a 
sa iling expedition whil t on detachment. We al o say goodbye and good 
luck to Cpls Bell, West and Price who have all gone to try their hand in 
civvy -street. Finally, a big goodbye to LCpl Drummond on posting and 
JT Bradley on promotion to Cpl - enjoy your time at J U (Oakley), and 
promotion al o for gt Polton who i returning once more to his spiritual 
hom e o f 14 ig Rcg t ( EW) to enjoy th e sun and warmth of 
Havcrfordwe t. 

GOLF T ROOP 
Tech Adjt Capt R. J. Craig 
FofS W02 (FofS) M. Roberts 
Tp SSgt gt D. P. Wilson 

The work hop have gone through uch a change in the la t few 
months that it is easier to name just the bodies here. gt Dave Wilson, 
S gt (FofS) Phil Leach, Sgts Dave Kilgallon, Ryan Lang, Dave treet 
(newly arrived), and the real workers . . . Cpls 'Bony' Bond, Lee Punyer , 
Marc Beckett, Matt Barmby, Ollie Gray, Paul Caffrey, Joe Senior 
(newly arrived), Jan Welsh and Debs Whatmough. The IT section have 
been working hard with two people away on their I Op Foundation 
cour e leaving S gt lain Frame, Cpls 'Caz ' Carrington and ' Robbo ' 
Roberts to fill the gaps. Good Luck to gt ' pike' Milligan at hi ne' 
post in Balado Bridge and Cpl 'Boz' Lit tcr who depart on hi lass 
One. Troop members have been repre coting the Squadron in various 
events and have helped u to win the recent CO 's Cup hooting comp 
and football tournament. Golf Troop al o provided a lot of manpower for 
1he recent PORT package run by the Regiment. Hello to everyone here 
and farewell to the people who have just left u . .. the work carric on. 
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SU PPORT T ROOP 
Tp Comd apt P. R. Gr iffiths 
Tp SSgt Sgt Roper 

Welcomes are extended this month to the new W02 (RQ'.\fS) 'Boss' 
Hogg from I (UK) ADSR and C pl ally Brown from HQ BFFI. 
Goodbye to.W02.(RQMS) Andy Hartley who has gone to take control 
of the Tra!nmg Wmg at 14 Sig Regt (EW) and gt Vicky Dumbell who 
is .off to c1vvy street to get married and have a baby' The Troop outing 
this mo~th to Ballykinlcr for paint-ba ll ing was a chance for e~eryone to 
' Get their own back' on the senior ranks within the quadron. with the 
21C, C ap t G riffith s and W02 (RQl\ll ) Andy Hartley firm ly in 

everyones sights. However, that mornmg everybody got some with many 
danng charges, always resulting in a vicious volley of fire, the be 11most 
o~trageous charges coming from Cpl ally 'Target' BrO\\n, ig 'Gunga' 
Dm James and S gt Martin ' Don't hit me it hurts' Morris. Even those 
who believe they are proficient paintballs such as Cpl 'Sniper' Deas 
LCiils ' Cannon Fodder' Blundell and 'Trigger Happy' '\1cCrone al i 
getting as good. as they gave. Mentions this month go to Capt 'Chaos' 
!<~nned :y f~r h1 f~rget ful nature when returning to the mainland, gt 
S1desw1pe Morn for all the work he gave the vehicle body shop 

recently and congratulations to LC pl Karina Kendall for coming off the 
Corporals Promotion Board. 

233 SIG L QuADRO 
Sqn Comd Maj . ·.Walker 
SSM W02 (S 1) P. Tasker 
MCKELVIE C P FOOTBALL COMPETITIO 

The McKelvie Cup football was held on 7 September 200 I with TM 
Tp looking to retain the trophy after winning it the previous year. The 
first game was between TM Tp and India Tp. After quite a tight game 
T.M Tp came out on top 2-0, with a goal from Cpl ·Jay' Lowe ealing th~ 
victory. The econd match wa CC and Romeo Tp. Thi game was a 
thoroughly entertaining affair. The game ended with the spoil haring in 
a 2-2 draw. ~omco Tp were traight back on to play against India Tp. 
They won th1 game hands down by 3 goal to 0. Romeo deserved to win 
and picked up all three points to add to their earlier draw. CC then came 
up aga inst TM Tp but lost 2-0. ln the showdown between the two non
scoring teams. NCC beat India Tp 4-2 in a high scoring game. In the final 
game, it was winner take all. With Romeo on four points, and TM on ix , 
the winner of thi match won the competition. It was TM Troop's nerve 
that held out, and with a penalty scored by Cpl 'Chri ' Ren haw, TM 
won the game by 2-0. 

ICKELVlE C PR GBY COMPETITIO ' 
The McKelvie Cup Rugby was held on 21 September 2001 with CC 

organi ing the event. It was a Rugby 7s Competition run by LCpl 'Who 
kicked me?' Latham. For once CC had enough players to field a squad 
of ten but that oon dimini hed to nine when the event organiser was 
injured in the fi rst match re ulting in a broken ankle. The highlight of the 
game wa W02 ' You can ' t ub me· Carley ran the full length of the 
pitch to pull off a match saving tackle. His grandkids will hear about that 
one! Romeo Tp beat CC Tp convincingly but was beaten by TM Tp. 
Throughout the TM Tp again t CC Tp, W02 'WWF' Hubble decided 
that one of the players didn ·t really require his head anymore and tried to 
remove it from hi shoulders. He was puni hed with ten of hi · be t pre -
ups! Another injury followed, thi time to a Romeo Tp member Cpl 
Crouchman. He limped off the pitch having tom the ligament in bi · 
ankle. We all had a very entertaining day it's a shame about the injuric 

_and the disqualification. The end result wa I t TM Tp, 2nd C. 3rd 
India Tp and 4th Romeo Tp. Our thanks go to our illustrious organiser 
and may he recover quickly. 

ROMEO TROOP - hy LCpl Walton 
Tp Comd Capt R. A. Hamilton 
Tp YofS W02 (YofS) 'Cobblepot' . . Yate 
Tp FofS gt (FofS) 'Bubblebut' J. L. Collins 

The last few month have seen the arrival of just one member to the 
Troop, LCpl · Pete· Tonge, straight out of the factory and the departure of 
LCpl Alford who ha moved acros to RHQ. We welcome back Cpl 
' ick' Jenkins on succe fully completing his eta one upgrading 
course at Blandford and gts ·Taff' Hamblin and · Loggy' Wright after 
fini hing their Sergeants course. A number of the Troop attended the 
recent quadron PORT Package and the majority of the Troop will be 
attending the Cros Training e erci e due to take place hortly. pl 
' Di::an ' Rudd did his bit for charity by completing the M , TR[;>,. 
challenge, an endurance mountain walk which re uired him to ascend 
and de cend lieve Donard. o. Down, I 0. time in 36 hours which i 
equivalent to caling Mount Everest from ca level and back down. He 
managed to raise £600 for the charitie , Cystic Fibrosis Trust and RETTs 
Syndrome. Well done. S gt' teve ' Bartleet organised yet another Troop 
ocial event , this time for the familie • a good time was had h} all, 

e pecially the chi ldren like Cpl Bro" n and LCpls Bo)d and Feldman 
who couldn ' t be kept off th ' bouncy ca tic. 

I DJ TROOP - hy Cpl 'Ja ·e ' Nicholls 
Tp Comd Capt T. Grey 
Tp S gt gt K. D. 'Icky' Gratrick 

o good WIRE article would start without the obhgatof} hellos and 
goodbye. . warm welcome and message to gt Ian Clark and a,J.; hO\\ 
do you fit RAM '? Pleusc help a you are ao e:pert. '.gt John II aton 
leaves on promotion, \\atch out orsham. gt 'Tug· Wil on lca\e' to dt 
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hi> I roundation course and then on to 3 Div as a ta!T crgcant - 3 Div 
be a\\;uc he ha. n 't bought hi · promotion drin~s y~t! Cpl J ust.in 
;\ledcrnft lea' es on promotion to Blandford: we w1 h him and lus wife 

arnh all the best. Data Entrv would like to .ay goodbye to ig tevc 
La" ric who ha · gone to 2 6 ig qn . Events of late were the Troop 
Barbecue that after a few po tponcmenls fi nally went ahead and was a 
huge ucccss. faerybody took ad antage of !he ·B.oun y Boxing'. The 
Q . apt Tim Grey decided to take on h1 · enllrc 1 roop ... and lost 
funn) old thmgl! 

TECH. ' IC L MAI T E1 'A.~CE T ROOP 
Tp Comd Lt E. L. kLellan 
Tp S gt gt P. litchell 

Hello' go out to all our recent arrival ; ig Adam Holly from ypru . 
at Pam litchell from Aldershot and Cpls S teve Adamson and 

c;;tt Deas who have both arrived fre h from the factory. We bid our 
fa rewells to gt ean Alexander-Hig h, who ha olunteered his 
ervice in the quadron Training Wing and Cpl Lee ' Ladyboy· K hair, 

who ha been po ted to 264( A ) ig qn Tech Work hop . SSgt Dave 
1 udwav has moved about 150 yards away to the G6 corridor of power. 
gt Frc·d Farnfield ba been posted to Blandford on hi Foreman' 

course and la t and by every mean least, Cpl Chris ' Dogboy ' Holt and 
gt Phil ' Dolly' Parton, who both left us for Civ y treet. Good luck to 

one and all. Congratulat ion go to Sgt ' s ick Goodwin and Pam 
Mitchell on their recent promotion a nd to Cpl Al \ alsh for finally 
becoming the tech nician that he a lway wanted to be (albeit an 
In tallatton Technician). Congratulation also go out to Cpl Richie Hill 
on the arrival of hi daughter Sophie. Finally. Cpls 1ick Lake, 1ick 
Partridge and LCpl Hayden 'Farmer· Lawer represented the Regiment 
at the recent Corp Football 7's in Blandford and were unlucky to lo e to 
264( A ) ig qn in the semi-final. The thought of Cpl Lee 'Ladyboy' 
Khair in his cheerleader's out fit wa obviou ly an unfair advantage for 
the 26..\ boys. Lt Liz lcLellan (V) has succe fu lly p lanned and 
organi ed the T roo p' ad venture tra in ing for Cp ls Paul Harris and 
Danny hovelton , LCpls George ' Posh' Lohse, Dave Rice, Dinger 
Bell, Stevie Hicklin, haun tanham, Jamie Disley and Sig Kerry 

te"art. They are away for three weeks canoeing in Ontario Canada and 
reports have it that they are having the time of their lives. 

, ETWORK CO TROL CE 'TRE TROOP 
Tp Comd Capt A. Haresign 
Tp Sgt gt . Johnson 

It started wi th 13 ( th e u nl ucky 13th me mber being Sig Ga z 
Hitchings). It went down to 12. then 11, and then 10. Anyway. we ended 
up wi th eight brave ouls who decided money was no object and that 
jumping out of a perfectly good aeroplane from 3500ft wa nothing to be 
afraid of. The eventfu l day arrived and we all jumped into the mini-bus, 
all that i apart from Cpl Danny 'l don't care about losing my deposit, 
I ' m not going' Pearson, he didn ' t score the night before so ulked and 
tayed in bed. This, as it turned out, was a wise move on his part as the 

journey up to the Parachute Centre was scarier than the jump itself. The 
eight became seven. Upon arrival a t The Services Parachute Centre 

orthern Ireland), the intrepid adventurers started the le sons that would 
enable them not to kill themselves. These les on did however put the 
fear of God into ig Gaz ' Schumacher' Hitchings, who decided that the 
ground training was enough for him. The seven became six. It is worth 
mentioning at this point the effort Cpl Shaun 'I'm a Gymnast' Barton 
put into his para ro ll leading to the parachute centre ordering new mats. 
Apparently the new method of doing this i to roll yourself into a ball and 
throw yoursel f onto the floor in the most painful way possible. The time 
came to do the deed. ln the first lift was Capt A1 'Ai rborne' Haresign, 
W02 (FofS) Paul ' Hulk' Hubble and Sgt Dave 'Who's bright idea was 
this?' Rimmer. Capt Al Haresign was the first to jump and there were 
no problems fo r the Airborne Warrior. W02 (FofS) Paul Hubb le was 
next. The last time he'd jumped was back in 1984, so to say he looked 
extremely nervou was a bit of an understatement, but he too earned his 
certi fi cate. Last up was Sgt Dave Rimmer who fortunately had no-one 
left to see the look of horror on his face as he made his way to the door. 
T~e next three climbed on board and took the 5-minute trip to 3500 ft. 
Fi rst out wa LCpl '\1erc 'free fal l pa rachu tis t ' Ain scough who 
encountered no problem as he had 17 jumps already behind him. Cpl 

haun Barton was next. Next! ext! Unfortunately he refused and he 
never heard the last of it all the way back to Lisburn . That only left LCpl 
Dave ' I only turned 2 1 yesterday' Phillips, who gained his wi ngs but lost 

his feet on landing. o the final score wa Jumpers 5 - Non Jumpers 3. 
Footnote: Rumour has it the Cpl Barton made the journey back up to 

the ntre and jumped two day later but the evidence i yet to be seen. 

THE LO GEST DAY - by SSgr Jon Heaton 
In January this year whilst surfing the net I came across an article 

entitled 'lronman for mere mortals'. The article explained that 'The 
Longest Day' competition was the only ' lronman distance' triathlon run 
in the UK and con istcd ofa 2.4-mile lake swim, a 11 2-mile bike ride and 
then a full marathon . I'd done a few triathlons in my time and was always 
up for a challenge o once a doctor had confirmed my anity a being 
rea onably stable I threw caution to the wind and posted the entry fot1T1. 

s many will know I i not ble sed with a favourable climate so many a 
bike and run es ion were conducted literally soaking up the local 
meteorological condition . l was fortunate to have an excellent 
swimming pool within walking distance and being stationed on one of 

I ' larger camps meant I could get in a 2fi mile running loop before I 
had to retrace my tracks. I bad rai ed money for Guide Dogs for the Blind 
in the pa t and thought this venture had to be exploited to raise ome 
more fund . Members of Lisburn Garrison were very generous and as the 
pledge increased, so did my commitment to complete the event. 

At 4 am on unday 19th August I was stirred from a deep sleep by the 
dulcet tone of my p ion organiser; race day had at last dawned. After the 
heartiest breakfa t I could stomach at that time in the morning we set ofT 
for the lake. On arrival there was time for a final bike check, a 
walkthrough of the route from the lake to the transition area and for 
breakfa t to have the necessary effect on my bowels (if fear of the event 
was not ufficient). At exactly 6 o'clock the air horn went and we were 
off - three lap of a lake. a bike ride around most of Shrop hire, and a 26-
mile jaunt to fini h - before returning for tea and medals before the cut
off t ime of 9:30 PM! The wim went well with good conditions 
prevailing and not too much rough tuff between competitors racing for 
the fir t buoy. On exiting the lake and entering tran ition the racing 
snakes ahead of me were already stripping straight out of their wet uits 
to mount their bikes in soaking wet one-piece ' tri-suit '. ot for me, I 
was sticking to my race plan - wet suit off, complete dry off, on with the 
comfortable bike gear, eat. drink and then worry about getting tarted on 
the bike leg. 

Forty miles into the bike leg and thing were going well, I was 
averaging a good rate of knots but then disa ter - ii wa puncture time. l 
had gashed my rear tyre on some glass, but ten minutes later I was back 
on the road. Whil t changing the 'rube I had been amazed by the espri1-
de-co1ps of the passing riders; all had slowed down to check l had the 
necessary gear to get my bike back on the road. Sadly, bad luck wa to 
strike me again and about 25 mile later in a downpour of rain I picked 
up my second puncture. I had used my pare tube, so it wa now down to 
my puncture repair kit to get me back on the road. It must have been quite 
a surreal scene to the bystander - it's Sunday morning and a fully grown 
man wearing strange lycra gear is standing in pouring rain on the edge of 
a major A road patching an inner-tube housed within his sh irt to stop the 
rain getting to it. I didn 't care, l managed to repair it and get back on the 
road without losing too much time. 

After abou t another 2-hrs rain, the un came out and I continued 
pedalling away watching the miles gradually click toward the magic 
figure of 112 on my speedo. From about 80 miles into the bike leg I was 
beginning to get sore and was desperate to get off the bike and start the 
run. As soon as I did get off the though, the last thi ng my leg wanted to 
do was lo start running and a batt le of will ensued with my brain 
eventually winning after about two or three mi les. Helped on by huge 
support from the crowds who had come to watch with footba ll rattles and 
air horns I reached the halfway point in sub two hours and felt good. At 
about the 16 mile point, however, I seemed to age to the geriatric era 
wi thin about 100 metres and the next five mi les were tough to say the 
least. However, the pain reduced and at almost 6:30 PM (12 hrs and 26 
mins into the race) I crossed the finish line. I had managed to complete 
the event and managed to beat my target time by ome margin. It wa 
true, it had been a very long day, but the icing on the cake was to get back 
to where we were camping by 9 :30 PM fo r the tea and medals we 'd 
promised ourselves earl ier in the day! Thanks to the generosity of the 
members of Lisburn Garr ison over £650 has been raised for 'Guide 
Dogs'. 

ote: Anyone interested in completing an lronman distance triathlon 
ca n fi nd th e 'I ro n m an for mere mo rta ls' a r tic le at 
www.blackcountrytriathletes.co.uk 

40th (ULSTER) SIGNAL REGIMENT 
(VOLUNTEERS) 

CO Lt Col R. J. Kelly 
R M WOt (R M) Keane 

The Regiment welcomes WOt (FofS) Bately from GCHQ Oakley and 
W02 (YofS) Rouse from 222 Sig Sqn, 3 (UK) Div HQ & Sig Regt. At 
last Regimental Operattons has the full compliment of regular personnel 
and can no\\ hcgm to function as planned all along, although for how 
long remam to be ·ccn. Welcome also to S gt 'Tiffy' tables who 
arnves to a co mprehensive 'action ' co lumn fro m the ret.:en t EC! 
m pccuon. Enough to keep you busy 'Ti!T'? Farewell to Maj Graham 
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Leyland who leaves to res ide in Bland fo rd Forum once aga in, and to 
enjoy all that is C lSM. Good luck Graham and lha11k you for all your 
e ffo rt in the last two year . We sho uld say welcome to Maj Mike 
Fraser-Brenchley (To be known as FB) who take. on the FTRS Trg MaJ 
slot, once 'Glasgow' are back from leave and can catch up with their in· 
trays and process his appl ication. Ex Coastal agle did not succumb to 
the restrict ion of FMD and proved to be a highly rewarding Annual 
Camp. The Officer's Mes conducted two Regimental Dinner Night and 
ho ted a number of both military and local dignitaries. It ha to be said 
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that ~y far the best wa~ the attendance of a pair of Dorset Constabula 
Officers, who will rc111a111 nameless to protect the guilty. ry 

85(ULSTER & A TRIM ARTILLERY) 
SQUADRO (VOLUNTEE R ) AUGUST 2001 

The Squadron recom!11cnci:d training at the start of August after the 
summer stand down perio~ with the now annual Foam Party. As usual it 
was a very successfu l evcmng. We had the obligatory Hawaiian ·hirt and 
skni~ and the cross dress111g hard core. Thankfully this year W02(SSM) 
Eddie. Hedl~y could tell the genders apart without resorting to phy ical 
checks. A big thank you t~ all members of the organising committee for 
the hard work and efT~rt mvolved 111 organising the event. The focus is 
now on final prepara.tt o 1~s for the adventure training, which will take 
pla.c~ .111 the Lake D1strict. Scramb ling and mountaineering are tw 
acttv1t1cs already programmed. 

0 

2Lt ico le Lamb and 2Lt Martin Mayo succes fully completed 
TACC ove r the s ummer months .. Having spent a year at Queen' 
Umvcrs1ty OTC preparing for their commi s ioning course the two 
freshly face~ subaltern have now taken up their troop commander po ·ts 

ongratulatton and welcome to the Squadron. Tbe real work begins! 
Welcome also to Lt Jeanette W ilson who joins u as the Sqn Ops Olli 
Far~~ell to Lt Sa m Burgess, who departs to become the Regiment:i 
Tra111mg Officer. Thank for a ll your hard work a a Troop Commander 
(the only one the Squadron had for a long time). Keep Smiling am! 

UAL CAMP 
Annual Camp, thi s yea r. wa con ducted at Ch ickerell Camp in 

W~ymouth .with .the Squadron boa ting a good turn out. Various trade and 
driver quahficat1ons were carried out with most per onnel managing to 
quahfy for thetr ne~t trade cla or C+ E driving licence. The Squadron is 
now well placed with quahfied trade and drivers. Despite the rigorous 
camp routme, two member of the Squadron decided that annual camp 
was not demandmg enough for them and headed off to Blandford instead 
LCpl Alan Smith and LCpl J oa nne Sa nlon, attended and 'mercifully; 
passed RSCC. Congratulations to both of them. Of course annual camp 
was not all work and no play. Here are ome of the daily new fla hes 
from our camp hack. 

Tug of 'tac~e.: OC 85 ho ts the first ever 'Weymouth mou tache 
tuggn~g contest 111 H.arry 's Bar. Two girls at the bar refused to believe 
that ht~ hairy upper hp wa for real. However, after several tugs on the 
bush, its refu al to budge convmced the two drunken females that it 
wasn't an eyebrow down for a drink! 

. ~ren ~h Co nn ection : Lt Sa m Burgess impressed everal French 
v1s1tor. m Han)' ' Ba'. with hi knowledge of their native language. After 
repeatmg the Imes, Where i the toilet?' 'Have you a room for the 
ntght_?' and ·we are .on holiday? ' a few hundred times they were suitably 
convmced that he did indeed know the language - you can now turn to 
page two of the French phase book Sam! Regrettably Engli h till creates 
111surmountable problems for him. 
_ Weymouth Tig.er: LCpl F red A mos had a run-in with a Weymouth 

ti.gress and survived to tell the tale! Looking more than a touch 
dt hevelled, he reported that he had eaten a Lion Bar and had no idea 
how he had got a ll those scratche as he struggled to get ready in time for 
parade. What was her name again? . 

. It's raining ~en: Geri Halliwell called into Chickerell Camp to do her 
bit for the Reg11nent. The gorgeous Geri (aka LCpl eil Te lford) 
accompan!ed by two fabulou dancers (aka LCpl Da e G ibn ey and 
LCpl C hris Montgomery) performed her hit single 'It's raining men' for 
the troop . 

ovel E xcu se ward: Given jointly to those members of the 
. quadron who had to carry out large wi thdrawals of cash from the bank 
111 order to convince their nearest and deare tat home that their entire two 

~veeks pay ~ad~'.t been spent on drinking and partying. For their O\\n 
safety these md1v1duals remain anonymou" 

~qu~dron T-Shirt: For future de igners of the Squadron T- hilt!·· The 
design 1s suppo ed to be visible! · 

UPPORT SQUADRO 
Sqn Comd Maj M. Heaney 
SSM W02 (S M) Johnston 

The quadron has recently undergone a change of command and 
welcomes .Maj M. Hea ney who replaces Maj T. Dick, who now 
la.ngmshes m Bangor. Maj Heaney, who recently arrived as QM found 
him .el.f double hatted on thi s occasion. '.he Squadron deployed to 
'."lag1l~1gan Camp m order to carry out various military skills training 
111cludtng APWT., BC, CFT. The padre did his very best to upgrade the 
mora! understandmg of his flock but the blank face and random bleatmg 
co".f1.rmed the worst. Members of the quadron competed in the 
lnd1v1dual Battle hoot as part of the XL Trophy but could only manage a 
close sec~nd. The Squadron would like to extend a warm welcome to the 
newly amved P I Tech, S gt K. Bremmner who takes over from the 
now Mr B. J. ~innister. Welcome also to LCpl Potts who take· on the 
role as CO.s dnver. Farewell to M aj A. Hoensch who leaves for the 
vortex that 1s Blandford. Good luck. 

66 (CITY OF BELF T) SIG L SQ UA DRO 1 

MMER DVE T RE T RAI ING 
The .Squadron Summer Adventure training was held in Colreine over 

the period, 17- 19 Aug~st, 200 I. The activities consisted of canoeing, run 
by SSgt Fat Boy hm McClean , body boarding by gt ·Tamm ' 
M_c ~die, mounta!n biking by gt 'Bald Eagle' Collins and fi nally 
chmbmg and a~se1!mg by the SSM, W02 'Action Man' Fettus. 

The mounta~n b1kmg got off to a good start in that they all made it to 
!he first locat~on. well done Sgt ' Bald Eagle' Collins. a subs tant ial 
improvement m you~ ~ap re?ding! But reading seemed to be quite a 
problem for )'.'Oung ~1g What 2.2 DO K ' Blair? It mean you can't 
stand up while try111g to .cycle unde.r it. Donut! Young Sig ' Willy' 
Kennedy must have been m secret trruning for the Tour de Portrush, as 
most of the day he had the yellow Jersey and was een waiting for the 
others to catch up. All tbe new members of the 'walk like John Wayne' 
club are to .be in their add les ready to mossy around the JRC with the 
PMC and ht saddles sores! ig 'QCP 's' Hawe wa also in practice with 
his we~ suit at the body boarding, in that he changed dre four ti mes 
before 11 was eventually put on in ide out and back to front. gt 'Tommy' 
McArdle w.as unable to show everyone how to body board as there was 
not even a ripple at the beach. Better l~ck next time 'Tommy'. 

.Canoem~ to~k mo~e ~fa aturahst approach. as they tried 10 Free 
Willy. that 1 1g ·Willy Kennedy and LCpl ' Willy' Morrison who 
~vere 9mte content to be held captive by their canoes. The abseiling had 
~ts fatr s~are of 'up and. downs ' some fa ter than other . Poor Cpl 
S.uzanne Small looked hke she had had lunch wi th Hann ibal Lecter 

with the amount of ki n he lo t on the climb up. LCpl 'Travolta ' Hann~ 
?as tak~n to ~he world of marke ting w ith her woolly T- hirt from 
, FCU~ . well ti sounded . 01;nething l,ike that. The quadron ha a new 
Arnie m the ~gure of Sig Mu cles McDonald, who wa quite proud 

of her new game~ muscle mass after one climb! Sig ·Run Forest run' 
Tate wa een beu~g pulled over by traffic branch for peeding on the 
p~on;enade a~er bemg elected to go on a day tri p to Portru h. However, 
Sig Mu cle McD.on~ld wa unable to pu t her new fo und trength to 
~ny great us a lier wmnmg the ·unable to run away' prize of the day trip 
m Por:tnish. (another marketing ploy for ·FCUK'). LCpl ' Bud' Morri on 
and Sig · tx Shooter' Blair saw the ocial ide o!T with a bang. (Targets 
will .fall when blocked). The Yoga classes are paying dividend as LCpl 
'social hand grenade' Morrison didn' t have any • D' ' all night well 
done Wtlly. 

39 INFANTRY BRIGADE HEADQUARTERS AND 
SIGNAL SQUADRON (213) 

Maj Andy Knott smiles, 
knowing the pager will soon be on someone else's belt 
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qn Comd Maj D. Craft 
R M WOl (R 1) S. 1. Lock"ood 
SQ ADRO HEADQ ARTER 

l.t i with .a heavy heart this i " ue that we bid fa rewell 10 Maj nd~ 
Knott who 1s 1.eavmg u after only a year in command to to taff 
College. We wish you well and thank you for your early fi ni~hcs and 
extended bar hour. However, with farc\1cll s come hdlos. and the nit 
would Ii.kc t? 1 ~!come Mnj David Craft in his capac ity as QC qn. 
along wtth ht wife ~ran and hi · children Connor and Ellie We hope 
your two years here will be very su ccs ful and enjoyable 

Congratulation to\ 01 (R 1) teH Lock\\OOd \\ho has been 
selected fo r commi . ioning. \ ell done for achiev ing this goal at such a 
young age. The port "a ab olutcly deliciou and ha set tile : tandard fo r 
other pro1.notion new~ . ong~tulation · also to \\02 (\'ofS) ick \\ood 
and his \\ 1fc tephame on thctr recent marriage. \\'e hope you" ti ! ha\ c a 
prosperous future t gether and wish you e ' ery happiness. The , !IQ 
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ek men: \\Ould like to say farewell to LCpl Zander Gardener , who has 
moYed to a somewhat colder po ition in 1orway. We hope you and your 
!lat ,, 111 be \'Cl) happy. Do not fear though. look as though Cpl Paul 
R~an shall be following m your footstep in a year or o. 

0 J'\1U 'IC TI01 TROOP 
Tp omd Lt . Y. Richard on 
Tp nt gt R. tlterton 

Welcome to 2Lt tcve Bennett , who a rrives on a three mon th 
attachment. be fo re att ending hi Troop om manders our e in 
Blandford. He i earmarked to take over a · 0 omm Troop in April 
2001. 

OPERATI01 SECTIO. 
A big Op Section welcome to Cpl ·Jame and the Giant' Peach, 

L pl Kelly TM•edie, jo Kevin Groves and ig ~on Perks who have 
arri\ed in th<: la t two month to join the brethren m yscon. Hope you 
will enjoy your two years with u . Goodbye to Cpl Mandie Smith. who 
after three month back in Province is moving to the le rainy climes of 
Belgium. he leave with a spring in her step and a mile on her face, 
delighted at leaving the confi nes of Y CO behind her. ot one, but 
two wedd ing · to report th i month. Congratu lation to Cpl Matt 
Gibbons (.:!IC RoYer Group) and his new wife Mr Donna Gibbons, on 
their recent wedding. Tho e who attended the ceremony aid it was a 
party to remember and they wish you every happine in the future . 
Congratulations al o to Cpl 1andy Aitchison (nee mith) and LCpl 

ndy itchison (Late RO\·er Group) on their marriage at the end of 
eptember. We hope you will be very happy together and enjoy your 

po rings to Belgium. By the way Pte O'Hare said it wa only a bet. he 
did not think you would actually do it Aitch! 

ROVERGRO P 
All the boy in the Group have had fun attending wedding and in 

between time have been ensuring the snatch vehicles are ready for their 
in pect ion and return to Kinnegar before the end of September. Then one 
after the other they are to be posted, so a fa rewell to Pte Ken Barlow, 
who only arrived in the last edition of The WIRE, now moving across the 
way to join tl1e Pioneers on the gate, and a slightly bigger goodbye to Cpl 

latt Gibbon who has joined the RP Staff - tra itor. Well done to LCpl 
Joe Ru hrook who has uccessfully completed his MLT in time to mi s 
out on two expeds, good timing there Joe, and is currently being the bane 
of gt Paul Conroy' life. delet ing item fro m the trai ning wing 
computer by accident. 
TECH ' IC L 1AI, TE ANCE SECTION 

'i elcome to LCpl Matt Grounds, our new baby technician recently 
arrived from Pha e ll. He bas instantly thrown himsel f into unit life, 
being an integra l pan o f the ' Tt ' a Kn ock out Team ' and going 
Adventurous Train ing , all w ith in hi s fi rs t mon th of arriv ing. 
Congratulations to Cpls ·G' Uppal and Chris Lord on their recent 
promotion . To celebrate they immediately tri ed to throw thei r weight 
around, only to be quashed by the might of gt Jonah Jones. They are 
now trying to et the correct example to other , despite the fact that 
'Lordy· has not even started to shave yet, even though others shaved his 
left eyebrow! Congratulations also to Cpls Donna Chivers and Graham 
Forrest who have also ju t picked up rheir econd tape. Well done, keep 
up the good work all of you. 

RIGGI G ECTION 
Very little has happened in the Rigging World over the last two months 

, a\·e for three members of the section supponing Galloway Cream, the 
RHF exercise in Scotland. On the pre-deployment Sig Dean Roberts and 
Cpl I Temple ~pent twice as long rigging the mast as normal due to the 
slightly inclement weather. The West Coast of Scotland in the rain and 
gale force winds. nice work if you can get it. 

TROOP E\'E 'T 
OPERATION CA TE IJT - LCpl Dilger 
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When the Chanc.ellor wagon broke down on the Ardoyne, 
1t was all hands on deck 

Tiu. year aw the inevitable unrc t in the capi tal , and the Chancellor 
vehi c le and its crews were in regular attendance accompanying the 
re idcnt battalion on the street of Bel fa L At lot of action was witnessed 
in the Ardoync area in the north of Belfast, and also in the hort Strand 
area to the east, seeing the rare deployment or water cannon . More 
recen tly, and the mo t controversial, has been the highly televised and 
scrutinised Loyalis t demonstrat ion against the Catholic parents and 
children, who walk through the Glenbryn estate to reach the Holy Cross 
Girl choo l. Th e Chancell or c rew, led once agai n by Sgt Pa ul 
· hancellor ' Faizey fo und themselves at the top of the Ardoyne or rather 
at Hotel Girdwood. This requ ires the ability to sleep in the back or a 
wagon not renowned for its comfort. Three in a wagon is j u t not cricket, 
part icularly when you have Sgt orrie C rook noring in the orthern 
Ireland noring ompetirion on ational noring Day. The Chancellor 
task ing unfortunately till continue at this time, as the latest bone of 
contention for the minority, cem to ha e no resolve. 

IT'S AK 'OCK OUT COMP ETITIO - LCpl Gro1111ds 
The ra in was pouring but our spiri ts were not drowned as 12 Ml Coy 

took on the 39 Bde Cheerleaders at the ancient and noble art of ' It ' a 
knocko ut' . The event was succe s fu ll y organi sed by gt ' Fram ' 
Frnmalicco , who has ce11ainly been readi ng the Marqu is de ade 's 
autobiography. as mo t of the games were twisted and pain fu l - whatever 
happened to Stuart Hall and dre sing up a g ian t ? As the weather 
brightened a fraction. the game commenced with the Space-Hopper 
obstacle course challenge. LCpl Donna Chivers adopted a new tactic, 
dazzling the oppo ition with her nimblene s and also her distracting 
technique of revealing her as et a he went along. Game 2 - the Matt Le 
Tis ier Challenge confo unded all that attempted it, a the goal area , 
would have made even Michael Owen nervou . However, from the ranks 
of the 39 Bde Cheerleader tepped LCpl ·foxy' Fox who with a swift 
right foot made the 12 Ml boys lose a second game. The fo llowing two 
games. a caber to s and a bungie run, produced much the same results 
with 39 Bde enteri ng tile last game with a 4-0 lead. Game 5 was the one 
we had all been waiting for, the S-tank. LCpl ·Boadacea' Chivers and 
her Amazonian like tactic of 'h it 'em hard and fast ' worked wonders and 
her opponent entered the freezing waters, breaking the ice on her way in. 
Two los es and two disgruntled cheerleaders came next, LCpl ' Ted ' 
Ted by dragging himself out of the water with goose pimples on hi goose 
pimples, and 2Lt teve Bennett newly arrived from the fac tory, lost hi 
wig but managed to keep his dign ity, as all he had learnt in the last 44 
week wa wiped out with a colossal thump from the opposition and 
replaced by water. In order to redeem the team, up came the 
heavyweights in the form of LCpl Brad Fox and LCpl Matt Grounds, 
both defeating the opposi tion, with LC pl Fox being the overall victor. 

TRY A DAY FfN1 3 - LCpl Donna Chivers 
On arriving at Coleraine for some down ti me from Teching and 

Rigging we j umped on our b ike and rode all around Port rush and 
Portstewart. It was not un ti l later that evening, sampling the delights of 
the bars in Coleraine that the complaints about sore backsides tarted, 
along with the John Wayne impress ion . Day two con isted of fishi ng, 
the most eagerl y awaited part of the expedition. Our smiles turned to 
frowns when LCpl Craig Bate stepped on to the boat and was promptly 
hit on the head by a loose bolt. Cpl Al Temple was the star of the day, 
no t content with being the on ly person to ca tch any thi ng, he even 
managed to hook two al the same time. Go-Karting fo ll owed in the 
afternoon with LCpl Donna Chivers pulling the boys to shame wi th her 
kamikaze kills of either racing around the track, fo rc ing them to move 
over, or by cutting them up caus ing them to crash. As the last group had 
returned from Water Sports with broken ribs and bru ises ga lore, we 
decided to have a gentle game of golf before returning to Lisburn. LCpl 
Joe Rushbrook had absolutely no style or technique, but still managed to 
win, which speaks volumes about the remainder of the group. Many 
thanks from all those invol ved to Cpl Al Temple who took time away 
from the Rigging Shack to organise an enjoyable and very successful 
three days away. 

S PPORT TROOP 
Tp Comd Maj J. O 'Shea R IRISH 
WOI C W02 (RQM ) Belam 

Welcome to Maj .Jim 0 ' hea who has come to fill the role of Admin 
Officer. We hope that the time you spend with u wi ll be memorable. 

REGIME TAL Q ARTERMASTER DEPARTME T 
ot content with two welcomes in the last edition, the RQ ' Dept 

would like to have another entry fo r Sig Kirsty Ga lbraith who has 
joined the merry men in the store world. But sadly we must say goodbye 
to gt Al Kier and his wife Helen who arc leaving us for pastures new. 
We hope 12 Mech Bdc HQ and Sig Sqn look after you both and wish you 
well. The most exciting news for the month is the promotion of one oftl~c 
personalities of the section, LCpl Kev Pack, who picked up his tape 111 
September. So overjoyed was he that he rang home to tell his wife, only 
to learn she had just prangcd the car. Bad luck Kev, oo much good news 
is bad for the soul! 

EXERCI E NO RTHERJ Fl - LCpl Kme A11derso11 
Ex orthem Finn was a week 's sailing from Ireland to Scotland, 

undertaken by five Squadron members. After an early start on day one we 
headed northeast from Bangor, heading to bonnie cotland. The three 
junior members ig ' Krusty ' Weller, Sig 'Gromitt ' Wallace and LCpl 
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Kate Anderson, had yet to find the ir sea leg and were ree l· 
· ~ t s· w 11 " mg very nauseous, 111 ac · 1g a ace mad.: a marvellous attempt at modem art 

on the ocean waves. It was suggested that we tum back to Bangor b t th 
thought of bemg weather bound in Ireland was too much to b u e Id ' d · · ear. o we 
so 1ere on, to com a phrase. Po11patri ck awoke on our second day to the 
worst storms It had seen m a long tune. llavmg sent Maj Andy Knott 
and Cpl Keane Steele to get gas, unfortunately in the wrong direction 
the three JLilllOr members sought refuge in a drink1'ng cstab l. ·h t' I d 1 k" 1s men , V: iere we w_avc at t 1c s 1pper, Maj John Davis, on board as he bobbed 
J~roc1ous l ~ 111 a~d out of view _over the harbour wall. It was only after his 
distress ca ll thc1t we rushed 1n to move our exposed yacht to a more 
shc!tered area, brav111g 4H swell_s and gu.st exceeding gale force. The two 
semor me1?1bers were still memly hea~mg towards tranraer looking for 
fuel. Once the storm abated we cont111ued towards Girvan some h t 
l a te~ tha~ylanned due to ig ' Krusty' Weller 's inces ant sno~ing. A wfi:c 
da~ s sa_1l111g was had~ the reward being Maj Knott's culinary skill s and a 
quick lnp to the pub 111 preparation for our early start towards Largs ig 
Gordon Wall~ce tried to convince us all that he had seen a dolphi~ on 
tins leg of the Journey, although that could just have been the remnants of 
his brcakfas~ . The weather continued to be kind over the corn ing three 
days as. we _JOt1111eyed to Troon and back to Girvan, in time to sample 
s~m~ rn ghtlife, head 111g back to Bangor to join in with the ' Party on the 
Pier be fo re dropp 111g anchor in Belfast in the shadows of HM Caroline. 

LOt G SERVICE & GOOD CO DUCT PRESE TATI01 
SSgt Al Hatton AGC ( P ) has been awarded the Long ervice and 

Good Conduct medal after 15 years in the Adjutant General 's Corps and 
Wei h_ Guards. The Bde Comd, Brig W. E. B. Loudon OBE pre cnted 
him h1 medal , along with the Accumulated Campaign ervice Medal for 
Cpl R Hardy AGC (RMP), at a presentation in the Unit Club. 

. SSgt Hatton's boys 
look less than impressed at their father's achievement 

ARl\llY L TER U ' IT RO . DE R COM PETITIO . 
'.he Female Rounders Team, after becoming the Northern Ireland Inter 

Umt Rounders Champions, went back to the mainland to comp..:te in the 
A rmy Inte r U~ll _Rounders Competition The demon bo\v linl! an<l 
backstop comb111a11on of Capt ally McLcllan RLC and \\02 (Q\151) 
Matten .:n~urcd that most of the oppo ition were bowled or stumped out 
while the likes of Cpl Jo McVeigh and LCpl Donna Chiver~ made sur~ 
!hat rounders were scored to keep the Unit at the top of their group. Once 
m the final. a tough game was played against Winchester Garri~on. but 
the 3_9 Inf Bdc HQ and Sig Sqn team were victorious and came back to 
Prov111ce as the Army Inter Unit Rounders Champions. Well done to all 
the females who took part. 
BRIGA DE COMMA 'DE R' T HIRD FRIDAY C L B 

The members of the Squadron may have been working and play111g 
har_d, but. they have also had time to be an integral part of the Bde Comd's 
Third Fnday Club Competi tion. Run by WOI (R '\.1) teve Lock\\ood 
and Cpl ' Paddy' Bevan, they found ways to te ·t and try the minds and 
phys1ca~ _fitness of ~embers of tbe Unit. Thi re ulted in a ' Mil Skill · 
C<_>mpetillon compnsmg of four events: a military knowledge paper a 
p1 _tol shoot, a S,natch pnll and three Command task ·. Watching the 
Brigade Off!cers team and t,he ~Q team gave new meanings to the 
expressions Ioo many cooks and ot enough Indians' as can be seen 
below. The winners by a healthy margin were Comm Troop hurrah! 

A medley of Officers 
resulted in much standing around and little action 

eptember·s competition wa Orienteering in a local park, praying that 
no one would get lo t! Many members of the Unit came back with nettle 
snn~s, bramble scratches and only a few points. till it gave many people 
the _aftemo_on out of the office who would otherwise have been itting 
beh~nd their d_esk. Well done to W02 (FofS) Dave Cook who. despite 
having such little leg . managed to keep up with the remainder of hi 
team a they beasted him round. 

W1111W •c••••• •c•c•c• 8 INFANTRY BRIGADE HEADQUARTERS 
AND .. SIGNAL SQUADRON (218) 

QUADRON HEADQUARTERS 
Sqn Comd Maj F. E. R. Wichclo 
R M WO 1 (RSM) P. Fleming 

. Farewell to LCpl Karen Bateman on po ting to ·civvic street,' we 
~ 1 h ~ier and l_1er hush.and all the be t. Congratulations to WOI (R M) P. 
~ lemmg on his clccuon fo r commiss ion. A ever it has been a bu y time 
m the Squadron headquarte1 with the clerk moving furn iture and office 
around to try and confuse people as to where they arc located - it did not 
work! Pte tef Hart has been away winning meda ls for j udo and 
confirmin g her election for the Commonwea lth Game as well a 
managing to cuba dive in ypru on adventure training for two weeks. 
And finall y la t, but certainly not least. a sad farewell to the For man, 
W02 _Bob Vowles who ha been lightly short toured (wimp!) and is 
departing for unnier (?) climes back on tbe mainland. We wi h him all 
the best: the Op /Plans Team arc ferventl y hoping that his successor, 
W0_2 (Fo~) i Metca lfe - a warm welcome to you and your family - i 
not rntend1ng to take up the mantle of office karaoke queen. Thank for 
all the tunes, but please stick with the day job! 

REGIME TAL Q ARTERMA TER' DEPART 1E T 
RQMS W02 Dave Inman 
Dept . NCO gt Eddie Porter RLC 

It_ is a very bu sy period for the RQM Dept. The forthcoming 
Log1sl!cal Support lnspe tion is just over the horizon and the marching 
sca~on and Squadron Advcntme Training are just behind us. As the 
ay111g goc • 'a new bn.1 h sweeps clean' . and all the accountant. are 
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rapidly find ing this to be true. The new RQMS, W02 Dave fnman has 
recently been po ted in from slipper city. (othcrwi e known a Lisb:1m), 
and has had everyone clearing out the store . doing numerou hand o\'er 
take overs and tock check . Thi has not topped the Admin crecant. 
Eddie Porter getting a much golf in a he can, a well as two ~eek · 

dventure Tra ining in Wale . eedles to ay he has been welcomed 
back with open am1s by the RQM and Cpl ' Badger ' OReilh RLC and 
immedi a tel y tied to hi de · k to pre\ em him escapi°n g ag a111! 
~o~gr?tul~tl?n go to LCpl Kev ·Old 1an · Rattra} RL and L pl 

hilh Sh1lhto RLC who are both posted on promotion. Thank for all 
the hard work gents. adly we al o ay farewell to W02 (RQM ) Ke\ 
Tunstall after 2~ year ervicc: goodbye and good luck 111 Cl\\) _ tn:et. 
Hello and_goodbye to L~pl Winder RLC who was with us for 37 day 
before bemg po ted agam! Welcome to LCpl nd) mith RL , his 
replacement . - we _hope he tays _a lir~lc bit longer! Finally. for any one 
who is readmg this and wondering, if we have many Corp. pen;onnd 
here - ye we do. and they ome nndcr the guise of Sgt ·Robbo· Robson . 
Cpl Mick ' ick chit' 1ay and Sig ' Youth" Fo\~ler1 \nv Corporals 
wanting a posting to unny Londonderry please contact the RQ/\1 ! 

CO 1M ICATIO TROOP hy L pl "Bucio•' 811ck1111~ha111 
Tp Comd 2Lt Rip Wilson · 
fp gt gt teve layell 

Here we an:! Believe it or not . . omc large terrorist de\ ice has not 
\\ iped Bngadc off the face of the planet. We. a a \\ ell-on!.aniscd unit, 
have been nm off our feet! What with the marchmg seasons: the sponm ' 
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, ·nts and the quadron social acti\'itie .. there b a lot to be caught up on. 
We ha' e had a fair fe" pc.; pie come and gone from the nominal role. o 
hcrc arc some of the lea\'ers of the fight against terrorism: 

pl \larcu 'hair) nips' Bartrip has been posted .10 RSIT, may your 
lung. ne'er fill with e\'il oxygen. rather that of the nch ta te of Royal . 
\II-the lads wish )OU and Leanne the best of luck for tl1c forth-coming 
\\eddtnl!. To pl John on, who i· po ted 10 21 ig R gt: your incredible 
strength. and abilit) 10 not feel pain. is an in ' piration t us all, (you 
\\eirdo). Conl!ratulations on the wedding. LCpl Alan Oliver - posted to 
t , pms .. fay-boy band live on and allow you to chase your dream to 
Jv-tn them. ;\t o good luck to Cpl Gourlay who i off 10 conquer 216 Sig 

qn. You hould do well: tJ1ere's no trade week 10 complete. La t b~t not 
least tliere·. art Brown and Phil Blo).ham who felt the rank of c1v dtv 
beckl ning. Good luck on the dark side. The arrival to the unit have been 
a steady stream of new and u ed oldiers, each with a tory 10 tell. o, 
wclcom to LCpl J ack on from Cyprus. with your di tinctly ·not from 
thi grotty province· tan. LCpl Tel Frank from Blandford. Cpl Phil 
Marchent who ha aided and abetted gt Flan ighan in changing the 8-
BDE- RT work hop into a 15 IG SRT work hop, almost over night. 
Good work boy . But where the hell is everything? Sig Alf Garnet from 
Cyprus, who since arriving has been put on mail collecting duty. becau e 
he revealed that he i a qualified post orderly. orry to anyone that didn ' t 
get a m ntion. but if we did mention everyone. Tlte WIRE would be the 
size of an Argo catalogue. 

We mo' e on to the event that the Squadron and Brigade have been 
taking pan in. The most recent ports succes · achieved was that of the 
NI Inter BDE sport day. Our volleyball team tipped up with the 
minimum of practice. i.e. none. and till came econd even tliough Cpl 
Andv Ward failed to anend. And tlie rounders team really pulled one out 
of the bag and came fir t, with the aid of two of our Brigade clerks. 
Thank you. Our mo tly male Brigade i really excelling in 'girlie sports· 
this year and we like it! And the crowning achievement of this year is tlie 
victory gained at ' !SAAM, where our team of sharp hooters, and all 
round great guy came first in the minor units and fifth over all. 

A, the province has so many out of bounds areas. it i es ential tliat we 
urgani e our own parties and gatherings, both for entertainment, and the 
sanity of the quadron. So on that note. we have held some fantastically 
ucce· ful functions within the c losed door of the world famou 

'Waterside Bar'. Sgt Paul Hounsell wrote to over 300 companie . asking 
for donation to the Charity Auction that was held in May. It was in aid of 
the family creche. His plight was heard, and the auction went off witli 
many bargain to be had, in tlie form of hort get-away breaks, cameras, 
an inflatable Johnny Bravo, car washes by senior ranks and much more. 
Other functions that were held recently, range from the Vietnam night, 
which purred more line from the film ·full Metal Jacket' than any body 
cares to admit, to tlie karaoke night It is believed that tJ1e karaoke night 
was not planned as a nigh t of fun. Originally the main aim by senior 
ranks was to find the 'instant idiots' who would come out of the 
woodwork when presented with a microphone and an audience. It seems 
tlie plan worked a treat, with many a person being told the next day of 
their awful renditions of an otberwi e fan tastic song. Had he been 
present. Robbie Williams would have initiated court proceeding that 
evening. On a serious note, the Squadron functions arc always well 
attended and appreciated by all, and long may they continue. 

VIET 'AM, IGHT- SQ ADROi S MMER BALL 
by Cpl Andy Ward 

After a few montlis of failed attempts to get certain members of the 
Squadron 10 wear uniform, the Squadron hierarchy came up with the 
ingenious idea of a Vietnam theme to the Squadron Summer ball! The bar 
was expertly decorated by the committee, in cam-nets and tents, all the 
things you come to orthem Ireland to avoid! Stunn ingly turning the 
water ide into something out of 'Platoon ' ! There were a couple of 
original ideas to the fancy dress, but helmets body amour and dog tags 
were in abundance! The emertainment wa provided in the fom1 of a 
band and later on the tunning mixes of Sig 'DJ Disciple' Longbone. The 
cookhouse out did themselve wi th a fine selection of curry. Strangely, 
Bde taff won all the raffie prizes: such as Flt Lt Dixon taking the TV, 
and Sgt 'Dinger' Bell taking possession oftl1e DVD Player. ot even the 

quadron techs could fix something that well! All in all an enjoyable 
night where plenty of alcohol .vas consumed! 

EXER I .E BETWS Fl1 (WEEK O:'llE) 
hy LCpl Bacon 

Ex Betws Finn was adventurous training, which took place in Orth 
\Vales. around Betws-y-Coed area near Snowdon. Approximately half the 
Brigade and Signal Squadron took part in each week and were based at 
Capel Curig Camp. The weather conditions were quite good for most of 
the week. apart from the usual downpour of ra in , for which Wales is well 
known. Activitie~ were well organised by the Foreman of Signals, W02 
Bob Vowle-, including: rock climbing, done both outdoors and indoors 
depcndam on the weather: canoeing which included lessons on a lake and 
som~ .on a river: AC Adven.tu~es wh ich was a day out consist ing of 
~bsc1hng and rock chmbmg ms1de an underground slate quarry. It also 
mcludcd a bit of ab. eiling and traversing in an open quarry and, a lot of 
people, fa\'ountc, the 'Zip line' into a small lake. where Cpl Andy Ward 
unfortunate!} lifted :iis knee:. too high and hi t the water with a very 
p mful splash' fhe most energetic pan of the week came in the fonn of 
l\\O days hill walkin~. m which ig id ' I don't know how anyone gets 
cnJo)'.'ment_ out of th1_s' . idor?'~icz spent a lot of time leaning on his 
walking licks adm1nng the view even when there were only clouds to 
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·ee!! II in all, tlie \\eek was enjoyed by all and a welcome break from 
lifc in the Brigade. 

WEEK 2 by LCpl Calven 
This was the quadron main effort for unit adventurous training for the 

year and it wa. based in Capel urig Training Camp in North Wales. I 
was employed at the climbing instructor for the duration. The package 
was a split into two, one-week phases. During the first week the weather 
was not kind to those climbing and although ab eiling was po. sible. the 
climbing took place on the Beacon Climbing Wall just South of 
Llanberis. There wa ome notable death-defying feats achieved, 
especially ig · tuntman· aughan who, for reasons only known to him. 
decided to launch himself off the wet abseil a though he were jumping 
over a \ all and not walking backwards off of it. Another rock guru was 
LCpl • o Fear' elson. Putting total faith in tl1e instructor, he allowed 
him elf to be lowered upside down an 80ft rock face shouting up 'just go 
faster·. Unfortunately his Buffalo jacket just couldn't stand the pace and 
resulting in new ventilation hole . The new Troop boss 2Lt Rip Wilson 
pro ed hi metal on the climbing wall, climbing everything that the 
in u·uctor el him. I ee a budding rock god in the making! 
The second week of weather was heller, allowing us to get out on the 
crag and pend less time in the cafes! Superstars included Sig 'Ve1tical' 
Newitt who wa I 50ft up a crag when the instructor pointed out the low 
nying jet below. He then informed the group that he couldn't see 
anything becau e he had hi eyes clo ed! Another potential rock recruit 
wa Capt Mog Southern who succeeded in driving the exerci e co
ordinator\ 02 FolS Bob 'laid back' Vowles and the climbing instructor 
to near in anity by adopting a hop till you drop policy, because ·1 can't 
go on the hill until I get a new Gore-Tex jacket'. In all a very good time 
wa had by all. and the local pubs will probably go into rece sion now we 
have all departed! 

S MMER YO TH CAMP 18- 25 JULY 2001 
By LCpl Calvert 

This took place at MTC Magilligan and was split into two age groups, 
6-12yr and 12- 17yrs. For the duration I was employed as a rock
climbing instructor, taking the groups abseiling and climbing from 
Ramore Head in the unny seaside town of Portrush. Thi was an obvious 
hardship!! It quickly became apparent that small children have no fear of 
height or authority; countless times I was reminded to bear in mind the 
following: 'Do you know who my dad is?' and 'When 1 tell my dad you 
will be in trouble?' That aside, both group managed to complete the 
climbing without mishap. I did, however, have one young individual who 
was de perate to impress the in tructor and young girls in his group. 
However, once tied in and with me belaying him, his climbing prowess 
deserted him and after climbing 6ft he called down, 'Can you let me 
down?' On enquiring why, he proceeded to tell me that the rock was not 
the same as he had climbed before and that be didn't know if he could 
trust me! All in all it wa a good and very worthwhile exercise, if 
omewhat trying on my mental state! 

EXERC ISE BALTI C FlN 21 -29 JU 2001 
by LCpl Calvert 

This was a quadron exercise organised and run by myself. The aim 
wa to take five J COs to Germany and Denmark and then to use the 
Corps boat 'Quicksilver' to navigate around various port of call, 
enabling us to sample the local ho pitality. In essence this was completed, 
but not without problems! Firstly, the charter flights were cancelled and a 
uncomfortable night in Heathrow airport was endured. Once underway 
we had a close run in with the port police in Kiel due to Cpl 'Popeye' 
Gourley playing chicken with a passenger ferry. Sig 'naturist' Davies 
spent most of his time below decks bonding with his sleeping bag and 
doing a good impression of a ships cat. Sig ' Right lland Man' Garnett 
during the trip became a dab hand at hoisting and reefing sails and mu t 
have worn the rubber of his deck shoes witl1 the amount of running about 
he did. LCpl 'Handy Man' Rattery excelled himself in the gallery and 
along with myself cooked up some spicy meals to the un u pecting crew. 
Throughout the weather was very good until the final day when it rained 
and blew and the 'salty sea dogs' finally realised what real sailing was 
about - not just lounging about on the deck sunbathing! 

ME RCURY CU P MARCH A D SHOOT 04 OCTOB ER 2001 
by Sig Preece 

Once again 8 lnfBde and Sig Sqn took part in the annual Mercury Cup 
march and shoot competition which consisted of an eight mile march. 
as ·ault course and a fall ing plate shoot. The teams were eight strong, one 
of which had to be fema le. The day of the event did not get off to the best 
sta rt wi th one of the vehic les bei ng used for the two and a half hour 
journey refusing to start. However, we eventu a ll y arr ived but had 
unfortunately missed the team captain 's brief, leaving us without a clue 
about where and when anythi ng was happen ing - oh well ! Luckily W02 
'BOWO' Kenyon RLC, managed to bu lly some inside in formation from 
some of the other teams which was just enough for us to compete. . 

Firstl y the march: 8 In f Bde came joint first equalling the outstanding 
time set by 3 Bde of I hr l 6mins 26secs - not even a second betwee~1 the 
teams!! I didn't even get any dizzy pells this ti me un like during tra1111ng 
where on many occasions I brought up the fact that I couldn' t see an~ the 
world was spinning! The assaul t course came next a11d 8 Inf Bde gamed 
the fastest time in this event and another six points, although that is not to 
say there were no problems! LCpl Craig Buckingha m had tro uble 
fi tt ing his huge body through the scramble wi res and Sig Rob Vaughan 
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had to stop and get his ~reath from laughing at LCpl Al Paisley' 
extraordinary acts when his leg cramped up. The event finished with the 
shoot: each man had seven rounds and there were fifteen plates to be 
knocked down from 200m. The team managed to knock down twelve 
mamly thanks Lo LCpl Craig 'dead eyed dick' Buckingham wh~ 
knocked down most of them. It must be stated that there was little help 
from Sig Rob Vaughan who had previously boasted Tm an alright shot' 
then blamed his poor shooting on his helmet and cramp ... or something. 
The result of the shoot was that the team came second, gaining five 

poi~t~ and ~iving the team a total of seventeen points and joint first 
postt10.n. with 3 Bde. It was decided that someone had to win the 
compet111on so, after a dec!sion by the organisers. the competition was 
given to 3 Bde due to their performance on the shoot, which matters 
most, apparently. All in all it was a good competition and an excuse to 
brea~ from the normal working routine. The result was disappointing but 
~here s always next year and justice will be done! Other team members 
mclude? Maj Rachel Leighton RLC, 2Lt Rip Wilson and Pie 'lafr 
Ca\~bn~ge RLC. Well done to all who contributed to what was so very 
nearly victory! 

1st (UNITED KINGDOM) 
ARMOURED DIVISION HEADQUARTERS 

AND SIGNAL REGIMENT 

Sig Jabba Hons stops for a pose whilst Lt Dave Orr will be coming 
round the mountain when he comes 

Unfortunately LCpl Cowan and Sig Wright didn't notice the killer 
blancmange until too late ! 
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' I said, don't look down!' 
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Cpl 'Mirko' Stojkov could probably see the pub from here 

LCpl 'Jim Cowan and Sig 'Matt' Wright on top of the world on the 
Hinderlanger Klettersteig 

2 SIGNAL REGIMENT 

co 
RSM 

HEADQU RTER Q ADRO, 
Sqn Comd Maj teve Clarke 

SM W02 Pete Griffiths 
The last few months have been a fairly quiet period which has 

inrnlved preparing for deployment on Ex Saif Sarrea. build up to RSIT 
and the continued battle to conve11 the Radio Relay Ops and the Systems 
Op to Area ystem Ops. We arc just about LO enter the maximum leave 
period and straight after we will deploy onto the annual Battle Camp. We 
would like to wi h a fond farewell and ex tend our thanks for all of the 
hard work carried out over the last couple of years to the Sqn Comd, Maj 
\1ike Bailes, goodbye and good luck in your foture po t. A is always the 
case. one out and one m. So a very warm welcome is extended to the new 
Sqn Comd, Maj teve Clarke, from all ranks in HQ Sqn . Maj Clarke is 
po tcd in from 216 Sig Sqn and so will be treated with great care until he 
adapts back to life in the real world. 

QLARTERM T ' R'S (TECH ' ICAL) DEPART u:, T 
A., t.:\er. the QM (T) Dept has been a hive of activity, concentrating on 

the build up to Cormorant and the preparation for the up and coming 
Kohima weekend. W02 Jim Stille (RQMS G) has just finished his 
RQM course. so now he can bluff to people that he knows what he is 
doing (but not to the ones who do know it). Well done to SSgt 
Macphenon for completing Trail Walker, Cpl Oldfield in between 
getting either his name or photograph in the local press for Cricket, has 
just finished his EFP I. Also congratulation (l think) to LCpl Jim 
Carlin who has just signed up for another five years. The Regimental 
Open Day is here ~oon with the department doing their best to outdo Las 
Vegas with our Casmo. 

\llKE TROOP 
fp Comd \\01 (Fo ) Hodson 
Tp SSgt SSgt '~ithcnbank 

\\Ith the hectic summer line up already underway, the Mike Tp crew 
had to keep the Regiment's smooth running image up to its high 
.. tandards To promote this ethos, \\ 01 (FofS) ·Pete' Hodson and his 
,jdck ick ~gt Pete' Swithenbank carefully selected six of the be t from 
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a wide range to do the task. The fonunaie members orders were to take 
the two ERV ' down to 600 Tp to be repaired. Jn the ERV's were Cpl 
'Dave' Dodds Cpl 'Dangerou Dave' Shilton, Cpl ' Wait for me ' Abbot 
and Cpl Thoma . Driving the Land Rover was Cpl ' Geordie' Davies and 
LCpl Clarke. 

The encounter began with the packet of three travelling down towards 
Corsham, making good headway until the fir st ervice talion . Here 
Shi lton and Abbot found the hand brake had failed; the tate of the art 
motori ed vehicle that are the ERV's were not up to the rough handling 
of actually being driven. Otherwise all went well until ten miles from the 
destination, where, not to be outdone, the duo Thomas and Dodds had 
both the clutch and hand brake fail. Moments later the back of the Land 
Rover became an emergency brake buffer. 

Mike Tp 's , gt Om was a wreath bearer and Cpl Holmes an usher for 
the Kohima weekend, which was a ucccss allowing the Veterans to meet 
up with there former colleagues. Going on from the weekend. the 
Regimental Open Day was . imilarly successful with the White Helmets 
being star attraction. Mike Tp sacrificed every member to the day, with 
the anistic kills of Cpl 'Van Gogh' Holmes and the hard working efforts 
of the Gun Run Team which was lead by Sgt 'Airborne Warrior' Harris. 
Well done to the team who were the first losers by fini hing second out of 
three (one team being disqualified) . Mike Tp 's main attraction of the day 
was the Mission Impossible curly wire game that squined water on all 
unsucce sful competitors. It was constructed by Cpl 'Slim Boy Fat' 
Glynn Clarke, who sadly leaves the Army for pastures new in his real 
civilian life. His leaving function was well attended by all troop members 
as well as other hangers on and he was een ofT in good style, a great 
character who will be missed. We al l wish him well. 

Congratulation go to Cp l 'Salty Dog' a lter and wife Vicky on the 
arrival ofthcir new born baby boy Etha n, who weighed in at 81b loz. We 
would like to welcome Sgt 'Steve' Dade, Sig 'Mitch' Mitchell, who 
have act ually yet to arrive and me LCpl 'Ryan' Clarke. heers 
everyone. . 

With the Troop continuing to resemble the 'Mary Celeste' it was with 
great joy and relief that we welcomed back the J UFI lot. To ea c them 
back into normal life (expensive beer in glasses, even dearer fags, ro~ds, 
ladies and the such like) we decided that, after an eighteen hour night 
followed by a six hour drive, we would give them half an hour to get 
their dancing shoe on and dragged them down town. All of the lads 
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Onward to the. race, a beautiful day in Blyth, the ride wa · along the 
coast with a cooling sea breeze, bonus. I did a personal best in the swim 
and was second out of the wat.:r (big mistake). I'd been pushing too hard 
to start. I got going on the bike and caught up to others from previous 
wa.ws. Then the c~crgy level staned to drop and with it the speed. I got 
oil the bike and with the cheer o~ the crowd 11 helped to get me moving 
on the ru n. 7.7km became a half i;iarathon. At the finish my body had 
been taken close to 1t lurn ts. T lllS only said to me that I need more 
training (s tran~e how we think when we arc knackered) . We had fin ished 
t~e race not wnh tu1:1es that we had hoped for but still holding our heads 
high, we arc now tn-athlctc . We couldn't just stop there so more races 
were planned and we had the bug. We had to get more people involved so 
it was decided to tart a club in the regiment. The team has had a few 
changes wi th the loss of W02 Paul McGarry to Blandford and the 
ur~ival of a Capt Pete Lockitt ~ l ronman and years of experience in 
Tnat~1 l on) .. The Team. 1s now lookmg to compete in an Ironman in 2002 
(2-mtle swim, 11 2-mtlc cycle and a marathon). This is ·crious and some 
hard training is expected over winter. 

I M DEPARTMENT 
The littl e known department consisting of six computer geeks has had 

a busy couple of week . The rumour is W02 (Supvr IS) Hague has 
nearly exhausted the Arn1y's supply o f computer cour es and should be 
putting in an appearance j ust in time to knock ofT for hristmas. Sgt 
'Where's my caliper ?' Geordie McKnight, has had an even busier time 
what with all that sick leave and then time off to sec the plumber'carpei 
fitter and gas man to mention but a few. SSgts Brown and Evans have 
had a busy time on the Regimental Batt le Camp letting the troop know 
that we can actually. o.ld ier. Cpl Froggett after signing off has swiftly 
1gned back on, JUSI m_ tune to de~loy to Ko ovo. Congratu lations to gt 
teve Brown on winning the Regimental Golf Champion hip. Finally the 

Department ays farewell to Sgt Dean . ichols after completing his 22 
years ervtcc, we actually sec more of him now he's le ft the Army. then 
when he was still in. 

HQ SQUADRO REGIME TAL GE ERATOR B Y 
IC Sgt Stanley-Jones 

Over the last few month the Regimental generator bay has been very 
acti v~ due to the Kohima fes ti viti es and va ri ou o the r Regi menta l 
functions. After a well-de erved ummcr leave Sig ' Ski ' worowski 
finally re turned from his civ ilian deathbed after hi nine weeks off. 

ewly promoted LCpl Lee 'Cleggy' Cleghorn and Sig Lee 'Maverick· 
Britton represented the department on the Regimental Battlecamp. The 
Depanment also participated in an LAD hakeout exerci e conducted at 
30 Signal Regiment , which turned out to be a very worthwhile 3-day 
venture. Finally congratulation go to Sig 'Ski' worow ki on hi re
trade to clerk. 

I TER-SQUADRO FOOTBALL COMPETITIO 1 

by Sig 'Shed ' Shedd011 
The Inter- quadron 11 -a- ide football competition was held over 4-5 

eptember. The firs t game was between HQ Sqn and 2 14 Sig qn , 
unfo1tunately HQ Sqn got off to a very bad start and somehow managed 
to lose 4-1. The following game wa between 214 Sig qn and 219. with 
219 edging out 214 in a close fought victory. The following day taned 
off with a match that contained lots of action. The match was between 
HQ Sqn and 219 to ee who would play 214 in the final. For HQ Sqn to 
qualify they would have to beat 219 by at lea t three goals. The game had 
barely started when QC HQ Sqn Maj ' Benito Carbone ' Clarke took a 
di ve in the opposing penalty area and wa duly awarded a penalty for hi 
trouble. ' Oh and by the way broke his ankle in two places' . A Maj 
' Carbone ' C larke was carried from the field of play a roar went up, 
contrary to popular belief, the roar had nothing to do with Maj ·Benito' 
C larke being carried off, it wa becau e the penalty had ju t been 
converted. The remainder of the match proved to be very exciting with 
lot of goal mouth action. Fortunately from an HQ point of view three 
more goals hit the back of 219' net. thus qualifying the HQ qn for the 
final (its never over until the fat lady ings 219). The final proved to be 
another good game with HQ qn reversing the previou day re ult and 
beating 214 by two goals to nil (you know it make en e) . 
Congratulations go out to all of the quadron personnel who took part, 
and a pecial mention to ig ' Gilly' Gilbert (even though he i 214 Sig 
Sqn) for being voted player of the Tournament. This is no doubt the fir -1 
in a long line of expected succe se by HQ Sqn in Inter qn 
competitions. 

214 IG AL Q ADRO 
Sqn Comd Maj Jamie Compston MBE 
CHATURA GA BELGIAN A S ALT CO RSE 
COMPETITIO - JUNE 2001 

Monday started early, parading at the cookhou e at 0500hrs. o that 
meant mo t people got out of bed at 4.59am. We loaded the minibuses 
and started on our way to Tournai with our aim being to compete in a 
Belgian Assault cour e competi ti on. in Chaturanga. The three team 
wcre: 
Team I: 2Lt ·1 it going to hun' Boag, Cpl · Dirk Diggler' Hayward, 
Sigs ·1 can't stop talking' topforth , 'Talk to me monkey' Gowdy. 
Team 2: W02 ' I' ve been here before' mith , gt' trawberry blonde 
with attitude' Peny,, igs ' chumachcr' Recs, 'Floppy' Heron. 
Team 3, Cpl ·1 hate height ' Jinks , ig · HAPU ' Gilmore. ' ice un 
tan' a sidy, ·1 been round once already' Ree . 
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ma.nagcd to ~ta~ together unti l C pl 'I don't care what my wife ays I'm 
going c lubbing Rumford was seen sneaking off for the l a~t bus at 
231 Ohrs. Smee then the Troop has returned to its normal desolate state 
wi th the post tour boys touring the world \v ith their copiou amounts of 
unspen t LSSA. We look fo rward to seeing them all back at work with no 
money and rapidly fading tans. Definitely wonh a mention is Cpl 'Come 
on lads she's not bad for 52' Davies, Cpl 'Where shall I move this week?' 
Salter and Cpl 'Oh God it might be twins' hilton for seeing the light 
and . tgmng back on. Well done lads we're sure you won't regret 1t. By the 
way exactly how much wa~ in those brown envelopes the FofS gave to 
you? 

The Troop closed down for the duration of'Baulc Camp' that \\a. a no 
fus : hard working range package. Unfo rtunately Cpl Geordie ' fi a 
soldier' Davies couldn't make it but the few CO's who did. not on!} 
thoroughly.enjoyed it but would actually volunteer for the next one. The 
one exceptton was Cpl Dave 'Don't shoot the builder, oh s . . t' hilton. 
who swears the builder wru; armed with a 5.56 scaffold pole though. If 
only. they knew the next Battle Camp is an Infantry ba ed Ficldcraft and 
Tactics camp. We look forward to more u eful and progrc ·s ive training in 
othe r area . ow we ha ve me t a ll three of them we can officially 
welcome Sgt 'When I was . . . .' Dade, LCpl 'Picked from a cast of 
th ousands' Clarke and Sig 'S o what's a s teering wheel for then?' 
Mitchell. 

CIT TROOP - by SSgt Andy Beel 
The Cormo~ant fntroduction Team {CIT) has had a very busy and 

succes ful penod over the past months. The conver · ion courses from 
Radio Relay and ystems operators to Area sy ·terns operators have 
tal1ed and to date have completed three courses and near fini hing the 

foul1h . At present there are 13 Troop members comprising, the nominated 
Cormorant instructors SSgt Terry Sheil (QC Troop). gt nd} Beel, 
SSgt Tom Brand and S gt 'eil Cooper, admini tration Sgt Col 
Brotherston, Trade conver ion instructors. Cpl ·Biff' Bithell , Cpl Andy 
Carter, Cpl Clark Fatchett, Cpl Tony Orange, Cpl John 1cDonnell, 
Cpl Lee Rickard, Cpl Andy Rutter and Cpl Rob White. 

A vast improvement on IT skills ha been developed by all troop 
members, especially, Cpl Tony 'The Finger · Orange having completed 
conve~io.n training at RSS Blandford prior to instructing in the Troop. 
Mamtatnmg the Troop fitnes levels SSgt Terry ·Medals' Sheil and 
SSgt ' e il ' Loose-minute ' Cooper ha\·e been bu y getting the 
Regimental Triathlon Club up and running. A fond farewell to W02 Paul 
McGarry (Ex OIC ClT troop) posted to RSS Blandford having had the 
task and pleasure to get the Troop up and running initially with no budget 
and no manpower, nothing new there then! Big hello to S gt Tom 'The 
Biker ' Brand and Family posted in from the planning cell at A G, RSS 
Blandford and Cpl Andy ' fruit machine· Carter po ted in from 219 qn. 

Congratulations to Cpl 'Fatch' Fatchett and Cpl 'Rob' White on their 
election for promotion to Sergeant. also to Cpl Andy Rutter on 
ucce ful completion of his RSJCC. The Troop is now fully e tabli hed 

as the UK based field conversion centre for Radio Relay and System 
operator trades to Area systems operator. vacancies to fill an instructor 
post may be available to suitable candidate in the near future due to 
postings and promotion from the Troop. Any interested partie · hould 
enquire through their normal chain of command. 

'CRO S KEY TRI' TRIATHLON CL B 
W02 Paul McGarrv · 
S gt 1 eil Cooper (,\,riter) 

gt Terry hiels 
A fe11 good men from the 'Corn1orant Jntroduction Team' decided that 

age was catching up with them and they fancied having a go at Triathlon. 
In January they all made a concerted effon to get themselves fit enough 
to not only ompete but do well. The date had been et, we were all 
geared to compete in the Blyth print Triathlon. 400 meters, I 7km cycle 
and to top it off a 7.7km cro s-eountry rttn. (Hardly a sprint!) We carried 
on training, but we were not getting any fa ter. It didn't help that one of 
the team till couldn't wim front crawl. We all · tarted getting more 
involved (not with each other I hasten to add). We started reading 
relevant magazine . This changed our training pattern dra tically and we 
th n tarted getting faster. lllne - taned taking its toll on our fitne. s a. 
well. 

It wa · decided that we hould practice all of the discipline together to 
ee how we would get on. We made arrangements '1th the local 

swimming pool and got staned. The 'wim first. Tiu · was not tratnmg 
Thi was war. \! e had looked at each other and decided that \\ e \\ere 
going for thi . I was in luck as my wimming was stronger than \\02 
Paul lcGarrv and ot Terry 'The Fi ·h' hiels. I climhed out of the 
water and wa. -changed, headin'g for the exit. pas:ing the lish as I \\ ent. 
As luck would have it, only 100 meters on my bike and I tool- a \\rong 
turn . This gave Terry the advan tage he needed . By the tune I had 
corrected my mi. take he could nO\\ ee me racing in the distance. lk put 
his head down and gave the bike e\erything he could mu,tcr. The h ·ad 
down bit was the mi ·take. Bang he was up the curb and into the hedge of 
.ome poor lady's garden. This wa the end of hi. prc-racc tra1n1ng. Paul 
was in his own race against time pu hing himself on. I got to the 
Gymna ium. dismounted and got era king on the run . CrJmp \\<b ctllng 
in both calves. I had gone too fa ·t on the bike. \\"ho cares rm ulnuht a 
tri-athktc. II the way round the run all I could think about \\as. •\\'h) 
am I doing thi ?' At the end" e all met up. totully drain~'<I. This . port '' 
fun, tt hurt like hell, blll we have m:hic\ ed something ,pc ·ml. Pw\ ed to 
our mind and bodie · that we could gct through it. 
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On arri\"ing in Belgium 2Lt Boag dazzled us ' irh his French by 
a kme. the guard at the gat to the barracks 'Ou est lu COOKHOU E?' 
The ne:-.t day began with yet another early breakfast after which WC 

headed to the competition for a morning training ses ion. This was not 
the mo·t plca:ant c ·perience a it gave a nc'' meaning to the expres ion 
·hanoing out': making most of us regret the o 'or two beers we had the 
nie.hf before. Team 3 was not nmning until Thursday so after the training 
bea ting. the) decided to experience ome of the local deligbt and 
develop omc new nickname·! ( ig ·Happy' Gilmore, ·2 pint Tyson' 
Ca sid~. Cpl 'Dirk Diggler' Heywood and ig 'One-Pint' Gowdy). 

\\'~nesday morning. urpri e urpri·e. up early again. Once an·iving at 
the competition ground we found that we were competing at around 
4pm. This meant plenty of time to plan and prep for the mce, which 
in,•olved trying to find the fa test pos ible way over each obstac:le. 
Before the race. each team member mu t pass an entrance Le I, which 
in,ohed some pretty dodgy ta ks. not enjoyable to say the least; 
e pecially if you have a fear of heights like Cpl Jink . The fir t of the 
entrance test was 

In the middle of a fiecely competitive competition, 
SSM 214 Squadron tells Sig Heron to, 'Chase me!' 

a rope cro ing that was elevated about 40ft between two hills. 
The second entrance te t was a 90ft rope ladder climb that had a 

di turbing habit of swaying in the wind, then throwing yourself off onto 
the death-slide which is not a very pleasant experience. Team I and 2 
raced and produced the goods with two outstanding displays, Team Two 
producing the second fastest time overall with 20.07 minutes but loosing 
points on the shooting tands. The night to come wa obviously going to 
be celebration time for ihose who had now finished. Most of the teams 
visited a friendly nightspot called 'Mi- oi'. where mo ! locals greeted us 
openly. One of the highlights of the night was soi:rie great entertainment 
from ig ·Floppy' Heron! 

The final day was the turn of Team Three to race leaving Team One 
and Two to sit back and nurse their hangovers. First on the agenda was 
the confidence tests. The highlight of the morning was the face on Cpl 
'Shaky legs· Jinks when descending the Aerial slide. Following in the 
foot teps of Teams One and Two, Team Three gave I 00% producing yet 
another good performance for 2 Signal Regt. The last night a few of the 
team went out under the comm~ncl of Cpl ' Dirk Diggler ' Hayward and 
made a night of it . Overall an excellent competition that is never 
upported by British teams. All I can say is 'your loss our gain'. Roll on 

next year! 

MO CHE!\'GLADBACH MARCHES 
'THE FE 1ALE PERSPECTI E' 
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The Teams show off their trophies 
from the Mi:inchengladbach Marches Competition 

(and yes Cpl Donovan we can see your Para wings!) 

The International Monchc:ngladbach Marches (IMM) is a competition 
nm by the Gc1111an Army Reservist for team from all over NATO and 
thi · year it ran on 22 eptember. Thi was its 18th year and. <le pite not 
being cry well known. wa attended by a good number of Briti h Forces 
personnel. Regular and Re erve/TA. W02 (SSM) Smith who has 
attended this event on many previou occasions put this year's team from 
2 Signal Regiment together. There were four teams of four and included 
two male teams, a female team and a mixed team. The female team was 
lead by 2Lt Melanie 'fancy another bimble girls' Crawford , and also 
included gt Marie 'Do we have to Ma'am?' McChesney, LCpl Emma 
'Did you know ... ?' Atkinson REME and ig Tam 'Ginger gene' 
lngledew. The mixed team featured ig Sonia ·Has anyone got any 
change?' Jameson. 

We et off at early o'clock Thursday 20 September and headed for 
Germany. After a few comical situation , including one where two thirds 
of the team believed they could watch the fish swim in a glass section of 
the Channel. we eventually arrived at JHQ just in time for tea . The re t of 
Thursday was spent reminding us of how much fun and cheap Gcnnany 
can be, ampling the local drinking and eating establishments. Friday was 
admin day, and was spent ensuring we had the correct kit for the 
competition. mixed with some essential retail therapy. ig Jameson 
insi ted that she needed to relive her childhood and get hold of some 
proper German paprika cri ps, so she dragged (in true PT! Style!), the 
rest of the girl (and one poor Sig ' cotty' Scott) around the whole of 
JHQ into every single AAFT hop to buy some. Not a good move if you 
have 10 walk everywhere! Taking this into consideration Sgt 1cChcsney 
made slire he wouldn't run out too quickly and insisted that she bought 
every ingle one they had in stock! Friday night all the Team including 
one hanger on, Sgt McChesney's twin sister Cpl Annette 'it wa n' t me 
it was my ister' McChesney from 16 Signal Regiment, ate an excellent 
meal in the local Chinese restaurant, then it wa an early(ish) night for 
all. 

Saturday wa another early tart, a we had to book in quite early to 
ensure the teams didn't get caught up in any unnecessary hassles or 
delays, when the re t of the teams turned up. The two male teams the 
Regiment had entered set off early and in quick succession, with the 
female team around an hour later and the mixed team an hour after them. 
The course was very long (approximately twenty-five kilometers) and 
with copied aerial photographs and German maps; you had to ensure that 
your map reading was up to cratch. Sho11 cuts tended to lead to your 
team stumbling through the undergrowth (much to our amusement) and 
lo ing time between tands. The military kills stands encompassed a 
variety of subject from physical ability and stamina to ATO vehicle 
and uniform recognition. The most enjoyable included a Burma bridge 
and aerial lide and a fire fighting stand which all the female teams 
entered seemed to excel at. The competition it elf wa sometimes 
demanding due to language barriers and the CQB stand didn ' t go down 
too well with any of the teams. 2 Sig Regt did extremely well and 
managed to win the following: 

!st International Female Team 
!st British Team 
2nd Best Mixed Team. 
3rd International Regular Team 

Sunday Morning came around far too quickly with another very early 
start. After a very fast breakfast we were on our way back to dear old 
Blighty laden down with a considerable cache of the competitions cups 
and purcha es, looking forward to competing again next year. 

KOWLOO TROOP 
Tp Comd Lt Ratna Pun 
Tp SSgt SSgt Dharmaraj Gurung 
FORMATIO OF KOWLOO TROOP - by Cpl Om G11rr111g 
'By your badge men shall know you. Your loyalty, by your behaviour and 
by your technical skill, 1hey will judge you as men and measure your 
efficiency as soldiers. ·by Maj Gen LECM Perowne CBE. These words 
are as true today as they were then. 

The formation of Kowloon Troop has mirrored history and added a 
new chapter in Queens Gurkha Signals forever. Here I believe that it 
would be appropriate to reflect a little on the hi tory of Queen Gurkha 
Signals. Kowloon is not a new name for those members of Queen'. 
Gurkha ignals who served in Hong Kong before 1997. The Queen 's 
Gurkha Signals Regiment used to have 4 Squadrons; 246, 247, 248 and 
HQ, with each Squadron having everal Troops. Kowloon.Troop was one 
of the well-remembered Troops in the Regiment. The handing over of 
Hong Kong to China saw the disbanding of all but one of the Queen 's 
Gurkha Signals Squadrons. In 1997 this Squadron (250 Squadron) moved 
to UK and has been stationed in Gamecock Barracks, Bramcote incc. 

ow in 2001 a second Squadron (246 Squadron) i to be formed up by I 
November 2001 in York as part of2 Signal Regiment. 246 docs not cxi t 
at the moment, however on 4 January 2000 Celtic Troop formed in York 
as the first Gurkha Ptarmigan Trunk node Troop. On 16 July 200 I, under 
command of SM W02 irmal Gurung, all the members of Celt ic 
Troop paraded outside the Troop garages, ve1y smartly and proudly to 
witness this very special day, the day when Celtic Troop became 
Kowloon Troop. After the SSM handed the parade to the Tp Comd 
Lt(QGO) Ratna Pun, the Commanding Officer, Lt Col I. Cameron
Mowat, accompanied by Sqn OC, Maj J. A. Compston MBE, 21C, 
Capt(QGO) Rajendraman Gurung, and Ops Officer, Capt O. E. R. 
Gardner, all arrived. The CO then gave a mall speech about what ~he 
Troop has done so far and finally he officially announced the fo11nat1on 
of Kowloon Troop. 
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ROMA TROOP 
Tp Comd 2Lt P. Hodgkinson 
Tp SSgt gt C Symonds 
EXERCISE KOHIMA WARRIOR - by Sig Davis 

A we.ck on the coast we were promised, maybe a few pot shots at the 
o~d holidaymaker, maybe even a few targets. o problem. Hopes were 
slightly dashed when, on the morning of deployment, I was told to ditch 
the sun crea.m and pick up lhe cam cream. Welcome to battle camp York 
style. Reveille O?OOhr~, that wasn't in lhe brochure! Then off to the 
ran.g~ under our illust;ious leader Cpl ' Don't mention me in The WIRE 
or 1t 11 cost. me a crate Kama. When we remembered that the rifles fire 
from the Ihm end we were alright! 

Back to the hotel at 1700hrs to prepare for our first football, softball 
and volleyball bloodbaths~ I mean fixtures. Having drawn the softball and 
lost the volleyball it was tune for the eriou stuff, the football. Under the 
Keegan-csque management of Cpl 'Pele ' Haywood we battled, jinked. 
~~uffied an.d lost heavily, 4-0 in fact. We found consolation in the fact that 
ll s the takmgyart that.counts. APWT on Tuesday and it wa discovered 
that our secu?n was m fact a team of crackshots with Sig 'Sniper' 
llaynes and Sig 'Bamdoor. al five paces ' Cassidy leading the line. After 
this sh?''." of marksmanship 1t was off to do the fire team assessment 
compet1t1on, Joy! 

Wednesda)'. will never be forgotten by the civilian dummies on the 
CQB Monorail range a· a dark ?ay, a day when a bloodthirsty 3 Section 
took out many mn?cent dummies: Everythmg was fine until gunshots 
were hea.rd m the distance, a terrorist was spotted, and the red mist came 
down: Sig 'Danang veteran' Prithi had to be dragged from the range 
laughmg hysterically, 'Nam gets to the bet of us!' After more live firing 
and a few more character building.competitions, there was only one battle 
left. - the def~nce of a hou e which wa un urprisingly easy to defend 
against dummies and figure 11 targets! 

War over and it wa off to do a lake challenge and serie~ of command 
tasks: LCpl 'S~ad?g' Thurstan mus_tn't have. got a wink of sleep 
plannin~ and des1gnmg our raft for the nver cros mg. We humiliated the 
oppo. mon and collected (drank) our first prize. The week wa wrapped 
up with a good old BBQ and then back to York to watch the England vs 
Germany .football match. I think I will have a bet on the score. \.Vhat odds 
do you thmk I'll get for 5-1 to England? 

VIKING TROOP 
Tp Comd 2Lt Mel Crawford 
Tp SSgt Sgt Jim Mason 

Since returning from l!mmer leave it.has been all go in Viking Tp. It 
all tarted with the. Regimental shooting camp where the Regiment 
deployed to Shomcliffe at a reasonable 0630hrs on 26 August. This was 
then follo~ed by two weeks of glorious sunshine and plenty of range to 
contend with. The range package was enjoyed by both the Troop on the 
groun,d and the pennanent range team . The 'tastiest' range had to be the 
RSM s ran~e, where the troops were treated to the culinary delights of the 
range team barbecue, deliciou ly erved up by Sig E mma Lloyd. 

After the Regimental shooting camp the Troop geared themselve up 
for Ex Chimera Blitz. Thi took place from the 3-7 September and was 
the Squadron's ~ig build up to RSIT. Although the Troop had just got 
back .from shooting camp the morale eemed to be quite high. With early 
mornmg starts and .late evening finishes the progress that was made wa 
1gnifican1 and the improvement wa there to be seen. This was thank to 

the hard work of all the member of the Troop. The 'attacks ' on the 
vehicles were a normal pearheaded by the troop Corporals and in 
particular C pl Charlie Kama and Cpl Om Gurung. Before we knew 
where we were the RSIT team were breathing down our necks and it was 
n~w.do or die for the Troop. That sai<l there was a quiet air of confidence 
within the .Troop and this was justified when the reports came back. The 
Troop achieved good re ult overall. in particular LCpl 1 abinkumar 
Rai . who did particularly well considering he had never worked on a 
Radio Rela)'. before. Since R ff tl1e majority of the Troop have deployed 
on the Regimental Leadership Course and we are confideni that the 
results will be)ust as inspiring as the recent RS!T reports. 

The Troop in recent month have had a lot of people coming and going 
o we would like to say welcome to the following: Sgt anda and hi 

family, gt Kcdar, Cpls Man, Sanjeev and n, LCpl's Bi hnu, Jshwor 
and abin and Sigs Bhai, Jagdish, Manoj, Padam, Ramesh, Raju and 
Tikaram. Ifwe mi sed anyone then welcome to them as well. A well a 
tho e arriving we would like to say farewell to the following: Mr Kev 
' couse' Curlett who ha lefl the Army after 22 Years ervice, good luck 
to him and hi family, Sgt Steve Mcintyre who has moved next door, 
Cpl Andy Ireland, who ha gone to 30 ig . Sigs Padam, Bhim and 
D1pendra who after a short time in the Troop have found themselves 
posted to Brunei. We would like to say congratulations to gt Jim 
Mas.on who has been selected for promotion to tafT ergeant and will be 
lcav111g soon to go to 15 Sig Rcgt and also to Cpl Charlie Kama who 
aga111 has been selected for promotion and is off to 261 ig qn. 

SQUADRO HEADQUARTER 
Sqn Comd Maj A. B. tocker 
SSM W02 ( M) Renshaw 

219 Signal quadron ha now returned from a fun packed nnd hectic 
tour in the Falkland I lands. The first week back saw the recon titution of 
the Squadron and the formation of Phoenix Troop, made up of the Radio 
asset . Hav ing completed this the qundron partook in a bit of team 
building in the form of a potted sport afternoon, organised by gt 
Cassidy. This was followed by a BBQ where the winning team (funnily 
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enough containing SSgt a sidy A D the SSMJ was announced. A good 
night wa had by all a~d there were cenainly a fe\\ uffenng on the 
Assault Course compellllon the next day. 

Sev~ral memb~rs of the S911adron took part in a Charity Car Wash on 
the main square m aid of Mmd, the Mental Health Charity (or in aid of 
the 2JC cycli~g a long way in Vietnam. however you want to look at u!). 
The event raise~ ove~ £200. The Squadron also managed a Golf Day. 
where the ~udding Tiger Woods strutted their stuff on the local golf 
co.ursc (don t. give up your day jobs y~t) . Congratulations go 10 Cpl Bill) 
Kmg for being elected for promotion (and for the birth of his on 
Samuel), LCpl Ward on his promotion and move to HQ Sqn and LCpl 
Waters on his promotion. We say farewell to Cpl Gough, LCpl 
B!a~kett, L.c.P.1 Thompson and Sig Blight, who are now employed 
w_tthm the c1.v1lian market. Farewell to LCpl Bennett, ig Harper and 

!g McGarnty, .who ha~c been posted to pastures new. We al. o welcome 
1g .Jone a.nd 1g Garside (once he returns from playing rugby in outh 

Afnca) straight from Blandford. 

EAGLE TROOP 
Tp Comd Lt A. Parkinson 
Tp SSgt SSgt T. Brand 

The Troop has recently been re-formed under a new role as Radio 
Relay Tp. ~s. with any reconfiguration, this will involve a vast amount of 
work .. Additionally. we are preparing for what will be a very heavy 
exercise period a the Squadron reconstitute after the JCUFI 
deployment. The Troop bids farewell to S gt Eden, having spent ju t 
four day 111 the Troop he has now handed over the wive! chair to gt 
Brand from CIT. Welcome back to Sgt Hartley from the Training Wing 
\~ho has swapped chairs with the hort term SSgt Eden. We would al o 
like to welcome LCpl Vickers. who arrived just in time for RSIT 
preparation! 

FALCO TROOP 
Tp Comd 2Lt Keith 
Tp SSgt SSgt Cassidy 

Life in Falcon Tp has moved up a.gear now that the JCUFI contingent 
has _returned from their South Atlanllc holiday. Perfect timing a alway , 
gettmg back the week after RSTT means that some sort of normal ervice 
can resume a~d we can fulfill our bare of naff jobs. Thing can never be 
the ~me ~gain however. a it i with a tear in the eye we say goodbye to 
our illustnous leader Lt Dave Haslewood. After a busy posting at York 
where h.e saw ome of the world's hotspots (Bosnia, Falkland Islands and 
Toffs ightclub) he deserves hi 3-year break as a tudent at Shrivenham. 
He 1s ure t~ save ~ lot of money whilst he's there - beer is much cheaper 
on student mght. His fresh faced replacement 2Lt Frazer Keith i now in 
the till warm chair and urveying the damage. We also ay 'has he gone 
yet?' to Cpl Bob Littlewood who after 22 years with the colours i to be 
relea ed mto the community. The Troop wishe him all the be t in 
whatever he does. The Troop' bucket and spade have all been igned 
out to Sig Rachel 'When I grow up I want to be good enough to play for 
Accnngton Stanley' Allen. She has promi ed to buy ice creams for io 
Garet.h. Mitchinson. Sig Andy , aylor and Sig Paul 'Levs' Levin out o~ 
Ex ~a1f Sareea. The remain_der of the. Troop are ~appy to see the Sergeant 
~aJor back and the quality of haircuts has improved con iderably. 
Fmally. regula.r readers will remember that a plea went oui if anyone 
knew the location of SSgt 'Gaz' Cassidy. You will be plea ed to hear he 
~as ?ee~ found lit and well and returned to the Troop only mildly oiled, 
JUSI m ume for the tart of the new rugby ea on. 

· EXERCI E IERCURJAL l\IARITI 1E DIAl\10 ·o 
~x. Mercuria~ Maritime Diamond wa· the annual Royal Signal ail 

Tra.mmg Wee~ in Germany, .based from Kiel. 2 ig Regt entered a boat. 
which wa skippered by Ma.i Butler from Blandford who was still keen 
to join us even after la. t year's experience! ' 

Sig Welburn keeps a close eye on Sig Bradley 
as he takes the helm 

'!'he ci:w, was mad~ up of Capt Henderson, !g 'Bimbo' Bradk~ .• ig 
Elliott. 1g Gardener \ cl burn an<l Cfn Hard\\ 1ck. The tnp starte<l at a 
pai1icularly calm pace. a the first fc\\ days were usc<l as 1rai11111g tl)r the 
Competent Crew qualification. However, thing· heated up for 'the liN 
da) of racing. which took place JUSl outside the marina at I lor;cns .md a' 
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the ere\\ were relati\'CI) inexperienced it w~s an educa~ ion to u all!_ The 
skipper ,,as keen for the rew 10 gam ma,x1mum bcncl!l fr~m the tnp o 
left u: 10 helm the boat. ome of u had longer concentration spans than 
o ther and it was a credit 10 the skippers pa1 i7ncc !hill lg Bradley 
suf\ i\ ed the trip. as he co1~t inua ll y wandered ofl ourse: The .cre~v ~!so 
used the time to blend in w1th the locals and, thank to ~g E_lhott ~ su~
in. went blond. Unfortunate!, the crew ,~ras unsucce sfu~ 111 tnumphmg Ill 
any rac<:s. however. we put up a part1cula rly good light and a lot of 
e:1.perience wa ga ined. 

REGl\IENT,\L OPE1 DAY - 25 J LY 2001 . . 
T he Regimental Open Day pro\'ed a huge ucce ·;, . .\n 1_mpress1ve 

di ·play bv the White Helmet en ured that the day began a 11 meant to 
carry on.' tands and game were organised by the qua?ron and there 
1, a al. o an Inter- quadron Gun Run. The event al. o ra ised money for 
local charillc . 

HQ Squadron Gun Run Team 
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Cpl King showing some prospective RS Ops around an FFR 

If not call 01258 482087 you 
may have moved and forgotten 
to let us know or perhaps you 

need to renew your subscription 
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3 (UNITED KINGDOM) HEADQUARTERS 
AND SlGNAL REGIMENT 

tEDALS CER EMO NY - 6 EPTEMBER 2001 
Thirty-seven members of 3 (UK) Div HQ and Sig Reg! completed a 

four-month tour of the Former Republic of Yugoslavia as pan of The 
Briti h Forces Signal Troop (BRITFOR Sig Tp). The Troop was based in 
Banja Luka, co-located with HQ BRJTFOR in the Metal f'actory. In a 
little under two year the Royal Signals commitment in Bosnia has 
decreased from a Regiment to a large Troop. due to the recently 
completed extensive commercialization programme. The soldiers 
deployed with the Troop maintained, repaired and monitored the many 
communication systems in use ensuring that telephone and computer 
network faci li ties were ava ilab le to all the BRITFOR locat ions in Bosnia 
24 hours a day. The Troop worked c lose ly with the Dutch Signal 
Company, form ing excellent profes ional and social relat ion hips and 
became involved in various o ther communication related projects 
throughout the tour. 
The Troop participated in many sport and entered teams in the football. 
hockey, volleyball , cross country and mountain biking competitions. Cpl 

mith (703) wa the driving force behind a high ly ucces ful Troop fund
raising event for charity, which greatly benefited a local Childrcns Home 
in Banja Luka. 

ERV's have arrived and gt Pete '\ll essenger has been ordered to stop 
troking the new wagons as the paint was wearing thin. TM Tp has also 

seen a revitalised rest room, many thanks go mainly to .· Sgt Ian 
' Lawrence Llewclyn-Bowen' tallard and Cpl \-larie Parkin\on - but 
also to all their little helpers. A lick of paint, a pioneer stack stereo and a 
38inch TV have turned it into a home from home. Recent promotion 
include C pl Mo rris. C pl Vowles and Cpl lartin Cornish A big 
welcome to LCpl Wallace and LCpl Adam Phillip. who have come into 
the workshop under the loving wings of C pl , eedham This month see· 
the fall from grace of LCpl England who leaves for a harder li fe m civvy 
street. Al o a fond farewell to W02 Dave James, and good luck to gt 
Burns who has taken over the chair - Keep checking that in tray. the 
promotions m the regiment! Hello to all the lads and lasses from the 
Troop that are now in the Falklands. Finally a very sad note, we said 
farewell to a good friend of ours recently. He'd been with the umt for 
sometime and wa a fami liar sight around TM Tp. Yes I'm afraid to 
report that gt ' Mac' Mc ' amara has shaved off hi ·tash" He still 
believes that it makes him look younger but no one ha had the bonle to 
tell him the sad truth .... YET! 

BRITFOR Signal Troop march past at the end of the parade 

REGIME TAL OPERATIO - by Sig Blake 
A warm welcome goes to all readers rrom the Regimental Ops C:ell at 

3(UK) Div HQ & ig Regt. As a new member of the Op Team, 1t has 
become clear to me that this i an ex tremely bu y place to work! Sgt 
Fieldhouse has kept me on my toe not lea t with organi si ng the 
outgoing Traffic Officers leaving do. Welcome Capt Rose , the new 
Traffic Officer and sod farewell to Capt Patter on who ha recently left 
to go to work in I IQ L D. On top of thi Capt ~olley h_as continued to 
keep morale high with the Rcgt rugby team by mtroducmg Wed~e ?ay 
night beer tra ining css ions. The team now seem to be on a wmm~g 
treak ince Capt Colley was sidelined with a damag~d hand we re 

sure it's just a coincidence! Welcome back to the Regimental Yeoman 
from hi holiday in Batu and welcome to the ne~v T111111mg Office.r Capt 
Warren who is still getting nowhere with hi anll tobacco re1_gn ol terro~-. 
Finally. a big get well oon goes to the TOT Capt chmc1kel, who _is 
limping around after snapping hi Achilles tendon on a basketball tour 111 

Au tralia . 

llEADQ RTER Q ADRO I 

TECH 'ICAL M I TENA CE TROOP 
Firstl y, welcome to the new Regimental Foreman, WOl _(FofS) Lance 

Marshall . Life within TM Troop remain. a flurry ~fa t~v~ty. The Troop 
recently returned from two weeks ·Adventure Trammg 111 Weymouth. 
The only dangerous training attempted during these two week wa the 
oeialising with the locals. Everyone had a great tune and returned to the 

normal working routine suitahly financially embarra ed. The three ne" 
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J CO LE DER HIP CO RSE - by LCpl 7ipper 
Ex Iron Endeavour was a regimental JNCO leader hip-training course. 

conducted under the direction of the Unit Training Wing over the period 
of I 0-14 eptember. The aim of the course i to develop leader-;hip and 
improve practical skill · to enable those on the .c~t~~e I~ carry out t~c1r 
command, management and leadership respon 1b1h11e 111 barrack , 1~ a 
detachment or in a ection. The timing, on the course were \cry stnc1: 
thi wa due to all the le on we had to do in the short space of time. 
The course of 24 personnel was broken down 11110 three sections of eight. 
Each section had a ergeant in charge. who took the sceli n througl~ all 
the le ons and controlled daily admini trntion. My s tion (2 :ecuon) 
was gt Wilson. On the cour' e we were taught hO\\ 10 operate as . a 
clearing or tand ing patrol 21C. take a ·mal_l _parade: g1\e a IOmm 
presentation. give quick battle o~ders, make a m1htary c,,·unatc. supcf\ 1se 
a ection activity, map read on foot at mgh1 (and 111 , ·clnclcs) and ho\\ 10 
is ue fire control order . s we progressed through the cour~e the 
learning cun·c got stecpcr and finished witl~ a 2-day c\cn: isc i.n \\Inch \\C 

put to use the skills we had been taught 111 the classroom 111 the thr~e 
previou day-. We arrived back on camp at appro' IOam and handed 111 

our ritle · hoping to disappear home for the weekend. onl) to be told 10 
get down to the gym for a fi .nal . PT le: son ~, pis Fini\tcr a.nd 
Richardson took the lc: ·on, which unohed runnmg up and dO\\n hill. 
with webbing for fl of an hour, only 10 pick up .1 tretchcr and rncc b,1d, 
to camp taking 25mins! The course was \CT)' dcn~andmg and a ~<>t \Ills 

learnt during the week we were there. On compkt1on. C\cT) one felt that 
1he; had all achieved omcthing. howe,cr no one ~lll the cour. e h.1 ) Cl 

volunteered for the ne\t one! 
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206 IG 'AL Q ORO ' 
UIBRAI TROOP 
Fir.ti). hclloe to L pl Maxwell from Deuts hland and LCpl Lower 

from 'O igs. GO DBYE to ig lalait and, ig Ball to 20 Annd Bde. 
:\lso. the fomiation of IT Doc om ·e Under ommand of Sgt Smith 
toJk pl Andy Wilk in on and ' eouse' Makin to pasture greener. 

pl Jenki n on, W il kinson, Doherty and ig Oliver were unable to 
attend Ad' cnture traininl!. because of the Freedom of Blandford Parade 
which wa. ubsequently cancelled however they \. ill be pleased to know 
that everybody cl e had a line ti 1e. urprisingly, tho e who remained 
back in Bulford achieved a lot ( .o they tell me) without everybody 
telling them what they should bi: Joing. Al o, Cpl Jenkinson and gt 

ooper were both relegated from their respective role, of Troop ergeant 
and Troop Commander thank to th timel. arrivai of gt Crowton 
from the Q 1 Department. Welcome al o to the QMS whose boots 
have no" been filled by Sgt 'Ollie' Magrail who has ju t become U1e 
proud O\\ ner of a three-wheeled Mini! 

'.\ IO, 'STROOP 
ince returning from a much-needed spell of ummer leave, the Troop 

ha taken part in numerou event including a medal parade for those 
returning from a four-month tour in Bo nia. The parade wa followed by 
a pre c-ntation in the ergeant ' and WO · mes by our Dutch 
counterparts who worked along ide us in theatre. After that was a 
homecoming party with entertainment provided by 'Hot pants a-go-go' 
(nuff aid) that went down a ·torm. We also saw a deployment to 
Westdown Camp in suppon of the engineers for three week with the 
remainder of the Troop in upport of 12 Mech Bde ·s CA T in barrack . 
The Troop al o took part in quadron adventure training in Capel Curig 
that te ted everybody' stamina both on and olT the hills! The Troop 
would also like to welcome its newe t member. ig Goatley and al o 
welcome back to ig Har ley and ig Smith from Bo nia. Well done to 
' tu' Goa tley for igning for a 20hr jerry can x 70 to make a brew 
(I 400ltrs). Sig Eva ns has been bu y on his PT! ·s course while C pl 
1orris ha ju t returned from hers. A final farewell goes to LCpl utton 
good luck in your new po ting. 

. "OR.."\1 . DY T ROOP 
ormandy Tp w;c, formed in June. It took three exi ting S group 

from 1on Tp and three more from the brigades. We were deployed 
almost immediately on Spring Foray. a Divisional Exercise with a Troop 
hierarchy consisting entirely of Corporal ! Aller exercise mo t of our 
time wa spent preparing for the arrival of the annual R IT and normal 
day to day work. In late AugusL the Troop welcomed their new Troop 
Commander, 2Lt Ford bright-eyed and bushy-tailed from the factory and 

Sgt Greenwood , who had recently rerurned from Bosnia where he was 
ergeant Major for the ignals Troop out there. Their arrival was a 

welcome release for Cpl Lane who had been previously been at Uie reins. 
Mid eptember saw a welcome break for the troops when we left sunny 
Bulford for the even sunnier delights of orth Wales for some well 
earned climbing and mountain biking (and even a little sea fi hing) and 
of cour e some serious ocia li ing. Other welcomes go out to Sig 
Morgan and ig lorgans (AKA Bungle and sister of Bungle) a well as 

ig George, oops orry Sig Brownsword (CO GRATULATIO S) from 
Blandford, as well as Sig Bradley from 222 Sig Sqn. A fond farewell to 
C pl Lane who is off to I (UK) Div and Cpl When man who is posted to 
7 Sig Regt. Congratulations too for his recent marriage to hi partner 

haron . It has also been a good few month for port in the Troop with 
Cpl Binnie recently returning from a Corps Basketball tour in Au tralia 
and LCpl Longbottom who has been on a football tour in Germany. A 
special well done to C pl Richard who has j ust become the Army 
Novice Triathlon Champion and is now also the Reigning AGC Tri 
Champ (overall winner and open category winner) too ... .. . and general 
Media uperstar! 

222 IG, 'AL SQ ADRON 
Q ORO HEADQ ARTERS TROOP 

Tp Comd Capt Toby Courage 
Tp SSgt Sgt Paula Matheson 

Summer leave behind us now, and it's a fairly quite run up to 
Chri tmas. After a week of I st line inspection it was off to the Lake 
District for a week of Adventurous Training, then back for a number of 
mall scale exerci es, and preparation fo r the arrival of the new MAPPS 

vehicles. Once again there was a steady change of personnel in the Troop, 
w;•h many new faces, and departures of some of the old salts. New to the 
Troop are gt Mark Whitaker , coming from 264 Sig Sqn. Cpl Phil 
Farrar from the Royal Mil itary Academy Sandhurst, Cpls Lisa Fraser 
and tu Reid transferred from HQ Sqn, LC pl Roy Palmer from a TA 
unit somewhere and ig Marshall from 11 Sig Regt. HQ Troop 
(especially S. gt Matheson ) would like to extend a warm welcome to 

apt Tob. Courage, our new Squadron 21C. Welcome back al o to Cpls 
Da ' ies-Morris, Kev Limbert, Carl Peters Turner, all back from a tour 
of the Balkan . Due to a reshuffie of personnel, the Troop now includes 
all the Squadrons Lineman, so welcome to LCpl Wilkinson and igs 

!cock, Brown, Sharp and tevens. Leaving us for pastures new ari! 
. gt Si orris. who joins 14 Sig Regt, ig Vasey who is posted to 

Blandford, Cpl Varney who joins the Regi mental Gene Bay and Cpl 
"\larshall who has rejoined the civvy Corps. Congratulat ions this month 
to Sgb Lythe and Matthe\1- s on their recent promotions. SllQ Tp have 
had many sporting achievements includ ing LCpl Graham who is 
currently in Germany repre enting the Corps at football. Cpl Varney 
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(I'm never too old for thi !) has competed in Wind urting competitions at 
Corps and A1111y level and a special mention for gt Matheson who 
recently competed in the World Duathlon, finishing ninth overall. SllQ 
Troops Adventurous Training in the Lakes consisted of trekking around 
Helvellyn, ably led by "gt Lythe and Cpl Beck and mountam biking 
made more memorable by pl Warner's cry of 'follow me', just befor~ 
tumbling over his handlebars and being taken to hospital to have stitches 
in his leg. Very heroic! Looking to the future, the Troop' time will be 
dominated by tile ongoing preparation for the arrival of the new MAPP 
in tallation , involving a number of courses being run in Christchurcn 
with 21 ig Reg!. 

0 1ANTROOP 
Tp omd 2 Lt Alisa Labram 
Tp gt S gt Oaph Clash 

The whole week of R IT prep went without a hitch with everybody 
mucking in, the Troop eniors included - due to the everc undermanning 
and lack of experience within the Troop. This help was gratefully 
appreciated from the people on the garage floor, along with the help 
received from the AT' (Soldiers Awaiting Trade) sent from Blandford. 
With this g reat team work and high moral the Troop had a very 
succes fut in pcction. The quadron had a ' Pace Ex', a regimental 
communications Exercise before 3 (UK) Div HQ and Sig Rcgt deployed 
on 'Ex Red Tricorn II' a tactical communications exercise, which wa 
closely followed by 'Ex pring Foray', again a success for the Squadron. 
This month we have to say goodbye to Sig Leach who has departed for I 
Div - Germany and Sgt C hris Ogg who is po ted to 34 ig Regt on 
promotion. Unfortunately there have been no new arrivals to the Troop. 

ADE ' TROOP 
Tp Comd Lt Steve Knight 
Tp SSgt Sgt Roy Turner 

Goodbye to Cpl Stan Knowles who i off to 7 Sig Regt and LCpl 
Dave W hitehu r t who i ofT to 16 Sig Regt. Hello to Sig Corr from 
Blandford. 

EXERCI EADE PTUR 
On 27 October the Troop deployed to Royal ave! Station Yeovilton 

to use the Heli-Dunking imulator - this wa a moral boosting exercise 
let by gt Steve Pic ke r ing. The Troop was subjected to a eries of 
drowning! Half marks were awarded to Sig C ra ig Washer for his one 
attempt and full marks awarded to LCpl Nick G raham on his refusal at 
the first hurdle. All in all a good day was had by all - but is much safer 
working on Radio Relay Dets - thank you! 

ADVE. T RE TRAI ING - by LCpl Connell 
Adventure Training started for the advance party at 0800hrs on Friday 

31 Augu t. After packing the es ential items, (Stella and dancing rig . . .. oh 
yeah, and food) they departed for the surfing capital of the UK. Once 
done, the advance party (later known a the 'original fun boys' but for 
fear of crating shall remain anonymous) undertook the preparation for the 
week. For the majority of people the next week was a blur of Adventure 
Training, socialising with the local , the glorious win of England over 
Germany and more Adventure Training. During the day, the quadron 
could amuse themselves with canoeing, rock climbing, clay pigeon 
shooting, trekking and cycling. Since the return of the Squadron from 
Adventure Training, routine maintenance on the vehicles has resumed, 
but there have been quite a few 'extra curricular' activities arranged, such 
a the successful day out to the Corps mu eum and Salisbury racecourse. 
We would like to welcome our new Troop Commander, 2Lt Zelaya into 
the fold. May she have a long and glorious reign over Sharjah Troop 
upon return from her Troop Commander Course. 

T RJATHLO ID ATHLO RO UND P 
Supervising Officer Maj Bert Appleton 
Triathlon Officer SSgt Paula Matheson 

It has been a busy, yet fun a nd rewarding season for the 
Triathlon/Duathlon team. There are now 21 per onncl at 3 (UK) Div HQ 
and Sig Regt who are involved in the sports. Over the season there have 
been many achievements- some have come as quite a shock! Most of the 
team has never tried either of the sports before but the grueling training, 
commitment and dedication put none of them ofT. The season started off 
with S gt Pa ula M ath eson qua lifying to represent Great Britain at 
Duathlon in Rimini in September 200 1 and achieving ccond place at the 
Anny Olympic Triathlon Championships at Bournemouth in July 2001. 
Cpl Jim Richards has also had a good sea on - despite coming off his 
bike and frac turing his nose! He achieved Army Novice Triathl on 
Champion at the 5 Div Sprint Tr iath lon on 5 September 200 1. Cpl 
Richards a lso won the guest category at the AGC Triathlon on 12 
September 200 I. Well done to Cpl Richards who is looking to make the 
Army Squad next year, Sgt Pete Farmer has returned to the sport after 
many years of respite from it! He bas done extremely well representing 
the regiment both individua lly and as a team member. The female team 
had a storming Biathlon race at the 5 Div Bia thlon hampion hips 
(swim/run) gaining a credible fi rst place and a large trophy! This seemed 
to impress the Regt 21C - Maj Bateson, (Something had to be shown for 
the sport grant that was pent on Triathlon kit). 3 (UK) Div HQ and ~g 
Regt male team al o did well and won the relay category at the 5 Div 
Sprint Triathlon hampionships (1 must add that they were the only entry 
for relay teams). All team members have had a busy season - many haw 
entered local and national civi lian races and achieved good results. The 
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1ea111 is. now looking forward to a winter of good base traming in 
pre~arauon for season 20.02. The team will be sorry to say farewe ll to 
Ma.1 Bert Appleton who 1 leav111g the Army in ovember onto pastures 
ni;w. Good luck! 

Maj Bert Appleton presenting the Relay Team with their trophy 
'Chalky' White receives the trophy ' 

S GT MATHESON-WORLD D ATHLO COMPETITOR 
16 SEPTEM BER 2001 

On a cold wet Wei h Sunday (29 April 2001) I tood in transition 
wondering :"hat to wear for the forthcoming race .... warm kit/cool race 
kit... the dilemma was echoed throughout tran ition to the changeable 
weather. On the tart line there wa a mixture - 1 opted for the warm 
stuff! Swansea wa one of two races on the calendar where you could 
qualify to repre ent Great Britain at the World Duathlon Championships. 
It was _ a hard race - 1 Okm of a grueling cro s-country followed 
1mmed1atel~ by a 40km bike race. The bike cour e was flat but extremely 
wmdy! A )km cross-country run decided the final po itions. To my 
amazement I was the National Age Group Champion and had qualified to 
repre ent Great Britain in Rimini in September. 

Preparations were immediately underway. Flights, accommodallon, 
acceptance to the race, race kit and most importantly tram mg'! I he 
season was cx~ellen_t wtth lots of races in preparauon and loh of 
stl'1:1c.tured tramm& with _the Army Triathlon Association on numerou 
tra1111~g_cam_ps - mcludmg Cyprus. All was go111g well unul a se\Crc 
ankl_e _mJury JUSI 4 weeks before the race. With lot~ of advice and phy 10 
the 1111ury healed slo1,1, ly but surely. Despite no run training prior to the 
rac_c I was able to keep my litne ·s up with swimming, C) cling and 
we1&h!s. I ~rrivcd in Rimmi on Tuesday 11 September ready for the 
ad~1111strat1on and parade of the nauons phase it was inspiring and 
mot1vat1onal. I was there five days before the race to watch other age 
group races and the elites race. 
M~ turn had com7. S~anding on the start line produced a mixed feclmg 

of pride and determmallon de pile the healing injury - I wanted to do 
well. The weather was good, although a little warm the course was flat 
and fast. It was a hard race I was competing against the be~t athlete 
from all over the world. The weather held out for the race and 
competition was ~_crce. I was glad to finish an overall ninth place in my 
age group, a position that has secured me an automatic quali!icauon to 
represent Great Britain again next year this time in Atlanta. With a 
good off-season of base training I hope to secure a higher po ·ition next 
year. Some other achievements this year have been: 

Second at the Anny Olympic Distance Triathlon 
First at Cambridge Olympic Distance Triathlon 
Third at Waterlooville Triathlon 

ational Age Group Duathlon Chan1pion 
Part of Army female team that came second in the 

ational Triathlon Relay Championships 
I wou_ld recommend Duathlon/Triathlon to anyone who likes to wim, 

run or bike. _It 1s an extremely exhilarating port and Uie benefits are just 
too long to hst, an excellent end to a fun but hard eason of Triathlon and 
Duathlon. 

CORPORAL JACKJ E DA IE 
GB I BRAKEMA ' WINT ER OLMYPIC 2002 .. ....... . WHO! 

Those new to the Regiment will not even recogni e the name, and it 
bas been so long that I'm not sure that even I (Regt 21C) would recogni e 
the face. She does at least always answer her mobile. but I couldn't vouch 
for her ITDs being in date! After almost a year of full time training Cpl 
Jackie Davies has been elected to be the brakeman of GB I (2- man 
bob leigh) on this winter's World Cup circuit. This obviously put· her in 
an excellent position for selection for Uie British Olympic quad for 
2002. Congratulations. 

7 SIGNAL REGIMENT 

co 
RM 

Lt Col J . E. Richardson MBE 
WOI (RSM) S. T. Archer 

229 (BE R LIN) SIG AL SQ ADRON 
Sqn Comd Maj 0 , L. Webster RA Signal 
SSM W02 (SSM) ACE 'Taff' Burdge 

The Officers and SNCOs of 229 (Berlin) Signal Squadron 

The few month have been a particularly bu,y time for quadron HQ 
a the ga lactic ba ttle for information in the communications world rose to 
new heights with the squadron re-rolling to form R C Headquarters in 
support of the ARR . The cha nge from the normal Trunk ro le wa 
ini tiated to take over fro m 16 ignal Regiment a they warped at light 
speed to Oman. Much of the c;xcrcise plann ing had been done by the Ops 
Team who were intrepidly commanded on their quest by thei r illustriou · 
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leader Capt 'Radio Rob' Francis with his loyal Jedi Yof S 'Yoda' Boase 
and FofS 'Fraggle Rock' Frangletoo whose juggling of many hats on 
exercise was impressive. The OC ha been going around ruo happy as a 
wombat in a waterhole as he count the day until hi departure down 
under. Apparently th.: European weather is a trifle chilly! The preparation 
for the mammoth Christmas move to Bruggen i well undeiway wuh the 
cobwebs being shaken out of some very dark comers with some tore· 
rivalling the Corps mu ewn at Blandford for content! We look forward to 
the busy months ah ad and wait earne tly for the ta ks to follow (and the 
trip to Berlin). 

CHARLIE TROOP 
Tp Comd Lt Di on 
Tp S gt Sgt Littlefield 
E ' ERCISE ARRC OE WARRIOR 

Ex Arrca<le Warrior wa Uie tan of the ARRC training exercise season 
for 229 Sig qn. U ually operating a a trunk :quadron the mo trunk 
nodes ha l ily re-ro lled to form a MA and provide a headquarters 
support to R C. We deployed early morning and arriYed at a disu ·ed 
mili tary ti re station elo.e to the Dutch Border. ARRC uppon Battalion 
had already finished off the ir sweeping and gardening duties and had 
reclaimed the site from nature once more. Within three days we had set 
up the Headquarters and olved the 111ajori t} of our teething problems 
allowing the ta ff to exerci e in preparation for the forthcoming l· 
Arrcade Fu ion. The evening were livened up by quines to ri\al the 
be t aturday T game shows and less n · were prepared and gi>en b) 
most Troo p members. 111 the ·umptuflus luxury of the ad1111n area 
designed and co-ordinated by gt Littlefield. The days pro\ ided ampk 
opponunity for every high-ranking ollicer in the area to come on a 'i. 11 
and provided the ideal environment for all manner of creall\C bri.:fs a to 
what exactly we wrre up too. The final da) · allowed us to w elcomc . i:t 
Yuill who joined u · on exercise from sunny Blandford. Sp ·c1al mc:nt1on 
to LCpl 'Ten Marks ' Rodmell for enduring hi final c'l.crci o: '' ith 229 

ig qn prior to departing to 16 ig Regt and tlmnh agam from the 
Troop, for the gift he left under cab and the grape>. al. o the departure 
of Sig 'Patch' Adams who recently left the Troop and the Ann~. all th!! 
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b ''t in Ci\ 1 tr't:I The Troop looks forward to the forthcoming exerci c 
to \\atch \\ tth mild curiosit) to s~-e if anyone manages to pull out their 
h,1ir again! 

232 SIG . L Q ADRO ADVE. T RO S TRAJ. l 'G 
S\t \\'02 ( I) M. Browitt 

E 'ER I EC l\ DIAN BACK TOP 
During \ugu:t. six members of 232 ig qn were deployed on a two

\\ et:k ndn!nturous traming exped 1;on to the Canadian Rockies. We flew 
into Calgary and then headed '•th for the Rockies with the aim of 
trekking un. upported m the rcmot;: Yoho , ntional Park. The trek tarted 
with the ascent of the 4000ft Burge Pa •. which \\ · an experience in 
1t elf as we \\Cre all carrying equipment for five days. Aller several hours 
climbing we reach d U1e top and stopped to catch our breath. We then 
continued along the Highline Trail. which gave u amazing iew of 
glacial lakes and di tant end moraines of glaciers toward our first night 
camping at Yoho Lake. The only incident of the day was when Sig 
·Blondie ' Thorburn announced he'd lost the map and compas 
some ''here along the trail. Fortunately for him a spare wa at hand. The 
cnmp ite. along the trail were all backcountry camp and their only 
facilitie~ were a bear pole and a portaloo. The more hardy membet of the 
e'pediuon then dived into the lake to cool oIT which at 3 degree didn't 
take long!' 

After our first nights wild camping we et oIT along the Yoho Trail 
towards Twin Fall campsite. Some of the downhill ections proved to be 
difficult for all of us a we each took it in turn to fall over. We then 
visited some of the highe t and colde t waterfall in Canada a they all 
originate from glaciers thou ands of feet above. Along the ~rail we were 
alway- on the lookout for bears. which we never · aw (much to Sig 
'.\1cColm' disappointment). I think that wa due to the amount of noise 
we were making which meant every bear within a large radius had left. 
Later that day the Bo-s had promised cake- and muffin at a chalet she 
had \ isited ome years before, one and a half kilometre uphill above the 
campsite. ome of the team actually ran to the chalet only to be 
disappointed as the only thing being offered wa lemon tea (Cpl 'eil 
Cansficld' face was particularly worth mentioning e pecially as he kept 
repeating ·no food, no food'). 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

The view from Twin Falls Chalet looking up at the falls themselves 
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The next day started with a tough climb to the lop of Twin Falls that 
let! us all gasping for breath and quite hungry so we stopped for a few 
more photos before we set oIT along the Whaleback Trail. Our destination 
was Little Yoho campground, which was high. and therefore cold at 
night. another early night beckoned. Sig • tainsy' McColm is worth a 
special mention here as he single-handedly grabbed the golden blanket 
award along the trail by being in his tent snoring before I 700hrs every 
night!. 
The next day .aw us climbing Kiwctinok Pa s, which was only a half-day 
walk to allow the two blister kids ' tain y· and 'B londie ' to rest their 
feet. We then returned back to Little Yoho and ettled in for U1e night. 

The Team move along the lceline Trail , 
behind is one of the glacier fields 

The next day's walking was definitely the best of the trail. as we 
walked along the lceline Trail with views of some spectacular glaciers. It 
was like walking on the moon at times, a there was nothing growing at 
all at uch a high altitude. We were headed back to Yoho Lake for the 
night again on our arrival nothing stopped some of the team sampling the 
glacial waters of the lake which were apparently colder than before. This 
wa to be our la t night on the Trail so the talk hifted to what we would 
eat and drink on our return to civilisation. ln the morning everyone was 
keen to set off early but we had time for just one more photo before we 
left. 

The Team before we set off for Emerald Lake in the rare sunshine 

We were headed to Emerald Lake the colour of which definitely lived 
up to its name. On our arrival the tourists must have taken one look at u 
to think we'd been in the backcountry for weeks! After a well deserved 
rest we headed towards a campsite with showers for a well earned BBQ. 
We then drove to Vancouver for a day of R & R, which included a 
baseball game, which was excellent and the team now ha. six new fan . 
We then headed back to the trail and Lake O'Hara that was a 24mile day 
hike to one of the mo t secluded lakes in Canada. It wa. well worth the 
walk in, we then tried to find a campsite for the night but severa l had 
been clo ed due to a grizzly bear being seen in the area. We eventually 
found a spot and set up in the dark. We then managed or should 1 soy ig 
Jack Hawkins then managed to get lost. Thi did cause us a bit of 
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concer_TI ~;; we all were in our sleeping ba.gs: but not for long as Sig 'f' 11 
find him. McColm set off on a rescue m1ss1on. As he wasn't within two 
feet of the te1~t he then came back and said 'Is he back yet?' Fortunately 
Jack found his own way .bac.k and hadn't been eaten alive. It was all over 
so soo~. but there was. st1U time f?r Sig 'Blondie' Thorburn to buy yet 
more ft .1dge magnets, and tt was time to board the plane after a fantastic 
cxpcd11ton Lo the Rockies and one we won't forget. 

Sig Hawkins adopts the catalogue pose at the shores of the lake 

PARACHUTE .J MP 29 G T 2001 • By LCpl Cal< 
. On 29 Au~ust 2001 ten UFOs where spotted above Bad l ipp pringe 

airfield. Was tt a bird'' Was tt a plane'! No. just a group of nutter from 
!IQ Sqn, at~endmg the RAPA one jump parachute cour.,e. The day went 
?ff'. lo a .fly111g start ~he?, followmg a Sam wake up call, organvcr Sgt 
K1ckH11n Out First J1ddlcton asked LCpl 'What Map'' CaH for the 

d1rect1ons when he realised that the driver Sig 'Dusty' Binn\ didn't know 
c~actly where the centre was. However. with the aid of one of tho": 
fn7ndly German _POl!cemen that you find lurking about, we finally 
arrived at our desunatt~n. fing~".Jails bitten and nerve., well and truly on 
edge. A day of mtens1ve trammg lay ahead under the in~truction of 
Gunner 'Buz' Busby. Followin!? a m?ming which mvolved laymg about 
on our st.omachs and ex1tmg 1magmary planes. midda} saw us all 
str.apped mto su pended harnesse. practicing drill.,, whilst . ig Binn~ 
pamfully came to the realisation that maybe his leg strap., where not fitted 
correctly! 
A fow more hours of running about in Ompa Lompa style orange jump 
smts and we.were all (sort of) ready to take the plunge. Surprisingly. no 
one bottled ti and we all managed to leave the plane before landing, 
although LCpl ' care tory' Griffin took a little more convincmg than 
most. Jump of the day award went to LCpl '\\hite as a Ghost' Roberts. 
who managed to lea".e the airfield in a plane and arrive back m a Range 
Rover. After ach1evmg an almost perfect exit, she decided half way 
through her descent back down to earth that she had probably reached the 
top of this particular port and s.hould focus her effort.-; on the game of 
golf. Last seen chsappeat mg beh111d the tree line. she was discovered in 
the middle of the pu!ting g~een surrounded by a group of bewildered 
?ol~ers. ?ther parttctpants m the cour e included Sgt Ashman. Cpl 
Trigger Routledge, LCpl Depport, LCpl Hart, LCpl Darnin and 

LCpl Cave. Al the end ?f the day we all piled into the m111ibu , along 
with a few .ext!'1 grey haus. all ready to plan our next \'iSit, oh and pick 
up the apphcatton forrn for our Para selection of course! 

231 SIG, AL SQ ADRO ' 
Sqn Comd Maj l. '. Hunter 
SSM W02 (S M) K. Weaver 

Since ~he last edition of Tl~e WIRE the Squadron has undergone a fairly 
bu y period. It deployed on tis first ARRC exerci e since it reforrnation 
in March this year after a period of summer leave. The exercise whilst 
hard work was a succe s and has made the Squadron ready for the major 
exe~c1se of the year - Ex Arrcade Fusion in October. The Squadron will 
be m the Sennelager area for the entirely of the excrci e. There are 
elements of the Squadron that are still on deployment elsewhere. in the 
m~i!l thi is the majority of Radio Tp who are deployed to Oman on Ex 
Sa1t Sareer. Unfortunately they have been truck by the dreaded 'Dheli
Belly' and they have to cope with the extremes of temperature out there. 
The re t of the quadron wish you fella all the be t and look forward to 
welcomin~ you all back in ovember. We would like to ay 
congratulations to Cpl ·ca s' Caswell whose wife Jo gave birth to a 
baby boy la t month. Well done and best wishe . 

JOINT SERVICE SIGNAL UNIT 
(AYIOS NIKOLAOS) 

The 21C Sqn Ldr Bob Keeley RAF presenting a cheque 
to the Ayios Georgious School 

on one of his last duties before posting 

840SQ ADRO 
Sq11 Comd qn Ldr 1\1. Edwards 
WO Eng V 0 Dave Watson 

TATIOt FETE 
De,pite recent event the talion fete went ahead a' planned. The 

weather was kind to us such that it wasn't oppre. sively hot although the 
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Commander Briti h Force cau ed a few flutters by arri\·ing one hour 
before he wa programmed to. The Commanding Officer's twin brother 
David Sharp also caused mayhem by confusing everyone as to the o·s 
actual whereabouts. 

Air Vice Marshall Rimmer judging the no-tie competition 
from the Fete Organizer 's 

(L-R): Sgt Osborne, Ft Lt Neasham, CBF, SSgt Jennings (winner), 
Cpl Devine, Sqn Ldr Keeley 
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Sgt Steve Gibbons (L -white-belt) showing off _to Sgt Nip Fowler 
(black-belt) that's he's next for a k1ck1ng 

234 QUADRON 
Sqn Comd Maj A. R. rwin 
SSM W02 ( S 1) Smith 

Welcome 10 the new 21C, Capt Dave Devine, all the way. from sunny 
14 Sig Regt and farewell to W02 Tony Quinn . A a previous Cyprus 
limmer of the Year it 's fitting he's posted 10 Shape? 

SUPPORT SQ DRO ' 
Sqn Cornd Maj M. G. P. Bohanan 
SSM W02 (SSM) R. Buxton 

Whilst the other Squadrons rece_ive t,he he_adl in_c~. Sp _Sqn go ~bout 
their routine in a busines -hke fashion. The JOb am t fi nished until the 

paperwork i · done.' The demise of the Log p Trg Day (M~nd~ys onl_y) 
w as replaced by Sqn Adv Trg. The most recent cxpechti~n co1nc1dcd. wi th 
a , i it to the Unit by MCM Div. The~ were shocked to hnd Cyprus 1s not 
all sand and bmndy-sours but were instead trea ted to a I Okm a. sent up 
the Caledonia Falls to Troodo amp,. What made 11 worse was _wo,2 
( t ) Rick Buxton insistence of gomg the long (wrong) way. fhat s 
your next posting to~tl~1e..,,.F~al_k_la~n-d_s~. ---m;ac::z:~:-::-:--:;:-;;;Jt;;ll]:;:~ 

MCM Div on the roadside 
asking for directions back to Ayios Nikolaos 

14 SIGNAL REGIMENT 
(ELECTRONIC WAREFARE) 

CO Lt Col 'I. J. Borrill 
RSM WOI (R M) Staniford . . 

Con •ratulations to WOl (RSM) Palmer on your recent comm1ss10n 
into th; Officer orps and a fond farewell to you and your wife from all 
those at 14 Sig Rcgt (EW) as you leave u to take up your new post~ an 
RCMO in Germany. Welcome to the new RSM, _WOI (R.SM) St~mford 
and family as you join us following a loan service post in Kuwait. Talk 
about going from one extreme to the other! 

HE\DQuARTERS Q ADRO 
qn Comd '1aj tanden 

SSM W02 ( 'S\1) ewton 

TECll ·1 AL MArl\"TE:"llA 'CE TROOP - By Cpl Damian Gunn 
Well, its time to catch up with the going~ on within TM Tp, ~nd it's not 

been without its share of ups and downs. Fir t of all may we wish a warm 
welcome to pl Matthew Grant and LCpls Dean Gibson , Derry 
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Evan , Rob Lawton , Vinnie Smith and Adrian ichols , and best 
wishes to Cpl Daz Owen and Cpl Mat Turn~r who arc olT pursuing 
their careers in the form of their TI. ot forgettmg Cpl Pete Byrne an~ 
LCpl ' Gonzo ' Reid , who are off to reli h the delig,hts of Germany. 
Those within the Troop who almo t departed, but d1dn t quite ge~ out of 
the Troop 's clutches are Cp l ' Taff ' .Jo~in . whom despite. getting ~11 1 
posting order didn ' t manage to make 1t out of the ?001 , .and L L~ · 
' Dougie' Douglas who remained for rea ons we won t go mto .at t ~s 
stage! It ecms it's going to be ~ busy mont~ for TM Tp, processin~ t e 
return of the guy's from there six month holiday 111 t~e ~al.kl a~d ls l~?,ts 
which included LCpls ' Stav' Constanti , Steve. Lavin, N1ge Gen 1s_1. 
and Sigs Chris Turnbull , Rutter, Andy Davis and Andy P~olc. ig 
Andy Poole managed to di miss the theory about Scots an.d their mone~ 
while in Montevedio with ig Davis, when he was quite willing to spen 
considerable amount of money on local 'entertainment'! Also, rcturnu11 
from 'the wars' is Cpl Mat Turner who till retained the unofficrn f 
' boxing· title between TM Tp and MT Tp while out in Kosovo, and 0 
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course , no t fo rge tt ing our own ops. doi nl! our bit fo r the We lsh 
countrys ide during Op Pcnn insula. During our eventful few month , 
while most were away on ops, the rest of the Troop managed to get away 
adven ture training to Weymouth, courtesy of the LAD. Cheers lads! The 
week ·tarted as it meant to go on. First with the hi ll wa lking, which was 
about 14 miles long and seemed to include every hill in Dorset. Also, 
SSgt Dave Evans seemed to be stripped of his sarcastic powers until at 
least the early afternoon. Perhaps it wa left in the car park toilet! Then 
onto the sailing, in which, despite warning ig Roy Theobald about the 
dangers of losing his glas es, he assured everyone that it would be okay 
because he had sailed before. Needless to say Sig T heobald's glasses 
remained on hi head for about 20 seconds before plunging to the depths 
of the ocean! Other events that fill ed the already eventful week included 
climbing, drinking, abseiling, drinking, pol holing. and, yes, drinking! 
Last, but not least, the I IQ Squadron Summer function went well, and a 
good time was had by all , thank to the plann ing and preparation of gt 
Dave Greenstreet and C pl Tony LivSC)' , as well as other departments 
personnel 

226 SIG AL SQ ADRO (ELECTRO IC WARFA RE) 
Sqn Comd Maj Gillespie 
SSM W02 (SSM) Watson 
SQUADRO HEADQUARTERS TROOP - by SSgt Norris 
Tp Comd SSgt orris 
Tp Sgt Sgt Kin ey 

Having just arrived in Lhe Squadron and taken over from Fof'S Andy 
Amie , who has moved down stairs to 237 Sig Sqn (EW), it has been 
hard to talk to anyone within the Troop due to them all being away on 
either Op tours or running pre-para course . Having said that the 
Squadron has been running smoothly and there have been numerous 
change to both the garage and the SHQ corridor, which now boasts a 
new conference room designed by W02 ( SM) Watson , supplied by 
S gt (SQMS) Sorley and painted by SSgt 1 orris. Th~ qua~ron i due 
to get the majori ty of soldiers back from Macedoma mcluding the OC 
Sqn and ha lf the Ops team. In their absence the Squadron organised a 
golf tournament at the local golf course and all had a brilliant day. The 
be t hot was a close call between Sgt 1orgao, gt orris and Capt 
Jones. Sgt Morgan hit the ball off the tee with that much power it was 
la t seen on the way to Swansea. SSgt orris hit the ball olTthe tee, on a 
par three. and the bal l was way off target then it hit a mall mound, shot 
aero s the fa irway and landed six inches from the hole. But the shot of 
the day must go to Capt Jones who hit the ball with hi wood and looked 
as though it was going to go 200 metre _straight . down the . fairway. 
Unfortunate ly the ba ll hit the main power Imes, which were dire_ctly in 
front of him travelled down the line for about 20 meters before gomg out 
of play. On the equipment front the Regiment i preparing fo r it first 
Regimental Exercise in a long time, planned for the summer of2002 and 
this has left everyone running armmd trying to find veh icles that belong 
to them but they have never een! 1 am sure that by the time it comes 
round to the exercise everything will have been sorted out. 

640 SIGNAL TROOP (ELECTRO IC WARFARE) - By LCpl Hunt 
Tp Comd Flt Lt Rayner 
Tp SSgt S gt Head 
EXERCISE AGGRESSIVE IRO 

Ex Aggre sive i ron wa an M D (C) mili~ kills competit ion held 
over the period 25-27 June 200 I. The long journey to Vogel ang m 
Germany began on 23 June. 226 Sig Sqn (E~ sent over a team of 11 to 
compete wi th teams from Germany and Bel_gi um. Unfortunately the Foot 
and Mouth re tr iction and troop exerc i e evere ly hamp_e rcd the 
traini ng programme. On arriving at Vogel.sang the team Captam. W02 
(Supvr Rad) Crawley, booked the team m and dr~w the team nu!11ber 
for the competi tion. There ' ere 14 teams entered into the compet1 t1on •. 
and every team had to participate in eight event over two day and. the 
fi nal march and shoot held on the third day. The eight event were p1 tol 
and rine shooting. sniper stalk, night nav igation, ori ent~er i ng. re~ce. 
tactical shoot, machine gun and logistics. The team con 1 ted of eight 
members with three re erves, but we rotated the re crve in and out of the 
team so every one had a chance to participate. The variou tands were 
pread over the Vogel ang Training Area, o the teams were allo\ ed to 

use the ir vehicle to move between the stands. The tands _were '~ell 
thought out by event organisers and tested many a pect o f military kills. 

'Was this taken before or after the march and shoot? 
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Every member of the team enjoyed all the e\cnh they Look part m, e\en 
when they did not do particularly well in the event. 1 here \1.<~rc ome 
exceptional performances from certain team mcmbcr during the 
competition, especially the various shooting stands. We were let down by 
our pistol shooting but it wa · a different story on the rifle and GP\1G . 
Every member of the team shot well but special mention should go to 
SSgt Andy Davies and Sig Steve Langhorne who dropped 5 figure 12 
targets from 400 metres. A feat not matched by many teams in the 
competition. The march and shoot on the last day was O\er I Okm and 
involved going over the assault course after the first l .5km and 
waterman hip skill (crossing a lake in a RIB, a distance of about 700m) 
after approx 5km. 

The team did very well at this finishing seventh out of 14 team~ m a 
ti me of two hours. On the whole the team did very well. espccially as 
there was very little trai ning done before the event. We fi nished fifth out 
of the ten Combat Support Arms Teams and we are looking forn ard to 
next year·s event where we intend to improve on our fi nal posi tion. The 
whole event wa · fin ished ofTwith a BBQ and beer drink ing in which we 
participated fully: obviously! 

The Team 

LEWT 
Tp Comd W02 Russ Foster 
Tp SSgt S gt Mick Brown 

Wi th the early cancellation of many exercises due to the . foot and 
mouth outbreak, the last few months have been a relattvely quiet penod 
with the Troop deploying on only one major exerci e. 16 Air A sault 
Brioade 's Ex Eagle Strike saw the Troop deploy a CP element and two 
patrols with 2 Pi ra Patrols Platoon in upport of the Battlegroup. Three 
days of exercise prep, fo llowed by four day _deployed m the field wa 
fin i hed olT with the customary six-hour dnve back to Brawdy. The 
following couple of months were the u ual mix of demos to vari~u 
organi arions, and saw the departure of Cpl (Sgt-to-be) Da~·e Ja_nv1er 
and Sgt Bren Iarthcws to Macedonia, Sgt_ imon Green doing his PTI 
thing on 2 16 ig Sqn' pre-para and the arrival ofW02 Rus Foster a 
the new Troop bo . Finally good luck goes out to Sigs Mooney and 
Lux ford who are off on P-Company in October and to the others who are 
going on the ovember course. 

226 IGi L TROOP (ELECTRONTC W RF RE) 
OPERATI01 BES EMER 

Well it was 15 Augu t 200 1, · lap in the middle of the ummer leave 
period and it fi nally happened; the call for Task Force ':larve I. Members 
of 226 ig Tp (EW) were dotted around the world happily on holiday and 
had only a matter of days 10 arrive back to deepe t and darkest Wale 
from where they would deploy. The furthe t away wa OC 226 ig . qn 
(EW) Maj Jonathan ' It all my EW assets' Gillespie, who at the time 
was enjoying a sa iling holiday in the middle of the Greek I land . 
Unlucky Maj G! 

Aller the usual on and olT the bus, courte y of the RAF, the Troop led 
by 2Lt Eddie ' Tripod ' Maskell-Pedersen . managed to get out to the 
FYROM in drib and drab ready to deploy mto acuon, only to find thal 
when we arrived, we could not get penui sion to deploy our det onto 
high ground. o . thi meant Lhal we had 10 tay at Camp Able ~ntry 
(CA ), an Amencan camp whose 24hr cookhou ·e kcpt. gt Bren Just 
one more pancake' 1atthcns happy for the extra mornings pent there. 
We finally got permi sion to deploy the Troop .and the EW team got 
working traight away. While the \ capon Collectton 1te wc~e open \\C 

also de-ployed mobile team to each of them to pronde direct force 
protection to the BG. We supported all three ?fthe BG · ; the Frend~ '~ho 
would never deploy without their beer and wmc (much to the tc:am JO) , 
as they had 10 do the political t~iing and h Ip the rrcnch dnnk their 
supplies), the UK \ _eapon Collcc.t1on was led b) 2 PARA and finall:,, the 
IT BG who ·e Pizzena 1 the best 111 theatre. 

The first collection with the FR BG wa nearly cancelled. as there \\as 
a mall contact ahead of lhe convoy. Thi. situation was quickly rcsoh cd 
as the French Foreign Legion stop for noth ing and decided to earl} on 
regardle s. 2Lt 'take cover' 1-P was left a bit twHCh) afkr tin . mc1dent. 
much to gt ndy Burber's amusement he ncarl _ 1ook cm er on t!1e 
ne t operation at the mere sound of the_ weapon. b mg put, m the I 0 
co111ainer (Well that '· the story he 1s telling c\eryone, but of cause 2L.1 
1-P will tell it differently). gt latthe\\s and pl Oa-e · ~1"~ me a 

bigger bergen ' Janvier managed ~o get out on 1~1an) of the LI \\ f tas~ 
and received the pleasure of tabbmg up large lulls to set up th OPs tor 
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the Weapon ollection Operation . While all this was going on, the 
mnnme of the Troop P in 2Lt l\1-P absence wa · lefi in the capable 
hand of Q Pa ul 'I am tl1e Troop Ops WO' Cra" ley, insuring that t!1e 
deployed team needs were catered ~ r and that they were ready for 
fhtufl! ta kmg. 

While all of thi was going on we still managed to enter a tca~1 111 the 
5-man rela run competition. which was hosted by the Americans at 
C . Even. though the team con Lted of tho e not on shifi, ~'.e still did 
the R gt proud and in a tight fough t competition and came third overall 
out of 20 team~. W02 1el Richa rds was · •1e of the team members and 
for once wa not the olde t mcmb r takin;; part in the competition, but 
once again his experience paid off in him beating a large majority of the 
, otmger competitors in the race. Also duri g the fast P• ce of the 
deployment there was still time for the prog · to complete their class two 
exam o a well done to ig C hris Rees. 'Lofiy' Hannam and LCpl 
·Cli\'e · C la\ ton for all uccessfully pa ·sing their cla s two and also tl1e 
' o Lee ·i·m far too bu y' Davis for finding time in his bu y chcdule 
to fit in the e important te r . 

\\'e have managed to get off quite lightly w!th only one casualty ofwa~ 
in th fonn of newly promoted Sgt Lance 'JUSt one more an of. coke 
Beaton, who managed to get an early flight home a he h~d a bit of a 
tomach ache from down ing two cans of coke. The remainder of the 

Troop i in good spirits and looking forward to the end of the 
deployment. Cpl 'mu t be ma sive· Carna ll ha not felt sati fied unle 
he ha pent at lea t an hour a day looking at hi.m elf stra ining in the 
mirror in preparation for returning to his lady fnend IT Lynch . L.Cpl 
Trear~· is keeping him-el f bu y with the odd run w~en be can fit .1t m 
and Cpl Brumfield ha kept himself very bu y read111g all the mail he 
rcceiYed and topping up h i tan (it' a very d~manding life in the 
Balkan ). ow in the final · tage of weapon colle.c11on we are all work111g 
around the clock for the final pu h. Ju t as morale started to drop we 
re.cei,·ed two ma ive boxe of goodies from Woolworth , which meant 
for the fi nal fe~ week of the tour the whole Troop had to fight off the 
'chocoholic· ot Jane Bottomley to get any themselve . We are 
definitely ready ~nd looking forward to returning home to the UK for 
ome well-de ervcd leave. 

A fine set of legs 

237 . IG L . Q ADRO. (ELECTRO ' I WARFARE) 
qn Comd \1aj Drinkall 
S:vt W02 ( SM) Mitchell 

l'an:wcll to the Sqn 21 , Capt '\1ark Davie who is posted out to 
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become Maj Gen haw's AD . ongratulations mu l go to the S\11, 
W02 (SS I) Dave Mitchell who organised the Charity Bike Fair at 

awdor Barracks in aid of the Paul Sartori ancer Re. carch Foundation. 
I Ii · effort and the efforts of those who helped managed to raise over 
£2000. 

SQUADRO OPERATIO 
Op WO W02 ean Carden 
YofS W02 (YofS) 'Taff' T homas 

Op Agricola 5 saw our Antipodean Exchange Officer W02 Sean 
Carden deployed to Kosovo then on a three-week tour of Europe to see 
the sights on his return. while back here in UK we say farewell to W02 
(Supvr R) Tony \ attc r s who leaves u to head up the Regimental 
Recruiting Team. W02 ( u pvr R) Mike Osborne who leaves us to 
become the Regimental Ops WO, Sgt ue Jackson who 1s posted to 

orthcrn Ireland and Sgt 'Mac' MacDo na ld who move back to 
workshop . He i to be replaced by the incoming W02 FofS Andy 
Amies who i joining u from upstairs from 226 ig Sqn (EW). Finally, n 
farewell 10 the Yeoman, W02 (YofS) 'Taff' T hom as who is posted to 
Oman for two years. 

TA GOTROOP 
Tp Comd 2Lt Li.z Robson 
Tp gt Sgt 'Taff' Baynham 

The Troop has been involved hea ily in Ko ovo on Op Agricola S and 
in Sierra Leone on Op ilkman where gt ·Jaffa' Ma rtin is currently 
keeping his head down. Triple congratulation ~o to !=Pl Tommy Tucker 
and ig Ju lie Pa rry who were recently married (m a ca tie and then 
honeymooned in Barbados!) and again on his pre-selection to Sergeant 
and his Yeoman of ignal course. Farewells go to the Tp Comd Capt 
Phil Waddell. po ted to 21 ig Regt afier hi return form Kosovo, Cpl 
Dave Ha ll who i off to JS U Oakley, LCpl Biggsy Ha ncock who is 
posted to 16 Air A sit Bde and LCpl Dave Orme who is posted to EOD 
Catterick. Finally a big hello goes to our new Tp Comd 2Lt Liz Robson 
who joins us straight from her Troop Commander's eour eat Blandford. 

ICTOR T ROOP 
Tp Comd 2Lt Ed Maskell-Ped ersen 
Tp SSgt S gt Steve ewton-Robcrt 

Farewell from the Troop go to LCpl Gemm a Offi cer and LCpl 
S teve J ones who leave us to join the Regimental Recruiting Team. 
Farewell al o to C pl 'Jinner' Ga rner who leaves us hortly to go to 
JS U Ayios ikolao and to Sig 'Tip ' T ipple who is enjoying working 
in BATUS. 

M OTOR TRA SPORT SECTIO 
MT Sgt Sgt Brett ewton 
MT Cpl LCpl Pete Russell 

The Troop would like to welcome LCpl G lenn Russell into the fold. 
He joins u from 7 Sig Regt and we would like to congratulate Sig 'Mac' 
McLa ughlin who achieved a commendable second place on h1 recent 
cadre cour e. 

The Royal Corps of 
Signals 

Saturday Night 
at the Pro111s 

Saturday 20th April 2002 
Poole Arts Centre 
The Band of the Royal Corps of Signals 

The Pipes & Drums of the Royal Corps of Signals 
Swindon Male Voice Choir 

and the 
Meridian Youth Wind Orchestra 

Concert Starts 7 .30 pm 

Booking Hotline - 01202 685 222 
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x I t 6 SIGNAL REGIMENT 

CO Lt Col A. Morphct 
RSM WOI (R M) . Fisher 

These last few months have been .very hectic for the Regiment where a 
great deal of attcnuon has been directed towards preparation for and 
deployment to Oman in support of Ex Saif Sareea. The ·ubscquent ma s 
exodus of troops. has resulted in a degree of quietude back home, but we 
arc not complammg. 

REGIME TAL FAM l LIES DAY 
This year's Regimental Families Day was a major undertaking that fell 

squarely on the houlders of W02 RQMS Mark Giles and hi very 
small team ?fhelp.ers from the Quartennaster Admin Dept. The day itself 
took place Just pnor to block leave and coincided with the visit of the 
Lord Mayor of Leicester. In what turned out to be an exceptionally busy 
week manpower was very much at a premium and the RQ and his team 
slaved long and hard to ensure all was right on the day. Indeed as RQ 
Giles wa oon taking up a po t with a youth training team in London he 
wa determined to make the event his September ong, a indeed it turned 
out to be. The weather gods smiled very favourably and the RQ's prayers 
were rewarded by excellent weather. 

The main thmst of the day was very much geared towards the children 
and there were plenty of activitie to keep them amu ed. Most popular 
was the TOYS R US Road how that provided a large number of battery 
operated cars, bikes and trikes complete with circuit and stewards. This 
allraction proved to be a magnet for the youngsters and allowed parents 
to observe from and take advantage of the many watering hole that 
abounded. The bigger children (ie: the troop ) kept them elve , and a 
large audience amu ed, with a tailored down version of ' lt' a Knockout'. 
The event was spread across the afternoon and involved plenty of water 
and bouncing about on inflated things. The tug of war became a little 
di jointed and was eventually won by S ig Snooks and two hundred 
others. The eventual winners of the overall event were a compo ite team 
from Headquarter Squadron. 

Another attraction wa the exotic pets' stand run by LCpl Driver and 
Cpl Blea rs. There was a time when soldiers sought pennission to keep 
gerbil , hamster , budgies and the like with the odd reque t for exotic 
pets such as tropical fi h. On parade thi day were several pythons. a boa 
constricror, rat nake , a tarantula, lizard and a trange looking outh 
American Toad, all property of erving soldiers. The stand nonethele s 
proved very popular, perhaps as a type of therapy allowing people to 
confront their fears! Although it wa noticeable of the wide berth a 
number of people elected to adopt when pas ing. 

Snakes Alive! 
The Regimental Replile Club at the Families Day 

REG IMENTAL BOXING 
On Wedne day 24 July the Regiment took on the Support Battalion 

HQ ARRC in a charity boxing match. The event \\as held outside , ·o. 2 
Gymnasium JHQ. fortunately the weather held to allow for an excellent 
night's entertainment for all. The event was put together by the QM I 
Bob Price ably upported by a number of people but in particular Capt 
Kev St a inburn and gt Rob Kirk who are singled out for special 
ment ion. The preparat ion of the Regimental team was meticu lous and 
consisted of trips back to Aldershot for technical e sions in addition to 
the phy ical prep around the local area. A great emphasi was placed into 
developing a comraderie amongst the team and thi wa particularly 
evident on the night when skill, fitnes and spirit were key factors in the 
Regiment's excellent victory of seven bouts to one. There were many 
notable perfonnances on the night but the best boxer prize went to LCpl 

onny Faid for hi perfonnance at Weller weight. A pecial mention 
goes out to Sig Nikki Horton who competed in a ladies exhibition bout 
narrowly lo ing on point . 

In addition to the competition two framed autographed soccer hins 
donated by ewca tie and Man United were auctioned. This raised the 
grand um of I 700DM which will be donated to the JHQ community 
primarily to be u ed lo enhance the limited youth ports programme. The 
event wa sponsored by BMW and Mr Robert Day fle,, in from K to 
be present at the conte t and pre ent omc of the prizes. 

The Regimental Boxing Team 
Rear (L-R) : Sgt Kirk, Sig Scott, LCpl Unsworth, RSM, CO, BMW .Rep, W02 ~ob Pri.ce, Sig Taylor, Cpl Robson 
Front (L-R): Bdr Muxlow (RASU), LCpl Driver, Sig Horton, Cpl Richardson , Sig Grainger, Cpl Blears, Cpl Fa1d 
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B.\TTLEFI LO TO R- YPRE 
On Tuesday 2 Augu, l ·ome 38 Office1 . Warrant Officers and Os 

of 16 ignal Regiment conducted a Battlefield Tour of the Ypres alient. 
The e,·ent wa · organised by Lts Pittaway and Knightly-Brown and 
concentrated primarily on ·Third Ypre'·, pcrhap· better known a the 
Balli of Pa .chendaelc. The day started wi th a visit to the Flanders Field 
\1useum. in the town of Yprc . This i an excellent facility. well laid out 
and very infonnati' e. f\er lunch the party emh.1rkcd on a guided tour of 
the alient fini hing at Tyne Cot Cemetery on , as chendaele Ridge. The 
cemetery is the largest of those owned by 'ne ommonwealth War 
Gra\ e. Commission. It i · very impre i' e and leave a la ting imrr.:ssion 
of the great sacrifices made by the 12000 oldiers that are buried th.:re. At 
unset the group attended the very movi ng La t Po I ceremony at the 

Mcnin Gate. The ceremony was conducted by the ommanding Officer. 
Lt Col A. , ' . :1-torphet. who read a verse from the poem 'The Fallen' 
before laying a wreath on bt:halfofall ranks of the Regiment. 

Lt Col Morphet at the Menin Gate 
during the Last Post Ceremony 

LEICESTER TROPHY 
The Leice ter Trophy ports competition is an event that extends over 

a 12-month period and i competed for a t troop level. The event 
encompa e all the conventional sports disciplines with the exception of 
the final one. which is the indoor obstacle and endurance event, a total of 
12 events in all. Those who have served with the Regiment will know the 
importance and emphasis placed on the competition and it is a splendid 
way of engendering sport with in the unit as well as e tablishing contacts 
between personnel wi th in a unit that is relatively so geographically 
fragmented. This year's endurance event coincided wi th the Lord Mayor 
of Leice ter· vi it and he was a keen spectator. It was an extremely hot 
day and fortune favoured the teams that got ofT early. The event was 
evenrually won by Support Troop of 255 Squadron. However, the overall 
trophy went to SCPR of 252 Signal Squadron. Unfortunately with thi 
years large overseas exercise and next year's two major operational 
deployment , coupled with th e Regimental mo e to Bruggen the 
fo11hcoming Leicester Trophy Competition will be a sawn off version and 
will be contained to a five day period in January. 

Members of the 230 Signal Squadron Team 
close to the finish of the endurance run 

HEAOQ ARTERS QUAD RO 
qn Comd Maj G. L. Richards 

S M W02 (S M) L. C rossing 
Q RTERMA 1 ER (A) DEPT 
QM (A) Maj 'Scotty' Handibode 
RQM (A) W02 Andy Baird 

The Department would l~ke to welcome to the new Reg imental 
Quartermaster Sergeant Admm. W02 A ndy 'Commando ' Ba ird , who 
ha\take~ the leap across from being the Headquarters Squadron Sergeant 
\-1aJOr. ~ mo.re wav1~g that stick at us ' ir' all in the department would 
hkc to w1. h him well 1.n his new post (he will need it on the big move to 
Rruggcn) at the begmnmg of 2002. A farewell to the Regimental 
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Quartermaster Sergcant Admin, W02 Mark Gi les, aficr serving a year at 
Wcgberg DC A (G) as RQMS, followed by I am sure two long hard 
years at 16 ignal Regiment as RQM (A), it i time to say goodbye and 
so long. W02 Mark G iles has moved on to a omcwhat cushier job at a 

adet Training Team in Middlc ·ex. lie will be missed by all. but I 3111 
quite sure afier a couple of weeks in London he wi ll not be missing us. 
'Good luck for the future' and keep those eye focused on the job. 

HEADQ ARTER 10TOR TRA PORT - by Sig lee lester 
MTWO W02 Stewart 
Tp gt Sgt Tanner & Sgt forlcy 

Firstly, I think we hould say a welcome lo LCpl 'Rev' Revelev and 
his family who have arrived from 15 Sig Regt. al o Sig 'Gaz ' McQi1illen 
from the factory at Blandford. This month we have seen some of our 
friends disappear into the sun on aif area II C pl ' It 's gonna be a swan' 
Mead was looking forward to a holiday away from the harp end and an 
opportunity to shed ome weight taking with him LCpl ' Di Canio' Scott 

ig 'Butt' E lston, Sig 'Macca' McCan n and ig 'Davy Boy' eedam' 
see ya all in ovember boyz. A fond farewell to LCpl 'Jobbo' Jobson 0~ 
po ting leaving LCpl ' miley' Hawkes to run the Regimental ervicing 
Bay (on his own) keep up the good work A ndy! After having his leg 
fixed it good to see Sgt 'More metal than a T2000' Tanner getting back 
to hi fitness regime again with a little help from the lad and Sgt 'Just a 
quick 60 mile on tJ1e bike' Mor ley. 

TECH ICAL MAI TE ANCE T ROOP 
Regtl FO WO I Lewendcn 
Tp S gt gt Bath 

The month of August has been a very busy one for the lad and la sic· 
of TN.J T~oop. We have been inundated with kit for the forthcoming 
exerc1 e 111 Oman and have also had to say goodbye to three major 
personalities from the Troop. First of all l would like to say cheers to 230 

qn for the prompt way they handed in all their faulty kit ju t before 
block leave, it was really appreciated. Whilst on the subject of Sa if Screa 
we would like to wish Sgt 'Get your knee down' Spruce. Cpls 'Posh 
Lad' Cadogan and 'Horse Face' Meardon all the be t in the sand. We 
can't wait until you get back to JHQ so you can visit Pike's garden again. 

The Troop. as aforementioned, has lo t three major personalities this 
month due to po tings, but I'm glad to say that every one of the lads has 
gone out with a ' BANG '. The fir t to leave wa Cpl ' I'm loved up' 

hepherd to 280 ig Sqn. For Shep's leaving-do we all went on a 
excursion to Six Flags in Amsterdam and as usual it was a barrel of 
laughs from the word go. The day started with us all leaving JHQ in 
convoy at eight in the morning. What followed was like omething out of 
wacky races . with people overtaking all over the place and the world's 
fastest McDonalds pit stop. Once we arrived at the park we all split into 
our little groups and embarked on our mi sion to try every ride in the 
park. Cpl Andy Carter, Cpl Jowett, LCpl Andy 0 ' eill and my elf 
managed lo get ideways under the power on the log rides. Well af\er that 
the day went brilliantly and it wasn't long before we were back on our 
way to sunny JHQ and the ' BAR'. 

I'd also like to say hello to the new guys in the Troop, LCpls Hart, 
Jarvis, Sheehan, Bray, Simpkins, Briggs, Ellison, Young, Reydon and 
Robson. one of them have got a clue about anything yet - apart from 
LCpl Robson, but he looks about 40 anyway. On a sadder note we have 
to say farewell to Cpl Andy Conner and Cpl Andy Carter. They will be 
mis ed a great deal by the Troop and we wish them well. 

RAO DEPARTME 'T 
RAO Cap t tainburn 
Det Comd WOI William 

For some years we rel ied upon the Rheindahlen Army Support Unit 
(RASU) for our pay and administration. With a move to Bruggen planned 
for early 2002, it was decided that 16 s hould have its own AGC 
Detachment. I was delighted to be offered the post of AG Detachment 
Com mand er a nd wo rki ng in conju nction with th e Reg im ental 
Adm inistrative Officer, Capt (Major WEF 30 September 200 I ) Kev 
Sta inb u rn we set about the task in hand. After almo. t ix month of 
slogging it out, getti ng uch necessities as desks, chairs, office furniture . 
phone lines, computers, UNICOM and, most important of all , stafT we 
were up and running. With tbe majority of the stalf in situ by the end of 
October 2000 we opened our doors to the ' public' in November 2000, 
providing a full service less BFG documentation, which was retained by 
RA SU. With the implementation of Pay 2000 in April 200 I and the 
annua l Pay/Documentation inspection in July 200 I we have had a very 
busy year. It is to the whole Detachment 's credit that we managed to 
transfer across to Pay 2000 with very few anomalies and pa ss the 
inspection in both disciplines. Remarkable achievements con idering the 
diverse roles and loca tions of 16 Signal Regiment personnel and tile 
limited time we phy ica lly had with tJ1e documents themselves. On our 
move to Bruggen we will employ additional stafT in order to perforn1 our 
secondary role of Central Service Support for Jave! in Barracks. Thi will 
make us one of the largest AGC Detachments in any major unit. We look 
forward immensely to the Bruggen move and the challenges which no 
doubt lie ahead. 

Q A RTER MA TE R (TECH ICAL) DE PA RTME T 
QM Capt Pa ul Ho1·ton 
RQMS W02 G iles 

From the happy cam pe rs in the corner of Krefcld Lines, J HQ. 
Everything is coming up rose with the Board of Officers. LOG SP 
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Inspection and Battle Camp completed to a high degree of satisfaction. 
llas ~nyone seen our '. GULF'( or do I mean GOLF) heroes? Last seen on 
the nineteenth hole with beer in their hands, well done to Capt (hole in 
one Horton) BEM! Whe~e are the drjnk~ lads? The department says 
farewell to W02 (RQMS) Clarence Gries on po ·ting lo the Arm 
~adet. Team. Sgt Ian ' Where's my posting?' Taylor cracks on with 0Jr 
ET w1tJ1 ht!lc help from the team driven computer system that we have. 
: gt John ~here ar~ !hos~ twent~ telev!sions? ' Hoskins, Cpl Mark 
Nearly a real C?rporal E llis. as he 1s on his Corporals Course. Cpl Paul 
Mu.n ~low on his forthcommg posting back to no LOA in the Iron 
D.1v1s1on m UK. All the lads and lasses look forward to our little camping 
U'Ip with AARC on Ex Arrcade Fu ion. 

REGfME TAL GE ER.A.TOR ECTIO 
Since the deployment of 230 Signal Squadron on Ex Sa if Sareea II the 

G~S hasn't been too over loaded with work. LT OOU has kept us busy 
wllh the MEI'S and some work has come from them. One thing to 
happen 1 ~ the very much overdue and well-deserved promotion of Cpl 
Bruce F mdlay. At least he will get plenty of kiing at 249 Signal 

quadron when he amves there m January. 

LAD DETACHME T 
0 . Capt John Reynolds 
A M WOJ impson 
EXERCISE FIRST RIDE 2001 

On the evening of Tuesday 26 June 200 I, a team of three rider (said 
very loo ·ely), Sg~ Caz Paterson, Cpl Ced Quinn and C fn Ian Saint 
and chief mechamc Cfn Matt Squire , set off to Achme Training Arca 
Osnabruck~ to compel~ in the BAG and R E.ME Motorcycle 
Champ1onsh1ps .. On our am val at. the tram mg area we immediately set up 
the BBQ and d1 cussed ou~ tactics for the forth-coming event. Af\er a 
very uncomfortable mosquito and horse fly bitten night it was time to 
forget about the ne.rves and get down to some serious motorcycling. Well 
sort of. The mormng tnal section were as ever difficult, even for the 
expenenced nder let alone the complete novice. After a few minor 
mechanical fau lt we all. managed to return to the pare ferme. The next 
.tage of the .day wa a timed lap of the motocross circuit with a bogey 

time of 2 mmute 20 sec?nds et by Mr Bill Buckley, with a point per 
second over the bogey time added to your final score. Ged and Ian 
unfort.unately .were over the time; Sgt Paterson completed his lap with a 
torm1.ng 2 mmu~es and 12 seconds. gt Paterson was a ked to ride the 

111ain Jumps section so the photographer could take some action shots 
however on his last jump he snapped hi foot peg off, it wa a mad dash 
to the pare ferme, to renew the foot peg ready for the final tage. La 1 
were the enduro stage 4 laps o f a 23-kilometre ci rcuit in a time of2 hours 
30 minutes maximum . On the start gate rider number l (Sgt Gaz 
Pater.son) and number 2 were waiting for the signal to start the en!?ine. 
The signal wa g;iven, bowever, hi bike failed to tart and he had to pu h 
11 over ~he start lmc and round to the pit , with ome help from the ma ter 
t~chmcian Cfn Matt Squires, he was mobile again but set off behind 
nder number 12. I hour and 45 minutes later he crossed the fini h line 
second. The re ults of the competition were: 

REME Motorcycle Team Runners up -
16_ Signal Regiment LAD REME Sgt Paterson, Cpl Q uinn, Cfn 
amt 

REME Motorcycle Champion Runrier up - Sgt Paterson 
British Army Germany Runner up - Sgt Paterson 
Fastest Special stage (motocro Circuit) - Sgt Pater on 

A special thank you to 2 Close Support Regiment RLC for the loan of 
t~e motorcycles and the OC and A M of the LAD for allowing u the 
tllne off to compete. La t but definitely not least to I B REME for 
hosting as ever a fantastic and well-organi ed event. 

252 SIG AL SQUADRO 
Sqn Comd Maj G . Picker sgill 
SSM W0 2 (SSM) Hanna h 

Ufe goes on in the busiest (and truly operational) Squadron in the 
Regunent. A usual there have been the plethora of comings and goings. 
For those who have left, we wish you all good fortune for the future. and 
for tho. e arriving we hope you w ill enjoy the challenge , trials and 
tribulations of working in an Infrastructure C l quadron. We continue to 
support HQ ARR exercises (Arrcade Warrior, Arrcade Fusion) with 
'op~rational hubbing ' and are heavily involved in a number of new 
eqUipment trials (ATIC ) as a part of the o erall I capability that i 
be111g ofTered in upport of their deployable headquarters. 
Furthermore, as a result of.being 'targeted' by the on-Deployable 
Establishment Review ( DER) we expect a number of major changes to 
lhc way we will be doing bu iness in the near future. We will be aligning 
more closely with HQ D SA (Germany), the Agency ta ked with 
providing infra truc1ure conununication and information ervice aero 
the Germany Theatre. We await the outcome with baited breath! Finally. 
we have been lucky 10 ha e enjoyed the company of gt J ena Lea of the 
Royal Au tralian Corps of Signal on an Ex Long Look attachment. her 
report follows. We wi h you all the be t for the future, J ena. and if you 
arc ever in our neck of the woods again - pop in for a cuppa tea. 

EXER C I E LO G LOOK 2001 
Sgt Jena l ea - Royal Au. tralian Co1ps of Signals. G'day! 

In April th is year l wa quietly minding my own business at 7 Signal 
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Regiment <EW) in_ sunny Queensland, when the bo~ rang and a kcd 1f I 
wanted to go on Ex Long Lopk. Silly question really' I arnvc<l here m 
Germany, .five days later than planned, on 27 May (apparently the R f 
took a while to master the art of tyre changing). I \\as met at Hanover 
a1~ort by .gt Andy Humphris who, quite rightly. recognised that I wa 
delmou~ wtth fatigue. from the 24 hour night and so promptlv a ked m1.: 
to do a little map rcadmg because 'I think I know how to get back to JHQ 
from here!' Wh_en we .finally arrived at JJIQ. I met my ho t Sgt Ja\ne 
Lawrence and 1mm~d1ately fou~d myself in the middle of a leaving.do. 
where the amber flmd was tlowmg freely. It would seem that this . ct the 
t~ne for the re t of my time .here. Before I give the wrong impression. rd 
ltke to make 11 clear that I did do some work while I was here. J was here 
to replace SSgt Paul Youd at EST (A), 252 Sig Sqn and did, in fact. 
ac~ompany the team on tasks in Guttersloh, Wulfcn and Krcfeld. (A 
quick note to thos~ of y~u at 7 .Signal Regiment. .. not everyone who 
w.ears an Australian umform 1s a male officer ... it wa. sornc,•hat 
d1sconcertrng to notice that the cries of 'Good morning, Sir!· 
accompanied .by a smart alute were being directed at me!) I also spent 
four weeks with the E T(A) UK team, during which time I was fortunate 
enough to be abl7 to get away and wi tne s the Edinburgh Tattoo. I al. o 
had the opportumty to accompany the team on a task in Cyprus. It was 
truly unfortunate that I was unable to gain clearance to en ter the area 
where the team was working and o was forced to find omething else to 
d~. The beac~ had a certain appeal.. . It would seem that Lady Luck was 
wn~ me during August .. It became apparent that there was a po ition 
available on an f\ustrahan Army adventurous training exerci e . .. two 
week~ ea kayakmg around the Gallipoli Peninsula, Turke}. After 
partakmg of the battlefield tours and seeing the truly horrendous nature of 
the ground at A ZAC Cove, I will commemorate A ZAC Day with 
g;rea.ter unders.tanding and respect for the fallen. It wa truly, a once in a 
hfellme exp~nence. The Long Look experience i unique. In addition to 
the opportumty to see how another country's defence force does bu iness 
one can travel to the other side of the world and experience a different 
culture. For anyone who ever thought about applying for Long Look and 
never quite got around to 11.. . . What the hell are you waiting for? I would 
like .to extend grateful thank to the CO and member of 16 Signal 
Regiment who we nt out of their way to ma ke me feel welcome 
particularly the members of EST(A), W02 (FofS) J im Vincent gt 

ndy Hump.hris (that' two crates, mate!) and Sgt Paul Hender ~n . I 
would also hke to take tht opportunity to publicly thank gt J ayne 
Lawrence for her un tinting efforts to ensure that I saw as much of 
Germany as possible (and a couple for you too, girl!). 

255 IG 'AL QUADR011 

Sqn Comd 1aj Ashley Hayden 
SSM W02 (SSM) Al Iron ide 

Well its back to the cheap seal for Capt Kevin Barker who returns 
from hi momenta!J:' bit of fame and fortune as acting OC to being 21C as 
we welcome m MaJ Ashley 'Arthur Daley' Hayden as the new OC. Just 
amved from Cypru . it was '255 Dodgy Motors· as the new OC 
embarked upon his latest wheeler dealing in his endeavours to establi h a 
used car lot Currently in posses ion of fi e cars (including his mon ter 
truck), Jet k1 and a orted other toys we are awaiting the late t enterpri e. 
Rumours that ~ve are about to buy a Squadron yacht appear to be 
unfounded at this stage but we will let you lo1ow if anything happen . . 
The Sqn Op '.eam welcome Lord Lucan, otherwi e know as W02 (I 

P R) Patrick Hurge Mogg. If anyone ha een the whereabout of 
H-M plea e do write to u . In fact we do know what he has been doing in 
hi pare time a we say congratulation 10 both him and Judith on -the 
birth of baby J onatha n. Wi.th around a third of the Squadron being in 
temporary exile with the aif Sareea grouping it till leave u · with more 
than 100 per ~t JHQ and Bruggen. We still have the Brigade's complete 
CIS ~pport 111 the fie!~ to maintain whilst Bruggen Tp are · till 
ent~rtammg us .. The remamder are temporarily refom1ed into a Maint Tp 
whilst we ~wall the re-umtmg of the 255 family upon return from the 
Oman. A big thank you to 229 over at 7 ig Regt for taking on our R C 
ommitments for ARRC c ercise whil t aif areca rumble on 

unlucky! 

C l TROOP 
Tp Comd Capt Herbert 
Tp S gt SSgt Kielty 

Cl Troop has been extremely bu -, over the last month what with Ex 
Warrior Falcon which wa your u ual ARRC affair ay no more and 

recade Fusion coming around the corner very shortly we don't know 
' beth r we're coming or going. A few good bye's gt Rob on and his 
wife haron who are both of to the emerald i le - good luck to the both 
of you, and of course not to forget S gt Har11 Ha rri on who ha gon • 
back to 7 ignal Regiment afier a particularly long ix month attachment. 

BR GGE TROOP 
Tp OC Lt 'Quail Suttie -· Rickman 
Tp gt Sgt ' unny C} pru ' Tinsley 

Hello to the following victims: LCpl • oon to be a Rodne)" Bro\\ n 
Goodbye. to the following members of the Bruggcn e cape comm111<:e. 
C pl · Petrochelli · wurbrick to iv Div. L p l ·Dirty Dog· , herr att oil 
to 259 Sig qn, LC pl 'Gym Queen' Deacon off to 259 Sig qn. ig 
· oon to be the next Mrs warbick' Ba rrett off to Ci\ Di'. Sii: 
• triptca e' Brown off to 2 ig Rcgt , ig 'Yorkic bound ' Dent off to 2 

ig Regt, ig ·civvy· Brown off to Ci' DI\. to any body I forgot m 
apologie. 
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BRLGGE . LIF 
o chnn2e m the imen iYe life and work role ofBmggen Troop in the 

pa t four .;;onths we·,c been to A. ension Ll:mds Falkland Island , 
Kosovo. Bosnia, 1epal, Oman, ierra Leone and all o er Gennany. The 
Troop i about 64 ·oldicrs . trong with around 20 being. deployed at any 
om: time in • upport of an of the above n1cnt1oned location . Bruggen. 1s, 
ho\\C\'Cr. changing. The pa t few m :1ths have cen al l the ny111g 

quadron • lea\ c and nO\\ the Rock Apes are due to lea e and that ju t 
ka\e the engineering and op quadron to go. Plan arc in full ·wing 
for the imminent arrival of both 7 and 16 Sig Regt , with Bruggen Troops 
being hea' ii) imol\'ed in the re trucruring of communication y tern 
within the ne\\ Javelin Barrack et up. On Friday 21 cptember 200 I the 
Troop decided to ha\'e it final big ba h before the re t of the Briti h 

Anny mo e in. After much hard work and ome excellent planning the 
final function was held at the D oranje Hotel in Roermond. Starting with 
a champagne reception and moving onto a huge intcr1111tional buffet and 
copiou· amounts of Beer the Troop danced the night away till tbe early 
hours of the morning. pecial thanks to the man who made it all possible 
Cpl Dec 'Airborne' Maher and his se lected posse for laying on a trnly 
great night. On Tuesday 26 eptcmber 200 1 it was decided to invite our 
fello\ member of 255 ig qn down to the bar for a games night. 
Game included darts, pool, golf bowls, table soccer and nails. Food from 
the local hinese was brought in and, once again, lots of beverage were 
consumed. The eventual winners were the guests but the lads and our 
token la s won the boat race. Thanks to gt Gaz Tinsley and Cpl lick 
fakio for setting it all up and may be next time we will kick rump. 

21 SIGNAL REGIMENT 
(AIR SUPPORT) 

co 
R :\1 

Lt Col I. Hooper 
WO l (R M) D. Rook 

HEADQ RTER Q ADRO ' - by W02 (SSM) Chapman 
qn Comd i\taj T. A. Dean 

PROTE C. M P 8 - 22 E PTEMBER 2001 
QC Protcu Camp Capt 'lasson 
Can1p S 1 W02 (SSM) Glanville . . 

Proteus i a CCF training camp situated two mile outside of Ollerton, 
near ·ewark. cittinghamshire. The OCs aim for the quadron training 
camp wa to provide a challenging. diverse environment combining the 
Regular and Territorial Army element of Headquarter Squadron. 43 
(Wx) Sig qn (V) and HQ Tp (V). The training covered wa ITD , 
progre "ing to advanced military skills and arduous event . To et the 
scene the main party paraded at 0800hrs on Saturday 8 September, ready 
to deploy, when the rain started over Coleme. · tf it ain't raining it ain't 
training' wa the overwhelming re pon e. On arrival W02 ·Gunny· 
G iles homed, ·Collect your monkeys and parrots and let's move.' the 
training had begun. The first week comprised of revision with shake out 
drills to bring the three units together. E eryone began to jell 
immediately, with the training groups being made up from all ranks. Ex 
Red Jade. which was to confirm lesson taught wa conducted on the 
local training area. It began to rain as we deployed to the first location, a 
farmhouse in Beckingham Training Area. where a def en ive location wa 
et up using the upplied defence stores. The heavy rain continued until 

21 OOhrs. which gave the standing patrols enough time to get soaked. 

Sig Porter and LCpl Turnball 'A force to be reckoned with' 
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The enemy attacked at 0207hr for long enough to encourage W02 
G iles to tell the Platoon 0 to move at OSOOhrs a their position was 
compromi ed. The move by Bedford to Proteu Training Area B, with 
2Lt ·Columbu ' Fish in command en urcd the drivers saw most of the 

orth of England. The exerci e continued with the platoon being plit 
down into the three section , in separate locations carrying out Reece' , 
wooded defence locations and ambushe against the other sections. The 
exerci e finished on Friday 14 September 2001 at 104Shrs with all 
exerci e personnel and those left in Proteus camp pa.rading at 11 OOhrs, in 
the field . to ob erve the three minute silence for those affected in the 
atrocitie , in America, on Tuesday 11 September 2001. The mid-way 
point in the exercise involved NBC on Saturday morning, followed by a 
BCFT, in preparation for the cultural visits and a few beers on unday. 
Week 2 began with a 3-day range package on Beckingham Ranges. This 
fini heel with an LSW competition shoot and a difficult Rifle 5.56, 400rn 
tanding po ition competition shoot put together by SSgt Ken Snell . At 

the end of the package the standard of shooting by everyone had greatly 
improved and was enjoyed by everyone. The training camp culminated 
on Friday 21 eptember with a patrol competition over a I Omile course, 
devised by OC HQ qn, Maj ' ot long enough' Dean, with 4 x 8-man 
team completing the I Omile and six tands, including an assault course 
and 2Smeter range. The CO, Lt Col I. Hooper, and WOI (RSM) D. 
Rook escorted each ection during various legs of the course. 2Lt 
'Columbus' Fish. in charge of I Section, wa true to form by taking her 
section straight past Stand I, 300m from the start, whilst escorted by the 
CO and RSM. 

March and Shoot Section 3 'Happy Days' 

The event proved to be very competit ive with Section I and 2 being 
headed by two young officers, Sections 3 and 4 led by W02 (SSM) 
C hapman and W02 (TWO) Gil es . T he resu lt was decided by the 
overall cour e time and penalty points picked up on each stand. The fina l 
winners were Section 2 Led by 2Lt Hannaford, ably assisted by gl 
'Spence' Ord. The w in ners were prese nted Tankard by the 
Commanding Officer, as were the shooting competition winners, Be t 
Rifle 5.56 shot ig Hamblin and Best LSW shot Sgt Scott. The camp 
clean up had been main ly completed by gt (SQMS) 'Trev' Jo~n who 
had done an outstand ing job with his team. Satu rday morni ng 22 
September 200 I the bu cs arrived to transport u back to Colcrne and 
Bath. The camp had been a great succe , wi th the TA and R~gul ar 
clements meeting new colleges and ach ieving a wider under tand1ng of 
each other. 
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244 SJG AL QUADRO, 
qn Comd Maj David Bizley 

SSM W02 (SSM) Paul Williams 
The quadron has finally arrived in the scorching desert in Oman for 

Ex Sa1fSareea II. The previous couple of weeks have been frantic as each 
department has completed t~eir pre-departure admin. With a flood of 
second l111es, a Squadron audit and a rush of BPFAs not to mention over 
120 pcrs?nncl getting inoculations for Oman, the Squadron finally left 
Colerne 111 early Scptcmb~r, !n a slight drizzle- who would have thought 
that we would now be m1ss111g our typical British rain! We have been 
Coi:u_n.atc to be located at the A.POD in RAFO Thumrait, where the RAF 
'.ac1ht1es are s~cond to none. With swimming pools. daily trips to alalah, 
1111ernet termmals and a gymnasium, the troops are well catered for
espec1ally compared to other Signals units who have been located in 
Camp South, now apt ly re-named 'South Park· . The Squadron has been 
maki~g full u e of these facilities prior to our move orth, where such 
luxuries are unheard of1 

ALPHA TROOP 
Tp omd Capt Pete Brunton 
Tp SSgt Sgt Phil Render 

F.irstly, a quick welcome to Sig ' Bram ' Bramlitt, who has arrived 
straight ~om the ~actory and has quickly got settled in to howing off hi 
footy skills m the 111ter-squadron football competition. Thi month we say 
goodbye to <;PI . tu Hunt and f~mily who have moved onto the greener 
pas!ur~s of c1vv1e street along wtth LCpl Chris • omeone please employ 
me Kirkman. La tly we say farewell to ig 'Tash' Coope who has been 
posted to sunny orthern Ireland to join IS ig Regt- Good luck to you 
all! Alpha Tp i currently preparing for the ummer deployment to 
Turkey on exerci e Adventure Exchange. With the PACEX and boat load 
complete and two weeks still to go until our flights, the Troop has been 
fulfilh~g the guard commitment prior to us disappearing until April next 
year. Time has also been found for ports and PT with Cpl Kemp and Sig 
Weekes, Grisdale and Hall representing the Regiment at athletics and 
Cpl Woodall and Sig Albury competing in the S Div wimming final . 
La~tly we would li.ke to congratulate Cpl's Murphy and Brookwell on 
their recent promotion. 

BRAVO TROOP 
Tp Comd 2Lt eil Clements 
Tp SSgt SSgt Andy Gill 
EXERCISE RED H D HJ KE 

On 20 August, Bravo Tp deployed to Will worthy Camp on the edge 
of Dartmoor for a Troop level exercise involving numerous activities. 
The main aim of the week was to get the Troop together, wet ·ome new 
members and develop an identity prior to deploying on Ex Saif Sareea in 
Oman. When we arrived, we were told by SSgt Andy Gill that we were 
going to try out our walking boot and trou ers on the moor. We all 
thought we were in for an afternoon of walking but when we arrived on 
the moor after a very short minibus journey, we were confronted by a 
playing pitch with boxes as goals and a ball in a sock. We had to throw 
around SSgt Gill 's sweaty ock and roll around on the ground. which we 
all delighted in and got right amongst ii! Following thi were some team 
building exercise , which we all completed in true Bravo Tp fashion. On 
Day Two, the group wa split in two, with half cycling and the others 
enjoying a trip to Exeter. 'M:ll , I think we all earned the Tour de France 
yellow jersey that day. After a few wrong turns and Sig ·ti's just up thi 
hill' Doveton taking u on a tour of the local area, we all made it back in 
one piece, after completing about 30 mile . That evening wa a quiz 
night, which was enjoyed by all, especially Sig Frank 'Don't argue I'm 
alway right' R eeves. Following that wa our trip to Exeter to spend 
some of our hard earned cash. A local lei ure centre provided a relaxing 
wim for ome and for others a trip to McDonald and relaxing by the 

Quay was the order of the day. That night was a kit evening. All the 
groups, including OS, did one. A great night was had by all and ig 'like 
'I've got ginger hair and wild dog cha ing me· Lake did a fanta tic 
impression of the bo , 2Lt eil ' I love the outdoors ' Clements. Day 
Four found us all tearing round a go-cart track. Sgt Gaz ' l will win' 
Chapma n didn't quite make the grade, but had a good go. The final 
victory went to Sig F rank 'Ed Winchester · Reeves who we arc ure 
cheated. On to our final night. which found us all in Exeter. eedle to 
say, we all had a great night. Friday morning wa the u ual end of 
exerci e clear up and then the trip back to sunny Colerne, all refre heel 
and ready to deploy on Ex aifSareea. 

EXERCI E AIF SAREE 
The 2 July saw the eight members of the pre-advance party deploy as a 

maintenance team headed by gt C raig Brooksbank. Our role was to 
maintain the Regiment's fit t vehicles arriving at the POD on S Ju ly. 
First impress ions count for o much, o after a quick evaluation of the 
APOD we moved quickly down to the port of alalah. Greeting u there 
was air-cond itioning and a re lax ing coup le of day wait ing for the 
vehicle to arrive. However, nothing ever runs to plan and ure enough 
the hip arrived earlier than expected. We oon got to grips with checking 
the vehicles and comms equipment. ad ly. \ e then had to leave our new 
home of Sala lah to move orth to Thumrai t, the APOD. This move 
involved transporting 28 ehiclc with ju t the eight of u - not urpri ing 
then that it took five day ! From air-conditioning to I, x24 (The a\ oy to 
the Trave lodge) was qui te a hock. but 26 1 quadron put us to task 
immediate ly. The Radio Relay wa · tasked to a i t in a comms trial 
between Thumra it and Camp outh. The Radio Relay moved around 
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constantly- much to the crew's surprise C\ crthclc , the crew 
perfoJmcd well and the task was undertaken with cnthu>ta m. Thank go 
to all the eight p~c-advance party~ especiall LC pl raig hi!\ er~ "ho 
managed, to m~1~tarn power wtth vcr~ limited re ourcc' and I Cpl 
Chevvy Magpie Stanway who worked constantly repairing cable , 
coaxes and headsets with no. pares. We also thank 261 Signal Squadron· 
ERV and SQMS whom, without their a s1stance we would ha\c had 
serious kit pro~lcms. V:te wall now for the remainder ot the . quadron, 
enJOY your acchmausatton- you'll need it' 

Life in the Desert 
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Tf.RRI l"ORl.\L AR\-1\ 
FOR\\. RD AIR 0 'TROL TROOP 

D spit the r.:stnc11on placed upon training f~r the li_r t half of the 
vear, the last ten month has been one of the busiest periods the Troop 
h.is seen for . ome 111ne. total of 11 tasking have been completed 
during this period. The first major I 0-day tasking led by taj David 
Bird. along with Iaj John Morgan and 1aj ick p~rks , and 
upported by LCpl ndy Fairiogton. wa spent on the bombing range 

at Cape Wrath, otland. The trip was a total succes . with the team 
controlling A C on both day and 1 ght C lose A 1r upport (CA ) 
mis ions. This 1\a. followed by the am. •al deployment to Canada on Ex 
We. tem Vortex. 

Two team~ pent five week woro.ing with jets from a number of 
TO countries. Due to the amoun of mini tas1<ing running 

concurrently, manpower wa trctched, giving the opportunity for Cpl 
·var \'alance a Regular soldier on loan from Alfa Tp, to work x ith one 
of the TACP' . It also gave LCpl Paul irett the chance to break the 
mould of exerci ing in Gcmiany. Becau e of the shortage of helicopters 
to lift the teams Tn and out of tbe Operation, both teams spent a 
con idemblc amount of time living in the wildeme s I -oo miles fom1 the 
n arest cl\ iii ation. Re up was by ai r and the Ii · t of requirement became 
more vari d and fanciful a time went by. Whil t thi wa going on. the 
Tp supported Ex Flyi ng Rhino in Germany, and apt Alan White 
embarked on a series of exerci e in Wale . Also during this period the 
majority of FAC' within the Troop were also deployed on CA ta king . 
All CA in WaJe- was dry, with inflatable tanks being used a target for 
the A C to lock onto. 

De pile problems with the electric blower, all targets where eventually 
inflated, however, ig Ha r r Aarris decided to make life more difficult 
for the jets by letting one of the targets down as the jet was making its 
attack run from Initial Point (lP) to target. ln addition, support has been 
provided on a number of other major e ·ercise . the latest being the Fire 

Power Demo held on ali b~ry Plai_n Trainin~ Arca, _which saw Maj 
Nici. Sparks and his team brmg m six N firing a mix of cannon and 
CRB 7 rockets. Quit an impre sive sight if you haven't seen it before. 
1nj John 1organ and Capt Alan White aided by Cpl Andy Whcclc~ 

LCpl Martin alter and LCp l Damien Black covered six quadro~ 
Jaguars, two quadron Tornadoes plu one quadron Harriers for a muhi
location exercise in Wales. The Exercise ran well, but occasionally jets 
were called off their approach, as civilian light aircrafl circled the target 
area waiting to view the action. 

LCpl Andy Fairington monitoring the range safety net on Ex Welsh 
Flight, Wales 

30 SIGNAL REGIMENT 

CO Lt Col . A. W. Pope 
R M WOI (RSM) R. J. Pye 
EXERCJ E RD 0 CYG ' ET 
JNCO'S CADRE CO RSE 2-1 9 SEPTEMBER 2001 
by LCpl Jan 'Nasty' Atkins 

It wa a plea ant unday morning when the Cadre-mates from 30 
Signal Regt set out to Crowborough Training Area on 2 September. 
Morale was high and nobody seemed too worried about what might be in 
tore for them when they arrived. Everything eemed fine until we moved 

into our accommodation and discovered one ligh t and one plug socket 
between eight people! After taking mo t of the night to iron our kit, we 
settled down for a few hours leep, only to be woken by SSgt Stu 
"Airborne Beret' F idler for a five am PT session. What a way to start a 
course! Training oon got under way under the direction of Capt Mal 
'Combat Estimate' McGeoch, Sgt 'litch 'Jobnny Bravo' M itchell and 
Cpl Dave 'Evil" Knowler . Lessons covered everything from drill , NBC, 
Map-Reading to Tactic , Orders and Mission Analysis. We were kept 
busy from morning until night and if we ever got bored with the 
clas room work then there was always the option of a quick PT session 
with LCpl Danny ·Knees to Che t ' T hwaites! The classroom phase 
lasted for a week and a half after which we took our end phase exams. 
Particular mention ha to go to Sig Pa ul ' Scouse ' Mcloughli n who 
managed to mistake every single conventional sign on his map reading 
exam, and also to ig Stu 'Mr Bums ' Hem ming for his 100% exam 
results proving that he does know what he's on about! The final phase 
was a five-day exercise in A hdown Forest, which got off with a bang 
after S ig Ritchie ' Is that a ditch?' Hancox managed to roll a Bedford 
with the whole of Two section in the back! Once we rescued ig Andrew 
·my ann' Risley from under the Bedford and got it back on the road we 
carried on in 30 S1gs fashion , arriving in the nick of time for standto! The 
exerci e carried on from then witb everyone taking their tum at command 
appointments from recce to casevacs with the exercise culminating in a 
final attack through the coldest river in southern England and up the 
longest slope in the training area! 

Sp.cial mention has to go to Sig Chris 'BDF' Chamock for his heroic 
carry of the CO on the Casevac and also to Capt teve ' Still Smiling?' 
Holt for his inspired leadership of the enemy forces . The exercise 
fini hed back in sunny Bramcote where I was pleased to be awarded top 
student and promoted but then less pleased at having to buy a round for 
20 people! In conclusion I can say that I definitely got a lot out of the 
course, including my promotion , and I would definitely recommend 
anyone to go on the next one. 

256 SIG"IAL SQ ADRO. 
qn Comd '.\1aj J . Adams 

SSM W02 ( M) A. Keen 
A T ROOP 
Tp QC Flt Lt Paul 'RAF' Pearce 
Tp SSgt SSgt Paul 'The Maggot' torey 
OPERATIO ILKMA 

One of the few pleasures that members of Alpha Tp, 256 Sig Sqn, had 
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in Sierra Leone was organising beach BBQ . After piling too many 
people into one of the local 's fishing boats, the lads, led by Sgt Gaz 
"Pikey' Shuck, much to the locals di appointment, sank the boat. He did 
however soon make them empty the water and managed to gel it floating 
again. We always managed to get down to the beach and have a few beers 
and a game of footba ll/volleyball with the locals and on rare occasions 
we were allowed down town to the local club sampling the different 
drinks. 

Beach Football , the stresses of an operational tour 

The last full day in the re ort tarted off with a couple of games of 
table tennis, followed down with a few last 'S tars'. The Hill Top Club 
bad been our local bar for most of the tour. As this was the main focus 
point of the tour it was only right that we took home a few trophic from 
the bar. 

The journey home was a long slow unending one. It was a bumpy hour 
and a half to the port, until at last some 'not o bad ' food for the first time 
in four months. When we eventually managed to unload all our kit, we 
were all able to have a few drinks to help u sleep on the ship. 

The following morning everyone wa pleased that we were finally 
going home. As alway we were suppo ed to leave at around 1300hr but 
the plane was delayed and we eventually took off at I 600hrs. We were all 
over the moon when we landed at RAF Brize Norton, although our smiles 
were quickly dropped when we realised the transport wa going to take 
three hours to get 10 us and another three hours getting back to Bramcote. 
At last we arrived at camp, unloaded our kit and met our partners ready to 
start our two weeks leave. It only hit us when we got back to the rooms; 
the smell of Sierra Leone was with us, and here to stay at least for a few 
days. Most of us dumped off our kit, repacked another bag and left for 
' leave and home'. We reached our homes to sec family and fr iends that 
had ju t been photographs for the la t four and a half months. Although 
they were glad to sec us they did smell us first and hesitated befo1e 
coming too close - within the day all civi lian clothes had gone into the 
bin. The only place that most of our clothes had been washed wa in the 
local rivers, so as you can guess, they were not very clean. We all soaked 
for hours before getting ready for one of the biggest drinking ses ions of 
our lives. Unfortunately t11ere was still a 'sma ll smell ', as people were 
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being noticed ~acki1~g away on the dance floor. Thb did come in handy 
for your queue Jumping_ as people cleared a path for the mell. 
A~er leave w.as up 1_t was b?ck lo work for all of Alpha Tp, straight 

onto pcarhead e~erc1se and on the bus, off the bus· that we all know 
and lov?. I would JUSt like t,o thank a few people, Flt Lt Paul 'Shakin 
Stevens Pearce, SSgt Paul Gmger Stink' torey and SSgt Gaz 'Pikey' 
Sh~ck for a lovely tour and pray that we never have to vi it that place 
agam . Goodbye to LCpl Dan 'No~by' Clarke who's gone to 249 Sig 

qn, ~c hope he has a good ll~c with them. Also to gt Paul 'Ginger 
Slink Storey and. LCp! Alan Hand Grenade' Smith 63 l , who have Ict1 
us to form .a rela11onsh1p m the 256 Sig qn stores and to LCpl Smith 
congratulations and good luck with the wedding. Hello and welcome t~ 
A_lpha Tp SSgt C haz 'Ba!d Eagle' C hambers, we hope that he enjoys 
himself and get the beer m for the lad ! 

CTROOP 
Tp 0 Lt Lucy 'Big Bird' Pim 
Tp SSgt Sgt 'Singly' Joyce 
OPER TIO BESSEMER, MACEDO lA 
by LCpl Si Powell and Sig Richie Harrison 

Readers should note that 30 Sig Regt was deployed on this Operation, 
de pile the report~ m ma~y papers and Soldier magazine. (21C 216 is 
thanked for rccogm mg this when speaking on the 5 o'clock news). 

CpJ 'Egg' Henderson with some of the harvested weapons 

The Troop was put on standby in July for Taskforce Harve t (TFH), 
the ATO deployment to Macedonia to collect weapons. Though we 
were chuffed to be prepping to go on another op, it meant that balf the 
Troop was unable to go to Alderney for a two-week comm exerci e and 
jolly. But no matter, we soldiered on, and by tbe beginning of August we 
were ready and ranng to go. We went off on leave, having been told that 
we almost certainly wouldn't be going anywhere until September ... how 
wrong they were! 

Sig Shaun 'whaaaa' Marsden was given the task of phoning u· all on 
16 August to pull us off our leave, and to let u know that we were due to 
deploy to Macedot1ia on Saturday afternoon. After a long day's work on 
Friday, several of us began our journey from Brize orton on the first 
operational C-17 'Globemaster ' flight , which wa delayed two hours due 
to the media's interest - with Cpl ath ·1 know it all' Hadley becoming a 
TV star! We arrived at Camp Able Sentry (CA ), the American base in 

kopje late that night followed, a few hours later by the rest of the Troop, 
under the guidance of Sgt 'Waggy' Wagstaff. Iler t11ree day at CAS 
we eventually set ofT on the hort journey to the furure TFH Bde Main 
HQ. On our travels to our new location ig Marsden and Cpl Billy 
'Burners' Hotchkiss came aero s a lorry driver 1 ho let them know 
exactly what the local actually thought ofu being there! 

We got to the new location and were shown where they wanted u to 
et up the det - traight away we got to work. Atler the initial et up we 

began to break into a routine and got our head down on the factory floor 
with minimal amenities - no showers, no laundry, and those crumptious 
rations! We spent the first two weeks roughing it on the floor. Weck three 
kicked in and loads of tents were thrown up to hou e the majority of the 
500 brigade force. Once we were cttled into tbe e. things got better and 
at last the camp was starting to take hape. Then cam~ the Germany -
Eng land game, and we were fortunate to have the game hown on 
German TV! Nerve were there before the game but not for long a we 
out-cl a scd zc Germans - thi gave a hint of morale to the lads . .. (but not 
too much)! fl wasn ' t long before Capt ' Jovial' Crapper and Cpl Hadley 
were due to depart theatre Uu t a few day before they qualified for a 
medal!). Cpl ath Hadley was leaving us to go on hi . Cla ·s l , and C pl 
'The Egg' Henderson was sent out to relieve him as 501 Del Comd. Lt 
'short tour ' Pim, our Tp 0 , \ a flown out to relieve the Ops Officer, 
Capt Crapper, after her three week jaunt in China! Cpl Hender son ·oon 
settled in, and it wasn ' t long before he got talking to all his mates from 
216. 
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. As the Op pro&ressed more \\clfare and 'things to do' \\ere introduced 
mcludm~ ~ 5~a-~1dc 'football' pitch that was set up in the comer ot th~ 
camp. 1g 1ge . 1ansell oon got a team together consistmg of him elt; 
The Egg, Cpl Billy Hotchkiss and igs Richie Harri\on and And\ 
Dawson. The t<!'.lm proved to be quite ucce~sful as 216 and th C7cch·~ 
found out to their cost! As the Op continues, dates for our return to K 
arc h.erc,_th~re, and evc~where (fo~ a change)! But. igs Richie llarrhon 
and , Wyatt ~arp aren t bothered 1f the Troop's out here till Christmas -
they ve got :1ckets home_ by 14 October for a course in York (Ding Omg -
cheers lad ). For now thmgs are runnmg smoothly and we reckon there\ 
a couple of weeks left of the sun yet to enjoy, but who kno\\ s what the 
future hold for us .. ! 

VSC 501 Sienna at TFH HQ Skopje, Macedonia 

258 SIG AL QU DRO 
Sqn Comd Jaj P. Dean 
SSM W02 D. Forres ter 
DELT TROOP 
Tp Comd Lt Chris mith 
Tp SSgt S gt J im Lyons 

In August, the Troop handed over the RI readine role as JTFHQ to 
256 Sqn. Following that we departed Bramcote for a well de erved 3-
week's summer leave. Whilst the remainder of the Troop were on their 
leave, ig Ian 'I have no Kit ' Atkins was howing hi stuff on the CO· 
Cadre cour e. Congratulations goes out to the now LCpl Ian "f" ve lost 
everyone else's Kit ' Atkins on promotion after being placed first on the 
course. Due to the large commitment from our Squadron in Oman on Ex 
Sai f Sareea. on arrival back to camp after our 3_, eek break we were 
tasked with being the Rear Details Troop and picking up the next task 
w~en. it comes along. The Troop would like to ay farewell 10, LCpl 
R1ch1e 1aybank. who has left us for 249 Sig Sqn. and LCpl John 
Peach who leave u for 39 JnfBde. 

ECHO TROOP - by Cpl Tony 'Bones' Gallagher. 
Tp Comd 2Lt "Thelma' mith 
Tp SSgt SSgt 'Elmo the Bedfinder· Combe 

We deployed to Oman on 4 September 200 I and were welcomed into 
the midday un. We soon found out that we had arrived in theatre about 
two. we~ks. earl)'. for the HQs, which gave us plenty of time for 
acchmatJ a!Jon with W0 2 (Q M I) 'Terminator ' Blade. With two PT 
se sions a day (0-45hrs and I 700hrs) for the first week we soon all 
became very acclirnati ed. One of the Troop. however, did nm make it to 
the 'acclimatisation phase ' in Camp Sha 'afa; C pl Tony · andy' e~ill e 
managed to di locate his . houlder while waiting for the transport at the 
bel?~·ed Camp outh with t~e help. of LCpl Dion Fotheringham . While 
wa111ng for the CJFHQ tafl to arnve, the lad have been working hard: 
improving their knowledge of the kit: tarting work on a tan and mo\ mg 
screen with the a si tance of an Omani Brigadier or two. The re t of the 
Troop L due to join u on 24 eptember. \\hen LCpl arah 'Right mate ' 
Jame arrive with the stragglers. Before I nip off to the next PT ses.ion, 
a few mention to: Cpl 'Ronnie' Barker and Cpl 'Lucy· Mason who 
have the opportunity to erve with an elite unit, namely Echo Troop, and 
Cpl Darren 'Camp Crypto Cu todian' fcdonald - 'HIYA" finally, 

gt Al 'QB' Ba rker who has managed to escape another BPF but 
why break a tradition, you ' vc been dodging them for the la t three ycal"', 
why stop now? I would love to stay and finish the ''hole exerci ·e with 
the lad , however, unny Blandford i calling me bad. form) la I, so 
I ' II see you all in the ew Year for T and T (touch wood)' 

FOXTROT TROOP -_hy Sig Brennan and ig Lawrence 
Tp Comd apt 'Des ' Holbrook 
Tp Sgt SSgt "Rabbit" mith 

fter year ' of planning, Ex aif areca If ha begun. The froop 1s 
current ly deployed in support of I (UK) rmd Div and IOI Log Bdc 
providing · tratcgic communications through V C 50 I · ( laroon · 
Quince) back to the K. ince our last exciting in -1al111ent in The 11"/R/;' 
there ha e been a few changt:s within the Troop. ·o to bnng you up to 
date here they arc: Capt Bill Holbrook le<I\ cs the rclati\ c afct) of troop 
command to accept the chalknges trials and tribulation. of ·qn 21( 2Lt 
Julian 'paperboy· l)deman arnvcs full of gusto ·traight from 111 troop 
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commander' · cou.rsc shonly. gt Brendan ·girl love me' Plant ha at 
la't been ·ucce·sful in hi initial t.:p towards hi. ambition to become a 
YofS and this copy of The WIRE will find him well engros ed in his 
book on :'\&P \culture shock coming handbag!) gt Brian Wilson steps 
up to take h1 place from the Regimental Crypto ell, welcome to him 
and good luck Sgt Plant. 

Another potential 'comms god' has been succes ful on hi YofS 
. election, pl Harrison has been promoted to crgcant and will begin 
the YofS course after a hort tour in I. Congratulations also go to Sig 
\\ii kin on who not only ha got married and had a baby in the last two 
month~. but ha· been promoted and post ·d. Our new arrival, ig 
Caulfield. is welcomed into the 25< quadron fold from I AD R and 
due to the air conditioning 1 truly thankful. Pre cntly half wa1 through 
the Oman exercise. ·pints arc high and the routine well prach ed. The 
exercise began with the deployment from UK on a 17 - Globe Master, 
the aircraft recently rented from the U AF. Apparently the arn1y, let alone 
the Regiment are not u ed to such luxury but I think l coped well with 
the new experienc . Being fre h from RS, Blandford thi wa my first 
deployment and as a Radio Sy Op crewing a C 50 I, I have an 
extremely ·1ecp learning curve. Forget VRC 353. Batco and EVHF I 
haYe been communicating half way around the world tk ing a 11/2 tonne 

kynct 4 ·atellit' in a geo- ynchronou orbit above the equator, ATM 
witche· and new Cogent digital telephone exchanges. othing could 

haYe prepared me for the colo sal amount of new inforn1ation I would 
have to ab orb .... and I thought I wa fully trained. 

It has been interc tmg working with tafT Officers for the first time, 
and with the help of I AD R personnel the det ha pro,,ided the talf 
with er>ice they would nonnally never deploy with . uch a plentiful 
acce to the ATN, VTC facilities and ecure voice and data with 1-atron 
and Brent. The arduous narure of the exercise ha ensured that we learnt 
le· on quickly. dealing with the potential health l1azards and equipment 
problem. a ociatcd with the extreme heat, the exercise ha been a 
brilliant welcome into my first working unit. The heat does do strange 
things to people and his troop ha been no exception. Cpl Paul Roberts 
exclaimed ·exercise were good as you got to make thing ' and the phase 
' tar gazing' was borne from the requirement of using the deep trench 
field latrines at night to avoid the flies and ob iou discomfort. I'm 
looking forward to the rest of my tour. 

PPORTTROOP 
Tp Comd Capt Emma Rae 
Tp SSgt SSgt (SQMS) Lawton 

The Troop has been extremely busy preparing to deploy out to Oman. 
The SQMS department ha had a greater work load than u ual. not only 
down to the forthcoming exerci e, but also due to two members of their 
staff Cpl Andy 1offat and LCpl 'Bart' Homer leaving them for civvy 
street - we wish them well. The majority of Suppon Tp has deployed to 
Oman with just a handful staying back to hold the fon. The Troop would 
like to welcome LCpl 'Dinger' Bell to the MT Section, coming from I 
(UK) Div, and ig 'Ant' Caswell s traight from his C lass 3 Ins Tech 
course. 

Oman - The story so far: Upon landing in Oman we were wiped 
into theatre and then driven 10 Camp South, or 'South Park', for our 
arrival briefings. At first the heat eemed lo affect everyone. apart from 
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W02 (QM I) Martin Blade APT . This wa due to him only recently 
r.:turning !Tom his fourth holiday of the year in Greece. The QM I had 
considerably more baggage than everyone else. The main reason for thi~ 
being the amount of hair gel he goes through in a week to hide that ever
increa ing greynes . The stop o er at amp South wa only for one night 
with a few people staying behind to collect vehicles and transport the 
freight. It was then a nine-hour drive to the North of the country. 
Following this initial phase we are now firmly ensconced in Shafa Camp 
our home for the re l of the Excrci c. ' 

CH RLIE TROOP (23 PIO EER REGIME T RLC) 
Tp Comd Lt Tim Crossland RL 
Tp gt gt eil Davies RLC 

The Pioneer Tp deployed with the JTFllQ who cannot wire or 
andbag, so there was plenty to do . 0 Groups were a problem, they 

provided a test, but ii was always intere ting to hear about the DAPBX. 
Patron and Indigo, routes red and black, It's extremely diflicult 10 hold 
my yawns back. But the Bleeps and the hunk make a fearsome 
combination , and we all cannot wait to leave this hot, dusty nation. 
Having deployed to Oman on 5 June ( OT eptembcr!) the weather
' eary Pioneer had been eagerly anticipating joining the 'slipper city' 
party with the ignals up in Shafa. We were 1101 disappointed and the 
wind and andstorms of South Park soon drifted to the back of the 
memory a we sat by the poolside in Butlins sipping ice-cold soft drinks. 
The real eye-opener for the Tp Comd, Lt Tim Crossland was siuing in 
on the 0 Groups. Being u ed to the number of abbreviations in the RLC, 
it wa somewhat of a surprise to reali e that the Royal Signals actually 
have a thing or two to teach us in that re pect. Life out here is imilar to 
Groundhog Day, and we look forward to Endex and (hopefully!) gelling 
home for Chri tma . 

250 IG AL SQ ADRO ' 
Sqn Comd Maj J. J. Cole 
S M W02 (SSM) Guatam Gurung 

QUADRO WIVES DAY - 10 AUGUST 200 1 
The Wives' Day was held on I 0 Augu t 200 I, wi th all wive from the 

Squadron and QG SIG ALS wive from the rest of the Regiment 
invited. The aim was to provide an enjoyable , relaxed event and to 
entertain the wives who support the Squadron so faitl1fully. There were a 
number of humorou , challenging and not- o-challenging activities. On 
the day 30 ladie turned up dre sed in their husbands uniforms, which 
you can imagine fitted like glove ! They were then briefed by Lt 
Davenport and given some ba ic instruction in drill by S gt 
Lalbahadur 'hune walla Guards RSM' G urung. The ladies were plit 
into five ections of six and pent 30 minute at five different tands. The 
day activities were Command Ta ks, camouflage and concealment, an 
indoor firing range, first aid, potted sports and, just to add insult to injury, 
the ladies then had to cook their own lunch on hexi-cookers. At the end 
of the day the ladies met at the Regimental sports pitches and were 
paraded in their ections. The Sqn OC, Maj J. J . Cole, presented each 
lady with a Certificate of Participation. Needless to say the day was a 
great uccess and was enjoyed them elves throughly - the party after wa 
not too bad either! The date was followed by farewell celebrations for 
Sqn 2IC, Capt (QGO) Santa Pun , who was retiring from the Anny after 
27 years of loyal ervice. 
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31 (CITY OF LONDON) SIGNAL REGIME T 
(VOLUNTEERS) 

CO Lt Col Paul Wenlock TD 
RSM W01 (RSM) Young 

PERMA E T STAFF ADVENTURE TRAI 11 G 
After months of change due to FMD SSgt Mick Burke finally 

informed us that he had found a location for the annual Permanent Staff 
adventure training. Tulloch (near Fort William), a small blip on the map 
was to be our home for a week of what promised to be a well-needed 
break for all of u . 

The advance party left early to take over the accommodation with an 
ulterior motive. W02 Andy Lothian had managed to rope' in SSgt 
'Straight Up' ~urke into competing in an Adventure Race around Argyll . 
It \~as a very tired pair who turned up at Tulloch to sign for the hut and 
wait . for the rest to turn up . . At 0600hrs on Monday morning the 
remamder turned up, after having dnven all night. The only absentees 
whcr~ Maj _'Comp~tit!ve Dad' Cooper, SSgt 'Non-Smoker' Fardy and 
Cpl Anythmg but Light who had ran out of fuel and had to wait four 
hours for a local garage to open! 

The group split itself down into three groups for the day's activitie . 
W02 ·:rrue Handicap' mith took the lead in arduous golfing activities. 
Fon W1l11am Golf Course wa treated to the rare sight of LCpl 'Aren ·t 
Officers Great' Lafferty being shown how 10 play by Capt 'Tommy 
Hilfiger' Pope. SSgt 'Show my picture in the WIRE please' Wringe and 

gt 'Bacardi Breezer' Carter opted for the mountain-bike option and set 
off to explore the urrounding undulating countryside. The remainder 
took to the local hills, with ' four seasons in one-day' weather waiting to 
greet them. 

Tuesday was to be the day all of us decided to tackle to most extreme 
doW11hill course in Britain - on mountain bikes. The bikes were hired and 
the fir t four volunteers sent up the hill. The course involved a de cent of 
over 1800m on a 3km cour e. eedless to say no one made it down 
without kissing dirt. Sgt 'Wilf' Kempton mi took the idea of the course 
and decided to come down by cable car. After much derision and a 
cigarette he bravely boarded the cable car and flew down the mountain 
nearly passing W02 'Shabba 2' Pearson who was busy waving at th~ 
lovely ladies in the cable car. 

The weather really clo ed in on Wednesday that meant only golf and 
the indoor wall were available. The golfers et off for one of the wettest 
days golfing they can remember. The indoor wall at Fort William proved 
to be the ideal location for S gt 'Rus ian fisherman' Wringe to how off 
his mountain goat like skills. On Wednesday night Capt Fiona Stewart 
the new Adjutant arrived and immediately got into the wing of the week 
joining in with the evenings book-reading club. Thursday saw the greatly 
anticipated Golf competition with W02 'Shabba 1 · mith and Capt 
' ice Shirt' Pope placing more than pride on the outcome of the event. 
The clever money went on the dark horse SSgt ' !could have represented 
GB' Fardy. Mountain biking and fun-yaking were the day's activit ies for 
the rest of us. W02 ' ot far now' Lothian along with S gt 'This i a 
great bike' Wringe and Sgt 'Nice orange jacket' Carter decided to bike 
to the tart location, a small matter of 15 miles. Sgt 'Nice ca lve ' Burke 
killed it in no time unlike Sgt ·Wilf' Kempton who wa riding the 
Titanic. The mountain biking pa sed in no time at all due lo the slightly 
moist weather. 

SSgt Mick Burke and W02 (ROMS) Andy Lothian 
enjoying the fine Scottish weather 

Funyaking ' What' that?' we a ked. Well it' a cro between ratling 
and kayaking. We plit ourselves down into three two-man team __ with 
Capt 'Competitive Dad 's Daughter' Stewart pulling the short traw and 
being in Maj 'Don't worry, I'm good at thi 'Coopers' boat.\ 02 Andy 
Lothian and gt J ustin Carter ecmed ro pend most of the trip in the 
water, not on it. It took a double pronged attack from gt 1ick Burke 
and gt Tony Wringc to force the competitive family into th<.: water. To 
add insult lo injury Capt Fiona tewart found out the hard ' ay that 
chivalry is dead as she ' a made to carry the deflated boat all the way 
back to the support vehicle. All members of the permanent taff took 
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advantage of the local facilities on Thursday night and gave Sgt 'fl(,\'' 
Howell the chef some time off. Everyone enjoyed the week and thank' 
must go to Sgt Mick Burke for the entire organisation. 

HEADQUARTERSSQ ADRO. 
Sqn Comd Capt Guy Bewsher 
SSM W02 ( 'VI) Clarke 
MAYOR-M Kl G DI ER 2001 

The Regiment held its Annual \fayor-Making Dmner on Thursday 6 
September 200 I. The Regiment hosts the Mayor,, 1ayoresscs and 
Deputy Lieutenants of the five \ilayoral Borough~ within London \\1th 
which the Regiment is affiliated (Hammersmith & Fulham, Kensington & 
Chelsea, Ea.stbourne. Wand.~worth and Croydon). It is a great opportunity 
for the Regiment 10 build relations with those with influence in the local 
Boroughs and lo thank them for their unwavering support over the 
previous year and the evening was a great success. 

(L-R): Lt Col Paul Wenlock TD, Mrs Anne Wenlock. 
Sir Michael Craig-Cooper CBE TD DL, Cllr Tony Holt, 

Lady Elizabeth Craig-Cooper, 
Mr Tim Wood (Worshipful Company of lnnholders) , 

Dr Wood and Maj Toby Lankaster 

41 (PLK) SIG AL Q DRO:X 
Sqn Comd Maj Steven Ong 
SSM W02 ( M) \: atson 

Congratulation to Cpl Ian Bryan. and to LCpl Kris ' QTY' Todd, 
botl1 of who gained a stripe in September. Both are very well de erved. 
Congratulations al o to Sig Michelle Critcher who pas ed her Recruits 
Cour e in September. The Squadron would like 10 extend a huge 
welcome to our two new PSls, SSgt Shaun Fardy and our P I Tech, gt 
Will Kempton. Both were throW11 in al the deep end when they joined 
the Squadron on Annual Camp but they eem to be urviving well. We 
hope you enjoy your time with the Squadron. A temporary goodbye and 
good luck goes to LCpl Kris • QTY' Todd, who ha deployed to Bo nia 
with 97 (BRTTFOR) Sig Sq11. We wish him all the be·t. and hope he 
enjoy his time there. 

GOODBYE TO GT JOHN MACKI 
It was with much sadnes that the Squadron aid goodbye to gt 

John Mackins. who has erved in the TA for over 40 year . gt 
Mackins joined the TA in 1958, after hi 1 ational en ice. He cn·ed 
with 41 Regiment as it was in tho e days, and ha been with 41 (PLK) 

ig Sqn since it' as formed in 1967. Once a highly organised and 
efficient Del Comd. SSgt lackins quickly worked hi way up to become 
SSM. S gt Mackins became the first Sqn RP in late 19 3, when the 
posts were created and ha held that po ition ever since. He will be a very 
tough act to follow. and will be sorely mi ed. gt lackin will be 
remembered for phrases like. 'Cup o' tea Cocker?' and • lack handful' . 
He eemed to exist on tea and cigarette . and was ah,ay on hand to offer 
help and advice when needed. 

'--
SS gt John Mackins - never seen without a cup of tea 1n his hand 
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On amrday cptcmber 2001. the qundron officially . aid goodbye 
to gt Mackins . ally Bentley, Sgt (FofS) Maurice Byrne, gt 

imon \1a~. pl Julia fay and Cpl Maria Tra nor all worked very 
hard to organise n surpri c dinner at the TA centre for him. The number 
of pcoph: who attended, including many pa t colleague , ' a te timony 
to hi popularit.. ol Keith Bruce-Smith, the President of the PLK 

ssocintion spoke fondly of his memoric, of S gt 'lac kin , a did Capt 
Jo~n Rob on, who had initially joined the TA with gt Mackins in 
IQ) . The quadron pre entcd SSgt 1ackin with an engraved silver 
platter. ~ holiday voucher, and a tcreo y. \em. john. we hope you enjoy 
your retm:mcnl. 

THEM KI1 C P COMPETITIO 
The _month_ of ugu ·t aw Offr and 0 in the Squadron 

compel mg agam t the ORJS for the ·Mackin- Cup·, in a fun military skills 
competition. The competition wa devised and run by S gt Bob 'Beaker ' 

tanton with a bit of help from hi · friend~ . The tand con istcd of a 
stretcher a · aull course (run by S gt Bob ·Beaker' Stanton), na igating 
landrovcrs around a course whit t blindfolded (run by the LAD). an 
archery shoot (organi ed by LCpl Pearl ethna) and a PT evening (run 
by two of our qn PT! Cpl Ian Br an and gt Tanya Camp). Special 
thank go to LCpl Sethna for arranging the archery shoot for us . 
Ob,·iou-ty the outcome of t11e competition wa in no doubt, and it was 
with much pride that Lt peakman collected the 'Mackins Cup· from 
S gt John l ackin on behalf of the vicloriou. Offrs and S CO . 

56 JG~ L Q DR01 
qn Comd Maj arah treete 

M W02 ( M) Godden 
With a continued empha i on recruiting, LCpl Dave King and LCpl 

Paul Renaud have been seen walking the town wearing their andwich 
board in order to attract recurils. The RRT ha even found time to go and 
tand in the pouring rain at the recent Fre hers' Fair to try and press gang 

those recruit into joining. Congratulation go to ig Paul Pettitt who 
returned from his Recruits Course at R S Blandford, having finished up 
m first place. \ e also welcomed an old face back as Sgl Mick Dowd 
ha - finally returned 10 the fold having threatened to do so for several 
week but never actually materialising! We said ·goodbye' to three of our 
oldiers, Cpl Richard Baldwin, Cpl Jo Reader and ig Stuart Jenkins 

who are off lo join 97 (BRITFOR) Sig Sqn in Bosnia and wi h them luck 
for their tour. We al o congratulated Cpl Richard Baldwin on hi 
promotion. As far as retention goes, we are pleased that our PSl, SSot 
Willie Tm till here' Loch has now been wil11 u for five years and he 
threatens to lay until Scotland qualify for the World Cup. He could be 
with us a while! 
EASTBO R1 E ACR HOW - 16-19 A G ST 2001 

Th_i e:em i the largest of its kind in the South of England and among 
the highlights are the Red Arrow and displays by various other aircraft 
such as F 16. Harrier, Hercules, a Spitfire and Hu1Ticane - and for the first 
time. 56 Sig Sqn (V). This year, numbers attending were up 68,000 from 
last year's figures. to 57 I ,000 people over the four days! ft was an ideal 
chance to do ome recruiting on our own doorstep and 10 put the Royal 

1gnal very much in the public's view. A stand on the promenade 
manned by Squadron members for the four days gave out thousands of 
Army a~d _TA stickers (much to the annoyance of our RAF colleagues). 
Face pamt111g with cam cream kept many of the children amu ed and an 
FFR and re_cruiting trailer allowed the public to see the military side to 
Squadron hfe. !A ~rochures were also given out to potential recruits. 
H?wever, the ~1~hhght for the Squadron was actually taking part in the 
A~rshow a a J0111t RAF Army exercise. Lt Keiron Francis, in liaison 
w1th_27 Sqn RAF and the.JHSU based at RAF Odiharn arranged a beach 
la~dmg by Chmook, which then developed into a mock battle on the 
sh111gle be~ch! E~ery day. twenty members of the Squadron were picked 
up by Chmook m Eastbourne and then flown around in true 'roller 
coa~t~· style before b_eing dropped on the beach to destroy an enemy 
pos111on, (often up to ns knees 111 seaweed and water). Some, like Sig 
Steven J~ke_s became so attach_ed 10 their lifejackets that they ran up the 
beach with 11 hang111g off their webbing! Others, like Cpl Jo Butler 
decided to tn~ 111 a rock pool and go swimming (cunningly pretending 
they were d1v111g for cover m the sea). The smoke and the firing was 
somethmg not seen 111 Eastbourne for many years, if at all. 

Troops from 56 Sig Sqn (V) dismounting tor a section attack 
at the Eastbourne Airshow 

Alier winning the battle convincingly, the Chinook returned 10 sling
lo~d a 1.androver and _fly off back home for tea and medals. 56 Sig Sqn 
(\) meanwhile. remamed on the beach to take the applause and were 
cheered off the beach everyday, rather like England -.vinning the World 
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up! The whole event went down very well with the public and we have 
our place for next year already. Even the RAF Regiment was impressed 
with our in fantry kills! 

BATTLEFIELD TO R OF NORMA DY 28-30 EPTEMBER 2001 
Tw~nty-two members of 31 ig Regt (V) took part in 11 battlefield tour 

org11111 sed by Capt Fred Southey QM (V). The overnight ferry from 
Pon mouth 10 Ouistreham ( acn) was quite calm and a couple of beers in 
the bar en urcd a quiet night for us all! The first of our visits wa to the 
American cemetery at Omaha Beach . The scale of the cemetery and 
grave wa quite overwhelming. ext wa the artillery battery at Point du 
Hoc. where _the U Rangers climbed up sheer cliffs lo take the position. 
Here Lt Ketron ·Pyromaniac Francis kept digging up cordite from the 
artillery magaz ine that blew up in 1944 and el fire lo it , to the 
amu ement of other v1s11ors. The arcasm and humour from our driver 
SSgt Graham ' Blackbeard ' Browning kept morale high a we then 
headed back to rromanches where the Mulbery harbour and a D-Day 
museum kept us occupied for everal hours . Then back to our 'chateau' 
for a forn10l ~inner and a taste of omc of the local alcoholic beverages. 
A the evcnmg progre scd some of the party fell a de ire to sample 
French nightlife wi th some of our waitres es! However, after a ten 
kilometre drive, the local nightclub ' Le Cosmo ' ended up being a barn 
in the middle of the countryside _sur;ounded by c_ows and dodgy looking 
French men!! Good JOb we d1dn l plan 1abbmg back alone either 
otherwi e we might have missed our boat home. Day Two of the tau; 
commenced with a vi it to the famous ' Pegasu Bridge' and the Airborne 
Forces Museum. The mu eum wa one of the best to be seen anywhere 
and a lecture on what happened at Pega u Bridge was given by Maj 
Alec Ferguson. A visit to the nearby British cemetery let by chance to 
the di covery of a grave from a PLK soldier. Finally a vi it to Caen ended 
a upcrb and very educational weekend. 

ADVE T RE TRAI I G - by Sig Martin 
After he had just fallen off a 30 foot telegraph pole, one Signaller was 

heard to say that he couldn ' t believe he was getting paid for being on the 
weekend. l have to agree. Adventure training with 56 Sig Sqn (V) 
definitely lived up to expectation , providing opportunities to get to know 
other. members of the Squadron, whil I doing many new and challenging 
acuv111es. Much of Saturday was spent trying to get as far above the 
ground as po ible at an activities centre near Ea t Grin tead, whilst on 
Sunday most hugged the ground trying to urvive paintball. Through the 
course of Saturday there were four activities: Ab eiling, Jacob 's Ladder, 
The All Aboard and The Perch. The day started off with the fitting of 
harnesses and helmets, obviously essential for safety. The first task wa 
billed a a confidence booster and wa certainly aimed at tho e trained 
soldiers and recruits who had little experience at working at height and 
helped them to develop a sen e of tru t in their equipment. Of course. 
more experienced oldiers treated this first ession of abseiling as a warm 
up and soon W02 (SSM) Kevin Godden, Cpl Jo Reader and 2Lt 
RobWood (to name a few) were seen zipping down the 35' wall with 
great ease and kill. 

As the Squadron was split into three groups, there was more than 
enough time for everyone to try out each challenge as much a they 
wanted to. Jacob's Ladder involved climbing up a series of horizontal 
poles that were increasingly further apart. Three people attempted the 
obstacle at a time and u ed each other for balance and to help each other 
up! Sigs Harding and McLa u ghlin topped off this obstacle by 
performing a can-can on the top rung! 

To sacce sfully complete The Perch, it was necessary to climb a thirty
foot telegraph po_le and then stand on top of it. Thi sounds simple 
enough; however JUSt makmg that final step up onto the top of the pole 
was one of the hardest challenges. Thirty foot up in the air balancing with 
one foot on the pole all you had lo do was step up and stand. Convincing 
your brain that you wanted to do this was the beginning of the battle; 
telling your brain to the ignore the swaying of the telegraph pole, the 
wind whistling through your hair and the drop that stretched out beneath 
you made things worse. The second stage to The Perch was a leap out 
onto a trapeze; a straight forward dive forward was all that was required 
and then, once you were hanging from the trapeze, letting go and tru ting 
the s_afety rope and belay 10 bring you back to earth. Sig Jukes de erve 
special menllon for successfully and spectacularly missing the trapeze. In 
many ways, The All Aboard was very similar to The Perch except that 
four people needed to tand on top of the telegraph pole. Once all four 
h_ad _reached the top, they had to lean out and support each other by 
lmk1_n~ arms. A number of the recruits seemed lo enjoy the c lose 
prox1m1ty of the all aboard! Formations that were achieved consisted of 
hand stands, supporting people on each ol11er 's shoulders and backs, not 
to mention the quite impressive three man stand which combined on~ 
man sitting on another man's shou lders who was also supported on 
another's back. With this as a finale , the Squadron left the activity centre 
and returned to the TA centre in Eastbourne to an excellent barbecue 
meal and ten pin bowl ing. 

The paintballing was a great laugh and saw the Sqn split into Blue and 
Red teams. The Blue team pulled together time and time again, beating 
the Red four games 10 one. Each game was closely fought over as 
members were shot and removed from combat; each game then 
culminated in a thrilling dash for the objective. By the end of the day, a 
number of the Squadron had especial ly impressive collections of paint 
marks and bruises. Sgt Kevin Young's back was spattered repeatedly and 
W0_2 (S M) Kevin Godden's coveralls were heavily covered in paint. 
Dunng the course of the day, LCpl Rich Baldwin had also caught a 
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paintball dead centre on hi~ face-mask! The adventure training weekend 
w~ _an excellent co"?bmall?n of challenging activities that fostered team 
spm l, problem sol vmg_ skill s and helped some to overcome personal 
fears. Wnt111g as a recruit, the weekend was also an excellent opportunity 
to get to _know other soldiers \~ithin th~ Squadron both as pa1t of a team 
and also 111 the relaxed, compet1t1vc env1ronmcn1 ofa bowling alley! 

83 SIG AL QUADRO 
Sqn Comd Maj Alec Ferguson 

SM W02 Bob Steven 
A fond farewell is e~tcndcd to Maj Julian Carmichael from the 

Offr~, S COs and sol_d1cr_s of the Squadron as he takes up hi · new 
appomtment ?n FTRS_. 111 Sierra Leone. We wish him luck and say thank 
you for all his .enthu 1asm and dedication to the Squadron over the past 
two years . In his place, ~e we!come Maj Alec Ferguson as the new Sqn 
s>C and hope that he enjoys his command. Yet again the Squadron finds 
uself_saymg good luck to gt Da".e Alleyne who i on his way back to 
Bosma as part of 97 (BRITFOR) Sig Sqn (V). We wish him all the best 
and look forward to his return m the New Year. Congratulations to Sgt 
Mark _Eastwoo~-Bell and LCpl Gareth Burgess on their recent 
promotions. We wish them both luck in their new appointments. 

QUADRO RANGE WEEKE D 8-9 SEPTEMBER 2001 
. ll was l_ime for the Squadron to have a range weekend and not one that 
just contamed the usual APWT. The task was given to 2Lt Mike Zazzi to 
orga~ise a ran~e p~ckage to improve the 83 Sig Sqn shooting and to 
provide somethmg mlere ting and challenging. The Squadron deployed 
to Henley Park ran~es and_ spent Saturday morning with the traditional 
groupmg and zeromg, a _s1sted by Capt Liz FitzPatrick, S gt Dave 
Alley~e, S gt Matt Cah1~l and _Cpl M~rk Ea twood-Bell in coaching 
techmque . To hone shootmg skills and mtroduce them to the pistol the 
S~u~dron broke down mto syndicate with some firing ' Application of 
Fire pract~ces on the ETR whilst the other half under SSgt Matt Cahill 
fired the p1 to!. To end the day on a competitive edge members were put 
through the Rifle LF Pra~t1ce 8. The competition was won by 2Lt Lee 
Mc~voy: Saturday evenmg was spent with a quadron dining out for 
MaJ Ju~ia~ Carmichael. The evening 's activities started in one of the 
local dnn~mg hou es followed by half the Squadron including the OC 
partakmg 111 Laser Quest (a if we hadn't done enough shooting for one 
day!) Gues who won again? 2Lt Lee McEvov (the !owe t score was the 
OC!) It was time for food and in the fine t Anny tradition we headed 
s traight. ~or the nearest curry house and tucked in. Sunday was 
Compet1l1on Day. Broken down into three parts: an assault course 
followed by a march around Pirbright Camp and finally the Whitehead 
Cup. LCpl Cheryl Duncan pushed the tean1s of four around the as ault 
course then dragged them around camp for the peed march. The 
shooting was e~jo?'ed by all and was new to most of tbe Squadron 
members. The wmnmg team was made up of Capt Liz Fit:zPatrick, SSgt 
Dave Alleyne, SSgt Matt Cahill and 2Lt Lee McEvoy de pite tripping 
them up at every stage. 

REGIME TAL WEEKE D 15-16 EPTEMBER 2001 
With an unexpectedly high turn-out for a comms training weekend. 

and most unsea anal weather the troops had a welcome chance to catch 
the last of the ummer's ray on the Regimental Exerci e weekend. Cpl 
Gary Carey and LCpl tuart Farquharson-Robert decided that their 
col!1m skills were ~fficiently up to scratch that it was time to improve 
their map rcadmg skill on the route between Longmoor Training Area 
and Southfield's TAC on a mission of mercy to collect spare parts for the 
LA WARD vehicles. 41 Sig qn had the unenviable task of running the 
Longhaul link and talking lo the di traught Americans in the immediate 
aftermath of the attack on ew York. The Squadron i now looking 
forward lo proving that it is till the best in the Regiment. 

EXERCISE COCKNEY M CKE ZIE 
by W02 (FojS) Jamie 'Da1111y Boy' Harper (31 Signal Regime111 (VJ) 
. Ex Cockney Mackenzie was an arduou adventurous training exerci e 
111 Canada sponsored by this unit, canoeing approx I 80km down the 
Mackenzie trail to where the Mackenzie River meets the Black River in 
British Columbia. To tell you everything that happened on Ex ockney 
Mackenzie would take age and probably take up half a rain fore t in 
paper to do o, so I thought l 'd give my report in a diary fon11a1 from 
extracts from my personal journal. detailing main events. Here goes! 

16 JU E - At Gatwick, got lost! Can you believe it, we went down the 
wrong corridor lo the wrong gate. What did we do wrong ..... . . We 
followed the officer ! ..... Bad move. Flew out about I OOhr , landed 
Eclminton 0340hrs, then onto Vancouver. ... got into hotel 0620hrs (all 
times GMT). A long day! S 1 Ewan 'Do you accept pla tic' Hall had 
his wallet tolen on the flight. 

17 JUNE - Evctyone tuffed them elves at breakfast (continental! not 
a fry-up in sight. .. igh!) .... Then off to the airport for an internal flight to 
Prince George;: (PG). Took off .... God what a beautiful view ...... it was 
like being on the teeth of the world. Huge now capped peaks, ma si\'e 
while molars growing up from lush fir woodlands. Word do fail me 
(which i unusual!) ... it's o amazing. Alma t lo t my camera at the x-ray 
machine, what a spadufa! Best thing wa Capt Guy ' The c rapids 
weren't here eight years ago?' Bewsher taking the Mickey out of me 
whilst getting off the plane at P r, only to ha e omcone ask who had left 
his or her sungla es behind on the plane. Poetic justice I'd say. Got met 
by the WO! (R M) .John 'G rizzly Adams' Gib on, Maj Tim 'Tigger' 
Cooper and the R M's side kick LCpl ·pJ' Johns on loan from 19 Mech 
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Bde. Went for a ' Last Supper ' (lunch) before setting oil down a dirt track 
for 168 km to a drop off point. It was forest ALL the way. YouJUSt can ' t 
comprehend the vastness of the place. We then had to tab in ah >ut km 
from the drop off point to the river. It was hard going but en JO) able. 

18 JU E - Got up at 0530hrs (local) .... Morning routine wa~ sorted ..... 
35 years expcnence of playmg ·Outdoors' between myself and £"\\an 
Ra~!... .. . the others were somewhat more relaxed ... but hey that's the TA 
Going for a wash there was bear stools everywhere. Bears do 'do n' m 
the woods._. .. ' Alles ober die platz' ...... huge st aming piles of it. Good 
day canoemg, some scary rapids. but we got through unscathed. well 
almost! LCpl Warren 'Odie ' 0' Driscoll and gt Dickie 'Kayak' 
Bonn~r n_ow realise that ?'ou can't do an Eskimo roll in a Canadian 
Can~c . (First blood to the nver). Had to portage canoes twice down some 
rabbit runs, hard work carryi~g _them overland through the bush. Got told 
we would have to do n agam. 111 the morning ... . deep joy ... .. it:. bloody 
hard work . Htd the food wllh LCpl tu •Works on one cylinder' 
Farciuharson-Roberts tonight. Found an excellent spot . .. open 
clea~ng .... and hid the fo~d (from the be.ars, health and safety and all 
that.) Only after we had finished the task did FR bring to my attention the 
piles of bear pooh arnund and huge paw prints and what looked like a 
bear ~n 1~to the clc~r~ng... .. eedless to say we didn't hang about, l"ve 
gol th1s th mg about hvmg .. . : .. I want to do it for as long as possible! 

19 JUNE - Almost too tired to _wnte. went down some small rapids 
t11en had to portage the canoes a_ga1n, about a km, however, by the time 
you shuttle the canoes then the ktt you end up doing sometimes triple the 
distance. ormally_ between _six and eight per ons to portage a canoe. 
hence about four JOurneys 1s what you end up with . . . . \i e were all 
slightly f~tigued to ay the least. It was hot and sunny and there were lot 
of mosqu1toe to stop you from daydreaming. Finally got into ·ome slow 
water but the hard work tarted again on the lake ........... l 6km aero s to a 
point just _prior to Chine waterfall. Rafted up three boats to a raft and 
made a sail as well. Rafted up with the girlie (the terrible twins) LCpl 
Pearl 'Melts Pans' Sethna, LCpl Cheryl 'Mas age' Duncan .... and 
L<;pl Paul ' Marsbar' tarbuck and Sig Chris 'Di co' Todd. We got 
gomg at a fair rate of knots, Pearl held the mast up, the wind took the 
salls and we shot forward. WOJ John 'Where's my bag ' Gardner 
(London Tram111g Team) our team medic even had a kite out to help him! 
Capt _Tony 'The Trout' Potter and W02 (S 1) Kev ·Rally' Goden 
from :>6 Sqn even managed to catch a couple of fish while their raft wa 
sailing aero s the lake but they were too mall to eat unfortunately. 

20 J NE - Another sunny start to the day .... Ewan Rall wa still in a 
bit of pain from last night, he fell into the water at the shoreline and 
becau e he "'.as wea~ing sandals hi toes got badly mauled by the shingles 
there. Got th1 cook mg lark down to a tee, have been experimenting '' itb 
the dehy~rated tu ff they call food! It was a good laugh on the raft today 
as we ~m hed off the last leg of the lake, singing and telling joke . fora! 
wa high. Had to portage again (i n't this meant to be a canoeino 
Exped!) ..... then Ewan Hall, Maj Toby 'Tiny' Lankaster (OC 4l Sqn) 
and John Gardner with my elf ferried the canoes down a bad 1 km 
s_tretch (that's after carrying our kit down first) I had to go back four 
times!_ It was hard going but worth it. Ewan Rall and myself went down 
one ot the water shutes backward ! Way hay (if you've got it, flaunt it)! 
Got totally soaked and it was raining. Things went 'Pete Tong' today and 
a canoe overturned; the kit inside went floating down the river! Ye John 
Gardner wa OT impre sed (aa unhappy reddy bear doe n't even come 
close, and he didn't have the teddy to throw in the comer because hi 
mascot teddy from hi daughter wa with the kit that got lo t). Everyone 
oaked and moral has taken a battering and it' on a do\rnward ·lope. 

left my flask of hot chicken oup with the guys and girlie , they are all 
huddled ~nder a canoe try ing to keep the rain off and keep warm. 
hopefully 1t will return a semblance of a mile ro their faces. Just call me 
th~ morale ma~. Decide to cut our lo se and camp down for the night at 
rh1 location, JUSI a well because ·Mar bar' slipped and damaged hi 
back on ome of the rock . Got the tent up a fire going and they broke 
out the Drambuie ...... Aaaaah amber nectar! We will not now make the 
resup RV with the RSM and back up crew (JP). Food (such that it i ) will 
have to be rationed as we do not know if we will manage to get to them 
tomorrow either. Cooking with the girlies now, had to. they put a ma ive 
hole in one of our Trangia pan (typical), burned a hole all the way 
through! Tony Potter caught ome fi hand we cooked and ate them. 

21 JU E - lt wa· ab olutely freezing through the night. I thought the 
' ofty 6' wa meant to go down to Zero degrees! 1 may ha,·e 10 ha\'e a 
word with the manufacturers over this! 1 had my bi\ \'Y bag and ground 
man, fully clothed and I was till cold! -



Had to ponagc twic' toda, . each one was over 500111 , took three boats 
per team. then Bergen · and equipment. To ay my body ache is an 
under tatement. My whole body i battered . The whole group i 
~uffering. We even had to ab eil the canoes and equipment down a 70fi 
moss covered scree slope, and when l ·ay slope I'm not tulking of a 
gentle incline either! Went down more rapids towards the econd lake, 
got . wamped a couple of times but not a bad a S gt Graham 'Dive! 
Dive! Dive!' Browning and John 'Up Perb copc' Gardner whose canoe 
ah' ay ~eem to rum into a submarine whenever they went over rough 
''ater. Graham, to hi defence, mentioned that they were carrying a lot 
of spare equipment though (I noticed, mostly around the waist! Ahem! 

econd ponage and the fall ! E"an Hall (my rudder man) had t11e good 
, cn ·e to ave u- at the last minute ju t before hinc fall (good Sm drop). 
we broke out in the very la teddy. about 40m from the falls. speak about 
leaving it to the la t minute! Got to the iakc but no food and we've eaten 
our n'iergency mtion ! It' getting late, almost 2200hrs! Went with Tim 
Cooper to find food. Found the food a few kms later and sent a boat team 
to collect it ... bit dangerou really a it was dark .. .. had to use lot lumi 
sticks. Fuel ran out tonight for the Trangia cookers as well and no fuel 
with t11e re up! Means we have to start cooking on the open fire !Tom 
now on! E\'eryone is haltered. If midnight and we are till cooking and 
trying to get sorted out. The girls have cooked some food and we 
decided. due to lack of pan (a mentioned previously!), to eat out of a 
communal bowl. It ' not " O bad, the girl are quite small in stature and 
they don't need a lot of food. myself and Ewan Hall on the other hand 
are growing lads. re ult! 

22 JUNE - Freezing through the night, woke up at 0600hrs, couldn't 
get the zip of the tent open for ice! Fully clothed and till freezing. 
0800hr , roa ting. un out! Had mellow morning, the group need to 
recharge their batterie . Tim Cooper and Tony Potter have gone to meet 
the back up crew for ome more ration and Gu Bew her ha been med
Ex out due 10 a fight with a tree. which he lo t. et sail aero the lake .... .. 
made a brammer ofa ail. hot forward fo r about a IOOm and then had to 
paddle the rest of the way (wind was in the wrong direction!) . topped 
down river on the far side of the lake (which incidentally was 8-9 km 
acros ). It been a fairly easy day .... Morale is high .... . we were at it 
again going acros the lake.. . ingi ng and telling jokes. Currently at 
around the fire telling storie . It' been a good day. long may it continue. 

23 J ' E - Rafting again but wind in our face all the way, it's been 
hard work. Scorcher of a morning, I've burned my no e and am using my 
lip sal\'e with its protection. Managed to get the raft team to sing all 
three verses to the 'Flower of Scotland' and the 'Yogi Bear ' song! Met a 
couple of Yank fisherman. up for the day from San Francisco by 
seaplane. Trying to find out what the waters like funher on (they gave us 
a couple of can of beer (FR almost died racing to get to them!)). Decided 
to medic off FR when the back up crew comes in tomorrow morning. 
He's having problems breathing properly. It's been raining heavy for a 
few hour now and everyone is drenched. Hope weather is nice for 
tomorrow. I burned my socks at the fire rrying to dry them sat under a 
poncho in the drizzling rai14 also burned my walking boots as well! Will I 
ne,·er learn ...... to make matters worse I burned Pearl ' Black belt' 

ethna's a well! .... Maybe she' ll only break a few of my rib and leave 
me my teeth! 

24 .J "IE - This has been by far the best day of the Expect so far. ll 
was bloody freezing again when we got up. For some reason the tent flap 
was open, was it me!? RSM, PJ and a couple of Indians came in to take 
out the spare canoes and FR. Didn't know what was down river after the 
lake so Ewan Hall and myself. Graham Browning and John Gardner 
went for a recce. tried to tay about a km in front of the main party. It was 
good water for about 10-12 .km, rapids interspaced with normal flow, 
ome good Grade Two technical (lots of fast water, boulders and trees). 

Three boats got swamped and overturned on the way down. We arrived at 
Kluskoil Lake where we arc camping tonight. There are two sets of falls 
that we had to portage past to go on (only 600m this time!) at least the 
trac.k wasn't too bad. After carrying them we went for a swim (gave the 
girhes a hand, they tncd to say the water was cold, don ' t make soldiers 
like they used 100! ). Arms and face are all burned, it wa such a scorcher 
of a day I s~ripped to the waist, and .1 have run out of sun cream. Having 
to use the hp salve again for my noise. any more sun on it and l think it 
will drop offi Going acm s the lake was like sailing across a mirror, it 
was so still and calm, and tt reflect~ everythi ng. C louds, sky, everything. 
It was magm ficcnt, hard to ascertam where the water picture finished and 
the reality began. Lots of Ea~les today. you can 'iear them creaming as 
they catch the ther:mab ~nd sail upwards. I feel so much euphoria at being 
here; you JUSt can t put It mto words. The sounds, the smefls, the scenery, 
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the sound o f the canoes cutting through the water, the sounds of the forest 
seemed to boom through as though it was on loudspeakers. We arc all sat 
around the camp fire now, everyone ha fini shed cooking on it. John 
Gardner past around the la ·t of the Drambuie and we all sat around 
watching him do his card tricks. he is good, remind me EVER to play 
this man at poker! tarted singing song now! Fires burning low, there 's 
not a cloud in the sky, stars are out and all you can hear is the wolves 
baying in the di stance. You ju t can' t describe the feelin g. 

P - till no sign of any Bears yet, lot of Eagle . Beavers and even a 
Pine Martine but no Bear . Apparently the back up party has seen loads. 
The R M can now do the I OOm sprint in just under I Osecs (amazing as 
he 's over forty! ) but he did have a bear chasing him at the time. When a 
Bear stand · up and growls at you he, doesn' t like it when you to growl 
back at him ..... Take note John! 

25 J ' E - I 82km later, yes, we have finally reached our primary 
objective, the ' Bridge'. Had another good days paddling (30kms) and 
would have had to portage over a real bad stretch if we (Ewan, John, 
Toby. myself and Tim on the la t run) hadn't ferried them down for the 
main group. Lots of rapids on the way down. It was meant to be mellow 
water for the last stretch, what a shock! Toby went first in the I and 
di appeared! He wa meant to reccc ahead and give a whi tie bla t when 
he wanted the main party to come through. he never did . Ewan and I 
went next, a we hadn ' t heard anything from him? We went around the 
bend straight into a ma ive hute. o way out, no way round, no way 
back, and definitely no sign o f Toby! we both aid in unison, ' Let's go 
for it' ay Ewan ... ... · •@#?! ' say Jamie. ' Paddle, paddle, paddle' 
creams Ewan as we take a bow wave full on followed by ome manic 

high braces by me to top u going over. Got through and bow cut out 
into some lacker water. ' Jump out and pull us in' say Ewan ; not being 
rudder-man , l dully do so and go waist deep in water! Ewan went to 
warn the other group while I ran down the river with a Throw Line trying 
to find Toby ' Mis ing pre umed dead ' Lankaster! Couldn't see him 
anywhere, went down about a km, but came to the conclu ion he must 
have broke out above us omewhere on the opposite bank. Yep, I was 
right. Ended up ferrying the canoes down a few chutes tltat day, good fun 
(high-grade two technical). Rest of journey good, grade 1-2 (some more 
grade two technical). Absolutely soaked all day because of the butes! 
HO\ ever, the weather has been corching so it' not that bad. These past 
few days have become a blur, I ve forgot where one day tart s and 
another end . Everyone has made it to the bridge (minus casi vacs 
obviously) and are camped down. Back-up crew have come in with lot 
of ration including eggs and bacon ..... Hooooooray (and some acohol 
Frei beer! Cheers lad ) 

26 J E - The day has been a corcher, another 20km' ride but its 
gone fast. We are now at the Indian Reservation, totally knackered. 
Thankfully the ordeal is now over. Tried playing with the Frisbee but no 
one bas the energy to chase it! Tim Cooper and LCpl Richie 'Smile 
lots ' Leyland went over at a ' strainer ' (very na ty) but through the quick 
actions of the group the situation was contained and controlled. The 
RSM , PJ and the Commanding Officer, Lt Col Li nda Harrison (TD) 
along with Guy Bewshcr have arrived. R M had burgers with him and 
garlic bread ..... wayhey! ot to mention beers (3 cans only though). 
Going to Quisnel tomorrow morning, can ' t wait. Went looking for bears 
tonight in RSM ' 4x4 pickup but didn ' t ee anything ........ oh well. 

27 J E - QUI NEL - Got picked up Sam from reservation. Loaded 
truck, had to do two load as there's not enough room in RSM's 4x4 for 
everyone. Guy will come along later in the mini bus. Journey took about 
two and half hours . Stopped half way for a pit stop . AAaaaaaah ....... 
PORCELTN! Arrived at hotel (Tower Inn) , went and got rooms and 
cleaned up. Did laundry with Ewan and the girl then went to visit FR in 
hospital. Got told by the hospital taff not to make him laugh a it will 
cause him ome discomfort (one of his lungs had collapsed), red rag to a 
bull really, still don ' t think FR has forgiven me! Got him a personal 
stereo and some tapes for the hospital. Had a meal in the hotel with 
everyone on the Expect and t11e CO, and then headed out on the town with 
the RSM and the rest of the party. Cemented Anglo-Canuk relations over 
a bottle of Canadian 'Crown Royal' whi key, an interesting story for 
another day! 

28 JUNE - OT feeling too great this morning ... in fact neither are 
the rest of the die-hards, LCpl Warren ' Odie ' O'Driscoll and Chris 
Todd to name but a few. Ended up cradling my Bergen in the hotel lift to 
mainta in my balance because the lift kept swaying, it must have been a 
technical defect, ahem! Arrived in Vancouver in much the same state. 
Had quick look around. Real nice place but wen t to bed for a few hours to 
restore my constitution. A group of us wen t to pictures at night to sec 
Gladiator then onto to 'Mahooneys' sports grill bar afterwards for a 
couple of drinks. l stayed on cola ... yes I was st ill bad and ·tdTering. 

29 JUNE - Up early for breakfast, feeling really good. Did a bit of 
tourist shopping. Went to 'Stan ley Park' and the aquarium with some of 
the guys, then for a walk along the waterfront to watch the seaplanes land 
and take off. Ended up in the games arcades! Went for supper with 
everyone, an aperitif at 'Hooters' first then onto 'TGI Friday ' for the 
food. The 'Die-Hard's' then went onto a few discos. A good night was 
had by all. Sang all the way back to the hotel , whilst avoiding a water 
fight outside a re taurant (yet another tory for another day!) 

30 J E - Did last minute shopping before going to the airp011 and 
getting on the plane for another Jong haul flight. Although this has been 
an experience of a lifetime everyone is now looking forward to gettmg 
home. 
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EPILOGUE - These arc a somewhat shortened version of account~ 
from. m~ personal diary during the period of the Expect. For all the fun 
and JCSling that took place, thcr.c was a serious side to the exercise; thi s 
was a very arduous and demanding Exped. Once you stancd there was no 
way of go ing back? the team had but themselves to rely on. There were 
lows and !ughs dunng our tune together, during the lows the team rallied 
round. and b~osted moral, during the highs they generated that greater 
bond in g w hi ch onl y eve r occurs in si tuati ons li ke these. Peopl e's 
characters w.er~ brought to the fo re and new fo und respect generated 
between all ind1v1duals. Adventurous Tra ini ng is meant to be arduous, 

challengi ng and fun . Ex Cockney Mackenne wa. all of the c It bu1lt 
team spirit, tes.tcd endurance, challenged the indi\ 1dual , thrc\\ panncr 
t~t~ the planning works and tested everyone\ sense ol humour to the 
limits. '/'1·e been Bewshered ' is now a Regimental term. ho\\ever I \\ould 
actually _hke 10 thank Capt Gu) Bewsher, on behalf of the team. who e 
bra1nchtld the expedition was and for all his enthusia m and dri\c 
creating an experience of a lifellme for us all . ' 
. . Foot Nole: LCpl Farquarharson-Robcrt\ fully recovered from h1 
injury and returned to the UK a month after the end of the expedition. 

32 (SCOTTISH) SIGNAL REGIMENT 
(VOLUNTEERS) 

CO Lt Col J. K. McKee MBE 
RSM WO! (RSM) S. J. Russell 
HEADQUARTERS SQ ADRO (V) 
Sqn Comd Maj Cammy Payn 
S M W02 orma Sproul 
GLASGOW HALF MARATHO ' 

Members of the Squadron, young and old, panicipated in the Glasgow 
Half Marathon on Sunday 19 August. The event was used to rai.e funds 
for the Erskine Hospital Appeal Fund. The chief fundraiser, Capt Keith 
Anderson, ran the race with his magic bucket collecting funds along the 
comse. At t~e ~ipe old age of 61 , Sgt Jackie Dollen , should gain pecial 
praise for his time; well under two hours - well done to him and to all 
those that took part in the race. 

LORD LIEUTENA T'S PRESENTATION 
On Tuesday 14 August fow· members of the Squadron were presented 

with the Lord Lieutenants Certificate for Meritoriou Service. The 
Ceremony was held in the city chambers by the Lord Provost of the City 
of Glasg0w, Her Majesty's Lord-Lieutenant and The Right 
Honourable Alex Mosson E q. The awards were presented to Capt 
Alex McLaughlin, WOt Terry McVey, gt Jackie Dollen and Sgt 
Danny Beattie. The event was attended by the CO and R M and a 
number of city officials in Gia gow. 

ARRNALS A D DEPART RES 
The Regiment would like to say a belated farewell to the Training 

Major, Maj Gordon nderson, who will now be firmly entrenched 
behind a huge in-tray at DCSA. We wish you the best of luck in your new 
job and hope you enjoy Cor ham as much as you enjoyed Glasgow. We 
would like to welcome his replacement, Maj Andy 'Honestly I play of 
15 ' Roberts and his wife Beverley, we hope you will enjoy your time in 
the Regiment. 

51 IGNAL SQUADRO (V) 
Sqn Comd Maj Andrew Thompson 

M W02 (S M) Lynn Bertram 
N AL CAMP 2001 FORT TREGA TLE (PLYMO TR) 

Annual Camp this year took place ar Fort Tregantle on the outh Coast 
of England. The camp was split into two main parts; week one was 
adventure training and week two military training. Due to the Squadron 
covering two other exercises, 51 and 61 Squadrons merged to fonn an 
infantry Platoon for the final exerci e. Weck One con isted of a variety of 
adventure training activities including hill walking, mountain biking. 
rock climbing and water-sports. There was also a sport competition on 
the first day. 5 1 Squadron put in a terling performance and were 
rewarded with econd place. After a well-needed day off in the Plymouth 
area where the quadron explored one of the large. I greenhouse in 
Britain, and some of the more exotic pubs and clubs. it wa back to 
Tregantle to start the gruelling military phase. At this point the quadron 
was reinforced with personnel who were to attend Ex altire Falcon the 
following week. The first three day con i ted of a number of tands. The 
survival stand wa met with much enthusiasm by all involved. The 
Honourable Artillery Company agreed to lend the Regiment ome very 
experienced per onncl for thi phase. Le son included fire lighting, 
improvised shelter, medicinal and tasty plants and food prep in a survival 
situation. The Squadron spent a very comfortable night under the star 
and returned none the wo1 e for the ordeal. The final Exercise wa lead 
initially by 2Lt Colin Bruce and SSgt Shand during the recce phase 
which succc fully gathered the information required for the final attack 
which was lead by 2Lt Chris 'Who ate all the pies?' Buckley ass isted by 
Maj ' Rifle Man o. 6' hankland a Platoon Sergeant. 5 J's pha e of the 
assault on a derelict Fort started well with LCpl Gray being vomit.ed on 
by a battle shock casualty! Due to ome member of the Rcg11nent 
namely HQ quadron getting slightly lost upon entering the objective 51 
Squadron were able to pu h hard along the left flank and give the enemy 
a taste ofhou e clearance I lighland tyle! 

EXERCISE ALTIR E FALCO 
This Excrci ·c proved the value of the wide ranging skill brought into 

the Corps from civilian life. ig arah ' Mini-me' Johnstone spent a 
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week in EXCON teaching SSgt 'The Great Shandim' hand how to use 
the range of Microsoft products being tested on the upgraded . 'CRS 
system, proving you can teach an old dog new tricks. The Oct led by gt 
' Bud ' Burne.rt operated successfully for the week carrying out a skilled 
and very rapid move on the Wednesday. At E DEX on Friday 51 were 
declared the victors of the tabletop exercise which had been used to trial 
the new kit. 

2Lt Colin Bruce assumes the yoga position 
hoping lo float away from survival training 

52 IC AL QUADRO I (V) 
Sqn Comd Maj Donald Gordon 

M \ 02 ( M) Karen wan 
ANN L CA 1P Fl L EXERCISE 

With the biggest turnout on Camp, yet again. 52 quadron had the 
upper hand in the final attack. A the fog cleared in the Fort the troops 
went in and as u ·ual the fog of war descended. Commanded by 2Lt Ian 
Davidson the attack went extremely well. The final attack wa · supponed 
by music from the Regimental Pipe upplied b) 61 qn';. Cpl Aln 
Cook. All the training and hard work from the ugu ·t OBUA \\eel\end 
paid dividends as room by room and tunnel by tunnel the fort \\as 
captured and ecured. During the entire final attack the Regimental 
Yeoman, W02 (Yors) H. 'Captain Furious· Lloyd, in hi> capacity a. D 
could be seen 'cutting around the area' venting his frustra11on b) lctung 
off steam. ot even the last . land by 2JC 51 qn, Capt Da\C~ Crockett. 
was enough to stop the East Kilbride qn from final victory. 
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QC 52 Sig Sqn, Maj Don.ny Cordon, brings up the rear 
LCpl Sheradin seems pleased 

as the Platoon begin another phase of the attack 

61 JG, L QUADRO ' (V) 
Sqn Comd Maj Brian Shankland 
SSM W02 ( SM) Rowena Clarke 
EXERCI E ALTlRE FALCO ' 

With quadron personnel deployed on a number of Exerci e thi year, 
per onnel were cattered across the length and breadth of Britain. The 
main focu (Main Effort for the Doctrinally Pure) for the S9n wa Ex 

altire Falcon. Due to the Foot and Mouth outbreak the Regnnent were 
unable to exercise in Germany with HQ ARRC on Ex Arrcade Falcon as 
previou ly planned. The fall back was Ex Saltire Falcon that was based 111 

Scotland and the orth of Ens!land. The aim of the exercise was to test 
and prove the NCRS+ systetu ~sing basi: Microsoft E-Mail facilitie 
over long haul HF. The introduction ofa Microsoft based sy tern ensured 
that the Squadron newsletter the 'Chocolate Starfish' could be distributed 
u ing the new network. It hould be noted that the HQ Sqn personnel 
deployed a the technical expertise in the form of Capt Jack 'Lonely 
Heart' Dempsey and W02 (FofS) Bob 'Head Jo~' Pullan were ~ot 
exactly stretched. uch was their advanced preparation for the exercise, 
they had time to debate which T\' channel to watch. However, t_he 
exerci e was a great success. the equipment worked well and the exercise 
gave the Squadron a chance to work with colleague from the other 
Squadrons. 

VI IT TO RAF DIGBY 
On the last weekend in September, members of the Squadron headed 

south to Lincolnshire to visit the Aerial Erector School at RAF Digby. 

The chool is re ponsiblc for conducting courses in climbing aptitude. 
scaffolding and climbing and worki~g at height. The school is also the 
home for the Royal Signals Short Riggers oursc which our PSI, Sgt 
Bob '365ft' Harvey, attended as a youngster and thought the quadron 
would enjoy working at hci~ht. After a .number _of safety lessons and 
basic climbs on 70 and I OOJt tower during the first day the Squadron 
then awoke on the unday morning ready to Lackie the 365ft Stcnigot 
tower which is a Grade 2 listed tee! lattice tower and is one of the few 
rcmai~ing original 1930 Ch~in Hom~ Defence .sy_ tems. Standing 36511 
high and overlooking the Lincolnshire wolds 1t _is po_ s1ble to sec the 

orth ea Lincoln athedral and the Humber Bndge from the top on a 
good day. Led by the fearless Lt Graham ',Bottled it at 109n· Ga\\ the 
climbing began. however. the ston11 force wmd and torrenual ra1~ made 
it difficult and most of the team performed admirably by reaching the 
200ft platfonn. Looking down from the top you. could ee bomb c~aters 
from the war and it this point you started to w1 h that they had hit the 
tower. Well done to LCpl Susan Traynor. Other member of the 
Squadron to make it pa sed the 200ft plat\orm \~ere _LCpl W~s ' Kin~ o; 
the road' Florence. Cpl Ewan 'Love God Lcshc, Sig Dave lnteresllng 
Andrew Cpl Dave 'Older than he looks ' Crampto n , Cpl Graeme 
· tunt D;ivcr' Harvey,. LCpl Rob ' High ' Lowe, SS~t Bob 'Where 's my 
rubber wellies?' Harvey and gt John ' 230ft 1s enough for me' 
Faichncy. Those that were unable to make it that far still urpasscd 
themselve . especially Cpl Scott "This RAF food i fantastic ' Fair, ig 
Vick ' Where's my shirt?' Cornwall and Cpl Alex 'Born to pipe nOl 
climb· Cook. Many of the team made major personal achievements over 
the weekend and surprised themselvc with h_ow far they cou~d go. 
Thank to gt Clayton and his team at RAF Digby for a fantastic and 
challenging weekend. 

l 

Safely on the ground 
the team admire the lovely colour of the Aerial Erector School 

33 (LANCASHIRE AND CHESHIRE) 
SIGNAL REGIMENT (VOLUNTEERS) 

co 
RSM 

Lt Col Elton Davis 
WOI haun Da 

High Sheriff and Honorary Colonel talk to the Honour Guard 
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Col P. Toyne DL, Honorary Co lonel of 33 Signal Regiment (V) 
invited the Regiment to provide an Honour Guard for .the lnve liture of 
the High Sheriff of Liverpool at the Law ourts in Derby Square 

Liverpool. . - h' I 
The Hon our Guard was provided from al l squadrons wit in t 1c 

Regiment and the Guard Commander .wa SSg_t_ Coburn of 42 (City o'. 
Manche ter) Signal Squadron. The High_ Shen ff spoke _to all members 
during his inspection and thanked the Regiment for its ass istance. 

42nd (CITY OF MA CHESTER) IG AL QUADRO (V) 
Sqn Comd Maj Mica Cummings 
SSM W02 Maurice Aarons 

Summer is over and at the Manchester outpost of 33 Sig R~gt (V) the 
weather has returned to the norm. The infamous Mancunian _ra in 15 

lashing down as I sit before my blank computer screen hop111g for 
inspiration and in response to the Adjutant's prompting memos. urcly 
we must have something worth writing about? And then I remem_bercd a 
VIP visit that had occurred, alway worth a few lines, and I do believe we 
even remembered to take a picture! So here goes. 
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VISIT OF THE DEP TY COMMA DER (V) 
t I SIG AL BRIGADE - COLO EL R. DAVE PORT TD 

The quadron wa delighted to receive a visi t from Col Davenport on 
the 24 July 200 I . A ~er one of our fa mous curry lunches in the Officers 
Mess, he spent the afternoon meeting the regular and civil ian staff. As it 
was a Tuesday and our drill night, he was ab o able to meet the Sqn Comd 
and the rest of the officers that evening as well as talk to most of our TA 
soldiers while they carried out a number of military and trade acti vities. 
The visit was a great ucccss and was rounded off in the usual manner 
with a few beer in the JRC. 

Col Davenport in the JRC flanked by LCpl Georgina Evans and 
LCpl Sue Heaps, while Maurice Aaron the SSM keeps an eye 

on proceedings 

ARMED FORCES DAY OLDHAM 
A series of Armed Forces Days representative of all unit in the 

northwest have been organised by HQ 42(NW) Bde in Pre ton to keep 
the services in the public eye. These take place at variou large town in 
the northwest. The last one wa held in Oldham and 42 qn, by virtue of 
its geographical position , was selected to repre ent the Regiment. 
Members of the Squadron set up a number of Ptarmigan vehicles and 
static display stands outside the main shopping centre and did their best 
to pull the punter in. They had a vi it from the Comd 42 (NW) Bde, 
Brig Wharmby OBE, who had his ear bent by LCpl Christine Jackson . 
She must have impressed him, as the Squadron have now been tasked to 
attend the next Armed Forces Day taking place in Crewe at the end of 
October. Needless to say, she will not be part of the team this time! 

How to get noticed in Oldham! 
Sig Alex Thomas, OCdt John Wayne Schofield and 

LCpl Christine Jackson 

EXERCI E MANC IA1 PURPLE 
(31 AUGUST- 2 SEPTEMBER 2001) 

The Squadron deployed on Ex Mancunian Purple in August to practice. 
e tablishing trunk communications and io shake out after the summer 
holiday period. Although the attendance was somewhat sparse, enough 
bodies turned up to make the exercise worthwhile and _valuable les ons 
were learnt by the newer members of the Squadron, while the old hands 
revised detachment procedure . The exerci e remained in the local area 
with site at Winter Hill and Billinge Hill being establi hed. This enabled 
the Squadron to enjoy an end of exercise barbecue in good time back at 
the TAC, courtesy of the QMS (V) Sgt Rooster Coburn. 

Trunk Node Troop raring to go! 
Back Row (L-R): Sig Bill Gooderson, Cpl ~ark Rut~ven , 

LCpl Georgina Evans, Sig Craig Atkinson. S1~ Andy 0 Malley, 
Sgt 'Screaming Skull' Duncan Anderson, Sig Alex Thomas 

Front Row (L-R): Sig Rob Smith, L~~I S!u G~een , 
Sgt Kevin Westall, Neal Carey, Sig BJ Smith. 
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TA PREPARATORY COMMISSIO I • 0 RSE (I \P() 
hy OCdt Tnimp 

Described as a ' busy ' course, the TA Preparatory (our c i a fast 
paced week long revision of the military knowledge rcqUJrcd to pa" the 
two week TA Commissioning Course. The vast majority of student on 
my course were completing the three \\eek in a single block. Skill 
revised, included first aid, the estimate, order.., drill. fitness tests <BPrA 
and MST), two and a half days of section and platoon attacks and there 
was even time for a guided tour of the Academy. The instructors at 
Sandhurst have already passed an extremely gruelling selection to be 
there and are absolutely first class; it i not only their knowledge but abo 
the unique way in which it is imparted to the Officer Cadet.. which 
makes the course so enjoyable - except when you scrl!w up! The other 
Officer Cadets on the course came from all of the TA and University 
Officer Training Corps and teamwork develop> rapidly during the first 
week, because everyone wants to pas and everyone is competing against 
a standard, not a quota. The break that I have before the Commis ioning 
Course itself will give me time to practise my orders and improve my 
fitness. The fitness is most important and, in my case, I have a lot of 
work to do in this department before tackling the Commissioning Course. 
However. I have had a taste of life as an officer and am really looking 
forward to getting back to Sandhurst as soon as possible' 

OCdt Trump at the Academy with his platoon instructor, 
SSgt Mick Raper 

Officer recruiting continues to go well and on the February andhurst 
Commi ioning Course OCdt Mathe\ Trump will be joined by OCdt 
Charles Vincent who pas ed RCB but who ha now opted for a career 
wi th the TA. This coming weekend OCdt John chofield i at Chilwell 
on hi TA Commi sioning Board (TCB) and we wi h him luck on that. In 
the pipeline i ig Daniel alentine who will be allending hi MTPQ '.! 
course in the near future. The picture below features two of our late t 
recruit , ig Emma Warburton (left) and ig_ Bethan _ Ieigh (right)_\~ith 
LCpl Georgina Evans, one of our more ·emor girls. m c~ntre po 1t1on. 
Both Emma and Bcthan, aspire to a Regular Comm1 s1on m the rmy 1f 
they do well with the TA. Emma is fro_m Timperly in Che ~ire and has a 
BA Honours degree in French and Italian from the University of Kent at 
Canterbury while Bethan is from Wilm·low in 01eshirc and i curr~ntly 
studying for a combined honours degree 111 Busme Math and Busme -
Economic at Manche ter Metropolitan University. And to prove that , he 
i not just a pretty face, Georgina Evan , a ystcm, Operator CR.A 
(CE TRAL) no less, is a taff urse in cardiology and coro~ary care at 
Manche ter Royal Infirmary and ha a Batchelor of ur mg (Hon ) 
degree. 

LCpl Georgina Evans with Sig Emma Warburton (L) and 
Sig Bethan Sleigh (R) 
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OFFI ER ' \lE . ' EW 
Ju t t prO\'C that it i not all work and no fun , e, ·en with today's more 

mtense li fe in the TA. we feature the officers at play during a recent me s 
function al the RI IQ me in Huyton. Li,erpool. 

'Little and Large' 
The Regiment's tallest officer, Capt Steve Evans (59 Sqn), 

gets told off for cheating at blow football, 

EXERC I E EXEC TIVE STRETCH 2001 
The Regiment is running thi yea r 's Executi ve Stretch Excrci e at 

Halton Training Camp in Lanca ter on 5-7 October 200 1(rcpon in next 
WIRE edition). Las t weekend (2 1-23 September 200 I) a complete 
rehearsal wa carried out to ensure that there arc no hiccups on the day. 
Stand in execu tives in the form of UOT cadets, ACF cadets and 
Ghurkhas from Bland fo rd ( UT ) were put th rough there paces and 
had to negotiate a series o f stand including such de lights as 'basha' 
building, the as ault course. water cros ing. night nav igation and many 
others dreamed up by the Regt Trg Maj. Garry Hailstone. The highl ight 
oftl1c weekend was the visit by the SOinC (A), Brig C. J. Burton OBE. 
Escorted by the 0 and Trg Maj, he visited all the stands includi ng the 
admin and reception areas, which were the particular respon ibi lity of 42 

qn. In the evening he wa hosted by the Onicers and Warrant Officers at 

a dinner in Lanca ter. 

The SOinC(A) and the CO talking to Sgt Hazel Trotman and 
Sig Ann Donnelly outside the 42 Sqn SAS/MC 

34 (NORTHERN) SIGNAL REGIMENT 
(VOLUNTEERS) 

co 
RSM 

Lt Col I. D. Westerman 
V 01 (RSM) M. J.P. Ander on 

EXERCI E TE iPEST 0 S JO RNEY - BATTLEFIELD TO R 
2001 

The majority of the Officers and WOs from the Regt have just returned 
from the Battlefield Tour 200 1 that primarily focussed on the Battle of 
the omme in onhern France. Ably driven by three of SO Sqn's finest 
J. COs. LCpl Tony Standing, Ruth ·Danger' Grainger and Matt 
'Ouch that door hun' Graham. complemented well by HQ Sqn ' LCpl 
Julie Wilkinson , a packed tour had been arranged by Majs Graham 
Jennings and 'Taff' Watts . We were joined by a gaggle of officers from 
2 Sig Regt, led by their Adjt, Capt Sue Barnard who proved excellent 
companion . Travelling overnight from Hull to Zeebrugge, the 
panicipants enjoyed an excellent evening meal on the P&O 1orth Sea 
Ferry. entertainment being provided by Capt Dave Edwards on the 
piano and the free fall gymnastic skills of Lt Paul ' Top Bunk' Denning. 

Arriving on the continent fresh and rejuvenated the next morning, our 
first stop was to visit the Hermies Cemetery. where the grave of Brig 
Gen ' Boy' Bradford VC rests and a wreath wa laid on behalf of all the 
Regiment. There i a very special relation hip between SO Sig Sqn and 
the Bradfords, a local Darlington family, which led to our TAC being 
named the ' Bradford Armoury.' We then met up with our tour guide, Mr 
Robin cott from Midas Tours, at Butte de Warlencourt. Due to the 
surprisingly good weather our pre-arranged itinerary went out of the 
\\indow and we made the short journey down to Pozieres to vis it the 
memorials to the Australians and Tank Corps and the site of the famous 
windmill. Refreshments were taken at ' Tommies Bar' in Pozieres before 
mo\ing to Gommecourt where we walked the area of the diversionary 
attack north of the main area of the batt le and compared the succe s and 
failure of the attacking divisions. We were then taken to Arras and our 
hotel for the two nights stay. where summary justice was dealt to Maj 
'Taff' Watts for the standard of all the accommodation . A free evening in 
down town Arms followed where frogs legs and l'escargot washed down 
with a little vin rouge were the order of the day. 

Saturday began with a visit to Serre, the site of the 'Pals Battalions' 
attack and visit to the Sheffield Memorial Park and its surrounding area. 
We follO\\Cd the Redan ridge towards Beaumont-Hamel, taking in the 
sunken r?ad and Hawtho~n. Redoubt, stopping only to grab coffee at 
Auchomtllers. We then v1s1ted the ewfoundland Memorial Park the 
stte of the 'cwfoundland Regiment heroic but futile a ault. E corted by 
a 'e\\ foundland exchange student, we found ourselves walking the 
trenchc; and crossing o Man's Land to the 'Danger Tree', halfway point 
between the two front lines. The torrential rain suffered at ' Caribou 
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Memorial' not dampening the spirit or the enthu iasm of the vi itors. We 
then travelled through the valley of Ancre to the site of the Schwaben 
Redoubt and the Ulster Tower Memorial of 36 Ulster Division, then on to 
the memorial for the missing at Thiepval. This portion of the visit had 
significant meaning to Capt Steve Wayman and LCpl Andy Barrett 
who both found their great grandfathers names on this memorial. The day 
concluded with a visit to the South African Memorial at Delville Wood. 

La Potiniere was the venue for the Regimental Dinner in Arras on 
Saturday ight, where a very enjoyable evening wa had by all. Sunday 
dawned and we thankfully booked out of the hotel and drove to Vimy 
Ridge. Although not part of the Battle of the Somme, this assault carried 
out by fo ur di visions of the Canadian Corps, which begun in 1917, 
against the ridge which possessed an almost impregnable reputation, was 
the ite of a heroic and bloody victory, rounding off the Battlefield Tour 
200 I. The by now fatigu ed trave ll e rs mad e the journey back to 
Zeebrugge and onward passage home . Once again the Regimental 
Battlefield Tour has proved to be an outstanding uccess. Our personal 
development has been enhanced by this trip and along the way we have 
made some new friends with our 2 Sig Regt Colleagues, once more 
building a closer tic between TA and the Regulars. 

49 (WEST RIDING) SIG ' AL SQUADRO 
Sqn Comd Maj Mark Finch 
SSM W02 (S M) Holdstock 

As welcomes go, to announce a new qu adron Commander is 
probably up there on top peg. The Squadron's warme t welcome goe out 
to Maj Mark Finch and hi wife Jo and it is hoped that they cttle m 
quickly to 49 Sqn ' mentality ' . Congratulations go to newly 
commissioned 2Lt Vic ' Wedgie' Wedgewood-Jones on uccessful 
completion of her commissioning course. 

IJMEGE MARCH.ES 
The Regiment took part in the Nijmegen Marche in July for the third 

year in a row and it just docsn 't get any easier. It is very easy to say '25 
miles a day for four days' and yet much more difficult to actually walk it 
Any admin problems were compounded by the fact that tl1e team were to 
leave for Nijmegen two days before annual camp fini hed. Guess where 
the annual camp was; ye. that's it, Brawdy in we t, west, we t Wales. 
The team arrived at ijmegen in good spirit. on the Saturday and 
promptly lost four team members who disappeared somewhere in the den 
that is Amsterdam! The three young TA lads were apparently led astray 
by our Regular counterpart, a certain Cpl Law (more about him later). 
and did not return to ijmegen until the briefing on Monday afternoon. 
The pre-taping began. 
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fuesday morning loomed and we were off. Due to FMD re trictions 
the team had no! trained ver~ oflen and for some members the prospect of 
s111g.111g was a li ttle ofT putt111g. Their fears were soon eased when they 
realt ~ed how bade the Team Leader was, nobody could believe that he 
"'.as 1n fact Welsh. SSgt . He~thcr 'I 'vc got to go!' Fraser completed 
e1iiht toilet breaks. Day 1 wo 1 ~ probably the worst day as the aches and 
pa.ms are new and you cannot 1mag111e how you will manage the next 75 
miles. The weather was awful. Capt J ez Bailey just could not decide if 
th~ l!mon Flag was the correct way up and Sig 'Milly 'Oh that's better' 
M11lmgton wrote the fi rst of many thank you letters to the makers of 
Vaseline - don't .even go there. S gt Heather Tve got to!!• Fraser 
completed ten to tl et breaks on t ~is day aiming to improve on a daily 
basts. Our only drop out, and yes 1t was our Regular Cpl 'ED ' the doctor 
made me top' Law. Day Three and there was more rain. The re t areas 
are a mixed bl.essing, the rest is good, but the starting again is not. Jn fact 
they are starting to resemble the retreat from Moscow. S gt Heather 
' I've !lot to go!' Fraser completed 11 to ilet breaks. The final day of 
march mg and we needed to be at the temporary bridge at Cujih by 
I 500hrs o r e lse we had to swim the river or march a 5km detour. 
Thankfully we made it and all that was left was the I Okm march to the 
end. SSgt Heather ' I've got to go!' Fraser completed 15 toilet breaks. 

f'! ij m ~gen Marche : Painful ,_ co mrades h.ip, a rgumen ts, bo ri ng . 
exhtlaratmg, revea.ltng, funn y, testmg and the lt st goes on if you have 
not done 1t before 11 comes highly recommended. After a 0430hrs reveille 
on the Saturday, oh my head, we were driven to pick up our minibuse . ft 
was then that. we d.iscovered we had. a fl at tire, well actually the Dutch 
gate guard po111ted It out lo us. The trip was completed with a visit to the 
War Cemetery and Airborne Museum at Oo terbeck and the Bridge at 
Arnhem. The pain of people's feet was forgotten for a while among t the 
self re flection at these sights. 

34 Sig Regt (V) the Nijmegen Marches Team 2001 

50 ( ORTH MBRlAN) SIG 'AL Q ADRO 
Sqn Comd Maj Graham Jennings 

SM W02 ( SM) Middleton 
Two new members of the Squadron to welcome into the asylum, SSgt 

Chris Ogg who join us from 3 (UK) HQ & Sig Regt and takes over 
from S gt Rob Eden as SP I at Debdon Gardens ewca tic . Also hello 
lo Sgt 'Delboy' Trotter who has arrived from 31 (City of London) ignal 
Regiment (Volunteers), for another bout of fun with the TA - don 'l know 
who he has upset! 

ADVENTURETRAI I G - KEWICK 
Coming straight after camp a large percentage of the quadron 

de cended on our old stomping ground of Braitl1waite. near Ke wick for 
a weekend of walking. climbing and \ ater ports. Having shown that 
they had no water skills whatsoever during the Squadron' last vi it to the 
Lake District, the officers decided to stick to term finna and tackle the 
tricky grade three scramble of Pinnacle Ridge up onto t unday's Crag. 
Led by the dynamic duo of Lt Paul ' Punchy' Denning and Capt Dave 
'Chopper' Edwards, the intrepid group of Officers bra cd the element 
encountering torrential rain , hail and un hine, before congucnng !he 
peak. Capt teve ' Rock !lugger' \ ayman de er es a special mention 
for his impression of a mountain goat and has dined out his exploits ever 
ince. ext top the Dolomites! 
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'One day my son, all this will be yours.' 
Maj Graham Jennings and his 'young' protege Capt Jez Bailey 

RSIT 2001 
The last few month saw the Squadron hard at work preparing for the 

vis it of Maj Gig Plumb and band of merry men. Ably guided and 
encouraged by the Squadron Foreman. (he asked me to put thi in 
because it i CR lime!). Sgt (FofS) Colin Raynor. the quadron again 
performed admirably and even urpas ed the very high tandard et la t 
year. Special mention must go to tho e Det Comds who were commended 
by the visiting R lT Team: from Debdon Gdn the Radio Relay duo of 
LCpl Tony 'l didn't trip, I slipped' Standing and Sig John ·JQ' Quinn 
and from Darlington LCpl Jenny Randall - well done to you all. 

Sgt Ross 'I miss my Central' Blair looking for his new wagon , Node 
Comd - RSIT 2001 
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'QL ORO \ 'EEKE. 'D - B LDERSDALE 
lway on the lookout to :upport 11 good cau c, the quadron were 

npproaeb<."<i and a ked to hel out at u local ndmg stable~, use~ by the 
Riding for the Disabled. w 1 i's patron 1s our olonel m Chief The 
Princ'ess Royal. The task .. as readil accepted by the Squad ron 
members. who were unaware ofwlmt they were letting themselves in for. 
Tht' jobs e'\plaincd were to re-build a wall, dcmdish an old wooden l~ut 
and le' cl off some uneven ground ready to hardcore and gravel. The ann 
of thi wa to pro,idc a olid ba e where the disabled . riders could safely 
help the riding staff'' ith the horse , however. on amval the qn Comd 
.· howed his COs the real tasks: the wall was a dry tone' all, the old 
wooden hut was a rather large 'building' and the levell ing of ground was 
to include the mo,cment of approx ten tonnes of old stone walling, 
followed by ten tonne of coarse and fine road stone for the level su~ace. 
Congratulations mu t go out to all members who attended, c. pecially 

apt Steve Wayman who offered his ho pitality a!'d front lawn to t~e 
quadron for the duration of their lay and pecial thank go to his 

neighbour Frank for the loan of his J B. The end re ult far exceeded the 
original plan and the Riding for the Disabkd staff wa more than happy 
with the outcome. II were to agree that 1t had been a hard but most 
enjoyable weekend. 

Dli ' lNG 0 T 
The quadron held a joint Ofiice Sergeants Me s Dinner to honour 

the dining out of two of our SPSls, W02 (RQ 1S) Tom Lappin who i 
nO\\ at 19 Mech Bde and S gt Rob Eden \ ho ha moved to 2 ig Regt. 
We were also honoured with the attendance of the Hon Col , ir Ron 
\!orman OBE and his wife Lady Joyce, who made the first of what i 
hoped to be many visit to 50 (N) ig Sqn (V) me functions .. Both 

PSI made a con iderable contribution to the quadron wh1l l with us 
and all wi h them well for their future careers in the Corp and hope our 
path may cros again in the not too distant future. 

SQ ADRO FOOTBALL 
The Squadron have just entertained 95 (SY) Signal Squadron (V), 

who' OC is a former Sqn Comd here al Darlington . Maj John 
Lambton . Whilst attending their Annual Camp at Wathgill the lads from 
35 ig Regt (V) played the quadron' geriatric football team and a good, 

clean. close fought match resulted in a fine win of 5-3 to the Darlington 
boys. gt Gary Fletcher scoring a hat trick to rank along idc Michael 
Owen's against Gcnnany, if you were to believe him and a couple of 
goals from Sgt Ross Blair, including a cheeky little back heel which 
totally bamboozled the visi ting goalkeeper. Apres match activitie were 
conducted back at the TA centre, where the teams enjoyed a few scoops 
and a line buffet prepared by Sgt ( QMS) Colin Ridley. 

90 (NORTH RIOT G) SIG AL Q ADRO 
qn omd Maj Richard Lenton 

M W02 ( SM) Ward 
·ALL' QUIET I HARTLEPOOL' A DAY I THE LIFE OF 

'Yes. it's all quiet in Harlepool! '. I reply to the caller from RllQ, 
Middle brough. ' You can't afford to let 'cm know that it get busy here 
.... You could lose street crcd if it got out.' Telephone Ring. ' Hello, ye;, 
I'll ring TAVRA .... Oopps, I mean RFCA right away,' I say as [write on 
my pad ..... job for later contact RFCA. I enquire whether the po t has 
arrived. The bank promi ed the Squadron Fund Bank Statement would 
arrive by today, and I need it urgently so l can clo e the account for Audit 
by the end of the month. Must contact the Police, Fire and Ambulance 
service about the forthcoming Charity event. Hope they will be 
participating. Brilliant, the Council 's approved the Public Entertainment 's 
Licence to allow the band to play during the event. All we need now is 
the Police and Int Sect to approve the event and venue and it will all 
come together. Can we fit them in? Who? Two more guests for the 

quadron dinner ni ght on the 13th. More to the point have the Civ 
Contractors arrived yet to discus whether they can produce the menu al a 
co t acceptable to all. ' How 's the preparation going for the SPS 
in pection?' I a ·k Shirley the AO. ' Don ' t forget to call in all the ID card 
- u e force with the Officers if need be, I bout. Good, all preparation 
completed for the meeting tomo1Tow morning. ' Yes I will buy the tock 
for the JRC before the weekend ... ye , I know it's an RRTT weekend.' 
Have you managed to sort out the fault on the U ICOM yet I ask the 
Chief Clerk?' Ah, first sight has eventually arrived. AARRGGGGHHH! 

o bank statement but what's thi ? Oh, good oh. a reminder from the 
Adjt that WIRE oles are to be on his desk by tomorrow morning. 'All 's 
quiet in Hartlepool!' 
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Lt Col . J. Potter, TD 
WOJ (RSM) J. T. Cauldwell 

EXERCISE EXECUTIVE TRETCH 
As the mist began to lift and I urveyed the glorious countryside 

surrounding the Upper Holme training area near Leek on Saturday 26 
September I could not help but reflect on the la t time I was here early in 
the year when the weather was miserable and so was I. Poor weather and 
photography do not mix well and my fear was that I would experience the 
miserable conditions that the Executive Stretch contestants suffered the 
evening before. Fortunately for them and me, although it was windy, the 
sun began to breakdown the mist and spirits began to lift at the same 
time . ow I could see clearly what they were doing/s uffering and 
unfortunately for them they could see me and quickly began to reali e 
their worst expenences and embarrassing moments were going to be 
captured on film. 

Emma Pyrah undergoing some map reading training 
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For tho e in the dark Executive Stretch is an exercise sponsored by the 
Re erve Forces Association and the National Employers Liaison 
Committee. Ii is designed to offer busine s leaders, prominent members 
of the community and other local organisations the opportunity to send 
key staff (or volunteers) to experience a weekend of challenging events 
and task . Events and tasks that reflect the diversity of skills needed and 
put into practice by our Re erve Force - ba ically, to make them aware 
of how important the Reserve Forces are to their country and local 
community. The Regiment was privileged and delighted to be ta ked by 
143Bde to run this important exerci e which was superbly organised by 
the Trg Maj, Maj Mick Boxall and his planning team who run the event 
with unbridled enthusiasm & energy. Reassuringly eighteen organisations 
accepted the challenge some of who had some idea of what to expect; 
after all most had been avid followers of survival! So far so good but 
would they enjoy some of the indignities heaped upon them such as 
traversing their way through a complex maze that just happened to be m 
total darkness to the other extreme tackling a gruell ing and exhausting 
combat trail full of devious obstacles after a few hours of sleep, and 
would they be able to make head and tail of the contents list of a 24hour 
rat pack! 

More importantly would they understand that the purpo e was not to 
eliminate team members but to work together and finish a a team. 
However, by contrast they also had to develop an aggres ive and 
competitive spirit to outdo or out mart all the other teams participating. lt 
was rewarding to observe that most teams quickly understood the need to 
work and pull together especially those that comprised varying levels 0f 
ski lls, energy and fitness. Understand ing and gentle motivation be~ame 
symptomatic to cope with this problem and this method while not ideal 
worked well because even weaker members improved dramatically over 
the weekend. Other tasks and chall<!nges that had to be faced included 
casualty simulation which gave some of most aspiring drama n1dents in 
the shapes of ig Zoe Trimm of 58 Sqn and Cpl Andy Parry of 95 Sqn 
to strut their stuff, but the Oscar winning performance must go to 1g 
Terry Forbes of 58 Sqn who made uch a convincing casualty even the 
real medics had to be ca lled in. 
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Where's John? Sig Terry Forbes supported by two young 
executives while Cpl Andy Parry tries to make a quick exit 

Heaven only know though where his lost mate John got to - perhaps 
he forgot his name was actually Andy! More gentle offerings included the 
map reading stand where some participant were clearly seen plotting the 
way home having just trekked an arduous few miles with a loaded 
rucksack and the camouflage stand where participants were greeted to a 
humorous display by LCpl Craig Jones of 58 Sqn on how not to put 
your make up\cam cream on. ot so humorous perhaps was the recovery 
of a casualty from a minefield. Negotiating through the minefield was 
fine but not for the poor ca ualty (who shall remain nameles ) who they 
kept tipping out of the stretcher. Retribution wa swift though because the 
next stand involved recovering and replacing a tyre on a Land Rover -
except the replacement tyre as most team discovered after a lot of hard 
work, was flat! This excellent weekend culminated in raft race after 
which all team , even though exhausted and saturated, \i ibly relaxed 
knowing all the hard work wa over and all they now had to look forward 
to was the prize giving followed by lunch and the journey home. o 
doubt to recount on the way fond storie of a gloriou weekend with the 
TA . otab le vi itors to the exerci e included Comdl43 Bde, Brig. 
Andrew Meck who also presented awards to the winning team and to the 
be t male and female, the Chairman of the RFCA, Brig John Patrick 
and the 01 ELC 143 Bde, Lt Co l Harris Andrew Trelawny. 
Valuable le sons learnt over the weekend - never expres your innenno 1 
thoughts until you know who you are talking too and a flag pole as [ 
di covered to my co t is nothing like a VHF antenna e pecially after you 
have arrived at what you thought was the Comms tand and never go 
trekking over Upper Holme unless you have got tread on your boot . 
Finally special thank arc extended to all those upporting unit which 
included, RMLY, 225 Plant Sqn RE, West Midland Regiment, and 202 
Gen Ho pital , without them the exercise would not ha c bee~ a 
successful a it was. A special thank is also reserved for the help given 
by Birmingham UOTC who provided an Officer Cadet for each team. 
Without their help, good humour, gentle persua ion and speciali t kills 
some teams may not have made it through to the final event. 

BACK TO GOD'S COU1 TRY 
After a remarkable weekend looking after young and not o young 

executive just a few day later the Regiment headed .towards Wathgill 
Camp near Cattcrick for its second phase of annual tra111111g on atur~ay 
30 September. Here tJ1e We t Midlander's were treated to the out tand111g 
beauty of God Country namely the Yorkshire Dales and i! was. h~re that 
an inten. ive week of Military, Recruit, Trade and Leadership 1ra1n111g was 
progranuned to take place. The R M, WOI Yogi Cauldwell, was al o in 
second heaven as it probably gave him hi one and only opportumty of 
having a Regimental parade every morning. It wa: a pleasure to obscf\:e 
hi unrestrained joy as hi ergeant Majors beg.an to renew their 
acquaintance with the drill square and complex drill movements hke 
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marching in step but by Friday they had it tuned to a fine art! I w 
~een to capture the hustle and bustle of the settling in pha c on film when 
1t dawned on me that after a pleasant Journey of 170 mile~ on a luxury 
coach my beloved camera was not in its usual place. Mild panic quickly 
et in and in my agitated state I realised r had left it on the coach that had 

returned to Birmingham five minutes earlier. The Race \\as on, I JUM 
could not carry out my Media duties without the camera and I had no 
wheels to chase the coach. fortunately the QM, Maj Jim Coffe~, came to 
my rescue he threw me the keys to his estate car and I sped tO\\ard\ 
Cattc~ck Garrison in. pursuit of. the coach. To my horror on reaching the 
outskirts of the Gamson I realised that the coach had taken a different 
route but which one! I had to make some quick deductions did It take 
the back route into Catterick village and onto the A I or wa~ the driver so 
impressed by the landscape surrounding Gods Country that he decided to 
take the scenic route through Leybum and \llasham. I opted for the latter 
and by nothing short of a miracle found the coach and driver parked in a 
picturesque lay-by on the outskirts of Leyburn . I wa right he was 
enjoying the countryside and I very fortunately recovered my camera and 
headed for the Fibua at Whinny Hill. 

BA D OF BROTHER & SISTERS 
The last time I experienced the Fibua at Whinny Hill was in June 1991 

and how things have changed superb and dramatic sound effect , old 
annoured vehicles that represent a battle group. tunnels, m37es, devious 
traps. obstacle . barbed wire. molotov cocktail range you name It it is 
there to be practiced. I was convinced that part of Band of Brothers had 
been filmed here as ome of the training carried out reflected some of the 
more reali tic hou e clearing cenes in the TV serie . Under the expert 
tuition and guidance of gts Barnie Balmforth. Tosh Hodgskins and 
'Geordie· Ord, sections composing of eight members spent the week at 
Whinny Hill and by Friday became extremely proficient at the many 
kills posse sed by our best infanteers. The sheer guts and detennination 

displayed by team members was inspiring as some of the conditions they 
had to endure can only be described as extremely unplea ant. 

Sgt Wendy Geddis in particular overcame her fear of enclosed pace 
by taking her Section, which included Sgt Alan Lunn and Sig Katy 
Mulligan, through the Fibua sewerage/tunnel system in total darkne s 
and all this having just completed an obstacle cour e. followed by a 
systematic clearance of three hou e using blank ammo, B ' and 
Chorley Grendades. All of this completed in just over 17 minute of 
adrenaline pumping physical exertion - their reward a hot cup of tea 
minus ugar! Earlier they had al o engaged in a forceful flat clearance 
occupied by an SPSI fundamentalist in the shape of S gt Andy Lloyd. 
He unwisely refu ed them entry and came to grief when he tumbled down 
the external tair of the nat with all eight members of the attacking 
ection on top of him. Some other sections believe they heard the muffled 

cries of ·Medic' carried on the light wind as SSgt Lloyd was een to 
hobble off in the distance. 

Sgt Wendy Geddis adjusting the kit of Sig Katy Mulligan 
before the house clearance ex 

Meanwhile o er at the Molotov Cocktail range riotous beha\ iour ''a' 
the order of the day with e\en the CO LI Col tephen Potter ha\ mg a 
go at striking a derelict tank. After s111ge111~. the hair~ on lus \Hi. t l~c 
MolotO\ he thre' appeared to have a hfe of 1t · own and fortunate!) tor 
the co· reputation was nlmo ·t on target. ' ig Doc \\at. Oil \\as not 0 

lucky and i · 110\\ rucing the da} that he lobbed a dud his mat in 4,' 
qn \viii just not let him forget it! The accolade of lk, t ecoon \\HS 
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granted to the ection led b) LCpl Rob Prun & fn Rob G riffiths their 
fine nnd cfTcch\'e command control led to a performance by their 
. ection that at the end of the eek prowd unbeatable. Following an 
unplea um experience with a Chorley Grendade 1hat exploded bet\veen 
my legs and letl me deaf and nur:ib (yes numb) 1 choose this undignified 
moment to make a harp exit and 'isit the more rr>undane but e sential 
tmde training back at Wathgill. 

A Section from 48 Squadron joined by the Honorary Colonel 

DEVELOPING KILLS WITHOUT THE THRILL 
Mo t of the trade training activitie. were concentrated at Wathgill 

Camp with a full range of training for Area ystem Ops, Radio y tem 
Op and Electric ians as well as essential driver training. The acqui ition 
of skill without the military thrill is a nece sity of a Royal ignal TA 
unit and all trainee fully understood their priority over the week was to 
gain \'aluable trade qualifications even though they mi ·sed out on some 
tremendou fun . A ig Zoe Trimm, Patrick Bryant and Andrew 
Jn1,1ram would le tify they. as well a many other , at least qualified in 
their cho en trade and will soon see the benefits in their TA pay. Others 
aw more immedia te benefit e pecially Cpl Tim Duff who e 

promotion depended on him c-0mpleting his driver training which as you 
can gather wa completed ucces fully. Thi only added to Tim's tring 
of good new , as shonly before camp he also became a father - many 
congratulation Tim! 

\\'hile mo t of the training wa confined to Wathgill the Regimental 
YofS W02 Phil Tonks as isted by Sgt Dave Owen did arrange some 
useful . field training near the air trip at Mame Barracks formerly RAF 
Cattenck. Here all the classroom skilJ were put inco practice and trade 
kill confirmed. Here those undergoing C+E training, util ising the ful l 

benefits of a large airfield to develop their driving skill , also joined 
them. By happy coincidence at the time of the training 19 Bde HQ & Sig 
Sqn were also conducting a field ex in the area wi th a variety of AFV' . 
Following a swift liai on visit with some old friends SSgt Dave Owen 
managed to lay on both a fami liarisation visi t as well a ome useful 
cro straining. All trade trainees were then entenained by members of the 

quadron and treated to a grand tour of the Brigade complex, a it would 
be deployed operauonally - but unfortunately not treated to a crash out 
that was firmly but politely refused. They were al o given an insight into 
the day to_ day problem and difficulties experienced by a regular R 

1gnal umt that proved most enlightening. 
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Thi · rewarding visit showed how well the TA and Regular Anny could 
work together by a mutual under landing of each othe r 's needs and 
problem . pccrnl than~s arc extended 10 ~~lh W02 (YofS) John Wright 
and_ Lt D:rn ~larkc ~or allo\ mg the v1s1t and the excdlcnt brie fings 
dunn)l. the v1s1t. . 0\\ II w_as ume to move on and_ c_atch up with what the 
rcc:i-1!ts were doing who JU t happened to be trammg somewhere in the 
v1c1n11y! 

It should have gone there Sergeant Major - FofS Chris Wilson 
directing SSM Martin Thacker while 

SSgt Dave Dewfall looks on mildly amused 

I FO 'D 1Y DRILL 0 CA TLE HILL 
Following the succes ful TA Foundation Course held at ali bury 

Plain during Phase 1 of annual camp it proved to be a formula worth 
repeat in~ and_ one t~at attract_ed eight rec~u~t trainee to attend the rigours 
of recruit tra1n111g 111 Cattenck. The trammg was evenly split between 
Wathgill and a useful cop e located in the astle Hills area of Mame 
Barracks. Here the recruits engaged in the full range of initial skills 
traini~g in a~ ~nergeti c progra1~1me arranged _by WOl Terry Douglas 
and l11s speciah_st team of recruit m~tructors. F 1ve weekends of training 
were crammed mto seven day so skill fade never became a problem and 
by all account this method of training produces a trained recruit that is 
much better prepared for the ubsequent CMS (TA) course at Blandford. 
Sig Lrn Hartshorn and Sig Ed Flint in particular could barely contain 
their excitement during the ection attack phase when they ignited their 
first signal nare while ig Carl Jones wa a little bemused at the 
intricacies of the paralume and was convinced it was a dud! 

Hope I'm holding the right end! 
Sig Carl Jones about to fire a flare while 

Sig Ashley Hinton looks faintly bemused in the background 

Fortunately, their drills during the section attacks proved much more 
effective as was their foot drill. All participant. , although they found it 
both mentally and physically demanding, enjoyed the week and arc now 
eager to attempt Phase 2. This bu y, worthwhile and constructive week 
culminated in the traditional recruit pass olT parade on Friday 5 Oc1ober 
at Wathgill Camp. Both the Recruit and Recruit Team were proud to 
receive the l lonorary Colonel, Col Brian Foxon, as the reviewing officer 
and following the parade he paid tribute to their hard work, spirit and 
dedication . 
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The Honorary Colonel presenting the award of Best Recruit to 
Sig David Harris 

He also.presented the award of Best Recruit to Sig David Harris of 89 
qn. David 1s keen to ~ecome a potential officer and judging by his 

overall performance, he 1 well on hi way. Well there i little more to 
report on camp except a few round up point pints. 

The Course Photo 

CAMPROU D UP 
. otable vi itors to this pha e of annua l training included GOC 5 Div, 

Maj Gen A. G. Denaro CBE, Comd 143 Bde Brig Andrew Meck, the 
Honorary Colonel, Col B. . T. Foxon OBE, ADC, TD and the 
Honorary Colonel REME TA 5 Div, Col Derek Forrest. 

GOC 5 Div chatting to W01 Terry Douglas 
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On_ t~~ final ca.mp parade on Thursday 4 Octob.: t~.: CO pra ng a 
very special surprise on. Cpl Htl Forsyth. B.:caU'.c ol her oubtanding 
commitment to_ the Regiment over the past year AHil, agam\t some \Cf\ 

tou~h ~ompet111on . was selected for the award of the Stockdale Troph) • 
to say she was speechless 1s perhaps an understatement. 

The CO presenting the award of the Stockdale Trophy 
to Cpl Avril Forysth 

Later that day a further surprise wa spruno on W02 Peter '\fouland 
when he was called into the Officers Mess ";ind his commissioning to 
Capta111 announced - many congratulations Peter and once again 
welcome to the Officers Mes . 

Maj John Lambton congratulating Capt Pete Mouland 
on his commissioning 

Camp al o had the u ual sprinkling of ocial occasions including an all 
rank quiz, di co and moker and a very lively joint officer and ,ergeants 
me s function where the Regimental Officer . 'i arrant Officer and 
Senior CO'~ were joined by the Honorary Colonel who kindly ptcl..ed 
up ~ht; port bill for those who were fined! Following an entertaining and 
upliftmg peech the CO then sprung one or two urprises and promoted 
S gt Andy Wilk ins to W02, and Sgts Colin Richard , Bromfield and 
John Scott to Staff ergeant, but the biggest surpri c \\a: re ened for 
Cpl Kay Yeubrey who wa acting a a Me·s teward during the e\·ening. 
when the CO announced her promotion to ergeant to tremendous 
applause from all pre ent - all are to be congratulated on their well 
deserved promotions. Congratulation are al o extended to , gt Ke' iu 
Bannigan and Sgts Tiny Hogan and pot Anslo" of the LAD on their 
respective promotion ', which were promulgated oon after camp. The 
handover arrangements for Wathgill Cam~ wt>nt extremely \\ell and there 
seemed to be an urgency and detennination lo both clean up and pact.. up 
and di appear through the camp gates " ll before lunch. The fact that 
wide creen T in all TA Centre were wanning up for the England , 
Greece game I am a sured had nothing to do with it. 
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Comd 143 Bde being briefed by Cpl Mark Ward on the FIBUA 

CA tBRAI CHALLE GE 
While mo t of the Regiment were looking forward to going home or 

watching the big match another group of courageous talwarts were busy 
making their final preparations for a concerted assault on the Cambrai 

hallcnge ompetition held at Altcar over the weekend 6/7 Oct. No 
home comforts for them to look forward to they had been busy practising, 
developing and testing their military ski lls all week. Although on the 
verge of exhaustion. they were still eager lo prove they were the best 
Other Ann· team in 143 Bde. They were also quietly confident that they 
could also compete on level lcnns with any of the infantry teams entered 
in the competition and were clearly mentally as well as physically 
prepared to do battle and attempt eight difficult military skill stands. 
After the team leader. Capt Tom Jeffries, gave them a final pep talk the 
intrepid but lightly apprehensive team et off for Altcar Training Area 
with ncrvou but confident expectation of making the Regiment proud of 
them. After a fairly shaky tart with the AFV recognition, their 
endeavours and selfconfidence began lo pay dividends as the team began 
to accumulate valuable points on the BC & Casualty extraction stands. 
By the time they reached the dreaded Assault ourse the team was 
running on pure adrenaline and a remarkable 6 minutes and 16 second> 
later it wa all over beating all other competitors including the best 
infant1y team! By the end of the first day we had the Cambrai Challenge 
Trophy in the bag and all that was left to do wa to snatch some kip, 
con erve our energy and hopefully continue our winning streak for the 
March and hoot competition the following morning. Here af\er much 
laboured puffing, blowing, and buckets of sweat (and some exceptional 
hooting) the Regimental team fell in for the prize giving and discovered 

we had won both tages of the competition. Tired, weary but exuberant 
the team loaded the minibus with medal and trophies and started the 
long haul home with Cpl Paul Kane recounting the glorie all the way. 
All team members are now looking forward to next year's competition. 
Thi magnificent, impre ive and outstanding team composing of Capt 
Tom Jeffiries, Cpl Paul Kane, Capt Chris Mosely, SSgt 'To h' 
Hodgskins, LCpl Ian Townsend, LCpl Andy Price and Sig Tim 
'Wallace have earned the congratulation and admiration of all members 
of the Regiment for their fine achievement. Very well done! 
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CO Lt Col W. D. L. Brown TD 
RSM WOI 'Paddy· Morrow 

A period of quiet consolidation for the Regiment has followed the 
Royal visit in July, with Squadron Commanders taking the opportunity to 
prepare their troop for the dual rigours of the Autumnal exercise season 
and technical inspection . The first Regimental Training Weekend of the 
cycle was held at West Tofts, and t11e trade and military training process 
will continue in earnest throughout the coming months. 

W02 (RQMS(V)) Eddie Kikas presents new dog tags 
to his (very) distant cousin, the RSM 

WOI (R M) Dougie Eaglesham took the opportunity to cut and run, 
on commissioning, to 30 CTT in Wrexham, and was dined out in fine 
fashion at West Tofts training camp in STANTA - we wish him and hi 
family the best of luck. Both 45 Sqn and the Regiment were sad to ee 
Sgt ·Tosh· Hodgskins posted to 35 Sig Regt (V) on promotion, and our 
best wishes go out to him and his young family. We also say goodbye lo 
\1iss Lorraine '\.looney, who has been a stalwart member of the 
Regimental clerical team for the la5t 22 years we wi h you good fortune 
at the ILC in Woolwich. A wann welcome is extended to the new RSM, 
\\ 0 I 'Paddy' \1orrow, who joins us from 3 (UK) Annd Div - enjoy! 
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W01 (SVWO) Les Scott gets all choked up after presenting 
RSM Dougie Eaglesham with a solid silver quaich 

The Regiment would li ke to pay tribute to Mr Peter Phillips, 
hairman of the East London branch of the RSA, who passed away 

recently. A popular, larger than life character respected by all those he 
ca me into contac t with, Pete will be sore ly missed. Whether on 
association business, out on the go t f course, or with his friends .on the 
nineteenth g reen, he was always good company and our s111ccre 
condolences go out to his fami ly. 

HEADQ ARTER SQ ADRO - ILFORD 
qn Comd Maj Pete Minshall 

SSM W02 Terry Butler 
EXERCJ E COCK EV WALK - Maj Pete Mi11shall 

l am not sure why but lately all HQ Sqn's Adventure Training ecms to 
involve water, lots of water. The plan was to use the faci lities at 14 (EW) 
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Signal Regiment at Brawdy South Wales; the activities planned were to 
be Coastal Path Walking, Coastal Steering and White Water Rib Rafting. 
The Squadron was due to leave llford TAC at 1930 by coach, to arrive at 
Brawdy by midnight, however due to the failure of transport bookings we 
had to then make a1Tangcmcnts to take our own clapped out mini bus for 
use in Wales on the Saturday, which meant a slow journey for the two 
drivers. After a long drive to Wales we eventually :1rrived at 14 Sig 
Rcgt's location at about l.30am Saturday morning, by the time everyone 
wa briefed and bedded down it was nearer 3.00am. 

With a early rise and good breakfast under our belts we arranged to 
split the Squadron into two cctions one for the Coastal Steering and one 
lor the White Water Rib Rafting. First group et of for St David's where 
the Coastal Steering was to take place, in the mean time the second group 
set of for another part of St David ' where the Rib Rafting was organi ed. 
Oh by the way l have not mentioned the weather yet, when we left Ilford 
by coach it wa a glorious evening wann and sunny, we drove all night 
West into a fabulous setting sun, but when we arrived in Wales it was 
mi ty with rain. ow aturday morning with no sun just low cloud, mist 
and driving rain, oh well we were going to get wet later anyway. On 
arrival at the location for the Coastal steering we were fully briefed and 
then issued wetsuits helmet and buoyancy jackets all provided by the 
centre plus you need an old pair of your own trainers to protect your feet 
when on the rocks. After changing into these, which I might add were all 
soaking wet and freezing cold especially the wetsuits, we then had a 
mall wait and then all piled into our mini bus which took us to the cliffs 

ju t South of t David ' were we were then to see just what we were in 
for. Coastal steering i a fairly new sport, the best way lo describe it is a 
omcone said, 'We are about to do everything that you tell the kid not to 

do, that is play on the rock and cliff faces in the high surf where strong 
current abound.' Again we were briefed by one of the two instructors 
that was going to take u into the water, his instruction were clear on 
what to do and what he was looking for, as he explained, 'This was team 
work, confidence building, working in pairs looking out for each other.' 
He paired us up into a good wimmer with a poor wimmer, this was 
essential as it was part of the team building training for the morning as 
not all could swim or there were week swimmer and some who were 
afraid of heights. 

Members of HQ Squadron gathered on the rocks 
waiting for the High Jump (looks like a load of (SEALS} 

To tart thi all off we had to jump into the water from a high cliff, 
well about 15 to 20ft with a large well running. After some he itation we 
were all in the water one way' or another. We then swam aero a mall 
bay with large swell and waves breaking on t~e rocks and cliff face .. 
During the next two hour , which went too qmckly we traver ed chff 
faces just above the wave , which were always trymg to pluck you off, 
ome fell ofT or were knocked off by the waves but most made it, there 

was one point where the tide and waves wa coming in between two large 
rocks the gap wa called the LUICE and each time a large wave hit a 
urge of water came through, again team work came into play: The 

instructor wanted to sec how many of the team we could get sloo~ in the 
gap before a big wave would knock us all over. We nearly aclueved a 
maximum before we were all knocked over and swept through the gap. 
As the tide was coming in eventua lly it became a swell rat11er than a wave 
and so some peoples were wai ti ng for the ere t of the swell an.d thenbody 
surfing into the bay behind the rock . W02 (SS 1) T. Butler in particular 
eem to like thi bit as shown in the photo. 

W02 (SSM} Terry Butler trying to body surf 
on the front ol a surge through the 'Sluice' as it was called 
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We also jumped from progressively higher cliffs into C\Cr deeper 
water. At the end of our two hours everyone was totally tired but \Cry 

happy, everyone enjoyed it and wanted more. Lt was good to ce that the 
more older experienced soldiers looked after ome of the newer and 
younger recruits that we had with us that day. A special mention goe~ to 
Sig Sanger who is not a good swimmer and is wary of heights, we got 
him in the water and also at the end jumping from the high rocks into the 
deep water and Pte Evan's who we had to coax into the water, but was 
enjoying herself by the end of the two hour . Well done to them and 
everyone who helped them. There were a few scrapes and bruises 
incurred on the rocks and barnacles but nothing erious. I believe that the 
team spirit was very high by the time we came back onto dry land. I 
know I was well pleased with what I had seen achieved. Meanwhile the 
cloud had come down lower and there was a heavy mist with light rain. 
thus when we finished and went back to the Centre for lunch (u ual 
haverbag), we found that the other half of the Squadron had not been 
White Water Rib Rafting as they were unable to go out to sea due to the 
low cloud and heavy mist. The Rib Rafting takes place in the open see in 
between Ramsey Island and the mainland St David's Head in an area 
called Ramsey Sound, so Sgt (P I) (Taft) Griffiths took them Coastal 
Walking instead. After lunch we changed over and the first group went 
Coastal Path Walking and the second group went Coastal Steering. At the 
end of the day everyone was thoroughly tired and wet either from the 
walking or from being in the sea. We all returned to 14 Signal Regt for a 
hot shower and dry clothes and a well earned dinner, which was laid on in 
the main dining room by our own SSGT ( faster Chet) 'orma Miller
Kight, who had arrived on the Friday afternoon with the advance party 
we had sent down to organise everything by taking over the 
accommodation and preparing for the main party' arrival late Friday 
night. The evening wa pent in the Bowling Alley at 14 Signal Regiment 
with a competition for the highe t team score (never did find who won 
that). A few beers were al o sunk o we were wet again although thi 
lime it was inside. Later some of the Squadron decided to go and see the 
ights in Haverfordwest. Sunday we had a lay in, well 8.00am Breakfast 

tben clear accommodation and wait for the coach to turn up to return to 
our TAC in II ford East London. We arrived back in late afternoon without 
trouble in fact the noise from the rear of the coach was a bit alarn1ing at 
times as we were not sure if it was the back axle of the noring. In all a 
very good weekend adventure training, with some very good team work 
and bonding especially between the older and newer members of the 
Squadron . My congratulations for a well organi eel and enjoyable 
weekends training goes to our (SPSI) SGT Jim Pollitt and gt (P I) 
'Taff' Griffiths, as well a everyone who took part. 

A YEAR J1 THE LffE OF 
36 (E) JG ' L REGIME T LAD RE 'IE (V) 
by Cpl lz..--y (or Eddy to his cross dressing chums) f==ard 
The story so far ..... 

January: ew Year. new PSl, the arrival of SSgt Brett Richardson 
wa not so much a new broom, more like the arrival of the entire street 
cleaning department of the local council. Thing were about to change in 
the LAD. A few deals and plenty of genero iry in the 36 Club and the 
new PSI has won the ' hearts and minds' of the LAD. 

February: Proce e and ystem . the Work hop Office di appears. 
new floor and a lick of a paint and by a miracle it .... PP&C! Fonns. flow 
charts. file , list and more fonns. Cpl Izzard is PP&C with L plate but 
be· learning fa t. Meanwhile Cpl Hourihan ~nd the re·t of the crew ar_e 
on Exerci e Sparkling Work hop. There' pamt everywhere, some of 1t 
where it i uppo ed to be. 

March & Apri l: Servicing i due and the PRE i in ight. The LAD i 
in production. AQ I Drew John ton lead the way Ill . pan~ers fly a~d 
the LAD fleet gets it 6 monthly pampering. The black b1ro 1s red hot m 
PP&C as pare demand fly and nothing can be heard but numbers 890 . 
8800 , I 045s, I 043 . I 084 , 932s. Is this code? 

May: Operation Sparkling Workshop i. in o erdrive. The work ·hop 
floor i now a hiny battleship grey and the welder' bay becomes ... well 
err ... a real welder's bay. MT co-habit PP&C. more number . more 
fonns. The PRE team de ·cend a does the big boy from 49 Brigade for 
the Techeval. The LAD i. etfective ... and that's oflicial! But it not all 
work, the LAD join· it more mature comrade of the local REME 
As ociation for a plendid evening at the Tower of London to expcnence 
the Ceremony of the Key . Who. e key ? TI1c Queen·. key .. 

June & July: Annual Camp arrive but the u ual t\\O weeks field 
exerci c with the Regiment i a ca ualty to foot and mouth. The LAD is 
packed off to learn from the profes ion~!· at the P I's pre' iou: posting 
16 Regiment RA \ orkshop at Woolwich. ome quality tra.ming 1s in 
store for everyone. The QM is loc!.;ed in PP&C. ls on 111 pecuons 
and all the other T trade·mi;n getting ome top tips from the extremely 
helpful team at Work hops. The tay :it. Woolwich is topped by an 
invitation, gratefully accepted. to ha ea gtndcd tour of the RA \\ooh' 1ch 
Barracks Officer' Mess. A memornble tour for which the LAD \\a truly 
grateful. However, if , uch an honour wa not enough. )he next phase of 

nnuol Camp was even more memorable. Royal \nsll b) HRH the 
Princess Royal , Colonel in Chief of the Royal 1gnal. at the T\ cntrc 
in llford, home to '6 ig Regt. Regimental ~Q._ quadron HQ and the 
L D. The L D led by it · 0 . Capt Rob111 'liccdham . \\as great!} 
honoured to pre cnt a stand to Her Ro)al Highness that included a 
display of the Machinery Trailer and other kit. a BDR dcmon'<tratwn and. 
the icing on the cake, righting an upturned Land Ro\C~ usmg the foden 
Recovery chicle. All went VC!) well and lier Ro~ al Highness sho" ed .1 
keen intere t in the L D team. its role and equipment. 
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Augusl: A Iler the arri\ al of the P I and th' e:1.pericnee with 16 ig 
Regl. th' LAD was m danger o~ information overload. othing belt~r 
then. than .omc d\'cnturc Trammg with llQ quadron 10 take their 
mmds off thing·. The location wa · Brawdy in Wale . The main activity 
wa coastecring. It was an experience c peciall) for lhc courageou 

rnthmen Igwe~ and Boatey who were soon flinging lhemsel\'es off the 
rocks into the sea when they can't swim. 

cptcmbcr: The LAD ream up with it. friend. and nei&hbou1 , the 
fiuers of 240 quadron '1 151 RLC al Rom ford for ·omc nuhtary skills 
traming. The guy rise 10 the challenge of sniffing out .Cpl _Ford's 
cunning!) boob)-trnpped Land Rm er and move on 10 Ex W111d1111ll Walk 
a night naYigation exercise in the wilds l'f Es.ex run by gt li ck 
· pud' '.\turphy. A few bl1.1ers and ore ankles but eYeryone makes the 
l 5km route without ge11111g lo. t .... much! 

Octobe r: The . ights are now on x outhern raft man. The 
·il\'erwarc i there for the taking, but will 36 ig Reg! LAD steal the 
glory'? We'll have to wait and ee. 

45 (E) IGNAL Q ADRO (V)- COLCH ESTE R & \: RLEY 
by Sg1 Ke1· Elliou 
Sqn Comd laj Mike White TD 

I W02 Lou ise Walker 
4STH (E EX) JG. L SQ ADRO '(VOL 1 T EERS) 
WO' & SGT' tE S TMER BALL IS EPTEMBER 2001 

The peace in ye olde 'illage of Bungay, 1orfolk, was brok:n on the 
15th day of the month of eptember when ye olde people of 4 (Es ex} 

i1mal quadron \ o· & gr' Mess and their gue ts turned up for a 
\ 1edieval Banquet at ye Three Tun . (All except 'gt John Pickett who 
true to fonn arrived at Colchester after the transport had left!) 

E\·eryo ne changed from their modern dres to something more 
becoming for the e\'ening. ir (Sgt Kevin) Elliott. ir (S gt G erry) 
McGachy and ir (Q) Ru sell became ye roundhead (Apparently R on 
didn't have to hire a co tume. he still had hi old kit i ued by lhe ew 
Model Anny). ir (Mick) Joiner . ir ( gt Dacre) Barnick dres ed as 
ye gay (hey. but thar' okay now) ca\'aliers and Mr Fr~·er (Sgt John) 
Mitchell and Ir Fryer ( gt ndy) Gladman also JOllled the fun 111 

costume befitting their girth. Finally the S M (Louise) Walke r and Sat 
Ro e Prince found the mo t fitting outfit true to their own nature -
JE TERS! 

Goblet of mead accompanied a fine 4-course meal. whil I ome 
people found themselves almo t al home by u ing just their finger . 
Mu ician thrummed. jugglers j uggled and challenges were thrown by all 
and undry - just another day within the quadron really. A modem day 
di co wa held in the cellar afterwards with ir (Ron Q ) Russell 
showing us how they did it in ye olde days. All in all a great night out for 
all and many thank to the SSM on all the hard work organising the 
function. 

EXERCI E SM 'S E. DEAVO R - 27-29 July 2001 
by LCpl Mau Joyce 

Ex SSM Endeavour was the SSM"s answer to The Mountvoy Trophy 
weekend. Run wi th a big emphasis on BC, the Squadron was split into 
four groups at the end of first parade and it wa a ll go from there. There 
were five lands to get around and we were de termined to core 
maximum points. My team tarted off on the driving, with LC pl Putnam 
turning the \\heel and LCpl Joyce guiding her whilst reversing with a 
traile r - things went rea onably moothly at this stage. However. the 
table were turned when it was LCpl Joyce's tum to drive, and thing 
tarted to heat up with LCpl Putnam guiding operation . With Joycie 

throwing his teddies all over the cab, and LCpl Putnam giving him look 
that can kill a man at IOOm, it certainly made for an entertaining 20min . 

ext up was Leopard Crawling with a weapon strip thrown in for good 
measure. Glad 10 report that there were no major problems there. The 
Leopard Crawl was ucceeded by a Trailer Run in which the teams had to 
pu h the trailer around the TA centre in Full !PE. What fun - Sig C rouch 
(the ex-infantryman who has een more action than Gen Sir Peter De La 
Billiere. o I am told anyway) wa een to be examining the contents of 
hi s large inte t ine afterwards. Fifth on the agenda was the Ch inese 
Whisper in which the instructor would give one person a mes age, and it 
would then pas down the group until it got to the last man and then it 
would be voiced back to rhe instructor and if the two matched you got a 
point. We had an amazement of fina l answers! Orienteering was the next 
stand in which we had to run around look ing for liltle marker with a key 
on. That wen t pretty smoothly. Drill fo llowed with the s low march 
looking more like something you might ee on the Starship Enterprise. 
With the quad desperately tryi ng not to laugh we attempted to do the 
bcsl we could out of the ituation and I believe that we may have come 
top on that stand. 
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Wiit not paJJ JJOHr 
ptf•n lltJ 

Direct Debit? 

Members of the Squadron squeeze through a tight gap 
during the NBC obstacle course 

Knock off. shower and change for a few beer and a Bar-B-Q was jusl 
what everyone wanted to hear. Though besl not to hit it too hard a. the 
CFT was to follow in the morning. eedle s to say one or two of the 
troopers hung on a major se sion. CFT, after a hearty break fa t, was just 
like having a delightful troll in the country, well for some of us anyway. 
With that out of the way time to pack up and disappear. Yet another fun 
but educating weekend put on by the eniors. Although the weather wa> 
hot I do not think that anyone minded being in full !PE for the day. With 
the activities lhat were set up for u there wa not a lot of time to gel 
bored hanging around. So from the guys on the ground, thank for a 
blinding weekend. 

EXERCISE ACTI VITY T IGER - 18-19 A G T 2001 
hy LCpl Matt Joyce 

18 August 200 I aw the Adventure Training kick off for 45 ig Sqn at 
Cambridge TA centre. On arri al the troopers were met by the ever 
cheerful gt Del Pa rkin on. traight after a good old TA breakfast of tea 
and toa t we were plit into two group - one for rock climbing and 
canoeing, and the other for some mountain biking through TA TA with 
Lt turt. Ju t before we left we were all issued with a happy meal 
(Supplied by SSgt McGachy) that the lads affectionately nicked-named 
the 'McUnhappy' meal as the Comish pa ties were so tiny. The canoeing 
contingent headed for Ba singbourne Camp where we met up with Cpl 
J ohn K ing and C pl Paul Miles. First up we had rock climbing on the 
indoor wall after being shown the rope (excu e the pun) we were then let 
loose. WitJ1 C pl Farrow in a different league, looking the part with his 
shiny new 'stickys', he was on top form c lose ly fo ll owed by LCpl 
Putnam. The OC Sqn was de termi ned to climb above Im, though 
without a great deal of luck. Better luck next time Sir! 

Straight after the climbing followed the canoeing. Once the safety brief 
was out of the way we launched our canoes and had a paddle around the 
lake with ig Stewa rt bringing up the rear and Sig Andrews steaming 
ofT in front, convinced that he wa on ome kind of special op with lhe 

BS. We regrouped and the instructors showed u how to steer, stay up 
right and what to do hould we capsize (which was pretty inevitable). 
After a few games uch as running over the canoe when they were 
pulled together in one big line, and tag with a tennis ball we packed up 
and headed back to the TA Centre. Once the ki t was squared away 
everyone showered to shouts of 'come on, you're in your own time n~1v' 
(that o ld chestn ut) we headed to the Mecca of all adventure tra mmg 
weekends - the holy bar. 

SSgt (SPSI) Gerry McGachy (back right) prepares to dispatch 
further search parties in the hope of finding that damned ball 

Sgt Kev Elliot acts as loose ballast in the centre 
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fhc next morning we headed down to the lake for a raft building 
compct1uon between Warley and Colchester. After being given some 
barrels, planks of wood and some string we split up and start to build the 
rafts. Once they were built the Warley Warriors, armed with a sense of 
humour and paddles, followed the Colchester classics into the lake. The 
first task was a race around a buoy about I OOm out and then back again. 
With honour at stake, the Warley Warriors retaliated with a tream of 
invective and things got prclty ugly after. All in all a good time wa had 
by all. I would like to take this opportunity to thank the PSl's, pl King 
and Cpl Paul Mi les for all the work that they put into to making the 
Adventure Training weekend such a sucees . 

EXERC l EA T M E DEAVOUR 28-30 EPTEMBER 2001 
by Lt Andy Sturt (Sqn Op OjJr) 

Organising training weekends is like baking a cake, the ingredients are 
not appetising on their own but put them together in the correct way and 
a gateau will be the end product. So the challenge wa et to combine 
ranges and RSIT prep into one weekend and come out with a Black 
Forest. Some might say that this is like making a cake from mud and oil. 
The weekend started on Friday with a session on the local SAT. After 
practising on the 'normal' practices the SPSJ, S gt Gerry McGa chy, 
mentioned something abou1 a video shoot. Almost instantly, after 15 
minutes the computer was working and all involved slipped into banzai 
mode. Thi se ion was greatly appreciated as moving target are 
omewhat different to the figure elevens that we have all met before. 

Saturday started exactly as every range day should; with a dark grey . ky 
that appeared to have a severe leaking problem. Thankfully, once the 
cattle had been moved ofT the range. we were able to tart firing. Capt 
Mike Evans and SSgt Stewar t along with the P I had pent a lot of 
time organising everything so that everybody was able to get rhrough the 
APWT in record time. What was even more incredible wa that we 
achieved an 80% pass rate. Of course no weekend would be complete 
without it surprises, o that TA CFT was sprung on u . One sweaty hour 
later it was into the RSIT prep with the exception of Lt ndy turt who 
found him elf directed towards the kitchen. Thankfully C pl Molineaux 
had already prepared the food and so it was simply a matter of turning on 
the cooker, although it mu I have been difficult as breakfast and lunch 
had also been cooked by the time the Ops Officer emerged from the 
kitchen. The RSIT prep went well and an enormous amount of work wa 
completed. A big thank you mu t be sent out to L t Emm a Hillyard and 

O Cdt Sturt who took it on themselves to sort ou t the troop tore . I 
doubt that they really knew what they had !et themselves in for. A \l'T)' 
successful weekend was had by all invohcd, plenty of valuable traming 
was completed and the RSIT prep continued well. When asked \\hat the 
best thing was about the weekend the consensus seemed to be rhat 
another three bounty qualifications were complete and that RS!T would 
soon be over! 

REGIMENTAL GOLF OCIETY 
by SSgt (SQMS) Ron Tex Russell 

The inter Squadron golf competi tion took place on 26 September at 
Stapleford Abbots Golf Club. After the tradi tional pre-match coffee and 
bacon rolls, 16 players were ready and raring to go on the first tee. The 
weather wa good, and rumours were rife across the course that 
previously unheard of gol fcrs were playing o ut of their skins. The 
atmosphere was tense as the 18th hole approached, and it looked as if it 
was going to be a tight fini h. Steve 'Motorman' Kentish got a hole in 
one at the 185 par three (a lthough Steve is used to dealing with big holes. 
being ex-Pioneer Corps), and we all enjoyed the free beer aftemards, a 
big well done to a good guy. Len Carr scored 36 point. (never heard of 
before}, and Ray Whall finished with 39 points that was enough to win 
him the top individua l prize. Rod Allen cleaned up with the longest dri\'e 
of the day, whilst Ron Russell couldn't resist scooping the nearest the pin 
medal. The top prize was lifted by Sig Dave Bleck on behalf of 45 qn 
who won by one point from 54 Squadron. One again, this was a superb 
day out, with some good golfers on di splay. improving all the time. A. 
final word of caution - remember. they pu t fert il iser on the greens so 
don'! lick your ball ! 

P UBLIC A POLOGY 
The Corps Pre s Complaints Committee recently found in favour of 

Maj (A KA Captain) Edwards, and aga inst the editor of 36 ig Regt 
WIRE notes (now retired). Maj Edwards objected to the word 'rotund" 
being used in a recent edit ion of The WIRE in relation to hi body hape 
and overall condition. The Regiment now accepts that it was wrong to 
describe one o f the up and coming star o f the Royal Corps in thi s 
fashion, and recogn ise (after due medical con ultation} that ·portly' 
would have been a more sympathetic and defi niti ve de cript ion. Maj 
Edwards, Adjutant amongst Adj utants. we apologi e unreservedly for 
any offence caused. 

37 SIGNAL REGIMENT (VOLUNTEERS) 

co 
RSM 

Lt Col P. J . Grogan 
WO! (RSM) M . C. Fisher 

A UAL CAMP 2001 - PENHALE TRAJ 'ING CAMP 
NEWQUAY (SEPTEMBER 20- OCTOBER 6) 

This year saw 37 Sig Regt travel to Cornwall for its Annual Camp. A 
two-week training package with one week on the range and one week 
adventure training. The range package inc luded familiarisation with the 
GPMG, target indication and live-firing ection attack as well as weapon 
handling and shooting as es men! . The Regiment welcomed GOC Maj 
Gen . G . Denaro to the range on Thur day of the fir t week. The 
General gave an informative Battlefield Leader hip pre e11tation before 
being the honoured gues t at the Officer Mess D inner that evening. 
Congratulation to the djutant, Maj E lizabeth 'Air Guitar· Oallyn on 
her promotion. Al o a welcome goes to Maj Tim Wood who join the 
Regiment as the new Training Major. The Regiment boa t a wide variety 
of qua lified adven ture training in tructo rs enab ling the sol dier to· 
practice sa il ing, climbing, canoeing and clay pigeon hooting as well as 
mountain biking and hi ll walking. The 'tourist friendly' envi ronment of 
the region also gave the opportunity to try more peciali ed acti vities 
such as carting, pa int ba ll ing, pony trekking, quad biking, urfing and 
even gl id ing . The a il ing was thoroughly enjoyed by a ll und r the 
guidance of Cpl Paul Whit(' of 93 qn ably a si ted by Cpl Cath ' Look 
at me in my PTI Vest!' Smith (67 qn). All except for maybe W02 L ucy 

ewell ( SM 67 Sqn) who wa lucky enough to ee her breakfast for the 
second time that day and at one point Sgt John ·Ptea e let me down!' 
Elsworth (P L(T) HQ qn) who reali ed he was more scared of heights 
lhan he thought. . . halfway up the mast! 

PT!, Cpl John 'Twice round my beaut iful body ... GO!' Mc ar~hy 
and gt Tim Abbott howcd the reg iment there wa more to canoemg 
then j u t paddl ing down a river taking the group ' urf Canoeing· on the 
breaking waves of Newquay beach. The day begun on a calm srretch of 
river with a capsize lest and a few hints ' n ' tip on canoe control. The 
group continued down the river unlit Sgt bbott suddenly stopped and 
dragged bis canoe to the top of bank at least two metres sheer drop to the 
water. Quickly under landing what wa required , the braver (or more 
stupid) member of the group fo llowed him. One by one the group-' as 
hoved off the ba nk by g t bbott hitting the wate r ~ o e fi r t , 
ubmerging briefl y then bobbing back up for the fir t adrenaline _rush of 

lhe day. ot to be out done by his student C pl McCarthy decided he 
was going to complete the ame manocu re ... only back\ ards! Much to 
his embarra sment the canoe came to re t with an unnerving thud lodged 
fac ing stra ight upwards in the thick mud at the bottom of the bank ! \ e 
<lidn't laugh rhat much ... hones tl y Mac ! C pl McCa rthy eventually 
paddled away with only his pride bruised. The crowd for Pte ' Dolph ' 
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Lewis 's later mishap was much larger. Powerfully built Pte Le\\is was 
caught off guard by the turbulent water cau ed by the propeller of a 
stationary. crowded passenger ferry. In full ight of dozen of concerned 
spectator Cpl McCarthy perfo m1ed yet another ' lightning quick· re cue 
a he hauled a capsized, flounde ring, very relieved Pte Le" is to afety. 
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T e and dunes of Penhalc Training Camp were the backdrop for the 
c tion ttack . the culmination of a week on the range . ix section 

O\ercame the rough terrain and hot condition to defeat the enemy with 
enthusm m and aggre sion. wly promoted gt 'Pez· Thomas ~53 Sqn) 
dre'' on hi experience with the Welsh Guard. to en ure the 1gnallcrs 
in fa ntry skill were up to cratch. 

Sgt Thomas {Congratulations.on your promotio~ , M_r Vice !) 
briefing Section Comd, Cpl Bnan 'lam not Scottish ! Mclean 

who has just been posted into HQ Sqn as a PSl(T) 
from The Royal School of Signals 

Section Six - Motivated for the last section attack of the day 
Top Row {L-R): Sig Paul Clayton, LCpl Wil Lins, Cpl Andy Clarke, 

Cpl Arnie Canning, Sig Mick Swann 
Bottom Row (L-R) : Sig Haggai Chepkwong, Stuart Swinnerton, Sig 

Adrian Walden, Sig Ben Summerton 
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pl Andy Clarke (top Centre) i just one of the Regiment present at 
the Annual amp deploying to Bo nia in November as Pan of The 97 

ignal quadron (V ). Others include: LCpl Reeves and LCpl Rignnll 
from 53 Sqn, Cpl Smith and LCpl Sheard from 67 "qn, W02 (SSM) 
Krikorian from 96 qn and SSgt llcync, Cpl tevc Walsh (REME) 
Cpl Kevin lfall. LCpl Bakewell and LCpl Bayer all with HQ Sqn. ' 

Thanks to the weather (well-done Padre!) and the organisational and 
refereei ng skills of the Regiments PTI' a very competiti ve, extremely 
succc sful inter squadron sports day was held on the middle weekend. 

pccia l thanks must go to LCpl Rignal and Capt. Rance of 53 Signal 
quad ron fo r the ir e ffort s. Teams from all five squ adrons keenly 

contested basketball, baseball , football, vo lleyball and tug of war. The 
basketball tournament under the watchful eye of the QM , laj Don 
Holm es . , ent without a hitch. llowcver, con vinci ng ·omc of the 
squadron members that the game is indeed a 11011-co11tac1 port was at 
times difficult, as a bruised Maj Richard Bowden (OC 96 Sqn) would 
undoubtedly conte t to ! The basketball was dominated by HQ Sqn, as 
were all the event of the day especially the tug of war thank to a 
convincing performance by a vc~ aggres i v~ omcwhat large team! 

The Fina l event saw Mess pnde al take 1n The Officers Mess vs. The 
Sergeants Mess Cricket Match. It was a clo cly contested game swayed 
by some notable i ndiv idua~ ~erformanccs. Despite a respectable Captains 
innings by the boundary-lut tmg RSM , the Officers were the final victors. 
Maj. Tim ' port Billy' Wood helped HQ Squadron to victory in sev~ral 
event , hi batting prowes> m the cricket almo t turnmg the match mlo 
The Sergeant s Me vs . The Training Maj or! He was even~ua." y 
di mi cd by a que tionable LBW. lcavmg the 0 to procure the wmnmg 
run . The prize of a decanter of port now re ides in The Officer Mess. no 
doubt empty by now! 

Finally . .. The All Conquering HQ Squadron 

96 IG AL SQUADRON (V) 
Sqn Comd Maj Richard Bowden 
SSM W02 (SSM) John Convery 
BRIT! H LEGIO RU 

Followi ng a pre entation by the Roya l Briti h Legion where the 
Squadron was infonned of the aim and activities of this organi ation, a 
glut of applicat ion fonns for the British Legion Run Around the Park. 
Five members of the Squadron were per uaded to complete the. I Olan ~n 
and another two ran a recruiting stand at the event. Congratu lation to Sig 
Knight (46 min ) and 2Lt Longcake for their times and to SSgt Tuck, 
Sgt Hayley and Cpl Dunn fo r actually completing the event before 
everyone else went borne! lt was claimed that the pi c~i c on the way 
round was j u t too good to miss honest! The runners ra t ed £82.00 for 
the Royal British Legion, while LCpl Tuck and LCpl Mullins (currently 
in Kosovo) provided the recruiting tand and tentage fo r the spectator to 
keep out of the cold and wet. 

COMMANDI G OFFICERS CHALLE GE 
The objecti ve behind this exercise was to task the PSI , SSgt ' Jez ' 

Bromley, to organise an activity compl etely diffe rent to the normal 
activitie carried out by the Squadron. As SSgt Bromley had prcv 1ous l~ 
been involved with the Swanagc Steam Railway, Exercise 'Topham Hatt 
was his first choice. This wa agreed by RHQ, so planning commenced. 
In the nick of time clearance was obtained, the delay being the Foot and 
Mouth Cri is. Then we were ofT down to Swanage by coach. We ~rrived 
after midnight to be accommodated in the Railway. Worksl~op, hanng the 
accommodation with two, part stripped, steam engines. Bngbt an? brccLy 
we all arose to be given a sa fety brief, a we would be workmg on a 
working railway line. The Squadron was ~ivcn twelve. ta ks to complete 
with a bonus if time allowed. These tasks mcluded drainage trough1n~ to 
be cleared rake and clear ash path , removal of a tree, clearance ol an 
area in pr~paration for a new access ramp, burn debris and paint fences. 
Thi. wa all on a stretch of line that has been adopted by the Royal orps 
of Signals. Following a hard days. work (and a suntan) we_ all boarded. a 
coach to OM Kineton for a Regimental smoker, which mcluded skits 
from each Squadron on what they had done. 

EXERCI E TOPHAM HAIT 
Ex 'Topham Hatt' is an ongoing MA C xercise with the S\~anage 

team Railway. The Swanagc Railway has been associated. with the 
Royal Signals since 1984. Following the successful mtroductton of the 
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Squadron earlier in the month, th is full weekend of support had been 
planned. It is the first of a regular visit to wanage (we hope, training and 
commitments permitting) and the start of a fruit ful relationship with 96 
Sig Sqn (V) and 37 Sig Regt (V). The Swanagc Railway is a purely 
voluntary organisation and therefore any labour that can be offered is 
very much appreciated . Soldiers prov ide an organised and thorough 
source of manpower and a broad spectrum of skills, which are invaluable 
when avail able. 96 Si g Sqn deployed to Swanage, where we were 
accom modated and fed and undertook a va riety of tasks which were 
expected to test individuals both physically and mentally. The main thrust 
of this exercise was to repair damage done by vandals and prepare an 
area fo r storage of spare part for the Railway. The second group were 
directed to begin preparations for the organisation of the storage area, 
about 700m in length. This involved the weeding and cutting back of 
dense vegetation, a task that wa just too much for the soldiers involved. 
They were occasionally cen with machete in one hand and a chimp in 
the other! The rest of the group were involved with the clearing away of a 
mountain of debris. Some was burnt, whilst scrap metal and recyclable 
wa tc was transported to the furthest end of the area to be sorted ready for 
collection. Overall , th i was an extremely beneficial weekend for both 
parties. The Squadron exercised skills in: 

Carpentry Decorating 
Teamwork Manual Handling 
Problem Solving Bonfire Con truction 
Health and Safety Public Relations 

If anyone i interested in assisting the Swanage Railway, they should 
contact WOI (RSM) Frank Roberts currently erving with 39 Sig Regt 
(V) in Bristol. 

EXERCl E REYNARD CHALLE GE 
Ex Reynards Challenge was the Regimental annual military kills 

competition, which wa held at Swynnenon Training Area. It involved: 
March and Shoot Patrol Competition 
Assaul t Cour e Tug of War 

Saturday started with the March and Shoot. What a gloriou day for it! 
We roasted. The OC, Maj Richard Bowden made his own mark on the 
range. With the LSW complete with SUSAT sights he managed to score a 
magnificent score of two from a po sible 400. eedless to say, 96 qn 
allowed omeone else the honour of winning this trophy. We did a little 
better on the Patrol Competition, which consisted of a number of tand 
designed to test physical and mental ability. These included NB , First 
Aid, vehicle repair, and a 011ed command tasks. The team commander, 
2Lt Matthew Longcake, led us round the course in flying tyle and 
knew all of the 'way out' que tions on the questionnaire stand. Despite 
Sig. Knight trying to rope the floating bottle in the final command task 
as if he were trying to decapitate it, we came in first, winning th i trophy 
by a single point from 93 Sqn. 

Finally came the Tug of War Competition. Having probably the 
lightest team, we were at a slight disadvantage. But we went out to win 
and eventually won one pull . This lack of success was not down to the 
competitor ' effort that were superhuman - a the bruises showed, but 
on the kill and strength oftbe other teams. 

Su nday brought wi th it the excite ment o f the Assault Course 
Competition, fo r which we were all looking forward to. if with a litt le 
worry of injury and letting the team down in the background. The worry 
was fo r nought as the Squadron team almo t flew acros the ob tacles, 
including the OC who kept claiming that he was too old for th~t son of 
th ing - rubbish! The team worked extremely well together despite all of 
the plans fa lling apart by the econd ob tacle. Well done everybody. 
Fo llowing the As ault Course, the Regimental 2IC. 1aj John Dug;:an . 
who wa standing in for the Commanding Officer, presented the pnzes. 
96 Sig qn (V), the younge t , quadron being eight years old, have at last 
made their impres ion on the Regiment, winning two of the four event . 

97 SIGNAL SQUADRO 
SQU DRON HEADQUARTER 

qn Comd Maj Andrew Smith 
SSM W02 Krikorian 

On October 200 I hi to ry wa made in both the c .orp and the 
Services. For the fir ·t time ince World War 11 a composite TA 1gnal 

quadron was formed to deploy to Bo nia in upport of Commander 
BRITFOR. After months of hard work 37 Sig Regt ( ). a lead 
Regiment, can leep at night whilst the new Squadron Commander Maj 
Andrew ' ormally a barri ter ' Smith takes up the rem . The regular 
army welcome back W02 (S M) Krikorian, who afier 22 years regular 
service in the Corps and a new career in the police coupled with the !A, 
has put his boots back on, and re-joined the Army a a full ttme 
occupation for six months. The Squadron consist of four ofl'.icers. 55 T 
soldiers and ten regular {including R.AF) to make up any. kill shortage . 
The occupations of the quadron pnor to bemg ' om 111to th~ regular 
army ranged from policeman, to pizza maker, to archaeolog1 t. The 
Squadron, who arc at RTMC at the time of ~vriting, ~rnve . come from 
various units within 2 ( C) Sig Bde. Folio\ mg mobth auon trammg 
they will complete three week pecial to Arms trait1ing in a ntunb"r of 
different locations before flying to Bosnia on 17 ovember 200 I for a 6-
month tour. Many have already completed Balkan tou1? a individua.1 
with other orps units. The fomiation of the quadron ~ very much m 
line with the TA po t DR, having under taken a commttment normally 
done by a regular unit. The title of 97 Sig qn was purpo efully created 
by HQ oinC(A) for the ta k. O er the past nme months the quadron 
ha undergone a number of training weekend to both de,elop relc ant 
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skills and to 'bond ' as a Squadron. Whilst only a bncf 1ntroduct1on to 97 
Sig Sqn the nex t input will be from the quadron it elf deployed on 
operati ons. For any one interested tn follO\\lllg their progrc the 
Squadron also has its own web site ""hich can be found under the Corp 
web site: www.army.mod.ukiroyalsignals,'97sigsqn. 

SSgt Alleyne (31 Sig Regt (V)) plays casualty after a live finng 
section attack on 37 Sig Regt (V) Annual Camp at Penhale 
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38 (CITY OF SHEFFIELD) SIGNAL REGIMENT 
(VOLUNTEERS) 

TOPOFTH L 
City ·tudcnt. 'cott Bumby. was in for a . hock when he igned up for 

the Territorial rmy (T ). The 22-year-old beat 61 hand-picked hopefol 
from around the oumry to win the 'Top Recruit' award on hi ba ie 
traming cour e. His ucce - so impressed hi uperiors, at 87 Signal 

quadron. they said he hould try for a command of hi own. o thi 
week cott ·tart the toughest three week of his life as he battles to 
become an ofticer at the world famou andhur~t military academy. 
Officer adet Bumbv, !Tom Lenton aid. ·1 \\as 111ggered when I took 
top honours on my firSt course. I thought I might get through it kay, but 
I ne\·er expected anything like thaL. andhurst is going to be a much 
tougher te t. But I'm hoping to do well.· cott , who is on a double 
honours degree course in chemistry and management, tried to get into his 
universil) · · Ofticcr Training Corps. When he found the membership wa 
full up he went for a place at the TA' Triumph Road-ba ed ii?nals unit. 
He said his pan-time military eaming had been a real boost 111 stavmg 
off student loans. However, he reckoned the real pay-off would come 
later. He said the management and leadership experience the army would 
giye him would be a valuable addition to hi curriculum vitae. A a 
newly qualified officer he will be expected to take charge of 20 oldiers 
and million of pound wonh of the late t high-tech communications 
eqmpment. Captain Ken cott said, ·we've any number of openings in 
our quadron for young men and women like cott. Our aim is to give 
them skill and experience that will provide a real boo t to their civil ian 

Top of the Class 
TA OCdt Scott Brumby from Lenton 

and part-time military careers.' 
GATER'S APPi G P THE CHA CE 

Derbyshire communication expert Kevin Gater is putting his dual 
summer celebrations down to leading a double life. The 42-year-old was 
delighted when his two employers promoted him on the very ame day. 
His full-time bos es at BT put him in charge ofa 20-strong planning team 
ba eel in ottingham. At the same time his part-time military chief gave 
him command of a 20- trong team of signals specialists at Derby's 
Kingsway-based 46 Signal quadron. The telecom company wams him 
to control service development in an area of England the size of Wales. 
The Territorial Army want him to be able to create a radio network the 
size of Wales, anywhere in the world. Capt Cater, from Bel per said, 'It's 
all been a bit spooky. I can tell when I'm due a promotion at work 
becau e I always go another rung up the army ladder al the same time.At 
17 yea old I became an apprentice toolmaker - at the same time I jomed 
the Royal ignal a a linesman . What the TA taught me about 
communications networks got me into BT. My re ponsibilitie with both 
employers have grown at exactly the ame rate ever since.' But he said he 
would have achieved nothing without help from BT. He aid that his 
civilian bo es had alway upponed hi TA service. They had benefited 
in return from the kill the military taught him. The company also had 
hi total commitment. Britain's military arc now demanding total 
commitment from Capt Gater's new command. Hi signal regiment is 
now the world leader in computer driven battlefield communications. 
Their work has enabled the military to achieve a ten-fold acceleration in 
it data tran fer sy terns. 

Atthe helm. 
Adventurous outdoor sports is a vital part of 46 Sig Sqn 
Capt Kevin Gater (42) , receives expert instruction from 

watersports assistant, Miss Louise Shelton (18), from Rotherham 

,,. .. · , fi~f' 1'1 i\!l isi~ tne oyal Si 1 alsJ~uise rilill?. .. -
For opening hours ring : 01258 482248 
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39 (SKINNERS) SIGNAL REGIMENT 
(VOLUNTEERS) 

REGIME TAL HEADQUARTER (BRISTOL) 
CO Lt Col P. R. Towers MA MSC 
RSM WOI (RSM) F Roberts 

Greetings to the new Artificer Vehicle , Sgt Darren Ward and his 
\\ifo Maria who come to us from I QDG. Other recent additions arc the 
new Regimental FofS, gt (FofS) Rick Dickinson who bas ju t joined 
the Regiment from 3 (UK) Di v Sig Regt. Welcome to the team! The 
major activities currently going on the Regiment arc the preparations for 
Annual camp, which started on October 13 this year. This will be a great 
opportunity to cc the TA at it · finest, especially for those new members 
of RHQ and recruits who have yet to be indoctrinated in the ways of the 
TA by the 'TA Junior Jedi Knight Skills' course. Hopefully, given the 
packed program for camp, The WIRE entry from the Regiment will be 
ignificantly larger in the next issue! 

5 (QUEE 'S OW OXFORDSHIRE HU AR ) SIG L 
QUADRON (BA BURY & OXFORD) 
qn Comd Maj R. II. Bclbin 
SM W02 (SSM) R. E. Phillips 

Having only welcomed gt Drew Hall as the PSI (Tech) in la t 
month WIRE Notes. we bid him farewell and wish him an excellent tour 
of duty with 97 (BRITFOR) Signal Squadron in Bosnia. Thanks for all 
you have done and we will ec you when you return. AugttSt aw the end 
of an era with the depanure ofSSgt ' Scouse' Simcock the outgoing SP I 
who has moved on to serve with 14 Sig Regt. We wish him good luck and 
hope that working in the Quartermasters Department i n't as demanding 
a looking after the TA - Thank ' Scou e', hope you will find time to 
read the history of the Squadron and that you will one day return and ee 
us in Bani:>ury. 

W02(SSM) Ray Phillips presents SSgt Simcock with a Yeomanry 
picture and the book 

'The Story of the Oxfordshire Yeomanry' 
at his farewell function in the Churchill Club 
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We also bid farewell to the Training \itajor and Reg11nental fofS 
during eptember. Maj Butch Maycock who was visiting the Squadron 
with his successor Maj John \1cKay. LCpl (.lair Good~in \\ho Jllst 
happened to drop in during the lunchtime made a special prcs.:ntation! 

Sgt (FofS) teve Hutchinson was presented with 'The tory of the 
Oxfordshire Yeomanry' at the Squadron Karaoke Evening on aturday !I 
September 200 I. 

W02 (SSM) Ray Phill ips presenting the book to Staff Sergeant 
Hutchinson 

Maj 'Rich' Belbin has nO\\ a sumed Command of the quadron with 
effect 20 July 200 I. We welcome him and tmst he \\ill enjoy hi · time 
with u - being Ex Royal Artillery he has already rccei\ ed a \·cry \\ ann 
reception from the.: Oxford ·hire Y omanry ssociation :\kmbers. 
Change o far - Waddington 's 6 '. ha replaced Guinn •ss Dratl in the 
Churchill Club and Officers Ph . 1cal Tra1111ng startmg at I 00 hour~ 
every Tuesda) ! We welcome gt 1ike Bell. the new SP. I and 
conoratulate him on hi · promoti n on po ·ting to us. \\e abo welcome 

gt ''oave Randall, the new P I Tech) and al ·o congratulate him on hb 
promotion, fresh from hi ' Tl a~d Corporab course 111 Blandford Both 
have arrived ju ·t in time for their fir:t camp with the TA Welcome also 
to your respective families Jo and my Bell and Lisa Randall. 

VISIT BY REGIME 'TAL HONORARY COLONEL 
M IOR GENER LJOH ' IOORE BICK CBE FICE 

We were pica cd to welcome the Regiment~! Honora1) Colonel. \taj 
Gen Moore-Bick CFE Fl E \\ho had found tune 111 l11s bus) calendar to 
visit the quadron. During the \ isit he had ~he opportunit) to tour t~c 
Oxford Detachment accommodation and lac1ht1cs at . lade Park m 
Oxford. He also had a guided tour of Banbury b) the <K. '1aj Ri h 
Belbin, and meeting the Regular, RP and ivilian. 'taff He also had_ 
the opportunity t? meet , gt .Dre" Hall and L_Cpl \like.., B11)er both ot 
whom arc cleploymg to Bos111a and KosO\.O 111 O\l!lllbcr .001 
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Regimental Honorary Colonel and LCpl Mike Bayer in the Churchill 
Club 

Q . DRO ' 0 ' AD E T RE TRAL ING 
E ERCI E LL 'X WAY 

The quadron spent an enjo_ able and descrying couple of days in the 
Derbyshi re Peak Di trict over the weekend 17-19 Augu l 200 I. Ex SSM 

teve Cocksedge provided the leadership with the all walkers takmg. a 
small .elect group on an all day walk over the Dark Peak , Mountam 
Biking and Caving were carried under the guidance of local expert . The 
"hole group then enjoyed the thrill of ab eiling from a local 'iaduct on 
the unday morning prior to the return to Banbury. 

LCpl Goodwin Ready to Go! 

47 (MIDDLE. EX YEOMANRY) SIG AL Q ADRO ' 
( XBRIDGE) 
Sqn Comd Maj C. M. Lankcster 
SSM W02 M. G ilfrin 

As these notes arc being written, Annual Camp is fas t approaching. 
Camp is later than normal thi year as elements of the Regiment were due 
to take part in Ex Arrcade Fusion in Germany. Unfortunately, the Foot 
and Mi-uth epidemic caused the cancellation of our involvement in the 
exercise. ll ha\ been replaced by a Regimenta l Comms exercise called 
Bon Accord and will take clements of the quadron to the Channel 
I lands to communicate usmg NC RS ·. This docs not alter the fact that 
the rest or the Squadron will be at Bodncy Camp, Thetford, in October! 
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Recruiting continues to thri\'C and there arc currently approximately 
I <-20 recruits being proee . ed. The quadron has a group of ten recruits 
attending the recruit course being run at Ca mp. This is an excellent 
achievement and. assuming all pass the cour e, means a large infusion of 
new oldicrs into the Squadron. Particular thanks must go to Cpls Loftus 
and Gross for their efforts as members of the Squadron RTT, in getting 
thi large group of recruit prepared in time for camp. 

Member . of the Squadron have taken part in an adventurous weekend 
organi ed by the P I Tech, Sgt Baz Kightley, as well as some members 
undergoing a freefall parachute course organised by Lt Watts. On the 
cxcrci c front it has been fairly low key, due in part to FMD restriction .. 
but se\'cral members of the Squadron pent time in heffield coming up 
to speed with the CR + HUB. Many thanks arc duly recorded to 38 

ignal Regiment for looking afier them so well for the weekend. Ex 
Dummy Run, which took place at Longmoor in September, enabled 
members of the quadron invol ed in Ex Bon Accord, to further hone 
their kills with CRS+. Three members of the quadron arc carrying 
out final preparations prior to being mobilised as member ·-: of 97 
Squadron in Bosnia for a six month tour starting in November. We wish 
Cpl Paula Hunter, and Sigs J immy Chung and Phil Monk a successful 
and rewarding tour and hope they can an ·wcr the question why the TA 
have to do a winter tour in the Balkans? 

The annual Lafone Day parade takes place on the middle Sunday of 
camp. This will not allow the Squadron to parade, as a quadron on this 
very important day as, most will be deployed on Ex Bon Accord. A plan 
has been hatched that will allow as many squadron member as po sible 
to attend t Paul 's Cathedral on this most hallowed day in the Squadron's 
calendar. One further item of good news is the selection of the P I, gt 
J a Saunders, for the Army Shooting Team. Sadly, the competition this 
year is against the Au tralian armed forces and he unfortunately has to go 
to Au for about three weeks. eedless to ay the P I is cut up about the 
need to travel o far to di play his shooting skills but he i gradually 
coming to tcn11 with it! Sacrifice have to be made! 

ADVENTURE TRAINING 28-29 J LY 
As the sun began to rise on the morning of 28 July, and the Squadron 

tarted to emerge from their accommodation in RAF Uxbridge, there was 
an air of expectancy of what the weekend held in store. Adventurous 
Training wa about to begin! And it had been planned by a Tech! The 

quadron duly et forth on the Saturday morning for the Gladiatorial 
Arena. a paintball site in Surrey. The plan wa to wage war on 150 
unsu peeting Christian cunningly di guised a mere member of the 
British public! A the score-boards were being put up, and the weapons 
and ammo were distributed, a feeling of dread seemed Lo grip the civilian 
team when they reali ed that the Lions they had to face were the Army! 
Cries of, 'We can't pos ibly win against the professionals,' (I was told to 
put that word in). 

Once on the field of battle however, reality set in and the Squadron 
duly proceeded to snatch defeat from the jaws of victory. The e people 
were good and had clearly been practicing for years to overwhelm and 
defeat any and all opposition. You get the picture! However, after a few 
cenarios, the tactics were changed and we started winning. Thi was 

mainly due to ome excellent covering fire laid down whil t igs Monk 
and Pain risked life and limb to capture the enemy flag using Kamikaze 
style tactics. They swear they had learned them at Annual camp last year! 
Overall a variety of scenarios were thrown at us that the Squadron 
adapted to, ending up second overall . 

The econd day aw the Squadron indulge in ome driver training at 
the Go Kart centre in Aldershot. Team of four were a1nnged for the 
endurance races which were every bit as te ting and trenuous as a Grand 
Prix. chumacher, eat your heart out and make way for prof es ionals! o 
one was quite prepared for tbe amount of cheating that was to happen a 
the event progressed. The amount and scope of the cheating that took 
place had to be seen to believed as normally mi ld mannered individuals 
resorted to the kind of stunts normally seen at stock car races. Scores 
were fa irly evenly matched but eventually the bes t tea m (at staging 
accidents!) won. Lt Dave 'Nigel Mansell ' Cornick, Sgt Ben ' Rocket 
Science' ewby, Sgt 'All cla im through me' Young and Sgt Ian 'I am 
smiling' Lane were all members of the cheating (winning) team. But the 
entertainment was not yet over. The comedy act had yet to come. Dry k1 
Slope. This gave everyone the opportunity to do their Eddie the _Eagle 
impres ion . This much fun would cost a fortu ne if it had to be paid for, 
but everyone managed, somehow, to make a least one downh ill run. 
Overall an excellent weekend was had by all, and a lot of people are now 
looking at what adventures next yea r 's tra ining is to hold! 

EXERCI E DUMMY R 
This exercise took place at Longmoor Training area in Hampshire and 

was designed to practice, those members of the Regiment who were 
taking part in Ex Bon Accord, wi th the new equipment and antennae that 
would be used on the exercise. All those Squadron member who were to 
be part of the Dct dep loying to the Channel Islands, as well as those 
manning the I tub Contro l Station deployed on the Friday night. at ~ rd~y 
morn ing was spent fam il iaris ing everyone w ith the NCRS+ kit , m 
particular the new Fan Dipole antennae. Once this had been sat1sfactonly 
completed, the kit was full y deployed in order that further practice could 
be had under more testing condit ions. One further benefit of the weekend 
was that everyone had the chance to meet tho e from 5 and 57 quadr?ns. 
a lso dep loyi ng on th e exercise. T h is d id mu ch to ceme nt a f1r111 
relationship amongst those Dels who would be co localed once on the 
exerci e. Overall this was a very good teach ing exercise, well attended 
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and much enjoyed by those taking part. Thanks must go to Capt Cullen 
and SQMS Oakley of 57 Squadron for their excellent administration 
whilst at Longmoor. 

57 (CITY A D COU TY OF BRISTOL) SIG AL SQUADRO 
(VOLU TEERS) 
Sqn Comd Maj W. Ruthven 
SSM W02 J. Tuck 

The last few months have been somewhat quiet due to the now 
infamous F&M, however, there have been ome interesting course 
attended by members of the squadron. W02 ( SM) Jayne Tuck 
completed the TA All Arms Drill Course and SSgt Filamena Zamparelli 
attended the Regular All Arm Drill Course at Pirbright, although a bit of 
a culture shock both returned sti ll smiling with a ·omewhat gruff voice! 
Sig Phil Trewin attended a Gliding Course with W02 ( SM) Phil mith 
of HQ Squadron, both returned with stories, (emphasis on ·tories) the 
rumour is that the next course had to be cancelled due to lack of 
serviceable glider ! The Squadron has a number of its people undergoing 
medical repairs at present our QC, Maj Bill Ruthven, Sgt Kerri Hill and 
LCpl Paul Wylde. We wish them all a speedy recovery and return to the 
fold. 

SQUADRO ADVE T RE TRAI I G 
During the weekend 11-12 August the Squadron deployed to 

Fremington for an Adventure Training Weekend. The weather foreca t 
was terrible, however, thankfully wrong again and it turned out well fox 
u . The activities consisted of a combination of walking. biking, rafting. 
bridge jumping, urf skiing and omething not many had heard of before 
Coastcering (more about that later). Those where the aturday choice , 

unday consisted of the OC's urprisc, after handing over the camp 
everyone deployed to a local Paint Ball Organi ation. Their equipment 
and facilities were excellent and a great time was had by all. certain 
per onalities however didn't stand a chance, as old score where settled 
and they were 'Taken Out' from behind a well as the front! According to 

gt Richard ha rp the SNCO won due to superior firepower and of 
course cheating! 

Jumping from Bideford Bridge Photo 9 - All Smiles after the Jump! 

A group of eight set off from Skcrn Lodge tor an afternoon of 
coastcering. (For the uneducated (a:. I wa ): coa tccnng 1s lov. level rock 
climbing and traver ing, (surprisingly enough) along the coast). Alier 
getting off the bus on the cliff tops a short d1,tancc from Appledore "e 
were greeted by the orth Devon summer gale force 'ca brcc.re. \\e 
headed of to climb down the gully to take us on to the beach. On rcachmg 
the bottom and after a bit of tuition from the instructor. a le" member or 
the group took it in turns to lead the party. Sig 'I.et\ sec if we can v.alk 
on water' Farman took us quite clo e to the waters edge. so clo'e in fa t 
we had a group hug on a rock to wait for the tide to go out a bit funhcr 
However, the highlight of the afternoon \vas the rock-pool traverse. one 
by one we negotiated the rock and avoided the lure of the drink and the 
mythical conger eel which was in hiding. That's until it came to Cpl '\ly 
legs don't prcad that far' Robbins! After several minutes of cncs about 
here legs not being long enough, asking where to put her hands and other 
unmentionables she finally lost the will to cling to the rock. To much 
amusement and with grace he plummeted to the awaiting pool and 
scored 11 out of 14 for entertainment value. A quick change followed and 
we headed back to the cliff top for a power nap m prep for the evening 
activities. II in all a good weekend, enjoyed by everyone except the 0 
maybe, who had a horrendous game of golf. 

Sgt Mike White trying to look menacing 

STUCK FOR GIFT IDEAS THIS CHRISTMAS? 
CONTACT THE MUSEUM GIFT SHOP FOR A 

COPY OF THE MAIL ORDER CATALOGUE 
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1 MECHANIZED BRIGADE HEADQUARTERS 
AND SIGNAL SQUADRON (215) 

qn Comd ~laj . J. Botterill 
R M WOI (RSM) A. J. Strudwick 
E. ' ER I ' E LO 'G LOOK 2001 - bi· G. P. Wills 

On arrival at I tech Bde HQ and Sig qn (2 15) a year and half ago 
the 21C informed me that within hour of my arrival I was go out on 
cxerci e for a week. In keeping with thi tradition, on arri al at Ohakea 
air force ba~e in cw Zealand l was met by Lt Kate Benjamin and 
informed that I would be taking command of 31 Operator Troop the next 
day and immediately begin a three week exercise. Ex Rapid Lightening is 
an z Army wide Cl exerci· e u ed to a e the current capability of 
the R. ·z ignaL. It wa to take place in Taranaki. and area on the west of 
the onh l land. All of the field capable signal troops are deployed in 
support of a mock formation and conduct a erie of mo\ e and other 
ta k . It ounded to me like a good ex for me to stay out of the way while 
I learned all the different Z practice . Lit1le did I kno\\ that there were 
only mo lield deployable Troops and I wa to command one of them. 
Thankfully the exerci e went very well. more thank to gt Le lie 
Horne, my Troop Sergeant, than any thing el e. By the end of the 
exerci e my troop and I were getting along well and I was look ing 
forward to the rest of my time in Z with renewed igour. 

On completion of Ex Rapid Lightening 21 Op Tp tayed in the orth 
I-land at Linton Camp. their base. a part of 2 ig qn. 31 Op Tp, 
however. drm·e outh and aero s the Cook traight and further outh still 
to Burnham. 3 ig qn of which 31 Op Tp i a part i ba ed there: it is 
ju 1 out ide the city of Chri tchurch, on the ea t coast of the South Island. 
I mo,·ed into the mes in Burnham and quickly made ome new friend , I 
also di covered that Lt Jule W heddon. with whom l had gone to 

andhur t., wa:; on Ex Long Look there a well. My next major task was 
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to help run a week on the range . My input wa as a ·a fety upervisor and 
occasionally as an RCO. It afforded me the oppo11unity to fire the teyr, 
the Kiwi's per onal weapon. In addition l fired the 9 light support 
weapon and the M209 40mm grenade launcher. We concluded the week 
with a full day pistol shooting u ing the 9mm Sig Sauer. 

After that the quadron gave me a few weeks to plan my own 
acti\ ities. I wanted to tour as much of the country as possible, but soon 
reali cd that there was simply not enough time to do it all, so mostly 
con trained myself to the south island. 

Although having said that. I did manage to spend a few days adventure 
training around Lake Taupau. It was as pan of an exi ting training 
package and it included some experience on the high ropes. These were a 
erie of tee! wire arranged some 25 feet from the ground designed 

deliberately to stretch your phy ical limit . It was an enlightening 
experience for all concerned, especially Maj Karen Te Moana, OC 2 Sig 

qn, who e confidence wa built no end. For the remainder of those 
weeks I toured the South I land and saw ome of the most remarkable 
cencry. Of particular mention is the town of Kikora, which lay at the 

northern mo t end of the Canterbury Plain. ..... ~ ..... ...--r~~.,,...,,.,.... ..... __ 

From the end of the headland looking back to the town it appear that 
the mountain rise straight out of the sea and in lo some misty nether 
world above the sky, truly breathtaking. I al o managed to find my way to 
Queenstown, billed a the adventure capital of the world and they 're not 
wrong. You can do anyU1i11g adventurous there, including an attraction 
canal the Shotover Jet. Shotover is a river that alternates between wide 
open and very shallow or narrow closed in by sheer cliffs and running 
very rapid. The Jet is a boat the runs on this river sometimes at speeds of 
up to 70kmph'. The whole experience is U1rilling and involves running 
very close to the cliff's and some 360° turns. Also at Queen town is the 
Skyline Cafe which is situated on the mountain above the town and 
affords the oppo11unity to Bungee Jump if you're feeling uicidal enough, 
I wasn't. I did try the Luge at the Skyline though, which is exactly that, 
but on a wheeled cart as opposed to and ice run . 

On return from my couple of weeks away I was once again deployed 
on exercise to an area called the West Coa t because it is. The West Coast 
is one of the areas of ew Zealand where there is sti II that pioneering 
feel; a large town consists of four hou es, a church and a pub . The 
exercise name was Cross Keys, and it was a main training ex for the fifth 
battalion deployment to East Timor. I had been asked to help run Excon 
and Hicon. l had been expecting this to be a large grouping as the whole 
Baualion was on ex, but this was the second time that the comparatively 
small nature of the NZ Army hit home. In fact it was on ly 12 strong 
(including myself and all the RNZ Signals). The usual signa ls mission of 
command support crept somewhat and only j ust fell short of actual 
command. The exerci c ran smoothly, but unfortunately lasted for one 
month. During this time each of the companies took part in some live 
firing practice, in jungle lanes custom con tructed for that exercise, and 
some patroll ing practice in close country provided by the ew Zealand 
primary jungle. Finally the companies came together under the Battalion 
HQ and conducted cordon and search, clearance and block ing operations 
similar to tho e in East Timor. All during thi time the SS Coy was out 
in support of the ex, and much to the annoyance of my friend, Lt Jules 
W heddon , came under repeated ambu h, unsporting not only from the 
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cnem.y though! Apart from living in a barn, building my bar-b-4uc and 
learning a new card game, there were only two other excitemcm~ of the 
exercise. The first came from the discovery that there wl.-rc not enough 
veh icles to conduct RRB rcsup, so this meant that resup had to be 
conducted by lr~quois (Huey',s as used in. Viet~am (no really!)) and some 
one had to go with the1~ . I en)oyed my flights in the Jroquois, it seems to 
me to be a v.cry versaule hehcopter and the pilots were fearless when it 
came lo landmg on a sixpence. The other excitement was from one of the 
Kh~i . soldiers hot another one during the live firing. Made all the more 
cxc11111g because the Land Comd was visiting at the time. It turned out 
that it was only a superficial wound that was bleeding a lot more than the 
damage it had done. 

During the Last week in country I was asked to prepare some 
l~adership training for the soldiers and NCO's of the Squadron. I was 
given two days. and had planned for a day ' clas room activity including 
some presentaltons from officers who had served in East Timor and in 
Bosnia. The second day wa due to be a 20km Bergen tab complete with 
comi:nand ta_sks along the way. Unfortunately the Z government decided 
that m the hght of recent mternalt0nal events it was more important that 
my soldiers stag on at the airport ; yet another measure that will stretch 
an already strained defence force. 

EXERCISE FIRST TRY 
This was the first chance the Squadron had had to show off, since the 

plam was closed due to foot and mouth. An extra incentive was added. as 
this ~as the first time the Brigade taff had een, let alone worked with 
the S~g Sqn for 12 months. With the new Brigadier on hand it was a time 
to shine? Apart from a few cobwebs in the works which were quickly 
dealt with, the Exerci e went well due 10 hard work.from all. 

BRJGADECA T 
Th~ Squadron de!Jloyed to Warmin ter, with a mad rush to find pace 

a Brigade mam, Brigade step up and Squadron Ech were all located in 
the same compound. Brigade step up had a disadvantage due 10 LCpl 
Francis _and Sig Fo. ter breaking down on route. The stags on the gate 
were gomg great with a hint of profesionali m, until Cpl Fraser, was 
told by an. unknown source (Sig Lindley and ig Lomas), that the BC 
state had ~1sen lo 3_romco. Hence, to ay Cpl Fraser was the only person 
111 the entire Exercise area lo be in full kit. With the England vs Albania 
game came a brief escape for some, thank to Sgt Shawcross producing 
the largest telly seen outside of a cinema. With Lt Clowes aka the last 
Boy Scout howing the rope to Lt Taylor aka kippy (on loan from 

ew Zealand) the Squadron pulled off a good exercise wllh all look111g 
forward to the weekend and a bit of morale boosting e~p·ciall) Sig .Jack. 

DEG EX 
The exer~1sc kicked off with a great start for LC pl tatthcw and his 

RRB breaking clown and not for the last 1ime1 A short time into the 
exercise the Squaclr?n Ech ~as reu~ned with its crew . igs Lindie~ and 
Haddock after a brief spell m hospital due 10 food poisoning (the chef~ 
h~d no comment). C1>l mith and his SA . MC baggage, who were 
d1sgruntl.ed after not getltng their ~aily 12 hours kip (probably next time 
guys). Sig Fos!er cheered up as his luck was m on the louvers with ~ig 
~aclfntyre. . 1g Brands was the first casualty of the exerci c with hi; 
d1sa trou tnck .of juggling 321 ·s that failed to impress the lads. L pl 
Mathews soon JOmed ig Brands on the sidelines with a sick note from 
his mother .(believed 10 be in his own handwriting). This paved the way 
for Lcpl Giroux to_ ta~e over the _RRB (Sig Hockley then had 10 put up 
w.1th the constant wmging of how 11 wasn't as warm a the train mg wing). 
1~ Ber~y fled from the scene of a burning 436 without informing her 

dnver 1g Lomas, then returning when safety was insured. A BBQ was 
then I.aid on for the Sqn at endcx with free beer and food, ig Lomas' 
exercise was topped as he and Sig Lindley missed out on thi; one off 
occasion due to the fact that their endex wasn't called till Monday 
morning, unlucky lads! 

16 Affi ASSAULT BRIGADE HEADQUARTERS 
AND 

SIGNAL SQUADRON (216) 

Sqn Comd Maj Neil Fraser 
RSM WOl Ch ris Om\ 

As far back as 17 July members of the Squadron were involved with 
deployment on Op E ential Harve I, into the Former Yugoslavian 
Republic of Macedonia (FYROM). With the initial recce accompanying 
the Comd, COS, DCO , Polad and CO Log were Maj eil Fraser and 
W02 (YofS) Danny W ilson. Thi party flew by Royal Flight H 1r, 
deS)Jtle .the_ Yeoman worrying how a 125 would arrive at Skopje Train 
Station 1n tune, the 3-day recce, which wa frenetic, went without a hitch. 
The following week aw other recces take shape, before the Brigade left 
a mall advance team in theatre to help planning, and the Squadron left 
SSgt (YofS) Ben Redstone to do in country liai on to help prepare for 
our deployment. This team, which rotated operators steadi ly, enabled a 
secure link lo Colchc ter to be provided {I MARSAT and TU2). Much 
wa frustrating, with problems of real e tale, frequency clearance and 
access lo hilltops a concern. The quadron carried out much prc
deploymcnt work to re-role vehicle , restructure Troops and de ign a new 
HQ, (including a plug up with the Troop from 30 Sig Regt) and al o took 
part in a major multinational conference at AMC South C1.:rney, with 
representatives from the 15 nation that would make up the force. The 
02 J6 1aj Andy Fallows began a furious bout of staff work to gather 

together equipment vital to what promi ed lo be a fa t and demanding 
deployment. With the poli tical ituation being fluid, the likelihood of 
deployme111 to collect weapon from the LA and help bring peace to the 
troubled region wen t up and down. With projection of Oct0ber and 

ovember being made, the quadron went on a well earned leave. Ju t 
a people touched ground in various holiday destination the pol it ical 
climate again became po itivc, the two sides aw a chance of agr1.:e111ent 
and with a limited 'Ba lkan ceasefire' in place the whed of PJHQ turned 
again and Op Bes emer (tbe UK name for the deployment) wa activated. 

Having been recalled back from leave on Wednesday 15 Augu t at 
1800 we had the whole quaclron ready to deploy in 36 hours a major 
feat getting people back from holiday as far afield a anuda and a 
testament to quadron ethos. The 0 . Yeoman I and a four man team 
flew as part of the first 41 that Friday with ig 1iehael later the 
darling of the media: 'Michael look thi . way, -mile pout. ..... ' This team 
et up a forward HQ in a room of the hoc Factory (now the home of 
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KFOR (Rear)) and General Langer - the two tar lead. This HQ wa 
ba ed on I MAR AT. BRENT and data Iran fer facility to impro,·e the 
link to Colchester and al o link into the teams de patched to Pari . 
Sardinia, Athen and the le exotic barracks of 2 Para. These team 
p~vided a framework f?r. the Brigade HQ to begin deployment planning 
with tho e nalton prov1d111g U1e Jnfantry Battle-group . The majority of 
the Squadron deployed by air that weekend and de pite the be t effort of 
the movers arrived in relatively good order compared to le fortunate 
units. Initially people and equipment were held in Camp Able Sentry 
{CA ) courte y of the US. After a few day of tricky negotiation with 
interpreters, financiers and the involvement of the Macedonian and 
Taiwane e Government (joint owners of the ' Free Trade Centre') we 
ecured agreement to get in to thi semi completed factory. After stand 

off negotiation and many phone call , the OC left the R M. WOI Dre\v , 
witb three guard from the ARM (Macedonian Anny) and a platoon from 
the Czech Defence ompany (allocated to the quadron for security) for 
the night. er ously the RSM . pent the night waiting for the first packet 
to arrive! The next day wa · a blur of acti\ ity as the ATO trategic 
Comm Tp (providing TO circuit upward. uch as RO 0 ). the 
Troop from 30 ig Regt, the enlarged MAI. HQ Troop and fornard 
echelon from the quadron e tabli bed. After hard \\Ork and ,ome 
delicate engineering the HQ wa ready 10 receive taff A major failing 
was the logi tic support. all that wa promised h.> be here 011 am\ al \\a~ 
simply not available and the limited ·upport '' c had wanted to deploy 
with had not been authori ·ed (including sunicient ammo, food and fuel to 
urvive in the field for a few days). \.\lith a fc" hcxamine ,tow' and 

some compo the Squadron made do until the increasingly frustrated Q 1. 
Capt John William . could gather together equipments. His team . ortcd 
out ga , e Ira chefs. fre h ration and o on with cach dav lifo ectt111e 
better inside a weaty hangar with 300 plu people on the floor. slCepmg 
on whatever they had brought with them. and a bus) HQ on the other ,idc 
of a screen of he sian. Perfectly okay for 16 Bde and 216 qn but a bit or 
shock to some of the attached ATO ta ff and 01hcr augmcntec' '' ll(l,e 
ui tcase · ecmed out of place with our bergans and'\, ebbing.! till. 

e\'eryone began to muck in and ettk into a pnmitt\ c but work;1ble 
system. 

For the first two weeks we were still the onl) fully formed Britt,h unit 
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in th 'ntrc. with both equipment and manpower. and supported a number 
of other u111t~ on their ta ~ - pending arri\'al of the ca tail a set . The 
ph) teal effort of feeding. accommodating and proYiding power for over 
4.'."0 people (including the 120 strong Czech ~efenc ompany) Fron~ a 

qundron ·s re ·ources. for much of the time wuhout water and clcctncny 
was sub · tantial~ never mind managing the communications ta. k. The 

quadron. making best u e of time and resource a.1d using initiative. did 
much of the dc\·elopment of t11e site. Engineers "ere quite a way down 
the DO T and arriYed without much equipment. electricity took \'er 
two weeks to connect with the tented camp that \\a to become our home, 
about the ·ame time. The communications ta k aw operators working 
right in the middle of it all sometimes at Company leYcl and on occasion 
at platoon level to proYide communi~ation up to the I IQ. Within .24 
hours of e tabh hing the 4 man rear lmk at each battle-group locahon 
the Brigade was running con ecutive weapon collection mi ion w.ilh 
the Foreign Legion and 2 Para. It wa a the e started that apper Colh.n 
wa killed. a tragic\ ictim of the stoning that became a regular part of hfe 
transiting kopje. \ ith Tac at a the main Brigade command means 
(speed of deployment. te1Tain, the lack of accc. s 10 much of the high 
ground and the concern. over force protection \ ith many high spots 
mined and in LA hand prevented the use of RRBs. other than for tbe 
concentration area) the guys were quickly deployed. \ ith the French 
Foreign Legion, ig Triss nccl l was thrown into the back of an 
armoured \·ehicle with the British LO and with a fire-fight overhead 
between AR 1 and LA deployed into the inner cordon to allow a secure 
link to be set up back to Bde. Cpls Daz Barnes and ·scotty' Finn went 
forward with '.! Para's recce platoon and nipers to ' ecure the ub equent 
weapon collection site. 

Lt Dean Atkinson liaising with a soldier from the Czech Def Coy 
over the defence of TFH Brigade HQ 

Other key tasks involved escorting multinational convoys to provide 
C2, a team at the Task Force 2 star HQ to provide better communications 
down, Crash Comm Team with Tacsat to support any QRF or incident 
respon e team and a number of spec tasks. Thi spread the standard 
communications task of one down con iderably and required flexible 
plan . profes ional operators and a 'go to it' attitude. Isolated and small 
team have been ftmdamental to the success of the mi sion, a has the 
ability to run a much-expanded HQ of Divisional ize and with a wider 
remit. Much of the work has been due to the peciali t nature of the 
communications task and to compensate for the problems of a force from 
fifteen nations fielding four large battalions, recce forces, a major liaison 
force and engineers, numbering over 4,500. All this being done by a 
Squadron and a Squadron Command Team augmented by a ATO Troop 
and a Troop from 30 Sig Regt, totalling some 170 personnel. 
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SQ ORO HEADQUARTERS A D OPEllATIO S 
The Op 0. Capt Jim Lambeth (aka ' asty Jim· by the Bdc Stall) sits 

currently at the helm, ha ing planned the out load and ·ct up of the Sqn , 
but with AJD drawing nearer. he i about to wind down ready fo r hi s 
handover. The Air Adjt. Capt John Griffiths , apart from organising the 
odd hcli training is planning the recovery and cutting about as usual 
trying to avoid being jifTed by the QC to look al fulure e tabli~hmcnts . 
W02 (YofS) Danny Wilson and S gt (YofS) Ben Redstone (aka 
'Raymondo· due to his haircut business) arc now into routine dealing 
with every crisis that units can throw al the qn a few rcrolc have seen 
the old grey matter and patience tested a few time as has writing or 
imply co-ordinating every other unit 's comm pl~n ! With 15 nations, 

many with FH radios this i no ea y ta k. The Bngade Foreman, W02 
Jamie Chambers, has no\ settled into hi new po t and trying to keep 
track of kit a the Troops throw it about with abandon as well a getting 
hi head round the myriad of y terns from UK and NATO. The techs 
have been pretty bu y with Cpl Lee Ebdon pulling his hair out with the 
dodgy Bde LA and the rest doing some crious badging to make things 
work a well as making use of the ERV ' media entertainment suite' since 
it turned up on the sea tail. Cpl Stu Park was grateful to be augmented in 
the crypto cell by SSgt 'Taff' Davies and SSgt Andy Egan (both 35 Sig 
Regl), who between them managed a large and complex account and 
even covered Cpl Stu Park so he could go and pass hi Yeoman 's 
selection and get a hot hower in Blandford. 

The R M. in the meantime, has been kept busy between organising 
variou work partie . liaising with the Czech Defence Coy. driving the 
QC about lo ee deployed 216 per onncl and ju t the annoying routine of 
running a large site. He i ably a isled by the always enthusiastic S gt 
'JJ ' \: alker who also tends 10 issue the odd stern word to helicopter 
pilots who in isl on ignoring hi flight plans and rearranging the tented 
camp every few day ! The 2IC, Capt Al Fawcett (frighteningly locked in 
his boudoir for 14 hour a day) continues co-ordinating the MS effort, PR 
and admin rear link back to Colchester, where Capt Mark Rouse, the 
MTO, i currently holding fort. With a decent comms plan implemented 
and with the frenetic first Weapon Collection Ops behind us, life has 
calmed down. Things tick along with time spent attending briefings or 
accommodating vi itors ranging from Jack Straw, EU mini ters, Comd 
JHC and CinC LA D. Finally, with all ystems in place and operating, 
there i time to do ome running, all in ide the wire and watched by the 
Czech ecurity force - a bit like being a prisoner of wac. With the papers 
currently full of peculation on the 'follow on force ' (the one we knew 
would be required at the start), attention is lowly drawn to end of 
mission date .. .. no doubt this will be met by the Infantry, but we're not 
holding our breath. Signal are always 'first in and last out' . 
1AI TROOP 

Recalled from leave, the majority of Main troop led by Lt Dean 
Atkinson barely had time to grab their kit before we were fanning up in 
our packet ready for deployment. The long drive through the night to 
AMC South Cerney was un-eventful , bar Sgt Frank Greenwood's 
driving that seemed to suggest he was getting more sleep than hi co
driver. Upon arrival we were met by movement staff who proceeded to 
test our patience with their demand , that was until Cpl Mick Fernie 
calmly explained that without generators the Comd would be using 
carrier pigeons. The early morning tart swifily became midday, a the 
vehicles were air manife ted and then re-air manifested before we were 
finally allowed on our way. After a hort drive, with Sig Lee Fletcher 
emulating earlier driving escapades, we finally arrived at Brize orion 
and loaded onto the gleaming C 17 that lay waiting it first operational 
flight. Whilst the remainder of the packet caught up on some sleep, Capt 
Al Fawcett accommodated the media storm by giving as many 
interviews as humanly possible. A fler a few late changes in the pa scnger 
manifest , which resulled in 216 operators being dumped for an RAF 
news crew. we finally departed for Macedonia. 

Our tay at Butlins, ony CAS was hort lived; before we knew it we 
found ourselves formed up in the dead of night awaiting to deploy to our 
recently cleared site. With tight deadlines set, everyone mucked in to 
ensure the HQ was up, running and fit to receive the Staff on time. The 
pace of life upon initial deployment was frenetic to say the least, deftly 
balancing running an enhanced HQ and preparing a site, the Squadron 
had to rely on all personnel to work above and beyond the norm . 
However, after almost 4 weeks completed of a suppo cd 30 day mission 
....... we are slowly finding ourselves in the typical Balkans debacle. 
Apart from weapon collection surges, lime is spent rotating through the 
12 on 12 off shift routine or the occasional heli-handling requirement 
(where the 'morris dance like' hooking up technique of igs Dave 
Benson and Pa ul haw never fails to amuse). The food is now a lot 
better, plenty of fresh food, vegetables and fruit (hence the increase of 
'hangers on'), and we are now blessed with wooden tables and benches to 
sit at. Showers, now installed, work occasionally and vary from 
lukewarm to cold on the average two hours a day they are working. With 
six between 300 of us the old strip wash over the bowl is . till the norm. 

ights are-getting a bit chilly, but apart from the odd rainstorm the 
weather is glorious. We have now put ' pallets' in the tents so when they 
flood personal kit is at least ofT the floor, slowly life is becoming more 
ho pitable. Unfortunately the 'Atk inson WW2 Hole ' project ha had to 
be abandoned having sought prof es ional engineer advice ... a sad day in 

Main Troop. 

PECIAL TA K T ROOP 
The Spec Tasks Troop, commanded by 2Lt J ohn Higginson, wa .also 

formed for Op Bessemer. Incorporating the Radio Rebroadcast Stations, 
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Batlle Group Rear Link Teams. l~mcrgency Crash Comms reams, and a 
pool of manpower on standby, the fo llowing weeks promised to test our 
ski lls to the ful l. Upon initi al deployment tasks came thick and fast . 
Personnel were bouncing from operating Tac at down to Coy level at 
Weapon Collection sites, to providing escort comms as the weapons were 
moved to. the Greek Battle Group fo r destruction, each day proceeded to 
he rald different de mands. The Troop a lso sa id fa rewell to Lt Jim 
Hawkins off to ATR Bass ingbourn in time to trai n the next batch of 
recruits. 

RRB 022A 
On 26 August, the first RRB deployed after a lot of negotiation from 

the Govt to the bloke on the ARM checkpoint. Commanded by LCpl 
Bellamy and crewed by igs John mith and Paul Etchell , we set off 
for the YOO 0 , a 3753ft peak with an outstanding view overlooking 
Skopje. Life would have been a lot less complex had we been the only 
occupants of the VODNO, but the presence o f over 200 Macedonian 
oldicr · was enough 10 make us a little nervous. This situation oon eased 

after common ground was found ... . namely women and football. Morale 
is always high with re-supply from Sgt Pete Dimmack , who does an 
outstanding job providing much needed newspapers and fresh rations. 
Now, as winter starts to come, our days are spent filling sandbags 10 keep 
the tents pinned down in high winds and wishing for the return of the 
long hot ummer days we were greeted with three weeks ago when the 
Task Force arrived. Last minute excitement was Sig Etchell deciding to 
burn his hand in order to get down for a warm shower - the quiuer! 

RRB 022B 
After a hort stint down at Main , RRB 022 B deployed up to the 

German National Support Element ( SE) overlooking Tetovo. Initially 
only Sig Bart Dunsicth and myself, LCpl Kirt Muller, deployed, but 
this didn ' t stop us swiftly getting into routine once we ' d engineered our 
links in . At night we would it back and watch the firework of shells and 
mall arms landing in the nearby villages. We were soon joined by LCpl 

Andy Joynson, who stumbled into our tent in the middle of the night 
after tabbing up the hill from the hclipad with his I 501b bergan. He 
tayed for a couple of nights but couldn't handle all the hard work o he 

was re-tasked, being replaced by Sig John Cascarina. who ha quickly 
ettled into life. The weather has now changed, with snow tarting to cap 

the surrounding mountains , the time has come to rip out the softie 
jackets. 

Camp en route to the mountains beyond Kumanovo for the first \\ , 
with Sig Ancell in low providing a TacSat link. The Engineer checked 
and logged the weapon , which included an as ortment of Assault Ritlc , 
RPG's, light and heavy machine guns, pistols, grenades and a few mmes. 
With media .attention high . throughout, the weapons were soon collated 
and packed mto ISO contamcrs for the road move, with LC pl C rutchl\ 
providing the comms link and a platoon's worth of WM I K's from i 
PARA providing protection, they were soon on their way. 

!TALIA BG - RE R LI 'K TEAM 
The Italian Battle Group was pretty heavy m nature, lots of PC and 

some suspicious tank like looking things. Cpl Paul lancy and L pl 
Dunc Ex~ell deployed to Sardinia to meet up with the Bnll>h LO, where 
many a pizza wa consumed before flying out to Skopje and mo~ing into 
the camp at Petrovac airfield joining Cpl tephen Knibb and ig 
Michael later. Life ha settled quickly into a routine of radio stag • 
press-ups, radio stags, pasta, radio stags and alcohol free red wine! The 
night shift unfortunately miss out on showers during the day, as the hour 
long grooming se sion each morning by the Italian leave~ the whole 
camp deprived of water. Although the LO has coped admirably bridging 
the language gap, an interpreter is till required to tran late Sig later's 
Scottish VP! 

Weapons collected from Weapons Collection Site BARLEY 

FRE CH BG - REAR LI 'K TEAM 
After being recalled the detachment wa split into 2 teams. L pl ~tcvc 

Cru tchley and Sig Dave Watts jetted ofT to France and set up an initial 
link with the French Foreign Legion, Cpl Al Mou ley flew into theatre 
with the Brigade advance party, leaving ig Triss Ancell to fly in later 
bringing the FFR. The Foreign Legion soon found itself departing Piper 
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G REE K BG - REAR LI 'K TEAM 
LC pl Richard H od get t s · tepped off the ci\ tlian plane at 

The alonnika airport, ha\ ing just enjoyed a first class flight th;H 
included a nice continental breakfa t with champagne. ·mokc<l . almon 
and a mo'vie. Upon arriYal he \\'a taken to a small villa type hot I \\ ith en 
·uite bathroom. air conditioning and k> T\'. this "as Pol ·castra and \\a, 
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to be home for the first week of th op Lour . . . nice one!! However time 
here wa. short li,·ed and he ·oon found him elf at Krivo lak ( outh Ea t 
of Skopje) tasked to provide a rear link for the Greek Battl e Group ~m<l 
·omms for the LO. The nmp wa · j u t a single small btdding and a bit of 
wa~te ground. but wa ·oon rect i fied b) the Gree eng ine er who 
prov1d ·d tented a commodmion. hower block . a co khous • tent with 

ky T • a gym and a beer tent. which only the Greek u e a. it ' a dry 
camp for u Brit ! bit of gravel and ome razor w ire a round the 
perimeter fini hcd the job off During this period of activity Cpl ddie 

tojano\ic. L pl hri Watts and ig Luke Ca sid. arrived onto the 
D<!t and ha,·c con:equently been kept busy en uring the numerous 
weapons comoy· are provided with comm . usually in the form of 
Tac at. So far we have been well looked after by the Greeks, with the 
fi od being oka , but different. ...... . 

UKBG-RE RLI 'KTEAM 
Iler a number of reshuffle . the team at 2 Para now con i-t of Cpl 

1 oel Hughe , LCpls Lee Bourne. Harrison and Sig Ian herrington. 
ince most of the Det have worked with the Battalion in the pa t (in 

Ireland and Belize a well as many exercise ). we have ettled in quickly 
and have been made to feel very welcome. We arc currently providing 
variou · comm l ink . for the BG includi ng, H F. V H F(Z), 
BrenLI MAR AT. Tac at and Wotan. both back to Brigade and fo rward 
to TAC during the weapon collection op . Due to the requirements for us 
to pronde comms at every level. all members of the Det have managed to 
get out on the ground at some point. either on one of the Weapon 
Collection Op or recces. Although hard work , thi ha prov ided the 
opportunity to take a few 'ally' nap and give us a chance to get out of 
the HQ . ... the European atellite T i an added bonu , e pecially at 
night! 

K. ' E - RE R LJ, K TE M 
fanned by Cpl , lathew Wilson and igs Martin Corbet, Brendon 

Duff and 'Hank ' Oakes, we deployed just outside Petrovac Airfi eld to 
meet up with 13 Air A sault Regt RLC to whom we were to provide 
comm link . We rapidly found out the level of media int ere t in this Op 
when 13 Regt CO whisked us away the next morning to be interviewed 
live for the BBC. The inten·iew ran smoothly until ig Duff's truggle to 
an wer the 'range of 346' question, to which he imply kept replying 
15kn1 ..... that' your Class I on hold then! Deeply di appointed to be left 
on hill with this occurring. Sig Oakes seized the limelight later when he 
wa~ een 'loitering' around the antenna field ; the resulting picture 
included the compelling caprion. 'a man etting up TNMARSAT'. With 
all the excitement of setting up and being 'celebritie ' swiftly over. it was 
back dO\\n to Earth with a bump as we ettled into routine broken only 
by our jollies on patrol round Skopje in WMIKS. 

PFPL RE R LINK TEAM 
Manned by LCpl Chri Cant. LCpl Tony Teese and Sig Paul 

Hackford life ha been bu y but intere ting ince our arrival in theatre. 
Upon initial arrival things were hectic, however now firmly settled. time 
is pent anchoring the comm for various patrols, or taking part in the 
odd trip with the mixed bag ofrecce and liai on team . 

30 SIG 'AL REGfME T DETACHME 'T 
A full report will be in 30 Regt note but with the handover from Capt 

Al Crapper, to Lt Lucy Pimm complete (having managed to get back 
from China eventually). 30 have settled into rear link routine ... just 
another op for thi troop! Occasional trips out to the RRB and RLTs with 
216 and the use of the ' overnight RnR facility' for a hot shower and a 
beer in KFOR Rear are a break from stagging on and sunbathing (almo t 
as much as the EOD teams and the HCR ·cell' but not quit !). 

. 'ATODET 
The ATO det met us on arrival after a protracted road trip from 

\faastricht. and proved incredibly efficient moving some pretty large 
trucks around in the middle of the night amongst posts and hole to 
quickly get ATO circuit· in . A mixture of Belgian , Americans and 
Brits they have proved flexible in providing extra CRO OS terminals as 
the Staff begin to use it more , laying a myriad of phone lines and 
pro' iding some internet capabilities. Comms, no cam and serious comfort 
they have their priorities just right for this! 

ECHELO.' 
W,e deplaned from the huge C 17 into a warm, humid night before 

starting two days of stencilling the Task Force Harvest markings onto 
vehicles in 40+ degrees, made only slightly easier by the free soft drinks 
at CA . The MT LAD and QM's task was to ensure the Brigade Staff 
\\ere. fed , ~·atered. and to generally ensure they were in the right place at 
the nght time. Thi task was made omewhat easier thanks to ig Tony 
Cheer~ and Cpl Chris Eckett, who;,e comical wearing of the tropical 
soft hcaddres , or jungle '~AT', provided much needed humour. Moving 
111to a location wnhout any mfrastructure set the ED's the ominous task of 
providing power and light for the HQ and all it 'cling ons'. This was 
made no easier with the assistance of the 30 Sig Regt ED, LCpl 
'Knuckle~· \\ hitworth's attempts to create every generator fault known 
to. man! SSgt Jase Gold worthy ~as been bu y running his taxi service 
ol green fleet and hire vehicle · while personnel from the QM's have been 
ru hed off their ~eel .since ar:ival, with tasks ranging from setting up a 
tented camp, to leed111g the five thou. and to creating a laundry service. 

Sgt 'Pauline Fowler' Rayson's team have had little time for re. pite and 
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have done a terl ing job as usual. However wi th a ll systems slowly 
foili ng into place we are fi na lly fi ndi ng time to catch our breath .... that is 
before re-deployment rears its ugly head! 

RE 0 ERV 
A ltho ugh a few quadron membe rs left thea t re ear ly, the main 

recovery started on 28 cptember. led, litera lly, by the Ops O!Tr Capt 
Jim Lambeth . Many fo und this amusing, as he was a l ·o the las t to 
deploy! Once the fo llow on fo rce, e rman led. had been agreed and 
ACTORD had been signed for the ir deployment, the green light was 
given to tart the recovery o f the.; quadron asset from theatre in earnest. 
Over a period of two weeks the quadron recovered back to Colchester 
with the majority of Yehicle returning by sea, le s the Bdc TAC l!Q, 
which wa flown. with the troops retu rn ing by both 'c ivvy charter' and 
C-1 30. The bu lk of the quadron returned in th ree pha cs, with each 
party processed through the Rear Party reception system before departing 
on two week well earned leave. The quadron can be proud o f its efforts 
in contribut ing to the uccess of Op Bes emer as part o f Task Force 
Harvest. ATO launched an ambitiou undertaking, only a month ago, 
with the aim to co ll ec t 3300 weapon from e thni c Albania n armed 
insurgent in order to lay the foundation for the peace process to fo llow. 
There.; was some ·ceptic ism. a lot o f critici m, a lot of doubt, but in thirty 
days TFH ha proved to be a success . T he quadron has d irec tl y 
contributed to the di armament of the ational Liberation Army, and in 
doing o ha helped establ ish the conditions for the peaceful resolution to 
thi s cri i , which could have easily engulfed Macedonia in a bloody civil 
war. It ' ould be wrong not to mention Sapper Ian Collins of 9 PARA 

qn Royal Engineer , who made the ultimate sacrifice in the pursuit of 
peace. He did not die in va in . During the thirty days TFH operated in 
Macedonia 338 1 weapon of war were collected and put beyond u e and 
16 500(+ ) di s p laced pe rso ns return e d to th e ir former ho mes and 
communitie . 

Sig Fowler and Tacsat, the dog, working out which way is home 

WHAT EXT? 
The priority on return from the post tour leave will be centred on 

reconstituting the Squadron back into the air as au lt role and ORBAT. 
Much of the work wa started whilst till in theatre and as such Troop 
will carry on from where they had left olT. The end state will see the 
Squadron in a fit state ready to deploy, should it be required , by early 
October. 
AIRBOR E SIG AL OFFJCER DI ER - by Capt Mark Rouse 

On 27 July almost sixty serving and retired officers gathered at the 
quadron 's historical home, Caythorpe Court in Lincolnshire. This year 

marked the 60th anniversary of airborne signal and as such it eemed 
fitting to hold th e event at the ourt. With events unfolding in 
Macedonia looming ever closer to seeing the quadron deploy it was 
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fo1tunate that all the Squadron offi cers managed to attend an event that 
had been organised by the Unit. Maj !\cil Fraser j ust managed to attend 
lrn ving returned back from another FYROM recce only hours before. 
Other a lso travelled from afar, including offi cers return ing from Cyprus 
and Gcnnany amongst other place . T he event was a great succe~s and 
enjoyed by a ll those that attended. Thanks go to Maj Steve Clarke, now 
a t th ~ '.ight ing 2 ig Rcgt in York , for s tarting th e ba ll ro ll ing in 
orgams111g the event. We look forward to next year's event, which will 
be held for the first time in Colchester during Oct. 

OLD COMRADES A SOCIATIO 
CAYTHORPE REUN IO WEEKEND (1- 2 EPTEMBER) 

With the majori ty of the Squadron deployed on Op Be semer the task 
of hosting the OCA at Caythorpe fe ll to the responsibi li ty of the Rear 
Party. This annual and grea tl y supported pilgri mage is an extremely 
important event in the Squadron ca lendar and despite the Unit being 
deployed on operations it still managed to ho t the event. Caythorpe and 
the surrounding villages were u ed by the !st Ai rborne Division in 1944 
to concentrate the fo rce prior to mounti ng on Op Market Garden. For 
many years ince the quadron, supported by former member , has 
hosted the event. T he weekend allows the OCA to catch up on old ti mes 
but more importantly i a time for a ll to remember tho e that fa iled to 
re turn from the operation. We look forward to hosting the event nex t 
year (6-8 September). 

Capt Mark Rouse (OC Rear Party) with the Old Comrades 
prior to the March Past 

249 SIGNAL SQUADRON 
(ALLIED COMMAND EUROPE MOBILE FORCE {LAND)) 

Sqn Comd Maj Alan Hill 
SSM W02 ( SM) Shean Dewar 

After a w il d and e e ntful umme; leave had by a ll , the Squadron 
returned to work with vengeance. We had a mad few days to prepare for a 
deployment over lo T hetfo rd in support of I KO B pre- I tra ining . 
Shortly following that we began the beat up prep fo r our forthcoming 
summer AMF(L) deployment to sunny Turkey. A new leader is in our 
midst, arriving from a ' Black Bag desk bound job' in Upavon. Maj Hill 
has entered the quadron with heaps of enthusia m and looking forward 
to playing with hi s new train set. Promotion in the new ISIS Troop -
LCpl Pope - our very important Crypto accountant got elected - well 
de erved. 

OSCAR TROOP 
Tp Comd Lt Mike Fayers 
Tp SSgt SSgt Tony MacBean 

The past month has been rather busy for 0 car Tp with guy off in 
Canada, Canary I lands, orway, wanage, Turkey and the US (hello, 
please phone). A few hellos and good byes are in order. Hello to Sigs 
' Harry ' Potter, ' Absentminded' pendlove, ' Steve ' torgan and to 
LCpls Hewitt and Drabwcll. Farewell to Cpl Wilcockson who is off to 
16 Sig Regt and on promotion gt Wal h off to 20 Armd Bde and gt 
McBean off to 30 Sig Regt. Further congratulations on their promotion 
go to gt Robinson and Sgt ' Kev ' Meek who has also pa ed the YofS 
board. The recent Lance Corporal to Corporal Board has een LCpls 
Dudley and Welburn promoted, well done! 

PAPA TROOP 
Tp Comd Lt David Stoter 
Tp SSgt S gt Den Yates 

r can tl1i11k of better places to write WfRE note than under a cam net 
in Turkey on yet another multinational attempt at an exerci e but at lea t 
the local think we ' re here to do something more interesting. The Troop 
continues it exodus of experience: congratulation and farewell lo gt 
' i' Kenny,' ho moves to 3 RHA as Rear Link ergcant. Goodbye al o 
to Sgt ' Michael' Jackson who returns to the trange world ofCTCRM: 
your new R M may not be a forgiving if you set fire to hi bar. 
Congratu lation also to those who recently came off the orporal Board: 
LCpls 'Gaz' Lawson, Sustin and Fielding. A big ' elcome to the big 
top to Cpl tcwart, LCpl Clarke, ig Perkins, Sig wainson and ig 
Bryan. Fi nally, hello to 2Lt Trevor 'Toni and Guy' Cadywould. my 
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succe or, who hould provide a welcome boo t for ali bury's beauty 
product industry. The quadron has continued to develop its theme of 
cramming as many commitment into as short a pace a po sible. Hot on 
the heels of summer block leave came Troop exerci e , 2nd line 
inspections. battle camp, CIVPOP for ITAT and no\\ the quadron' 
ummer deployment to Turkey. It mu t be about time for gt Yate to 

take some more RE leave ... The usual detachments have continued: Cpl 
' Titch' Meakin is back from Sierra Leone with 2 LI, ig Gould, 
Samson, De Gernier and Thompson are back from being bea ted to 
with.in an inch of their live by 12 (Mech) Bde in BATTUS. What? o 
volunteers for a Brigade Signal Squadron? 

S PPORT TO I KOSB AS CI POP -THETFORD A G ST 2001 
by Lt Mike Fayers 

Arriving bu by tailed and with a pring in its tep, 75 members of the 
Squadron deployed to Thetford to provide civilian population for l 
KOSB pre- I training. After a few minor teething problem . that i to 
say the !TAT training team were till on leave, tbe quadron personnel 
were deployed into their luxurious accommodation (in compari on to 
Bulford). It wa n 't long before the Squadron were getting to knO\\ their 
new neighbours. with VCPs, hou e ·earche and low flying helicopters. 
One of the first to experience the wrath of the Security Force wa S 1 
' hone tly gov ' Dewar. On a routine top check of hi lovely famil) 
aloon he wa asked if he wouldn't mind tepping out of his car. Full of 

confidence that he was an honourable member of ociety he accepted. 
only to be mo t urpri ed when a ·Jock' removed a 5.56 cartridge from 
hi car. Luckily the expression of hock, horror and surprise wa 
convincing enough for the F. Most of the evenings were pas ·ed away 
throwing abu e at the local ecurity ba e , then once the novelty value 
wa lost there wa ju t time for a BBQ and a few light refreshment . The 
near constant low flying helicopters did warrant the odd phone call of 
complaint and on one such occa ion gt ' e' · Donohue did get a tad 
carried away. 1ot reading the phone directory particularly well. he: 
confu. ed the quadron operation cell with the Battalion' . Cpl 'Taff' 
Ansell e entually calmed him dO\\n and pointed h11n in the right 
direction of another poor un u peeling ·oul. \: e aid our farewell to the I 
KO B in u. ual fa hion and then made a rather · low redeployment back 
to Bui ford. for which much thank mu t go to olche ter T . O\crnll. 
the week wa a uceess, thank you gt ' Den' ates, gt · lac' 
McBean and gt ' Robo' Robin on for all your upport during the \\Cek. 
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259 SIGNAL SQUADRON 

DHEKELI \TROOP 
Tp C'omd apt Colin ·Chicken George' Ale;i.:ander 
Tp gt gt ean 'Tom Jone- Wannabe' Br)ant 

A fond farc\\cll goc to ig Kye 'Loverboy' Topping, on his posting 
to 3 Inf Bde (NI). Good luck on your fo11hcoming wedding to Kat. hope 
you ha'e a happy future together. Al o an early farewell goes to LCpl 
Colin ·Jimmy omen ille' impson . who will be shortly moving to 2 Sig 
Regt in ork. Also -oon to leave, not just the unit but the an11y, i Cpl 
Brent ·would you like frie with that?' Rcad head and LCpl Martin 
' immo' brother in law· Bagshaw. Both moving on to ch y trect and 
ne\\ live-. Good luck in the future. Leaving hortly on promotion to 
Sergeant i Cpl David • carface' 'lcCa llu m. Going to the f'adet 
Training Team Colche tcr. I thought it wa uppo ed to be us Mech tl1at 
got all the cu hy po ting . ·Have a nice tour' goe to LCpl Dave 
• wamp Mon ter' Ki ng who has flown down to the Falklands for a four
month tour. Hope you have a good one and see you next year. Welcome 
back to Cpl Ji m ·La 1amounia' tocks from the sunny Falklands after 
hi eight month - down there. Apparently he did a lot of training down 
there, doesn't how fat boy. The Troop would al o like to pre welcome 
LCpls Wil on and \'inter who will be arriving honly. Welcome back to 
Sig Gareth ' hotgun' Davis who returned safe and well from his recent 
vi it to Moldo,·a to meet the new in-law . We've had several wedding 
recent!} in the Troop. Firstly wa LCpl (TA rank) Graham Macdougall 
to 1ar ie Rose then ig Chris Hodgso n to Dia na followed by Capt 
George lexander to Alison. Good luck in the fu ture. Well done to Cpl 
Kurt Mold en on craping a pass on hi Corporal' course. Better get 
your elf ready for the quadron batt le camp, section commander. 
Welcome back to LCpl Tom Cockerill, after spending the last six weeks 
back in the UK on various course . Sig Andy Pyle and hi mi u Vicky 
have mi ed you load and are glad you are rerurning. Cheers to LCpl 
Pier ·Enc the eel' Daw on hi organising of the Summer Ball, we all 
bad a good night . 

AlRFIELD T ROOP 
Tp Comd Lt herry 
Tp S gt SSgt Cain 

Congratulation to Airfield Tp for doing well in the pa t couple of 
events in the Hodgson Shield Competition. We are finally coming back 
from _ behind, now we have a full collection of wooden spoons for Sig 
·Decibel ' J ordan to use on the BBQ we can start winning some events 
to collect trophies. However, had we left it lO FofS 'Vorderman' Leyland 
we would have come first in everything. We would like to wish Sig 'Two 
Hoop · McGurk all the best for his forthcoming operation. ew 
members welcomed into the Migbty Fighting Airfield thi month are Sig 
·Wally' Caisley with wife Paula and LCpl 'Lurch' herrat. Al o we 
have a new natural born leader Lt 'Devo' Sherry. Goodbye goes to ig 
·canman' Holley and M r ' . G riffi th . Good luck to C pl 'Rock and 
Roll' Creeley on his Det Commanders course. 

EPISKOPI TROOP - by LCpl 'Street Hawk' Fox 
Hi tory is full of great and unforgettable sporting triumphs. Everybody 

ha their own favourite. Those that were alive in 1966 will be able to tell 
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you exac~ly where they were when England won the. World Cup. 
However, 111 year to come another great portmg victory will be the topic 
of conversation in bars and pubs around the world - Epi ·kopi Troop took 
the 200 I Hodg on hield from under the noses of Dhekelia Troop. 

On a unny day, (What else!). at Akrotiri the final four events of this 
year' Shield were fought out between all the four Troops. Tennis 

qua h, Football and Tug-0-war all provided a good day's competition: 
Episkopi' Footballers came home in second place and the squash players 
managed third . Sgt 'A nything-for-a-pound' Rogers and gt 'Sampra;' 
Quilter gave us much needed points with first place in the Tennis. The 
event aw the day· most convincing victory when ig ' Where ' the 
Beach?' Forman en ured his Tug-o-war team pulled the other three 
teams right out of the ground. There wa o much adrenaline produced 
that i wa bottled and so ld to the other teams as ouvenirs. The 
excitement for the day continued into the award ceremony when 
Dhekalia were momentarily awarded the Shield due to a 'counting 
problem· - (Fors Leyland), however, the shield is now back home. 

The very same night was the Episkopi Troop summer function/Shield 
celebration party. The Elias Beach Hotel in Limossol en ured that we 
were all happy with our massive dinner and free drink . The prize draw 
saw many happy faces but question were a ked when organiser LCpl 
· Landing Pad' O'Connell took the DVD player. Thi was the econd 
function in a fortnight. The previous Friday aw the leaving do for LCpl 
Reade. It was an eventful night with the Troop Greek dancing. Tho e of 
you who read The WIRE to hear about LCpl Reade's escapades can 
continue doing so on the I I ig Regt' page. However, they won't tell 
you that he has finally passed his bike te t - on hi third attempt, 
(unheard of in Cyprus). Congratulations go, fir tly to SSgt 'What 
Rehear al?' Mathieson. on hi marriage to J oanne. It is unusual to have 
the reception ten days before the ceremony, but hey, this is Cypru . Also, 
well done to Sig Forman, Sig 'Bap ' Marsh, Sig 'More Baps' Harris 
and ig Hu ber for passing their Class 2 exam . Thi month's Troop Car 
Crashing competition was a clo e call between Sig 'Watch that 
Lamppost!' Hoga and LCpl ' Watch that car!' Deacon. Application form 
are now available for next month's round. Well done also to the Troop 
football team. The boys sobered up and went to Dhekelia for the BFBS 
Wirele s for the Blind 5-a-side tournament. A Thunder rolled above, the 
team fought hard lo finish third in their group but didn't make it to the 
next round. We are a well travelled Troop this month. LCpl 'Thumb 
Print' Cooper and C pl 'Just like ewquay' Stewart found themselves in 
Australia, Lindsay now has a new digereedoo to play with. Also, 2Lt 
·shut-up Megan ' Milner pas ed her B cour e and went to Thailand. 

o que tions asked Ma'am. Sig 'Bap ' Mar h also travelled to a strange 
land when she worked on the Satisfied Soldier cheme at a place called 
South Shields. (Sorry to mention Shield again Dhekalia!) Welcome to 
Cyprus LCpl Carr and Sig 'watch this space for nickname' Keen. 

T HE PLATE FINAL PLAYED AT HAPPY VALLEY 
After a long hard truggle to get to the final we had finally made it, we 

were there ready for anything. The game was slow to start but then the 
259 Sig qn Team got going and soon rai ed the pace and standard of the 
game. 
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It didn't go to well for 259 Sqn to stan with as they went 1-0 down 
against the attacking Episkopi Garrison Team. Then 259 Sqn pulled 1t 
ba~k to 1-1. Then they went down 2-1 and still managed against all 
efforts of the Gamson Team to pull 1t back yet again. 259 qn were then 
a!I h:rped up_ and ready for anythi~g, which proved a bit too much for Epi 
Garrison, with them now concedmg another to the mighty 259 Sqn. 2-3 
was to be the score that 259 Sqn were looking for and they protected 
there lead well which led to them winning the final and becoming the 
Plate Winners for 200 I. 

259 SIG AL SQUADRO CHALLE GE THE KTD 
259 Signal Squadron ha laid on a day of challenges for some of the 

Western Sovereign Base Area children in the cool shade of Happy 
Valley's Carob tree . On Wednesday 25 July 200 I, as part of the annual 
summer holiday activitie programme, boys and girls of the Signal 
Squadron organised and ran a variety of fun activities to keep the 
youngsters occupied for the morning. Although the day wa de igned for 
the kids to enjoy, there were ome challenging activities thrown in to 
keep them thinking. 259 Sig Sqn organised a similar activity last year, 
which was a big success and were happy to help out again. Cpl Purdie of 
Episkopi Troop wa the chief coordinator; he ay the kids are great but 
managing oldiers is definitely easier. At the end, everyone was happy 
and went away with something. 
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Even with an instruction sheet, some teams found it difficult to get 
their heads around Rusty's quiz! 

259 IG ALLER FI DS EXPECTED BENEF CTOR 
Sig Pete God d ard ( 19) a Royal Signals Telecommunication 

Mechanic ba ed with 259 Sig Sqn in Episkopi has found himself earning 
some unexpected extra cash, from a 'Satisfied Soldier' attachment, 
£500.00 to be preci e. 

In mid May thi year, Pete was on duty at hi local rec rn iting office in 
outh hields. He was there taking part in the ·Satisfied old ier ' scheme. 

· atisfied oldier' i an Army ini tiative that offer young oldiers the 
opportuni ty for volunteering to return to the recru it ing office where they 
joined the Army to pro\ ide potential recru it advice about life in the field 
Army, oversea posting , etc. and an wer any que tions they may ha\ e 
about Arn1y life in general. Prior to the attachment. a ne\1spaper article 
de cribing the oldier' job and intcre t i · prepared and then publi ·hed 
in the oldier' local paper during the attachment. It rn · after reading 
Pete's article in her copy of the outh hield Gazc;.tte that 1 rs Ellen 
Ha tings (74) of Jarrow conta ted her local AFA office and requested 
a visit. Mr Hastings explained that the article describmg Pete's \1ork 111 

Cyprus brought back mcmorie of h r own on. Ke' in ha' ner \I ho 
died in a tent fi re whil t po tcd to the i land 11 ith the Royal ignals in 
1947. Duri ng the AF vi it, 1rs Hastings handed O\'er £500.00 cash 
to b u ed by Sig Goddard and his friends to enjoy thcm-;elves. The u_ h 
was banked by FA and a cheque despatched by post to Pct ' unit 
here in ypru . ince rcceiYing the cheque. Pete has 1u1tten to l\lr 
Hastings and Thursda 2 August he , ·isited her at home to say thank you 
in person. The rory hu · att racted plenty of intcre.t from Pete' local 
media and he ha' be omc quite a celebrity over night. He should make 
the be t of it a when he returns from leave it will be back to busme 'a. 
u -ual wi th 259 ig qn, in tailing and maintainino the fi cd 
te lecommuni at ion · infra tructure aero ' the island. Enjo~ your leave 
Pete. 
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280(UNITED KINGDOM) 
SIGNAL SQUADRON 

qn omd 
R 1 1 

:\laj Jim Harri 
WOI (R 2\1) Craig Kearney 

EX R ISE OB LT FLA H 4 - by Sgt . Templeman 
Thi exercise wa the final opportunity for the member of the 

quadron to tram for the impending exerci e in Poland at the end of the 
month. Cobalt Fla ' h Exercise . which run throughout the year, are 
gencricaUy non-tactical communications exercise : designed to prepare 
the units of the orthern Regional ignal Group (prov iding 31 to 
AF ORTH) for the culminating exerci e. Ex Allied Effort. Thi year Ex 
Allied Effort will take pla e in tl1e Wroclaw Military Academy. Poland 
and involYe, among t other thing • the build and operation of large 
LA '¥.'Al\ ·s for the Ex taff. However, on Ex Cobalt Flash 4 the troops 
had to deal "ith a rather more sedate pace of labour and at times were 
forced to adopt the working practice of our European colleague~. Once 
again the u ual uspects were present and hining in their own field . 
worth mentioning are Cpl Greenlee and his continued love of all thing 
American. Cpl Wright and hi imminent transfer to the Diplomatic 
Corp and L pl Price with tirring rendition of Sleeping Beauty. 

So What Does Happen If I Pull Out These Cables .. . 

J LIETTROOP 
Tp Comd Lt Jim Barber 

Juliet Tp wou.ld like to welcome the recent new comers LCpl Trev 
Cart~r from ? Sil? Rcgt, LCpl ~uise H~lsw?rth from 11 Sig Regt, Cpl 
Paul Shakey Wilson from I Div, and Sig Vicky eymour from 21 Sig 
Rcgt. 0\.1- th.at we've welcomed people we have to say 'Goodbye' to the 
harde;~t working Tr,oop Staff, who _Juliet Troop will miss so dea~ly, SSgt 
Kev . Water sports Roberts . He 1s leaving us to go and pracuce brew 
mak1_ng a_t RHQ AF~ORTH, Brunssum. A loc of achievements to 
menuon. for a lot of different people. First of all starting with promotion 
from Lance orporal to Corporal, going to Cpl Gordon Kirkwood, Cpl 
Sall~ Hubble, <;pl 'Old Sweat' Donaldson and Cpl Marcus 'Les' 
~~~he. l\e~t up 1s our big water skiing team consisting of Cpl Richie 

1 her Fox Brown, who managed to gain the title of Novice Ski Jump 
Champion and doing well in the slalom, and Cpl teve Gore who also 
competed. Hopefully nex~ year by the looks of things there might be a 
lcw more names to mention. Everyone would like to say well done to 
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Cpl Steve Gore for becoming the self appointed ma tcr driver for the 
Sqn. Hardest worker of the year so far has to go to Cpl 'Shakey' Wilson, 
play ing ' Mr . Gogging Working ' I 20hrs in one week (that 's three weeks 
work in civ\ y street) while the rest of the Squadron went on leave. Good 
man. To fini h off with another welcome, to those who have returned 
from Bosnia, Cpl 'Gordy' Kirkwood, Cpl Dave Rycroft, LCpl Ian 
Wallace, Sig icholas ' Russ' Abbott, and ig G:iz Wat on. Also LCpl 
'Mac' 1cAlpinc return tow from Kosovo. 

KILO TROOP 
Tp Comd Capt Sarah Covey-Crump 

September saw Kilo Troop enter a ve1y busy period in the shape of 
preparations for Ex Allied Effort (3 montl1s in sunny Poland). In addition 
to deploying to Poland on exercise we have per onnel preparing to 
deploy to Turkey with 249 (AMF(L)) Sig Sqn on Ex Adventure 
Exchange. A welcome break from exercise preparation and commitments 
was a vi it from HQ SHAPE UK MR(A) Col Jim Blake (late R 
SIG ALS), for a demonstration of the Squadron's new CGS5 
co~munications installation and the Marconi line of sight radio relay 
equipment. 

. A big hello goes out to Sgt eil Walsh, Cpl Craig Harrison, LCpl 
Jim Booth and ig Scott Pollock and Colin Rolf all currently enjoying 
the delights of Banja Luka. Welcome to Cpl ' Scou e' Wilson, Cpl Ryan 
Evans and LCpl Andy Harvey and their families who have just joined 
u . We al o bid farewell to Cpl Jimmy ' Card-shark' Cunningham and 
family who have departed for 2 Sig Regt and farewell to Cpl Simon 
Cook and Cpl Matt Baber both departing for Civvy Street. 

CHA GE OF COMMA D PARADE MAASTRICHT 
On Friday 14 September, 23 members of the Squadron fonned part of 

a ATO parade for the change of command of the Deployable 
Communications Module Battalion Commander. The outgoing 
Commander Lt Col Antonio (Dutch Army) handed over to Lt Col Ten 
Berge (Also Dutch). Drill proved to be interesting as each nation 
doggedly stuck to their own style. Sgt Butterfield represented the 
Squadron, as one of the flag party and the overall coordinator was Maj 
Bob Parkinson R SIG 'ALS cu1Tently erving with HQ DCM. 

NATO Drill in Action - Which Foot is 'Halt' Given On Again? 

BREW P FOR AFA 
The last SSAFA ' Big Brew Up' io be held in Francisca Barracks went 

down a storn1 as all Squadron members, their wives and the civilian stafT 
enjoyed tea and cakes in the 280 Club. Interest in this year' event was 
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heightened by Warner 's Movie World donating tickets to bc won. To keep 
the theme of tea running a large jar was filled with lose tealeaves and as 
members of the squadron where getting served, they where asked to work 
oul how many single teabags could be made from the contents of the jar. 
Congratulation to Diane Osborne, Annette Taylor (No Fix Honest!), 
Cpl Tom linson, Cpl Head and LCpl Seymour for guessing closest that 

1229 cups of tea could be made! The Catering Department gave their 
total support to this event, producing a I-meter diameter teacup out of 
roll mats and a variety of cakes and biscuits to go along with the cup ol 
tea. Many thanks to the UCM , Sgt Dougie Hcnr) and hi~ team. The 
event was a great success with DM322.52 bemg raised for SSAFA and a 
lot of work being generated for the tailoress! 

1 (ROYAL BUCKINGHAMSHIRE YEOMANRY) 
SIGNAL SQUADRON (SPECIAL 

COMMUNICATIONS) 

Sqn Comd 
S M 

Maj S. Gregory 
W02 (SSM) D. Scott 

OVERVIEW OF EVE TS 
FROM AUGUST TO THE PRESE T DAY - by Sig Tay lor 

It 's been a busy time within the squadron over the la t couple of 
months. Most regular members of the squadron are currently busy out on 
detachment, leaving a handful of people left in sunny Bletchley to hold 
the fort and carry on with the regular 'jobs' which seem to fly our way. 
We have now contributed to 97 (SFOR (Sig Sqn with the following TA 
members Cpl Sam MacGillivary, Sig Yates, Sig ' Project ' Lock and ig 
Miller who have volunteered for a 6 month tour of duty in Bosnia from 8 
October. We would like to wish them good luck and hope that they enjoy 
their time out of the country. We al o hope that the regular army is not 
too much of a shock to the system! As reinforcements are always 
welcome we mu t give a big welcome to the following members to the 
Squadron. Sgt 'Taff ' Wainwright and LCpl ' Dan' Perdue both 
previously from 14 Sig Regt. Also LCpl 'Jay· Dine frc h from the last 
as e sment course from 238 Sig Sqn. Farewell to SSgt ' Lou ' Morton 
AGC, the MT feel lost now they haven ' t got anyone to annoy. 

SQUADRON BARBEQUE 
25 August saw the annual Squadron barbecue take place. The weather 

wa kind and allowed u to enjoy the whole day in the bli tering 
sun hine. The day kick-started as u ual in the bar with all members of the 
Squadron, Regular and the TA, socialising and catching up with each 
other over a cool beer. Then came the main activities of the day which 
comprised Sumo wrestling (some member of the Squadron looking 
better wearing them - shock!), water balloon volley ball , bungee racing 
game and the grand finale fun assault course all of which did not qualify 
for ITDs or Bounty for the TA contrary to popular beliefl The day proved 
to be a succes , great food, and great laugh e pecially at Cpl ick Hill 
in a sumo suit - some people just look good in these thing ! ! 

SC ASSESSME T CO RSE 
17 September was the start of the econd as es ment course for this 

year. Cpl Gaz Woolley and Cpl Jay Fawcett, syndicate commanders co
ordinated the smooth running of the two weeks. The students underwent 
a number of tasks during the course and where put through their pace . 
Just some of the tasks the student underwent were, trade exam both 
practical and written, di cussion groups , command ta k and 
presentations. The two weeks proved to be a succes with everal people 
being asked to come back for the ovember SC course. 

MAI 'TE ' A CE WEEKE D 
In preparation for the long awaited Lock communication system, there 

was a maintenance weekend on 22 September. All members of the 
Squadron carried out maintenance on all vehicles (painted them all 
green). These vehicles are now ready to be backloaded and we wait for 
arrival of the new fleet. It was good to see that all member of the 
squadron got stuck into the workload even though the only pictures taken 
were of SNCO and Warrant Officers (was this becau e this was a 
notable occasion maybe??) 

EXERCl E 10 1 TAI LY X 
As previou ly reported for October the exercise was a huge succes 

with a good turnout from all. The weekend was both physically 
demanding on the body and the pocket as u ual and all concerned were so 
impressed they will be coming back for more in the ew Year! 

1 Signal Sqn (SC) (V) Wire posing competition! 

JOINT SERVICES SUPPORT UNIT DIGBY 
RAF DIGBY 

PONSORED CYCLE RJOE AND TOWER CLIM B 
The regular monthly RAF Digby tation meeting have a habit of 

being held in odd place . For the meeting on Thursday 2 Augu t, the 
outgoing QC of the Ariel Erectors School, F lt Lt lan Cowie had 
organsied the meeting to be held part way up the I OOmtr tower at 

enigot. Taking the chance to combine this with some charity work, Cpl 
Griffiths arranged a spon ored cycle ride from Digby to Senegott , all 28 
miles of it. ome people, such as Maj ·Monty' Mountford and Sqn Ldr 
Andy Myers-Hemmingway were keen enough to attempt thi feat on 
mountain bike , a somewhat slower approach than the racing snake at 
the front on their road bike . A ficr a tired arrival, there wa the chance of 
a quick cup of tea, before the leg were aga in tirrcd in a diffen.:nt 
direction. For tho e with enough of a head for heights, there was the 
chance to stand right on the small platform at the top of the tower. with 
only a flagpole to grab hold of. With his u ual entrepn.:ncurial flair, 
RQM W02 John mith wa bu y trying to take aria l photo of hi 
hou c nearby, presumably before trying to sell them to the current 
tenant . I laving de cendcd slightly, the tation meeting wa, held from the 
slightly less slrato pheric 30mtr platform. 
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(L-R): Capt Spiers, Maj 'Monty' Mountford and Lt Col Sharman 
may be smiling now, 

but the TV antenna should be pointing in the other direction 
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Some cadets watch as County Signals Officer, Maj Mike Vokes, 
shows them the ancient art of joining DIO by using a reef knot 

Three of the Merseyside ACF Signals badged cadets on their 
Signals cadre at Cultybraggan 

(L-R): Sgts Stephen Feeney and Joanne Gouldbourne and 
Cpl Chris Cussackall successfully passed 

Cdt Sgt David Richmond (17) attending his fourth Annual Camp 
with Merseyside ACF on his Signals Cadre at Cultybraggan 

During his visit to Merseyside ACF Annual Camp in Scotland VIP 
Deputy Brigade Commander, Col John Thomson, met as many 

cadets as possible including Cdt Daniel Boon (14) 
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The Signals Cadre, at the Merseyside ACF A.nnual Camp in Scotland, prov~d so J?Opular that their was a maximum intake 
This was one of their few breaks, as 1t was a very intensive programme 

GOLF 
BLANDFORD GARRISO ' GOLFI ' G SOCIETY 
SUMMER MEETING - SPO SORED BY NEXTRA 

The BGGS Summer meeting was held at the Sali bury and South Wilts 
Golf Club on 26 July 2001. (Once again) we were very generously 
ponsored by EXTRA (who have had a name change ince last year 

from OR K DATA). EXTRA provide us with hardware upport on 
camp. De pile take-overs and amalgamation we were pleased to see our 
sponsors represented on the cour e by Hazel Cri pen, Trevor Jones, 
Capt (Retd) Peter John on and Tony O'Connell. 

Alan Browne leads Andy Armitage and Terry O'Connell to 
refreshments at the half-way house 

It wa one of the hottest days of the year a 27 golfers et about a long 
and difficult course that was in excellent condition. The morning round 
was a Stableford competition in three divi ion . Thank.fully, there was a 
much needed drinks station at the ninth that our ponsors provided. The 
afternoon round wa a WOI Keith Fisher ·Monte Carlo pecial' in 
which we were sent out in team. of three and the score at each hole was 
calculated by multiplying the be t two tableford score. (u ing tl 
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handicap). Most teams found the coring more difficult than the golf. We 
were grateful to John Parker for making the effort to come from 

ewbury to present the prizes. 
On this occasion we also aid farewell to two stalwarts of BGGS, 

firstly, Lt Col Alain Malnuit the French ~iaison Officer who turned i? a 
prize-winning performance on thi occa ion. Secondly to WOl Keith 
Fisher who ha worked (and played) tireles ly for BGGS and CAGE 
during his time here. he has certainly brought a new meaning to, 'I go to 
College every Monday! ' If anyone knows of an I -hole college, please 
Jet u know. Good luck in Civ-Div. We are most grateful to Hazel who 
al o ran a prize-draw to round off an excellent day. The day was o 
uccessful that EXTRA have taken up the challenge of a match at 

Blandford. 
Major prize winners were: 
Gaz Wit on Chalice: 
Runner-up 
Division 3 Winner 
Monte Carlo Winners 

earest the pin 
Pros Approach And Best Gue t 

Lt Col David Palmer (42 points!) 
W02 Duck"orth (40 point ·) 
Lt Col Alain 1alnuit (FR) (37 points) 
Col Bill Kennedy, Andy Armitage 
and Hazel Crispen 
Cpl John Speherd 
Terry Jones 

CORPS GOLF (GERMA. Y) . . 
The Briti h Army (Gern1any) Inter-Corp golf le~w1c culmmate~ 111 the 

top four team competing in a Knock-Out compet1tton to dctern11m: the 
be t Corps team of 200 I. The event wa held on 20-2 I eptember 200 I 
at the RAFG Bruggen Golf Co~we. which was in exc~ll:nt conditton. 
The Corp team was drawn agamst the RLC m the ~em1-ltnal and there 
wa an air of confidence a we had beaten them m the league some 
month previously. Atter the four-ball we had a health:,. lead of 3-1. 
thank to e cellent performance ' by LCpl Nige Brennan and Kerr) 
Greenham Sot Da\•e Maw and gt Mark , o"osiel ki, and l\laj Tim 
Prince and Cpl Paul Barran. The single matche produce~ five 
winners in Sgt nd y aunders, gt Paul Taylor, LCpl Kerr) 
Greenham, Mr Terry 'larsh and LCpl ' ige Brennan. The final ''a 
played again t the REME who narrowly defeated the AGC 111 a tense 
play-off. Like us, the REM E team was also under-strength due to 
commitments to E ·crci ·e aif arcea and follow mg the c'cellent 
performance of the pre iou day, we were confident of victory. The four
ball ' gave u a one point lead after good win b) gt l\la\\ and gt 
lark Nowosielski and nt ndy aunder and l\1r Terr) \larsh. 

However, thing didn't go t~ plan and after the first nine holes of each 
match. a play-off looked like a good pro pc.ct. f?e!ermmat1on _and 
experience -a cd the ~ay as gt l_ar~ :\O\\~s1elsk1 fought bad. from 
four down to hal chis match. \laJ T im Prince came back fron! t\\O 
down to half his match on the 18th hole and wm~ from L ,Pl Kerr~ 
Greenham, LCpl ige Brennan, Terry :\larsh and SSgt \nd~ 
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aunders, gaye u a comfortable victory by four points. The victory wa 
ample con ·olation from lo ing in la t year's _final and _the current sgu~d ?f 
20 players hn the potential to become a maJor force 111 Corp golf w1th111 
G.:nnany. It was unfortunate that regular first team players such _as LC~I 
Graham Rennie, gt (FofS) Boil Pace and WOI (YofS) ell Ferns 
were una' ailable for the final but 11\Cir comribution throughout the league 
·eason i worthy of mention. 

S\VIMMING 
E ROPEA,' '\1A TER WI 1 IL G HAMPIO ' HIPS -
PALM -2001 

The Ma ters ·w1mming circuit is open for all tho e wimmers that a~e 
deemed 'out of it' which in swimming terms is cla ed at anyone who 1 
o,·er 25 year old up to the age of 90 :i:ears old (plus). The evem are run 
in five year age group . Thi year with the turn of my 26th birthday I 
found my elf in thi, category and was asked by the m1y w1mmmg 
Union if I would like to apply to compete 111 the European 
Championship . As ah ay . a couple of negative points soon came to my 
attention. The first one being I would have to go to Palma for the event 
and the second l would have to compete in the 5km Op<>n Water Sea 
S" im on the final day. fter much deliberation I applied to be selected. A 
few week later I wa informed that I had been selected to represent the 
Briti h Am1ed Forces and Great Britain in the event. 

The swimming team con i ted of a total of 12 people, three from the 
RAF, ix from the avy and three from the Army (I wa t~e only 
repre emative from the R.. Signal ) . We all met up at tan Lead Airport at 
1300hrs only to be delayed due to the coach driver's strike, which meant 
that we finally arrived at our hotel around 0630hrs the next d~y. After a 
short rest we then proceeded to the pool to collect our compelltor pas es 
and to verify our events. The RM Captain that wa in our tean1 ugge ted 
a short 'YOMP" to the pool that for some reason. we agreed to. After a 
couple of hours and ome bad map reading we finally found a wimming 
pool, unfortunately the wrong one. A quick decisi~n w~ made and we 
caught a taxi to the correct pool. A oo_n a we amved 1t was dear that 
we were all about to take part in a maJOr event. flag fluttenng 111 the 
wind from every nation you can think of. The pools themselves were 
Olympic pool . the out door for competitive and the indoor for training 
and warm up. 

I had regi tered for the I OOm free tyle the 50111 freestyle and the 5km 
open '' ater ea swim a well as taking part in va~ious relay events. 
Having ubmitted my time I foUJJd that I was alway 111 the last heat with 
the fast boys (in the fu.stest age group). On the morning of my first event 
the lOOm freestyle l was amazed to ee heat I for the 90 plu age group 
where three male frail frames truggled to climb up onto the starting 
blocks and yet. who completed the race in a very respectable time. I 
competed in all my selected events and came 49th out of 278 in the 
I OOm. 40th out of 327 in the 50m and 25th in my age group out 408 
swimmers in the open water swim, as well as raising £200 approx for the 
RBL. By the end of the competition the swimming team left with one 
gold medal two ilver and two bronze. I am now looking forward to 
competing at the world Masters championships in ew Zealand early 
next year, the Europeans in the South of France 2003 and then the World 
champion hips in 2004 in Sidney Australia. I would just like to thank my 
new unit 7 Armd Bde HQ & Sig Sqn for letting me deploy to Kosovo 
late. my previous unit: 21 Signal Regiment (AS), the Anny Sports Board, 
the BAF, and the AStJ for who helped fund me for this event without 
who· uppon I could not have taken pan in such a major competition. 

Cpl 'Ollie' Oliver in Palma 

KAYAKING 
INTER- ERVICE KAYAK PRL T 
& \1AR THO ' HAMPIO HIPS - by Sig S1oddart 

It's been three years since l did any Kayaking. I previously represented 
the Jumor Development Squad and represented Great Britain in several 
regatta , nationally and internationally. My Troop OC, WOI Coffin 
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asked me if l wanted to go along and compete at the Inter-Service 
Kayaking print and Marathon Cham~ion hiJ? , so l decided to go along 
and give it a go. The event took place m Nottmgham at 1 lolt~e P1erpomt, 

ational Water ports entre the marathon race was 8 mil es and the 
sprints were from 200 meters to I 000 meters . I joined the team on 
Wednesday evening (5 August) and wa told what was _goin~ to be 
happening over the next few days, such a who I_ wa kayakmg with and 
what races I'd been entered for. On the followmg day the team and I 
kayaked the route of the , -mile race that we were to do the followin.g d.ay. 
On Friday the racers truted m earnest and I completed the race ach~evmg 
Third place. The Army team won the Marathon overall, and now 1~ was 
just the prints to go! On Saturday l competed 111 thre~ race and achieved 
Third place in KI (one man boat) over 500 meters, First place in K2 (two 
man boat) over 200 meters and First place in K2 again over 500 meters. 
There were till another three races were left to go on the Sw1day. These 
were the K4 (four man boat) 500 meter and 1000 meters, in which we 
achieved First place for both races, and finally Kl (one man boat) 200 
meter , unfonunately I missed Third place by 0.45 of a econd. I'm now 
focusing on training for next years championships and hoping to do ju t 
as well if not better! 
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weff a aforecasl of As ociation evenls. 

Branch Secrelaries are asked 10 check Iha/ !heir Branch Members receive sufficienl copies o/The WIRE. Associalion HQ can arrange for copies to be 
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NOTES FROM THE AO'S DESK 
Maj Gen Tony Boyle, Chainnan of the A ociation and all the staff of 

Association Headquarter wish all member of the Royal Signals 
A sociation a Happy Chri tmas and a safe, healthy ew Year. Thank you 
to all member who have supported their local branch during the year. A 
pecial thank you from my elf goes to all members who have given their 

time to erve on Branch committees. Without their valuable contribution 
the Association could not continue. 

Branch news: Peter Dooley, Hon Secretary of the Southport Branch, 
has a new addres ; 62 Lynton Rd, Southport, Merseyside PR8 3AP. Tel: 
O 1704-553983. Vee Moore is the new Secretary of the South Staffs 
Branch. Vee's contact is; 29 ewstead, The Alders, Tamworth, Staffs 
B79 7UU. Tel: 01827-69827. 

Apologies: Apologie are offered by The WIRE Office to the Indians 
Signals Association, for fai ling to mention their generou donation of 
£160.00, which they made to the Benevolent Fund in October 2000. . 

AGM: To clarify any confusion. the date for the next AGM 1s 
Saturday 6 April 2002 starting at 1030 hours in Chel ea Barracks, 
London. All Life Members are eligible and welcome to attend. 

Golden Jubilee Medal: The year 2002 is the Queen' golden jubilee 
year. Her Majesty is commemorating this with a medal. which will be 
given to all service personnel who have served for five years '?r mo~. 
There i no official award being made to tho e who do not fit mto th1 
category. A a result, the Bigbury Mint has produced a medal, which is 
available to all service personnel, who served during Her Majesty' reign. 
The medal is made from gold plated bronze and is 36mm in diameter. 
The design ha been approved by Buckingham Palace. A donation from 
each medal sold will go to SSAFA Forces Help. The co t 1 £30.00 (me 
spare ribbon), plus £8.00 for engra ing details around the rim. £2.00 
should be added for p & p. Full details and order form can be obtained 
from The Bigmint, River Park. Ern1ington Mill, lvybridge, Devon PL2 l 
9 T. Tel: 01548-830717. Email: View the medal at 

ew Life Members: The following new Life Member have been 
enrolled since the last i sue of The WfRE: 
Rank a11d Name Branch 
Cpl Barry Gibson 
Cpl Chris Williams 
LCpl Darren Farrell 
W02 Nigel Whittingham 

pl Roger Southwick 
SSgt James Crabb 
Cpl hris Tearle 
Cpl James Rice 
L pl Paul Luckhurst 

gt Duncan Feakcs 
pl Albert Elford 

Cpl Rob Pitt 
pl Dean Henderson 

Sig Ian Wightman 
gt Andy Suttie 
pl John Barnes 

LL Col Richard Davi 
Lt Col Hugh Goodman 
SSgt Jason Harvey 

gt Tony Williams 
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Berwick 

Service 
1985-01 
1969-92 
1987-94 
1969-94 
19 0-01 
1977-01 
19 1-94 
1979-92 
1981-94 
1982-94 
1950- -5 
1984-01 
198--94 
1945-48 
1978-91 
1950-56 
1977-01 
1967-01 
19 8-01 
1972-94 

Sgt Phil Sherman 
Sig Derek Green 
Cpl Damon White 
Sig Bernie Kelly 
Cpl Neil Ak.kulugadu 
SSgt Dek Painter 
Cpl Lawson Short 
LCpl Richard Littler 
WO I Michael Howell 
Cpl Mark Brown 
WO I Paul Skeith 
WOl lanRowe 
Sgt Paul Deaville 
Cpl Ted Devereux 
Sig Bill Gillison 
Sig Sammy Chri tie 
Cpl Michael Stewart 
Cpl Barri Davies 
Sig Lee Hough 
Cpl John Harley 
Sig Elaine Gerry 
Pte etta Curd 
Cpl Arthur Holling worth 
Sig Len Morland 
WO I Tony Redman 
Sgt Trevor McSween 

ig Doug Grimshaw 
Cpl Bernard Hinman 
Cpl Phil Henne sy 
Cpl Bill Loven 
Sig TA Withers 

ig Julian Wright 
Sgt 1igel Wardell 
Sgt Stephen Tait 
WOI Alex Kennedy 
Sig ick Potter 

gt Robert Goode 
ig John Elliott 

Sgt Angie Sparling 
Cpl Gareth Watkin 
Cpl Michael Irwin 
SSgt Andy Elliott 

gt Kevin Curlett 
Sgt Alan Costello 

gt Catherine Clark 
Sgt Steve Lyne 
LCpl Stephen pencer 
Dvr Douglo Robinson 
Cpl Ewan Whitmey 
Cpl John Watkin 

ig Allan Buckley 
gt Eddy Braid 

Capt Andy Mc rthur 
gt Clive mith 

Cpl imon Riley 
ig tefan Ford 

Reading 
Reading 

Bedford 

Berwick 

Brighton 

12/l5/18AFSRA n 

Au tralia 
Beverley Ex-Boy A n 

Lincoln 

Catterick 
Eat Kent 

windon 

GlasgO\\ 
Gia gow 

1946-57 
1957-58 
19 7-01 
1952-53 
1992-01 
1978-01 
1972-94 
1995-01 
1970-94 
19 3-01 
1977-01 
1977-01 
1979-01 
1964-72 
1964-71 
1953-56 
1991 -01 
1990-01 
1989-94 
1956-58 
1989-9-1 
1942-45 
1954-60 
1965-75 
197 -01 
19 5-01 
1945-4 
1951-53 
l 98.J-96 
1947-49 
1954-56 
1989-94 
1983-94 
19 3-94 
1972-94 
19 9-94 
1969-9.J 
1972-94 
19 3-00 
19 -01 
1990-01 
1979-01 
1979-01 
19 4-01 
19 9-01 
1986-01 
1954-5() 
1944-47 
1992-01 
1959-6 
1971-75 
1951- () 
1972-74 
1979-9.J 
19 1-9-t 
1990-9-t 
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l pl Peter Hopkins 
LC pl Arthur Lidd'll 
gt Btll keYington 
ig Ronald ampbcll 
ig o, ic Elltott 
igTim Hill 
gt lichael Lunglc: 
ig Terry arter 
!!I Colin ottle 
l>t Roy \\lard 

Cpl Brian Young 
WOI Da\e Ruddock 

gt hanc Wright 
ig can Filer 
gt Rov E\ere-1 

Lt Col Chri topher Richard 
Capt Da\'id Farrimond 
Capt Da\'iS Jack-on 
Capt Tania oakes 
Maj Ala <lair Rodgers 
Lt Col Richard parshatt 
Capt Fiona Priestnall 

ig Bill Long 
gt Glenn Maycock 

Cpl Robert 1cConnick 
gt Den Morri 
gt teve 1unday 

Cpl David adin 
S gt Da\'e 1 onnan 
Cpl Paul Oliver 
Cpl John Owen 

gt Roy Partington 

Beverley Ex-Boys s, n 
hcfficld 

Sheffield 
Poole 
Torbay 

Ireland 

12.15. 18AF RAs n 

Harrogate 

ALDERSHOT BRANCH 

1955-64 
1947-49 
1955- 5 
1947-49 
1949-51 
1980-89 
1966-94 
1947-49 
1948-51 
19 3-94 
1984-94 
1977-01 
197 -01 
19 --94 
1982-97 
19 1-01 
1993-0 1 
1994-01 
1998-01 
1985-01 
1980-01 
1995-01 
1950-53 
1977-94 
197 -94 
1976-94 
19 3-94 
1974-94 
1972-94 
19 0-94 
1981-94 
1971-94 

Our Autumn Lunch at the Anny Golf Club wa a very congenial affair. 
it wa held at the end of eptember the attendance was slightly lower 

than last year. Thi normally is a late October event but our social 
gathering were thrown out of their u ual pattern due to our mammoth 
achie\'ement of two e\'ents on one day in Augu t. One would have hoped 
that being held a month earlier would have brought favorable weather but 
thi · wa· not conducive to drinks on the terrace that o often we have 
enjoyed in the autumn. The company of Members and tl1eir gue ts more 
than made up for the absence of unsbine and a usual the Club staff did 
us proud with their oriental di hes and friendly service. 

BATH &DISTRICT BRANCH 
The Bath and District Branch have now had tl1eir two summer events. 

Thirty- even members and guests enjoyed a Curry Lunch at Pockeridge 
House, Corsham (2 Sig Bde) in May; at which our new Chairman of the 
ki ociation, Maj Gen Boyle and his wife were our honoured guests. It 
was, we felt, particularly agreeable to meet the new Chairman in such 
relaxed and informal circum lances. Then we had our annual Barbecue 
for over forty members and guests at the same venue in Augu t. Becau e 
of the inclemem weather we had to have the Barbecue in the Dining room 
of the Officers ' Mes al Pockeridge Hou e instead of in the lovely 
grounds a- in previous year but it was. nevertheless, a very jolly 
occa ion with good food and scrumptious puddings. Our next meeting 
w_ill be the Annual Luncheon in October at the WO ' & Sgts • Mess, 21 

1g Regt, Az1mghur Barracks, Colerne. We are hoping to have as our 
guests Brig H. Ham (PCSA Corsham), Lt Col H. Hooper (CO 21 Sig 
Regt) and WOl (RSM) D. Rook (21 Sig Regt) as it is his Mess we are 
delighted to be able to use. The Bath Branch is particularly fortunate in 
havin_g Signals formations so near. at Co lerne and Corsham (Wilts), 
esp~ctally as they are _happy to welcome us into their mid L We arc again 
ha\lng trouble finding a tandard Bearer as the TA Corporal who 
paraded our Standard at the Remembrance Day services has now left the 
TA. Our Committee Member, Roy Platten, will parade the Standard at 
our Annual Luncheon but he i not now able to parade through Bath. 
Like most Branches we have difficulty in acquiring younger, more robust 
members. 

EAST KENT BRANCH 
The sparrows in Canterbury were awakened early on 9 September to 

the sound of 39 members and their guests boarding a charabanc for the 
fir~t leg of their ortee 10 Bruges. The weather seemed to be set fair and 
mdeed the Channel was as smooth as the proverbial mill-pond. As we 
cro~s~ the Channel the trippers indulged in breakfast or drooled away 
their umc m the Duty Free Shop. Calais welcomed us with sunshine and 
!he party continu~d through France to Belgium and finally eased its way 
mto the ca~park m Bruges - just as the rain started! However, dodging 
between ramdrops the intrepid sightseers made their soggy way into the 
to,~n centre to sample and/or buy either Belgian chocolate , Belgian lace 
or some other mementoes. Some, including Mike Barrett, took to the 
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waterway and took a boat-trip but all of these activities were 
accompanied by rain in varying quantitic ranging from the gentle to the 
torrcntiul. ' hi ch prompted many of the party to 'lunch' in one of the 
delightful cafe or re taurant . Alas the time came to depart and this 
seemed to coincide with the townspeople leaving work and going home. 
This, together with a dramatic thunderstorm as a finale to the day's rain. 
delayed our departure omcwhat but eventually 1he storm chased us out 
of Belgium and on towards Calais. Condi tion during our return crossing 
of the Channel were not of the mill-pond variety and this writer spent the 
1ime indulging in short conver at\ons and swift visits to the 'heads' - I am 
not a good sailor. 

Custom and Exci ·e welcomed us home with open arms and in isted 
that we all alight from the coach and walk our way through their 
Inquisition hamber together with all our purchases and sundries. This 
really 1hrilled u all, coming a it did at the encl of a very tiring day, 
especially heila and David Geary who had been presented with a case 
of wine by the ommittee. thanking them for their directorship and 
filming of the magnificent epic 'Defence of the Realm' sketch (reported 
in the last issue. We all struggled through doing our best to ignore !he 
looks of complete indifference by the ustoms staff who were, perhaps, 
looking for even more sinister per ons than ourselves. Back on the road 
again we find that Roy Andrews had won the £25 M&S voucher in tl1e 
raffle organised by , gues who? Vincent and Marion de Rose. Lale 
home but another enjoyable day spent in good company. 

ews of Members - Keith and alerie Loney are particularly bu y 
since he wa made Mayor of Sevenoaks in May. Keith served in 2 
Wircle s Regiment in Famagu ta and HQ MELF Cyprus from 1954-56. 
We wi h him and alerie a mo t successful year. Peter Haskins, who 
wa reported on in the la t i ue for fla hing hi new Police Sergeant' 
stripes at the Branch BBQ, has proved himself to be a first-etas Clay 
Pigeon shot and i a member of the Kent Police Team. Marie Crisp is 
recovering nicely from major heart surgery and i now healthier than she 
ha been for year and is looking forward to resuming her attendance al 
forthcoming functions. 

Vale: sadly we must report three of our members have passed away 
since our last note . Reginald 'Robin ' Hood, John Raymond and Lt 
Col (Retd) Basil Elliott will be sadly mi ed by all their friends and we 
pass on our condolences to their loved ones. 

TOP PRESS!! - for those witl1 the facility and the inclination you 
might like to look al www.eastkentbranchsignal.org.uk (Note it is signal 
and NOT signal ) for further information on the Branch and it's 
members. 

EXMOUTH BRANCH 
The group was honoured with a visit from the Master of Signals, Maj 

Gen I. 0. J. Sprackling on the occasion of our oldest members birthday. 
Mr Reg Randall celebrated his I 02nd birthday and was presented by the 
Master of Signals with a signed Fax/Certificate to say that he is the oldest 
ex-member of the Corps. The photo hows the Master presenting Reg 
with his certificate, whilst Branch Members stood to auention. Reg, who 
is a re ident of Miramar Rest Home in Exmouth, was an infantryman in 
the Gallipoli campaign of the First World War, and served at home ba es 
during the econd World War. 

The group also held their ummer function thi week, which was a 
'Jazz' on 1he Exe, a 3 hour hour cruise up the River Exe accompanied by 
a fine Jazz band, great food and great company. The group is busy 
preparing for the Christmas function to be held in the banqueting suite in 
Exmouth on 30 ovember. Tickets can be purcha ed and more info about 
the RSEG from our website at www.r igscxmouthgroup. upanet.com or 
info by email: rsigscxmouthgroup@ ·upanet.com 
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GLASGOW BRANCH 
Whal a glorious weekend! The members left the inclement weather in 

Scoila.nd and arrived in blazing sunshine in Dorset. The drill and 
marchmg display, by the latest recruits in Blandford on the Princess 
Rora! Day Parade, was in keeping with the very high standard set by 
thcll" predecessor . Followed by an afternoon of great entertainment. Our 
Branch Standard Bearer, Bill McNamara, was again in the final six of 
the Standard Bearers' contest, a very commendable effort Bill. There was 
a delay of over two hours on our return journey by train, and we were 
bac~ to .clouds and.ram. The branch members met Maj Gen I. O. J. 

prackhng and MaJ Gen Tony Boyle, mfonnally for a chat in the WOs' 
a_nd Sgts' Mess. The ~~mbcrs do appreciate that the 'Top Brass' takes 
time to make these v1s11s. Many thanks go to the regiment and Peter 
Cuckow for making our visit such a pleasurable memory. Someone must 
h~vc read m)'. report or a previous Blandford visit, because the mu eum 
did_ have Chnstmas cards with. the 'Jimmy' and Corp colours this year. 
Thi~ enabled me to buy t.hem 111 tune for sendmg out, this year the 10th 
anmvcrsary_ of th.c foundmg of the Glasgow Branch. I also managed to 
obtam copies of The Shutter Telegraph from under the stairs at the 
museum. I found these very interesting and made copies to be passed 
among the Branch Members. I wonder why an up to date copy could not 
be ent to the Branches who request them? The Branche could then have 
them ~opi.ed for their members. Members of this Branch would 
appre~iate 1t, 1f 1t were possible to arrange this. 

Th1rty-s1x members, fa~ily and friends were on the coach outing to 
Aberdeen on 7 July. Stopping at Forfar for morning coffee, with about 
five hours tn Aberdeen, then on to the Royal Hotel Stonehaven for high 
tea. A very good choice of menu helped to stave off the hung'er pangs. 
T_he weather _was overcast but remained dry and warm throughout the 
v1s1L The ladies_ had a great time window-shopping, (if only the lottery 
would make their dreams come true) i~ the jewellery shops. It was only 
on our return to Glasgow, tha_t we ~1scovered that Gia gow and its 
en~1rons had been deluged with ram all day long. Our friend and 
n~1gl~bours aid later that !hey had pitied u on our journey north, 
thmkmg It would be 111 the ram, whereas we were having a great time and 
stay mg dry. The. sale were on o _all were looking for bargain . There 
was_a lot to ad_m1re 111 architecture m the Granite City it was so clean an 
environment 111 the treet , with manual and mechanical sweepers 
working on a Saturday. 

On Saturday 25 August 36 members and friend made a coach trip to 
Edinburgh Castle to s_ee the tattoo, with a prior stop for high tea at an 
hotel, where we wer~ JOmed by the Branch President, Maj Gen A. A. G. 
Anderson CB and ht wife Mrs Margaret Anderson, who we trust will 
soon be fully recovered, after her long illness. The police blocked off the 
road leadmg to the ca tie and the coache had to drop their passengers 
about a mile away. This made a difficult uphill walk for us 'old un' 'and 
those in wheel chairs. It was an excellent show and the party thoroughly 
en1oyed the acts, the mu 1c of the different bands pipe and drums and 
finally a g~eat firework di play. The best was the weather, it had been 
rammg whilst we had our meal , but was dry for the walk to and from the 
castle and throughout the performance. 

At the meeting in eptcmber the Branch Chairman, Joe Keegan. asked 
tl1e members tc;i stand ~nd observe a minute ilent prayer, for tho e who 
lost th_e1r_ hves m Amenca by t~rrori l action. Editions of two local paper 
the K1rkm~11loch Herald, publt hed a photograph of a soldier in Royal 
S1gnalsu111fonn named Bryan McArthur, attaining the Best Endeavour 
Award m a clas of 39 in ba ic training, and in the Cumbernauld ews, 
was the photograph of another Royal Signal oldier John Charles 
Connor. John came top of hi class of I 00 recruit . Both are now at 
Blandford to undergo their technical training. 

On behalf of the Chaim1an and members of Gia gow Branch. a letter 
wa . enl to both papers to .be publi hed, congratulating both lad on their 
achievement , with best w1 hes for their future in the Corps. A teller wa 
rece ive? from Bryan McArthur's mother appreciating the Glasgow 
Branch s published letter, wh ich was read out by the Chairman ai the 
September Branch meeting. The Branch secretary recei ed two letters 
announcing the death of two ex members of the Corps. One from Mr 

tewart Roy informing the Branch that his father Jame Bridges outar 
Roy died peacefully on 21 August 200 I. The other letter wa from Col R 
L Steele TD JP DL of Erskine Ho pital, informing the branch of the 
death of Mr Margaret G. Belford. who died in the Erskine Mains 
Home on the 31 August 200 I. A note has been ent to RHQ with this 
information for publication in The WJRE Last Post column, and 
acknowledgement letter to Mr Roy and Lt Col R L Steele. The only 
information in the hospital records for Mr Belford was that he served 
in the Royal Signals in the I le of Man and Keddle ton Hall from 1943 to 
194- with regret there is no further information on 1he decea ed. The 
Glasgow Branch Chairman and members offer their sincere condolence 
to both families. 

MIDDLESBROUGH BRANCH 
Thi year has seen some change in the appointment or Branch 

Official . Colin Dadson, our Chairman for some 13 years found that hi 
commitmcnls would prevent him from devoting the nece ary time and 
opportunitie to carry out his clutie a Chairman and he has therefore 
stood down. Colin will continue to as i t, when necessary and the Branch 
records it thank for the able and capable way in which Colin ba erved 
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us and seen the Branch expand and establish a firm identity. '\largarct 
the other f!1ember of the hu band and wife team, continues as Sccrcta~ 
and exercises her usual control of the finances. udre\ Grainger 
fo.rrncrly ~he Ass1s1_ant Secretary was elected Chairperson ·and husband 
Dick contmues as v1ce-Cha1rman. 

~ur Annual Dinner this year was held at the Merton Country Club m 
Apnl and attended by 47 members and friends. We have also had tnp~ 10 

Bo.tany Bay .<~ot the Botany Bay) and to the Dales, and we intend a trip 
to Bygones m early November. The Christmas Raffie will be held on 30 
November and a buffet su~per will as u ual, be provided by the Lady 
Members. Br~c~ Bassett will we hope look after the Bar for us as usual 
Bru~e has w1lltngly and unstintingly given his time to look after our 
hqu_id requirements over the years and the Branch expressed their 
gratitude by presenting him wtth a figurine of a Signalman in action at 
our AGM. 

As usual this year we attended the service of thanhgiving and. 
Remembrance_ at Eden. Camp. Malton. On this occasion 106 standards 
from Royal Bnll h Legion Branches were paraded including our standard 
paraded by our 'Mick Little' (hi first time, giving John Grange a well 
earned rest). The ~onnandy Band of the King's Division led them. More 
than 1000 ex-services personnel of all three ervices and fom1er members 
of the Land Army, also thi year there wa a contingent of ex-Bevin 
Boys. Some 120 Anny Cadets brought up the rear and their Officers and 
Instructor marshalled the parade. 

NORFOLK BRANCH 
Due to summer holidays etc the Branch does not hold a meeting in 

Augu t, the September meeting was well attended. Maj (Reid) 1ike 
e~ton presided and due to Secretary, teve , obbs, being ab ent 

ass.1 tant Secretary, B_rian Gibbs, stood in. Our Pre idenl, Donald 
Elhn$worth, has been 111 for ome time but ha been regularly vi ited by 
Service Officer, Reg Hannant, who has been reporting back to the 
Branch. We were all happy to be informed that Don is now on the road to 
recovery _and will be at the ~ext_ meeting. Th~ Branch was honoured by 
the 36 Signal Reg11nent by 111v11mg our Chairman, Mike exton, also 
Secretary, Steve 1 obb , and Standard Bearer, Barry Robinson , to be 
presented to HR:H The Prince s Royal on 27 June during her visit to 
llford._ The Chairman reported back to the Branch that it had been a 
plen_dtd .day and they were all very proud. At the conclu ion to the last 

meetmg ~n tead of_a peaker the Chairman introduced a quiz with prizes 
for th7 wmnei:s. Tht went down very well and proved to be very popular, 
we w_1ll certaml~ have them on a regular basis and it would be a good 
idea_ tf we had mter-Branch competit ion a idea for the future? Pa 1 
Chatrman, Fra~k Mortlock. told the Branch of how on eeing a photo in 
a ~y magn;;me he came to be re-united with a couple of army pal 
after :>4 years, 11 was aJoyou occasion. 

(L-R): Ted Grimshaw, Frank Mortlock, Ted Durose 

NORTHERN IRELAND BRANCH 
The summer period wa very quiet with cry little of intcrc. t 

happening, however, the Branch Committee met recently to plan for 
some months ahead for either talks or ocial evening: on certain Bran h 
meeting evening . A number of u eful uggestion · were forthcoming for 
Hon cc. Ian Wolfe, to follow up andvwhich hopefully \\ill help to 
maintain the interest of Members. We were ·addcncd to learn of the 
pa ing of the mother of our Branch Chairman. John Bro'' n. The 
officers and Members extend their deepe t sympath) to John Th 
Branch was represented at the funeral. Once again if you are read mg 71ic 
WIRE and are in orthern lrt!land then if you are not already a Branch 
Member or indeed are till ervmg, ou are \\clcomc to join us am third 
Wednesdayorthe month in lona\crTAVR entre, Bclfost. · 
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PETERBOROUGH BRANCH 
The Association chalks up '.!5 Years in Peterborough. It wa on 

August l<l76 when a group of us met in the Wirrina J?Ort and Recreation 
entrc in Peterborough to find out if there was suflk1..:nt upport for the 

formation ofa Brandi of the Royal Signals A. .ociation to be based in th<' 
city. Thi. re. ulted in apprO\ al from . ociation Headquarter to form 
what wa ori inally called the Peterborough and District Branch and 
subsequently k d to our fir t Annual General Meeting attended by i ·teen 
members. Twenty-fi , e years later on tl1c evening of 27 July 200 I, eighty 
people at do\\ n to a four course dinner pro, idcd by the·' oodlands 

port· and ocial Club (Pearl In urance Group). m Castor JU t west of 
Peterborough. Mu ic during the meal and later for dancing wa provided 
by the Len and Betty Briers Di co. 

Coming off the dance floor is Len Voller with Margaret Smith 
(the Branch President's wife), 

who visit us regularly from their home in Stafford 

Present at our 25th Anniversary celebrations were four of the 
original members from August 1976 

(L-R): Len Voller, Bon Rowland, Gilbert Davey and Harry Lee 
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Peter Cuckow the As ociation's Administrative Officer with his wife 
' hcila wa the Branch's principal guest for thi special occasion. During 
the evening a raftlc often quality prizes was organised by the ommittcc; 
two 0f which were won by Peter and Sheila who kindly returned the 
final prize - a coach trip to London with two ticket lo sec 'My Fair 
Lady' and a Dutch Auction was organised which raised a total or £54.00. 
This was won by Silas and ·Diane owcll , two of our newer members. 
and the Branch made a donation of thi amount to the orps Benevolent 
Fund short ly a f'te rwards. The Peterborough Branch presently has a 
membership of more than fifty Life and Associate members many of 
whom enjoyed a truly exce llent <!vening to mark our twenty-fifth 
anniversary. 

Our Chai rman, Bob Rowl a nd , was honoured by the Central 
Committee earlier in the year with the award of I lonour Membership of 
the A sociation following many years of dedicated ervice to the orps 
and the ssociation; a truly honoured and very proud recipient who heads 
an active and very much in olved branch of the A sociation. We recently 
received a grant from lhe ational Lottery harities Board fo llowing a 
lot of work by our ecrelary. Brian Overland, in putting together the 
application. The grant will as isl us with meeting room costs and will 
enable u to help members with the expense of travelling long distances 
to attend meetings over the next three years. A Branch Web Site has 
recent ly been set up by Bob Rogers, a member who is a leading amateur 
radio enthusia t (ex- OE). 
The Web ite i http://bobl9 190.tripod.oom/homepage (See u there). 

SOUTHAMPTON & DISTRICT BRANCH 
With regret we have to report the death of another of our members. 

Ralph Burrow , who pa sed away on 3 cptember, 200 I, at the age of 
86. Ralph joins hi wife Dorothy and leaves behind his daughter Teresa, 
son in law Rod ney and grandsons imon and Matthew. The funeral 
erv ice was held at th e Porc hester Crema tori um on Monday 17 

September with a congregation of fami ly, friends and old comrade who 
had gathered lo say fa rewell. 

Members of the Branch fo rmed a Guard of Honour with the Branch 
tandard being ca1Tied by our Standard BeaJer, Bryan Littlecott. Ralph 

wa a lifelong supporter of Southampton Football Club and was a keen 
Speedway and fee Hockey fan. Jn keeping with his dry en e of humour. 
hi choice of mu ic tarted the service wi th Louis Arm trong singing 
'When the aint go marchi ng in' and fi ni hed with Glenn Miller's 
' String of Pearl '.His wartime comrades paid Ralph a fi nal compliment 
in portraying him as a man who was trustworthy, dependable and who 
would do anyth ing for anyone. Hi fami ly, all his old comrades and 
friends will orely miss him. 

Congrat ula tions and best wishes from a ll Bra nch Members are 
extended to Maj (Retd) John Daw BEM and his wife Margaret on their 
Diamond Wedding Anniversary, which they celebrated on 21 September 
200 I. We wish them many more to come. 

WEST LONDON BRANCH 

Early in eptember we held our Branch Church Parade with the In 
Pensioners for morning ervice at the Royal Hospital Chelsea. This was 
ini tiated in the late eighties by Cliff Wood and since that time has been an 
annual event at which Harry Ruff has paraded our Standard and we have 
been joined by neighbouring branches of the A ociation. The Sheffield 
Branch are not our neighbours in the geographic ense but we think we 
can clai m them in the b ibl ical contex t as thi year was their third 
attendance ai our service. We ex press to th e Royal Hospital our 
appreciation of the dedication of this morning service to our Branch and 
to the Roya l Corps. Not a litt le is contributed to the occas ion by the 
hospitality of the In Pensioner ' Club and the excellent curry lunch they 
arrange for us follow ing our devotions. 

MIDDLESEX YEOMANRY 
OFFICERS' DINING CLUB 

The club has not had a dinner for several years. We now have an 
invitation to dine again by joining Princess Loui se's Ken in gton 
Regimental Officers' Dining Club, who already dine with the AER Royal 
Signa ls Officers' Dinner Club. 

I am prepared to act as Secretary/Treasurer for the Midd lesex 
Yeomanry Officers' Dining Club. Would Of1icers who have served in 
either the Regiment or Squadron and would like to be included on the 
mailing list please write or telephone me. I only require rank name and 
telephone number. 

The 2002 dinner date will be Friday, 22 February 2002, at Inn of Court 
and City Yeomanry, Lincoln 's Inn, London . 

Maj (Retd) Chri Reynolds-Jones TD 
The Barretts 
Finchingfield 
Essex CM7 4PH 
Tel: 01371 810260 
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19th SIGNAL REGIMENT ASSOCIATION 
For 28 years 19th Air Formation Signals served the Royal Air Force in 

the Far East and on 27 Scpte1!1bcr members, who had served during the 
~va r years 111 Burma, met with those who had served in later years, 
111c lud111g some who had the very sad task of disbanding the unit in 
November 197 1. They descended on Stoke-on-Trent from Fife hire, 
Cornwall , .Kent and points closer. Barry Vargas arrived, on leave from 
New Delhi and Stan Kendrick, resplendent in his scarlet unifonn and 
gleaming medals, was among the first to arrive the day before from the 
Royal Hospital, Chelsea. 

In-Pensioner Stan Kendrick and the framed print 
'Beaufighter Action over the River Chindwin, Burma 1945' 

Befo re lun ch we remembered Col John Stuart-Us he r, who 
co mmand ed th e unit in Burma in 194 4/45, laj Gerry Cox who 
commanded I Squadron in 1968-70. Gordon Mc ulty, Le Finch and 
Ed ichol who died tragically in his home fo llowing a fal l. Whi lst 
Chainnan, George Brew, looked on in his inimitable avuncular manner. 
the A sociation Pre ident, Col Colin Gilbert, presented a framed print of 
' Beaufighter Action over the River Chindwin, Burma 1945' to Lt Col 
Pat Soward with the reque t that he accept it on behalf of the Corps 
Mu cum . Geo rge Brew then produced two more copie of the print, 
presenting them to Pat oward and Dennis Isaacs with hi thanks fo r 
thei r efforts as Publicity Officer and Membership Secretary re pectively. 

Lt Col (Retd) Pat Soward presents the print to 
Col (Retd) Cliff Walters, who accepts it on behalf of the museum 

The original oil painting, by Mark Bromley. depict two Bcaufighters 
accompanied by P47 Thunderbolt attacking enemy ground po ition 
along the banks of the hindwin river. fl wa cornmis ioned by Bri ti ·h 
Aerospace as a fund rais ing venture for the Burma Star ociation and 
was sold at auction at the Burma tar A soeiation · Mid ummcr Carnival 
in June 200 I. In addition, a Ii mi led number f 99 prints \ ere made and 
igned by the arti t. The painting was thought doubly symbolic to the 

19th igna l Regiment Asso ia tion a o many member had er ed in 
Burma and a the Beau fighter featured on the arm badges ' orn by 
member of the regiment throughout their time in the Far East. 

After lunch, mellowed by good food und wine, members gravitated to 
the bar where photographs were produced and ·tudied ' ith rapt attention 
and storie reto ld. Gently they drilled away from the relaxed atmo pherc 
as the time of trai ns and coache made their demand but a ' baker 
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dozen' - including four wives. stayed on O\'ernight. All look fornard to 
ne~t year,'s luncheon at the Hou ehold Cavalry crgcanL ' 1c's at 
Kmghtsbndge. Those known to have served in the regiment "ill be able 
to read about the arrangements in the next edition of 'The Bullctan'; any 
who arc not on our mai ling list and would like details can make contact 
through Peter Cuckow at RHQ. 

Postscript: The framed print would not fit into the boot of the \o1GI· o 
.John llorne kindly offered to take it home with him to Redd1tch and. the 
following day, drove down to Blandford with it. Many thanks John . Later 
m the week Pat oward handed it over to Col Cliff Walters m the 
museum where it will find a home within the Air 1-onnation ignals 
display area. 

REUNIONS 

BEVERLEY EX-BOYS ASSOCIATION 
On Sunday, 22 July, a barbecue for BEBA members was held in the 

garden of Beryl and Tony Hu ll in Bournemouth and 23 people attended. 
The guests came from as fa r afie ld as Stockbridge, Basing toke, 
Waterloov1lle and Blandford. The day started with rain showers and the 
table and chair could not be set up until the guest were almo t due. 
There was then a mad panic to get everything ready and the barbecue lit. 
However, the sun came out , the wine flowed and Tony excelled him elf 
at the barbecue. All had a great time and some old. friendship were 
rek indled. It was with deep regret that we learned of the deaths of 
' orman Coll ier in Jul y and Jo hn Shipp in Augu t. Our s incere 

condolences go to their wive and families. 

3rd ANNUAL WEEKE DRE 10 -Report by Jim Melle11 
The thi rd annual reunion took place on 6-7 October at the Len bury 

Club, Teddington Lock, Middle ex. The Club is set in beautiful grounds 
and gardens on the bank of the Ri ver Thames. The pity wa that the 
weather wa very poor so it was difficult to really appreciate the 
surrounding . Some of the member had booked in on the Friday and met 
old friends and made new ones in the bars of the Club with ome making 
an excursion down the road to the Anglers pub. On Saturday the re t of 
the members attending arrived at the Club where they were able to take 
advantage of the fac ilities offered, these included a wimming pool with 
sauna and steam rooms. 3 o'clock found a large crowd in the televi ion 
bar where they su ffered high and lows of emotions as they watched 
England stutter and stammer in thei r match again t Greece. Fortunately. 
David Beckham, who now eems to have achieved God like tatu came 
to the rescue and England qualified. 

In the evening, after gathering in the reception room we were called in 
to the dining room by our very own Toa tmastcr. Wall. Cutler. The meal 
was excellent and a grateful vote of thanks must go to the taff of the 
Club. The Loyal Toa t to Her Majesty the Queen wa propo ed by the 
Toa tma ter, he then introduced Lt Col (Retd) Ken French. who wa 
tanding in for our President, Lt Col (Retd) John Bea ley, who wa 

unable to attend. In hi speech he made mention that an accommodation 
block at Blandford had now been named the Beverley Block, and in 
particular he thanked Ian Davies fo r his efTort . Alan had recently 
retired after 2 years' service at Blandford and he had made good u ·e of 
hi contact in his role of co-ordinator in making ure the naming was 
succe ful. Ken welcomed all the members who had attended and prai ed 
those who had traveled long di tance . 

Tony Hull, Mrs Ann Boyle, Maj Gen A. H. Boyle CB 
and Lt Col (Reid) Ken French 

Ken then imroduecd our Guest of Honour. the hainnan of the Ro) al 
igna ls , ociation. Maj Gen A. 11. Boyle C B, who in ht speech 

thanked the Beverley Ex- Bo, s ocia tion for the in' itation and 
mentioned that most of the as. cmbled member would haw recci\'ed tlw 
King's hilling whcrea , he had received the Queens sh1ll111g. lie then 
·poke about the Royal ignnls sociation .'tn:ssing the bcnCHllence 
aspect of the As ociation. t the end of the dinner the membc~ r..:t1rcd to 
the bar, which did a thriving trade and a succes ful ratlle "as held. \\ hich 
made £242.00 for the fond and man • thank. are due to all tho. ' \\ho 
donated. 
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Bernie Gilbert, Judy Quigg, Brenda Coatsworth, J im Batt, 
Jack Quigg , Geoff CoatswOrth after the Reunion Dinner 

for the Beverley Ex-Boys Association 

It was an extremely succe ful and enjoyable weekend, 56 member 
were pre ent along with 39 wi' e . partner or gue t ' and in that number 
were the following new member : Mick nowlinu, Maurice King 
RA EC, Pat Browne RAEC, Peter Cross, Tony Hem tock, Ronald 
Coaker and Caie Wesley Graham. We must thank the Committee and in 
particular Beryl and Tony Hall for organi ing such a great weekend. 
Beryl and Ton~ mu t also be thanked for their efforts in the naming of 
the Beverley Block at Blandford. 

30 SIGNAL REGIMENT 
SOUTH ATLANTIC 

15 June 2002 Blandford Camp 20th Anniversary gathering 
open to tho e erving in 30 ignal Regiment in 

I 9 2. Venue tbn. Contact Alf Thomas or Mick Nevill 
c/o RAO I I ig Regt, Blandford Camp, Dorset, DTI I 8RH 

Tel: 01258 482202 or 485651 (mil 94371) 
E-mail: nipper@mnevill.free erve.co.uk 

or IA5@dei.mod.uk 

MALTA/LIBYA COMMAND 
Ha' ing ju t recently held our annual reunion, we thought that we 

would like to have it recorded in The WIRE. Malta/Libya Command 
Signal Squadron Association ha members who have served in the 
following areas. Malla. Tripoli Sigs, 219 Sigs, Benghazi, Benini (25 
Armd Div) I Di vi ion and El-Adem. if you served post war in a~y of 
th~se areas and would like to join u next September please gel in touch 
with the Secretary at the address below. At this year's Reunion, a well as 
the boat trip. we had a top class entertainer Jill Danials inging nostalgic 
songs. ome of the ladies were in tears. Every picture tells a story so the 
following are a brief record of the event. 

Roy Andrews Jill Danials and Patric ia Andrews 
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Bill Daglish Eric Pratt , Barry Vargas (who came all the way from 
Delh i) and John Hamilton stood up and sang in full voice their 

rendition of Land of Hope and Glory ~ccompanied by Jill Danials, 
almost as good as Last Night at the Proms 

Group Photo 

260 SIGNAL SQUADRON (SAM) 
ROYAL SIGNALS ASSOCIATION 

SEEKS THE HELP OF MEMBERS OF 
THE CORPS PAST AND PRESENT 

. 260 Signal Squadron (SAM) Royal Signals Association are try
mg to trace over two hundred ex-soldiers who served with 260 ig
nal Squadron (SAM), 654 Signal Troop (SAM) and 655 ignal 
Troop ( AM) in Lhc period 1965 - 1977. We were fom1ed in June 
1998 and currently have a membership of about sixty members. Our 
objective is to trace a further two hundred in Lime for our reunion in 
April. ft is our belief that all fonner members of the Squadron save 
for a few will have completed their service with the colours but it is 
felt that the son and daughters of the e ervicemen may now be 
erving in the Corps. 

It is also believed that some former members of the Squadron 
a_nd Signal Troops may be members of the Royal Signal Assoeia
tton but are not aware of the existence of our Association which is 
why we are asking All Branch Secretary' if they would be kind 
enough to send out deta ils of our Association to all their members. 
Since April of this year our As ociation has been hard at work pro
moting our activities on the internet and we have gained the support 
of SOLDIER magazine as well a many local newspaper across the 
country but we feel that the best support for our project li e. at the 
hea1t of our extended family 'The Roya l Corps of Signals' . 

Our Anniversary Reunion will be held on the weekend of 12- 14 
April 2002 at the Jarvis Hotel, Loughbourgh, Leicester hire. Part
ners are most welcome. For fu11her details contact: Roy ndrews, 7 
The Heath, South Tankerton, Whitstable, Kent, CTS 3HJ, Tel. 01227 
264551 or E-mai l: roypa t. Andrews@ic24.net Or vis it our NEW 
website at http://www.260sigsqnsam.abeigratis.co. uk 

ARE YOU READY TO COME BACK 
AND JOIN US? 
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LOSTCOMMS 
Michael Jones . is keen to trace Dennis Foster who was from the 
Rotherham area m the 1950s. !hey served together in Hilden, Germany 
195 l to 1 9~3. Mr J_one 1s v_1s11tng the UK next year from cw Zealand. 
Anyone w1lh any mformallon on Mr Foster is asked to contact the 
Rotherham Advertiser on S 15300. 

Ken M?orc is researching his National Service time ( 1954-56) and 
would hke to hear from anyone with infonnation on the fate of the 
following places or people; ~ichmond Block, Vimy Lines 1954 - gt 
Gough, Cpl Jones, LCpl T1ltman . 5 TR, Harper Barracks, Ripon, 
1954 - gt Moran. Connuaght Barracks Woolwich Arsenal Oct 1954 
w~erc Ken, was, a DR at the War Office - gt 'Tug' Wilson, Cpl 
P1zey, Cpl Mac Wheatley, LCpl 'Jock' Leiper. Telephone Ken on 
0121453 3396. 

From: W. G. Sartin 

Dear Sir, 

28 Bedford Road, 
WESTON SUPER MARE, 
Somerset, 
BS23 4EJ 

Through the columns of The WIRE may 1 appeal to any readers who 
may _hav: s_erved \~llh or_ knew 22031264 Sig R. Marks who died in the 
Berlm A1rl1ft and 1s buned near Hamburg with an RAF crew. Here the 
mystery begins, his name is recorded on the American Memorial in 
Berlin but not on any English one, not even the latest at the ational 
Arb_oretum. Was he flying as pan of an aircrew? Was he hitchiking? He is 
buned 111 a German churchyard but the German authorities deny all 
knowledge of him although local people maintain the grave. Somebody 
somewhere must know all about this poor soldier lying in a foreign field, 
we hear _so much _about the Great Royals ignal Family on RSA Day 
perhaps 1t about time someone dug out hi records and ubmitted his 
name to be added to the National Arboretum. Any information would be 
greatly appreciated. 
Yours Sincerely ........... . 

The photo shows a man who wa alway known to teven Par
sons as Great Uncle John Green. He was my late father' uncle and 
was killed in Italy during the last war. Green was my great-grandpar
ent name but John wa adopted and he may ha e been in the army 
under his original name. which is unknown to me. So far all earchc 
of army and war grave records has been un ucces ful and we have 
been unable to trace anyone of this name or discription who died in 
Italy. As there are no other relative , on my father' side, alive, I have 
oa ly the scant information on the back of the photo and what l was 
told by my father to go by. The story l wa told was of an unusual and 
tragic death, but apparently he wa wounded and in a tented field hos
pita l which was straffcd by an enemy plane, and he was killed in his 
bed. The date printed on the back of the photo i 1943 which would 
seem to confmn his death in the Italian campaign. 

What I was hoping was that some of the readers of The WIRE 
might recall him and know the name that he u eel or might remember 
the incident with the hospital , which would help me trace where he 
might be buried. I was always told that he was in the ignal . I hope 
that lhis may stir somebody' memories and I look forward to any 
future correspondence. At the time he would have been living in Red
hill in Surrey. Please contacr teven Parsons al 39-40 Barki Road, 
Great Yarmouth, orfo lk , NR.30 3ED or Tel: 0 1493 856772 
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Junior Leaders Regiment 
Royal Signals 

Recruit Troop April/May 195 9. 

All Members became White Spear Troop 1959 - 1961 

'WHERE ARE YOU NOW?' 

Back Row (L-R): A. Hollawell, W. Hindmarch, W. Hill ,(?), 
J. Watkins,(?), 

Second Row (L-R): R. McKay, J. Lycett, A. Crowther, 
. S . Howell , P. Crane, A. Crowden, (?), C. Jerram, (?) 

Third Row (L-R): S . Gill , J . Sullivan, Taff?, T. Baker,(?),(?), 
(?), F. Songhurst, J . Rodgers 

Front Row (L-R): J. Smart, J. Robertson , P. Booker 
B. Bougoisse, A. Scaife, R. Etherton, (?), (?) ' 

If any per on reading thi article knows of the whereabout of anv 
of the abo e then please get in touch with the Hon Sec windon &. 
District Branch of the RSA , John Smart, 52 Malvern Road. 
Swindon. Wi ltshire. S 2 IAT. ote: W ' Bill' Hill is in Canada. 
John Smart and John Watkins are both in Swindon Wiltshire If 
any person of the above has any photograph of that ~ra. a copy. of 
any to the above addres would be very much appreciated a r 
would like to get a photographic record put together and who know 
pcrhap a reunion may be ab le to take place at sometime. 

CORRESPONDENCE 

From: Mr H. Orton 
43 Greno View Road 
Highgreen 

HEFFIELD 
S354GX 
Tel: 0 114 2847598 

Dear Editor, 
I enclose a picture howing Sgt Harr. Orton and Cpl George Eynon 

- ex 28 Comm Inf Bde & ig Tp, Korea 1951-1952. 

'Waterholes' - fifty years on 
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Come on you comrJdes of old, w are trying to get together members 
of the old Troop for a 'Reunion' and uust that you will help S\~cll our 
rank ·. \\e kno\\ of at lea t twenty of the Troop that ar su ll ah\'C and 
kickmg today (this include live of the officers we served under - who 
don't ·e m to know that we c ist?!). l l's ·ha me them and let them know 
that ·otd comrade ' arc old comrades. irrcspecti\ e of rank. 

Pleas ring any one of the following thre tel phone numbers: 
011-1 2 475§• {Harr) Orton). 01293 513473 (Pat Lo han). ore 01208 
rOt9 (Geo rge Eynon). ny of thee' ill be more than glad to hear 
from you 
Your'- inccrcl) ......... . . 

From: G. W. Garratt 
-I:! Pendle \\'a 

HREW BURY 
Y39Q 

Dear ir. 
The Phonetic Alphabet 

During my ational Service with the Royal avy b twe~n 194? and 
1949. I became familiar with the Phonetic Alphabet that was 111 u e 111 the 
Armed Force at that time. Then it was in tht: sequence of 'Able', 
·Baker', 'Charlie'. 'Dog', ·Ea y'. 'Fox· etc ... 

I realise that the alphabet in that forn1 was superceded ornc years ago. 
When wa that? I eem to remember that the pre cnt sy tem ·appeared' in 
the mid-1950 . Why did it change? Wa it. perhap . something to do with 

ATO? Or wa it changed a international airlines ·adopted' Engli h a. 
their working language? Was thi the re ult ?f some international treaty? 
ls the phonetic alphabet. in its pre ent fonn , 111 use world-wide? . 

I would be pica ·ed if you could g1Yc me any 111forma11on on this 
ubject. Perhap thi letter will awake memorie of fonner members of 

Corps. I look forward, with intere t. to any replie . 
Yours faithfully ......... 

From: Rev John L. McKellar 
Corrie 
Clay trect 
CROCKERTO 
Warminster 
Wiltshire 
BAl2 SAG 

Dear Editor, 
On a recent vi it to ormandy my wife and I visited the Military 

Cemetery at Rye and took the enclosed pictures. I wa particularly 
moved by the nine graves of young men of the Royal Signals. AB killed 
on the ame day po sibly at a ingle ite. I am sure tl1at everyone 1s aware 
of how well these places of rest are kept and as you can see, from the 
photos, Ryes i no exception. 
Yours incerely ......... 

LCpl P. J. Horton MM - Killed 6 June 1944 
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Signalman G. A. Churchouse - aged 24 years 

DONATIONS 
Certo Cito Lodge ... .. . .. . ... ... ... .. . 
Mr L. Haig ... ... .. ....... ... ... ..... . 
Indian ignals Association of Great Britain .. . 
Certa Cito Lodge 
RSA Glasgow 
Maj (Retd) R. H. Blizard 
Mr J. Cumming... ... .. . 
MrL. Haig ......... ..... . 
Maj (Retd) C. A. nderson 
Maj (Retd) H. D. . Chappell .. . ... .. . 
3 Div igs Reunion Club in memory of tan O'Dell ... 
RSA Bournemouth in memory of Sgt J. H. Raymond 
Friends in memory of WO I R. J. B. Hood 
1r R. W. Bilby in memory ofW02 P. l. Phillip ...... 

Christopher eston in memory ofW02 P. I. Phillip 
K. J. A. & E. F. Hunt in memory ofW02 P. I. Phillips 
Mr K. A. Lawrence in memory ofW02 P. I. Phillips 
Mrs A.G. Keen in memory ofW02 P. I. Phillips 
P. . & 1. M. Burton in memory ofW02 P. I. Phillip 
F. C. & B. L. Corr in memory ofW02 P. I. Phillips .. . 
RSA East London in memory ofW02 P. I. Phillip .. . 
Friends in memory ofW02 P. I. Phillips .. . .. . ..... . 
RSA Bournemouth in memory of Mr H. Laidlaw BEM ... 
Beverley Ex-Boys Association in memory of WO IN. Collier 
Beverley Ex-Boys Association in memory of Sgt J. F. Shipp 

.£ 20.00 

.£ 25.00 

.£ 200.00 

.£ 10.00 

.£ 250.00 

. £ 265.00 

.£ 20.00 

.£ 25.00 

.£ 122.61 

.£ 50.00 

.£ 10.00 

.£ 5.00 

.£ 120.00 

.£ 20.00 

.£ 20.00 

.£ 20.00 

.£ 20.00 

.£ 10.00 

.£ 25.00 

.£ 5.00 

.£ 50.00 

.£ 92.00 

. £ 5.00 

.£ 25 .00 

.£ 25.00 

LAST POST 
Aitken - Mr J. Aitken Served 1942/47 
Belford - Mr M. G. Belford Served 1943/4? 
Bennallack-Hart - . J. Bennallack-Hart 

Brown - ig M. S. Brown 
Burrow - Cpl E. R. Burrows 
Carter - ig 1

• Ca rter 
Crane - Maj M. Crane 
Dale - Cpl T. Dale 
Dodds - Capt T. C. Dodds 
Elliott - Lt Col E. B. Elliott 
Elliott - Maj G. F. G. Elliott 
Fcber - Maj H. Feber 
Finch - L. Finch 
Hopkinson - ig G. E. Hopkinson 
Ireland - Capt (Revd) .J.C. Ireland 
.Jephcote - Sig T. . Jephcote 
Johnson - Cp l L .. Johnson 
.Jones - WOI (RSM) D. Jones 
Laid law - WOl H. Laidlaw BEM 
Lorriman - Capt A. E. Lorriman 
Mann - S gt L. W. Mann 
McKail - Maj D. J. D. McKail 
O' Dell - Cpl S. G. H. O ' Dell 
Patient - Capt G. R. Patient 
Riley - ig J. Riley 
Rose - Mr W. Rose 
Ross - Sig A. Ross 

Served 
erved 1956/59 

Served 1939/45 
Served 1950/55 
Served 1958/84 
Served 1976/85 

ervcd WW2 
erved 

Served 1966/7 6 
Served 
Served 
Served 1942/4 7 
Served 1944/70 
Served 1953/?? 
Served 1940/45 
Served 1948173 
Served 1934/59 
Served 1939/47 
Served 1944/59 
Served 
Served 1939/43 
Served 1933/48 

crvcd 1959/6 1 
Served WW2 
Served 1961 /66 

Died 03/ 10/01 
Died31 /08/0 I 

Died Aug '01 
Died 
Died 02/09/0 I 
Died 02/ 10/01 
Died 29/07/01 
Died 2001 
Died 17/09/01 
Died 26/08/0 I 
Died 22/07/01 
Died 15/09/0 I 
Died 19/08/0 I 
Died 09/10/01 
Died Sept '0 1 
Died 200 1 
Died 0 1/09/01 
Died 29/09/01 
Died 26/09/0 I 
Died 29/06/0 I 
Died 16/07/01 
Died 31 /08/01 
Died Oct '01 
Died 01/09/01 
Died 16/05/0 I 
Died 16/09/0 I 
Died 11 /02/0 1 
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Roy - Dvr J. B. S. Roy 
Simms-Reeve - Maj M. W. 

Served 1939/45 Died 21108/0 I 
imms-Rceve 

pcight - Capt G. C. peight 
Weaver - Cpl J. T. Weaver 
Wickersham - Sig 0. J. Wickersham 

Served 
Served 1948173 

crved 1955/67 
Served 1952/55 

Died 29/08/0 I 
Died 08/09/01 
Died 15/08/0 I 
Died 19/09/0 I 

Leonard - Lt Col Peter Leonard , who has died aged 68, served with 
Royal Signal s from 1955 to 1984. I le retired early from the Anny but 
continued his involvement with Royal Signals as a Retired Officer 
Grade 2 at Bulford from 1984 to 1998. A wiry, lit man with enormous 
energy and a delicious sense of humour, he was immensely well liked 
and respected within the Corps for his leadership qualities, compass ion 
and interest in people, as much for hi lack of airs. 
Peter Byrne Leonard was born at Kenton in Middlesex on 20 April 
1933. He was educated at Sutton Valence near Maidstone. Kent, where 
in hi la t year he was awarded an Engl ish Speaking Union Scholarship 
to go to Choate School in Connecticut, USA. He shared that school, 
although not at exactly the same time, with JFK. He was known as 
'Boot ' Leonard because of an absurd pair of cowboy boots bought in 
the Arizona Desert which he insi ted on wearing and was voted, as the 
1952 year book records, Campus Character. 
Peter originally wanted to be a vet but his National Service, deferred by 
a year by the American adventure, started his military life. Commis
sioned into the Royal Artillery it was, while serving in Egypt with 71 
Heavy Anti Aircraft Regiment in 1953-54, that he was appointed Regi
mental Signals Officer. He found the specialisation o much to his lik
ing, coupled with his love of sport, rugby in particular, that he decided 
to make it hi career and tran fcrred into the Royal Corp of Signals. He 
joined 40 Royal Signals ·Qualifying' cour e at Catterick in August 
1956. He proved to be a very lively and popular member of the course. 
At the start of a mid cour e leave a fellow course officer lent Peter hi 
pre-war Jaguar (named Jezebel) with the proviso that he drove her back 
to Catterick. Subsequently the owner cleaned out the back of Jezebel 
finding everal lipsticks and odd earrings, for which Peter disclaimed 
all responsibility! Peter, at the beginning of 1958 went on a White Shod 
Cour c in Norway where his natural ability on skis rapidly became 
apparent. As a Troop Commander, at Bunde, Germany, he was invited 
to train and ski for the Anny in the Cross Country (langlauf) discipline . 
A ft er a spell in Aden, where he was a member of the Black heep Club, 
he returned to be a Troop Officer in 216 Sig Sqn, Farnborough, in up
port of the Parachute Brigade. His Commander remembers him chiefly 
because of his slight build and lightne s and that, when the re t of the 
unit was ready to move off after a parachute drop, Peter always eemed 
to be still floating down on the end of his parachute! 

He met Penny early in 1963 and, recognising a good thing when he saw 
one married her on 27 July 1963. In December 1963 the Parachute 
Brigade was ent to yprus because ?f the . ituation there caused by 
Archbi hop Makarios. Penny, expcct111g their first child, w1 cly let1 

hurch Crookham and went to her parents in Bexhill-on- ca, where in 
due cour e Simon wa born. There followed a tour with 44 Parachute 
Brigade at the Duke of York 's Headquarters and the atTival of their 'ec
ond on, James. He returned to Bunde once more a a quadron ec
ond-in- ommand in 2 Div Sig Regt wi th a nice quarter in Bad Oycn
hau en. Very soon he was promoted to take Command of Headquarters 

quadron in Lubbeckc. His next major challenge wa independent com-
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mand as OC 233 Sig Sqn. Northern Ireland, 111 Lisburn rom 1969-72 
This was a very happy posting, if mo~t demanding. coinciding with 
' Internment' in the Provmcc. There was a rapid expansion of the 
Squadron to over four hundred personnel, possibly the large l Royal 
Signals Squadron ever assembled. Peter had an amazing ab1!1ty to 
make things work, such as the Mount Divis rebroadcast station and spe
cialist listening posts along the border. 
Peter was Mentioned-in-Despatches for his hard work, great profe -
sionalism, extremely capable and calm handling of the additional 
responsibility. I le is remembered too for his perennial good humour and 
a particularly old pair of heavy leather football boots he always wore for 
the weekly game. During this hectic time imon and Jame tarted 
Prep School. Ireland was followed by a staff job with 11 1g Bde (TA) 
in Liverpool. He was then asked to take Command of the Sultan of 
Oman's Signal Regiment. Thi was real and challenging soldienng and 
very much to Peter's taste. He picked up an exotic medal or two and 
subsequently was involved with the setting up of a Special Force:. l.Jnil 
for the Sultan. He remarked, only in pas ing, that mo t of the soldiers 
involved came from Rhodesia and were called, collectively, '\.fr mith. 
Penny could not accompany him due to a lack of quarters. so she retired 
to a small house they had bought in Bexhill-on-Sea, visiting Peter with 
the boys for holidays. Thereafter he served in variou posts including 

ATO at Headquarters AFCE T near Aachen, Holland, The Ministry 
of Defence in Whitehall, a Joint Service job and finally at Tidworth. It 
is at this time they bought their delightful cottage in Upton Lovell. 
Peter decided to retire early. at 51. to take up the R02 post in Signals 
Branch of HQ SW District, becoming in tum HQ Bui ford Area and lat
terly HQ 3 (UK) Div from which he finally reiired on 30 December 
1998. Suffice to say he wa held in as great affection and profe ional 
regard there as he had been elsewhere. 
Maj Gen Ian prackling. in hi letter to the family after he died, 
summed up Peter's career in the Anny thus - 'l have known Peter for 
almost a long as my 45 years association with the Corps and to me he 
represented the absolute best of the breed of officers with whom I had 
the privilege to spend my life ... Totally honourable. committed io hi 
family. calling and friends. elf effacing almost to a fault and loved and 
respected by all who knew him.' He never took the word 'retirement' 
seriou ly and life after the Anny was full 10 the brim. Peter of cour e 
from the outset, with hi cu tomary energy. threw himself into the life 
of Upton Lovell. These are a few vignettes of Peter outside the Anny: 
His first love wa his tiny local Church of Saint Augu tine. It is que -
tionable a to whether he was physically capable of saying 'no' to any
one. Had the Pari h Church Council asked him to move the church ix 
inches to the left, he would almost certainly have picked up hi tool bag 
and wordlessly got on with it. He acted as general DrY handyman for 
the church. Indeed on the day of his funeral ii was noticed that a light 
bulb had fa iled. the sort of ta k he was always resolving unobtrusively. 
He served as Church Warden for four years and latterly as lay Vice 
Chainnan of the PCC and Deanery Synod repre entative. He sang. with 
huge enjoyment, in the choir. He was a trident, talented. and enthusia -
tic tenor/baritone/what do you want me to smg sort of performer. He 
had no difficulty in giving a congregation or audience a lead where nec
essary. A few year before, in a church at a 1ATO ba e in Holland. he 
effort I es ly moved from verse I of a hymn to verse 3 taking the whole 
congregation with him to the annoyance of the. organi t and the bemuse
ment of the vicar who wa . or so he believed, m charge . 
Simon and James often wondered if there was anybody on the planet 
le capable of lighting a barbecue ~ long and many were. the l~nches 
spent poreing over coal barely emitting any ort ?fh~at. Ht ded1cal!Oa 
to two twigs and a ingle wan Ve ta wa frustratmg rn the ext!eme. 
His econd love wa the Wool tore Theatre at Codford amt Peter. 
Once, going to a how there, Peter was met runnin& aero the road 
saying, ' I am late, I am late. I got dre ed and then reahsed I had not put 
on my bra and had to get undre ed and tart all over again!· He made a 
wondrous Ugly Sister re plendent in a bright green dre . , make-up 
inches thick he bounded on to the stage, wi th an equally hideous tw111 
ister, and i'hey camped around the tagc with una ·hamed joy. The 

laughter around wa w1confined. but the perforn1ance ~as beyond 
belief to a self-con cious teenager on, lowly mk111g mto his eat. who 
wa till fitting him into the role of retired officer. It alway eem~d a 
dav or two before the make-up came ofT altogether. I any and vanou 
were the role he performed but his rendition of 'Good-bye Dolly Grey' 
will be long remembered. . . . . . . 
He was or"ani er of, and par11c1pant m. local cycle nde 111 aid of the 
Hi toric Churches Tru t for Wiltshire for which he wa · a tru tee. He 
took a great imere t in Cod ford aint Peter C~urch of Engl~nd Primal) 

chool, much enjoying Ii tcning to the Recepll?n cla · readmg. 
He loved sailing hi. mall catamaran when tune allowed. but would 
ha e really liked to 'ail more in bigger boats. . 
He loved family life and children. He had a brother John ''ho died 
when he John wa 11. Hi si·tcr hristine and he were very close. I le 
was a d~votcd 'rather and grandfather and family will not ca. ily forget 
him sitting in a wicker basket being pelted. amid shout. of great jo), 
with Pooh, Tiggcr and a ariety of o~her soft toys. . . 
By the time he died he was paraplegic -_one cannot help but feel the d1. -
ab led community ha been robbed. of a str~ng amba ·sad?r on their 
behalf. To hi family and no doubt his many fm:nd . frustration. dtsma) 
and omctime anger at hL circum tancc hmc lain bard) c~nceale.d 
beneath the urface. The e emotions were ·trangcrs to 111111. His 
strength. courag1;, clflcssne s. unceasin& ens~ of humour and ulti
mately hi - faith were examples to u ·all. Hts ho1cc of ·when th.: amt. 
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go marching m • to be ·ung at hi · funeral service. mu t have been with a 
c.:rtain I\\ inkle in the e)•e and a slightly mischie\'OUS grin. But the more 
official word: tnot used at the home game. of outhampton Football 
Club) are the strongest e'ocation of what Peter expected in the after 
life It was ·ung \\ ith gusto! Peter and Penny were devoted to each 
other: the) meant the >ow · they took nearly 40 years ago and mean 
them to this day. His con. tant refrain over the year or ·o that ha pa scd 
ha been of her great courage and devotion. During this time she mi d 
only four day· being at hi. bedside. He \\'\',1 ld not have been able to 
cope "ith thi la t year" ith such tenacity .:nd hope without her. In hi 
book no one could have done more nor been a more constant <Ompan
ion for him in hi time of need. 
Jan Duff, the Rector. in hi ennon aid. ' I have ne\'er ecn o many 
people at a funeral other than that of a public figure.· Thi is a measure 
of the upport Penny and the family ha\'e received from the village and 
beyond both before and since hi death and of how many wi bed to cel
ebrate hi: life. 

Riley - ig John Riley It i "ith great regret that the members of the Sale 
Branch of the Ro)'lll ignal. Association report the sudden pas mg 
away of their Chainnan in ho pita! on 16 May 2001aged63. John' a 
born in Bowden Vale near Altringham. heshire. in 193 and liYed in 
the area all hi life. Hi early years were taken up with ·occer and he 
wa recogni ed a. on of the best amateur players of hi day. in the area, 
and he carried on hi love of port into hi ational Sen·ice where he 
en·ed ' ith the ignal quadron at RAF Wildenrath in Germany from 

1959-61. On lea' ing the senrices John went into engineering work:ng 
for many years at the Daily Expre at Linotype and Ingersoll Rand. 
John en·ed the Branch for many years. the la t t' o years as Chairman. 
His help for the les fortunate. hi wit. his alway smiling face. bis hand 
in hi pocket and hi love oflife were an inspiration to whoever he met 
and the branch ha\'e lo t a very, very nice man. John 's funeral at 
Durham Lawn Crematorium near his home town was led imo the chapel 
by the tandard of the Sale Branch and the service wa conducted by the 
Branch Padre che Rev Ray Ro siter many of hi footballing friend , 
Branch members and family at1ended. Our deepest · ympathy to his 
lovely wife Angie, ons Kritian and Johnathan and grandchi ldren 
Zak, Joshua and Heidi. 

Phillip - W02 (SS 1) Peter I an Phillips, the uddene of Peter's 
death has left many ofu in a tate of hock. On the Sunday before he 
died , he wa with some of his friends at a Luncheon Party. At the age of 
18. he joined 22 Troop Royal . ignal . for hi ational ervice at Catter
ick Camp on -I December, 1952. He was di charged after two year and 
then did further service before being discharged. this time from No. I 
War Office Signal Regiment TA in 1958. He then joined 45th Signal 
Regiment TA which became 45 Squadron of the newly formed 36 (E) 
Signal Regiment (V). lt was during lhi period chat Peter me! and mar
ried Margaret who had joined the Regiment as a Private. They got 
married on 18 May 1974. Peter retired from the regiment as the W02 
(SSM) of HQ Squadron, having served for 33 years National Service 
and TA in the Royal Signal . He joined the East London Branch of the 
Royal Signals As ociation in 1977, becoming their Chairman in 1995. 
Our Peter was a keen golfer at Stapleford Abbots Golf Club, where he 
he became a Life Member in 1995, and t11en Vice-Chair and Chair of 
the Senior Society there. One of the high lights of Peters golfing career 
was, with the aid of three colleague , the winning of the 36 Signal Reg
iment (V) Inter Squadron Cup for which the East London Branch of the 
RSA are invited to enter a team. 
The funera l service was conducted at Basildon Crematorium on 30 
August, by our own Branch Padre. the Revd David Eaton who joined 
us only a few momhs ago and is al o the Regimemal Padre of 36 (E) 
Signal Regiment (V). Peter will be sadly missed not only by Margaret, 
hi wife, but also by his friends from the East London Branch of the 
RSA, and members of36 (E) Signal Regiment (V) 

itken - Mr John Aitken, who was a respected and well known Dundee 
busines man has died at Ninewells Hospital, Dundee, aged 77. He was 
the third generation of his family to run the grocers and wine merchants, 
Jas Aitken & Son, established by his grandfather in Dundee in 1874. 
John was educated at Dundee High School and Strathallan before join-
111g the family business in 194 l. Called up the following year, he served 
with the Royal Corps of Signab as part of the 14th Army in India and 
Burma until the end of the Second World War and continued to serve 
wich the Corps in Europe until returning to the family business in 1947. 
He was elected President of the coltish Grocers ' Federation in 1968 
and later had an honorary membership conferred on him in recognition 
of his services to the industry. He retired in 1989 but continued to take 
an active interest in the bu iness. the Royal Signals Association and his 
golf. John was a grcganou man with a fine ense of humour and a 
>launch supporter of the Tayside and Fife branch of the Royal Signals 
As ociation. He was fun to be with and will be sadly missed. John is 
survived by his wife Margaret, sons Bryan and Jamie, daughter Joan 
and five grandchildren. 

Speight - Capt George Cartford Speight, who died on 8 September, was 
one of the RAEC Warrant Officers selected for Teacher Training and 
comm1ssiomng when the orp was ·officcrised', beginning in 1959. 
The ~econd Christian name (rarely disclo ed) was the name of a toll
bridgc in Lancashire purchased by his parents just before his birth and 
still in the family. ' 
lie joined the Army in 1948, quickly transferred to the RAEC, and was 
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po ted to Malaya as a ' Sehoolie', then came home to Harrogate for his 
first attachment to the Royal ignal at the Apprentice School as a Staff 

ergeant I Sciences. A tour in Korea followed, then he went back to 
Malaya for two years. and home to Junior Leaders RA at l lercford and 

uncaton before hi year nt college, commissioning in 1961 and once 
again to AA Harrogate IC Science Department under Col Gordon 
White. I first met George there, ' here he wa · a very popular and 
hard-working colleague. He took on the brass band as his ' hobby' and 
his drive and enthusiasm swiftly resulted in excellent performance~, 
highly acclaimed in the district. He managed to persuade the Band Pres
idcm to purcha ea glockcn piel that George, head and houlders above 
the remainder, played with evident delight. In 1967 he was posted to 8 
Training Regiment Royal Signals at Catteriek where he remained for 
ix years. 

When he knew of his terminal illness I asked him for some detail ofh1~ 
service life so that I could write thi , and he produced a copy of an arti
cle written about him in 'The WIRE ', the Royal Signal magazine, 
which was most complimentary. suggesting that George was con id
ered a part of that Corps and acknowledging the debt owed to him for 
the work he did for so many year in helping ignals personnel. 
In 1973. having obtained a BA degree, he retired and was appointed 
Lecturer and later Principal Lecturer at t Anne ' College and Black
pool & Fylde College. He retired in 1990 and on the death of his wife, 
June in the same year, he moved to the Bri tol area where his brother 
and family lived and until hi death he became a full time uncle, taxi 
dri,·er and general help, which he very much enjoyed and which was 
greatly appreciated. George wa a good friend, always ready lo as ist in 
any way and was held in high regard by all who knew him. At the end 
he was quite calm. and would have appreciated the bra s band music at 
his funeral. 

Burrows - Cpl Ralph Burrons was born in 1915. Ralph enl isted in the 
Territorial Anny on 26 April 1939. He transferred to the Regular Anny, 
Royal Signals at the outbreak of war. On 15 December 1942 he was 
promoted to Corporal. A a Corporal Operator Wireless and Line 
(OWL) he then served throughout the war in 'K' Section, 129 Brigade 
and 4rd Wes ex Division. He landed in orn13ndy on D-Day plus 13 
and fought through France and Germany. He was 'demobbed' after hos
tilities in December 1945. Ralph was a long serving member of the 
RSA Southampton & Di trict Branch, a Royal Signals As ociation Life 
Member and a Member of the 43rd Wessex Divi ion Association. In 
Civilian li fe Ralph followed his career in the ironmongery bu ine 
until hi retirement. 

Roy - Driver Mechanic James R. S. Roy passed away peacefully in the 
early hours of 21 Augu t 200 I aged 87. He joined the Royal Signals TA 
at Jardine Street Gia gow and served from 27 Junel934 to 6 ovember 
1945. Mr Roy's wartime service included spells in France, Germany, 
Holland and Belgium. His decorations included the 1939/45 tar, the 
France & Germany Star, the Defence Medal, the War Medal 1939/45 
and the Territorial Efficiency medal. During his service Mr Roy was 
the Big Drummer in the Royal Signal TA Band and the Glasgow 
Tramways Band. As a cabinet-maker to trade, Mr Roy was employed 
making bed- ettees and chairs, an occupation he returned to after his 
discharge from war service in 1945. The Chaim1an and Members of 
Gia gow Branch convey their sincere condolence to the family. 

Ross - Sig Alan Ross joined the Royal Signals in July 1960 and after 
training as a Dispatch Rider wa posted to Singapore. He traveled on 
the troop ship SS Nevassa. During his time with I Sqn 18th Sig Regt as 
a DR he worked at GHQ TA GLI . He also became the driver for the 
CDSO, Lt Col Scott, and did a stint in Brunei during the troubles of 
1962/3. He met and married hi wife Anna whilst in Singapore. Sadly 
she died three years ago. In 1963 he was posted to 4 Div Sig Regt Her
ford before returning to the lJK for discharge in 1966. 
Alan was a very trustworthy man and baby sat for my children in inga
pore before he got married and kept in touch for years. We lost touch 
and after 30 year got back in touch through the Sunday Post nippets 
and although it was only for a few years I am glad that I was able to 
meet up again and ay farewell to a nice man. He will be missed by his 
daughter, on and grandchildren. 

Whyman - Maj George James Whyman. It is with sadness that we 
report the death of a fine and well respected Royal Corps of Signal 
Officer after a cycling accident in Middlesbrough. Maj George Why
man passed away on Tue day 5 June 200 I. George wa commissioned 
into the Royal Corp of Signals on 8 April 1977. He served as a young 
officer with the Royal Signals Junior Leaders Regiment in Ouston, 

ewcastle and gained operational experience with 39 Infantry Brigade 
and Signal Squadron receiving the General Service Medal 1962 Clasp 

orthero Ireland. From 1986 to 1990 he held various Staff Officer 
appointments including ervicc with Headquarters 3 Commando 
Brigade Royal Marines and Headquarters Southern District. He held 
Squadron Command at 2 Signal Regiment in York and 16 Signal Regi
ment in Rheindahlen , Germany. George was also employed for over 
four years a the Army Careers Advisor for School in South Yorkshire 
until 9 August 1999. His last appointment was as Training Major 34 
(Northern) Signal Regiment (Volunteer ) based in Middlesbrough. 
George was married to Linda and wa the fa1her of eight children -
Catherine (24), Mhairi (22), Mo rag (2 l ), Andrew ( 19) currently serv
ing with 2 Signal Regiment in the Adjutant Generals Corps, .James 
(16), Hannah (13), David (12) and Elizabeth (10). Wi1h all the family 
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having a strong Christian faith, his interest included music and played 
for the enjoyment of all, particularly in church. The majority of his 
spare time was dedicated to his love of cycling. He was a member of the 
Army Cycling Union, classed as a veteran in regular competitions and 
was also a member of the Knaresborough Cycling Club, York. 
The funeral service took place at Acomb Baptist hurch on Thursday 
14 June 200 I and was followed by a cremation at Bishoplhorpe Crema
torium, York. The service was attended by family, close friends and 
many serving and retired officers who had enjoyed George's exuberant, 
enthusiastic and sometimes determined character. His daughter Cather
ine in fond memory of an excellent father said some kind and poignant 
words and the Commanding Officer, Lt Col Jan Westerman Royal 
Signals, gave a stirring account of George 'The Officer'. George had 
dedicated over 24 years to the Corps and he will be sorely missed by 
who got to know him throughout his service. 

pooner - Lt Col P. Spooner with the death of Phil pooner on 12 July 
200 I the Corps ha lost one of its mosf colourful officer . He was a man 
of tremendou energy for everything he tackled and imbued with an 
infectious enthusiasm. which radiated through his fun loving per onali
ty. Phil wa born in London on 3 October 1932. He was educated at the 
Belle Yue Grammar School in Bradford. After school he intended to go 
to Cranwell but in tead entered Sandhurst after completing ba ic train
ing with the Royal Engineers. He was commissioned into the Corp in 

February 1953. After his Young Officers Course he was sent to S111ga
pore and thence to Hong Kong where was attached to 32 tedium Regi
ment Royal Artillery. On returning to England he attempted to JOlll the 
newly formed Army Air Corps but instructors told him that ·as a pilot 
he would make a first rate parachutist'. I le took their ad\ ice and quali
fied for hi parachute wings. He then tarted the first of hi~ four tour,,. 
with the RAF by joining 220 Signal Squadron al RAF Sundem in Ger
many. This proved to be a memorable tour becau ·e not only did he 
become the fir t army officer to fly through the sound barrier in a t\vo
seater Hunter but he met and married ue who was erving on 1he sta
tion as a Pilot Officer. He moved back to London to become Adjutant of 
a TA Regiment. During this time he played football for the Corinthian 
Casuals and cominued his promising tennis career. He then returned to 
the RAF in Aden as a Ground Liaison Officer briefing and debriefing 
pilots on their attack during the Radfan campaign and training many 
locals as Forward Air Controllers. There then followed a very happy 
tour at the Army pprentice College. Harrogate. It wa here that his 
rare quality of care for those he commanded came into full play. He 
demonstrated his ability to in pire the young apprentices lo do things 
they never thought they could and to give them the self-belief and con
fidence to do well. In 1969 he returned to the RAF in Bahrein again 
controlling aircraft before becoming the Signal quadron Commander 
at RAF Benson. He wa keen to have a very fit squadron and to prove 
the point entered them for the Cyprus walkabout. He then became the 
Sultan of Brunei's advi or on air communications and tasking. During 
thi time he wrote and produced a film on Loan Service. At the end of 
his tour the Sultan gave him the Seri Lila Jasa medal, an award given to 
very few. In his spare time he completed the SAS Free Fall Parachute 
Course and at last gained his private pilot's licence. On promotion to 
Lieutenant Colonel in 1977 he became Deputy Commander of a major 
communication project in Saudi Arabia. It was at this time he took up 
hashing. At the end of his five-year tour he drove back to the UK over
land. His la t oversea tour was with AFCENT in Holland. Here he and 
Sue immersed t11emselves in the activities of both the international 
headquarters and the local community. His vibrant energy aw him 
involved in ha hing. ailing, sail boarding, tennis, ijmegan Marches, 
marathon running and an13teur dramatic to mention but a few! 
In 1987 Phil reached his 55th birthday but instead of retiring Phil was 
a ked to stay on to run the White Helmets and the Blue Helmets. He 
eized the chance with both hands. 'ol only did be take part in 'the 

action' - top of the pyramid, through the flaming circle, jumping cars. 
but brought his boundless energy into gaining spon orship and ecuring 
contracts. one could have made a greater impact on the team . When 
Phil finally retired from service life he threw himself into the communi
ty life in Chiche ter. He had founded the Chichester Hash House Harri
ers on his return from Saudi Arabia in 1982 and it flouri he to thi day. 
He was Chaim1an of the Chiche ter Society and was very proud of 
being involved in aving the fm;ade of the old Dolphin and Anchor Inn. 
He gave up the Society to concenrrate on local politics and only narrow
ly failed to gain a seat on the City Council. He drove ambulance for the 
disabled, he was an Age Concern Befriender and he did Meal on 
Wheel for the WRVS and was an active member of the Army Benevo
lent Fund Committee. He became a member of the Rotary Club late in 
life but completed his year as President a week before he died. In recog
nition of his work within the various communities around the world 
over o many years. Phil wa given earlier thi year the Rotary Paul 
Harri. Award for ervice to one· fellow men. Phil Spooner wa an 
officer who truly cared for hi men and they knew it, he was always 
proud of their achievements; he was a man who liYed life to the full and 
hi infectious enthusia m encouraged other to do likewise. A a citizen 
he wa a contributor and committed himself totally to every communit) 
in which he lived. lo t of all a a family man he set the highc t tan
dards a a much loved hu band and the finest of fathers. 

LATE NEWS ..... LATE NEWS ..... LATE NEWS 

251 SIGNAL SQUADRON 

Sqn Comd 
S M 

1aj Wally Drain 
W02 Gary mith 

EXERCISE FIGHTING BRU '0 200J 
23 EPTEMBER - 5 OCTOBER 

This year's A I G battlecamp took place at th1: OBUA tra ining 
village, astmere. The exercise wa . plit into '' o one-week segment· 
with the Squadron sending soldiers to each of the week . Attending were, 
Cpl Russ Craig and LCpl Steve Davies Week 1, LCpl lark Igo 
Week 2.The main themes of the exercise were counter in urgency 
(COIN), and ba ic OBUA drills. The exercise started off' i1l_1 a 
confidence course shortly after arriva l on the unday afternoon dunng 
which everyone was put in the relevant ections. Monday mornmg was 
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pent learning the mdimcnt of hou. e clearance. This i~\OlYed ~nowmg 
the different method · of grenade delm!ry, · uch a thro\\1ng. po tmg. and, 
rolling. tanning a building usmg different methods of entry. uch as fin.t 
floor acce u ing grappling hook · or ladders, ground tltrot enlf) through 
window • mou e-hole. etc. and then storming individual room. once 
cmry had been gained. W02 ( M) mith gave a le ·on on tac11cal 
movement in an urban en ironmcnl, and we had dcmonstmtions on ho\v 
to set-up a V P. and how to deal with minor ciYil di turbance~. Monday 
allernoon we were hown how to defend a building, and methods of 
cro sing barbed wire obstacles. Tuesday saw the two 'ection each 
pulling what they had learnt into effect with a confinnatof) attack on a 
building at da\\ n. Tucsda also saw a Yisit to the exercise by OC 'qn. 
Maj Wally Drain, and gt Rick O\\en. The) were there to obscne the 
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cxcrci ·c and to discu s wtth the D the relevance and u. cfulnes· of what 
was being taught to soldiers of the modem Bri ll h army. 

Tue da~ at!cmoon wa. spent learning ho' to properly set up. operate, 
and tear down a CP. and r vision of co1TC ·t patrolling methods in an 
urban em ironmcnt. Phase two of the exercise rarted with a briefing that 
set out the ·cenario for the remainder of the week Thi involv d u being 
put into a , ·olatile ituation in which we were to gather intelligence and 
quell any minor ciYil di wrbance while trying to keep hold of your 
respirator a LC pl Davies had some difficulty in doing. The fo llowing 
three day · were . pent patrolling the village and it envi ron . more 
succe· fully when C pl Rus C ra ig wa n't map-reading. and gathering 
intelligence from the local population. The week culminated with both 
·ections . ccuring and occupying individual hou. es opposite those of 
known su pects who had arrest warrants against them. The night was 
spent ob. erving the e suspects, and early on Friday morning both 
ection were given the order to move in and arrest the su peels. With the 
ucce sful completion of this ta k it was off to the a ault course for an 

enjoyable hour ' exerci c, then a' elcome hower and off home. 
----~ 
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J EA, FOR GENE , FRIDA 5 0 T 2001 
Once again thi ' year a barbecue. with auction , tombola etc was held at 

HQ 4th Divkion, Aldershot in a id o f St Ormond trcct Ho ·pita I. Thanks 
mu t go firstly to Mr Derek Keen who organised the event and was also 
MC for the auction. and to C pl Andy Mc ally, who contributed ~o much 
to the tombola . Thi years total was an imprc ·s ive £ 1850.88 on the duy. 
plus more money which was till coming in a thi . article wa written . 

VT IT OF 0 1MA 'DI 'G OFFICER A I G, 
LT COL . . LEIGH 8-9 OCTOBER 2001 

Lt C ol . A. Leigh R. ignals vi ited the squadron on Monday 8th and 
Tue, day 9th 0 tobcr. During hi vi it he presented C p l Russ C raig with 
his L & G medal, which came as a complete urprise to Cpl C raig. 
but not as much as when the egg he had just microwaved for four minutes 
ble' up all o er his face . 

Lt Col S. A. Leigh, Cpl Russ Craig and Maj Wally Drain on the 
occasion of Cpl Craig's LS & GC presentation 

iJIHI~ f?J.\r?3~©1MUil~ ~~(GllNl#l\l ~QU~!D)!RlOINI 
~®4~&~®1$5 

Ol !D) ©O n !Rl#l\!D)~~ #1\~SO©O#l\iJOOINI 
r?3~UINI OOINI (!d)OIN!INllE!Rl 

~ffe\TlUJfRID)ffe\V ~ ~ Mffe\V ~©©~ 
Following the success of the succe of the May 1999 Reunion 
Di nner held in Aldersho t, it ha been decided lo ho ld the next 
d inner at 

~<CCOYII'<CIHI <C(Q)ffiNIEJR IHI«DTIEJL~ 
Ifilr<CIBIOO«DNIID~ NQW(Q)~IHIIlm.JE 

~ATUJirulDAW 11~ OOAW ~®®~ 
All Old Comrades who served du ri ng the period 1948- 1975 are 
welcome to attend. For fu rther information contact teve Marshall 
at 25 l S tap lefo rd Lane, To ton , o tti ng ha m, NG9 6JG (011 5 
8494 60 7) o r Ralph Porter a t I 0 Lo ng ho rne Dri ve , R ccth, 
Richmond, N. Yorkshire, DL 11 6ST (01 748 884684). 
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Beautiful Burns Crystal 
Panel Whisky Glass, 1 Ooz Pair, Engraved with Presentation Box £26.00 (see photo) 
Panel Brandy Glass, 12oz Pair, Engraved with Presentation Box £26.00 

Panel Ships Decanter, 75cl , Engraved £62.00 (see photo) 
Panel Oval Flask Decanter, Engraved £62.00 (see photo) 
Pyramid Bottle, Engraved with Presentation Box £16.99 
Pedestal Clock, Engraved with Presentation Box £16.99 

Sky Candle Holder, 411/', Engraved £14.99 
Coasters, Glass, Set of 4, Engraved £16.99 

Hand-cut Paperweight, Engraved £16.99 
Ashtray, 31/2", Engraved £9.99 

Burns Crystal Paperweight (Jimmy Engraved) £5.99 

Miscellaneous New Items & Stocking Fillers 
--- Pack of 3 100% Cotton Tea Towels (1914-1918) £9.99 

In Flanders Field , The Soldier, Your Country Needs You -

Female Walking Signaller Statuette £69.00 - 7" Jimmy Statuette £32.00 
Ladies Blazer Badge (Jimmy) £4.99 

Union Jack Boxer Shorts (M, L, XL) £5.99 - Polo Shirt - Union Jack I George Cross £16.99 
"Songs That Won The War" CD £5.99 - Mini Red Flash Light Keyring £3.99 

Playing Cards, First World War 1914-1918 £3.99 
Playing Cards, Second World War 1939-1945 £3.99 
Playing Cards, Aeroplane Spotter Cards WW2 £3.99 

Playing Cards, Optical Illusions £3.99 
Wireless For The Warrior, Volume 1 £27.50 
Wireless For The Warrior, Volume 2 £36.00 
Wireless For The Warrior, Volume 3 £40.50 

Corps Ribbon , 11/2" wide per metre £4.20 
Mini Stubby Toolkit (engraved Jimmy) £12.50 - Zippo Lighter (pattern 98) £15.95 

Cufflinks 98 £11 .99 - Sweetheart Brooch £5.99 - Silver Jimmy Studs £8.99 
Sports Flasks (multi colour) £1.60 - Hair Brush/Mirror (multi colour) £1.49 

Bendy Pencils large £0.75 - Keyring Mini Torch £1.20 - Compass Keyring £1 .99 
Book Mark (History of the Corps Cap Badges) £1.00 








